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PREFACE.
THIS fifth volume will be found a work complete in itself, simplex et unum.
At first, indeed,
it might look otherwise.
The formation of Latin Christianity in the school of North Africa seems
interrupted
by the interpolation,
between Tertulhan and his great pupil Cyprian, of a Western
bishop and doctor, who writes in Greek.
A little reflection, however, will suggest to the thoughtful student, that, even if our chronological
plan admitted of it, we should divest the works of
Cyprian of a very great advantage should we deprive them of the new and all-important
light
shed upon Cyprian and his conflicts with Stephen by the discovery of the _PhJas@hlo_zelza of
Hippolytus.
That &scovery, as Dr. Bunsen reminds us, more than once, has dl_bca/ed
our
information concerning the Western Church of the ante-Nicene
period,
tt gives us overwhelming
evidence on many points heretofore imperfectly understood,
and confirms the surmises of the
learned and candid authors who have endeavoured
to disentangle certain comphcations
of history.
It meets some questions of our own day with most conclusive testimony, and probably had not
a little to do with the ultimate conclusions of DSlhnger, and the rise of the Old Catholic school,
among the Latins.
We cannot fall to observe m all this the hand of a wise and paternal Providence, which is never wanting to the faithful in the day of trial.
" I believe, with Niebuhr,"
says Dr. Bunsen, "that Providence
always furnishes every generation with the necessary means
of arriving at the truth and at the solution of its doubts."
This consideration
has inspired me
with great hopes from the publication of this series in America, where the aggressions of an alien
element are forcing us to renewed study of that virgin antiquity which is so fatal to its pretensions.
I can adopt with a grateful heart the language of Bunsen, when he adds :' "I cannot help thinking
it of importance that we have just now so unexpectedly got our knowledge of facts respecting
early Christianity doubled."
To show some tokens of this new light on old difficulties, I shall be obliged to throw one or
two of my _lucidatzons
almost into the form of dissertations.
It will appear, as we proceed,
that we have reached a most crltlcal point in the ante-Nmene
history, and one on whmh that
period itself depends for its complete exposition.
Let me adduce conclusive evidence of this by
reference to two fundamental facts, which need only to be mentioned to be admitted :-I. The Council of Nice did not pretend to be setting forth a new creed, or making anything
doctrine which was not doctrine before.
Hence the period we are now studying is to be interpreted by the testimony of the Nicene Fathers, who were able to state historically, and with great
felicity, in idioms gradually framed by the Alexandrian theologians, the _reczse bztepzt and _ut_ort
of their teaching.
The learned Bull has demonstrated
this ; demolishing
alike the sophistry of
Petavius the Jesuit, and the efforts of latltudinanans
to make capital out of some of those obzter
dicta of orthodox Fathers, which, like certain passages of Holy Scripture itself, may be wrested
Into contradictory and self-stultifying declarations.
Note, therefore, that the Nicene Creed must
be studied not so much in the contro'vertists of the fourth century as in the doctors of preceding
ages, whom we are reviewing in these pages.
t Htt6_ol.,
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2. A like statement is true of the Nicene constitutions and discipline. The synodical rule,
alike in faith and disciphne, was T&_Xa_ _ ,cp_&_o : "Let the (ancient) primitive examples
prevaiL" Observe, therefore, what they ruled as to Rome and other churches was already ancient.
Now, the "duplicated" light thrown upon the position of the North-African churches, and others
in the West, at this period, by the discovery of long-lost portions of Hippolyms, will be found to
settle many groundless assertions of Roman controvertists as to what these _pX_ _8,/were.
Bearing this in mind, let us return to the point with which this Preface starts. We are
pausing for a moment, in the North-African history, to take a contemporary survey of Rome,
and to mark just where it stands, and what it is, at this moment. The earliest of the great Roman
Fathers now comes forward, but not as a Latin Father. He writes in Greek ; he continues the
Greek line of thought brought into the West by Irenmus ; he maintains the Johannean rather
than the Petrine traditions and idioms, which are distinct but not clashing ; he stands only in the
third generation from St. John himself, through Polycarp, and his master Irenmus ; and, like his
master, he confronts the Roman bishops of his time with a superior orthodoxy and with an
authority more apostolic.' He illustrates in his own conduct the maxim of Irenmus, that "the
Catholic faith is preserved in Rome by the testimony imparted into it by those who visit it from
every side ;" that is, who thus keep alive in it the common faith, as witnessed in all the churches
of Christendom.
Thus, Hippolytus, once "torn to pieces as by horses," in his works, if not in his person, comes
to life again in our times, to shed new light upon the history of Latin Christianity, and to show
that Rome had no place nor hand in its creation. He appears as a Greek Father in a church
which was yet a "Greek colony ; "_ and he shows to what an estate of feebleness and humiliation
the Roman Church had been brought, probably by the neglect of preaching, which is an anomaly
in its history, and hardly less probably by its adherence to a Greek liturgy long after the Christians of Rome had ceased to understand Greek familiarly. At such a moment Hippolytus proves
himself a reformer. His historical elucidations of the period, therefore, form an admirable
introduction to Cyprian, and will explain the entire independence of Roman dictation, with which
he maintained his own opinions against that Church and its bishops.
And lastly we have Novatian as a sequel to the works of Cyprian ; and truly, the light upon
his sad history is "duplicated"
by what Hippolytus shows us of the times and circumstances
which made his schism possible, and which somewhat relieve his character from its darker shades.
Such, then, is the volume now given to the reader, -- Hippolytus, Cyprian, Novatian, -- affording the fullest information ever yet brought together in one volume, upon the rise of Latin Christianity, the decline of the Greek period of the Roman See, and the restricted limits of the Roman
province not yet elevated to the technical position of a Nicene patriarchate.
See this series, vol. lb. Eluc_d II. p. 63o.
2 See th_sseries, vol. i. pp. 309, 360; also vol. _i. p. x65, and Milman (vol. i. pp. 28, 29) , Latin
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HIPPOLYTUS.

INTRODUCTORY NOTICE TO ttlPPOLYTUS.
[A.D.

170-2#]

THE first great Christian Father whose history is Roman is, nevertheless, not a Roman, but a
Greek.
He is the disciple of Irenmus, and the spirit of his life-work reflects that of his master. In his personal character he so much resembles Irenmus risen agalnfl that the great Bishop
of Lyons must be well studied and understood
if we would do full justice to the conduct of
Hippolytus.
Especially did he follow his master's example in withstanding contemporary bishops
of Rome, who, like Victor, "deserved
to be blamed," but who, much more than any of their
predecessors, merited rebuke alike for error in doctrine and viciousness of life.
In the year 1551 , while some excavations were in progress near the ancient Church of SL
Lawrence at Rome, on the Tiburtine Road, there was found an ancient statue, in marble, of a
figure seated in a chair, and wearing over the Roman tunic the pallium of Tertullian's eulogy.
It was in 1851 , just three hundred years after its discovery, and in the year of the pubhcation
of
the newly discovered _Philasa2Ohumena at Oxford, that I saw it in the Vatican.
As a specimen
of early Christian art it is a most interesting work, and possesses a higher merit than almost any
similar production of a period subsequent to that of the Antonines. 2 It represents a grave personage, of noble features and a high, commanding
forehead, slightly bearded, his right hand resting over his heart, while under it his left man crosses the body to reach a book placed at his
side.
There is no reason to doubt that this is, indeed, the statue of Hippolytus, as is stated in
the inscription of Plus IV., who calls him "Saint Hippolytus,
Bishop of Portus," and states
that he lived in the reign of the Emperor Alexander ; i.e., Severus.
Of this there is evidence on the chair itself, which represents his episcopal cathedra, and has
a modest symbol of lions at "the stays," as if borrowed from the throne of Solomon.
It is a
work of later date than the age of Severus, no doubt ; but V¢ordsworth, who admirably illustrates
the means by which such a statue may have been provided, gives us good reasons for supposing
that it may have been the grateful tribute of contemporaries, and all the more trustworthy as a
portrait of the man himself.
The chair has carved upon it, no doubt for use in the Church, a
calendar indicating the Paschal full _aoons for seven cycles of sixteen years each ; answering,
according to the science of the period, to similar tables in the Anglican Book of Common Prayer.
It indicates the days on which Easter must fall, from A.D. a22 tO A.D. 333- On the back of
the chair is a list of the author's works.3
Not less interesting, and vastly more important, was the discovery, at Mount Athos, in x84z,
of the long-lost PMlasaphumena
of this author, concerning which the important facts will appear
below.
Its learned editor, Emmanuel Miller, published it at Oxford under the name of Origen,
which was inscribed on the Ms. Like the Epistle of Clement, its composition
in the Greek
language had given it currency among the Easterns long after it was forgotten in the West ; and
very naturally they had ascribed to Origen an anonymous treatise containing much in coincidence
x In #seudo-C_rysos4.
called yAvm_ra_¢ _ml eg_vot;o'ra*o,. See Wordsworth, St. Hil¥ol_tus, etc., p. _.
a A very good representation of it may be seen in Bunsen's H_¥olsvtr_ and lii* Age, as a frontispiece to vol. i. London, xgSa.
3 The learned Dr. Wordsworth deals with all the difficulties of the case with judicial ;mm,t_
but enforces his conchmic_
irttfr'agable cogency. See also Dr. Jsrvis, learacd l_troduaian,
p. 3a2.
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with his teachings, and supplying the place of one of his works of a similar kind.
It is now
sufficiently established as the work of Hippolytus, and has been provxdentially brought to light
just when it was most needed.'
In fact, the statue rose from its grave as if to rebuke the reigning
pontiff (Pins IV.),who
just then imposed upon the Latin churches the novel "Creed"
which
bears his name ; and now the t'hilosoibhumena comes forth as if to breathe a last warning to that
namesake of the former Pins who, in the very teeth of its testimony, so recently forged and
uttered the dogma of "papal infallibility"
conferring this attribute upon himself, and retrospectively upon the very bishops of Rome whom St. Hippolytus
resisted as heretics, and has
transmitted to posterity, in his writings, branded with the shame alike of false doctrine and of
heinous crimes.
Dr. DSlhnger, who for a time lent his learning and genius to an apologetic
effort in behalf of the Papacy, was no doubt prepared, by this very struggle of his heart versus
head, for that rejection of the new dogma which overloaded alike his intellect and his conscience,
and made it impossible for him any longer to bear the lashes of Rehoboam * in communion with
modem Rome.
In the biographical data which will be found below, enough is supplied for the needs of the
reader of the present series, who, if he wishes further to investigate the subject, will find the fullest
information in the works to which reference has been made, or which will be hereafter indicated.3
But this is the place to recur to the much-abused
passage of Irenmus which I have discussed in
a former volume. 4 Strange to say, I was forced to correct, from a Roman-Catholic
writer, the
very unsatisfactory rendering of our Edinburgh editors, and to elucidate at some length the palpable absurdity of attributing to Irenmus any other than a geographical and imperial reference to
the importance of Rome, and its usefulness to the West, more especially, as its only see of apostolic origin.
Quoting the Ninth Antiochian Canon, I gave good reasons for my conjecture that
the Latin convenire represents o'm,rp_xav in the original ; and now it remains to be noted how
strongly the real meaning of Irenmus is illustrated in the life and services of his pupil Hippolytus.
i. That neither Hippolytus nor his master had any conception that the See of Rome possesses
any pre-eminent
authority, to which others are obliged to defer, is conspicuously evident from
the history of both.
Alike they convicted Roman bishops of error, and alike they rebuked them
for their misconduct.
2. Hippolytus is the author of a work called the Little "Zabyrinth, which, like the recently
discovered Philosophumena,
attributes to the Roman See anything but the "infallibility"
which
the quotation from Irenmus is so ingeniously wrested to sustain.S
How he did not understand
the passage is, therefore, sufficiently apparent.
Let us next inquire what appears, from his conduct, to be the true understanding of Irenmus.
3. I have shown, in the elucidation already referred to, how Irenmus affirms that Rome is the
city which everybody visits from all parts, and that Christians, resorting thither, because it is the
Imperial City, carry into it the testimony of all other churches.
Thus it becomes a competent
witness to the quod ab omnibus, because it cannot be ignorant of what all the churches teach
with one accord.
This argument,
therefore, reverses the modem
Roman dogma ; primitive
Rome received orthodoxy instead of prescribing
it. She embosomed
the Catholic testimony
brought into it from all the churches, and gave it forth as reflected light ; not primarily her own,
but what she faithfully preserved in coincidence with older and more learned churches than herself. Doubtless she had been planted and watered by St. Paul and St. Peter ; but doubtless,
also, she had been expressly warned by the former of her liability to error and to final severance 6
s The valuable treatise of Dr. Bum
must be _mpared with the luminous _
of Wordsworth, St. Hi_polyt_
and t_e C_ur¢£
London, x853; enlarged t88o.
= z Kings xii. x4.
s .4 Bibliog'ra#kical accotmt of all the ante-Nice_ litm'atm_ fa_omth¢ lmtm_ ptm of Dr. M. B. Riddle, will be given in the concluding
volmm of this serie_
4 Vol. i. pp. 4z5, 46o, thls series.
5 Scc EuscMus,Hirt.,
v. =8; alsoRouth,Sc_#t. Ecck_.Ohio., voL iL pp.x$3--x6_
* Rom. r.LzT-_x,
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from apostolic communion. Hippolytus lived at a critical moment, when this awful admonition
seemed about to be realized.
4. Now, then, from Portus and from.Lyons, Hippolytus brought into Rome the Catholic doctrine, and convicted two of its bishops of pernicious heresies and evil living. And thus, as
Irenmus teaches, the faith was preserved in Rome by the testimony of those from every side
resor_'ng thither, not by any prerogative of the See itself. All this will appear clearly enough
as the student proceeds in the examination of this volume.
But it is now time to avail ourselves of the information given us by the translator in his I_rI_ODUCTORV
NOTICE,as foUows: N
Tr[v. entire of The gefuta_'on of all Heresies, with the exception of book i., was found in a
Ks. brought from a convent on Mount Athos so recently as the year x842. The discoverer of
this treasure--for
treasure it certainly is--was Min6ides Mynas, an erudite Greek, who had
visited his native country in search of ancient Mss., by direction of M. Abel Villemain, Minister
of Public Instruction under Louis Philippe. The French Government have thus the credit of
being instrumental in bringing to light this vahable work, while the University of Oxford shares
the distinction by being its earliest publishers. The Refutation was printed at the Clarendon
Press in x85t , under the editorship of M. Emmanuel Miller,* whose labours have proved serviceable to all subsequent commentators. One generally acknowledged mistake was committed by
Miller in ascribing the work to Origen. He was right in affirming that the discovered MS.was
the continuation of the fragment, The Philasapkumena, inserted in the Benedictine copy of
Origen's works. In the volume, however, containing the t_hilasap/_umena, we have dissertations
by Huet, in which he questions Origen's authorship in favour of Epiphanius. Heuman attributed
the Philosophumena to Didymus of Alexandria, Gale to Aetius; 2 and it, with the rest of The
Refutation, Fessler and Baur ascribed to Caius, but the Abbe Jellabert to Tertullian. The last
hypothesis is untenable, if for no other reason, because the work is in Greek. In many respects,
Caius, who was a presbyter of Rome in the time of Victor and Zephyrinus, would seem the probable author; but a fatal argument--one
applicable to those named above, except Epiphanius
m against Caius is his not being, as the author of The Refutaa'an in the Proeemium declares himself to be, a bishop. Epiphanius nO doubt filled the episcopal office ; but when we have a large
work of his on the heresies, with a summary,3 it would seem scarcely probable that he composed
likewise, on the same topic, an extended treatise like the present, with two abridgments. Whatever diversity of opinion, however, existed as to these claimants, most critics, though not all, now
agree in denying the authorship of Origen. Neither the style nor tone of The Refutaa'an is
Origenian. Its compilatory process is foreign to Origen's plan of composition ; while the subjectmatter itself, for many reasons, would not be likely to have occupied the pen of the Alexandrine
Father. It is almost impossible but that Origen would have made some allusions in The Refutatian to his other writings, or in them to it. Not only, however, is there no such allusion, but the
derivation of the word "Ebionites," in The Refu[atian, and an expressed belief in the (orthodox)
doctrine of eternal punishment, are at valance with Origen's authorship. Again, no work answering the description is awarded to Origen in catalogues of his extant or lost writings. These
arguments are strengthened by the facts, that Origen was never a bishop, and that he did not
reside for any length of time at Rome. He once paid a hurried visit to the capital of the West,
whereas the author of 7'ke Refuta_'an asserts his presence at Rome during the occurrence of
events which occupied a period of some twenty years. And not only was he a spectator, but
took part in these transactions in such an official and authoritative manner as Origen could never
have assumed, either at Rome or elsewhere.
t In addition to Miller, the _
has made *tin cff the _
Cmlce's edition, Paris, x860.
* An Arian blshop of the first h_" of t_ fom.th ¢_.
I See PP. z*a-xsT, tom. ii., 0¢ Z##mab_'
collected world, _Ii_1 by _

gditi_,

bat Dmadt_

P_aviu_

and Sdmeidewin,

t859; and the Abl_
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In this state of the controversy, commentators tamed their attention towards Hippolytus, in
favour of whose authorship the majority of modem scholars have decided. The arguments that
have led to this conclusion, and those alleged by others against it, could not be adequately discussed in a notice hke the present. Suffice it to say, that such names as Jacobi, Gieseler, Duncker,
Schneidewin, Bemays, Bunsen, Wordsworth, and Drllinger, support the claims of Hippolytus.
The testimony of Dr. DSllinger, considering the extent of his theological learning, and in particular his intimate acquaintance with the apostolic period in church history, virtually, we submit,
decides the question.'
For a biography of Hippolytus we have not much authentic materials. There can be no
reasonable doubt but that he was a bishop, and passed the greater portion of his life in Rome and
its vicinity. This assertion corresponds with the conclusion adopted by Dr. Drllinger, who, however, refuses to allow that Hippolytus was, as is generally maintained, Bishop of Portus, a harbour
of Rome at the northern mouth of the Tiber, opposite Ostia. However, it is satisfactory to
establish, and especially upon such eminent authority as that of Dr. Drllinger, the fact of Hippolytus' connection with the Western Church, not only because it bears on the investigation of
the authorship of The RefutaKan, the writer of which affirms his personal observation of what he
records as occurring in his own time at Rome, but also because it overthrows the hypothesis of
those who contend that there were more Hippolytuses than one- Dr. D611inger shows that there
is only one historical Hippolytusor that the East, and not Italy, was the sphere of his episcopal labours. Thus Le Moyne, in the seventeenth century, a French writer resident in Leyden,
ingeniously argues that Hippolytus was bishop of Partus Romanorum (Aden), in Arabia. Le
Moyne's theory was adopted by some celebrities, viz., Dupin, Tillemont, Spanheim, Basnage, and
our own Dr. Cave. To this position are opposed, among others, the names of Nicephorus, Syncellus, Baronius, Beltarmine, Dodwell, Beveridge, Bull, and Archbishop Ussher. The judgment
and critical accuracy of Ussher is, on a point of this kind, of the highest value. Wherefore the
question of Hippolytus being bishop of Portus near Rome would also appear established, for
the reasons laid down in Bunsen's f__lters to Archdeacon Hare, and Canon Wordsworth's St.
ttt_polytus. The mind of inquirers appears to have been primarily unsettled in consequence of
Eusebius' mentioning Hippolytus (Ecclesiast. Hist., vi. zo) in company with Beryllus (of Bostra),
an Arabian, expressing at the same time his uncertainty as to where Hippolytus was bishop. This
indecision is easily explained, and cannot invalidate the tradition and historical testimony which
assign the bishopric of Portus near Rome to Hippolytus, a saint and martyr of the Church. Of
his martyrdom, though the fact itself is certain, the details, furnished in Prudentius' hymn, are not
historic. Thus the mode of Hippolytus' death is stated by Pmdentius to have been identical
with that of Hippolytus the son of Theseus, who was tom limb from limb by being tied to wild
horses. St. H_ppolytus, however, is known on historical testimony to have been thrown into a
canal and drowned ; but whether the scene of his martyrdom was Sardinia, to which he was
undoubtedly banished along with the Roman bishop Pontianus, or Rome, or Portus, has not as
yet been definitively proved. The time of his martyrdom, however, is probably a year or two,
perhaps less or more, after the commencement of the reign of Maximin the Thracian, that is,
somewhere about A.D. 235-39. This enables us to determine the age of Hippolytus ; and as
some statements in The RefutaKan evince the work to be the composition of an old man, and
as the work itself was written after the death of Callistus in A.D. z22, this would transfer the
period of his birth to not very long after the last half of the second century.
The contents of 2Xe Refuta_on, as they originally stood, seem to have been arranged thus :
• 'Yh_ who are delfi,r_
of examh_ng it for themselves ma]F consult G_r's
pzper on Hippolytus, eta,, in the Tkeologi*ck¢
Studit_ ur.d I(ritzken, z853; Hergenr_her, Tlttologgsc_ QuarlalscAr_t,
TDblngen, z$5_; Bungen's Hg/_l_
ar._l _z's Age," Word_
worth's $l. Htj_l_lyt_ ; Dr. D_llin_rYl Hs_2_l.,_gt ud .g'al/_lgr : odes" g/e R_miscke I_ir¢lte /. _
o's/tin H$_e
le.r drfftc'a
yahrk_ert,,
zS53 : and CruJce's .t_e#
ss_r de zV_tveat_t Docum¢_.f.s H_r'igues
_runtdx
au [iz,re d¢_ O0,o¢'ock_¢ua,
x85_
See also articles in the Q_n_lerly _¢_
zBsz; _c/_._iaz_c a_td[ Tkeologfan, z85a, zSS3 ; the gPre_m/_r
Rezqe_, z853 ; the D_/z's
P, nn_, zSS3, zS_t ; _ Ce,'r_po_t,
t. x_L; and _e Rome ds, Dc_v M_:,
x_6s.
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The first book (which we have) contained an account of the different schools of ancient philosophers ; the second (which is missing), the doctrines and mysteries of the Egyptians ; the third
(likewise missing), the Chaldean science and astrology ; and the fourth (the beginning of which
is missing), the system of the Chaldean horoscope, and the magical rites and incantations of
the Babylonian Theurgists. Next came the portion of the work relating more immediately to the
heresies of the Church, which is contained in books v.-ix. The tenth book is the r/sum of
the entire, together with the exposition of the author's own religious opinions. The heresies
enumerated by Hippolytus comprehend a period starting from an age prior to the composition
of St. John's Gospel, and terminating with the death of Callistus. The heresies are explained
according to chronological development, and may be ranged under five leading schools : (i) The
Ophites; (t) Simonists; (3) Basilidians; (4) Docetm; (5) Noetians. Hippolytus ascends to
the origin of heresy, not only in assigning heterodoxy a derivative nature from heathenism, but
in pointing out in the Gnosis elements of abnormal opinions antecedent to the promulgation
of Christianity. We have thus a most interesting account of the early heresies, which in some
respects supplies many desiderata in the ecclesiastical history of this epoch.
We can scarcely over-estimate the value of /7_e Refutg_'on, on account of the propinquity
of its author to the apostolic age. Hippolytus was a disciple of St. Iren_eus, St. Irenmus of
St. Polycarp, St. Polycarp of St. John. Indeed, one fact of grave importance connected with the
writings of St. John, is elicited from Hippolytus' Refutation. The passage given out of Basilides'
work, containing a quotation by the heretic from St. John i. 9, settles the period of the composition of the fourth Gospel, as of greater antiquity by at least thirty years than is allowed to it by
the Tiibingen school. It is therefore obvious that Basilides formed his system out of the prologue
of St. John's Gospel ; thus for ever setting at rest the allegation of these critics, that St. John's
Gospel was written at a later date, and assigned an apostolic author, in order to silence the
Basilidian Gnostics._ In the case of Irenmus, too, The Refutg_'on has restored the Greek text of
much of his book Against
Heresies, hitherto only known to us in a Latin version. Nor is the
value of Hippolytus' work seriously impaired, even on the supposition of the authorship not being
proved,--a
concession, however, in no wise justified by the evidence. Whoever the writer of
1Xe Ref_ta_'on be, he belonged to the early portion of the third century, formed his compilations
from primitive sources, made conscientious preparation for his {mdertaking, delivered statements
confirmed by early writers of note? and lastly, in the execution of his task, furnished indubitable
marks of information and research, and of having thoroughly mastered the relations and affinities,
each to other, of the various heresies of the first two and a quarter centuries. These heresies,
whether deducible from attempts to Christianize the philosophy of Paganism, or to interpret the
Doctrines and Life of our Lord by the tenets of Gnosticism and Oriental speculation generally, or to
create a compromise with the pretensions of Judaism, m these heresies, amid all their complexity
and diversity, St. Hippolytus 3 reduces to one common ground of censure -- antagonism to Holy
Scripture. Heresy, thus branded, he leaves to wither under the condemnatory sentence of the
Church.
t It settles the period of the compe_fiou of St John's Gospel only, of course, on the supposition that Hippo]ytus is gmng a cornet
account as reg_ds Basflkles' work. The mode, however, in which Hippolyt_ introduces the quotation, appears to place its authent/cltT
beyoad reasonable doubt, He represents Ba._des (see book vii. chap. zo) as notifying his re_et_nce to St.John's Gospel thus, "And this,"
l_ says, "is what has been stated in the Gospels: ' He was the true light, which lighteneth every man that cometh into the wodd.'"
Now
thL_ k gccclsely the mode of _[ereuce we should expect that Bafilldes would empty': whereas, if Hippolyms had either _brtcatod the
pamage or adduced it from hearsay, it is almost certain he would have sald "in the Gotpel o_"St. John," and not indefinitely "the Ompe_"
And mo_e than this, the formulary" in the Gospels," adopted by BuHidos, reads very like a recognition of an agreed collection of authori_
accounts of our Lord's IKe and sayings. It is also remarkable that the word "stated" (At-_;_)
Basifides has just used _n quoting
(,Ocn. L 3) u in_tumgubM
"wlth" _"
(_tlm*vm0,
the word exclu_vely applied to what is included within the caxton _ Sce_ptm_
* For instance, St. Immmt_ whom Hippclytus professes to follow, Eplphanins, Theodoret, St. Augustine, etc.
s The translator desires to acknowledge obligations to Dr. Lotmer, Professor of Sanskrit and _b-h'brarlan in Trinity College, Dub_b
--a gmtlanan o/"ex_z_
h/Nozksl _
as we8 u o/"accuram and cmnprclmns/w w-h_
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co_rrEwrs.
THE

following

are

the

contents

Zeno.
of

the

first

book of The Refuta_'on
ofalllteresies2
We propose to filrnish an account of the tenets of natural philosophers,
and who these axe,
as well as the tenets of moral philosophers,
and
who these are; and thirdly, the tenets
of logi-

Epicurus,

however,

advanced

an opinion

almost contrary
to all philosophers.
Pyrrho was
an Academic
; _ this (speculator)
taught the incomprehensibility
of everything.
The Brahmins
among the Indians,
and the Druids
among
the
Celts, and Hesiod
osophic pursuits).

(devoted

themselves

to phil-

cians,and who these logiciansare.
THE
PRO(EMIUM._M_
FOR UNDERTAKING
Among natural philosophers2
maybeenumerTHE REFUTATION _ EXPOSURE OF THE ANCIENT
atcd
Thales,
•
. Pythagoras, .Empedocles, Hera- l
MYSTERIES_ PLAN OF THE WORK ; COMPLETEeli,us,
Anaxlmander,
Anaxamenes,
Anaxagoras,!
N_Ss OF THE REFUTATION _ VALUE OF THE
Archelaus,
Parmenides,
Leucippus,
Democritus,
TgEATISE TO Ftrrm_ A_;zs.
Xenophanes,
Ecphantus,
Hippo.
Among moral philosophers
axe Socrates, pupil
We must not overlook 4 any figment
devised
of Archelaus
the physicist,
(and) Plato the pupil by those denominated
philosophers
among
the
of Socrates.
This (speculator)
combined
three
Greeks.
For even their incoherent
tenets
must
systems of philosophy,
be received
as worthy of credit, on account
of
Among
logicians
is Aristotle,
pupil of Plato.
the excessive
madness
of the heretics;
who,
He systematized
the art of dialectics.
Among
from the observance
of silence, and from conthe Stoic
(logicians)
were Chrysippus
(and)
cealing
their own ineffable
mysteries,
ha_¢ hy
many been supposed
worshippers
of God.s,
We
t The fourof*theMss.of the firstbookextant prior to the _ccnt have likewi.'se,
on a former.occasion,
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Of all Heresies;
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WILll
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reasonable opinion and their profane attempt.'
lieved.
But we, as being their successors, and
But since I perceive that they have not been as participators
in this grace, high-priesthood,
abashed by our forbearance, and have made no and office of teaching,S as well as being reputed
account of how God is long-suffering, though guardians of the Church, must not be found
blasphemed by them, in order that either from deficient in vigilance, 6 or disposed to suppress
shame they may repent, or should they perse- correct doctrine3
Not even, however, labourvere, be justly condemned,
I am forced to pro- ing with every energy of body and soul, do we
ceed in my intention of exposing those secret tire in our attempt adequately
to render our
mysteries of theirs, which, to the initiated, with Divine Benefactor
a fitting return ; and yet
a vast amount of plausibility they deliver who withal we do not so requite Him in a becoming
are not accustomed
first to disclose (to any manner, except we are not remiss in discharging
one), till, by keeping such in suspense during the trust committed
to us, but careful to coma period (of necessary preparation), and by ten- plete the measure of our particular opportunity,
dering him blasphemous towards the true God, and to impart to all without grudging whatever
they have acquired complete ascendancy
over the Holy Ghost supplies, not only bringing to
him, and perceive him eagerly panting after the light, 8 by means of our refutation, matters forpromised disclosure.
And then, when they have eign (to our subject), but also whatsoever things
tested him to be enslaved by sin, they initiate the truth has received by the grace of the
him, putting him in possession of the perfection
Father,9 and ministered to men.
These also,
of wicked things.
Previously, however, they illustrating by argument and creating testimony m
bind him with an oath neither to divulge (the by letters, we shall unabashed proclaim.
mysteries), nor to hold communication
with any
In order, then, as we have already stated, that
person whatsoever, unless he first undergo simS- we may prove them atheists, both in opinion and
lar subjection, though, when the doctrine has itheir mode (of treating a question)
and in fact,
been simply delivered (to any one), there was and (in order to show) whence it is that their
no longer any need of an oath.
For he who attempted theories have accrued unto them, and
was content to submit to the necessary purga-that
they have endeavoured to establish their
tion, 2 and so receive the perfect mysteries of itenets, taking nothing from the holy Scriptures
these men, by the very act itself, as well as in--nor
is it from preserving the succession of any
reference to his own conscience, will feel him- saint that they have hurried headlong into these
self sufficiently under an obligation
not to opinions ; -- but that their doctrines have dedivulge to others; for if he once disclose wick- rived their origin"
from the wisdom of the
edness of this description to any man, he would Greeks, from the conclusions of those who have
neither be reckoned among men, nor be deemed
formed systems of philosophy, and from wouldworthy to behold the light, since not even irra- be mysteries, and the vagaries of astrologers,
tional animals3 would attempt such an enormity, it seems, then, advisable, in the first instance, by
as we shall explain when we come to treat of explaining the opinions advanced by the philososuch topics,
phers of the Greeks, to satisfy our readers that
Since, however, reason compels us to plunge 4 such are of greater antiquity than these (hereinto the very depth of narrative, we conceive sies), and more deserving of reverence in referwe should not be silent, but, expounding
the enqe to their views respecting the divinity; in
tenets of the several schools with minuteness,
the next place, to compare each heresy with the
we shall evince reserve in nothing.
Now it system of each speculator, so as to show that
seems expedient, even at the expense of a more the earliest champion of the heresy availing.himprotracted
investigation,
not to shrink from self" of these attempted
theories, has turned
labour ; for we shall leave behind us no trifling them to advantage by appropriating their princiauxiliary to human life against the recurrence ples, and, impelled from these into worse, has
of error, when all are made to behold, in an constructed his own doctrine.
The undertaking
obvious light, the clandestine rites of these men,
and the secret orgies which, retaining under
s_
_ss._ is qt_tt _ tho_ who_
t_ au_ors_p
th,.;r n'k_.na_=ment
_m,,
ei_l;tr_.,
C-_ th_
;n;_-;at_rl
of Origen onthc ground of his never ha_ng been a bishop of t_
"_"

only.
C,_;..;4,
_taltt_

_

-_1

.......

But none _1..._^refute
the
KA_,._._k_,4
*k_ these,
Ph.._k save_k:^k
h_-Muv.-_ut_,,_, mtt.u I.ttt; _....uut_n,
wlut.tl

%.llurt; .

Holy
.k.
_

at/3 no[t laOWCVerjq_

¢¢rmm

_c6:eexcluslvely.
6 Tim common re.admg is

in the future, but tim ptesem tense ,a
| mlopmdl_r Rmht¢r itt his Cr/t_dr/ Odh_rva/_,
p. 77"

Anosfles.
havinJ_
in the first instance reeeivecLI
I_ Itm_htb%"an_'°lil_that ml_lm_
tOtih¢ lub•- •
--7
' inhia Latiavetaim_
•--o
.
.
Jectudtcnmhaud. " Tit is us C ruia_'s _
have t_mmmitted to those who liave rightly be- / A _
,_.z
_, "_ =_ _t b, _._.t. _
_l
_tt,tt_d Wod,'.o,,".,, .nm_ _
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REFUTATION

admittedly is full of labour, and (is one) requiring extended research.
We shall not, however,
be wanting in exertmn ; for afterwards it will be
a source of joy, just like an athlete obtaining
w_th much toil the crown, or a merchant after a
huge swell of sea compassing gain, or a husbandman after sweat of brow enjoying the frmts, or a
prophet after reproaches and insults seeing his
predictions turning out true.
In the commencement, therefore, we shall declare who first, among
the Greeks, pointed out (the principles of)natural philosophy.
For from these especially have
they furtively taken their views who have first propounded these heresies,' as we shall subsequently
prove when we come to compare them one with
another.
Assigning to each of those who take
the lead among philosophers their own peculiar
tenets, we shall pubhcly exhibit these hereslarchs
as naked and unseemly,

CHAP.

I. --

THALES

;

HIS

PHYSICS

AND

THEOLOGY ;

FOUNDEROF GREEK ASTRONOMY'.
It is said that Thales of Miletus, one of the
seven 2 wise men, first attempted to frame a systern of natural philosophy.
This person said
that some such thing as water is the generative
principle of the umverse, and its end;-for
that out of this, solidified and again dissolved, all
things consist, and that all things are supported
on it ; from which also arise both earthquakes
and changes of the winds and atmospheric
movements,3 and that all things are both produced 4 and are in a state of flux corresponding
with the nature of the primary author of generation ; -- and that the Deity 5 is that which has
neither beginning nor end.
This person, having
been occupied with an hypothesis and investigation concerning the stars, became the earliest
author to the Greeks of this kind of learning.
And he, looking towards heaven, alleging that he
was carefully examining
supernal objects, fell
into a well;
and a certain maid, by name
Thratta, remarked of him derisively, that while
intent on beholding things in heaven, he did not
know 6 what was at his feet. And he lived about
the time of Croesus.
t The chief writers on the early heresms are : Irenmus, of the
second century, Htppolytus, hts puptl, of tim thtrd; Phdastnus,
Eptphanms
Augustine,
the fourth century.
teamed
need
scarcelyand
be St
reminded
of theofcomprehcnmvo
dtgest The
furntshed
by
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ALL
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CHAP. II. -- PYTHAGORAS
; HIS COSMOGONY
; RULES
oF HIS SECT; DISCOVEREROF PHYSIOGNOMY
;
HIS PHILOSOPHYOF NUMBERSj HIS SYSTEMOF
THE TRANSMIGRATION
OF SOULS; ZARATASON
DEMONS,_ WHYPYTHAGORAS
FORBADETHE EATmo or nZANS; THE MODE OF LIVINGADOPTED
By ms DISCIPLES.
But there was also, not far from these times,
another philosophy which Pythagoras originated
(who some say was a native of Samos), which
they have denominated
Italian, because that
Pythagoras, flying from Polycrates the king of
Samos, took up his residence in a city of Italy,
and there passed the entire of his remaining
years.
And they who received in succession his
doctrine, did not much differ from the same
opinion.
And this person, instituting an investigation concerning natural phenomena,7 combined
together astronomy, and geometry, and music, s
And so he proclaimed that the Deity is a monad ;
and carefully acquainting himself with the nature
Of number, he affirmed that the world sings, and
that its system corresponds
with harmony, and
he first resolved the motion of the seven stars
into rhythm and melody.
And being astonished
at the management
of the entire fabric, he required that at first his disciples should keep sllence, as if persons coming into the world
initiated in (the secrets of) the universe ; next,
when it seemed that they were sufficiently conversant with his mode of teaching his doctrine,
and could forcibly philosophize
concerning the
star s and nature, then, considering
them pure,
!he enjoins them to speak.
This man distributed
his pupils in two orders, and called the one esotenc, but the other exoteric.
And to the former
he confided more advanced doctrines, and to the
latter a more moderate amount of l_nstruction.
And he also touched on magicas they say
--and
himself9 discovered an art of physiogony,,O laying down as a basis certain numbers
and measures, saying that they comprised the
principle of arithmetical
philosophy by composition after this mariner.
The first number beIcame an originating principle, which is one,
indefinable,
incomprehensible,
having in itself
all numbers that, according to plurality, can go
on ad infinitum.
But the primary monad became
a principle
of numbers, according to substance,,Z__
which is a male monad, begetting

Ittigms m the preface to/ns dlssertanon on the heres_e_ of the apos- i
tolic and post-apostohc ages
A book more wathm the reach of the [

after the manner of a parent all the rest of the

_,_-_t r_a_ is m. Bn_to*'_I_=;_ ,'.to t_, _t,,**,_* ¥ _° I numbers.
Secondly, the duad is a female numApostolwAgr.
qber, and the same also is by arithmeticians
2 [Thesewere: Ptndander
ofCorlnth,
s.c.sSs; Httacusof Mtty-l
lene,l_c. 57°; Thalesof Miletus,e.c.._S;Solonof Athens,B.c.I termed even. Thirdly,
thetriadisa male nums,o; chitoofspin,, _,c sgz:Si_ of Pn,_,; Ct_obulus
of l_d_, ber.
This alSO has been classified by arithmeti-

"W
'7

"

_"(Roc_).

I

* Or, thatwhiehlschvlne."
SeeCIemensAle.nandr[nus, Strom., [
_. pp. 46x, _63 (Hemsiut and[ Sylburgms' ed.).
Thales, on being _
atked, "What is C.wxl_" "'rtla_" replied be," whlch has neither|
• " nor end."
be_
"sec."
I

7 Or, "nature."
• " And ortthmetic _ (added by Roeper).
9 Or," andhe first"
_z
_:on_rmlty with his hypo_b_'*
t° Or,
Or' ""mphyst°gn°my"
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clans under the denomination
uneven.
And in ithat Pythagoras came to Zaratas 9 the Chaldean,
addition to all these is the tetrad, a female hum- and that he explained to him that there are two
ber ; and the same also is called even, because original causes of things, father and mother, and
it is female.
Therefore all the numbers that that father is light, but mother darkness ; and
have been derived from the genus are four ; but that of the light the parts are hot, dry, not heavy,
number is the indefinite
genus, from which light, swift ; but of darkness, cold, moist, weighty,
was constituted, according to them, the perfect ' slow; and that out of all these, from female and
number, viz., the decade.
For one, two, three, male, the world consists.
But the world, he says,
four, become ten, if its proper denomination
be is a musical harmony ; ,o wherefore, also, that the
preserved essentially for each of the numbers, sun performs a circuit in accordance with hatPythagoras affirmed this to be a sacred quater- mony.
And as regards the things that are pronion, source of everlasting nature/having,
as it duced from earth and the cosmical system, they
were, roots in itself; and that from this number maintain that Zaratas ,, makes the following stateall the numbers receive their originating princi-]ments:
that there are two demons, the one
ple. For eleven, and twelve, and the rest, par- celestial and the other terrestrial ; and that the
take of the origin of existence 3 from ten.
Of terrestrial sends up a production from earth, and
this decade, the perfect number,
there are that this is water ; and that the celestial is a fire,
termed
four
divisions,--namely,
number, partaking of the nature of air, hot and cold2z
monad,* square, (and) cube. And the connec- And he therefore affirms that none of these detions and blendings of these are performed, ac- stroys or sullies the soul, for these constitute the
cording to nature, for the generation of growth substance
of all things.
And he is reported to
completing the productive number.
For when have ordered his followers not to eat beans,
the square itself is multiplied s into itself, a bi- because that Zaratas said that, at the origin and
quadratic is the result.
But when the square is concretion of all things, when the earth was still
multiplied into the cube, the result is the product undergoing its process of solidification,'3 and that
of a square and cube ; and when the cube is of putrefaction had set in, the bean was promultiplied into the cube, the product of two cubes duced? 4 And of this he mentions the following
is the result. So that all the numbers from which indication, that if any one, after having chewed
the production of existing (numbers) arises, are a bean without the husk, places it opposite the
seven, _ namely, number, monad, square, cube, sun for a certain period,-for this immediately
biquadratic, quadratic-cube,
cubo-cube,
will aid in the result, _ it yields the smell of huThis philosopher likewise said that the soul man seed. And he mentions also another clearer
is immortal, and that it subsists in successive instance to be this : if, when the bean is blossombodies.
Wherefore he asserted that before the ing, we take the bean and its flower, and deposit
Trojan era he was _Ethahdes, 6 and during the them in a jar, smear this over, and bury it in the
Trojan epoch Euphorbus, and subsequent to this ground, and after a few days uncover it, we shall
Hermotimus
of Samos, and after him Pyrrhus of see it wearing the appearance, first of a woman's
Delos ; fifth, Pythagoras.
And Diodorus
the pudendum, and after tMs, when closely examined,
Eretrian,7 and Aristoxenus s the musician, assert of the head of a child growing in along with it.
This person, being bumed along with his disciples
t Or, " the third."
* Or, "an everiasnng nature, "or, "having the roots of an ever- in Croton, a town
of Italy, perished.
And this
lasting nature in itself/' the words "as It were" bemg omitted in some was a habit with him, whenever one repaired to
_ss.aOr, "production "'
him with a view of becoming his follower, (the
* It should be probably, "monadt number"
The monad was candidate
disciple was compelled)
to sell his
with Pythagoras. and in imltataon of him with Leibnitz, the highest
generalization of number, and a conception in abstraction, common- possessions,
and lodge the money sealed with
surate
with what
essence,
whether
of matter or The
spirit.
Pythagoras, and he continued in silence to uns Ko_._r0fi
in we
textcall
must
be rendered
"multiplied."
formula
is self*evldent: (a0 a = a*, (az) 3 = a*, (aa)3 = ag.
ry
6 Or Thalhs. _thalides, a son of Hermes, was herald of the
Argonauts_ and said never to have forgotten anything. In this way
his soul remembered Its successive migrations into the bodies of
Euphorbns, I-Iermottmus, Pyrrhus, and Pythagoras. (See Diogenes'
L/t,e*, book viii. chap i. se¢. 4-.)
:PNo name occurs more frequently in the annals of Greek literature
than that of Dlodoros
One, however, with the title "of Eretria,"

9 Zaratas is another form of the name Zoroaster.
to Or, " la a nature according, to musical harmony" (preceding
lore) ; or, "The cosmical system is nature and a musw.al harmony."
,t garatas, or Zoroaster, is employed as a sort of generic denominatum for philosopher by the Orientals, who, .whatever portions of
Asia they inhabit, mostly_ ascribe their speculative systems to a Zo-

as
as Is
thelikely
translator
is mehnoned
by long
Hippolytos:
thatfarthis
anotherknows,
Diedorus
to be addedonly
to the
list alrg_yso
existing
It may he that Dindonm Eretrleasm is the same as Dindorns Crotcrnlates, a lh/thagortan philosopher. See Fabncias' Bibllotl*.
Gra_, llb ii. cap at.', lib ill. cap. xxxL t also Meursins" A naotatwna,
p. no, on Ckalczdia," Commentary
_a Plate's Timeus.
The ariade in Smile's Dictionary is a transcript of these.
s Arlstoxmtns is mentioned by Cicero in his Ta_ala_
_stfo_,
book I. chap. xvlli, as having broached a theo W in psychology,
wloch may have sugg_ted, in modern times, to David Hartle_v Ms
h_thasis
of sonsattcat being the ttsult of hewn1 vibratioam. Cicero
saysof Aristoxenus,"that
he vtas so charmed with has own harmo,

roaster.
No less
than Gen¢e*,
six individuals
hearmg fourthis name
of
Arnobins
(Cotttr.
i. Sa) mentions
(x) a are
Chas_ken
dean,
(a) Bactrtan, (3) Pamphylian, (4) Armenian. Pliny mentions a £.fth
as a native of Procomiesns (Na_. Hist, xxx t), while Apulems
(Ytarida, fi. t$) a sixth Zornsste_, a native of Babylon, and contempomry with Pythagoras, the one evtdentl}r alluded to by Hippolytns.
(S_ translator's Treatlxe on Metai#_yst¢$, chap. il.)
ts Orp ,s that it was hot and cold," or *' hot ot moist."
ts Or it might be rtmdertat, "a pro_
of arrangement."
The
Abbe Cruice (in his edition of Hz##oly_,xs, Paris, t_o) s ug_sts a
different reading, which would make the words translate thus,
when
tbenarth was at1 tmdigasttal and solid mass."
-

hies, that he _tnd
Ourcorporeal
sought
aplrltual
to transfer
nature..*'
them into in,mstlgatioas conce_rmng another
t, [_ mq_leatation.
book vl. cep.
,Seexxll,
vol. _.
i_fra,
p. 385,
andthis
note.
so_.] I_ut Oement

givea

c_u,v.v.]
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dergo instruction,
sometimes
for three, but
sometimes for five years.
And again, on being
released, he was permitted to associate with the
rest, and remained as a disciple, and took his
meals along with them ; if otherwise, however,
he received back his property, and was rejected,
These persons, then, were styled Esoteric Pythagoreans, whereas the rest, Pythagorista_.
Among his followers, however, who escaped
the conflagration were Lysis and Archippus, and
the servant of Pythagoras, Zamolxis,, who also
is said to have taught the Celtic Drmds to cultivate the philosophy of Pythagoras.
And they
assert that Pythagoras learned from the Egyptians his system of numbers and measures ; and
being struck by the plausible, fanciful, and not
easily revealed wisdom of the priests, he himself
likewise, in imitation of them, enjoined silence,
and made his disciples lead a sohtary hfe in
underground
chapels?

ence of mortals, for he asserted that he himself
knew everything, whereas the rest of mankind
nothing 6 But he also advanced statements almost in concert with Empedocles,
saying that
the originating principle of all things is dmcord
and friendship, and that the Deity is a fire endued with intelligence, and that all things are
borne one upon another, and never are at a
standstill;
and just as Empedocles, he affirmed
that the entire locality about us is full of evil
things, and that these evil things reach as far
as the moon, being extended
from the quarter
situated around the earth, and that they do not
advance further, inasmuch as the entire space
above the moon is more pure.
So also it
seemed to Heraclitus.
After these arose also other natural philosophers, whose opinions we have not deemed it
necessary to declare, (inasmuch as) they present
no diversity to those already specified.
Since,
however, upon the whole, a not inconsiderable
CHAP. IH.-- EMPEDOCLES
_ HIS TWOFOLD CAUSEj school has sprung (from thence), and many natTENET Of TRANSMICP.ATION.
ural philosophers subsequently have ansen from
But Empedocles,

born

after these,

advanced

likewise many statements respecting the nature
of demons, to the effect that, being very numerous, they pass their time in managing earthly
concerns.
This person affirmed the originating
principle
of the universe to be discord and
friendship, and that the intelligible fire of the
monad is the Deity, and that all things consist
of fire, and will be resolved into fire ; with which
opinion the Stoics likewise almost agree, expecting a conflagration.
But most of all does he
concur with the tenet of transition of souls from

them,
advancm_
nature each
of the
universe, different
it seems accounts
also to of
us
visable, that, explaming the philosophy that
come down by succession from Pythagoras,
should recur to the opinions entertained

those living after the time of Thales, and that,
furnishing a narrative of these, we should approach the consideration
of the ethical and
logmal philosophy which Socrates and Aristotle
or,glnated,
the former ethical, and the latter
logmal.7
CHAP.

body to body, expressing
"For
surely both
And shrub, and

himself thus : --

youth and maid I was,
bird, s and fish, from ocean

the
adhas
we
by

V.-

INFINITE;

ANAXIMANDER

;

HIS THEORY

OF

HIS ASTRONOMIC OPINIONS;

THE

HIS

PHYSICS.
stray'd."

*

This (philosopher)
maintained the transmutation of all souls into any description of animal.
For Pythagoras, the instructor of these (sages), s
asserted that himself had been Euphorbus, who
served in the expedition against Ilium, alleging
that he recognised
his shield.
The foregoing

Anaximander, then, was the hearer of Thales.
Anaximander was son of Praxiadas, and a native
of Miletus.
This man said that the originating
)rinciple of existing things is a certain constitution of the Infinite, out of which the heavens are
generated,
the worlds
therein ; andand
thatcornthis
principle isand
eternal
and undecaying,

are the tenets of Empedocles.

prising all the worlds.
And he speaks of time
as something of limited generation, and subsistCHAP. IV. -- HERACLITUS ; HIS UNIVERSAL DOGMAence, and destruction.
This person declared
TISM ; HIS THEORY OF FLUX ; OTHER SYSTEMS.
the Infinite to be an originating principle and
But Heraclitus, a natural philosopher of Eph- element of existing things, being the first to
esus, surrendered himself to universal grief, con- employ such a denomination
of the originating
demning the ignorance of the entire of life, and principle.
But, moreover, he asserted that there
of all men ; nay, commiserating the (very) exist- is an eternal motion, by the agency of which it
happens that the heavens s are generated ; but
x Or, "Zametus."
2 or, "_aamg themdo_ i_ ceils,madethem,"_.; or, that the earth is poised aloft, upheld by nothing,
•' made his dimples observe silence," etc.
3 Or, *'and beast," more in keying whh the sense ofthe

name;

orlmlytus.
" a lamb" has been suggested m the Gottlngen edition of Hip4 Or, **traveller "re.tothe re.a;" or,*' mute ones from the sea;"
or, "from the sea a glittering ruth."
_.
5 Or, "_
the iasmu:mr of this (phLIosophor).

6 Proclus, ln his commentary on Phtto's Tfmt_s, uses almost the
same words: "but Herachtus, m asserting his own universal knowledge, makes out all the rest of mankind tgn .or_t._:
•
-7 Or, ': and amo.ngthese, _ocrau_s a morat plmosolmer, aria
totle a logu_n, originated systen_
s Or, "men."
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continuing (so) on account of its equal distance
from all (the heavenly bodies);
and that the figure of it is curved, circular,' similar to a column
of stone?
And one of the surfaces we tread
upon, but the other is opposite._
And that the
stars are a circle of fire, separated from the fire
which is in the vicinity of the world, and encompassed by air. And that certain atmospheric exhalations arise in places where the stars shine ;
wherefore, also, when these exhalations are obstructed, that eclipses take place.
And that the
moon sometimes
appears full and sometime,,
waning, according to the obstruction
or opening of its (orbital) paths.
But that the circle
of the sun is twenty-seven times 4 larger than
the moon, and that the sun is situated in the
highest (quarter of the firmament) ; whereas
the orbs of the fixed stars in the lowest.
And
that animals are produced
(in moisture s) by
evaporation from the sun. And that man was,
originally, similar to a different animal, that is,
a fish. And that winds are caused by the separation of very rarified exhalations of the atmosphere, and by their motion after they have been
condensed.
And that rain arises from earth's
giving back (the vapours which it receives) from
the (clouds 6) under the sun. And that there
are flashes of lightning when the wind coming
down severs the clouds.
This person was born
in the third year of the XLU. Olympiad3

is formed from the air by virtue of the contraction; s but when condensed
still more, water,
(and) that when the condensation is carried still
further, earth is formed ; and when condensed
to the very highest degree, stones.
Wherefore,
that the dominant principles of generation are
contraries, n namely, heat and cold.
And that
the expanded earth is wafted along upon the air,
and in like manner both sun and moon and the
rest of the stars ; for all things being of the nature of fire, are wafted about through the expanse
of space, upon the air. And that the stars are
produced from earth by reason of the mist which
arises from this earth; and when this is attenuated, that fire is produced,
and that the stars
consist of the fire which is being borne aloft.
But also that there are terrestrial natures in the
region of the stars carried on along with them.
And he says that the stars do not move under
the earth, as some have supposed, but around the
earth,9 just as a cap is turned round our head ;
and that the sun is hid, not by being under the
earth, but because covered by the higher port.ions of the earth, and on account of the greater
distance that he is from us. But that the stars
do not emit heat on account of the length of
dxstance ; and that the winds are produced when
the condensed
air, becoming ratified, is borne
on ; and that when collected and thickened still
further, clouds are generated, and thus a change
made into water.
And that hail is produced
CHAP. VI._ANAXIMENES ; HIS SYSTEMOF CtAN when the water borne down from the clouds
INFINITE
AIR .; " HIS VIEWS OF ASTRONOMI r AND becomes congealed ; and that snow is generated
NATURALPHENOMENA..
when these very clouds, being more moist, acBut Anaximenes, who himself was also a ha- quire congelation ; and that hghtnmg is caused
when the clouds are parted by force of the winds ;
tive oftheMiletus,
and son
of Eurystratus,
that
originating
principle
is infinite affirmed
air, out for when these are sundered there is produced a
of which are generated
things existing, those brflhant and fiery flash. And that a rainbow is
which have existed, and those that will be, as produced by reason of the rays of the sun falling
well as gods and divine (entities), and that the on the collected air. And that an earthquake
rest arise from the offspring of this.
But that takes place when the earth is altered into a larger
there is such a species of air, when it is most (bulk) by heat and cold.
These indeed, then,
were the opinions of Anaximenes.
This (phileven,
imperceptibleby to
flourished about the first year of the
ble ofwhich
being is manifested
coldvision,
and but
heat, capaand osopher)
LVIn. Olympiad. '°
moisture and motion, and that it is continually
in motion ; for that whatsoever things undergo
alteration, do not change if there is not motion, c_P. vm n ANaXAOORaS; ms THEORYOF MIND;
For that it presents a different appearance acRECOOmS_SAN EFFICIE.NTCAUSE.; HIS COSMOGcording as it is condensed
and attenuated, for
o_v AN;) ASTROr;O_.
when it is dissolved into what is more attenuAfter this (thinker) comes Anaxagoras,"
son
ated that fire is produced, and that when it is of Hegesibulus, '2 a native of Clazomeme.
This
moderately condensed again into air that a cloud person affirmed the originating principle of the
universe to be mind and matter ; mind being
I Or, "_._
Or," _
snow.",
Tlmt ,$:. An_pod_.
_
l.anr_
Jt'_tO _
mdtc_
_ name the Antipodes.

was of opinion that

• _ L.umomure lspropedy_lded,
asl_utat_h, mhlsDeP_',
ti*,v,
xxx.,remL'_t]_t'sA_txlma_r
a_P_rmsthat_t_,imaJs
were produced
in molsture. _
This word _ems requisite to the _
of the pass_R_
Line. 6xo. On Oly_r,
_ Jarvls_
I_tr_l., p. _z.]

s Or, "revolutionarg motion."
.9 Plutarch, in his D¢ Pla¢_
Pgrflasap_m.
optmous to A_,
viz., that the sun was _

attrlbutrn; both
both under and

zo [B.c. 556.]
tl Aristotle conslders that Anaxagoras was the first to bronch the
e_ceHermoumusOf
recc_vedefflcient
themuSeScredltin
ofnature'so
dolngHeataaSmtes_earlierh°Wever'date,
that
_ Or, HcSmc_mUL
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the efficient cause, whereas matter that which
was being formed.
For all things coming into
existence simultaneously,
mind supervening introduced order.
And material principles,
he
says, are infinite ; even the smaller of these are
infinite.'
And that all things partake of motion
by being moved by mind, and that similar bodies
coalesce. And that celestial bodies were arranged
by orbicular motion.
That, therefore, what was
thick and moist, and dark and cold, and all
things heavy, came together into the centre, from
the solidification of which earth derived support ;
but that the things opposite to these--namely,
heat and brilliancy, and dryness and lightness-hurried impetuously into the farther portion of
the atmosphere.
And that the earth is in figure
plane ; and that it continues suspended aloft, by
reason of its magnitude, and by reason of there
being no vacuum, and by reason of the air, which
was most powerful, bearing along the wafted earth,
But that among moist substances on earth, was
the sea, and the waters in it ; and when these
evaporated (from the sun), or had settled under,
that the ocean was formed in this manner, as
well as from the rivers that from time to time
flow into it. And that the rivers also derive
support from the rains and from the actual waters
in the earth ; for that this is hollow, and contains
water in its caverns.
And that the Nile is inundated in summer, by reason of the waters carried
down into it from the snows in northern (latitudes). 2 And that the sun and moon and all
the stars are fiery stones, that were rolled round
by the rotation of the atmosphere.
And that
beneath the stars are sun and moon, and certain
invisible bodies that are carried along with us ;
and that we have no perception of the heat of
the stars, both on account of their being so far
away, and on account of their distance from the
earth ; and further, they are not to the same
degree hot as the sun, on account of their occupying a colder situation.
And that the moon,
being lower than the sun, is nearer us. And that
the sun surpasses the Peloponnesus in size. And
that the moon has not light of its own, but from
the sun.
But that the revolution of the stars
takes place under the earth. And that the moon
is eclipsed when the earth is interposed, and occasionally also those (stars) that are underneath
the moon. And that the sun (is eclipsed) when,
at the beginning of the month, the moon is interposed.
And that the solstices are caused by
both sun and moon being repulsed by the air.
And that the moon is often turned, by its not
t
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being able to make head against the cold. This
person was the first to frame definitions regarding
eclipses and illuminations.
And he affirmed that
the moon is earthy, and has in it plains and ravines. And that the milky way is a reflection of
the light of the stars which do not derive their
radiance from the sun ;3 and that the stars, coursing (the firmament) as shooting sparks, arise out
of the motion of the pole.
And that winds are
caused when the atmosphere is ratified by the
sun, and by those burning orbs that advance
under the pole, and are borne from (it).
And
that thunder and lightning are caused by heat
falling on the clouds.
And that earthquakes are
produced by the air above falling on that under
the earth ; for when this is moved, that the earth
also, being wafted by it, is shaken.
And that
animals originally came into existence 4 in moisture, and after this one from another ; and that
males are procreated when the seed secreted
from the right parts adhered to the right parts
of the womb, and that females are born when
the contrary took place. This philosopher flourlshed in the first year of the LXXXVm.Olympiad,s
at which time they say that Plato also was born.
They maintain that Anaxagoras was likewise
prescient.

CHAP. VIII.--ARCHELAUS ; SYSTEMAKI_ TO THAT
OF ANAXAGORAS
; HIS ORIGIn OF THE EARTH
AND OF ANIMALS; OTHER SYSTEMS.
Archelaus was by birth an Athenian, and son
of Apollodorus. s This person, similarly with
Anaxagoras, asserted the mixture of matter, and
enunciated his first principles in the same mannet. This philosopher, however, held that there
is inherent immediately in mind a certain mixture ; and that the originating principle of motion is the mutual separation of heat and cold,
and that the heat is moved, and that the cold
remains at rest. And that the water, being dissolved, flows towards the centre, where the
scorched air and earth are produced, of which
the one is borne upwards and the other remains
beneath.
And that the earth is at rest, and that
on this account it came into existence ; and that
it lies in the centre, being no part, so to speak,
of the universe, delivered from the conflagration ;
and that from this, first in a state of ignition,
is the nature of the stars, of which indeed the
largest is the sun, and next to this the moon ;
and of the rest some less, but some greater.
And he says that the heaven was inclined at an
angle, and so that the sun diffused light over the
earth, and made the atmosphere transparent, and
Stmphckm,
inhisComme_taryonArtMatle'*Pky*,'c*,where
I the wround dry ; for that at first it was a sea,
t. c 2) Anaxagoras

m spoken

of, salts

that the latter mamtam_l

that" dtminutiveness,
all things ex_te.dfor $imultattcot_ly-mfinim things,
and plurahty,
and
even what was dlminutxve
was infinite.*
(See
Atlstotle's
Metapk._-dcs,
ilk 4, Macmahon's
translation,
p. 93-) This
explains
Htppolytus'
remaxk) while it suggests an eanendatlon
of the
t,_t.

20r,"i_ tl_;"

_, *'fromtl_ st_tin A_thio#L"

]

o-

[ --_

-- J

.........."overlx_red
Or,
by the stm,"
_ the supertor brtlliancy
of the sum.
[
'(" Or, "were generated."
J
s [Died e.c. ¢_8 or 42_.]

!
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inasmuch as it is lofty at the horizon and hollow

cm,v. X. _ L_UCIPPUS
.; ms ATOi_CTHEORY.

in the middle. And he adduces, as an indicttion of the hollowness, that the sun does not
rise and set to all at the same time, which ought
to happen ff the earth was even. And with regard to animals, he affirms that the earth, being
originally fire in its lower part, where the heat
and cold were intermingled, both the rest of
animals made their appearance, numerous and
dissimilar,' all having the same food, being nourished from mud ; and their existence was of short
duration, but afterwards also generation from one
another arose unto them ; and men were separated from the rest (of the animal creation),
and they appointed rulers, and laws, and arts, and
cities, and the rest. And he asserts that mind
is innate in all animals alike ; for that each, according to the difference of their physical constitution, employed (mind), at one time slower,
at another faster.*

But Leucippus,S an associate of Zeno, did not
maintain the same opinion, but affirms things to
be infinite, and always in motion, and that generation and change exist continuously. And he
affirms plenitude and vacuum to be elements.
And he asserts that worlds are produced when
many bodies are congregated and flow together
from the surrounding space to a common point,
so that by mutual contact they made substances
of the same figure and similar in form come into
connection ; and when thus intertwined, 6 there
are transmutations into other bodies, and that
created things wax and wane through necessity.
But what the nature of necessity is, (Parmemdes)
did not define.
cmu,. XL--Dv__ocRrr_; ms DuAxa'rvOr vv.mClPLES; HIS COSMOGONY.

Natural philosophy, then, continued from
Thales until Archelaus. Socrates was the hearer
of this (latter philosopher).
There are, however, also very many others, introducing various
opinions respecting both the divinity and the
nature of the universe ; and if we were disposed
to adduce all the opinions of these, it would be
necessary to compose a vast quantity of books,
But, reminding the reader of those whom we
especially ought -- who are deserving of mention
from their fame, and from being, so to speak, the
leaders to those who have subsequently framed
systems of philosophy, and from their supplying
them with a starting-point towards such undertakings--let
us hasten on our investigations
towards what remains for cousideratiom

And Democritus7 was an acquaintance of
Leucippus. Democritus, son of Damasippus, a
native of Abdera, s conferring with many gymnosophists among the Indians, and with priests in
Egypt, and with astrologers and magi in Babylon, (propounded his system). Now he makes
statements similarly with Leucippus concerning
elements, viz., plenitude and vacuum, denomirating plenitude entity, and vacuum nonentity ;
and this he asserted, since existing things are continually moved in the vacmnn. And he maintained worlds to be infinite, and varying in bulk ;
and that in some there is neither sun nor moon,
while in others that they are larger than with us,
and with others more numerous. And that intervals between worlds are unequal ; and that in
one quarter of space (worlds) are more numercHav.ix.mvAx_remlms; mSTm_ORVOV"umTY;" OUS,and in another less so; and that some of
HISESCHATOI._.
them increase in bulk, but that others attain
For Parmenides s likewise supposes the uni- their full size, while others dwindle away ; and
.............
one quarter they are coming
¢l_e to De one, oom eternaz ant unoegotten, that in ......
. ..... into existand of a s-herical
form • And neither did he ence, whilst xn another they . are mmng;
anct that
1._
,
escape
the
opinion
of
the
great
body('of
specuthey
are
destroyed
by
clashing
one.
vnth
...............
And that some worlds are destttute of another..
ammals
lators), amrmmg nre anti earth to De me ong_.
.
natin_ r_rlnclnle_of the universe
the earth _! and plants, and every specles of moisture. And
--"7 ° r_"----5"--7 ...........
_ ..... _-'-" "Z that the earth of our world was created before
matter, out me nre as cause, even an emclent .......
,
one. He asserted that the world would be de- that ot _e stars, and that the moon Is unoernext (to it) the sun, ". then the fixed
stroyed, but in what way he does not mention. , neath, " .......
.
The same tP"hilosopher'), however, affirmed the i stars. And that (neither) the planets, nor these
u n iverse to _tme ternal, an"t not- gn
e era-ed
t , and l(fixed stars) possess. an equal
. elevauon. . And
_¢
......... form ana homo eneous, out not I that the world flourishes, untal no longer _t earl
,-,t spherical
.............
navm_ a nmlre m lcselI_ ana lmmoveaDle ant! I recelve
............anything from v,uthout. Thin fphlloso: ....
•. ._ _
_
I_her__ turned
all things into ridicule, as H at[ the
llmlte(l.
11........
[concerns oi humamty were deserving ot Iauglater.
Or,
both many of the n_'t of the animal kingdom,
mad matt ]
hlm_lf."
(_
I_ogtm¢_
Ltmrfius" Li_es,
d. '7.)
s There is some confusion in tim text here, lint the tendering
above, though

¢_. _._,

is highly

probtLble.

gi,_rt

I
I

Otto ln'oL)(fl__ _me_. |

daticawouldmake_ pgssa_runthus:"forthat_
P_r [s.c.
mi_,
_
_o_, _
_._."
_,,o.]

$ [B.C. _7o.]

.....

bodyera-I *,Or,' whenagainmumaUy
_
thatdiffe_ateatiti_
II "_'___._..'.'
CS_I_-_.
_[Diedinhishm_t
aud_ T,_-a_'Z,_--,ix._-_.)
_*r,_.c.#x.]
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cHAP. xn. -- XENOPItA_.S; ms

sczanactsM ; HIS primary bodies to be indivisiblep and that there
; BELIEVF-.S IN A are three variations of these, viz., bulk, figure,
FLOOD.
capacity, from which are generated the objects
of sense.
But that there is a determinable multiBut Xenophanes, a native of Colophon, * was tude of these, and that this is infinite.7 And that
son of Orthomenes.
This man survived to the bodies are moved neither by weight nor by iratime of Cyrus? This (philosopher) first asserted pact, but by divine power, which he calls mind
that there is no possibility of comprehending
and soul; and that of this the world is a repreanything, expressing himself thus : -sentation; wherefore also it has been made in
NOTIONS

OF

GOD

AND

NATURE

the form of a sphere by divine power, s And
that the earth in the middle of the cosmical system is moved round its own centre towards the
And he affirms that nothing is generated
or east.9
perishes, or is moved ; and that the universe,
being one, is beyond change.
But he says that CHAP. XIV. -- HIPPO ; HIS DUALITY OF PRINCIPLES ;
the deity is eternal, and one and altogether homoms PSYCHOLOGY.
geneous and limited, and of a spherical form, and
endued with perception
in all parts.
And that
Hippo, a native of Rhegium, asserted as origithe sun exists during each day from a conglom- nating principles, coldness, for instance water,
eration of small sparks, and that the earth is and heat, for instance fire. And that fire, when
infinite, and is surrounded
neither by an atmos- produced
by water, subdued the power of its
phere nor by the heaven.
And that there are generator, and formed the world.
And the soul,
infinite suns and moons, and that all things spring he said, is _° sometimes
brain, but sometimes
from earth.
This man affirmed that the sea is water ; for that also the seed is that which apsalt, on account of the many mixtures that flow pears to us to arise out of moisture, from which,
into it. Metrodorus, however, from the fact of he says, the soul is produced.
its being filtered through earth, asserts that it is
So far, then, we think we have sufficiently adon account of this that it is made salt. And duced (the opinions of) these; wherefore, inasXenophanes is of opinion that there had been much as we have adequately gone in review
a mixture of the earth with the sea, and that through
the tenets of physical speculators,
it
in process of time it was disengaged
from the seems to remain that we now turn to Socrates
moisture, alleging that he could produce such and Plato, who gave especial preference to moral
proofs as the following:
that in the midst of philosophy.
earth, and in mountains, shells are discovered ;
and also in Syracuse he affirms was found in the CHAP. XV. _ SOCRATES; HIS PHILOSOPHYREPROquarries the print of a fish and of seals, and in
DUCED BY PLATO.
Paros an image of a laurel 3 in the bottom of a
Socrates, then, was a hearer of Archelaus, the
stone, and in Mehta 4 parts of all sorts of marine natural philosopher ; and he, reverencing the
animals.
And he says that these were generated
rule, "Know thyself," and having assembled a
when all things originally were embedded
in large school, had Plato (there), who was far sumud, and that an impression of them was dried perior to all his pupils.
(Socrates) himself left
in the mud, but that all men had perished s no writings"
after him.
Plato, however, taking
when the earth, being precipitated
into the sea, notes ,2 of all his (lectures on) wisdom, estabwas converted into mud ; then, again, that it lished_ a school, combining
together natural,
originated
generation,
and that this overthrow
ethical, (and)
logical (philosophy).
But the
occurred to all worlds,
points Plato determined
are these following.
"For
if for the most part of perfection
man may speak,
Yet he knows it not himself,
and in all attains surmise."

CHAP. XIIL

_

ECPHANTUS _ HIS SCEPTICISM ; TENET
OF INFINITY.

One Ecphantus, a native of Syracuse, affirmed
that it ISnot possible to attain a true knowledge
of things.
He defines, however, as he thinks,

6 Soma confusion has crept into the text. The first clause of the
second
sentence
belongs affirmed
probablythe
to the
first Theofsense
wouldtruth,
then
run thus:
" F_phantus
lmposszbdit_
dogmattc
for that every out was permitted to frame defintttons as he thought
pro r"
_e_)r," that there _, accordln_ tO this, a multatudz of dcfit_d

_.istences,andthatsuchisinfimt¢.'
a Or, " a single power."
9 [So far antic!paring modern aci_nce.]
xoOr," holds.'

xt Or, "writing."
Still Socrates may be called the father of tim
Greek philosophy. "From the age of Aristotle and Plato, tim rt_
of the several Greek sects may be estimated as so many succe_ful or
Born 6 B.C.
Translator's
o_ Maa2_yncs,
chap. iii p.by
45.Socra,."-"s [Incrm_le.
_rus the younger, fell at Ctmaxa B.c. 4os. Cvrus aborttv¢
effortaTreatise
to carry out
the principles enunciated
the elder was a contemporat 7 of Xeaophaues.]
t2 This word signffm* to take impresstons from attythiag, .which
Or, "anchovy."
justifies the translanon, historically oarrect, given above. Its limral
,t Or, " Melitus."
tmport is "wipe clean," and m thts s¢use Hippolytus may intend to
s The t_xtual reading is in tt_ present, but obviously requirtm a assert that Plato wholly appropriated the philosophy of Socratea.
past rinse.
(S¢¢ Diogenes _us,
xi. 6t, where th* same word dccura)
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CHAP. XW.--___TO ; Tm_EFOI__ CLASSI_CATIO_and Father."*
But others say that he speaks
OF pgn_Cn,Lm; ms mm OF COD; DI_m_,rr
of a definite number of deities in the following
ol,I_o_,rs REC,.t_mG mS THEOLOGYAND PSY- passage : "Therefore
the mighty Jupiter, wheelCA_OLOGY
; ms 1_CHATOLOG¥_'_D SYSTEMOF hag his swift chariot in heaven ;" and when he
METEMPSYCHOSIS
; mS ETmC_ DOCTRm_ ; NO- enumerates
the offspring of the children of
lIONS ON THE FREE-WILLQUESTION.
heaven and earth.
But others assert that (Plato)
Plato (lays down) that

there

are three

origi-

constituted
the having
gods as
generable
; andthaton altoaccount of their
been
produced,
gether they were subject to the necessity of
corruption, but that on account of the will of
God they are immortal, (maintaining this) in the
passage already quoted, where, to the words,
"God of gods, of whom I am Creator and
Father," he adds, "indlssoluble
through the fiat
of My will ; " so that if (God) were disposed
that these should be dissolved, they would easily
be dissolved.
And he admits natures (such as those) of demons, and says that some of them are good, but
others worthless.
And some affirm that he
states the soul to be uncreated
and immortal,
when he uses the following words, "Ever)" soul
is immortal, for that which is always moved is
immortal ;" and when he demonstrates that the,
soul is self-moved, and capable of orlginating
motion.
Others, however, (say that Plato asserted that the soul was) created, but rendered
imperishable
through the will of God.
But
some (will have it that he considered the soul)
a composite (essence), and generable and corruptible ; for even he supposes that there is a
receptacle for it,3 and that it possesses a luminous body, but that everything
generated
involves a necessity of corruption.*
Those, however, who assert the immortahty of the soul are
especially strengthened
in their opinion by those
passages s (in Plato's writings), where he says,
that both there are judgments after death, and
tribunals of justice in Hades, and that the virtuous (souls) receive a good reward, while the
wicked (ones) suitable punishment.
Some notwithstanding assert, that he also acknowledges
a
transition of souls from one body to another, and
that different souls, those that were marked out
for such a purpose, pass into different bodies, 6
according to the desert of each, and that after 7
certain definite periods they are sent up into
this world to furnish once more a proof of their
Some maintain that Plato asserts the Deity to choice•
Others, however, (do not admit this to
be one, ingenerable
and incorruptible,
as he
says in The Zaws : * "God, therefore, as the an* Timaus. c. xvL (p. 277, vol.vi_ed Bekksr). The passage
dent
account has it, possesses both the begin- ,uns
thu,moft_
ongi_*t:"C_
of gods,of
whom
•
and Father
works,
wh*ch having been
formed by
Me IareamCreator
mdtssolurang, and end, and middle of all things."
Thus b_,,th_o,gh,_t ,n ,,_,t,, Uyw_U"
3 The word as hterally a cup or bowl, and, hemg empIoy_'_l bY
he shows God to be one, on account of His hay- r_atoin an atlegomcal sense, is evidently inmndedto stgmfy the
ing pervaded all things.
Others, however, main- _*,,_
,_udi
(,o,,lofexistences
a_,.o,ld),in whichconstitutctl
a sort of depository
for all spmtual
the world.
hating principles of the universe, (namely) God,
and matter, and exemplar ; God as the Maker
and Regulator of this universe, and the Being who
exercises providence over it ; but matter, as that
which underlies all (phenomena),
which (matter) he styles both receptive and a nurse, out
of the arrangement of which proceeded the four
elements of which the world consists ; (I mean)
fire, air, earth, water, from which all the rest
of what are denominated
concrete substances
as well ,as animals and plants, have been formed•
And that the exemplar: which he likewise calls
ideas, is the intelligence of the Deity, to which,
as to an image in the soul, the Deity attending,
fabricated all things.
God, he says, is both incorporeal and shapeless, and comprehensible
by
wise men solely ; whereas matter is body potentially, but with potentiality not as yet passing
into action, for being itself without form and
without quality, by assuming forms and qualities,
it became body.
That matter, therefore, is an
originating principle, and coeval with the Deity,
and that in this respect the world is uncreated,
For (Plato) affirms flint (the world) was made
out of it. And that (the attribute of) imperishableness necessarily belongs to (literally "follows ") that which is uncreated.
So far forth,
however, as body is supposed to be compounded
out of both many qualities and ideas, so far
forth it is both created and perishable•
Bul
some of the followers of Plato mingled both of
these, employing some such example as the following : That as a waggon can always continue
undestroyed,
though undergoing partial repairs
from time to time, so that even the parts each
in turn perish, yet itself remains always complete ;
so after this manner the world also, although in
parts it perishes, yet the things that are removed,
being
repaired,
and equivalents
for them being
introduced,
it remains
eternal.

rain that Plato affirms the existence of many
gods indefinitely, when he uses these words :
'*

God of gods, of whom I am both the Creator
t D_ Z,_,

iv. 7 (P- xo_ _

viii. ed. _).

• Or," that there exists a necessity for the corruption of everything created."
s Or," are confirmed by that (philosopher Plato), because he as-

_-m,",_:

or," tho_ whou_= the _oul', immortality
are¢spe-

dally confirmed in their opinion, as many as afflrm the existence
a future state of retributlo/I,"
6 Or, "that he chanl_ diluent so-h,"
It Or, "during."

of
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be his doctrine, but will have it that Plato affirms
that the souls) obtain a place according to the
desert of each ; and they employ as a testimony
the saying of his, that some good men are with
Jove, and that others are rangmgabroad
(through
heaven) with other gods ; whereas that others
are involved m eternal punishments, as many as
during this life have committed wicked and unjust deeds,
And people affirm that Plato says, that some
things are without a mean, that others have a
mean, that others are a mean.
(For example,
that) waking and sleep, and such like, are condltions without an intermediate
state ; but that
there are things that had means, for instance virtue and vice ; and there are means (between
extremes), for instance grey between white and
black, or some other colour. And they say, that
he affirms that the things pertaining to the soul
are absolutely alone good, but that the things
pertaining to the body, and those external (to
it), are not any longer absolutely good, but re-!
puted blessings.
And that frequently he names
these means also, for that it is possible to use
them both well and ill. Some virtues, therefore,
he says, are extremes in regard of intrinsic worth,
but in regard of their essential nature means, for
nothing is more estimable than virtue.
But whatever excels or falls short of these terminates in
vice. For instance, he says that there are four
virtuesprudence,
temperance,
justice, fortitude--and
that on each of these is attendant
two vices, according to excess and defect: for
example, on prudence, recklessness according to
defect, and knavery according to excess ; and on
temperance,
licentiousness
according to defect,
stupidity according
to excess ; and on justice,
foregoing a claim according to defect, unduly
pressing it according to excess ; and on fortitude
cowardice according to defect, foolhardiness according to excess.
And that these virtues, when
inherent in a man, render him perfect, and afford
him happiness.
And happiness, he says, is assimilatton to the Deity, as far as this is possible ;
and that assimilation to God takes place when
any one combines holiness and justice with prudence.
For this he supposes the end of supreme
wisdom and virtue.
And he affirms that the
virtues follow one another in turn,X and are uniform, and are never antagonistic to each other ;
whereas that vices are multiform, and sometimes
follow one the other, and sometimes are antagonistic to each other. He asserts that fate exists ;
not, to be sure, that all things are produced according to fate, but that there is even something
in our power, as in the passages where he says,
"The fault is his who chooses, God is blameI Diogenes Laertlus, in descn'bln_ the sys_. m.of the Stoics, eratloys the same word m the caee of their vaew of vxrtue.
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less ;" and "the following law 2 of Adrasteia." 3
And thus some (contend for his upholding)
a
system of fate, whereas others one of free-will.
He asserts, however, that sins are involuntary.
For into what is most glorious of the things in
our power, which is the soul, no one would
(deliberately)
admit what is vicious, that is,
transgression, but that from ignorance and an
erroneous conception of virtue, supposing that
they were achieving something honourable, they
pass into vice. And his doctrine on this point
is most clear in The Repubhc, 4 where he says,
"But, again, you presume to assert that vice is
disgraceful and abhorred of God ; how then, I
may ask, would one choose such an evil thing?
He, you reply, (would do so) who is worsted by
pleasures.5
Therefore this also is involuntary, if
to gain a victory be voluntary ; so that, in every
point of view, the committing
an act of turpitude, reason proves 6 to be involuntary."
Some
one, however, in opposition to this (Plato), advances the contrary statement, "Why then are
men punished if they sin involuntary ?" But he
replies, that he himself also, as soon as possible,
may be emancipated
from vice, and undergo
punishment.
For that the undergoing
punishment is not an evil, but a good thing, if it is
likely to prove a purification of evils ; and that
the rest of mankind, hearing of it, may not transgress, but guard against such an error.
(Plato,
however, maintains)
that the nature of evil is
neither created by the Dexty, nor possesses subsistence of itself, but that it derives existence
from contrariety to what is good, and from attendance upon it, either by excess and defect, as
we have previously affirmed concerning the virtues.
Plato unquestionably
then, as we have
already stated, collecting together the three departments of universal philosophy, in this manher formed his speculative system.
CHAP. XV_.-- ARISTOTLE; DUALITY OF PRn_Cl1,LES; HIS CATEGORIES
; HIS PSYCHOLOGY;HIS
ETHICALDOCTRINES
; ORIGIN OF THE EPrrH_'
"PERIPATETIC."

Aristotle, who was a
reduced philosophy into
tinguished rather for his
science, supposing as the

pupil of this (Plato),
an art, and was disproficiency in logical
elements of all things

substance and accident ; that there is one substance underlying all things, but nine accidents,
-- namely,
quantity, quality, relation, wlaere,
* Thisis sumt_ from_ o,_#nal; therange occur,_
3 The word A_
was _a name
for N_._,% . and means hem
?k_-a,-_,,c.t..
(p. 86,,oL,
Bekker).
_terab_
_.
•
.......
• The p_,-_
occurs m C/:JapP-_. tP, _, vo* ,n eo Bekker"
Jm ).
s
Thetext,a8_
._ay._j_b_
ot.ary w
ing. Thetramlat_"_ b1,Ma.ter,
.me_..o_.,-eonjecturat,
m a¢¢o_
alterations pmi_eed by _hmmiew_.
6 Or, "'dedan_"
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when, possession, posture, action, passion ; and
that substance is of some such description as
God, man, and each of the beings that can fall
under a similar denomination. But in regard of
accidents, quality is seen in, for instance, white,
black ; and quantity, for instance two cubits,
three cubits ; and relation, for instance father,
son ; and where, for instance at Athens, Megara ;
and when, for instance during the tenth Olym-
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ing themselves while teaching. For since they
were accustomed walking about in the Lyceum
to pursue their investigations, on this account
they were called Peripatetics. These indeed,
then, were the doctrines of Aristotle.
CHAP.XVIII.
-- THE STOICS
; THEIRSOPERIOP.rI_
m
LOGIC; FATALISTS
; THEIR DOCTRINEOF CONFLAGRATIONS.

piad; and possession, for instance to have acThe Stoics themselves also imparted growth
quired; and action, for instance to write, and in to philosophy, in respect of a greater develgeneral to evince any practical powers ; and pos- opment of the art of syllogism, and included
ture, for instance to lie down ; and passion, for almost everything under definitions, both Chryinstance to be struck. He also supposes that sippus and Zeno being coincident in opinion on
some things have means, but that others are this point. And they likewise supposed God to
without means, as we have declared concerning be the one originating principle of all things,
Plato likewise. And in most points he is in being a body of the utmost refinement, and that
agreement with Plato, except the opinion con- His providential care pervaded everything ; and
cerning soul. For Plato affirms it to be immor- these speculators were positive about the existtal, but Aristotle that it involves permanence ; ence of fate everywhere, employing some such
and after these things, that this also vanishes in example as the following : that just as a dog,
the fifth body,' which he supposes, along with the supposing him attached to a car, if indeed he is
other four (elements), --viz., fire, and earth, and disposed to follow, both is drawn,4 or follows volwater, and air,- to be a something more subtle untarily, making an exercise also of free power,
(than these), of the nature of spirit. Plato in combination with necessity, that is, fate; but
therefore says, that the onlf really good things!if he may not be disposed to follow, he will
axe those pertaining to the soul, and that they! altogether be coerced to do so. And the same,
are sufficient for happiness ; whereas Aristotle in- of course, holds good in the case of men. For
troduces a threefold classification of good things, though not willing to follow, they will altogether
and asserts that the wise man is not perfect, be compelled to enter upon what has been deunless there are present to him both the good creed for them. (The Stoics), however, assert
things of the body and those extrinsic to it.2 that the soul abides after death: but that it is a
The former are beauty, strength, vigour of the body, and that such is formed from the refrxgerasenses, soundness ; while the things extrinsic (to tion of the surrounding atmosphere ; wherefore,
the body) are wealth, nobility, glory, power, also, that it was called psyche (i.e., soul). And
peace, friendship.3 And the inner qualities of they acknowledge likewise, that there is a tranthe soul he classifies, as it was the 'opinion of sition of souls from one body to another, that is,
Plato, under prudence, temperance, justice, forti- for those souls for whom this migration has been
tude. This (philosopher) also affirms that evils destined. And they accept the doctnne, that
arise according to an opposition of the things there will be a conflagration, a purification of
that axe good, and that they exist beneath the this world, some say the entire of it, but others
quarter around the moon, but reach no farther a portion, and that (the world) itself is underbeyond the moon ; and that the soul of the en- going partial destruction ; and this all but cottire world is immortal, and that the world itself ruption, and the generation from it of another
is eternal, but that (the soul) in an individual, world, they term purgation. And they assume
as we have before stated, vanishes (in the fifth the existence of all bodies, and that body does
body). This (speculator), then holding dis- not pass through body,6 but that a refraction 7
cussions in the Lyceum, drew up from time to takes place, and that all things involve plenitime his system of philosophy ; but Zeno (held rude, and that there is no vacuum. The forehis
calledtheir
Poecil&
And going are the opinions of the Stoics also.
the school)
followersinof the
Zcuoporch
obtained
name from
the place--that is, from Staa--(i.e.,
a porch),
b_._
_ 1_,-i _
1_
A " • _1 ' _ ll
40oe oftheMss, elucldatesth¢ simile m the text thus: "Butif
t.ha
_,_vlCS,
wt,_reas
,ms_ouesionowers
_5St,_,
Y
_he isnotdisposed,
them tsabsolutely
a necessity
forhisbeingdrawn
(were dcnominated_
x

from their mode

of emolov- Ialong. And in hke mannermen,fftheydo notfollow
fate,
seemto
z
# | be free
agents,
thoughthextasonof(their
being)fateholdsassuredly
|vahd. If,however,theydo not wishto follow,
theywillabsolutely
[ he coerced to enter upon what has been fore-ordained."
t Or, "the fifth bod_,, in which it is supposed to he, along wlth |
S Or/ "is immortal." Diogenes Laertius (book vii ) notices, in
the other four (elements). "or," the fifth ho_l_r,which is supposed to | his r_cUon on Zeno, as part of the Stotc doctrine, "that the soul
be (ommpom_) of the other four"
| abides after death, but that it is perishable "
Hippolytus expresses hlmself in the words of Stobmus_ who |
e Or, " through what ts mcorporeal, " that is, throl_h what is
rays (Eclog., ii. _7¢) : "And among reputed external bhmings are | void or emtay space
Imbihty,
wealth,
glory,
peace,
freedom,
friemhhlpJ'
|
7 Or, a _s_rre_ion:
w or, *'res_tan_el n that is t a tesistlng
3 Or, ' glory, the confirmed power of frtends."
[ medium.
_
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PRINCWL_ OF HIS zrmCAL _STm_.
And anotheropinionof the philosophers
was
Epicurus,however,advanced an opinion al- calledthatof the Academics,4on accountof
most contraryto all. He supposed,as originatthoseholdingtheirdiscussions
in theAcademy,
ing principles
of allthings,
atoms and vacuity.'
of whom the founderPyrrho,from whom they
Hc consideredvacuityas the place thatwould were calledPyrrhoneanphilosophers,
first
introcontainthethingsthatwillexist,
and atoms the duccd the notionof theincomprchensibility
of
matteroutof which allthingscould be formed ; allthings,so as to (be ready to) attemptan
and thatfrom theconcourseof atoms both the argument on eitherside of a question,
but not
Deity derivedexistence,
and allthe elements,to assertanythingforcertain
; forthatthereis
and allthingsinherentin them, as wellas ani-nothingofthingsintelhgible
or sensible
true,
but
realsand other (creatures)
; so that nothing thattheyappearto men to be so; and thatall
was generated or existed,unless it be from substanceisin a stateof fluxand change,and
atoms. And he affirmedthatthese atoms were nevercontinues
in thesame (condition).Some
composed of extremelysmallparticles,
in which followers,
then,of the Academics say thatone
there could not existeithera point or a sign,[oughtnot to declarean opinionon theprinciple
or any division
; whereforealsohe calledthem of anything,
but simplymaking the attempt to
atoms. Acknowledgingthe Deityto bc eternalgiveitup ; whereasotherssubjoined
the forrnuand incorruptible,
he says thatGod has prod- lary"not rather"S(th:sthan that),sayingthat
dcntialcare for nothing,and thatthere isno the fireis not ratherfirethan anythingelse.
such thingatallas providenceor fate,
but thatBut theydid not declarewhat thisis,butwhat
allthingsarc made by chance. For thatthe sortitis.
6
Deityreposed in the intermundane spaces,(as
they) are thus styledby him; for outsidethe CI:Ap.XXI.--TH_ BRACHMA2gS;THEIR MODE OF
world he determined that there is a certain habLIFE; IDEASOF DEITY; DIFFERENTSORTSOF ;
itation of God, denominated
"the intermundane
ZI-IEm ETHICALNOTIONS.
spaces," and that the Deity surrendered
Himself
to pleasure, and took His ease in the midst of
supreme happiness ; and that neither has He
any concerns of business, nor does He devote
His attention to them?
As a consequence
on
these opinions, he also propounded
his theory
concerning wise men, asserting that the end of
wisdom is pleasure.
Different persons, however,
received the term "pleasure"
in different acceprations ; for some (among the Gentiles 3 understood) the passions, but others the satisfaction
resulting from virtue. And he concluded
that
the souls of men are dissolved along with their
bodies, just as also they were produced along
with them, for that they are blood, and that
when this has gone forth or been altered, the
entire man perishes;
and in keeping with this
tenet, (Epicurus maintained)that
there are neither trims in Hades, nor tribunals of justice ; so
that whatsoever any one may commit in this life,
that, provided he may escape detection, he is
altogether beyond any liability of trial (for it in
a future state).
In this way, then, Epicurus also
formed his opinions.
x The atomic theory is, as already mentioned by Hippolytus, of
more ancmnt date than _ptcurus' age, heing first broached byLcuctppus and Democritus. Thts fact, however, has, as Cudworth argues,
been frequently overlooked by those who trace the docmne to no
older a source than the founder of the Epicurean philosophy.
s Or, "that neRher has He business to do, nor does He attend to
troy. As a consequence of which facts" etc.
s '*Among.
,,
the Genules" seems a mmtake." One reading proposed ts, some (intended) our sensuous passions;" or, ".some andesstood the passions."
The words *'among the G-entries," the
French commentator, the Abhe Cruice, Is of opmton, were added by
Christtan
hands,
orderpagan.
to draw a ¢ontra_ between the virtuous
Chnstmn and
the to
vlcmus

But there is also with the Indians a sect
composed
of those philosophizing
among the
Brachmans.
They spend a contented existence,
abstain both from living creatures and all cooked
food, being satisfied with fruits ; and not gathering these from the trees, but carrying off those
that have fallen to the earth.
They subsist upon
them, drinking the water of the river Tazabena.7
But they pass their life naked, affirming that the
body has been constituted
a covering to the
soul by the Deity.
These affirm that God is
light, not such as one sees, nor such as the sun
and fire; but to them the Deity is discourse,
not that which finds expression in articulate
sounds, but that of the knowledge through which
the secret mysteries of nature s are perceived
by the wise. And this light which they say
is discourse,
their god, they assert that the
Brachmans only know on account of their alone
rejecting all vanity of opinion which is the soul's
ultimate covering. 9 These despise death, and
always in their own peculiar language '° call God
• See Diogenes Laertius' Lives, x. 63 (Bohn's Library); Plutarch, De Plaei_is Philasa_horura, iv. 3.
$ Dzogenes I_ertlus, L:ve*, _. 7S, Sextus Emplricus, Hype_#.,
L tgS-x92.
_,This iswhat the Academms called"the phenomenon" (Sexttm
F_.mpirlcus,Pa,rrlz. Hy#., i. x9--'22).
7 Thts ts a mmtake m the manuscript for Ganges, ascordmg to
R_r.
Ors c, knowledge."
(See Clemens Alexandrinus, Slrom., i.I
x3r.,lxxti.; Eusebius, Pra_parat Evang. , tx. 6.)
9 Athenmus (Dei_.,
book ix.) ascribes this opinion to Plato,
who, he bslls us, "asserted that the soul was so constituted, that it
should reject its last covering, that of vanity."
lo Or, "they name hght thetr god, " or, "they celebrate in tlmir
own peculiar language Cmd, whom they name_" etc.
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by the name which we have mentioned previously, and they send up hymns (to him).
But
neither are there women among them, nor do
they beget children.
But they who aim at a
life similar to these, after they have crossed over
to the country on the opposite side of the river
continue to reside there, returning no more
and these also are called Brachmans.
But they
do not pass their life similarly, for there are also
in the place women, of whom those that dwell
there are born, and in turn beget children.
And this discourse which ' they name God they
assert to be corporeal, and enveloped in a body
outside himself, just as if one were wearing a
sheep's skin, but that on divesting hxmself of
body that he would appear clear to the eye.
But the Brachmans say that there is a conflict
in the body that surrounds them, (and they
consider that the body is for them full of conflicts) ; 2 in opposition to which, as if marshalled
for battle agmnst enemies, they contend, as we
have already explained.
And they say that all
men are captive to their own congenital struggles,
viz., sensuality and inchastity, gluttony, anger, joy,
sorrow, concupiscence,
and such like.
And .he
who has reared a trophy over these, alone goes
to God ; wherefore the Brachmans deify Dandamis, to whom Alexander the Macedonian pard
a visit, as one who had proved victorious in the
bodily conflict.
But they bear down on Calanus
as having profanely withdrawn
from
their
phil-
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OF
THE HERESIESFROM HF_'I_-IENPHILOSOPHY.
But Hesiod the poet asserts himself also that
he thus heard from the Muses concerning nature,
and that the Muses are the daughters of Jupiter.
For when for nine nights and days together,
Jupiter, through excess of passion, had uninterrnptedly lain with Mnemosyne, that Mnemosyne
conceived in one womb those nine Muses, becoming pregnant with one during each night.
Having then summoned the nine Muses from
Pieria, that is, Olympus, he exhorted them to
undergo instruction :
,, How firstboth gods and earth were made,s
And rivers, and boundless deep, and ocean's surge,
And glittering
stars, and spacious
heaven
How they grasped
the crown and shared
And how at first they held the many-ruled

From first, and next which of them first arose.
Chaos,
no doubt, the very first, arose ; but next
Wide-stretching
Earth, ever the throne secure of all

Immortals, who hold the peaks of white Olympus ;
And breezy-Tartarus in wide earth's recess;
And

Love,
tal,

pure air, behold the

But
And,
But
The
Ever
And

DRUIDS ; PROGENITORS
SYSTEM.

OF THEIR

above ;
the glory,
Olympus.

These (truths), ye Muses, tell me of, saith he,

Chasm_
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Pythagorean art ; on the methods of which very
art also we shall not keep silence, since also from
these some have presumed to introduce heresies ;
but the Druids resort to magical rites likewise.

osophy.
But the Brachmans,
putting off the
body, like fishes jumping out of water into the
sun.

HERESIES.

who

care

is most

away

beauteous

from

of the gods

all the gods

and

immor-

men,

Quells m breasts the mind and counsel sage.

Erebus
from Chaos and gloomy Night
arose ;
in turn, from Night both Air and Day were born;
primal Earth, equal to self in sooth begot
stormy sky to veil it round on every side,
to be for happy
gods a throne
secure.
forth she brought the towering hills, the pleasant

And the Celtic Druids investigated to the very
highest point the Pythagorean philosophy, after
Zamolxis,3 by birth a Thracian/
a servant of
Pythagoras, became to them the originator of
this discipline.
Now after the death of Pythag-

And C_eus, and Crius, and Hypermn, and Iapetus,

oras, Zamolxis, repairing thither, became

And

to

them the originator of this philosophy.
The
Celts esteem these as prophets and seers, on account of their foretelling
to them certain
(events), from calculations and numbers by the
z The text here would aeem rather confnaed. The above translatjon agrees with Cruice's and Schne_de_n'$ Latin vex_lon. I have

haunts
Of nymphs who dwell throughout the woody heights.
And
also barren Sea begat the
surge-tossed
Flood, apart from luscious
Love ; but next
Embracing
Thin,

Heaven,
and

Rhea,

she Ocean
and

bred

Themes,

with

eddies

deep,

and Mnemosyne,

And
gold-crownedPhoebe, and comely Tethys.
But after these was born last 6 the wiley Cronus,
Fiercest of sons; but he abhorred his blooming sire,
And

in turn the

Cyclops

bred,

who

owned

a savage

breast."

Andall the rest of the giants from Cronus, He-

siod enumerates, and somewhere afterwards that

doubtsabout_
hewever,
d wo_ld_ode_
" . . . enveloped co_t_,
in a body exmnsic
to_the
divine essence, *tthus:
just as Jupiter was born of Rhea.

All these, then, made

if om_ wore a sheepskin covvnng ; but that his body, on being ohof this (covering), would appe_ visible to the naked eye "
Or, " This discourse whom they name God they affirm to he mcors There are several verbal differences from the original in Hippolypornal, but envelop,
in a body outside himself (or his own body) tus' version. These may be seen on companng ;t wth Hesiod's own
(just as if one carried a eovenng of shecpsha to have R seen) ; but text. The particular place which Hesiod occupies in the hlstor_of
having stripped off the body ro winch he is enveloped, that he no phdosophy m pointed out by Aristotle in his Meta_Ay_ic*. The
longer appears wsible to the naked eye." (Rneper)
I am not very Stagyrlte detects in the Hcslodlc cosmogony_ m the princlpla of
"love," the dawn of a recognition of the necossRy of an efl_c_.nt cause
what
¢enfident
obscuro
that Greek
this exactly
paraphrase
conveys the mean_
of Roepegs some- to account for the phtmomena of nature. It was Aristotle himself,
however, who built up the _r.i_ace of causation : and in this
toxts from
The aparentheucal
toargmal note.
words Rneper censidm_ introduced into the humamty owes that extraordinary man a deep de.btof Kra_.'tude
s Or "Zamalais,"
or "Zam_ns"
(,s_ MmuLgius ou Diogen_
._ Or "Xou_.gest," or " most vigorous."
Th_ ts Hesiod's word,
I,mmius, viii. _).
• Or,"ot'Thraclano_gin.
_ Thewordsav¢omitt_i_two_ss.
whlchslgn_lltoranlt,"fi_t_tforhearmgarms
(for_,_

CrrAI_.XXIII.]
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the foregoing statements in their doctrine regarding both the nature and generation of the universe. But all, sinking below what is divine,
busied themselves concerning the substance of
existing things,' being astonished at the magnirude of creation, and supposing that it constituted the Deity, each speculator selecting in
preference a different portion of the world ; failing, however, to discern the God and maker of
these,

23

The opinions, therefore, of those who have
attempted to frame systems of philosophy among
the Greeks, I consider that we have sufficiently
explained; and from these the heretics, taking
occasion, have endeavoured to establish the tenets that wiU be after a short time declared. It
seems, however, expedient, that first explaining
the mystical rites and whatever imaginary doctrines some have laboriously framed concerning
the stars, or magnitudes, to declare these ; for
heretics likewise, taking occasion from them, are
, "Themjoxityortho_whoa_t formed
_ym_ orp._phy, considered by the multitude to utter prodigies.
_o_acrthosethat,,b_t ma formof_r, tobeatoneth_p_i- Next in order we shall elucidate the feeble opinpleof
thmgs.'--_'s
A_t_A_,azc_, book i. c. iii. p, xs ions
advanced by these.
(Bolm'.alled.).
BOOKS H.
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BOOK IV.

(_JkP. I.--SYS_EM
OFTHEAS'FROI.DGERS; SIDERE-the rest of the crowd of these (speculators),
,o_ n,r_tmmcg; CO_aGtn_nON OF THESTAaS. ,mposing names different from the doctrine of
BOT in each zodiacal sign they call limits of the truth, speak of a sedition of _Eons, and of
the stars those in which each of the stars, from a revolt of good powers over to evil (ones), and
any one quarter to another, can exert the great- of the concord of good with wicked (A_ons),
est amount of influence ; in regard of which calling them Toparckai and Proasa'oi, and very
there is among them, according to their writings, many other names. But the entire of this herno mere casual divergency of opinion. But esy, as attempted by them, I shall explain and
they say that the stars are attended as if by sat- refute when we come to treat of the subject of
eUites when they are in the midst of other stars, these (A_ons). But now, lest any one suppose
in continuity with the signs of the Zodiac ; as the opinions propounded by the Chaldeans reif, when any particular star may have occupied specting astrologacal doctrine to be trustworthy
the first portions of the same sign of the Zodiac, and secure, we shall not hesitate to furnish a
and another the last, and another those portions brief refutation respecting these, establishing
in the middle, that which is in the middle is said that the futile art is calculated both to deceive
to be guarded by those holding the portions at and blind the soul indulging in vain expectations,
the extremities. And they are said to took upon rather than to profit it. And we urge our case
one another, and to be in conjunction with one with these, not according to any experience of
another, as if appearing in a triangular or quad- the art, but from knowledge based on practical
rangtdar figure. They assume, therefore, the principles. Those who have cultivated the art,
figure of a triangle, and look upon one another, becoming disciples of the Chaldeans, and cornwhich have an intervening distance ' extending municating mysteries as if strange and astonishfor three zodiacal signs; and they assume the ing to men, having changed the names (merely),
figure of a square those which have an interval have from this source concocted their heresy.
extending for two signs. But as the underlying But since, estimating the astrological art as a
parts smpathize with the head, and the head powerful one, and availing themselves of the
with the underlying parts,2 so also things terres- testimonies adduced by its patrons, they wish to
trial with superlunar objects.3 But there is of gain reliance for their own attempted conclusions,
these a certain difference and want of sympathy, we shall at present, as it has seemed expedient,
prove the astrological art to be untenable, as our
so that they do not involve one and the same intention next is to invalidate also the Peratie
point of juncture,
system, as a branch growing out of an unstable
CHAP.n.--_ocrRmm
_
_rRou_v
rr.

roOt.

CO_CEmCmGgOre; rue
; a_._._,r.sv
vvauv,_
FROM
CHAP.m.--T_E HOROSCOPV.
THEmU_ATm_ OF
_T_OLOOV; mDnSCOWRABmrr_
OF T_ HOROEmployingthese (as analogies), Euphrates scoPE ; THERF_,FORE THE FUTILITY OF THE CHALthePeratic,
and Acembcs4 theCarystian,
and
D_ ART.
, o,, "_._."
• Hippol_
t_,,_o_
of S_t__ _pi_i_"(S¢¢_,t,
G_itt_
]_¢ever, _,a portion
of t]_ __*____
_piri_"
gatt, ou._ v.44-)
Or, "o_h_tial.
4 Or,"Cw.lbes,"or"Adca_."
The fu_t L_the form o!'the _
employodia book v. e. viii.; the _iabook
x. e,. vi.
*4

The originating principle,S and, as it were,
foundation,
of the entire art, is fixing 6 the horos Th_ l_l_ge occurs in Sext_Emlnrlctut.
6 Or, " tim knowl_l_ of."

Cm_P. IV.]
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REFUTATION

scope.'
For from this are derived the rest of
the cardinal points, as well as the declinations
and ascensions, the triangles and squares, and the
configurations of the stars in accordance with
these ; and from all these the predictions
are
taken.
Whence, if the horoscope be removed,
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from the mouth of the womb to the fundament,
where physicians s say conceptions take place, it
is altogether the nature of the seed deposited to
occupy some time in traversing9 this interval.
The Chaldeans, therefore, being ignorant of the
quantity of duration to a nicety, never will corn-

it necessarily follows that neither any celestial] prebend the (moment of) conception ; the seed
object is recognisable in the meridian, or at the at one time being injected straight forward, and
horizon, or in the point of the heavens opposite falling at one spot upon actual parts of the womb
the meridian ; but if these be not comprehended,
well disposed for conception, and at another
the entire system of the Chaldeans vanishes along !time dropping into it dispersedly, and being colwith (them).
But that the sign of the horoscope lected into one place by uterine energies.
Now,
is indiscoverable
by them, we may show by a while these matters are unknown, (namely), as
variety of arguments.
For in order that this to when the first takes place, and when the sec(horoscope)
may be found, it is first requisite iond, and how much time is spent in that particthat the (time of) birth of the person falling ular conception, and how much in this; while, I
under inspection
should be firmly fixed ; and[say,
ignorance on these points prevails on the
secondly, that the horoscope which is to signify part of these (astrologers), an accurate comprethis should be infallible; and thirdly, that the hension of conception is put out of the quesascension* of the zodiacal sign should be ob- tion. '° And if, as some natural philosophers
served with accuracy.
For from s (the moment)
have asserted, the seed, remaining stationary
of birth 4 the ascension of the zodiacal sign ris- first, and undergoing
alteration in the womb,
ing in the heaven should be closely watched, s then enters the (womb's) opened blood-vessels,
since the Chaldeans, determining (from this) the as the seeds of the earth" sink into the ground ;
horoscope, frame the configuration of the stars from this it will follow, that those who are not
in accordance with the ascension (of the sign) ; acquainted with the quantity of time occupied
and they term this--disposition,
in accordance
by the change, will not be aware of the precise
with which they devise their predictions.
But moment of conception either.
And, moreover,
neither is it possible to take the birth of persons as women '* differ from one another in the other
falling under consideration,
as I shall explain, parts of the body, both as regards energy and in
nor is the horoscope infallible, nor is the rising other respects, so also (it is reasonable to supzodiacal sign apprehended with accuracy,
pose that they differ from one another) in reHow it is, then, that the system of the Chat- spect of energy of womb, some conceiving
deans 6 is unstable, let us now declare.
Having, quicker, and others slower. And this is not
then, previously marked it out for investigation,
strange, since also women, when themselves
they draw the birth of persons falling under con- compared with themselves, at times are observed
sideration from, unquestionably,
the depositing
having a strong disposition towards conception,
of the seed, and (from) conception or from par- hut at times with no such tendency.
And when
turition.
And if one will attempt to take (the this is so, it is impossible to say with accuracy
horoscope)
from conception,
the accurate ac- when the deposited seed coalesces, in order that
count of this is incom)0rehensible,
the time from this time the Chaldeans may fix the horo(occupied)
passing quickly, and natural/), (so). scope of the birth.
For we are not able to say whether conception I
takes place upon the transference 7 of the seed CHAP. IV. --1MPO_IBILITY OF Frg3_G TIlE HOROor not.
For this can happen even as quick as
SCOPE; FAILURE OF A_.NI
ATrEMPTTO DO THIS
thought, just also as leaven, when put into heated
AT THE PERIOD OF BIRTH.
jars, immediately is reduced to a glutinous state. ! For this reason it is impossible to fix the hoBut conception can also (take place) after a
lapse of duration.
For there being an interval roscope from the (period of) conception.
But
neither can this be done from (that of) birth.
For, in the first place, there exists the difficulty
,x Horoscope(f_m._m_
_.,o,rq)istheactofo.b.servin_
thea._ct as tO when
it can
be , declared
that there
is a
of me heavens at tim moment o! any particular mrtn. /-tereoy the --.--_
_
,
._ ,
.,
_ __
_
.
astrologer alleged hm abihty of foretelling the future emrecr of the D|r_D_ ; wnetner It 1S wnen
me
toems
oegms r_
person so born. The most unportmat part of the sky for the astrolo- i ;_o1;_
_r,_r_,-lo
4-1_ rv,-;_,-_ t3 or wht_n it may nroger's
conmderatlon
was thatsign of theZodiacwhich rose abovethe tt_tt_ _._._o
_,,__,,t.7_, ..........
_ r
l_orttou
atthemoment of lmrturltlonTht,
swasthe"h°ros_,Pe..as_,
1 ect a little,or when
it maybe borne to the
cendant," or "first house." The circuit ot the heavens was mvided |
into twelve "houses," or zoa_,,_A mgtm.
[
s Or, "differenCe.*'
[
.
_,
__ . ..
$ Or,"durlng."
[
" Or, attendants o/ pt_m¢_ms."
4 _troTe_t*f; somewould read _'fo_e_.
[
9 Or," make."
$ Thepassagelsgivenmore©xplicitlymSextuaEmpirlcus.
(See[
xo Or,"vatush_."
.
,4dver_tt
AstrM. v. 53.)
I tt Not in Sextus Empirmus.
6 Sextususes_most thesewords.
] t_ The passageismoreclearl_
glvt_tt
in
Or"hadgmtmt" (Se_'las), or" d_lmr,itlmx."
[ l_ Or," tl_ cold atmosphero.'
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[Boox IV.

ground.
Neither is it in each of these cases motion 3 of the pole whirling them on with inpossible to comprehend the precise moment of calculable velocity, before what is seen in the
parturition,' or to define the time. For also on heavens4 is carefully adjusted to the moment
account of disposition of soul, and on account when the person is born.
of suitableness
of body, and on account of
choice of the parts, and on account of experience CHAP. V.--_'_OTHER _:raOD
OF nmSG THE
in the midwife, and other endless causes, the
HOROSCOPEAT BIRTH; EQUALLYFUTILEj USE
time iS not the same at which the fcvtus inclines
OF THE CLEPSYDRAIN ASTROLOGY
; THE PREtowards the orifice, when the membranes are
mCTXO_s OF THE CHALDF__SNOT _T_aF_D.
ruptured, or when it projects a little, or is deIn this way, the art practised by the Chalposited on the ground ; but the period is differ- deans will be shown to be unstable.
Should
ent in the case of different individuals.
And any one, however, allege that, by questions put
when the Chaldeans are not able definitely and to him who inquires from the Chaldeans,S the
accurately to calculate this, they will fail, as birth can be ascertained, not even by this plan
they ought, to determine the period of emer- is it possible to arrive at the precise period.
gence.
For if, supposing any such attention on their
That, then, the Chaldeans profess to be ac- part in reference to their art to be on record,
quainted with the horoscope at the periods of even these do not attain-- as we have proved-birth,' but in reality do not know it, is evident unto accuracy either, how, we ask, can an unsofrom these considerations.
But that neither is phisticated individual comprehend
precisely the
their horoscope infallible, it is easy to conclude,
time of parturition, in order that the Chaldean
For when they allege that the person sitting iacquiring the requisite information from this
beside the woman in travail at the time of par- !person may set 6 the horoscope correctly ? But
turition gives, by striking a metallic rim, a sign neither from the appearance of the horizon will
to the Chaldean, who from an elevated place is the rising star seem the same everywhere j but
contemplating the stars, and he, looking towards iin one place its declination will be supposed to
heaven, marks down the rising zodiacal sign ; !be the horoscope, and in another the ascel_ion
in the first place, we shall prove to them, that (will be thought) the horoscope, according as
when parturition happens indefinitely, as we have the places come into view, being either lower or
shown a little before, neither is it easy" to sig- higher. Wherefore, also, from this quarter an
nify this (birth) by striking the metallic rim. accurate prediction will not appear, since many
However, grant that the birth is comprehensible,
may be born throughout the entire world at the
yet neither is it possible to signify this at the same hour, each from a different direction obexact time ; for as the noise of the metallic plate serving the stars.
iS capable of being divided by a longer time and
But the supposed
comprehension
(of the
one protracted, in reference to perception, it period of partur/tion) by means of clepsydras
happens that the sound is carried to the height is likewise futile.
For the contents of the jar
(with proportionate delay).
And the following will not flow out in the same time when it is.fuU
proof may be observed in the case of those fell- as when it is half empty; yet, according to their
ing timber at a distance.
For a sufficiently long own account, the pole itself by a single impulse
time after the descent of the axe, the sound of is whirled along at an equable velocity.
If,
the stroke is heard, so that it takes a longer time however, evading the argument, s they should
to reach the listener.
And for this reason, there- affirm that they do not take the time precisely,
fore, it is not possible for the Chaldeans accu- but as it happens in any particular latitude,9
lately to take the time of the rising zodiacal sign, they will be refuted almost by the sidereal inand consequently the time when one can make fluences themselves.
For those who have been
the horoscope with truth.
And not only does born at the same time do not spend the same
more time seem to elapse after pa4turition, when life, but some, for example, have been made
he who iS sitting beside the woman in labour kings, and others have grown old in fetters.
strikes the mem/llc plate, and next after the
sound reaches the listener, that is, the person
_ o_,"b_t_._o_o
_,,_io,,,_m,_.
_
•rl_ _
d ....
t_e im_.e
maybe deduced_omSextus
who has gone up to the elevated position ; but _i_u=
t is _pt, but,1, _
_
._J_ _ t_ ._m_og,
also, while he is glancing around and looking to ,.,d_
_ _.__
_S¢_-_,
,_ _.
ascertain in which of the zodiacal signs is the
6 o,, ",_."
....
. 7 T_._...,_u_=t_._m.
_.t_.,_.
_th
moon, and in which appears each of the rest of u_ su,_, _,_
_ _ _,,_
u= r_._.
, ._
the stars, k necessarily follows that there is a _ut_onom_c
,o_
_ _o, _Wa_er,
,_._,,_
d _, bu__ _._,,_uum
cslcula6ous.
m themm__pom,was
different position in regard of the stars, the _,_d,
t_._
_,y o( h_
bee, ]m_,_ _.m_uo_aoyn_pT_. _,_. _
de_- ofan
in_rurnm_
this_.crlpt_mm
0_," m=_,_,,,="
80_r,"_."

_

_ TI_ _
the_n_..u
with_ _-g_

d_'_.
_
pm_.e m _

•_
Em_
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There has been born none equal, at all events,
to Alexander the Macedonian,
though many
were brought forth along with him throughout
the earth ; (and) none equal to the philosopher
Plato.
Wherefore the Chaldean, examining the
time of the birth in any particular latitude, will
not be able to say accurately, whether a person
born at this time will be prosperous.
Many, I
take it, born at this time, have been unfortunate,
so that the similarity according to dispositions is
futile,
Having, then, by different reasons and various
methods, refuted the ineffectual mode of examination adopted by the Chaldeans, neither shall
we omit this, namely, to show that their predic,ions will eventuate in inexplicable difficulties,
For if, as the mathematicians
assert, it is necessary that one born under the barb of Sagittarius'
arrow should meet with a violent death, how was
it that so many myriads of the Barbarians that
fought with the Greeks at Marathon or Salamis,
were simultaneously slaughtered?
For unquestionably there was not the same horoscope
in
the case, at all events, of them all. And again,
it is said that one born under the urn of Aquarius
will suffer shipwreck : (yet) how is it that so
many a of the Greeks that returned from Troy
were overwhelmed
in the deep around the indented shores of Euboea?
For it is incredible
that all, distant from one another by a long interval of duration, should have been born under
the urn of Aquarius.
For it is not reasonable
to say, that frequently, for one whose fate it was
to be destroyed in the sea, all who were with him
in the same vessel should perish.
For why
should the doom of this man subdue the (destinies) of all?
Nay, but why, on account of
one for whom it was allotted to die on land,
should not all be preserved ?
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] for instance, that one born in Leo will be brave;
and that one born in Virgu will have long
straight hair, 4 be of a fair complexion, chiMless,
modest. These statements, however, and others
similar to them, are rather deserving _)f laughter
than serious consideration.
For, according to
them, it is possible for no 2Ethiopian to be born
in Virgo ; otherwise he would allow that shch a
one is white, with long straight hair and the
rest.
But I am rather of opinion,S that the
ancients imposed the names of received animals
upon certain specified stars, for the purpose of
knowing them better, not from any similarity of
nature ; for what have the seven stars, distant
one from another, in common with a bear, or
the five stars with the head of a dragon? _ in
regard of which Aratns * says :
,, But two his temples, and two his eyes, and one
beneath
Reaches the end of the huge monster's jaw."

CHAP. VlI._PRACr_CAL AB_aDrlar Or"THE crtm_DAICART ; DEVELOPMENTOF THE ART.
In this manner also, that these points are not
deserving so much labour, is evident to those
who prefer to think correctly, and do not attend
to the bombas_ of the Chaldeans, who consign
monarchs to utter obscurity, by perfecting cowardice 7 in them, and rouse private individuals to
dare great exploits.
But if any one, surrendering himself to evil, is guilty of delinquency, he
who has been thus deceived does not become a
teacher to all whom the Chaldeans are disposed
to mislead by their mistakes.
(Far from it) ;
(these astrologers)
impel the minds (of their
dupes, as they would have them), into endless
perturbation,
(when) they affirm that a configuration of the same stars could not return to
a similar position, otherwise than by the renewal
of the Great Year, through a space of seven
CHAP, VI. _ ZODIACAL INFLUENCE ; ORIGIN OF
thousand seven hundred and seventy and seven
SIDEREALNAMES.
years?
How then, I ask, will human observaBut since also they frame an account con- tion for one birth be able to harmonize with so
cerning the action of the zodiacal signs, to many ages; and this not once, (but oftentimes,
which they say the creatures that are •procreated
•
* Sextus adds "brlghtm-'Ted."
are assimilated,3 neither shall we omit thzs : as,
s mppolytusfz_efollowsSextus.

.........
s Aratu_s, from whom Hippolytus quotes so frequently in this
t Omitted by Sextus,
chapter, was a poet and asttxmomer of anttqmty, born at Soil m
s The Abbe Crmce observes, in regard of some verbal difference Cdmla. He afterwards became physician to Gonatus, son of Demehere in the text from that of Sextus, that the MS.of Tke Refutation
trlus Pohorcetes, king of Macedon, at whose .court he rose high into
was probably executed by one who heard the extracts from other favour. The work alluded to by Htppolytus ts Aratus' PIc_namen.a,
writers read to him, and frequently mistook the sound. The tram- --a versified account of the motions of the stars, and of sidereal mscriber of the ms. was one Michael, as we learn from a marginal note fluence over men. Tht_ work seems to have been a great favounte
at the end.
i wi._. scholars, if we are to judge from the many excellent _notated
S "Eht_was the great doctrine of _tmk_gy, the forerunner of the i e_tmns of tt that have ap]_ea_:
Two of these deserve noUce, vtz;,
science of astronomy. Astrology seems to have arisen first among G.rottus' Leyden edhmnt x6oo, m Greek and I_.tm, ; and Buhte s
the _..._.s,
out of the fundamental .principle .of their rehgton-edit,on, Letpsm, xSo3. See also Dtonysms Petavtus Uranolo_on.
the assimilation of the (hvlne nature to light. This tenet introduced A.r.atus must always be famous, from the fact that St. Paul.(Acts
another, the worship of the stars, which was develo .ped/nto astrolo|,'y. J xva. sS) quotes the fifth l.me of the Pt_az_z._a.
Cice_ considered
Ot_e.rs suppose astrology to have _
of Arabian or Ek,ypttan [ Amtus a noble .poet, ana translated the Pkwy,.ella
into, tatm., a
or_,_m From some of these _
tt reached the. G.ree_cs,and I fragment of which has been preserved, and ts m tJro_us ccitt,oiL
through _mm the R.omlt_, who held the astrologtc art m high repute. / Aratus has been translated into Fatghsh verse, with note_ by Dr.
The art, after having become almost extract, was revived by the] Lamb, Dexn of Brtstot (London: J W. Parker, xSSS). ,,.
Arablaus at the verge of tha mlddle ages. For the historyof.astrol_]
7 The Abbe Cnnce snggests"freedom
from danger, _
m
mm must consult the writings of Manilin% Julius Fmnicus, and/" .ct_. tee,", and tra.uslates thus: _' whereby kings are,slams bY
Ptt_ay...
Its greatest mediaeval apologtst is Cardan, the famous | having tmplmlt_, promised re,the _r_. "cttens ot these seers...
.
physi6au of Pavia (see hi_ work, DcAstros.
yt_hc.,hh,
vi.-ix.|
8 Sextus mazes the numuor • mtm ttmtmmu nine uunarea aria
tam. v. of his collected works).
[ seventy and seven years.
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when a destruction of the world, as some have
stated, would intercept the progress of this Great
Year ; or a terrestrial convulsion, though partial,
would utterly break the continuity of the historical tradition) ? ' The Chaldaic art must
necessarily be refuted by a greater number of
argu.ments, although we have been reminding
(our readers) of it on account of other circumstances, not peculiarly on account of the art
itself,
Since, however, we have determined to omit
none of the opinions advanced by Gentile philosophers, on account of the notorious knavery
of the heretics, let us see what they also say who
have attempted to propound doctrines concerning magnitudes, -- who, observing the fruitless
labour of the majority (of speculators), where
each after a different fashion coined his own
falsehoods and attained celebrity, have ventured
to make some greater assertion, in order that
they might be highly magnified by those who
mightily extol their contemptible lies. These
suppose the existence of circles, and measures,
and triangles, and squares, both in twofold and
threefold array. Their argumentation, however,
in regard of this matter, is extensive, yet it is not
necessary in reference to the subject which we
have taken in hand.

other and to the remaining three, yet (all) according to a definite principle. For he affirms
that the mastery was communicated to the or_ital motion of the same (circle), not only since
it embraces the motion of the other, that is, the
erratic stars, but because also it possesses so
great mastery, that is, so great power, that even
it leads round, along with itself, by a peculiar
strength of its own, those heavenly bodies--that
is, the erratic stars--that
are whirled along in
contrary directions from west to east, and, in like
manner, from east to west.
And he asserts that this motion was allowed
to be one and indivisible, in the first place, inasmuch as the revolutions of all the fixed stars
were accomplished in equal periods of time, and
were not distinguished according to greater or
less portions of duration. In the next place,
they all present the same phase as that which
belongs to the outermost motion ; whereas the
erratic stars have been distributed into greater
and varying periods for the accomplishment of
their movements, and into unequal distances
from earth. And he asserts that the motion in
six parts of the other has been distributed probably into seven circles. For as many as are
_ections of each (circle) m I allude to monads
of the sections*-- become segments ; for example, if the dwision be by one section, there
CHAP.VIII.-- PRODIGIESOF THE ASTROLOGERS
will be two segments ; if by two, three segments ;
SVSTEta OF THE AS_rRONOMZP.S
; CHa.ta_F_Nand so, if anything be cut into six parts, there
DOCTRINEOF CmCLES
; D_STANCES
OF THE will be seven segments. And he says that the
I-IE.AVENLY
BODIES.
distances of these are alternately arranged both

I reckon it then sufficient to declare the prodig/es 2 detailed by these men. Wherefore, employing condensed accounts of what they affirm,
I shall turn my attention to the other points
(that remain to be considered).
Now they
make the following statements.3 The Creator
communicated pre-eminent power to the orbital
motion of the identical and similar (circle), for
He permitted the revolution of it to be one and
indivisible ; but after dividing this internally into

in double and triple order, there being three of
each,--a principle which, he has attempted to
prove, holds good of the composition of the soul
likewise, as depending upon the seven numbers.
For among them there are from the monad three
double (numbers), viz., 2, 4, 8, and three triple
ones, viz., 8, 9, 27. But the diameter of Earth
is 8o,io8 stadii; and the perimeter of Earth,
25°'543 stadii ; and the distance also from the
surface of the Earth to the lunar circle, Aristarchus the Samian computes at 8,ooo, I 78 stadii,
but Apollonius 5,000,000, whereas .archimedes
computes s it at 5,544,i3o.
And from the lunar
to solar circle, (according to the last authority,)
are 5o,262,o65 stadii ; and from this to the circle
of Venus, 2o,272,o65 stadii _ and from this to
the circle of Mercury, 5o,8i 7,i65 stadii ; and
from this to the circle of Mars, 4o,54i,xo8 stadii ;
and from this to the circle of Jupiter, 2o,z75,o65

six parts,
(andaccording
thus having
seven ofun-a
equal
circles,
to formed)
each interval
twofold and threefold dimension, He cornmanded, since there were three of each, that the
circles should travel in orbits contrary to one
another, three indeed (out of the aggregate of
seven) being whirled along with equal velocity,
and four of them with a speed dissimilar to each
• zTheparen_

words
are_k_ fromSext_Emvlriews.
asl

introduced into hts text by the Abbe Crmce..Schne_..ewin
alludes to
the pasr_age m Scxtu.s as proof of sonae confu_aon m Htppolyt-tm' text,
which he thinks is stgnifte.d by the transcriber in the words, " I
think there is some det_-ciency or omisstons," which occur m the ms.
of TIs¢ Refutatzan.
As regards astrolo_cal predictions, see Origen's Coacmenf. on
Gen.h" _rt_ot"
Tarws, De l_ato ; PhccdaBfbliatl_., cod. ccuili. ;
lind Bardesa_
D¢ Z,effb_
2Vatiam_'% in Cure_a'i S26icile_sm
5yrsac_m
See Plato's Th_-m_*.

.

.

I
• Schneidechn, on Roep_s suggestton, amends the _
thus9
[ though I am not sure that I exactly render hm almost unmtb.lhlp'b_
[ Latin version: "For as mar_ se,ctaons as there are of eachr, the_
| are educible from the monad more _nnmats than sections, tot ex/ ample, _" etc. The Abbe Cruice would seemingly adopt the follow[ing versam : "For whatsoever are sections of each, now there am
[ more segments than sections of a monad, will become; for example,
[ if," etc,
,
.......
/
s Schneldewln, on mathematical authority, mscremts t_e numencat
/ calculations ascribed to Acch_,-_

c_P.
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stadii ; and from this to the circle of Saturn, 40,- in regard also of the distance of which alone n
372,o65 stadii ; and from this to the Zodiac and that is, the lunar (planet) from earth--one
may
the furthest periphery, 20,082,oo 5 stadii.,
trust Archimedes.
It will, however, be easy for
•
those who, according to the Platonic dogma
CHAP. IX.--rtrierI-mR Asraot_omc C.AI_LATXONS. itself, adopt this distance
to comp:ehend
by
The mutualdistances
of the circles and spheres, numerical calculation
(intervals) according
to
and the depths, are rendered by Archimedes.
He what is double and triple, as Plato requires, and
takes the perimeter of the Zodiac at 447,3Io,ooo
the rest of the distances.
If, then, accordmg to
stadli ; so that it follows that a straight line from Archimedes, the Moon is distant from the surthe centre of the Earth to the most outward face of the Earth 5,544,x3o stadii, by increasing
superficies would be the sixth of the aforesaid these numbers double and triple, (it will be)
number, but that the line from the surface of easy to find also the distances of the rest, as if
the Earth on which we tread to the Zodiac would subtracting one part of the number of stadii
be a sixth of the aforesaid number, less by four which the Moon is distant from the Earth.
myriads of stadii, whmh is the distance from the
But because the rest of the numbers m those
centre of the Earth to its surface.
And from alleged by Archimedes concerning the distance
the circle of Saturn to the Earth he says the dis- of the erratic starsnare
not based on principles
tance is 2,226,912,711
stadii; and from the of concord, it is easy to understand--that
is,
circle of Jupiter to Earth, 2o2,77o,646 stadii ; for those who attend to the matter--how
the
and from the circle of Mars to Earth, i32,418,numbers are mutually related, and on what prin581.
From the Sun to Earth, 121,6o4,454 ; and clples they depend.
That, however, they should
from Mercury to the Earth, 526,882,259 ; and not be in harmony and symphony--I
mean
from Venus to Earth, 5o,815,16o.
those that are parts of the world which consists according to harmony--this
is impossible.
CHAP.X.--a'HEORY Or STELLARMOTIO_ AND DIS- Since, therefore, the first number whmh the
TANCE IN ACCOROAI_CE
WITH IUmMOI_.
Moon is distant from the earth is 5,544,13o, the
second number which the Sun is distant from
Concerning the Moon, however, a statement
the Moon being 5o,z7%o65, subsists by a greater
has been previously made.
The distances and computation
than ninefold.
But the higher
profundities of the spheres Archimedes thus ren- number in reference to this, being 2o,272,o65,
ders ; but a different declaration regarding them is (comprised)
in a greater computation
than
has been made by Hipparchus ; and a different half. The number, however, superior to this,
one still by ApoUonius the mathematician.
It is which is 5o,817,I65,
is contained in a greater
sufficient, however, for us, following the Platonic computation
than half. But the number supeopinion, to suppose twofold and threefold dis- rior to this, which is 4o,54I,_o8, is contained in
tances from one another of the erratic stars ; for a less computation
than two-fifths.
But the
the doctrine is thus preserved of the composition
number superior to this, which is 20,275,065, is
of the universe out of harmony, on concordant
contained in a greater computation
than half.
principles 2 in keeping with these distances.
The The final number, however, which is 4o,372,o65,
numbers, however, advanced
by Archimedes, 3 is comprised in a less computation than double.
and the accounts rendered by the rest concerning the distances, if they be not on principles CH_. xI. _TI-IEORV OF _
SIZE or THE fiFtYof symphony,--that
is, the double and triple
ENLV BODIESIN ACCORDANCE
WITH NUMERICAL
(distances)
spoken of by Plato, -- but are disI-IARMOmES.
covered independent
of harmonies, would not
These (numerical)
relations, therefore, the
preserve the doctrine of the formation of the greater than ninefold, and less than half, and
universe according to harmony.
For it is neither greater than double, and less than two-fifths,
credible nor possible that the distances of these and greater than half, and less titan double, are
should be both contrarytosome
reasonable plan, beyond all symphonies,
from which not any
and independent of harmonious and proportional
_roportionate or harmonic system could be proprinciples, except perhaps only the Moon, on luced.
But the whole world, and the parts of
account of wanings and the slmdow of the Earth, it, are in all respects similarly framed in con, This is m_mif**tz_e_on_;.t_ tot_ contdonty_"fo_r
myriads !"
2 ThehisAbhe
Crulc_ thinks
thatauthority
the .wordshould
"' tones,"
porting
emendation
.on the
of Pliny, hewho
states supthat

fortuity with
proportionate
are

preserved

proportion and harmony.
The
and harmonic relations, however,
_

as

we

have previously stated

_ioras
c_d t_ m_
of the _oon._m t._ _
_ to_,e,_ b_ double and triple intervals.
If, therefore,
dtn'omz timterm from musical science CseePhny s Ht:t_ A_.at.,u: _;
_
n_m_,iaa_ecu_auo_ _r_.U_t_.yf bym_..mg_ m we consider Archimedes reliable in the case of
m, _orko, t_-v--ak'r ¥ t_ s,_t, m w.mchhe.=_tam_ _ only the first distance, that from the Moon to
i,ott¢, _i_ much.l_._ u_ _t_ _ A_.,,e_-s, ,_ _,x0....
the Earth, it is easy also to find the rest (of the
_¢_.,_,_
T,_t_ *,_,_,,p .... d. _m¢._.,
intervals), by multiplying (them) by double and
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treble.Let thenthe distance,
accordingto andelements.
Now certain
(speculators),
approArchimedes, from Earth to Moon be 5,544,i3 o pristings similar reasonings from these, deceive
stadii ; there will therefore be the double hum- unsophisticated individuals, alleging themselves
ber of this of stadii which the Sun is distant endued with foresight ; 4 sometimes, after utterfrom the Moon, viz., n,o88,26o.
But the Sun ing many predictions, happening on a single fulis distant from the Earth i6,632,39 o stadii ; and filment, and not abashed by many failures, but
Venus is likewise distant from the Sun i6,632 ,- making their boast in this one. Neither shall I
39o stadii, but from the Earth 33,264,78o stadii ; pass over the Witless philosophy of these men ;
and Mercury is distant from Venus _2,t76,52o but, after explaining it, I shall prove that those
stadii, but from Earth 55,44t,3oo stadii ; and who attempt to form a system of religion out of
Mars is distant from Mercury 49,897,i7o stadii, these (aforesaid elements), are disciples of a
and from Earth xo5,338,47o stadii ; and Jupiter schools weak and fuil of knavery.
is distant from Mars 44,353,o4o stadii, but from
Earth t49,69x,StO stadii; Saturn is distant CHAP.XIV._SYSTEM OF THE AmTHMm_CI_'S;
from Jupiter i49,691,5io stadii, but from Earth
PREDICnONS
THROU6H
CALCULATIONS
; _Em_99,383,O_Ostadii•
CAL ROOTS; TRANSFERENCE
OF TI'iE_E
DOCTRINES
CHAP.

XII._
WASTE OF MENTAL ENERGY
SYSTEMS OF THE ASTROLOGERS.

IN

THE

TO LErr_dT.S

j EXAMPLES

IN PARTICULAR

NAMES _ DIFFERENT METHODS OF CALCULATION
P_CE
POSSIBLE BY THESE.

Who will not feel astonishment at the exertion
Those, then, who suppose that (hey prophesy
of so much deep thought With so much toil? by means of calculations and numbers,6 and eleThis Ptolemy, however _ a careful investigator merits and names, constitute the origin of their
of these matters _ does not seem to me to be attempted system to be as follows• They affirm
useless ; but only this grieves (one), that being that there is a root of each of the numbers ;
recently born, he could not be of service to the in the case of thousands, so many monads as
sons of the giants, who, being ignorant of these there are thousands : for example, the root of
measures, and supposing that the heights of six thousand, six monads ; of seven thousand,
heaven were near, endeavoured in vain to con- seven monads ; of eight thousand, eight mow
struet a tower. And so, if at that time he were ads ; and in the case of the rest, in like manner,
present to explain to them these measures, they according to the same (proportion). And in the
would not have made the daring attempt inef- case of hundreds, as many hundreds as there
fectually. But if any one profess not to have are, so many monads are the root of them : for
confidence in this (astronomer's calculations), instance, of seven hundred there are seven hunlet him by measuring be persuaded (of their dreds ; the root of these is seven monads: of
accuracy) ; for in reference to those incredulous six hundred, six hundreds ; the root of these, six
on the point, one cannot have a more manifest monads. And it is similar respecting decades :
proof than this. O, pride of vain-toiling soul, for of eighty (the root is) eight monads; and
and incredible belief, that Ptolemy should be of sixty, six monads; of forty, four monads ; of
considered pre-eminently wise among those who ten, one monad. And in the case of monads,
have cultivated similar wisdom I
the monads themselves are a root : for instance,
of nine, nine; of eight, eight; of seven, seven.
CHAP.xm. _KFa_TIONOF THE H_Rm'tC COLAR-In this way, also, ought we therefore to act in
BJ_us ; ALLm_Ct Bm'WEF_HERF._ANDTHE the case of the elements (of words), for each
PVTHAC.OREAN
PmLOSOPm'.
letter has been arranged according to a certain
Certain, adhering partly to these, as if having number : for instance, the letter n according to
propounded great eonch|sions, and supposed fifty monads ; but of fifty monads five is the
things worthy of reason, have framed enormous root, and the root of the letter n is (therefore)
and endless heresies ; and one of these is Colar- five. Grant that from some name we take cerbasus,' who attempts to explain religion by meas- _n roots of it. For instance, (from) the name
ures and numbers. And others there are (who
act) in like manner, whose tenets we shill explain .. __
_,
s_,,_ i_t of._.o:,_. T_. _o_
I. _ we -commence
"_o speaK.oxwnaL
, r L_. c-nce--tt_._-o,)
approlrrlatmg
n l.,;aenvea
from
tgat,
o_
wpen
o
r_
which
signifies atranslatea
meal ta whlch
thoJe who lmrmke
of it have
cach
con.
those who zive heed to Pvthazorean calculation, tr/tm_ _me.dith (pic-nic). The mrm, tbet_r_ is an eatp_
•
_
.
_ . _
.
.
] Olin tOt l_tltppolytns'
as posmble
; and uttering
vain
prophecies,
hastily
• =_,_,_,,o_._o#d
rid
_.._
.,/,A,_.
•
rome
_;,
.
Ht
, however, uted
assume as secure the philosophy by numbers tbe_P_mtm_,,_°_V,_i_._t_endd

I

s C__,otyrbmms
is al_tward* mentioned in aoatp_,ny with Mm'cus [_,.t,,_e.,
"full,"
tsprol)med.(x_
_,_,rAawr_t,
(_)_zwtegeewt._.

t_ _9c., atthebe#,ai_ ,_a endor took,i. or_, RO,t,t_. I
_re
mlght-be n_le
m___M_g
lm_

t _ _b_= of_ nt_

_

_ designate tmmaturity of optmoa. XXttm I mo._., m the book De ArltSu_nw_ha
put together, vi_., a raft; *?_,
suddea. | Ca&_l PytAa_r_,l.
See also Mm_ane_,

_=#o_ _d.t_. _n_,. ,
Gr.o_stor., cap. vm., d#
co_m_sL on _.
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Agamemnon, there is of the a, one monad; and name Patroclus.
If, however, it be 43, (six)
of the g, three monads; and of the other a, one taken seven times,3 he says, are 42 ; for seven
monad ; of the m, four monads ; of the e, five times six are 42, and one is the remainder.
A
monads ; of the m, four monads;
of "the n, monad, therefore, is the root of the number 43,
five monads ; of the (long) o, eight monads ; according to the rule of the number seven.
But
of the n, five monads ; which, brought together one ought to observe if the assumed number,
into one series, will be i, 3, I, 4, 5, 4, 5, 8, $ ; when divided, has no remainder ; for example,
and these added together make up 36 monads, ff from any name, after having added together
Again, they take the roots of these, and they the roots, I find, to give an instance, 36 monads.
become three in the case of the number thirty, But the number 36 divided into nine makes
but actually six in the case of the number six: exactly 4 enneads ; for nine times 4 are 36,
The three and the six, then, added together, and nothing is over. It is evident, then, that
constitute nine ; but the root of nine is nine : the actual root is 9. And again, dividing the
therefore the name Agamemnon terminates in number forty-five, we find nine 4 and nothing
the root nine.
over m for nine times five are forty-five, and
Let us do the same with another name m nothing remains ; (wherefore)
in the case of
Hector.
The name (H)ector
has five letters such they assert the root itself to be nine. And
-- e, and k, and t, and o, and r. The roots of as regards the number seven, the case is similar :
t_ese are 5, 2, 3, 8, x ; and these added to- if, for example we divide 28 into 7, we have
gether make up x9 monads.
Again, of the ten! nothing over ; for seven times four are 28, and
the root is one ; and of the nine, nine ; which nothing remains ; (wherefore)
they say that
added together make up ten : the root of ten is seven is the root. But when one computes
a monad.
The name Hector, therefore, when names, and finds the same letter occurring twice,
nmde the subject of computation, has formed a he calculates it once ; for instance, the name
root, namely a monad.
It would, however, be Patroclus has the/_
twice,5 and the o twice:
easier' to conduct the calculation thus : Divide they therefore calculate the a once and the o
the ascertained roots from the letters _ as now[once.
According
to this, then, the roots will
iu the case of the name Hector we have found be 8, x, 3, i, 7, 2, 3, 2, and added together they
nineteen monadsinto nine, and treat what make 27 monads ; and the root of the name
remains over as roots.
For example, if I divide will be, according
to the rule of the number
x9 into 9, the remainder is x, for 9 times _ are nine, nine itself, but according to the rule of the
x8, and there is a remaining monad : for if I sub- number seven, six.
tract z8 from i9, there is a remaining monad ;
In like manner, (the name) Sarpedon, when
so that the root of the name Hector will be a made the subject of calculation, produces as a
monad.
Again, of the name Patroclus these root, according to the rule of the number nine,
numbers are roots: 8, I, 3, x, 7, 2, 3, 7, _ ; two monads.
Patroclus, however, produces nine
added together, t_ey make up 34 monads.
And monads ; Patroclus gains the victory.
For when
of these the remainder is 7 monads : of the 3 o, one number is uneven, but the other even, the
3 ; and of the 4, 4. Seven monads, therefore, uneven number, if it is larger, prevails.
But
are the root of the name Patroclus.
again, when there is an even number, eight, and
Those, then, that conduct their calculations five an uneven number, the eight prevails, for it
according to the rule of the number nine,* take is larger.
If, however, there were two numbers,
the ninth part of the aggregate number of roots, for example, both of them even, or both of them
and define what is left over as the sum of the odd, the smaller prevails.
But how does (the
roots.
They, on the other hand, (who conduct name) Sarpedon, according to the rule of the
their calculations) according to the rule of the number nine, make two monads, since the letter
number seven, take the seventh (part of the (long) o is omitted?
For when the_e may be
aggregate number of roots) ; for example, in in a name the letter (long) a and (long) e, they
the case of the name Patroclus, the aggregate leave out the (long) o, using one letter, because
in the matter of roots is 34 monads.
This di- they say both are equipollent ; and the same
vided into seven parts umkes four, which (mul- must not be computed twice over, as has been
tiplied into each other) are 28. There are six above declared.
Again, (the name) A_ax makes
remaining monads; (so that a person using this four monads ; (but the name) Hector, accordmethod) says, according to the rule of the hum- ing to the rule of the ninth number, makes one
her seven, that six monads are the root of the
t Th_ilenmi_T_rCome.__c_-_nted
work, De _zm1_ta ¢t i*wcrtzV'l_¢
Sd_t_rwm,
_
xL, De
So_t¢ P.t/_.
T_s_,_
Maumshualsoa
verdr_lworkcm
am_-S.lW4Mes _m_ Metru, in which he alludes to _

3 That _, _
_tccordmg to the ru_ of a _
_ myth.
4 We _gmld ¢xp_t _hcr fi,& imm_ of 9, if fl_ &vlskm be by
• .
nine
s There is _
co_ud(m ;n the text. Miller conjectu_ that
&,v m.ting should be: "As, for instant, the name Patroclu.__L_
the l_ttvr • _ug
twice in it, they fl_crel_¢ take i_into cain
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monad. And the tetrad is even, whereas the
monad odd. And in the case of such, we say,
the greater prevails--Ajax gains the victory,
Again, Alexander and Menelaus (may be adduced as examples). Alexander has a proper
name (Paris). But Paris, according to the rule
of the number nine, makes four monads ; and
Menelaus, according to the rule of the number
nine, makes nine monads. The nine, however,
.conquer the four (monads) : for it has been
declared, when the one number is odd and the
other even, the greater prevails; but when both
are even or both odd, the less (prevails). Again,
Amycus and Polydeuces (may be adduced as
examples). Amycus, according to the rule of
the number nine, makes two monads, and Polydeuces, however, seven: Polydeuces gains the
victory. Ajax and Ulysses contended at the
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CH__P.
XV.-- QUIBBLES
OFTHE NUMF2gICAL
THEO_JSTS
; T_E ARTor THE FgOmlSl,tasrs (rileSlockout,t) ; CONt_CTIOtV
OF Tins ART WrrH
,_-rROLOCV;TYPE OF THOSEBOm_ t_'Dm_
Atom.
I think that there has been clearly expounded
the mind of arithmeticians, who, by means of
numbers and of names, suppose that they interpret life. Now I perceive that these, enjoying
leisure, and being trained in calculation, have
been desirous that, through the art3 delivered
to them from childhood, they, acquiring celebrity, should be styled prophets. And they, measuring the letters up (and) down, have wandered
into trifling. For if they fail, they say, in putting forward the difficulty, Perhaps this name
was not a family one, but imposed, as also lighting in the instance they argue in the case of
(the names) Ulysses and Ajax. Who, taking
occasion from this astonishing philosophy, and
desirous of being styled "Heresiarch," will not
be extolled?

funeral
games.
according
to the
rule of
the number
nine,Ajax,
makes
fouI monads
; Ulysses,
according to the rule of the number nine,
(makes) eight.' Is there, then, not any annexed, and (is there) not a proper name for
Ulysses ?2 for he has gained the victory. According to the numbers, no doubt, Ajax is victorious, but history hands down the name of
Ulysses as the conqueror
Achilles and Hector
(may be adduced as examples). Achilles, ac-

But since, also, there is another more profound
art among the all-wise speculators of the Greeks
--to whom heretical individuals boast that they
attach themselves as disciples, on account of
their employing the opinions of these (ancient
philosophers) in reference to the doctrines atcording
to
the
rule
of
the
number
nine,
makes
four monads ; Hector one: Achilles gains the tempted (to be established) by themselves, as
victory. Again, Achilles and Asterop_eus (are shall a little afterwards be proved ; but this is
instances). Achilles makes four monads, Aster- an art of divination, by examination of the foreop_eus three : Achilles conquers. Again, Men- head,4 or rather, I should say, it is madness : yet
elaus and Euphorbus (may be adduced as we shall not be silent as regards this (system)
examples). Menelaus has nine monads, Eu- There are some who ascribe to the stars figures
phorbus eight : Menelaus gains the victory,
that mould the ideas 5 and dispositions of men,
Some, however, according to the rule of the assigning the reason of this to births (that have
number seven, employ the vowels only, but taken place) under particular stars; they thus
others distinguish by themselves the vowels, and express themselves : Those who 6 are born under
by themselves the semi-vowels, and by them- Aries will be of the following kind : long head,
selves the mutes; and, having formed three red hair, contracted eyebrows, pointed foreorders, they take the roots by themselves of the head, eyes grey and lively/drawn cheeks, longvowels, and by themselves of the semi-vowels, nosed, expanded nostrils, thin lips, tapering
and by themselves of the mutes, and they chin, wide mouth. These, he says, will partake
compare each apart. Others, however, do not of the following nature: cautious, subtle, peremploy even these customary numbers, but dif- spicu°us'S prudent, indulgent, gentle, over-anxferent ones : for instance, as an example, they lous, persons of secret resolves, fitted for every
no not wish to allow that the letter__ has as a undertaking, prevailing more by prudence than
root 8 monads, but 5, and that the (letter) x strength, deriders for the time being, scholars,
(si) has as a root four monads ; and turning in
every direction, they discover nothing sound. [uous.
5 T_ word0_,,, _
i=th_,_,
but_,_,_y,u_When, however, they contend about the second
, Int_ _
or_,,s. _,t_ _, - o_,, orthe_sotoC.(letter), from each name they take away the _'_ l _ w_r_s ,,_ OUtO_p_ce,
_-s_ I_ =o-_.
first letter _ but when they contend about the
6The=_ ,,_d_,_ .,o_t_m_t
of wo_, .h._,_.Mi_
_1.: ,-I
e

I1 *_
e

\

_

_ach nam , _d

_I_

*.1.

c

_

" o-

_

_

cal ulatin_ th_ rest,

1_+*_
CO

_¢i s_lSchncldev_suggest:
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mt_

[ _n_

.

' Th¢_ ate some who ascribe to the m-

Of indlvlduals, t_

I'" the

thus express th_m_l'¢_ as if they w_v_
"_or :arm"TheAbl_Ctui_would
tca.,,¢
t_

s Miller reefs the.re is n error in the calculation here..
| ccui_tly untema_..
......
z Thss is us near the sen._e.o_the p,_tu_qge_ a tr_u_L_io_ m some |
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trustworthy, contentious, quarrellers in a fray,
concupiscent, inflamed with unnaturallust, reflecfive, estranged' from their own homes, giving
dissatisfaction in everything, accusers, like madmen in their cups, scorners, year by year losing
something" serviceable in friendship through
goodness; they, in the majority of cases, end
their days in a foreign land.
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or nmosE Bom_ trm>m_
c_c_.
Those born in Cancer are of the following
description : size not large, hair like a dog, of a
reddish colour, small mouth, round head, pointed
forehead, grey eyes, sufficiently beautiful, limbs
somewhat varying. The same by nature are
wicked, crafty, proficients in plans, insatiable,
stingy, ungracious, illiberal, useless, forgetful;
CHAP.XVL--T_ OF THOSE
BOm_USVEaTARSUS.they neither restore what is another's, nor do
Those, however, who are born in Taurus wiU they ask back what is their own ; 9 as regards
be of the following description: round head, friendship, useful.
thick hair, broad forehead, square eyes, and
large black eyebrows; in a white man, thin CaAP.XtX.--TYPE OF THOSEBOm¢UNDERt_O.
veins, sanguine, long eyelids, coarse huge ears,
Those born in Leo are of the following descripround mouths, thick nose, round nostrils, thick tion: round head, reddish hair, huge wrinkled
lips, strong in the upper parts, formed straight forehead, coarse ears, large development of
from the legs._ The same are by nature pleas- neck, partly bald, red complexion, grey eyes,
ins, reflective, of a goodly disposition, devout, large jaws, coarse mouth, gross in the upper
just, uncouth, complaisant, labourers from twelve parts, '° huge breast, the under limbs tapering.
years, quarrelsome, dull. The stomach of these The same are by nature persons who allow nothis small, they are quickly filled, forming many ins to interfere with their own decision, pleasing
designs, prudent, niggardly towards themselves, themselves, irascible, passionate, scorners, obstiliberal towards others, beneficent, of a slow4 Inate, forming no design, not loquacious," indobody : they are partly sorrowful, heedless as re- lent, making an improper use of leisure, familgards friendship, useful on account of mind, iar/" wholly abandoned to pleasures of women,
unfortunate,
adulterers, immodest, in faith untrue, importu[hate, daring, penurious, spoliators, remarkable;
CHAP.

XVII.--

TYPE

OF THO_

CHAP. xvm.--_

BORN UIq'D_R Ias regards

GEMINI.

fellowship,

useful;

as regards

Those who are born in Gemini will be of the
following description : red countenance, size not
very large, evenly proportioned limbs,S black
eyes as if anointed with oil, cheeks turned
down,6 and large mouth, contracted eyebrows
they conquer all things, they retain whatever[
possessions they acquire/ they are extremely!
rich, penurious, niggardly of what is peculiarly
their own, profuse in the pleasures of women, s
equitable, musical, liars. And the same by
nature are learned, reflective, inquisitive, an'iving at their own decisior_s, concupiscent, sparing
of what belongs to themselves, liberal, quiet,
prudent, crafty, they form many designs, calculators, accusers, importunate, not prosperous,
they are beloved by the fair sex, merchants ; as
regards friendship, not to any considerable extent useful.

CHAP.XX.--TYPE OF THOSEBOR_U_'DEaVIRGO.
Those born in Virgo are of the following
description:
fair compact
appearance,
eyes notcheerful,
large,
fascinating, dark,
,4 eyebrows,
swimmers ; they are, however, slight in frame,Is
beautiful
in aspect,
with hair
large forehead,
prominent
nose.prettily
The adjusted,
same by
nature are docile, moderate, intelligent, sportive,
rational, slow to speak, forming many plans ; in
regard of a favour, importunate ; _6gladly observins everything
and learn
well-disposed
pupils,
they
master
whatever; they
; moderate,
scorners,
victims
of unnatural
companionable,
of a
noble soul,
despisers, lusts,
careless
in practical matters, attending to instruction, more honourable
in
what concerns
others
than what
relates tc
themselves
; as regards
friendship,
useful.
_.AP.XXI.--TYPE OF THOSE BORN UNDER

,or."
_
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"short."
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J Or,'Ixw=." .
6 Some_ _a_ 30_/G_t_m_.v,O¢_a_f ......

friend-

ship/3 useless.

Those born in Libra will be of the following
description : hair thin, drooping, reddish and

,_/_,uv.

_Oh".thwamatomt..._gam_..t,_ ,a_._.'I Th,swaal
t_liag d t_. _,h wmcaa 0.*_

I/BRA.

9 Mamlh_
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underC._.c_
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_._-;n.a
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w. 5.)
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w..a which
Themak_
_
_.mtmdm_
.downruth _
u_,
the_ _ _
be tw_¢lower
mcntameq..
Ab_ Cnfi_.. however, ac.cy_. t'orsuch a _
m_uo_,,on
tha jmm_l that the who_ ,ul_t.... m t_.auai by Hiplxa_ m sae.n
Hea

-.-........
.
_oOr."haviagtl_ap_, l_amlarger
thaath_lowcr."
:_z_
Somenmd,,_g._..
. _
.
, i
._
_:haddmvia
-'¢,v_,,,
_¢.,
_ Or,",uco_rr."
u M;l_r_,,es_l._tk.xdsentmce:
Or."stmighg compact."
. _m_
_s

.

----_l_
the_u_m _
th_ opummsm v_ums as_micqpu%
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_
th_ df.adti_ of Olaai_ wdstlaSarums th,m.
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longish, forehead pointed (and) wrinkled, fair CHAP. XXV._ Trt_ OY WaCSZ eoas tacmat
compact eyebrows, beautiful eyes, dark pupils,
aQu,_.nJs.
long thin ears, head inclined, wide mouth. The
same by nature are intelligent, God-fearing,
Those born in Aquarius will be of the followcommunicative to one another,' traders, toilers, ing description : square in size, of a diminutive
not retaining gain, liars, not of an amiable dis- body ; sharp, small, fierce eyes ; imperious, unposition, in business or principle true, free- genial, severe, readily making acquisitions, for
spoken, beneficent, illiterate, deceivers, friendly, friendship and fellowship well disposed ; morecareless, (to whom it is not profitable to do any over, for maritime s enterprises they make
act of injustice) ;_ they are scorners, scoffers, voyages, and perish. The same by nature are
satirical? illustrious, listeners, and nothing suc- taciturn, modest, sociable, adulterers, penurious,
ceeds with these ; as regards friendship, useful, practised in business,6 tumultuous, pure, welldisposed, honourable, large eyebrows ; frequentou.P. xxaI. u TYPE O_ THOSE BORN USDF_ ly they are born in the midst of trifling events,
but (in after life) follow a different pursuit;
SCORPIO.
though they may have shown kindness to any
Those born in Scorpio are of the following one, still no one returns them thanks.
description: a maidenish countenance, comely,
pungent, blackish hair, well-shaped eyes, forehead not broad, and sharp nostril, small con- CHAP.XXVL- TCPZ OF anaosz BORS U_DER
tracted ears, wrinkled foreheads, narrow eyemscss.
brows, drawn cheeks. The same by nature are
crafty, sedulous, liars, communicating their parThose born in Pisces will be of the following
ticular designs to no one, of a deceitful spirit, description : of moderate dimensions, pointed
wicked, scorners, victims to adultery, weU-grown, forehead like fishes, shaggy hair, frequently they
docile ; as regards friendship, useless,
become soon grey. The same by nature are of
exalted soul, simple, passionate, penurious, talkCHAP. xxm. u TYPE OF THOSg BOgS tr_mzg ative ; in the first period of life they will be
sAGrrrAsius,
drowsy ; they are desirous of managing business
Those born in Sagittarius will be of the following description: great length, square forehead,
profuse eyebrows, indicative of strength, wellarranged projection of hair, reddish (in complexion). The same by nature are gracious, as
educated persons, simple, beneficent ; given to
unnatural lusts, companionable, toil-worn, lovers,
beloved, jovial in their cups, clean, passionate,
careless, wicked ; as regards friendship, useless ;
scorners, with noble souls, insolent, crafty ; for
fellowship, useful,

by themselves, of high repute, venturesome, emulous, accusers, changing their locality, lovers,
dancers _ for friendship, useful

CHJU,.XXVn.- nyr_rrv or _
TREOgYOr
SrZLt._ nc_.un_cE.
Since, therefore, we have explained the astonishing wisdom of these men, and have not concealed their overwrought art of divination by
means of contemplation, neither shall I be silent
as regards (undertakings) in the case of which
ca_. xxxv. -- _
oF TnOSZ eoas tr_mEx those that are deceived act foolishly. For, comCXPRICORS.
paring the forms and dispositions of men with
Those born in Capricorn will be of the fol- names of stars, how impotent their system is l
lowing description: reddish body, projection of For we know that those originally conversant
greyish hair, round mouth/eyes as of an eagle, with such investigations have called the stars
contracted brows, open forehead, somewhat bald, by names given in reference to propriety of sigin the upper parts of the body endued with nification and facility for future recognition.
more strength. The same by nature are phil- For what similarity is there of these (heavenly
nsophic, scorners, and scoffers at the existing bodies) with the likeness of animals, or what
state of things, passionate, persons that can community of nature as regards conduct and
make concessions, honourable, beneficent, lovers energy (is there in the two cases), that one
of the practice of music, passionate in their cups, should allege that a person born in Leo should
mirthful, familiar, talkative, given to unnatural i be irascible, and one born in Virgn moderate,
lusts, genial, amiable, quarrelsome lovers, for' or one born in Cancer wicked, but that those
fellowship well disposed,
born in . . .
I Or,"_a_a.kiagfalsehoods,they will be ladiev_"
Or,

• Or,_t_dy."

6 Or,"lmCm_, mi_ham,lokat"
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XXVIII.'--SYSTEM OF THE MAGICIANS
; (the sorcerer) has ascertained the question in
INCANTATIONSOF DEMONS; SECRET MAGICALthis mode, he makes provision for the manner
m're:s,
in which he ought to give the reply. And next
he orders those that are present to enter, hold.
.
.
And
(the
sorcerer),
taking
(a
paper),
directs the inquirer 2 to write down with water ing laurel branches and shaking them, and utterCHAP.

whatever questions he may desire to have asked
from the demons.
Then, folding up the paper,
and delivering it to the attendant, he sends him
away to commit it to the flames, that the ascending smoke may waft the letters to demons,
While, however, the attendant is executing this
order, (the sorcerer) first removes equal por(ions of the paper, and on some more parts of it
he pretends that demons write in Hebrew characters.
Then burning an incense of the Egyp-

ing cries, and invoking the demon Phryn.
For
also it becomes these to invoke him ; s and it is
worthy that they make this request from demons,
which they do not wish of themselves to put
forward, having lost their minds.
The confused
noise, however, and the tumult, prevent them
directing attention to those things which it
is supposed (the sorcerer) does in secret.
But
what these are, the present is a fair opportunity
for us to declare.
Considerable
darkness, then, prevails.
For
tian
magicians,
termed
Cyphi,
he
takes
these
affirms that it is impossible for
(portions of paper)away, and places them near the (sorcerer)
............
................
me
incense.
_ut (mat paper) wmcn me in- morrm
, ...........nature to Denoio alvme things, for that tO
...........
Cwlth
qmrer
happens to nave written (upon), naving inolo
t.... converse
,
. these mvstelaes)
:
.... ls sumctent "
........ on me coats, ne has ourneta
",
.....
macea
lnen
ttne t_MaKing,
_
,,nowever,
,
. .the attendant . lie, clown
.
. (upon.
".
Ithe
coucn), neaa toremost, aria placing oy each
sorcerer),..... appeanng
to De oorne "away unoer
..............
............
I sine two ot those nttle tablets, upon wmcn naa
oivane lnnuence,
(anti) hurrying into a cornerf ..............
.tot_ _.
.
.
_
.
.
_
,
.
lnscnoea In, forsooth, laeorew cnaracters,
me house), utters a Ioua ancl harsh cry, iI oeen.........
• . ....-.
.
.
.
oI oemons,
ana, unmteiilglDle
to
all,..,
ano. oroers
all. as
. it were
x ...names ....
....... ne says mat t,a
...........
flemon_ wlu oeposlt me rest m melt ears
_ut
mose
present to enter, crying out (at me same t h'is (statement)
"
....requisite, in order that " some
...........
is
time), ano lrlVoKlnff t'nryn, or some omer tie- . . .
_
.
..
.. ..
. ..
....
_ ......
, instrument may De pmcetl I)eSlfle me ears oi me
mon.
_ut atter passln_ into me house, ano
....
,
......
... ....
. ..
.... mose mat
, . were Present
_ . stooo
. , sloe
.., .OVsloe,
._
attenaant,
oy. wmcn
it is posSlole_. mat
wnen
...
....
. , ne slgmly
,
..
....
_
.. .
_
-- . . everymlng WhiCh ne ChOOSes. 1,1rst, nowever, ne
me sorcerer, Illnglng
the attenoant upon a De(l,_
__
- .
/
•
..............
proauces
a sound that the (attenoant)
you(r(
utters
to
him
several
woros,
partly
in
me
t_reeK,
a
"
"
'"
"
d
"1
"
"
"
...........
m y De terrmeo ; an secona y, ne makes a numano paruy, as it were, me _eorew language,
.......
_.
,
-- 6 .,
_ _ • , ._
.
_
• _ ._..
mlng noise ; men, tmroiy, ne speaks
mrougn
(emoo_aylng)
me
custom,,,;
incantatlons
erah
"
hat
'
u
...............
t e instrument w
he wishes the yo th to say,
ptoyea
oy me magicians.
(the
attencmnt),
and ....
_x_e_..,_.
_¢
._...
;.....
t
4
_
1
•
•
-t
l_,.lLi_tll;_ ;_o ;.
Ill
_,. 1-1 I,..m_.l',.Stl
_l
t.tl_.,
loou_..
"_ f ,ho
;-u_*
however,
goes
away
to
make
the
inquiry.
&no
....
,
.........
....
...
,
. . .
. ..
,
.
analr ; next, ne makes mose present remain sun,
Wltnln (me house), into a vessel 11111oI water
, ..
. ..
. .. __.,
.
. ..
. . ,
........
.
1 anti
me ., (attenoant)
to slgnIty wnat ne
(tne... sorcerer)
.
, airects
.. Irom
..
." ]ntusin_
. ._ copperas
... ..... mixture, ,., aria has
heart
me ........
(lemons.
_ut me instrument
meltlnLx me clrug, navln_, WlUi It sprmKleo me ....
.
, -- .. ..
.
.
. . .
paper °that forsooth hacl° (the characters upon mat is ptacea oeslae ms ears is a natural mstruit) obliterated, he forces the latent and con- ment, viz., the windpipe of long-necked
cranes,
cealed letters to come once more into light ; and or storks, or swans.
And if none of these is at
by these he ascertains what the inquirer has hand, there are also some different artificial instruments
(employed);
for certain pipes of
written down.
And if one write with copperas brass, ten in number, (and) fitting into one
mixture likewise, and having ground a gall nut, another, terminating
in a narrow point, are
use its vapour as a fumigator, the concealed
letters would become plain.
And if one write adapted (for the purpose), and through these is
with milk, (and)
then scorch the paper, and spoken into the ear whatsoever the (magician)
wishes.
And the youth hearing these (words)
scraping it, sprinlde and rub (what is thus with terror as uttered by demons, when ordered,
scraped off) upon the letters traced with the speaks them out.
If any one, however, putting
milk, these will become plain.
And urine like- around a stick a moist hide, and having dried it
wise, and sauce of brine, and juice of euphorbla, and drawn it together, close it up, and by reand of a fig, produce a similar result.
But when moving the rod fashion the hide into the form of
a pipe, he attains a similar end.
Should any of
• nrenj
Hippolytus.
havingexposedthe
systemof
sidereal
influencethese,
however, be not at hand, he takes a book,
Over
proceeds
to detal|
the magical
rites
and
opera(runs
of the
sorcerers.
This
arranl_ement
is m conformity
with
the
technical
and, opening it inside, stretches
it
out as far as
divisio_
of astrology
into
(x) judiciary,
(2)
natural.
The
former
relatedtothe predictionoffutureevents,andthe latterof thephenomean
of nature,
being
thus akm
to the art of magic.
s The
tent he:e
and at the end
of the last chapter
is _m_av]mt
toy
S Or,"deride."
perfect.
6 TheAbheCrakeconsldere
thatthisimssage,as atm'butlng
a/1
s Or"cushion"(Creice),or"om.,ch:'or"a feces."
thisjuggleryto theartifice
of _rs,
militates_
agaimttheauthor. 't.Or"goesup"or" conma:nce_,"
or" enteniabtfo_theothere,shipofOrigen,whouctlhes (n,# "/_X_'v,llb,hi.p t44,ed. Benabeatin8theoblatloa"(Craig).
dict.)theutmete_lt_aottothefiatt_of _,lmt
todemom.
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he think requisite, (and thus) achieves the same terizing drug, he places a sword near, and leaves
result,
it there: The sheep, desirous of scratching
But if he knows beforehand that one is present himself, rushes against the blade, and in the act
who is about to ask a question, he is the more of rubbing is slaughtered, while the head is
ready for all (contingencies).
If, however, he almost severed from the trunk. There is, howmay also previously ascertain the question, he ever, a compound of the drug, bryony and salt
writes (it) with the drug, and, as being prepared, and squills, made up in equal parts. In order
he is considered' more skilful, on account of that the person bringing the drug may escape
having clearly written out what is (about) being notice, he carries a box with two compartments
asked. If, however, he is ignorant of the question, constructed of horn, the visible one of which
he forms conjectures, and puts forth something contains frankincense, but the secret one (the
capable of a doubtful and varied interpretation, aforesaid) drug. He, however, likewise insinin order that the oracular response, being origi- uates into the ears of the sheep about to meet
nally unintelligible, may serve for numerous pur- death quicksilver; but this is a poisonous drug.
poses, and in the issue of events the prediction
may be considered correspondent w_th what
CHAP.XXXI.--Mm'HODOF POXSONmO
COATS.
actually occurs. Next, having filled a vessel with
And if one smear s the ears of goats over with
water, he puts down (into it) the paper, as if cerate, they say that they expire a little afteruninscribed, at the same time infusing along with wards, by having their breathing obstructed.
it copperas mixture. For in this way the paper For this to them is the way-- as these affirm-written upon floats" upwards (to the surface), of their drawing their breath in an act of respibearing the response. Accordingly there ensue ration.
And a ram, they assert, dies, 6 if one
frequently to the attendant formidable fancies, bends back (its neck)r opposite the sun. And
for also he strikes blows plentifully on the terri- they accomplish the burning of a house, by
fled (bystanders). For, casting incense into the daubing it over with the juice of a certain fish
fire, he again operates after the following method, called dactylus. And this effect, which it has by
Covering a lump of what are called "fossil salts" reason of the sea-water, is very useful. Likewith Etruscan wax, and dividing the piece itself wise foam of the ocean is boiled in an earthen
of incense into two parts, he throws in a grain ;0_ _l,,,,_ .,;th _,_,+ _wo,_, ;,,o_d;,+,_t_• _rl ;¢
of salt ; and again joining the piece) together, vnu annlv a lighted candle to this while in x
and
coals, he
• state, R
• catches the fire and is consumed ;
.......placing it on tile burning
.
_ leaves
_
. It seething
there, etna wnen tins is consumed, the salts, land [vet though the mixture) be poured UPOn
bounding upwards, create the impression of, as I_h--'_-h_d ;_ ,_-es not bum it at all If, however
it. were,
place.
I.... also
%--' smearIL
....
.. 0 v-r
.., a strange
.
...vision
, taking
.
.
. ,And
. the
. _you
e with heated resin s it is
aarK-t)me aye wmcn nas been (lepomtecLm the / consumed far more effectually. But he accomincense
..... his object better still, if also he takes
........ produces a blood-red flame, as we have }Dhshes
a/ready
declared. But (the sorcerer) mal_es a f_'^.... _..
"
scarlet liquid, by mixing wax with aikanet, and, _'_ _",v .....
as I said, depositing the wax in the incense, cttxe, xxxal.--imrrAzzot,_s OF 'rmmlmg, Am)
And he makes the coals 3 be moved, placing
OTHERILLUmONS.
underneath powdered alum ; and when this is
dissolved and swells up like bubbles, the coals
Thunder is produced in many ways ; for
are moved,
stones very numerous and unusually large, being
rolled downwards along wooden planks, fall upon
CHAP.XXIX.- DISPLAY
OF DIFFERF_2Cr
EGC_. plates of brass, and cause a sound similar to
thunder. And also around the thin plank with
But different eggs they display after this man- which carders thicken cloth, they coil a thin
ner Perforating the top at both ends, and ex_+ting the white, (and) having again dipped rope ; and then drawing away the cord with a
it, throw in some rainJura and some writing ink. whirr, they spin the plank round, and in its revoClose, however, the openings with refined scrap- lution it emits a sound like thunder. These
ings of the eggs, smearing them with fig-juice,
farces, verily, are played off thus.
There are, however, other practices which I
shall explain, which those who execute these
CHAP. XXX.--,q_T.te-SLAUG'ErER
OF SI-IEEP.
By thosewho causesheeptocutofftheir
own
heads, the following plan is adopted. Secretly
smearing the throat (of the animal) with a cauz Or, "_m_mi_"
Or, " rises up."

sO. then_ia ofd_ m. we _

.
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.
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as,
ore,
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,
.
+Tbe._.,ds"dmth_,lrutt o_-urc_th_=_,ortbem.
_ A llmilar
Aristotle
in Nm mtmmt
Hiaar. A mma&h.
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,. tim authority of. AJcmmon,
. t_
+_,Lw_is the*amlin tbe text. ButmnmL!..theordla_
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ludicrous performances estimate as great exploits. Placing a cauldron full of pitch upon
burning coals, when it boils up, (though)Jaying
their hands down upon it, they are not burned;
nay, even while walking on coals of fire with
naked feet, they are not scorched. But also settinga pyramid of stone on a hearth, (the sorcerer) makes it get on fire, and from the mouth
it disgorges a volume of smoke, and that of a
fiery description. Then also putting a linen
cloth upon a pot of water, throwing on (at the
same time) a quantity of blazing coals, (the
magician) keeps the linen cloth unconsumed,
Creating also darkness in the house, (the sotcerer) alleges that he can introduce gods or
demons ; and if any requires him to show.,Esculapius, he uses an invocation couched in the following words :--

boiling, burn him very much. But if, having
smeared his hands with a tincture of myrtle s and
nitre and myrrh, along with vinegar, he wash
them in brine frequently, he is not scorched;
and he does not bum his feet, provided he
smear them with isinglass and a salamander.
As regards, however, the burning like a taper
of the pyramid, though composed of stone, the
cause of this is the following. Chalky earth is
fashioned into the shape of a pyramid, but its
colour is that of a milk-white stone, and it is
prepared after this fashion. Having anointed
the piece of clay with plenty of oil, and put it
upon coals, and baked it, by smearing it afresh,
and scorching it a second and third time, and
frequently, (the sorcerer) contrives that it can
be burned, even though he should plunge it in
water ; for it contains in itself abundance of oil.

"The child once slain, again of Phoebus deathless made,
I call to come, and aid my sacrificial rites;
Who, also, once the countless tribes of fleeting dead,
In ever-mournful homes of Tartarus wide,
The fatal billow breasting, and the inky t flood
Surmounting, where all of mortal mould must float,
Torn, beside the lake, with endless 2 grief and woe,
Thyself didst snatchfrom gloomy Proserpine.
Or whether the seat o[ Holy Thrace thou haunt, or
lovely
Pergamos, or besidesIonian Epidaurus,

The hearth, however,
is spontaneously
kindled,
while the magician
pours out 6 a libation,
by
having lime instead of ashes burning underneath,
arid refined
frankincense
and a large quantity
of taw,7 and
of gall nuts,

a bundle s of anointed
tapers
hollow
within,
and supplied

(concealed)

fire. And after some delay, (the

sorcerer)

makes

(the

pyramid)

emit smoke

and
with
from

the mouth, by both putting fire in the gall nut,
The chiefof seers,0 happy God, invitesthee here." and encircling it with tow, and blowing into the
mouth. The linen cloth, however, that has been
CHAP. XXXIII.--THE
BURNING AESOJLA.PIUS
; TRICKSplaced round the cauldron, (and) on which he
WXTHFtmZ.
deposits the coals, on account of the underlying
But after he discontinues uttering these jests, brine, would not be burned ; besides, that it has
a fiery 2'Esculapius3 appears upon the floor, itself been washed in brine, and then smeared
Then, placing in the midst a pot full of water, with the white of an egg, along with moist alum.
he invokes all the deities, and they are present. And if, likewise, one mix in these the juice of
For any one who is by, glancing into the pot, t house-leek along with vinegar, and for a long
will behold them all, and Diana leading on her] time previously smear it (with this preparation),
baying hounds. We shall not, however, shnnk [after being washed in this drug, it continues
from narrating the account (of the devices) of taltogether fire-proof.
these men, how they attempt (to accomplish_
their jugglery).
For (the magician) lays hislcrua'. XXXlV.--Trm ILIXrStO_ror THE SEALED
hand upon the cauldron of pitch? which is in,
Lgrlx_ ; OBJECt m 9grXILhnG TItESV_JtrC,as it were, a boiling state ; and throwing in (at
612zuv.s.
the same time) vinegar and nitre and moist
After, then,9 we have succinctly explained the
pitch, he kindles a fire beneath the cauldron, powers of the secret arts practised among these
The vinegar, however, being mixed along with (magicians), and have shown their easy plan for
the nitre, on receiving a small accession of heat, the acquisition of knowledge, J° neither are we
moves the pitch, so as to cause bubbles to rise disposed to be silent on the following point,
to the surface, and afford the mere semblance
of a seething (pot). The (sorcerer), however,
_ _][el_-tv/l_
This word is _e._ltly.
not the right one£ for we
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the consequence being,
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....
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which is a necessary one,--how
that, loosing the consists in the divination by means of the canlseals, they restore the sealed letters, with the dron. For, making a closed chamber, and anointactual seals themselves.
Melting pitch, resin, ing the ceiling with cyanus for present use, S they
-'_d sulphur, and moreover asphalt, in equal introduce certain vessels of cyanus, 6 and stretch
parts, (and) forming the ointment into a figure, them upwards.
The cauldron, however, full of
they keep it by them. When, however, it is time water, is placed in the middle on the ground ;
to loose a small tablet, smearing with oil their and the reflection of the cyanus falling upon it,
tongue, next with the latter anointing the seal, presents the appearance
of heaven.
But the
(and) heating the drug with a moderate fire, floor also has a certain concealed
aperture, on
(the sorcerers) place it upon the seal ; and they which the cauldron is laid, having been (preleave it there untit it has acquired complete con- viously, supplied with a bottom of crystal, while
sistence, and they use it in this condition as a itself is composed of stone.7
Underneath, howseal.
But they say, likewise, that wax itself with ever, unnoticed
(by the spectators),
is a cornfir-wood gum possesses a similar potency, as well partment, into which the accomplices, assembling,
as two parts of mastich with one part of dry appear invested with the figures of such gods
asphalt.
But sulphur also by itself effects the and demons as the magician wishes to exhibit.
purpose tolerably well, and flower of gypsum Now the dupe, beholding these, becomes astonstrained with water, and of gum. Now this (last ished at the knavery of the magician, and subsemixture) certainly answers most admirably also quently believes all things that are likely to be
for sealing molten lead.
And that which is ac- stated by him.
But (the sorcerer) produces
complished
by the Tuscan wax, and refuse' of a burning demon, by tracing on the wall whatresin, and pitch, and asphalt, and mastich, and ever figure he wishes, and then covertly smearing
powdered spar, all being boiled together in equal it with a drug mixed according to this manner,
parts, is superior to the rest of the drugs which viz., of Laconian s and Zacynthian
asphalt,
I have mentioned, while that which is effected --while next, as if under the influence of proby the gum is not inferior. In this manner, then, phetic frenzy, he moves the lamp towards .the
also, they attempt to loose the seals, endeavour- wall. The drug, however, is burned with conhag to learn the letters written within,
siderable splendour.
And that a fiery Hecate
These contrivances, however, I hesitated to seems to career through air, he contrives in the
narrate 2 in this book, perceiving the danger lest, mode following.
Concealing
a certain accomperchance, any knavish person, taking occasion plice in a place which he wishes, (and) taking
(from my account), should attempt (to practise aside his dupes, he persuades them (to believe
these juggleries).
Solicitude, however, for many himsel0, alleging that he will exhibit a flaming
young persons, who could be preserved from such idemon riding through the air. Now he exhorts
practices, has persuaded me to teach and pub-them
immediately to keep their eyes fixed until
lish, for security's sake, (the foregoing state- they see the flame in the air, and that (then),
ments).
For although one person may make veiling themselves, they should fail on their face
use of these for gaining instruction in evil, in until he himself should call them ; and after
this way somebody else will, by being instructed ihaving given them these instructions, he, on a
(in these practices),
be preserved from them. moonless night, in verses speaks thus :And the magicians themselves, corrupters of life, ,, Infernal, and earthy, and supernal Bombo, come l
will be ashamed in plying their art. And learnSaint of streets, and brilliant one, that strays by
ing these points that have been previously elucinight;
dated s by us, they will possibly be restrained
Foe of radiance, but friend and mate of gloom ;
In howl of dogs rejoicing, and in crimson gore,
from their folly. But that this seal may not be
Wading 'mid corpses through tombs of lifeless dust,
broken, let me seal it with hog's lard and hair
Panting for blood; with fear convulsing men.
mixed with wax.¢
Gorgo, and Morton,
and Luna,9 and of many shapes,
Come,
CHAP. XXXV.THE DIVINATION
ILLUSION
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ing their eyes, iling themselves speechless to
earth. But the success of the artifice is enhanced by the following contrivance. The accomplice whom I have spoken of as being
concealed, when he hears the incantation ceasing, holding a kite or hawk enveloped with
tow, sets fire to it and releases iL The bird,
however, frightened by the flame, is borne aloft,
and makes a (proportionably) quicker flight,
which these deluded persons beholding, conceal themselves, as if they had seen something
divine. The winged creature, however, being
whirled round by the fire, is borne whithersoever chance may have it, and burns now the
houses, and now the com-tyards. Such is the
divination of the sorcerers.
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upon it) the jar, having a lighted lamp; when,
however, there are a greater number of lamps,
no such sight is displayed. After then the enchanter invokes the moon, he orders all the lights
to be extinguished, yet that one be left faintly
burning; and then the light, that which streams
from the jar, is reflected on the ceiling, and furuishes to those present a representation of the
moon ; the laouth of the jar being kept covered
for the time which it would seem to require, in
order that the representation of full moon should
be exhibited on the ceiling.
CHAP.xxxvm._n.LusrvE APPEARanCE
OF
STA_S.
But the scales of fishes-- for instance, the seahorse--cause
the stars to appear to be; the
scales being steeped in a mixture of water and
gum, and fastened on the ceiling at intervals.

CHAP.xxxvn.--H.LUStVE APPEARANCE
OF TH_
MOON.
And they make moon and stars appear on the
ceiling after this manner. In the central part of
the ceiling, having fastened a mirror, placing a
dish full of water equally (with the mirror) in
the central portion of the floor, and setting in a
central place likewise a candle, emitting a faint
light from a higher position than the dish, _ in
this way, by reflection, (the magician) causes
the moon to appear by the mirror. But frequently, also, they suspend on high from the
ceiling, at a distance, a drum, x but which, being
covered with some garment, is concealed by the
accomplice, in order that (the heavenly body)
may not appear before the (proper) time. And
afterwards placing a candle (within the drum),
when the magician gives the signal to the accomplice, he removes so much of the covering as
may be sufficient for effecting an imitation representing the figure of the moon as it is at that
particular time. He smears,
however, the lumi-3i
•
o
nous parts of the drum vath cmnabax and gum ;
and having pared around the neck and bottom
of a flagon3 of glass ready behind, he puts a
candle in it, and places around it some of the
requisite contrivances for making the figures
shine, which some one of the accomplices has
concealed on high ; and on receiving the signal,
he throws down from above the contrivances, so to
make the moon appear descending fi'om the sky.
And the same result is achieved by means of
a jar in sylvan localities.4 For it is by means
of a jar that the tricks in a house axe performed,
For _aviag set up an altar, subsequently is (placed
s Or,",_
%_._. _,_

HERESIES.

CHAP.xxxlx.--n_rrA_oN oF AN _RTHqUAr_.
The sensation of an earthquake they cause in
such a way,as that all things seem set in motion ;
ordure of a weasel burned with a magnet upon
coals (has this effect).s
CHAP.XL._TPaCK WITHTHE LIVER.
And they exhibit a liver seemingly bearing an
inscription in this manner. With the left hand
he writes what he wishes, appending it to the
question, and the letters are traced with gall juice
and strong vinegar. Then taking up the liver,
retaining it in the left hand, he makes some delay, and then it draws away the impression, and
it is supposed to have, as it were, writing upon it.
cu_. xu._mmo
A SKULLSPEAK.
But putting a skull on the ground, they make
it speak in this manner. The skull itself is made
out of the caul of an ox ; 6 and when fashioned
into the requisite figure, by means of Etruscan
wax and prepared gum? (and) when this merebrahe is placed around, it presents the appearance of a skull, which seems to all s to speak
when the contrivance operates; in the same
manner as we have explained in the case of the
(attendant) youths, when, having procured the
windpipe of a crane,9 or some such long-necked
animal, and attaching it covertly to the skull, the
accomplice utters what he wishes. And when
he desires (the skull) to become invisible, he
s_

is
ahhtus
he_.
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appears as if burning incense, placing around, investigations, has prevailed diversity of opinion4
(for this purpose,)
a quantity of coals; and concermng the Deity, as to His essence or hawhen the wax catches the heat of these, it melts, ture. For some affirm Him to be fire, and some
and in this way the skull is supposed to become spirit, and some water, while others say that He
invisible,
is earth.
And each of the elements labours under some deficiency, and one is worsted by the
cttav. XLn.-- a_aE FRAUD OV amE FOREC.O1NO
other. To the wise men of the world, this, howPRACTICES
j THEIR CONNECTIONWITH HERESY. ever, has occurred, which is obvious to persons
These are the deeds of the magicians, x and
innumerable other such (tricks) there are which
work on the credulity of the dupes, by fair halanced words, and the appearance of plausible
acts.
And the heresiarchs, astonished at the
art of these (sorcerers), have imitated them,
partly by delivering their doctrines in secrecy
and darkness, and partly by advancing (these
tenets) as their own.
For this reason, being
desirous of warning the multitude, we have been
the more painstaking, in order not to omit any
expedient* practised by the magicians, for those
who may be disposed to be deceived.
We have
been however drawn, not unreasonably, into a
detail of some of the secret (mysteries) of the
sorcerers, which are not very requisite, to be
sure, in reference to the subject taken in hand ;
yet, for the purpose of guarding against the wllanous and incoherent art of magicians, may be
supposed
useful.
Since, therefore, as far as
delineation
is feasible, we have explained the
opinions of all (speculators),
exerting especial
attention towards the elucidation of the opinions introduced as novelties by the heresiarchs;
(opinions)
which, as far as piety is concerned,
are futile and spurious, and which are not, even
among themselves, perhapss deemed worthy of
serious consideration.
(Having pursued this
course of inquiry), it seems expedient that, by
means of a compendious
discourse, we should
recall to the (reader's) memory statements that
have been previously made.

possessing intelligence;
(I mean) that, beholding the stupendous works of creation, they were
confused respecting the substance of existing
things, supposing that these were too vast to admit of deriving generation from another, and at
the same time (asserting)thatneitherthe
universe
itself is God. As fax as theology was concerned,
they declared, however, a single cause for things
:hat fall under the cognizance of vision, each
supposing the cause which he adjudged the most
reasonable ; and so, when gazing on the objects
made by God, and on those whmh are the most
insignificant in comparison with His overpowerlng majesty, not, however, being able to extend
the mind to the magnitude of God as He really
is, they deified these (works of the external
world).
But the Persians,S supposing that they had
penetrated
more within the confines
of the
truth, asserted
that the Deity is luminous, a
light contained in air. The Babylonians, however, affirmed that the Deity is dark, which very
opinion also appears the consequence
of the
other ; for day follows night, and night day.
Do not the Egyptians, however, 6 who suppose
themselves more ancient than all, speak of the
)ower of the Deity?
(This power they estimate by) calculating these intervals of the parts
(of the zodiac ; and, as if) by a most divine
inspiration,7 they asserted that the Deity is an
indivisible monad, both itself generating itself,
and that out of this were formed all things, For
this, say they, s being unbegotten, produces the
CH_.XLm.--REC_rrU_ON
OFTHEOLOClESAm) succeeding numbers;
for instance, the monad,
COSMOGONIES ; SYSTEM OF THE PERSIANS ; OF superadded
into itself, generates the duad ; and
THE BABVLOmANS
; THE EGVVTIANNOTION OV in like manner, when superadded
(into duad,
DE/rYj THEIR THEOLOGYBASED ON A THEORY triad, and so forth), produces the triad and
oF NUMBERS; THEIR SYSTEMO_"COSMOGOny. tetrad, up to the decade, which is the beginning
and end of numbers.
Wherefore it is that the
Among all those who throughout the earth, as first and tenth monad is generated, on account
philosophers and theologians, have carried on of the decade being equipollent,
and being
, Thewo_l=_i .....
slei_,.t it, o_ri.,haa no.hi_r _n- reckoned for a monad, and (because) this mul_,
**_r_ t_ .c_.ce p.o_,m_._ theM_i, who .._,. *m_d.- tiplied ten times will become a hundred, and
_ve tehglotm sect ¢_"great anttqmqr re.Pert,a, tmtverull_ venerated
their im_hernau_, sklfl and erudition generally. It was pcr*O.m who practumd wmlg_.d arts, and asaumed the name of Mag h
_- See A_'s
Mzta#l_y_¢s r hook i : Cicer?, De .Na_urit Dethat brought the term mto _ut¢:
_
origin of.magic has been or_m, book i. (both translated m Bohn's Classical Libraw) ; and
mmtibed to Zoro_ter, and _
devised, it made rapid woglmss; be. Plutarch, De Pladti.t Plgila,ro_lwrum. llb: i.
creme, as plirty rtmind_ tin, .it ._dudes _rtm.._1
of t_ igream_"
s The men,on of the Pennans, Babylon/ans, and E4ff_s
shows
infirmary"Imlo.n_ men-- {t) trm. art ot.nt_tctne, .U_) reu_on, t3,1 the suh_.ct-matt_r d the ht _.lra to hav_ Im_tt _
the
dbin_Ao.. Th_ _
_n_h Ag!i'ppa s _vmo. d ma_¢ _mo _l_
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again becomes a monad, and the hundred multiplied ten times will produce a thousand, and
this will be a monad. In this manner _iso the
thousand multiplied ten times make up the full
sum of a myriad; in like manner will it be a
monad. But by a comparison of indivisible
quantities, the kindred numbers of the monad
comprehend 3, 5, 7, 9-'
There is also, however, a more natural relation of a different number to the monad, according to the arrangement of the orbit of six days'
duration/ (that is), of the duad, according to
the position and division of even numbers. But
the kindred number is 4 and 8. These, however, taking from the monad of the numbers3
an idea of virtue, progressed up to the four elements ; (I allude), of course, to spirit, and fire,
and water, and earth. And out of these having
made the world, (God) framed it an ermaphrodire, and allocated two elements for the upper
hemisphere, namely spirit and fire ; and this is
styled the hemisphere of the monad, (a hemisphere) beneficent, and ascending, and masculine. For, being composed of small particles,
the monad soars into the most ratified and
purest part of the atmosphere ; and the other
two elements, earth and water, being more gross,
he assigned to the duad ; and this is termed the
descending hemisphere, both feminine and mischievous. And likewise, again, the upper elements themselves, when compared one with
another, comprise in one another both male and
female for fruitfulness and increase of the whole

OF
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to the duad, and life to light, according to
nature,and death to the duad. And to life (has
been appropriated) justice; and to death, mjusUce. Wherefore everything generated among
masculine numbers is beneficent, while that (produced) among feminine (numbers) is mischievous. For instance, they pursue their calculations
thus: monad--that
we may commence from
this--becomes 36t, which (numbers) terminate
in a monad by the subtraction of the ennead.
In like manner, reckon thus : Duad becomes
6o5 ; take away the enneads, it ends in a duad,
and each reverts into its own peculiar (runetion).

CHAP.xt2v. _ g_
_OR¢ Or NA_trt_;
THEm AMULETS.
For the monad, therefore, as being beneficent,
they assert that there are consequently s names
ascending, and beneficent, and masculine, and
carefully observed, terminating in an uneven
number ;6 whereas that those terminating in the
even number have been supposed to be both
descending, and feminine and malicious. For
they affirm that nature is made up of contraries,
namely bad and good, as tight and left, light and
darkness, night and day, life and death. And
moreover they make this assertion, that they
ihave calculated the word "Deity," (and found
that it reverts into a pentad with an ennead subtracted). Now this name is an even number,
and when it is written down (on some material)
they attach it to the body, and accomplish cures 7
creation. And the fire is masculine, and the by it. In this manner, likewise, a certain herb,
spirit feminine. And again the water is mascu- terminating in this number, being similarly
line, and the earth feminine. And so from the ifastened around (the frame), operates by teabeginning fire consorted with spirit, and water son of a similar calculation of the number.
with earth. For as the power of spirit is fire, Nay, even a doctor cures sickly people by a
so also that of earth is water ; * . . . and the similar calculation. If, however, the calculation
elements themselves, when computed and re- is contrary, it does not heal with facility,s Persolved by subtraction of enneads, terminate sons attending to these numbers reckon as many
properly, some of them in the masculine num- as are homogeneous according to this principle ;
ber, and others of them
in the feminine
.
. .- And, some, ......
nowever, accorcang to vowels alone;
again, the ennead Is subtracted for thLScause,! . _.....
1......
_; .....
1..... ;.....
_.A.
because the three hundred and sixty parts of the Iqu,-h also is the wisdom of the E_tians
by
entire (circle) consist of enneads, and for this l_',l,i_"h _ +hoe h,_a_t ,hp_ _,,nn,_*_rhat _h_
reason
the four
re g] ons of the world are , cm:um- [ _^_:o.
+_.om..:....
+....
•
•
t.,V/gXt.t*._
Ua*,.
u.tv_.
Jutctbt.tag,,
scribed by ninety perfect parts. And light has I
been appropriated to the monad, and darkness CHAP.Xt,V.--trSEOF_
Foazoomo D_'x_o_.
t The Abhe Cruioe sugget_ the e!_mlnot,loa of 9, on a_:omat of [
It appears,
then, that these speculations also
itt being
a divtsthle
- ! have been sufficiently explained by us.
But
a Mtlter
considersnumber.
some _ference het_ to the six days' _eaUon
_He.xa_merco),onaccountoftheword*v_o:arri_t,
Le.,momnatnml.
since I think that I have omitted no opinion
TheAb_Cru,_cor_den
that
the=_,an_
toa_aa,o_om,_
instrument
used for exhibiting
hetmonlc
comladaatimmI
_¢ Ptoicm., found in this earthly and grovelling Wisdom, I
Harmeu,
i a. Bunsen reads _.oO_mtAot_
b,Uao_.
.
The text is ob_outay corra_
As _i_a by Sehaddewl., it
_ght he I_ndct_-'_lthe: "The_ derlv:mg from the mottad a rtumerb
$ Or, "__
h_ve _
allo_Ja_, " or"di_"
gal symbol, a virtue, have pmgtemed up to the elenmms."
He maker
6 Miller thinks it should he '_evea mmaher _ (tre_rtv).
The
no attempt at a Latin venfion. The Abbe Cruloe wo_ki suggeltt the Ahbe Cruica would retain "emeve_" (_.f_o_)_
On the _mad
intmducuon of the word rpm'_'_a*.,
on _._.d
d'.e uamment that the dud being a _/t_t_ _,_,
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perceive that the solicitude expended by us on
these subjects has not been useless. For we
observe that our discourse has been serviceable
not only for a refutation of heresies, but also in
reference to those who entertain these opinions,
Now these, when they encounter the extreme
care evinced by us, will even be struck with admiration of our earnestness, and will not despise
our industry and condemn Christians as fools
when they discern the opinions to which they
themselves have stupidly accorded their belief,
And furthermore, those who, desirous of learning, addict themselves to the truth, will be assisted by our di._course to become, when they
have learned the fundamental principles of the
heresies, more intelligent not only for the easy
refutation of those who have attempted to deceive them, but that also, when they have ascertained the avowed opinions of the wise men, and
have been made acquainted with them, that they

very different from an eagle, either in size or
figure, and it is captured in the following way:
--The hunter of these birds, when he sees a
flock of them Lighting anywhere, shaking his
hands, at a distance pretends to dance, and so
by little and Little draws near the birds. But
they, struck with amazement at the strange sight,
are rendered unobservant of everything passing
around them. But others of the party, who have
come into the country equipped for such a purpose, coming from behind upon the birds, easily
lay hold on them as they are gazing on the
dancer.
Wherefore I desire that no one, astonished
by similar wonders of those who interpret the
(aspect of) heaven, should, Likethe owl, be taken
captive. For the knavery practised by such speculators may be considered dancing and siLiiness,
but not truth. Aratns,' therefore, expresses himself thus :

shall neither be confused by them as ignorant "_.ustas many are they; hither andthither theyroll
persons would, nor become the dupes of certain way by day o'er hear'n, endless,ever, (that is,every
individuals acting as if from some authority ; nay,
star),
more than this, they shall be on their guard Yet this declinesnot even little; but thus exactly
E'er remainswithaxis fixedandpoised in everypart
against those that are allowing themselves to Holds earth midway,and heaven itself around conbecome victims to these delusions,
ducts."
CHAP.

XLVI.--THE

IMITATED

BY

ASTROTHEOSOPHISTS
THE

HERESIARCHS_

;
HIS

ARATUS
S_IEM

CHAP.

XLVII.--OPINIONS
ROWED

OF
FROM

THE

HERETICS

BOR-

ARATUS.

OF THEDISPOSITION
OF THESTARS.
Aratus says that there are in the sky revolving,
Having sufficiently explained these opinions, that is, gyrating stars, because from east to west,
let us next pass on to a consideration of the and west to east, they journey perpetually, (and)
subject taken in hand, in order that, by proving in an orbicular figure. And he says that there
what we have determined concerning heresies, revolves towards = "The Bears" themselves, like
and by compelling their (champions) to return to some stream of a river, an enormous and prothese several (speculators) their peculiar tenets, digions monster, (the) Serpent ; and that this is
we may show the heresiarchs destitute (of a what the devil says in the book of Job to the
system) ; and by proclaiming the folly of those Deity, when (Satan) uses these words : "I have
who are persuaded (by these heterodox tenets), traversed earth under heaven, and have gone
we shall prevail on them to retrace their course around (it)," 3 that is, that I have been turned
to the serene haven of the truth. In order, around, and thereby have been able to survey
however, that the statements about to follow the worlds. For they suppose that towards the
may seem more clear to the readers, it is expe- North Pole is situated the Dragon, the Serpent,
client also to declare the opinions advanced by from the highest pole looking upon all (the obAmtus concerning the disposition of the stars of jects), and gazing on all the works of creation,
the heavens. (And this is necessary), inasmuch in order that nothing of the things that are being
as some persons, assimilating these (doctrines) made may escape his notice. For though all
to those declared by the Scriptures, convert (the the stars in the firmament set, the pole of this
holy writings) into allegories, and endeavour to (luminary) alone never sets, but, careering high
seduce the mind of those who give heed to their above the horizon, surveys and beholds all things,
(tenets), dra_ving them on by plausible words and none of the works of creation, he says, can
into the admission of whatever opinions they escape his notice.
wish, (and) exhibiting a strange marvel, as if
"Wherechlefl_
the assertions made by them were fixed among
Settings mingle and risingsone withother."4
the stars. They, however, gazing intently on the (Here Aratus) says tha_ the head of this (convery extraordinary wonder, admirers as they are stellation) is placed. For towards the west and
of trifles, are fascinated like a bird called the
z Afar., PA_,x_.,
v. z9 et seq.
owl,whichexampleitispropertomention,
on
•z_.,v.
4s,
46.
.
.
acconnt of the statements tt-att are about to fola Thisrcfe-ntoJ°bL7,butmat0accmcog
niscdasno4t
acoetmgg
tlmaa,o_
lOW. The animal (I speak of) is, however, aot
• Arat.,.D_,m.. v.e.
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east of the two hemispheres is situated the head
of the Dragon, in order, he says, that nothing
may escape his notice throughout
the. same
quarter, either of objects in the west or those in
the east, but that the Beast may know all things
at the same time.
And near the head itself of
the Dragon is the appearance of a man, conspicuous by means of the stars, which Aratus
styles a wearied image, and like one oppressed
with labour, and he is denominated "Engonasis."
Aratus x then affirms that he does not know what
this toil is, and what this prodigy is that revolves
in heaven.
The heretics, however, wishing by
means of this account of the stars to establish
their own doctrines, (and) with more than ordinary earnestness devoting their attention to these
(astronomic systems),
assert that Engonasis is
Adam, according to the commandment
of God
as Moses declared, guarding the head of the
Dragon, and the Dragon (guarding)
his heel
For so Aratus expresses himself:--

fcommandment
of the Deity, will imitate Lyra,
]that is, obey the Logos of God, that is, submit
t to the law, he will receive Corona that is situated
near him. If, however, he neglect his duty, he
shall be hurled downwards in company with the
Beast that lies underneath, and shall have, he
says, his portion with the Beast. And Engonasis
seems on both sides to extend his hands, and on
one to touch Lyra, and on the other Corona-and this is his confession ; -- so that it is possible
to distinguish him by means of this (sidereal)
configuration itself. But Corona nevertheless is
plotted against, and forcibly drawn away by
another beast, a smaller Dragon, which is the
offspring of him who is guarded by the foot s of
Engonasis.
A man also stands firmly grasping
with both hands, and dragging towards the space
behind the Serpent from Corona ; and he does
not permit the Beast to touch Corona, though
making a violent effort to do so. And Aratus
styles him Anguitenens, because he restrains the
impetuosity
of the Serpent in his attempt to
"The ing."
right-loot's
track of the Dragon fierce possess- reach Corona.
But Logos, he says, is he who,
_
in the figure of a man, hinders the Beast from
CHAP. XLVIII.-- INVENTIONOF THE LYRE; ALLE- reaching
Corona, commiserating
him who is
GORIZINGTHE APPEARANCEAND POSITIONOF being plotted against by the Dragon and his
THE STARS; ORIGINOF THE PH(E.NICIANS
; THE offspring simultaneously.
IX)Cos IDENTIFIED BY ARATLTS
WITH THE CONThese (constellations),
"The
Bears," howSTELLATIONCANIS; INFLUENCEOF CANIS ON !ever, he says, are two hebdomads, composed of
FERTILITYAND LIFE GENERALLY.
seven stars, images of two creations.
For the
And

(Aratus)

says that (the

constellations)

Lyra and Corona have been placed on both sides
near him, _ now I mean Engonasis, _ but that
he bends the knee, and stretches forth both hands,
as if making a confession of sin. And that the
lyre is a musical instrument fashioned by Logos
while still altogether an infant, and that Logos
is the same as he who is denominated
Mercury
among the Greeks.
And Aratus, with regard to
the construction of the lyre, observes :m
u Then, further, also near the cradle, s
Hermes pierced xt through, and said, Call it Lyre."*
It consists of seven strings, signifying by these
seven strings the entire harmony and construetion of the world as it is melodiously constituted.
For in six days the world was made, and (the
Creator) rested on the seventh.
If, then, says
(Aratus), Adam, acknowledging
(his guilt) and
guarding the head of the Beast, according to the

first
he this
affirms,
thatis according
to
Adam creation,
in labours,
is heiswho
seen "on his
knees"
(Engonasis).
The second
creation,
however, is that according to Christ, by which
we are regenerated ; and this is Anguitenens,
who struggles against the Beast, and hinders
him from reaching Corona, which is reserved for
the man.
But "The Great Bear" is, he says,
Helice,6 symbol of a mighty world towards which
the Greeks steer their course, that is, for which
they are being disciplined.
And, wafted by the
waves of life, they follow onwards, (having in
prospect) some such revolving world or discipline or wisdom which conducts those back that
follow in pursuit of such a world.
For the term
Helice seems to signify a certain circling and
revolution towards the same points.
There is
likewise a certain other "Small Bear" (Cynosuris), as it were some image of the second ereation _ that formed according
to God.
Foz
few, he says, there are that journey by the narrow path.7 But they assert that Cynosuris is
narrow, towards which Aratus s says that the Si-

x Arat,P_om., v. 63 etseq.
"s ^rat.,P,t_,o,.
v. _.'t.e, boredtheholesforthestrings,or,in
- Pmrced
ttthrough.
other words,constructedthe instrument.The Latinverstoum
]Bqxhle's
edRionof Aratusis ad ¢=nam(cunabulam)com_egzt,t e.,
s Or," sonof"(treeArat.,P_t_om., v. 7o).
hefastenedthestnngsintotheshellofthetortoisenearinsbed. The
6 TheAbheCrm_conmders
that theseinterpretations_
as weball
tortoiseis mcnuonedbyAratusinthefirstpartoftheline,winchfact whatfollows,aretakennotfroma Greekwriter,buta Jewrshheretic.
removestheobscarity
of thepassageas quotedby Htppolytus The No Greek.he supposes,
wouldwrite,as is statedlowerdown.that
generaltradttion
corresponds
withthis,titrepresenting
Mercury
on theGreekswerea Phoenician
colony. TheJewtshheresieswereinshh¢tdtores
of theNdeforming
stlyreoutofa drmdtortoem.Theword prognated
bythesesillydoctrines
aboutthestars(tee F.tfiplmm
, ..4dw
ttamdated
bedmightbealsorendered
fan,whmhwasusedas a cradle, Hotres.,lib.t. DePAarts_zs).
its sizeandconstntctlo_
beingstu_.
[Seenote,p.4fi,_ra.l
7 Rofersnc_
tsheremadetol/tart,vii.x4.
4 AraL,P_mom,, v. a6_
s/_rat.,PSutnom.,v. 44.
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donians navigate.
But Aratus has spoken partly philosophize, in regard to which Amtus has exof the Sidonians, (but means) the Phoenicians, pressed himself thus :on account of the existence of the admirable "Neither of Cepheus Iasidas are we the wretched
wisdom of the Phoenicians.
The Greeks, howbrood." s
ever, assert that they are Phoenicians, who have

migrated from (the shores of) the Red Sea into CHAP.XLIX.--SVMnOL OV THE CRF_TURE; AN'D
this country where they even at present dwell,
OF SPIRIT; AND OF THE DIFFEP.F_.ST
ORDERSOV
for this is the opinion of Herodotus.'
Now
A_-_r..s.
Cynosura, he says, is this (lesser) Bear, the second creation; the one of limited dimensions,
But Aratus says, near this (constellation)
is
the narrow way, and not Helice.
For he does Cepheus, and Cassiepea, and Andromeda, and
not lead them back, but guides forward by a Perseus, great lineaments of the creation to those
straight path, those that follow him being (the who are able to discern them.
For he asserts
tail) of Canis. For Canis is the Logos," partly that Cepheus is Adam, Cassiepea Eve, Andromguarding and preserving the flock, that is plotted eda the soul of both of these, Perseus the
against by the wolves ; and partly like a dog, Logos, winged offspring of Jove, and Cetos4
hunting the beasts from the creation, and de- the plotting monster.
Not to any of these, but to
stroying them; and partly producing all things, Andromeda only does he repair, who slays the
and being what they express by the name "Cyon"
Beast ; from whom, likewise taking unto him(Canis), that is, generator.
Hence it is said, self Andromeda, who had been delivered (and)
Aratus has spoken of the rising of Canis, ex- chained to the Beast, the Logns--that
is, Perpressing himself thus: "When, however, Canis seus m achieves, he says, her liberation.
Perhas risen, no longer do the crops miss."
This is seus, however, is the winged axle that pierces
what he says : Plants that have been put into both poles through the centre of the earth, and
the earth up to the period of Canis' rising, fre- turns the world round.
The spirit also, that
quently, though not having struck root, are yet which is in the world, is (symbolized
by) Cyccovered with a profusion of leaves, and afford nus, a birdma musical animal near "The Bears"
indications to spectators that they will be pro- --type of the Divine Spirit, because that when
ductive, and that they appear full of life, (though it approaches the end itself of life,S it alone is
in reality) not having vitality in themselves from fitted by nature to sing, on departing with good
the root. But when the rising of Canis takes hope from the wicked creation, (and) offering
place, the living are separated from the dead by up hymns unto God. But crabs, and bulls, and
Canis ; for whatsoever plants have not taken lions, and rams, and goats, and kids, and as many
root, really undergo putrefaction.
This Canis, other beasts as have their names used for detherefore, he says, as being a certain divine Lo- nominating the stars in the firmament, are, he
gos, has been appointed judge of quick and says, images, and exemplars from which the creadead.
And as (the influence of) Canis is ob- tion, subject to change, obtaining (the different)
servable in the vegetable productions of this species, becomes replete with animals of this
world, so in plants of celestial growth--in
men description.
--is
beheld the (power of the) Logos.
From
some such cause,then, Cynosura,the second
CHAP. L._ VOLLV OF ASTROLOGY.
creation,
is setin thefirmamentas an image of
Employing these accounts,(the heretics)
a creation
by the Logos. The Dragon,however, think to deceive as many of these as devote
in thecentrereclines
between the two creations,
themselvesover-sedulously
to the astrologers
preventinga transition
of whateverthingsare from thencestriving
to construct
a systemof refrom the great creationto the smallcreation
; ligionthatiswidelydivergent
from thethoughts
and in guarding those that are fixed in the of these(speculators).
Wherefore,beloved,let
(great)creation,
as for instanceEngonasis,
ob- us avoid thehabitofadmiringtrifles,
securedby
serving (at the same time) how and in what which the bird (styled) the owl (is captured).
manner each is constituted in the small creation. For these and other such speculations are, (as it
And (the Dragon) himself is watched at the were), dancing, and not Truth.
For neither do
head, he says, by Anguitenens.
This image, he the stars yield these points of information ; but
affirms, is fixed in heaven, being a certain wis- men of their own accord, for the designation of
dora to those capable of discerning it. If, how- certain stars, thus called them by names, in
ever, this is obscure, by means of some other order that they might become to them easily
image, he says the creation teaches (men) to
S Afar., P_,tJtoM., v. Wg.
t Herod., Hi_.,
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distinguishable. For what similarity with a bear,
or lion, or kid, or waterman, or Cepheus, or
Andromeda, or the spectres that have names
given them in Hades, have the stars that are
scattered over the firmament--for we must remember that these men, and the titles themselves, came into existence long after the origin
of man,- (what, I say, is in common between
the two), that the heretics, astonished at the
marvel, should thus strive by means of such discourses to strengthen their own opinions ?

comprehensible (entity), comprising in itself all
the numbers that can go on ad infltfftum by
aggregation. But the first monad became a
[principle, according to substance, of the numbets, which (principle) is a male3 monad, procreating paternally all the rest of the numbers.
Secondly, the duad is a female number, which
by the arithmeticians is also itself denominated
even. Thirdly, the triad is a male number; this
also it has been the usual custom of arithmeficians to style odd. In addition to all these, the
tetrad is a female number; and this same, becrib. LI.qTHE HEBI_OMADAXn;
SYSTr_ Or"rr-m cause it is feminine, is likewise denominated
AmTHHZrIC_ANS
; PRr.SSEDINTO THE SERVICEeven. All the numbers therefore, taken gen_roF nERVY; mST_C_ Or", m SXMON_D ically, are four--number,
however, as regards
VALF2CI'INUS ; THE NATURE
OF THE
UNIVERSE
genus,
is indefinite--from
which, according to
VEDUCmLEfROM TI-m PHYSIOLOGY
Or" aa-m their system, is formed the perfect number--I
B_Am.
mean the decade. For one, two, three, four,
But since almost every heresy (that has sprung become ten _ as has been previously proved
up) through the arithmetical art has discovered if the proper denomination be preserved, according to substance, for each of the numbers.
measures of hebdomads and certain projections This is the sacred quaternion, according to
of/Eons,
each rending
the art
differently,
while Pythagoras, having in itself roots of an endless
whatever variation
prevailed
was
in the names
merely ; and (since) Pythagoras became the in- nature, that is, all other numbers ; for eleven,
structor of these, first introducing numbers of and twelve, and the rest, derive the principle of
this sort among the Greeks from Egypt, it seems generation from the ten. Of this decade _ the
expedient not to omit even this, but, after we perfect number--there are called four parts
have given a compendious elucidation, to ap-number, monad, power, cube _whose connections and mixtures take place for the generation
proach
the to
demonstration
we propose
investigate. of those things that of increase, according to nature completing the
Arithmeticians and geometers arose, to whom productive number. For when the square is
especially Pythagoras first seems to have fur- multiplied into itself, it becomes a biquadratic ;
nished principles. And from numbers that can but when the square is multiplied into a cube,
continually progress ad infinitum by multiplica- it becomes the product of a quadratic and cube ;
tion, and from figures, these derived their first but when a cube is multiplied into a cube, it beprinciples,, as capable of being discerned by comes the product of cube multiplied by cube.
Wherefore all the numbers are seven ; so that
reason alone ; for a principle of geometry, as
one may perceive, is an indivisible point. From the generation of things produced may be from
that point, however, by means of the art, the the hebdomad--which is number, monad, power,
generation of endless figures from the point is cube, biquadratic, product of quadratic multidiscovered. For the point being drawn into plied by cube, product of cube multiplied by
length becomes a line, after being thus con- cube.
tinued havin- a - int for its extremi"" And a
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the hebdomads from the medical' (art), being
astonished at the dissection of the brain, asserting that the substance of the universe and the
power of procreation and the Godhead could
be ascertained from the arrangement of the
brain. For the brain, being the dominant portion of the entire body, reposes calm and unmoved, containing within itself the spirit. Such
an account, then, is not incredible, but widely
differs from the conclusions which these (heretics) attempt to deduce from it. For the brain,
on being dissected, has within it what may be
called a vaulted chamber. And on either side
of this are thin membranes, which they term
little wings. Now these are gently moved by
the spirit, and in turn propel towards the cerebeUum the spirit, which, careering through a
certain blood-vessel like a reed, advances towards the pineal gland. And near this is situated the entrance of the cerebellum, which
admits the current of spirit, and distributes it
into what is styled the spinal marrow. But from
them the whole frame participates in the spiritual
energy, inasmuch as all the arteries, like a branch,
are fastened on from this blood-vessel, the ex-

tremity of which terminates in the genital bloodvessels, whence all the (animal) seeds proceeding
from the brain through the loin are secreted (in
the seminal glands). The form, however, of the
brain is like the head of a serpent, respecting
which a lengthened discussion is maintained by
the professors of knowledge, falsely so named,
as we shall prove. Six other coupling ligaments
grow out of the brain, which, traversing round
the head, and having their termination in (the
head) itself, hold bodies together ; but the
seventh (ligament) proceeds from the cerebellure to the lower parts of the rest of the frame,
as we have declared.
And respecting this there is an enlarged discussion, whence both Simon and Valentinus will
be found both to have derived from this source
starting-points for their opinions, and, though
they may not acknowledge it, to be in the first
instance liars, then heretics. Since, then, it appears that we have sufficiently explained these
tenets likewise, and that all the reputed opinions
of this earthly philosophy have been comprised
in four books ; it seems expedient to proceed to
a consideration of the disciples of these men,
nay rather, those who have furtively approprit The,Ch_c,,u,_,'_'ers
toC_.o,-_ns
(.o,D/_.,va,_',,=pvii. ated their doctrines?

et xlv.), who mentions that two numbers were held m veneration, the
_*venth (bebdomad) and ninth (ennead). The former was of use m
_..ar_. corporeal d_a_,
and ascnb_
to Apollo; the lav_r healed
the _-"_
d the mind, and wu _ma_
to the Mtm=.

2 At foot of us. occur tha words, "Fourth Book of Pl_losoph_
m_a."

NOTE.
[On p. 43 supra I omitted to direct attention to the desirable enlargement of note 3 by a reference
to Homer's Hynm of Mercuryand its minute descriptionof the invention of the Lyre. The passage is
given in Henry Nelson Coleridge's Introduction, etc., p. 202. The versified translation of Shelley
is inimitable_ in otlava rima_ bat instinct with the etl_$
of the original.]
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The following are the contents of the fifth
book of the Refu/aKon of all Heresies :' -What the assertions are of the Naasseni, who
style themselves Gnostics, and that they advance
those opinions which the Philosophers of the
Greeks previously propounded, as well as those
who have handed down mystical (rites), from
(both of) whom the 2Vaasseni, taking occasion,
have constructed their heresies,
And what are the tenets of the Peratm, and
that their system is not framed by them out of
the holy Scriptures, but from astrological art.
What is the doctrine of the Sethians,* and
that, purloining3 their theories from the wise
men among the Greeks, they have patched together their own system out of shreds of opinion
taken from Musmus, and Liuns, and Orpheus.
What are the tenets of Justinus, and that his
system is framed by him, not out of the holy
Scriptures, but from the detail of marvels furnished by Herodotus the historian,

HERESIES.

into stedfastness

of knowledge

CHAP. L n RE_LATIOt_
; CHARA_CS
OF
HERESY; OmOm o1_ THE N_tE NAASSimI; T_m
SYSTEMOF _E IqAASSEm.
I think that in the four preceding books I
have very elaborately explained the opinions
propounded by all the speculators among both
Greeks and Barbarians, respecting the Divine
Nature and the creation of the world ; and not
even have I omitted 4 the consideration of their
systems of magic. So that I have for my readers
undergone
no ordin_ary amount of toil, in my might
s u,,_s_,_;
,me ,=d
_,*,_6,_,.,,hlch
be tendered, "shanng
m the
Olfi_io_ which
anxiety to urge many forward into a des/re of th_ be_,odo,do_t_,_."
•

.

.

in

regard of the truth.
It remains, therefore, to
hasten on to the refutation of the heresies ; but
it is for the purpose of furnishing this (refutation) that we have put forward the statements
already made by us. For from philosophers the
heresiarchs derivings starting-points,
(and) like
cobblers patching together, according to their
own particular interpretation, the blunders of the
ancients, have advanced them as novelties to
those that are capable of being deceived, as we
shall prove in the following books.
In the remainder (of our work), the opportunity
invites
us to approach the treatment of our proposed
subjects, and to begin from those who have presumed to celebrate a serpent, 6 the originator of
the error (in question), through certain expressions devised by the energy of his own (ingenuity).
The priests, then, and champions of the
system, have been first those who have been
called Naasseni,7 being so denominated
from
the Hebrew language, for the serpent is called
haas s (in Hebrew).
Subsequently,
however,
they have styled themselves Gnostic.s, alleging
that they alone have sounded the depths of
knowledge.
Now, from the system of these
(speculators), many, detaching parts, have constructed a heresy which, though with several
subdivisions, is essentially one, and they explain
precisely the same (tenets) ; though conveyed
under the guise of different opinions, as the following discussion, according as it progresses, will
prove.
_ _.occasion
p_,_-dto
gave

6 L¢., _.
Tim term has created the title "Ophites," which
I may be reganted as tbe geaetlc denomination for aU the advocates d

' [coe_.. B,,_,,a.
L t_ 3_, .,9"_,
._.=*t_
.'_a..'_.. It_,Ph_or_. .....aa_ertedtob_theothertcam_
.•"m_;
m_dyshouldne_'t
hliworL
Isuttorajudlcial[
Tbebetc_tbeNamaaemls
aau_cmalM
Dr:W-ot_n_,
p_.t.h.]
......
[ wrtmrs .ms_m
the.earlya_of
the Church., See St.lrc_zus
,,
- _tm ml. ,mq_oys t_tmm
mtatam, waza ts o_otmy
not tae I i 34; Origtm, Cottdr. L¢/_.,vt =_ tp. =gt et seq. eo.:_penc); lernue.orrect
mm.
.
.
Jhan,._._wr.,c.47:Tbeodoret,
H_. et_c.
Fal_t_l
,i.z4;Epi_us,
. _ ThistermxX,¢_Xo,t_
it freqtmtlyapp_d byH_ppotytus
tothel Adt,o_.//_z,_¢_., txv. andxxxva : St. A.ug.usu,_Dt.//_-_.,.,
nerett_.
.
Minm' has _tmaAt_0_* for _rapoA_,¢_.
This, however, can
bear no _
m,
except "we add some other word..a_
_:
"notcveghavel
fa/lcd to."discaaaaaa_.m.."
Schnddewia's corr_tto_|
_4-.a=o,_aA_km,;_
sratpaAei_ as obviously an t_mmammcnt.

[ xvfi.; Jetsam, Camm¢_. t_#i_t, ad Ga.lat., lib. u. _'be Abbe C.w
| remlm:[s his re_ders that the Namsem wried their doctrinu rote
] Imfia, and refers to the A_ah'c Re_earcA¢* (vet x.p. 39).
s Tbe Hel_'w word is _q'ta (am_ka_).
I
_r"i:
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These (Naasseni),
then, according to the system ' advanced by them, magnify, (as the origihating cause) of all things else, a man and a son
of man.
A_d this man is a hermaphrodite, and
is denominated among them Adam ; and hymns
many and various are made to him.
The
hymns,2 howevermto
be brief--are
couched
among them in some such form as this : "From
thee (comes) father, and through thee (comes)
mother, two names immortal, progenitors of
_Eons, O denizen of heaven, thou illustrious
man."
But they divide him as Geryon3 into
three parts.
For, say they, of this man one part
is rational, another psychical, another earthly,
And they suppose that the knowledge of him is
the originating principle of the capacity for a
knowledge of God, expressing themselves thus :
"The originating principle of perfection is the
knowledge* of man, while the knowledge of God
is absolute perfectaon."
All these qualities, however--rational,
and psychical, and earthly_
have, (the Naassene) says, retired and descended
into one man simultaneously-Jesus,S who was
born of Mary. And these three men (the Naassene) says, are in the habit of speaking (through
Jesus) at the same time together, each from their
own proper substances to those peculiarly their
own. For, according to these, there are three
kinds of all existent things--angelic,
psychical,
earthly ; and there are three churches--angehc,
psychical, earthly ; and the names of these are
elect, called, captive,

brother of the Lord handed down to Mariamne. 6
In order, then, that these impious (heretics)
may no longer belie Mariamne or James, or the
Saviour Himself, let us come to the mystic rites
(whence these have derived their figment), m
to a consideration,
if it seems right, of both the
Barbarian and Grecmn (mysteries),_and
let
us see how these (heretics), collecting together
the secret and ineffable mysteries of all the Gentiles, are uttering falsehoods against Christ, and
are making dupes of those who are not acquainted with these orgies of the Gentiles.
For
since the foundation of the doctrine with them
is the man Adam, and they say that concerning
him it has been written, "Who shall declare his
generation?" 7 learn how, partly deriving from
the Gentiles the undiscoverable and diversified s
]generation of the man, they fictitiously apply it
[to Christ.
I "Now earth," 9 say the Greeks, "gave forth a
man, (earth) first bearing a goodly gift, wishing to become mother not of plants devoid of
sense, nor beasts without reason, but of a gentle
and highly favoured creature."
"It, however,
is difficult," (the Naassene)
says, "to ascertain
whether Alalcomeneus, '° first of men, rose upon
the Bceotians over Lake Cephisus;
or whether it
were the Idman Curetes, a divine race; or the
Phrygaan Corybantes, whom first the sun beheld
springing up after the manner of the growth of
trees ; or whether Arcadia brought forth Pelasg_ls,
of greater antiquity than the moon; or Eleusis
(produced)
Diaulus, an inhabitant of Raria; or
CHAP. II.--NAASSENI ASCmBE THEIR SYSTEM, Lemnus
begot Cabirus, fair child of secret
a_ROUGH MARIAMNE,TO JAMES THE LORD'S orgies; or Pallene (brought forth) the PhlegBROTHER; REALLYTRACEABLETO THE ANCIENT rman Alcyoneus, oldest of the giants.
But the
MYSTERIES
; THEIR
.PSYCHOLOGY"
AS GIVEN
IN THE
Libyans affirm that Iarbas, first born, on emer"GOSPEL ACCORDINGTO THOMAS;" ASSYRIANging from arid plains, commenced
eating tbe
THEORY
OF
THE
SOUL ;
THE
SYSTEMS
OF
THE
sweet acorn of Jupiter.
But the Nile of the
NAA_SF2rIAND THE ASSYmANSCOMPARED
; SUP- Egyptians," he says, "up to this day fertilizing
PORT
DRAWN"
BY THE
NAASSENI
FROM
THE
PHRYmud, (and therefore) generating animals, renders
_IAN
AND EGYPTIAN
MYSTERIES
; THE
MYSTERIES
! up
living bodies, which acquire flesh from
moist
OF ISiS; THESE MYSTERIESALLEGORIZEDBYTHE vapour."
The Assyrians, however, say that
NAA_ENI.
fish-eating Oannes"
was (the first man, and)
These are the heads of very numerous dis- produced among themselves.
The Chaldeans,
which (the

Naassene)

asserts James the I however, say that

• _e_e& _'b_ a6_v
A6yov.
Bernaysius
suggests
for these
=a_-_t
_ro__t_'t_ Ady_o. Sehneidewm
regards the emendation

this Adam

words, _
6 The Abbe Cruice.observes
that we hawe here another proof th_
as an _ the _tla$o_Au_tna
Is not the work of Origen, who in his Ca_rt#,_l

errt_ t and Bttm_n ,_,Lly
SO. The latter would read,
7r_x.rd_. 'r_v [ Celsum
menuons
Malaamne,
but professes
*t/rr_v AoVo_ , i.e.,
' The Naassenl
honour the Father of all existent [ of his followers
(see Contr.
Cek., lib. v.
tim La)gos, at man.mad the Sou of Man.*'
1 confu'ms the oplmon
mostly enterta_..,
See |renmu&, B'a_'.,L
z.
bent of his mind nor the dtrectton of his
s Geryoli (see note, chap. ill.) is afterwards
mentioned
as a _
don that he would write a detatled htstory

aymew#hJordan,Le.,"flowingfromearth" (y_#,my).

* _t_rt,,-a term olien alluded
to by St. John, and which gives
im name "Gnosticism"
to the various forms of the Ophttic heresy.
The aphot_m
in the text et ore that _es
a grand principle
which lies at the root of all cort_'t
philosophy. In this and other
instances
it will be found that the syt,tem, however
wild and incoherent in its theology,
of the Naassem
and of some of the other
Gao_c
sects, was om_ which war constructed
by a subtle analysis
of
tlmu&Stx, and by observatlma
of nature,
S The Abbe Crulce I_marks on t]'_ passage, that, as the statement hereas regards Jemm Chrlstdoest_ot
corrasimad
wlth Or_mm's
_ma._. s on the opinions of the Namumni in refermuz
to our Lord, the

Pk_u,_

caoao_
b¢_b©workof@rq_no

is the man whom

_'Isa. lid.8.

not to have met wtth any
p. _'/=., ed. Spent.).
Thts
of Orig..,
that .nelther
the
studies justhry tl_ supportof heresy.

s Or ,¢&*i¢ooov, equivocal.
9 This has been by the best critics _
as, a _t
of a
hymn of l_nchtr's on Jupiter Ammon.
Sclmeidewin
f "urj_h_
.
arestored poettc version
of it by Ber_'k.
The. h_.,
we ,_..tmve, ttrst
suggested
to M. Mdler an idea of the posmt)te .v_.ue arm xmportance
o1 the ms. of T._e R_ntation
brought
by MmStdes
b[ylms
f_m
Greece.
.
....
zo The usual form ts Alalc_men_
.He was a t_eeottan Autocttmn.
tt Or, '* |anner,."
The Abhe C.rmce r_ers.m
Be_,
C_*ld.
Hist.,.pp.
48. 49, and to his own dmsertatton
(_'arm, zeS,_ mr. tt_,
a tttl_'i'ty .to.be atm._
to J_.._tub
as regards the writers aaaaceu

bybimmtm UonmeC_.

_l_.
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alone earth brought forth. And that he lay in-creased
grow, but accession is the nourishment
animate, unmoved, (and) still as a statue ; being of things that are nurtured.
Every nature, then,
an image of him who is above, who is celebrated
(the Naassene)
says, of things celestial, and
as the man Adam/
having been begotten by earthly, and infernal, desires a soul.
And an
many powers, concerning whom individually is entity of this description
the Assyrians call
an enlarged discussion.
Adonis or Endymion;s
and when it is styled
In order, therefore, that finally the Great Man Adonis, Venus, he says, loves and desires the
from above may be overpowered, "from whom," soul when styled by such a name.
But Venus
as they say, "the whole family named on earth is production, according to them.
But whenand in the heavens" has been formed, to him ever Proserpine or Cora becomes enamoured
was given also a soul, that through the soul he with Adonis, there results, he says, a certain
might suffer; and that the enslaved image may mortal soul separated from Venus (that is, from
be punished of the Great and most Glorious and !generation).
But should the Moon pass into
Perfect Man, for even so they call him.
Again, concupiscence
for Endymion, and into love of
then, they ask what is the soul, and whence, and her form, the nature, 6 he says, of the higher
what kind in its nature, that, coming to the man beings requires a soul likewise.
But if, he says,
and moving him/it
should enslave and punish! the mother of the gods emasculate Attis,7 and
the image of the Perfect Man.
They do not, herself has this (person) as an object of affechowever, (on this point) institute an inquiry from tion, the blessed nature, he says, of the supernal
the Scriptures, but ask this (question) also from and everlasting (beings) alone recalls the male
the mystic (rites).
And they affirm that the i power of the soul to itself.
soul zs very difficult to discover, and hard to
For (the Naassene)
says, there is the herunderstand ; for it does not remain in the same maphrodite man.
According to this account of
figure or the same form invariably, or in one theirs, the intercourse of woman with man is
passive condition, that either one could express demonstrated,
in conformity with such teachit by a sign, or comprehend it substantially,
ing, to be an exceedingly
wicked and filthy
But they have these varied changes (of the (practice). s For, says (the Naassene),
Attis
soul) set down in the gospel inscribed "accordhas been emasculated,
that is, he has passed
ing to the Egyptians." 3 They are, then, in iover from the earthly parts of the nether world
doubt, as all the rest of men among the Gen- to the everlasting substance above, where, he
tales, whether (the soul) is at all from something
says, there is neither female or male,9 but a new
pre-existent, or whether from the self-produced
creature, "° a new man, which is hermaphrodite.
(one),4 or from a widespread Chaos.
And first As to where, however, they use the expression
they fly for refuge to the mysteries of the Assy- "above," I shall show when I come to the propriam, perceiving the threefold division of the er place (for treating this subject).
But they
man ; for the Assyrians first advanced the opin- assert that, by their account, they testify that
ion that the soul has three parts, and yet (is Rhea is not absolutely isolated, but--for
so I
essentially) one.
For of soul, say they, is every may say-- the universal creature ; and this they
nature desirous, and each in a different manner, declare to be what is affirmed by the Word.
For soul is cause of all things made ; all things "For the invisible things of Him are seen from
that are nourished,
(the Naassene)
says, and the creation of the world, being understood by
that grow, require soul.
For it is not possible, the things that are made by Him, even His
he says, to obtain any nourishment
or growth eternal power and Godhead, for the purpose of
where soul is not present.
For even stones, he leaving them without excuse.
Wherefore, knowaffirms, are animated, for they possess what is ing God, they glorified Him not as God, nor
capable of increase ; but increase would not at gave Him thanks ; but their foolish heart was
any time take place without nourishment, for it rendered vain.
For, professing themselves to
is by accession that things which are being in- be wise, they became fools, and changed the
glory of the uncorruptib]e God into images of
z The
R_bblm.
pmbamy
d,_vin_ th_tdeas
_o*io,_from
man, and of birds,
deans,
entertained
the
mOSt _xaggerated
respecting the
theC_per- the likeness of corruptible
fe,mo_of_m. ThusC,emn, m_ O,_,_*nt_y o_ a_r_d,
and four-footed
beasts, and creeping things.
Rim that" Adam was endu_ with the very :perfection of wisdom, and
was chief of phdoml?hers, that he was an fimnedlate disciple of the Wherefore
also God gave them up unto vile afDeity, also a physicmn and astrologer, and the originator of all the
arts and sciences " This spine ofexat_eratlon _
from the Jews
to the Cht'htdans (see Clemt,*_'ne l'I'_mil_**, i{.). Aquina_ (..qum.
T/tee/., laars i _) says of Adam, "Since the ftrJt man was appointed,
perfect, b¢ ougbi to _ave possessed a knowlcd_ of everything calmhie of being asc_rtafned by natural means."
a Or t '_-vanqmshlng him" (Roeper).
_ SThlsis
known to usonlybyiomeancinnt_'_.
The
Nammenl had another work of repute amongthem, the" Gospel accoMi_teThomas."
Bunsen_mjeomesthatthetwo"Gospels"
may he flee
tame.
.
4 ,ti,'ro-tt*,o_.
Miner hasnt_ z,_nt_j
whichBunNn t_'ts m

favoaro/"tha_*di_" t_-bet,otte_--

$ Schneldewln considers that there have been le_ out in the MS.
the words" or Attis" after F_.M_. 'on. Atus ts subeequemly mentloned
withsome degtueof pani_larity.
6 Or, "creation."
.
..
7 Or, "Apm."
See Dindorus Siculus, ill 58, 59. Pausanias, v_.
so, writes *he word Attes. SeealsoMmucmsFehx,
OctatT.,cap. xxt.
s Or "fb._idden."
9 CJ_. ifi. _S, and Clemenqs Elbkt. ad Ram.. fi. z=. [T_
is tha
apocrypbafClementreservedforvoL _
of th_ _
_ also
same text,
l_mfit_,vol.i.p._t.]

to See_ Cot.v. _7,Gal.v,. xS.
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fections ; for even their women did change the all the rest of men the rites and orgies of, at the
natural use into that which is against nature." same time, all the gods, as well as the species
What, however, the natural use is, according to and energies (of things), have the sacred and
them, we shall afterwards declare. "And like- august, and for those who are not initiated, unwise also the men, leaving the natural use of the ispeakable mysteries of Isis. These, however,
woman, burned in their lust one toward another ; are not anything else than what by her of the
men with men working that which is unseemly" seven dresses and sable robe was sought and
m now the expression" that which is unseemly" snatched away, namely, the pudendum of Osiris.
signifies, according to these (Naasseni),the first And they say that Osiris is water,s But the
and blessed substance, figureless, the cause of seven-robed nature;encircled and arrayed with
all figures to those things that are moulded into seven mantles of ethereal texture m for so they
shapes, --" and receiving in themselves that rec- call the planetary stars,allegorizing and denomioinpense of their error which was meet." ' For nating them ethereal9 robes, -- is as it were the
in these words which Paul has spoken they say changeable generation, and is exhibited as the
the entire secret of theirs, and a hidden mystery creature transformed by the ineffable and unporof blessed pleasure, are comprised.
For the trayable, '° and inconceivable and figureless one.
promise of washing is not any other, according And this, (the Naassene) says, is what is declared
to them, than the introduction of him that is in Scripture, "The just will fall seven times, and
washed in, according to them, life-giving water, rise again.",,
For these falls, he says, are the
and anointed with ineffable * ointment (than his changes of the stars, moved by Him who puts
introduction) into unfading bliss
all things in motion.
But they assert that not only is there in favour
They affirm, then, concerning the substance TM
of their doctrine, testimony to be drawn from of the seed which is a cause of all existent
the mysteries of the Assyrians, but also from things, that it is none of these, but that it prothose of the Phrygians concerning the happy duces and forms all things that are made, expressnature--concealed,
and yet at the same time ing themselves thus: "I become what I wish,
disclosed-- of things that have been, and are and I am what I am : on account of this I say,
coming into existence, and moreover will be, _ that what puts all things in motion is itself un(a happy nature) whtch, (the Naassene) says, moved. For what exists remains forming all
is the kingdom of heaven to be sought for things, and nought of existing things is made."'s
within a man.s And concerning this (nature) He says that this (one) alone is good, and that
they hand down an explicit passage, occurring4 what is spoken by the Saviour'4 is declared
in the Gospel inscribed according to Thomas,S concerning this (one) : "Why do you say that
expressing themselves thus: "He who seeks me, I am good? One is good, my Father which
will find me in children from seven years old ; is in the heavens, who canseth His sun to rise
for there concealed, I shall in the fourteenth age upon the just and unjust, and sendeth rain upon
be made manifest." This, however, is not (the saints and sinners." ,s But who the saintly ones
teaching) of Christ, but of Hippocrates, who uses are on whom He sends the rain, and the sinners
these words : "A child of seven years is half of on whom the same sends the rain, this likewise
a father."
And so it is that these (heretics), we shall afterwards declare with the rest. And
placing the originative nature of the universe in this is the great and secret and unknown rayscausative seed, (and) having ascertained the tery of the universe, concealed and revealed
(aphorism) of Hippocrates, 6 that a child of among the Egyptians. For Osiris, '6 (the Nsasseven years old is half of a fathei, say that in sene) says, is in temples m front of Isis ; ,7 and
fourteen years, according to Thomas, he is mani- his pu&J,_Cgm stands exposed, looking downrested. This, with them, is the ineffable and wards, and crowned with all its own fruits of
mystical Logos,
They assert, then, that the things that are made. And (he affirms) that
Egyptians, who after the Phrygians/it is estab- such stands not only in the most hallowed
lished, are of greater antiquity than all mankind, temples chief of idols, but that also, for the inand who confessedly were the first to proclaim to formation of all, it is as it were a light not set
under a bushel, but upon a candlestick, proclaimx Rom. L ao-,aT.
•s _;
..,_ffil_.
ing its message upon the housetops, '8 in all byLuke xvu. ax.
_t There words do not occur in the "Gospel of Thomas concernSavlour's/nfancy,"
as g_ven
Fabrlduswod_
and Tlfilo
Sthe
The
Abbe Crm_: mentions
thebyfoUowing
u of amhorlty I
among the Naasteni, a_l from wheace they _rived their _em:
]

8
9
n

C_in_
tke Olf_spr_
of Mary, T_ Go_l
of PAih'p, TA*]
__,_Mlu_'c_,_:tWto(s)
T&n_..a,,(_t)t/tcE_D'#_.._.
(See Epi. J
l)haifiu_ Hem., c. xxvi., and0rlgen, Co_'v'. _¢_., vL3o, p. _6, ed. |
_pOUC.) The_hereti_likewi_maketme_'theOldTe_tament,
SL[

xs SeeEp_phanltm, H_:.,rxvL
S.
_t Matt. xu_ t7; Mark x. x8; Luke xv_ _.
is Matt. v. 45_]_[iUertm*el_l_¢.
SN_De_'_.M0_.,¢_ll

t. Ll_396.

_SeeHemdmmbtLa,_

t

See O_
C_r.
CG_., V. 38 (p. s57, ed. Spe.l_)o
Or,
brilliant "
Or, '""untracgmble."
Pray, xxiv. z6; Luke xvR. 4-

"M_v.t_,x._
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ways, and all streets, and near the actual dwellings, placed in front as a certain appointed limit
and termination of the dwelling, and that this is
denominated the good (entity) by all. For they
style this good-producing, not knowing what they
say. And the Greeks, deriving this mystical
(expression) from the Egyptians, preserve it
until this day. For we behold, says (the Naassene), statues of Mercury, of such a figure honoured among them.
Worshipping, however, Cyllenius with especial
distinction, they style him Logios. For Mercury
is Logos, who being interpreter and fabricator of
the things that have been made simultaneously,
and that are being produced, and that will exist,
stands honoured among them, fashioned into
some such figure as is the pudendum of a man,
having an impulsive power from the parts below
towards those above. And that this (deity) -that is, a Mercury of this description--is,
(the
Naassene) says, a conjurer of the dead, and a
guide of departed spirits, and an originator of
souls; nor does this escape the notice of the
poets, who express themselves thus :-"Cyllenlan
Hermes also called
The souls of mortalsuitors."t
Not Penelope's suitors, says he, O wretches I but
(souls) awakened and brought to recollection of
themselves,
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This is the Christ who, he says, in all that have
been generated, is the portrayed Son of Man
from the unportrayable Logos. This, he says, is
the great and unspeakable mystery of the Eleusinian rites, Hye, Cye3 And he affirms that all
things have been subjected unto him, and this is
that which has been spoken, "Their sound is
gone forth unto all the earth," s just as it agrees
with the expressions, "Mercury9 waving his
wand, guides the souls, but they twittering
follow." I mean the disembodied spirits follow
continuously in such a way as the poet by his
imagery delineates, using these words :
,,And as whenin the magic cave'srecess
Bats humming fly, and when one drops
From ridge of rock, and each to other closely dings."**

The expression "rock," he says, he uses of
Adam. This, he affirms, is Adam : "The chief
comer-stone become the head of the comer.**
For that in the head the substance is the formarive brain from which the entire family is lashioned.'* "Whom," he says, "I place as a rock
at the foundations of Zion." Allegorizing, he
says, he speaks of the creation of the man.
The rock is interposed (within) the teeth, as
Homer ,3 says, "enclosure of teeth," that is, a
wall and fortress, in which exists the inner man,
who thither has fallen from Adam, the primal
man above. And he has been "severed with[out hands to effect the division,"" and has been
"From honour so great, and from bliss so long. "•
]borne down into the image of oblivion, being
That is, from the blessed man from above, or earthly and clayish. And he asserts that the
the primal man or Adam, as it seems to them, itwittering spirits follow him, that is, the 1,osouls have been conveyed down here into a
creation of clay, that they may serve the Demi- gos :urge of this creation, Ialdabaoth,3 a fiery God, a "Thus souls
these, twittering,cametogether; and then the
fourth
number; forso theycalltheDemiurge
and father
of theformalworld:m
That is,
he guidesthem;
"And inhand he helda lovely

GentleHermes ledthroughwlde-extended
paths.""

Wand ofgoldthat
humaneyes
enchants,

Thatis,
he says,
intotheeternal
places
separated
Of whom he will,
and thoseagainwho slumberrouses."4from allwickedness. Forwhither,
he says,
did
This,
he says,
ishc who alonehas powerof lifetheycome :
and death.Concerningthis,
he says,it has "O'er
ocean's
streamstheycame, andLeuca's
cliff,
been written,"Thou

shaltrule them with a rod

And by theportalsof thesun and landof dreams."

of iron."sThe poet,however,
he says,
beingThis,he says,is ocean,"generation
of gods
desirous
of adorning
theincomprehensible
(po-and generation
of men" ,6everwhirled
round
tency)of theblessed
natureof theLogos,in-by theeddiesofwater,
atone timeupwards,
at
vestedhim withnot an iron,
butgoldenwand. anothertime downwards. But he saysthere
And heenchants
theeyesofthedead,ashe says,ensuesa generation
of men when the ocean
and raises
up againthosethatareslumbering,
flows
downwards; butwhen upwardstothewall
after
havingbeen rousedfromsleep,
and afterandfortress
andthecliff
ofLuecas,
a generation
havingbeensuitors.
And concerning
these,
he
says, the Scripture speaks : "Awake thou that
sit rhta_ch,DeZ_,#,a Os_rW_,
c. _.
s_ Rom.x.*8.
sleepest, and arise, and Christ will give thee
9 o#y-o, _v. s.
light." 6
,o 1_.
l_u_.,
xxl,.6ct_.
**
cxmii.
*u; Isa. ixviii, x6.
t Ody•sey, xxiv. z.
• _,
v 3@o,
Stain.
s F.saldaius,Mill_ (se_ Origea, C_..tr. C#ia.,v. _, p. *97, e&

Sr_mc.).

4 Qd_ey, niv. a.
Ps il.v.9-t4.

x• Eptu iii. xS.
Is IIzad, iv. 35o, _g*o_/_wr.w:
"What
word hath
"st_,cd tl_ ivory guard _
Have fesaced
it ra."
u Dan.h. 4S.
__ Odjzs_,,
I/uid, v. _,xxlV.9.
milv. _t.
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of gods takes, place. This, he asserts, is that!are not indoctrinated into the holy Scriptures,
which has been written: "I said, Ye are gods, by betraying them into such notions. They
and all children of the highest ;" z , If ye make, however, the following assertion : he who
hasten to fly out of Egypt, and repair beyond says that all things derive consistence from one,
the Red Sea into the wilderness," that is, from is in error; but he who says that they are of
earthly intercourse to the Jerusalem above, which three, is in possession of the truth, and will furis the mother of the living ; _ "If, moreover nish a solution of the (phonomena of the) uniagain you return into Egypt," that is, into verse. For there is, says (the Naassene), one
earthly intercourse,3 "ye shall die as men." blessed nature of the Blessed Man, of him who
For mortal, he says, is every generation below is above, (namely) Adam ; and there is one
but immortal that which is begotten above, for mortal nature, that which is below ; and there
it is born of water only, and of spirit, being is one kingless generation, which is begotten
spiritual, not carnal. But what (is born) below above, where, he says, is Madam 7 the soughtis carnal, that is, he says, what is written, for one, and Iothor the mighty sage, and Seph"That which is born of the flesh is flesh, and ora the gazing one, and Moses whose generation
that which is born of the spirit is spirit." 4 is not in Egypt, for children were born unto him
This, according to them, is the spiritual genera- in Madian ; and not even this, he says, has estion. This, he says, is the great Jordan s which, caped the notice of the poets.
flowing on (here) below, and preventing the
"Threefoldwas our partition; each obtained
children of Israel from departing out of Egypt
His meedof honourdue."s
I mean from terrestrial intercourse, for Egypt
is with them the body, m Jesus drove back, and For, says he, it is necessary that the magnitudes
be declared, and that they thus be declared by
made it flow upwards,
all everywhere, "in order that hearing they may
not hear, and seeing they may not see."9 For
CH_. m. mFtmTHER m_smoN Or THEHERmV if, he says, the magnitudes were not declared,
or THENm,SS_'_; PROFESS
TOFOLLOW
HOMER
; the world could not have obtained consistence.
ACX_OWLV-a_E
A TRtADOF PX_CIPLm; THEIR These are the three tumid expressions (of these
TECHNICAL
NAMES
OF THE
TRIAD;
SUPPORT heretics), CAULACAU, x° SAULASAU, ZEESAR.
CAUTHESE

ON

THE

AUTHORITY

OF

GREEK

POETS j

LACAU,

i.e., Adam, who is farthest above ; SAULA-

_T.T._ORIZEOUR SAWOUR'SMIRACLES
; THR SAU,that is, the mortal one below ; ZEESAR,
that
MYSTERY
OF THE SAMOTHRACIANS
_ WHY THE
is, Jordan
that
flows
upwards.
This, he says, is
LORDCHOSETWELVEDISCIPLES;
THE NAMEthe hermaphrodite man (present) in all. But
CORYBAS, USEDBYTHRACIANS
AND PHRYGIANS, those who are ignorant of him, call him Geryon
EXPLAINED
; NAASSEm
PROFESS
TO Fm'V THEm with the threefold body_ Geryon, i.e., as if (in
SYSTEM IN SCRIFrURE]
THEIR INTERPRETATION
the sense
of)
flowing from earth _ but (whom)
OF JACOB'S VISION ; THEIR IDEA OF THE " PERthe Greeks
by common
consent
(style) "celestial
FECTMAN;" THE "PERFECTM_ " CALLEDhorn of the moon," because he mixed and
"PAPA" BY THE PHRVGIA__-S
; TH_ NAASSEtCt
blended all things in all "For all things," he
PHXYGL_NS
ON THE RESURRECTION
; THE says, "were made by him, and not even one
ECSTASIS OF ST. PAUL ] THE MYSTERIES OF RELIthing was made without him, and what was made
moN AS ALLUDEDTO BY CnmST; mTRRPaE- in him is life." _' This, says he, is the life, the
TATIONOF THE PAP.ABLEOF THE SOWER
; ineffable generation of perfect men, which was
ALL_,,OZY
OF THE PROMISED
LAND; COMPARInot known by preceding generations. But the
SONOF THE _
OF THE VHRYOZANS
wrrH passage, "nothing was made without him,"
TH_ SrATEMEt_"rS
OF SOtn'TUZE
; ExposrrioN refers to the formal world, for it was created
OF THE MF._,mNG
OF THE mGHERAND LOWERwithout his instrumentality by the third and
_.EUStmA__t_SrEatm; THE INC.&t_'_A_ON
DIS- fourth (of the quaternion named above). For
COWR&BLE
Z_Ea_ACCORDING
TOTHENAASSEm.says he, this is the cup "Co_v, out of which
Adopting these and such like (opinions), the king, while he quaffs, draws his omens.",2
these most marvellous Gnostic.s, inventors of a This, he says, has been discovered hid in the
novel 6 grammatical art, magnify Homer as their beauteous seeds of Benjamin. And the Greeks
prophet_as
one, (according to them,) who,
_'The Abbe Cruice considers that this is taken from verses of
after the mode

adopted

in the mysteries,

an-

Ezekiel, founding his opinion on fragments of these verses to be

nouncesthese
truths
; and theymock thosewho fomld
inEtmebins'
Pra'_v_f.
,E_ng.,
ix.
38.
s IHad, xv. s89,
i 1_ lxxxii. 6; 1rake vi. 35; Jolm x. 34.
s C_. iv. s6.
s Phgo Judammadol_ dm mine immmm7 (me _

9 Matt. xlli. z3.
so The commemato_ refer to In. xxviH, xo. Eplplmnhm, H_'*#.,
_

d._qq',-w_.,

x_-v., mentions these expressions, but assigns them a different meanElucidation II.]
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likewise, he says, speak of this in the following
terms :--

from the head above and from the tmportrayed
brain, and (though) permeating all the principles
"Water
to the raging
mouth
bring ; thou slave, bring
of the existing state of things, (yet) we do not
wine;
perceive how and in what manner he comes
Intoxicate and plunge me into stupor,
down.
This, says he, is what is spoken: "We
My tankard tells me
have heard his voice, no doubt, but we have not
The sort I must become. ''x
seen his shape." s For the voice of him that is
This, says he, was alone sufficient for its being set apart 6 and portrayed
is heard ; but (his)
understood by men ; (I mean) the cup of Anac- shape, which descends from above from the unreon declaring, (albeit) mutely, an ineffable mys- portrayed one, -- what sort it is, nobody knows.
tory.
For dumb, says he, is Anacreon's
cup ; It resides, however, in an earthly mould, yet no
and (yet) Anacreon affirms that it speaks to[ one recognises it. This, he says, is ,, the god
himself, in language mute, as to what sort he that inhabiteth
the flood," according
to the
must become--that
is spiritual, not carnal--if
Psalter, "and who speaketh and crieth from
he shall listen in silence to the concealed
nays- Imany waters "7 The "many waters." he says.
tery. And this as the water in those fair nuptials iare ]:he dive'miffed generation
of mortal menl
which Jesus changing made into wine.
This, he Ifrom which (generation) he cries and vociferates
say_, is the mighty and true beginning of mira- t to the unportrayed
man, saying, "Preserve
my
ctes -_which Jesus performed in Cana of Galilee,' only-begotten
'
from the lions.' , s In reply to him,
and (thus) manifested the kingdom of heaven, it has, says he, been declared, "Israel, thou art
This, says he, is the kingdom of heaven that my child: fear not; even though thou passest
reposes within us as a treasure, as leaven hid in [ through rivers, they shall not drown thee ; even
the three measures of meal. 3
though thou passest through fire, it shall not
This is, he says, the great and ineffable mys- scorch thee." 9 By rivers he means, says he, the
tery of the Sanaothracians, which it is allowable, moist substance of generation, and by fire the
he says, for us only who are initiated to know. impulsive principle and desire for generation.
For the Samothracians
expressly hand down, in ,, Thou art mine ; fear not." And again, he says,
the mysteries that are celebrated among them, ,, If a mother forget her children, so as not to
that (same) Adam as the primal man.
And have pity on them and give them food, I also
habitually there stand in the temple of the will forget you." '° Adam, he says, speaks to his
Samothracians two images of naked men, having own men' "But even though a woman forget
both hands stretched aloft towards heaven, and these things, yet I wall not forget you.
I have
their pudenda erecta, as wtt]z the statue of Mer- painted you on my hands."
In regard, however,
cury on Mount Cyllene.
And the aforesaid of his ascension, that is his regeneration,
that he
images are figures of the primal man, and of may become spiritual, not carnal, the Scripture,
that spiritual one that as born again, in every he says, speaks (thus):
"Open
the gates, ye
respect of the same substance with that man. Lwho are your rulers ; and be ye lift up, ye everThis, he says, is what is spoken by the Saviour : lasting doors, and the King of glory shall come
'"If ye do not drink my blood, and eat nay flesh, in," that is a wonder of wonders. H "For who,"
ve will not enter into the kingdom of heaven ; he says, "is this King of glory?
A worm, and
]3tit even though," He says, "ye drink of the !not a man ; a reproach of man, and an outcast
cup which I,, drink of, whither I go, ye cannot
enter there. 4 For He says He was aware of
what sort of nature each of His disciples was,
and that there was a uecesslty that each of them
should attain unto His own peculiar nature,
For He says He chose twelve disciples from the
twelve tribes, and spoke by them to each tribe,
On this account, He says, the preachings of the
twelve disciples neither did all hear, nor, if they
heard, could they receive.
For the things that
are not according to nature, are with them contrary to nature,
This, he says, the Thracians
who dwell
around H_emus, and the Phrygians similarly with
the Thracians,
denominate
Corybas, because,
(though) deriving the beginning of his descent
x2 Taken
|ohn ti.from
i-zx.Anacreom
.a _att. xiii. 33, 34 ; Luke xvu. 2x.
• John yr. 53; Mark x. 38.

of the people ; himself is the King of glory, and
powerful in war." ,2
And by war he means the war that is in the
body, because its frame has been made out of
hostile elements ; as it has been written, he says,
,, Remember
the conflict that exists in the
body." ,3 Jacob, he says, saw this entrance and
this gate in his journey into Mesopotamm, that
is, when from a chdd he was now becoming a
youth and a man; that is, (the entrance and
gate) were made known unto him as he journeyed into Mesopotamia.
But Mesopotamia,
he
56 John
,. 3r.
_t_ro'r*rra'f_vov:
some read
7 p_.**i. 3....
_ I**.
P...._ai.a
............
s.,tai. _, _. r.
xo Tsa xlix iS.

-'lrow_'_tt_'o_.

t's. xxiv. 7"9
_ Ps. xxii. 6, xxiv 8.
x3 This m a quotation from the _ltu_t:._ob
xl¢ _'_. _
ence to the authorized (English) vermon woum be in. o.
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says, is the current of the great ocean flowing foolishness unto him." s And these are, he says,
from the midst of the Perfect Man ; and he was the meffable mysteries of the Spirit, which we
astonished
at the celestial
gate, exclaiming,
alone are acquainted
with.
Concerning
these,
"How terrible is this place ! it is nought else he says, the Saviour has declared, "No one can
than the house of God, and this (is) the gate of come unto me, except my heavenly Father draw
heaven." ' On account of this, he says, Jesus some one unto me." 9 For it is very difficult, he
uses the words, "I am the true gate." 2 Now he says, to accept and receive this great and ineffawho makes these statements is, he says, the Per- ble mystery.
And again, it is stud, the Saviour
feet Man that is imaged from the unportrayable
has declared, "Not every one that saith unto
one from above.
The Perfect Man therefore
me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of
cannot, he says, be saved, unless, entering in heaven, but he that doeth the will of my Father
through this gate, he be born again.
But this which is m heaven." xo And it is necessary that
very one the Phrygians, he says, call also PAPA, they who perform this (will), not hear it merely,
because he tranquillized
all things which, prior should enter into the kingdom of heaven.
And
to his manifestation,
were confusedly and dis- again, he says, the Saviour has declared, "The
sonantly moved.
For the name, he says, of publicans and the harlots go Into the kingdom
PAPA belongs simultaneously to all creatures 3 __ of heaven before you." x_ For "the publicans,"
celestial, and terrestrial, and infernal -- who ex- he says, are those who receive the revenues _2 of
claim, Cause to cease, cause to cease the discord all things ; ,3 but we, he says, are the pubhcans,
of the world, and make "peace for those that "unto whom the ends of the ages have come." _4
are afar off," that is, for material and earthly For "the ends," he says, are the seeds scattered
beings ; and "peace
for those that are near," 4 from the unportrayable
one upon the world,
that is, for perfect men that are spiritual and through which the whole cosmical system is
endued with reason.
But the Phrygians denomicompleted ; for through these also it began to
nate this same also "corpse"
-- buried in the exist.
And this, he says, is what has been debody, as it were, in a mausoleum
and tomb. clared:
"The sower went forth to sow. And
This, he says, is what has been declared, "Ye
some fell by the wayside, and was trodden down ;
are whited sepulchres, full," he says, "of dead and some on the rocky places, and sprang up,"
men's bones within," s because there is not in he says, "and on account of its having no depth
you the living man.
And again he exclaims,
(of soil), it wathered and died; and some," he
"The dead shall start forth from the graves," 6 says, "fell on fair and good ground, and brought
that is, from the earthly bodies, being born again forth fruit, some a hundred, some sixty, and some
spiritual, not carnal.
For this, he says, is the thirty fold. Who hath ears," he says, "to hear,
Resurrection
that takes place through the gate let him hear." ,s The meaning of this, he says,
of heaven, through which, he says, all those that is as follows, that none becomes a hearer of
do not enter remain dead.
These same Phry- these mysteries, unless only the perfect Gnosgians, however, he.says, affirm again that this very tics. This, he says, is the fair and good land
(man), as a consequence
of the change, (be- which Moses speaks of: "I will bring you into
comes) a god.
For, he says, he becomes a god a fair and good land, into a land flowing with
when, having nsen from the dead, he will enter milk and honey." ,6 This, he says, is the honey
into heaven through a gate of this kind.
Paul and the milk, by tasting which those that are perthe apostle, he says, knew of this gate, partially ! fect become kingless, and share in the Pleroma.
opening it in a mystery, and stating "that
he This, he says, is the Pleroma, through which all
was caught up by an angel, and ascended as far ! existent thmgs that are produced ,z have from
as the second and third heaven into paradise
the ingenerable
one been both produced
and
itself; and that he beheld sights and heard un- completed.
speakable words which it would not be possible
And this same (one) is styled also by ,8 the
for man to declare."7
Phrygians
"unfruitful."
For he is unfruitful
These are, he says, what are by all called the when he is carnal, and causes the desire of the
secret mysteries, "which (also we speak), not in flesh. This, he says, is what is spoken : "Every
words taught of human wisdom, but in those tree not producing good fruit, is cut down and
taught of the Spirit, comparing spiritual things
with spiritual.
But the natural man receiveth
, x cot a. ,3,
,4.
not the things of the Spirit of God, for they are
,9o_lat:t.
1oh, ,,:._.
VIUt._I.
tx Matt. xxi.3xx Gen. xxv_. I, x7.
,*Thewordtranslated
"revenues"and"cad*" Is am mtm0-mJolmx.
9;
Matt..vi_.
x3.
s [A mange amptifyixag
oftl_woul, whldabmowr.lMm__. _'T_
_v: some_ad_'_, *_*,6_.
dmivelyforone. Elm:idaxi_IIL]
'+ x Cor.z. xx.
Eph.ii. ,l.
_ Matt.xiil.y-9; Markiv.3--9;Imiteviii.It41.
s Matt._
a7.
x6Deut.xxxl.ao.
• Matt._
Ss,_
x_,
Or "genera."
_'=Ca_.aft.=.
z*_: Milkrreadsa._.
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cast into the fire." t For these fruits, he says,
are only rational living men, who enter in through
the third gate.
They say, forsooth, "Ye devour
the dead, and make the living ; (but) if ye eat the
living, what will ye do?"
They assert, however, that the living "are rational faculties and
minds, and men--pearls
of that unportrayable
one cast before the creature below." 2 This, he
says, is what (Jesus) asserts : "Throw not that
which is holy unto the dogs, nor pearls unto the
swine." _ Now they allege that the work of
swine and dogs is the intercourse of the woman
with a man.
And the Phrygians, he says, call
this very one "goat-herd"
(Aipolis), not because, he says, he is accustomed
to feed the
goats female and male, as the natural (men) use
the name, but because, he says, he is "Aipolis"
that is, always ranging over,--who
both revolves and carries around the entire cosmical
system by his revolutionary motion.
For the
word "Poleln"
signifies to turn and change
things ; whence, he says, they all call the twos
centre of the heaven poles (Poloi).
And the
poet says : -'+What sea-born sinless sage comes hither,
Undying Egyptian Proteus ? "4
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Spirit not carnal.
At least Jeremiah himself remarked : "He is a man, and who shall know
him ?" ,o In this manner, (the Naassene) says,
the knowledge of the Perfect Man is exceedingly
profound, and difficult of comprehension.
For,
he says, the beginning of perfection is a knowledge of man, whereas knowledge of God is
absolute perfection.
The Phrygians, however, assert, he says, that
he is likewise "a green ear of corn reaped."
And after the Phrygians, the Athenians, while
initiating people into the Eleusinian rites, likewise display to those who are being admitted to
the highest grade at these mysteries, the mighty,
and marvellous, and most perfect secret suitable
for one initiated into the highest mystic truths :
(I allude to) an ear of corn in silence reaped.
But this ear of corn is also (considered)
among
the Athenians to constitute the perfect enormous
illumination (that has descended)
from the unportrayable one, just as the Hierophant
himself
(declares) ; not, Indeed, emasculated like Attis,"
but made a eunuch by means of hemlock, and
despising x2 all carnal generation.
(Now) by
night in Eleusis, beneath a huge fire, (the Celebrant,) enacting the great and secret mysteries,
vociferates and cries aloud, saying, "August
Brimo has brought forth a consecrated
son,
Brimus ;" that is, a potent (mother has been
delivered of) a potent child.
But revered, he
says, is the generation that is spiritual, heavenly,
from above, and potent is he that is so born.
For the mystery is called "Eleusin " and "Anactorium."
"Eleusin,"
because, he says, we
who are spiritual come flowing down from Adam
above ; for the word "eleusesthai"
is, he says,
of the same import with the expression "to
come."
But "Anactorium"
is of the same iraport with the expression "to ascend upwards."
This, he says, is what they affirm who have been
initiated in the mysteries of the Eleusinians.
It
is, however, a regulation of law, that those'who
have been admitted into the lesser should again
be initiated into the Great _ Mysteries.
For
greater destinies obtain greater portions.
But
the inferior mysteries, he says, are those of
Proserpine below ; in regard of which mysteries,
and the path which leads thither, which is wide
and spacious, and conducts those that are perish-

He is not undone, s he says, 6 but revolves as
it were, and goes round himself.
Moreover, also,
cities in which we dwell, because we turn and
go round in them, are denominated
"Poleis."
In this manner, he says, the Phrygians call this
one "Aipolis," inasmuch as he everywhere ceaselessly turns all things, and changes them into
their own peculiar (functions).
And the Phryglans style him, he says, "very fruitful" likewise,
"because,"
says he, "more numerous are the
children of the desolate one, than those of her
which hath an husband ;-7 that is, things by
being born again become immortal, and abide
for ever in great numbers, even though the things
that are produced may be few ; whereas things
carnal, he says, are all corruptible, even though
very many things (of this type)are
produced,
For this reason, he says, "' Rachel wept 8 for her
children, and would not," says (the prophet),
"be comforted ; sorrowing for them, for she
knew," says he, "that they are not."9
But
Jeremiah likewise utters lamentation
for Jerusalem below, not the city in Phoenicia, but the
corruptible generation
below.
For Jeremiah ing to Proserpine, the poet likewise says :likewise, he says, was aware of the Perfect Man,
"But under her a feadul path extends,
of him that is born again--of
water and the
Hollow,
miry, yet Aphrodite
best guide,stolovely grove.+.I3
Highly-honoured
Lukeill.9.
sx Matt.m.,o:
_:
someread
_rov.
s matt.vii.6.
40dyasey_iv. #4.
.
s ttr_K_t;
h_y, bought_ ,mid.t._, ruined.
6 +x+e.t...:
somereadaL_A_,Lc.,doubtlem,
of_
I +,OX_+:

t.h_

m in t]_

mtll_;

&it_,

is tn tlm M._+ '_ClO m_-

l#eal_
istl'mta'otm=
mmcti_ oi'tl_ o+tltm.,tu..
9 Je=._
is; Mitt. ii. IS.

These, he says, are the inferior mysteries, those
appertaining to carnal generation.
Now, those
•
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men who are initiated into these inferior (mys- says, is there where likewise the Father is named,
reties) ought to pause, and (then) be admitted and the Son is there born from this Father.
into the great (and) heavenly (ones). For they, This, he says, is the many-named, thousand-eyed
he says, who obtain their shares (in this rays- Incomprehensible One, of whom every nature-tery), receive greater portions. For this, he each, however, differently--is desirous. This,
says, is the gate of heaven ; and this a house of he says, is the word of God, which, he says, is a
God, where the Good Deity dwells alone. And word of revelation of the Great Power. Whereinto this (gate), he says, no unclean person shall fore it witl be sealed, and hid, and concealed,
enter, nor one that is natural or carnal ; but it lying in the habitation where lies the basis of the
is reserved for the spiritual only. And those root of the universe, viz., _,F_.ons,
Powers, Intelli.
who come hither ought to cast off' their gar- igences, Gods, Angels, delegated Spirits, Entities,
ments, and become all of them bridegrooms, !Nonentities, Generables, Ingenerables, IncomFor_prehensibles,
Comprehensibles, Years, Months,
emasculated through the virginal sprat.
""
i
this is the virgin_ who carries in her womb and Days, Hours, (and) Inwmble Point from which 6
conceives and brings forth a son, not animal, not! what is least begins to increase gradually. That
corporeal, but blessed for evermore. Concern- which is, he says, nothing, and which consists of
ing these, it is said, the Saviour has expressly inothing, inasmuch as it is indivisible -- (I mean)
declared that "straight and narrow is the way a point-- will become through its own reflective
that leadeth unto life, and few there are that power a certain incomprehensible magnitude.
enter upon it ; whereas broad and spacious is This, he says, is the kingdom of heaven, the
the way that leadeth unto destruction, and many grain of mustard seed/ the point which is inthere are that pass through it." 3
divisible in the body ; and, he says, no one
!knows this (point) save the spiritual only. This,
CHAP.IV.-- FURTHERUSE_DE OV THESVSTF_ihe says, is what has been spoken : "There is no
or THEPHRVGL_NS
; MOVEOFCELEBRXTmG
THE speech nor language where their voice is not
MYSTERIES ; TI-I_ MYSTERY
OF
THE
" GREAT
heard." s
MOTHER;" _IESE MVSTERrESHAVE A JOIN'r They rashly
assumeinthis
manner,thatwhatOBJECT OF WORSHIP
WITH
THE NAASSENI : THE
soever things
have been saidand done by all
NAASSENI ALLEGORIZE
THE
SCRIPTURAL
ACCOUNT
men, (may be made to harmonize) with their
oF THE GARDENOr _X_V__
; THE _LEC_OXYown particular mental view, alleging that all
_,PLmD TO THE UFE OF JESUS.
things become spiritual. Whence likewise they
The Phrygians, however, further assert that assert, that those exhibiting themselves in thethe father of the universe is "Amygdahis," not atres,-- not even these say or do anything witha tree, he says, but that he is "Amygdalus" who out premeditation. Therefore, he says, when,
previously existed; and he having in himself on the people assembling in the theatres, any
the perfect fruit,as it were, throbbing and moving one enters clad in a remarkable robe, carrying a
in the depth, rent his breasts, and produced his harp and playing a tune (upon it, accompanynow invisible, and nameless, and ineffable child, ing it) with a song of the great mysteries, he
respecting whom we shall speak. For the word speaks as follows, not knowing what he says :
"Amyxal" signifies, as it were, to burst and "Whether (thou art) the race of Saturn or
sever through, as he says (happens) in the case happy Jupiter,9 or mighty Rhea, Hail, Attis,
of inflamed bodies, and which have in them- gloomy mutilation of Rhea. Assyrians style thee
selves any tumour ; and when doctors have cut thrice-longed-for Adonis, and the whole of Egypt
this, they call it "Amychai."
In this way, he (calls thee) Osiris, celestial horn of the moon ;
says, the Phrygians call him "Amygdalus," from Greeks denominate (thee) Wisdom ; Samowhich proceeded and was born the Invisible thracians, venerable Adam ; H_emonians, Cory(One), "by whom all things were made, and bus ; and the Phrygians (name thee) at one time
nothing was made without Him." 4 And the Palm , at another time Corpse, or God, or FruitPhryglar_ say that what has been thence pro- less, or Aipolos, or green Ear of Corn that has
duced is "Syrictas" (piper), because the Spirit been reaped, or whom the very fertile Amygthat is born is haxmonious. "For God," he dalus produced--s
man, a musician." This,
says, "is Spirit ; wherefore," he affirms,"neither he says, is multiform Attis, whom while they
in this mountain do the true worshippers wor- celebrate in a hymn, they utter these words : "I
ship, nor in Jerusalem, but in spirit. For the will hymn Attis, son of Rhea, not with the buzzadoration of the perfect ones," he says, "is mg sounds of trumpets, or of Idman pipers,
spiritual, not carnal." s The Spirit, however, he which accord with (the voices of) the Curetes ;
s
s
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but I will mingle (my song) with Apollo's music of the bodily organs), and its colours, furnishes
of harps, 'evoe, evan,' inasmuch as thou art Pan, testimony to what is spoken. "But the name
as thou art Bacchus, as thou art shepherd of of the second river is Gihon: this is that which
brilliant stars."
compasseth the land of Ethiopia."
This, he
On account of these and such like reasons, says, is hearing, since Gihon is (a tortuous
these constantly attend the mysteries called those stream), resembling a sort of labyrinth. "And
of the "Great Mother," supposing especially the name of the third is Tigris. This is that
that they behold by means of the ceremonies which floweth over against (the country o{) the
performed there the entire mystery. For these Assyrians." This, he says,4 is smelling, employhave nothing more than the ceremonies that are ing the exceedingly rapid current of the stream
performed there, except that they are not emas- (as an analogy of this sense). But it flows over
culated : they merely complete the work of the against (the country of) the Assyrians, because
emasculated. For with the utmost severity and in every act of respiration following upon expiravigilance they enjoin (on their votaries) to ab- tion, the breath drawn in from the external atstain, as if they were" emasculated, from inter- mosphere enters with swifter motion and greater
course with a woman. The rest, however, of force. For this, he says, is the nature of respirathe proceeding (observed in these mysteries), as tion. "But the fourth river is Euphrates." This,
we have declared at some length, (they follow) they assert, is the mouth, through which are the
just as (if they were) emasculated persons, passage outwards of prayer, and the passage inAnd they do not worship any other object but wards of nourishment.
(The mouth) makes
Naas, (from thence) being styled Naasseni. glad, and nurtures and fashions the Spiritual
But Naas is the serpent from whom, i.e., from Perfect Man. This, he says, is "the water that
the word-Naas, (the Naassene) says, are all that iis above the firmament," s concerning which, he
under heaven are denominated temples (Naous). says, the Saviour has declared, "If thou knewest
And (he states) that to him alone-- that is, who it is that asks, thou wouldst have asked from
Naas- is dedicated every shrine and every Him, and He would have gxven you to drink
;initiatory rite, and every mystery ; and, in gen- living, bubbling water." 6 Into this water, he
eral, that a rehgious ceremony could not be dis- says, every nature enters, choosing its own subcovered under heaven, in which a temple (Naos) stances ; and its peculiar quality comes to each
has no existence ; and in the temple itself is nature from this water, he says, more than iron
Naas, from whom it has received its denomina- does to the magnet, and the gold to the banktion of temple (Naos). And these affirm thai bone 7 of the sea falcon, and the chaff to the
the serpent is a moist substance, just as Thales amber.
also, the Milesian, (spoke of water as an orignatBut if any one, he says, is blind from birth,
ing principle,) and that nothing of exJsting and has never beheld the true light, "which
things, immortal or mortal, animate or inani- lighteneth every man that cometh into the
mate, could consist at all without him. And world," s by us let him recover his sight, and
that all things are subject unto him, and that he behold, as it were, through some paradise planted
is good, and that he has all things in himself, as with every description of tree, and supplied with
in the horn of the one-horned bull ;, so as that abundance of fruits, water coursing its way
he imparts beauty and bloom to all things that through all the trees and fruits ; and he will
exist according to their own nature and peculi- see that from one and the same water the ohve
arity, as if passing through all, just as ("the chooses for itself and draws the off, and the vine
river) proceeding forth from Edcm, and divid- the wine ; and (so is it with) the rest of plants,
ing itself into four heads. ''2
according to each genus. That Man, however,
They assert, however, that Edem is the brain, he says, is of no reputation in the world, but of
as it were, bound and tightly fastened in encir- illustrious fame in heaven, being betrayed by
cling robes, as if (in) heaven. But they suppose those who are ignorant (of his perfections) to
that man, as far as the head only, is Paradise, those who know him not, being accounted as a
therefore that "this river, which proceeds out of drop from a cask.9 We, however, he says, are
Edem," that is, from the brain, "is divided into spiritual, who, from the life-giving water of Eufour heads,3 and that the name of the first river
,t Or, "they troy."
is called Phison ; this is that which encompasss c._. {._.
eth all the land of Havilath : there is gold, and
6 joheiv.,o.
tttp_ci¢. This _ord literally means the rod; or, in latex-tlmes,
the gold of that land is excellent, and there is ts¢_b _d intotheto-_rd._
(ie.,theupright
loom),for
thepurpose
bdellium and the onyx stone." This, he says, of
drivingand
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ofother
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home,
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eveUbones
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through the true gate, which is the blessed Jesus.
And of all men, we Christians alone are those
who in the third gate celebrate the mystery, and
axe anointed there with the unspeakable chrism
from a horn, as David (was anointed), not from
an earthen vessel/ he says, as (was) Saul, who
held converse with the evil demon _ of carnal
concupiscence.
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do the remaining heresies present much difference of aspect from this, having a mutual connection through (the same) spirit of error. But
since, altering the words and the names of the
serpent, they wish that there should be many
heads of the serpent, neither thus shall we fail
thoroughly to refute them as they desire.
CHAP.VII.-- THE_Sx_=_ OF THEPERAT_E
; THEIR
T_T_r_z_u

_ EXPLANATIONOF THE INCARNATION.

There is also unquestionably a certain other
cs_. V.wEX_w..P_ATIOI_
OF T'_ _
OFTHE (head of the hydra,Snamely, the heresy) of the
sx_s_
TAKENW0M ONEOF T_
H_/SS.
Perat_, 6 whose blasphemy against Christ has for
The foregoing remarks, then, though few out many years escaped notice. And the present is
of many, we have thought proper to bring for- a fitting opportunity for bringing to light the
ward. For innumerable are the silly and crazy secret mysteries of such (heretics). These allege
attempts of folly. But since, to the best of our that the world is one, triply divided. And of
ability, we have explained the unknown Gnosis, the triple division with them, one portion is a
it seemed expedient likewise to adduce the fol- certain single originating principle, just as it were
lowing point. This psalm of theirs has been a huge fountain, which can he divided mentally
composed, by which they seem to celebrate all into infinite segments. Now the first segment,
the mysteries of the error (advanced by) them and that which, according to them, is (a segin a hymn, couched in the following terms : _
ment) in preference (to others),7 is a triad, and
The world'sproducing law was Primal Mind, 3
it is called a Perfect Good, (and) a Paternal
And next was First-born'soutpoured Chaos;
Magnitude. And the second portion of the
And third, the soul received its law of
Encircl'd, therefore, with an aqueous4
With holding
care o'erpowered
it succumbs
Now
sway, it eyes
the light, to
Andnow it weepson misery flung;
Now it mourns, now it thrills with joy;
Iqow it
it hears
wails, its
nowdoom,
it hears
l_ow
nowitsit doom;
dies,
And now it leaves us, never to return,
It, hapless straying, treads the maze of
But
.Jesus said,Father,behold,
A strife of ills across the earth
Wandersfromthy breath (of wrath) ;

toil :
form,
death,

of these

is, as it were,

a certain

infinite

crowd of potentialities that are generated s front
themselves,

(while)

the

third

is formal.9

And

the first,which is good, is unbegotten, and the

ills.

]ButbitterChaos(man)seeks to shun,
And knowsnot howto pass it through,
On this account, O Father, send me;
Bearing seals, I shall descend;
Through ages whole I'll sweep,
All mysten'es I'II unravel,
And forms of Gods I'll show;
And secrets of the saintly path,
Styled "Guosis," I'll impart,
CHAP. VL _

triad

second
is a self-producing
good, and the third
is created ; and hence it is that they expressly
declare
that there are three Gods, three Logoi,
three Minds, three Men.
For to each portion

of the world, after the division has been made,
they assign both Gods, and Logoi, and Minds,
and Men, and the rest ; but that from unorigination and the first segment ,o of the world, when
afterwards

the world

had

attained

unto its corn-

pletion, there came down from above, for causes
that we shall afterwards declaxe, in the time of

s Somethingis wanting afterIIepa_n_-_in the text. Millersup_i_t thedeficiency,and his conjectureis adoptedabove. Literally,
tt shouldbe rendered_" the Pe,_ratic
heresy, the blasphemyof which
(here6cs)," etc.
THE OPHITES THE GRAND SOURCE OF
b Mo_ d what is mentionedby Hippolyms c_,ceralnS this sect
HERESY.
is.new, as the....
chid writersoa the early her-_es are comparatlvely
silentconcerningthe Perat_e; indeed,Iren_us. "lertulhan)and Epi-

These doctrines, then, the Naasseni attempt
to establish, calling themselves Gnostics. But
since the error is many-headed and diversified,
resembling, in truth, the hydra that we read of
in history; when, at one blow, we have struck
Off"the heads of this (delusion) by means of
refutation, employing the wand of truth,we shall
en1_ly exterminate the monster.For neither
_.ffi_._.
s• xSm.x.
z Sam.xvi.x4.
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Herod a certain man called Christ, with a three- _affirm to be a world of erratic (signs), both in
fold nature, and a threefold body, and a three- power, and position, and number, and that it
fold power, (and)having
in himself all (Species extends as far as the moon.3
And (they lay
of) concretions
and potentialities
(derivable)down),
that (one) world derives from (the
from the three divisions of the world ; and that [other) world a certain power, and mutual particithis, says (the Peratic), is what is spoken:
"It pation (in that power), and that the subjacent
pleased him that in him should dwell all fulness obtain this participation from the superjacent
bodily," _ and in Him the entire Divinity resides (portions).
In order, however, that what is
of the triad as thus divided.
For, he says, that (here) asserted may be perspicuous, I shall one
from the two superjacent worlds--namely,
from by one employ those very expressions of the asthat (portion of the triad) which is unbegotten,
trologers ; (and in doing so) I shall only be
and from that which is self-producing--there
reminding my readers of statements previously
have been conveyed down into this world in made in the department of the work where we
which we are, seeds of all sorts of potentialities,
have explained the entire art of the astrologers.
What, however, the mode of the descent is, we What, then, the opinions are which those (specushall afterwards declare,
lators) entertain, are as follow :
(The Peratic) then says that Christ de(Their doctrine is), that from an emanation
scended from above from unorigination, that by of the stars the generations of the subjacent
His descent all things triply divided might be (parts) is consummated.
For, as they wistfully
saved.
For some things, he says, being borne gazed upward upon heaven, the Chaldeans asdown from above, will ascend through Him, serted that (the seven stars) 4 contain a reason
whereas whatever (beings) form plots against for the efficient causes of the occurrence of all the
those which are carried down from above are events that happen unto us, and that the parts
cast off,2 and being placed in a state of punish- of the fixed zodiacal signs co-operate (in this
ment, are renounced.
This, he says, is what is influence).
Into twelve (parts they diwde the
spoken : "For the Son of man came not into the zodiacal circle), and each zodiacal sign into thirty
world to destory the world, but that the world portions, and each portion into sixty diminutive
through Him might be saved."
The world, he parts ; for so they denominate the very smallest
says, he denominates
those two parts that are parts, and those that are indivisible.
And of the
situated above, viz., both the unbegotten
(por- zodiacal signs, they term some male, but others
tion of the triad), and the self-produced
one. feminine ; and some with two bodies, but others
And when Scripture, he says, uses the words, not so ; and some tropical, whereas others firm.
"that
we may not be condemned
with the The male signs, then, are either feminine, which
world," it alludes to the third portion of (the possess a co-operative
nature for the procreatriad, that is) the formal world.
For the third tion of males, (or are themselves productive of
portion, which he styles the world (in which we females.)
For Aries is a male zodiacal sign, but
are), must perish ; but the two (remaining por- Taurus female ; and the rest (are denominated)
tions), which are situated above, must be rescued according to the same analogy, some male, but
from corruption,
others female. And I suppose that the Pythagoreans, being swayed from such (considerations),
CHAP. VnL raTHE PERAT._ DERIVETHEIR SYSTEMstyle the Monad male, and the Duad female ;
FROM THg ASTROLOGgRS
; TInS PROVEDBe A and, again, the Triad male, and analogically the
STATEMENTOF Tag ASTROLOOICAL
TI_gORIESOF remainder of the even and odd numbers.
Some,
aug ZODIAC; X-IF_CETHE TFa_mOLOGY OF THg however, dividing each zodiacal sign into twelve
PERATICHERETICS.
parts, employ almost the same method.
For exLet us, then, in the first place, learn how (the
Peratists) ' deriving this doctrine from astrolo-

ample, in Aries, they style the first of the twelve
parts
and aand
male,thebut
the both
second
both
Taurusboth
and Aries
a female,
third
Gemini
gers,
act
despitefully
towards
Christ,
working
and
a
male
;
and
the
same
plan
is
pursued
in
the
destruction
for those who follow them in an
error of this description.
For the astrologers, case of the rest of the parts. And they assert
alleging that there is one world, divide it into that
there
with two bodies,
viz.,namely
Gemini and
the are
signssigns
diametrically
opposite,
the twelve fixed portions of the zodiacal signs, Sagittarius, and Virgo, and Pisces, and that the
and call the world of the fixed zodiacal signs rest have not two bodies.
And (they state) that
one immoveable
world;
and the other they some are likewise tropical, and when the sun
stands in these, he causes great turnings s of the
•_,._,L.,,_h_,=_.
_rra_:
son_ mad _k,_, i e., dismlmms:
S_C_.I.,_U._
sore* d_he¢....¢_¢_,t.e.,
surrounding
(sign).
Aries is a sign of this
l_e_ll_
casts off. Hippolytus, ia hts Stmmary
¢ as Pe_,'atw
/'/ereo, in book x., has aOt¢'rgt _i•_, which Crulc_ trdlx_attm tcmet'e
ttb*'o/t_tttt*r. Schneidewln has in the same pa_mge &_tmmerely,
tta___t__ it ohjici**stse.
In both phttxm ll_'lmyt_ tmggtsts

_,

i._0_

of t_ mktu_d t_ Sc_'im_t.

s Or_"hspat_oftlmmoon."
4 _¢a¢ tam_slmts here art supldled from Sextms _plricuS.
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description, and that which is diametrically opposite to it, just as Libra, and Capricorn, and
Cancer.
For in Aries is the vernal turning, and
in Capricorn that of winter, and in Cancer that
of summer, and in Libra that of autumn.
The details, however, concerning
this system
we have minutely explained in the book preceding this; and from it any one who wishes
instruction (on the point), may learn how it is
that the originators of this Peratic heresy, viz.,
Euphrates the Peratic, and Celbes the Carystian,'
have, in the transference (into their own system
of opinions from these sources), made alterations
in name only, while in reality they have put forward similar tenets.
(Nay more), they have,
with immoderate zeal, themselves devoted (their
attention) to the art (of the astrologers).
For
also the astrologers speak of the limits of the
stars, in which they assert that the dominant
stars have greater influence ; as, for instance, on
some they act injuriously, while on others they
act well. And of these they denominate
some
malicious, and some beneficent.
And (stars) are
said to look upon one another, and to harmonize
with each other, so that they appear according
to (the shape of) a triangle or square.
The
stars, looking on one another, are figured according to (the shape of _) a triangle, having an intervening distance of the extent of three zodiacal
signs ; whereas (those that have an interval o 0
two zodiacal signs are figured according to (the
shape of) a square.
And (their doctrine is),
that as in the same way as in a man, the subjacent parts sympathize with the head, and the
head likewise sympathizes
with the subjacent
parts, so all terrestrial (sympathize)
with superlunar s objects.
But (the astrologers go further
than this4);
for there exists (according
tO
them) a certain difference and incompatibility s
between these, so as that they do not involve one
and the same union.
This combination
and
divergence
of the stars, which is a Chaldean
(tenet), has been arrogated to themselves by
those of whom we have previously spoken,
Now these, falsifying the name of truth, proclaim as a doctrine of Christ an insurrection of
........
t r,
.............
_etoes,
as ooserven m a tormer note, has two omer torms m
Tke gCfutatwn, vzz., Acembes and Ademes. He ts called CarysUus.,
and the other founder of the betsy Perancus. As t._ latter term _
frequentiy used to designate _ut_e-a, Le. the country neyona (*repm,)
the contment, tt ts _ferredthat .Ca_suus has a similar lin_rt.
_
wou._, seem pmcea oeyono conyectute, oy a ,pes_e
.t_.;rom.,
vu.
voL tt. p. 555) m _temerts ._texanannus, atty.m_, attu_a to., wtto
say.s that someheres.tes, e.g. ttlo_., ot me m are_ttes _
t_ntota__ s,
ctertveo their e_nommatton zrom me names, whereas omen 1tom.me
country, .of their founders. Asan mstan__ of the latter, he menUmm
tl_ k'eratics {see.note 4,.P.._, lanU note_, p. Se_ ...........
_m*meacnc_eneaes m the text ate naea up trom _
J_mpm..
Or, ,, celestial."
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2Eons and revolts of good into (the ranks of)
evil powers ; and they speak of the confederations of good powers with wicked ones.
Denominating
them,
therefore, TOPARCHAI and
PROAST]OI,
6 and (though thus) framing for themselves very many other names not suggested (to
them from other sources), they have yet unskilfully systematized
the entire imaginary doctrine of the astrologers concerning
the stars.
And since they have introduced
a supposition
pregnant with immense error, they shall be refuted through the instrumentality of our admirable arrangement.
For I shall set down, in
contrast with the previously mentioned Chaidaic
art of the astrologers,
some of the Peratic7
treatises, from which, by means of comparison,
there will be an opportunity of perceiving how
the Peratic doctrines are those confessedly of
the astrologers, not of Christ.
CHAP.IX. _SYs'rEM Or THE PERATA_EXPLAINED
OUT OF ONE OF THEIR OWN BOOKS.
It seems, then, expedient to set forth a certain
one of the books held s in repute amongst them,
in which the following passage 9 occurs : " I am
a voice of arousal from slumber in the age of
night.
Henceforward
I commence to strip the
power which is from chaos.
The power is that
of the lowest depth of mud, which uprears the
slime of the incorruptible
(and) humid expanse
of space.
And it is the entire power of the
convulsion, which, ever in motion, and presenting
the colour of water, whirls things on that are
stationary, restrains things tremulous, sets things
free as they proceed, lightens zo things as they
abide, removes things on the increase, a faithful
steward of the track of the breezes, enjoying
the things disgorged from the twelve eyes of
the law, '_ (and) manifesting
a seal '= to the
power which along with itself distributes
the
downborne invisible waters, and has been called
Thalassa.
This power ignorance has been accustomed to denominate
Cronus, guarded with
chains because he tightly bound the fold of the
6 i.e., "Rulers of tocmltJes
andsuSurSnas.':--

7 The Perattc here_'y both Htp_polytus anti I neoaoret ststo to
have originated from Euphrates. Ongen, on the other hand, states
(Contr.
Cels., vl. The
z8, [vol.
iv. p.586])
thatis,Euphrates
was was
founder
I[ of
the Oohites.
mfet_ence
from this
that Origen
not
[ author of'T_e Refutat:o_.
[
s Htppolytus at the end ot"this chapter mentions the title of one
of their books O;. =_o_
_t_ a_e_oc "Tim Suburbans uu to
[ the Air." Bunsen suggest Ile_iea¢ qu_ltaisle,
The Tr_sc, enI dental Ethermns." _See note t *'trpra.)
[
9 The Abhe Crmce c,on_lers that the foUo_mg system of cm] mogony ts translated into Greek from some Chaldat¢ or Synac work.
I He recotmises in it likewise a Jew,a_helament_ to be accounted for
[ from the'_t that the Jews during the Babylonish c.aptlvlty tmbthed
[ theprinclples of the Oriental 1)la"losophjr What, therefore, is given
[ by I'Iappolytus may have a Judaistic origin.
[
to
comiders
the text
corrupt. here is to the
|
zt Schneidewm
The Abbe Crulce
obemrves
that here
the reference

• _,zp,_on
_
_b ,equine._ _ thee,nv_....=_z_ ! and bookof thelaw¢_,. _,. "7), "here =e,tion ,s rode _
aS_.
ltmay_e treeq,rV'noere_unymore. .mme.r..r.e_m/t_lv©foanmimofEli=.Ti_H_r_word (pID_mdeforeom
•_*t_,Le.
"There i_ some _therdifference,_
_t_g_,r_wJthSextusEmplrions.
_v_ttr_

on the =,,h,___ty of _o_e___=:

etc.; trot uasaoes|
.
[an.e_.andaf0u.ntam. ........ llell_ett_
I (See Job tt. 7.)
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dense and misty and obscure and murky Tar- tolemus, Misyr, and Praxidica7 The right-hand
tams. According to the image of this were power has lordship over fruits. This one igno._hrOducedCepheus, Prometheus, (and)Japetus. rance has denominated Mena, according to
e Power to which has been entrusted Tha- whose image were born Bumegas, s Ostanes,
lassax is hermaphrodite. And it fastens the Mercury Trismegistus, Curites, Petosiris, Zodahissing sound arising from the twelve mouths rium, Berosus, Astmmpsuchus, (and) Zoroaster.
into twelve pipes, and pours it forth. And the The left-hand power is (lord) of fire, (and)
power itself is subtle, and removes the controll- ignorance has denominated this one Vulcan,
ing, boisterous, upward motion (of the sea), according to whose image were born Ericand seals the tracks of its paths, lest (any an- thonius, Achilles, Capaneus, Pha_thon,9 Meleatagonistic power) should wage war or introduce ger, Tydeus, Enceladus, Raphael, Suriel, (and)
any alteration.
The tempestuous daughter of Omphale. There are three intermediate powthis one is a faithful protectress of all sorts of ers suspended from air, authors of generation.
waters. Her name is Chorzar.
Ignorance is These ignorance has been in the habit of dein the habit of styling this (power) Neptune, nominating Fates; and according to the image
according to whose image was produced Glau- of these were produced the house of Priam,
cus, Meticertes, Ino, Nebro_. 2 He that is encir- the house of Laius, Ino, Autonoe, Agave, Athacled with the pyramid of twelve angels,s and mas, Procne, Danaides, and Peliades. A power
darkens the gate into the pyramid with various (there is) hermaphrodite, always continuing in
colours, and completes the entire in the sable infancy, never waxing old, cause of beauty,
hues of Night: this one ignorance denominated pleasure, maturity, desire, and concupiscence ;
Cronus.4 And his ministers were five,--first and ignorance has been accustomed to style
U, second Aoal, third Uo, fourth Uoab, fifth . . this Eros, according to whose image were born
Other trustworthy managers (there are) of his Paris, Narcissus, Ganymede, Endymion, Tithoprovince of night and day, who repose in their nus, Icarius, Leda, Amymone, Thetis, Hesperides,
own power. Ignorance denominated these the Jason, Leander, (and) Hero." These are PRoerratic stars, from whom depends a corruptible ASTIOIup tO _Ether, for with this title also he
generation. Manager of the rising of the star s inscribes the book.
is Carphacasemeocheir, (and) Eccabbacara (is i
the same). Ignorance is in the habit of de-] c_utl,,x.--a_E Pv._mc HERESYNOMINALLY
DIFnominating these Curetes chief of the winds;]
rERrgr _oM ASTROLOCV,
strr _V
THE
third in order is Ariel, according to whose image
sA__ SYSrEr_ALLEGORIZr__.
Was generated _Eolus, Briares. And chief of
It has been easily made evident to all, that the
the twelve-houred nocturnal (power) is Soclan, heresy of the Perat_ is altered in name only
whom ignorance is accustomed to style Osiris ; ifrom the (art) of the astrologers. And the rest
(and) according to the image of this one was !of the books of these (heretics) contain the same
born Admetus, Medea, Helen, 2Ethusa. Chief method, if it were agreeable to any one to wade
of the twelve-houred diurnal power is Euno. through them all. For, as I stud, they suppose
This is manager of the rising of the star Proto- that the causes of the generation of all begotten
camarus and of the ethereal (region), but igno- things are things unbegotten and superjacent,
mnce has denominated him Isis. A sign of this and that the world with us has been produced
one is the Dog-star, according to whose image after the mode of emanation, which (world)
were born Ptolem_eus son of Arsinoe, Didyma, they denominate formal. And (they maintain)
Cleopatra, and Olympias.
God's right-hand that all those stars together which are beheld in
power is that which ignorance has denominated th e firmament have been causes of the generaRhea, according to whose image were produced tion of this world. They have, however, altered
Attis, Mygdon, 6 (and) (Enone. The left-hand the name of these, as one may perceive from the
power has lordship over sustenance, and igno- PgOASTmIby means of a comparison (of the two
ranee is in the habit of styling this Ceres, systems). And secondly, according to the same
(while) her name is Berm ; and according to method as that whereby the world was made
the image of this one were born Celeus, Trip- from a supernal emanation, they affirm that in
, _¢[L'_I_
........... rt_¢rs_ to ;lI_
this manner objects here derive from the emanaIFOTfl15_I'0S_,WhO alll_ ] ....
th,,
thisw_n
wasstyl_l_g_mI_ng_ t_Omor_,
O_, or_la_h
br t_ [tmn of
the stars then"
generatmn,
and_-_1_
cormptmn,
Chaldelms;
another denomlnation
Umorolca_ or ___
........
_
I_:_
+I_....
_+,
Marc+_+

.The

Abhe

Cru_,.

however,

sets little

value

_I3LIU. _l_tlU_J _L,L|_L_L.
.
1_
•

on the_

_/J.l+,,..l_

,
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O._UUIU
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k++tO I:1.1._,.+
• ,

w_..,
,,_,tt ss to_,,,_
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• s.
u_
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_ian ; and since these stars occupy at different
=_.
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times different positions' in space, on account "For know,he _ys, this earth and spaciousheaven
of the perpetual revolution of the universe, there
Andabove,
Styx'floodedwater,whichis the oath
are (necessarily) at different periods different That greatestis, anddreadedmostby godsof happy
declinations towards a centre, and (different)
llfe."
ascensions to centres." (Now the Peratic heretics), affixing an allegorical import to this arrangement of the astrologers, delineate the
centre, as it were, a god and monad and lord
over universal generation, whereas the declination (is regarded by them as a power) on the
left, and ascension on the right. When any one,
therefore, falling in with the treatises of these
(heretics), finds mention among them of right
or left power, let him recur to the centre, and
the declination, and the ascension (of the Chaldean sages, and) he will clearly observe that the
entire system of these (Perat_) consists of the
astrological doctrine,

And not only, he says, do the poets make this
statement, but already also the very wisest men
among the Greeks. And Heraclitus is even one
of these, employing the following words : "For
to souls water becomes death." This death,
(the Peratic) says, seizes the Egyptians in the
Red Sea, along with their chariots. All, however, who are ignorant (of this fact), he says,
are Egyptians. And this, they assert, is the
departure from Egypt, (that is,) from the body.
For they suppose little Egypt to be body, and
that it crosses the Red Sea--that is, the water
of corruption, which is Cronus--and that it
reaches a place beyond the Red Sea, that is,
igeneration ; and that it comes into the vnlderCHAP.XI._WHY THEYCALLTHEMSELVES
PERAT_E
;ness, that is, that it attains a condition indeTHEIRTHEORYOF GENERATION
SUPPORTED
BY pendent of generation, where there exist proAN APPEALTO A_rl_QUrrv
; THEIR_WERPRETA-miscuously all the gods of destruction and the
TIONOFTHEEXODUSOFISRAEL
; THEIRSYSTEMGod of salvation.
OF CCTHE SERPENT _" DEDUCED
BY THEM FROM!
NOW, he says, the stars are the gods of deSCRX_URE
; THIS THE REALIMPORTOF THE struction, which impose upon existent things the
DOCTRrS_OF THE ASTROLOOF._S.
necessity of alterable generation.
These, he.
They denominate themselves, however, Pera- says, Moses denominated serpents of the wildert_, imagining that none of those things existing hess, which gnaw and nttefly ruin those who
by generation can escape the determined lot for imagined that they had crossed the Red Sea.
those things that derive their existence from To those, then, he says, who of the children of
generation. For if, says (the Peratic), anything Israel were bitten in the wilderness, Moses exbe altogether begotten, it also perishes, as also hibited the real and perfect serpent ; and they
is the opinion of the Sibyl.3 But we alone, he who believed on this serpent were not bitten
says, who are conversant with the necessity of in the wilderness, that is, (were not assailed) by
generation, and the paths through which man (evil) powers. No one therefore, he says, is
has entered into the world, and who have been there who is able to save and deliver those that
accurately instructed (in these matters) ,we alone come forth from Egypt, that is, from the body
are competent to proceed through and pass be- and from this world, unless alone the serpent
yond destruction.4 But water, he says, is de- that is perfect and replete with fulness. Upon
s_ction ; nor did the world, he says, perish by any this (serpent), he says, he who fixes his hope is
other thing quicker than by water. Water, how- not destroyed by the snakes of the wilderness,
ever, is that which rolls around among the PRO- that is, by the gods of generation. (This state_rIol, (and) they assert (it to be) Cronus. For ment) is written, he says, in a book of Moses.
such a power, he says, is of the colour of water ; This serpent, he says, is the power that attended
and this power, he saysmthat is, Cronus_none
Moses,S the rod that was turned into a serpent.
of those things existent by generation can escape. The serpents, however, of the magicians-- (that
For Cronus is a cause to every generation, in re- is,) the gods of destruction _ withstood the
gard of succumbing under destruction, and there power of Moses in Egypt, but the rod of Moses
could not exist (an instance of) generation in reduced them all to subjection and slew them.
which Cronus does not interfere. This, he says, This universal serpent is, he says, the wise dish what the poets also affirm, and what even ap- course of Eve. This, he says, is the mystery
the gods : _
of Edem, this the river of Edem ; this the mark
that was set upon Cain, that any one who findeth
_,_
_ _,.,_*,.
Le,_ a_ffit _oao_. him might not kill him. This, he says,6is Cain/
•s _po,_t
s_h_d_,i__
,4,_,.
whose sacrifice s the god of this world did not
SeeOra_=la
S_jdli,JaF_X:_.,ii.vet.z.
, ,_..,;
hc.cet_i_.me _.,,
i.e.,Tmaee.de_l,e, accept. The gory sacrifice, however, of Abel he
l_mmlm _
however, that such s de_
_ this was not the
_
(tee note ¢, p. 6o),but mea_ym2 _-tho_t..
The title

etemde, et_-m_'t_.--t__
,-,at_e_
" _ o_,_=.
_ _ ._%m_ot n¢o_-_,_ ._e_._¢,Le.,"_ T._*_e_t_u_a_,_.p.3_,J

s r=.h,.,-_,_7,vli.Tq_.
_O_,"_ hr._
s _ iv.S-
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approved of; for the ruler of this world rejoices moon, not fruits, not generation, not wealth, not
in (offerings of) blood. This, he says, is he sustenance, not anything at all of existent things,
who appeared in the last days, in form of.a man, is without his guidance. In regard of this, he
in the times of Herod, being born after the says, is the great wonder which is beheld in the
likeness of Joseph, who was sold by the hand of firmament by those who are able to observe it.
his brethren, to whom alone belonged the coat For, he says, at this top of his head, a fact which
of many colours. This, he says, is he who is is more incredible than all things to those who
according to the likeness of Esau, whose flax- are ignorant, "are setting and rising mingled
ment m he not being himself present-- was Ione with other." This it is in regsrd of which
blessed ; who did not receive, he says, the bene- iignorance
is in the habit of affirming : in heaven
diction uttered by him of enfeebled vision,z He "Dracorevolves,marvel mighty of monsterdread."•
acquired, however, wealth from a source independent of this, receiving nothing from him And on both sides of him have been placed Cowhose eyes were dim ; and Jacob saw his coun- rona and Lyra ; and above, near the top itself of
tenance,: as a man beholds the face of God. In the head, is visible the piteous man "Engunasis,"
regard of this, he says, it has been written that
"Holding the right loot's end of Draco fierce."g
"Nebrod was a mighty hunter before the Lord." 3
And there are, he says, many who closely imitate And at the back of Engonasis is an imperfect
this (Nimrod) : as numerous are they as the serpent, with both hands tightly secured by Angnawing (serpents) which were seen in the wil- guitenens, and being hindered from touching
derness by the children of Israel, from which Corona that lies beside the perfect serpent.
thatperfect serpent which Moses set up delivered
those that were bitten. This, he says, is that CHAP"X_. m COMPENVIOUS
STATEMENT
OF THE
which has been declared : "In the same manner
VOCUaUNES
OF THEPERAT_E.
as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness,
This is the diversified wisdom of the Peratic
so also must the Son of man be lifted up." 4 heresy, which it is difficult to declare in its enAccording to the likeness of this was made in tirety, so intricate is it on account of its seemthe desert the brazen serpent which Moses set iing to consist of the astrological art. As far
up. Of this alone, he says, the image is in forth, then, as this is possible, we shall briefly
heaven, always conspicuous in light,
explain the whole force of this (heresy). In
This, he says, is the great beginning respect- order, however, that we may by a compendious
ing which Scripture has spoken. Concerning statement elucidate the entire doctrine of these
this, he says it has been declared : "In the be- persons, it appears expedient to subjoin the folginning was the Word, and the Word was with lowing observations. According to them, the
God, and the Word was God. This was in the universe is Father, Son, (and) Matter; (but)
beginning with God, all things were made by each of these three has endless capacities in
Him, and without Him was not one thing that itself. Intermediate, then, between the Matter
was made. And what was formed in Him is and the Father sits the Son, the Word, the Setlife." s And in Him, he says, has been formed pent, always being in motion towards the unEve; (now) Eve is life. This, however, he moved Father, and (towards) Matter itself in
says, is Eve, mother of all living,6_ a common motion. And at one time he is turned towards
nature, that is, of gods, angels, immortals, mor- the Father, and receives the powers into his own
tals, irrational creatures, (and) rational ones. person; but at another time takes up these
For, he says, the expression "all" he uttered powers, and is turned towards Matter. And
of all (existences). And if the eyes of any, he Matter, (though) devoid of attribute, and being
says, are blessed, this one, looking upward on unfashioned, moulds (into itself) forms from the
the firmament, will behold at the mighty sum- Son which the Son moulded from the Father.
mit 7 of heaven the beauteous image of the setBut the SOn derives shape from the Father
pent, turning itself, and becoming an originating after a mode ineffable, and unspeakable, and
principle of every (species of) motion to all unchangeable; (that is,) in such a manner as
things that are being produced. He will (there- Moses says that the colours of the conceived
b_,) know that without him nothing consists, (kine) flowed from the rods'° which were fixed
either of things in heaven, or things on earth, in the drinking-troughs. And in like manner,
or things under the earth. Not night, not again, that capacities flowed also from the Son
into Matter, similarly to the power in reference
't c,_.
to conception which c__mefrom the rods upon
Gen xr,_.,.
xxziii, zo.
• c.-._z. 9.
the conceived (kine). And the difference of

,_._: ,_is

_coel_ocumd_

ieMad _ 6d_i7.

so Gen.xu. S_,
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colours, and the dissimilarity which flowed from
the rods through the waters upon the sheep, is,
he says, the difference of corruptible and incorruptible generation. As, however, one who
paints from nature, though he takes nothing
away from animals, transfers by his pencil all
forms to the canvas; so the Son, by a power
which belongs to himself, transfers paternal
marks from the Father into Matter. All the paternal marks are here, and there are not any
more. For if any one, he says, of those (beings)
which are here will have strength to perceive
that he is a paternal marktransferred hither from
above, (and that he is) incarnate--just as by the
conception resulting from the rod a something
white is produced,_he is of the same substance
altogether with the Father in heaven, and returns
thither. If, however, he may not happen upon
this doctrine, neither will he understand the necessity of generation, just as an abortion born
at night will perish at night. When, therefore,
he says, the Saviour observes, "your Father
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brain itself to the Father, and the cerebellum to
the Son, because of its being moved and being
of the form of (the head of) a serpent. And
they allege that this (cerebellum), by an ineffable
and inscrutable process, attracts through the
pineal gland the spiritual and life-giving substance emanating from the vaulted chamber 6
(in which the brain is embedded).
And on
receiving this, the cerebellum in an ineffable
manner imparts the ideas, just as the Son does,
to matter ; or, in other words, the seeds and the
genera of the things produced according to the
flesh flow along into the spinal marrow. Eraploying this exemplar, (the heretics) seem to
adroitly introduce their secret mysteries, which
are delivered in silence. Now it would be
impious for us to declare these ; yet it is easy to
form an idea of them, by reason of the many
statements that have been made.
CHAP.xm. _ THEPERATmnm_sv NOTGm_.L_r
KNOWN.

which is in heaven,"' he alludes to that one
from whom the Son deriving his characteristics

But since I consider that I have plainly explained the Peratic heresy, and by many (arguhas transferred them hither. When, however, ments) have rendered evident (a system that
(Jesus) remarks, "Your father is a murderer
from the beginning,''_ he alludes to the Ruler hitherto)
always
anddisis
altogether7has
a tissue
of escaped
fable, andnotice,
one that
and Demiurge of matter, who, appropriating the guises its own peculiar venom, it seems expedimarks delivered from the Son, generated him ent to advance no further statement beyond
here who from the beginning was a murderer, those already put forward ; for the opinions profor his work causes corruption and death.
pounded by (the heretics) themselves are sufliNo one, then, he says, can be saved or return cient for their own condemnation.
(into heaven)without the Son, and the Son is
the Serpent. For as he brought down from
above the paternal marks, so again he carries up CHAP.
XlV._ T_IESVSTE_OFTI_Esm'mA_s ; a'_Em
from thence those marks roused from a dormant
TRIADOF INFINITEPRINCIPLES
; THEIRHEREBY
EXPLAINED
; THEIR
INTERPRETATION
OF THE,
INcondition and rendered paternal characteristics,
substantial ones from the unsubstantial Being,
CAm_A_ON.
transferringthem hither from thence. This, he
Let us then see what the Sithians s affirm.
says, is what is spoken : "I am the door." s To these it appears that there are three definite
And he transfers (those marks), he says/ to principles of the universe, and that each of these
those who close the eyelid, as the naphtha draw- principles possesses infinite powers. And when
ing the fire in every direction towards itself; they speak of powers 9 let him that heareth take
nay rather, as the magnet (attracting) the iron into account that they make this statement.
and not anything else, or just as the backbone Everything whatsoever you discern by an act
of the sea falcon, the gold and nothing else, or of intelligence, or also omit (to discern) as not
as the chaff is led by the amber. In this man- being understood, this by nature is fitted to
net, he says, is the portrayed, perfect, and con- become each of the principles, as in the human
substantial genus drawn again from the world by soul every art whatsoever which is made the
the Serpent;nor does he (attract)anything else, subject of instruction. Just for instance, he
as it has been sent down by him. For a proof says, this child will be a musician, having waited
of this, they adduce the anatomy s of the brain,
assimilating, from the fact of its immobility, the
6 ,_,_:
_om_
_ m*_
["t_ dam ot

e,,t_. -, e- _t"l.
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the requisite time for (acquiring a knowledge nitely infinite, are each according to its own subof) the harp; or a geometrician,
(having pre- stance reflective and intelligent, unnumbered
in
viously undergone the necessary study "for ac- multitude.
And since what are reflective and
quiring a knowledge)
of geometry;
(or) a intelligent are numberless
in multitude, while
grammarian, (after having sufficiently studied) they continue by themselves, they are all at rest.
grammar ; (or) a workman, (having acquired air, however, power approaches power, the dispractical acquaintance)
with a handicraftsman's
isimilarity of (what is set in) juxtaposition probusiness ; and to one brought into contact with duces a certain motion and energy, which are
the rest of the arts a similar occurrence will formed from the motion resulting from the contake place.
Now of principles, he says, the course effected by the juxtaposition
of the
substances are light and darkness ; and of these, coalescing powers.
For the concourse of the
spirit is intermediate
without admixture.
The powers ensues, just like any mark of a seal that
spirit, however, is that which has its appointed
is impressed by means of the concourse correplace in the midst of darkness which is below, spondingiy
with (the seal) which prints the
and light which is above.
It is not spirit as a figure on the substances that are brought up
current of wind, or some gentle breeze that can (into contact with it).
Since, therefore, the
be felt ; but, as it were, some odour of ointment powers of the three principles are infinite m
or of incense formed out of a compound.
(It number, and from infinite powers (arise) infinite
is) a subtle power, that insinuates itself by means concourses, images of infinite seals are necesof some impulsive quality in a fragrance, which sarily produced.
These images, therefore, are
is inconceivable
and better than could be ex- the forms of the different sorts of animals.
pressed by words. Since, however, light is above From the first great concourse, then, of the three
and darkness below, and spirit is intermediate
principles, ensues a certain great form, a seal '
in such a way as stated between these ; and since of heaven and earth.
The heaven and the
light is so constituted, that, like a ray of the sun, earth have a figure similar to the womb, having
it shines from above upon the underlying dark- a navel in the midst ; and if, he says, any one is
ness ; and again, since the fragrance of the spirit, desirous of bringing this figure under the organ
holding an intermediate
place, is extended and of vision, let him artfully scrutinize the pregnant
carried in every direction, as in the case of womb of whatsoever animal he wishes, and he
incense-offerings placed upon fire, we detect the will discover an image of the heaven and the
fragrance that is being wafted in every direction
earth, and of the things which in the midst of
when, I say, there is a power of this description
all are unalterably situated underneath.
belonging unto the principles which are classified
(And so it is, that the first great concourse of
under three divisions, the power of spirit and the three principles) has produced such a figure
light simultaneously exists in the darkness that of heaven and earth as is similar to a womb after
is situated underneath them.
But the darkness the first coition.
But, again, in the midst of the
is a terrible water, into which light is absorbed heaven and the earth have been generated infiand translated into a nature of the same descrip- nite concourses of powers.
And each concourse
tion with spirit.
The darkness, however, is not did not effect and fashion anything else than a
devoid of intelligence, but altogether reflective, seal of heaven and earth similar to a womb.
and is conscious that, where the light has been But, again, in the earth, from the infinite seals
abstracted from the darkness, the darkness re- are produced infinite crowds of various animals.
mains isolated,
invisible,
obscure, impotent, But into all this infinity of the different animals
inoperative, (and) feeble.
Wherefore it is con- under heaven is diffused and distributed, along
strained, by all its reflection and understanding,
with the light, the fragrance of the Spirit from
to collect into itself the lustre and scintillation above.
From the water, therefore, has been
of light with the fragrance of the spirit.
And it produced a first-begotten originating principle,
is possible to behold an image of the nature of viz., wind, (which is) violent and boisterous, and
these in the human countenance ; for instance, a cause of all generation.
For producing a sort
the pupil of the eye, dark from the subjacent of ferment in the waters, (the wind) uplifts
humours,
(but) illuminated
with spirit.
As, waves out of the waters; and the motion _ of
then, the darkness seeks after the splendour, the waves, just as when some impulsive power
that it may keep in bondage the spark, and may of pregnancy is the origin of the production of
have perceptive power, so the light and spirit a man or mind,3 is caused when (the ocean),
seek after the power that belongs to themselves, excited by the impulsive power of spirit, is proand strive to uprear, and tommis each other to pelled forward. When, however, this wave that
carry up their intermingled powers into the dark
and formidable water lying underneath.
, or,"com d ,,_."
But all the powers of the three originating
: _'_t_led_th_hiatm.
mattrh--"mm
principles, which are as regards number indefi- _-
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has been raised out of the water by the wind, had been received, he says, into the polluted and
and rendered pregnant in its nature, has within baneful (and) disordered womb, the serpent-itself obtained the power, possessed by the the wind of the darkness, the first-begotten of the
female, of generation, it holds together the light waters- enters within and produces man, and
scattered from above along with the fragrance the impure womb neither loves nor recognises
of the spirit-- that is, mind moulded in the dif- any other form, The perfect Word of supernal
ferent species. And this (light) is a perfect light being therefore assimilated (in form) to the
God, who from the unbegotten radiance above, beast, (that is,) the serpent, entered into the
and from the spirit, is borne down into human defiled womb, having deceived (the womb)
nature as into a temple, by the impulsive power through the similitude of the beast itself, in
of Nature, and by the motion of wind. And it order that (the Word) may loose the chains that
is produced from water being commingled' and encircle the perfect mind which has been heblended with bodies as if it were a salt' of ex- gotten amidst impurity of womb by the primal
istent things, and a light of darkness. And it offspring of water, (namely,) serpent, wind,
struggles to be released from bodies, and is not (and) beast.', This, he says, is the form of the
able to find liberation and an egress for itself, servant," and this the necessity of the Word of
For a very diminutive spark, a severed splinter God coming down into the womb of a virgin.
from above like the ray of a star, has been rain- But he says it is not sufficient that the Perfect
gled in the much compounded waters of many Man, the Word, has entered into the womb of a
(existences),3 as, says he, (David) remarks in a virgin, and loosed the pangs ,_ which were in that
psalm.+ Every thought, then, and solicitude act- darkness. Nay, more than this was requisite ;
Rating the supernal light is as to how and i_ for after his entrance ,4 into the foul mysteries of
what manner mind may be liberated, by the the womb, he was washed, and drank of the cup
death of the depraved and dark body, from the of life-giving bubbling water.'S And it was alFather that is below, which is the wind that with itogether needful that he should drink who was
noises and tumult uplifted the waves, and who about to strip off the servile form, and assume
generated a perfect mind his own Son; not, celestial raiment.
however, being his peculiar (offspring) substantially. For he was a ray (sent down) from tRAP. xv.--'rnz
s_rmA_cs _r
_Em Docabove, from that perfect light, (and) was overTr.rSESBY AN ALLF._RICALINTERPRETATIO
powered in the dark,6and formidable,and bitter,
OF _gE
; _gxg SYSTEM
R_LLV VERWZD
and defiled water ; and he is a luminous spirit
fROMNATURAL
PHILOSOPHERS
ANDFROMTHE
borne down over the watery When, therefore,
oP-pmc mTr.s; AnOFr THE HOMZ_CCOSMOOthe waves that have been upreared from the
o_.
waters have received within themselves the
power of generation possessed by females, they
These are the" statements which the patrons ,6
contain, as a certain womb, in different species, of the Sethian doctrines make, as far as it is
the infused radiance, so as that it is visible in possible to declare in a few words. Their systhe case of all animals,s "But the wind, at the tem, however, is made up (of tenets) from natusame time fierce and formidable,9whirling along, ral (philosophers), and of expressions uttered
is, in respect of its hissing sound, like a serpent. `° in reference to different other subjects ; and
First, then, from the wind-- that is, from the transferring (the sense of) these to the Eternal 'z
serpent--has resulted the originating principle Logos, they explain them as we have declared.
of generation in the manner declared, all things But they assert likewise that Moses confirms
having simultaneously received the principle of their doctrine when he says, "Darkness, and
generation. After, then, the fight and the spirit mist, and tempesL" These, (the Sethian) says,
are the three principles (of our system_ ; or
or,"am,_L"
when he states that three were born in paradise
• The Ifiatm_,"
m_
up by Miller,.is adopted,,
above. "rimAbbe -- Adam, Eve, the serpent ; or when he speaks
_.,a_m._f_a_..'-ml,_.:
"Fo,_,_h,,b._m_-_
of three (persons, namely) Cain, Abel, Seth;
amagmaa ¢ertamvery _munutn_ spark from
.t_ light (a._..'ag)
ray, Oamlpommam thiap _aolved, and _
_
+ 1_ Diffi.3.

in uaags com-

tt Schneldewluhas a fall stop a#m"wlnd," and bq_
,mt_a_ with e_./., rarest).

tha aaa

_#_,_,: _,ae ma _j,_,, i_.,,slmlo_I'm__y, tdlh_ _1_ a !_1.il._.
_.Ahlasm_hem.
'rhedeki_ha_aClig_byCrak_fmm
ta_,ama muaaua ot HilpCd_ aml is ado_a_! ahoY.
_ "l'hm
_

isob_eu_ T'_enuh_

_s Johaiv._.a_.
F_r_h, momomadn_;,%'*acoumewhi_
bemustpu_ _d_o_"
e_, _
....
_ itwasaltoera.
above
fdlu_m
_hne_- in_hef_na_ _a_s _ a ba_d_m d _f
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and again of three (others) --Shem,
Ham,' Ja-which
Plutarch institutes discussions in his ten
pheth ; or when he mentions three patriarchs -- books against" Empedocles. And in the greater,2
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob ; or when he speaks of number of these books is also drawn the reprethe existence of three days before sun and sentation of a certain aged man, grey-haired,
moon; or when he mentions three laws--prowinged,,3 having his_udendumerectura,
pursuing
hibitory, permissive, and adjudicatory of punish- a retreating woman of azure colour?4 And over
sent.
Now, a prohibitory law is as follows: the aged man is the inscription "phaos
ruen.
"Of every tree that is in paradise thou mayest tes," and over the woman "pere_phicola."'s
But
freely eat ; but of the tree of the knowledge of "phaos ruentes" ,6 appears to be the light (which
good and evil thou mayest not eat. ''2
But in exists), according to the doctrine of the Seth,the passage, "Come
forth from thy land and ans, and "phicola"
the darkish water; while
from thy kindred, and hither into a land which the space in the midst of these seems to be a
I shall show thee," s this law, he says, is perm,s- harmony constituted from the spirit that is placed
sire ; for one who is so disposed may depart, ]between.
The name, however, of "phaos
ruand one who is not so disposed may remain, entes" manifests, as they allege, the flow from
But a law adjudicatory
of punishment
is that above of the light downwards.
Wherefore one
which makes the following declaration : "Thou
may reasonably assert that the Sethians celebrate
shalt not commit adultery, thou shalt not kill, rites among themselves, very closely bordering
thou shalt not steal ;" 4 for a penalty is awarded ] upon those orgies of the "Great (Mother"
to each of these acts of wickedness.
]which are observed among) the Phi,asians. And
The enUre system of their doctrine, however, ]the poet likewise seems to bear his testimony to
is (derived) fromS the ancient theologians Mu-I this triple division, when he remarks, "And all
smus, and Linus, and Orpheus, 6 who elucidatesj things have been triply divided, and everything
especially the ceremonies of initiation, as well as 1 obtains its (proper) distinction ;" ,7 that is, each
the mysteries themselves.
For their doctrine/member
of the threefold division has obtained
concerning
the womb is also the tenet of Or- (a particular)
capacity.
But now, as regards
pheus ; and the (idea of the) navel, 7 which is the tenet that the subjacent water below, which
harmony, s is (to be found) with the same sym- is dark, ought, because the light has set (over it),
bolism attached to it in the Bacchanalian orgies to convey upwards and receive the spark borne
of Orpheus.
But prior to the observance of the down from (the light) itself; in the assertion of
mystic rite of Celeus, and Triptolemus,
and this tenet, I say, the all-wise Sethians appear to
Ceres, and Proserpine, and Bacchus in Eleusis, derive (their opinion) from Homer :these orgies have been celebrated and handed
"By earth I sware, and yon broad Heaven above,
down to men in Phlium of Attica.9
For anteAnd Stygian stream beneath, the weightiest oath
cedent to the Eleusinian
mysteries, there are
Of solemn power, to bind the blessed gods." ,s
(enacted) in Phlium the orgies '° of her denomi- That is, according to Homer, the gods suppose
nated the "Great
(Mother)."
There is, how- water to be loathsome
and horrible.
Now,
ever, a portico in this (city), and on the portico similar to this is the doctrine of the Sethians,
is inscribed a representation,
(visible) up to the which affirms (water) to be formidable to the
present day, of all the words which are spoken mind.,9
(on such occasions).
Many, then, of the words
inscribed upon that portico are those respecting
,'_. xvL _ TU_ S_:rmA_ T_mORV COSCERm_CS
" MIXTURE" AND "COMPOSITION; " APPLICATION
t2 It
iswritten
C
hant
i
nthetext.
OF IT TO CHRIST_ ILLUS"TRATION
FROM THE
Gen.ii. ,6. z7.
s Gen.xii.x.
WELLOF AMPA.
4 Ez. xx

13-z5;

s _o, Mi,_.,.

Deut.

v. zT-x9 ....

. ...........
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commentaries.
They, however, persuade their partly by concealing their nefarious conduct, by
disciples to become conversant with the theory means of whatever comparisons they please. All
respecting composition and mixture.
But this these things, then, he says, that have been corntheory has formed a subject of meditation to mingled, possess, as has been declared, their own
many, but (among others) also to Andronicus particular place, and hurry towards their own
the Peripatetic.
The Sethians, then, affirm that peculiar (substances),
as iron towards the magthe theory concerning composition and mixture net, and the chaff to the vicinity of amber, and
is constituted according to the following method : the gold to the spur s of the sea falcon.
In like
The luminous ray from above is intermingled, manner, the ray 4 of light which has been cornand the very diminutive
spark is delicately mingled with the water, having obtained from
blended in the dark waters beneath ; and (both discipline and instruction its own proper locality,
of these) become united, and are formed into hastens towards the Logos that comes from
one compound mass, just as a single savour above in servile form ; and along with the Logos
(results) from the mixture of many incense- exists as a logos in that place where the Logos is
offerings in the fire, and (just as) an adept, by still: (the light, I say, hastens to the Logos
having a test in an acute sense of smell, ought with greater speed) than the iron towards the
to be able from the single odour of the incense magnet.
to distinguish accurately each (ingredient)of
the
And that these things, he says, are so, and
incense-offerings
that have been mingled in the that all things that have been commingled are
fire,--whether,
for example, storax, and myrrh, separated in their proper places, learn. There is
and frankincense, or whatever other (ingredient)
among the Persians in a city Ampa, S near the
may be mixed (in the incense).
They, how- river Tigris, a well; and near the well, at the
ever, employ also other examples, saying both top, has been constructed
a certain reservoir,
that brass is mixed with gold, and that some art supplied with three outlets ; and when one
has been discovered which separates the brass ipumps from this well, and draws off some of its
from the gold.
And, in like manner, if tin or contents in a vessel, what is thus pumped out of
brass, or any substance homogeneous with it, be the well, whatever it is at all, he pours into the
discovered mixed with silver, these likewise, by reservoir hard by. And when what is thus insome art superior to that of mixing, are distin- fused reaches the outlets, and when what is
guished.
But already some one also distinguishes
taken up (out of each outlet) in a single vessel
water mingled with wine2 So, say they, though all is examined, a separation is observed to have
things are commingled, they are capable of being taken place.
And in the first of the outlets is
separated.
Nay, but, he says, derive the same exhibited a concretion of salt, and in the second
lesson from the case of animals.
For when the of asphalt, and in the third of oil ; and the oil
animal is dead, each of its parts is separated ; is black, just as, he says, Herodotus 6 also natand when dissolution takes place, the animal in rates, and it yields a heavy smell, and the Perthis way vanishes.
This is, he says, what has sians call this "rhadinace."
The similitude
been spoken : "I came not to send peace on of the well is, say the Sethians, more sufficient
the earth, but a sword, ''2that is, the division for the demonstration
of their proposition
than
and separation of the things that have been com- all the statements
that have been previously
mingled.
For each of the things that have been made.
commingled
is separated and divided when it
reaches its proper place.
For as there is one
place of mixture for all animals, so also has there CHAP. XVII.--TI_
SETHIAS Ix)crRIZ¢_ TO BE
been established
one (locality)
of separation.
L_m_FA) FROM Ttt_ "PAI_'HRASr or Sgm."
And, he says, no one is aware of this (place),
save we alone that have been born again, spiritThe opinion of the Sethians appears to us to
ual, not carnal, whose citizenship is in heaven have been sufficiently elucidated.
If, however,
above,
any one is desirous of learning the entire doeIn this manner insinuating themselves, they trine according to them, let him read a book
corrupt their pupils, partly by misusing the words inscribed Paraphrase
of Seth; for all their sespoken
(by themselves),
while they wickedly cret tenets he will find deposited
there.
But
pervert, to serve any purpose tliey wish, what since we have explained the opinions entertained
has been admirably said (in Scripture);
and by the Sethlans, let us see also what are the
doctrines advanced by Jnstinus.
t t_&.p_
olvq,&M#v*,:Miller'stext ;- _
_L_
,d_.!t,__,._, wlz_t k cl_otmlycorrupt.His ,mmndati_ 3 ,_'r_e. In otherpmtag_ timword_,_Zs imuxd, i.©.,the
ot'tlmlmtmt_maytmtm,,.tomdthu_:
"Andnowstmmo_obse.rv_Ime.kbom.
t,_atrft_ i_i_
fowm, mi_, to tl_ __; _d _ dtot_
4 Or."_."
d t_
_m_o_ _ __ ltttodmm_
o_,,, _n.- vi. xt0.
8 Ma__ z._d..
34,
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JUSTINIAN
HERESY
" BOOK OF BARUCH."

UNFOLDED

Justinus' was entirely opposed to the teachBut swear, says Justinus, if you wish to know
ing of the holy Scriptures, and moreover to the "what eye hath not seen, and ear hath not heard,
written or oral teaching of the blessed evangel- and the things which have not entered into the
ists, according as the Logos was accustomed to heart ; "3 that is, if you wish to know Him who
instruct Hts disciples, saying, "Go not into the is good above all, Him who is more exalted,
way of the Gentiles; "_ and this signifies that (swear) that you will preserve the secrets (of
they should not attend to the futile doctrine of the Justinian) discipline, as intended to be kept
the Gentiles. This (heretic) endeavours to lead silent. For also our Father, on beholding the
on his hearers into an acknowledgment of prod- Good One, and on being initiated with Him,
tgies detailed by the Gentiles, and of doctrines preserved the mysteries respecting which silence
inculcated by them. And he narrates, word for is enjoined, and sware, as it has been written,
word, legendary accounts prevalent among the "The Lord sware, and will not repent."4 HavGreeks, and does not previously teach or de- ing, then, in this way set the seal to these tenets,
liver his perfect mystery, unless he has bound he seeks to inveigle (his followers) with more
his dupe by an oath. Then he brings forward legends, (which are detailed) through a greater
(these) fables for the purpose of persuasion, in number of books ; and so he conducts (his readorder that they who are conversant with the in- ers) to the Good One, consummating the initicalculable trifling of these books may have some ated (by admitting them into) the unspeakable
consolation in the details of these legends. Thus Mysteries.S In order, however, that we may not
it happens as when in like manner one making wade through more of their volumes, we shall
a long journey deems it expedient, on having illustrate the ineffable Mysteries (of Justinus)
fallen in with an inn, to take repose. And so it from one book of his, inasmuch as, according
is that, when once more they are induced to to his supposition, it is (a work) of high repute.
turn towards studying the diffuse doctrine of these Now this volume is inscribed Bar, oh ; and one
lectures, they may not abhor them while they, fabulous account out of many which is explained
undergoing instruction unnecessarily prolix, rush by (Justinus) in this (volume), we shall point
stupified into the transgression devised by,(Jus- out, inasmuch as it is to be found in Herodotus.
tinus) ; and previously he binds his followers But after imparting a different shape to this
with horrible oaths, neither to publish nor abjure (account), he explains it to his pupils as if it
these doctrines, and forces upon them an ac- were something novel, being under the impresknowledgment (of their truth).
And in this sion that the entire arrangement of his doctrine
manner he delivers the mysteries impiously dis- (springs) out of it.
covered by himself, partly, according to the
statements previously made, availing himself of CHAP.XX.--THE COSMOC,
O_¢ OF JUSrnCUSA_ ALthe Hellenic legends, and partly of those preLECOmCAL
EXPLA_ATIO_
OFI4ERODOTUS'
LEGF__D
tended books which, to some extent, bear a
OF HERCULES.
resemblance to the foresaid heresies. For all,
Herodotus, 6 then, asserts that Hercules, when
forced together by one spirit, are drawn into one driving the oxen of Geryon from Erytheia,7 came
profound abyss of pollution, inculcating the same into Scythia, and that, being wearied w]th traveltenets, and detailing the same legends, each after ling, he retired into some desert spot and slept
a different method. All those, however, style for a short time. But while he slumbered his
themselves Gnostics in this peculiar sense, that horse disappeared, seated on which he had perthey alone themselves have imbibed the mar- formed his lengthened journey.
On being
vellous knowledge of the Perfect and Good aroused from repose, he, however, instituted a
(Being).
diligent search through the desert, endeavouring
to discover his horse. And though he is unsuct What Hippolytus here states respecting. Justmus is quite new. cessful in his search after the horse, he yet finds
lqo mentton Occurs of this herettc m ecclestasucal mstory.
It is
evident,
that, like
Sinmn Magus,
was trte
cou_mp?rary
w,tto_
St. Peter however,
and St Paul.
Justinus,
howeverheand
upnmc sect
o
which he belonged are asslgned by Hippolytus and Irenzus a prior
Imsltton as rega_ts' the order of their appearanc.e, to the sys_e_ of
Simon, or its offshoot Valentl ..... m..The
Oph:tes engrafted
ryglan Judaism, and the Valentlnia.ns Genttltsm, u.ponChns.uantty; the
former not rejecttng the speculattons and mystertes _ Astarte palm,
anand the latter availing themselves of the cabahsttc.corrupuons
of _¢daism. The Jndaimc element soon _
prominent ta sitecessive
pha._esof
Valenfiniaaism,
proauce_ a tusma oJ
mepm_
.sects
of the old
Gn0_UCSand
of Simon.which
Htppolytus,.however.
n_v
the Ophltlc secA before as prior to its amalgamaUon wtttt valenttmanism. He_, for the first time, we have an authentic delineation of the
prl-.mltlveOphite,_. This is of great value [Seelreaseus, voLx.,this
P" 3S4; _
B_
(oll lt_.t_) t YOI-k p. ,_l.J
* Matt. x. It.

in the
desert
a certain
damsel, half of whose
form was that of woman,
and proceeded to qnestion
her if she had
seen
the
horse
anywhere.
The
girl, however, replies that she had seen (the

anima}),

but

that

she

would

not

show

him

unless

a Isa. lxlv. 4: x C.or.ii. 9.
s Ps. cx. 4; Heb. vii gt.
_ Or, " the rest of the Mysteries. _
Herodotus, iv. &-to.
Miller'atezthas'E_(Le.,_*Oa'UtGrz_t),
howf_fe.rt is a I_ t_kt-

the Red _S_a.
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Hercules previously would come along with her
for the purpose of sexual intercourse.
Now
Herodotus
informs us that her upper parts as
far as the groin were those of a virgin, but that
everything below the body after the groin presented some horrible appearance of a snake. In
amdety, however, for the discovery of his horse
Hercules complies with the monster's request
for he knew her (_rnally),
and made her pregnant.
And he foretold, after coition, that she
had by him in her womb three children at the
same time, who were destined to become illustrious. And he ordered that she, on bringing
forth, should impose on the children as soon as
born the following names : Agathyrsus, Gelonus,
and Scytha.
And as the reward of this (favour)
receiving his horse from the beast-like damsel,
he went on his way, taking with him the cattle
also.
But after these (details), Herodotus
has
a protracted
account ; adieu, however, to it for
the present.'
But what the opinions are of Justinus, who transfers this legend into (his account
of) the generation
of the universe, we shall
explain,
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And from such an intercourse the Father generares out of Edem unto himself twelve angels.
And the names of the angels begotten by the
Father are these : Michael, Amen, 6 Baruch, Gabriel, Esadd_us ....
And of the maternal
angels which Edem brought forth, the names in
like manner have been subjoined, and they are
as follows : Babel, 7 Achamoth, Naas, Bel, Belias,
Satan, Sa_l, Ador_us,
Leviathan, s Pharao, Carcamenos, (and) Lathen.
Of these twenty-four angels the paterual ones
are associated with the Father, and do all things
according to His will; and the maternal (angels
are associated with) Edem the Mother.
And
the multitude of all these angels together is Paradise, he says, concerning
which Moses speaks :
"God planted a garden in Eden towards the
east,"9 that is, towards the face of Edem, that
Edem might behold the garden--that
is, the
angelscontinually.
Allegorically the angels
are styled trees of this garden, and the tree of
life is the third of the paternal angels -- Baruch.
And the tree of the knowledge of good and evil
is the third of the maternal angels-- Naas.
For
so, _° says (Justinus), one ought to interpret the
c_-_', xx_. -- justin-us' TRIAD OF I'm'NCn'LES; HXSwords of Moses, observing, "Moses said these
._GELOO_PHY FOUNDEDON THIn TRL_D; ms things disguisedly, from the fact that all do not
_U_A_ATIOS OF Tar. BroTH, L_FE,AND DF._TH attain the truth."
And, he says, Paradise being
oF our LORD.
formed from the conjugal joy of Elohim and
This (heresiarch) makes the following state- Edem, the angels of Elohim receiving from the
merit.
There are three unbegotten
principles
most beauteous earth, that is, not from the porof the universe, two male (and) one female, tion of Edem resembling a monster, but from
Of the male (principles), however, a certain one the parts above the groin of human shape, and
is denominated good, and it alone is called after gentle _ in aspect, -- make man out of the earth.
this manuer, and possesses a power of prescience
But out of the parts resembling a monster are
concerning the universe.
But the otheris father • produced
wild beasts, and the rest of the aniof all begotten things, devoid of prescience,3 and mal creation.
They made man, therefore, as a
invisible.
And the female (principle)
is devoid symbol of the unity and love (subsisting)
beof prescience,
passionate,
two-minded, 4 two- tweeu them ; and they depute their own powers
bodied, in every respect answering (the descripunto him, Edem the soul, but Elohim the spirit.
tion of) the girl in the legend of Herodotus, as And the man Adam is produced as some actual
far as the groin a virgin, and (in) the pa_
be- seal and memento of love, and as an everlasting
low (resembling) a snake, as Justinus says.
But emblem of the marriage of Edem and Elohim.
this girl is styled Edem and Israel.
And these And in like manner also Eve was produced, he
principles of the universe are, he says, roots and says, as Moses has described, an Image and
fountains from which existing things have been emblem (as well as) a seal, to be preserved for
produced, but that there was not anything else. ever, of Edem.
And in like manner also a soul
The Fathel, then, who is devoid of prescience,
was deposited in Eve, _ an image _ from Edem,
beholding that half-woman Edem, passed into a but a spirit from Elohim.
And there were given
concupiscent desire for her. But this Father, he to them commandments,
"Be fruitful, and mulsays, is called Elohim.
Not less did Edem also tiply, and replenish the earth, .... that is, Edem ;
long for Elohim, and the mutual passion brought for so he wishes that it had been written.
For
them together into the one nuptial couch of loveJ the entire of the power belonging unto herself,
Edem conferred upon Elohim as a sort of nuptial
z so_ _ ,'o__o,_,_
_ _
p_¢_ ,_m,_ imo,_ dowry. Whence, he says, from imitation of that
_, m translau_d
• Or,"mo_r."
3 _., +'t_,,wr_,"aud unknon," _,.add_ inCmi_'l_d _:_nei.
6 5_ R_. ili. x4. [_,
L39.]
dewln'stext,_ thiswordoccursinH,v_o:_,_'_i_
d J_t_'
Or,"__"
or" _,
_"
_r_,o_:
mm_rmdo_q,_,i.e.,.d_"
of'_.Smmt. .
_¢_ ii.S.
s. dq_: wm_n_d _m_u,, i_., ipmdm_mamm_ms 1_o- _oOr,"this_m."
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prinmry marriage up to this day, women bring a
dowry to their husbands, complying with a cerrain divine and paternal law that came into existence on the part of Edem towards Elohim.
And when all things were created as has been
described by Moses q both heaven and earth,
and the things therein *D the twelve angels of
the Mother were divided into four principles,
and each fourth part of them is called a river-Phison, and Gehon, and Tigris, and Euphrates,
as, he says, Moses states. These twelve angels,
being mutually connected, go about into four
parts, and manage the world, holding from
Edema sort of viceregal _ authority over the
world. But they do not always continue in the
same places, but move around as if in a circular
dance, changing place after place, and at set
times and intervals retiring to the localities subject to themselves. And when Phison holds
sway over places, famine, distress, and affliction
prevail in that part of the earth, for the battalion
of these angels is niggardly. In like manner
also there belong to each part of the four, according to the power and nature of each, evil
times and hosts of diseases. And continually,
according to the dominion a of each fourth part,
this stream of evil, just (like a current) of rivers,
careers, according to the will of Edem, uninterruptedly around the world. And from some
cause of this description has arisen the necessity
of evil.
When Elohim had prepared and created the
world as a result from joint pleasure, He wished
to ascend up to the elevated parts of heaven, and
to see that not anything of what pertained to the
creation laboured under deficiency. And He
took His Own angels with Him, for His nature
was to mount aloft, leaving Edem below : 4 for
inasmuch as she was earth, she was not disposed
to follow upward her spouse. Elohim, then,
coming to the highest part of heaven above
and beholding a light superior to that which
He Himself had created, exclaimed, "Open
me the gates, that entering in I may acknowledge the Lord; for I considered Myself to be
Lord." s A voice was returned to Him from
the light, saying, "This is the gate of the Lord :
through this the righteous enter in." 6 And iramediately the gate w_ opened, and the Father,
without the angels, entered, (advancing) towards
the Good One, and beheld "what eye hath not
seen, and ear hath not heard, and what hath not
entered into the heart of man to (conceive)." 7
t_

• •

st offi_,r,t0,.
,, ,/,_: someTh_
ttadcomm_Bmtdi_
J, -'pXfi,i.e._ia _ts
_viously
c°_,
- mixture.4 _,,: tmn_ reid _*6_. Le., _,
emtlfly; tome u4__ii. xg.
6 Ps. cxvill, to.
7 Int. lxlv. 4; z C_. ill 9.
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Then the Good One says to him, "Sit thou on
my right hand." s And the Father says to .the
Good One, "Permit me, I._rd, to overturn the
world which I have made, for my spirit is bound
to men.9 And I wish to receive it back (from
them." Then the Good One replies to him,
"No evil eanst thou do while thou art with me,
for both thou and Edem made the world as a
result of conjugal joy. Permit Edem, then, to
hold possession of the world as long as she
wishes; but do you remain with me." Then
Edem, knowing that she had been deserted by
Elohim, was seized with grief, and placed beside
herself her own angels. And she adorned herself after a comely fashion, if by any means
Elohim, passing into concupiscent desire, might
descend (from heaven) to her.
When, however, Elohim, overpowered by the
Good One, no longer descended to Edem, Edem
commanded Babel, which is Venus, to cause
adulteries and dissolutions of marriages among
men. (And she adopted this expedient) in
order that, as she had been divorced from Elohim, so also the spirit of Elohim. which is in
men, being wrung with sorrow, might be punished by such separations, and might undergo
precisely the sufferings which (were being endured by) the deserted Edem. And Edem gives
great power to her third angel, Naas, that by
every species of punishment she might chasten
the spirit of Elohim which is in men, in order
that Elohim, through the spirit, might be punished for having deserted his spouse, in violation
of the agreements entered into between them.
Elohim the father, seeing these things, sends forth
Barnch, the third angel among his own, to succour the spirit that is in all men.'° Baruch then
coming, stood in the midst of the angels of
Edem, that is, in the midst of paradise--for
paradise is the angels, in the midst of whom he
stood,-- and issued to the man the following injunction : "Of every tree that is in paradise thou
mayest freely eat, but thou mayest not eat of the
tree of the knowledge of .goodand evil .... which
is Naas. Now the meaning is, that he should
obey the rest of the eleven angels of Edem, for
the eleven possess passions, but are not guilty of
transgression. Naas, however, has committed
sin, for he went in unto Eve, deceiving her, and
debauched her ; and (such an act as) this is a
violation of law. He, however, likewise went in
unto Adam, anal had unnatural intercourse with
him ; and this is itself also a piece of turpitude,
whence have arisen adultery and sodomy.
Henceforward vice and virtue were prevalent
among men, arising from a single source--that
s 1_ cx. t.
to _
_#_'.
tt k

ww.
il. ZtazT.

'lC,_.

_

trod: _.
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of the Father. For the Father having ascended
to the Good One, points out from time to time
the way to those desirous of ascending (to him
likewise).
After having, however, departed from
Edem, he caused an originating principle of evil
for the spirit of the Father that is in men.'
Baruch therefore was despatched to Moses, and
through him spoke to the children of Israel, that
they might be converted unto the Good One.
But the third angel (Naas), by the soul which
came from Edem upon Moses, as also upon all
men, obscured the precepts of Baruch, and
caused his own peculiar injunctions to be hearken.ed unto.
For this reason the soul is arrayed
against the spirit, and the spirit against the soul. •
For the soul is Edem, but the spirit Elohim, and
each of these exists in all men, both females and
males. Again, after these (occurrences),Baruch
was sent to the Prophets, that through the Prophets the spirit that dwelleth in men3 might hear
(words of warning), and might avoid Edem and
the wicked fiction, just as the Father had fled
from Elohim.
In like manner also m by the
prophets 4 m Naas, by a similar device, through
the soul s that dwells in man, along with the
spirit of the Father, enticed away the prophets,
and all (of them) were allured after him, and
did not follow the words of Baxuch, which Elohim enjoined.
Ultimately Elohim selected Hercules, an uncircumcised prophet, and sent him to quell the
twelve angels of Edem, and release the Father
from the twelve angels, those wicked ones of the
creation.
These are the twelve conflicts of Hercules which Hercules underwent, in order, from
first to last, viz., Lion, and Hydra, and Boar,
and the others successively.
For they say that
these are the names (of them) among the Gentiles, and they have been derived with altered
denominations
from the energy of the maternal
angels.
When he seemed to have vanquished
his antagonists, Omphale -- now she is Babel or
Venus wclings to him and entices away Hercules,
and divests him of his power, viz., the commands
of Baruch which Elohim issued.
And in place
(of this power, Babel) envelopes him in her own
peculiar robe, that is, in the power of Edem,
who is the power below; and in this way the
prophecy of Hercules remained unfulfilled, and
his works,
Finally, however, in the days of Herod the
king, Baruch is despatched,
being sent down
once more by Elohim;
and coming to Nazareth, he found Jesus, son of Joseph and Mary, a
child of twelve years, feeding sheep.
And he
t or.,, ia _t=,_"
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announces to him all things from the beginning,
whatsoever had been done by Edem and Elohim,
and whatsoever would be likely to take place
hereafter, and spoke the following words : "All
the prophets anterior to you have been enticed.
Put forth an effort, therefore, Jesus, Son of man,
not to be allured, but preach this word unto
men, and carry back tidings to them of things
pertaining to the Father, and things pertaining
to the Good One, and ascend to the Good One,
and sit there with Elohim, Father of us all." And
Jesus was obedient unto the angel, saying that,
"I shall do all things, Lord," and proceeded
to
preach.
Naas therefore wished to entice this
one also.
(Jesus, however, was not disposed to
listen to his overtures6), for he remained faithful
to Baruch. Therefore Naas, being inflamed with
anger because he was not able to seduce him,
caused him to be crucified.
He, however, leaving the body of Edem on the (accursed) tree,
ascended to the Good One ; saying, however, to
Edem, "Woman, thou retainest thy son," 7 that
is, the natural and the earthly man. But (Jesus)
himself commending his spirit into the hands of
the Father, ascended to the Good One.
Now
the Good One is Priapns, (and) he it is who
antecedently
caused the production
of everything that exists.
On this account he is styled
Priapns, because he previously fashioned
all
things (according to his own design).
For this
reason, he says, in every temple is placed his
statue, which is revered by every creature ; and
(there are images of him) in the highways, cartying over his head ripened fruits, that is, the
produce of the creation, of which he is the cause,
having in the first instance formed, (according
to Hm own design), the creation, when as yet it
had no existence.
When, therefore, he says, you
hear men asserting that the swan went in unto
Leda, and begat a child from her, (learn that)
the swan is Elohim, and Leda Edem.
And
when people allege that an eagle went in unto
Ganymede, (know that) the eagle is Naas, and
Ganymede Adam.
And when they assert that
gold (in a shower) went in unto Dana_ and
begat a child from her, (recollect that) the gold
is Elohim, and Dana_ is Edem.
And similarly,
in the same manner adducing all accounts of
this description, which correspond with (the
nature of) legends, they pursue the wolk of instruction.
When, therefore, the prophet says,
"Hearken,
O heaven, and give ear, O earth ;
the Lord hath spoken,"
he means by heaven,
(Justinus) says, the spirit which is in man from
Elohim ; and by earth, the soul which is in man
along with the spirit ; and by Lord, Baruch ;
and by Israel, Edem, for Israel as well as Edem

s Cml. v. t_.
Or, " _t _wa."
7 John _iz.
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is called the spouse of Elohim.
"Israel,"
he
says, "did not know me (Elohim) ; for had
he known me, that I am with the Good One,
he would not have punished through paternal
ignorance the spirit which is in men."

the Lord ; "9 that is, Edem (departs) from
Elohim.
(Now) in these words, he says, the
prophet clearly declares the entire mystery, and
m not hearkened unto by reason of the wicked
machinations of Naas. According to that same
manner, they deliver other prophetical passages
CHAP.XXlI.--OATH USEDBY THE JuS'rrmAN HER- in a similar spirit of interpretation throughout
ETICS ; THE BOOK OF BARUCH _ THE REPERTORY
numerous books.
The volume, however, inOF THEIR SYSTEM.
scribed "Baruch," is pre-eminently to them the
Hence' also, in the first book inscribed "Baruch," has been written the oath which they
compel those to swear who are about to hear
these mysteries, and be initiated with the Good
One. 2 And this oath, (Justinus)
says, our
Father Elohim sware when He was beside the
Good One, and having sworn He did not repent
(of the oath), respecting which, he says, it has
been written, "The
Lord sware, and will not
repent." s Now the oath is couched in these 4
terms : "I swear by that Good One who is above
all, to guard these mysteries, and to divulge them
to no one, and not to relapse from the Good
One to the creature."
And when he has sworn
this oath, he goes on to the Good One, and beholds "whatever things eye hath not seen, and
ear hath not heard, and which have not entered
into the heart of man ; "s and he drinks from
life-giving water, which is to them, as they suppose, a bath, 6 a fountain of life-giving, bubbling
water. 7 For there has been a separation made
between water and water; and there is water,
that below the firmament of the wicked creation,
in which earthly and animal men are washed;
and there is life-giving water, (that) above the
firmament, s of the Good One, in which spiritual
(and) living men are washed ; and in this Elohim washed Himself, and having washed did
not repent.
And when, he _ays, the prophet
affirms, "Take unto yourself a wife of whoredora, since the earth has abandoned itself to
fornication, (departing) from (following) after

one in which the reader '° will ascertain the entire explanation oft heir legendary system (to be
contained).
Beloved, though I have encountered many heresies, yet with no wicked (heresiarch) worse than this (Justinus) has it been
my lot to meet.
But, in truth, (the followers of
Justinus) ought to imitate" the example of his
Hercules, and to cleanse, as the saying is, the
cattle-shed of Augias, or rather I should say, a
ditch"t into which, as soon as the adherents of
this (heresiarch) have fallen, they can never be
cleansed ; nay, they will not be able even to
raise their heads.
CHAP.XXlIL--sumiEQUV2er HEnESmS DEDUCaBt.E
FROMTHE SYSTEMOF JUSTINUS.
Since, then, we have explained the attempts
(at a system) of the pseudo-gnostic
Justinus, it
appears likewise expedient in the following books
to elucidate the opinions put forward in heresies
following (in the way of consequence upon the
doctrines of Justinus), and to leave not a single
one of these (speculators) unrefuted.
Our refuration will be accomplished by adducing the
assertions made by them ; such (at least of their
!statements) as are sufficient for making a public
example
(of these heretics).
(And we shall
attain our purpose), even though there should
only be condemned ,s the secret and ineffable
(mysteries) practised amongst them, into which,
silly mortals that they are, scarcely (even) with
considerable labour are they initiated.
Let us
then see what also Simon affirms.

t _v'r_0et,: tbas word stands at the end of the last chapter in t.he
text of Miller, who suspects that there ts here .some brutus. In thts
opinion the Abbe Crutce concurs. Schneadewm, however, transfers
9 Hoe. i. a.
_*t_v
to the beginning of this chapter as above,
to _rrt,_&v: some read ,n_reX&t,, Le., one who is fortunate eaouf,h
tm0_ T,,; &'t_'e; or rather, we should expect, into a knowledge to meet wtth the book.
of the Good One.
It Literally "ought, a¢co_
to hlt Herettlee, by imi'tafiugt'_e_.
3 Ps. ca. 4; Heb. vii. sz.
la &_,i_w. Thin word means a trench or channel m a rtem, .to*
4 o_r,_: some read e_vo,,
the purpose either of trrigatina ot dmmaBe..Schoei.de)_"
and Cna_
S x Car. W 9
[ t_,ter *t by the Latin Scxtlu_,aa
e_prexum applied, for exmpte,
6 kovfpm,: theeccleslutlcaltmeofthlsword
makesit stand for to "b_tl_ewater.
.
.
.
t3 ,K0_4_, i.e., ,htat0e_lt: mine read _u_t_,_,
which mi_t he
C_.n- L 6, 7.

tol, ubl_.sham_

_e_lhouldb_m_a_]ec_o_only,
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VI.

CHAP.n. _SmZON _GUS.

THZ following are the contents of the sixth
book of the RefutatDn o/all Heresies:What the opinions are that are attempted (to
be established) by Simon, and that his doctrine
derives its force from the (lucubrations) of magieians and poets,
What are the opinions propounded by Valentinus, and that his system is not constructed out
of the Scriptures, but out of the Platonic and
Pythagorean tenets,
And what are the opinions of Seeundus, and
Ptolem*eus, and Heraeleon, as persons also who
themselves advanced the same doctrines as the
philosophers among the Greeks, but enunciated
them in different phraseology,
And what are the suppositions put forward
by Marcus and Colarbasus, and that some of
them devoted their attention to magical arts and
the Pythagorean numbers,

It seems, then, expedient likewise to explain
now the opinions of Simon, 4 a native of Gitta,
a village of Samaria ; and we shall also prove
that his successors, taking a starting-point from
him, have endeavoured (to establish) similar
opinions under a change of name. This Simon
being an adept in sorceries, both making a mockery of many, partly according to the art of
Thrasymedes, in the manner in which we have
explained above,S and partly also by the assistance of demons perpetrating his viUany, attempted to deify himself. (But) the man was a
(mere) cheat, and full of folly, and the Apostles
reproved him in the Acts.6 With much greater
wisdom a_d moderation than Simon, did Apsethus the Libyan, inflamed with a similar wish,
endeavour to have himself considered a god in
Libya. And inasmuch as his legendary system
does not present any wide divergence from the
inordinate desire of that silly Simon, it seems
CHAP. I.' raTHE OPHrrEs THE PROGE_rroRsOF expedient to furnish an explanation of it, as one
mmSEQUVmT
HvaUmlES.
worthy of the attempt made by this man.
Whatever opinions, then, were entertained by
those who derived the first principles (of their CHAP.m.--STORY OF APSm1_'ST_W UBVAN.
doctrine) from the serpent, and in process of
Apsethus 7 the L_byan inordinately longed to
time _ deliberately 3 brought forward into public become a god ; but when, after repeated innotice their tenets, we have explained in the trigues, he altogether failed to accomplish his
book preceding this, (and) which is the fifth of desire, he nevertheless wished to appear to have
the Refutation o/ Heresies. But now also I become a god; and he did at all events appear,
shall not be silent as regards the opinions of as time wore on, to have in reality become a
(heresiarchs) who follow these (Ophites in suc- god. For the foolish Libyans were accustomed
cession); nay, not one (speculation) will I
leave unrefuted, if it is possible to remember
, Seelremm,HErz*.,t*9,io; Tertulllan.
P.rwfcril_t..¢.xlvi:
all (their tenets), and the secret orgies of these fine,
E#ph,_i**.H_,.,
i.:the
_eodmzt,
e_,ra.f_Mart_
...... (v_L
S_A_t_
De H*_,'t#., x.....See
apology ot'Justln
i., fl_
(heretics) which one may fairly style orgies,-- -_,_.
,7,),whe,_."a_,,,
=,t,*,
_ ,_._d
_,o."M,_ 'M_ s,m_,._._o_.,
a a,_d,_,,C_,
r,,.d.
fortheywho propagate
suchaudacious
opinions
m yoer
.ro_/u
c*_c_,s_.,
_ .m%hty
acts
_ m_, Dyv,
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are not far distant from the anger (of God),-themortheck-vasop.e,
raangmhim:.S,_*_,hi**oryar_opm
.H_..
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to sacrifice unto him as to some divine power,
supposing that they were yielding credence to a
voice that came down from above, from" heaven,
For, collecting into one and the same cage a
great number of birds,parrots,he shut
them up.
Now there are very many parrots
throughout Libya, and very distinctly these imiSate the human voice.
This man, having for a
time nourished the birds, was in the habit of
teaching them to say, "Apsethus
is a god."
After, however, the birds had practised this for
a long period, and were accustomed to the utterance of that which he thought, when said, would
make it supposed that Apsethus was a god, then,
opening the habitation (of the birds), he let
forth the parrots, each in a different direction,
While the birds, however, were on the wing, their
sound went out into all Libya, and the expressions of these reached as far as the Hellenic
country.
And thus the Libyans, being astonished
at the voice of the birds, and not perceiving the
knavery perpetrated
by Apsethus, held Apsethus
to be a god. Some one, however, of the Greeks,
by accurate examination, perceiving the trick of
the supposed
god, by means of those same
parrots not only refutes, but also utterly destroys,
that boastful and tiresome fellow.
Now the
Greek, by confining many of the parrots, taught
them anew to say, "Apsethus, having caged us,
compelled us to say, Apsethus is a god."
But
having heard of the recantation
of the parrots,
the Libyans, coming together, all unanimously
decided on burning Apsethus.

asserts that "God is a burning and consuming
fire," _ taking what is said by Moses not in its
correct sense, he affirms that fire is the origihating principle of the universe.
(But Simon)
does not consider what the statement is which
is made, namely, that it is not that God is a fire,
but a burning and consuming fire, (thereby) not
only putting a violent sense upon the actual law
of Moses, but even plagiarizing from Heraclitus
the Obscure.
And Simon denominates the originating principle of the universe an indefinite
power, expressing himself thus : "This
is the
treatise of a revelation of (the) voice and name
(recognisable)
by means of intellectual apprehension of the Great Indefinite Power.
Wherefore it will be sealed, (and) kept secret, (and)
hid, (and) will repose in the habitation, at the
foundation of which lies the root of all things."
And he asserts that this man who is born of
blood is (the aforesaid) habitation, and that in
him resides an indefinite power, which he affirms
to be the root of the universe.
Now the indefinite
power which is fire,
constitutes, according
to Simon, not any uncompounded
(essence, in conformity with the
opinion of those who) assert that the four elements are simple, and who have (therefore)
likewise imagined that fire, (which is one of the
four,) is simple.
But (this is far from being
the case) : for there is, (he maintains,) a certain
twofold nature of fire ; 3 and of this twofold (nature) he denominates
one part a something
secret, and another a something manifest, and
that the secret are hidden in the manifest porCHAP.IV.- SIMON'S FORCED INTERPRETATION
OF tions of the fire, and that the manifest portions
SCRIPTURE; PLAGIARIZESFROM HERACLITUS
AND of the fire derive their being from its secret
ARISTOTLE j SIMON'S SYSTF,M OF SENSIBLE AND
(portions).
This, however,
is what Aristotle
INTELLIGIBLEEXISTENCES.
denominates by (the expressions) "potentiality"
In this way we must think concerning Simon iand "energy," or (what) Plato (styles) "intelthe magician, so that we may compare him unto ligible" and "sensible."
And the manifest porthe Libyan, far sooner than unto Him who, tion of the fire comprises all things in itself,
though made man,' was in reality God.
If, whatsoever any one might discern, or even whathowever, the assertion of this likeness is in itself ever objects of the visible creation 4 he may hapaccurate, and the sorcerer was the subject of a pen to overlook.
But the entire secret (portion
passion similar to Apsethus, let us endeavour to of the fire) which one may discern is cognised
teach anew the parrots of Simon, that Christ, by intellect, and evades the power of the senses ;
who stood, stands, and will stand, (that is, was, or one fails to observe it, from want of a capais, and is to come,) was not Simon.
But (Jesus)
city for that particular sort of perception.
In
was man, offspring of the seed of a woman, __eneral, however, inasmuch as all existing things
born of blood and the will of the flesh, as also Fallunder the categories, namely, of what are obthe rest (of humanity).
And that these things
ects of Sense, and what are objects of Intellect,
are so, we shall easily prove as the discussion and as for the denomination
of these (Simon)
proceeds.
[employs the terms secret and manifest ; it may,
Now Simon, both foolishly and knavishly para- (I say, in general,) be affirmed that the fire, (I
phr'_ing the law of Moses, makes his statements
mean) the super-celestial
(fire), is a treasure, as
(in the manner following) : For when Moses it were a large tree, just such a one as in a dream
x. The text Im_ is corrupt. Tim above is Miller's emendation.
t?,raltm's.rfl._diagmay thus Im _:
"._a that _r mm_tmrwe may

= Deut. iv. _¢.
*Tlm Abbe Crukm cott_let_ that TImodmtt him _

, Or,*_. _*,_,

theiaVita_am.

mm of thls
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was seenby Nabuchodonosor,'
outofwhichallCHAP.vn.--s_o_'sSYSTEMOF A THREE._OLD
flesh is nourished. And the manifest
portion of
_ATION
BY PAIRS.
the fire he regards as the stem, the branches, the
leaves, (and) the external rind which overlaps
them. All these (appendages), he says, of the
Great Tree being kindled, are made to disappear
by reason of the blaze of the all-devouring fire.
The fruit, however, of the tree, when it is fully
gown, and has received its own form, is deposited
in a granary, not (flung) into the fire. For, he
says, the fruit has been produced for the purpose
of being laid in the storehouse, whereas the chaff
that it may be delivered over to the fire? (Now
the chaff) is stem, (and is) generated not for its
own sake, but for that of the fruit,

For, he says, he is in the habit of considering
that all these portions of the fire, both visible
and invisible, are possessed of perception and a
share of intelligence.S The world, therefore, that
which is generated, was produced from the unbegotte n fire. It began, however, to exist, he
says, according to the following manner. He
who was begotten from the principle of that fire
took six roots, and those primary ones, of the
originating principle of generation. And, he
says, that the roots were made from the fire in
pairs, which roots he terms "Mind" and "Intetligence," "Voice" and "Name," "Ratiocination"
and "Reflection."
And that in these six roots
CRAP.v.- Sn_ONAPPEALS
TO scgnmmv IN sUPresides simultaneously the entire indefinite power
PORTOF HIS SYSTEM.
potentially, (however) not actually. And this
And this, he says, is what has been written in indefinite power, he says, is he who stood,
Scripture: "For the vineyard of the Lord of stands, and will stand. Wherefore, whensoever
Sabaoth is the house of Israel, and the man he may be made into an image, inasmuch as he
of Judah is His beloved plant." If, however, the exists in the six powers, he will ernst (there)
man of Judah (is) the beloved plant, it has been substantially, potentially, quantitively, (and) cornproved, he says, that there is not any other tree pletely. (And he will be a power) one and the
but that man. But concerning the secretion and same with the unbegotten and indefinite power,
dissolution of this (tree), Scripture, he says, has and not labouring under any greater deficiency
spoken sufficiently. And as regards instruction than that unbegotten and unalterable (and) infor those who have been fashioned after the im- definite power. If, however, he may continue
age (of him), that statement is enough which is only potentially in the six powers, and has not
made (in Scripture), that "all flesh is grass, and been formed into an image, he vanishes, he says,
all the glory of flesh, as it were, a flower of grass, and is destroyed in such a way as the grammatiThe grass withereth, and its flower falleth ; but cal or geometrical capacity in man's soul. For
the word of the Lord abldeth for ever." 3 The when the capacity takes unto itself an art, a light
word of the Lord, he says, is that word which is of existent things is produced ; but when (the
produced in the mouth, and (is) a Logos, but capacity) does not take unto itself (an art), unnowhere else exists there a place of genera- skflfulness and ignorance are the results; and
tion.
just as when (the power) was non-existent, it
perishes along with the expiring man.
CHAP. VL _SIMON'S

SYSTEM EXPOUNDED IN TH_

WORK, GREAT ANNOUNCEMENTj
PEDOCLES.

FOLLOWS EM- CHAP. VIII. _
THREEFOLD

FURTHER PROGRESSION OF THIS
EMANATION] CO-EXISTENCE WITH

Now, to express myself briefly, inasmuch as
THE DOUSLETRIADOFA SEVENTH
_CE.
the fire is of this description, according to Simon,
And of those six powers,6 and of the seventh
and since all things are visible and invisible, which co-exists with them, the first pair, Mind
(and) in hke manner resonant and not resonant, and Intelligence, he calls Heaven and Earth.
numerable and not subjects of numeration ; he And that one of these, being of male sex, bedenominates in the Grta/Antwunctment
a per- [holds from above and takes care of his partner,
feet intelligible (entity), after such a mode, that but that the earth receives below the rational
each of those things which, existing indefimtely, frmts, akin to the earth, which are borne down
may be infinitely comprehended, both speaks, from the heaven. On this account_ he says, the
and understands, and acts in such a manner as Logos, frequently looking towards the things
Empedocles4 speaks of: _
that are being generated from Mind and Intelligence, that is, from Heaven and Earth, exclaims,
For earth, indeed, by earth we see, a_d water by water,
And air divine by air, and fire fierce by fire,
And love by love, and also strife by gloomy strife."
s Dan iv xo-:_*.
* Matt hi. z:; Lulmiii. XT.
S _ Pet. L _,t.
4 Kmlmd.,ed. Kant. v. :rob

"Hear,

0 heaven,

and give ear, 0 earth, because

S_
eIcu: Miller has *t_np' _e'_J,,wbJx.hyields but little
*uu_
6 The_._._em am thin m-mal_l:-L M'mdand Iax_Senco: termedalw,--x. Hesvea andEatth.
.. x/owe and Name,
"
"
s. Sun sad Mooa.
_. Ratiodaatioaand Reaecti_, "
3. Air and Watw.
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the Lord has spoken.
I have brought
forth
children, and exalted them ; and these have rejected me."
Now, he who utters these words,
he says, is the seventh power--he
who stood,
stands, and will stand ; for he himself is cause
of those beauteous objects of creation which
Moses commended,
and said that they were
very good.
But Voice and Name (the second
of the three pairs) are Sun and Moon ; and
Ratiocination
and Reflection
(the third of the
three pairs) are Air and Water.
And in all
these is intermingled
and blended, as I have
declared, the great, the indefinite, the (self-)
existing power.

a figure of this, will perish with the world, inasmuch as he continues only potentially, and does
exist actually.
This, he says, is what has been
spoken, "that we should not be condemned
with the world."s
If one, however, be made
into the figure of (the Spirit), and be generated
from an indivisible point, as it has been written
in the Announcement,
(such a one, albeit) small,
will become great.
But what is great will continue unto infinite and unalterable
duration, as
being that which no longer is subject to the conditions of a generated entity.
How then, he says, and in what manner, does
God form man?
In Paradise; for so it seems
to him.
Grant Paradise, he says, to be the
CHAP.nc.--snvloN's nCr_a'RETATION OF THE MO- womb ; and that this is a tree (assumption)
the
SAIC HEXAF.MERON ms ALLEGORICALREPRE-Scripture
will teach, when it utters the words,
SEICrATIONOr PAI_.DISE.
" I am He who forms thee in thy mother's
When, therefore, Moses has spoken of "the w°mb"'6
For this also he wishes to have been
six days in which God made heaven and earth, written so. Moses, he says, resorting to allegory,
and rested on the seventh from all His works, ''+ has declared Paradise to be the womb, if we
Simon, in a manner already specified,
giving ought
to rely
statement. wombIf, however,
God forms
man onin his
his mother's
that is,
(these and other passages of Scripture) a different application
(from the one intended
by in Paradise--as
I have affirmed, let Paradise be
the holy writers), deifies himself.
When, there- the womb, and Edem the after-birth,7 "a river
fore, (the followers of Simon) a_rm that there flowing forth from Edem, for the purpose of irriare three days begotten before sun and moon, gating Paradise," s (meaning by this) the navel
they speak enigmatically of Mind and Intelli- This navel, he says, is separated into four pringence, that is, Heaven and Earth, and of the ciples ; for on either side of the navel are situseventh power, (I mean) the indefinite
one. ated two arteries, channels of spirit, and two
For these three powers are produced antecedent
veins, channels of blood.
But when, he says,
to all the rest.
But when they say, "He begot the umbilical vessels9 proceed forth from Edem,
"2
i
me prior to all the Ages,
such statements, he! that is, the canl in which the foetus is enveloped
says, are alleged to hold good concerning
the!gr °ws into the (foetus) that is being formed in
seventh power.
Now this seventh power, which common
the vicinitydenominate
of the epigastrium,-(now) alltwo
in
this a navel,--these
was a power existing in the indefinite power,
which was produced
prior to all the Ages, this veins through which the blood flows, and is conis, he says, the seventh power, respecting which veyed from Edem, the after-birth, to what are
Moses utters the following words : "And the styled the gates of the liver ; (these veins, I say,)
Spirit of God was wafted over 3 the water ;" nourish the foetus. But the arteries whichwe have
that is, says (the Simonian), the Spint which spoken of as being channels of spirit, embrace
contains all things in itself, and is an image of the bladder on both sides, around the pelvis, and
connect it with the great artery, called the aorta,
the indefinite power about which Simon speaks,
--" an image from an incorruptible form, that in the vicinity of the dorsal ridge.
And in this
alone reduces all things into order."
For this way the spirit, making its way through the yenpower that is wafted over the water, being be- tricles
the the
heart,
produces
a movement
the
foetus. toFor
infant
that was
formed in of
Paregotten, he says, from an incorruptible form alone,
reduces all things into order.
When, therefore,
dise neither receives nourishment
through the
according to these (heretics), there ensued some mouth, nor breathes through the nostrils : for as
such arrangement,
and (one) similar (to it) of it
lay in
midst of tomoisture,
its itfeet
was
death,
if ittheattempted
breathe at
; for
would
the world, the Deity, he says, proceeded to form (thus) have been drawn away from moisture,
man, taking clay from the earth.
And He and perished (accordingly).
But (one may go
formed him not uncompounded,
but twofold,
according
to (His own) image and likeness.+ further than this);
for the entire (foetus) is
Now the image isthe Spiritthatiswaftedover
+zcot.
zi.
3*,
the water; and whosoever is not fashioned into
+j..
_ s:(i.e.,so<:zm_,.
.....
,-_----_,. S i. Mn_ , _h . Cm_ __'_mp/m,
......
xmmlo_b/Mmbl
into
_._., tlmcaulm whichthe_
m mmlom_
s Prov.vllkm,.-m_

i

+ Ca. ii.7.

I swsyamol_.dty _l dm Xmmlll
_ l_m m mm_.

8 C,en. iLm.
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bound tightly round by a covering styled the
caul, and is nourished by a navel, and it receives
through the (aorta), in the vicinity of the dorsal
ridge, as I have stated, the substance of the
spirit,

arises from the sacrifice through the incenseofferings ; and in regard of this fragrance (the
sense of) smelling is a test. Numbers, the fourth
of the books, signifies taste, where the discourse
is operative. For, from the fact of its speaking
all things, it is denominated by numerical at(mAP. X.--SrMON'S EXPL_'_AT_ON
OF THE rmS'r rangement. But Deuteronomy, he says, is writTwo BOOKSOF MOS_.
ten in reference to the (sense of) touch possessed
The river, therefore, he says, which proceeds by the child that is being formed. For as touch,
out of Edem is divided into four principles, four by seizing the things that are seen by the other
chaamels -- that is, into four senses, belonging senses, sums them up and ratifies them, testing
to the creature that is being born, viz., seeing, what is rough, or warm, or clammy, (or cold) ;
smelling, taste, and touch ; for the child formed so the fifth book of the law constitutes a sumin Paradise has these senses only. This, he says, mary of the four books preceding this.
is the law which Moses appointed ; and in referAll things, therefore, he says, when unbegotence to thin very law, each of his books has been ten, are in us potentially, not actually, as the
written, as the inscriptions evince. The first grammatical or geometrical (art). If, then, one
book is Genesis. The inscription of the book receives proper instruction and teaching, and
is, he says, sufficient for a knowledge of the uni- (where consequently) what is bitter will be alverse. For this is (equivalent in meaning with) tered into what is sweet,--that
is, the spears
generation, (that is,) vision, into which one sec- into pruning-hooks, and the swords into ploughtion of the river is divided. For the world was shares, 2- there will not be chaff and wood beseen by the power of vision. Again, the inscrip- gotten for fire, but mature fruit, fully formed, as
tion of the second book is Exodus. For what I said, equal and similar to the unbegotten and
has been produced, passing through the Red indefinite power. If, however, a tree continues
Sea, must come into the wilderness,--now they alone, not producing fruit fi]lly formed, it is
say he calls the Red (Sea) blood,-- and taste utterly destroyed. For somewhere near, he says,
bitter water. For bitter, he says, is the water is the axe (which is laid) at the roots of the tree.
which is (drunk) after (crossing) the Red Sea; Every tree, he says, which does not produce good
which (water) is a path to be trodden, that leads fruit, is hewn down and ca.st into fire>
(us) to a knowledge in (this) life of (our) toilsome and bitter lot. Altered, however, by Moses CHAP.XaI.-- FIREA PRIMALPRINCIPLE.
ACCORDthat is, by the Logos--that
bitter (water)
n_o TO SZMON.
becomes sweet. And that this is so we may
According to Simon, therefore, there exists
hear in common from all who express themselves that which is blessed and incorruptible in a latent
mzcording to the (sentiments of the) poets : _
condition in every one-- (that is,) potentially,
"Dark at the root, like milk, the flower,
not actually ; and that this is He who stood,
Gods call it'Moly,' and hard for mortal men
stands,4
andisto stand.5He hasstoodabove
To dig,
butpowerdivine
isboundless."
t
in unbegotten
power. He standsbelow,when
in thestreamof watersHe was begottenin a
ot,_. xa. _s_oN's
gX'Pt.XNA_O_r
OF TrtE THREE likeness.
He is to stand above, beside the
LASTBOOKSOF THZ PmerATEUCK.
blessed indefinite power, if He be fashioned
What is spoken by the Gentiles is sufficient into an image. For, he says, there are three
for a knowledge of the universe to those who who have stood ; and except there were three
have ears (capable)of hearing. For whosoever, iEons who have stood, the unbegotten one is
he says, has tasted this fruit, is not the only one not adorned. (Now the unbegotten one) is,
that is changed by Circe into a beast; but also, according to them, wafted over the water, and
employing the power of such a fruit, he forms is re-made, according to the similitude (of an
anewand mouldsafresh,
andre-entices
intothat
primary peculiar character of
theirs,
those
that
' .Is,.u..4.
•
_&tto IlL _[O" _...
LAlge nL o
already have been altered into beasts. But a
,z.t_g,,y.s,,_,'_,,_cz,-,,,twahawt_v,,_._.-m
faithful man and beloved b,, t_t -,_rc,',_ iffi ;slm,) ,,ish,__,,elf m _ ehe,_t to be_ ml_ mwa,,which
*.
,
--- .7
"_
_._." ._.:_'
_'
m above God the Creator, and to h¢ thought to be the Christ. and to
ne says,
amcoveredthroughthatmIlk-hkeand be.aa__ _
ona"(._Ni_-,_ _,_
......
vol. iiL p. x96).
divine frmt. In like manner, the third book m, s _ _m_
#a, t_)
,_ _ t_ t_ _¢,,,
Leviticus,
smelling,
or respiration.
_ m_
thewould
_
_,_,_.
f._w_
e'_iswas,m_,
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; t........
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_.uu_
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t is to come" (Rev. i. 8). _
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eternal nature), a perfect celestial (being), in
no (quality of) intelligence formed inferior to
the unbegotten power : that is what the_, say n
I and you, one ; you, before me ; I, that which
is after you.
This, he says, is one power divided
above
(and)
below, generating itself, making
itself grow, seeking itself, finding itself, being
mother of itself, father of itself, sister of itself,
spouse of itself, daughter of itself, son of itself,
mother, father, a unit, being a root of the entire
circle of existence,
And that, he says, the originating principle of
the generation of things begotten is from fire,
he discerns after some such method as the following.
Of all things, (i.e.) of whatsoever there
is a generation, the beginning of the desire of
the generation
is from fire.
Wherefore the
desire after mutable generation is denominated
"to be inflamed."
For when the fire is one, it
admits of two conversions.
For, he says, blood
in the man being both warm and yellow, is converted as a figured flame into seed ; but in the
woman this same blood is converted into milk.
And the conversion of the male becomes generation, but the conversion of the female hourishment for the foetus. This, he says, is "the
flaming sword, which turned to guard the way
of the tree of life.",
For the blood is converted into seed and milk, and this power
becomes mother and father m father of those
things that are in process of generation, and
theangmentation
of those things that are being
nourished;
(and this power is)without
further
want, (and) self-sufficient.
And, he says, the
tree of life is guarded, as we have stated, by
the brandished
flaming sword.
And it is the
seventh power, that which (is produced)
from
itself, (and) which contains all (powers, and)
which reposes in the six powers.
For if the
flaming sword be not brandished,
that good
tree will be destroyed, and perish.
If, however,
these be converted into seed and milk, the principle that resides in these potentially, and is in
possession of a proper position, in which is
evolved a principle of souls, (such a principle,)
beginning, as it were, from a very small spark,
will be altogether magnified, and will increase
and become a power indefinite (and) unalterable, (equal and similar) to an unalterable
age, which no longer passes into the indefinite
age.
ca_.

exist potentially,
but devoid
of propensions.
(And this too, though born from one having propensions, and uncreated though born) from one
that is begotten, when He may be fashioned into
a figure, and, becoming perfect, may come forth
from two of the primary powers, that is, Heaven
and Earth.
For Simon expressly speaks of this
in the "Revelation"
after this manner:
"To
you, then, I address the things which I speak,
and (to you) I write what I write. The writing
is this: there are two offshoots from all the
._F_,ons,having neither beginning nor end, from
one root. And this is a power, viz., Sige, (who
is) invisible (and) incomprehensible.
And one
of these (offshoots) appears from above, which
constitutes a great power, (the creative) Mind
of the universe, which manages all things, (and
is) a male.
The other (offshoot), however, is
from below, (and constitutes)
a great Intelligence, and is a female which produces all things.
From whence, ranged in pairs opposite each
other, they undergo conjugal union, and manifest an intermediate interval, namely, an incomprehensible air, which has neither beginning nor
end.
But in this is a father who sustains all
things, and nourishes things that have beginning
and end.
This is he who stood, stands, and
will stand, being an hermaphrodite
power according to the pre-existent
indefinite power,
which has neither beginning nor end.
Now this
(power) exists in isolation.
For Intelligence,
(that subsists) in unity, proceeded forth from
this (power), (and) became two.
And that
(father) was one, for having in himself this
(power) he was isolated, and, however, He was
not primal though pre-existent ; but being rendered manifest
to himself
from himself, he
passed into a state of duality.
But neither
was he denominated father before this (power)
would style him father.
As, therefore,
he
himself, bringing forward himself by means of
himself, manifested unto himself his own peculiar intelligence, so also the intotligence, when
it was manifested, did not exercise the function
of creation.
But beholding him, she concealed
the Father within herself, that is, the power ;
and it is an hermaphrodite power, and an intelligence.
And hence it is that they are ranged in
pairs, one opposite the other ; for power is in no
wise different from intelligence, inasmuch as they
are one.
For from those things that are above
is discovered power; and from those below, inXUL--ms
DOCntmz OF EMANATIONVeg- telligence.
So it is, therefore, that likewise what
a'ttER gXP_DEaX
is manifested from these, being unity, is dis-

Therefore, according to this reasoning, Simon covered (to be) duality, an hermaphrodite
haybecame confessedly a god to his silly followers, ing the female in itself. This, (therefore,) is
as that Libyan, namely, Apsethus--begotten,
no Mind (subsisting) in Intelligence ; and these are
doubt, and subject to passion, when he may sepaxable one from the other, (though both
taken together) are one, (and) are discovered
tota. iii. _
in a state of duality."
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CHAP.XaV.mSIMON m'TERPRZrs ms SVSTZM BY necessity of promiscuous intercourse.
They exTHE MYTHOLOGICAL
REPRESENTATION
OF HELEN press themselves in the manner following : "All
OFTROY; GZVESANAccotncr OF HIMSELFIN COS- earth is earth, and there is no difference where
N_ON
Wn'H THE TROJA_tHEROINE; nV_ORAL- any one sows, provided he does sow." But even
ITY OF HIS FOLLOWERS ; SIMON'S VIEW OF CHRIST ; they congratulate
themselves on account of this
THE SIMONISrS' APOLOGY FOR THEm VICE.
indiscriminate
intercourse, asserting that this is
Simon then, after inventing these (tenets), perfect love, and employing the expressions,
not only by evil devices interpreted the writings "holy of holies," and "sanctify one another." 4
of Moses in whatever way he wished, but even For (they would have us believe) that they are
the (works) of the poets.,
For also he fastens not overcome by the supposed vice, fdr that they
an allegorical
meaning on (the story of) the have been redeemed.
"And (Jesus), by having
wooden horse and Helen with the torch, and on redeemed
Helen in this way," (Simon says,)
very many other (accounts), which he transfers "has afforded salvation to men through his
to what relates to himself and to Intelligence,
own pecuhar intelligence.
For inasmuch as the
and (thus) furnishes a fictitious explanation of angels, by reason of their lust for pre-eminence,
them.
He said, however, that this (Helen) was improperly managed the world, (Jesus Christ)
the lost sheep.
And she, always abiding among being transformed, and being assimilated to the
women, confounded the powers in the world by rulers and powers and angels, came for the resreason of her surpassing beauty.
Whence, like- rotation (of things).
And so (it was that Jesus)
wise, the Trojan war arose on her account.
For appeared as man, when in reality he was not a
in the Helen born at that time resided this In- man.
And (so it was) that likewise he suffered
teUigence ; and thus, when all the powers were -- though not actually undergoing suffering, but
for claiming her (for themselves), sedition and appearing to the Jews to do soS--in
Judea as
war arose, during which (this chief power) was ' Son,' and in Samaria as ' Father,' 6 and among
manifested to nations.
And from this circum- the rest of the Gentiles as ' Holy Spirit.'"
And
stance, without doubt, we may believe that Stesi- (Simon alleges) that Jesus tolerated being styled
chorus, who had through (some) verses reviled by whichever name (of the three just mentioned)
her, was deprived of the use of his eyes; and men might wish to call him.
"And that the
that, again, when he repented and composed re- prophets, deriving their inspiration
from the
cantations, in which he sung (Helen's) praises, world-making angels, uttered predictions (conhe recovered
the power of vision.
But the ceming him)."
Wherefore, (Simon said,) that
angels and the powers below--who,
he says, towards these (prophets) those felt no concern
created the worldcaused the transference
uP to the present, who believe on Simon and
from one body to another of (Helen's soul) ;I Helen, and that they do whatsoever they please,
and subsequently she stood on the roof of a!as persons free ; for they allege that they are
house in Tyre, a city of Phcenicia, and on going saved by grace.
For that there is no reason for
down thither (Simon professed to have) found mnishment, even though one shall act wickedly ;
her. For he stated that, principally for the pur- for such a one is not wicked by nature, but by
pose of searching after this (woman), he had enactment.
"For the angels who created the
arrived (in Tyre), in order that he might rescue world made," he says, "whatever enactments they
her from bondage.
And after having thus re- pleased," thinking by such (legislative) words to
deemed her, he was in the habit of conducting
enslave those who listened to them.
But, again,
her about witl_ himself, alleging that this (girl) they speak of a dissolution 7 of the world, for the
was the lost sheep, and affirming himself to be redemption of his own particular adherents.
the Power above all things.
But the filthy=
fellow, becoming enamodred of this miserable CHAP.XV._ SIMOZ_'SDZSCZPLES
Avo_r THe- MYSTERIES_" SIMON MEETS ST • PETER AT ROME j"
woman called Helen, purchased
her (as his
slave), and enjoyed her,person.s
He, (howACCOtmT OF SIMOS'S cu_n_G VzAIuS.
_.er,) w._ likewise moved ._th shame towards _ The disciples, then, of this (Magus), celebrate
his aisciples, and concocted this figment.
. I magical rites, and resort to incantations.
And
But, again,
followers
of this [ • Th_,=,i_,s _ _
impostor
w I those
mean who
Simonbecome
the sorcerer
_ indulge
so_
', _
d t_ _.L
i,, similar ,_'_ctic-_ and irrationall,, all_
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(they profess to) transmit both love-spells and
charms, and the demons said to be senders of
dreams, for the purpose of distracting whomsoever they please.
But they also employ those
denominated
Paredroi.
"And
they have an
image of Simon (fashioned)
into the figure of
Jupiter, and (an image) of Helen m the form
of Minerva; and they pay adoration to these."
But they call the one Lord and the other Lady.
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nus, are confessedly
the six roots of Simon,
viz., "Mind"
and "Intelligence,"
"Voice"
and
"Name,"
"Ratiocination"
and "Reflection."
But since it seems to us that we have sufficiently
explained Simon's tissue of legends, let us see
what also Valentinus asserts.
CItAP. XVL--tmRESV-OF
VALENTINUS;
DERIVED
FROM PLATOAND PYTHAGORAS.

And if any one amongst them, on seeing the
images of either Simon or Helen, would call
them by name, he is cast off, as being ignorant
of the mysteries.
This Simon, deceiving many'
in Samaria by his sorceries, was reproved by the
Apostles, and was laid under a curse, as it has
been written in the Acts.
But he afterwards
abjured the faith, and attempted these (aforesaid
practices).
And journeying
as far as Rome,2
he fell in with the Apostles ; and to him, deceiving many by his sorceries, Peter offered repeated
opposition.
This man, ultimately repairing to
• . . (and) sit,aug under a plane tree, continued to give instruction (in his doctrines).
And
in truth at last, when conviction was imminent,
in case he delayed longer, he stated that, if he
were buried alive, he would rise the third day.
And accordingly, having ordered a trench to be
dug by his disciples, 3 he directed
himself to
be interred
there.
They, then, executed
the
injunction given ; whereas he remained (in that
grave) until this day, for he was not the Christ.
This constitutes the legendary system advanced
by Simon, and from this Valentinus derived a
starting-point
(for his own doctrine.
This doc-

The heresy of Vaientinus 4 is certainly, then,
connected
with the Pythagorean
and Platonic
theory.
For Plato, in the Tim_zus, altogether
derives his impressions
from Pythagoras,
and
therefore
Timmus himself is his Pythagorean
stranger.
Wherefore, it appears expedient that
we should commence by reminding (the reader)
of a few points of the Pythagorean
and Platonic
theory ' and that (then we should proceed)
to
declare the opinions of Valentinus.S
For even
although in the books previously finished by us
with so much pains, are contained the opinions
advanced by both Pythagoras and Plato, yet at
all events I shall not be acting unreasonably, in
now also calling to the recollectlon of the reader,
by means of an epitome, the principal heads of
the favourite tenets of these (speculators).
And
this (recapitulation)
will facilitate our knowledge of the doctrines of Valentinus, by means
of a nearer comparison,
and by similarity of
composition (of the two systems).
For (Pythagoras and Plato) derived these tenets originally
from the Egyptians, and introduced their novel
opinions among the Greeks.
But (Valentinus
took his opinions) from these, because, although
trine, in point of fact, was the same with the[h e has suppressed the truth regarding his obligaSimonian, though Valentinus)
denominated
it tlon s to (the Greek philosophers),
and in this
under different titles: for "Nous,"
and "Ale-way
has endeavoured
to construct a doctrine,
theia," and "Logos," and "Zoe," and "Anthro(as it were,) peculiarly his own, yet, in point
pus," and "Ecclesia,"
and 2Eons of Valenti- io f fact, he has altered the doctnnes
of those
(thinkers) in names only, and numbers, and has
t The Abbe Cruice conn_lers that the statements made by Origen adopted
a i._
peculiar
terminology
(of his
own).
(Contr Celsum, lib. i p. 44, ed Spenc.), r_pectmg the follower_ i _r 1
*'
¢,
A k" _ ._ "_"
1-.

of Stmoo in respect of number, militates against Origen's authorship ] va,emmus
t,,,._ Iormeu
,Is
ueunlLlons
.y measof TAe Rff_tatw_.
a This rendering follows the text of Schnetdewin and Crulce [
The Clsmentin¢ RecuR'at,ions (Ante-Nicene Library, ed. Edmb., [
vol. in. p. a_3) repre_nt Siren Magus as leawlg fur Rome, and St. f
4 Valentlnus came from Alexandria to Rome dunng the pontiffPeter rresolvmg to follow him thither. Miller's text is different, and I cute of Hyginus, and _tabhshed
a school there His de_t.e seems
as emended by him, H,ppolytus' account would harmonize with that ] to have been to remain in commumon with Rome, which he did for
given in the Acts. Miller's text may he thus translated: "And hay- I many years, as Tertulfian informs us. Epiphanias, however, tell.,;
mg been laid under a curse, as has been written In the Acts, he sub- that Valentmas, towards the end of his life, when hying m Cyprus,
sequently disapproved of his practices, and made an attempt to lout- ] separated entirely from the Church. Irenmus, book i.. "1ertullmn on
hey as far a._Rome, but he fell m with the apostles," etc. The text Valentmas and chap. xxx. of his Pr_scrz?t.
; Clemens Alexandriof Cruice and Schnmdewln seems less forced; while the statement it- nus, Strum, iv. I3, vi 6: Theodoret t Hwret. F a_., t 7: Ep]phanius,
self--a newwitoess to this controverted point in ecclesiastical ht_tory I Hwr, xxxm. St Augustane, H_., XL Pinlastnus, Htst Hwres.,
c.
concerning St. Peter--corroborates
Hippulytus' authorEhlp of Tke ! kill.. Photms, Bt'btiolk., cap. ccxxx.: Clemens Alexandnnus' E,_i/-cRe f_ta_'oH,
me qf Tkeodotus (pp 789-8o9, ed. Sylburg)
Tim title is, "Ex *-z,v
.n Justin Martyr mentions, as an instance of the esttmat,on m @eo_6¢ov _
_¢ _vaT,o_,_q¢ .*_o.Ao_e_¢ 63&ur_a_,.xa_-_
¢ov¢
which Simon Magus was held among his followers, that a statue was ObaAevrtvov ZOovov¢ t_*t¢o_at. See likewise Neander s CkurcA
erected to him at Rome. Bunsen considers that the rejectmn of thLs Hi*tory, vol. t, Bohn's edition.
fable of Justta Martyr's, points to the author of TAe Refuiatwn
hemg
s These opimoas ate mostly given in extracts from Valentinus'
a Roman, who would therefore, as he shows himself in the case of work Sap/flu, a book of great repute among Gnosucs, and not named
the statu¢_ be better informed than the Eastern water of any event by Htppolytus, probably, as being so well known at the Urae The
occurring m the capital of the West.
[Bonsen's magisterial decision C.osf_l of Tru_k, mentioned by Iren_us as used among the Valen(P. 53) _s very a.ratmingly c.haracterisuc.]
H_ppolytus' sdence ts a ,,roans, ts not, however, co.n_dered to he from the pen of.Valentmus.
presu_np,tma against the ex_.sic:net of such a s_.tue, though ttm very In the extracts _venb_
Hippolytus from Valentmus, It ts important
posmble he might omR to menUon R, supposmg it to he at Rome. At (as ,n the case ,of Bas ihues_ sce.t_odator s_nt..redact'on) _ find,hat
all eveata, the very precise statement of Justin Martyr ought not to he quotes bt. Jonn s Lmspe_, anct _t Paul s r.pastm to me r..pnestans.
be rejected on slight or Conjectural grounds. [See voL i ,this series, The latter had heen pronounced b_ the Tiibingen school as.helongin_
PP. ZTS,z7a, s8a, ,87, and tg"+. But oar author relies on Iremeus, to the peried.of the Montanmuc atsputes m tim middle o_ me secona
_xae vol., p. 348. Why reject po$1ttve te_ttmony?l
century, that is, somewhere about a$-3oyears afar Valentmus.
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ures, in order that he may establish an Hellenic
heresy, diversified no doubt, but unstable, and
not connected with Christ.
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[Book VL

the concord of the four elements.
swear in these words:--

And

then/

"By him who to our head quaternion gives,
A font that has the roots of everlasting nature."*
CHAP. XVlI.-- ORIGIN OF THE GREEK PHILOSOPHY,
Now the quaternion is the originating principle
The origin, then, from which Plato derived of natural and solid bodies, as the monad of
his theory in the Timeeus, is (the) wisdom of intelligible ones.
And that likewise the quoterthe Egyptians.'
For from this source, by some nion generates,5 he says, the perfect number, as
ancient and prophetical tradition, Solon 2 taught in the case of intelligibles (the monad) does the
his entire system concerning the generation and decade, they teach thus.
If any, beginning to
destruction of the world, as Plato says, to the
Greeks, who were (in knowledge)
young chil- number,
says
one,
and
adds
in hke
manner three, these (together) two,
will then
be six,
and
dren, and were acquainted with no theological
to these (add) moreover four, the entire (sum),
doctrine of greater antiquity.
In order, there- in like manner, will be ten. For one, two, three,
fore, that we may trace accurately the" arguments four, become ten, the perfect number.
Thus, he
by which Valentinus established
his tenets, I
says,
the
quaternion
in
every
respect
imitated
shall now explain what are the principles of the intelligible monad, which was able to generate thea
philosophy of Pythagoras of Samos,-- a ph_ilosophy (coupled)
with that Silence so celebrated
by the Greeks.
And next in this manner (I
shall elucidate)
those (opinions)
which Valentinus derives from Pythagoras
and Plato, but
refers with all solemnity of speech to Christ,
and before Christ to the Father of the universe,
and to Silence conjoined with the Father.

perfect number.

CHAP. XlX.I'YTI_C,ORAS' DUALrI_ OF SUBSTANCES; HIS "CATECORIES."
There are, then, according to Pythagoras, two
worlds : one intelligible, which has the monad
for an originating principle ; and the other sensible.
But of this (latter) is the quaternion
CHAP. XVllI._ PYTHAC_,OR._'
SYSTEMOF NUMBERS. having the iota, the one tittle, 6 a perfect number.
And there likewise is, according to the
Pythagoras, then, declared the originating prin- Pythagoreans, the i, the one tittle, which is chief
ciple of the universe to be the unbegotten monad, and most dominant, and enables us to appreand the generated duad, and the rest of the hend the substance of those intelligible entities
numbers.
And he says that the monad is the which are capable of being understood
through
father of the duad, and the duad the mother of the medium of intellect and of sense.
(And in
all things that are being begotten--the
begotten
this substance inhere) the nine incorporeal accione (being mother) of the things that are be- dents which cannot exist without substance, viz.,
gotten.
And Zaratas, the pupil of Pythagoras, ,, quality," and "quantity,"
and "relation,"
and
was in the habit of denominating
unity a father, ,, where," and "when,"
and "position,"
and
and duality a mother.
For the duad has been ,, possession,"
and "action,"
and "passion."
generated from the monad, according to Pythag- These, then, are the nine accidents (inhering in)
oras; and the monad is mate and primary, but substance, and when reckoned with these (subthe duad female (and secondary).
And from stances),
contains the perfect number, the i.
the duad, again, as Pythagoras states, (are gen- Wherefore, the universe being divided, as we
crated) the triad and the succeeding
numbers said, into the intelligible and sensible world, we
up to ten. For Pythagoras is aware that this is have also reason from the intelligible (world),
the only perfect number--I
mean the decade in order that by reason we may behold the sub--for that eleven and twelve are an addition stance of things that are cognised by intellect,
and repetition of the decade;
not, however, and are incorporeal
and divine.
But we have,
that what
the
.... is added s constitutes
. _,
,._ generation
___.
. ne...... says, nve senses_smemng,
see in g, hearin- g,
ot anomer number.,
ana all souo ooates ne taste,
......
ann toucn.
1,_o"
w, by these we arrive at
generates, from Incorporeal (essences).
. . For he a gnowieage"
" "
of r+hings that are discerned b-y
asserts that
principle ., of both
•..... IS -,-.
--_-J
,
_an . element and
.
.....
. _ I sense ; ana.... so, ne says, me senSlDle
UlVIU_4J.
corporeal
aria
incorporeal
enranes
is
me
point
...............
a
-hat
we
have
....
. .. • ...
. ..
.
/from the inteulglDle wortfl,
t_ii(.1 t
t:
wmcn is malvlslole.
Anti trom a point, he says, [for each of these an instrument
for attainitm
is generated a line, and from a line a surface ; i-" -rceive from the followin- co_
and a surface flowing out into a height becomes, [ _d°rattTne. ' W;o_i
he sa
of intelli-'b_es c_
he says, a solid bod}_. Whence also the Pytha- ] maera'_ng,
ne says, ot mtemgtmes can
goreans have a certainobject of adjuration, viz., [ • _th_.Im,,_m=_..mv_at,
i_s,_,
t _c _..*,
©.mi.*d.]i3__..ktr.
-",aaaaar'act_readfoetry,.
rOmaPr/m,m
+_.

I_&t_*_) _lfidt comtim • _
I • Mztt.v. zB.

_-_
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be known to us from sense. For he says neither the divided and scattered parts of the universe,
eye has seen, nor ear heard, nor any whatsoever and leading them forth from their (separate)
of the other senses known that (which is cog- mode of existence, (Love) unites and adds to
nised by mind). Neither, again, by reason is it the universe, in order that it may enjoy permapossible to arrive at a knowledge of any of the nence ; and it thus constitutes one system. They
things discernible by sense. But one must see will not therefore cease, Jneither Discord dividthat a thing is white, and taste that it is sweet, ing the world, nor Love attaching to the world
and know by hearing that it is musical or out of the divided parts. Of some such description as
tune. And whether any odour is fragrant or this, so it appears, is the distribution of the world
disagreeable, is the function of smell, not of according to Pythagoras. But Pythagoras says
reason. It is the same with objects of touch ; that the stars are fragments from the sun, and
for anything rough, or soft, or warm, or cold, it is that the souls s of animals are conveyed from the
not possible to know by hearing, but (far from stars; and that these are mortal when they are
it), for touch is the judge of such (sensations). in the body, just as if buried, as it were, in a
Things being thus constituted, the arrangement tomb : whereas that they rise (out of this world)
of things that have been made and are being and become immortal, when we are separated
made is observed to happen in conformity with ifrom our bodies. Whence Plato, being asked by
numerical (combinations).
For in the same ]some one, "What is philosophy?" replied, "It
manner as, commencing from monad, by an is a separation of soul from body."
addition of monads or triads, and a collection
of the succeeding numbers, we make some one CHAP.XXI._ OTHEROPINIONSOF PYTHAGORAS.
very large complex whole of number; (and)
Pythagoras, then, became a student of these
then, again, from an amassed number thus formed doctrines likewise, in which he speaks both by
bq addition, we accomplish, by means of a cer- enigmas and some such expressions as these :
tain subtraction and re-calculation, a solution of ,, When you depart from your own (tabernacle),
the totality of the aggregate numbers; so like- return not;3 if, however, (you act) not (thus),
wise he asserts that the world, bound by a cer- the Furies, auxiliaries to justice, will overtake
tain arithmetical and musical chain, was, by its rou," --denominating the body one's own (tabtension and relaxation, and by addition and ernacle), and its passions the Furies. When,
subtraction, always and for ever preserved in- therefore, he says, you depart, that is, when you
corrupt,
go forth from the body, do not earnestly crave
for this; but if you are eagerly desirous (for
CHAP. XX. -- PYTHAGORAS'
COSMOGONY _; SIMILAR departure), the passions will once more confine
TO THATOr EMPEDOCLES.
yOU within the body. For these suppose that
The Pythagoreans therefore declare their opin- there is a transition of souls from one body.to
ion concerning the continuance of the world in another, as also Empedocles, adopting the prmsome such manner as this : J
ciples of Pythagoras, affirms. For, says he, souls
that are lovers of pleasure, as Plato states,4 if,
"For
heretofore
it was and will be ; never,
Of both of these will void the age eternal

I ween,
be."

when

they

are

in

the condition

of suffering

inci-

to man, they do not evolve theories of
"Of these;" but what are they? Discord and phdosophy, must pass through all animals and
Love. Now, in their system, Love forms the plants (back) again into a human body. And
world incorruptible (and) eternal, as they sup- when (the soul) may form a system of speculapose. For substance and the world are one. tion thrice in the same body, (he maintains)
Discord, however, separates and puts asunder, that it ascends up to the nature of some kindred
and evinces numerous attempts by subdividing star. If, however, (the soul) does not philosoto form the world. It is just as if one severs phize, (it must pass) through the same (.succesinto small parts, and divides arithmetically, the sion of changes once more). He affirms, then,
myriad into thousands, and hundreds, and tens ; that the soul sometimes may become even morand drachmm into oboli and small farthings. In tal, if it is overcome by the Furies, that is, the
this manner, he says, Discord severs the sub- passions (of the body) ; and immortal, if it sucstance of the world into animals, plants, metals, ceeds in escaping the Furies, which are the
and things similar to these. And the fabricator l _assions.
of the generation of all things produced is, according to them, Discord ; whereas Love, on the lld*,otThea_n_eAbhew,thC'_i_r_'o_"c°u_erSo_mo=t_t
t_rdmgW,
i_, Ofther_,,ou__._/=a,
ct
other hand, manages and provides for the uni- _t _t,,,¢_ the_,the,,h,p_ o,_._, _ _mt_ tot_ _;
verse in such a manner that it enjoys perma- gor_
conccrnm.g
I_--¢xt_tence
os
the soul .psychology.
_ stated m a Theqummon
passage often quoted,
vlz.,tl_c
_t. jes_
s z_n-asr
hence. And conductingtogether'
intounity _Jg_,-_,_t,,,_
czp.
s_).
Ctmce thinks that the followln_ winds a_e takea _
Heine.lix (k_ o'¢_yet,

leads together.

dental

ras, and refers to Plutarch, De EJcillo, c. xi.
_ Phil,,
vol. i. p. 89, ed. Bekker.
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[_ooK VI.

cm_. xxn. m_m_ "sA_c0S" OF _'rKAC,OI_.S. For it lies within your reach both to nourish the
But since also we have chosen to mention the body, and make the soul better3 "Don't take
sayings darkly expressed by Pythagoras to his a bite out of an uncut loaf;" (meaning,) diminish not thy possessions, but live on the profit
disciple-by means of symbols, it seems likewise (of them), and guard thy substance as an
expedient to remind (the reader) of the rest
(of his doctrines. And we touch on this sub- entire loaf.s "Feed not on beans ; " (meanject) on account also of the heresiarchs, who ing,) accept not the government of a city, for
attempt by some method of this description to with beans they at that time were accustomed
converse by means of symbols ; and these are to ballot for their magistrates.9
not their own, but they have, (in propounding
them,) taken advantage of expressions employed CHAP.xxm. _IACOF.AS'
AsrRoNomc S-_rEM.
by the Pythagoreans.'
Pythagoras then inThese, then, and such like assertions, the
structs his disciples, addressing them as follows : Pythagoreans put forward; and the heretics,
"Bind up the sack that carries the bedding." imitating these, are supposed by some to utter
(Now,) inasmuch as they who intend going important truths. The Pythagorean system,
upon a journey tie their clothes into a wallet, to however, lays down that the Creator of all albe ready for the road ; so, (in like manner,) he leged existences is the Great Geometrician and
wishes his disciples to be prepared, since every Calculator-- a sun ; and that this one has been
moment death is likely to come upon them by fixed in the whole world, just as in the bodies a
surprise? (In this way Pythagoras sought to soul, according to the statement of Plato. For
effect) that (his followers) should labour under the sun (being of the nature of) fire,x°resembles
no deficiency in the qualifications required in the soul, but the earth (resembles the) body.
his pupils.S Wherefore of necessity he was in And, separated from fire, there would be nothing
the habit, with the dawn of day, of instructing visible, nor would there be any object of touch
the Pythagoreans to encourage one another to with6ut something solid ; but not any solid body
bind up the sack that carries the bedding, that exists without earth. Whence the Deity, locating
is, to be ready for death. "Do not stir fire with air in the midst, fashioned the body of the unia sword ;" 4 (meaning,) do not, by addressing verse out of fire and earth. And the Sun, he
him, quarrel with an enraged man ; for a per- says, calculates and geometrically measures the
son in a passion is like fire, whereas the sword world in some such manner as the following:
is the uttered expression. "Do not trample on The world is a unity cognizable by sense ; and
a besom ;" s (meaning,) despise not a small concerning this (world) we now make these asmatter. "Plant not a palm tree in a house ;" sertions. But one who is an adept in the science
(meaning,) foment not discord in a family, for of numbers, and a geometrician, has divided it
the palm tree is a symbol of battle and slaugh- into twelve parts. And the names of these parts
ter. 6 "Eat not from a stool ; " (meaning,) do are as follow : Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer,
not undertake an ignoble art, in order that you Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Caprimay not be a slave to the body, which is cor- corn, Aquarius, Pisces. Again, he divides each
ruptible, but make a livelihood from literature, of the twelve parts into thirty parts, and these
are days of the month. Again, he divides each
)art of the thirty parts into sixty small divisions,
Thee=sayings(S.ym_ol=.P3dl_agoriea
) havebeen collected
by,
amongst others, Thomas Stanley, and more recand_ by Gas_r
Orellius. The m_ning and the form of the proverbs given by Hip7 "Eat not from a stool." This proverb is also differently read
po_ymsdonotatways
corraspondwhh, e.g., Jamblichus (the bwgra- and interpreted.
Another form.ls, "Eat not from a chariot," of
pher o_ Pythagoras), Porphyry_ aud Plutarch. The cunnos reader which the Import is variously _ven, as, Do not tamper wRh your
c_m see the .Proloer_Is, in all their variety of readings and explano- ] health, because food swallowed m haste, as it must be when one m
tlons, in the edition of L. C,yraldus.
[ driving a team of horses, cannot be salutary or nutritive, or, Do not
• a This..h_ been explained by Erasmus as a precept enjoining ] he careless, because one should attend to the bus_s,
in hand, if
_te
of _
and mod_ty.
.
_ that be gukhng a chariotp one should not at tl_ same _
try tO eat
3 Miller's text here _
a diffenmt but not very intelligib_
his meals.
meanln_.
[
s Thoword"antlre"
Plutarch adds to this pro_rb.
Its ancient
,t Horace qno_es this proverb (2 Se_m., til. r/4 ) with a somewhat ] form would seem to inculcate p_isnce and courtesy, as if one should
dismount meaning.
Porphyry considers it a .precept against irrev- not, when at meals, snap at food before others. As re_d m Plutarch,
erent language towards the Deity, the fire being a symbol--for in. it has been also interpreted as a precept to avold ¢a.eatlngdmsension,
stanoe, the vestal fire--of the evedasthxg nature of God. Y._eva
the unbmk.en bread tieing a symbol of unity, it has lik_
been
in Hip_x_ms. laaisoroad, e.g.,byBadl,_e£_om_,thetis,
deavlng,
explained as an injunction agm.nst greediness. Theloafwas .marked
This atttme_ to tome ancamt game in which rite was struck at and by two inte_
lines into tour parts, ana one was not to Oevour
severed,
all of these. (Se_ Horace, r _L.,
xviL 49")
_ltsay. This word also signifies
s_pings"
or
_as_
i
9ThlsistheganeraUyreoeived
tmpo_ o/' the piove_.
Ancient
say tt means a Chaldean or_BabyIonlan m_umure. The mean- wrlte_ however, put forwani other meamugs, co_
chiefly w_th
_g would _m be: Ne_¢t
mot giving good mmmu_,ie.,
pmcti_
certain effects off, ms, e.g., dlsturblng, the mlnd,.and producin_
_.g.
Tid_a_mwtth
anoth_f6rm
dthe px'overb, vsading mdanchoty, whlchPyflmgor_isuldto
nave notic_l.
_ora_
_t_
for _li_v--tlmt
is_ overlook not the helaaceor seales,
i nosachid_
concerning beans.(sea _ S_.,.vi.
63)., hot evlc_-n_7
e_
meuh_
mmlgm_ m this pmve_ i_h "Lahour to no ] altndes toa beliof of the magt thet disamhodied spmta romded m
lgm3_ye." Thepal_itiaa_uged,
whe_xtigows
olitseg, prodtmes/ b___ns. (See I.au:ian, MiO'R.; Plutamh, II,_ na/_. 'A_my. xT;

h_.'i,but_,_.um
ut_n__.
Thepm_rb.i.._so AuXus
_._us, iv.xx;and_ulgnlaufs
C.mis_,s_,,,_'_, i. go.)
mudtom_u: Avaklwhatmay_em agnmbk,buts_Hymin]'_-[_cp. xs_,
audcompare
vol.u.,thisrunes,p,383,andEluci.
dous. This alludm to the _
e_"the wine (we Xanophoh's
A_. _, _.), _hlch_ y_uxt
_,_ _pmu_z_
peodua_ _
hind-

aeneia umeper_

o¢b.

dation IlL p. 4o3.]
to The text seema doubtful.

Some wouht rsad, "Tho

be_aqm_lwlth)_0_I,andthemo_withbody."

_m _ (to
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and (each) of these small (divisions) he subdivides into minute portions, and (these again)
into portions still more minute.
And .always
doing this, and not intermitting, but collecting
from these divided portions (an aggregate), and
constituting it a year ; and again resolving and
dividing the compound, (the sun) completely
finishes the great and everlasting world,t

according to the ordinary methods of perception.
(The Father,) however, was solitary, subsisting,
as they say, in a state of quietude, and Himself
reposing in isolation within Himself. When, however, He became productive,, it seemed to Him
expedient at one time to generate and lead forth
the most beautiful and perfect (of those germs
of existence) which He possessed within Himself, for (the Father) was not fond of s01itariCHAP.XXIV.m VALmCrm-_COtCVmTED
Or PLACI-ness. For, says he, He was all love, but love is
ARISMSFROMTHE PLATONIC
AND PYTHAGORIC
not love except there may be some object of
pHILOSOPHY
_ THE VALENTINIAN"
THEORYOF affection. The Father Himself, then, as He was
EMANATION"
BY DUADS.
solitary, projected and produced Nous and AleOf some such nature, as I who have accurately Itheia, that is, a duad which became mistress,s
•
examined
their• systems (have attempted) to state [and origin, and mother of all the A_ons corn....
compendlouslv,
ts the opinion of Pvthaeoras and [puted
...... by them (as existing) within the Pleroma •
.....
Nous
Alemeia being pro'coted
from the
Plato. And from this \(system),
not from the]
. and
J4
• 'J "
"
...........
_enerauon,
tJospeis, vaienilnus,
as we nave proveo, nas cot- IFather,
]. .... one capable. of continuing
_ ?.
, .
•
• clenvin g existence from a Proaucrlve Demg,
lected the (materials
of_/ heresy--I
mean his
.1
-T
:
.......
hkewise, m imitation of the
own .............
t,neresy)_anct
may tmeremre) jusuy oe (Nous_, himself
•
ror'kon_¢l n ]:_thncrore_n _ncl Pl_tc_nJct not _ Father, projected Logos and Zoe ; and Logos and
%-,r'_Z_-_
-V_le"L_'_--.--7 ..... anti 7":7"
"',_" - Zoe project
Anthropos and Ecclesia. But Nous
t._n let an.
Ya.[
ntlnus,
meretore,
laeracleon,
.............
Alethela, when they beheld that their own
ana..............
J_tolem_eus, ann me entire school oi mese and
.........
(heretics), as disciples of Pythagoras and Plato, onsp.nng nact Deen oorn proctucUve, returned
(and) following these guides, have laid down as thanks to the Father ot the universe, and offer
the fundamental principle of their doctrine the unto Him a perfect number, viz., ten 2Eons.
arithmetical system. For, likewise, according to For, he says, Nous and Aletheia could not offer
these (Valentinians), the originating cause of the unto the Father a more perfect (one) than this
universe is a Monad, unbegotten, imperishable, number. For the Father, who is perfect, ought
incomprehensible, inconceivable, productive, and to be celebrated by a perfect number, and ten
a cause of the generation of all existent things, is a perfect number, because this is first of those
And the aforesaid Monad is styled by them (numbers) that are formed by plurality, (and
Father. There is, however, discoverable among therefore) perfect.S The Father, however, being
them some considerable diversity of opinion• more perfect, because being aione unbegotten,
For some of them, in order that the Pythagorean by means of the one primary conjugal union of
doctrine of Valentinus may be altogether free Nous and Aletheia, found means of projecting
from admixture (with other tenets), suppose that all the roots of existent things.
the Father is unfeminine, and unwedded, and
solitary. But others, imagining it to be impos- cI_l,. XXV.--THE TENET OF THE DUADMADE
sible that from a male only there could proceed
THE FOre,nATIONOF VALENTmUS'SYSTEMOF
a generation at all of any of those things that
THE EMANATION
OF 2EONS.
have been made to exist, necessarily reckon
Logos himself also, and Zoe, then saw that
along with the Father of the universe, in order Nous and Aletheia had celebrated the Father of
that he may be a father, Sige as a spouse. But the universe by a perfect number ; and Logos himas to Sige, whether at any time she is united in
marria e to the Father) or not, this is a point .. • Valentlnus'
system, if"purged of theglosses
putu.pon
itbyhis
W_"
_ gwe (rlea V.L
,
-'_ about
amon~_ disciples,
appears
tottave
I_een
constructeu
oatm.agran_
conceptton
nlCn
t: mere tO wra_tc
t)
of Deity, and evidences
much power of abstracUon.
Between
the
th_rn_l_

W_

•
.
principle,

Rgorean
n_¢_;.-._
,*,_.L._L._,

f_,-l'_
koa_/

_t

nre_ont
,.
_
wnlcn
A_;_,.*_._,_,,._

keening to the Pvth-

.
is

.
one,

anti

;_ _r,,l,;,_c_
_
_v_,,u,_

..
unwe(loe(1,
shall

•

_

essence of God dwelhng m the mtdst of isolation prtor to an exercise
of the ereaUve energy, and the material worlds, Valentmus
m e_
an ideal world.
Through the latter, the soul--of
a kindred
nature

r_ro
I--is
enabled to mount up to God.
This is the import Of the terms
Iz'
" ] Bvthus (depth) and Site (silence, i.e., solitanntss)
afterwards used.

give an account
of
their doctrines, as [i _,_v_t_h
isms_td_%h."ase_b_e,
n suggested
the reading ,e_ #,Cot,
they themselves inculcate them. There is, says " "_in an _s Valentinus'in_t_ds to delineate
theprogress
from
/Vale-_;,,,,_
-_*
o,,_hinat all begotten
but I_s_utetophenomenal
being.Thereaandrethree
developments
inthis
_,
.......
/'
"*_"
_'J
_
_
_
'
[ transition.
Absolute
bem_ (Bythus
Sige) is the fame as the
the Father is alone unbegotten, not subject to I,t,_ thought
and consc_u_ness
ofC_t's_ _
Herew_
- •
have the primary emanation, v_. Nous_ Le. Mind (called al_ Molto.
the
• . condmon of place,
. not (subject to the con- Isene_,on_be.otto),*ndAZ_.i_,
_-t_.
.• _ _mk Um ._
dmon
of3
time.
havm_
no counsellor,
(and'_
nota|rowedfmmthepsoioguetoSt.
I id_ manUe_uon
a_ugh theLogos,
t e., Word(obviom_
t_..
.
-_,
.
.
-o
.,
....
"
_.
Jofm'sGospel),andZo_,i.e,Lite
nemg any other sutmtance mat coma oe reanze_ [ (taken from thesame source). Wehavethenthe pajum_e fl_m the
I idealtothe_
in Anthro_,L%Man:
and_
_e.,Cn_cn.
.. s Or,"mmpletes
theletat_eaxoftheworld
" (se_book_v.chap.
] s _,L,o¢:Bu.menwould
read_.o,, .w_hCrmoeo_-ts toou
vn.e¢T;u_t_a/_).
! account
mmeworn
,-s_un_e_emam'm8
mmenextt_nteace.
eeed

to
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self likewise with Zoe wished to magnify their own
father and mother, Nous and Aletheia.
Since
however, Nous and Aletheia were begotten, and
did not possess paternal (and)perfect
uncreatedness, Logos and Zoe do not glorify Nous their
father with a perfect number, but far from it
with an imperfect one.'
For Logos and Zoe
offer twelve -.ZEons unto Nous and Aletheia.
For, according to Valentinus,
these--namely,
Nous and 3Aetheia, Logos and Zoe, Anthropos
and Ecclesia--have
been the primary roots of
the/Eons.
But there are ten A_ons proceeding
from Nous and Aletheia, and twelve from Logos
and Zoe -- twenty and eight in all.* And to
these (ten) they give these following denominations : s Bythus and Mixis, Ageratus and Henosis
Autophyes and Hedone, Acinetus and Syncrasis,
Monogenes and Macaria.4
These are ten 2Eons
whom some say (have been projected) by Nous
and Aletheia, but some by Logos and Zoe.
Others, however, affirm that the twelve (A_ons
have been projected) by Anthropos and Ecclesia, while others by Logos and Zoe. And upon
these they bestow these following names : s Para-

the Father.
(Sophia, however,) was ignorant
that the Unbegotten One, being an originating
principle of the universe, as well as root and
depth and abyss, alone possesses the power of
self-generation.
But Sophia, being begotten,
and born after many more (zF_,ons), is not able
to acquire possession of the power inherent in
the Unbegotten
One.
For in the Unbegotten
One, he says, all things exist simultaneously, but
in the begotten (A_ons) the female is projective
of substance, and the male is formative of the
substance
which is projected
by the female.
Sophia, therefore, prepared to project that only
which she was capable (of projecting), viz., a
formless and undigested substance, s And this,
he says, is what Moses asserts : "The earth was
invisible, and unfashioned."
This (substance)
is, he says, the good (and) the heavenly Jerusalem, into which God has promised to conduct
the children of Israel, saying, "I will bring you
into a land flowing with milk and honey."

cletus and Pistis, Patricus and Elpis, Metricus
and Agape, 2Einous and Synesis, Ecclesiasticus
and Macaxiotes, Theletus and Sophia.
But of
the twelve, the twelfth and youngest of all the
twenty-eight _Eons, being a female, and called
Sophia, observed the multitude and power 6ff
the begetting _Eons, and hurried back into the
depth of the Father.
And she perceived that
all the rest of the 2Eons, as being begotten, generate by conjugal intercourse.
The Father, on
the other hand, alone, without copulation, has
produced (an offspring).
She wished to emulate the Father, 6 and to produce (offspring) of
herself without a marital partner, that she might
achieve a work in no wise inferior _ to (that of)

Ignorance, therefore, having arisen within the
Pleroma in consequence
of Sophia, and shapelessness in consequence
of the offspring of
Sophia, confusion arose in the Pleroma.
(For
all) the A_ons that were begotten (became overwhelmed with apprehension, imagining) that in
like manner formless and incomplete progenies
of the 3Eons should be generated ; and that
some destruction, at no distant period, should
at length seize upon the A_ons.
All the 2Eons,
then, betook themselves to supplication of the
Father, that he would tranquillize the sorrowing
Sophia ; for she continued weeping and bewailmg on account of the abortion produced by her,
__ for so they term it. The Father, then, compassionating the tears of Sophia, and accepting

t This follows the text as emended by Bernays.
2 The number properly should be tbarty, as there were two tetrads:

ctt_.

the
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supplication of the .'Eom, orders a further

(t)
Bythus,Sige,
.....we learn
dAletheia.(*)
Logo_,Z_,_._les_,*_d
For he
Anthropos.
Some,N as
from Htppolytus,
made up the num- projection.
ber to t]urty, bytbe addition of Chr_t and the Holy Ghost,--a fact himself
project, but
which
conclas_vely
proves
that the systera.
alleged generation
of
,_onsBurmenthinks
was a subsequent
addin_onto
Va]entinus'
s There ts some eonfuston m Hippolytus' text, wh_h is, however,
l_.moveable by a reference to Irenmus (i. x).

did not, (Valentanus)
Nous

and

Aletheia

says,

(pro-

jeered) Christ
and
the
Holy Spirit for the
restoration of Form, and the destruction of the

• we su_in t_ meaumt_of th_sename*:-abortion, and (for) the consolation and cessa_ I%_ a.dA_ia, 6o0 Logosa.dZoe,tionof thegroansof Sophia. And thirty
2Eons
=Profundity.
6. Hedone
_Volupmousue_.
came intoexistencealongwith Christand the
•. Ageratm
u_
=Mixtu_.
7. Syncrasls
Acinet_ =Mot_.
Holy Spirit.
Some of these (Valentinians) wish
3=
_vex*yo_m8.
8.
=Composit,on.
4- tt-¢laosm
_ U n;fi_tio_.
9, _M.onoftenes= (Mly-begotte_
that this should be a triacontad of }Eons, whereas
5- Autop_
--Se-lf-grown. zo Mscana
=Bl_aedmmL
s_ _
_rethe_u_
of a_-seon=_:others desire that Sige should exist along with the
_
(o0 _
_
Father, and that the 2Eons should be reckoned
Zoe:-- T_I,. sE_m,txo= _t_zpos _
vi_:-Ten_
z._

_.
2. _
Pistht

zco=fo._.
_.
_Z_,-_._._
alongwiththem.
Faith.
B._
Syne_
=Inteni_.n.ce.
3- Paulcl
= Paternal
xg. Ece___,_-_ms= Ecclesiastical.
4- Elpis
=Hope.
xo.Maimrlot_
=Felkaty.
instrument for God's creative enerj_.
BuS _ophia.t .hgu_t m_aus
$.
=Temperate.
ix.
*=Vcditim_
beyond
her function
me conneclang
ee.nfrom
lmutmherse_
aon t_....
6. Metricus
Agape
,=Love.
z_. Theletus
Sophia
=W'mdmn.
itableexistence,
byanasattempt
to evolvetmtc
the _ety.
infinlte
• [p._,y. ft. _4- It beion_ to the _dept_
c£ Satan" to _
fail,,and an abortive.linage of the trne W'mdom m p_wmm
mythck_,i_ that cmlcatere the Divine mys_e_
C_ = Cor. iL _z.]
Sophia herself sinks into d_ nether world.
_ TI_ Soph_m"wa_, _so to speak, the bridge which spanned the!
t Miller's text has,. "a well-fo_._
and pmperly._ested
abyss between God and Reallty. Under an aspect o( _h_sk_ml Solo. st:aace." "_.'l_sreadtng_,h?wever,
obwouslywrnn$,as_sprov_.b_
mort (Prtw. vi_.) views Wi_lom; andV_us
intrndtu_es it into his a reference to what _ip.hani_
_
(H,_r., _r,ri_) _e_._t'__m_ v atsy_-ra, _cotdlr_ to the old J_
imerpretotio_ of Sophi_ _* tho _eaunus,
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Christ, therefore, being additionally projected,
and the Holy Spirit, by Nous and Aletheia, immediately this abortion of Sophia, (which was)
shapeless, (and) born of herself only, and generated without conjugal intercourse, separates
from the entire of the 2ZEons, lest the perfect
2Eons, beholding this (abortion), should be disturbed by reason of its shapelessness.
In order,
then, that the shapelessness of the abortion might
not at all manifest itself to the perfect/Eons,
the
Father also again projects additionally one JEon,
viz., Staurns.
And he being begotten great, as
from a mighty and perfect father, and being projected for the guardianship
and defence of the
JEons, becomes a limit of the Pleroma, having
within itself all the thirty eEons together, for
these are they that had been projected.
Now
this (JEon) is styled Horos, because he separates from the Pleroma the Hysterema that is
outside• And (he is called) Metocheus, because
he shares a/so in the Hysterema.
And (he is
denominated)
Staurus, because he is fixed inflexibly and inexorably, so that nothing of the
Hysterema
can come near the _R_ons who are
within the PIeroma.
Outside, then, Horos, (or)
Metocheus,,
(or) Staurus, is the Ogdoad, as it
is called, according to them, and is that Sophia
which is outside the Pleroma, which (Sophia)
Christ, who was additionally projected
by Nous
and Aletheia, formed and made a perfect ./Eon,
so that in no respect she should be inferior in
power to any of the _Eons within the Pleroma. 2
Since, however, Sophia was formed outside, and
it was not possible and equitable that Christ
and the Holy Spirit, who were projected from
Nous and Aletheia, should remain outside the
Pleroma, Christ hurried away, aud the Holy
Spirit, from her who had had shape imparted to
her, unto Nous and Aletheia within the Limit,
in order that with the rest of the ._ons they
might glorify the Father.
,

styled among them "Joint Fruit of the Pleroma•"
These (matters), then, took place within the Pieroma in this way. And the "Joint Fruit of the
Pleroma" was projected, (that is,) Jesus, m for
this is his name, _ the great High Priest. Sophia,
however, who was outside the Pleroma in search
of Christ, who had given her form, and of the
Holy Spirit, became involved in great terror that
she would perish, if he should separate from her,
who had given her form and consistency.
And
she was seized with grief, and fell into a state of
considerable perplexity, (while) reflecting who
was he who had given her form, what the Holy
Spirit was, whither he had departed, who it was
that had hindered them from being present, who
it was that had been envious of that glorious and
blessed spectacle.
While involved in sufferings
such as these, she turns herself to prayer and supplication of him who had deserted her. During
the utterance of her entreaties, Christ, who is
within the Pleroma, had mercy upon (her), and
all therestofthe/Eons
(were similarly affected) ;
and they send forth beyond the Pleroma "the
Joint Fruit of the Pleroma"
as a spouse for
Sophia, who was outside, and as a rectifier of
those sufferings which she underwent in searching
after Christ.
"The Fruit," then, arriving outside the Pieroma, and discovering .(Sophia) in the midst of
those four primary passions, both fear and sorrow,
and perplexity and entreaty, he rectified her affections.
While, however, correcting them, he oberred that it would not be proper to destroy
these, inasmuch as they are (in their nature) eterhal, and peculiar to Sophia ; and yet that neither
was it seemly that Sophia should exist in the midst
of such passions, in fear and sorrow, supplication
(and) perplexity.
He therefore, as an _,Eon so
great, and (as) offspring of the entire Pleroma,
caused the passions to depart from her, and he
made these substantially-existent
essences.4
He
altered fear into animal desire,S and (made) grief
CHAP. XXVII. --VALE_
EXPLANATION OF THE material, and (rendered)
perplexity (the passion)
r.XlSTVNCE OF 3F.SUS; POWER OF Jr__trs OVERIof demons.
But conversion, 6 and entreaty, and
HuM_rI_.
SUlaOlication, he constituted as a path to repent-

After, then, there ensued some one (treaty an'ce and power over the animal essence, which
of) peace and harmony between all the /Eons is denominated
right, r The Creator
(acteo)
within the Pleroma, it appeared
expedient
to [ from fear ; (and) that is what, he says, Scripture
them not only by a conjugal union to have mag- affirms.
The fear of the. I_.rd is .the .beginning
trifled the Son, but also that by an offering of I of wisdom. "9 For this is the oeganmng ot the
ripe fruits they should glorify the Father.
Then I
all the . thirty
.,Eons
consented
to proJeCt. one a Jr&V,
4.Thlsis.Bur_.n's
_ _,_**_,0,*. D_c_r .. _.ad*_*_,_.
.
I1
C.
2Eon, joint frult of the Pleroma_ that he mlght be
s_
o_,, (_ a'h_dom, _r., c..vll.);.......
•
"
3
" "
and
6 _man'poCi_,; _ h may t3e minerva
souettu_.
_.r_,_,
(an earnest) of their umon, and unanimity,
m_mmatttmirammmi_inthismstamm,
for thclmqX_mdPtaYt¢
peace.
And he alone was projected by all the c_'_I_=_'Es) .............
'_h- ml
_r_
....
,
w .!
,-ro._. t-----x
is
_ Valemin.t_oenamltmt_.
wttat.ts p_emem t.a_r.aj
_ _,
,,r.,ons m hOnOUr ot me tamer,
ires I,oae)
wlmtismamrialorpatlmmatcl_.t_e.
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"--i..
s Cruicertmaersttmlmssagemtm:
w.mc.a ts. tmmmmm_
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tot
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affections of Sophia, for she was seized with fear,
next with grief, then with perplexity, and so she
sought refuge in entreaty and supplication. And
the animal essence is, he says, of a tier/nature,
and is also termed by them the super-celestial Topos, and Hebdomad/and "Ancient of Days." •
And whatever other such statements they advance respecting this (z_,on), these they allege
to hold good of the anim_lish (one), whom they
assert to be creator of the world. Now he is
of the appearance of fire. Moses also, he says,
expresses himself thus: "The Lord thy God is a
burning and consuming fire." s For he, likewise,
wishes (to think) that it has been so written.
There is, however, he says, a twofold power of
the fire ; for fire is all-consuming, (and) cannot
be quenched. According, therefore, to this division, there exists, subject to death, a certain soul
which is a sort of mediator, for it is a Hebdomad
and Cessation.4 For underneath the Ogdoad,
where Sophia is, but above Matter, which is the
Creator, a day has been formed,s and the "Joint
Fruit of the Pleroma." If the soul has been
fashioned in the image of those above, that is,
the Ogdoad, it became immortal and repaired
to the Ogdoad, which is, he says, heavenly Jerusalem. If, however, it has been fashioned in the
image of Matter, that is, the corporeal passions,
the soul is of a perishable nature, and is (accordingly) destroyed,
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be commenced, saying, "I am God, and beside
me there is no other." T

CHAP.XX_IX.
_ THE OTHERV_
E_'_ATIO_TS
IN L'ONI_ORMITY
WITHTHEP_/_I_AGORF_A_
SYSTEM
O_ NUMSEnS.
The quaternion, then, advocated by Valentinus, is "a source of the everlasting nature
having roots ; ,,8 and Sophia (is the power) from
whom the animal and material creation has derived its present condition. But Sophia is called
"Spirit," and the Derniurge "Soul," and the
Devil "the ruler of this world," and Beelzebub
,, the (ruler) of demons." These axe the statements which they put forward. But further, in
addition to these, rendering, as I have previously
mentioned, their entire system of doctrine (akin
to the) arithmetical (art), (they determine) that
the thirty zEons within the Pleroma have again,
in addition to these, projected other _/Eons,according to the (numerical) proportion (adopted
by the Pythagoreans), in order that the Pleroma
might be formed into an aggregate, according to
a perfect number. For how the Pythagoreans
divided (the celestial sphere) into twelve and
thirty and sixty parts, and how they have minute
parts of diminutive portions, has been made
evident.
In this manner these (followers of Valentinus)
subdivide the parts within the Pleroma. Now
likewise the parts in the Ogdoad have been subCHAP.XXVm.--THE VALmVrmz_ORIGINOF THE divided, and there has been projected Sophia,
CREATION.
which is, according to them, mother of all living
As, therefore, the primary and greatest power 6 creatures, and the "Joint Fruit of the Pleroma,"
of the animal essence came into existence, an (who is) the Logos,9 (and other _Eons,) who
image (of the only begotten Son) ; so also the are celestial angels that have their citizenship in
devil, who is the ruler of this world, constitutes Jerusalem which is above, which is in heaven.
the power of the material essence, as Beelzebub For this Jerusalem is Sophia, she (that is) outis of the essence of demons which emanates side (the Pleroma), and her spouse is the "Joint
from anxiety. (In consequence of this,) Sophia Fruit of the Pleroma." And the Demiurge profrom above exerted her energy from the Ogdoad jeered souls ; for this (Sophia) is the essence
to the Hebdomad. For the Demiurge, they say, of souls. This (Demiurge), according to them,
knowsnothing
atall,
butis,according
to them, isAbraham,and these(souls)
thechildren
of
devoidof understanding,
and silly,
and isnot Abraham. From the material
and devilish
conscious
of what he is doingor workingat.essence
theDemiurgefashioned
bodiesforthe
But in him,whilethusin a stateof ignorancesouls.Thisiswhat hasbeen declared:
"And
thateven he isproducing,
SophiawroughtallGod formedman, takingclayfrom theearth,
sortsof energy,
and infused
vigour(intohim). and breathedupon hisfacethebreathof life,
And (although Sophia) was really the operating and man was made into a living soul." '° This,
cause, he himself imagines that he evolves the according to them, is the inner man, the natural
creation of the world out "of himself: whence :man), residing in the material body. Now a
naterial (man) is perishable, incomplete, (.an.d)
brined out of the devilish essence. And this is
I $dumldewin f_kup tim hiatus thus: "Pla_

Dam.vil-9*ts,_s4 Deut.ix.
Ge_ iL _.S:1_. L S; H_. _ii. _

_" _."

D_lLiv. _: I_.xlv. 5, z4, z8,_z,_- ,
_
n_
_'_ 4o4_ _
_,_T'
t_cg--
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the material man, as it were, according to them natural man was hid, and had a veil upon the
an inn z or domicile, at one time of soul only, heart ; m when (it was time), then, that the veil
at another time of soul and demons, at another should be taken away, and that these mysteries
time of soul and Logoi.:
And these are the should be seen, Jesus was born of Mary the
Logoi that have been dispersed from above, from virgin, according to the declaration (in Scripthe "Joint Fruit of the Pleroma"
and (from) ture), "The Holy Ghost will come upon thee"
Sophia, into this world.
And they dwell in an i--Sophia
is the Spirit--"
and the power of the
earthly body, with a soul, when demons do not Highest will overshadow thee,"m
the Highest
take up their abode with that soul. This, he is the Demiurge, w" wherefore that which shall
says, is what has been written in Scripture : "On be born of thee shall be called holy." s For he
this account I bend my knees to the God and has been generated not from the highest alone,
Father and Lord of our Lord Jesus Christ, that as those created in (the likeness of) Adam have
God would grant you to have Christ dwelling in been created from the highest alone w that is,
the inner man," 3 --that
is, the natural (man),
(from) Sophia and the Demiurge.
Jesus, hownot the corporeal (one), _" that you may be ever, the new man, (has been generated) from
able to understand what is the depth," which is the Hol.y Spirit --that is, Sophia and the Demithe Father of the universe, "and what is the urge--m
order that the Demiurge may como
breadth," which is Stanrus, the limit of the Pie-plete
the conformation and constitution of his
roma, "or what is the length," that is, the body, and that the Holy Spirit may supply his
Pleroma
of the _,Eons.
Wherefore,
he says, essence, and that a celestial Logos may proceed
"the natural man receiveth not the things of from the Ogdoad being born of Mary.
the Spirit of God, for they are foolishness unto
Concerning this (Logos) they have a great
him ; "4 but folly, he says, is the power of the question amongst them _ an occasion both of
Demiurge,
for he was foolish and devoid of divisions and dissention.
And hence the docunderstanding, and imagined himself to be lab- trine of these has become divided : and one
ricating the world.
He was, however, ignorant doctrine, according to them, is termed Oriental,
that Sophia, the Mother, the Ogdoad, was really and the other Italian. They from Italy, of whom
the cause of all the operations performed by him is Heracleon and Ptolemmus, say that the body
who had no consciousness
in reference to the of Jesus was (an) animal (one).
And on accreation of the world,
count of this, (they maintain) that at his baptism
the Holy Spirit as a dove came down _ that is,
CHAP. xxx. -- VALENTn'alS'EXPLANATIONOV THe. the I_gos of the mother above, (I mean Sophia)
BroTH OF JE_S; TWOFOLD rg_crRmE ON T_E --and
became (a voice) to the animal (man),
NATURE OF JESUS' BODY ; OPINION OF THE ITALand raised him from the dead.
This, he says,
IANs, T_nCT IS, HERACL_.ONAND PTOLEM_US is what has been declared:
"He
who raised
oPINIoN OF THE OmF__rrAm,THAT IS, AXIONICUSChrist from the dead will also quicken your morAND BARDESANES.
tal and natural bodies." 9 For loam has come
All the prophets, therefore, and the law, spoke under a curse ; "for," says he, "dust thou art,
by means of the Demiurge, w a silly god,S he tals,
and unto
shalthand,
thou ofreturn."
The Orien-It
on thedust
other
whom xois Axionicus
says, (and themselves) fools, who knew nothing, and Bardesianes, '2 assert that the body of the
On account of this, he says, the Saviour observes : Saviour was spiritual ; for there came upon MmT
"All that came before me axe thieves and robbers." 6 And the apostle (uses these words) : the
Holyhighest.
Spirit-- This
that is,
Sophia
and the
of the
is the
creative
art, power
(and
"The mystery which was not made known to was vouchsafed) in order that what was given
former generations." z For none of the prophets, i
he says, said anything concerning
the things of to Mary by the Spirit might be fashioned.
which we speak ; for (a prophet) could not but
be ignorant of all (these) things, inasmuch as CHAP. XXXI._FURTHER DOCTRINESOF VAL]mthey certainly had been uttered by the Demiurge
TINUS RESPECTINGTHE _EONS; REASONSFOR
only. When, therefore, the creation received
THE mC___m_ATIOZ¢.
completion,
and when after (this) there ought
Let, then, those (heretics) pursue these inquito have been the revelation of the sons of God ries amonl{ themselves,
(and let others do so
_that
is, of the Demiurge, which up to this likewise,) ff it should prove agreeable to anyhad been concealed, and in which obscurity the body else to investigate (such points.
Valent Oft,, sulmmmmmt" (Crulce).
st ]_haxtlmtj/-/a_'._
xxxL tm¢. 7.

s Ep_.ill. x4-xs,
4 =Cor. il. t4..
$ F.Ifiphankts, l'/t_'._ r.JmL s_

: Luke L._$.
Rom. _ xXlts.
to C,tm. ill tg.

,
.
st Ax,omcusm mmtk,_....byTet,
Ud)_."m_.
(tee Ter_,It_. ,
Cegtr.
z= _

Vale,J,

c. iv; _vol. m. p. So_h tras _.]j..
........
(or _,
as Miller's text Ires ttL m.evmenuy
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tiuus) subjoins, however, the following statement, such manner4 as this : "I must speak to you by
That the trespasses appertaining to the _F_.ot_sriddles,Sin order that if the letter may meet with
within (the Pleroma) had been corrected ; an¢i any accident in its leaves by either sea or land,
likewise had been rectified the trespasses apper- he who reads (what falls into his hands) may
raining to the Ogdoad, (that is,) Sophia, outside not understand it. For so it is. All things are
(the Pleroma) ; and also (the trespasses) apper- about the King of all, and on his account axe all
raining to the Hebdomad (had been rectified), things, and he is cause of all the glorious (obFor the Demiurge had been taught by Sophia jects of creation).
The second is about the
that He is not Himself God alone, as He ira- second, and the third about the third. But peragined, and that except Himself there is not mining to the King there is none of those things
another (Deity).
But when taught by Sophia., of which I have spoken. But after this the soul
He was made to recognise the superior (Deity). earnestly desires to learn what sort these are,
For He was instructed _ by her, and initiated looking upon those things that are akin to itself,
and indoctrinated into the great mystery of the and not one of these is (in itself) sufficient.
Father and of the _Eons, and divulged this to This is, O son of Dionysius and Doris, the quesnone. This is, as he says, what (God) declares tion (of yours) which is a cause of all evil things.
to Moses : "I am the God of Abraham, and the Nay, but rather the solicitude concerning this is
God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob ; and my innate in the soul ; and if one does not remove
name I have not announced to them ; "2 that this, he will never really attain truth. 6 But what
is, I have not declared the mystery, nor explained is astonishing in this matter, listen. For there
who is God, but I have preserved the mystery are men who have heard these things--(men)
which I have heard from Sophia in secrecy with furnished with capacities for learning, and furmyself. When, then, the trespasses of those nished with capacities of memory, and persons
above had been rectified, it was necessary, who altogether in every way are endued with an
according to the same consequence, that the aptitude for investigation with a view to infer(transgressions) here likewise should obtain rec- ence. (These are) at present aged speculators.7
tification. On this account Jesus the Saviour And they assert that opinions which at one time
was born of Mary, that he might rectify (the were credible are now incredible, and that things
trespasses committed) here ; as the Christ who, once incredible are now the contrary. While,
having been projected additionally from above therefore, turning the eye of examination towards
by Nous and Aletheia, had corrected the pas-!these (inquiries), exercise caution, lest at any
sions of Sophia--that
is, the abortion (who time you should have reason to repent in regard
was) outside (the Pleroma). And, again, the of those things should they happen in a manner
Saviour who was born of Mary came to rectify unbecoming to your dignity. On this account I
the pasmons a of the soul. There are therefore, ihave written nothing concerning these (points) ;
according to these (heretics), three Christs : nor is there any treatise of Plato's (upon them),
(the first the) one additionally projected by nor ever shall there be. The observations, howNous and Aletheia, along with the Holy Spirit ; ever, now made are those of Socrates, conspicuand (the second) the "Joint Fruit of the Pie- ous for virtue even while he was a young man."
roma," spouse of Sophia, who was outside (the
Valentinus, falling in with these (remarks),
Herotrm). And she herself is likewise styled has made a fundamental principle in his system
Holy Spirit, but one inferior to the first (projec- "the King of all," whom Plato mentioned, and
tion). And the third (Christ is) He who was whom this heretic styles Pater, and Bythos, and
born of Mary for the restoration of this word of Proarche s over the rest of the 2Eons. And when
ours.
Plato uses the words, "what is second about
things that are second," Valentinus supposes to
cK_p. xxxn.--v_
coN_;_r.u oF PLA- be second all the 2F_,onsthat are within the limit
_us
t_o_ PLATO.
(of the Pleroma, as well as) the limit (itself).
I think that the heresy of Valentinus, which And when Plato uses the words, "what is third
is of Pythagorean (origin), has been sufficiently, about what is third," he has (constituted as third)
indeed more than sufficiently, delineated. It
,t Crudce
flt[akl thatthe'f_l_ing extractfromPlato's_ti_
h_
therefore seemsalso expedient,that having ex- b_ _
_ =_
_L [Cf ,o,.,_,.p.xSx, thisseries.]
plained hisopinions,we should desist'from (fur- Hippohrms,whicha
s_
m _ a_mmce_ll
_
_mi_show_(scc Plat.,
thet_
o_
PL_o
_1
E_is:.,t._. p. 76,
thet) refutation (of his system). Plato, then, in _ BCs_)t__ linesmat_
in Vm/o'.k_= _, o_t_ _.
expounding mysteries concerning the universe,
_ He_li_,i, emm _,,_,._ _
-- =_
_
writes to Dionysius expressing himself after some o_
_.
s_'n.
Millefs_hM_a'_u,w'ai_is
•_lbyBumunimod_ev_rdasmmsi_dab_
s _.,L_,_.
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the entire of the arrangement (existing) outside unbegotten and invisible, and he styles it a Monthe limit _ and the Pleroma.
And Valentinus has ad. "With this power co-exists a power of the
elucidated this (arrangement)
very succinctly, in same essence, which very (power) I call Unity.
a psalm commencing
from below, not as Plato These four powers sent forth the remainder of
does, from above, expressing himself thus: "I the projections
of the A_ons."
But others,
behold = all things suspended in air by spirit, and again, denominate the chief and originating Ogperceive all things wafted by spirit ; the flesh doad, (which is) fourth (and) invisible, by tho
_I see) suspended from soul, but the soul shining following
names : first, Proarche ; next, #menout from air, and air depending from rather, and noetns ; third, Arrhetus ; and fourth, Aoratus.
fruits produced from Bythns, and the foetus borne And that from the first, Proarche, was projected
from the womb."
Thus (Valentinus)
formed his by a first and fifth place, Arche ; and from Anenopinion on such (points).
Flesh, according to noetus, by a second and sixth place, Acataleptus ;
these (heretics), is matter which is suspended
and from Arrhetus, by a third and seventh place,
from the soul of the Demiurge.
And soul shines Anonomastns ; and from Aoratus, Agennetus, a
out from air ; that is, the Demiurge emerges from complement
of the first Ogdoad.
They wish
the spirit, (which is) outside the Pleroma.
But that these powers should exist before Bythus and
air springs forth from aether ; that is, Sophia, Sige. Concerning, however, Bythnshimself, there
which is outside (the Pleroma, is projected from are many different opinions.
Some affirm him
the Pleroma) which is within the limit, and to be unwedded, neither male nor female ; but
(from) the entire Pleroma (generally).
And from others (maintain) that Sige, who is a female, is
Bythns fruits are produced ; (that is,) the entire present with him, and that this constitutes the
projection of the 7Eons is made from the Father. first conjugal union.
The opinions, then, advanced by Valentinus have
But the followers of PtolemaeusS assert that
been sufficiently declared.
It remains for us to (Bythns) has two spouses, which they call likeexplain the tenets of those who have emanated
wise dispositions, viz., Ennoia and Thelesis (confrom his school, though each adherent (of Val- ception and volition).
For first the notion was
entmus) entertains different opinions. 3
conceived of projecting anything ; next followed,
as they say, the will to do so. Wherefore also
CHAP. XXXIII. -- SECUNDUS'
SYSTEM
OF 2EONS ;
these two dispositions
and powers -- namely,
EPIPHANES.; PTOLEM2EU$.
Ennoia and Thelesis-being, as it were, mingled
A certain (heretic) Secundus, 4 born about the
same time with Ptolemmus, expresses himself
thus : (he says) that there is a right tetrad and
a left tetrad, -- namely, light and darkness.
And
he affirms that the power which withdrew and
laboured
under deficiency, was not produced
from the thirty A_ons, but from the fruits of
these.
Some other (heretic),
however--Epiphanes, a teacher among them-- expresses himself thus: "The
earliest originating
principle
was inconceivable,
ineffable, and unnameable;"
and he calls this Monotes.
And (he maintains)
that there co-exists with this (principle) a power
which he denominates
Henotes.
This Henotes
and this Monotes, not by projection (from themselves), sent forth a principle (that should preside) over all intelligibles ; (and this was) both
z The word "llmit" occurs twine in this sentence, and Bunsen
alters the second into "Pleroma," so that the words may be rendered
thus. "Vaientlnus supposes to be second all the ___las that are
within the Plerorea."

one with the other, there ensued a projection of
Monogenes and Aletheia by means of a conjugal union.
And the consequence
was, that visible types and images of those two dispositions
!of the Father came forth from the invisible
(/Eons), viz., from Thelema,
Nons, and from
Ennoia, Aletheia.
And on this account
the
image of the subsequently generated Thelema
is (that of a) male ; but (the image) of the unbegotten
Ennoia is (that of a) female, since
volition is, as it were, a power of conception.
For conception
always cherished the idea of a
projection, yet was not of itself at least able to
project itself, but cherished the idea (of doing
so).
When, however, the power of volition
(would be present), then it projects the idea
which had been conceived.
CHAP. XXXIV. -- SYSTEM OF
POSTOR ;
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partly by sleight of hand and partly by demons,
deceived manyfrom time to time. This (heretic)
alleged that there resided in him the mightiest
power from invisible and unnameable
places,
And very often, taking the Cup, as if offering up
the Eucharistic
prayer, and prolonging
to a
greater length than usual the word of invocation, he would cause the appearance of a purple,
and sometimes
of a red mixture, so that his
dupes imagined that a certain Grace descended
and commumcated
to the potion a blood-red
potency.
The knave, however, at that time succeeded in escaping detection from many ; but
now, being convicted (of the imposture), he will
be forced to desist from it. For, infusing secretly into the mixture some drug that possessed
the power of imparting such a colour (as that
alluded to above), uttering for a considerable
time nonsensical expressions, he was in the habit
of waiting, (in expectation)
that the (drug), obtaining a supply of moisture, might be dissolved,
and, being intermingled
with the potion, might
impart its colour to it. The drugs, however,
that possess the quality of furnishing this effect,
we have previously mentioned
in the book on
magicians._
And here we have taken occasion
to explain how they make dupes of many, and
thoroughly ruin them.
And if it should prove
agreeable
to them to apply their attention with
greater accuracy to the statement made by us,
they will become aware of the deceit of Marcus.
XXXV.-

FURTHER

ACTS

OF

JUGGLERY

ON

HERESIES.

[Book VI.

that (the contents), being superabundant,
flowed
over.
And the contrivance of this (juggler) we
have likewise explained in the aforesaid (fourth)
book, where we have proved that very many
drugs, when mingled in this way with liquid substances, are endued with the quality of yielding
augmentation,
more particularly when diluted in
wine. Now, when (one of these impostors) previously smears, in a clandestine
manner,
an
empty cup with any one of these drugs, and
shows it (to the spectators)
as if it contained
nothing, by infusing into it (the contents) from
the other cup, and pouring them back again, the
drug, as it is of a flatulent nature, is dissolved3
by being blended with the moist substance.
And
the effect of this was, that a superabundance
of
the mixture ensued, and was so far augmented,
that what was infused was put in moUon, such
being the nature of the drug.
And if one stow
away (the chalice) when it has been filled, (what
has been poured into it) will after no long time
return to its natural dimensions, inasmuch as the
potency of the drug becomes extinct by reason
of the continuance
of moisture.
Wherefore he
was in the habit of hurriedly presenting the cup
to those present, to drink; but they, horrified
at the same time, and eager (to taste the coni tents of the cup), proceeded to drink (the mixture), as if it were something divine, and devised
by the Deity.4
CHAP.
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THE PART OF MARCUS.
Such and other (tricks)
this impostor atAnd this (Marcus),
infusing (the aforesaid)
tempted
to perform.
And so it was that he
mixture into a smaller cup, was in the habit of was magnified by his dupes, and sometimes he
delivering it to a woman to offer up the Eucha- was supposed to utter predictions.
But someristic prayer, while he himself stood by, and times he tried to make others (prophesy),
partly
held (in his hand) another
empty (chalice)
by demons carrying on these operations,
and
larger than that. And after his female dupe had partly by practising sleight of hand, as we have
pronounced
the sentence of Consecration, 2 hay- previously stated.
Hoodwinking
therefore muling received (the cup from her), he proceeded
titudes, he led on (into enormities) many (dupes)
to infuse (its contents) into the larger (chalice), lof this description who had become his disciples,
and, pouring them frequently from one cup to [by teaching them that they were prone, no doubt,
the other, was accustomed
at the same time to to sin, but beyond the reach of danger, from the
utter the following invocation : "Grant that the fact of their belonging to the perfect power, and
inconceivable
and ineffable Grace which existed of their being participators in the inconceivable
prior to the universe, may fill thine inner man, potency.
And subsequent
to the (first) bapand make to abound in thee the knowledge of tism, to these they promise another, which they
this (grace), as She disseminates the seed of the call Redemption.
/_md by this (other baptism)
mustard-tree upon the good soiL"
And simul- they wickedly subvert those that remain with
taneonsly pronouncing some such words as these, them in expectation of redemption, as if persons,
and astonishing both his female dupe and those after they had once been baptized, could again
that are present, he was regarded as one per- obtain remission.
Now, it is by means of such
forming a miracle ; while the larger was being knavery as this that they seem to retain their
filled from the smaller chalice, in such a way as
z [The bst book _a
the Wi_ch of _ar,
pouibl_.
the M_'._ is the tltle o( the t_AD mini k _klm to t_r
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hearers. And when they consider that these
have been tested, and are able to keep (secret
the mysteries)committed unto them, they then
admit them to this (baptism). They, however,
do not rest satisfied with this alone, but promise
(their votaries) some other (boon) for the purpose of confirming them in hope, in order that
they may be inseparable (adherents of their
sect). For they utter something in an inexpressible (tone of) voice, after having laid hands
on him who is receiving the redemption. And
they allege that they could not easily declare
(to another) what is thus spoken unless one
were highly tested, or one were at the hour of
death, (when) the bishop comes and whispers
(it) into the (expiring one's) ear. And this
knavish device (is undertaken) for the purpose
of securing the constant attendance upon the
bishop" of (Marcus') disciples, as individuals
eagerly panting to learn what that may be which
is spoken at the last, by (the knowledge of)
which the learner will be advanced to the rank
of those admitted into the higher mysteries,
And in regard of these I have maintained a
silence for this reason, lest at any time one
should suppose that I was guilty of disparaging
these (heretics).
For this does not come within the scope of our present work, only so far as
it may contribute to prove from what source
(the heretics) h_ve derived the standing-point
from which they have taken occasion to introduce the opinions advanced by them.'

(our scrutiny). For these opinions, however,
we consent to pardon Valentinus and his school.
But Marcus, imitating his teacher, himself
also feigns a vision, imagining that in this way
he would be magnified. For Valentinus likewise alleges that he had seen an infant child
lately born; and questioning (this child), he
proceeded to inquire who it might be. And
(the child) replied, saying that he himself is the
Logos, and then subjoined a sort of tragic
legend ; and out of this (Valentinus) wishes
the heresy attempted by him to consist. Marcus, making a similar attempt3 with this (heretic), asserts that the Tetrad came to him in the
form of a woman,- since the world could not
bear, he says, the male (form) of this Tetrad,-and that she revealed herself who she was, and
explained to this (Marcus) alone the generation
of the universe, which she never had revealed
to any, either of gods or of men, expressing
herself after this mode: When first the selfexistent Father, He who is inconceivable and
without substance, He who is neither male nor
female, willed that His own ineffability should
become realized in something spoken, and that
His invisibility should become realized in form,
He opened His mouth, and sent forth similar to
Himself a Logos. And this (Logos) stood by
Him, and showed unto Him who he was, viz.,
that he himself had been manifested as a (realization in) form of the Invisible One. And the
pronunciation of the name was of the following
description. He was accustomed to utter the
ct-ua,. XxxvrL-- _mRCUS'SVSTmMEXPmngE_ _V first word of the name itself, which was Arche,
tRmN_ZUS
; mARCUS'WSmN; THE VISION+
OF and the syllable of this was (composed) of four*
v+tLEtcrmus REV_Lt_+GTO HIMms SVSTraXt. letters. Then he subjoined the second (syllaFor also the blessed presbyter Irenmus, hay- ble), and this was also (composed) of four
ing approached the subject of a refutation in a letters. Next he uttered the third (syllable),
more unconstrained spirit, has explained such which
of ten
he
uttered was
the (composed)
fourth (syllable),
andletters;
this wasand
(cornwashings and redemptions, stating more in the posed) of twelve letters. Then ensued the
way of a rough digest' what are their practices, pronunciation of the entire name, (composed)
(And it appears that some of the Marcosians,)
on meeting with (Irenmus' work), deny that of thirty letters, but of four syllables. And
they have so received (the secret word just each of the elements had its own peculiar letalluded to), but they have learned that always ters, and its own peculiar form, and its own
they should deny. Wherefore our anxiety has peculiar pronunciation, as well as figures and
been more accurately to investigate, and to dis- beholds
images. the
And
not ofone
these was
there that
form
thatof (letter)
of which
this
cover minutely what are the (instructions) which was an element. And of course none of them
they deliver in the case of the first bath, styling
it by some such name ; and in the case of the could know the pronunciation of the (letter)
second, which they denominate Redemption. next to this, but (only) as he himself pronounces
But not even has this secret of theirs escaped it, (and that in such a way) as that, in proz r_ .... t_a - ....
a _'-_, .... 1...._...._
"t_a_
_ttm I[+ l't_1_
Hjmml_..,. _.._"

'_ ---_- u_fulcomments"I
!
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i....=_
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....
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l'[]plmlytos textck)es
_
ylt
+-rmtra_to the ermm,mon Ata+¢ot+ap_I¢,
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+_qIIn_. _

Him,+._ n
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nouncing the whole (word), he supposed that
he was uttering the entire (name). For each
of these (elements), being part of the entire
(name), he denominates (according to) its own
peculiar sound, as if the whole (of the word).
And he does not intermit sounding until he
arrived at the last letter of the last element,
and uttered it in a single articulation. Then he
said, that the restoration of the entire ensued
when all the (elements), coming down into the
one letter, sounded one and the same pronunciation, and an image of the pronunciation he
supposed to exist when we simultaneously utter
the word Amett. z And that these sounds are
those which gave form to the insubstantial and
unbegotten z'Eon, and that those forms are
what the Lord declared to be angels m the
(forms) that uninterruptedly behold the face of
the Father.
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than that element is the more enormous sea S of
the letters ? And if one letter is thus infinite,
behold the entire name's depth of the letters
out of which the patient industry, nay, rather
(I should say,) the vain toil of Marcus wishes
that the Progenitor (of things) should consist!
Wherefore also (he maintains) that the Father,
who knew that He was inseparable from Himself, gave (this depth) to the elements, which he
likewise denominates 2Eons. And he uttered
aloud to each one of them its own peculiar pronunciation, from the fact that one could not
pronounce the entire.
CHAP.XXXIX.--Tn'E QUATERmO_ExHmrrs
"TRUTH."
Andhaving
(Marcus
alleged)these
that things,
the Quaternion,
after
explained
spoke as
follows: "Now, I wish also to exhibit to you
Truth herself, for I have brought her down from
the mansions above, in order that you may behold her naked, and become acquainted with
her beauty ; nay, also that you may hear her
speak, and may marvel at her wisdom. Observe," says the Quaternion, "then, first, the
head above, Alpha (and long) 0 ; the neck, B
and P['si] ; shoulders, along with hands, G and
C[hi] ; breasts, Delta and P[hi] ; diaphragm,S
Eu ; belly, Z and T ; .pudenda, Eta and S ; thighs,
T[h] and R ; knees, Ip ; calves, Ko ; ankles,
Lx[si] ; feet, M and N." This is in the body
of Truth, according to Marcus. This is the figure
of the element ; this the character of the letter.
And he styles this element Man, and affirms it to
be the source of every word, and the originating
principle of every sound, and the realization in
speech of everything that is ineffable, and a
mouth of taciturn silence. And this is the body
of (Truth) herself. But do you, raising aloft the
conceiving power of the understanding, hear from
the mouths of Truth (of) the Logos, who is Selfgenerator4 and Progenitor.S

CHAP.xxxvm, m MARCUS'
SWST_M
OV I_-TrERS.
But the generic and expressed names of the
elements he called iEons, and Logoi, and Roots,
and Seeds, and Pleromas, and Fruits.
(And
he maintains)that every one of these, and what
was peculiar to each, is perceived as being conrained in the name of "Ecclesia."
And the
final letter of the last element sent forth its own
peculiar articulation.
And the sound of this
(letter) came forth and produced, in accordance
with images of the elements, its own peculiar
elements. And from these he says that things
existing here were garnished, and the things antecedent to these were produced. The letter itself
certainly, of which the sound was concomitant
with the sound below, he says, was received up
by its own syllable into the complement of the
entire (name) ; but that the sound, as if cast
outside, remained below. And that the element
itself, from which the letter along with its own
pronunciation descended below, he says, is
(composed) of thirty letters, and that each one
of the thirty letters contains in itself other letters, by means of which the title of the letter is
crua,, xL. _TI-m NJLMEOF CrmtsT J_US.
named. And again, that the other (letters) are
named by different letters, and the rest by difBut, after uttering these words, (Marcus deferent (ones still). So that by writing down the tails) that Truth, gazing upon him, and opening
letters individually, the number would eventuate her mouth, spoke the discourse (just alluded to).
in infinity. In this way one may more clearly And (he tells us) that the discourse became a
understand what is spoken. The element Delta, name, and that the name was that which we
(he says,) has five letters in itself, (viz.), Delta, know and utter, viz., Christ Jesus, and that as
and Epsilon, and Lambda, and Tau, and Alpha; soon as she had named this (name) she reand these very letters axe (written) by means of mained silent. While Marcus, however, was
other letters. If, therefore, the entire substance expecting that she was about to say more, the
of the Delta eventuates in infinity, (and if) different letters invariably produce different letters,
, _ _ vtm_es _m,
_
by _.m_ffi,'u=t.
and succeedone another,
by how nmch greater_in_j
H__rms"_
"_
"_"_'t_=
_wh_hbee,_
._._om_lY
,_r
mw,,g..t_
ofI,_
4 Thil isa _n_ec'_onfrom _z,
on t_ au_ority ozIre_eus
aud_u..
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Quaternion, again advancing
into the midst,
speaks as follows: "Thou didst regard as contemptible =this discourse which you have" heard
from the mouth of Truth.
And yet this which
you know and seem long since to possess is not
the name ; for you have merely the sound of it,
but are ignprant of the power.
For Jesus is a
remarkable name, having six letters, a invoked 3
by all belonging
to the called (of Christ);
whereas the other (name, that is, Christ,) consists of many parts, and is among the (five)
_Eons of the Pleroma.
(This name) is of another form and a different type, and is recognised by those existences who are connate with
him, and whose magnitudes subsist with him
continually,
CHAP. XLLm_a_CUS' M_TtC mTFaXPRETXaXOI_
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for the rectification of actions that had been
committed.
(And his descent took place) in
order that the unifying process, which is inherent
in Agathos, of the Pleromas might produce in
all the single power that emanates
from all
And thus he who is of the seven (vowels) acquired the power of the eight s (semi-vowels) ;
and there were produced three topai, corresponding with the (three)numbers
(nine, seven, and
eight),(these to_oi) being ogdoads.
And
these three being added one to the other, exhibited the number of the twenty-four (letters).
And (he maintains) , of course, that the three elements,-- (which he himself affirms to be (allied)
with the three powers by conjugal union, and
which (by this state of duality) become six, and
from which have emanated the twenty-four elements, obeing
rendered fourfold by the Quaternion's ineffable word, produce the same number
(twenty-four) with these.
And these, he says,
belong to Anonomastus.
And (he asserts) that
these are conveyed
by the six powers into a
similarity with Aoratus.
And (he says) that
there are six double letters of these elements,
images of images, which, being reckoned along
with the twenty-four letters, produce,
by an
analogical power, the number thirty.

Know, (therefore,)
that these letters which
with you are (reckoned
at) twenty-four, are
emanations from the three powers, and are representative * of those (powers) which embrace
even the entire number of the elements.
For
suppose that there are some letters that are mute
m nine of them m of Pater and Aletheia, from
the fact that these are mute--that
is, ineffable
and unutterable• And (again, assume) that there
are other (letters that are) semi-vowels _ eight cit_. XLn.mms SYSTEMAPPLIEDTO EXFLAmOUR
of them _ of the Logos and of Zoe, from the
LORD'SLIFEANDDEATH.
fact that these are intermediate between consoAnd he says, as the result of this computation
nants and vowels, and receive the emanation s of and that proportion,9 that in the similitude of an
the (letters)6above
them, but the reflux of those
below them.
And (likewise take for granted)
that there are vowels m and these are seven _
of Anthropos
and Ecclesia, inasmuch as the
voice of Anthropos proceeded
forth, and iraparted form to the (objects of the) universe.
For the sound of the voice produced
figure,
and invested them with it. From this it follows
that there are Logos and Zoe, which have eight
(semi-vowels) ; and Anthropos and Ecclesia
which have seven (vowels);
and Pater and
Aletheia, which have nine (mutes).
But from
the fact that Logos wanted 7 (one of being an
ogdoad), he who is in the Father was removed
from his seat onGod's
right hand), and came.
•

the Father)
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image He appeared who after the six days Himself ascended the mountain a fourth person, and
became the sixth.'° And (he asserts) that He (likewise)descended
and was detained by the Hebdomad, and thus became an illustrious Ogdoad.
And He contains in Himself of the elements the
entire number which He manifested, as He came
to His baptism.
(And the symbol of manifestation was) the descent of the dove, which is
OEmega ] and Alpha, and which by the number
manifested (by these is) 8oi."
And for this
reason (he maintains) that Moses says that man
was created on the sixth day.
And (he asserts)

three
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that the dispensation of suffering (took place)
on the sixth day, which is the preparation ; (and
so it was) that on this (day) appeared the last
man for the regeneration of the first man. And
that the beginning and end of this dispensation
is the sixth hour, at which He was nailed to the
(accursed) tree.
For (he says) that perfect
Nous, knowing the sixfold number to be possessed of the power of production and regeneration, manifested to the sons of light the
regeneration that had been introduced into this
number by that illustrious one who had appeared. Whence also he says that the double
letters, involve the remarkable number. For
the iUustrions number, being intermingled with
the twenty-four elements, produced the name
(COnSisting) of the thirty letters.
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sound of each one of the elements. As, then,
he says, the seven powers glorify the Logos, so
also does the sorrowing soul in babes (magnify
Him).7 And on account of this, he says, David
likewise has dechred, "Out of the mouths of
babes and sucklings Thou hast perfected praise."s
And again, "The heavens declare the glory of
GOd."9 When,, ° however, the soul is involved in
hardships, it utters no other exclamation than the
O[mega], inasmuch as it is afllicted in order that
the soul above, becoming aware of what is akin
to herself (below), may send down one to help
this (earthly soul).
CHAP.XLIV.m RXSi'EOrINO
THE OENm_TiONOr
THE _-rouit
LZTrEgS.

And so far for these points. Respecting, however, the generation of the twenty-four elements,
CHAP.XLm._LZTrE_, SCMSOLS
OF THEHF.AV_'_S.he expresses himself thus: that Henotes coHe has, however, employed the instrumentality exists with Monotes, and that from these issue
of the aggregate of the seven numbers, in order two projections, viz., Monas and Hen, and that
that the result of the self-devised (counsel)" these being added together*' become four, for
might be manifested. Understand, he says, for twice two are four. And again, the two and four
the present, that remarkable number to be Him (projections) being added together, manifested
who was formed by the illustrious one, and who the number six ; and these six made fourfold,
was, as it were, divided, and remained outside, produce the twenty-four forms." And these are
And He, through both His O_vn power and wis- the names of the first tetrad, and they are underdom, by means of the projection of Himself, stood as Holy of Holies, and cannot be eximparted, in imitation of the seven powers,_ ani- pressed, and they are recognised by the Son
mation to this world, so as to make it consist of alone. These the Father knows which they are.
seven powers, and constituted (this world) the Those names which with Him are pronounced
soul of the visible universe. And therefore this in silence and with faith, are Arrhetus and Sige,
one has resorted to such an operation as what Pater and Aletheia. And of this tetrad the enwas spontaneously undertaken by Himself; and tire number is (that) of twenty-four letters. For
these minister,4 inasmuch as they are imitations Arthetus has seven elements, Sige five, and Pater
of things inimitable, unto the intelligence of the five, and Aletheia seven.'3 And in like manner
Mother. And the first heaven sounds Klpha, S also (is it with) the second tetmd ; (for) Logos
and the one after that E[psilon], and the third and Zoe, Anthropos and Ecclesia, exhibited the
Eta, and the fourth, even that in the midst of same number of elements. And (he says) that
the seven (vowels, enunciates) the power of Iota, the expressed name -- (that is, Jesus) ,4_ of the
and the fifth of OCmicron], and the sixth of Saviour consists of six letters, but that His inefU[psilon], and the seventh and fourth from the fable ,s name, according to the number of the letcentral 6 one, O[mega I. And all the powers, ters, onebyone,,6consistsoftwenty-fourelements,
when they are connected together in one, emit but Christ a Son of twelve. And (he says) that
a sound, and glorify that (Being) from whom the ineffable (name) in Christ consists of thirty
they have been projected.
And the glory of
that sound is transmitted upwards to the Pro_Ire_ Im tl _._--____-__
tht,s:*',oahoti_allal_alm, hgenitor.
And furthermore, he says that the m_s_gna_
_,10_il,
h_."
sound of this ascription of glory being conveyed
9h. _,. ,.
to the earth, became a creator and producer of _tll.
. ,o Hippo_m_ mla ,me _,,h_h
m t0beia_ _terrestrial objects. And (he maintains) that the
_zIitm_, "_
_ two:"_ _ ._,ffi mid.t_¢.,.
lreaams has t_rt _ oTat,'_,Le., *'whichbeing (added) into .two,".
proof of this (may be drawn) from the case of
. Hiua_baoa_th6_"t.mty_o_.,"towhlchSchnd_
infants recently born, whose soul, simultaneously .ia_,,_;
mt_mm"_m." _¢_
with exit from the womb, utters similarly this Tli a=t oitl ht_ h ,i, ,i,,i,i,,_,_
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I

letters, and this exists, according to the letters pensation was born through Mary. 9 And when
which are in Him, the elements being counted He came to the water, (he says) that He deone by one. For the (name) Christ, consists scended like a dove upon him who had ascended
of eight elements ; for Chi2 consists of three, above and filled the twelfth number. And in
and R[ho] of two, and EI of two, and I['ota] Him resides the seed of these, that is, such as
of four, S[igma] of five, and Trau] of three, are sown along with Him, and that descend with
and OU of two, and San of three. Thus the (Him), and ascend with (Him). And that this
ineffable name in Christ consists, they allege, power which descended upon Him, he says, is
of thirty letters. And they assert that for this the seed of the Pleroma, which contains in itself
reason He utters the words, "I am Alpha and both the Father and the Son, and the unnameOmega," displaying the dove, which (symboli- able power of Sige, which is recognised through
cally) has this number, which is eight hundred these and all the 2Eons. And that this (seed) is
and one.*
the spirit which is in Him and spoke in Him
through the mouth of the Son, the confession of
CHAP.XLV.mWmv J_3S m C_t.T._nALPHA. Himself as Son of man, and of His being one
Now Jesus possesses this ineffable generation,
For from the mother of the universe, I mean the
first tetmd, proceeded forth, in the manner of a
daughter, the second tetrad. And it became an
ogdoad,
proceeded
forth
theeighteen,
decade ;
and thusfrom
was which
produced
ten, and
next
The decade, therefore, coming in along with the
ogdoad, and rendering it tenfold, produced the
number eighty ; and again making eighty tenfold, generated the number eight hundred. 4 And
so it is that the entire number of letters that
proceeded forth from ogdoad into decade is
eight hundred and eighty-eight, which is Jesus ;
for the name Jesus, according to the number in
letters, is eight hundred and eighty-eight. Now
likewise the Greek alphabet has eight monads
and eight decades, and eight hecatontads; and
these exhibit the calculated sum of eight hundred and eighty-eight, that is, Jesus, who consists
of all numbers. And that on this account He is
called Alpha (and Omega), indicating His generation (to be) from alLs

who would manifest the Father ; (and that) when
this spirit came down upon Jesus, He was united
with Him. The Saviour,who was of the dispensation, he says, destroyed death, whereas He
made known (as) the Father Christ (Jesus).
He says that Jesus, therefore, is the name of the
man of the d_spensation, and that it has been
set forth for the assimilation and formation of
Anthropos, who was about to descend upon Him ;
and that when He had received Him unto Himself, He retained possession of Him. And (he
says) that He was Anthropos, (that) He (was)
Logos, (that) He (was) Pater, and Arrhetns, and
Sige, and Aletheia, and Ecclesia, and Zoe.

CHAP. XLVmmTH_ SVSTm_Or MAaCtrSSHOWS
TO _E THATOF mrrHAC,
O_AS,BY QUOTATIONS
fROM THE WRITINGS
OF MARCUS'FOLLOWERS.
I trust, therefore, that as regards these doctrines it is obvious to all possessed of a sound
mind, that (these tenets) are unauthoritative,
and far removed from the knowledge that is in
accordance with Religion, and are mere porcasa,. XLVL_ MAaCtrS'ACCOtrSTOF WaE mRT_ tions of astrological discovery, and the arithmetANDUrE or OURLORD.
ca] art of the Pythagoreans. And this assertion,
But concerning the creation of this (Jesus), re who are desirous of learning shall ascertain
he expresses himself thus : That powers emanat- (to be true, by a reference to the previous books,
ing from the second tetrad fashioned Jesus, who vhere,) amongst other opinions elucidated by
appeared on earth, and that the angel Gabriel 6 us, we have explained these doctrines likewise.
filled the place of the Logos, and the Holy Spirit clear
In order,
however,
may(Marcosians)
prove it a more
statement,
viz.,that
thatwe
these
are
that of Zoe, and the "Power of the Highest"
that of Anthropos, and the Virgin that of Eccle- disciples not of Christ but of Pythagoras, I shall
sia.s And so it was, in Marcus' system, that the i proceed to explain those opinions that have
man (who appeared) in accordance with the dis- been derived (by these heretics) from Pythagoras concerning the meteoric (phenomena) of
&e stars _°as far as it is possible (to do so) by
is _n ".t_ ia Imam_
s Thia
_ _a_ __ ch,i.,_h_
;.m_ Ms.
an epitome.
x_
hasth_
_: "A_ _ thh_
_t¢._
Now the Pythagoreans make the following
that.HeisA_m and.0_._.-_.L_
" Hemay_
thedo_ ,n_
_ _, t_ hi_ (mabot_) i_
th_mmh*r(Sox). See statements : that the universe consists of a Mona layL'iom"mm ia chap.zhi. p. 9S. _jb-a.
• r_..rtof this sentence is la_vli_l tramInamas.
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ad and Duad, and that by reckoning from a
monad as far as four they thus generate a decade,
And gain,, a duad coming forth as far as the
remarkable (letter),--for
instance, two and four
and six,--exhibited the (number)twelve.
And
again, if we reckon from the duad to the decade,
thirty is produced; and in this are comprised
the ogdoad, and decade, and dodecade. And
therefore, on account of its having the remarkable (letter), the dodecade has concomitant*
with it a remarkable passion.3 And for this
reason (they maintain) that when an error had
arisen respecting the twelfth number, the sheep
skipped from the flock and wandered away ; 4
for that the apostasy took place, they say, in
like manner from the decade. And with a similar reference to the dodecade, they speak of the
piece of money which, on losing, a woman, haying lit a candle, searched for dzligently. (And
they make a similar application) of the loss
(sustained) in the case of the one sheep out of
the ninety and nine ; and adding these one into
the other, they give a fabulous account of numbets. And in this way, they affirm, when the
eleven is multiplied into nine, that it produces
the number ninety and nine ; and on this account
that it is said that the word Amen embraces the
number ninety-nine. And in regard of another
number they express themselves in this manner :
that the letter Eta along with the remarkable
one constitutes an ogdoa£1, as it is situated in
the eighth place from Alpha. Then, again, computing the number of these elements without the
remarkable (letter), and adding them together
up to Eta, they exhibit the number thirty. For
any one beginning from the Alpha s to the Eta
will, after subtracting the remarkable (letter),
discover the number of the elements to be the
number thirty. Since, therefore, the number
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produce a triacontad ; whereas at another time
they subtract twelve, and reckon it at eleven.
And in like manner, (they subtract) ten and
make it nine. And connecting these one into
the other, and multiplying them tenfold, they
complete the number ninety-nine. Since, however, the twelfth ._Eon, having left the eleven
(,_Eons above), and departing downwards, withdrew, they allege that even this is correhtive
(with the letters). For the figure of the letters
teaches (us as much), l_orL is placed eleventh
of the letters, and this L is the number thirty.
And (they say) that this is placed according to
an image of the dispensation above ; since from
Alpha, irrespective of the remarkable (letter),
the number of the letters themselves, added
together up to L, according to the augmentation
of the letters with the L itself, produces the
numher ninety-nine. But that the L, situated
in the eleventh (of the alphabet), came down
to search after the number similar to itself, in
order that it might fill up the twelfth number,
and that when it was discovered it was filled up,
is manifest from the shape itself of the letter.
For Lambda, when it attained unto, as it were,
the investigation of what is similar to itself, and
when it found such and snatched it away, filled
up the place of the twelfth, the letter M, which
is composed of two Lambdas. And for this leason (it was) that these (adherents of Marcus),
through their knowledge, avoid the place of the
ninety-nine, that is, the Hysterema, a type of
the left hand,6 and foUow after the one which,
added to ninety-nine, they say was transferred
to his own right hand
ota,. XLVm.--TaZm COSMOOOm'
_AM_'_ ACCO_DmC TO THZS_ MYSnC voergiNm oF
Lgrrzas.

thirty is unified from the three powers ; when
And by the Mother, they allege, were created
multiplied thrice into itself it produced ninety, first the four elements, which, they say, are fire,
for thrice thirty is ninety, (and this triad when water, earth, air ; and these have been projected
multiplied into itself produced nine). In this
way the Ogdoad brought forth the number ninety- as an image of the tetrad above ; and reckoning
the energies of these-- for instance, as hot, cold,
nine from the first Ogdoad, and Decade, and moist, dry--they
assert that they accurately
Dodecade. And at one time they collect the portray the Ogdoad. And next they compute
number of this (trio) into an entire sum, and ten powers thus. (There are, they say,) seven
z ............
orbicular bodies, which they likewise call heavens.
._. m
_ a_r_t,_ _ _m
Wltn
Lrm_.
_a _
W_
.... next a circle containing these W"tthm
" "
toa_m,
_ _m_r.
There is
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_
_
_ .._ b_a'__
F,_ _. the existence of both a sun and moon. And
_u_.m_tb_
c._._
_.u_._
(..._),.s_
these bein_ ten in number, they say. are imams
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Logos and Zoe. (They affirm,) however, that
the dodecade is indicated by what is termed the
zodiacal circle. For these twelve zodiacal signs,
they say, most evidently shadowed forth' the
daughter of Anthropos and Ecclesia, namely
the Dodecade. And since, he says, the upper
heaven has been united from an opposite directlon to the revolutionary motion, which is most
rapid, of the entire (of the signs) ; and since
(this heaven) within its cavity retards, and by
its slowness counterpoises, the velocity of those
(signs), so that in thirty years it accomplishes
its circuit from sign to sign,-- they therefore
assert that this (heaven) is an image of Horos,
who encircles the mother of these, who has
thirty names. And, again, (they affirm) that
the moon, which txaverses the heaven in thirty
days, by reason of (these) days portrays the
number of the/Eons.
And (they say) that the
sun, performing its circuit, and terminating its
exact return to its first position in its orbit in
twelve months, manifests the dodecade. And
also (they say) that the days themselves, involv_ng the measure of twelve hours, constitute a
:ype of the empty* dodecade ; and that the
circumference of the actual zodiacal circle conr.ists of three hundred and sixty degrees, and
that each zodiacal sign possesses thirty divisions.
In this way, therefore, even by means of the
circle, they maintain that the image is preserved 3 of the connection of the twelve with the
thirty:
But, moreover, alleging that the earth
was divided into twelve regions, and that accordmg to each particular region it receives one
power by the latter's being sent down from the
heavens, and that it produces children correspondmg in likeness s unto the power which
transmitted (the likeness) by emanation; (for
this reason) they assert that earth is a type of
the Dodecade above,
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everlasting, and illimitable (one), and (the one)
not subject to the condition of time ; and (the
Demiurge) not being able to represent the stability 6and eternity of this (Ogdoad), on account
of his being the fruit of the Hysterema, to this
end appointed times, and seasons, and numbers,
measuring many years in reference to the eternity of this (Ogdoad), thinking by the multitude
of times to imitate its indefir _teness. And here
they say, when Truth eluded his pursuit, that
Falsehood followed close upon him; and that
on account of this, when the times were fulfilled,
his work underwent dissolution.
CHAP.L.-

MARCUS
ANDCOLARBASUS
REFUTED
BY
mF2_._us.

These assertions, then, those who are of the
school of Valentinns advance concerning both
the creation and the universe, in each case propagating opinions still more empty:
And they
suppose this to constitute productiveness (in
their system), if any one in like manner, making
some greater discovery, will appear to work wonders. And finding, (as they insinuate,) each of
the particulars of Scripture to accord with the
aforesaid numbers, they (attempt to) criminate
Moses and the prophets, alleging that these
speak allegorically of the measures of the 2Eons.
And inasmuch as these statements are trifling
and unstable, it does not appear to me expedient to bring them before (the reader. This,
however, is the less requisite,) as now the blessed
presby ters Irenzeus has powerfully and elaborately refuted the opinions of these (heretics).
And to him we are indebted for a knowledge of
their inventions, (and have thereby succeeded
in) proving that these heretics, appropriating
these opinions from the Pythagorean philosophy,
and from over-spun theories of the astrologers,
cast an imputation upon Chnst, as though He
CHAe. XIaX.--TrIE WORK OF THE DEMJURGE
had delivered these (doctrines).
But since I
PEmSHABLE.
suppose that the worthless opinions of these
men have been sufficiently explained, and that
And in addition to these (points, they lay it has been clearly proved whose disciples are
down) that the Demiurge of the supernal Og- Marcus and Colarbasus, who were successors of
doad, desirous of imitating the indefinite, and the school of Valentinus, let us see what statement likewise Baslhdes advances.
I Or, ,r sketched out" (Irenzus).
2 Or, "radiant "
3 Or, *'me.uteri."
* Massuet gives the foilow_, explanatlon: The sun each day describes a circle whtch is divided into twelve parts of 3o degrees each,

_ays and nights are equal, x5 de.gre_ ate allowed, it totlows mat m
two hours, that is, in the twelf_ part of aday, the sun completes a
Inogrcss of 37 degrees.
s Or, "6¢ the same _"

6Or, " blar_les_ aess'°'
'"
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co_n'Etcrs.

And Apelles

also, having

become

a disciple

THE following are the contents of the seventh of this (heretic),
was not in the habit of adbook of the Refuta_'on of all Heresies : _
vancing the same opinions with his preceptor ;
What the opinion of Basilides is, and that, but being actuated (in the formation of his sysbeing struck with the doctrines of Aristotle, he tem)
tenets ofof natural
philosophers,
assumedfromthethesubstance
the universe
a._ the
out of these framed his heresy.,
And what are the statements of Saturnilus, 2 fundamental principle of things.7
who flourished much about the time of Basilides.
And how Menander advanced the assertion CHAP.I.--HERF_.SV COm'ARED TO (I) THE s'roRm_
that the world was made by angels.
OCEAN, (2) THE ROCKSOF THE SIRENS; MORAL
What is the folly of Marcion, and that his
FROM ULYSSESKND THE SIRENS.
tenet is not new, nor (taken)
out of the Holy
The pupils of these men, when they perceive
Scriptures, but that he obtains it from Empedothe doctrines of the heretics to be like unto
cles.
the ocean when tossed into waves by violence of
How Carpocrates acts sillily, in himself also the winds, ought to sail past in quest of the
alleging that existing things were made by an- tranquil haven.
For a sea of this description
is
gels.
both infested with wild beasts and difficult of
That Cerinthus, in no wise indebted
to the navigation, like, as we may say, the Sicilian
Scriptures, formed his opinion (not out of them),
(Sea), in which the legend reports were Cyclops,
but from the tenets of the Egyptians.3
and Charybdis, and Scylla, and the rock s of the
What are the opinions propounded
by the Sirens.
Now, the poets of the Greeks allege
Ebionmans, and that they in preference adhere that Ulysses
sailed through
(this channel),
to Jewish customs,
adroitly using (to his own purpose) the terribleHow Theodotus
has been a victim of error, ness of these strange monsters.9
For the savderiving contributions to his system partly from age cruelty (in the aspect) of these towards
the Ebionmans, (partly from Cerinthus.) 4
those who were sailing through was remarkable.
And what were the opinions of Cerdon,S who The Sirens, however, singing sweetly and barboth enunciated
the doctrines of Empedocles,
moniously,
beguiled
the voyagers, luring, by
and who wickedly induced
Marcion
to step reason of their melodious voice, those who heard
forward,
it, to steer their vessels towards (the promontory).
And how Lucian, when he had become a dis- iThe (poets) report that Ulysses, on ascertaining
ciple of Marcion, 6 having divested himself of all this, smeared with wax the ears of his companshame, blasphemed God from time to time.
ions, and, lashing himself to the mast, sailed,
free of danger, past the Sirens, hearing their
x [I_.=_our =m_oes_
_
theori# _r_t_ in chant distinctly.
And my advice to my readers
_tth_ #ito,o_ _
tom _l
is to adopt a similar expedient, viz., either on
r_t_e_,t_t_ct_t_

_m.fi_

,

the Scfiptm_tmt account

ti_ed lilt heretical notlotm of Christ.

sage might _

s mi_rhu"_"

_ The woful/a_,t_

the ,_'_

the _

occtmt in ]_ine_s

d _.

of their

and

intirmity to smear their

on)

Im constaxted,

ought obvlom_

])u_

_t,

i

.

S A hiatus ]_-_rehas g_m_ t'ise to co_ectm"e.

_ Or,."_

Abbe Crui_ _

or _

tra#o_,

the

sul_mped there to e.xmt tm euence

(tt_tfotmed_Jfi_) of thtm_n_."
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tenets of the heretics, not even listening to (doctrines) that are easily capable of enticing them
into pleasure, like the luscious lay of the Sirens,
or, by binding one's self to the Cross, of Christ,
(and) hearkening with fidelity (to His words),
not to be distracted, inasmuch as he has reposed
his trust in Him to whom ere this he has been
firmly knit, and (I admonish that man) to continue stedfastly (in this faith),
CHAP. m--THE

nificant of any of these at all, but is animal absolutely.
From this animal the species of.all
particular animals derive their subsistence.
And
this animality, itself the summum genus/constitutes (the originating principle) for all animals
produced in those (particular)
species, and (yet
is) not (itself any one) of the things generated.
For man is an animal deriving the principle (of
existence) from that a_nimality, and horse is an
animal deriving the principle of existence from
SYSTEMOF EAsmmEs D_JVED that animality.
The horse, and ox, and dog,
fROM XRtSTOTL_.
and each of the rest of the animals, derive the

Since, therefore, in the six books preceding
this, we have explained previous (heretical opinions), it now seems proper not to be silent respecting the (doctrines) of Basilides, 2 which are
the tenets of Aristotle the Stagyrite, not (those)
of Christ.
But even though on a former occasion the opinions propounded
by Aristotle have
been elucidated, we shall not even now scruple
to set them down beforehand in a sort of synopsis, for the purpose of enabling my readers, by
means of a nearer comparison of the two systerns, to perceive with facility that the doctrines
advanced by Basilides are (in reality) the clever
quibbles of Aristotle.
cilia,, m.-

principle (of existence)
from the absolute anireal, while animality itself is not any of these.

CHAP. V.--NO_rzr_
AS A CAUSE.
If, however, this animatity is not any of these
(species), the subsistence,
according to Aristotte, of the things that are generated, derived its
reality from non-existent entities. For animality,
from whence these singly have been derived, is
not any one (of them) ; and though it is not
iany one of them, it has yet become some one
!originating
principle of existingo things. But who
Io
o
it is that has established
this substance as an
!originating cause of what is subsequently
produced, we shall declare when we arrive at the
S_:ETCHOF ARISTOTLE'SrmLOSO_-n:, proper place for entertaining a discussion of this

Aristotle, then, makes a threefold division of
substance.
For one portion of it is a certain
genus, and another
a certain species, as that
(philosopher)
expresses it, and a third a certain
individual.
What is individual, however, (is so)
not through any minuteness of body, but because
by nature it cannot admit of any division whatsoever.
The genus, on the other hand, is a sort
of aggregate, made up of many and different
germs.
And from this genus, just as (from) a
certain heap, all the species of existent things
derive their distinctions.3
And the genus constitutes a competent
cause for (the production
of) all generated entities.
In order, however,
that the foregoing statement may be clear, I
shall prove (my position) through an example,
And by means of this it will be possible for us
to retrace our steps over the entire speculation
of the Peripatetic (sage).
CHAP. IVo__E'S

GF..NERALIDEA.

sort.
_
CHAP.W._SUBSTANOE, ACCORDrNGan)ARmTCrrLE;
THE PREDICATES.
Since, however, as I have stated, substance is
threefold, viz., genus, species, (and) individual ;
and (since) we have set down animality as being
the genus, and man the species, as being already
distinct from the majority of animals, but notwithstanding
still to be identified (with animals
of his own kind), inasmuch as not being yet
moulded into a species of realized substance,
(therefore it is, that) when I impart form under
a name to a man derived from the genus, I style
him Socrates or Diogenes, or some one of the
many denominations
(in use).
And since (in
this way, I repeat,) I comprehend under a name
the man who constitutes a species that is generated from the genus, I denominate
a substance
of this description
individual.
For genus has
been divided into species, and species into in-

We affirm the existence of animal absolutely, dividual.
But (as regards) the individual, since
not some animal. '_ And this animal is neither it has been comprehended
under a name, it is
ox nor horse nor man nor god nor is it si~ not possible that, according to its own nature, it
'
'
'
g
;
_" I could be divided into anything else, as we have
_7--_"-_(_---r_d-_
.......
] divided each of the fore-mentioned
(genus and
. * wV_--g'_;i_-m nows_ m _rd of_ op_o.nsof_._ [soecies) .5
aes, k quire aew (ct_apa_
Itea_us,
i. _4: tAemen_. _._..us,
[ - A.,;_*n*l,_
w,4rn_4hr
o_d
_.:ru_r{_||ir
_nd
rive.
st,.o,,_.,_ ,_l vii.; TenuIh_,Pr.e:c_pt., .xlv_;.E_ph_us,t "_ ......
Z";"..... "-:., _
"_r_'..',
----- r-H,,,., _i_.; T_.
t. ;. 4_.E_
g/,_,_ut.fl,_:,. ,_. _; _eminently enutles this _ substance, masmucn as
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it cannot either be predicated of any Subject, or
ernst in a Subject.
He, however, predicates of
the Subject, just as with the genus, what I said
constituted animality, (and which is) predicated
by means of a common name of all particular
animals, such as ox, horse, and the rest that are
placed under (this genus).
For it is true to say
that man is an animal, and horse an animal, and
that ox is an animal, and each of the rest. Now
the meaning of the expression "predicated
of a
Subject"
is this, that inasmuch as it is one, it
can be predicated in like manner of many (particulars), even though these happen to be diversifted in species.
For neither does horse nor
ox differ from man so far forth as he is an animal, for the definition of animal is said to suit
all animals alike.
For what is an animal ? If
we define it, a general definition will comprehend
all animals.
For animal is an animated Substance, endued with Sensation.
Such are ox,
man, horse, and each of the rest (of the animal
kingdom).
But the meaning of the expression
"in a Subject "is this, that what is inherent in
anything, not as a part, it is impossible should
exist separately from that in which it is. But
this constitutes each of the accidents (resident)
in Substance, and is what is termed Quality.
Now, according to this, we say that certmn persons are of such a quahty ; for instance, white,
grey, black, just, unjust, temperate, and other
(characteristics)
similar to these.
But it is impossible for any one of these to subsist itself by
itself; but it must inhere in something else. If,
however, neither animal which I predicate of all
individual animals, nor accidents which are discovetable in all things of which they are nonessential qualities, can subsist themselves
by
themselves, and (yet if) individuals are formed
out of these, (it follows, therefore, that) the
triply divided Substance, which is not made up
out of other things, consists of nonentities.
If,
then, what is primarily, and pre-eminently,
and
particularly denominated
Substance
consists of
these, it derives existence from nonentities, according to Aristotle.
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according to Aristotle, into very numerous and
diversified parts.
Now the portion of the world
which extends from the earth to the moon is
devoid of foresight, guideless, and is under the
sway' of that nature alone which belongs to itself.
But another (part of the world which lies)
beyond the moon, and extends to the surface
of heaven, is arranged in the midst of all order
and foresight and governance.
Now, the (celestial) superficies constitutes a certain fifth substance, and is remote from all those natural
elements
out of which the cosmical system derives consistence.
And this is a certain fifth
iSubstance, according to Aristotle,-as it were,
;a certain super-mundane
essence.
And (this
essence)
has become (a logical necessity) in his
system, in order to accord with the (Peripatetic)
division of the world.
And (the topic of this
fifth nature) constitutes a distinct investigation
in philosophy.
For there is extant a certain
disquisition, styled A Lecture on Physical (Phenomena), in which he has elaborately treated 2
concerning the operations which are conducted
by nature and not providence, (in the quarter
of space extending)
from the earth as far as the
moon.
And there is also extant by him a certain other peculiar treatise on the principles of
things (in the region) beyond the moon, and
it bears the following inscription : Afeta_Ohysics.3
And another peculiar dissertation has been (written) by him, entitled Concerning a Fifth Substance, and in this work Aristotle unfolds his
theological opinions.
There exists some such division of the universe
as we have now attempted
to delineate in outline, and (corresponding with it is the division)
of the Aristotelian philosophy.
His work, however, (styled)
Concerning the Saul, is obscure.
For in the entire three books (where he treats
of this subject) it is not possible to say clearly
what is Aristotle's opinion concerning the soul.
For, as regards the definition which he furnishes
of soul, it is easy (enough) to declare this ; but
what it is that is signified by the definition 4 is
difficult to discover.
For soul, he says, is an
enteleckeia of a natural organic body ; (but to

CHAP. VlL m Ams'rOTLE'S COSWOC,
O_'Y; ms "rsY- explain) what this is at all, would require a very
CHOLOGar
; " ms " Em'EZmCHEIA; " ms THEOL- great number of arguments
and a lengthened
investigation.
As regards, however, the Deity,
o_ ; ms mmcs; _.SrL_ES FOLLOWSARISTOTLE.the Originator of all those glorious objects in
But concerning Substance, the statements now creation, (the nature o 0 this (First Cause)
made will suffice.
But not only is Substance
even to one conducting
his speculations
by a
denominated
genus, species, (and)
individual,
more prolonged inquiry than that concerning
but also matter, and form, and privation.
There (the soul)_
is more difficult to know than the
is, however, (as regards the substance,)
in these soul itself. The definition, however, which Arisno difference, even though the division be allowed to stand.
Now, inasmuch as Substance
z Or,"krafrtcienL"
is of this description,
the arrangement of the _ °.___t_._=ith_
_'
" " " • " •
• th
•
plan as the following.-

The

world

is divided,
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totlefurnishes
of the Deityis,I admit,not For,he says,
by no meansfortheworldarethese
difficult
toascertain,
butitisimpossible
tocorn-namessufficient,
butsomanifold
areits
divisions
prehendthemeaningof it.For,he says,
(thethatthereisa deficiency
(ofnames). And I do
Deity)is a "conceptionof conception
;" but not takeitupon myselfto discover,
he says,
thisisaltogether
a non-existent
(entity).
The properdenominations
forallthings.Undoubtworld,however,isincorruptible
(and)eternal,
edly,
however,
oneoughtmentally,
notby means
according
toAristotle.
Forithasinitself
noth-of names,to conceive,
afteran ineffable
maningfaulty,
xinasmuchas itisdirected
by Provi-net,the peculiarities
(of things)
denominated.
denceandNature.And Aristotle
haslaiddown For an equivocal
terminology,
(when employed
doctrines
not onlyconcerning
Natureand a by teachers,)has
created
fortheir
pupils
confucosmical
system,
and Providence,
andGod,2but sionand a sourceof errorconcerning
objects.
he haswritten
(more thanthis)
; forthereis (The Basilidians),
in thefirst
instance,
laying
extant
by him likewise
a certain
treatise
on ethi-hold on thisborrowedand furtively
derived
calsubjects,
and thesehe inscribes
Books of tenetfromthePeripatetic
(sage)
,playupon the
BtMcs.3 But throughout
thesehe aimsatren-follyof thosewho herd together
with them.
deringthe habitsof hishearers
excellent
from ForAristotle,
bornmany generations
beforeBabeingworthless.
When, therefore,
Basilides
has silides,
first
lays
down a systeminTkeCtztego_'ts
beendiscovered,
notinspirit
alone,
but alsoin concerninghomonymous words. And these
the actual expressions and names, transferring heretics bring this (system) to light as if it were
the tenets of Aristotle into our evangelical and peculiarly their own, and as if it were some novel
saving doctrine, what remains, but that, by re- (doctrine), and some secret disclosure from the
storing what he has appropriated from others, we discourses of Matthias.S
should prove to the disciples of this (heretic)
that Christ will in no wise profit them, inasmuch CHAP.IX.-- BASILIDES
ADOPTSTHE __
as they are heathenish?
DOCTRINEOF "NONENI'tTI(."
Since, therefore, "nothing" existed,_
(I
CHAP.VIII._BASILIDES
AN'DISIDORUS
AI'.I.I_GE
APOS-mean) not matter, nor substance, nor what is
TOUC
FOR THEm SYSTEMS;Trm,t insubstantial, nor is absolute, nor composite,6
REALLY SANCTION
FOLLOW
ARISTOTLE.
(nor conceivable, nor inconceivable, (nor what is
Basilldes, therefore, and Isidorns, the true son sensible,) nor devoid of senses, nor man, norangel,
and disciple of Basilides, say that Matthias4 nor a god, nor, in short, any of those objects
communicated to them secret discourses, which, that have names, or are apprehended by sense,
being specially instructed, he heard from the or that are cognised by intellect, but (are) thus
Saviour. Let us, then, see how clearly Basilides, (cognised), even with greater minuteness, still,
simultaneously with Isidorus, and the entire band when all things are absolutely removed,_(since,
of these (heretics), not only absolutely belies I say, "nothing" existed,) God, "non-existent,"
Matthias, but even the Saviour Himself. (Time) _whom Aristotle styles "conception of concepwas, says (Basilides), when there was nothing, tion," but these (Basilidians) "non-existent,"_
Not even, however, did that nothing constitute inconceivably, insensibly, indeterminately, involanything of existent things ; but, to express my- untarily, impassively, (and) unactuated by deself undisguisedly and candidly, and without any sire, willed to create a world. Now I employ,
quibbling, it is altogether nothing. But when, he says, the expression "willed" for the purpose
he says, I employ the expression "was," I do of signifying (that he did so) involuntarily, and
not say that it was ; but (I speak in this way) inconceivably, and insensibly. And by the exin order to signify the meaning of what I wish pression "world" I do not mean that which was
to elucidate. I affirm then, he says, that it was subsequently formed according to breadth and
"altogether nothing." For, he says, that is not division, and which stood apart ; nay, (far from
absolutely ineffable which is named (so),--althis,) for (I mean) the germ of a world. The
though undoubtedly we call this ineffable,_but germ, however, of the world had all things in
that which is "non-ineffable."
For that which is itself. Just as the grain of mustard comprises
"non-ineffable" is not denominated ineffable, all things simultaneously, holding them (col-*
roots,within
stem,thebranches,
leaves,(cornand
but is, he says, above every name that is named, pass),
leered) viz.,
together
very smallest
' Litm'Mly,"outdtune
_
!innumerable grains which are produced frota
._tThese works must be among Aristotle's lost writings ,(see
tabricius' BtM. Gr_.,
t iii. pp. ::_=, 4o4). We ha,a_ no wor.tt ol i the
plant, (as) seeds again of other plants, and
Ammde's e_tnesfly trestinz '¢6f God. ° However, the Stagynte's J
.flte_)gy, suc_ as il is. is unfolded it, his lltt_2tlsys#s..Sey_
M_cma- 1
ben's analylis prefixed to hut tr_l_;on_ of Arlt/totlc's Mtta_/tystcs,
S [See Bunsen, i.v. 86. A £_doml 1_ercnoe my ccaveT •
l_ohn's Cl,_imfic_Library.
. ] truth. This implies that Matthiaswas auppcsod to ha_ px_ch_
and kl't results or"his toashin_.]
.
,,
_ 3,g__threetmstdNscmetldc_d_jects:(x)-_t_s,
6Thise_._lmlonis_AJ_.m,.,Crulce.
"_wls._
in4 Miller _y
rinds "M&tthcw,"
o_npo_it¢," tm obviously u-_te_hl_ te_
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frequently of others (still), tl-mt are produced
(from them).
In this way, "non-existent"
God
made the world out of nonentities, casting and
depositing
some one Seed that contained
in
itself a conglomeration
of the germs of the
world.
But in order that I may render more
clear what it is those (heretics) affirm, (I shall
mention the following illustration of theirs.)
As
an egg of some variegated and particoloured
bird, w for instance the peacock, or some other
(bird) still more manifold and particoloured,-being one in reality, contains in itself numerous
forms of manifold, and particoloured,
and much
compounded
substances ; so, he says, the nonexistent seed of the world, which has been deposited by the non-existent
God, constitutes
at
the same time the germ of a multitude of forms
and a multitude of substances.

the voice of him who speaks the word.
And
he who speaks the word, he says, was non-existent ; nor was that existent which was being produced.s
The seed of the cosmical system was
generated, he says, from nonentities ; (and I
mean by the seed,) the word which was spoken,
"Let there be light."
And this, he says, is that
which has been stated in the Gospels : "He was
the true light, which lighteth every man that
cometh into the world." 4 He derives his originating principles from that Seed, and obtains
from the same source his illuminating power.
This is that seed which has in itself the entire
conglomeration
of germs.
And Aristotle afKrms
this to be genius, and it is distributed by him
into infinite species ; just as from animal, which
is non-existent, we sever ox, horse, (and) man.
When, therefore, the cosmical Seed becomes the
basis (for a subsequent
development),
those
¢_,j,. x.m ORIGIN OF THE WORLD; R_SIUDm' (heretics)
assert,
(to quote
Basilides'
own
ACCOUNTOF THE " SONSHIP."
WOrdS :) "Whatsoever
I affirm," he says, "to
have been made after these, ask no question as
All things, therefore, whatsoever it is possible to whence.
For (the Seed) had all seeds treasto declare, and whatever, being not as yet dis- ured and reposing in itself, just as non-existent
covered, one must omit, were likely to receive entities, and which were designed to be proadaptation to the world which was about to be duced by a non-existent Deity."
generated from the Seed.
And this (seed), at
Let us see, therefore, what they say is first, or
the requisite seasons, increases in bulk in a pe- what second, or what third, (in the development
culiar manner, according to accession, as through of) what is generated
from the cosmical Seed.
the instrumentality
of a Deity so great, and of There existed, he says, in the Seed itself, a Sonthis description.
(But this Deity) the creature
ship, threefold, in every respect of the same
can neither express nor grasp by perception.
Substance with the non-existent God, (and) be(Now, all these things) were inherent, treasured gotten from nonentities.
Of this Sonship (thus)
in the Seed, as we afterwards observe in a new- involving a threefold division, one part was reborn child the growth of teeth, and paternal
fined, (another
gross,) and another requiring
substance, and intellect, and everything which, purification.
The refined portion, therefore, in
though previously having no existence, accrues the first place, simultaneously
with the earliest
unto a man, growing little by little, from a youth- deposition of the Seed by the non-existent one,
ful period of life. But since it would be absurd immediately burst forth s and went upwards and
to say that any projection
of a non-existent
hurried above from below, employing a sort of
God became anything non-existent (for Basilides velocity described in poetry,
altogether
shuns and dreads the Substances of
things generated in the way of projection : for,
"...
As wing or thought," *-(he asks,) of what sort of projection
is there a and attained, he says, unto him that is nonnecessity, or of what sort of matter* must we
assume the previous existence, in order that God existent.
For on
every
natureof desires
that (nonexistent one),
account
a superabundance
shouldconstruct
a world,as the spiderhisweb; of beaut-/and bloom. Each (naturedesires
or (as)a mortalman, forthe purpose of work- this),however, aftera different
mode. The
ing it,takesa (pieceof) brassor of wood, or more gross portion,however,(ofthe Sonship)
some other of the partsof matter?),--(pro- continuing
still
in theSeed, (and) being a cerjection,
I say,being out of the question,)
certainly,
says(Basilides),
God spoke theword, and talnimitative
(principle),
was not ableto hurry
itwas carriedinto effect.And this,
as these upwards. For (thisportion)was much more
deficient
in therefinementthatthe Sonshipposmen assert,
is that which has been statedby sessed,which through itself
hurriedupwards,
Moses : "Let there be light,and there was (and so themore grossportion)was left
behind.
light.""
Whence, he says, came the light?
From nothing.
For it has not been written, he Therefore the more gross Sonship equipped itsays, whence, but this only, (if*at it came)

from

s Or,"_&_u_"
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self with some such wing as Plato, the Preceptor
of Aristotle, fastens on the soul in (his) Pk_drus._ And Basilides styles such, not a wing,
but Holy Spirit ; and Sonship invested in this
(Spirit) confers benefits, and receives them in
turn. He confers benefits, because, as a wing
of a bird, when removed from the bird, would
not of itself soar high up and aloft ; nor, again,
would a bird, when disengaged
from its pinion,
at any time soar high up and aloft; (so, in like
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descend beneath.
The third Sonship, however,
that which requires purification, has continued,
he says, in the vast conglomeration
of all germ_
conferring benefits and receiving them.
But in
what manner it is that (the third Sonship) receives benefits and confers them, we shall afterwards declare when we come to the proper place
for discussing this question.
CHAP. XI.--Tm_

"GREAT ARCHOI_"OF _mmzS.

manner,) the Sonship involved some such relation in reference to the Holy Spirit, and the
Spirit in reference to the Sonship.
For the Sonship, carried upwards by the Spirit as by a wing,
bears aloft (in turn) its pinion, that is, the Spirit.
And it approaches the refined Sonship, and the
non-existent
God, 2 even Him who fabricated
the world out of nonentities.
He was not, (however,) able to have this (spirit) with (the Sonship) itself; for it was not of the same substance
(with God), nor has it (any) nature (in cornmon) with the Sonsfiip.
But as pure and dry
air is contrary to (their) nature, and destructive
to fishes ; so, in contrariety to the nature of the
Holy Spirit, was that place simultaneously
of
non-existent
Deity and Sonship,-(a place)
more ineffable than ineffable (entities),
and

When, therefore, a first and second ascension
of the Sonship took place, and the Holy Spirit
itself also remained after the mode mentioned,
the firmament was placed between the supermundane (spaces) and the world.
For existing
things were distributed
by Basilides into two
continuous and primary divisions, and are, according to him, denominated
partly in a certain
(respect) world, and partly in a certain (respect)
super-mundane
(spaces).
But the spirit, a line
of demarcation
between the world and supermundane
(spaces), is that which is both holy,
and has abiding in itself the savour of Sonship.
While, therefore, the firmament which is above
the heaven is coming into existence, there burst
forth, and was begotten from the cosmical Seed,
and the conglomeration of all germs, the Great
higher up than all names.
Archon (and) Head of the world, (who constiSonship, therefore, left this (spirit) near that tutes) a certain (species of) beauty, and magBlessed Place, which cannot be conceived or nitude, and indissoluble power?
For, says he,
represented
by. any expression.
(He left the he is more ineffable than ineffable entities, and
spirit) not altogether deserted or separated from more potent than potent ones, and more wise
the Sonship ; nay, (far from it,) for it is just as than wise ones, and superior to all the beautiful
when a most fragrant ointment is put into a ves- ones whatever you could mention.
This (Arsel, that, even though (the vessel) be emptied chon), when begotten, raised Himself up and
(of it) with ever so much care, nevertheless
soared aloft, and was carried up entire as far as
some odour of the ointment still remains, and is the firmament.
And there He paused, supleft behind, even after (the ointment) is sepa- posing the firmament to be the termination of
rated from the vessel ; and the vessel retains an HIS ascension and elevation, and considering
odour of ointment, though (it contain) not the that there existed nothing at all beyond these.
ointment (itself).
So the Holy Spirit has con- [And than all the subjacent (entities) whatsoever
tinued without any share in the Sonship, and there were among them which remained munseparated (from it), and has in itself, similarly dane, He became more wise, more powerful,
with ointment, its own power, a savour of Son- more comely, more lustrous, (in fact,) pre-emiship. And this is what has been declared : "As nent for beauty above any entities you could
the ointment upon the head which descended to mention with the exception of the Sonship alone,
the beard of Aaron." 3 This is the savour from which is still left in the (conglomeration
of) all
the Holy Spirit borne down from above, as far germs.
For he was not aware that there is (a
as formlessness, and the interval (of space) in Sonship) wiser and more powerful, and better
the vicinity of our world. And from this the than Himself.
Therefore imagining Himself to
Son began to ascend,sustainedas itwere,says be Lord, and Governor, and a wise Master
bacBasilidcs),
upon eagles'wings,and upon the Builder,
He turnsHimself to (thework of) the
k.
For, he says, all (entities) hasten up- creation of every object in the cosmical system.
wards from below, from things inferior to those And first, he deemed it proper not to be alone,
that are superior.
For not one of those things but made unto Himself, and generated fi_m
that are among things superior, is so silly as to [ adjacent (entities), a Son far superior to Hi,ntS,tPt,to,,oLi p.Tsett*q.,td._.
mi_rhas"_m-]self;
and wiser. For all these things had the
) [Foretaste
Cent. IV.] Min_s
tt_-t has, _"
do;"
,_ ohio= ofm_.
. dwtl_
&zr_nou.e.x_),
o_o_ (who
,_01_).
) P,. (aJmr.lll,
_,

Of l_ou
" e_"

I non-existent
l ) Or,"_

Deity previously determineo
tam_."

upon,
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when He cast down the (conglomeration
of) all
germs.
Beholding, therefore, the Son, He was
seized with astonishment, and loved (Him), and
was struck with amazement.
For some beauty
of this description appeared ' to the Great Archon
to belong to the Son, and the Archon caused
Him to sit on his right (hand).
This is, according to these (heretics), what is denominated the
Ogdoad, where the Great Archon has his throne
The entire celestial creation, then, that is, the
.tEther, He Himself, the Great Wise Demiurge
formed.
The SOn, however, begotten
of this
(Archon),
operates in Him, and offered Him
suggestions, being endued with far greater wis-

verse) constitutes, he says, the actual conglomeration and collection of all seeds ; and the things
which are generated are produced according to
nature, as has been declared already by Him
who calculates on things future, when they ought 5
(to be), and what sort they ought (to be), and
how they ought (to be).
And of these no one
is Chief, or Guardian, or Creator.
For (a) sufficient (cause of existence) for them is that calculation which the Non-Existent
One formed
when He exercised the function of creation.

dom than the Demiurge

When, therefore, according to these (heretics),
the entire world and super-mundane
entities
were finished, and (when) nothing exists labouring under deficiency, there still remains in the
(conglomeration
of) all germs the third Sonship,
which had been left behind in'the Seed to confer
benefits and receive them.
And it must needs
be that the Sonship which had been left behind
ought likewise to be revealed
and reinstated
above.
And His place should be above the
Conterminous Spirit, near the refined and imitatire Sonship and the Non-Existent
One.
But
this would be in accordance with what has been
written, he says : "And the creation itself groaneth together, and travaileth in pain together,
waiting for the manifestation
of the sons of
God." 6 'Now, we who are spiritual are sons, he
says, who have been left here to arrange, and
mould, and rectify, and complete the souls which,
according to nature, axe so constituted
as to
continue in this quarter of the universe.
"Sin,
then, reigned from Adam unto Moses,"7 as it
has been written.
For the Great Archon exercised dominion
and possesses an empire with
limits extending as far as the firmament.
And
He imagines Himself alone to be God, and that
there exists nothing above Him, for (the reason
that) all things have been guarded by unrevealed
Siope.
This, he says, is the mystery which has
not been made known to former generations ;
but in those days the Great Archon, the Ogdoad,
was King and Lord, as it seemed, of the universe.
But (in reality) the Hebdomad
was king and
lord of this quarter of the universe, and the
Ogdoad is Arrhetus, whereas the Hebdomad
is
Rhetus.
This, he says, is the Archon of the
Hebdomad, who has spoken to Moses, and says :
"I am the God of Abraham, and Isaac, and
Jacob, and I have not mamfested unto them the
name of God "s (for so they wish that it had
been written)that is, the God, Arrhetus,

Himself.

CHAP. xn. _

_ASlLmES AI)OP'rS THE "_CI-IEtA" OF _.
This, then, constitutes the enteleckda of the
natural organic body, according
to Aristotle,
(viz.,) a soul operating in the body, without which
the body is able to accomplish nothing;
(I mean
nothing)
that is greater, and more illustrious,
and more powerful, and more wise than the
body.= The account, therefore, which Aristotle
has previously rendered concerning the soul and
the body, Basilides elucidates as applied to the
Great Archon and his Son.
For the Archon has
generated, according
to Basilides, a son ; and
the soul as an operation and completion, Aristotle asserts to be an enteledwia of a natural
organic body. As, therefore, the enteledzei, z controis the body, so the SOn, according to Basilides,
controls the God that is more ineffable than
ineffable (entities).
All things, therefore, have
been provided for, and man agedbythe
majesty*
of the Great Archon ; (I mean) whatever objects
exist in the mthereal region of space as far as
the moon, for from that quarter onwards air is
separated from rather.
When all objects in the
tethereal regions, then, were arranged,
again
from (the conglomeration
of) all germs another
Archon ascended,
greater, of course, than all
subjacent (enfities),with
the exception, however,
of the Sonship that had been left behind, but
far inferior to the First Archon.
And this (second Archon) is called by them Rhetus.4
And
Topos is styled Hebdomad,
and this (Archon) is the manager and fabricator of all subjacent (entities).
And He has likewise made
unto Himself out (of the conglomeration of) all
germs, a son who is more prudent and wise than
I-Iimself, similarly to what has been stated to
have taken place in the case of the First Archon.
That which exists in this quarter (of the uni-

_

t or, - _ tmxluctd,m."
s ldil_st_rtlms".dmsoul,'_Dmmb_mtCraict_
imo"body/'
4A_
(mm"_"

cztm,.
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Archon of the Ogdoad.
All the prophets, therefore, who were before the Saviour uttered their
predictions, he says, from this source (of mspiration).
Since, therefore, it was requisite, he says,
that we should be revealed as the children of
God, in expectation
of whose manifestation,
he
says, the creation habitually groans and travails
in pain, the Gospel came into the world, and
passed through every Principality, and Power,
and Dominion, and every Name that is named. I
And (the Gospel) came in reality, though nothing descended from above ; nor did the blessed
$onship retire from that Inconceivable,
and
Blessed, (and) Non-Existent
God.
Nay, (far
from it ;) for as Indian naphtha, when lighted
merely 2 from a considerably long distance, nevertheless attracts fire (towards it), so from below,
from the formlessness of the conglomeration
(of
all germs), the powers pass upwards as far as the
Sonship.
For, according to the illustration of
the Indian naphtha, the Son of the Great Archon
of the Ogdoad, as if he were some (sort of)
naphtha,
apprehends
and seizes conceptions
from the Blessed Sonship, whose place of habiration is situated after that of the Conterminous
(Spirit).
For the power of the Sonship which
is in the midst of the Holy Spirit, (that is,) in
the midst of the (Conterminous)
Spirit, shares
the flowing and rushing thoughts of the Sonshlp
with the Son of the Great Archon.

sions : "Not in words taught of human wisdom.
but in (those)
taught of the Spirit." 4 The
Archon, then, being orally instructed, and taught,
land being (thereby) filled with fear, proceeded
to make confession concerning the sin which He
had committed in magnifying Himself.
This, he
says, is what is declared : " I have recognised
my sin. and I know my transgressmn,
(and)
about this I shall confess for ever." s When.
then, the Great Archon had been orally instructed, and every creature of the Ogdoad had
been orally instructed and taught, and (after) the
mystery became known to the celestial (powers),
it was also necessary that afterwards the Gospe_
should come to the Hebdomad, in order hkewise that the Archon of the Hebdomad
might
be similarly instructed and indoctrinated
into the
Gospel.
The Son of the Great Archon (therefore) kindled in the Son of the Archon of the
Hebdomad
the light which Himself possessed
and had kindled from above from the Sonship.
And the Son of the Archon of the Hebdomad
had radiance imparted to Him, and He proclaimed the Gospel to the Archon of the Hebdomad.
And in like manner, according to the
previous account, He Himself was both terrified
and induced to make confession.
When, therefore, all (beings) in the Hebdomad
had been
likewise enhghtened,
and had the Gospel announced to them (for in these regions of the
universe there exist, according to these heretics,
CHAP.
XIV.WHENCE
CAME THE
GOSPEL ; THE
creatures infinite (in number), wz., Principalities
NUMBEROF HEAVENSACCORDINGTO BASILIDES
_ and Powers and Rulers, in regard of which there
EXPLANATIONOF CHRIST'S MIRACULOUSCON- IS extant among the (Basilidians) 6 a very prolix
cEvrION,
and verbose treatise, where they allege that there
are three hundred and sixty-five heavens, and
The Gospel then came, says (Baslhdes), first that the great Archon of these is Abrasax, 7 from
from the Sonship through
the Son, that was the fact that his name comprises the computed
seated beside the Archon, to the Archon, and number 365, so that, of course, the calculation
the Archon learned that He was not God of the of the title includes all (existing)
things, and
universe, but was begotten.
But (ascertaining
that for these reasons the year consists of so
that) He has above Himself the deposited treas- many days) ;--but
when, he says, these (two
ure of that Ineffable
and Unnameable
(and)
events, vlz., the illumination of the Hebdomad
Non-existent
One, and of the Sonsh_p, He was and the manifestation
of the Gospel) had thus
both converted and filled with terror, when He taken place, it was necessary, likewise, that afterwas brought to understand in what ignorance He wards the Formlessness existent m our quarter
was (involved).
This, he says, is what has been
declared : "The fear of the Lord is the begin- of
radiance
nnparted toto the
it,
and creation
that theshould
mysteryhave
should
be revealed
ning of wisdom."s
For, being orally instructed
Sonship, which had been left behind in Formby Christ, who was seated near, he began to lessness, just like an abortion.
acquire wisdom, (inasmuch as he thereby) learns
Now this (mystery) was not made known to
who is the Non-Existent
One, what the Sonship previous generations,
as he says, it has been
(is), what the Holy Spirit (is), what the apparawritten, "By revelation was made known unto
tns of the universe (is), and what is likely to be
the consummation
of things.
This is the wisdom me the mystery ; "8 and, "I have heard inexspoken in a mystery, concerning
which, says]
(Basilides), Scripture uses the following expres_,Ps.Cot.il.
xxxiL ,3.
5, h. 3
_
t Eph. i. 2x.
•
a Or, "seen merely.*
3 Prov i 7.

6 KaT"_V_O '_. Ulhorn fills up the enipsm thus: "And in refer_
cnce to these localities of the ArQhons," etc
7 Thts lq a more correct form than that occasionally gxvcn, viz,
Abraxas. See Beausob_e, H,st. Ma_*zch., tih. ft. p. $z.
s Eph ifi. 3-5.
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bilities.
(It would be) just as if a fish were to
crave to feed on the mountains along with sheep.
(For) a wish of this description would, he says,
be their destruction.
All things, therefore, that
abide in (this) quarter s are incorruptible,
but
corruptible
if they are disposed to wander and
cross over from the things that are according to
nature.
In this way the Archon of the Hebdomad wilt know nothing of superjacent entities.
For enormous ignorance will lay hold on this
one likewise, in order that sorrow, and grief,
and groaning may depart from him ; for he will
not desire aught of nnpossible things, nor will he
be visited with anguish.
In like manner, however, the same ignorance wilt lay hold also on
the Great Archon of the Ogdoad, and similarly
on all the creatures that are subject unto him,
in order that in no respect anything may desire
aught of those things that are contraa'y to nature,
and maynot (thus)beoverwhelmedwith
sorrow.
And so there will be the restitution of all things
which, in conformity with nature, have from the
beginning a foundation in the seed of the universe, but will be restored at (their own) proper
periods.
And that each thing, says (Basilides),
has its own particular times, the Saviour is a
sufficient (witness 6) when He observes, "Mine
hour is not yet come." z And the Magi (afford
similar testimony) when they gaze wistfully upon
!the (Saviour's) star. s For (Jesus) Himself was,
CHAP.XV.mC, OD'S DF.ALINGS
WITH THE CREATtmE; ihe says, mentally preconceived
at the time of
BASILIDES' NOTION OF (I)
THE INNER MAN, the generation of the stars, and of the complete
(2) THE GOSPEL; HIS INTERPRETATIONOF THE return to their starting-point
of the seasons in
LIFE AND SUFFERINGSOF OUR LORD.
the vast conglomeration
(of all germs).
This
pressible words which it is not possible for man
to declare."'
The light, (therefore,)
which
came down from the Ogdoad above to the Son
of the Hebdomad,
descended
from the Hebdomad upon Jesus the son of Mary, and he had
radiance imparted to him by being illuminated
with the light that shone upon him.
This, he
says, is that which has been declared:
"The
Holy Spirit will come upon thee, ''* (meaning)
that which proceeded from the Sonship through
the conterminous
spirit upon the Ogdoad and
Hebdomad,
as far as Mary ; "and the power of
the Highest will overshadow
thee," (meaning)
the power of the anointing,3 (which streamed)
from the (celestial) height above (through) the
Demiurge, as far as the creation, which is (as
far as) the Son. And as far as that (Son) he
says the world consisted thus.
And as far as
this, the entire Sonship, which is left behind for
benefiting
the souls in Formlessness,
and for
being the recipient in turn of benefits,(this
Sonship, I say,)when it is transformed, followed
Jesus, and hastened upwards, and came forth
purified.
And it becomes most refined, so that
it could, as the first (Sonship), hasten upwards
through its own instrumentality.
For it possesses
all the power that, according to nature, is firmly
connected with the light which from above shone
down (upon earth),

When, therefore, he says, the entire Sonship
shall have come, and shall be above the conterminous
spirit, then the creature will become
the object of mercy.
For (the creature) groans
until now,4 and is tormented, and waits for the
manifestation
of the sons of God, in order that
all who are men of the Sonship may ascend from
thence.
When this takes place, God, he says,
will bring upou the whole world enormous ignorance, that all things may continue according to
nature, and that nothing may inordinately desire
anything of the things that are contrary to nature,
But (far from it) ; for all the souls of this quarter of creation, as many as possess the nature of
remaining immortal in this (region) only, continue (in it), aware of nothing superior or better
(than their present state).
And there will not
prevail any rumour or knowledge
in regions
below, concerning
beings whose dwelling
is
placed above, lest subjacent souls should be
wrung with torture from longing after impossi-of
J I cot. _di.4.
3 Me_r'st_tlm"_"_ie.lt#l_mtui,_

is, according to these (Basilidians),
he who has
been conceived
as the inner spiritual man in
what is natural (now this is the Sonshlp which
left there the soul, not (that it might be) mortal,
but that it might abide here according to nature,
just as the first Sonship left above in its proper
locality the Holy Spirit, (that is, the spirit) which
is conterminous),--(this,
I say, is he who has
been conceived as the inner spiritual man, and)
has then been arrayed in his own peculiar soul.
In order, however, that we may not omit any
of the doctrines of this (Basilides), I shall likewise explain whatever statements
they put forward respecting a gospel.
For gospel with them,
as has been elucidated,
is of super-mundane
entities the knowledge which the Great Archon
did not understand.
As, then, it was manifested
unto him that there are likewise the Holy Spirit
--that
is, the conterminous
(spirit) -- and the
Sonship, and the Non-Existent
God, the cause
all these, he rejoiced at the commtmications
made to him, and was filled with exultation.
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According to them, this constitutes the gospel. !legends which likewise Basilides details after his
Jesus, however, was born, according to these sojourn in Egypt ; ' and being instructed by the
(heretics), as we have already declared. And (sages of this country) in so great a system of
when the generation which has been previously wisdom, (the heretic) produced fruits of this
explained took place, all the events in our Lord's description.
life occurred, according to them, in the same
manner as they have been described in the CosCHAP.XW.--'rH_. s,2_r_ OFSA_rRNILt_
pels. And these things happened, he says, in
But one Saturnilus,3who flourished about the
order that Jesus might become the first-fruits of same period with Basilides,4 but spent his time
a distinction of the different orders (of created in Antioch, (a city) of Syria, propounded opinobjects) that had been confused together.' For ions akin to whatever (tenets) Menander (adwhen the world had been divided into an Og- vanced). He asserts that there is one Father,
doad, which is the head of the entire world, m unknown to all--He
who had made angels,
now the great Archon is head of the entire archangels, principalities, (and)powers;and that
world,--and into a Hebdomad, w which is the by certain angels, seven (in number), the world
head of the Hebdomad, the Demiurge of subja- was made, and all things that are in it. And
cent entities,- and into this order of creatures
(Satumihs affirms) that man was a work of
(that prevails) amongst us, where exists Form- angels. There had appeared above from (the
lessness, it was requisite that the various orders Being of) absolute sway, a brilliant s image ; and
of created objects that had been confounded when (the angels) were not able to detain this,
together should be distinguished by a separating on account of its immediately, he says, returning
process performed by Jesus. (Now this sepa- with rapidity upwards, they exhorted one anration) that which was his corporeal part suf- other, saying, "Let us make man in our likeness
fered, and this was (the part) of Formlessness, and image." 6 And when the figure was formed,
and reverted into Formlessness. And that was and was not, he says, able, owing to the imporesuscitated which was his psychical part, and tence of the angels, to lift up itself, but continued
this was (part) of the Hebdomad, and reverted writhing as a worm, the Power above, compasinto the Hebdomad. And he revived that (ele- sionating him on account of his having been born
ment in his nature) which was the peculiar in its own image, sent forth a scintillation of life,
property of the elevated region where dwells which raised man up, and caused him to have
the Great Archon, and (that element) remained vitality. (Satumilus) asserts that this scintillabeside the Great Archon. And he carried up- tion of life rapidly returns after death to those
wards as far as (that which is) above that which things that are of the same order of existence ;
was (the peculiar property) of the contermin- and that the rest, from which they have been
ous spirit, and he remained in the conterminous generated, are resolved into those. And the
spirit. And through him there was purified the Saviour 7he supposed to be unbegotten and inthird Sonship, which had been left for conferring corporeal, sad devoid of figure. (Saturnihs,)
benefits, and receiving them. And (through however, (maintained that Jesus)wasmanifested
Jesus) it ascended towards the blessed Sonship, as man in appearance only. And he says that
and passed through all these. For the entire the God of the Jews is one of the angels, and, on
purpose of these was the blending together of,
as it were, the conglomeration of all germs, and account
of all
thethe
Father's
wishing
to deprive
of
sovereignty
Archons,
that Christ
came for
the distinction of the various orders of created the overthrow of the God of the Jews, and for
objects, and the restoration into their proper the salvation of those that believe upon Him;
component parts of things that had been blended and that these have in them the scintillation of
together.
Jesus, therefore, became the first- life. For he asserted that two kinds of men had
fruits of the distinction of the various orders of been formed by the angels,- one wicked, but
created objects, sad his Passion took place for the other good. And, since demons from time
not say other reason than the distinction which to time assisted wicked (men, Saturnihs affirms)
was thereby brought about in the various orders that the Saviourcame for the overthrowof worthof created objects that had been confounded less men sad demons, but for the salvation of
together. For in this manner (Basilides) _
that the entire Sonship, which had been left m
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good men. And he affirms that marriage and
procreation are from Satan. The majority, however, of those who belong to this (heretic's
school) abstain from animal food likewise, (and)
by this affectation of asceticism (make many
their dupes). And (they maintain) that the
prophecies have been uttered, partly by the
world-making angels, and partly by Satan, who is
also the very angel whom they suppose to act in
antagonism to the cosmical' (angels), and especially to the God of the Jews. These, then,
are in truth the tenets of Satumilus.

Jupiter is fire, and life-giving Juno earth, which
produces fruits for the support of existence;
and Aidoneus air, because although through
him we behold all things, yet himself alone we
do not see. But Nestis is water, for this is a
sole vehicle of (food), and thus becomes a cause
of sustenance to all those that are being nourished ; (but) this of itself is not able to afford
nutriment to those that are being nourished.
For if it did possess the power of affording nutriment, animal life, he says, could never be destroyed by famine, inasmuch as water is always
superabundant in the world. For this reason
CHAP. xvrL--MARC_On; ms DUAUSM;DERWEShe denominates Nestis water, because, (though
ms SYSTEM
FROMEm'mDOCt_ ; SKgrCHOF Tttm indirectly) being a cause of nutriment, it is not
]2OCTRINE
OFEMPEDOCLES.
(of itself) competent to afford nutriment to those
things that are being nourished. These, thereBut Marcion,* a native of Pontus, far more fore--to delineate them as by way of outline-frantic than these (heretics), omitting the major- are the principles that comprise (Empedocles')
ity of the tenets of the greater number (of speculators), (and) advancing into a doctrine still entire theory of the world: (viz.,) water and
earth, out of which (proceed) generated entimore unabashed, supposed (the existence of) ties ; fire and spirit, (which are) instruments and
two originating causes of the universe, alleging efficient (causes), but discord and friendship,
one of them to be a certain good (principle),
but the other an evil one. And himself imagin- which are (principles) artistically fabricating (the
universe). And friendship is a certain peace,
ing that he was introducing some novel (opimon),
founded a school full of folly, and attended by and unanimity, and love, whose entire effort is,
men of a sensual mode of life, inasmuch as he that there should be one finished and complete
himself was one of lustful propensities._ This world. Discord, however, invariably separates
(heretic)having thought that the multitude would that one (world), and subdivides it, or makes
forget that he did not happen to be a disciple of many things out of one. Therefore discord is
Christ, but of Empedocles, 4 who was far anterior of
the entire creation
a cause which
"aglamenon,"
that is, destructive.
For he
it isstyles
the
to himself, framed and formed the same opinions,--namely,
that there are two causes of the c°ncern of this (dtscord), that throughout every
universe, discord and friendship. For what does age the creation itself should continue to preserve its existing condition. And ruinous disEmpedocles say respecting the plan of the world ?
Even though we have previously spoken (on this cord
(thus) a fabricator
and an entities
efficient;
causehas
of been
the production
of all generated
subject), yet even now also, for the purpose, at whereas friendship (is the cause) of the educall events, of comparing the heresy of this plagiarist (with its source), we shall not be silent,
tion,
and And
restoration
thingsand
intoalteration,
one system.
in regardof ofexasting
these
This (philosopher) affirms that all the elements out of which the world consists and
derives its being, are six : two of them material,
(viz.,) earth and water ; and two of them instruments by which material objects are arranged
and altered, (viz.,) fire and air; and two of them,
by means of the instruments, operating upon
matter and fashioning it, viz., discord and friendship. (Empedocles)
thus : --

(causes), Empedocles asserts that they are two
immortal and unbegotten principles, and such
as have not as yet received an originating cause of
existence. (Empedocles) somewhere or other
(expresses himself) in the following manner:-"For if both onceit was, andwill be; never,I think,
Will be the age eternal void of both of these."_

expresses himself somehow (But) what are these (two)?
Discord and
Friendship ; for they did not begin to come into

"The four roots of all things hear thou first •
being,
Brilliant Jove, and llfe-giving Juno and Aidoneus,
And Ncstis, who with tears bedews the mortal font." s cause,

but

pre-existed

and

always

will exist,

be-

from the fact of their being unbegotten,
they are not able to undergo corruption. But
-*_'?_.'.
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(And this takes place)
in order that the Umverse may continue one,
being always ordered by Friendship in a manner
one and the same, and with (uninterrupted)
uniformity.
When, however, Friendship
makes unity out
of plurality, and associates with unity separated
entities, Discord, again, forcibly severs them from
unity, and makes them many, that is, fire, water,
earth, air, (as well as) the animals and plants
produced from these, and whatever portions of
the world we observe.
And in regard of the
form of the world, what sort it is, (as) arranged
by Friendship,
(Empedocles)
expresses himself
in the following terms : -"For not from back two arm• arise,
Not feet, not nimble knees, not genital groin,
But a globe it was, and equal to it•elf it is." t
An operation of this description Friendship mainrains, and makes (one) most beautiful form of
the world out of plurality.
Discord, however,
the cause of the arrangement
of each of the
parts (of the universe), forcibly severs and makes
many things out of that one (form).
And this
is what Empedocles
affirms respecting
his own
generation : _
•
'
- 2
"Of these I also am from God a wandering exile.
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He asserts the irksome ways to be the alterations
and transfigurations
of souls into (successive)
bodies.
This is what he says :"Changing the irksome ways of life."
For souls "change,"
body after body being
altered, and punished by Discord, and not permitted to continue in the one (frame), but that
the souls are involved in all descriptions of punishment by Discord beir/g changed from body to
body.
He says :
"2Ethereal force to ocean drives the souls,
And
oceanon
spurts
them
onsun,
earth's
And earth
beams
of forth
blazing
whoexpanse,
flings
(The souls) on mther's depths, and each from each
(A spirit) takes, and all with hatred burn.''6
This is the punishment which the Demiurge inflicts, just as some brazier moulding (a piece
of) iron, and dipping it successively from fire
into water. For fire is the rather whence the
Demiurge transfers the souls into the sea; and
land is the earth: whence he uses the words,
from water into earth, and from earth into air.
This is what (Empedocles)
says :
"And earth on beams
Of blazing sun, who fling• (the soul•)
On rather'• depth•, and each from each
A (•pirlt) takes, and all wlth hatred burn."

That is, (Empedocles)
denominates
as God the
unity and unification of that (one form) in which
(the world) existed antecedent to the separation
and production
(introduced)
by Discord among
the majority of those things (that subsisted) in
accordance
with the disposition
(effected)
by
Discord.
For Empedocles
affirms Discord to
be a furious, and perturbed, and unstable Demiurge, (thus) denominating
Discord the creator
of the world.
For this constitutes the condemnation and necessity of souls which Discord forcibly severs from unity, and (which it) fashions

The souls, then, thus detested, and tormented,
and punished in this world, are, according to
Empedocles, collected by Friendship as being a
certain good (power), and (one) that pities the
groaning of these, and the disorderly and wicked
device of furious Discord.
And (likewise Friendship is) eager, and toils to lead forth little by
little the souls from the world, and to domestic.ate them with unity, in order that all things,
being conducted
by herself, may attain unto
unification.
Therefore
on account of such ar
arrangement
on the part of destructive
Discora
of this divided world, Empedocles
admonishes

and operates upon, (according to Empedocles,)
who expresses himself after some such mode as
the following : M
"Who perjury piles on sin,
While demormgainalifeprolouged;
"3
meaning by demons long-lived
souls, because
they are immortal,
and live for lengthened
ages:-"For thrice ten thousand.years banished from bliss;" *

ihis disciples to abstain from all sorts of animal
food.
For he asserts that the bodies of animals
are such as feed on the habitations of punished
souls. And he teaches those who are hearers of
Isuch doctrines (as his), to refrain from intercours e with women.
(And he issues this precept) in order that (his disciples)
may not
co-operate with and assist those works which
Discord fabricates, always dissolving and forci-

denominating
as blissful, those that have been
collected by Friendship
from the majority of
entities into the process of unification (arising
out) of the intelligible world.
He asserts that
those are exiles, and that
"In lapse of time all sorts of mortal men are born,
Changing the irksome ways of life." s
t_
__g,. (_t. r..trtt.),
• Line7 CKirtm),#t (Stein).
• I.,be,¢OCmt_),_•, 373(SmhO.
Lbe_ (_),
37s, 3# (S,m).

bly severing the work of Friendship.
Empedocles asserts that this is the greatest law of the
management of the universe, expressing himself
somehow thus:_
- There's something swayed by Fate, the ancient,
Endless law of gods, and sealed by potent oatks."_'
He thus _,_11sFate the alteration from unity into
plurality, according to Discord, and from phtT_

t, • O¢_.su), _, 3To(Stm_.
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tality into unity, according to Friendship. And,
as I stated, (Empedocles asserts) that there are
four perishable gods, (viz.,) fire, water, earth,
(and) air. (He maintains,) however, that there
are two (gods) which are immortal, unbegotten,
(and) continually hostile one to the other,
(namely) Discord and Friendship. And (he
asserts) that Discord always is guilty of injustice
and covetousness, and forcible abduction of the
things of Friendship, and of appropriation of
them to itself.
(He alleges,) however, that
Friendship, inasmuch as it is always and invariably acertaingood (power), and intent on union,
recalls and brings towards (itself), and reduces
to unity, the parts of the universe that have been
forcibly severed, and tormented, and punished
in the creation by the Demiurge. Some such
system of philosophy as the foregoing is advanced
for us by Empedocles concerning the generation
of the world, and its destruction, and its constitution, as one consisting of what is good and
bad. And he says that there is likewise a cerrain third power which is cognised by intellect,
and that this can be understood from these,
(vie.., Discord and Friendship,) expressing himself somehow thus :--

present would pass undetected his transference,
under the same expressions, of the arrangemeut
of his entire heresy from Sicily into the evangelical narratives. For bear with me, O Marcion : as you have instituted a comparison of
what is good and evil, I also to-day will institute
a comparison following up your own tenets, as
you suppose them to be. You affirm that the
Demiurge of the world is evil_ why not hide
your countenance in shame, (as thus) teaching
to the Church the doctrines of Empedocles?
You say that there is a good Deity who destroys
the works of the Demiurge: then do not you
plainly preach to your pupils, as the good Deity,
the Friendship of Empedocles.
You forbid
marriage, the procreation of children, (and) the
abstaining from meats which God has created
for participation by the faithful, and those that
know the truth) (Thinkest thou, then,) that
thou canst escape detection, (while thus) enjoining the purificatory rites of Empedocles?
For in point of fact you follow in every respect
this (philosopher of paganism), while you instruct your own disciples to refuse meats, in
order not to eat any body (that might be) a
remnant of a soul which has been punished by

"For it, 'neath hearts of oak, these truths you fix,
And view them kindly in meditationspure,
Each one of these, in lapse of time, will haunt you,
And many others,sprungof these, descend,
For into every habit these will grow, as Nature prompts ;
But if for other things you sigh, which, countless, linger
Undisguised 'mid men, and blunt the edge of care,
As years roU on they'll leave you fleetly,
Since they yearn to reach their own beloved race ;
For know that all possess perception and a share of
mind." t

the Demiurge.

You dissolve

you

conform

to

RmSS_aT_a_AS THE SU_mSr_ OF _a_

the

tenets

of

that have

And here again
Empedocles,

in

order that for you the work of Friendship may
be perpetuated as one (and) indivisible. For,
according
to Empedocles,
matrimony
separates
unity, and makes
(out of it) plurality,
as we
have proved.
CHAP. XIX.--TYRE

CHAP. XVIII.-- SOURCE OF MARCIONISM ; _

marriages

been cemented by the Deity.

EMPEDOCLES

HERESY OF PREPON ; FOLIX)WS

; MARCION

REJECTS THE

GENERA-

_ON OF THE SA_Om_

_.
The principal heresy of Marcion, and (the one
When, therefore, Marcion or some one of his of his) which is most free from admixture (with
hounds barks against the Demiurge, andadduces other heresies), is that which has its system
reasons from a comparison of what is good and formed out of the theory concerning the good
bad, we ought to say to them, that neither Paul and bad (God). Now this, it has been manlthe apostle nor Mark, he of the maimed finger,2 rested by us, belongs to Empedocles. But since
announced such (tenets).
For none of these at present, in our times, a certain follower of
(doctrines) has been written in the Gospel ac-Marcion,
(namely) Prepon, an Assyrian,4 has
cording to Mark. But (the real author of the endeavoured to introduce something more novel,
system) is Empedocles, son of Meto, a native and has given an account of his heresyin awork
of Agrigentum. And (Marcion)despoiled this inscribed to Bardemnes, an Armenian, neither of
(philosopher), and imagined that up to the this will I be silent. In a_ng
t.hat..w.ha.,
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(world) which (is managed) by Friendship, is ,:t_. xx.--_mg
HERESYOFCARP(_RATES; WICKED
cognisable by intellect.
And (he asserts) that
VOCTRn_w..S
cozcCF_,cn_oJF.SUSCHeSt ; PXACTm=these are the two different principles of good and
MAGICAL
ARTS; ADOPTA METEMPSYCHOSIS.
evil, and that intermediate between these diverse
principles is impartial reason, in accordance with things
Carpocrates
s affirms
thatangels,
the world
and the
in it were
made by
far inferior
to
which are united the things that have been the unbegotten Father ; and that Jesus was genseparated by Discord, (and which,) in accord- crated of Joseph, and that, having been born
ance with the influence of Friendship, arc accom- similar to (other) men, He was more just than
modated to unity.
The impartial reason itself, the rest (of the human race). And (Carpocrates
that which is an auxiliary to Frienclship, Emped- asserts) that the soul (of Jesus), inasmuch as it
odes denominates
"Musa."
And he himself was made vigorous and undefiled, remembered
likewise entreats her to assist him, and expresses the things seen by it in its converse with the
himself somehow thus :-unbegotten God. And (Carpocrates maintains)
"For if on fleeting mortals, deathless Muse,
that on this account there was sent down upon
Thy
care
it
be
that
thoughts
our
mind
engross,
(Jesus) by that (God) a power, in order that
Calliope, again befriend my present prayer,
As I disclose a pure account of happy gods." x
through it He might be enabled to escape the
world-making (angels).
And (he says) that this
Marcion, adopting
these sentiments,
rejected power, having passed through all, and having
altogether the generation of our Saviour. He obtained liberty in all, again ascended 6 to God
considered it to be absurd that under the (catc(Himself).
And (he alleges) that in the same
gory of a) creature fashioned by destructive condition with (the soul of Jesus arc all the
Discord should have been the Logos that was an souls) that embrace similar objects of desire
auxiliary to Friendship--that
is, the Good Deity. with the (power just alluded to).
And they
(His doctrine,) however, was that, independent
assert that the soul of Jesus, (though,) accordof birth, (the I./ogos) Himself descended from ing to law, it was disciplined in Jewish customs,
above in the fifteenth year of the reign of Tibe- (in reality) despised them.
And (he says) that
rius Caesar, and that, as being intermediate be- on this account (Jesus) received powers whereby
tween the good and bad Deity, He proceeded He rendered null and void the passions incito give instruction in the synagogues.
For if dental to men for their punishment.
And (he
He _ is a Mediator, He has been, he says, liber- argues), therefore, that the (soul), which, simiated from the entire nature of the Evil Deity. larly with that soul of Christ, is able to despise
Now, as he affirms, the Demiurge is evil, and the world-making Archons, receives in like manhis works.
For this reason, he affirms, Jesus her power for the performance of mmilar acts.
came down unbegotten, in order that He might Wherefore, also, (according to Carpocrates, there
be liberated from all (admixture of) evil. And are persons who) have attained unto such a
He has, he says, been liberated from the nature degree of pride as to affirm some of themselves
of the Good One likewise, in order that He may to be equal to Jesus Himself, whereas others
be a Mediator, as Paul states,3 and as Himself among them to be even still more powerful.
acknowledges:
"Why call ye me good? there But (they also contend) that some enjoy an
is one good."4
These, then, are the opinions excellence
above the disciples of that (Reof Marcion, by means of which he made many deemer), for instance Peter and Paul, and the
his dupes, employing the conclusions of Era- rest of the Apostles, and that these are in no
pedocles.
And he transferred the philosophy
respect inferior to Jesus.
And (Carpocrates
invented by that (ancient speculator) into his asserts) that the souls of these have originated
own system of thought, and (out of Empedofrom that supernal power, and that consequently
des)
constructed
his (own) impious heresy, they, as equally despising
the world-making
But I consider that this has been sufficiently re- (angels), have been deemed worthy of the same
futed by us, and that I have not omitted any power, and (of the privilege) to ascend to the
opinion of those who purloin their opinions from same (place).
If, however, any one would dethe Greeks, and act despitefully towards the dis- spise earthly concerns
more than did that
ciples of Christ, as if they had become teachers (Saviour, Carpocrates
says) that such a one
to them of these (tenets).
But since it seems would be able to become superior to (Jesus.
that we have sufficiently explained the doctrines The followers of this heretic) practise their magiof this (heretic),
let us see what Carpocrates cal arts and incantations, and spells and volupsays.
s see[vol.Lp-3_So]
Irea._u_.i:_s" [v?Lill p..ao_]Tenm[lian.
. I [_Jaldalewin_resa_vealdon
of flL¢_rm_. _.. are De AKi_z, c. xxm.-xxv._annre_a¢#'_., c.:xn,nu.;_
round(at linesaSS-_40inStah't edltioad tae_aw_.of._an _¢_-tes.Hg*#.
_¢/ts_t.. iv. S
7,LAugttmn©,
Elapaamus,
tte_'.,_
_ _; l:mamp._t,
H_r..F_Ib,LS;mad
H_..r.,
c._.h.Tl_.ennre
ofth_s
• Tcl'mlllaa
Ck,'*:-_*'l.,=L
_ _ p. pz, thca_
tl_ _l.hc_acal notloosm _ .t_ ¢.a_ arti¢_isudumfnNnlm__,and equa_mmU_acoo¢_
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tuous feasts.
And (they are in the habit of
invoking the aid of) subordinate demons and
dream-senders,
and (of resorting to) the rest of
the tricks (of sorcery), alleging that they possess
power for now acquiring sway over the Archons
and makers of this world, nay, even over all the
works that are in it.
(Now these heretics)
have themselves
been
sent forth by Satan, for the purpose of slandering before the Gentiles the divine name of the
Church.
(And the devil's object is,) that men
hearing, now after one fashion and now after
another, the doctrines of those (heretics), and
thinking that all of us are people of the same
stamp, may t_arn away their ears from the
preaching of the truth, or that they also, looking,
(without abjuring,) upon all the tenets of those
(heretics),
may speak hurtfully of us.
(The
followers of Carpocrates)
allege that the souls
are transferred from body to body, so far as that
they may fill up (the measure of) all their sins.
When, however, not one (of these sins) is left,
(the Carpocratians affirm that the soul) is then
emancipated,
and departs unto that God above
of the world-making angels, and that in this way
all souls will be saved. If, however, some (souls),
during the presence of the soul in the body for
one life, may by anticipation become involved in
the full measure of transgressions, they, (according to these heretics,) no longer undergo metempsychosis.
(Souls of this sort,) however, on
paying offat once all trespasses, will, (the Carpocratians say,) be emancipated
from dwelling any
more in a body.
Certain, likewise, of these
(heretics)
brand _ their own disciples in the
back parts of the lobe of the right ear. And
they make counterfeit images of Christ, alleging
that these were in existence at the time (during
which our Lord was on earth, and that they were
fashioned) by pilate. 2

wise (than all the human race). And (Cerinthus
alleges) that x, after the baptism (of our Lord),
Christ in form of a dove came down upon him,
from that absolute sovereignty which is above all
things.
And then, (according to this heretic,)
Jesus proceeded to preach the unknown Father,4
and in attestation (of his mission) to work miracles. It was, however, (the opinion of Cerinthus,) that ultimately Christ departed from Jesus,
and that Jesus suffered and rose again ; whereas
that Christ, being spiritual, Sremained beyond the
possibility of suffering.

_Lae_aUy_
c_mwrize."
s Epipha_'u?
alludesinthe_ mauu_,r
to _ imagos.._
. s S_ [._ L_. ss_,4xs] I..m_h_,
m. 2,3; [vol.._ _

C¢lx.,il. z; F.a_fl_us,
Hist. lCc¢lealasL, ill. sT; Epiph.aqius,
Hm*':,
xx.x.;_ _,
lt_r. Fob., h. ?. Hippy..us mmdebtcdm
C_isaru¢_n_toLm_.
a_. p_mytoo._t_y_rc__ .. .

CHAP. XXIL-- DOCTRINEOF THE EBION_ANS.
The Ebion_vans, 6 however, acknowledge
that
the world was made by Him Who is in reality
God, but they propound legends concerning the
Christ sinfilarly with Cerinthus and Carpocrates.
They live conformably
to the customs of the
Jews, alleging that they are justified according
to the law, and saying that Jesus was justified by
fulfilling the law. And therefore it was, (according to the Ebion_ans,)
that (the Saviour) was
named (the) Christ of God and Jesus/since
not
one of the rest (of mankind) had observed cornpletely the law. For if even any other had fulfilled the commandments
(contained)
in the law,
he would have been that Christ. And the (Ebion_ans allege) that they themselves also, when
in like manner they fulfil (the law), are able to
become Christs ; for they assert that our Lord
Himself was a man in a like sense with all (the
rest of the human family).
CHAP. xxm.--THE

HERESYOF TH_ODCYI_.

But there was a certain Theodotus, s a native
of Byzantium, who introduced
a novel heresy.
He announces tenets concerning the originating
cause of the universe, which are partly in keeping with the doctrines of the true Church, in so
CHAP. XXL--THE SYSTEM OF CERINTHUSCON- far as he acknowledges
that all things were
CE_G
CHRIST.
created by God.
Forcibly appropriating, however, (his notions of) Christ from the school of
But a certain Cerinthus,3 himself being disci- the Gnostics, and of Cerinthus and Ebion, he
plined in the teaching of the Egyptians, asserted alleges that (our Lord) appeared in some such
that the world was not made by the primal Deity, manner as I shall now describe.
(According to
but by some virtue which was an offshoot from this, Theodotus
maintains)
that Jesus was a
that Power which is above all things, and which (mere) man, born of a virgin, according to the
(yet) is ignorant of the God that is above all. counsel of the Father, and that after he had
And he supposed that Jesus was not generated
lived promiscuously
with all men, and had befrom a virgin, but that he was born son of Joseph
and Mary, just in a manner similar with the rest
+A_,_. 23.
of men, and that (Jesus) was more just and more
65s_ [_'_
xm_, L _ _ • _ _ ,J T_-,_n_,
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his baptism in Jordan received Christ, who came
But one Cerdon s himself also, taking occasion
from above and descended (upon him) ih form
of a dove.
And this was the reason, (according in like manner from these (heretics) and Simon,
affirms that the God preached by Moses and the
to Theodotus,)
why (miraculous) powers did not prophets was not Father of Jesus Christ.
For
operate within him prior to the manifestation in (he contends)
that this (Father)
had been
him of that Spirit which descended, (and) which known, whereas that the Father of Christ 9 was
proclaims him to be the Christ.
But (among unknown, and that the former was just, but the
the followers of Theodotus)
some are disposed latter good.
And Marcion corroborated
the
(to think) that never was this man made God,
(even) at the descent of the Spirit; whereas tenet of this (heretic)
in the work which he
others (maintain that he was made God) after attempted
to
write,
and
which
styled/Intitkeses. _° And he was in the habit,he (in
this book,)
the resurrection

from the dead.

CHAP. XXlV.-- THE MEI.CHISEDEClAI_S
; THE mcoIAIT_S.
While, however, different questions have arisen
among them, a certain (heretic),
who himself
also was styled Theodotus, and who was by trade
a banker,, attempted to establish (the doctrine),
that a certain Melchisedec constitutes the greatest power, and that this one is greater than
Christ.
And they allege that Christ happens to
be according to the likeness (of this Melchisedec).
And they themselves, similarly with those
who have been previously spoken of as adherents
of Theodotus, assert that Jesus is a (mere) man,
and that, in conformity with the same account
(already given), Christ descended upon him.
There are, however, among the Gnostics diversities of opinion ; but we have decided that
it would not be worth while to enumerate the
silly doctrines of these (heretics), inasmuch as
they are (too) numerous and devoid of reason,
and full of blasphemy.
Now, even those (of the
heretics) who are of a more serious turn in regard of z the Divinity, and have derived their
systems of speculation
from the Greeks, must
stand conwcted 3 (of these charges).
But Nicolaus¢ has been a cause of the wide-spread cornbination of these wicked men.
He, as one of
the seven (that were chosen) for the diaconate,S
was appointed by the Apostles.
(But Nicolaus)
departed from correct doctrine, and was in the
habit of inculcating indifferency of both life and
food. 6 And when the dlsclples (of Nicolans)
continued
to offer insult to the Holy Spirit,
John reproved
them in the Apocalypse
as
fornicators
and eaters of things offered unto
idolsY
t Concemlng the younger Theodotus,

see [vol. ill p. 654] Ter-

tuUian, PrarscrMt., e lili.; Epiphamtm, Her._ lv.; mad _ret,
/'/ate-. Fa_ It. 6.
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reference
to" (Bunsen).
Or, "in
*' have
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(Miller).
4 S_ Jut su#rallren_us,
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hi. t_9;
Theodoret,
Her.voi.Fa.b.,
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andseries.l
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of uttering whatever slanders suggested themselves to his mind against the Creator of the
universe.
In a similar manner likewise (acted)
Lucian/_ the disciple of this (heretic).
CHAP. XXVl.--THE
DOCTRINES OF Ap_TT.F_q;
PHILUMENE,HIS PROPHETESS.
But Apelles/2 sprung from these, thus expresses
himself, (saying) that there is a certain good
Deity, as also Marcion supposed, and that he
who created all things is just.
Now he, (according to Apelles,) was the Demiurge
of
generated entities.
And (this heretic also maintains) that there is a third (Deity), the one who
was in the habit of speaking to Moses, and that
this (god) was of a fiery nature, and that there
was another fourth god, a cause of evils. But
these he denominates angels.
He utters, however, slanders
against law and prophets, by
alleging that the things that have been written
are (of) human (origin), and are false. And
(Apelles) selects from the Gospels or (from the
writings of) the Apostle (Paul) whatever pleases
himself.
But he devotes himself to the discourses of a certain Phllumene as to the revelations u of a prophetess.
He affirms, however,
that Christ descended from the power above ;
that is, fr, m the good (Deity), and that he is
the son of that good (Deity).
And (he asserts
that Jesus) was not born of a virgin, and that
when he did appear he was not devoid of flesh.
(He maintains,) however, that (Christ) formed
his
bodyofbythetaking
portionsthatof is,it from
the cold,
substance
universe:
hot and
and moistanddry.
And (he says that Christ),
on receiving in this body cosmical powers, lived
for the time he did in (this) world.
But (he
Eusebius
(who _ Ira.re
Iren_n..'
Hist.s Iren_us,
E, clesiast.,i. 27;
tv 2;
Eplp]_nltt$_
_; _._
"£lleocioretj
H_. Gr_k),
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i. z4; and Phdastnus, c. xllv.
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held that Jesus) was subsequently crucified by
the Jews, and expired, and that, being raised
up alter three days, he appeared to his disciples,
And (the Saviour) showed them, (so Apelles
taught,) the prints of the nails and (the wound)
in his side, desirous of persuading them that he
was in truth no phantom, but was present in the
flesh. After, says (Apelles), he had shown
them his flesh, (the Saviour) restored it to earth,
from which substance it was (derived. And
this he did because) he coveted nothing that
belonged to another. (Though indeed Jesus)
might use for the time being (what belonged to
another), he yet in due course rendered to each
(of the elements) what peculiarly belonged to
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them. And so it was, that ailer he had once
more loosed the chains of his body, he gave
back heat to what is hot, cold to what is cold,
moisture to what is moist, (and) dryness to
what is dry. And in this condition (our Lord)
departed "to the good Father, leaving the seed
of life in the world for those who through his
disciples should believe in him.
It appears to us that these (tenets) have been
sufficiently explained. Since, however, we have
determined to leave unrefuted not one of those
opinions that have been advanced by any (of
the heretics), let us see what (system) also has
been invented by the Docet_.
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COm'F2CX'S.

eye. Having therefore adequately and sufficiently explained the doctrines of the majority
THEfollowing
are the ofcontents
of the
book
of the Refutation
all Heresies
:- eighth (of the heretics) in the seven books before this,
we shall not now be silent as regards the (heterWhat
are the
opinions
the Docetm,
and they
that odox) opinions that follow (from these). We
they
have
formed
the ofdoctrines
which
assert from natural philosophy,
shall by this means exhibit the abundance of
How Monoimns* trifles, devoting his atten-the
grace of the Holy Spirit; and we shall
fion to poets, and geometricians, and arithme- refute those (who suppose) that they have acticians,
quired stedfastness of doctrine, when it is only
How (the system of) Tatian has arisen from in appearance. Now these have styled themthe opinions of Valentinus and Marcion, and how selves Docet_,s and propound the following
opinions :--

ownthis
heretiCdoctrines.(frOmHermogenes,this
source)however,has
formed his
(The Docet_ maintain) that God is the priavailed l real (Being), as it were a seed of a fig-tree,
himself
Christ. of the tenets of Socrates, not those Ofwhic h is altogether very diminutive in size, but
How those err who contend for keeping infinite in power. (This seed constitutes, acEaster on the fourteenth day.
i cording to the Docetm,) a lowly magnitude,
What the error is of the Phrygians, who sup-incalculable in multitude, 6 (and) labouring under
pose that Montanus, and Priscilla, and Maxi- no deficiency as regards generation.
(This seed
milla, are prophets,
is) a refuge for the terror-stricken, a shelter of
What the conceit is of the Encratites, and the naked, a veil for modesty, (and) the soughtthat their opinions have been formed not from for produce, to which He came in search (for
the Holy Scriptures,S but from themselves, and fruit), he says, three times: and did not disthe Gymnosophists among the Indians.
cover (any). Wherefore, he says, He cursed
the fig-tree, s because He did not find upon it
that sweet fruit--the sought-for produce. And
CHAP.L -- x-toRtures nTrnERTO _EFtrrED; 01_n,T-inasmuch as the Deity is, according to them-Io_ oF Tn_ DOC'ZT._.
to express myself briefly--of this description
Since the great body of (the heretics) do not and so great, that is, small and minute, the world,
employ the counsel of the Lord, by having the as it seems to them, was made in some such
beam in the eye,* and announce that they see manner as the following : When the branches of
when in reality labouring under blindness, it the fig-tree became tender, leaves budded (first),
seems to us expedient in no wise to be silent as one may (generally) see, and next in succoncerning the tenets of these. Our object is, cession the fruit. Now, in this (fruit) is prethat by the refutation accomplished by m, the I
h
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served treasured the infinite and incalculable reason, the (Docetic) says, (that the Saviour)
seed of the fig-tree. We think, therefore, (say has spoken the words, " He that hath ears to
the Docet_,) that there are three (parts) which hear, let him hear," because these (truths) are
are primarily produce d by the seed of the fig- not altogether rumours. All these/Eons, both
tree, (viz.,) stem, which constitutes the fig-tree, the three and all those infinite (2Eons which
leaves, and fruit--the
fig itself, as we have pre-proceed)
from these indefinitely, are hermaphviouslydeclared.
In this manner, the (Docetic) rodite ./Eons. All these, then, after they had
affirms, have been produced three 2Eons, which been increased and magnified, and had sprung
are principles from the primal originating cause from that one primary seed, (were actuated by
of the universe. And Moses has not been silent a spirit) of concord and union, and they all
on this point, when he says, that there are three coalesced into one _/Eon. And in this manner
words of God, "darkness, gloom, tempest, and they begot of a single virgin, Mary,3 a joint
added no more."'
For the (Docetic) says, offspring, who is a Mediator, (that is,) the
God has made no addition to the three eEons; Saviour of all who are in the (covenant of)
but these, in every respect, have been sufficient mediation.
(And this Saviour is,) in every refor (the exigencies of) those who have been spect, coequal in power with the seed of the figbegotten and are sufficient. God Himself, how- tree, with the exception that he was generated.
ever, remains with Himself, far separated from Whereas that primary seed, from whence the
the three _/Eons. When each of these eEons fig-tree sprung, is unbegotten. When, therefore,
had obtained an originating cause of generation, those three Agons were adorned with all virtue
he grew, as has been declared, by little and and with all sanctity, so these teachers suppose,
little, and (by degrees) was magnified, and as well as that only begotten child--for he alone
(ultimately) became perfect. But they think was begotten by those infinite eEons from three
that that is perfect which is reckoned at ten. immediately concerned in his birth, for three
When, therefore, the 2Eons had become equal immeasurable 2Eons being unanimous procreated
in number and in perfection, they were, as (the him ;-- (after, I say, the _/Eons and only Son
Doceta_) are of opinion, constituted thirty A_ons were thus adorned,) the entire nature, which is
in all, while each of them attains full perfection cognised by intellect, was fashioned free from
in a decade. And the three are mutually dis- deficiency. Now, all those intelligible and etertinct, and hold one (degree of) honour relatively nal (entities) constituted light. Light, however,
to one another, differing in position merely, was not devoid of form, nor inoperative, nor in
because one of them is first, and the other sec- want, as it were, of the assistance of any (other
ond, and the other of these third. Position, power). But (light) proportionately with the
however, afforded them diversity of power. For mulutude of those infinite (Agons) indefinitely
he who has obtained a position nearest to the (generated) in conformity with the exemplar of
primal Deity--who is, as it were, a seed--posthe fig-tree, possesses in itself infinite species
sessed a more productive power than the rest, of various animals indigenous to that quarter of
inasmuch as he himself who is the immeasurable creation, and it shone down upon the underlying
one, measured himself tenfold in bulk. He, chaos. And when this (chaos) was simultanehowever, who in position is second to the primal ously illuminated, and had form imparted to it
Deity, has, inasmuch as he is the incomprehen- Iby those diversified species from above, it desible one, comprehended himself sixfold. But rived (thereby) solidity, and acquired all those
he who is now third in position is conveyed to supernal species from the third A_on, who had
an infinite distance, in consequence of the dila- made himself threefold.
ration of his brethren.
(And when this third
This third 2Eon, however, beholding all his
2Eon) had thrice realized himself in thought, he own distinctive attributes laid hold on collecencircled himself with, as it were, some eternal tively by the underlying darkness (which was)
chain of union,
beneath, and not being ignorant of the power
of darkness, and at the same time of the secuCHAP.II.--DOCETICNOTION
OFTHEINCARNATION
.; rity4 and profusion of light, did not allow his
a-aEmr_CT_rCgSOFmONS; THORACCOtmTOF brilliant attributes (which he derived) from above
C_TION ; TKEm NOTIONor A FmRYCOD.
for any length of time to be snatched away by
And these (heretics) suppose that this is what
is spoken by the Saviour: "A sower went forth
to sow ; and that which fell on the fair and good
ground produced, some a hundred-fold, and some
sixty-fold, and some thirty-fold." * And for this
i Deut. v. 2=.
•Matt. aiiL _ql; Marklv.

:_S; Lakcviii.

$_L

the darkness beneath. But (he acted in quite a
contrary manner), for he subjected (darkness)
to the eEons. After, then, he had formed the
3 The word Mary seems interpolated. MiIlees text reads it after
;, _..6_., Thepassage
wotadtry, be _nd*redthus:"that is,
Him who through the intervention of Mary (has been born into the
world) the Saviour of all."
4 To /L¢6oA_: Crmce reads, on the authority of Ibm'naps, +'_,_i+,
ia_., tl_ slmpllclty.
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firmament over the nether world, "he both when (the "souls) are altered from bodies to
divided the darkness from the light, and called bodies, they remain under the guardianship of
the light which was above the firmament day, the Demiurge.
And that these things are so,
and the darkness he called night."'
When all says (the Docetic), it is possible also to perceive
the infinite species, then, as I have said, of the from Job, when he uses the following words :
third 2Eon were intercepted in this the lowest "And I am a wanderer, changing both place
darkness, the figure also of the A_on himself, after place, and house after house." 6 And (we
such as he has been described, was impressed may learn, according to the Doceta_, the same)
(upon them) along with the rest (of his attri-i from the expressions of the Saviour, "And ff ye
butes).
(Now this figure is) a life-giving fire, will receive it, this is Elias that was for to come.
which is generated from light, from whence the He that hath ears to hear, let him hear." 7 But
Great Archon originated. And respecting this by the instrumentality of the Saviour this trans(Archon) Moses observes: "In the beginning ference of souls from body to body was made
God created the heavens and the earth. ''_ to cease, and faith is preached for remission
Moses mentions s this fiery God as having spoken of sins. After some such manner, that onlyfrom the bush? (batos,) that is, from the darkish begotten Son, when He gazes upon the forms
air. For the whole of the atmosphere that of the supernal A_ons, which were transferred
underlies the darkness is (batos, i.e.,) a medium from above into darkish bodies, coming down,
for the transmission of light. Now Moses haswished
to descend and deliver them. When
employed, says (the Doeetic), the expression (the Son), however, became aware that the
batos, because all the species of light pass down A_ons, those (that subsist) collectively, are unfrom above by means of their havmg the atmos- able to behold the Pleroma of all the __Eons,
phere as a medium (batos) of transmission, but that in a state of consternation they fear lest
And in no less degree is capable of being recog- they may undergo corruption as being themselves
nised the Word of Jehovah addressed to us from perishable, and that they are overwhelmed by
the bush (batos, i.e., an atmospheric medium) ; the magnitude and splendour of power ;--(when
forvoice, as significant (in language) of a mean- the Son, I say, perceived this,) He contracted
ing, is a reverberation of air, and without this Himself-- as it were a very great flash in a very
(atmosphere) human speech is incapable ofl small body, nay, rather as a ray of vision conbeing recognised. And not only the Word (of!densed beneath the eyehds, and (in this condiJehovah addressed) to us from the bush (batos), ] tion) He advances forth as far as heaven a_.':l
that is, the air, legislates and is a fellow-citizen _the effulgent stars. And in this quarter of crea
with (us); but (it does more than this), for tion He again collects himself beneath the lids
both odours and colours manifest to us, through i of
Now the
.... vision according as He wishes it.
the medium of air, their own (peculiar) qualities., light of vision accomphshes the same effect ;
for though it is everywhere, and (renders visiCHAP.m. N CHRISTtmDO_ THE WORKOF THE ble) all things, _t is yet imperceptible to us.
DE_nUROE
; DOC_'ICACCOtncrOE THE BAFrIsta We, however, merely see lids of vision, white
Am) D_TH OV JESUS; VCHYHE LrW.DFOR corners (of the eye), a tissue which is broad,
THIRTYYEARSON EARTH.
tortuous, _ (and) exceedingly fibrous, a memThis fiery deity, then, after he became fire
from light, proceeded to create the world in the
manner which Moses describes.
He himself,
however, as devoid of subsistence, employs the
darkness as (his) substance, and perpetually

brane of the cornea ; and underneath this, the
pupil, which is shaped as a berry, is net-hke
and round. (And we observe) whatever other

membranes there are that belong to the light of
the eye, and enveloped in which it lies concealed.
Thus, says (the Docetic), the only-begotten
results those eternal attributes of light which, (and) eternal Child from above arrayed Him(being) from above, had been laid hold on by
(the darkness) beneath. Up to the time, there- self in a form to correspond with each individual
fore, of the appearance of the Saviour, there ._Eon
three A_ons;
9 and
was
within of
the the
triacontad
of _Eons,
He while
enteredhe into
prevailed, by reason of the Deity of fiery light,
(that is,) the Demiurge, a certain extensive this world'°just as we have described Him, undelusion of souls.
For the species are styled
6 These words are spoken of the wife of Jobp as the feminine form,
souls, because they are refrigerations s from the "_"_
and_,p,_,p,o_.
They_
added
_mfrom
*_'rphal sources
to.the Greek version
(ii. 9), b_
but are
absent
the
(-,_ons) above, and continue in darkness. But Z_SU._h
t,_t_..
_ _
_a_ _: .... y,, _A_,

xa}. A_¢pt_ _ro_reve_ _-ol-ou_repttpXo/te_ x_ o*xLa_ &_ot_.ta_. _..ne
Abbe Crui_ refers to St. ChrysmXom's ttmv_, de St_tuu
[vol. u.
p. x39_,opp. ed Migne. not textually quoted.]

_
I Gen. i. 4, $, 7.
_t Ge_ i.X.
_t EL ill. I.

7 Matt. xl. x4, xs,
s Or, '* a fleshly membrane."

_ The Docmt_ here attempted to sub/emOte
a
¥
word&
_ . Y_

_ul

ia d_d.wed

_

tl_

their system from
loot

that

_ Miller reads, "of the third ._on."
zoThe Abbe Cruic¢ considers that the me_tlon of the perk3d of
book
vii. chap.
our Lord's
birthxtL
has accidentally

dropt

out

of the

_$

here.
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noticed, unknown, obscure, and disbelieved.
In
order, therefore, say the Docet_, that He may be
clad in the darkness that is prevalent in more
distant quarters of creation-(now by darkness
he means) flesh-- an angel journeyed with Him
from above, and announced the glad tidings to
Mary, says (the Docetic), as it has been written.
And the (child) from her was born, as it has
been written.
And He who came from above
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above, from the intermediate decade and the
most excellent ogdoad -- whence, say (the Docet_), we are--have
themselves known not in
part, but entirely, Jesus the Saviour.
And those,
who are from above, are alone perfect, but all
the rest are only partially so.
CHAP.IV.--VOCET_c vocrgm_ DERIVEDFROMTHE
C,R_K SOPmSTS.

put on that which was born ; and so did He all
These
(statements),
therefore,
I consider
things, as it has been written (of Him) in the suflicient to properly-constituted
minds for the
Gospels.
He washed in Jordan, and when He purpose of attaining unto a knowledge of the
was baptized He received a figure and a seal in complicated and unstable heresy of the Docet_.
the water of (another spiritual body beside) the (But) those who have propounded
attempted
body born of the Virgin.
(And the object of arguments about inaccessible
and incomprehenthis was,) when the Archon condemned
his own sible Matter, have styled themselves
Docet_.
peculiar figment (of flesh) to death, (that is,) Now, we consider that some of these are acting
to the cross, that that soul which had been nour- foolishly, we will not say in appearance, but in
ished in the body (born of the Virgin) might reality.
At all events, we have proved that a
strip off that body and nail it to the (accursed)
beam from such matter is carried in the eye, if
tree.
(In this way the soul) would triumph by by any means they may be enabled to perceive
means of this (body)
over principalities
and it" If, however, they do not (discern
it, our
powers,' and would not be found naked, but object is) that they should not make others
would, instead of that flesh, assume the (other)
blind.
But the fact is, that the sophists of the
body, which had been represented in the water Greeks in ancient times have previously devised,
when he was being baptized.
This is, says (the in many particulars, the doctrines of these (DoDocetic), what the Saviour affirms : "Except
a cetae), as it is possible for my readers (who take
man be born of water and spirit, he will not the trouble) to ascertain.
These, then, are the
enter into the kingdom of heaven, because that opinions
propounded
by the Doceta_.
As to
which is born of the flesh is flesh." 2 From the what likewise, however, are the tenets of Mothirty._Eons, therefore, (the Son) assumed thirty noimus, we shall not be silent.
forms.
And for this reason that eternal One
existed for thirty years on the earth, because
each AEon was in a peculiar manner manifested
CHAP"V.
_ TO
MO_O'tMUS
; MAN
THE
UNIVERSE,
ACCORDING
MONO'hMUS
_ HIS
SYSTEM
OF THE
during (his own) year.
And the souls are all
MONAD.
those forms that have been laid hold on by
each of the thirty z_)ns ; and each of these is
Monoimus 4 the Arabian was far removed from
so constituted
as to discern Jesus, who is of the glory of the high-soundingpoet.
(For Moa nature (similar to their own).
(And it was noimns) supposes that there is some such man
the nature of this Jesus) which that only- as the poet (calls) Oceanas, expressing himself
begotten and eternal One assumed from ever-somehow
thus:-lasting places.
These (places),
however, are [
"Oceanus, source of gods and source of men." s
diverse.
Consequently,
a proportionate number]
of heresies, with the utmost emulation, seek Changing these (sentiments)
into other words,
Jesus.
Now all these heresies have their own l Mono'imus says that man is the universe.
Now
peculiar Jesus ; but he is seen differently accord- [the universe is the originating cause of all things,
ing as the place 3 is different towards which, he Iunbegotten,
incorruptible, (and) eternal.
And
says, each soul is borne and hastens.
(Now each (he says) that the son of (the) man previously
soul) supposes
that (the Jesus seen from its spoken of is begotten, and subject to passion,
particular place) is alone that (Jesus) who is its (and) that he is generated
independently
of
own peculiar kimman and fellow-citizen.
And time, (as well as) undesignedly, 6 (and) without
on first beho|d_ng (this Jesus, that soul) recog- being predestinated.
For such, he says, is the
nises Him as its own peculiar brother, but the power of that man. And he being thus constirest as bastards.
Those, then, that derive their tuted in power, (Monoimns alleges) that the son
nature from the places below, are not able to was born quicker than thought and volition.
see the forms of the Saviour which are above
them.
Those, however, he says, who are from
* w_ is,i,_ hem_ _
_
M,_o_ _.
new. The eelyvn_ _ m_a6m htmlsTheedo_ Hm,'.Pa&,
t. tS. [SeeBumea,Tol._ p. _o3.]
!• C...aLik
zz,_.x,_.
John
ill.5,
.. _
MgkCs_,zt_

,,

6s Or,
/Kur,
'_kin_m_,"_hkb
x_,._, _6.
hasno,,_,a-S hem. Milkr dz_
for_a_mm_into_v_.,v.
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And this,
he says,
iswhat has been spokenin And thebeautyof thatSon of man isup tothe
theScriptures,
"He was,and was generated."'
present
incomprehensible
toallmen,as many as
And themeaningof thisis: Man was,aridhisaredeceived
in'reference
totheoffspring
of the
sonwas generated
; justas one may say,Firewoman. Therefore
nothing,
he says,
ofthethings
was,and,independently
of time,and undesignthatareinourquarter
of creation
hasbeenproedly,
andwithout
beingpredestinated,
light
was duced by thatman, nor willaught(ofthese)
generated
simultaneously
with theexistence
of everbe (generated
fromhim). Allthings,
howthe fire.And thisman constitutes
a singleever,
havebeenproduced,
notfromtheentirety,
monad,whichisuncompoundedand indivisible,
butfrom some partof thatSon of man. For
(andyetat thesame time)compounded (and) he saystheSon of man isa jotin one tittle,
divisible.
(And thismonad is)in allrespects
which proceedsfrom above,isfull,
and cornfriendly
(and)in allrespects
peaceful,
in allpletely
replenishes
all(raysflowing
down from
respects
quarrelsome
(and)in allrespects
con- above). And it comprises
in itself
whatever
tentious
with itself,
dlssimilar
(and) similar,
things
theman alsopossesses
(whois)theFather
(Thismonad islikewise,)
as itwere,a certain
of theSon of man.
musicalharmony,whichcomprises
_all
thingsin
itself, as many as one may express and may CHAP.VII.m MO_O'flm.TS
O:¢ THE SABBAT_
; Xt_Zomit when not considering; and it manifests
oOmZES_-_z ROD or MOSES; z_crno_ coxall things, and generates all things. This (is)
CEmCmGTHZ DECALOOtm.
Mother, this (is) Father m two immortal names.
As an illustration, however, consider, he says, as
a greatest
man,
theisone
jot
that oneimage
tittle.of the
Andperfect
this one
tittle
an uncompounded, simple, and pure monad, which
derives its composition from nothing at all.

The world, then, as Moses says, was made in
six days, that is, by six powers, which (are inherent) in the one tittle of the iota. (But) the

seventh (day, which is) a rest and Sabbath, has
been
produced
whichAnd
is
over earth,
and from
water,the
andHebdomad,
fire, and air.
(And yet this tittle is likewise) compounded, from these (elements) the world has been formed
multiform, branching into many sections, and by the one tittle. For cu_s, and octahedrons,
consisting of many parts. That one indivisible and pyramids, and all figures similar to these,
tittle is, he says, one tittle of the (letter) iota,

with many faces, and innumerable eyes, and have°Ut
OfarisenWhich
fromC°nsiStnumbersfire'
air,whichWater,
are(and)compre-ear
countless names, and this (tittle) is an image of hended in that simple tittle of the iota. And
that perfect invisible man.
this (tittle) constitutes a perfect son of a perfect
man. When, therefore, he says, Moses mentions
CHAP.VI.m MO_O'hWOS'
"IOTA; " ms rZOTIO_OF that the rod was changeably brandished for the
THE "SOU OF _a';."
(introduction of the) plagues throughout Egypt 4
The monad, (that is,) the one tittle, is 2 there- --now these plagues, he says, are allegorically
fore, he says, also a decade. For by the actual expressed symbols of the creation S--he did not
power of this one tittle, are produced duad, and (as a symbol) for more plagues than ten shape
triad, and tetrad, and pentad, and hexad, and the rod. Now this (rod) constitutes one tittle
heptad, and ogdoad, and ennead, up to ten. of the iota, and is (both) twofold (and) various.
For these numbers, he says, are capable of This succession of ten plagues is, he says, the
many divisions, and they reside in that simple mundane creation.
For all things, by being
and uncompounded single tittle of the iota. stricken, bring forth and bear fruit, just like
And this is what has been declared : "It pleased vines. Man, he says, bursts forth, and is forci(God) that all fulness should dwell in the Son bly separated from man by being severed by a
of man bodily."3
For such compositions of] certain stroke. (And this takes place) in order
numbers out of the simple and uncompounded that (man) may be generated, and may declare
one tittle of the iota become, he says, corporeal the law which Moses ordained, who received (it)
realities. The Son of man, therefore, he says, from God. Conformably 6 with that one tittle,
has been generated from the perfect man, whom the law constitutes the series of the ten cornno one knew ; every creature who is ignorant of mandments which expresses allegorically the
the Son, however, forms an idea of Him as the divine mysteries of (those) precepts. For, he
offspring of a woman. And certain very obscure isays, all knowledge of the universe is contained
rays of this Son which approach this world, I
check and control alteration (and) generation.
4 F.,x.vit., vlll.
.
.
s _

z A, _usi(m istvidemb, tmde m timoptni_clmpter_'S._.tolm'J
C,_.

M_mus,

i m :to.
.! C,ol. L z@
,

llke lt_

_

rbstue_ lxC_t tmnstomm.mm_were
."
.o .dg_ _
.'W_.
ag cffmtid_ ;" accordancewith the v_ewc_ t_ .;_sm_atim_

s_mm to lmve fortmtdhis system claphcts, that carttttionitself..bttmgh.tn_hing _to exlsw_, b_,
2. Sire I)t. ClmlmstrsAst_m_tu
qtscostvses.j
_, It h vm3vmuch gt_ this.a_
mo_ tlmt Philo Jmltmm
iamtt.v.mthe _Moimi_
law trodhisJtar_.
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in what relates to the succession of the ten lthat absolutely appropriates (unto Himself) all
plagues and the series of the ten command- [things in thee, and says,' My God (is) my mind,
merits. And no one is acquainted with this/my understanding, my soul, my body.' And
(knowledge) who is (of the number) of those ]learn from whence are sorrow, and joy, and love,
that are deceived concerning the offspring of the and hatred, and involuntary wakefulness, and inwoman. If, however, you say that the Penta- voluntary drowsiness, and involuntary anger, and
teuch constitutes the entire law, it is from the involuntary affection; and if," he says, "you
Pentad which is comprehended in the one tittle accurately investigate these (points), you will
But the entire is for those who have not been discover (God) Himself, unity and plurality, in
altogether perfected in understanding a mystery, thyself, according to that tittle, and that He
a new and not antiquated feast, legal, (and) finds the outlet (for Deity) to be from thyself."
everlasting, a passover of the Lord God kept Those (heretics), then, (have made) these (stateunto our generations, by those who are able to ments).
But we are under no necessity of
discern (this mystery), at the commencement comparing such (doctrines) with what have preof the fourteenth day, which is the beginning of viously been subjects of meditation on the part
a decade from which, he says, they reckon. For of the Greeks, inasmuch as the assertions adthe monad, as far as fourteen, is the summary vanced by these (heretics) evidently derive their
of that one (tittle) of the perfect number. For origin from geometrical and arithmetical art.
one, two, three, four, become ten; and this is The disciples, however, of Pythagoras, expounded
the one tittle. But from fourteen until one-and- this (art) after a more excellent method,3 as our
twenty, he asserts that there is an Hebdomad readers may ascertain by consulting those paswhich inheres in the one tittle of the world, and sages (of our work) in which we have previously
constitutes an unleavened creature in all these furnished expositions of the entire wisdom of the
For in what respect, he says, would the one tittle Greeks. But since the heresy of Monoimus has
require any substance such as leaven (derived) been sufficiently refuted, let us see what are the
from without for the Lord's Passover, the eternal fictitious doctrines which the rest also (of these
feast, which is given for generation upon genera- heretics) devise, in their desire to set up for
lion? _ For the entire world and all causes of themselves an empty name.
creation constitute a passover, (i.e.,) a feast of
the Lord. For God rejoices in the conversion
CHAP.IX.--TATIAN.
of the creation, and this is accomplished by ten
strokes of the one tittle. And this (tittle) is
Tatian,4 however, although being himself a
Moses' rod, which was given by God into the disciple of Justlnus the Martyr, did not entertain
hand of Moses. And with this (rod Moses) similar opinions with his master. But he attempted (to establish) certain novel (tenets),
smites the Egyptians, for the purpose of altering and affirmed that there existed certain invisible
bodies, -- as, for instance, water into blood ; and -_Eons. And he framed a legendary account (of
the
of example,)
(material) the
things
similarly
--(as,restfor
locusts,
whichwith
is athese,
sym- them), similarly to those (spoken of) by Valenbol of grass. And by this he means the altera- tinus. And similarly with Marciou, he asserts
tion of the elements into flesh ; "for all flesh," that marriage is destruction. But he alleges that
he says, "is grass." 2 These men, nevertheless, Adam is not saved on account of his having been
receive even the entire law after some such man- the author of disobedience. And so far for the
ner; adopting very probably, as I think, the doctrines of Tatian.
opinions of those of the Greeks who affirm that
there are Substance, and Quality, and Quantity, CHAP.x.--HP.I_OGmqES; ADOPTSTHE SOCRATIC
and Relation, and Place, and Time, and PosiPmLosoemr ; ms _OTIOH coHcs.P.mmGTram
tion, and Action, and Possession, and Pa._on.
BIRTHAND BODYOF OURLORD.
But a certain Hermogenes,5 himself also iraCHAP.vm.--MOSO'B_'S gxPmnqs ms oPn+xomsagining that he propounded some novel opinion,
IN & LtftT_g
TO THEOPH_
; WHERE TO said that God made all.things out of coeval and
rm-v cod; ms bTSTm_DP.JU'¢m3
Pm3MP'_TH+_ ungenerated matter. For that it was impossible
o]tA&
that God could make generated things out of
Monoimtu hiumelf, accot_dingly, in his letter things that are not. And that God is always
to Theophrastus, expressly makes the following
su
"
tramstatement: ""OmitKmg to seek after God, and[ 4 _ee[_'i. _._+_,,_. em _mhl,work,,vol.il. p.6., ti_
+*_Hnn

e*+rl tl_;na_,

e;m;le*- +e_ th,,,,u,

*_t-

¢_v [ _m_s."
.l; Ihmtas, L _; E_mlblus,Hi#t. _cc#s£_rl., iv. s60v. z3;

l'Lml lrom (out ol) ulyseil, gna lemrnWhOit is |_io_Htr._'_.,i.fo.
l J See[,_t. ii__ *._'b_ P. _TJ T_.. ".U_P,w_-,._., c.
"_
_
I_.; Iv_. iv.I__s, _ ml OK_n,J],_ _x., i. ,:

CrtAr. XlI.]"
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Lord, and always Creator, and matter always a
subservient (substance),
and that which is assummg phases of being mnot,
however, the
whole of it. For when it was being continually
moved in a l_ade and disorderly manner, He
reduced (matter)
into order by the following
expedient.
As He gazed (upon matter) in a
seething condition, like (the contents of) a pot
when a fire is burning underneath,
He effected
a partial separation.
And taking one portion
from the whole, He subdued it, but another He
allowed to be whirled in a disorderly manner.
And he asserts that what was (thus) subdued is
the world, but that another portion remains wild,
and is denominated
chaotic ' matter.
He asserts
that this constitutes the substance of all things,
as if introducing a novel tenet for his disciples,
He does not, however, reflect that this happens
to be the Socratic discourse, which (indeed) is
worked out more elaborately by Plato than by
Hermogenes.
He acknowledges,
however, that
Christ is the Son of the God who created all
things ; and along with (this admission),
he
confesses that he was born of a virgin and of
(the) Spirit, according to the voice of the Gospels.
And (Hermogenes
maintains that Christ),
after His passion, was raised up in a body,
and that He appeared to His disciples, and
that as He went up into heaven He left His
body in the sun, but that He Himself proceeded
on to the Father.
Now (Hermogenes)
resorts
to testimony,
thinking
to support himself by
what is spoken, (viz.,) what the Psalmist David
says : "In the sun he hath placed his tabernacle,
and himself (is) as a bridegroom coming forth
from his nuptial chamber, (and) he will rejoice
as a grant to run his course." * These, then, are
the opinions which also Hermogenes attempted
to establish,
CHAP. XI. _ THE QUARTODECIMANS.
And certain

other

(heretics),
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And this (paschal sacrifice, in its efficacy,) has
spread unto the Gentiles, and is discerned by
faith, and not now observed in letter (merely).
They attend to this one commandment,
and do
not look unto what has been spoken by the
aposde : "For I testify to every man that is elfcumcised, that he is a debtor to keep the whole
law." s In other respects, however, these consent to all the traditions delivered to the Church
by the Aposfles3
CHAP. xn. m THE MONTAmSTS; PRI._LLA AND
MAXIMILLA THEIR PROPHETESSES
; SOME OF
THEM NOETIANS.
But there are others who themselves are even
more heretical in nature (than the foregoing),
and are Phrygians 7 by birth.
These have been
rendered victims of error from being previously
captivated by (two) wretched women, called a
certain Priscilla and Maximilla, whom they supposed (to be) prophetesses.
And they assert
that into these the Paraclete Spirit had departed ;
and antecedently to them, they in like manner
consider Montanus as a prophet.
And being in
possession of an infinite number of their books,
(the Phrygians) are overrun with delusion ; and
they do not judge whatever statements are made
by them, according to (the criterion of) reason ;
nor do they give heed unto those who are competent to decide ; but they are heedlessly swept
onwards, by the reliance which they place on
these (impostors).
And they allege that they
have learned something more through these, than
from
law, and these
prophets,
and the
Gospels.
they magnify
wretched
women
above But
the
Aposdes and every gift of Grace, so that some
of them presume to assert that there is in them
a something superior to Christ.
These acknowledge God to be the Father of the universe, and
Creator of all things, similarly with the Church,

by and
(receive)
as many
things They
as theintroduce,
Gospel
testifies
concerning
Christ.
however, the novelties of fasts, s and feasts, and

nature, (and)
wholly uninformed
as regards
knowledge,
as well as in their manner more
(than usually) quarrelsome, combine (in maintaining) that Easter should be kept on the fourteenth day 3 of the first month, according to the
commandment
of the law, on whatever day (of

meals of parched food, and repasts of radishes,
alleging that they have been instructed by women.
And some of these assent to the heresy of the
Noefians, and affirm that the Father himself is

the week) it should occur.
(But in this) they Hippolytus' C_ronicon P_c_ale, as preserved in a quotation by
only regard what has been written in the law, BishopPeterof Alexandria,
wereemployedm his Treatiseagainst
that he will be accursed who does not so keep all
H,,',,z'e,.
proofof theauthorthtp
of the
Ref_tah'anThis
of wuolduz=
all Hem*i**,irrefragab_
(the commandment)
as it is enjoined.
They
i_H_'rdstheCh_i_tianP,,ch_d,a_thori=d..Cor, v.r. el
do not, however, attend to this (fact), that the
_ _ese_,ret,cs had sere,a!dcno=a_uo_: (t) Phryg_s _nd
legal enactment
was made for Jews, who in gta
Cataphryg_L_s,
froma village
m Ph.ryof thin name.from
(3)Phrygta;(*)Pepuztan$,
Pnscillianists; (4) Qu.mtdhsts.
See Euseb
.ms,
times to come should kill the real Passover. 4 Hist. EccleaFaM..
iv. aT, v. z6! zS; Eptphamus, Ha_r.,xlvm.;
Z Literally,"unadorncd."
sp s xix. 4, 5.
.
,
t They were therefore called "Qunrtodeczmans.
(See, Euse_
blus. Hi_t Ecclezia_t., v. c, xxli. xxv. ; Epiphaniua, H*er., t.; an¢
_Oret.
Hair. Fob., ill, 4.)
,
4 [Bunsen, i. p. zos.]
The chapter on the Quartodeetmans
agme.s with the arguments which, we are informed m in extract trom

Theodoret,
Hair.Fa_.,,,
izz * philastrius,,
xhx.;and St Augustum,
Ha, r., xxvi.
[The
Tertulhamsts" were a class by.the, m_!',,_
which [s a factgolntt far to encourag_ the tdea that they met not sttaro
the worst of these delusions ]
.
.
.
s Bunsen thinks that Hippolytus ts .rather meagre m hm.de_
of the heresy of the Phry_nans orMontamtts. but constders this. wttn
other instances, a proofthat parts of T/_ Rofutatwn are truly
stmcts of mort: exmndcd accounts.
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the Son, and that this (one) came under generation, and suffering, and death. Concerning
these I shall again offer an explanation, after a
more minute manner; for the heresy of these
has been an occasion of evils to many. We
therefore are of opinion, that the statements
made concerning these (heretics) are sufficient,
when we shall have briefly proved to all that the
majority of their books are silly, and their attempts (at reasoning) weak, and worthy of no
consideration. But it is not necessary for those
who possess a sound mind to pay attention
(either to their volumes or their arguments).
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by the faithful, and those who know the truth ;
because every creature of God is good, and
nothing to be rejected which is received with
thanksgiving; for it is sanctified by the word of
God and prayer."2
This voice, then, of the
blessed Paul, is sufficient for the refutation of
those who live in this manner, and plume themselves on being just ; 3 (and) for the purpose of
proving that also, this (tenet of the Encratites)
constitutes a heresy. But even though there
have been denominated certain other heresies-I mean those of the Cainites,40phites,S
or
Noachites, 6 and of others of this description m
I have not deemed it requisite to explain the
things said or done by these, lest on this account
they may consider themselves somebody, or deserving of consideration. Since, however, the
statements concerning these appear to be sufficient, let us pass on to the cause of evils to all,
(viz.,) the heresy of the Noetians. Now, after
we have laid bare the root of this (heresy), and
stigmatized openly the venom, as it were, lurking
within it, let us seek to deter from an error of
this description those who have been impelled
into it by a violent spirit, as it were by a swollen
torrent.

cn.cP, xm. -- THEVOCTRm-_OFTHE_CR.¢rrrrS. x
Others, however, styling themselves Encratites,
acknowledge some things concerning God and
Christ in like manner with the Church. In respect, however, of their mode of life, they pass
their days inflated with pride. They suppose
that by meats they magnify themselves, while
abstaining from animal food, (and) being waterdrinkers, and forbidding to marry, and devoting
themselves during the remainder of life to habits
of asceticism. But persons of this description
are estimated Cynics rather than Christians,
inasmuch as they do not attend unto the words
spoken against them through the Apostle Paul.
_3 [This_
z Tim.Tertullian
i,. t-s. should have learned, How happily Kebl¢, in
Now he, predicting the novelties that were to m C_riatta*}'ear,givesit in sacred
verse:
-be hereafter introduced ineffectually by certain
"we
not btd,
cell,
Our need
neighbour
andforcloister'd
our work farewell,
(heretics), made a statement thus : "The Spirit
lqor strive to wind ourselves toohigh
speaketh expressly, In the latter times certain
Formfulm_ b_.aththesky:
will depart from sound doctrine, giving heed
"The
ui,,_lrou.d,
thecommon
t_k,
Would
furnish all we
ought to ask;
to seducing spirits and doctrines of devils,
acorntodenyourselves;
a road
uttering
falsehoods
in hypocrisy,
havingtheir 4 Those didTobrlng._
d_y,_=_ cod."]
homage to Cain.
own conscience seared with a hot iron, forbids The Ophitesarcnot considered,
as Hippolyms has already'
ding to marry, to abstain from meats, which God _nationissoderived
much offrom
his work
totheand
Naasseni.
- The
former
denomithe Greek,
the latter
from
the Hebrew,
has created to be partaken of with thanksgiving andboth,is_ wo_pp_,_ort_ _t.
6 I-hppolyt.us s_mmgly

t [S,m my Intrcxluctory Nora to Htrm_,

vol. ii. p. S, this Nri_.]

Perhaps k is _mcl

makes thin a synonymt

with the Hchrow word _

with Opblms.
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BOOK IX.

CONTENTS.

CHAP.

H.--SOURCE

OF THE

IIERESY

OF

NOETUS

;

Tim following are the contents of the ninth
book of the Refuta6an
of all Heresies : m
What the blasphemous folly is of Noetus, and
that he devoted himself to the tenets of Herachtus the Obscure, not to those of Christ.
And how Callistus, intermingling
the heresy
of Cleomenes, the disciple of Noetus, with that
of Theodotus,
constructed another more novel
heresy, and what sort the hfe of this (heretic)
was.
What was the recent'
arrival (at Rome) of
the strange spirit Elchasai, and that there served
as a concealment of his peculiar errors his apparent adhesion to the law, when in point of
fact he devotes himself to the tenets of the
Gnostics, or even of the astrologists, and to the
arts of sorcery,
What the customs of the Jews are, and how
many diversities of opinion there are (amongst
them),

CLEOMENESHIS DISCIPLE; ITS APPEARANCEAT
ROMEDURING THE EPISCOPATESOF ZEPHYRINUS
AND CALLISTUS
; NOETIANISMOPPOSEDAT ROME
BY mPPOLYTUS.
There has appeared one, Noetus s by name,
and by birth a native of Smyrna.
This person
introduced a heresy from the tenets of Herachtus.6
Now a certain man called Epigonus
becomes his minister and pupil, and this person
during his sojourn at Rome disseminated
his
godless opinion.
But Cleomenes, who had become his disciple, an alien both in way of life and
habits from the Church, was wont to corroborate
the (Noetian)
doctrine.
At that time, Zephyrinus imagines that he administers the affairs of
the Church 7 _ an uninformed and shamefully
corrupt man.
And he, being persuaded by proffered gain, was accustomed to connive at those
who were present for the purpose of becoming
disciples of Cleomenes.
But (Zephyrinus) himself, being in process of time enticed away, hurCHAP. I._AN
ACCOLUCrOF CONTEMPORANEOUS
ried headlong s into the same opinions;
and he
rlERESY'2
had Callistus as his adviser, and a fellow-champion
A lengthened
conflict, then, having been of these wicked tenets, s But the life of this (Calmaintained
concerning all heresies by us who, listus), and the heresy invented by him, I shall
at all events, have not left any unrefuted, the after a little explain. The school of these heretics
greatest struggle now remains behind, viz., to during the succession of such Mshaps, continued
furnish an account and refutation of those heresies to acquire strength and augmentation, from the
that have sprung up in our own day, by which fact that Zephyrinus and Callistus helped them
certain ignorant and presumptuous
men have to prevail.9 Never at any time, however, have
attempted
to scatter abroad the Church, and we been guilty of collusion with them ; but we
have introduced the greatest confusion3 among ihav e frequently offered them opposition, '° and
all the faithful throughout the entire world.
For have refuted them, and have forced them relucit seems expedient that we, making an onslaught tanfly
to acknowledge
the truth.
And they,
upon the opinion which constitutes the prime abashed and constrained by the truth, have consource of (contemporaneous)
evils, should prove fessed their errors for a short period, but after a
what are the originating
principles 4 of this little, wallow once again in the same mire."
(opinion), in order that its offshoots, becoming
a matter of general notoriety, may be made the
, so, F,-_r,,--, _H,'_a_-_" Wo,-_,_p ,3_,t ,,q.).,_a,d

object of universal

by Ffitlcltts: "l'lmodoret, Hair. _v_ , i,i 3; Eptphanius. Ha.r, |_:_
a_ Phihmtriug, Ha_,tt., liv. Theodomt mentions .l&lngonus

scorn,

O,o,m,_ ,nd hi,==ountisobv_mly.,_tgpt,
mbyHipl_lym,.

-fruitlt_;.0or
e [Sz¢Tl_tt,
vok ii. p 66, this terms.]
. V•z Or
[_t_dation
IV.] ,*tmm_n;nq.7 [So=_ ,.cap.
iii *_%or,,_,
*mlEh_latioa
.J
| [*Cor.zLso- Theseterrt%._
_af.m_. werethus_
s[See
EluddationVl.]
....
NoW_m t_sm4mb_tael___the unpm_m*ed
tom, d theApostle,
9 [Note thc _
and ___t_! sta_
wt_ wltmaour
_
_ Actsxx. :8-3_.]
. .
m_mrdwells°n_s PaiUful
_t
• .['l"_ p,t,_=m,_,
_
_
to me a_(.m's ,o
Vl.]
......
II [F/.rae,*;o.
"
'mmai/qp. Col. iLll;

sTim.'vi,

sm; Gal iv. 3,9; CoLiLzo.j

,1%'Lu.*a. [S_bookL(mp

zzm.,p.*,lS,_/r,*.J
""5
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AN OFFSHOOT
fROM THE
exists, men are continually devoid of underI_RACLITICPHILOSOPHY.
standing, 6 both before they have heard of it and
But since we have exhibited the succession of in first hearing of it. For though all things take
their genealogy, it seems expedient next that we place according to this Reason, they seem like
should also explain the depraved teaching in-persons
devoid of any experience regarding it.
volved in their doctrines. For this purpose we ]Still they attempt both words and works of such
shall first adduce the,opinions advanced by Her- a description as I am giving an account of, by
aditns "the Obscure," ' and we shall next make making a division according to nature, and demanifest what are the portions of these opinio_ daring how things are." And that a Son is the
that are of Heraclitean origin. Such parts of universe and throughout endless ages an eternal
their system its present champions are not aware king of all things, he thus asserts : "A sporting
belong to the "Obscure" philosopher, but they child, playing at his dice, is eternity ; the kingdom is that of a child." 7 And that the Father
imagine = them to belong to Christ. But if they
might happen to fall in with the foUowmg obser- of all things that have been generated is an unrations, perhaps they thus might be put out of begotten creature who is creator, let us hear
countenance, and induced to desist from thi._ Heraclitus affirming in these words: "Contragodless blasphemy of theirs. Now, even though riety is a progenitor of all things, and king of
the opinion of Heraclitus has been expounded all ; and it exhibited some as gods, but others as
men, and made some slaves, whereas others
by us previously in the Philosoi_humena , it nevertheless seems expedient now also to set down free." And (he likewise affirms) that there is" a
side by side in contrast the two systems, in order harmony, as in a bow and lyre." That obscure
that by this closer refutation they may be evi- harmony (is better),5 though unknown and indently instructed. I mean the followers of this visible to men, he asserts in these words : "An
(heretic), who imagine 2 themselves to be disci- obscure
harmony
is preferable
to before
an obvious
one." He
commends
and admires
what
CHAP. I_NOETIANI_M

pies of Christ, when in reality they are not so, but is known, that which is unknown and invisible
of" the Obscure."
in regard of its power. And that harmony visible to men, and not incapable of being discovCHAP. IV.--AN hccotncr or THE S'VSTEM
Or ered, is better, he asserts in these words:
HERACLITUS.
"Whatever
things are objects of vision, hearing,
Heraclitus then says that the universe is one,3 and intelligence, these I pre-eminently honour,"
divisible and indivisible ; generated and ungen- he says ; that is, he prefers things visible to
emted ; mortal and immortal ; reason, eternity ; those that are invisible. From such expressions
Father, Son, and justice, God.* "For those of his it is easy to understand the s_zrzt of his
who hearken not to me, but the doctrine, it is t_hilosophy. "Men," he says, "are deceived in
wise that they acknowledge aU things to be one," reference to the knowledge of manifest things
says Heraclitus ; and because all do not know similarly with Homer, who was wiser than all
or confess this, he utters a reproof somewhat in the Greeks. For even children 9 killing vermin
the following terms : "People do not understand deceived him, when they said, ' What we have
how what is diverse (nevertheless) coincides seen and seized, these we leave behind ; whereas
with itself, just like the inverse harmony of a what we neither have seen nor seized, these we
bow andlyre."
s ButthatReasonalwaysexists,
carry
away.'"
inasmuchasitconstitutes
theuniverse,
and asit
pervadesallthings,
he affirms
in thismanner.CHAP.V._IraP.ACUTUS'
_TE
Or HF_SIOD;
"But in regard of this Reason, which always
P_a_ox_ OF HERACLITUS;
HISESCHATOLOGY
THE HERESY
OF NOETUS OF HERACLrrEAN
GIN " NOETOS'
VIEW c_ T_
_,tTq-u
A_rn
_
_*
.............
SION OF OUR LORD.

* ['O _tJtofetv6,, because he maintained the darkest
system of
K'nmml philosophy that ever shed night over the human intellect.-T. LlzwlsinPlataag_znsttlztAtlgedsts,
p. x56; EauctdatlonVIL]
s [Note the use o! thL_phrase, "ima[tne
themselves, et¢," as a
$pecia]tyofourauthor'sstyle.

ORIt>A_.

I_
.t. manner_ rxeracnms
..
...... assigns
. VISl••
J: mls
to tne
haveixl_tty;"
Heraclitusamrming
ble • an
equality._ of t--position and
honour
with
the
or s ill outer
.
.el
• ._1
a
.

Seecap. ti au#ra,"
3 Thts addition seems necessary
from Stobmus" ElucldafionVIlI.]
account of Hera-

#ms.,s
Ulat

(.See.gclog.
P,_y*.,t.t aoKt
,7,wh_we
Is 110111 plurality
pz_ty

unity

_

words, "that all things are one." )
4 Dr. Wordsworth for _ig_ov suggests e_xo.;ow, i • v "but that
the Deity is by chance " There is tome difficulty in arnvlng at the
?orrect text,.and conm_quetttly at the meaning of I-l_ppolym$' extracts
Item ttttttttt_attm. The Hexacli .tean phil_mophy is ©x_.med _ Sto-

mm2,.,
=re_"m_.nt,gn_d."
_ _e,p*. _r_r, "cnti_ _j_e"
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I

I

aS lI
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wnat

waS

confessedly

V1SIDIe
some

anG
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what
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was

For

* co_p_. A,istot_'_
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m t_$_._a_ec_
_aztu_._,z.
_.vot.m. p._3x at seq. _M/'Hp,#el- [ M'M,I., hb. vet. p. xSU,ed. Aurel, x6ax.
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tn _auaeum der Alter.
7 See Luctan, I/_L Auet., vol i. p. s54, ed Hemsterh.
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t x p. 408 et seq. .
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he says, "An obscure harmony is preferable to
an obvious one ;" and, "Whatsoever things are
objects of vision, hearing, and intelligence,"
that is, of the (corporeal) organs,- "these,"
he says, "I pre-eminently honour," not (on
this occasion, though previously), having preeminently honoured invisible things. Therefore
neither darkness, nor light, nor evil, nor good,
Heraclitus affirms, is different, but one and the
same thing. At all events, he censures Hesiod'
because he knew not day and night. For day,
he says, and night are one, expressing himself
somehow thus: "The teacher, however, of a
vast amount of information is Hesiod, and peopie suppose this fJoet to be possessed of an exceedingly large store of knowledge, and yet he
did not know (the nature of) day and night,
for they are one." As regards both what is
good and what is bad, (they are, according to
Heraclitus, likewise) one.
"Physicians, undoubtedly," says Heraclitus, "when they make
incisions and cauterize, though in every respect
they wickedly torture the sick, complain that
they do not receive fitting remuneration from
their patients, notwithstanding that they perform
these salutary operations upon diseases." And
both straight and twisted are, he says, the same.
"The way is straight and curved of the carders
of wool; ''= and the circular movement of an
instrument in the fuller's shop called " a screw"
is straight and curved, for it revolves up and
circularly at the same time. "One and the
same," he says, "are, Rerefore, s_aight and
¢uroed." And upward and downward,3 he says,
are one and the same. "The way up and the
way down are the same." And he says that
what is filthy and what is pure are one and the
same, and what is drinkable and unfit for drink
are one and the same. "Sea," he says, "is
water very pure and very foul, drinkable to fishes
no doubt, and salutary for them, but not fiL to
be used as drink by men, and (for them) pernicious."
And, confessedly, he asserts that
what is immortal is mortal/ and that what is
mortal is immortal, in the following expressions :
"Immortals are mortal, and mortals are immortaJ, Rat is, when the one derive life from death,
and the other death from life." And he affirms
also that there is a resurrection of this palpable
flesh in which we have been born ; and he
knows God to be the cause of this resurrection,
expressing himself in this manner: "Those
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that are here s _oi# God enable to arise and
become guardians of quick and dead." And
he likewise affirms that a judgment of the world
and all things in it takes place by fire, expressing himself thus: " Now, thunder pilots all
things," that is, directs them, meaning by the
thunder everlasting fire. But he also asserts
that this fire is endued with intelligence, and a
c_use of the management of the Universe, and
he denominates it craving and satiety.
Now
craving is, according to him, the arrangement
of the world, whereas satiety its destruction.
"For," says he, "the fire, coming upon /he
earth, will judge and seize all things."
But in this chapter f-feraclitus simultaneously
explains the entire peculiarity of his mode of
thinking, but at the same time the (characteristic quality) of the heresy of Noetus. And I
have briefly demonstrated Noetus to be not a
disciple of Christ, but of Heraclitus. For this
lbhiloso/her asserts that the primal world is itself
the Demiurge and creator of itself in the following passage: "God is day, night; winter,
summer ; war, peace; surfeit, famine."
All
things are contraries-- this appears his meaning_" but an alteration takes place, jnst as6
if incense were mixed with other sorts of incense,
but denominated 7 according to the pleasurable
sensation produced by each sort.
Now it is
evident to all that the silly successors of Noetus,
and the champions of his heresy, even though
they have not been hearers of the discourses of
Heraclitus, nevertheless, at any rate when they
adopt the opinions of Noetus, undisguisedly acknowledge these (Heraclitean) tenets.
For
they advance statements after this manner-that one and the same God is the Creator and
Father of all things ; and that when it pleased
Him, He nevertheless appeared, (though invisible,) to just men of old. For when He is not
seen He is invisible ; and He is incomprehensible when He does not wish to be comprehended,
but comprehensible when he is comprehended.
Wherefore it is that, according to the same
account, He is invincible and vincible, unbegotten and begotten, immortal and mortal. How
shall not persons holding this description of
opinions be proved to be disciples of Heraclitus? Did not (Heraclitus) the Obscure anticipate Noetus in framing a system of philosophy,
according to identical modes of expression?
Now, that Noetas affirms that the Son and
Father are the same, no one is ignorant. But he
makes his statement thus : "When indeed, then,

= See TAmpw., 'v.s_ et seq., _,. 748et wq.

_
_'_',,.,
_" he._ . arlseandbecome
s w.,,p.__o,'r=_:
mme.r_d,
_O=OE_.
k_,.;.=.,."God
=_.=
_O_'S howe_r,i.
text has"0_4_.='
Md &' L_,a.candor'.
f_pyO_keuftm_.
thegm!cd_
ran,"etc.
Therzm_._ring
m thetext
.the _
th,=: "The path." .=y= he..t _ me ,he. ot tm ado_mi bX Berm_ysmd Busm_
_
=diedihe,c=_ isboth=ndl_. Md _.=d
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the Father had not been born, He yetwas justly that they held similar doctrines (with himselO,
styled Father; and when it pleased Him to and thus make them his dupes ; while at another
undergo generation, having been begotten, He time/w would ac/similar_ t_amrd$ those (who
Himself became His own Son, not another's." embraced)the tenets of Sabellius. But Ca/_
For in this manner he thinks to establish the perverted Sa_e/_'_ himself, and this, too, though
sovereignty of God, alleging that Father and he had the ability of rectifying @is here,'o's
Son, so called, are one and the same (substance), error. For (at any time) during our admoninot one individual produced from a different tion Sa_ellius did not evince obduracy; but as
one, but Himself from Hknself; and that He long as he continued alone with Callistus, he was
is styled by name Father and Son, according to wrought upon to relapse into the system of
vicissitude of times,x But that He is one who Cleomenes by this very Callislas, who alleges
has appeared (amongst us), both having sub- that he entertains similar opinions to Ckomenes.
mitred to generation from a virgin, and as a man _e/-h'us, however, did not then perceive the
having held converse among men. And, on knavery of Callis_;
but he afterwards came to
account of the birth that had taken place, He be aware of it, as I shall narrate presently.
confessed Himself to those beholding Him a
Now Callistus brought forward Zephyrinns
Son, no doubt ; yet He made no secret to those himself, and induced him publicly to avow t/_e
who could comprehend Him of HIS being a following senlimen_ : "I know that there is
Father. That this person suffered by being one God, Jesus Christ; nor except Him de 2"
fastened to the tree, and that He commended know any other that is begotten and amenable
His spirit unto Himself, having died to al_pear- to suffering." And on another occasion, when
ante, and not being (in reality) dead. And He he would make the following statement : "The
raised Himself up the third day, after having Father did not die, but the Son." Zepkyrinus
been interred in a sepulchre, and wounded with would in this way continue to keep up ceaseless
a spear, and perforated with nails. Cleomenes disturbance among the people.
And we,S beasserts, in common with his band of.fMlowers, coming aware of his sentiments, did not give
that this person is God and Father of the uni- place to him, but reproved and withstood him
verse, and thus introduces among many an ob- for the truth's sake. And he hurried headlong
scurity (of thought) such as we find in the into folly, from the fact that all consented to his
philosophy of Heraclitus.
hypocrisy _ we,S however, dM not do so u and
called us worshippers of two gods, disgorging,
cain,. VL_ commcr OF CALUSrUSANDZ_independent of compulsion,6 the venom lurking
ml_s m THE_m_rEROF zcomx_s_a ; AVOWEDwithin him. It would seem to us desirable to
OPINION Ol, z_Pm_mutm CONC_G
.msos explain the life of this here_'G inasmuch as he
camsr; Dm_PPROWm
OFem,_txrtm; As A CON- was born about the same time with ourselves, in
_PoRA_mO_ _w_cr, _L_US
com,_rr
order that, by the exposure of the habits of
ZXI,LA_ rr.
Iperson of this description, the heresy attempted
Callistus attempted to confirm this heresy, _ to be established by him may be easily known,
a man cunning in wickedness, and subtle where and may perchance be regarded as silly by those
deceit was concerned, (and) who was impelled endued with intelligence. This Callistus became
by restless ambition to mount the episcopal a "martyr" at the period when Fuscianus was
throne? Now tMs man moulded ta Ms purpose prefect of Rome, and the mode of his "martyrZephyrinus, an ignorant and illiterate individual, dom" was as followsJ
and one unskilled in ecclesiastical definitious.3
And inasmuch as Zephyrinus was accessible to cm_. vn,_
_]_SO_ALmsToRY OF C_T_bribes, and covetous, Callistus, by luting him
zus ; tits OCC_ATtONAS A _,*aX_R; _m._tm
through presents, and by illicit demands, was
ou cam_P_oaos;
_
A_SCO_rDS;
Atenabled to seduce ]tim into whatever course of
TEmn'ED SUICIDE
; CONDEMNED
TOTILETRF..&D_u:tion he pleased. And so it was that Callistus
roLL ; m_-COl_a_.,_AXaOS
nv om_
oF _mi
succeeded in inducing Zephytinus to create con],t_F_r rescmmm; _mmimD TO SAm_m_;
tinually disturbances among the brethren, while
_-s._'._,sEoF _
Iv/ _
I_rF.RFER_C_
he himself took care sub_luently, by knavish
words, to attach both factions in good-will to
s _tb tot,. _
howthe_,ati n_mb*r
is ob.m_ in
himself. And, at one tim, to those who enter- _t._,
_
barn t_ md_'s =i_ th,.n'.m_.or_a
rained true opinions, he would in private( allege _=who_,t,th_,,l,.-m___;#__._.
V_w_ti_X[]
* Or, "=4th _..."

_,

_,,,-.
_,_..
_ _._

-_._

---.

_d,,,i_ay
..,_._p_.
_ t_.==*2,dm.or
C_,__
-

_1_9_f,guna,asa_'a, aadIm hiafa_i_val
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CALLISTUS

ARRIVES

AT

ROME

;l fugitive

serf

from punishment,

on the plea of

rOPE
VICTOR
REMOVF_SCON
_LmTUS
TO Am_UM;
that Callistus
RETURN"
OF
CALLISTUS
VICTOR'S
"DEATH j I their
self toalleging
have money
lying to acknowledged
his credit with himcerZEPHYR/NIT$ FRIF_.MDLYTO HIM; CALLISTOSlain persons.
But Carpophorus,
as a devout
ACCUSEDBY SABEI.[JU$j HIPPOLYIlIS'
ACCOUNTman, said he was indifferent regarding his own
OF THE OPINIONSOF CALLISTUS
; THE CALLIS- property, but that he felt a concern for the deTIAN SCHOOLAT ROME, AND ITS PRACTICES
; posits ; for many shed tears as they remarked to
THIS SECT IN EXISTENCEIN HIPPOLYrUS' TIME. him, that they had committed what the), had
.............
to Callistus, under the ostensive cause
t.aazstus nappenea to De a aomesuc
o! one I entrusted
.......
Carpophorus, a man of the faith belonging to °t° _Cdog_runs
g ._e money with himself:
And Carthe household
of Cmsar.
To this Calkstus, as P. P o s yielded to their persuasions, and gave
--.
r.__A_t. ........
:.._a __
l airections
xor the hberation . of Callist#s " The
oemg ^¢
ul .k_
but c_:.k
t_tLtt, t...,_pU_LIUKU_ t_UIIIIIIILkCLL
IIU_-_
inconsiderable

amount

of money,

_,;m +,-, LtILLJ_
h,-;,_,_ 1Ll
;,, IJ_Uta_l_l_
,,r,_;+ol_l,_
aAJia__

,oh,_=
a_a_Jo

and directed
¢_
+h,_ u_tz_V,o_t.
11_Aal
Lzl_

_tter,

however: having

I _Doing
.

Role

a g aln

nothing

to aDscono,

Irom

topay,
the

andnot
IaCt

ot

Ills

ing business.
And he, receiving the money, tried oemg watched, planned an artifice by which he
(the experiment
of) a bank in what is called hoped to meet death.
Now, pretending that he
the t_'scina Publica.'
And in process of time was repamng as it were to his creditors, he hutwere entrusted to him not a few deposits by ried on their Sabbath-day
to the synagogue of
widows and brethren, under the ostensive cause the Jews, who were congregated,
and took his
of lodging their money with Carpophorus.
Col- stand, and created a disturbance
among them.
h'stus, however, made away with all (the moneys They, however, being disturbed by him, offered
committed to him), and became involved in him insult, and inflicted blows upon him, and
pecuniary difficulties.
And after having prac- dragged him before Fuscianus, who was prefect
tised such conduct as this, there was not want- of the city.
And (on being asked the cause of
ing one to tell Carpophorus_ and the latter stated such treatment),
they replied in the foltowin_
th_,,_ _.......
,-, require
•
•" "Romans
have conceded to us 4 the priw_igwuutu
an accou.L__ c.__
.urn L:_
ram. terms
.
........
_"
.... ........ Dercelvln_ mese tmn_s, ano- SUSDeCt. iege
ot. publicly
those laws ot
_tlt_tus.
.
. . reachng
__
• ours that.
•Lr_ "Ranger
" - "trom "_
"-_
"
w"
nave
oeen
Ilanoefl
clown
from
our
fathers
nls master_ escapeu aay
oV.
.
.
.
.
" Th_s
"- "- -'"
ctin g his flig ht towards the - sea .......
person, laowever, by coming into (our place of
steaim,
an_e
And findinga vesselin Portus ready for a wo_mp), prevented(us so .dol.ng),
by creat.mg
.....
nten_in
t
ilia chsturbance among us, alleging that he _s a
Vw_Ye_a_ev_rneh:_t °ne_t_r_etbou_
_ _or ° _aut I Christian."
And Fuscianus happens at the time
"" "ne a vo i"a "oetecuo
"" "" n , I[, to. be. , on
; and on intimating
not .....
even In rials PP
way coma
....... the judgment-seat
......
wh
c nve ed _ms malgnataon against _alltstus, on account ot
_r _nere _oaSruno_twl%_ncge Oon
? what h_ _en/the
statements made by the Jews, there was not
-lac_e.ar_BPult
Carbo#_emts
with I wanting
one to go and acquaint
Carpophorus conP
•
7"/'
, in accordance
•
•
•
And he, hastening
the information
he had received, at once re- cernmg these transactaons
paired to the harbour (Portus), and made an to the judgment-seat
of the prefect, exclaimed,
"I implore of you, my lord Fnscianus, believe
effort
to hurry
into was
the anchored
vessel after
The boat,
however,
in theCal£stus.
middle not thou this fellow : for he is not a Christian,
of the harbour ; and as the ferryman was slow but seeks occasion of death, having made away
iwith a quantity of my money, as I shall prove."
in his movements, Callistus, who was in the ship, !The Jews, however, supposing that this was a
had time to descry his master at a distance.
And stratagem, as if Carpophorus were seeking unknowing that himself would be inevitably caplured, he became reckless of life; and, consider- der this pretext to liberate Callistus, with the
ing his affairs to be in a desperate condition, he greater enmity clamoured against him in prosproceeded to cast himself into the sea. But the once of the prefect.
Fuscianus,
however, was
swayed by these Jews, and having scourged
sailors leaped into boats and drew him out, un- Callislus, he gave him to be sent to a mine in
willing to come, while those on shore were raising a loud cry. And thus Callistus was handed Sardinia.s
over to his master, and brought to Rome, and
But after a time, there being in that place
his master lodged him in the t_'sln'num.*
other
ma.-x'yrs,
a concubine
of Commodns, who
was aMarcia,
God-loving
female, and
desirous
But as time wore on, as happens to take place
in _uc_ cares, brethren repaired to Carpophorus,
of performing some good work, invited into her
and entreated
him that he would release the
s [An immm_ illus.tr_ve of the touching _se
_

• 'r_ T_
mine is vrittmb_r _
*' _'* _t_
I_'k_"
"Tht-_,

qmm_ _tiF._Tt.-_ tl_ tram M _r*.
• The _

lv_ the _"

in Ot_k k'ttt_=tl
mm o( tim fmtt_tttm{

of mond o_p_-

* S_ j .mt__tm, A..m_., xtx. xo:
.........
s TI_ mr of Sardmm.was unwltolesome, u not P_. m;
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presence' the blessed Victor, who was at that lthat he had obtained (the position) after which
time a bishop of the Church,' and inquired of he so eagerly pursued, he excommunicated Sahim what martyrs were in Sardinia. And he lbeRius, as not entertaining orthodox opinions.
delivered to her the names of all, but did not He acted thus from apprehension of me, and
give the name of Callistus, knowing the vi//anous Imagining that he could in this manner obliterate
acts he bad ventured upon. Marcia,s obtaining the charge against Mm among the churches, as
her request from Commodus, hands the letter of if he did not entertain strange opinionsY
He
emancipation to Hyacinthus, a certain eunuch,4 was then an impostor and knave, and in process
rather advanced in life. And he, on receiving it, of time hurried away many with him. And haysailed away into Sardinia, and having delivered ing even venom imbedded in his heart, and formthe letter to the person who at that time was mg no correct opinion on any subject,s and yet
governor of the territory,he succeeded in having withal being ashamed to speak the truth, this Cathe martyrs released, with the exception of Cal- /is#us, not only on account of his publicly saying
listus. But Ca//is#us himself, dropping on his in the way of reproach to us, "¥e are Ditheists,"
knees, and weeping, entreated that he likewise but also on account of his being frequently acmight obtain a release. Hyacinthus, therefore, cused by Sabellius, as one that had transgressed
overcome by the calOtive's importunity, requests his first faith, devised some such heresy as the
the governor to grant a release, alleging that following. Ca/is#us alleges that the Logos Himpermission had been given to himself from Mar- self is Son, and that Himself is Father ; and
cia s (to liberate Callisrus), and that he would that though denominated by a differen/title, yet
make arrangements that there should be no risk that in reality He is one indivisible spirit. And
in tkis to him. Now (the governor) was per- he maintains that the Father is not one person
suaded, and liberated Callistus also, And when and the Son another, but that they are one and
t/w/atter arrived at Rome, Victor was very much the same ; and that all things are full of the
grieved at what had taken place ; but since he Divine Spirit, both those above and those below.
was a compassionate man, he took no action in And Ae aJirms that the Spirit, which became
the matter. Guarding, however, against the re- incarnate in the virgin, is not different from the
proach (uttered) by many,--for
the attempts Father, but one and the same. And he adds,
made by this Ca//is#us were not distant occur- that this is what has been declared by the Savrences, uandbecauseCarpophornsalsostillconiour: "Believest thou not that I am in the
tinued adverse, Victor sends Calh'stus to take up Father, and the Father in me?'9
For that
his abode in Antium, having settled on him a which is seen, which is man, he considers to
certain monthly allowance for food. And after be the Son ; whereas the Spirit, which was conVictors death, Zephyrinus, having had Ca/lis#us mined in the Son, to be the Father. "For,"
as a fellow-worker in the management of his says (CaUistus), "I will not profess belief in two
clergy, paid him respect to his own damage ; Gods, Father and Son, but in one. For the
and transferring this person from Antium, ap- Father, who subsisted in the Son Himself, after
pointed him over the cemetery. 6
He had taken unto Himself our flesh, raised it
And Callistus, who was in the habit of always to the nature of Deity, by bringing it into union
associating with Zephyrinus, and, as I have pre- with Himself, and made it one ; so that Father
vionsly stated, of paying him hypocritical service, and Son must be styled one God, and that this
disclosed, byforce of contrast, ZelOhyrfnus _ ke a Person being one, cannot be two." And in this
person able neither to form a judgment of things way Callis#us contends that the Father suffered
said, nor discerning the design of Callistus, who along with the Son ; for he does not wish to
was accustomed to converse with Zel#hyrfnus on assert that the Father suffered, and is one Pertopics which yielded satisfaction to the /atter. son, being careful to avoid blasphemy against
Thus, after the death of Zephyrinus, supposing the Father. (How careful he is !) senseless and
knavish fellow, who improvises blasphemies in
, _,:

.co_m..
_
wahthe_L_..,,ould_,_m,_ry_,

every direction, only that he may not seem to
in violation of the truth, and is not abashed
at being at one time betrayed into the tenet of
Sabellius, whereas at another into the doctrine

sistem vnth me Christian characterwhich Hip_lytus gives her. Dr. speak
Wmdswm'th suplxm_ that Hippolyms speak/, i/xmlc_y in the case

oCMan:ia,
aas_llasdHyacinih_/and_ophora_.[Idonm_
,he,_,_de_dtt_ Poo/Xa,_h,a_,_poho,_d_th_,,_t_h

whOdegradedher, was a heathen who undera little light was awak._ some
senseogd_'y,
likecmatmRwith
the womano¢Samarm,John
iv.m]_6
zg.]
l_ot¢
this
e.xpmssio_in
,ula,equemclaims

the"uni_ui si,_ot,."l
s S_Die_lx_i.,v
.40r,."a_t

[See_.iLp.(mc,
thismlm]
thou_aaemmch,"tlm,
_tho
_

about
]Bua_a
which
hastosay(volLpp.ta6,taT,
v_eknowvety-_aie
attdnote)uponflfii_
catacombanear die Cho_.,hof St. Sabuui_ still bear t_

of Theodotus.
_ [H_ Wot_lswortli'snote is valuable, p. So. Callistm bad
Ioahtlmuat _
to amma_ his _ritloato_hi_m_

h_ m_X..: S_ m7ao_ aatt, _m.m_..
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The impostor Callistus, having ventured on
such opinions, established a school of theology in
antagonism
to the Church, adopting
the foregoing system of instruction.
And he first invented the device of conniving with men in
regard of their indulgence in sensual pleasures,
saying that all had their sins forgiven by himself.'
For he who is in the habit of attending the congregation of any one else, and is called a ChrisUan, should he commit any transgression ; the
sin, they say, is not reckoned unto him, provided
only he hurries off and attaches himself to the
school of Callistus.
And many persons were
gratified with his regulation, as being stricken in
conscience, and at the same time having been
rejected by numerous sects ; while also some of
them, in accordance with our condemnatory sentence, had been by us forcibly ejected from the
Church?
2Vow such dtsciples as these passed
over to these followers of Callistus, and served
to crowd his school.
This one propounded
the
opinion, that, if a bishop was guilty of any sin,
if even a sin unto death,3 he ought not to be
deposed.
About the time of this man, bishops,
priests, and deacons, who had been twice marfled, and thrice married, began ta be allowed to
retain their place among the clergy.
If also,
however, any one who is in holy orders should
become married, Callistus permitted such a one
to continue
in holy orders as if he had not
sinned._
And in just_flca/ian,
he alleges that
what has been spoken by the Apostle has been
declared in reference to this person : "Who art
thou that judgest another man's servant?"s
But
he asserted that likewise the parable of the tares
is uttered in reference to this one: "Let the
tares grow along with the wheat ; "6 or, in other
words, let those who in the Church are guilty of
sin remain in it. But also he affirmed that the
ark of Noe was made for a symbol of the Church,
in which were both dogs, and wolves, and ravens,
and all things clean and unclean ; and so he
alleges that the case should stand in like manner
with the Church.
And as many parts of Scriptare bearing on this view of the subjecg as he
could collect, he so interpreted,
And the hearers of Callistus being delighted
with his tenets, continue with him, thus mocking
both themselves
as well as many others, and
crowds of these dupes stream together into his
school.
Wherefore also his pupils are multiplied,
and they plume themselves upon the crowds
(attending the school) for the sake of pleasures
which Christ did not permit.
But in contempt
z [Hereis a very early precedent for the Taxa P_t,_itenfiarda
ofwMch see BrmmhaU. rot. L pp. S6, xSo; il pp. 44S, 446].
a [E]uddauon XII. l
t John v. t6.

telsefies,j
.,q_t_,xlaI.
49, •thm
s R_m. xiv 4.
e Matt. xiii. 3o.
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of Him, they place restraint on the commission
of no sin, alleging that they pardon those who
acquiesce (in Callistus' opinions).
For even also
he permitted females, if they were unwedded,7
and burned with passion at an age at all events
unbecoming,
or if they were not disposed to
overturn their own dignity through a legM marriage, that they might have whomsoever
they
would choose as a bedfellow, whether a slave or
free, and that a woman, though not legally marned, might consider such a companion as a busband. Whence women, reputed believers, began
to resort to drugs s for producing sterility, and
to gird themselves round, so to expel what was
being conceived on account of their not wishing
to have a child either by a slave or by any paltry
fellow, for the sake of their family and excessive
wealth.9
Behold, into how great impiety that
lawless one has proceeded, by inculcating adultery and murder at the same time ! And withal,
after such audacious acts, they, lost to all shame,
attempt to call themselves a Catholic Church ! ,o
And some, under the supposition that they will
attain prosperity, concur with them.
During the
e2_tscopate of this one, second baptism was for the
first time presumptuously
attempted
by them.
These, then, (are the practices and opinions
which) that most astonishing
Callistus established, whose school continues, preserving
its
customs and tradition, not discerning with whom
they ought to communicate, _ut indiscriminately
offering communion to all. And from him they
have derived the denomination
of their cognomen; so that, on account of Callistus being a
foremost champion of such practices, they should
be called Callistians. *z
CHAP. vm. M szcr oF _
ELCHASArrEs
; mOPPOLYaXlS'oPPosrrloN TO rr.
The doctrine of this CaUis_s having been
noised abroad throughout the entire world, a
cunning man, and full of desperation, one called
Alcibiades, dwelling in Apamea, a d0_ of Syria,
examined carefully into this business.
And considering himself a more formidable character,
and more ingenious in such tricks, than Callistus,
he repaired to Rome ; and he brought some
book, al}eging that a certain just man, Elchasai,'*
7 This ImS_.ge, of which _
are different readings, has been
_,tious_,i,terp=t_. T_ r_dtn.g fo,o,_ abovedo_p,o_bty
te,,_o_
thet._tthanot_,
p, ._....
_,-_ty
ozm._,in_ genersl_ to
turns
on tim word _va_ta.m
muter'sT_
texL
_unsen
alters
itmto_,_C-_..._Asxt%Le.,we.telni[am,
edatapmperage. Dr.
Word,wo_,cads_,,,,_...
-_,_,, m _..a_.unwo_y_?md*.
Roeper reads ,_Auttqt. . . av.attOe,l.e.,
t.he t)ioom ot youm were
e_,oo_
withone undeservmg
of thetr.choice:
s Dr. Wordsworth
places wept_qr_etO'_tt
rdltthe first mmtence,
and translates thus: "women .be.ganto venture to..Imndage then_
wtthligamentstoprodu._a.bortm_amttodealwithdrug
sm°rderm
desmoy what was conceavea."
9 [Tl_¢ prescience of Hermas and Ok-meat is hem illustrated.
See vat. iL pp. _,_s, _,S_/,
etc.]
to t'_uc]_at[ou XIV.]
----,

,, |§_,_,_-s."

__'.,2_p.
nAv._"
"

.

.

tt See Euse_tm,/_t:_r_.._'_..&nksL, w 38; r_x_pbani_Harr,mm.:
and Theodoret, H_r. F_uL, tu 7.
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had received this from Ser_e,a town of Parthia, ought to be circumcised and live according to
and that he gave it to one called SobiaL And the Law, (while at the same time) he forcibly
/he contents of this volume, he alleged, had been rends certain fragments from the aforesaid hererevealed by an angel whose height was a4 schw- sies. And he asserts that Christ was born a
noi, which make 96 miles, and whose breadth man in the same way as common to all, and that
is 4 schoenoi, and from shoulder to shoulder 6 Christ was not for the first time on earlh when
schwnoi; and the tracks of his feet extend to born of a virgin, but that both previously and that
the length of three and a half schwnoi, which frequently again He had been born and would
are equal to fourteen miles, while the breadth is be born. Christ would thus appear and exist
one schoenos and a haft, and the height half a among us from time to time, undergoing alterascAo_nos. And he alleges that also there is a tions of birth, and having his soul transferred
female with him, whose measurement, he says, i from body to body. Nozv Elchasai adopted
is according to the staudards already mentioned, that tenet of pythagoras to which I have already
And he asserts that the male (angel) is Son of alluded. But the Elchasaites have reached such
God, but that the female is called Holy Spirit. an altitude of pride, that even they affirm themBy detailing these prodigies he imagines that selves to be endued with a power of foretelling
he confounds fools, while at the same time he futurity, using as a starting-point, obviously, the
utters the following sentence : "that there was measures and numbers of the aforesaid Pythagopreached unto men a new remission of sins in irean art. These also devote themselves to the
the third year of Trajan's reign." And Elchasai tenets of mathematicians, and astrologers, and
determines the nature of baptism, and even this ! magicians, as if they were true. And they resort
I shall explain. He alleges, as to those who to these, so as to confuse silly people, thus led
have been involved in every description of los- to suppose that the heretics participate in a doeciviousness, and filthiness, and in acts of wicked- trine of power. And they teach certain tncantaness, if only any at" d_em be a believer, that he tions and formularies for those who have been
determines that sueh a one, on being converted, bitten by dogs, and possessed of demons, and
and obeying the book, and believing its contents, seized with other diseases ; and we shall not be
should by baptism receive remission of sins.
silent respecting even such loracKces of these
Elch_i_ however, ventured to continue these hereKcs. Having then sufficiently explained their
knaveries, taking ocea.sion from the aforesaid principles, and the causes of their presumptuous
tenet of which Callistus stood forward as a chain- attempts, I shall pass on to give an account of
pion. For, perceiving that many were delighted their writings, through which my readers will
at this sort of promise, he considered that he become acquainted with both the trifling and
could opportunely make the attempt just alluded godless efforts of these Elchasaites.
/o. And notwithstanding we offered resistance i
tothis,
and didnot permitmany foranylength
ICHAP.X.--ELCHASAI'S
MODE OF ADMINISTERINO
oftimetobecome victims
ofthedelusion.'
ForI
BAPTISM
; FORMULARmS.
we carried
conviction
to_e _eople,
¢¢.,hen
me of-I To those,
then,
that
havebeenorally
instructed
firmedthatthis
was theoperation
of a spurious
]by him,he dispenses
baptismin thismanner,
spirit,
and theinvention
of a heartinflated
with addressing
to hisdupessome suchwordsasthe
pride,
and thatthis
onelikea wolfhadrisenup following
: "If,therefore,
(my) children,
2 one
against many wandering sheep, which Callistus, shall have intercourse with any sort of animal
by his arts of deception, had scattered abroad, whatsoever, or a male, or a sister, or a daughter,
But since we have commenced, we shall not be or hath committed adultery, or been guilty of
silent as regards the opinions of this man. And, fornication, and is desirous of obtaining remisin the first place, we shall expose his life, and sion of sins, from the moment that he hearkens
we shall prove that his supposed discipline is a to this book let him be baptized a second time
mere pretence. And next, I shall adduce the in the name of the Great and Most High God,
principal heads of his assertions, in order that and in the name of His Son, the Mighty King.
the reader, looking fixedly on the treatises of And i7 baptism let him be purified and cleansed,
this (Elchasai), may be made aware what and and let him adjure for himself those seven witwhat sort is the heresy which has been auda- nesses that have been described in this book_
ciously attempted by this m_n.
the heaven, and the water, and the holy spirits,
and the angels of pmyerJ andthe oil, and the salt,
cs_. nc _ zun_.s_vEmv_ ms svsx_ m_oM andtheearth."Theseconstitute
theastonishing
; PRACTmEDIN_ATI_NS.
This _/ch_,sa/puts forward as a decoy a polity mysteries of Elchasai, those ineffable and potent
(authorized in the) Law, alleging tlmtbelievers
.,a_,=,,_,_,,_,t,.,z,_t,,i,_*_m_
'F_ =_mm@_mDr. Wor_._h mad,_,

i.e.,did P_ '9, _, _S.]
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secrets which he delivers to deserving disciples,
And with these that lawless 'one is not satisfied,
but in the presence of two and three witnesses
he puts the seal to his own wicked practices,
Again expressing himself thus : "Again I say, O
adulterers and adulteresses, and false prophets,
if you are desirous of being converted, that your
sins may be forgiven you, as soon as ever you
hearken unto this book, and be baptized a second
time along with your garments, shall peace be
yours, and your portion with the just." But
since we have stated that these resort to incantations for those bitten by dogs and for other
miskaps, we shall explain these. Now Elchasai
uses the following formulary : "If a dog rabid
and furious, in which inheres a spirit of destruction, bite any man, or woman, or youth, or girl,
or may worry or touch them, in the same hour
let such a one run with all their wearing apparel,
and go down to a river or to a fountain wherever
there is a deep spot. Let (him or her) be
dipped with all their wearing apparel, and offer
supplication to the Great and Most High God
in faith of heart, and then let him thus adjure
the seven witnesses described in this book:
' Behold, I call to witness the heaven and the
water, and the holy spirits, and the angels of
prayer, and the oil, and the salt, and the earth,
I testify by these seven witnesses that no more
shall I sin, nor commit adultery, nor steal, nor
be guilty of injustice, nor be covetous, nor be
actuated by hatred, nor be scornful, nor shall I
take pleasure in any wicked deeds.' Having
uttered, therefore, these words, let such a one
be baptized with the entire of his wearing apparel in the name of the Mighty and Most
High God."
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these stars, when the moon, (emerging) from
among them, courses _e sky, and travels along
with them. Beware of the very day up to that
on which tke moon passes out from these stars,
and then baptize and enter on every beginning
of your works. But, moreover, honour the day
of the Sabbath, since that day is one of those
during which prevails (the power) of these stars.
Take care, however, not to commence your
works the third day from a Sabbath, since when
three years af tAe reign of the emperor Trajan
are again completed from the time that he subjetted the Parthians to his own sway,--when, I
say, three years have been completed, war rages
between the impious angels of the northern constellaa'ons; and on this account all kingdoms of
impiety are in a state of confusion."
CHAP.xm-

THEm_RF_¢OF THEm.C_
DEP.IVATrCE
ONE.

A

Inasmuch as (Elchasai) considers, then, that
it would be an insult to reason that these mighty
and ineffable mysteries should be trampledunder
foot, or that they should be committed to many,
he advises that as valuable pearls* they should
be preserved, expressing himself thus : "Do not
recite this account to all men, and guard carefully these precepts, because all men are not
fmthful, nor are all women straightforward."
Books containing these (tenets), however, neither
the wise men of the Egyptians secreted in shrines,
nor did Pythagoras, a sage of the Greeks, conceal them there. For if at that time Elchasai
had happened to live, what necessity would there
be that Pythagoras, or Thales, or Solon, or the
wise Plato, or even the rest of the sages of the
Greeks, should become disciples of the Egyptian
priests, when they could obtain possession of
CHAP.XI.- PRECEPTS
OF ELCF_SAL
such and such wisdom from Alcibiades, as the
But in very many other respects he talks folly, most astonishing interpreter of that wretched
inculcating the use of these sentences also for Elchasai? The statements, therefore, that have
those afflicted with consumption, and that they ibeen made for the purpose of attaining a knowlshould be dipped in cold muter forty times edge of the madness of these, would seem sufduring seven days ; and he prescribes similar ficient for those endued with sound mind. And
treatment for those possessed of devils.
Oh so it is, that it has not appeared expedient to
inimitable wisdom and incantations gorged with quote more of their formularies, seeing that these
powers 1' Who will not be astonished at such are very numerous and ridiculous. Since, howand such force of words? But since we have ever, we have not omitted those praca'ces that
stated that they also bring into requisition astro- have risen up in our own day, and have not been
logical deceit, we shall prove t_is from their own silent as regards those prevalent before our time,
formularies ; for Elchasai speaks thus : "There it seems proper, in order that we may pass through
exist wicked stars of impiety. This declaration all tAeirsystems, and leave nothing untold, to state
has been now made by us, 0 ye pious ones and what also are the (customs) of the Jews, and
disciples : beware of the power of the days of what are the diversities of opinion among them,
the sovereignty of these stars, and engage not for I imagine that these as yet remain behind for
in the commencement of any undertaking dur- our consideration. Now, when I have broken
ing the r_,_'ng"days of these. And baptize not silence on these points, I shall pass on to the
man or woman during the days of the power of demonstration of the Doctrine of the Truth, in
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order that, after the lengthened argumentative
struggle against all heresies, we, devoutly pressing forward towards the kingdom's crown, and
believing the truth, may not be unsettled,
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are destitute. No one amongst them, however,
enjoys a greater amount of fiches than another.
For a regulation with them is, that an individual
coming forward to join the sect must sell his
possessions, and present the price of them to the
community. And on receiving the money, the

Originally there prevailed but one usage ' head
of necessities.
the order distributes
tono
allone
according
to their
Thus thereit is
among
among the Jews; for one teacher was given
unto them by God, namely Moses, and one law them in distress. And they do not use oil, reby this same Afases. And there was one desert garding it as a defilement to be anointed. And
region and one Mount Sinai, for one God it was there are appointed overseers, who take care of
who legislated for these _ews.
But, again, all things that belong to them in common_ and
after they had crossed the fiver Jordan, and had they a11appear always in white clothing.
inherited by lot the conquered country, they in
various ways rent in sunder the law of God, each CHAP.xv. -- TZ-manmm's ov THr msr.m co_devising a different inter_retalion of the declaxm-VWD.
rations made by God. And in this way they
But there is not one city of them, but many
raised up for themselves teachers, (and) invented of them settle in every ci(y. And if any of the
doctrines of an heretical nature, and they con- adherents of the sect may be present from a
tinned to advance into (sectarian) divisions, strange place, they consider that all things are
Now it is the diversity of these )eews that I at m common for him, and those whom they had
present propose to explain. But though for not previously known they receive as if they
even a considerable time they have been rent belonged to their own household and kindred.
into very numerous sects, yet I intend to eluci- And they traverse their native land, and on each
date the more principal of them, while those occasion that they go on a journey they carry
who are of a studious turn will easily become nothing except arms. And they have also in
acquainted with the rest. For there is a divis- their cities a president, who expends the moneys
ion amongst them into three sorts ;* and the coUected for this purpose in procuring clothing
adherents of the first are the Pharisees, but of and food for them. And their robe and its
the second the Sadducees, while the rest are shape are modest. And they do not own two
Essenes. These practise a more devotional life, cloaks, or a double set of shoes ; and when those
being filled with mutual love, and being temper- that are in present use become antiquated, then
ate. And they turn away from every act of they adopt others. And they neither buy nor
inordinate desire, being averse even to hearing sell anything at all ; but whatever any one has
of things of the sort. And they renounce matri- he gives to him that has not, and flint which one
mony, but they take the boys of others, and thus aas not he receives.
have an offspring begotten for them. And they
lead these adolMed children into an observance CHAP.XW.mTm_ T_m'S Or _
msm_'I cOXof their own peculiar customs, and in this way
Tm'UF_.
bring them up and impel them to learn the
And they continue in an orderly manner, and
sciences. They do not, however, forbid them I _Ath _e_se,_er_nce V_aN_rom eax_.
N dawn, and tb.e_]
ma_r_], though themse\,_es re_r_x_xn?, _om 60 not speak a word unXess the N ha,_e pra_sec_
matrimony. Women, however, even though God in a hymn. And in this way they each go
they may be disposed to adhere to the same forth and engage in whatever employment they
coxn_e of life,_ they do not _dm'xt,in,much as p_.ease; a_6 after having _orked. up _ the fd_k
in no way whatsoever have they confidence in hour they leave off. Then again they come towomen,
gether into one place, and encircle themselves
with linen girdles, for the purpose of concealing
CHAP.XtV.--THETZNm'SOF TmZ msm,u.
theirprivate
parts.And in thismanner they
And they despisewealth,
and do not turn]perform
ablutions
in cold water; arid after
away from sharing
theirgoods_fith
thosethat_being
thuscleansed,
theyrepairtogether
into
_ Ione apartment,
_ now no onewho enterm/ns
a
*or,' _ao_"
]different opinion from themselves assembles in
*See_°_'P.h_,,,De,.BeZt.
Ywdm'£',".a'S, ft_,wh°m_rt_ltm_,*
h .......
hey
nroceed to nartake of
seeml.to nave me___ mm _amut o_ tim Jewmn sects, except,haSt _'*......
._.d
t -j
_
r_
- .
Schz*ktewiamaark*,wefat_emmeoth_'wnm
.w.h_n.J._ep_|breakfasL# And
when
they have taken
me,r
..___,_f_Uo_,_
_AbbeCm_mm._.u_
. .
.,
..
_,
,
• __a_r
the aatli& _llmved by Hippob/tu, wu not Jo_0,hus, but a Chmmm ] seats
m mence, mey set clown loaves 113oruy_,
,_i_ ofthe_ _m_, ._o _,i,_ _ _e,_ _ th_I,_._h| and next some one sort of food to eat alon_ wire
l-r_,
cext _fi_
vm,i_s _
t_ text of Jme- / .........
_ ec
fl_.,..,,,_uu-ot-ro,_m,_n,w_t_,_0_amjo,_,w[
the brea_, ana eacn recetves trom mese a sum
'_'r_o, "_a_=."
[ cient portion.
No one, however, tastes these
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before the priest utters a blessing, x and prays
over the food.
And after breakfast, when he
has a second time offered up supplication, as
at the beginning, so at the conclusion of their
meal they praise God in hymns. Next, after
they have laid aside as sacred the garments in
which they have been clothed while together
taking their repast within the heusem(now these
garments are linen) --and having resumed the
clothes which they had left in the vestibule, they
hasten to agreeable occupations until evening,
And they partake of supper, doing all things in
like manner to those already mentioned. And
no one will at any time cry aloud, nor will any
other tumultuous voice be heard.
But they
each converse quietly, and with decorum one
concedes the conversation to the other, so that
the stillness of those within the house appears a
sort of mystery to those outside. And they are
invariably sober, eating and drinking all things
by measure,

control, he approaches nearer to the sect's
method of living, and he is washed more purely
than before. Not as yet, however, does he partake of food along with the Essenes. For, after
having furnished evidence as to whether he is
able to acquire self-control, D but for two years
the habit of a person of this description is on
trial,--and when he has appeared deserving, he
is thus reckoned amongst the members of the
sect. Previous, however, to his being allowed to
sartake of a repast along with them, he is bound
under fearful oaths. First, that he will worship
the Divinity ; next, that he will observe just
dealings with men, and that he will in no way
injure any one, and that he will not hate a person who injures him, or is hostile to him, but
pray for them. He likewise swears that he will
always aid the just, and keep faith with all, especially those who are rulers. For, they argue, a
position of authority does not happen to any one
without God. And if the £ssene himself be a
ruler, he s_ears that he will not conduct himcaxP. XVlL- THE TENETSor aSP zssr__nCON- self at any time arrogantly in the exercise of
T_,_UED.
power, nor be prodigal, nor resort to any adornment, or a greater state of magnificence than the
All then pay attention to the president ; and usage permits. He likewise swears, however, to
whatever injunctions he will issue, they obey as
law. For they are anxious that mercy and assist- be a lover of truth, and to reprove him that is
ante be extended to those that are burdened guilty of falsehood, neither to steal, nor pollute
with toil. And especially they abstain from his conscience for the sake of iniquitous gain,
wrath and anger, and all such passions, inasmuch nor conceal aught from those that are members
as they consider these to be treacherous to man. of his sect, and to divulge nothing to others,
And no one amongst them is in the habit of though one should be tortured even unto death.
swearing ; but"whatever any one says, this is re- And in addition to the foregoing promises, he
garded more binding than an oath. If, however, swears
to impart
to no onemanner
a knowledge
of the
doctrines
in a different
from that
in
one will swear, he is condemned as one unworthy which he has received them himself.
of credence. They are likewise solicitous about
the readings of the law and prophets ; and
moreover also, if there is any treatise of the CHAP.xtx.uTrm
TE:CE_OF TKE r.Ssm_ CONfaithful, about that h'kewise. And they evince the
TrottEr.
utmost curiosity concerning plants and stones,
With oaths, then, of this description, they
rather busying themselves as regards the opera- bind those who come forward. If, however, any
_,,_e _._ers _f _,e_e, ra.'_a_ _
_Ke_ things _r,e ma_ "_ cxm_em_e_ fox ax_ _'m,_ae i_ exwere not created in vain.
pelled from the order ; but one that has been
thus excommunicated sometimes perishes by an
caw. xvm. u _
_
oF "rim gssm,a eoti- awful death. For, inasmuch as he is bound by
a_rtJ_a_,
the oaths amd rites of the sect, he is not able to
partake of the food in use among other people.
But to those who wish to become disciples o| Z_os¢ that are excommunicated, occasionally,
the sect, they do not immediately deliver their _therefote, utterly destroy the body through starrules, unless they have previously tried them. vnfim_ And so it is, that when it comes to the
Now for the space of a year they set before (the last the Esstr, ts sometimes pity many of the_
candidates) the same food, while the latter con- who are at the point of dissolution, inasmuch as
tinue to live in a di/trerent house outs/de the they deem a punishment even unto death, thus
Essenes' own place of meeting. And they give inflicted upon these cu_0n'ts, a sufficient penalty.
(to the probationists) a hatchet and the linen
girdle, and a white robe. When, at the expira- CHAP.XX._ arm a,za_rs or THE ZSSEm COret/on of th/s period, one affords proof of sdfCIJ./DED.
:h_[T___pmaxdm_-pi._
w_dedlrs_tim; _dthla
But as regards judicial decisions, the Essenes
.Ch,h_.
_ offir
Lad', m=#.-_an. _'.'9; are most accurate and impartial. And they detv.
3"_1 _,
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liver their judgments when they have assembled if he refuses to undergo the rite of circumcision.
together, numbering at the very least one hun- Now, if the latter does not wish to comply with
dred ; and the sentence delivered by them is this request, an Essene spares not, but even
. irreversible. And they honour the legislator next slaughters. And it is from this occurrence that
after God ; and if any one is guilty of bias- they have received their appellation, being dephemy against this framer of laws, he is pun- nominated (by some) Zelotae, but by others
[shed. And they are taught to yield obedience Sicarii. And the adherents of another party call
to rulers and elders ; and if ten occupy seats in no one Lord except the Deity, even though one
the same room, one of/hem will not speak unless should put them to the torture, or even kill
it will appear expedient to the nine. And they them. But there are others of a later period, who
are careful not to spit out into the midst of per- have to such an extent declined from the dissons present, and to the right hand. They are cipline (of the order), that, as far as those are
more solicitous, however, about abstaining from concerned who continue in the primitive customs,
work on the Sabbath-day than all other Jews. they would not even touch these. And if they
For not only do they prepare their vicma!s for happen to come in contact with them, they irathemselves one day previously, so as not (on the mediately resort to ablution, as if they had
Sabbath) to kindle a fire, but not even would touched one belonging to an alien tribe. But
they move a utensil from one place to another here also there are very many of them of so
(on that day), nor ease nature ; nay, some would great longevity, as even to live longer than a
not even rise from a couch. On other days, hundred years. "_hey assert, therefore, that a
however, when they wish to relieve nature, they cause of this arises from their extreme devotion
dig a hole a foot long with the mattock, m for of to religion, and their condemnation of all excess
this description is the hatchet, which the presi- in regard of what is served up (as food), and
dent in the first instance gives those who come from their being temperate and incapable of
forward to gain admission as disciples,--and
anger. And so it is that they despise death,
cover (this cavity) on all sides with their gar- rejoicing when they can finish their course with
merit, alleging that they do not necessarily' a good conscience. If, however, any one would
insult the sunbeams.
They then replace the [even put to the torture persons of this descripupturned soil into the pit; and this is their tion, in order to induce any amongst them either
practice,2 choosing the more lonely spots. But to speak evil of the law, or eat what is offered in
after they have performed this operation, im- sacrifice to an idol, he will not effect his parmediately they undergo ablution, as ff the ex- pose ; for one a/this?arty submits to death and
crement pollutes them.
endures torment rather than violate his conscience.
CHAP.XXi.--D*_'_'Sa_ENT
SECTSOF THE ESSEm.
CHAP. XXn. -27w

Essenes

have,

however,in the lapse of

BELIEF

OF

RESURRECTION ; THEIR

THE
SYSTEM

ESSENI

IN THE

A SUGGESTIVE

time, undergone divisions, and they do not preONE.
serve their system of training after a similar
manner, inasmuch as they have been split up
Now the doctrine of the resurrection has also
into four parties. For some of them discipline derived support among these; for they acknowlthemselves above the requisite rules a//fie order, edge both that the flesh will rise again, and that
so that even they would not handle a current it will be immortal, in the same manner as the
coin of the country, saying that they ought not soul is a/ready imperishable. And/key maineither to carry, or behold, or fashion an image : 3 rain that the soul, when separated in the present
wherefore no one of those goes into a city, lest life, (departs) into one place, which is well yen(by so doing) he should enter through a gate at tilated and lightsome, w/_ere, they say, it rests
which statues are erected, regarding it a violation until judgment.
And this locality the Greeks
of law to pass beneath images. But the adher- were acquainted with by hearsay, and called it
ents of another party, if they happen to hear any "Isles of the Blessed." And there are other
one maintaining a discussion concerning God tenets of these which many of the Greeks have
and His laws- supposing such to be an uncir- appropriated, and thus have from time to time
cumcised person, they will closely watch him ; formed their own opinions.* For the discipliand when they meet a person of this description nary system in regard of the Divinity, according
in any place alone, they will threaten to slay him !to these (Jewish sects), is of greater antiquity
than /Aa/a/all
nations. And so it is that the
• [_,_. ,__,_
_ a'u, _
,_ _ ,eq.,_tl.
proof is at hand, that all those (Greeks) who
_a _ _
ot a_mL-y._._ e,qwae.o_m_
_. *_
_bF

o_ I.mad
(Ma,tt.
_ _).]

p.s86;_ l_358,
al*o
8,,*'7,
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ventured to make assertions concerning God, or
concerning the creation of existing things, derived their principles from no other source than
from Jewish legislation. And among these may
be para'culaHsed Pythagoras especially, and the
Stoics, who derived (their systems) while resident among the Egyptians, by having become
disciples of these Jews.'
Now they affirm that
there will be both a judgment and a conflagration of the universe, and that the wicked will be
eternally punished. And among them is cultivoted the practice of prophecy, and the prcdiction of future events.
CHAP. XX/II.-- ANOTHER
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some things are in our power, whereas others are
under the control of destiny. In this way they
maintain that some ac_'ans depend upon ourselves, whereas others upon fate. But (they
assert) that God is a cause of all things, and
that nothing is managed or happens without His
will. These likewise acknowledge that there is
a resurrection of flesh, and that soul is immortal,
and that there will be a judgment and conflagration, and that the righteous will be imperishable,
but that the wicked will endure everlasting punishment in unqenchable fire.
CHAP. XXlV.-

ESSENI:

THE PHARISEES.

M

SADDUCEES.

These, then, are the opinions even of the
Pharisees. The Saddncees, however, arc for
There is then another order of the Essenes abolishing fate, and they acknowledge that God
who use the same customs and prescribed does nothing that is wicked, nor exercises provimethod of living with the foregoing sects, but dence over (earthly concerns) ; but they contend
make an alteration from these in one respect, that the choice between good and evil lies within
viz., marriage. Now they maintain that those the power of men. And they deny that there is
who have abrogated matrimony commit some a resurrection not only of flesh, but also they
terrible offence, which is for the destruction of suppose that the soul does not continue after
life, and that they ought not to cut off the suc- death. The soul they consider nothing but mere
cession of children ;/or, that if all entertained vitality, and that it is on account of this that
this opinion, the entire race of men would easily man has been created. However, (they mainbe exterminated. However, they make a trial tain) that the notion of the resurrection has been
of their betrothed women for a period of three fully realized by the single circumstance, that we
years ; and when they have been three times close our days after having left children upon
purified, with a view of proving their ability of earth. But (they stiU insist) that after death
bringing forth children, so then they wed. They one expects to suffernothing, either bad or good ;
do not, however, cohabit with pregnant women, for that there will be a dissolution both of soul
evincing that they marry not from sensual mo- and body, and that man passes into non-existtires, but from the advantage of children. And ence, similarlyalso with the material of the animal
the women likewise undergo ablution in a similar creation. But as regards whatever wickedness a
manner (with their husbands), and are them- man may have committed in life, provided he
selves also arrayed in a linen garment, after the may have been reconciled ta the injured party,
mode in which the men are with their girdles, he has been a gainer (by transgression), inasThese things, then, are the statemenls which I much as he has escaped the punishment (that
have to make respecting the Esseni.
otherwise would have been inflicted) by men.
But there are also others who themselves prac- And whatever acquisitions a man may have
tise the Jewish customs ; and these, both in re- made, and (in whatever respect), by becoming
spect of caste and in respect of the laws, are wealthy, he may have acquired distinction, he
called Pharisees. Now the greatest part of these has so far been a gainer. But (they abide by
is ta be found in every locality, inasmuch as, their assertion), that God has no solicitude about
though all are styled Jews, yet, on account of the concerns of an individual here. And while
the peculiarity of the opinions advanced by them, the Phari_
are full of mutual affection, the
they have been denominated by titles proper Saddimees, on the other hand, are actuated by
to each. These, then, firmly hold the ancient self-love. This sect had its stronghold especially
tradition, and continue to pursue in a disputative in the region around Samaria. And these also
spirit a close investigation into the things re- adhere to the customs of the law, saying that
garded according to the Law as clean and not one ought so to live, that he may conduct himan. And they interpret the regulatt'ans of the self virtuously, and leave children behind him
, and put forward teachers, whom they ¢ualify I on earth. They do not, however, devote attenr gizffnf instruca'an in such /Mnfs. These I tion to prophets, but neither do/hey to any other
arisees a_rm the existence of fate, and that [sages, except to the law of Moses only, in regard
- 'a'ma
Plato'."Laws"_tat =wx tamai_tothe_
.¢[ of tzduYh,however, they frame no interpretations.
_o_. saw
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world. And (yet there can be little doubt but)
that, on beholding the signs of the times of His
Ihavin_ been already amongst us, the _eews are
I_._,
k_'_a _._ _._. ,_......
_,_oA J-_ _t.rut_.o_
¢,,_
t _.Lkstat.al_t.t ; ta.lJttat taro.t, LIA_,_ _t.tk, _tl_t*I_U
..........

o,
eirre*, on
t ereo e,.mon
all Jews on the subject of religion is fourfold-- / ....
...........

ceremonial a nd
they affirm that there is one God, and that He
is Creator and Lord of the universe: that He
_..o _
a _,, .,_ _ _,__:......... ,__._,.:__ __a
,,,_ xormeu au mese Ipurtou_ wurr_ w,tuu ,tan
no previous existence; and this, too, not out of
any coeval substance that lay ready at hand, but
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ee
•
. cause--was
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for
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................ O g
auon; out also mat mere xs a sovereign _ptrit
that always continues beside God, for glory and
praise.
And sensation,
that all things
in the
axe
endued with
and that
therecreation
is nothing
inanimate. And they earnestly aim at serious
habits and a temperate life, as one may ascertain
from their laws. Now these matters have long
ago been strictly defined by those who in ancient
tl'leologlcal,

nal;urgA,

moral,

a/l_a

times
thefind
divinely-appointed
law;,at
so thathave
the received
reader will
himself astonished
the amount of temperance, and of diligence, layished on customs legally enacted in reference to
man. The ceremonial service, however, which
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the law and the prophets have shown beforehand, whereas, regarding the rest (of these indi.
catmns), they suppose that they have fallen into
error. For they say that his generation will be
from the stock of David, but not from a virgin
and the Holy Spirit, but from a woman and a
man, according as it is a rule for all to be procreated from seed. And they allege that this
Messiah will be King over them, -- a waxlike
and powerful individual, who, after having garbered together the entire people of the Jews, and
having done battle with all the nations, will restore for them Jerusalem the royal city. And

into this city He will collect together the entire
Hebrew race, and bring it back once more into
the ancient customs, that it may fulfil the regal
and sacerdotal functions, and dwell in confihas been adapted to divine worsM/in a manner dence for periods of time of sufficient duration.
befitting the dignity of robs'on, has been prac- After this repose, it is their o_inian that war
tised amongst them with the highest degree of
elaboration. The superiority of their ritualism would next be waged against them after being
it is easy for those who wish it to ascertain, pro- thus congregated ; that in this conflict Christ
vided they read the book which furnishes infor- would
by time,
the edge
of next
the sword
; and
after nofall
long
would
succeed
the that,
termarion on these points. Thzy will thus perceive
how that with solemnity and sanctity the _ewish
_'ests offer unto God the first-fruits of the gifts
bestowed by Him for the use and enjoyment of
men ; how they fulfil their ministrations with
regularity and stedfastness, in obedience to His
commandments.
There are, however, some
(liturgical usages adopted) by these, which the
Sadducees refuse to recognise, for they are not
disposed
or spirits. to acquiesce in the existence of angels
Still all#ar_'es alike expect Messiah, inasmuch
as the Law certainly, and the prophets, preached

minarion and conflagration of the universe ; and
that in this way their opinions concerning the
resurrection would receive completion, and a
recompense be rendered to each man according
to his works.
CHAP.XXVL_CONCIX_OI_ TO THE WORK ExPLAmZD.
I

It now seems to us that the tenets of both all

the Greeks and barbarians have been sufficiently
explained
us, of
andthe
that
nothing
remained
uurefuted by
either
points
abouthaswhich
philbeforehand
that
He
was
about
to
be
present
on
osophy
has
been
busied,
or
of
the
allegations
earl_.
Inasmuch,however, as the Jews were
tdvanced by the heretics. And from these very
not cognhzant of the period of Hm advent, there explanations the condemnation of the heretics
remains the supposition that the declarations
(of Scripture) concerning His coming have not iis obvious, for having either purloined their doebeen fulfilled. And so it is, that up to this day trines,
derived
to themoutfrom
some oforthose
tenetscontributions
elaborately worked
by
they continue in anticipation of the future corn- the Greeks, and for having advanced (these
_disceOf
the Christ, -- from the fact of their not opinions) as if they originated from God. Since,
rning Him when He was present in tlw therefore, we have hurriedly passed through a_
ttw systems of these, and with much labour have,
_,,m,_t
_," t_t. ,_ _
¢* _#_,,. ct_ in the nine books, proclaimed all their'opinions,
tm_• o_,-t_,
#*/;wrurr_,_
tmtc,_ctcd
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and have left behind us for all men a small viati- tenth. Our object is, that the reader, not only
cum in life, and to those who are our contempo- when made acquainted with the overthrow of
raries have afforded a desire of learning (with) those who have presumed to establish heresies,
great joy and delight, we have considered it may regard with scorn their idle fandes, but
reasonable, as a crowning stroke to the entire also, when brought to know the power of the
work, to introduce the discourse (already men- truth, may be placed in the way of salvation, by
tioned) conoeming the truth, and to furnish our reposing that faith in God which He so worthily
delineation of this in one book, namely the : deserves.
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preceding, this demonstration

Trm following are the contents of the tenth tenth book.
book of the Refutaa'an of all Heresies :-CHAP.n.--sumg_Y
An Epitome of all Philosophers.
An Epitome of all Heresies.
in conclusion
to all, what the Doctrine
of And,
the Truth
is.

HERESIES.

throughout the

or raz ovtmo_s or Pail,
osovnvms.

.Having, therefore, embraced (a consideration
of) the tenets of all the wise men among the
Greeks in four books, and the doctrines procm_. I.- RE_XlON.
pounded by the heresiarchs in five, we shall now
After we have, not with violence, burst through exhibit the doctrine concerning the truth in one,
the labyrinth ' of heresies, but have unravelled having first presented in a summary the supposi(their intricacies) through a refutation merely, tions entertained severally by all. For the dogor, in other words, by the force of truth, we matists of the Greeks, dividing philosophy into
approach the demonstration of the truth itself, three parts, in this manner devised from time to
For then the artificial sophisms of error will be time their speculative systems ; 2 some denomiexposed in all their inconsistency, when we shall rating their system Natural, and others Moral,
succeed in establishing whence it is that the but others Dialectical Philosophy. And the andefinition of the truth has been derived. The cient thinkers who called their science Natural
truth has not taken its principles from the Philosophy, were those men_'oned in book i.
wisdom of the Greeks, nor borrowed its doe- And the account which they furnished was after
trines, as secret mysteries, from the tenets of this mode : Some of them derived all things from
the Egyptians, which, albeit silly, are regarded one, whereas others from more things than one.
amongst them with religious veneration as worthy And of those wha derived all thinks from one,
of reliance. Nor has it been formed out of the some derived them from what was devoid of
fallacies which enunciate the incoherent (con- quality, whereas others from what was endued
elusiom arrived at through the) curiosity of the with quality. And among those who derived all
Chaldeam.
Nor does the truth owe its exist- ! things from quality, some derived them from fire,
ence to astonishment, through the operations of and some from air, and some from water, and
demons, for the irrational frenzy of the Baby- some from earth. And among those who derived
lon_ans. But its deflnia'an is constituted
after the universe from more things than ant, some
the manner in which every true definition is, viz., derived it from numerable, but others from inas simple and unadorned.
A definition such as finite quantities. And among those who derived
this, provided it is made manifest, will of itsel_/ all things from numerable quantities, some derefute error. And although we have very fie- rived them from two, knd others from four, and
quenfly propounded demonstrations, and with others from five, and others from six. And
sufficient fulness elucidated for those willing (to among those who derived the universe from inlearn) the rule of the truth ; yet even now, after finite quantities, some derivedena'ties from things
having discussed all the opinions put forward by similar to those generated, whereas others from
the Greeks and heretics, we have decided it not things dissimlqar. And among these some derived
to be, at all events, unreasonable to introduce, ena'a'es from things incapable of, whereas others
as a sort of finishing stroke to the (nine) books from things capable of, passion. From a body
devoid of quality and endued with unity, the

.
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Stoics, then, accounted for the generation of the
universe. For, according to them, matter devoid
of quality, and in all its parts susceptible of
change, constitutes an originating principle of
the universe. For, when an alteration of this
ensues, there is generated fire, air, water, earth,
The followers, however, of Hippasus, and Anaximander, and Thales the Milesian, are disposed
to think that all things have been generated from
one (an entity), endued with quality. Hippasus
of Metapontum and Heraclitus the Ephesian
declared the origin of things to be from fire,
whereas Anaximander from air, but Thales from
water, and Xenophanes from earth. "For from
earth," says he, "are all things, and all things
terminate in the earth." *
CHAP.m.-

SUMMARY
OF a_m_oFa_oss OFPmLOSOPHERS

CONTINUED.

But among those ¢oko derive all entities from
more things than one, and from numerable quantities, the poet Homer asserts that the universe
consists of two sukstances, namely earth and
water ; at one time expressing himself thus : m
"The

source of gods was Sea and Mother Earth."*

And on another occasion _us: _
"But indeed

ye all might become water and earth. "s

OF

ALL

HERESIES.

"RuinousStrifeapartfromthese,
And

with

them

Friendship

x4!
equal in everypoinh
equal in length and

breadth,":-he also delivers six principles of the universe,
four of them materialn earth, water, fire, and
air ; but two of them formative--Friendship
and Discord. The followers, however, of Anaxagoras of Clazomen_, and of Democritus, and
of Epicurus, and multitudes of others, have given
it as their opinion that the generation of the
universe joroceedsfrom infinite numbers of atoms;
and we have previously made partial mention of
these philosophers. But Anaxagoras derives tie
universe from things similar to those that are
being produced ; whereas the foUowers of Democritus and Epicurus derived the universe from
things both dissimilar (to the entities produced),
and devoid of passion, that is, from atoms. But
the followers of Heraclides of Pontus, and of
Asclepiades, derived tke universe from things
dissimilar (to the entities produced), and capable of passion, as if from incongruous corpuscles.
But the disciples of Plato affirm that these entities
are from three principles-- God, and Matter,
and Exemplar. He divides matter, however,
into four principles-- fire, water, earth, and air.
And (he says) that God is the Creator of this
(matter), and that Mind is its exemplar,s

And Xenophanes of Colophon seems to coincide CHAP.IV.- SUMMARY
Or THEoPn,aONSOr _ra.with him, for he says : _
osopuzgs cotcrmugo.
"We

all are sprung from water and from earth."4

Euripides, however, (derives the universe) from
earth and air, as one may ascertain from the following assertion of his : _
"Mother of all, airand earth, I sing."s
But Empedocles derives the universe from four

Persuaded, then, that the principle of physiology is cunfessedly discovered to be encumbered
with difficulties for all these philosophers, we
ourselves also shall fearlessly declare concerning
the examples of the truth, as to how they are,
and
as wepreviously
have felt furnish
confident
they are. in But
we shall
an that
explanation,
the

principles, expressing himself thus : _
"Four roots of all thingshearthoufirst:

way of epitome, of the tenets of the heresiarchs,
in order that, by our having set before our
Brilliant Jove, and life-giving Juno and Aidoneus,
readers the tenets of all made well known by
And Nestis, that with tears bedews the Mortal Font. "s this (plan of treatment), we may exhibit the
Oeellus, however, the Lucanian, and Aristotle, truth in a plain and familiar (form).
derive the universe from five principles; for,
along with the four elements, they have asCHAP.v.--aam s_.
sumed the existence of a fifth, and (that this is)
a body with a circular motion ; and they say
But since it so appears expedient, let us begin
that from this, things celestial have their being, first from the public worshippers of the serpent.
But the disciples of Empedocles supposed the The Naasseni call the first principle of the unigeneration of the universe to have proceeded verse a Man, and that the same also is a Son of
Man ; and they divide this man into three porfrom six 2_rinci_les. For in the passage where
he says, "Four roots of all things hear thou tions. For they say one part of him is rational,
first," he produces generation out of four 2_rinci- and another psychical, but a third earthly. And
/_les. When, however, he subjoins,_
they style him Adamas, and suppose that the
knowledge api_ertaining to him is ale originating
• s_ gin,., P,_,,,., _ _s.
• n_t. ,_,. _,.

I_.. vii. 99.
• _ game, FrOm., ix. p. 4S.
.LS .Fabrh:iu_, in hld C_uudntalry o_ .%xtua Emphicua__mddcn
•,,_d_v. SS-S?,
isaquomdon
bow theHym_
E_il_la.
ed. Karmt.

cause of the capacity of knowing God. And
Ote 2Vaassene asserts that all these rational, and
lrV. xo6, zoT,ed. _
h'b.z., sed now i;; p. xzg, Taylw
pl_** [Sec
qaiwtD*./-A_rz_,
tl_ A_q_t*.J
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psychical, and earthly qualities have retired into are heedlessly rejected,s and sent away to be
Jesus, and that through Him these three sub- punished. And the PeraKe states that there are
stances simultaneously have spoken unto the three two parts which are saved -- that zs, those that
genera of the universe. These allege that there are situated above m by having been separated
are three kinds of existence m angelic, psychical, from corruption, and that the third is destroyed,
and earthly ; and that there are three churches which he calls a formal world. These also are
m angelic, psychical, and earthly ; and that the the tenets of the Peratm.
names for these are m chosen, called, and capfive. These are the heads of doctrine advanced
CHAP.VII.m THE SETmA__S.
by them, as far as one may briefly comprehend
But to the Sethians it seems that there exist
them. They affirm that James, the brother of three principles, which have been precisely dethe Lord, delivered these tenets to Mariamne fined. And each of the principles is fitted by
6y such a statement belying both.
nature for being able to be generated, as in a
human soul every art whatsoever is developed
CHAP.VI._ THEPERAT._.
which is capable of being learned. The result is
The Perat_e, however, viz., Ademes the Carys- the same as when a child, by being long contian, and Euphrates the Peratic, say that there versant with a musical instrument, becomes a
is some one world, mthis is the denomination musician ; or with geometry a geometrician, or
they use, _ and affirming that it is divided into with any other art, with a similar result. And
three parts. But of the threefold division, ac- the essences of the principles, the Sethtans say,
cording to them, there is one principle, just like are light and darkness. And in the midst of
an immense fountain, capable of being by reason these is pure spirit; and the spirit, they say, is
divided into infinite segments. And the first that which is placed intermediate between darksegment, and the one of more proximity, accord- ness, which is below, and light, which is above.
ing to them, is the triad, and is called a perfect It is not spirit, as a current of wind or a certain
good, and a paternal magnitude. But the second gentle breeze which may be felt, but just as if
portion of the triad is a certain multitude of, as some fragrance of ointment or incense made out
it were, infinite powers. The third part, how- of a refined mixture, _ a power diffusing itself
ever, is formal. And the first is unbegotten;,
by some impulse of fragrance whach is incouwhence they expressly affirm that there are three ceivable and superior to what one can express.
Gods, three Logoi, three minds, (and) three Since, therefore, the light is above and the darkmen. For when the division has been accom- hess below, and the spirit is intermediate beplished, to each part of the world they assign tween these, the light, also, as a ray of sun,
both Gods, and Logoi, and men, and the rest. shines from above on the underlying darkness.
But from above, from uncreatedness and the first And the fragrance of the spirit is wafted onsegment of the world, when afterwards the world wards, occupying an intermediate position, and
had attained to its consummation, the t'era_'c proceeds forth, just as is diffused the odour of
aft/tins that there came down, in the times of incense-offerings (laid) upon the fire. Now the
Herod, a certain man with a threefold nature, power of the things divided threefold being of
and a threefold body, and a threefold power, this description, the power simultaneously of the
named Christ, and that He possesses from the spirit and of the light is below, in the darkness
three parts of the world in Himself all the con- that is situated beneath. The darkness, howcrefions and capacities of the world. And they ever, they say, is a horrible water, into which the
are disposed to think that this is what has been light along with the spirit is absorbed, and thus
declared, "in whom dwelleth all the fulness of translated into a nature of this description. The
the Godhead bodily."* And they assert that darkness being then endued with intelligence,
from the two worlds situated above _ namely, and knowing that when the light has been reboth the unbegotten one and self-begotten one-- moved from it the darkness continues desolate,
there were borne down into this world in which devoid of radiance and splendour, power and
we are, germs of all sorts of powers. And (they efficiency, as well as impotent, (therefore,) by
say) that Christ came down from above from every effort of reflection and of reason, this
uncreatedness, in order that, by His descent, all makes an exertion to comprise in itself brilthings that have been divided into three parts liancy, and a scintillation of light, along with the
may be saved. For, says the Peratic, the things fragrance of the spirit. And of this they introthat have been borne down from above will duce the following image, expressing themselves
ascend through Him ; and the things that have thus : Just as the pupil of the eye appears dark
plotted against those that have been borne down beneath the underlying humours, but is illuminated by the spirit, so the darkness earnestly
t Caz_mpfl_ftom_t:
"_l_l_¢cAt_iood
is m_-betm_, and the thirdis p_"
_ ¢o1_h. 9.

s _t,w_u ,_l_: lk'r_
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strives after the spirit, and has with itself all the And the wretched and baneful Sethians are dispowers which wish to retire and return. Nowposed to think that this constitutes the servile
these are indefinitely infinite, from which, when form alluded to by the Apostle. These, then,
commingled, all things are figured and generated are the assertions which likewise these Sethians
like seals. For just as a seal, when brought into advance.
contact with wax, produces • figure, (and yet the
seal) itseff remains of itself what it was, so also
CHAP.vm.- SIMONMAGtrS.
the powers, by coming into communion (one
But that very sapient fellow Simon makes his
with the other), form all the infinite kinds of statement thus, that there is an indefinite power,
animals.
The Setkians assert that, therefore and that this is the root of the universe. And
from the primary concourse of the three prin- this indefinite power, he says, which is fire, is in
ciples was generated an image of the great seal, itself not anything which is simple, as the gross
namely heaven and earth, 2having a form like a bulk of speculators maintain, when they assert
womb, possessing a navel in the midst. And so that there are four incomposite elements, and
that the rest of the figures of all things were, have supposed fire, as one of these, to be unlike heaven and earth, fashioned similar to a compounded. Simon, on the other hand, alleges
womb.
that the nature of fire is twofold ; and one porAnd the SetMans say that from the water was tion of this twofold (nature) he calls a someproduced a first-begotten principle, namely a thing secret, and another (a something) manifest.
vehement and boisterous wind, and that it is a And he asserts that the secret is concealed in
cause of all generation, which creates a sort of the manifest parts of the fire, and that the maniheat and motion in the world from the motion festparts of the fire have been produced from
of the waters. And they maintain that this wind the secret. And he says that all the parts of
is fashioned like the hissing of a serpent into a the fire, visible and invisible, have been supposed
perfect image. And on this the world gazes to be in possession of a capacity of perception.
and hurries into generation, being inflamed as a The world, therefore, he says, that is begotten,
womb; and from thence they are disposed to has been produced from the unbegotten fire.
think that the generation of the universe has And it commenced, he says, to exist thus : The
arisen. And they say that this wind constitutes Unbegotten One took six primal roots of the
a spirit, and that a perfect God has arisen from principle of generation from the principle of
the fragrance of the waters, and that of the spirit, that fire. For he maintains that these roots
and from the brilliant light. And they aj_rm have been generated in pairs from the fire ; and
that mind exists after the mode of generation these he denominates Mind and Intelligence,
from a female- (meaning by mind) the super- Voice and Name, Ratiocination and Reflection.
nat spark- and that, having been mingled be- And he asserts that in the six roots, at the same
neath with the compounds of body, it earnestly time, resides the indefinite power, which he
desires to flee away, that escaping it may depart affirms to be Him that stood, stands, and will
and not find dissolution on account of the deft- stand. And when this one has been formed into
ciency in the waters. Wherefore it is in the a figure, He will, according to this hereKc, exist
habit of crying aloud from the mixture of the in the six powers substantially and potentially.
waters, according to the Psalmist, as they say, And He will he in magnitude and perfection one
"For the entire anxiety of the light above is, and the same with that unbegotten and indefinite
that it may deliver the spark which is below from power, possessing no attribute in any respect
the Father beneath," *that is,from wind. And more deficient than that unbegotten, and unthe Father creates heat and disturbance, and alterable, and indefinite power. If, however,
produces for Himself a Son, namely mind, which, He who stood, stands, and will stand, continues
as they allege, is not the peculiar offspring o to exist only potentially in the six powers, and
Himself. And these herea'cs affirm that the Son has not assumed any definite figure, He beon beholding the perfect Logos of the supernal comes, says Simon, utterly evanescent, and perlight, underwent a transformation, and in the ishes. And this takesplace in the same manner
shape of a serpent entered into a womb, in order as the grammatical or geometrical capacity,
that he might be able to recover that Mind which which, though it has been implanted in man's
is the scintillation from the light. And that this soul, suffers exa'nca'on when it does not obtain
is what has been declared, "Who, bej.ng in the (the assistance o0 a master of either of these
form of God, thought it not robbery to be equal arts, who would indoctrinate that soul into its
with God ; but made Himself of no reputation, principles. No_; Simon affirms that he himself
and took upon Him the form of a servant."* is He who stood, stands, and will stand, and
_
that He is a power that is above all things.
So far, then, for the opinions of Simon likes l_il. ii. 6, 7.
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CHAP.IX.- VALE_.
prises in itself all things, as it were those that
Valentinus,x however, and the adherents of as yet are non-existent, and which it has been
this school, though they agree in asserting that predetermined to be brought into existence by
the originating principle of the universe is the the non-existent Deity. There was, then, he
Father, still they are impelled into the adoption says, in the seed itself a threefold Sonship, in all
of a contrary opinion res/ecling Ht'm. For some respects of the same substance with the nonof them maintain that (the Father) is solitary existent God, which has been begotten from
and generative ; whereas others hold the impos- things that are not. And of this Sonship, divided
sibility, (in His as in other cases,) of procrea- into three parts, one portion of it was refined,
tion without a female. They therefore add Sige and another gross, and another requiring purifias the spouse of this Pather, and style the Father cation. The refined portion, when first the
Himself Bythus. From this Father and His earliest putting down of the seed was accomspouse some allege that there have been six pro- plished by the non-existent God, immediately
jections, gviz., Nous and Aletheia, Logos and burst forth, and ascended upwards, and p?oZoe, Anthropos and Ecclesia, -- and that this ceeded towards the non-existent Deity. For
constitutes the procreative Ogdoad. And the every nature yearns after that God on account
Valenlinians maintain that those are the first of the excess of Art_ beauty, but different (creaprojections which have taken place within the tures desire Him) from different causes. The
limit, and have been again denominated "those more gross portion, however, still continues in
within the Pleroma;"
and the second are the seed ; and inasmuch as it is a certain imita"those without the Pleroma "; and the third, tire nature, it was not able to soar upwards, for
"those without the Limit." Now the genera- it was more gross than the subtle part. The
tion of these constitutes the Hysterema Acamoth. more gross portion, however, equipped itself with
And he asserts that what has been generated the Holy Spirit, as it were with wings ; for the
from an A_on, that exists in the Hysterema and Sonship, thus arrayed, shows kindness to this
has been projected (beyond the Limit), is the Spirit, and in turn receives kindness. The third
Creator. But Valenfinus is not disposed to Sonship, however, requires purification, andtherea_irm what is thus generated to be primal Deity, f °re this continued in the conglomeration of all
but speaks in detractive terms both of Him and germs, and this displays and receives kindness.
the things made by Him. And (he asserts) that And (Basilides asserts) that there is something
Christ came down from within the Pleroma for which is called "world," and something else
the salvation of the spirit who had erred. This (which is called) supra-mundane ; for en_'tt'es
spirit, (according to the Valentinians,) resides are distributed by him into two primary divisions.
in our inner man ; and they say that this inner And what is intermediate between these he calls
man obtains salvation on account of this in- "Conterminous Holy Spirit," and (this Spirit)
dwellings_Oirit. Valentinus, however, (to up- has in _tself the fragrance of the Sonship.
holdthedoctrine,)
determines
thatthefleshis From theconglomeration
of allgermsof the
notsaved,and styles
it"a leathern
tunic,"
and cosmical
seedburstforth
and wasbegotten
the
theperishable_artion
afman. I have(already)
GreatArchon,thehead of theworld,
an JEon
declared
thesetenets
in theway of an epitome,ofinexpressible
beautyandsize.This(Archon)
inasmuch as in their systems there exists enlarged having raised Himself as far as the firmament,
matter for discussion, and a variety of opinions, supposed that there was not another above HimIn this manner, then, it seems proper also to the sell And accordingly He became more brilliant
school of Valentinus tapropundtt_eir
o_'n_ns, and powerful than all the underlying /Eons,
with the exception of the Sonship that had been
ca_. x. m a_tZDV.S,
left beneath, but which He was not aware was
more wise than Himself. This one having His
But Basilides also himself affirms that there is attention turned to the creation of the world,
a non-existent God, who, being non-existent, has first begat a son unto Himself, superior to Himmade the non-existent world, that has been self; and this son He caused to sit on His own
formed out of things that are not, by casting right hand, and this these Basilidians allege is
down a certain seed, as it were a grain of mus- the Ogdoad. The Great Archon Himself, then,
tard-seed, having in itself stem, leaves, branches, produces the entire celestial creation. And anand fruit. Or this seed/r as a peacock's egg, other Archon ascended from (the conglomeration
comprising in itself the varied multitude of col- of) all the germs, who mat greater than all the
ours. And tiffs, say the Basilia_ans, constitutes underlying A_ons, except the Sonship that had
the seed of the world, from which all things have been left behind, yet far inferior to the former
been produced. For they maintain that it com- one. And they style this recond Archan a Hebdomad. He is Maker, and Creator, and Con. *This iN.tim_;,ff.r._
f.m_
wireliltz_amm
_m,
ti_v_
["s_",_.Lt,.6t;=ms.j
troller of all things that art ben_th Him, and
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this Archon produced
for Himself a Son more part resembling a beast, whereas man from the
prudent and wiser than Himself.
Now they parts above the groin.
And Edem (is supposed
assert that all these things exist according'to
the by Justinus) to have deposited in man himself
predetermination
of that non-existent
God, and the soul, which was her own power, (but Elohim
that there exist also worlds and intervals that are the spirit.)
And jrustmus alleges that this Eloinfinite.
And the Basilidians
affirm that upon him, after having learned hts origin, ascended
Jesus, who was born of Mary, came the power to the Good Bang, and deserted Edem.
And
f the Gospel, which descended and illuminated this hereKc asserts that Edem, enraged on acthe Son both of the Ogdoad and of the Hob-count
of such (treatment),
concocted
all this
=lomad. And this took place for the purpose of plot against the spirit of Elohim which he deenlightening and distinguishing from the different posited in man.
And (Justinus informs us) that
orders of beings, and purifying the Sonship that for this reason the Father sent Baruch, and
had been left behind for conferring benefits on issued directions to the prophets, in order that
souls, and the receiving benefits in turn. And the spirit of Elohim might be delivered, and that
they say that themselves are sons, who are in all might be seduced away from Edem.
But
the world for this cause, that by teaching they (this heretic) alleges that even Hercules was a
may purify souls, and along with the Sonship prophet, and that he was worsted by Omphale,
may ascend to the Father above, from whom that is, by Babel; and the _ust_'nians
call the
proceeded
the first Sonship.
And they allege latter Venus.
And (they say) that afterwards,
that the world endures until the period when in the days of Herod, Jesus was born son of
all souls may have repaired thither along with Mary and Joseph, to whom he alleges Baruch
the Sonship.
These, however, are the opinions had spoken.
And (Justinus asse:ts) that Edem
which Basilides, who detailed them as prodigies, plotted against this (Jesus), but could not deis not ashamed to advance,
ceive him ; and for this reason, that she caused
him to be crucified.
And the spirit of Jesus,
CHAP. xI.--JOSTImlS.
(says JUStlnus,) ascended to the Good Bring.
But Justinus also himself attempted
to estab-And
(the Justinians maintain) that the spirits
ish similar opinions with these, and expresses of all who thus obey those silly and ft/tile dishimself thus: That there are three unbegotten
courses will be saved, and that the body and
principles of the universe, two males and one soul of Edem have been left behind.
But the
female.
And of the males one principle is de- foolish Justinus calls this (Edem) Earth.
nominated "Good."
Now this alone is called
after this mode, and is endued with a foreknowlCHAP. XII. --THE DOC_.ET._.
edge of the universe.
And the other is Father
Now the Docetm advance assertions of this
of all generated entities, and is devoid of fore- description : that the primal Deity is as a seed
knowledge, and unknown, and invisible, and is of the fig-tree ; and that from this proceeded
called Elohim.
The female principle is devoid three 2Eons as the stem, and the leaves and the
of foreknowledge,
passionate,
with two minds, fruit ; and that these projected thirty 2Eons,
and with two bodies, as we have minutely de- each (of them) ten ; and that they were all
tailed in the previous discourses concerning
thi_ united in decades, but differed only in positions,
herelic's system.
7Xis female principle,
in her as some were before others.
And (the Docetm
upper parts, as far as the groin, is, theJusKnians
assert) that infinite 2Eons were indefinitely pro,
say, a virgin, whereas from the groin downwards
iected, and that all these were hermaphrodites.
a snake.
And such is denominated
Edem and And (they say) that these A_ons formed a deIsrael.
1Air kereKc alleges that these are the sign of simultaneously
going together into one
principles of the universe, from which all things ._on, and that from this the intermediate 2Eon
have been produced.
And he asserts that Elo- _nd from the Virgin Mary they begot a Saviour
him, without foreknowledge,
passed into inordi- of all. And this Redeemer was like in every
hate desire for the half virgin, and that having respect to the first seed of the fig-tree, but inhad intercourse with her, he begot twelve angels ; ferior in this respect, from the fact of His having
and the names of these he states to be those al- been begotten ; for the seed whence the fig-tree
ready given.
And of these the paternal ones are springs is unbegotten.
TMs, then, was the great
connected
with the father, and the maternal light of the ASons-- it wa_ entirely radiance
with the mother.
And drus_'nus maintains that which receives no adornment, and comprises in
these are (the trees of Paradise), concerning
itself the forms of all animals.
And the Docetm
which Moses has spoken in an allegorical sense maintain that this light, on proceeding into the
the things written in the law. And )eustinus
underlying
chaos, afforded .a _nse
(of existaMrms that all things were made by Elohim ence)to the things _atwere produced;and those
and Edem.
And (he says) that animals, with actuall.y existing, .ana mat on eomm_ aowntrom
the rest o_ the creatures of this kind, are from the tabove, _t ]mpressect on chaos oeneath me tortm
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of everlasting species. For the third,,Eon, which
had tripled itself, when he perceives that all his
characteristic attributes were forcibly drawn off
into the nether darkness, and not being ignorant
both of the terror of darkness and the simplicity
of light, proceeded to create heaven ; and after
having rendered firm what intervened, He separated the darkness from the light. As all the
species of the third A_on were, he says, overcome
by the darkness, the figure even of this leon became a living fire, having been generated by light.
And from this (source), they allege, was generated the Great Archon, regarding whom Moses
converses, saying that He is a fiery Deity and
Demiurge, who also continually alters the forms
of all (A_ons) into bodies. And the (Docetm)
allege that these are the souls for whose sake the
Saviour was begotten, and that He points out
the way through which the souls will escape that
are (now) overpowered (by darkness). And
(the Doceue maintain) that Jesus arrayed Himself m that only-begotten power, and that for
this reason He could not be seen by any, on
account of the excessive magnitude of His glory,
And they say that all the occurrences took place
with Him as it has been written in the Gospels.
CHAP.XHI.- MONO'_MUS.
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plagues. If, however, says he, you wish to become acquainted with the universe, search within
yourself who is it that says, " My soul, my flesh,
and my mind," and who is it that appropriates
each one thing unto himself, as another (would
do) for himself. Understand that this is a per.
feet one arising from (one that is) perfect, and
that he considers as his own all so-called nonentities and all entities. These, then, are the
opinions of Monoimus also.
CHAP.XW.mTATL_.
Tatian, however, similarly with Valentinus and
the others, says that there are certain invisible
2Eons, and that by some one of these the world
below has been created, and the things existing in
it. And he habituates himself to a very cynical '
mode of life, and almost in nothing differs from
Marcion, as appertaining both to his slanders,
and the regulations enacted concerning marriage.
CHAP.xv. m_CtON

ANDCEgDO.

But Marcion, of Pontus, and Cerdon,* his preceptor, themselves also lay down that there are
three principles of the universe--good, just, and
matter. Some disciples, however, of these add
a fourth, saying, good, just, evil, and matter.
But they all affirm that the good (Being) has
But the followers of Monoi'mus the Arabian made nothing at all, though some denominate
assert that the originating principle of the uni- the just one likewise evil, whereas others that his
verse is a primal man and son of man ; and that, only title is that of just. And they allege that
as Moses states, the things that have been pro- (the just Being) made all things out of subjacent
duced were produced not by the primal man, :matter ' for that he made them not well, but
but by the Son of that primal man, yet not by l irrationally. For it is requisite that the thin_
the entire San, but by part of Him. And (Mo- made should"be similar to the maker; wherefore
noimus asserts) that the Son of man is iota, also they thus employ the evangelical parables,
which stands for ten, the principal number in saying, "A good tree cannot bring forth evil
which is (inherent) the subsistence of all hum- fruit," _ and the rest of the passage. Woze _farber (in general, and) through which every number aan alleges that the conceptions badly devised
(in particular) consists, as well as the generation by the (just one) himself constituted the alluof the universe, fire, air, water, and earth. But sion in this passage. And (he says) that Christ
inasmuch as this is one iota and one tittle, and is the Son of the good Being, and was sent for
what is perfect (emanates) from what is perfect, the salvation of souls by him whom he styles
or, in other zoards, a tittle flows down from the inner man. And he asserts that he appeared
above, containing all things in itself; (therefore,) as a man though not being a man, and as incarwhatsoever things also the man possesses, the note though not being incarnate. And he main.
Father of the Son of man possesses likewise, tgir_ that his manifestation was only phantastie,
Moses, therefore, says that the world was made and that he underwent neither generation nor
in six days, that is, by six powers, out of which passion except in appearance. And he will not
the world was made by the one titre.
For cubes, allow that flesh rises again ; but in affirming
and octahedrons, and pyramids, and all figures marriage to be destruction, he leads his disciples
similar to these, having equal superficies, out of towards a very cynical life. And by these means
which consist fire, air, water, and earth, have he imagines that he annoys the Creator, if he
been produced from numbers comprehended in should abstain from the things that are made or
that simple tittle of the iota, which is Son of appointed by Him.
man. When, therefore, says (Monoimus), Moses
mentions the rod's being brandished for the pur, Th__usio__i, tot_ sh_oft_C_i_
_.._
pose of bri_ging _he plagues upon Egypt, he to_li._.
* Theaccotmt
he_ g_n of_r(l_ _ Mm'cioa
doranot_cualludes allegorically to the (alterations of the) _. s_.rr_o_t'*itstrot_
_
_ Hit_tt_ d"
world of iota i nor did he frame more than ten
_Matt.vii.18.

Ci_p. XXlI.]
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But Apelles, a disciple of this kereKc, was displeased at the statements
advanced by his preceptor, as we have previously declared, and by
another theory supposed that there are four gods.
And the first of these he alleges to be the "Good
Being," whom the prophets did not know, and
Christ to be Has Son. And the second God, he
affirms to be the Creator of the universe, and
Him he does not wish to be a God.
And the
third God, he states to be the fiery one that was
manifested ; and the fourth to be an evil one.
And Apelles calls these angels ; and by adding
(to their number) Christ likewise, he will assert
Him to be a fifth God.
But this heretic is in
the habit of devoting his attention
to a book
which he calls "Revelations"
of a certain Philu-a
mene, whom he considers a prophetess.
And
he affirms that Christ did not receive his flesh
from the V_rgin, but from the adjacent substance
of the world.
In this manner he composed
has
treauses against the law and the prophets, and
attempts to abohsh them as if they had spoken
falsehoods, and had not known God. And ApeL
les, simdarly with Marcion, affirms that the different sorts of flesh are destroyed,
CHAP.XVII._

OF

CERINTHUS.

Cerinthus,
however,
himself
having
been
trained in EgTpt , determined that the world was
not made by the first God, but by a certain angehc power.
And this _ower was far separated
and distant from that sovereignty which is above
the entire circle of existence, and it knows not
the God (that IS) above all things.
And he says
that Jesus was not born of a virgin, but that He
sprang from Joseph and Mary as thet'r son, similar to the rest of men ; and that He excelled in
justice, and prudence, and understanding
above
all the rest of mankind.
And Cercnthus maretains that, after Jesus' baptism, Christ came down
in the form of a dove upon Him from the sorereignty that is above the whole circle of existence,
and that then He proceeded
to preach the unknown Father, and to work miracles.
And he
asserts that, at the conclusion of the passion,
Christ flew away from Jesus,' but that Jesus suffeted, and that Christ remained
incapable
of
suffering, being a spirit of the Lord.

CHAP.

THE

EBION_-ANS.

XlX. _

I47
THF.,ODOTUS. 2

But Theodotus
of Byzantium introduced
a
heresy of the following description, alleging that
all things were created by the true God ; whereas
that Christ, he states, in a manner similar to that
advocated
by the Gnostics already mentioned,
made His appearance according to some mode
of this description.
And Theodo_s affirms that
Christ is a man of a kindred nature with all men,
but that He surpasses them in this respect, that,
according to the counsel of God, He had been
born of a virgin, and the Holy Ghost had overshadowed His mother.
This heretic, however,
maintained that Jesus had not assumed flesh in
the womb of the Virgin, but that afterwards Christ
descended upon Jesus at His baptism in form of
dove.
And from this circumstance,
the followers of Theodotus affirm that at first miraculous
powers did not acquire operating energy in the
Saviour
Himself.
Theodotus, however, determines to deny the divinity of Christ.
Now, opinions of this description were advaned by Theodotus.
CHAP.XX. -- MELCHISEDECIANS.
And others also make all their assertions similarly with those which have been already specified,
introducing one only alteration, viz., in respect of
regarding Melchisedec as a certain power.
But
they allege that dlIelchisedec himself is superior to
all powers ; and according to his image, they are
desirous of matntaimng
that Christ likewise is
generated.
CHAP.XX_.--THE PHRVCXA_,rS
OR MO_,rrAmSTS.
The Phrygians, however, derive the principles
of their heresy from a certain Montanus, and Priscilla, and Maximilla, and regard these wretched
women as prophetesses,
and Montanus as a
prophet.
In respect, however, of what appertains to the origin and creation of the universe,
the Phrk_ans are supposed to express themselves
correctly ; while in the tenets which they enunelate respecting Christ, they have not irrelevantly
formed their opinions. But they are seduced into
error in commonwith/heheretics
previously alluded to, and devote their attention to the discourses
of these above the Gospels, thus laying down
regulations concerning novel and strange fasts.S
CHAP.
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OR

MONTANISTS

CONTINUED.

But the Ebionmans assert that the world is
But others of them, being attached
to the
made by the true God, and they speak of Christ heresy of the Noetians, entertain similar opinin a similar manner with Cerinthus.
They live,
• lVol ill. p 654,this series,whereit shouldhavebeennoted
however, in all respects according to the law of that the Ap_endix to Tertullian ,s supposed by Watedand to be
"anctent
and but
of good
value."fromSeeHippo|y_'us"
Wordsworth'sHe remarks
on theit
Moses, alleging that they are thus justified.
"httle else
an extract
pronounces
-I Or, "the Son;"

orj "the Son of Mary '° (Cruice).

_ibhdardon, p. 59-I
_ The Ms. has the obviously corrupt _ading _v,
Duncker alters into =etpa_o_ov_ (strange).

which
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ions to those relating to the silly women of the
Phry_n'ans, and to Montanus. As regards, however, the truths appertaining to the Father of
the entire of existing things, they are guilty of
blasphemy, because they assert that He is Son
and Father, visible and invisible, begotten and
unbegotten, mortal and immortal. These have
taken occasion from a certain Noetus toputfor_oardtheir heresy,
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the Father it is who dwells in Him. Callistus
thus at one time branches off into the opinion
of Noetus, but at another into that of Theodotus,
and holds no sure doctrine. These, then, are
the opinions of Callistus.

CHAP.xxr¢.--_mMOGE_rm.
But one Hermogenes himself also being desirous of saying something, asserted that God
made all things out of matter coeval zvith Himc'm_. xxm.--Nom-0s _
c_s.
self, and subject to His design. For Hermoge.
But in like manner, also, Noetus, being by hess held it to be an impossibility that God
birth a native of Smyrna, and a fellow addicted should make the things that were made, except
to reckless babbling, as well as crafty withal, out of existent things.
introduced (among us) this heresy which originated from one Epigonus. It reached Rome
CHAP.XXVo
m THE ELC'HASArI'F_.
and was adopted by Cleomenes, and so has conBut certain others, introducing as it were some
tinued to this day among his successors. Woe- novel tenet, appropriated parts af their system
tus asserts that there is one Father and God of from all heresies, and procured a strange volume,
the universe, and that He made all things, and which bore on the titlepage the name of one
was imperceptible to those that exist when He Elchasai. These, in like manner, acknowledge
might so desire. 1Voetus maintained that the that the principles of the universe were origiFather then appeared when He wished; and mated by the Deity. They do not, however,
He is invisible when He is not seen, but visible confess that there is but one Christ, but that
when He is seen. And this here_'c also alleges there is one that is superior to the rest, and that
that the Father is unbegotten when He is not He is transfused into many bodies frequently,
generated, but begotten when He is born of a and was now in Jesus. And, in like manner,
virgin ; as also that He is not subject to suffer- these here_cs maintain that at one time Christ
ing, and is immortal when He does not suffer or was begotten of God, and at another time bedie. When, however, His passion ' came upon came the Spirit, and at another time _vas born
Him, Noetus allows that the Father suffers and of a virgin, and at another time not so. And
dies. And the IVoeKans suppose that this Father they affirm that likewise this Jesus afterwards was
Himself is called Son, (and vice versa,) in refer- continually being transfused into bodies, and was
ence to the events which at their own proper manifested in many (different bodies)at d_fferent
periods happen to them severally,
times. And they resort to incantations and hapCatlistns corroborated the heresy of these tisms in their confession of elements. And they
2VoeKans,but we have already carefully explained occupy themselves with bustling activity in rethe details of his life. And Callistus himself gard of astrological and mathematical science,
produced likewise a heresy, and derived its and of the arts of sorcery. But also they allege
starting-points from these NoeS'arts, m namely, !themselves to have powers of prescience.
so far as he acknowledges that there is one
Father and God, viz., the Creator of the universe,
CHAP.XXVI._ JEWXSH
CHRO_OLOCY.
and that this (God) is spoken of, and called by
the name of Son, yet that in substance He is one
Spirit. For Spirit, as the Deity, is, he says, not
any being different from the Logos, or the Logos
from the Deity; therefore this one person, (according to Callistus,) is divided nominally, but
substantially not so. He supposes this one
Logos to be God, and affirms that there was in
the case of the Word an incarnation. And he is
disposed (to maintain), that He who was seen
in the flesh and was crucified • is Son, but that

. . . From Haran, a city of Mesopotamia,
(Abraham, by the command)4 of God, transfers
his residence into the country which is now called
Palestine and Judea, but then the region of Canaan. Now, concerning this territory, we have
in part, but still not negligently, rendered an
account in other discourses. From the circumstance, then, (of this migration) is traceable the
beginning of an increase (of population) in
_cmi_ _o_

a**t_

ha,u_ _ ,_-._t c_.

F_., i. zg) from this tenth book of Tke Ref*/,,,atias.
.....
4 There is here a hiatus, which Abbe Cruice thinks is caused by
• t.rume_theadditmn
of t_ words " amddeath," in order those porUons of the _s. being lo_,in which Hippolytus furnishes
to_
w_.th m_. _,_.
der o¢.me sen_n_:
The pun_
[ his Summary o¢ the J.ewish Sects. The object of introdudng these
_t _t amJ
aoove is h7
¢cag_g:turah
and to
ethmc
remar.ks might,
at first seem
irrelevant; but
l_mcker. I_ut. gives substantially
,
. the m_nmg of [J __neal_cal
m_-int_nd_
be subs_'vten.t
to Htppolytua'
D_oN_*utD_
of
• " _'u_
._a_... 11_¢ aS. reaos _.ml.¢m,_a*_, whlch would _
Ike Tr_/_, by pxovln_ the supenor an .t1<._a.
ty, as cmu_ng down from.

.¢o_v_..
anm._
m
m y_

co_ccpu__rem_ _ B_ss_
L_, who,1_
mor_ than con. ] _

and dsuth, showed Him,_¢
queror o* nora Ooea x. *7, ,S).

I d_r

] A_ C_
_ _._'*. ,,,ork
(pp._,-_)._ _/._ff
,_r
Dac*me_t_ H_tom_**
em_*
I.O.vra_t

Ndsnveauw

Pare, *8S'_
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Judea, which obtained its name from Judah,
fourth son of Jacob, whose name was also called
Israel, from the fact that a race of kings would
be descended
from him.'
Abraham removes
from Mesopotamia
(when 75 years old, and)
when ioo years old he begat Isaac.
But Isaac,
when 6o years of age, begat Jacob.
And Jacob,
when 86 years old, begat Levi ; and Levi, at 4 °
years of age, begat Caath ;: and Caath was four
years of age when he went down with Jacob into
Egypt.
Therefore the entire period during which
Abraham sojourned, and the entire family descended from him by Isaac, in the country then
called Canaanitis, was 215 years. But the father
of this Abraham
is Thare,3 and of this Thare
the father is Nachor, and of this Nachor the
father is Serag, and of this Serag the father is
Reu, and of this Reu the father is Pekg, and of
this Peleg4 the father is tIeber.
And so it comes
to pass that the Jews are denominated
by the
name of Hebrews•
In the _me ofPhaleg, S however, arose the dispersion of naa'ans.
Now these
nations were 72, 6 corresponding with the number
of Abraham's chiMren. And the names of these
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case of these (patriarchs n that is, from Noah
to Heber inclusive) _ 5 generations, and 495
years.9
This Noah, inasmuch as he was a most
religious and God-loving
man, alone, with wife
and children, and the three wives of these, escaped the flood that ensued.
And he owed his
preservation to an ark ; and both the dimensions
and relics of this ark are, as we have explained,
shown to this day in the mountains called Ararat,
which are situated in the direction of the country
of the Adiabeni. '° It is then possible for those
who are disposed to investigate the subject industriously, to perceive how clearly has been demonstrated the existence of a nation of worshippers
of the #rue God, more ancient than all the Chaldeans, Egyptians, and Greeks.
What necessity,
however, is there at present to specify those who,
anterior to Noah, were both devout men, and
permitted to hold converse with t/re true God,
inasmuch as, so far as the subject taken in hand
is concerned, this testimony in regard of the antiquity a/the people a/God is sufficient ?
CHAP.XXVII•--JEWISH CHRONOLOGYCONTINUED.

na_ons we have likewise set down in other books,
But since it does not seem irrational to prove
not even omitting this point in its own proper that these nations that had their attention enplace.
the reasonto those
of ourwho
particularity
our desireAndto manifest
are of a stu-is grossed with the speculaa'ans of philosophy are of
dious disposition the love which we cherish towards the Divinity, and the indubitable knowledge
respecting the Truth, which in the course of our
labours 2 we have acquired possession of. But
of this Heber the father is Salah ; and of this
Salah the father is Caman; and of this Ca'inan
the father is Arphaxad, whose father is Shem ;
and of this Shem the father is Noah•
And in
Noah's time there occurred a flood throughout
the entire world, which neither Egyptians, nor
C naKleans,
............
nor
oreeKs recouect ; Ior tile 1n u n ..............
es
uauons wmcn tOOK place in me age ot ugyg
and Deucalion
........
prevaueo only in the localities
wh e r e .....
mese owelt, s ....
there
are, m en , in the
t

[VoLii._. #.this

series]

2 That is l_.oimth (see C_n. xlvl. it) .....
a That is: Tera (see Gen. xi. 26).

_,.
_i tr. .........
it-osstotyalDays_calc_tastroplle.
Lien x. 25,anot_nron
i Ig.j
6 The system of seventy-two nations here adopted by Hlppolytus
is that advanced by Je_4xh wrlters generally, andhas been probably
deduced from the tenth chapter of Genesis
Another historian of the
heresies of the Church adovts it--Eplphamus.
A chronographer,
however, ¢ontemporat'y with Hippolytus--Juhns
Africanus--dis-]
carded this number, as is proved by the fragments of his work preter_.p_Euse.hn_andSyncellus..
_.
a.riteallusion t_ere fftaae COrlsttt'dteS
tLstrong reason .tot a_-nolrlg

more modern date than those that had habitually
worshipped the true God,- it is reasonable that
we should state both whence the family of these
latter originated;
and that when they took up
their abode in these countries, they did not receive a name from the actual localities, but
claimed for themselves
names from those who
were primarily born, and had inhabited these.
Noah had three sons--Shem,
Ham, and Japheth.
From these the entire family of man was multiplied,
af the earth owes its
. ......... and every quarter
mlaabltants tn t/_e first Instance to taese
For
.........
,
7"
•'e
woro .- oi ,,taoct
rthe -..... to mere _prevauea,
.... wnen tn
tLora . solo,
JJe iru]ttm,
anti
multiply,
anti
te,,
plemsh the earth.
So great efficacy had that
Ione word that from the three sons of Noah are
] begotten
m the family 7 2 children,--(VlZ.,)
from
1Shem,
Japheth,_ 15 ; andfrom
Ham, 3 2.
_T
Tv25 ; from
.
_•1_
[ onto
ream, nowever, tnese _2 cnnoren
are DOrn
[ - ......
.-1......
;*k .....
;^.._".-1_1_¢_o
A--.I
] xtt ctt.t._tLtcttA*_ wtul
iat_vt_u_
u_.wtz,a_t_ua,
xxr_u
] among2r]am,s
children
are..
Canaan.
IS from whom
o_,
_
._
_*r.
•
_ "
1_
.t_
[ came
the L.anaanltes
; LVtlZralm,
irom
whom
tile

[Egyptians;
Cush,
from
whom
_
_
_
_
_
,
_._the Ethiopians;
_s
Htppolytus, the author of wl_ch here states that[ana
_'nut, trom whom tne LADyans.
lnese,
he nattwrlttenaC_re_-k.
But the fragment inour text corresponas _.....
..I"_ _ _-l_ 1.......
_.....
1_,+ _
_l_
• " a Latin translation of a CAr_ico_
given byFabncins, a d
_
_;u'_tS -P
mgthe name ofHippolytns.
The term.s mwhich Hippolytus.de!tvers
are up to the
present day styled by the appellahimastf
imply that
hewas
the mventorof
achronologtcat
sys- non
.
-- ......... ; nay, even :-in "_tern, thusabove
harmonizing
with
the fact
that the Paschal
Cycle, though
O[" "'
melr " ancestors
gut '_reek
_r
evm- so ¢_ulty, was selected out of all his writings for being inscribed tr_nnn*_ th_
_'e
called by the names bw which
o.nHtppolytus' statue, dug up on the toad to Ttvoh A O. z55_, in the "_"_S ......
3 _
;
J
vtcmlty of Rome, near the Church of St Lorenzo. [Thts modest note
_s of no rJight importance to the case, as elucMated by Bunsen and
. ............
to9 Crmce has 43_ ' years,
"
W_r&
]
[That such reac_ were _raomm n_
not De eoume_ t_ t_ ac• t [Himm[vtus does not call in the Greek fables to support the bib- count of Berusns is credimd We may doub_ as to thor genmnenea_
Tl_eg_futatton to

hcaldory:hedismluea
themwithindifferenceVetthe_ni_ah_y of c_r_
]
of such/xaditimm is unaccountable sure as de.rived from the history
[See note 4,
of Noah.]

_

P- x.48.,_mpra.] ..........
[The only suu o_ team who did m_t go to Alrtca, voLm. p. $.J
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they have been now denominated.
But even ] ever, of what will come into existence, He first
supposing that neither these locahties had been/fabricated
, viz., fire and spirit, water and earth,
previously inhabited, nor that it could be proved [ from which diveme elements He proceeded
to
that a race of men from the beginning
existed / form His own creation.
And some objects He
there, nevertheless
these sons of Noah, a wor-/formed
of one essence, but others He cornshipper of God, are quite sufficient ta prove the
_amt at issue.
Faritise_identlhatzVaah
himself must have been a disciple of devout people,
for which reason he escaped the tremendous
though transient, threat of water,
How, then, should not the worshippers of the
true God be of greater antiquity than all Chaldeans, Egyptians, and Greeks, for we must bear
in mind that the father of these Gen_Tes was
born from this Japheth, z and received the name
Javan, and became the progenitor of Greeks and
Ionians?
Now, if the nations that devoted
themselves to questions concerning
philosophy
are shown to belong to a period altogether more
recent than the race of the worshippers of God
as well as the ame of the deluge, how would not
the nations of the barbarians, and as many tribes
as in the world are known and unkno_a, appear
to belong to a more modern epoch than these ?
Therefore ye Greeks, Egyptians, Chaldeans, and
the entire race of men, become adepts in this
doctrine, and learn from us, who are the friends
of God, what the nature of God is, and what
His well-arranged
creation.
And we have cultivated this system, not expressing ourselves in
mere pompous language, but executing our trearises in terms Yhatprave our knowledge of truth!
and our practice of good sense, our object being
the demonstration
of His Truth.*

I pounded
from two, and others from three, and
others from four. And those formed of one substance were immortal, for in their case dissolution
does not follow, for what is one will never be
dissolved.
Those, on the other hand, which are
formed out of two, or three, or four substances,
are dissoluble;
wherefore also are they named
mortal.
For this has been denominated
death,
namely, the dissolution of substances connected.
I now therefore
think that I have sufficiently
answered those endued with a sound mind, who,
if theyare desirous of additional instruction, and
are disposed accurately
to investigate the substances of these things, and the causes of the
entire creation,
will become acquainted
with
these points should they peruse a work of ours
comprised (under the tide), Concerning the Substance of the Universe. s I consider, however,
that at present it is enough to elucidate those
causes of which the Greeks, not being aware,
glorified, in pompous phraseology, the parts of
creation, while they remained
ignorant of the
Creator.
And from these the heresiarchs have
taken occasion, and have transformed
the statements previously made by those Greeks into
similar doctrines, and thus have framed ridiculous
heresies.
CHAP. XXlX.-

T_m DOCr2mE OF THE TRUTH
CONTINUED.

crme. xxvm.--Trm
DOCTRn_ OF Tim TRtrm.
The first and only (one God),_ both Creator
and Lord of all, had nothing coeval with Himse/f, not infinite chaos, nor measureless
water,
nor solid earth, nor dense air, not warm fire, nor
refined spirit, nor the azure canopy ¢ of the stupendous firmament.
But He was One, alone in
Himself.
By an exercise of His will He created
things that are, which antecedently
had no existenee, except that He willed to make them.
For He is fully acquainted
with whatever is
about to take place, for foreknowledge
also is
present to Him.
The different principles, how-

Therefore this solitary and supreme Deity, by
an exercise of reflection, brought forth the Logos
first ; not the word in the sense of being ara'culated by voice, but as a ratiocination
of the
universe, conceived and residing in the dtvine
mind.
Him alone He produced
from existing
things ; for the Father Himself constituted existence, and the being born from Him was the
cause of all things that are produced. 6 The
Logos was in the FatherHimself,
bearing the will
of His progenitor, and not being unacquainted

gin,
as intheating
transetibor's
the coincidence
o_ creed
between the
Origen
and the opinion
author concerning
of Tht R_fu/ati_.
The
fact, however, is, that the doctrine of eternal pumshment, asserted in
the
comK'Jud_ng
of Tk¢Introductory
Rofstak_,
was actually
by Origen
Seechapter
translaso_s
Notice.
[See controverted
also Wordsworth (a lucid expo_t_n),
1_ _IO,etC., and inJ_a, cap. _,tx: _

be is
authorInofT_TileR_ugali_
Labyrlnt/*. : (X)
Hippolytus
thus refors
three _lf.
hts
works
l_Spo_ fli_AOt,
Le.., anto Chron
;(a)
Camcerndng.t/_
Ssbslanu
of t_e. Universe ,. (_)_L_tlt
_yrz'_gh.
Htppolytas the
andforegoing
P_ottus refer
dtfferent
work_
in speaking of Except
Tk# La_yrintk,
settlestothe
question
o
the authorship of The g_utatiom.
[See tile case of Caius stated.
Wordsworth, cap. iv. p. a7, etc.]

s Here we have another reference intimately bearing on the authorship of The Relyalton.
What follows corresponds with a fragment
having a similar title to that stated above, first published by_Le Moyno,
t [The fable of Iapetus cannot be explained away as a corroboraand inserted in Fabncaas (i. pp 2_o--a2=) as the work of Hlppolytus.
tion of the _'bhcai narrauve. Hot., Od., i. 3, _7.]
Photins mentions this work, and Stves an extract from tt correspond2 [Hnre the Edinburgh has" nature."
The context seems to re- ing with what is furnished by Hrppolytus.
Photms, however, menquire the more eompreheusive word "Truth."]
dons that the book On t/w Substance of t&e Uxtr)tr_e was said to
s The _
of the MS. has the words a Origen and Origen's be written by Josephus, but chscovers in mar_md notes the ascnptmn
opinion." This seemed to confirm the criticism which ascribes Tke of it to Caius. But Caius cannot be the writer, mnce Photms states
.-_Efu4aXt._nto OrigetL But even snppeslng Orlgon not the author, that the author of The Labyrzm_/¢ affirmed that be had wntten On
the copyer of the Its. might have wrttten Origen's name on the mar- lh_ Substance of tile Universe.
Now Hippolytus reforms us that

s-] * _,i_

(_:otO. The_*s.has_,_l_.

• [Emci_tionXVI.]
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with the mind of the Father.
For simultaneously' with His procession from His Progenitor,
inasmuch as He is this ProgenitoFs first-born, He
has, as a voice in Himself, the ideas conceived
in the Father.
And so it was, that when the
Father ordered the world to come into existence,
the Logos one by one completed eac_ object oj
crealion, thus pleasing God.
And some things
which multiply by generation • He formed male
and female ; but whatsoever beings were designed
for service and ministration He made either male,
or not requiring females, or neither male nor
female.
For even the primary substances
of
these, which were formed out of nonentities,
viz., fire and spirit, water and earth, are neither
male nor female ; nor could male or female proceed from any one of these, were it not that
GOd, who is the source of all authority, wished
that the I_gos might render assistance 3 tn accomphshing a _roduction of this kind.
I contess that angels are of fire, and I maintain that
female spirits are not present with them.
And
I am of opinion that sun and moon and stars, in
like manner, are _roduced from fire and spirit,
and are neither male nor female.
And the will
of the Creator is, that swimming and winged
animals are from water, male and female.
For
so God, whose will it was, ordered that there
should exist a moist substance, endued with productive power.
And in like manner Gad cornmanded, that from earth should arise reptiles and
beasts, as well rnales and females of all sorts of
animals;
for so the nature of the things producedadmitted.
For as manythings as Hewilled,
God made from time to dine.
These things He
created through the Logos, it not being possible
for things to be generated otherwise than as they
were produced.
But when, according as He
willed, He also formed (objects),
He called
them by names, and thus notified /-]_s creattzJe
effort?
And making these, He formed the ruler
of all, and fashioned him out of all composite
substances.S
The Creator did not wish to make
him a god, and failed in His aim ; noran angel,-be not deceived, -- but a man.
For if He had
willed to make thee a god, He could have done so.
Thou hast the example of the Logos.
His will,
however, was, that you should be a man, and
He has made thee a man.
But if thou art de•
sIrous

_ •
Ot also

has created

,
•
Decomlng

thee

-a go<l,

-ooey

and resist not now
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that, being found faithful in that which is small,
you may be enabled to have entrusted to you
also that which is great. 6
The Logos alone of this God is from God
himself; wherefore also the Logos is God, being
lhe substance of God3
Now the world was
made from nothing ; wherefore it is not God ;
as also because this world admits of dissolution
whenever the Creator so wishes it. But God,
who created it, did not, nor does not, make evil.
He makes what is glorious and excellent ; for
He who makes it is good.
Now man, that was
brought into existence, was a creature endued
with a capacity of self-determination, s yet not
possessing a sovereign intellect,9 nor holding
sway over all things by reflection, and authority,
and power, but a slave to his#assions,
and cornprising all sorts of contrarieties in himself.
But
man, from the fact of his possessing a capacity
]of serf-determination,
brings forth what is evil, '°
that is, accidentally ; which evil is not consummated except you actually commit some piece
of wickedness.
For it is in regard of our desiring anything that is wicked, or our meditating
upon it, that what is evil is so denominated.
Evil had no existence from the beginning, but
came into being subsequently.,,
Since man has
free will, a law has been defined far his guidance
by the Deity, not without answering a good purpose.
For if man did not possess the power to
will and not to will, why should a law be established ? For a law will not be laid down for an
animaldevoidofreason,
but a bridle and awhip ;'*
whereas to man has been given a precept and
penalty to perform, or for not carrying into execution what has been enjoined.
For man thus
constituted has a law been enacted by just men
in primitive ages. Nearer our own day was there
established a law, full of gravity and justice, by
Moses, to whom allusion has been already made,
a devout man, and one beloved of God.
Now the Logos of God controls all these ;
the first begotten Child of the Father, the voice
of the Dawn antecedent
to the Morning Star. x3
Afterwards just men were born, friends of God ;
6Matt
xxv _t,_3; Lukexvl.xo,xt, t2. [Alsot_Ptt. i. 4, orm
of *_'_g_:_fth._-_od°_l_dltio,_
a timefro= t_ loan
of t_tgenmao_ of t_'__.]

.1 . !
s _tt,,e_o_,crto¢. Hippolytus here follows his master lrerh_eus
mat ] (Hwr., iv 9), and in doing so enunciates an opinion, and uses an

in order ! expresston
adopteduniversallyby patn._cwriters,up to thepertod

'
_
[ of St Augustine. This great philosopher and divlne, however, shook
_ the enUre fabric of exlstlng theology r_.pectmg, the will, and started
• x This passage is differently rendered, according as w¢ read _btov_ dif_culties,.s.pecniative oztvs at least, which admit of no solutton sho_
with Bunten, or _r_v vath Dr. Wordsworth. The latter also alters of the annihilatton of fimte thought and vontaon. _me translator s
the reading of the Ms. (at the end of the next sentence), _re_,eA_o
Tre_se
on Meta_/_ystcs,.chap.
x. [Also compare Irertteus, voL
_ato_v _et_, into _'_re_'eAe_l"b_eerxov, *_he carried into effect what i p 5t8, and Cle_nt, voL n. pp. 3t91_$#:_m to 5_5; also vol; m. _ox,
was pleating to the Deity."
and rot iv. _ertml. ana un_en.
_ee _aexes on _rfe__tu.j
.
a Dr. Wordsworth su_t,e_ts for *a_ret _wtvtv_rtt. Le., a con9 Dr. Wordsworth tranmates the passage thus:
Endued with
tlnanus serles of p_rk
....
free wdl, but not dominant; having reasombbut not ah]e to govettt__
s See Origen, :_ _oa_.,
tom. il. soc• 8.
etc.
. .
4 [Rather Hist_tl.]
m lone of the most plthyof all statements as |otheortgmof.m2k
.$.0_xm_
Origen, :n yoa_.,
sec_ a, wherewe have a fimilar j#ct_veevil, i..e.,e.vil _nhumanity.]..
otmaon stated. A certain parallel tn this anti oth_ pomons of Hip.
zta See On_.n, ttt _toa_., tom. IL _
7.
Ix_'t_' o_dudin_
remarks,, mdnees the tza_criher, no doubt, to
t Ps. _xxu. 9.
. ^
whim - Origtm,s oplnloa 0,m the margin.
,
13.L_,L.
c,T..3; tt k'et. L It;, 10.
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and these have been styled prophets,' on account
of their foreshowing future events.
And the
word af 2#ro2Mwcy_ was committed unto them,
not for one age only; but also the utterances of
events predicted throughout all generations, were
vouchsafed in perfect clearness.
And this, too,
not at the time merely when seers furnished a
reply to those present;3 but also events that
would happen throughout all ages, have been
manifested beforehand ; because, in speaking of
incidents gone by, the prophets brought them
hack to the recollection
of humanity;
whereas,
in showing forth present occurrences, they endeavoured to persuade men not to be remiss ;
while, by foretelling future events, they have
rendered each one of us terrified on beholding
events that had been predicted long before, and
on expecting likewise those events predicted as
still future.
Such is our faith, O all ye men, _
axrs, I say, who are not persuaded by empty
expressions, nor caught away by sudden impulses
of _e heart, nor beguiled by the plausibility of
eloquent discourses, yet who do not refuse to
obey words that have been uttered by divine
power.
And these injunctions
has God given
to the Word.
But the Word, by declaring them,
promulgated the divine commandments,
thereby
turning man from disobedience,
not bringing
him into servitude by force of necessity, but
summoning him to liberty through a choice involving spontaneity,
This Logos the Father in the latter days sent
forth, no longer to speak by a prophet, and not
wishing that the Word, being obscurely proclaimed, should be made the subject of mere
conjecture, but that He should be manifested,
so that we could see Him with our own eyes.
This Log'os, I say, the Father sent forth, in order
that t_e world, on beholding Him, might reverence Him who was delivering precepts not by
t/w person of prophets, nor terrifying the soul by
an angel, but who was Himself--He
that had
spoken m corporally present amongst us. This
LeKos we know to have received a body from a
virgin, and to have remodelled the old man 4 by
a new creatiom
tlnd we believe llw I.agas to
• Iu _
_

_._
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CHAP.

XXX. _

THE

AWrHOR'S

CONCIATDINO

ADDRESS.

Such is the true doctrine in regard of the
divine nature, O ye men, Greeks and Barbarians,
Chaldeans and Assyrians, Egyptians and Libyans, Indians and Ethiopians,
Celts, and ye
Latins, who lead armies, and all ye that inhabit
Europe, arm Asia, and Libya. s And to you I am
become an adviser, inasmuch as I am a disciple
of the benevolent Logos, and hence humane, in
order that you may hasten and by us may be
taught who the true God is, and what is His
well-ordered creation.
Do not devote your attention to the fallacies of artificial discourses,
theLogo,.aU_ Wt._l#.i. _ vtw_.., _. as !nor the vain promises of plagiarizing heretics,9
t_ma'_co,
tot_ _htr_not
_ m-,
n_ol_,
"
" " of unassum in g
stit,t_mxh*rt_o,_t_
but to the venerable simphcity
/:_eelremeus(averyoeau

• _
.e_e_. _
e_t_ _
of thep/_h_, _ h_ work,Z_,._,.UcAr_. _
G_llt_l_i.

_ooE

have passed through every period in this life, in
order that He Himself might serve as a law for
every age/and
that, by being present (amongst)
us, He might exhibit His own manhood as an
aim for all men. And that by Himself in person
He might prove that God made nothing evil,
and that man possesses the capacity of selfdetermination,
inasmuch as he is able to will
and not to will, and is endued with power to do
both. 6 This 21fan we know to have been made
out of the compound a/" our humani_.
For if
He were not of the same nature with ourselves,
in vain does He ordain that we should imitate
the Teacher.
For if that Man happened to be
of a different substance from us, why does He
lay injunctions similar to those He has received
on myself, who am born weak ; and how is this
the act af one that is good and just ? In order,
however, that He might not be supposed to be
idifferent from us, He even underwent toil, and
was willing to endure hunger, and did not refuse
to feel thirst, and sunk into the quietude of
Islumber.
He did not protest against His Passion, but became obedient unto death, and manifested His resurrection.
Now in all these acts
He offered up, as the first-fruits, His own manhood, in order that thou, when thou art in
tribulation,
mayest not be disheartened,
but,
confessing thyself to be a man (of like nature
with the Redeemer),
mayest dwell in expectation of also receiving what t_e Father has granted
unto this San.7
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ELUCIDATIONS.
truth. And by means of this knowledge you
shall escape the approaching threat of the fire of
judgment, and the rayless scenery of gloomy
Tartarus,' where never shines a beam from the
irradiating voice of the Word I
You shall escape the boiling flood of hell's s
eternal lake of fire, and the eye ever fixed in
menacing glare of fallen angels chained in Tartams as punishment for their sins; andyau shall
escape the worm that ceaselessly coils for food
around the body whose scum3 has bred it. Now
such (torments) as these shalt thou avoid by
being instructed in a knowledge of the true God.
And thou shalt possess an immortal body, even
one placed beyond the possibility of corruption,
just hke the soul. And thou shalt receive the
kingdom of heaven, thou who, whilst thou didst;
sojourn in this life, didst know the Celestial
King. And thou shalt be a companion of the
Deity, and a co-heir with Christ, no longer enslaved by lusts or passions, and never again
wasted by disease. For thou hast become God :_
for whatever sufferings thou didst undergo while
being a man, these He gave to thee, because
thou wast of mortal mould, but whatever it is
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consistent with God /o iml_arf, these God has
promised to bestow upon thee, because thou
hast been deified, and begotten unto immortality,s This constitutes the import of the proverb, "Know thyself;" i.e., discover God within
thyself, for He has formed thee after His own
image. For with the knowledge of self is conjoined the being an object of God's knowledge,
for thou art called by the Deity Himself. Be
not therefore inflamed, O ye men, with enmity
one towards another, nor hesitate to retrace 6
with all speed your steps. For Christ is the
God above all, and He has arranged to wash
away sin from human beings,r rendering regenerate the old man. And God called man His
likeness from the beginning, and has evinced in
a figure His love towards thee. And provided
thou obeyest His solemn injunctions, and becomest a faithful follower of Him who is good,
thou shalt resemble Him, inasmuch as thou shalt
have honour conferred upon thee by Him. For
the Deity, (by condescension,) does not diminish aught of the dignity of His divine 8 perfection; having made thee even GOd unto His
glory!9

,,

x Dr Wordsworth jusufies" Hlppolytus' use of the pagan word
s [Compare John x. 34 with Rev. v. xo. Kings of the earth may
Tartarus," by ctting the passage (2 Pet h. 4), "For if God spared be called "gods," in a sense; erga, etc.]
not the angels that stoned, but cast them down to hell, and dehvered
f' Bunsen translates thus: "Doubt not that you will exxst again,"
them into chums of darkness (_Etp_ _orou va#'r_er=s),
to he re- --a xendering which Dr. Wordsworth controverts in favour of the
served unto iudgment" etc. [Elucidation XVII. and sol, tv. I4o,'l
one adopted above.
2 Schne{dewan suggests a comparison of tins passage with Hip7 Bunsen translates thus: "For Christ is He whom the God of
polytus' fragment, Againtl
Plato, coucer_iug
the Cause of//re
all has ordered to wash away the slus," etc. Dr. Wordsworth seUniverse (p uso, ed Fabncu; p 68, od. de Lagarde).
verely censures this rendering m a lengthened note.
3 The different renderings of this passage, according to different
s rrr_g_o_L ' Bunsen translates, "for God acts the beggar towards
readings, are as follow: "And the worm the scum of the body, turn- thee," which is literal, though rather unintelligible.
Dr. Wordsworth
mg to the Body that foamed tt forth as to that wht.ch nourtsheth tt" renders the word thus "God has a longing for thee."
9 Htppolytus,
by Insargument,recogmsesthe dutynotmerely
(Wordsworth).
" The worm winch winds itself without rest round
themouldermgbody,to feedupon it"(Bunsen and Scott)." The of ovcrthruwmgerrorbutsubstantiating
truth,
or tnotherwords_the
worm wriggling
as over thefilth
of the (putrescent)
fleshtowards negattwand posltlve
aspectof theology.His briefstamment
(chap.
theexhahngbody"'(Roeper). "Theworm turning
Rselftowards
the xxviu-xxx.)m the latter
department
, alongwithhemg eminently
substance
ofthebody,towards,(Isay,)theexhalatmnsofthedecay- reflective,
constatutes
a noblespecimenofpatnstac
eloquence.[Thm
mg frame,as to food" (Schneldcwan).
The words chiefly
alteredis most just;and ttmust he observed,thathavingsummed up his
are: .:_rov_tav, into (x) d_r' o/,_rlav, (a) d_r' ,;Aov_"_, (3) a_r_¢wr_s ; argument against the heresies derived from carnal and mfer'.m.rsources,
and ;_rt_r'r_,_bdttevovmto (z) _lr_rperov,
(2) ea't rpo_bv/v,
and shown the primal truth, he advances (ra chap xxvm ) to the
4 [This startling expresston is justified .by such texts as _ Pet. t. 4 Nicene position, and proves himself one of the wsmesses on whose
compared w_th John xwi _2, 23, and Rev. in. _z. Thus, Chrmt ov_r- traditive
testimony
that
subhme
formulary was g_ven
the whole
Churchas
the_]tta
Is ,_et
of Christendom_--a
formaltocountersagn
rules Father
the Tempter
(Gen. m. 5), and gases more than was offered y of apostolic doctrme.]
the"
of lies."]

ELUCIDATIONS.
I.
{Who

first

propounded

these

heresies,

p. II.)

Hn,l_S_xrs seems to me to have felt the perils to the pure Gospel of many admissions made
by Clement and other Alexandrian doctors as to the merits of some of the philosophers of the
Gentiles
Very gently, but with prescient genius, he adopts this plan of tracing the origq.n and
all the force of heresies to "philosophy falsely so called." The existence of this "cloud of
locusts" is (r) evidence of the antagonism of Satan; (_) of the prophetic spirit of the apostles ;
(3) of the tremendous ferment produced by the Gospel leaven as soon as it was hid in the "three
measures of meal" by "the Elect Lady," the Ecclesia Dei; (4) of the fidelity of the witnesses,
that grand, heroic glory of the Ante-Nicene Fathers, _ who never suffered these heresies to be ntis-
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taken for the faith, or to corrupt the Scriptures ; and (5) finally of the power of the Holy Spirit,
who gave them victory over errors, and enabled them to define truth in all the crystalline beauty
of that "Mountain of Light," that true Koh-i-noor, the Nicene Symbol. Thus, also, Christ's
promises were fulfilled.
H.
(C&ulacau,
p. 520
See Iren_eus, p. 35 o, vol. i., this series, where I have explained this jargon of heresy. But I
think it worth while to make use here of two notes on the subject, which I made in x845,' with
little foresight of these tasks in 1885.
Fleury (tom. ii.) makes this statement : "Les Nicolaites donnaient une infinite de noms harbares aux princes et aux puissances qu'ils mettaient en chaque ciel. Ils en nommalent un
¢aulaucauch, abusant d'un passage d'Isaie, oh se lisent ces mots hebreux : cau-la-cau, cau-lacau, pour representer l'iusolence avec laquelle les impies se moquaient du proph[te, en rdp_tant
plusieurs lois quelques-unes de ses paroles." Compare Guerricus, thus : "Vox illa tzedii et desperationis, qua_ apud Isaiam ( xxviii, x3) legitur, quia, viz., moram faciente Domino, frequentibus nuntiis ejus increduli et illusores insultare videntur : raanda remanda," etc. See the spurious
Bernardina, "de Adventu Dora., serm. i.," S. Bemaxd., opp. Paris (ed. Mabillon), voL ii.
p. x799.
III.
(The Phrygianscall Papa,p. 54-)
Hippolytus had little idea, when he wrote this, what the word _Pa2Oawas destined to
signify in medieval Rome. The Abba of Holy Writ has its equivalent in many Oriental languages, as well as in the Greek and Latin, through which it has passed into all the dialects of
Europe. It was originally given to all _Oresby/ers,as implied in their name of elders, and was a
title of humility when it became peculiar to the bishops, as (x Pet. v. 3) non Doraini sed_Oatres.
St. Paul (x Cor. iv. i5) shows that "in Christ" mthat is, under Him--we may have such "fathers ;"
and thus, while he indicates the true sense of the precept, he leads us to recognise a _Orophen'c
force and admonition in our Saviour's words (Matt. xxiii.), "Call no man your father upon the
earth." Thus interpreted, these words seem to be a warning against the sense to which this name,
Papa, became, long afterwards, restricted, in Western Europe: Notre St. 2_re, le Pape, as they
say in France. This was clone by the decree of the ambitious Hildebrand, Gregory VII. (who
died _D. Xo85), when, in a synod held at Rome, he defined that "the title t'alOeshould be peculiar to one only in the Christian world." The Easterns, of course, never paid any respect to this
novelty and dictation, and to this day their patriarchs are popes; and not only so, for the parish
priests of the Greek churches are called by the same name. I was once cordially invited to take
a repast "with the pope," on v;aiting a Greek church on the shores of the Adriatic. It is said,
however, that a distinction is made between the words a_Ima_and axta-_ ; the latter being peculiar
to inferiors, according to the refinements of Goar, a Western critic. Valea/¢uantum.
But I
must here note, that as "words are things," and as infinite damage has been done to history and to
Christian truth by tolerating this empiricism of Rome, I have restored scientific accuracy, in this
series, whenever reference is made to the primitive bishops of Rome, who were no more "Popes"
than Cincinnatus was an emperor. It is time that theological science should accept, like other
sciences, the language of truth and the terminology of demonstrated fact. The early bishops
of Rome were geographically important, and were honoured as sitting in the only apostolic see of
I vmmaetommthistomeemalpye,mgmalmtstokeeplainiahaauliaallthek_
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the West ; but they were almost inconmderable in the structural work of the ante-Nicene
ages, and
have left no appreciable impress on its theology.
After the Councd of Nice they were recognised
as patriarchs, though equals among brethren, and nothing more.
The ambition of Boniface III.
led him to name himself "universal
blshop."
This was at first a mere name "of intolerable
pride," as his predecessor Gregory had called it, but Nicholas I. (A.D. 858 ) tried to make it
real, and, by means of the false decretals, created himself the first "Pope " in the modem sense,
imposing his despotism on the West, and identifying it with the polity of Western churches, which
alone submitted
to it. Thus, it was never Catholic, and came into existence only by nullifying
the Nicene Constitutions,
and breaking away from Catholic communion with the parent churches
of the East.
Compare Casaubon (_xercit.,
xiv. p. 28o, etc.) in his comments
on Baronius.
I
have thus stated with scientific precision what all candid critics and historians, even the Gallicans
included, enable us to prove. Why, then, keep up the language of fiction and imposture,, so confusing to young students ? I beheve the youthful Oxonians whom our modem Tertullian carried
with him into the papal schism, could never have been made dupes but for the persistent empiricism of orthodox writers who practically adopt m words what they refute in argument, calling all
bishops of Rome "Popes,"
and even including St. Peter's blessed name in this fallacious designation. 2 In this series I adhere to the logic of facts, calling (i) all the bishops of Rome from
Linus to Sylvester simply bishops ; and (2) all their successors to Nicholas I. "patriarchs"
under the
Nicene Constltutlons,
which they professed to honour, though, after Gregory the Great, they were
ever vying with Constantinople
to make themselves greater.
(3) Nicholas, who trampled on the
Nicene Constitutions,
and made the false decretals the canon law of the Western churches, was
therefore the first "Pope"
who answers to the Tridentine definitions.
Even these, however, were
never able to make dogmatic 3 the claim of "supremacy,"
which was first done by Pins IX. in
our days. A canonical Primacy is one thing : a self-asserted
Sujoremacy is quite another, as the
French doctors have abundantly demonstrated.

rV.

(Contemporaneous heresy, p. x25.)
Here begins that "duplicating
of our knowledge"
of primitive Rome of which Bunsen speaks
so justly
A thorough mastery of this book will prepare us to understand
the great Cyprian in
all his relations with the Roman Province, and not less to comprehend the affairs of Novatian.
Bunsen, with all respect, does not comprehend
the primitive system, and reads it backwara r,
from the modem system, which travesties antiquity even in its apparent conformities.
These
conformities
are only the borrowing of old names for new contrivances.
Thus, he reads the
cardinals of the eleventh century into the simple presbytery of comprovincial bishops of the third
century,4 just as he elsewhere lugs in the Ave Maria of modem Italy to expound the Evening
Hymn to the Trinily.s
In a professed Romanist, like De Maistre, this would be resented as
jugglery.
But let us come to facts.
Bunsen's preliminary remarks 6 are excellent.
But when he
comes to note an "exceptional
system" in the Roman "presbytery,"
he certainly c6nfuses all
things.
Let us recur to Tertulhan.7
See how much was already established in his day, which the
x Pompey and othet_ were called i_lh_ratore$ before the Caesars, but who includes them wnh the Roman emperors?
2 How St. Peter would regard it, see x Pet. v x-3. I mn sorry to find Dr. Sc.haff, in Ins useful _pilation,
History of tke CAr_s_
Clcu_'ck, vol. ii. p x66, dropping into the old ruts of fable, a[tcr sufficiently proving just befor% what I have maintained, He speaks
of "the insi_Mficance of t_e first Popes,"-- meaning the early Btshops of Rome, men who minded their own business, but could not have
been "indgnificant"
had they even imagined themselves "Popes."
s SeeBossuet, ltas, lm, and a;l the Gallicaadoctorsdowu
to our owa fim¢_ In England tho"suprmmlcy"wasucvcr_
aor lu Prance, tmfil now.
4 See hls HippoL, vol. L pp. ong, Stt.
S See veL _a p. _8, thls series.
_6_p._o 7.
_'_l,4v
ta tl4, Elu_latio.
ll+,_ism,nk_
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Council of Nic2ea recognised a century later as (ca _oXa_a_ffq) old primitive institutions. In all
things the Greek churches were the exemplar and the model for other churches to follow.
"Throughout the provinces af Greece," he says, "there are held, in definite localities, those
councils," etc. "If we also, in our diverse promnces, observe," etc. Now, these councils, or
"meetings," in spite of the emperors or the senate who issued mandates against them, as appears
from the same passage, were, in the Roman Province, made up of the comprovincial bishops :
and their gatherings seem to have been called "the Roman presbytery ;" for, as is evident, the
bishops and elders were alike called "presbyters," the word being as common to both orders as
the word pastors or clergymen in our days. According to the thirty-fourth of the "Canons
Apostolical," as Bunsen remarks, "the bishops of the suburban towns, including Portus, also
formed at that time an integral part of the Roman presbytery." This word also refers to all the
presbyters of the diocese of Rome itself; and I doubt not originally the laity had their place, as
they did in Carthage : "the apostles, elders, and brethren " being the forn_ula of Scripture ; or,
"with the whole Church," which includes them,--omni plebe adstante.' Now, all this accounts,
as Bunsen justly observes, for the fact that one of the "presbytery" should be thus repeatedly
called presbyter and "at the same time have the charge of the church at Portus, for which
(office) there was no other title than the old one of bishotO; for such was the title of every man who
presided over the congregation in any city, -- at Ostia, at Tusculum, or in the other suburban cities.
Now let us turn to the thirty-fourth 2 "Apostolical Canon" (so called), and note as follows:
"It is necessary that the bishops of every nation should know who is chief among them, and
should recognise him as their head by doing nothing of great moment without his consent ; and
that each of them should do such things only as pertain to his own parish and the districts under
Aim. And neither let him do any thing without the consent of all, for thus shall there be unity
of heart, and thus shall God be glorified through our Lord Jesus Christ." I do not pause to
expound this word parish, for I am elucidating Hippolytus by Bunsen's aid, and do not intend
to interpolate my own theory of the primitive episcopate.
Let the "Apostolical Constitutions " go for what they are worth : _ I refer to them only under
lead of Dr. Bunsen. But now turn to the Nicene Council (Canon VI.) as follows : "Let the
ancient customs prevail in Egypt, Libya, and Pentapolis, so that the Bishop of Alexandria have
jurisdiction in all these provinces, since the like is customary in Rome also. Likewise in Antioch
and the other provinces, let the churches retain their privileges."
Here the Province of Rome is
recognised as an ancient institution, while its jurisdiction and privileges are equalized with those
of other churches. Now, Rufinns, interpreting this canon, says it means, "the ancient custom
of Alexandria and Rome shall still be observed ; that the one shall have the care or government of
the Egyptian, and the other that of the suburl_'cary churches." Bunsen refers us to Bingham,
and from him we learn that tat suSurMcary region, as known to the Roman magistrates, included
only "a hundred miles about Rome."4
This seems to have been canonically extended even to
Sicily on the south, but certainly not to Milan on the north. Suffice it, Hippolytus was one of
those sulrurbicarian Mshops who sat in the Provincial Council of Rome ; without consent of which
the Bishop of Rome could not, canonically, do anything of importance, as the canon above
cited ordains. Such are the facts necessary to a comprehension of conflicts excited by "the
contemporaneous heresy," here noted.
V.
(Affairs

of

the Church,

p. z25. )

"Zephyrin_ imagines that he administers the affairs of the Church--an
uninformed and
shamefidly corrupt man." This word imagines is common with Hippolytus in like cases, and
z gyms Quince notes this. See hm LTltramanfaud*w¢, p. 40, ed t845.
: Bumma _veslt as the thlretr.fifth, voi. L p. 3_,_,

3 Of which we shall learn in vol. viii, this Jeric.g
_. See Bingham, booklx, cap. i. sec. 9.
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Dr. Wordsworth gives an ingenious explanation of this usage. But it seems to me to be based
upon the relations of Hippolytus as one of the synod or "presbytery," without consent of which
the bishop could do nothing important. Zephyrinus, on the contrary, imagined himself competent
to decide as to the orthodoxy of a tenet or of a teacher, without his comprovincials. This, too,
relieves our author from the charge of tga_'sm when he exults in the defeat of such a bishop.,
He says, it is true, "Callistus threw off Sabellius through fear of me," and we may readily believe
that ; but he certainly means to give honour to others in the Province when he says, " We
resisted Zephyrinus and Callistus ; .... We nearly converted Sabellius ;" "All were carried away
by the hypocrisy of CaUistus, except ourselves." This man cried out to his episcopal brethren,
"Ye are Ditheists," apparently in open council. His council prevailed over him by the wise
leadership of Hippolytus, however; and he says of the two guilty bishops, "Never, at any time,
have we been guilty of collusion with them." They only imagined, therefore, that they were
managing the "affairs of the Church." The fidelity of their comprovincials preserved the faith
of the Apostles in apostolic Rome.
VI.
(We offeredthem opposition,p. x25.)
Here we see that Hippolytus had no idea of the sense some put upon the convenire of his master
Iren_eus.2 It was not "necessary" for them to conform their doctrines to that of the Bisho_ of
Rome, evidently ; nor to "the Church of Rome " as represented by him. To the church which
presided over a province, indeed, recourse was to be had by all belonging to that province ; but
it is our author's grateful testimony, that to the council of comiOravincials,and not to any one
bishop therein, Rome owed its own adhesion to orthodoxy at this crisis.
All this illustrates the position of Tertullian, who never thinks of ascribing to Rome any other
jurisdiction than that belonging to other provinces. As seats of testimony, the apostolic sees,
indeed, are all to be honoured. "In Greece, go to Corinth ; in Asia Minor, to Ephesus ; if you
are adjacent to Italy, you have Rome ; whence also (an apostolic) authority is at hand for us in
Africa." Such is his view of "contemporaneous affairs."

VII.
(Heraclitusthe Obscure,p. I2_}
"Well might he weep," says Tayler Lewis, "as Lucian represents him, over his overflowing
universe of perishing phenomena, where nothing stood; . , . nothing was fixed, but, as in a mixture, all things were confounded."
He was "the weeping philosopher."
Here let me add Henry Nelson Coleridge's remarks on the Greek seed-plot of those philosophies which were begotten of the Egyptian mysteries, and which our author regards as, in turn,
engendering "all heresies," when once their leaders felt, like Simon Magus, a power in the Gospel
of which they were jealous, and of which they wished to make use without submitting to its yoke.
"Bishop Warburton," says Henry Nelson Coleridge, "discovered, perhaps, more ingenuity than
sound judgment in his views of the nature of the Greek mysteries ; entertaining a general opinion that their ultimate object was to teach the initiated a pure theism, and to inculcate the
certainty and the importance of a future state of rewards and punishments. I am led by the
argumentsof %riUoison
andSte.Croixtodoubttheaccuracy
of this."In short,
he supposesa
"purepantheism,"
orSi_iuasisra,
thesubstance
of their
teaching.3
t Wordsworth,
chap.v:.Ji,
p.93,

s F_vol.Lpp.4tS,4.6o,
tl_ri_,

s I_dr,u:tdost.pG_.',rekCla_szcs,
p.m*8.
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VIII.
[Imaginethemselvesto be disciplesof Christ,p. I26.)

This and the foregoing chapter offer us a most overwhelming testimony to the independence
of councils. In the late "Council of Sacristans " at the Vatican, where truth perished, Pins IX.
refused to all the bishops of what he accounted "the Catholic universe" what the seven suburbicaftan bishops were able to enforce as a right, in the primitive age, against two successive Bishops
of Rome, who were patrons of heresy. These heretical prelates persisted; but the Province
remained in communion with the other apostolic provinces, while rejecting all communion with
them. All this will help us in studying Cyprian's treatise On Unity, and it justifies his own conduct.

IX°

(The episcopal

throne,p. I28.)

The simple primitive cathtdra, _ of which we may learn something from the statue of
I-Iippolytus, was, no doubt, "a throne" in the eyes of an ambitious man. Callistus is here
charged, by one who knew him and his history, with obtaining this position by knavish words and
practices. The question may well arise, in our Christian love for antiquity, How could such things
be, even in the age of martyrdoms ? Let us recollect, that under the good Bishop Plus, when his
brother wrote the Itermas, the peril of wealth and love of money began to be imminent at Rome.
Tertullian testifies to the lax discipline of that see when he was there. Minucius Felix lets us
into the impressions made by the Roman Christians _tpon surrounding heathen : they were a set
of conies burrowing in the earth ; a "light-shunning people," lurking in the catacombs. And
yet, while this fact shows plainly that good men were not ambitious to come forth from these
places of exile and suffering, and expose themselves needlessly to death, it leads us to comprehend how ambitious men, studiasi navarum rerum, could remain above ground, conforming very
tittle to the discipline of Christ, making friends with the world, and yet using their nominal religion on the principle that "gain is godliness." There were some wealthy Christians ; there were
others, like Marcia in the palace, sufficiently awakened to perceive their own wickedness, and
anxious to do favours to the persecuted flock, by way, perhaps, of compounding for sins not
renounced. And when we come to the Epistles of Cyprian, _ we shall see what opportunities were
given to desperate men to make themselves a sort of brokers to the Christian community; for
selfish ends helping them in times of peril, and rendering themselves, to the less conscientious,
a medium for keeping on good terms with the magistrates. Such a character was Callistus, one
of "the grievous wolves" foreseen by St. Paul when he exhorted his brethren night and day,
with tears, to beware of them. How he made himself Bishop of Rome, the holy Hippolytus sufficiently explains.
X.
(Unskilledin ecclesiasticaldefinitions,p. t28.)
It has been sufficiently demonstrated by the learned D611inger, than whom a more competent
and qualified witness could not be named, that the late pontiff, Plus IX., was in this respect, as
a bishop, very much like CaIlistus. MOreover, his chief adviser and prime minister, Antonelli,
was notoriously Callistus over again; standing towards him in the same relations which Callistus
bore to Zephyrinus. Yet, by the bull lneffabiKs, that pontiff has retrospectively clothed the
definitions of Zephyrinus and Callistus with infalliMli_; thus making himself also a partaker
in their heresies, and exposing Mm_lf to the anal/wrens with which the Catholic councils overwhelmed his predecessor Honorius and others.
t see_oLft.p.tt_aimiv.eta.

That at such a crisis the testimony of Hippolytus
• Set Trseffiuo_t_eZal_ed,
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should come to light, and supply a reducKa ad absurdum to the late papal definitions, may well
excite such a recognition of divine providence as Dr. Bunsen repeatedly suggests.
XI.
(All consented--we

did not, p. x_8,)

The Edinburgh editor supposes that the use of the plural *we,in this place, is me official
plural of a bishop. It has been already explained, however, that he is speaking of the provincial
bishops with whom he withstood Callistus when the _lebs were carried away by his hypocrisy.
In England, bishops in certain cases, are a "corporation sole ;" and, as such, the plural is legal
phraseology. All bishops, however, use the plural in certain documents, as identifying themselves
with the universal episcopate, on the Cyprianic principle--E_Oisco_Oatusunus est, etc.
In Acts v. x3 is a passage which may be somewhat explained, perhaps, by this : "A@eonsented . . . we did not." The i0kbs joined themselves to the apostles ; "but of Ote rest _rst no
man join himself to them : howbeit, the 2Olebsmagnified them, and believers were added," etc.
"The rest" (,Gv _ A_-_v) here means the priests, the Pharisees, and Sadducees, the classes
who were not the lokbs, as appears by what immediately follows._
XlI.
(Our condemnatory

sentence,

p. I3I. )

Again: Hippolytus refers to the action of the suburbicarian bishops in provincial council.
And here is the place to express dissatisfaction with the apologetic tone of some writers, who
seem to think Hippolytus too severe, etc. As if, in dealing with such "wolves in sheep's clothing,"
this faithful leader could show himself a true shepherd without emphasis and words of abhorrence.
Hippolytus has left to the Church the impress of his character" as "superlatively sweet and amiable." Such was St. John, the beloved disciple ; but he was not less a "son of thunder." Our
Divine Master was "the Lamb," and "the Lion ;" the author of the BeaKtudes, and the author of
those terrific woes; the "meek and gentle friend of publicam and sinners," and the "lash of small
cords" upon the backs of those who made His Father's house a "den of thieves." Such was
Chrysostom, such was Athanasius, such was St. Paul, and such have ever been the noblest of
mankind ; tender and considerate, gentle and full of compassion ; but not less resolute, in the
crises of history, in withstanding iniquity in the persons of arch-enemies of truth, and setting the
brand upon their foreheads. Good men, who hate strife, and love study and quiet, and to be
friendly with others ; men who never permit themselves to indulge a personal enmity, or to resent
a personal affront ; men who forgive injuries to the last farthing when they only are concerned,
may yet crucify their natures in withstanding evil when they are protecting Christ's flock, or
fulfilling the command to "contend earnestly for the faith once delivered to the saints." What
the Christian Church owes to the loving spirit of Hippolytus in the awful emergencies of his
times, protecting the poor sheep, and grappling with wolves for their sake, the Last Day will fully
declare. But let us who know nothing of such warfare concede nothing, in judging of his spirit,
to the spirit of our unbelieving age, which has no censures except for the defenders of truth : m
"Eternal smiles its emptiness betray,
As shallow streams run dimpling all the way. '_

Bo= Dieu, bon A'aMe,as the French say, is the creefl of the times. Every one who insults
the faith of Christians, who betrays truths he was sworn to defend, who washes his hands but
z Vet. tT.

. See p. v. _,,#ra.
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then gives Christ over to be crucified, must be treated with especial favour. Christ is good : so
is Pilate ; and Judas must not be censured, My soul be with Hippolytus when the great Judge
holds his assize. His eulogy is in the psalm : t ,, Then stood up Phinehas, and executed judgment : and so the plague was stayed. And that was counted unto him for righteousness unto all
generations, for evermore."
XIII.
(As if he had not sinned, p. z3I o

There is an ambiguity in the facts as given in the Edinburgh edition, of which it is hard to
relieve the text. The word __
is rendered to re_'_ (their places) in the first instance,
as ff the case were all one with the second instance, where p_vav is justly rendered to continue.
The second case seems, then, to cover all the ground. What need to speak of men " twice or
thrice married," if a man once married, after ordination is not to be retained? The word re_'ned
is questionable in the first instance ; and I have adopted Wordsworth's reading, to be enrolled,
which is doubtless the sense.
This statement of our author lends apparent countenance to the antiquity of tile "Apostolic
Constitutions," so called. Perhaps Hippolytus really supposed them to be apostolic. By Canon
XVII. of that collection, a man twice married, after baptism cannot be "on the sacerdotal list at
all." By Canon XXVI., an unmarried person once admitted to the clergy cannot be permitted
to marry. These are the two cases referred to by our author. In the Greek churches this rule
holds to this day ; and the Council of Nice refused to prohibit the married clergy to live in that
holy estate, while allowing the tradia'ana/a_d20h'ne which Hippolytus had in view in speaking of
a violation of the twenty-sixth traditional canon as a sin. As Bingham has remarked, however,
canons of discipline may be relaxed when not resting on fundamental and scriptural laws.

XIV.
(Attempt

to call themselves

a Catholic Church, p. _3x )

The Calh'sa'ans, it seems, became a heretical sect, and yet presumed to call themselves a
"Catholic Church." Yet this sect, while Callistus lived, was in full communion with the Bishop
of Rome. Such communion, then, was no test of Catholicity. Observe the enormous crimes of
which this lawless one was guilty ; he seems to antedate the age of Theodora's popes and Marozia's, and what Hippolytus would have said of them is not doubtful. It is remarkable that he
employed St. Paul's expression, however, 6 avolzo_,2 " that wicked" or that "lawless one," seeing,
in such a bishop, what St. Gregory did in another, m "a forerunner of the Antichrist."

XV.

(Callistians,

p. t3z.)

Bunsen remarks that Theodoret speaks of this sect 3 under the head of the "Noetians."
Wordsworth quotes as follows : "Calli_tus too,_ the lead in propagating this heresy after Noetus,
and devised certain additions to the impiety of the doctrine." In other words, he was not merely
a heretic, but himself a kert:t2_ot.
He gives the whole passage textually,4and institutes interesthag parallelisms between the /'/ulaJ'a/_b_na
and Theodoret, who used our author, and boldly
borrowed from him.
t Ps. cvl. 3o-_.

s Drama, p. x_t; Tbaxlw., ram. h,. 1_ L p. _,ed.
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XVI.

(The cause of all things, p. zSo. )

When one looks at the infinite variety of opinions, phrases, ideas, and the like, with which the
heresies of three centuries threatened to obscure, defile, and destroy the revelations of Holy Scripture, who can but wonder at the miracle of orthodoxy ? Note with what fidelity the good fight of
faith was maintained, the &_osilUm preserved, and the Gospel epitomized at last in the Nic_noConstantinopolitan definitions, which Professor Shedd, as I have previously noted, declares to be
the accepted confession of all the reformed, reputed orthodox, as well as of Greeks and Latins.
Let us not be surprised, that, during these conflicts, truth on such mysterious subjects was
reflected from good men's minds with slight variations of expression. Rather behold the miracle
of their essential agreement, and of their entire harmony in the Great Symbol, universally accepted
as the testimony of the ante-Nieene witnesses. The Word was Himself the cause of all created
things ; Himself increate; His eternal generation implied in the eternity of His existence and
His distinct personality.
XVII.
(Tartarus,

p. x53.)

I am a little surprised at the innocent statement of the learned translator, that "Dr. Wordsworth justifies Hippolytns' use of this word." It must have occurred to every student of the
Greek Testament that St. Pemr justifies this use in the passage quoted by Wordsworth, which
one would think must be self-suggested to any theologian reading our author's text. In short,
Hippolytus quotes the second Epistle of St. Peter' (ii. 4) when he uses this otherwise startling
word. Josephus also employs it ;' it was familiar to the Jews, and the apostle had no scruple in
adopting a word which proves the Gentile world acquainted with a Gehenna as well as a Sheol.

XVIII.
(For Christ is the God, p. z53.)

Dr. Wordsworth justly censures Bunsen for his rendering of this passage,s also for manufacturing for Hippolytus a "Confession of Faith" out of his tenth book.4 I must refer the student
to that nil-important chapter in Dr. Wordsworth's work (cap. xi.) on the "Development of Christian Doctrine." It is masterly, as against Dr. Newman, as well ; and the respectful justice which
he renders at the same time to Dr. Bunsen is worthy of all admiration. Let it be noted, that,
while one must be surprised by the ready command of literary and theological materials which
the learned doctor and chevalier brings into instantaneous use for his work, it is hardly less surprising, in spite of all that, that he was willing to throw off his theories and strictures, without
any delay, during the confusions of that memorable year t85 x, when I had the honour of meeting him among London notabilities. He says to his "dearest friend, Archdeacon Hare....
Dr.
Tregelles informed me /ast week of the appearance of the work (of Hippolytns) ....
I procured a copy in consequence, and perused it as soon as I could; and I have already arrived at
conclusions which seem to me so evident that I feel no hesitation in expressing them to you at
_,,

l_e.
_._ A _

4 Yd. L p, x4z,eQr..

aum,_ to I_'. Bmmm,,voLiv. _ _ who ,m_ xhi' _

'rim not l'mmmm '-_ 1:_'iu_
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once." These conclusions were creditable to his acumen and learning in general ; eminently so.
But the theories he had so hastily conceived, in other particulars, crop out in so many crudities of
theological caprice, that nobody should try to study his theoretical opinions without the aid of that
calm reviewal they have received from Dr. Wordsworth's ripe and sober scholarship and wellbalanced intellect.

GENERAL

NOTE.

I avail myself of a little spare space to add, from Michelet's friend, E. Quinet,* the passage to
which I have made a reference on p. i56. Let me say, however, that Quinet and Michelet are
specimens of that intellectual revolt against Roman dogma which is all but universal in Europe in
our day, and of which the history of M. Renan is a melancholy exposition. To Quinet, with all
his faults, belongs the credit of having more thoroughly understood than any theological writer
the absolute revolution created by the Council of Trent ; and he justly remarks that the Jesuits
showed their address "in making this revolution, wit/wut anywkere s_eaking of it." Hence a
dull world has not observed it. Contrasting this pseudo-council with the free councils of antiquity,
M. Quinet says : "The Council of'Trent has not its roots in all nations ; it does not assemble
about it the representatives of all nations . . . omni 2_lebe adstante, according to the ancient
formula....
The East and the North are, almost equally, wanting ; and t/_s is why t/te king of
France refused i/Ote title of a council." He quotes noble passages from BossueL*
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ON THE HEXAEMERON,
z OR SIX DAYS' WORK.
Now these things we are under the necessity
of setting forth at length, in order to disprove
the supposition of others. For some choose to
maintain that paradise is in heaven, and forms
no part of the system of creation. But since we
see with our eyes the rivers that go forth from it,
which are open, indeed, even in our day, to the

BOOKS OF SCRIPTURE.

He did not make out of nothing, but out of
what H¢ had made on the first day, by moulding
it according to His pleasure.

GEN. L 6, 7- And let it divide between water
and water : and it was so. And God made the
firmament ; and God divided between the water

which
under the : firmament,
and the water
above was
the firmament
and it was so.
inspection of any who choose, let every one conHIPP. As the excessive volume of water bore
elude from this that it did not belong to heaven,
but was in reality planted in the created system, along over the face of the earth, the earth was by
And, in truth, it is a locality in the east, and a reason thereof "invisible " and " formless."
plate select.
When the Lord of all designed to make the invisible visible, He fixed then a third part of the
ON GENESIS. =
waters in the midst ; and another third part He
GE_. L 5. And it was evening, and it was set by itself on high, raising it together with the
morning, one day.
firmament by His own power ; and the remainHn_PoL_r_s. He did not say s ,, night and ing third He left beneath, for the use and benefit
day," but"one day," with reference to the name of men. Wowat4 this pointwe have an asterisk.
of the light. He did not say the "first day ;" The words are found in the Hebrew, but do not
for if he had said the "first" day, he would also occur in the Septuagint.
have had to say that the "second" day was
made. But it was fight to speak not of the "first
G_. m. 8. And they heard the voice of the
day," but of "one day," in order that by saying Lord God walking in the garden at even.
"one," he might show that it returns on its orbit,
Hn_P. Rather they discerned the approach of
and, while it remains one, makes up the week. the Lord by a certain breeze. As soon, therefore, as they had sinned, God appeared to them,
Gnu. z. 6. And God said, Let there be a fir- producing consciousness of their sin, and C_|Hng
mament in the midst of the water,
them to repentance.
Hn,e. On the first day God made what He
made out of nothing. But on the other days
G_. xux. 3- Reuben, my first-born, thou art
my strength, and the first of my children ; hard
H" I In John Dsmuc., S_'r.
Pa_=dl., Wo_'k._, ;;. p. 78"1. That
_pvoh_.
H_==_,,_o_
noticed
byF__.s,
¢CI.LVi._, wro_on_
and by Jerome,
Syncellus, ,s
Ho_orius,
etc.
_ _,,t.

=l"b__fr=Smen=
=reexcerpts
froma Co_m_ o_c_.,s_.s,
• v_==_...IA_
". 'll_==,_=laIso== ¢_=u on_ttt_,
at Lc/puc m x772.

to
with.
and as
hard
and; boil
self-willed
: thou
hastbear
waxed
wanton
water
not over.S
4 This must refer, I suppose, to the words, "Amt k was so."
x6_
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AQUILA.Reuben, my first-born, thou art m_ strength, that future crime might not happen through
and the sum of my sorrow: excelling in dignity and them. "They slew men, andhoughed thebull;"
excelling
excel
not? in might: thou hast been insensateas water by the "strong bull" he means Christ.
And
SYMStACHUS. Reuben,
my first-born, and beginning of my a pain : above measure grasping, and above
measure hot as water, thou shalt not more excel, a

"they
houghed,"
since, when He was suspended
on the tree, they pierced through His sinews.
Again,
"in
their anger
they houghed
a bull."

Hn,P. For there was a great display of
strength made by God in behalf of His first-born
people from Egypt. For in very many ways
was the land of the Egyptians chastised. Thai
first people of the circumcision is meant by "my
strength, and the first of my children : " even as
God gave the promise to Abraham and to his
seed. But "hard to bear with," because the
people hardened itself against the obedience of
God. And "hard, self-willed," because it was
not only hard against the obedience of God, but
also self-willed so as to set upon the Lord.
"Thou hast waxed wanton," because in the
instance of our Lord Jesus Christ the people
waxed wanton against the Father. But "boil
not over," says the Spirit, by way of comfort,
that it might not, by boiling utterly over, be spilt
abroad, -- giving it hope of salvation. For what
has boiled over and been spilt is lost.

And mark the nicety of the expression: for
,, they slew men, and houghed a bull." For
they killed the saints, and they remain dead,
awaiting the time of the resurrection. But as a
young bull, so to speak, when houghed, sinks
down to the ground, such was Christ in submitring voluntarily to the death of the flesh ; but He
was not overcome of death. But though as man
He became one of the dead, He remained alive
in the rmture of divinity. For Christ is the
bull, -- an animal, above all, strong and neat and
devoted to sacred use. And the Son is Lord
of all power, who did no sin, but rather offered
Himself for us, a savour of a sweet smell to His
God and Father. Therefore let those hear who
houghed this august bull: "Cursed be their
anger, for it was stubborn ; and their wrath, for
it was hardened." z But this people of the Jews
dared to boast of houghing the bull : "Our
hands shed this." s For this is nothing different,
Gr__. xJ__x. 4. For thou wentest up to thy I think, from the word of folly: "His blood"
father's bed.
(be upon us), and so forth. 9 Moses recalls '°
Hn,P. First he mentions the event, --that in the curse against Levi, or, rather converts it into
the last days the people will assault the bed of a blessing, on account of the subsequent zeal of
the Father, that is, the bride,' the Church, with the tribe, and of Phinehas in particular, in behalf
intent to corrupt her ; which thing, indeed, it of God. But that against Simeon he did not
does even at this present day, assaulting her by recall. Wherefore it also was fulfilled in deed."
blasphemies.
For Simeon did not obtain an inheritance like
the other tribes, for he dwelt in the midst of
G_. xux. 5. Simeon and Levi, brethren.
Judah. Yet his tribe was preserved, although
Hn, P. , Since from Simeon sprang the scribes, iit was small in number. '2
and from Levi the priests. For the scribes and
priests fulfilled iniquity s of their own choice,
GEN. XLm. IL Binding his foal unto the
and with one mind they slew the Lord.
vine, and his ass's colt to the choice vine,- the
tendril of the vine,- he will wash his garment
G_. x.ux. 5- Simeon and Levi, brethren, in wine, and his clothes in the blood of the
fulfilled iniquity of their own choice. Into their grape.
counsel let not my soul enter, and in their asHIPP. By the "foal" he means the calling of
sembly let not my heart contend ; for in their the Gentiles ; by the other, that of the circumanger they slew men, and in their passion they cision : "one ass," moreover, that is to signify
houghed a bull.
that the two colts are of one faith ; in other
I-Inn,. This he says regarding the conspiracy words, the two callings. And one colt is bound
into which they were to enter against the Lord. to the "vine," and the other to the "vine tenAnd that he meam this conspiracy, is evident to dril," which means that the Church of the Genus. For the blessed David sings, "Rulers have tiles is bound to the Lord, but he who is of the
taken counsel together against the Lord, ''6 and circumcision to the oldness of the law. "He
so forth. And of this conspiracy the Spirit will wash his garment in wine ;" that is, by the

"Lethotmy con nd,"

to draw them off, if possible, so that

7 Gen. xliz. 7.

*_
t_,
- m_ _rj

.
.

_ C_,zch's
u.mbm_d
pus_7.]
s __"_lfpom."
61_L

"this"O'.¢,r.)dan
ma_!
"blood"
(_ d._t)_.,_-_
•to1_

9 M_tt. xx_3. ss.
zo Deut. zx_fi. 8.
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Holy Spirit and the word of truth, he will
cleanse the flesh, which is meant by the garment,
And "in the blood of the grape," trodden" and
giving forth blood, which means the flesh of the
Lord, he cleanses the whole calling of the Gentiles.

Israel would mingle with the Gentiles, the two
peoples being brought together into one fold and
under the hand of one chief Shepherd, the good
(Shepherd) by nature, that is, Christ.
In blessing him Moses said, "Zabulun
shall rejoice." s
And Moses prophesies, that in the allocation of
the land he should have abundance
ministered
GEN. xux.
x2-I 5. His eyes are gladsome of the good things both of land and sea, under
with wine, and his teeth white as milk.
Zabu- the hand of One.
"By a haven of ships ; "
lun shall dwell by the sea, and he shall be by a that is, as in an anchorage that proves safe, rehaven of ships, and he shall extend to Sidon. ferring to Christ, the anchor of hope.
For by
Issachar desired the good part, resting in the His grace he shall come forth out of many a
midst of the lots.
And seeing that rest was tempest, and shall be brought hereafter to land,
good, and that the land was fat, he set his shoul- like ships secure in harbours.
Besides, he said
der to toil, and became a husbandman,
that "he extends as far even as Sidon," indiHIPP. That is, his eyes are brilliant as with cating, as it seems, that so complete a unity will
the word of truth ; for they regard all who be effected in the spirit's course between the
believe upon him.
And his teeth are white as two peoples, that those of the blood of Israel
milk ; -- that denotes the luminous power of shall occupy those very cities which once were
his words : for this reasbn he calls them white, exceeding guilty in the sight of God. 4
and compares them to milk, as that which nourAfter something from Cyril :-ishes the flesh and the soul. And Zabulun is,
HIPP. And "that the land was fat;" that is, the
by interpretation,
"fragrance"
and "blessing."
flesh of our Lord : "fat," that is, "rich ;" for it
Then, after something from Cyril : -flows with honey and milk. The parts of the land
Hn, P. Again, I think, it mystically signifies are marked off for an inheritance and possession
the, sacraments of the New Testa_nent of our to him -- that means the doctrine of the Lord.
Saviour ; and the words, "his teeth are white as For this is a pleasant rest, as He says Himself:
milk," denote the excellency and purity of the "Come
unto me, all ye that labour and are
sacramental
food.
And again, these words, heavy laden," s etc.
For they who keep the
"his teeth are white as milk," we take in the commandments,
and do not disclaim the ordisense that His words give light to those who nances of the law, enjoy rest both in them and
believe on Him.
in the doctrine of our Lord ; and that is the
And in saying, moreover, that Zabulun will tmeaning of "in the midst of the lots."
As the
dwell by the sea, he speaks prophetically of his t Lord says, "I am not come to destroy the law
territory as bordering on the sea, and of Israel I and the prophets,
but to fulfil them." 6 For
as mingling with the Gentiles, the two nations even our Lord, in the fact that He keeps the
being brought as it were into one flock.
And commandments,
does not destroy the law and
this is manifest in the Gospel.
"The
land of the prophets, but fulfils them, as He says in the
Zabulun, and the land of Nephthalim,"
etc. Gospels.
"He set his shoulder to toll, and
And you will mark more fully the richness of became a husbandman."
This the apostles did.
his lot as having both inland territory and sea- Having received power from God, and having
board,
set themselves to labour, they became husband"And he is by a haven of ships ;" that is, as men of the Lord, cultivating the earth _ that is,
in a safe anchorage,
referring to Christ, the the human race--with
the preaching of our
anchor of hope.
And this denotes the calling Lord.
of the Gentiles-that the grace of Christ shall
go forth to the whole earth and sea. For he
G_. XLZX. r6-2o.
Dan shall judge h_ peosays, "And
(he is) by a haven of ships, and ple, as himself also one tribe in Israel.
And
shall extend as far as Sidon."
And that this is let Dan become a serpent by the way, lying on
said prophetically
of the Church of the C-en- the path, stinging the horse's heel ; and the
tiles, is made apparent to us in the Gospel:
horseman shall fall backward, waiting for the
"The land of Zabulun, and the land of Neph- salvation of the Lord.
Gad--a
robber's troop
thalun, by the way of the sea, beyond Jordan, shall rob him ; and he shall spoil it 7 at the
Galilee of the Gentiles;
the people which sat heels.
Aser--his
bread shall be fat, and he
in darkness saw great light." 2 In saying, then, shall furnish dainties to princes.
that he, namely Zabulun, would inhabit a terri_ Deut.=xiii. t8.
tory bordering on the sea, he plainly confirmed
• [In thus slmitmdizing, the Fathers do _t _
a literal Nine
that, just as if he had said that in the future hitao_,
-_w, M etc.,
i_"_,"
should pay
_=_._,I,'=;
tribute m a higher
o.Mytheyth_kt]mtgtognmphr,
tausnmg.]
s .r&#.vcr'r_.
s Matt. iv. xS, z6.

s Matt. xl. a_8.
6 Matt. v. XT.
_' sst*& _,
"quickly,"

"_
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and l with the word,

Diodorus: _
H
.......

"Come,

)re blessed

of my Father,"

s

I etc.

I
And a_ain, if any one will take the words as meanaing,
not tTaat there will be some lyin G in wait against
horseman ; and the "heel" points us to the I Dan like serpents, but that this Dan himself hes in wait
"last tames."
" And His""falling" denotes His _against others,we may.say that those meant thereby., are
,;A_*k • _ ;_ :a .=_-;,+,_,, _ _h_ (_-_,_1 • " l_k,,lA
] the scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites who, while m pos.............
t session of the power of judgment and nstr ct on a
ng
this (child)
is set tor the tall anct nsing again, the people, fastened like snakes upon Christ, and strove
of many." * We take the "robber" to be the impiously to compass His fall, vexing Him with their
trnitnr
NInr wn_ th_ro nnv nth_r tr_itnr to the stings as He held on in His lofty and gentle course.
_'-"_'-"
"'".'_ "'"_=_-.'_
._J
_"_-- -_,_", _.
_ But if that horseman did indeed fall, He fell at least of
L_orct save the (.jewisfl)
peo.pte.
_nan
rOD His own will, voluntarily enduring the death of the flesh.
him,"
i.e., shall plot against him.
At the heels : And, moreover, it was destined that He should come to
that
refers
to the help
of the Lord against
life again, having the Father as His helper and conduct°
those who lie in wait against
Him.
And again,
or. For the Son, being the power of God the Father,
endued the temple of His own body again with life.
the words "at the heels"
denote
that the Lord
Thus is He said to have been saved by the Father, as
will take vengeance
swiftly.
He shall be well He stood in peril as a man, though by nature He is God,
armed in the foot • (heel), and shall overtake and Himself maintains tbe whole creation, visible and
and rob the robber's troop,
invisible, in a state of wellbeing.
In this sense, also,
the inspired Paul says of Him:
"Though
He was
AQUILA. "Girded,
be shall gird himself;"
tl_at Icrucified in weakness, yet He hveth by the power of
means that as a man of arms and war he shall arm him- It God." _
self. "And he shall be armed in the heel :" he means
Aser obtained the parts about Ptolemais and Sidon.
this rather, that Gad shall follow behind his brethren in Wherefore he says, "His bread shall be fat, and he shall
arms.
For though his lot was beyond Jordan, yet the)' furnish dainties to princes."
This we take to be a figure
(the men of that tribe) were enjoined to follow thevr of our calling; for "fat" means "rich."
And whose
brethren in arms until they too got their lots. Or per- bread is rich, if not ours ? For the Lord is our bread,
haps he meant this, that Cad's tribesmen were to live as He says Himself : "I am the bread of life." 8 And
in the manner of robbers, and that he was to take up a who else will furnish dainties to pnnces but our Lord
L°P.

1he

boro

is representea

to us

as

confederacy,, of freebooters, which" is" just" a "robber's
troop, and to follow them, practising piracy, which is
robbery, along with them.
Whereas, on the abolition of the shadow in the law
and the introduction of the worship in spirit and truth
the world had need of _reater light, at last, with this
object, the inspired disciples were called, and put in
possession
of the
lot with
of theregard
teachers
of the
law. of For
thus did God
speak
to the
mother
the
Jews--that
m to say, Jerusalem -- by the voice of the
Psalmist : "Instead ofthy
fathers were thy sons ; "s
that'is" to those called thy sons was given the position
of fathers.
And with regard to our Lord Jesus Christ
in particular : u Thou wilt appoint them rulers over all
the earth." Yet presently their authority will not be
by any means void of trouble to them.
Nay rather,
they
to experience
andapostleship
they were
to bewere
in perplexity;
and unnumbered
the course ofills,
their

Jesus Christ?_not
only to the believing
among the
Gentiles, but also to those of the circumcision, who are
!first in the faith, to wit, to the fathers, and the pattiarchs, and the prophets, and to all who believe in His
name and passion.

they were by no means to find free of peril, as he intimated indeed by way of an example, when he said,
Let (Dan) be," meaning by that, that there shall be a
multitude of persecutors in Dan like a "serpent lying
by the way on the path, stinging the horse's heel," i.e,
giving fierce and dangerous
bites; for the bites of
snakes are generally very dangerous.
And they were
'*in the heel" in particular: for "he shall bruise thy
head, and thou shalt bruise his heel." * And some did
persecute the holy apostles in this way even to the death
of the flesh. And thus we may say that their position
was something like that when a horse stumbles and
flings out his heels. For in such' a case the horseman
will be thrown, and, falling to the ground, I suppose, he
waits s apostles
thus for some
alive.
thus,time
too,ofthetheir
inspired
surviveoneand
wait And
for the
redemption, when they shall be called into a kingdom
which cannot be moved,when Christaddressesthem

who strengthened Israel
from the
father.
And my God helped
thee,
thee with the blessing
of heaven

ii.u. hlm that br " bert,. in C,ta.
•, _[Aa impoittm
J P.. _dlv. x_ (F.qlish. =Jfir.
t6).
4 C,u. _i is. [_m *dtet_nlc"
hint _tt

GEN. XLIX. 21--26.
Nephthalim
is a slender 9
trunk, showing
beauty in the shoot.
Joseph
is
a goodly
son;
my goodly,
envied
son;
my
youngest
son.
Turn back to me.
Against
him
the archers
took counsel
together,
and reviled
him,
and
pressed
him sore.
And their bows
were broken with might, and the sinews of the
arms of their hands
were relaxed
by the hand
of the Mighty
One of Jacob.
Thence
is he

with the blessing
of
all things, with the

the

earth

which

God of thy
and blessed
above,
and
possesseth

blessing of the breasts and
womb, with the blessing of thy father and thy
mother.

It

prevailed

above

the

blessings

of

abiding mountains, and above the blessing_ of
everlasting hills ; which (blessings) shall be/upon
the head of Joseph, and upon
the temples of
his brothers, whose chief he was.
HIPP. Who is the son goodly and envied, even
tO this clay, but our Lord Jesus Christ ? An ob-

ject of envy is He indeed to those who choose
to hate Him, yet He is not by any means to be
overcome. For though He endured the cross,
ill. iS, the "foot . yet as God He returned to llfe, having trampled

the bed f_ t_ foot to

6 Mm_ffitv. _
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upon death, as His God and Father addresses vile flesh, and appeared 9 in the "form of a setHim, and says, "Sit Thou at my right hand." ' vant," and "became obedient to God the Father,
And that even those are brought to nought who even unto death," so hereafter He is said to be
strive with the utmost possible madness against "highly exalted ;" and as ffwell-nigh He had it
Him, he has taught us, when he says, "Against not by reason of His humanity, and as if it were
Him the archers took counsel together, and re- in the way of grace, He "receives the name
riled Him." For the "archers" -- that is, the which is above every name," ,o according to the
leaders of the people--did
convene their as- word of the blessed Paul But the matter, in
semblies, and take bitter counsel. "But their truth, was not a "giving," as for the first time,
bows were broken, and the sinews of their arms of what He had not by nature ; far otherwise.
were relaxed, by the hand of the Mighty One But rather we must understand a return and resof Jacob," that is to say, by God the Father, toration to that which existed in Him at the
who is the Lord of power, who also made His beginning, essentially and inseparably. And it
Son blessed in heaven and on earth. And he is for this reason that, when He had assumed,
(Naphtali) is adopted as a figure of things per- by divine arrangement," the lowly estate of hutaining to us, as the Gospel shows : "The land inanity, He said, "Father, glorify me with the
of Zabulun, and the land of Nephthalim, by the glory which I had,"" etc. For He who was
way of the sea, beyond Jordan," 2 etc. ; and, co-existent with His Father before all time, and
"To them that sat in darkness light has arisen." 3 before the foundation of the world, always had
And what other light was this but the calling of the glory proper to Godhead. "He" too may
the Gentiles, which is the trunk, i.e., the tree very well be understood as the "youngest (son)."
of the Lord, in whom engrafted it bears fruit? For He appeared in the last times, after the
And the word, "giving increase of beauty in the glorious and honourable company of the holy
case of the shoot," expresses the excellency of .prophets, and simply once, after all those who,
our calling. And if the words, "giving increase previous to the time of His sojourn, were reckof beauty in the case of the shoot," are under- oned in the number of sons by reason of excelstood, as perhaps they may, with reference to lence. That Immanuel, however, was an" object
us, the clause is still quite intelligible. For, by of envy," ,3 is a somewhat doubtful phrase. Yet
progressing in virtue, and attaining to better He is an "object of envy" or "emulation" to
things, "reaching forth to those things which are the saints, who aspire to follow His footsteps,
before,"+ according to the word of the blessed and conform themselves to His divine beauty,
Paul, we rise ever to the higher beauty. I mean, and make Him the pattern of their conduct, and
however, of course, spiritual beauty, so that to us win thereby their highest glory. And again, He
too it may be said hereafter, "The King greatly is an "object of envy" in another sense,--an
desired thy beauty." s
"object of ill-will," namely, to those who are
After something from Apollinaris : -declared not to love Him. I refer to the leadHwP. The word of prophecy passes again to ing parties among the Jews,--the
scribes, in
Immanuel Himself. For, in my opinion, what sooth, and the Pharisees, _ who travailed with
is intended by it is just what has been already bitter envy ag_;n_t Him, and made the glory of
stated in the words, "giving increase Of beauty which He could not be spoiled the ground of
in the case of the shoot." For he means that their slander, and assailed Him in many ways.
He increased and grew up into that which He For Christ indeed raised the dead to life again,
had been from the beginning, and indicates the when they already stank and were corrupt; and
return to the glory which He had by nature.6 He displayed other signs of divinity. And these
This, if we apprehend it correctly, is (we should should have filled them with wonder, and have
say) just "restored" to Him. For 7 as the only made them ready to believe, and to doubt no
begotten Word of God, being God of God,s longer. Yet this was not the case with them;
emptied Himself, according to the Scriptures, but they were consumed with ill.will, and nursed
humbling Himself of His own will to that which its bitter pangs in their mind.
He was not before, and took unto Himself this
ARer something from Cyril :
Hn,P. Who eise is this than as is shown us by
,1_. _ ,.
the apostle, "the second man, the Lord from
_. _. _s.
heaven ?" ,+ And in the Gospol/s He said that
• wa. _ ,5.
he who did the will of the Father was the
s PI. xlv. xz.
s"L"nismum_,downSotheword"is_smz'ab_,"wast_nsc_L'dx_ll

. .

_--_
9Thesm_bfrom

na4_oe_ed. ,.

docam

_Isuc V,-._ _ p.o,_J_dr_t .a_.d'SyC,
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last." ' And by the words, "Turn back to me,"
is meant His ascension to His Father in heaven
aider His passion. And in the phrase, "Against
Him they took counsel together, and reviled
Him," who are intended but just the people in
their opposition to our Lord? And as to the
words, "they pressed Him sore," who pressed
Him, and to this day still press Him sore?
Those _ these "archers," namely _ who think
to contend against the Lord. But though they
prevailed to put Him to death, yet "their bows
were broken with might." This plainly means,
that "after the resurrection" their bows were
broken with might. And those intended are the
leaders of the people, who set themselves in
array against Him, and, as it were, sharpened
the points of their weapons. But they failed to
transfix Him, though they did what was unlawful, and dared to assail Him even in the manner
of wild beasts.
"Thou didst prevail above the blessings of
abiding mountains." By "eternal and abiding
mountains and everlasting hills," he means the
saints, because they are lifted above the earth,
and make no account of the things that perish,
but seek the things that are above, and aspire
earnestly to rise to the highest virtues. After
the glory of Christ, therefore, are those of the
Fathers who were most illustrious, and reached
the greatest elevation in virtue. These, however, were but servants ; but the Lord, the Son,
_pplied them with the means by which they
became illustrious. Wherefore also they acknowledge (the truth of this word), "Out of His
fulness have all we received." 2
"And my God helped thee." This indicates
clear/y that the aid and support of the Son came
from no one else but our God and Father in
heaven. And by the word "my God," is meant
that the Spirit speaks by Jacob.3

that of" thy father and thy mother," 4he means
also the blessing of the Father which we have received in the Church through our Lord Jesus
Christ.

• 1_

to this effect: Plainly and evi_nt_ the generation ol the Only-I_
gotten, whichmatmlce
fromOodthe.Father,
and th.rough.the holy
Virgin, is _ified,
even as He is believed aria mannestea to De a
man. For being b7 nature and in truth the Son of Cod the Father,
on our account He submitted to birth by woman and the womb, and

Gm_. xux. 27. "Benjamin is a ravening
wolf; in the morning he shall devour still, and
till evening he apportions food."
HIPP. This thoroughly suits Paul, who was of
the tribe of Benjamin. For when he was young,
he was a ravening wolf; but when he believed,
he "apportioned" food. This also is shown us
by the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, that the
tribe of Benjamin is among the first persecutors,
which is the sense of "in the morning." For
Saul, who was of the tribe of Benjamin, persecuted David, who was appointed to be a type of
the Lord.
n.
From

the Commentary

of the holy Hippolytus
Genesis-S

of Rome upon

GES. n. 7- _'And God formed man of the
dust of the ground." And what does this import ? Are we to say, according to the opinion
of some, that there were three men made, one
spiritual, one animal, and one earthy ? Not such
is the case, but" the whole narrative is of one
man. For the word, "Let us make," is about
the man that was to be ; and then comes the
word, " God made man of the dnst of the ground,"
so that the narrative is of one and the same man.
For then He says, "Let him be made," and now
He "makes him," and the narrative tells "how"
He makes him.
In.
Quotedin Jerome, epist. 36, ad .DamaSum, Num.xvilL(from
_allaad).
6Isaac conveys a figure of God the Father;
Rebecca.. of the Holy Spirit; Esau of the fast
people and the devil ; Jacob of the Church, or
of Christ. That Isaac was o/a, points to the end
Eusr.a.
"The
sinews of the arms."
He could
not
of the world ; that his eyes were dim, denotes
say, of "the
hands"
or "shoulders;"
but since
the
broad central parts of the bow are termed"arms," he that faith had perished from the world, and that
says appropriately "arms."
the light of religion was neglected before him ;
that the elder son is called, expresses the Jews'
Hn,P. "Blessings of the breasts and womb." possession of the law; that the father loves his
By this is meant that the true blessing from
heaven is the Spirit descending through the
• Grabeadduces
another
fragment
of theComments
of HippolWord upon flesh. And bv"breasts andwomb" yms. onthmpa$.s.s.age, toundlasome.leavcsdecipheredatRom¢,
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meat and venison, denotes the saving of men
oH NUMBERS.
from error, whom every righteous man seeks to By the holy bishop and martyr
Hippolytus,
from BMc_'s
_lessings.s
gain (lit. hunt for) by doctrine. The word of
God here is the promise anew of the blessing
Now, in order that He might be shown to have
and the hope of a kingdom to come, in which together in Himself at once the nature of God
the saints shall reign with Christ, and keep the and that of man, _as the apostle, too, says:
true Sabbath. Rebecca is full of the Holy Spirit, "Mediator between God and men, the man
as understanding the word which she heard be- Christ Jesus.6 Now a mediator is not of one
fore she gave birth, "For the elder shall serve mand but two,"smit was therefore necessary
the younger. ''x As a figure of the Holy Spirit, that Christ, in becoming the Mediator between
moreover, she cares for Jacob in preference. God and men, should receive from both an earShe says to her younger son, "Go to the flock nest of some kind, that He might appear as the
and fetch me two kids," _ prefiguring the Say- Mediator between two distinct persons.
iour's advent in the flesh to work a mighty deliverance for them who were held liable to the
OH KINGS.9
punishment of sin ; for indeed in all the ScripThe question is raised, whether Samuel rose
tures kids are taken for emblems of sinners. His by the hand of the sorceress or not. And if,
being charged to bring "two," denotes the re- indeed, we were to allow that he did rise, we
ception of two peoples: by the "tender and should be propounding what is false. For how
good," are meant teachable and innocent souls, could a demon call back the soul, I say not of a
The robe or raiment of Esan denotes the faith righteous man merely, but of any one whatever,
and Scriptures of the Hebrews, with which the when it had gone, and was tarrying one knew
people of the Gentiles were endowed. The skins not where ? But he says, how then was the
which were put upon his arms are the sins of woman dismayed, and how did she see in an
both peoples, which Christ, when His hands extraordinary way men ascending?
For if her
were stretched f6rth on the cross, fastened to vision had not been of an extraordinary kind,
it along with Himself. In that Isaac asks of she would not have said, "I see gods '° ascendJacob why he came so soon,3 we take him as ingoutoftheearth."
She invoked one, and how
admiring the quick faith of them that believe, did there ascend many? What then? Shall we
That savoury meats are offered, denotes an offer- say that the souls of all who appeared ascended,
ing pleasing to God, the salvation of sinners, and those, too, not invoked by the woman ;" or
After the eating follows the blessing, and he that what was seen was merely phantasms of
delights in his smell. He announces with clear them ? Even this, however, will not suffice.
voice the perfection ot the resurrection and the How, he urges further, did Saul recognise (what
kingdom, and also how his brethren who believe appeared), and do obeisance ? Well, Saul did
in Israel adore him and serve him. Because not actually see, but only, on being told by the
imquity is opposed to righteousness, Esau is woman that the figure of one of those who asexcited to stnfe, and meditates death deceitfully, cended was the figure he desired, and taking it
saying in his heart, "Let the days of the mourn- to be Samuel, he consulted it as such, and did
ing for my father come on, and I will slay my it obeisance. And it could be no difficult matbrother Jacob." 4 The devil, who previously ter for the demon to conjure up the form of
exhibited the fratricidal Jews by anticipation in Samuel, as it was known to him. How then,
Cain, makes the most manifest disclosure of says he, did he foretell the calamities that were
them now in Esau, showing also the time of the to befall Saul and Jonathan at the same time?
murder: "Let the days," says he, "of the He did foretell indeed the end of the war, and
mourmng for my father come on, that I may how Saul would be overcome, drawing that as an
slay my brother." Wherefore Rebecca--that
inference from the wrath of God against him.
is, patience w told her husband of the brother's Just as a physician, who has no exact knowledge
plot: who, summoning Jacob, bade him go to
S In Lmntltm BlOmat.,book i ,tlgtt(Y..tt zVest?rty:t _
E.It_tlt¢#
Mesopotamia and thence take a wife of the C_CaU_dL The_ frt__t .__=i m Mat,$cv_t. tm[.,
family of Laban the Syrian, his mother's brother, vli._,x,_.
[endUred
_, FmtchOtimta_t,
X £tl_ U.
5.
• _.o.zoO-tTxS.j
•
.
As thdrefore Jacob, to escape his brother's evil
_a_ _ "=an':_
in,_t. o_ty_th the_.t m
designs, proceeds to Mesopotamia, so Christ, ota=tdimrb=_ta"t_'
b=e_-._?___t_=-_g d,t_wn,-,
=_,but het_m
he,e; __rhemt._.u_,.,=a¢
C_m m_. -tOO, constrained by the unbelief of the Jews, ! l,_Ns.
a C,tl. iii. tin.
goes into Galilee, to take from thence to Him- I t Afras_=mt
fromt_ themeo¢mtge.
o. a_ s_
serfa bride from the Gentiles, His Church.
(_,,,._l_,,_#),oro,_$a=l..d
a, E_r.,
v_z_, _ _tlt_
_._.r_..
From.
[Ithe
V_lmm MS.¢_XXX. in Allllt., De
I_ _
m
t Gen. x_v._,
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of the science, might yet, seeing a patient past rus when dead for four days, and works many
cure, tell of his death, though he made an error wonders, and forgives sins, and grants power to
as to the hour, so, too, the demon, knowing the His disciples.
wrath of God by Saul's deeds, and by this very
attemptto consultthe sorceress,
foretells
his
o_ PSALM XXII.OR XXIIL
defeat and his death at the same time, though From the Commentary by the holy bishop and martyr Hipin error as to the day of his death,
polytus, on "The LordtsmyShepherd."4
And, moreover, the ark made of imperishable
ON THE PSALMS.
wood was the Saviour Himself. For by this was
The argument prefixed by Hipp?tytus, bishop of Rom_ to his signified
the imperishable and incorruptible
tabEx/osilionofO_ Psulms.t
ernacle of (the Lord) Himself, which gendered
The book of Psalms contains new doctrine no corruption of sin. For the sinner, indeed,
after the law of Moses. And after the writing makes this confession : "My wounds stank, and
of Moses, it is the second book of doctrine, were corrupt, because of my foolishness."s
But
Now, after the death of Moses and Joshua, and the Lord was without sin, made of imperishable
after the judges, arose David, who was deemed wood, as regards His humanity ; that is, of the
worthy of bearing the name of father of the virgin and the Holy Ghost inwardly, and outSaviour himself; and he first gave to the He- wardly of the word of God, like an ark overlaid
brews a new style of psalmody, by which he with purest gold.
abrogates the ordinances established by Moses
with respect to sacrifices, and introduces the
oN PSALMXXIIL OR XXIV.
new hymn and a new style of jubilant praise in
From the Commentary
by the same,on Ps. xxiti.6
the worship of God ; and throughout his whole
He comes to the heavenly gates: angels acministry he teaches very many other things that company Him : and the gates of heaven were
went beyond the law of Moses?
closed. For He has not yet ascended into heaven. Now first does He appear to the powers of
ON PSALMIL3
heaven as flesh ascending. Therefore to these
1_rom the exposition of the second Psalm, by the holy bishop powers it is said by the angels, who are the couHippolytus.
riers of the Saviour and Lord : " Lift up your
When he came into the world, He was mani- gates, ye princes ; and be lifted up, ye everlastrested as God and man. And it is easy to per- ing doors : and the King of glory shall come in.7
ceive the man in Him, when He hungers and
shows exhaustion, and is weary and athirst, and
o1_ PSALMCIX. OR CX.
withdraws in fear, and is in prayer and in grief,
From the Commentary
bythe sameon the great Song. s
and sleeps on a boat's pillow, and entreats the i
removal of the cup of suffering, and sweats in an
i. He who delivered from the lowest hell the
agony, and is strengthened by an angel, and be- !man first made of e_rth, when lost and bound by
trayed by a Judas, and mocked by Caiaphas, and the
chains
deathearth-born
; He who man
cameondown
above,
and of
exalted
high ;from
He
set at nought by Herod, and scourged by Pilate, who is become the preacher of the Gospel to the
and derided by the soldiers, and nailed to the
tree by the Jews, and with a cry commits His jdead' the redeemer of souls, and the resurrection
spirit to His Father, and drops His head and °f the buried;--He
became the helper of man
in his defeat, and appeared in his likeness, the
gives up the ghost, and has His side pierced first-born Word, and took upon Himself the first
with a spear, and is wrapped in linen and laid in
a tomb, and is raised by the Father on the third
day. And the divine in Him, on the other hand,
is equally manifest, when He is worshipped by
angels, and seen by shepherds, and waited for
by Simeon, and testified of by Anna, and in-

Adam in the Virgin ; and though spiritual Himself, He made acquaintance with the earthy in

the womb ; though Himself the ever-living One,
He made acquaintance with the dead in tramgressions ; Himself the heavenly One, He bore
the terrestrial on high ; Himself of lofty extracquired after by wise men, and pointed out by a tion, He chose, by His own subjection, to set the
star, and at a marriage makes wine of water, and !
chides the sea when tossed by the violence of slave free ; and making man, who tams to dust,
winds, and walks upon the deep, and makes one and forms food £or the serpent, unconquerable as
see who was blind from birth, and raises L__,*- adamant,
and him
that,lord
too, over
whenhis
hung
upon
He declared
victor,
andtheis tree,
thus
* F_= o,_,
IHimself proved conqueror by the tree.
* [i.e.,Sa=_ _
to,.t_Ch/atha,-_, .l_o_h#_.."
tbt! __
"_°rthtta_#ms"aaaum_rnaz°a_ten_'wL#hOed|
4
"'-'"
a_iiiL_,m_re_amm,'81ammmmme
goo_.._ml):'m!
autrlm_ .%e _
Smit.h'a_Pw_Ahg'7
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z. Those, indeed, who do not acknowledge
the incarnate Son of God now, shall have to
acknowledge
Him as Judge, when He who is
now despised in His inglorious body, comes in
His glory,
3- And when the apostles came to the sepulchre on the third day, they did not find the
body of Jesus; just as the children of Israel
went up the mount to seek the tomb of Moses,
and did not find it.
ON PSALM LXXVIL OR LXXVIILt
45. He sent the dog-fly among them, and
consumed them ; and the frog, and destroyed
them.
46. He gave also their fruits to the mildew,
and their labours to the locust,
47. He destroyed
their vine with hail, and
their sycamines with frost,
Now, just as, in consequence
of an irregular
mode of living, a deadly bilious humour may be
formed in the inwards, which the physician by
his art may bring on to be a sick-vomiting,
without being himself chargeable with producing
the sick humour in the man's body ; for excess
in diet was what produced it, while the physician's science only made it show itself; so,
although it may be said that the painful retribution that falls upon those who are by choice
wicked comes from God, it would be only in
accordance
with fight reason, to think that ills
of that kind find both their beginnings and their
causes in ourselves.
For to one who lives without sin there is no darkness, no worm, no hell
(Gehenna),
no fire, nor any other of these words
or things of terror ; just as the plagues of Egypt
were not for the Hebrews, --those
fine lice annoying with invisible bites, the dog-fly fastening
on the body with its painful sting, the hurricanes
from heaven falling upon them with hailstones,
the husbandman's
labours devoured by the locusts, the darkened
sky, and the rest.
It is
God's counsel, indeed, to tend the true vine,
and to destroy the Egyptian, while sparing those
who are to "eat the grape of gall, and drink the
deadly venom of asps." a And the sycamine of
Egypt is utterly destroyed ; not, however, that
one which Zaccheus climbed that he might be
able to see my Lord.
And the fruits of Egypt
are wasted, that is, the works of the flesh, but
not the fruit of the Spirit, love, joy, and peace.3
48. He gave up their cattle also to the hail,
and their substance to the fire.
Symmachus renders it : "Who gave up their
cattle to the plague, and their possessions to
birds."
For, having met an overwhelming over-
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throw, they became a prey for carnivorous birds.
But, according to the Seventy, the sense is not
that the hail destroyed their cattle, and the fire
the rest of their substance, but that hail, falling
in an extraordinary manner along with fire, destroyed utterly their vines and sycamines first of
all, which were entirely unable to stand out
against the first attack;
then the cattle which
grazed on the plains ; and then every herb and
tree, which the fire accompanying
the hail consumed ; and the affair was altogether portentous,
as fire ran with the water, and was commingled
with it. "For fire ran in the hail," he says ;
and it was thus hail, and fire burning in the hail.
David also calls the cattle and the fruit of the
trees "substance,"
or "fiches."
And it should
be observed that, though the hail is recorded to
have destroyed every herb and every tree, yet
there were left some which the locust, as it came
upon them after the fiery hail, consumed ; of
which it is said, that it eats up every herb, and
all the fruit of the trees which the hail left behind
it. Now, in a spiritual sense, there are some
sheep belonging to Christ, and others belonging
to the Egyptians.
Those, however, which once
belonged
to others may become
Hxs, as the
sheep of Laban became Jacob's;
and contrariwise. Whichever of the sheep, moreover, Jacob
rejected, he made over to Esau.
Beware, then,
lest, being found in the flock of Jesus, you be set
apart when gifts are sent to Esau, and be given
over to Esan as reprobate and unworthy of the
spiritual Jacob.
The single-minded are the sheep
of Christ, and these God saves according to the
word : "O Lord, Thou preservest man and
beast." 4 They who in their folly attach themselves to godless doctrine, are the sheep of the
Egyptians,
and these, too, are destroyed
by
the hail.
And whatsoever the Egyptians possess
is given over to the fire, but Abraham's substance is given to Isaac.
49. He discharged
upon them the wrath of
His anger;--anger,
and wrath, and tribulation,
a visitation by evil angels.
Under anger, wrath, and tribulation, he intended bitter punishments ; for God is without
passion.
And by anger you will understand
the
lesser penalties, and by wrath the greater, and
by tribulation the greatest,
s The angels also are
called evil, not because they are so in their
nature, or by their own will, but because they have
this office, and are appointed to produce pains and
sufferings, -- being so called, therefore, with reference to the disposition of those who endure
such things ; just as the day of judgment is called
the evil day, as being laden with miseries and
4 Pt. motvi. 6.

, I Bandini, Cat.m_.
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pains for sinners. To the same effect is the disgrace patent. For Pharaoh was exalted, but
word of Isaiah, "I, the Lord, make peace, and only to have the world as his accuser.
create evil ;" ' meaning by that, I maintain peace,
7It must be noted, that he names the law a
and permit wax.
good gift, on account of the man who takes
gifts into his bosom unrighteously. And he forON PROVERBS.
sakes the law who transgresses it; the law,
From the Commentary of St. Hippolytus on Proverbs.s
namely, of which he speaks, or which he has
Proverbs, therefore, are words of exhortation kept.
serviceable for the whole path of life ; for to
s And what is meant by "exalt (fortify) her ?"
those who seek their way to God, these serve as Surround her with holy thoughts ; for you have
guides and signs to revive them when wearied need of large defence, since there are many
with the length of the road. These, moreover, things to imperil such a possession. But if it is
axe the proverbs of "Solomon," that is to say. in our power to fortify her, and if there are virthe "peacemaker," who, in truth, is Christ the rues in our power which exalt the knowledge of
Saviour. And since we understand the words of God, these will be her bulwarks,- as, for exthe Lord without offence, as being the words ample, practice, study, and the whole chain of
of the Lord, that no one may mislead us by like- other virtues ; and the man who observes these,
ness of name, he tells us who wrote these things, honours wisdom ; and the reward is, to be exand of what people he was king, in order that atted to be with her, and to be embraced by her
the credit of the speaker may make the discourse in the chamber of heaven.
acceptable and the hearers attentive ; for they axe
9The heterodox axe the "wicked," and the
the wordsof that Solomon to whom the Lord said : transgressors of the law are "evil men," whose
"I will give thee a wise and an understanding "ways "-- that is to say, their deeds-- he bids
heart ; so that there has been none like thee us not enter.
upon the earth, and after thee there shall not
,o He "looks right on" who has thoughts free
arise any like unto thee," 3 and as follows in of passion; and he has true judgments, who is
what is written of him. Now he was the wise not in a state of excitement about external apson of a wise father ; wherefore there is added peara_ces. When he says, "Let thine eyes look
the name of David, by whom Solomon was be- right on," he means the vision of the soul ; and
gotten. From a child he was instructed in the when he gives the exhortation, "Eat honey, my
sacred Scriptures, and obtained his dominion son, that it may be sweet to thy palate," he uses
not by lot, nor by force, but by the judgment of "honey" figuratively, meaning divine doctrine,
the Spirit and the decree of God.
which restores the spiritual knowledge of the
"To know wisdom and instruction."
He who soul. But wisdom embraces the soul also ; for,
knows the wisdom of God, receives from Him says he, "love her, that she may embrace thee."
also instruction, and learns by it the mysteries And the soul, by her embrace being made one
of the Word ; and they who know the true with wisdom, is filled with holiness and purity.
heavenly wisdom will easily understand the words Yea more, the fragrant ointments of Christ axe
of these mysteries. Wherefore he says : "To laid hold of by the soul's sense of smell.
understand the difficulties of words; "4 for things
_'Virtue occupies the middle position ; whence
spoken in strange language by the Holy Spirit also he says, that manly courage is the mean
become intelligible to those who have their between boldness and cowardice.
And now
hearts right with God.
he mentions the "right," not meaning thereby
s These things he understands of the people things which axe right by nature, such as the virof the Jews, and their guilt in the blood of tues, but things which seem to thee to be right
Christ; for they thought that He had His con- on account of their pleasures. Now pleasures
versation (citizenship)on earth only.
axe not simply sensual enjoyments, but also
6They will not simply obtain, but inherit. The fiches and luxury. And the "left" indicates
wicked, again, even though they axe exalted, are envy, robberies, and the like. For "Boreas,"
exalted only so as to have greater dishonour, says he, "is a bitter wind, and yet is called by
For as one does not honour an ugly and mis- name fight." ,2 For, symbolically, under Boreas
shapen fellow, if he exalts him, but only dis- he designates the wicked devil by whom every
honours him the more, by making his shame flame of evil is kindled in the earth. And this
manifest to a larger number ; so also God exalts has the name "fight," because an angel is
the wicked, in order that He may make their called by a right (propitious) name. Do thou,
t I_. xlv. ?.
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says he, turn aside from evil, and God will take foam in his hand as he sails, it will sit upon his
care of thine end ; for He will go before thee, ]hand. And it also brings forth with pain.
scattering thine enemies, that thou mayest go in .admit
6 You
her ; mischief.
Wait isnot
to
peace.
thehave
risingseen
of lust
for her death
ever' He shows also, by the mention of the creature lasting. And for the rest, by her words, her
(the hind), the purity of that pleasure ; and by arguments in sooth, she wounds, and by her sins
the roe he intunates the quick responsive affec- she kills those who yield to her. For many are
tion of the wife. And whereas he knows many the forms of wickedness that lead the foolish
things to excite, he secures them against these down to hell. And the chambers 7 of death
and puts upon them the indissoluble bond of mean either its depths or its treasure. How,
affection, setting constancy before them. And then, is escape possible?
as for the rest, wisdom, figuratively speaking,
s He intends the new Jerusalem, or the sanelike a stag, can repel and crush the snaky doc- tiffed flesh. By the seven pillars he means the
trines of the heterodox.
Let her therefore, sevenfold unity of the Holy Spirit resting upon
says he, be with thee, like a roe, to keep all vir- it ; as Isaiah testifies, saying, "She has slain" her
tue fresh.
And whereas a wife and wisdom "victims."
are not in this respect the same, let her rather
9 Observe that the wise man must be useful
lead thee ; for thus thou shalt conceive good to many; so that he who is useful only to himthoughts,
self cannot be wise. For great is the condem2That thou mayest not say, What harm is nation of wisdom if she reserves her power
there in the eyes, when there is no necessity that simply for the one possessing her. But as poison
he should be perverted who looks ? he shows is not injurious to another body, but only to that
thee that desire is a fire, and the flesh is like a one which takes it, so also the man who turns
garment. The latter is an easy prey, and the out wicked will injure himself, and not another.
former is a tyrant. And when anything harmful For no man of real virtue is injured by a wicked
is not only taken within, but also held fast, it man.
will not go forth again until it has made an exit
'° The fruit of righteousness and the tree of
for itself. For he who looks upon a woman, life is Christ. He alone, as man, fulfilled all
even though he escape the temptation, does not righteousness.
And with His own underived
come away pure of all lust. And why should life" He has brought forth the fruits of knowlone have trouble, if he can be chaste and free edge and virtue like a tree, whereof they that
of trouble ? See what Job says : " I made a eat shall receive eternal life, and shall enjoy the
covenant with mine eyes, that I should not think tree of life in paradise, with Adam and all the
of another's wife." 3 Thus well does he know righteous. But the souls of the unrighteous
the power of abuse. And Paul for this reason meet an untimely expulsion from the presence
kept "under his body, and brought it into sub- of God, by whom they shall be left to remain in
jection."
And, figuratively speaking, he keeps the flame of torment.
a fire in his breast who permits an impure thought
'2 Not from men, but with the Lord, will he
to dwell in his heart. And he walks upon coals obtain favour.
who, by sinning in act, destroys his own soul.
,s He asks of wisdom, who seeks to know what
The "cemphus "4 is a kind of wild sea-bird, is the will of God. And he will show himself
which has so .immoderate an impulse to sexual prudent who is sparing of his words on that
enjoyment, that its eyes seem to fill with blood which he has come to learn. If one inquires
in coition ; and it often blindly falls into snares, about wisdom, desiring to learn something about
or into the hands of men.5 To this, therefore, wisdom, while another asks nothing of wisdom,
he compares the man who gives himself up to as not only wishing to learn nothing about wisthe harlot on account of his immoderate lust ; dom himself, but even keeping back his neighor else on account of the insensate folly of the bours from so doing, the former certainly is
creature, for he, too, pursues his object like one deemed to be more prudent than the latter.
senseless. And they say that this bird is so
,4 As to the horse-leech. There were three
much pleased with foam, that if one should hold daughters fondly loved by sin-- fornication,
murder,'S and idolatry. These three did not
Pro....
,9satisfy her, for she is not to be _tisfied.
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destroying man by these actions, sin never varies, the clear eye of gladness ; and may the young
but only grows continually. For the fourth, he eagles devour him : and such shall be trodden
continues, is never content to say "enough," under the feet of the saints.
meaning that it is universal lust. In naming the
6 ,, There be three things which I cannot
"fourth," he intends lust in the universal. For understand, and the fourth I know not : the
as the body is one, and yet has many members ; tracks of an eagle flying," i.e., Christ's ascenso also sin, being one, contains within it many sion ; "and the ways of a serpent upon a rock,"
various lucts by which it lays its snares for men. i.e., that the devil did not find a trace of sin in
Wherefore, in order to teach us this, he uses the the body of Christ ; "and the ways of a ship
examples of Sheol (Hades), and the love of crossing the sea," i.e., the ways of the Church,
women, and hell z (Tartarus), and the earth that which is in this life as in a sea, and which is
is not filled with water. And water and fire, directed by her hope in Christ through the cross ;
indeed, will never say, "It is enough." And the "and the ways of a man in youth," 7__ the ways
grave* (Hades) in no wise ceases to receive the of Him, namely, who is born of the Holy Spirit
.souls of unrighteous men ; nor does the love of and the Virgin. For behold, says the Scripture,
sin, in the instance of the love of women, cease a man whose name is the Rising.s
to be given to fornication, and it becomes the
9,, Such is the way of an adulterous woman,
betrayer of the soul. And as Tartarus, which who, when she has done the deed of sin, wipeth
is situated in a doleful and dark locality, is not herself, and will say that no wickedness has been
touched by a ray of light, so is every one who done." Such is the conduct of the Church that
is the slave of sin m all the passions of the flesh, believes on Christ, when, after committing fomiLike the earth not filled with water, he is never cation with idols, she renounces these and the
able to come to confession, and to the laver of devil, and is cleansed of her sins, and receives
regeneration, and like water and fire, never says, forgiveness, and then asserts that she has done
"It is enough."
no wickedness.
3For as a serpent cannot mark its track upon
.... By three things the earth is moved," viz., by
a rock, so the devil could not find sin in the the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost. "And
body of Christ. For the Lord says, "Behold, the fourth it cannot bear," viz., the last appearing
the prince of this world cometh, and will find of Christ. "When a servant reigneth : " Israel
nothing in me." 4__ For as a ship, sailing in the was a slave in Egypt, and in the land of prormse
sea, leaves no traces of her way behind her, so became a ruler. "And a fool when he is filled
neither does the Church, which is situate in the with meat : " i.e., getting the land in possession
world as in a sea, leave her hope upon the earth, readily, and eating its fruit, and being filled, it
because she has her life reserved in heaven ; and (the people) kicked. "And a handmaid when
as she holds her way here only for a short time, she casts out her mistress : " i.e., the synagogue
it is not possible to trace out her course.--As
which took the life of the Lord, and crucified
the Church does not leave her hope behind in the flesh of Christ.
the world, her hope in the incarnation of Christ
z_"There be four things which are least upon
which bears us all good, she did not leave the the earth, and these are wiser than the wise:
track of death in Hades.Of whom but of The ants have no strength, yet they prepare their
Him who is born of the Holy Spirit and the meat in the summer." And in like manner, the
Virgin ?m who, in renewing the perfect man in Gentiles by faith in Christ prepare for themselves
the world, works miracles, beginning from the eternal life through good works. "And the
baptism of John, as the Evangelist also testifies : conies, _ a feeble folk, have made their houses in
/mr Jesus was then beginning to be about thirty the rocks." The Gentiles, that is to say, are
years of age. This, then, was the youthful and built upon Christ, the spiritual rock, which is
blooming period of the age of Him who, in become the head of the comer. "The spider, _3
journeying among the cities and districts, healed that supports itself upon its hands, and is easily
the diseases and infirmities of men.
caught, dwells in the strongholds of kings."
s,, The eye that mocketh at his father, and That is, the thief with his hands extended (on
dishonours the old age of his mother." That is the cross), rests on the cross of Christ and dwells
to say, one that blasphemes God and despises in Paradise, the stronghold of the three Kings w
the mother of Christ, the wisdom of God, m his Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.
eyes may ravens from the caves tear out, i.e.,
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"The locust has no king, and yet marches out
in array as by one command." The Gentiles
had no king, for they were ruled by sin ;"but
now, believing God, they engage in the heavenly
warfare.
'" There be three things which go well,, and
the fourth which is comely in going;" that is,
the angels in heaven, the mints upon earth,
and the souls of the righteous under the earth,
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by the Gospel, manifesting Himself openly ; and
in the fourth instance He shall come as the
Judge of the living and the dead, whose glory
the whole creation will not be able to endure.

st.

ANOTHERFRAGMENT.
s
"Wisdomhathbuildedher
house."

Hippolytusv on Prov. ix. h

And the fourth, viz., God, the Word Incarnate,
Christ, he means, the wisdom and power of
passed in honour through the Virgin's womb; God the Father, hath builded His house, i.e.,
and creating our Adam anew, he passed through His nature in the flesh derived from the Virgin,
the gates of heaven, and became the first-fruits even as he (John) hath said beforetime, "The
of the resurrection and of the ascension for Word became flesh, and dwelt among us."s As
all.
likewise the wise prophet9 testifies: Wisdom
"The whelp of the lion is stronger than the that was before the world, and is the source of
beasts :" i.e., Christ as prophesied of by Jacob life, the infinite "Wisdom of God, hath builded
in the person of Judah. "A cock walking with her house" by a mother who knew no man,high spirit among his dames :" such was Paul, to wit, as He assumed the temple of the body.
when preaching boldly among the churches the ,, And hath raised ,o her seven pillars ;" that is,
word of the Christ of God. "A goat heading the fragrant grace of the all-holy Spirit, as Isaiah
the herd :" such is He who was offered for the says : "And the seven spirits of God shall rest
sins of the world. "And a king speaking among upon Him.""
But others say that the seven
the people :" so Christ reigns over the nations, pillars are the seven divine orders which sustain
and speaks by prophets and apostles the word the creation by His holy and inspired teaching ;
of truth,
to wit, the prophets, the apostles, the martyrs,
2 That is one confirmed in'.vickedness._ The the hierarchs, the hermits, the saints, and the
apostle, too, says, "Them that sin, rebuke before righteous. And the phrase, "She hath killed
all ; "_ that is to say, all but reprobate. Who her beasts," denotes the prophets and martyrs
are meant by the "conies," 4 but we ourselves, who in every city and country are slain like sheep
who once were like hogs, walking in all the filthi- every day by the unbelieving, in behalf of the
ness of the world ; but now, believing in Christ, truth, and cry aloud, "For thy sake we are killed
we build our houses upon the holy flesh of Christ all the day long, we were counted as sheep for the
as upon a rock?
slaughter." _2 And again, "She hath mingled her
sThe shaking (of the earth) signifies the wine" in the bowl, by which is meant, that the
change of things upon earth. -- Sin, then, which Saviour, uniting his Godhead, like pure wine,
in its own nature is a slave, has reigned in the with the flesh in the Virgin, was born of her at
mortal body of men : once, indeed, at the time once God and man without confusion of the one
of the flood ; and again in the time of the Sod- in the other. "And she hath furnished her
omites, who, not satisfied with what the land table:" that denotes the promised knowledge
yielded, offered violence to strangers ; and a of the Holy Trinity ; it also refers to His honthird time in the case of hateful Egypt, which, oured and undefiled body and blood, which
though it obtained in Joseph a man who distrib- day by day are administered and offered sacriuted food to all, that they might not perish of
famine, yet did not take well with his prosperity, of
ficially
the spiritual
divine table, astable
a memorial
thatatfirst
and ever-memorable
of the
but persecuted the children of Israel. "The spiritual divine supper. And again, "She hath
handmaid casting out her mistress :" i.e., the sent forth her servants :" Wisdom, that is to say,
Church of the Gentiles, which, though itself a has done so--Christ, to wit--summoning them
slave and a stranger to the promises, cast out with lofty announcement.
"Whoso is simple,
the free-born and lordly synagogue, and became let him turn to me," she says, alluding manifestly
the wife and bride of Christ. By Father, SOn, to the holy apostles, who traversed the whole
and Holy Spirit, the whole earth is moved. The
"fourth it cannot bear :" for He came first by
lawgivers, and secondly by prophets, and thirdly
,7 w_,
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world, and called the nations to the knowledge
ON THE PROPHET ISAIAH.
6
of Him in truth, with their lofty and divine
L
preaching. And again, "And to those that want
Hippolytus,
(Bishop)of RometonHezekiah._
understanding she said "_ that is, to those who
have not yet obtained the power of the Holy
When Hezekiah, king of Judah, was still sick
Ghost --" Come, eat of my bread, and drink of and weeping, there came an angel, and said to
the wine which I have mingled for you ;" by him : "I have seen thy tears, and I have heard
which is meant, that He gave His divine flesh thy voice. Behold, I add unto thy time fiReen
and honoured blood to us, to eat and to drink it years. And this shall be a sign to thee from
for the remission of _ns.
the Lord : Behold, I turn back the shadow of the
degrees of the house of thy father, by which
the sun has gone down, the ten degrees by which
ON THE SONG OF SONGS.
x
the shadow has gone down," s so that that day
be a day of thirty-two hours. For when the sun
i. Arise, 0 north wind, and come, thou south ; had run its course to the tenth hour, it returned
blow upon my garden, that the spices thereof again. And again, when Joshua the son of Nun
may flow out (Canticles iv. i6). As Joseph was was fighting against the Amorites, when the sun
delighted with these spices, he is designated the was now inclining to its setting, and the batKing's son by God ; as the Virgin Mary was tie was being pressed closely, Joshua, being anxanointed with them, she conceived the Word : ious lest the heathen host should escape on the
then new secrets, and new truth, and a new descent of night, cried out, saying, "Sun, stand
kingdom, and also great and inexplicable rays- thou still in Gibeon ; and thou moon, in the
reties, are made manifest,
valley of Ajalon," 9 until I vanquish this people.
2. And where is all this rich knowledge ? and And the sun stood still, and the moon, in their
where are these mysteries ? and where are the places, so that that day was one of twenty-four
books ? For the only ones extant are Proverbs, hours. And in the time of Hezekiah the moon
and Wisdom, and Ecclesiastes, and the Song of also turned back glong with the sun, that there
Songs. What then ? Does the Scripture speak might be no collision between the two elemental
falsely? God forbid. But the matter of his bodies, by their bearing against each other in
writings was various, as is shown in the phrase defiance of law. And Merodach the Chaldean,
"Song of Songs ;" for that indicates that in this king of Babylon, being struck with amazement
one book he digested the contents of the 5,ooo at that time _ for he studied the science of
songs." In the days moreover of Hezekiah, astrology, and measured the courses of these
there were some of the books selected for use, bodies carefully u on learning the cause, sent a
and others set aside. Whence the Scripture letter and gifts to Hezekiah, just as also the wise
says, "These are the mixed _ Proverbs of Solo- men from the east did to Christ.
mort, which the friends of Hezekiah the king
copied out.''4 And whence did they take them,
m
but out of the books containing the 3,000 para- From the Discourse of St. Hippolytas cat the beginning of
bles and the 5,ooo songs ? Out of these, then,
isaiah.'°
the wise friends of Hezekiah took those portions
Under Egypt he meant the world, and under
whirl bore upon the edification of the Church. things made with hands its idolatry, and under
And the books of Solomon on the "Parables" the shaking its subversion and dissolution. "And
and "SOngs," in which he wrote of the physiol- the Lord, the Word, he represented as upon a
ogy of plants, and all kinds of animals belonging light cloud, referring to that most pure taberto the dry land, and the air, and the sea, and nacle, in which setting up His throne, our Lord
of the cures of disease, Hezekiah did away with, Jesus Christ came into the world to shake error.
because the people looked to these for the remedies for their diseases, and neglected to seek
m.
their healing from God.s
We find in the commentaries, written by our
predecessors, that that day had thirty-two hours.
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For when the sun had run its course, and reached l the other captives, he is carried off a prisoner
the tenth hour, and the shadow had gone down to Babylon.
Now there are born to the blessed
by the ten degrees in the house of the temple, Josiah these five sons _ Jehoahaz, Eliakim, Jothe sun turned back again by the tea degrees, hanan, Zedekiah, or Jeconiah, and Sadum. 6 And
according to the word of the Lord, and there on his father's death, Jehoahaz is anointed as
were thus twenty hours.
And again, the sun ac- king by the people at the age of twenty-three
complished its own proper course, according to years. Against him comes up Pharaoh-Necho,
the common law, and reached its setting.
And in the third month of his reign ; and he takes
thus there were thirty-two hours.'
him (Jehoahaz)
prisoner, and carries him into
Egypt, and imposes tribute on the land to the
ON JEREMIAH AND EZEKIEL.I
extent of one hundred talents of silver and ten
What were the dimensions, then, of the tern- talents of gold.
And in his stead he sets up his
pie of Solomon?
Its length was sixty cubits, and brother Eliakim as king over the land, whose
its breadth twenty.
And it was not turned to the name also he changed to Jehoiakim,
and who
east, that the worshippers might not worship the was then eleven years old. Against him came
rising sun, but the lord of the sun. And let no up Nebuchadnezzar
king of Babylon, 7 and carries
one marvel if, when the Scripture gives the him off prisoner to Babylon, taking with him also
length at forty cubits, I have said sixty.
For a lsome of the vessels of the house in Jerusalem.
little after it mentions the other twenty, in de-!Thrown
into prison as a friend of Pharaoh, and
scribing the holy of holies, which it also names as one set up by him over the kingdom, s he is
Dabir.
Thus the holy place was forty cubits, released at length in the thirty-seventh
year by
and the holy of holies other twenty.
And Jose- Evil-Merodach
king of Babylon ; and he cut
phus says that the temple had two storeys,3 and his hair short, and was counsellor to him, and
that the whole height was one hundred and ate at his table until the day that he died.
On
twenty cubits.
For so also the book of Chroni- his removal, his son Jehoiakim 9 reigns three
cles indicates, saying, "And Solomon began to years. '° And against him came up Nebuchadbuild the house of God.
In length its first nezzar, and transports him and ten thousand of
measure was sixty cubits, and its breadth twenty the men of his people to Babylon, and sets up
cubits, and its height one hundred and twenty ; in his stead his father's brother, whose name he
and he overlaid it within with pure gold." 4
changed also to Zedekiah ; and after making
agreement with him by oath and treaty, he reON DANIEL
turns to Babylon.
This (Zedekiah),
after a
I.
reign of eleven years, revolted from him and
went over to Pharaoh king of Egypt.
And in
Prdace by the most holy Hippolytus_ (Bishop) of Rome.S
the tenth year Nebuchadnezzar
came against
As I wish to give an accurate account of the him from the land of the Chaldeans, and surtimes of the captivity of the children of Israel in rounded the city with a stockade, and environed
Babylon, and to discuss the prophecies
con- it all round, and completely shut it up.
In this
rained in the visions of the blessed Daniel, (as way the larger number of them perished by famwell as) his manner of life from his boyhood in ine, and others perished by the sword, and some
Babylon, I too shall proceed to bear my testi- were taken prisoners, and the city was burned
mony to that holy and righteous man, a prophet with fire, and the temple and the- wall were
and witness of Christ, who not only declared the destroyed.
And the army of the Chaddeans
visions of Nebuchadnezzar
the king in those seized aU the treasure that was found in the
times, but also trained youths of like mind with house of the Lord, and all the vessels of gold
himself, and raised up faithful witnesses in the an d silver ; and all the brass, Nebuzaxadan,
world.
He is born, then, in the time of the pro- chief of the slaughterers," stripped off, and caxphetic ministry of the blessed Jeremiah, and in ried it to Babylon.
And the army of the Chalthe reign of Jehoia&im or Eliakim.
Along with deans pursued Zedekiah himself ee_ he fled by
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slew his sons before his face, and put out Zede- signified the Persians. For after the Bahylokiah's eyes. And he cast him into chains of nians the Persians obtained the power. And in
iron, and carried him to Babylon ; and there he saying that "it ha_ three ribs in its mouth," he
remained grinding at the mill until the day of pointed to the three nations, Persians, Medes,
his death. And when he died, they took his and Babylonians, which were expressed in the
body and cast it behind the wall of Nineveh. image by the silver after the gold. Then comes
In his case is fulfilled the prophecy of Jeremiah, the third beast, "a leopard," which means the
saying, " (As) I live, saith the Lord, though Greeks ; for after the Persians, Alexander of
Jeconiah son of Jehoiakim king of Judah should Macedon had the power, when Darius was overbecome the signet upon my right hand, yet will thrown, which was also indicated by the brass
I pluck thee thence ; and I will give thee into in the image. And in saying that the beast
the hands of them that seek thy life, of them "had four wings of a fowl, and four heads," he
whose face thou fearest, even into the hands of showed most clearly how the kingdom of Alexthe Chaldeans. And I will cast thee out, and ander was parted into four divisions. For in
thy mother that bare thee, into a country where speaking of four heads, he meant the four kings
thou wast not born ; and there ye shall die. that arose out of it. For Alexander, when dying,
But to the land which they desire in their souls divided his kingdom into four parts. Then he
I will not send thee back. Dishonoured is says, "The fourth beast (was) dreadful and
Jeconias, like an unserviceable vessel, of which terrible : it had iron teeth, and claws of brass."
there is nonse, since he is cast out and expelled Who, then, are meant by this but the Romans,
into a land which he knew not. O earth, hear whose kingdom, the kingdom that still stands,
the word of the Lord. Write this man, a man is expressed by the iron? "for," says he, "'its
excommunicate ; for no man of his seed shall legs are of iron."
prosper (grow up), sitting upon the throne of
2. After this, then, what remains, beloved, but
David, ruling any more in Judah.",
Thus the the toes of the feet of the image, in which "part
captivity in Babylon befell them after the exodus shall be of iron and part of clay mixed together?"
from Egypt. When the whole people, then, By the toes of the feet he meant, mystically, the
was transported, and the city made desolate, ten kings that rise out of that kingdom. As
and the sanctuary destroyed, that the word of Daniel says, "I considered the beast ; and, 1o,
the Lord might be fulfilled which He spake by the (there were) ten horns behind, among which
mouth of the prophet Jeremiah, saying, "The shall come up another little horn springing from
sanctuary shall be desolate seventy years ; "' them ;" by which none other is meant than the
then we find that the blessed Daniel prophesied antichrist that is to rise ; and he shall set up the
in Babylon, and appeared as the vindicator of kingdom of Judah. And in saying that "three
Susanna.
horns" were "plucked up by the roots" by this
n.
one, he indicates the three kings of Egypt, Libya,
The interpretation by Hippolytus, (bishop) of Rome, of the and Ethiopia, whom this one will slay in the
vislonsof Danieland Nebuchadnezzar, takenin conjunc- army of war. And when he has conquered all,
tion.S
he will prove himself a terrible and savage tyrant,
t. In speaking of a "lioness from the sea," 4 and will cause tribulation and persecution to the
he meant the rising of the kingdom of Babylon, saints, exalting himself against them. And after
and that this was the "golden head of the him, it remains that "the stone" shall come
image." And in speaking of its "eagle wings," from heaven which "smote the image" and
he meant that king Nebuchadnezzar was exalted, shivered it, and subverted all the kingdoms, and
and that his glory was lifted up against God. gave the kingdom to the saints of the Most
Then he says "its wings were plucked off," i.e., High. This "became a great mountain, and
that his glory was destroyed ; for he was driven filled the whole earth."
out of his kingdom. And the words, "A man's
3. As these things, then, are destined to come
heart was given it, and it was made stand upon to pass, and as the toes of the image turn out
the feet of a man," mean that he came to him- to be democracies, S and the ten horns of the
self again, and recognised that he was but a man, beast are distributed among ten kings, let us
and gave the glory to God. Then after the lion- look at what is before us more carefully, and
¢_ he sees a second beast, "like a bear," which scan it, as it were, with open eye. The "golden
head of the image" is identical with the "lion, j,,. =at ,4, ,_.
ess," by which the Babylonians were repre-_mted.
_;_.. _odot,=O_ai_,kt_mis,a,o
_,_,
"The golden shoulders and the arms of silver"
_[,=_ _..,
_ v., _ _ _ _
_
_h_,_ are the same with the "bear," by which the
_vu.,ii._
D,mid,
,,, _
i,:t_tm,_wt,_rto_._,_rs,,o_o,
this _mi_,:.
Tl_ _mm,mB d o,,t au- Persians and Medes are meant. " The belly and
" ,_ii7
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thighs of brass" are the "leopard,"
by which
the Greeks who ruled from Alexander onwards
are intended.
The "legs
of iron" are "the
"dreadful
and terrible beast," by which the
Romans who hold the empire now are meant,
The "toes of clay and iron" are the "ten horns"
which are to be. The "one other little horn
springing up in their midst" is the "antichrist."
The stone that "smites
the image and breaks
it in pieces," and that filled the whole earth, is
Christ, who comes from heaven
and brings
judgment on the world,
4- But that we may not leave our subject at
this point undemonstrated,
we are obliged to
discuss the matter of the times, of which a man
should not speak hastily, because they are a
hght to him.
For as the times are noted from
the foundation of the world, and reckoned from
Adam, they set clearly before us the matter with
which our inquiry deals.
For the first appearalice of our Lord in the flesh took place in Beth]ehem, under Augustus, in the year 55oo ; and
He suffered in the thirty-third year.
And 6,ooo
years must needs be accomplished,
in order that
the Sabbath may come, the rest, the holy day
"on which God rested from all His works."'
For the Sabbath is the type and emblem of the
future kingdom of the saints, when they "shall
reign with Christ," when He comes from heaven,
as John says in his Apocalypse : for "a day with
the Lord is as a thousand years." 2 Since, then,
in six days God made all things, it follows that
6,ooo years must be fulfilled.
And they are not
yet fulfilled, as John says : "five are fallen, one
is," that is, the sixth ; "the other is not yet
come." 3
5- In mentioning
the "other," moreover, he
specifies the seventh, in which there is rest. But
some one may be ready to say, How will you
prove to me that the Saviour was born in the
year 55oo?
Learn that easily, O man; for the
things that took place of old in the wilderness,
under Moses, in the case of the tabernacle, were
constituted types and emblems of spiritual mysreties, in order that, when the truth came in
Christ in these last days, you might be able to
perceive that these things were fulfilled.
For
He says to him, "And thou shatt make the ark
of imperishable wood, and shalt overlay it with
pure gold within and without; and thou shalt
make the length of it two cubits and a half, and
the breadth thereof one cubit and a half, and a
cubit and a half the height ;" _ which measures,
when summed up together, make five cubits and

a half, so that the 55oo years might be signified
thereby.
6. At that time, then, the Saviour appeared
and showed His own body to the world, (born)
of the Virgin, who was the "ark overlaid with
pure gold," with the Word within and the Holy
Spirit without ; so that the truth is demonstrated,
and the "ark" made manifest.
From the birth
of Christ, then, we must reckon the 5oo years
that remain to make up the 6ooo, and thus the
end shall be.
And that the Saviour appeared in
the world, bearing the imperishable ark, His own
body, at a time which was the fifth and half,
John declares : "Now it was the sixth hour," s
he says, intimating by that, one-half of the day.
But a day with the lord is xooo years ; and the
half of that, therefore, is 5oo years.
For it was
not meet that He should appear earlier, for the
burden of the law still endured, nor yet when
the sixth day was fulfilled (for the baptism is
changed), but on the fifth and half, in order that
in the remaining half time the gospel might be
preached to the whole world, and that when the
sixth day was completed
He might end the
f present life.
7. Since, then, the Persians held the mastery
for 33 ° years, 6 and after them the Greeks, who
were yet more glorious, held it for 30o years, of
necessity the fourth beast, as being strong and
mightier than all that were before it, will reign
5oo years.
When the umes are fulfilled, and
the ten horns spring from the beast in the last
(times),
then Antichrist
will appear
among
Ithem.
When he makes war against the saints,
and persecutes them, then may we expect the
manifestation of the lord from heaven.
8. The prophet having thus instructed us with
all exactness as to the certainty of the things
that are to be, broke off from his present subject, and passed again to the kingdom of the
Persians and Greeks, recounting to us another
vision which took place, and was fulfilled in its
proper time ; in order that, by establishing our
belief in this, he might be able to present us to
God as readier believers in the things that are
to be.
Accordingly,
what he had narrated in
the first vision, he again recounts in detail for
the edification of the faithful.
For by the "ram
pushing westward, and northward, and southward," he means Darius, the king of the Persians, who overcame all the nations ; "for,"
says he, "these
beasts shall not stand before
him."
And by the "he-goat
that came from
the west," he means Alexander the Macedonian,

' This is wlmt Phodus o_ndenmed in Hippolytus
Iremeus. however, held the same opinion (book v. c. 28 and 29). The same view
anopmionlS
exp __._edadoptedYet
e_herfrominthetherabblt.Eptstle
of Battmbas (sac. xS). It was
a Ps. xc. 4.
" &tmc. xvii. to.
4 F_t. xxv. to.

s ohnxix, x .
6 {_i_[ne thiZn_swe should read aum6eta .0,from, m. Le. ar$o, as
it is also m Julius Afrlcanus, who was .cont*_.10om_with H_s.
As to the duratton of _ G_'ek entptre, Hippol_tus _
African.us
make it both 3ooze'ears, if we tonow jerome's v2erston Of the latter m
his commem _ Dan. i_ _4. Eusebim makes a sevtaty _
longw
in his L_tr..Et,at,_'.,
v_,i. a.
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the king of the Greeks ; and in that he "came the accomplishment of the desolation of Jeruagaiust that very ram, and was moved with salem in seventy years," etc.
choler, and smote him upon the face, and shiv12. After his confession and supplication, the
ered him, and cast him upon the ground, and angel says to him, "Thou art a man ' greatly
stamped upon him," this expresses just what has beloved :" for thou desirest to see things of
happened,
which thou shalt be informed by me; and in
9. For Alexander waged war against Darius, their own time these things will be fulfilled ; and
mad overcame him, and made himself master of he touched me, saying, "Seventy weeks are
the whole sovereignty, after routing and destroy- determined upon thy people, and upon the holy
ing his camp. Then, after the exaltation of the city, to seal up sins and to blot out transgreshe-goat, his horn--the
great one, namely-sions, and to seal up vision and prophet, and
was broken ; and there arose four horns under to anoint the Most Holy; and thou shalt know
it, toward the four winds of heaven. For, when and understand, that from the going forth of
Alexander had made himself master of all the words for the answer, and for the building of
land of Persia., and had reduced its people into [erusalem, unto Christ the Prince, shall be seven
subjection, he thereupon died, after dividing weeks, and threescore and two weeks."
his kingdom into four principalities, as has been
13. Having mentioned
therefore seventy
shown above. And from that time "one horn weeks, and having divided them into two parts,
was exalted, and waxed great, even to the power in order that what was spoken by him to the
of heaven ; and by him the sacrifice," he says, prophet might be better understood, he proceeds
"was disturbed, and righteousness cast down to thus, "Unto Christ the Prince shall be seven
the ground."
weeks," which make forty-nine years. It was in
xo. For Antiochus arose, surnamed Epiphanes, the twenty-first year that Daniel saw these things
who was of the line of Alexander. And after in Babylon. Hence, the forty-nine years added
he had reigned in Syria, and brought under him to the twenty-one, make up the seventy years, of
all Egypt, he went up to Jerusalem, and entered which the blessed Jeremiah spake : "The sanethe sanctuary, and seized all the treasures in the tuary shall be desolate seventy years from the
house of the Lord, and the golden candlestick, captivity that befell them under Nebuchadnezzar ;
and the table, and the altar, and made a great and after these things the people will return, and
slaughter in the land ; even as it is written: sacrifice and offering will be presented, when
"And the sanctuary shall be trodden under Christ is their Prince.''2
foot, unto evening and unto morning, a thousand
14. Now of what Christ does he speak, but of
and three hundred days." For it happened Jesus the son of Josedech, who returned at that
_at the sanctuary remained desolate during that time along with the people, and offered sacrifice
period, three years and a half, that the thousand according to the law, in the seventieth year, when
and three hundred days might be fulfilled ; until the sanctuary was built ? For all the kings and
Judas Maccabmus arose after the death of his priests were styled Christs, because they were
father Matthias, and withstood him, and de- anointed with the holy oil, which Moses of old prestroyed the encampment of Antiochus, and pared. These, then, bore the name of the Lord
delivered the city, and recovered the sanctuary, in their own persons, showing aforetime the type,
and restored it in strict accordance with the and presenting the image until the perfect King
law.
and Priest appeared from heaven, who alone did
I x. Since, then, the angel Gabriel also re- the will of the Father; as also it is written in
counted these things to the prophet, as they Kings : "And I will raise me up a faithful priest,
have been understood by us, as they have also that shall do all things according to my heart." 3
taken place, and as they have been all clearly
15. In order, then, to show the time when
described in the books of the Maccabees, let us He is to come whom the blessed Daniel desired
see further what he says on the other weeks, to see, he says, "And after seven weeks there
For when he read the book of Jeremiah the are other threescore and two weeks," which
prophet, in which it was written that the sanctu- period embraces the space of 434 years. For
ary would be desolate seventy years, he made after the return of the people from Babylon
confession with fastings and supplieations, and under the leadership of Jesus the son of Joseprayed that the people might return sooner from dech, and Ezra the scribe, and Zerubbabel the
their captivity to the city Jerusalem. Thus, son of Salathiel, of the tribe of David, there were
then, he speaks in his account : "In the first 434 years unto the coming of Christ, in order
year of Darius the son of Ahasuerns, of the seed that the Priest of priests might be manifested in
of the Medes, who was king over the realm of
the Chaldeal_ I D_iel understood in the books
t.u_..._, ,,= m or d,am." [o_ ,,thor v_ o_ t_
• wom.--ifthed_h_a__dff_r_to,
OurAethori_
the mtmber of the years, as the word of the Ver_n.be_,andthenBded_ht
be"-._diov_."]
_jer.
xxv.
zz,
Lord had come to Jeremiah the prophet, for
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the world, and that He who taketh away the sins crites, doth not each one of you loose his ox or
of the world might be evidently set forth, as his ass from the stall, and lead him away to
John speaks concerning
Him:
"Behold
the watering? and ought not this woman, being a
Lamb of God, that taketh away the sin of the daughter of Abraham, whom Satan hath bound
world !" ' And in like manner Gabriel says : these eighteen years, be loosed on the Sabbath"To blot out transgressions, and make recon-day?"
s Whomsoever,
therefore, Satan bound
ciliation for sins."
But who has blotted out our in chains, these did the Lord on His coming
transgressions ? Paul the apostle teaches us, say- loose from the bonds of death, having bound
ing, "He is our peace who made both one ; "2 our strong adversary and delivered humanity.
and then, "Blotting out the handwriting of sins As also Isaiah says : "Then will He say to those
that was against us." a
in chains, Go forth; and to them that are m
I6. That transgressions, therefore, are blotted darkness, Show yourselves." 6
out, and that reconciliation
is made for sins, is
19 . And that the things spoken of old by the
shown by this. But who are they who have rec- law and the prophets were all sealed, and that
onciliation made for their sins, but they who they were unknown to men, Isaiah declares when
believe on His name, and propitiate His coun- he says: "And they will deliver the book that
tenance by good works ? And that after the re- is sealed to one that is learned, and will say to
turn of the people from Babylon there was a him, Read this ; and he will say, I cannot read
space of 434 years, until the time of the birth it, for it is sealed." 7 It was meet and necessary
of Christ, may be easily understood.
For, since that the things spoken of old by the prophets
the first covenant was given to the children of should be sealed to the unbelieving
Pharisees,
Israel after a period of 434 years, it follows that who thought that they understood
the letter of
the second covenant also should be defined by:the law, and be opened to the believing.
The
the same space of time, in order that it might things, therefore, which of old were sealed, are
be expected by the people and easily recognised
now by the grace of God the Lord all open to
by the faithful,
the saints.
17. And for this reason Gabriel says: " And
2o. For He was Himself the perfect Seal, and
to anoint the Most Holy."
And the Most Holy the Church is the key : "He who openeth, and
is none else but the Son of God alone, who, no man shutteth ; and shutteth, and no man
when He came and manifested Himself, said to openeth," s as John says. And again, the same
them, "The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, be- says : "And I saw, on the right hand of Him
cause He has anointed
me ;-4 and so forth, that sat on the throne, a book written within and
Whosoever, therefore, believed on the heavenly without, sealed with seven seals; and I saw an
Priest, were cleansed by that same Priest, and angel proclaiming
with a loud voice, Who is
their sins were blotted out.
And whosoever worthy to open the book, and to loose the seals
believed not on Him, despising Him as a man, ithereof?" and so forth. "And I beheld in the
had their sins sealed, as those which could not midst of the throne, and of the four beasts, a
be taken away; whence the angel, foreseeing Lamb standing slain, having seven horus, and
that not all should believe on Him, said, '" To seven eyes, which are the seven Spirits of God
finish sins, and to seal up sins."
For as many sent forth into all the earth.
And He came and
as continued to disbelieve Him, even to the end. took the book out of the right hand of Him
had their sins not finished, but sealed to be kept that sat upon the throne.
And when He had
for judgment.
But as many as will believe on taken the book, the four beasts and four-andHim as One able to remit sins, have their sins twenty elders fell down before the Lamb, having
blotted out.
Wherefore he says : "And to seal harps and golden vials full of incense, which is
up vision and prophet."
the prayers of the saints.
And they sing a new
I8. For when He came who is the fulfilling song, saying, Thou art worthy to take the book,
of the law and of the prophets (for the law and and to open the seals thereof: for Thou wast
the
till by
John),
was neCe.co_n"
to Godandloosed
by Thy
that prophets
the things were
spoken
them itshould
be
- slain,
blood."9and Hehast
tookredeemed
the book, us
therefore,
firmed (sealed), in order that at the coming of it, in order that the things spoken concerning
the Lord all things loosed should be brought to Him of old in secret, might now be proclaimed
light, and that things bound of old should now with boldness upon the house-tops. '°
be loosed by Him, as the Lord said Himself to I 2i. For this reason, then, the angel says to
the rulers ot" the l_eople, when they were indig- I Daniel, "Seal the words, for the vision is until
nant at the cure on the Sabbath-day
t John L tg.
_,LIL z4.
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the end of the rime." But to Christ it was not oured coat, he indicated mystically _ the variety
said "seal," but "loose" the things bound of of the graces of our calling. For the priestly
old; in order that, by His grace, we might know coat was made up of different colours, as various
the will of the Father, and believe upon Him nations waited for Christ's coming, in order that
whom He has sent for the salvarion of men, we might be made up (as one body) of many
Jesus our Lord.
He says, therefore, "They colours. "And his loins were girded with the
shall return, and the street shall be built, and the gold of Ophaz."
wall ;" which in reality took place. For the peo25. Now the word "Ophaz," which is a word
pie returned and built the city, and the temple, transferred from Hebrew to Greek, denotes pure
and the wall round about.
Then he says: gold. With a pure girdle, therefore, he was
"After threescore and two weeks the rimes will girded round the loins. For the Word was to
be fulfilled, and one week will make a covenant bear us all, binding us like a girdle round His
with many ; and in the midst (half) of the week body, in His own love. The complete body
sacrifice and oblation will be removed, and in was His,4 but we are members in His body,
the temple will be the abomination of deso- united together, and sustained by the Word
lations."
Himself. "And his body was like Tharses." s
22. For when the threescore and two weeks Now "Tharses," by interpretation, is "Ethiopiare fulfilled, and Christ is come, and the Gospel ans." For that it would be difficult to recognise
is preached in every place, the times being then Him, the prophet had thus already announced
accomplished, there will remain only one week beforehand, intimating that He would be manithe last, in which Elias will appear, and Enoch fested in the flesh in the world, but that many
and in the midst of it the abomination of deso- would find it difficult to recognise Him. "And
lation will be manifested,' viz., Antichrist, an- his face as lightning, and his eyes as lamps of
nouncing desolation to the world. And when fire ;" for it was meet that the fiery and judicial
he comes, the sacrifice and oblation will be re- power of the Word should be signified aforetime,
moved, which now are offered to God in every in the exercise of which He will cause the fire
place by the nations. These things being thus (of His judgment) to light with justice upon
recounted, the prophet again describes another the impious, and consume them.
vision to us. For he had no other care save to
26. He added also these words : "And his
be accurately instructed in all things that are to arms and his feet like polished brass ;" to debe, and to prove himself an instructor in such. note the first calling of men, and the second
23. He says then : "In the third year of calling like unto it, viz., of the Gentiles. 6,, For
Cyrus king of Persia, a word was revealed unto the last shall be as the first ; for I will set thy
Daniel, whose name was Belshazzar; and the rulers as at the beginning, and thy leaders as
word was true, and great power and understand- before. And His voice was as the voice of a
ing were given him in the vision. In those days, great multitude." 7 For all we who believe on
I Daniel was mourning three weeks of days. I Him in these days utter things oracular, as
ate no pleasant bread, neither came flesh nor speaking by His mouth the things appointed
wine into my mouth, neither did I anoint my- by Him.
self at all, rill three weeks of days were fulfilled.
27. And after a little He says to him : "KnowOff the fourth day of the first month I humbled est thou wherefore I come unto thee ? And now
myself," says he, "one and twenty days," pray- will I return to fight with the prince of Persia.
ing to the living God, and asking of Him the But I will show thee that which is noted in the
revelation of the mystery. And the Father in Scripture of truth : and there is none that holdtruth heard me, and sent His own Word, to show eth with me in these things but Michael your
what should happen by Him. And that took prince, and I left him there. For from the day
place, indeed, by the great river. For it was that thou didst give thy countenance to be afmeet that the Son should be manifested there, flicted before the Lord thy God, thy prayer was
where also He was to remove sins.
heard, and I was sent to fight with the prince
_4- "And I lifted up mine eyes," he says, of Persia:" for a certain counsel was formed
"and, behold, a man clothed in linen." • In not to send the people away: "that therefore
the first vision he says, "Behold, the angel Ga- thy prayer might be speedily granted, I withbriel (was) sent." Here, however, it is not so ; stood him, and left Michael there."
but he sees the Lord, not yet indeed as perfect
man, but with the appearance and form of man, . s Inthe_t, _,_o-,-,_ Ca"=_t=_ % forwhich_,_mm_
as he says: "And, behold, a man clothed in _ or..... _,,"=_ly,"_o_a.
4 The Latlntrmudattonrenders:-H_ bodywas _ffecL
linen." For in being clothed in a various-cols ,, Tharses"
(Oap_.i;,)in I-J.ippolyms.
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28. And who was he that spake, but the angel
who was given to the people, as he says in the
law of Moses : "I will not go with you, because
the people is stiff-necked ; but my angel shall go
before along with you?"'
This (angel) withstood Moses at the inn, when he was bringing
the child uncircumcised into Egypt.
For it was
not allowed Moses, who was the elder (or legate)
and mediator of the law, and who proclaimed
the covenant of the fathers, to introduce a child
uncircumcised, lest he should be deemed a false
prophet and deceiver by the people.
"And
now," says he, "will I show the truth to thee."
Could the Truth have shown anything else but
the truth ?
29. He says therefore to him : "Behold, there
shall stand up three kings in Persia: and the
fourth shall be far richer than they all; and
when he has got possession of his riches, he
shall stand up against all the realms of Grecia.
And a mighty king shall stand up, and shall rule
with great dominion, and do according to his
will ; and when his kingdom stands, it shall be
broken, and shall be divided toward the four
winds of heaven."
These things we have already
discussed above, when we discoursed upon the
four beasts.
But since Scripture now again sets
them forth explicitly, we must also discourse
upon them a second time, that we may not
leave Scripture unused and unexplained,
3 o. "There shall stand up yet three kings,"
he says, "in Persia ; and the fourth shall be far
richer than they all." This has been fulfilled,
For after Cyrus arose Darius, and then Artaxerxes. These were the three kings; (and) the
Scripture is fulfilled.
"And the fourth shall be
far richer than they all."
Who is that but
Darius, who reigned and made himself glorious,
who was rich, and assailed all the realms of
Greece ? Against him rose Alexander of Macedon, who destroyed his kingdom ; and after he
had reduced the Persians, his own kingdom was
divided toward the four winds of heaven.
For
Alexander at his death divided his kingdom into
four principalities.
"And a king shall stand up,
and shall enter into the fortress of the king of
Egypt."
3L For Antiochus became king of Syria. He
held the sovereignty in the toTth year of the
kingdom of the Greeks.
And in those same
times indeed he made war against Ptolemy king
of Egypt, and conquered
him, and won the
power.
On returning from Egypt he went up to
Jerusalem, in the io3d year, and carrying off
with him all the treasures of the Lord's house,
he marched
to Antioch.
And after two years
of days the king sent his raiser of taxes * into
the cities of Judea, to compel the Jews to for-t ]_x. xxxii. 4, xxxlik 3.
• Oop_"
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sake the laws of their fathers, and submit to the
decrees of the king. And he came, and tried
to compel them, saying, "Come forth, and do
the commandment
of the king, and ye shall
live."
32. But they said, "We will not come forth,
neither will we do the king's commandment ;
we will die in our innocency : and he slew of
them a thousand souls." * The things, therefore, which were spoken to the blessed Daniel
are fulfilled : "And my servants shall be afflicted,
and shall fall by famine, and by sword, and by
captivity." 4 Daniel, however, adds : "And they
shall be holpen with a little help."
For at that
time Matthias arose, and Judas Maccabmus, and
helped them, and delivered them from the hand
of the Greeks.
l 33, That therefore was fulfilled which was
spoken in the Scripture.
He proceeds then
thus : "And the (king's) daughter of the South
shall come to the king of the North to make an
agreement with him ; and the arms of him that
bringeth her shall not stand ; and she, too, shall
be smitten, and shall fall, and he that bringeth
her."
For this was a certain Ptolema'fs,S queen
of Egypt.
At that time indeed she went forth
with her two sons, Ptolemy and Philometor, to
make an agreement
with Antiochus
king of
Syria; and when she came to Scythopolis, she
was slain there.
For he who brought her betrayed her. At that same time, the two brothers
made war against each other, and Philometor
was slain, and Ptolemy gained the power.
34- War, then, was again made by Ptolemy
against Antiochus,
(and) Antiochus
met him.
For thus saith the Scripture : "And the king of
the South shall stand up against the king of the
North, and her seed shall stand up against him."
And what seed but Ptolemy, who made war with
Antiochus?
And Antiochus having gone forth
against him, and having failed to overcome him,
had to flee, and returned to Antioch, and co]lected a larger host.
Ptolemy accordingly took
his whole equipment, and carried it into Egypt.
And the Scripture is fulfilled, as Daniel says :
And he shall carry off into Egypt their gods,
and their cast-works, and all their precious (vessels o 0 gold.
35. And after these things Antiochus went
forth a second time to make war against him,
and overcome Ptolemy.
And after these events
Antiochus commenced
hostilities again against
the children of Israel, and despatched
one
Nicanorwith alarge armyto subdue the Jews, at
the time when Judas, after the death of Matthias,
ruled the people ; and so forth, as is written in
_c. _. il.
••, Du.
33.33.
5 Hetme.mstott_rtoC_j_..m_wlfetmdn.i_*M'._.
F?r
Lttthyrus _ som_. _. c_lk_. Ph__drmmtor
in ridicule (_tr, XAeva_rf_),
_P_tay,
mtheattica.
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the Maccabees.
These events having taken the indignation be accomplished ;" and so forth.
place, the Scripture says agaia: "And there "And these shall escape out of his hand, Edom,
shall stand up another king, and he shall prevail _,and Moab, and the chief (or principality) of the
upon the earth ; and the king of the South shall children of Ammon. And he shall stretch forth
stand up, and he shall obtain his daughter to his hand upon the land ; and the land of Egypt
wife."
shall not escape. And he shall have power over
36. For it happened that there arose a certain the secret treasures of gold and silver, and over
Alexander,z son of Philip. He withstood An- all the precious things of Egypt and of the
tiochus _ at that time, and made wax upon him, Libyans, and the Ethiopians in their strongand cut him off, and gained possession of the holds."
kingdom. Then he sent to Ptolemy king of
39- Thus, then, does the prophet set forth
Egypt, saying, Give me thy daughter Cleopatra these things concerning the Antichrist, who shall
to wife. And he gave her to Alexander to wife. be shameless, a wax-maker, and despot, who,
And thus the Scripture is fulfilled, when it says : exalting himself above all kings and above every
"And he shall obtain his daughter to wife." god, shall build the city of Jerusalem, and restore
And it says further : "And he shall corrupt her, the sanctuary. Him the impious will worship as
and she shall not be his wife." This also has God, and will bend to him the knee, thinking
been truly fulfilled. For after Ptolemy had given him to be the Christ. He shall cut off the two
him his daughter, he returned,and saw the mighty witnesses and forerunners of Christ, who proclaim
and glorious kingdom of Alexander. And covet- His glorious kingdom from heaven, as it is said :
ing its possession, he spoke falsely to Alexander, "And I will give (power) unto my two witnesses,
as the Scripture says : "And the two kings shall and they shall prophesy a thousand two hundred
speak lies at (one) table."
And, in sooth, _mdthreescore days, clothed in sackcloth." 3 As
Ptolemy betook himself to Egypt, and collected also it was announced to Daniel : "And one
a great army, and attacked the city at the time week shall confirm a covenant with many ; and
when Alexander had marched into Cilicia.
in the midst of the week it shall be that the
37. Ptolemy then invaded the country, and sacrifice and oblation shall be removed"--that
established garrisons throughout the cities; and the one week might be shown to be divided into
on making himself master of Judea, set out for two. The two witnesses, then, shall preach three
his daughter, and sent letters to Demetrius in years and a half; and Antichrist shall make war
the islands, saying, Come and meet me here, upon the saints during the rest of the week, and
and I wiIl give thee my daughter Cleopatra to desolate the world, that what is written may be
wife, for Alexander has sought to kill me. De- fulfilled : "And they shall make the abomination
metrius came accordingly, and Ptolemy received of desolation for a thousand two hundred a_ld
him, and gave him her who had been destined ninety days."
for Alexander. Thus is fulfilled that which is
4o. Daniel has spoken, therefore, of two
written: "And he shall corrupt her, and she abominations ; the one of destruction, and the
shall not be his wife." Alexander was slain, other of desolation. What is that of destruction,
Then Ptolemy wore two crowns, that of Syria but that which Antiochus established there at the
and that of Egypt, and died the third day after time ? And what is that of desolation, but that
he had assumed them. Thus is fulfilled that which shall be universal when Antichrist comes?
which is written in Scripture : "And they shall "And there shall escape out of his hand, Edom,
not give him the glory of the kingdom." For and Moab, and the chief of the children of Amhe died, and received not honour from all as mon." For these are they who ally themselves
king.
with him on account of their kinship, and first
38. The prophet then, af_ thus recounting address him as king. Those of Edom are the
the things which have taken place already, and sons of Esau, who inhabit Mount Seir. And
been fulfilled in their times, declares yet another Moab and Ammon axe they who are descended
mystery to us, while he points out the last times, from his two daughters, as Isaiah also says :
For he says : "And there shall rise up another "And they shall fly (extend themselves) in the
shameless king; and he shall exalt himself above ships of strangers, and they shall also plunder
every god, and shall magnify himself, and shall the sea; and those from the east, and from the
speak marvellous things, and shall prosper till west, and the north, shall give them honour:
and the children of Ammon shall first obey
s He _
to AJamu:lerI. kln_ o( Syr_ d wbomme n:_l in
, x_.z.
He _
to be the,o,'ot_,_odM _
them."4 He shall be proclaimed king by them,
_r,_,_m,_ot_d_i,_¢-,_.
and shall be magnified by all, and shall prove
Yet h- was a lamamo¢uakamm otigi_ u iadecd he ac_
_m_ ia_e_oi_ot _ _
_,_..
LI,,T_ r_ himself an abomination of desolation to the
:a am _i_J/a).
_
..a_ ..d_a=mm_
,t world, and shah reign for a thousand two hunSo
c,i lfim here,(_a,
"a _ "_, Alezs_

- _M_,lms - ta du tcz%n_t _.Dammim_-
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dred and ninety days.
"Blessed
is he that
waiteth, and cometh to the thousand three hundred and five and thirty days ;" for when" the
abomination
cometh and makes war upon the
saints, whosoever shall survive his days, and
reach the forty-five days, while the other period
of fifty days advances, to him the kingdom of
heaven comes.
Antichrist, indeed, enters even
into part of the fifty days, but the saints shall
inherit the kingdom along with Christ.
4 x. These things being thus narrated, Daniel
proceeds : "And, behold, there stood.two men,
the one on this side of the bank of the river, and
the other on that side ; and they made answer
to the man that stood upon the bank of the
fiver, and said to him, How long shall it be to
the end of these wonderful words which thou
hast spoken?
And I heard the man clothed in
linen, who was upon the water of the river ; and
he lifted up his right hand and his left hand
unto heaven, and sware by Him that liveth for
ever, that it shall be for a time, times, and an
half; and they shall know all these things when
the dispersion is accomplished."
42. Who, then, were the two men who stood
on the bank of the river, but the law and the
prophets?
And who was he who stood upon
the water, but He concerning whom they prophesied of old, who in the last times was to be
borne witness to by the Father at the Jordan,
and to be declared to the people boldly by
John, "who wore the casty x of the scribe about
his loins, and was clothed with a linen coat of
various colours ?"
These, therefore, interrogate
Him, knowing that to Him were given all government and power, in order to learn accurately
of Him when He wilt bring the judgment on the
world, and when the things spoken by Him will
be fulfilled.
And He, desiring by all means to
convince them, lifted His fight hand and His
left hand to heaven, and sware by Him that
liveth for ever. Who is He that swore, and by
whom sware He ? Manifestly the Son by the
Father, saying, The Father liveth for ever, but
in a time, and times, and an half, when the dispersion is accomplished,
they shall know all
these things.
43. By the stretching forth of His two hands
He signified His passion;
and by mentioning
"a time, and times, and "an half, when the dispersion is accomplished,"
He indicated the three
years and a half of Antichrist.
For by "a time"
He means a year, and by "times"
two years,
and by an "half time" half a year. These are
thethousand
two hundred and ninety days of
which Danlel'prophesied
for the finishing of the
passion, and the accomplishment
of the dispersion when Antichrist comes.
In those days they
x Girdle.
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shall know all these things.
And from the time
of the removal of the continuous sacrifice there
are also reckoned one thousand
two hundred
and ninety days.
(Then) iniquity shall abound,
as the Lord also says: "Because
iniquity shall
abound, the love of many shall wax cold."
44. And that divisions _4.11arise when the fallmg away takes place, is without doubt.
And
when divisions arise, love is chilled.
The words,
"Blessed is he that waiteth and cometh to the
thousand three hundred and five and thirty days,"
have also their value, as the Lord said : "But he
that shall endure unto the end, the same shall
be saved."
Wherefore let us by no means admit the falling away, lest iniquity abound, and the
abomination of desolation--that
is, the adversary -- overtake us. And He said to him, "unto
evening " -- that is, unto the consummation_
"and morning."
What is "morning?"
The
day of resurrection.
For that is the beginning
of another age, as the morning is the beginning of
the day.
And the thousand and four hundred
days are the light of the world.
For on the
appearing of the light in the world (as He says,
"I am the light of the world "), the sanctuary
shall be purged, as he said,3 (of) the adversary.
For it cannot by any means be purged but by
his destruction.
m.
SCHOLIA ON DANIEL.4
CHAP. I. i. "In the third year of the reign
of Jehoiakim."
The Scripture narrates these
things, with the purpose of intimating the second
captivity of the people, when Jehoiakim and the
three youths with him, together wath Daniel, were
taken captive and carried off.
2. "And the Lord gave," etc. These words,
"and the Lord gave," are written, that no one,
in reading the introduction
to the book, may
attribute their capture to the strength of the
captors and the slackness of their chief.
And
it is well said, "with part," for the deportation
was for the correction, not the ruin, of the whole
nation, that there might be no misapplication
of
the cause.
8. "And Daniel purposed in his heart."
Oh,
blessed are they who thus kept the covenant of
the fathers, and transgressed not the law given
by Moses, but feared the God proclaimed
by
him. These, though captives in a strange land,
were not seduced by delicate meats, norwere they
slaves to the pleasures of wine, nor were they
caught by the bait of princely glory.
But
they kept their mouth holy and pure, that pure
speech might proceed from pure mouths, and
iPmine with such (mouths) the heavenly Father.
s Matt.x_tiv,ttt.
3 The _.xtgives_ -'_t._p,o_, whichi_..eorrupt
* Mm,Scri#. t_t. coW.so_ova,_ p.tmpp.a9-$6.
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I2. "Prove now thy servants." They teach
z 7. "Cannot the wise men, the magicians."
that it is not earthly meats that give to men their He instructs the king not to seek an explanation
beauty and strength, but the grace of God be- of heavenly mysteries from earthly men, for they
stowed by the Word. "And at_r a little." shall be accomplished in their due time by God.
Thou hast seen the incorruptible faith of the
_9- "As for thee, 0 king, thy thoughts." For
youths, and the unalterable fear of God. They the king, on making himself master of the land
asked an interval of ten days, to prove therein of Egypt, and getting hold of the country of
that man _not
otherwise find grace with God Judea, and carrying off the people, thought upon
than by believing the word preached by the his bed what should be after these things ; and
Lord.
He who knows the secrets of all, and searcheth
x9. "And among them all, was found none the thoughts of the hearts, revealed to him by
like Daniel."
These men, who were proved means of the image the things that were to be.
faithful witnesses in Babylon, were led by the And He hid from him the vision, in order that
Word in all wisdom, that by their means the the counsels of God might not be interpreted by
idols of the Babylonians should be put to shame, the wise men of Babylon, but that by the blessed
and that Nebuchadnezzar should be overcome Daniel, as a prophet of God, things kept secret
by three youths, and that by their faith the fire from all might be made manifest.
in the furnace should be kept at bay, and the
3I. "Behold a great image." How, then,
desire of the wicked elders (or chiefs) proged should we not mark the things prophesied of
vain.
old in Babylon by Daniel, and now yet in the
CRAP.n. 3. "I have dreamed a dream." The course of fulfilment in the world? For the iradream, then, which was seen by the king was not age shown at that time to Nebuchadnezzar furan earthly dream, so that it might be interpreted nished a type of the whole world. In these
by the wise of the world ; but it was a heavenly times the Babylonians were sovereign over all,
dream, fulfilled in its proper times, according to and these were the golden head of the image.
the counsel and foreknowledge of God. And And then, after them, the Persians held the
for this reason it was kept secret from men who supremacy for 245 years, and they were reprethink of earthly things, that to those who seek sented by the silver. Then the Greeks had the
after heavenly things heavenly mysteries might supremacy, beginning with Alexander of Macebe revealed. And, indeed, there was a similar don, for 3oo years, so that they were the brass.
case in Egypt in the time of Pharaoh and After them came the Romans, who were the iron
Joseph.
legs of the image, for they were strong as iron.
5. "The thing is gone from me." For this Then (we have) the toes of clay and iron, to
purpose was the vision concealed from the king, signify the democracies that were subsequently
that he who was chosen of God., viz., Daniel, to rise, partitioned among the ten toes of the
might be shown to be a prophet. For when image, in which shall be iron mixed with clay.
things concealed from some are revealed by an3i. "Thou sawest," etc. Apollinaris on this :
other, he who tells them is of necessity shown to He looked, and behold, as it were, an image.
be a prophet.
For it did not appear to him as an actual object,
xo. "And they say, There is not a man." presented to the view of an onlooker, but as an
Whereas, therefore, they declared it to be im- image or semblance. And while it contains in
possible that what was asked by the king should it many things together, that is in such a way
be told by man ; God showed them, that whal that it is not really one, but manifold. For it
is impossible with man is poss_le with God.
comprised a summary of all kingdoms ; and its
x4. "Arioch, the captain of the king's guard" exceeding splendour was on account of the glory
(literally, "the chief slanghterer or cook ") For of the kings, and its terrible appearance on
as the cook slays all animals and cooks them, of account of their power. Ensebius Pamphili,
a similar nature was his occupation. And the and Hippolytus the most holy bishop of Rome,
rulers of the world slay men, butchering them compare the dream of Nebuchadnezzar now in
like brute beasts,
question with the vision of the prophet Daniel.
a3. "Because Thou hast given me wisdom Since these have given a different interpretation
and might." We ought therefore to mark the of this vision now before us in their expositions,
goodness of God, how He straightway reveals I deemed it necessary to transcribe what is said
and shows (Himself) to the worthy, and to those by Eusel_ins of C__esarea,who bears the surname
that fear Him, fulfilling their prayers and suppli- Pamphili, in the x5th book of his Gospel Demcations, as the prophet says : "Who is wise, and on.rtra/ion ; z for he expounds the whole vishe shall understand these things? and prudent, ion in these terms: "I think that this (i.e., the,
and he shall know them?",
vision of lgebuchadne___r) differs in nothing
z HoL xivo_,

s This book b _
_m.

mw ate,

_ _

mialo_ havlqmw, h_
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from the vision of the prophet.
For as the lwere visions of these four kingdoms alone, and
prophet saw a great sea, so the king saw a great of none others, because by these the nation of
image.
And again, as the prophet saw-four the Jews was held in bondage from the times
beasts, which he interpreted as four kingdoms,
of the prophet."
so the king was given to understand
four king33. "His feet," etc. Hippolytus : In the visdoms under the gold, and silver, and brass, and ion of the prophet, the ten horns are the things
iron. And again, as the prophet saw the divis- that are yet to be.
ion of the ten horns of the last beast, and three
34. "Thou sawest till that a stone was cut."
horns broken by one ; so the king, in like man- Thou sawest, as it were, a stone cut without
her, saw in the extremities of the image one part hands, and smiting the image upon its feet. For
iron and another clay. And besides this, as the the humarf, kingdom was decisively separated
prophet, after the vision of the four kingdoms,
from the divine; with reference to whmh it is
saw the Son of man receive dominion, and power, written, "as it were cut."
The stroke, however,
and a kingdom ; so also the king thought he saw smites the extremities, and in these it broke all
a stone smite the whole image, and become a dominion that is upon earth.
great mountain and fill the sea. And rightly so.
45. "And the dream is certain,"
That no
For it was quite consistent in the king, whose one, therefore, may have any doubt whether the
view of the spectacle of life was so false, and things announced
shall turn out so or not, the
who admired the beauty of the mere sensibl _. ?rophet has confirmed
them with the words,
colours, so to speak, in the picture set up to "And the dream is certain, and the interpretaview, to liken the fife of all men to a great tion thereof sure ;" I have not erred in the inimage ; but (it became) the prophet to compare terpretation of the vision.
the great and mighty tumult of life to a mighty
46. "Then king Nebuchadnezzar
fell upon his
sea. And it was fitting that the king, who prized face."
Nebuchadnezzar
hearing these things,
the substances
deemed precious among men, and being put in remembrance
of his vision,
gold, and silver, and brass, and iron, should knew that what was spoken by Daniel was true.
liken to these substances the kingdoms that held How great is the power of the grace of God,
the sovereignty at different times in the life of beloved, that one who a little before was doomed
men ; but that the prophet should describe these to death with the other wise men of Babylon,
same kingdoms under the likeness of beasts, in should now be worshipped by the king, not as
accordance with the manner of their rule. And man, but as God ! "He commanded that they
again, the kingmwho
was puffe_l up, as it seems, should offer manaa" ' (i.e., in Chaldee, "oblain his own conceit, and plumed himself on the tion ") "and sweet odours unto him."
Of old,
power of his ancestors-is shown the vicissitude too, the Lord made a similar announcement
to
to which affairs are subject, and the end destined
Moses, saying, "See, I have made thee a god to
for all the kingdoms of earth, with the view of Pharaoh ; "" in order that, on account of the
teaching him to lay aside his pride in himself, signs wrought by him in the land of Egypt,
and understand
that there is nothing
stable Moses might no longer be reckoned a man, but
among men, but only that which is the appointed
be worshipped as a god by the Egyptians.
end of all things--the
kingdom of God.
For
48. "Then
the king made Daniel a great
after the first kingdom of the Assyrians, which man."
For as he had humbled
himself, and
was denoted by the gold, there will be the sec- presented himself as the least among all men,
ond kingdom of the Persians, expressed by the God made him great, and the king established
silver; and then the third kingdom of the Mace- him as ruler over the whole land of Babylon.
donians,
signified by the brass; and after it, Just as also Pharaoh did to Joseph, appointing
the fourth kingdom of the Romans will succeed, him then to be ruler over the whole land of
more powerful than those that went before it; Egypt.
for which reason also it was likened to iron. For
49. "And Daniel requested,"
etc.
For as
of it it is said : "And the fourth kingdom shall they had united with Daniel in prayer to God
be strong as iron ; as iron breaketh and sub- that the vision might be revealed to him, so
dueth all things, so shall it break and subdue all Daniel, when he obtained great honour from the
things."
And after all these kingdoms
which king, made mention of them, explaining to dm
have been mentioned,
the kingdom of God is king what had been done by them, in order that
represented by the stone that breaks the whole they also should be deemed worthy of some
image.
And the prophet, in conformity with honour as fellow-seers and worshippers of God.
this, does not see the kingdom which comes at For when they asked heavenly things from the
the end of all these things, until he has in order I-_rd, they received also earthly things from
described the four dominions
mentioned under the king.
the four beasts.
And I think that the visions
shown, both to the king and to the prophet,
t _r'_.v_._,th_tis.
]
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CHAP. m.i.
" In the eighteenth year," etc. sides, as I suppose, when they went to bind the
[These words are wanting in the Vulgate, etc.) youths.
A considerable
space of time having elapsed,
92 (i.e., 25). "And the form of the fourth is
therefore, and the eighteenth year being now in like the Son of God."
Tell me, Nebuchadnezits course, the king, calling to mind his vision zar, when didst thou see the Son of God, that
"made
an image of gold, whose height was thou shoutdst confess that this is the Son of God ?
threescore cubits, and the breadth thereof six And who pricked thy heart, that thou shouldst
cubits."
For as the blessed Daniel, in interpret- utter such a word ? And with what eyes weft
ing the vision, had answered the king, saying, thou able to look into this light ? And why was
"Thou art this head of gold in the image," the this manifested to thee alone, and to none of
king, being puffed up with this address,
and the satraps about thee?
But, as it is written,
elated in heart, made a copy of this image, in " The heart of a king is in the hand of God :" the
order that he might be worshipped
by ail as hand of God is here, whereby the Word pricked
God.
his heart, so that he might recognise Him in the
7. "All the people fell."
Some (did so) be- furnace, and glorify Him.
And this idea of ours
cause they feared the king himself; but all (or is not without good ground.
For as the children
"most "), because they were idolaters, obeyed of Israel were destined to see GOd in the world,
the word commanded
by the king.
and yet not to believe on Him, the Scripture
16. "Shadrach,
Meshach, and Abednego an- showed beforehand that the Gentiles would recswered," etc.
These three youths are become
ognise Him incarnate, whom, while not incaran example to all faithful men, inasmuch as they hate, Nebuchadnezzar
saw and recognised of old
did not fear the crowd of satraps, neither did in the furnace, and acknowledged
to be the Son
they tremble when they heard the king's words, of God.
nor did they shrink when they saw the flame of
93 (i.e., 26). "And he said, Shadrach, Methe blazing furnace, but deemed all men and the shach, and Abednego."
The three youths he
whole world as nought, and kept the fear of God thus called by name.
But he found no name by
alone before their eyes. Daniel, though he stood which to call the fourth.
For He was not yet
at a distance and kept silence, encouraged them that Jesus born of the Virgin.
to be of good cheer as he smiled to them. And
97 (i.e., 3o). "Then the king promoted," etc.
he rejoiced also himself at the witness they bore, For as they honoured God by givang themselves
understanding,
as he did, that the three youths up to death, so, too, they were themselves honwould receive a crown in triumph over the oured not only by God, but also by the king.
devil.
And they taught strange and foreign nations also
19. "And commanded
that they should heat to worship GOd.
the furnace one seven times more."
He bids
CHAP. vtt. I. "And he wrote the dream."
the vast furnace be heated one seven times more, The things, therefore, which were revealed to the
as if he were already overcome by them.
In blessed prophet by the Spirit in visions, these he
earthly things, then, the king was superior ; but also recounted
fully for others, that he might
in faith toward God the three youths were supe- not appear to prophesy of the future to himself
rior. Tell me, Nebuchadnezzar,
with what pur- alone, but might be proved a prophet to others
pose you order them to be cast into the fire also, who wish to search the divine Scriptures.
bound?
Is it lest they might escape, if they
2. "And behold the four winds."
He means
should have their feet unbound, and thus be able created existence in its fourfold division.
to extinguish the fire? But thou doest not these
3. "And fourgreat beasts."
As various beasts
things of thyse_ but there is another who work- then were shown to the blessed Daniel, and these
eth these things by thy means,
different from each other, we should understand
47." "And the flame streamed forth."
The that the truth of the narrative deals notwith cerfire, he means, was driven from within by the rain beasts, but, under the type and image of
angel, and burst forth outwardly.
See how even different beasts, exhibits the kingdoms that have
the fire appears intelligent, as if it recognised risen in this world in power over the race of
and punished the guilty.
For it did not touch man.
For by the great sea he means the whole
the servants of GOd, but it consumed the unbe- world.
lieving and impious Chaldeaus.
Those who were
4. "Till the wings thereof were plucked."
within were besprinkled with a (cooling) dew by For this happened in reality in the time of Nebthe angel, while those who thought they stood in uchadnezzar, as has been shown in the precedsafety outside the furnace were destroyed by the ing book.
And he bears witness directly that
fire. The men who cast in the youths were this very thing was fulfilled in himself; for he
burned by the flame, which caught them on all was driven out of the kingdom, and stripped of
, a_ _
_

a_ nmb*r,d _
to the Gr_k tmmatlo_, his glory, and of the greatness which he formerly
,_ _o¢_a"
_=_ 0tt_ th_ _ _._."
po_sed.
"And after a little :" the words, "It
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was made stand upon the feet as a man, and a tience and prayer, that we fall not on such
man's heart was given to it," signify that Nebu- times. We should not, however, refuse to bechadnezzar, when he humbled himself, and" ac- lieve that these things will come to pass. For
knowledged that he was but a man, in subjection if the things which the prophets predicted in
under the power of God, and made supplication former times have not been realized, then we
to the Lord, found mercy with Him, and was need not look for these things. But if those
restored to his own kingdom and honour.
]former things did happen in their proper sea.
5" "A second beast like to a bear." To rep- ! sons, as was foretold, these things also shall cerresent the kingdom of the Persians. "And it tainly be fulfilled.
had three ribs." The three nations he calls i 8. "I considered the horns." That is to say,
three ribs. The meaning, therefore, is this : that I looked intently at the beast, and was astonbeast had the dominion, and these others under ished at everything about it, but especially at
it were the Medes, Assyrians, and Babylonians. the number of the horns. For the appearance
"And they said thus to it, Arise, devour." For of this beast differed from that of the other
the Persians arising in these times, devastated beasts in kind.
every land, and made many men subject to
x3 "And came to the Ancient of days."
them, and slew them. For as this beast, the By the Ancient of days he means none other
bear, is a foul animal, and carnivorous, tearing than the Lord and God and Ruler of all, and
with claws and teeth, such also was the kingdom even of Christ Himself, who maketh the days
of the Persians, who held the supremacy for two oM, and yet becometh not old Himself by times
hundred and thirty years,
and days.
6. "And, lo, another beast like a leopard."
_4. "His dominion is an everlasting dominIn mentioning a leopard, he means the kingdom ion." The Father, having put all things in subof the Greeks, over whom Alexander of Macedon jection to His own Son, both things in heaven
was king. And he likened them to a leopard, and things on earth, showed Him forth by all as
because they were quick and inventive in thought, the first-begotten of God, in order that, along
and bitter in heart, just as that animal is many- with the Father, He might be approved the Son
coloured in appearance, and quick in wounding of God before angels, and be manifested as the
and in drinking man's blood.
Lord also of angels : (He showed Him forth
"The beast had also four heads." When the also as) the first-begotten of a virgin, that He
kingdom of Alexander was exalted, and grew, might be seen to be in Himself the Creator
and acquired a name over the whole world, his anew of the first-formed Adam, (and) as the
kingdom was divided into four principalities, first-begotten from the dead, that He might
For Alexander, when near his end, partitioned become Himself the first-fruits of our resurhis kingdom among his four comrades of the rection.
same race, viz., "Seleucus, Demetrius, Ptolemy,
"Which shall not pass away." He exhibited
and Philip;" and all these assumed crowns, as all the dominion given by the Father to His
Daniel prophesies, and as it is written in the first own Son, who is manifested as King of all in
book of Maccabees.
heaven and on earth, and under the earth, and
7. "And behold a fourth beast." Now, that as Judge of all: of all in heaven, because He
there has arisen no other kingdom after that of was born the Word, of the heart of the Father
the Greeks except that which stands sovereign before all; and of all in earth, because He was
at present, is manifest to all. This one has iron made man, and created Adam anew of Himself;
teeth, because it subdues and reduces all by its and of all under the earth, because He was also
strength, just as iron does. And the rest it did numbered among the dead, and preached to the
tread with its feet, for there is no other kingdom souls of the saints, (and) by death overcame
remaining after this one, but from it will spring death.
ten horns,
x7. "Which shall arise." For when the three
"And it had ten horns." For as the prophet beasts have finished their course, and been resaid already of the leopard, that the beast had moved, and the one still stands in vigour, --if
four heads, and that was fulfilled, and Alexander's this one, too, is removed, then finally earthly
kingdomwas dividedintofourprincipalities,
so things(shall)
end,and heavenlythings
begin;
also now we ought to look for the ten horns that the indissoluble and everlazting, kingdom of
which are to spring from it, when the time ofl the saints may be brought to wew, and the
the beast shall be fu/filled, and the little horn,/heaven/y King manifested to all, no longer in
which is Antichrist,
shallapoearsuddenlyin[figure,
likeone seeninvision,
orrevealed
in a
their
midst,
and ri2hteousness'shall
be banished
_pillar
of cloudupon thetopof a mountain,
but
from thee_,th,
an_dthewholeworldshall
reach]amid thepowersand armiesof angels,
as God
itsconsummation.So thatwe ought not to[incarnate
andman,Son of God andSon ofman
anticipate the counsel of God, but exercise pa- [ --coming from heaven as the world's Judge.
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x9. "And I inquired about the fourth beast." to be able to endure the words and to make
It is to the fourth kingdom, of which we have reply to what is said.MBut while I was in this
already spoken, that he here refers: that king- position, he continues, I was strengthened bedom, than which no greater kingdom of like yond my hope. For one unseen touched me,
nature has arisen upon the earth ; from which and straightway my weakness was removed, and
also ten horns are to spring, and to be appor- I was restored to my former strength. For whentioned among ten crowns. And amid these ever all the strength of our life and its glory pass
another little horn shall Hse, which is that of from us, then are we strengthened by Christ, who
Antichrist. And it shall pluck by the roots the stretches forth His hand and raises the living
three others before it ; that is to say, he shall from among the dead, and as it were from Hades
subvert the three kings of Egypt, Libya, and itself, to the resurrection of life.
Ethiopia, with the view of acquiring for himself
z8. "And he strengthened me." For whenuniversal dominion. And after conquering the ever the Word has made us of good hope with
remaining seven horns, he will at last begin, in- regard to the future, we are able also readiIy to
flared by a strange and wicked spirit, to stir up hear His voice.
war against the saints, and to persecute all everyzo. "'To fight with the prince of Persia." For
where, with the aim of being glorified by all, and from the day that thou didst humble thyself bebeing worshipped as God.
fore the I_ord thy God thy prayer was heard, and
22. "Until the Ancient of days come." That I was sent ,'" to fight with the orince of Persia"
is, when at length the Judge of judges and the For there was a design not to let the people go.
King of kings comes from heaven, who shall Therefore, that thy prayer might be speedily
subvert the whole dominion and power of the answered, "I stood up against him."
adversary, and shall consume all with the eternal
CHAP.xn. i. "There shall be a time of troufire of punishment. But to His servants, and ble." For at that time there shall be great
prophets, and martyrs, and to all who fear Him trouble, such as has not been from the foundaHe will give an everlasting kingdom ; that is, they don of the world, when some in one way, and
shall possess the endless enjoyment of good.
others in another, shall be sent through every
25. "Until a time, and times, and the dividing city and country to destroy the faithful ; and the
of time." This denotes three years and a half. saints shall travel from the west to the east, and
CHAP.IX. 5I. "And, behold, the man Ga- shall be driven in persecution from the east to
briel . . . flying." You see how the prophet the south, while others shall conceal themselves
likens the speed of the angels to a winged bird, in the mountains and caves ; and the abominaon account of the light and rapid motion with nation shall war against them everywhere, and
which these spirits fly so quickly in discharge of shall cut them off by sea and by land by his
orders,
decree, and shall endeavour by every means to
CHAP.x. 6. "And the voice of His words." destroy them out of the world ; and they shall
For all we who now believe on Him declare the not be able any longer to sell their own property,
words of Christ, as if we spake by His mouth nor to buy from strangers, unless one keeps and
the things enjoined by Him.
carries with him the name of the beast, or bears
7. "And I saw," etc. For it is to His saints its mark upon his forehead. For then they shall
that fear Him, and to them alone, that He re- all be driven out from every place, and dragged
veals Himself. For if any one seems to be liv- from their own homes and haled into prison, and
ing now in the Church, and yet has not the fear punished with all manner of punishment, and
of God, his companionship with the saints will cast out from the whole world.
avail him nothing.
2. "These shall awake to everlasting life."
z2. "Thy words were heard." Behold how That is, those who have believed in the true life,
much the piety of a righteous man availeth, that and who have their names written in the book
to him alone, as to one worthy, things not yet to of life. "And these to shame." That is, those
be manifested in the world should be revealed,
who are attached to Antichrist, and who are cast
13. "And 1o, Michael." Who is Michael but with him into everlasting punishment.
the angel assigned to the people?
As (God)
3- "And they that be wise shall shine." And
says to Moses,- I _u not go with you in the the Lord has said the same thing in the Gospel :
way, because the people are stiff-necked; but "Then sh_l the righteous shine forth as the
my angel shall go with you."
sun."'
x6. "My inwards arc turned" (A. V., "my
7. "For a time, times, and an half." By this
sorrows are turned upon me").
For it was he indicated the three and a half years of Antimeet that, at the appearing of the Lord, what christ. For by a time he means a year; and by
was above should be turned beneath, in order times, two years ; and by an half time, half a year.
that also what was beneath might come above.
I require time, be says, to recover myself, and
I M_ m. 4_
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These are the "one thousand two hundred and
ninety days" of which Daniel prophesied,
9. "The words are closed up and sealed."
For as a man cannot tell what God has prepared
for the saints ; for neither has eye seen nor ear
heard, nor has it entered into the heart of man
(to conceive) these things, into which even the
saints, too, shall then eagerly desire to look ; so
He said to him, "For the words are sealed until
the time of the end ; until many shall be chosen
and tried with fire." And who are theywho are
chosen, but those who believe the word of truth,
so as to be made white thereby, and to cast off
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We may well marvel at the words of the three
youths in the furnace, how they enumerated all
created things, so that not one of thenl might
be reckoned free and independent in itself; but,
summing up and naming them all together, both
things in heaven, and things in earth, and things
under the earth, they showed them to be all
the servants of God, who created all things by the
Word, that no one shoqld boast that any of
the creatures was without birth and beginning.
Vl.
ON SUSANNAH.S

the filth of sin, and put
and glorious Holy Spirit,
Bridegroom
with Him ? comes, they
zt. "The abomination

on the heavenly, pure,
What is narrated here, happened at a later
in order that, when the time, although it is placed before the first book
may go in straightway (at the beginning of the book). For it was a
of desolation shall be custom with the writers to narrate many things
m an inverted order in their writings. For we
given
(set
up)."
Daniel
speaks,
therefore,
of
two abominations: the one of destruction, which find also in the prophets some visions recorded
among the first and fulfilled among the last ; and
Antiochus set up in its appointed time, and again, on the other hand, some recorded among
which bears a relation to that of desolation, and the last and fulfilled first. And this was done
the other universal, when Antichrist shall come. by the disposition of the Spirit, that the devil
For, as Daniel says, he too shall be set up for might not understand the things spoken in parthe destruction of many.'
ables by the prophets, and might not a second
time lay his snares and ruin man.
Iv.
VE_. i. "CalledJoacim."
ThisJoacim, being
OTHER FRAGMENTS
ON DANIEL s
a stranger in Babylon, obtains Susannah in marFor when the iron legs that now hold the riage. And she was the daughter of Chelcias
sovereignty have given place to the feet and the priest,6 who found the book of the law in
the toes, in accordance with the representation the house of the Lord, when Josiah the king
of the terrible beast, as has also been signified in commanded him to purify the holy of holies.
the former times, then from heaven will come the His brother was Jeremiah the prophet, who was
stone that smites the image, and breaks it ; and carried, with the remnant that was left after the
it will subvert all the kingdoms, and give the deportation of the people to Babylon, into Egypt,
kingdom to the saints of the Most High. This and dwelt in Taphme ; 7 and, while prophesying
is the stone which becomes a great mountain, there, he was stoned to death by the people.
and fills the earth, and of which it is written :
"A very fair woman, and one that feared the
"I saw in the night-visions, and, behold, one Lord," etc. For by the fruit produced, the tree
like the Son of man came with the clouds of also is easily known. For men who are pious and
heaven, and came to the Ancient of days. And zealous for the law, bring into the world children
there was given Him dominion, and glory, and worthy of God ; such as he was who became
a kingdom ; and all peoples, nations, and lan- a prophet and witness of Christ, and she who
guages shall serve Him : His power is an ever- was found chaste and faithful in Babylon, whose
lasting power, which shall not pass away, and His honour and chastity were the occasion of the
kingdom shall not be destroyed." 5
manifestation of the blessed Daniel as a prophet.
4. "Now Joacim was a great rich man," etc.
v.
We must therefore seek the explanation of this.
ON THE SONGOF THE THREECHILDREN.* For how could those who were captives, and had
been made subject to the Babylonians, meet
"0 Ananias, Azarias, and Misael, bless ye the together in the same place, as if they were their
Lord; O ye apostles, prophets, and martyrs of own masters? In this matter, therefore, we
the Lord, bless ye the Lord : praise Him, and should observe that Nebuchadnezzar, after their
exalt Him above all, for ever."
s a'mss_c_._ sin.
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deportation, treated them kindly, and permitted have to give account to God for an the sin which
them to meet together, and do all things accord- they have done, as Solomon says : "And scrutiny
ing to the law.
shall destroy the ungodly."* For these are con7. "-And at noon Susannah went into (her victed by the scrutiny.
husband's garden)." Susannah prefigured the
x5. "As they watched a fit time." What fit
Church ; and Joacim, her husband, Christ ; and itime but that of the passover, at which the laver
the garden, the calling of the saints, who axe is prepared in the garden for those who burn,
planted like fruitful trees in the Church. And and Susannah washes herself, and is presented as
Babylon is the world ; and the two elders area pure bride to God ?
set forth as a figur_ of the two peoples that plot
"With two maids only." Forwhen the Church
against the Church--the
one, namely, of the desires to take the laver according to use, she
circumcision, and the other of the Gentiles. must of necessity have two handmaids to accomFor the words, "were appointed rulers of the pany her. For it is by faith on Christ and love
people and judges," (mean) that in this world to God that the Church confesses and receives
they exercise authority and rule, judging the the laver.
righteous unrighteously,
i8. "And she said to her maids, Bring me
8. "And the two elders saw her." These oil." For faith and love prepare oil and unthings the rulers of the Jews wish now to cx- guents to those who are washed. But what were
punge from the book, and assert that these these unguents, but the commandments of the
things did not happen m Babylon, because they holy Word? And what was the oil, but the power
axe ashamed of what was done then by the of the Holy Spirit, with which believers are
elders,
anointed as with ointment after the laver of
9. "And they perverted their own mind." washing? All these thingswere figurativelyrepFor how, indeed, can those who have been the resented in the blessed Susannah, for our sakes,
enemies and corruptors of the Church judge that we who now believe on God might not
righteously, or look up to heaven with pure regard the things that axe done now in the Church
heart, when they have become the slaves of the as strange, but beheve them all to have been set
prince of this world ?
forth in figure by the patriarchs of old, as the
io. "And they were both wounded with her apostle also says : "Now these things happened
(love)." This word is to be taken in truth ; _unto them for ensamples : and they were written
for always the two peoples, being wounded (in- for our instruction, on whom the ends of the
stigated) by Satan working in them, strive to world axe come."3
raise persecutions and afflictions against the
z8. "And they went out at privy doors;"
Church, and seek how they may corrupt her, showing thus by anticipation, that he who desires
though they do not agree with each other,
to partake of the water in the garden must rex_. "And they watched diligently."
And nounce the broad gate, and enter by the strait
this, too, is to be noted. For up to the present and narrow:
time both the Gentiles and the Jews of the cir"And they saw not the elders." For as of
cumcision watch and busy themselves with the old*the devil was concealed in the serpent in
dealings of the Church, desiring to suborn false the garden, so now too, concealed in the elders,
witnesses against us, as the apostle says : "And ihe fired them with his own lust, that he might
that because of false brethren unawares brought again a second time corrupt Eve.
in, who came in privily to spy out our liberty
_o. "Behold, the garden doors are shut." O
which we have in Christ Jesus." _
wicked rulers, and filled with the workings of the
It is a kind of sin to be anxious to give the devil, did Moses deliver these things to you ?
mind to women.
And while ye read the law yourselves, do ye
x4. "And when they were gone out, they teach others thus? Thou that sayest, "Thou
parted the one from the other." As to their shalt not kill," dost thou kill? Thou that sayest,
parting the one from the other at the hour ot'j "Thou shall not covet," dost thou desire to cordinner (luncheon), this signifies that in the [rupt the wife of thy neighbour?
matter of earthly meats the Jews and the Gen-1 "And we are in love with thee." Why, ye
tiles are not at one ; but in their views, and in llawless, do ye strive to gain over a chaste and
all worldly matters, they are of one mind, and[guileless soul by deceitful words, in order to
can meet each Other.
[satisfy your own lust ?
x4. "And asking one another, they admowl- [ 2z. "If thou wilt not, we will bear witness
edged theirlust."
Thus, in revealing themselves I against thee." This wicked audacity with which
to _ch other, they foreshadow the time when[
............
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you begin, comes of the deceitfulness that lurks
in you from the beginning
And there was in
reality a young man with her, that one z of y6urs ;
one from heaven, not to have intercourse with
her, but to bear witness to her truth,
2z. "And Susannah sighed."
The blessed
Susannah, then, when she heard these words, was
troubled in her heart, and set a watch upon her
mouth, not wishing to be defiled by the wicked
elders.
Now it is in our power also to apprehend the real meaning of all that befell
Susannah.
For you may find this also fulfilled
in the present condition of the Church.
For
when the two peoples conspire to destroy any
of the saints, they watch for a fit time, and enter
the house of God while all there are praying and
praising God, and seize some of them, and carry
them off, and keep hold of them, saying, Come,
consent with us, and worship our Gods ; and if
not, we will bear witness against you.
And when
they refuse, they drag them before the court,
and accuse them of acting contrary to the decrees of' Czesar, and condemn them to death,
"I am straitened on every side."
Behold the
words of a chaste woman, and one dear to God :
"I am straitened on every side." For the Church
is aflticted and straitened, not only by the Jews,
but also by the Gentiles, and by those who are
called Christians, but are not such in reality,
For they, observing her chaste and happy life,
strive to ruin her.
"For if I do this thing, it is death to me."
For to be disobedient
to God, and obedient to
men, works eternal death and punishment,
"And if I do it not, I cannot escape your
hands."
And this indeed is said with truth.
For they who are brought into judgment for the
sake of God's name, if they do what is commanded them by men, die to God, and shall live
in the world.
But if they refuse to do what is
commanded
them by men, they escape not the
hands of their judges, but are condemned
by
them.
2 3. "It is better for me not to do it."
For
it is better to die by the hand of wicked men
and live with God, than, by consenting to them,
to be delivered from them and fall into the hands
of God.
24. "And Susannah cried with a loud voice."
And to whom did Susannah cry but to God ? as
Isaiah says: "Then shalt thou call, and the Lord
shall answer thee ; whilst thou art yet speaking,
He shall say, Lo, here I am."*
"And the two elders cried out against her."
For the wicked never cease to cry out against
us, and to say: Away with such from off the
earth,for it is not fit that they should live. In
an evangelical
sense, Susannah despised them
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!who kill the body, in order that she might save
her soul from death.
Now sin is the death of
the soul, and especially (the sin of) adultery.
For when the soul that is united with Christ forsakes its faith, it is given over to perpetual death,
viz., eternal punishment.
And in confirmation
of this, in the case of the transgression and violation of marriage unions in the flesh, the law
has decreed the penalty of death.
25. "Then ran the one and opened the gates ;"
pointing to the broad and spacious wayon which
they who follow such persons perish.
3 L "Now Susannah was a very delicate woman."
Not that she had meretricious adornments about her person, as Jezebel had, or eyes
painted with divers colours ; but that she had the
adornment of faith, and chastity, and sanctity.
34- "And laid their hands upon her head;"
that at least by touching her they might satisfy
their lust.
35- "And she was weeping."
For by her
tears she attracted
the (regard of) the Word
from heaven, who was with tears to raise the
dead 1,9.zarus.
4 i. "Then the assembly believed them."
It
becomes us, then, to be stedfast in every duty,
and to give no heed to lies, and to yield no ob.
sequious
obedience
to the persons of rulers,
knowing that we have to give account to God ;
but if we follow the truth, and aim at the exact
rule of faith, we shall be well-pleasing to God.
44- "And the Lord heard her voice."
For
those who call upon Him from a pure heart, God
heareth.
But from those who (call upon Him) in
deceit and hypocrisy, God turneth away His face.
52. " O thou that art waxen old inwickedness."
Now, since at the outset, in the introduction, we
explained that the two elders are to be taken as
a type of the two peoples, that of the circalmcision and that of the Gentiles, which are always
enemies of the Church;
let us mark the words
of Daniel, and learn that the Scripture deals
falsely with us in nothing.
For, addressing the
first elder, he censures him as one instructed
in
the law ; while he addresses the other as a Gentile, calling him "the seed of Chanaan," although
he was then among the circumcision.
SS. "For even now the angel of God."
He
shows also, that when Susannah prayed to God,
and was heard, the angel was sent then to help
her, just as was the case in the instance of
Tobias s and Sara. For when they prayed, the
supplication of both of them was heard in the
same day and the same hour, and the angel
Raphael was sent to heal them both.
6L "And theyarose against the two elders;"
that the saying might be fulfilled, "Whoso diggeth a pit for his neighbour, shall fall therein." 4
4 l_v. _-v£ r/.
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To all these things, therefore, we ought to
give heed, beloved, fearing lest any one be overtaken in any transgression, and risk the loss of
his soul, knowing as we do that God is the Judge
of all ; and the Word, Himself is the Eye which
nothing that is done in the world escapes. Therefore, always watchful in heart and pure in life, let
US imitate

,_isannah.
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body and in Hades. 6 For the Son is not contained in space, just as the Father ; and He
comprehends all things in Himself. But of His
own will he dwelt in a body animated by a soul,
in order that with His soul He might enter
Hades, and not with His pure divinity.
DOUBTFUL

ON MATTHEW. s
Matt. vL Ix._

FRAGMENTS
ON THE PENTATEUCH.7
PREFACE.

In the name of the Father, and the Son, and
the Holy Spirit, one God. This is a transcript
of the excellent law. But before beginning to
give the transcript of the book of the law, it will
be worth while to instruct you, O brother, as to
its excellence, and the dignity of its disposition.
Its first excellence is, that God delivered it by
the hand of our most Messed ruler, the chief
of the prophets, and first of the aposdes, or those
who were sent to the children of Israel, viz.,
Moses the son of Amram, the son of Kohath,
ON LUKE.*
of the sons of Levi. Now he was adorned with
CHAP.m 7- And if you please, we say that all manner of wisdom, and endowed with the
the Word was the first-born of God, who came best genius. Illustrious in dignity, remarkable
down from heaven to the blessed Mary, and was for the integrity of his disposition, distinguished
made a first-born man in her womb, in order for power of reason, he talked with God. And
that the first-born of God might be manifested He chose him as an instrument of value. By
in union with a first-born man.
His leader and prophet, God Most High sent it
2_. When they brought Him to the temple to down to us, and committed it to us (blessed be
present Him to the Lord, they offered the obla- His name) in the Syrlac tongue of the Targum,
tions of purification. For ff the gifts of purifi- which the Seventy translated into the Hebrew
cation according to the law were offered for Him, tongue, to wit, into the tongue of the nation,
in this indeed He was made under the law. But and the idiom of the common people. Moses,
the Word was not subject to the law in such wise therefore, received it from the eternal Lord, and
as the sycophants 5 fancy, since He is the law was the first to whom it was entrusted, and who
Himself; neither did God need sacrifices of obeyed its rules and ordinances. Then he taught
purification, for He purifieth and sanctitieth all it to the children of Israel, who also embraced
things at once in a moment. But though He it. And he explained to them its profound
took to Himself the frame of man as He received mysteries and dark places. And he expounded
it from the Virgin, and was made under the law, to them those things which were less easy, as
and was thus purified after the manner of the God permitted him, and concealed from them
first-born, it was not bemuse He needed this those secrets of the law, as God forbade him (to
ceremonial that He underwent its services, but reveal them). Nor did there rise among them
only for the purpose of redeeming from the one who was better practised in His judgments
bondage of the law those who were sold under and decrees, and who communicated more clearly
the judgment of the curse,
the mysteries of His doctrine, until God trausCHAP.xxm. For this reason the warders of lated him to Himself, after He had made him
Hades trembled when they saw Him ; and the perfect by forty whole years in the wilderness.
gates of brass and the bolts of iron were broken.
And these foUowin__g
are the names of the
For, lo, the Only-begotten entered, a soul among teachers who handed down the law in continuous
souls, God the Word with a (human) soul. For succession after Moses the prophet, until the
His body lay in the tomb, not emptied of divinity; advent of Messiah : -but as, while in Hades, He was in essential
Know, then, my brother, whom may God
being with His Father, so was He also in the bless, that God delivered the most excellent law
into the hands of Moses the prophet, the son of
For this reason we are enjoined to ask what
is sufficient for the preservation of the substance
of the body : not luxury, but food, which restores what the body loses, and prevents death
by hunger ; not tables to inflame and drive on
to pleasures, nor such things as make the body
wax wanton ag_ust the soul ; but bread, and
that, too, not for a great number of years, but
what is sufficient for us to-day,
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And Moses delivered it to Joshua the son of
And Nachum delivered it to Chabakuk the
Nun.
prophet.
And Joshua the son of Nun delivered it to
And Chabakuk delivered it to Sophonia the
Anathal.
prophet.
And Anathal delivered it to Jehud.
And Sophonia delivered it to Chaggaeus the
And Jehud delivered it to Samgar.
prophet.
And Samgar delivered it to Baruk.
And Chaggaeus delivered it to Zecharia the
And Baruk delivered it to Gideon.
prophet, the son of Bershia.
And Gideon delivered it to Abimelech.
And Zecharia, when in captivity, delivered it
And Abimelech delivered it to Tale&
to Malachia.
And Taleg delivered it to Babin the Gileadite.
And MMachia delivered it to Ezra the teacher.
And Babin delivered it to Jiphtach.
x And Ezra delivered it to Shamai the chief
And Jiphtach delivered it to Ephran.
priest, and Jadua to Samean, (and) Samean deAnd Ephran delivered it to Elul of the tribe livered it to Antigonus.
Zebulon.
And Antigonus delivered it to Joseph the son
And Elul delivered it to Abdan.
of Johezer, (and) Joseph the son of Gjuchanan.
And Abdan delivered it to Shimshon the brave.
And Joseph delivered it to Jehosua, the son of
And Shimshon delivered it to Helkanah, the Barachia.
son of Jerachmu, the son of Jehud.
Moreover,
And Jehosua delivered it to Nathan the Arhe was the father of Samuel the prophet.
Of belite.
this Helkanah mention is made in the beginning
And Nathan delivered it to Shimeon, the elder
of the first book of Kings (Samuel).
son of Shebach.
This is he who carried the
And Helkanah delivered it to Eli the priest.
Messias in his arms.
And Eli delivered it to Samuel the prophet.
Simeon delivered it to Jehuda.
.Mad Samuel delivered
it to Nathan
the
Jehuda delivered it to Zecharia the priest.
prophet.
And Zecharia the priest, the father of John the
And Nathan delivered it to Gad the prophet.
Baptist, delivered it to Joseph, a teacher of his
And Gad the prophet delivered it to Shemaiah own tribe.
the teacher.
And Joseph delivered it to Hanan and CaiaAnd Shemaiah delivered it to Iddo the teacher.
)has. Moreover, from them were taken away
And Iddo delivered it to Achia.
the priestly, and kingly, and prophetic offices.
And Achia delivered it to Abihu.
These were teachers at the advent of Messias ;
And Abihu delivered it to Elias the prophet,
and they were both priests of the children of IsAnd Elias delivered it to his disciple Elisaeus. rael.
Therefore the whole number of venerable
And Elisaeus delivered
it to Malachia
the and honourable priests put in trust of this most
prophet,
excellent law was fifty-six, Hanan (i.e., Annas)
And Malachia delivered it to Abdiahu.
and Caiaphas being excepted.
And Abdiahu delivered it to Jehuda.
And those are they who delivered it in the
And Jehuda
delivered
it to Zacharias the last days to the state of the children of Israel ;
teacher,
nor did there arise any priests after them.
In those days came Baehthansar king of Babel, i This is the account of what took place with
and laid waste the house of the sanctuary, and regard to the most excellent law.
carried the children of Israel into captivity to
Armius, author of the book of Times, has said :
Babel.
In the nineteenth year of the reign of King PtolAnd after the captivity of Babel, Zacharia the emy, he ordered the elders of the children of
teacher delivered it to Esaia the prophet, the son Israel to be assembled, in order that they might
of Amos.
put into his hands a copy of the law, and that
And Esaia delivered it to Jeremia the prophet, they might each be at hand to explain its meanAnd Jeremia the prophet delivered it to Chiz- ing.
kiel.
The elders accordingly came, bringing with
And Chizkiel the prophet delivered it to Ho- them the most excellent law. Then he comsea the prophet, the son of Bazi.
manded that every one of them should interpret
And Hosea delivered it to Joiel the propheL
the book of the law to him.
And Joiel delivered it to Amos the prophet.
But he dissented from the interpretation which
And Amos delivered it to Obadia.
the elders had given.
And he ordered the elders
And Obadia delivered it to Jonan the prophet, to be thrust into prison and chains.
And seizing
the son of Mathi, the son of Armelah, who was the book of the law, he threw it into a deep
the brother of Elias the prophet,
ditch, and cast fire and hot ashes upon it for
And Jonan delivered it to Micha the Morasthite, who delivered it to Nachum the Alcusite.
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seven days. Then afterwards he ordered them
to throw the filth of the city into that ditch in
which was the Ix)ok of the law. And the ditch

SECTIONS
iI., m.
And the Lord said : "And I will bring the waters of the
flood upon the _u'th to destroyall flesh," etc.

was filled to the very top.
Hippolytus, the Targumist expositor, said :
The law remalned seventy years under the filth The names of the wives of the sons of Noah
in that ditch, yet did not perish, nor was there are these : the name of the wife of Sem, Nahaeven a single leaf of it spoilt,
lath Mahnuk ; and the name of the wife of
In the twenty-first year of the reign of King Cham, Zedkat Nabu ; and the name of the wife
Apianutns they took the book of the law out of of Japheth, Arathka_ These, moreover, are their
the ditch, and not one leaf thereof was spoilt,
names in the Syriac Targum.* The name of
And after the ascension of Christ into heaven, the wife of Sem was Nahalath Mahnuk ; the
came King Titus, son of Aspasianus king of name of the wife of Cham, Zedkat Nabu ; the
Rome, to Jerusalem, and besieged and took it. name of the wife of Japheth, Arathka.
And he destroyed the edifice of the second house,
Therefore God gave intimation to Noah, and
which the children of Israel had built. Titus informed him of the coming of the flood, and
the king destroyed the house of the sanctuary, of the destruction of the ruined (wicked).
and slew all the Jews who were in it, and built i And God Most High ordered him to descend
Tsion (sic) in their blood. And after that depor- from the holy mount, him and his sons, and the
tation the Jews were scattered abroad in slavery, wives of his sons, and to build a ship of three
Nor did they assemble any more in the city of storeys. The lower storey was for fierce, wild,
Jerusalem, nor is there hope anywhere of their and dangerous beasts.
Between them there
returning,
were stakes or wooden beams, to separate them
After Jerusalem was laid waste, therefore from each other, and prevent them from having
Shemaia and Antalia (Abtalion) delivered the intercourse with each other. The middle storey
law, u kings of Baalbach,' a city which Soliman was for birds, and their different genera. Then
son of King David, had built of old, and which the upper storey was for Noah himself and his
was restored anew in the days of King Menasse, sons- for his own wife and his sons' wives.
who sawed Esaia the prophet asunder.
Noah also made a door in the ship, on the
King Adrian, of the children of Edom, be- east side. He also constructed tanks of water,
sieged Baalbach, and took it, and slew all the and store-rooms of provisions.
Jews who were in it, (and) as many as were of
When he had made an end, accordingly, of
the family of David he reduced to slavery. And building the ship, Noah, with his sons, Sere,
the Jews were dispersed over the whole earth, as Cham, and Japheth, entered the cave of deposGod Most High had foretold : "And I will scat- its)
ter you among the Gentiles, and disperse you
And on their first approach, indeed, they hapamong the nations."
pily found the bodies of the fathers, Adam,
And these are the things which have reached Seth, Enosh, Kalnan, Mahaliel, Jared, Mathusaus as to the history of that most excellent book, lach, and Lamech. Those eight bodies were in
The Preface is ended,
the place of deposits, viz., those of Adam, Seth,
THE laW.
Enosh, Kalnan, Mahaliel, Jared, Mathusalach,
and Lamech.
In the name of God eternal, everlasting, most
Noah, moreover, took the body of Adam.
mighty, merciful, compassionate.
And his sons took with them offerings. Sere
By the help of God we begin to describe the carried gold, Cham myrrh, and Japheth frankinbook of the law, and its interpretation, as the cense.
Then, leaving the cave of deposits,
holy, learned, and most excellent fathers have they transferred the offerings and the body of
interpreted it.
Adam to the holy mount)
The following, therefore, is the interpretation
And when they sat down by the body of
of the first book, which indeed is the book of the Adam, over against paradise, they began to
creation (and) of created beings,
lament and weep for the loss of paradise.
s_'IoN L
Then, descending from the holy mount, and
Of thecreationof htavot tma
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Then they embraced the stones and trees of
the holy mount, and wept, and said: Farewell,
O habitation of the good ! Farewell, O abode
of holy bodies !
Then, after three days, Noah, with his sons
and his sons' wives, came down from the holy
mount to the base of the holy mount, to the
ship's place.
For the (ark) was under the projecting edge of the holy mount.
And Noah entered the ship, and deposited
the body of Adam, and the offerings, in the
middle of the ship, upon a bier of wood, which
he had prepared for the reception of the body.
And God charged Noah, saying: Make for
thyself rattles, of boxwood (or cypress).
Now
_t_r_t_ is the wood called Sagh, i.e., Indian
plane,
Make also the hammer (bell) thereof of the
same wood.
And the length of the rattle shall
be three whole cubits, and its breadth one and
a half cubit,
And God enjoined him to strike the rattles
three times every day, to wit, for the first time
at early dawn, for the second time at mid-day,
and for the third time at sunset.
And it happened
that, as soon as Noah had
struck the rattles, the sons of Cain and the
sons of Vahim ran up straightway to him, and
he warned and alarmed them by telling of the
immediate approach of the flood, and of the
destruction
already hasting on and impending.
Thus, moreover, was the pity of God toward
them displayed, that they might be converted
and come to themselves again.
But the sons
of Cain did not comply with what Noah proclaimed to them.
And Noah brought together
pairs, male and female, of all birds of every
kind ; and thus also of all beasts, tame and wild
alike, pair and pair.
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them be of wheat, ground, pounded, kneaded
with water, and dried.
And Noah there and
then bade his wife, and his sons' wives, diligently
attend to kneading dough and laying it in the
oven.
They kneaded
dough accordingly, and
prepared just about as much as might be sufficient for them, so that nothing should remain
over but the very least.
And God charged Noah, saying to him :
Whosoever shall first announce to you the approach of the deluge, him you shall destroy that
very moment.
In the meantime, moreover, the
wife of Cham was standing by, about to put a
large piece of bread into the oven.
And suddenly, according to the word of the Lord, water
rushed forth from the oven, and the flow of
water penetrated
and destroyed
the bread,
Therefore the wife of Cham exclaimed, addressing herself to Noah : Oh, sir, the word of God
is come good : "that which God foretold is
come to pass ; " execute, therefore, that which
the Lord commanded.
And when Noah heard
the words of the wife of Cham, he said to her:
Is then the flood already come ? The wife of
Cham said to him : Thou hast said it. God,
however, suddenly charged Noah, saying: Destroy not the wife of Cham ; for from thy mouth is
the beginning of destruction -- " thou didst first
say, The flood is come."
At the voice of Noah
the flood came, and suddenly the water destroyed
that bread.
And the floodgates of heaven were
opened, and the rains broke upon the earth.
And that same voice, in sooth, which had said
of old, "Let the waters be gathered together
into one place, and let the dry land appear," 2
gave permission to the fountain of waters and
the floods of the seas to break forth of their
own accord, and brought out the waters.
Consider what God said about the world :
Let all its high places be brought low, and they
were brought low; and let its low places be raised
s_crlo_r IV.
from its depths.
And the earth was made bare and empty of
On Gen. vii.6.
all existence, as it was at the beginning.
Hippolytus, the Syrian expositor of the TarAnd the rain descended from above, and the
gum, has said: We find in an ancient Hebrew earth burst open beneath.
And the frame of
copy that God commanded
Noah to range the the earth was destroyed, and its primitive order
wild beasts in order in the lower floor or storey, was broken.
And the world became such as it
and to separate the males from the females by was when desolated at the beginning by the
putting wooden stakes between them.
waters which flowed over it. Nor was any one
And thus, too, he did with all the cattle, and of the existences upon it left in its integrity.
also with the birds in the middle storey.
And
Its former structure went to wreck, and the
God ordered
the males thus to be separated
earth was disfigured by the flood of waters that
from the females for the sake of decency and burst upon it, an_ by the magnitude of its inunpurity, lest they should perchance
get inter- dat/ons, and the multitude of showers, and the
mingled with each other,
eruption from its depths, as the waters continuMoreover, God said to Moses : Provide vict- ally broke forth.
In fine, it was lei_ such as it
uah for yourself and your children.
And let was formerly.*
: Cmldmm_
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SECTION V.

SECTION X.

On Gem viii. L

On Deut. xxxiiL Ix.

Hippolytus, the expositor of the Targum, and
my master, Jacobus Rohaviensis, have said: On
the twenty-seventh day of the month Jiar, which
is the second Hebrew month, the ark rose from
the base of the holy mount ; and already the
waters bore it, and it was carried upon them
round about towards the four cardinal points of
the world. The ark accordingly held off from
the holy mount towards the east, then returned
towards the west, then turned to the south, and
finally, hearing off eastwards, neared Mount Kardu on the first day of the tenth month. And
that is the second month Kanun.
And Noah came out of the ark on the twentyseventh day of the month Jiar, in the second
year : for the ark continued sailing five whole
months, and moved to and fro upon the waters,
and in a period of fifty-one days neared the
land. Nor thereafter did it float about any
longer. But it only moved successively toward
the four cardinal points of the earth, and again
finally stood toward the east. We say, moreover, that that was a sign of the cross. And the
ark was a symbol of the Christ who was expected,
For that ark was the means of the salvation of
Noah and his sons, and also of the cattle, the
wild beasts, and the birds. And Christ, too,
when He suffered on the cross, delivered us
from accusations and sins, and washed us in His
own blood most pure.
And just as the ark returned to the east, and
neared Mount Kardu, so also Christ, when the
work was accomplished and finished which He
had proposed to Himself, returned to heaven
to the bosom of His Father, and sat down upon
the throne of His glory at the Father's right
hand.
As to Mount Kardu, it is in the east, in the
land of the sons of Raban, and the Orientals call
it Mount Godash ;' the Arabians and Persians
call it Ararat?
And there is a town of the name Kardu, and
that hill is called after it, which is indeed very
lofty and inaccessible, whose summit no one has
ever been able to reach, on account of the violence of the winds and the storms which always
prevail there. And if any one attempts to ascend it, there axe demons that rush upon him,
and cast him down headlong from the ridge of
the mountain into the plain, so that he dies. No
one, moreover, knows what there is on the top
of the mountain, except that certain relics of the
wood of the ark still lie there on the surface of
the top of the mountaim3

Hippolytus, the expositor of the Targum, has
said that Moses, when he had finished this
prophecy, also pronounced a blessing upon all
the children of Israel, by their several tribes,
and prayed for them. Then God charged Moses,
saying to him, Go up to Mount Nebo, which indeed is known by the name of the mount of the
Hebrews, which is in the land of Moab over
against Jericho.
And He said to him: View the land of
Chanaa , which I am to give to the children of
Israel for an inheritance. Thou, however, shalt
never enter it ; wherefore view it well from afar
off. When Moses therefore viewed it, he saw
that land,- a land green, and abounding with
all plenty and fertility, planted thickly with trees ;
and Moses was greatly moved, and wept.
And when Moses descended from Mount Nebo, he called for Joshua the son of Nun, and
said to him before the children of Israel : Prevail, and be strong ; for thou art to bring the
children of Israel into the land which God
promised to their fathers that He would give
them for an inheritance.
Fear not, therefore,
the people, neither he afraid of the nations : for
GOd will be with thee.
And Moses wrote that Senna4 (Hebr. m_r_
= "secondary law," or "Deuteronomy"),
and
gave it to the priests the sons of Levi, and cornmanded them, saying: For seven years keep
this Senna hid, and show it not within the entire
course of seven years. ("And then") in the
feast of tabernacles, the priests the sons of Levi
will read this law before the children of Israel,
that the whole people, men and women alike,
may observe the words of GOd: Command them
to keep the word of GOd, which is in that law.
And whosoever shall violate one of its precepts,
let him be accursed.
Accordingly, when Moses had finished the
writing of the law, he gave it to Joshua the son
of Nun, and enjoined him to give it to the sons
of Levi, the priests. Moses also enjoined and
charged them to place the book of the law again
within the ark of the covenant of the Lord, that
it might remain there for a testimony for ever.
And when Moses had made an end of his
injunctions, God bade him go up Mount Nebo,
which is over against Jericho. The Lord showed
him the whole land of promise in its four quarters, from the wilderness to the sea, and from
sea to sea. And the Lord said to him, Thou
hast seen it indeed with thine eyes, but thou
shalt never enter it. There accordingly Moses
died, the servant of God, by the command of
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God. And the angels buried him on Mount having collected in one volume, after the capNebo, which is over against Beth-Phegor. And tivity, the psalms of several, or rather their
no one knows of his sepulchre, even to this day. words, as they are not all psalms. Thus the
For God concealed his grave,
name of David is prefixed in the case of some,
And Moses lived x_o years ; nor was his eye and that of Solomon in others, and that of Asaph
dim, nor was the skin of his face wrinkled,
in others. There are some also that belong to
Moses died on a certain day, at the third hour Idithum (Jeduthun) ; and besides these there
of the day, on the seventh day of the second are others that belong to the sons of Core (Komonth, which is the month Jiar.
rah), and even to Moses. As they are therefore
And the children of Israel wept for him in the the words of so many thus collected together,
plains of Moab three days.
they could not be said by any one who underAnd Joshua the sun of Nun was filled with the stands the matter to be by David alone.
spirit of wisdom ; for Moses had laid his hand
2. As regards those which have no inscription,
upon him. And all the children of Israel obeyed we must also inquire to whom we ought to ashim. And God charged Joshua the son of Nun cribe them. For why is it that even the simplest
on a certain day,- namely, the seventh day of inscription is wanting in them--such as the one
the month Nisan.
which runs thus, "A psalm of David," or "Of
And Joshua the son of Nun lived iio years, David," without any addition? Now, my idea
and died on the fourth day, which was the first is, that wherever this inscription occurs alone,
day of the month Ehil. And they buried him what is written is neither a psalm nor a song,
in the city Thamnatserach, on Mount Ephraim. but some sort of utterance under guidance of
Praise be to God for the completion of Ote the Holy Spirit, recorded for the behoof of him
work.
who is able to understand it. But the opinion
ON THE PSALMS.
_
of a certain Hebrew on these last matters has
reached me, who held that, when there were
L
.
many without any inscription, but preceded by
The argument of the exposition of the Psahns by Hippolytus, one with the inscription "Of David," all these
(bishop)of Rome.
should be reckoned also to be by David. And
i. The book of Psalms contains new doctrine if this be the case, it follows that those without
after the law which was given by Moses; and any inscription are by those (writers) who are
thus it is the second book of doctrine after the rightly reckoned, according to the titles, to be
Scripture of Moses. After the death, then of the authors of the psalms preceding these. This
Moses and Joshua, and after the judges, David book of Psalms before us has also been called
arose, one deemed worthy to be called the father by the prophet the "Psalter, '' because, as they
of the Saviour, and he was the first to give the say, the psaltery alone among musical instruments
Hebrews a new style of psalmody, by which he gives back the sound from above when the brass
did away with the ordinances established by is struck, and not from beneath, after the manMoses with respect to sacrifice, and introduced ner of others. In order, therefore, that those
a new mode of the worship of God by hymns who understand it may be zealous to carry out
and acclamations ; and many other things also the analogy of such an appellation, and may also
beyond the law of Moses he taught through his look above, from which direction its melody
whole ministry. And this is the sacredness of comes--for this reason he has styled it the
the book, and its utility. And the account to Psalter. For it is entirely the voice and utterbe given of its inscription is this : (for) as most ance of the most Holy Spirit.
of the brethren who believe in Christ think thai
3. Let us inquire, further, why there are one
this book is David's, and inscribe it "Psalms of hundred and fifty psalms. That the number
David," we must state what has reached us with fifty is sacred, is manifest from the days of the
respect to it. The Hebrews give the book the celebrated festival of Pentecost, which indicates
title "Sephra Thelim,", and in the "Acts of release from labours, and (the possession of)
the Apostles" it is called the "Book of Psalms" joy. For which reason neither fasting nor bend(the words are these, "as it is written in the ing the knee is decreed for those days.3 For
Bookof t'salms"),but the name (of the author) this is a symbol of the great assembly that is
in the inscription of the book is not found there, reserved for future times. Of which times there
And the reason of that is, that the words written was a shadow in the land of Israel in the year
there are not the words of one man, but those called among the Hebrews "Jobel" (Jubilee),
of several together; Esdra, as tradition says, which is the fiftieth year in number, and brings
-with it liberty for the slave, and release from
' s_m d, U_h,A_
M-,'0_-- O,_,.'..,Ap_.d., debt, and the like. And the holy Gospel knows
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also the remission of the number fifty, and of nature to accomplish, we shall content ourselves
that number which is cognate with it, and stands iwith these things by way of an outline. Only
by it, viz., five hundred ; z for it is not without let us add this, that the psalms which deal with
a purpose that we have given us there the remis- historical matter are not found in regular historision of fifty pence and of five hundred. Thus, cal order. And the only reason for this is to
then, it was also meet that the hymns to God on be found in the numbers according to which the
account of the destruction of enemies, and in psalms are arranged. For instance, the history
thanksgiving for the goodness of God, should in the fifty-first is antecedent to the history in
contain not simply one set of fifty, but three the fiftieth. For everybody acknowledges that
such, for the name of Father, and Son, and Holy the matter of Doeg the Idumean calumniating
Spirit.
David to Saul is antecedent to the sin with the
4. The number fifty, moreover, contains seven wife of Urias ; yet it is not without good reason
sevens, or a Sabbath of Sabbaths ; and also over that the history which should be second is placed
and above these full Sabbaths, a new beginning, first, since, as we have before said, the place rein the eight, of a really new rest that remains garding remission has an affinity with the number
above the Sabbaths. And let any one who is fifty. He, therefore, who is not worthy of remisable, observe this (as it is carried out) in the sion, passes the number fifty, as Doeg the IduPsalms with more, indeed, than human accuracy, mean. For the fifty-first is the psalm that treats
so as to find out the reasons in each case, as we of him. And, moreover, the third is in the same
shall set them forth. Thus, for instance, it is position, since it was written when David fled
not without a purpose that the eighth psalm has from the face of Absalom his son ; and thus, as
the inscription, "On the wine-presses," as it corn- all know who read the books of Kings, it should
prehends the perfection of fruits in the eight ; come properly after the fifty-first and the fiftieth.
for the time for the enjoyment of the frmts of And if any one desires to give further attention
the true vine could not be before the eight. And to these and such like matters, he will find more
again, the second psalm inscribed" On the wine- exact explanations of the history for himself, as
presses," is the eightieth, containing another well as of the inscriptions and the order of the
eighth number, viz., in the tenth multiple. The psalms.
eighty-third, again, is made up by the union of
6. It is likely, also, that a similar account is
two holy numbers, viz., the eight in the tenth to be given of the fact, that David alone of the
multiple, and the three in the first multiple, prophets prophesied with an instrument, called
And the fiftieth psalm is a prayer for the remis- by the Greeks the "psaltery,"+ and by the
sion of sins, and a confession. For as, accord- Hebrews the "nabla," which is the only musical
ing to the Gospel, the fiftieth obtained remission, instrument that is quite straight, and has no
confirming thereby that understanding of the curve. And the sound does not come from the
jubilee, so he who offers up such petitions in full lower parts, as is the case with the lute and cerconfession hopes to gain remission in no other tain other instruments, but from the upper. For
number than the fiftieth. And again, there are in the lute and the lyre the brass when struck
also certain others which are called "Songs of gives back the sound from beneath. But this
degrees," in number fifteen, as was also the psaltery has the source of its musical numbers
number of the steps of the temple, and which above, in order that we, too, may practise seekshow thereby, perhaps, that the "steps"
(or ing things above, and not suffer ourselves to be
"degrees") are comprehended within the hum- borne down by the pleasure of melody to the
ber seven and the number eight. And these passions of the flesh. And I think that this
songs of degrees begin after the one hundred truth, too, was signified deeply and clearly to us
and twentieth psalm, which is called simply "a in a prophetic way in the construction of the
psalm," as the more accurate copies give it. instrument, viz., that those who have souls wellAnd this is the number • of the perfection of the ordered and trained, have the way ready to
life of man. And the hundredth 3 psalm, which _things above. And again, an instrument havang
be#ns thus, "' I will sing of mercy and judgment, ] the source of its melodious sound in its upper
O Lord," embraces the life of the saint in fellow- parts, may be taken as like the body of Christ
ship with God. And the one hundred and fifti- and His saints-- the only instrument that maineth ends with these words, "Let every thing that tains rectitude ; "for He did no sin, neither was
hath breath praise the Lord."
guile found in his mouth." 5 This is indeed an
5- But since, as we have already said, to do instrument, harmonious,melodious, well-ordered,
this in the case of each, and to find out the that took in no human discord, and did nothing
reasons, is very difficult, and too much forhuman out of measure, but maintained in all things, as

s i.e.,inourvtmtt_tlmr_

J I_llii.

9. [VoLLatg. iv.l_$o.]
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it were, harmony towards the Father ; for, as
He says : "He that is of the earth is earthly,
and speaketh of the earth : He that cometh
from heaven, testifies of what He has seen and
heard. ''x
7. As there are "psalms,"
and "songs," and
"psalms of song," and "songs of psalmody, ''2
it remains that we discuss the difference between
these.
We think, then, that the "psalms"
are
those which are simply played to an instrument,
without the accompaniment
of the voice, and
(which are composed) for the musical melody
of the instrument ; and that those are called
"songs"
which are rendered by the voice in
concert with the music ; and that they are called
"psalms of song" when the voice takes the lead,
while the appropriate
sound is also made to
accompany
it, rendered
harmoniously
by the
instruments;
and "songs
of psalmody,"
when
the instrument
takes the lead, while the voice
has the second place, and accompanies the music
of the strings.
And thus much as to the letter
of what is signified by these terms.
But as to
the mystical interpretation, it would be a "psalm"
when, by smiting the instrument, viz., the body,
with good deeds we succeed in good action,
though not wholly proficient in speculation;
and
a "song," when, by revolving the mysteries of
the truth, apart from the practical, and assenting
fully to them, we have the noblest thoughts of
God and His oracles, while knowledge enlightens
us, and wisdom shines brightly in our souls ; and
a "song of psalmody," when, while good action
takes the lead, according to the word, "If thou
desire wisdom, keep the commandments,
and
the Lord shall give her unto thee," s we understand wisdom at the same time, and are deemed
worthy by God to know the truth of things, till
now kept hid from us ; and a "psalm of song,"
when, by revolving with the light of wisdom
some of the more abstruse questions pertaining
to morals, we first become prudent in action,
and then also able to tell what, and when, and
how action is to be taken.
And perhaps this is
the reason why the first inscriptions
nowhere
contain the word "songs," but only "psalm " or
"psalms ;" for the s_int does not begin with
speculatior_; but. when he has. become in a simpie way a behever, according to orthodoxy, he
devotes himself to the actions that are to be
done.
For this reason, also, are there many
"songs"
at the end ; and wherever there is the
word "degrees,"
there we do not find the word
"psalm,"
whether by itself alone or with any
addition, but only "songs."
For in the "degrees"
(or "ascents"),
the saints will be enz Jotm_L 3z,
" TheGreek_ 6_u _a_M,, u_ _

_r_, _
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gaged in nothing but in speculation alone.
And
let the account which we have offered, following
the indi_tious
given in the interpretation of the
Seventy, suffice for this subject in general.
8. But again, as we found in the Seventy, and
in Theodotion,
and in Symmachus,
in some
psalms, and these not a few, the word 8_
inserted, 4 we endeavoured
to make out whether
those who placed it there meant to mark a
change at those places in rhythm or melody, or
any alteration in the mode of instruction, or in
thought, or in force of language.
It is found,
however, neither in Aquila nor in the Hebrew;
but there, instead of _
(_an
intervening musical symphony),
we find the word _¢_
(_- ever).
And further, let not this fact escape
thee, O man of learning, that the Hebrews
divided the Psalter into five books, so that it
might be another Pentateuch.
For from Ps. L
to xl. they reckoned one book ; and from xli. to
lxxi. they reckoned a second ; and from lxxiL
to lxxxviii, they counted a third book ; and from
1._¢r_ix.to cv. a fourth ; and from cvi. to cl. they
made up the fifth. For they judged that each
psalm closing with the words, "Blessed be the
Lord, Amen, amen," formed the conclusion of
a book.
And in them we have "prayer,"
viz.,
supplication
offered to God for anything requisite ; and the "vow," i.e., engagement ; and the
"hymn," which is the song of blessing to God
for benefits enjoyed ; and "praise"
or "extolling," which is the laudation of the wonders of
God.
For laudation is nothing else but just the
superlative of praise.
9. However it may be with the "time when
and the manner" in which this idea of the Psalms
was hit upon by the inspired David, he at least
seems to have been the first, and indeed the only
one, concerned in it, and that, too, at the earliest
iperiod, when he taught his fingers to tune the
psaltery.
For if any other before him showed
the use of the psaltery and lute, it was at any
rate in a very different vray that such an one did
it, only putting together some rude and clumsy
contrivance, or simply employing the instrument,
without singing either to melody or to words, but
only amusing h_mself with arnde sortof pleasure.
But after such he was the first to reduce the
affair to rhythm, and order, and art, and also to
wed the singing of the song with the melody.
And, what is of greater importance,
this most
inspired of men sang to God, or of God, beginning in this wise even at the period when he
among the shepherds
and youths in a simpler
and humbler style, and afte_
when he became a man and a king, attempting
something
loftier and of more public interesL
And he is
said to have made this advance, especially after
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he had brought back the ark into the city. At
that time he often danced before the ark, and
often sang songs of thanksgiving, and songs to
celebrate its recovery. And then by and by,
allocating the whole tribe of the Levites to the
duty, he appointed four leaders of the choirs,
viz., Asaph, Aman (Heman), Ethan, and Idithum
(Jeduthun), inasmuch as there are also in all
things visible four primal principles. And he
then formed choirs of men, selected from the
rest. And he fixed their number at seventy-two,
having respect, I think, to the number of the
tongues that were confused, or rather divided, at
the time of the building of the tower. And what
was typified by this, but that hereafter all tongues
shall again unite in one common confession, when
the Word takes possession of the whole world?

cOMMENTARIES.
buke to those who study the prophecies about
Christ, and talk righteousness with the mouth,
while they do not admit His coming, nor listen
to His voice when He calls to them, and says,
"He that hath ears to hear, let him hear;" who
who have made themselves like the serpent, and
have made their ears like those of a deaf viper,
and so forth. God then does, in truth, take care
of the righteous, and judges their cause when
injured on the earth ; and He punishes those
who dare to injure them.

v.
Psaimlix. H. Concerning
the Jews.
For this reason, even up to our day, though
they see the boundaries (of their country), and
go round about them, they stand afar off. And
therefore have they no longer king or high priest
OTHER FRAGMENTSON THE PSALMS.
z
or prophet, nor even scribes and Pharisees and
n.
Sadducees among them. He does not, however,
On Psalm xxra. 2a. Of the triumph of the Christian faith,
say that they are to be cut off; wherefore their
race still subsists, and the succession of their
The mercy of God is not so "marvellous" children is continued. For they have not been
when it is shown in humbler cities as when it is cut off nor consumed from among men- but
shown in "a strong city," _ and for this reason they are and exist still--yet only as those who
"God is to be blessed."
have been rejected and cast down from the honour of which of old they were deemed worthy
m.
by God. But again, "Scatter them," he says,
on P'_m Iv.IS.
"by Thy power _" which word has also come to
One of old used to say that those only descend pass. For they are scattered throughout the
alive into Hades who are instructed in the knowl- whole earth, in servitude everywhere, and engaedge of things divine ; for he who has not tasted ging in the lowest and most servile occupations,
of the words of life is dead.
and doing any unseemly work for hunger's sake.
For if they were destroyed from among men,
w.
and remained nowhere among the living, they
on p_lm 1viii.ii.
could not see my people, he means, nor know
But since there is a time when the righteous my Church in its prosperity. Therefore "scatshall rejoice, and sinners shall meet the end fore- ter" them everywhere on earth, where my Church
told for them, we must with all reason fully ac- is to be established, in order that when they see
knowledge and declare that God is inspector and the Church founded by me, they may be mused
overseer of all that is done among men, and to emulate it in piety. And these things did the
judges all who dwell upon earth. It is proper Saviour also ask on their behalf.
further to inquire whether the prophecy in hand,
winch quite corresponds and fits in with those
w.
preceding it, may describe the end.
on psatmkii. 6.
Wl_en Hi,O/rely/us dictated tltese _ords,3 tAe
Aliens (g.craydwraz)properly so called are those
grammarian asked Aim _vfiy _e hesitated about who have been despoiled by some enemies or adHta/tor_Aecy, as ifAemistrusgedt_e divine2_awer versar/es, and have then become wahderers; a
in/Aatcalamitya/exile,
thing which we indeed also endured formerly at
The learned man calls attention to the clues-the hand of the demons. But from the time
tion why the word &aT# _ (= may describe) that Christ took us up by faith in Him, we are
was used by me in the subjtmct/ve mood, as if no longer aliens from the true country_ the
silently/ndieat/ng doubt.
Jerusalem which/s above _ nor have we to bear
Hipl_o!y_ts accordingly re_'ed: _
alienation in error from the truth.
You know indeed quite well, that words of that
form are used as conveying
by implica_na revii.
,I),
H,_i_ A_.N_,_._r_
o,a,_., p.._.
• .r_,am,_ _,**ot_,_a_,
u._.r_ _._J_,_.
la®i_,d_tm,_._m_,
•ma _,/tsm,_
m itsmare.
H/_gd_im di_a_ th_ i._b.

On

on PsalmlxvllL x$. Of the enhrgement of theChurch.

Andthe =nbelieving, too, He sometimes draws
by m___ of sickness and outwanl c/rcumstances;
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within us, and enlarge the heart for the reception of the divine laws.
For, says he, "in
affliction Thou hast enlarged me."
Then do we
walk in the way of God's commandments,
well

vm.
On Psalm l_r=i_. 4. Of the Gentiles.

prepared for it by the endurance

And around us are the wise men of the Greeks,
mocking and jeering us, as those who believe
without inquiry, and foolishly,

of trials.

xI.
on the wordsin Psalm
cxxvii. 7: "On the wrath of mine
enemies,"et_

Hast thou x seen" that the power (of God) is
IX.
most mighty on every side?
For (says he)
on the words in Psalm xcvi. H: "Let the sea roar (be Thou wilt be able to save me when in the midst
moved), and the fulness thereof."
of troubles,
and to keep them in check when
By these words it is signified that the preachthey rage, and rave, and breathe fire.
ing of the Gospel will be spread abroad over the
seas and the islands in the ocean, and among
xlI.
the
"the people
fulness dwelling
thereof." therein,
And who
that are
wordhere
has called
been

on was
the words.inPsalm
cxxxLx:"
x5: "My substance,or(bones),
not hid from Thee, whichThou madest in secret.

made good.
For churches of Christ fill all the
islands, and are being multiplied every day, and
the teaching of the Word of salvation is gaining
accessions,
x.
On Psalm cxix. 30-32.
He who loves truth, and never utter a false
word with his mouth, may say, "I have chosen
.....
¢ .... _"" _ ......
r _'_ • h _ _lwa-'s
• eyes, and,
sets the_-judgments of God before his
remembers them in every action, will say, ,, Thyl
,,
judgments have I not forgotten.
And how is
our heart enlarged by trials and afflictions
! For
•
these pluck out the thorns of amuous thoughts]

It is said also by those who treat of the nature
and generation of animals, that the change of
the blood into bone is something invisible and
intangible, although in the case of other parts, I
mean the flesh and nerves, the mode of their
formation may be seen. And the Scripture also,
in Ecclesiastes,
adduces this, saying, "As thou
knowest not the bones in the womb of her that
is with child, so thou sb.alt not know the works
ox _oa •"2 But
.... from inee was not nlo even my
substance, as it was originally m the lowest parts
of the earth

[
[

x Tohisamanuea._.
s r_xa_. _ _.
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i. As it was your desire, my beloved brother
Theophilus, 2 to be thoroughly informed on those
topics which I put summarily before you, I have
thought it right to set these matters of inquiry
clearly forth to your view, drawing largely from
the Holy Scriptures themselves as from a holy
fountain, in order that you may not only have
the pleasure of hearing them on the testimony of
men,3 but may also be able, by surveying them
in the light of (divine) authority, to glorify God
in all. For this will be as a sure supply furnished
you by us for your journey in this present life, so
that by ready argument applying things ill understood and apprehended
by most, you may sow
them in the ground of your heart, as in a rich
and clean soil. ¢ By these, too, you will be able
to silence those who oppose and gainsay the
word of salvation.
Only see that you do not
give these things over to unbelieving
and blasphemous tongues, for that is no common danger,

that is in Christ Jesus.
And the things that thou
hast heard of me in many exhortations, the same
commit thou to faithful men, 6 who shall be able
to teach others also." _ If, then, the blessed
(apostle)
delivered these things with a pious
caution, which could be easily known by all, as
he perceived in the spirit that "all men have not
faith," 8 how much greater will be our danger, if,
rashly and without thought, we commit the revelations of God to profane and unworthy men?
2. For as the blessed prophets were made, so
to speak, eyes for us, they foresaw through faith
the mysteries of the word, and became ministers
of these 9 things also to succeeding generations,
not only reporting the past, but also announcing
the present and the future, so that the prophet
might not appear to be one only for the time
being, but might also predict the future for all
generations,
and so be reckoned
a (true)
prophet.
For these fathers were furnished with

But impart them to pious and faithful men, who
desire to live holily and righteously with fear.
For it is not to no purpose that the blessed aposfie exhorts Timothy, and says, "0 Timothy, keep
that which is committed to thy trust, avoiding
profane and vain habblings, and oppositions of
science falsely so called ; which some professing
have erred concerning the faith." s And again,
"Thou therefore, my son, be strong in the grace

I the Spirit, and largely honoured
by the Word
Himself;
and just as it is with instruments of
music, so had they the Word always, like the
plectrum, '° in union with them, and when moved
by Him the prophets
announced
what God
Iwilled.
For they spake not of their own power tt
I (let there be no mistake as to that t2), neither
did they declare what pleased themselves.
But
first of all they were endowed with wisdom by
the Word, and then again were rightly instructed

s Gallandi, Bt_L *_et. Pabr., ii. p. 4x7, Venice, x765.
s Perhaps the same Theophfluswhom Methodlus, ao_ntemporarl r
e_
rea_.ng, zr.a_utA_r,e,t, for _a_, "pen,(-- wi_s.),
which
of ]:Y.i_,
addreram_u E_p_
[See vol, vi., this serles.]
is pecuttar to i-ttppolytus mone, is all tim more temart_aoJe as so
from this-introduction, too, it ts clear that ihey at_ in error who take thoroughly suiting Patti's meaning in the l_uage.
this book to be a hgmLly. (F_)
7 2Tim. iL t,s.
_ In the _ext the r_
is *,7,1,_,,
_G_r
whlch _-Gv_rNv =_ _
s _ Thess. _. a.

• t4ra,r*, is_peu_ bymine,and_0_**v ==of ._.=, byothers.
In the mam_c:rtpts the _bbrevlati_ _v
4 la the temt we ftad *_ lr_ K_,

is o_en fokmd for _v_o67rwv.
fofwhich _grLmmarre-

9 Thetext_k

_

----"
which. Gudit_propetes_t_ = mine.

m The plectrum was the instrunumt with which the lyre wu faruck.
The text isln conftu6m_ here. Combefisim corrects it, atwe tenaet
Pet. L _x.

a_*t,w,,mm dam t,',._,wd. Othe_woktdmttd,_zvp,h,,et_,== S'Thetexttzads_,rZm,_(=thatlma_mtdemive).
_._==_.t_._kaw_d.
zT'uu,vLso,_z,
nopo_ r_=as_
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in thefutureby means of visions.
And then,countofthewoman'sactof disobedience
inthe
when thus themselves fully convinced, they spake beginning, nor does He reject the male on acthose things which, were revealed by God to count of the man's transgression. But He seeks
them alone, and concealed from all others. For all, and desires to save all, wishing to make all
with what reason should the prophet be called a! the children of God, and calling aU the saints
prophet, unless he in spirit foresaw the future ? i unto one perfect man. For there is also one Son
For if the prophet spake of any chance event, (or Servant) of God, by whom we too, receiving
he would not be a prophet then in speaking of the regeneration through the Holy Spirit, desire
things which were under the eye of all. But one to come all unto one perfect and heavenly
who sets forth in detail things yet to be, was man.8
rightly judged a prophet. Wherefore prophets
4- For whereas the Word of God was without
were with good reason called from the very first flesh, 9 He took upon Himself the holy flesh by
"seers." 2 And hence we, too, who are rightly the holy Virgin, and prepared a robe which He
instructed in what was declared aforetime by wove for Himself, like a bridegroom, in the sufthem, speak not of our own capacity. For we ferings of the cross, in order that by uniting His
do not attempt to made any change one way or own power with our motal body, and by mixing'°
another among ourselves in the words that were the incorruptible with the corruptible, and the
spoken of old by them, but we make the Scrip- strong with the weak, He might save perishing
tures in which these are written public, and read man. The web-beam, therefore, is the passion
them to those who can believe rightly ; for that of the Lord upon the cross, and the warp on it
is a common benefit for both parties : for him is the power of the Holy Spirit, and the woof is
who speaks, in holding in memory and setting the holy flesh wrought (woven) by the Spirit,
forth correctly things uttered of old ; 3 and for and the thread is the grace which by the love of
him who hears, in giving attention to the things Christ binds and unites the two in one, and the
spoken. Since, then, in this there is a work as- combs or (rods) are the Word ; and the workers
signed to both parties together, viz., to him who are the patriarchs and prophets who weave the
speaks, that he speak forth faithfully without fair, long, perfect tunic for Christ ; and the Word
regard to risk,+ and to him who hears, that he passing through these, like the combs or (rods),
hear and receive in faith that which is spoken, I completes through them that which His Father
beseech you to strive together with me in prayer willeth. '°
to God.
5. But as time now presses for the considers3. Do you wish then to know in what manner tion of the question immediately in hand, and as
the Word of God, who was again the Son of what has been already said in the introduction
God,S as He was of old the Word, communi- with regard to the glory of God, may suffice, it
cared His revelations to the blessed prophets in is prope_ that we take the Holy Scriptures themformer times ? Well, as the Word shows His selves in hand, and find out from them what, and
compassion and His denial of all respect of per- of what manner, the coming of Antichrist is ; on
sons by all the saints, He enlightens them 6 and what occasion and at what time that impious one
adapts them to that which is advantageous for shall be revealed; and whence and from what
us, like a skilful physician, understanding the tribe (he sh_tll come); and what his name is,
weakness of men. And the ignorant He loves which is indicated by the number in the Scripto teach, and the erring He turns again to His ture; and how he shall work error among the
own true way. And by those who live by faith people, gathering them from the ends of the
He is easily found ; and to those of pure eye and earth ; and (how) he shall stir up tribulation and
holy heart, who desire to knock at the door, He persecution against the saints ; and how he shall
opens immediately. For He casts away none of glorify himself as God ; and what his end shall
His servants as unworthy of the divine mysteries, be ; and how the sudden appearing of the Lord
He does not esteem the rich man more highly shall be revealed from heaven; and what the
than the poor, nor does He despise the poor conflagration of the whole world shall be ; and
man for his poverty. He does not disdain the what the glorious and heavenly kingdom of the
barbarian, nor does He set the eunuch aside as saints is to be, when they reign together with
no many He does not hate the female on as:- Christ; and what the punishment of the wicked
I Th]sls_ngtotheeme_datlo_of
Combcfislus.
[Andnot_by fire.

,,,,p.
. ,,.
thisprimluv¢
theoryofiMpira.tion
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6. Now, as our Lord Jesus Christ, who is also of David, but was conceived by the (power of
God, was prophesied of under the figure of a the) Holy Ghost, and came forth7 from the holy
lion,, on account of His royalty and glory, in the shoot of earth. For Isaiah says, "There shall
same way have the Scriptures also aforetime come forth a rod out of the root of Jesse, and a
spoken of Antichrist as a lion, on account of his flower shall grow up out of it." s That which is
tyranny and violence. For the deceiver seeks called by Isaiah a flower, Jacob calls a shoot.
to liken himself in all things to the Son of God. For first he shot forth, and then he flourished in
Christ is a lion, so Antichrist is also a lion the world. And the expression, "he stooped
Christ is a king,2 so Antichrist is also a king. The down, he couched as a lion, and as a lion's
Saviour was manifested as a lamb ; 3 so he too, whelp," refers to the three days' sleep (death,
in like manner, will appear as a lamb, though couching) of Christ ; as also Isaiah says, "How
within he is a wolf. The Saviour came into the is faithful Sion become an harlot ! it was full
world in the circumcision, and he will come in of judgment; in which righteousness lodged
the same manner. The Lord sent apostles among (couched) ; but now murderers." 9 And David
all the nations, and he in like manner will send says to the same effect, "I laid me down
false apostles. The Saviour gathered together (couched) and slept; I awaked: for the Lord
the sheep that were scattered abroad,* and he in will sustain me ; .... in which words he points to
like manner will bring together a people that is the fact of his sleep and rising again. And
scattered abroad. The Lord gave a seal to those Jacob says, "Who shall rouse him up ?" And
who believed on Him, and he will give one in that is just what David and Paul both refer to, as
like manner. The Saviour appeared in the form when Paul says, "and God the Father, who
of man, and he too will come in the form of a raised Him from the dead." ,x
man. The Saviour raised up and showed His
9. And in saying, "A ruler shall not depart
holy flesh like a temple,s and he will raise a tern- from Judah, nor a leader from his thighs, until he
ple of stone in Jerusalem. And his seductive come for whom it is reserved ; and he shall be
arts we shall exhibit in what follows. But for the the expectation of the nations," he referred the
present let us turn to the question in hand.
fulfilment (of that prophecy) to Christ. For
7. Now the blessed Jacob speaks to the fol- He is our expectation. For we expect Him,
lowing effect in his benedictions, testifying pro- (and) by faith we behold Him as He comes
phetically of our Lord and Saviour : "Judah, from heaven with power.
let thy brethren praise thee : thy hand shall be
to. "Binding his ass to a vine :" that means
on the neck of thine enemies ; thy father's chil- that He unites His people of the circumcision
dren shall bow down before thee. Judah is a with His own calling (vocation). For He was
lion's whelp : from the shoot, my son, thou art the vine. '2 "And his ass's colt to the vine-tengone up: he stooped down, he couched as a dril:" that denotes the people of the Gentiles,
lion, and as a lion's whelp ; who shall rouse him as He calls the circumcision and the uncircumup ? A ruler shall not depart from Judah, nor a cision unto one faith.
leader from his thighs, until he come for whom
xt. "He shall wash his garment in wine,"
it is reserved ; and he shall be t_e expectation that is, according to that voice of His Father
of the nations. Binding his ass to a vine, and which came down by the Holy Ghost at the
his ass's colt to the vine tendril ; he shall wash Jordan.'3 "And his clothes in the blood of
his garment in wine, and his clothes in the blood the grape." In the blood of what grape, then,
of the grapes. His eyes shall be gladsome as but just His own flesh, which hung upon the tree
with wine, and his teeth shall be whiter than like a cluster of grapes ?-- from whose side also
milk." 6
flowed two streams, of blood and water,in which
8. Knowing, then, as I do, how to explain the nations are washed and purified, which (nathese things in detail, I deem it right at present tions) He may be supposed to have as a robe
to quote the words themselves. But since the about Him. x+
expressions themselves urge us to speak of
7 The tc.zthas_o_'o_--wpotpXo_o_,for whichwe n.u:l,with
them,I shall
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r2. "His eyes gladsome with wine." And of his armaments. And whosoever shall oppose
what are the eyes of Christ but the blessed him in war shall fall by the sword." 7 That these
prophets, who foresaw in the Spirit, and an- things, then, are said of no one else but that
nounced beforehand, the sufferings that were to tyrant, and shameless one, and adversary of God,
befall Him, and rejoiced in seeing Him in power we shall show in what follows.
with spiritual eyes, being furnished (for their
I6. But Isaiah also speaks thus: "And it
vocation) by the word Himself and His grace ? shall come to pass, that when the Lord hath perx3. And in saying, "And his teeth (shall be) formed His whole work upon Mount Zion and
whiter than milk," he referred to the command- on Jerusalem, He will punish (visit) the stout
ments that proceed from the holy mouth of mind, the king of Assyria, and the greatness
Christ, and which are pure (purify) as milk.
(height) of the glory of his eyes. For he said,
I4. Thus did the Scriptures preach before-By my strength will I do it, and by the wisdom
time of this lion and lion's whelp. And in like of my understanding I will remove the bounds of
manner also we find it written regarding Anti- the peoples, and will rob them of their strength :
christ. For Moses speaks thus : "Dan is a and I will make the inhabited cities tremble, and
lion's whelp, and he shall leap from Bashan.", will gather the whole world in my hand like a
But that no one may err by supposing that this nest, and I will lift it up like eggs that are left.
is said of the Saviour, let him attend carefully And there is no one that shall escape or gainsay
to the matter. "Dan," he says, "is a lion's me, and open the mouth and chatler. S&all
whelp;" and in naming the tribe of Dan, he the axe boast itself without him that heweth
declared clearly the tribe from which Antichrist therewith P or shall the saw magnify itself withis destined to spring. For as Christ springs outhirathatshaketh
(draweth) itP _4s if one
from the tribe of Judah, so Antichrist is to shouMraisearodorastaff,
and the staff shouM
spring from the tribe of Dan.* And that the lift itself up: and not thus. But the Lord shall
ease stands thus, we see also from the words of send dishonour unto thy honour ; and into thy
Jacob : " Let Dan be a serpent, lying upon the glory a burning fire shall burn. And the light
ground, biting the horse's heel." _ What, then, of Israel shall be a fire, and shall sanctify him
is meant by the serpent but Antichrist, that in flame, and shall consume the forest like
deceiver who is mentioned in Genesis,* who grass.''s
deceived Eve and supplanted Adam (_cpv_o-a_,i 17. And again he says in another place:
bruised Adam's heel) ? But since it is necessary "How hath the exactor ceased, and how hath
to prove this assertion by sufficient testimony, the oppressor ceased!9
God bath broken the
we shall not shrink from the task.
yoke of the rulers of sinners, He who smote
15. That it is in reality out of the tribe of Dan, ] the people in wrath, and with an incurable stroke :
then, that that tyrant and king, that dread judge, He that strikes the people with an incurable
that son of the devil, is destined to spring and stroke, which He did not spare. He ceased
arise, the prophet testifies when he says, "Dan (rested) confidently : the whole earth shouts
shall judge his people, as (he is) also one tribe with rejoicing. The trees of Lebanon rejoiced
in Israel." s But some one may say that this at thee, and the cedar of Lebanon, (saying),
refers to Samson, who sprang from the tribe of Since thou art laid down, no feller is come up
Dan, and judged the people twenty years. Well, ! against us. Hell from beneath is moved at
the prophecy had its partial fulfilment in Sam- meeting thee : all the mighty ones, the rulers of
son, but its complete fulfilment is reserved for the earth, are gathered together--the
lords
Antichrist. For Jeremiah also speaks to this from their thrones. All the kings of the nations,
effect : "From Dan we are to hear the sound of all they shall answer together, and shall say,
the swiftness of his horses: the whole land trem- And thou, too, art taken as we ; and thou art
bledat#_esoundafawneigMnK,
afthe driving reckoned among us. Thy pomp is brought
af his horses. ''6 And another prophet says: down to earth, thy great rejoicing: they will
"He shall gather together all his strength, from spread decay under thee ; and the worm shall
the east even to the west. They whom he calls, be thy covering.`° How art thou fallen from
and they whom he calls not, _hall go with him. heaven, O Lucifer, son of the morning l" He is
He shall make the sea white with the sails of cast down to the ground who sends off to all the
hisships,
and theplainblackwiththeshields
nations.And thou didstsayin thy mind,I
willascendintoheaven,I willsetmy throne
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ascend above the clouds : I will be like the Most face : the head of which was of fine gold, its arms
High. Yet now thou shalt be brought down to I and shoulders of silver, its belly and its thighs
hell, and to the foundations of the earth 1 They of brass, and Its legs of iron, (and) its feet part
that see thee shall wonder at thee, and shall say, of iron and part of clay. Thou sawest, then,
This is the man that excited the earth, that did till that a stone was cut out without hands, and
shake kings, that made the whole world a wil- smote the image upon the feet that were of iron
derness, and destroyed the cities, that released and clay, and brake them to an end. Then
not those in prison.' All the kings of the earth were the clay, the iron, the brass, the silver,
did lie in honour, every one in his own house ; (and) the gold broken, and became like the
but thou shalt be cast out on the mountains like chaff from the summer threshing-floor ; and
a loathsome carcase, with many who fall, pierced the strength (fulness) of the wind carried them
through with the sword, and going down to hell. away, and there was no place found for them.
As a garment stained with blood is not pure, so And the stone that smote the image became a
neither shalt thou be comely (or clean) ; because great mountain, and filled the whole earth.''6
thou hast destroyed my land, .and slain my peo2o. Now if we set Daniel's own visions also
pie. Thou shalt not abide, enduring for ever, a side by side with this, we shall have one exposiwicked seed. Prepare thy children for slough- tion to give of the two together, and shall (be
ter, for the sins of thy father, that they rise not, able to) show how concordant with each other
neither possess my land. ''_
they axe, and how true. For he speaks thus:
I8. Ezekiel also speaks of him to the same "I Daniel saw, and behold the four winds of
effect, thus : "Thus saith the Lord God, Because the heaven strove upon the great sea. And four
thine heart is lifted up, and thou hast said, I am great beasts came up from the sea, d/verse one
God, I sit in the seat of God, in the midst of from another.
The first (was) like a lioness,
the sea ; yet art thou a man, and not God, and had wings as of an eagle. I beheld till the
(though) thou hast set thine heart as the heart wings thereof were plucked, and it was lifted up
of God. Art thou wiser than Daniel ? Have from the earth, and made stand upon the feet as
the wise not instructed thee in their wisdom ? a man, and a man's heart was given to it. And
With thy wisdom or with thine understanding behold a second beast like to a bear, and it was
hast thou gotten thee power, and gold and silver made stand on one part, and it had three ribs
in thy treasures? By thy great wisdom and by in the mouth of it.7 I beheld, and lo a beast
thy traffic _hast thou increased thy power? Thy like a leopard, and it had upon the back of it
heart is lifted up in thy power. Therefore thus four wings of a fowl, and the beast had four
saith the Lord God : Because thou hast set thine heads. After this I saw, and behold a fourth
heart as the heart of God : behold, therefore I beast, dreadful and terrible, and strong exceedwill bring strangers 4 upon thee, plagues from iingly ; it had iron teeth and claws of bra_s,s
the nations: and they shall draw their swords:which devoured and brake in pieces, and it
against thee, and against the beauty of thy wis- stamped the residue with the feet of it ; and
dora ; and they shall level thy beauty to destine- it was diverse from all the beasts that were betion; and they shall bring thee down ; and thou fore it, and it had ten horns. I considered its
•halt die by the death of the wounded in the horns, and behold there came up among them
midst of the sea. Wilt thou yet say before _em another little horn, and before it there were three
that slay thee, I am God _ But tlwu art a man, of the first horns plucked up by the roots ; and
and no God, in the hand of them that wound behold in this horn were eyes like the eyes of
_twt. Z_au shalt die the deat/Lf of me uncir, man, and a mouth speaking great things." 9
¢umcised _y the hand of strangers: for I have
ai. "I beheld till the thrones were set, and
spoken it, saith the Lord." 5
the Ancient of days did sit : and His garment
x9. These words then being thus presented, was white as snow, and the hair of His head like
let us observe somewhat in detail what Daniel _ure wool : His throne was a flame of fire, His
trays in his visions. For in distinguishing the wheels were a burning fire. A stream of fire
kingdoms that are to rise after these things, he flowed before Him. Thousand thousands rainshowed also the coming of Antichrist in the last istered unto HiM, and ten thousand times ten
times, and the consummation of the whole world, thousand stood around Him : the judgment was
In expounding the vision of Nebuchadnezzar, set, and the books were opened. I beheld then,
then, he speaks thus : "Thou, O king, sawest, because of the voice of the great words which
and behold a great image standing before thy the horn spake, till the beast was slain and pert _ iL _lx-3S.
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ished, and his body given to the burning of fire. of that (image) were of iron. And after this,
And the dominion of the other beasts was taken what remains, beloved, but the toes of the feet
away." *
of the image, in which part is iron and part clay,
u_. "I saw in the night vision, and, behold, mixed together? And mystically by the toes of
one like the Son of man was coming with the the feet he meant the kings who are to arise
clouds of heaven, and came to the Ancient of from among them ; as Daniel also says (in the
days, and was brought near before Him. And words), "I considered the beast, and lo there
there was given Him dominion, and honour, were ten horns behind it, among which shall rise
and the kingdom ; and all peoples, tribes, and another (horn), an offshoot, and shall pluck up
tongues shall serve Him: His dominion is an by the roots the three (that were) before it."
everlasting dominion, which shall not pass away, And under this was signified none other than
and His kingdom shall not be destroyed.",
Antichrist, who is also himself to raise the king23. Now since these things, spoken as they ldom of the Jews. He says that three horns are
are with a mystical meaning, may seem to some I plucked up by the root by him, viz., the three
hard to understand, we shall keep back nothing I kings of Egypt, and Libya, and Ethiopia, whom
fitted to impart an intelligent apprehension of I he cuts off in the array of battle. And he, after
them to those who are possessed of a sound gaining terrible power over all, being neverthemind. He said, then, that a "lioness came up less a tyrant,_ shall stir up tribulation and perfrom the sea," and by that he meant the king- secution against men, exalting himself against
dora of the Babylonians in the world, which also them. For Daniel says : "I considered the
was the head of gold on the image. In saying horn, and behold that horn made wax with the
that "it had wings as of an eagle," he meant that saints, and prevailed against them, till the beast
Nebuchadnezzar the king was lifted up and was was slain and perished, and its body was given
exalted against God. Then he says, "the wings to the burning of fire." s
thereof were plucked," that is to say, his glory
26. After a little space the stone 6 will come
was destroyed ; for he was driven out of his from heaven which smites the image and breaks
kingdom. And the words, "a man's heart was it in pieces, and subverts all the kingdoms, and
given to it, and it was made stand upon the feet gives the kingdom to the saints of the Most High.
as a man," refer to the fact that he repented This is the stone which becomes a great mounand recognised himself to be only a man, and tain, and fills the whole earth, of which Daniel
gave the glory to God.
says : "I saw in the night visions, and behold one
a4. Then, after the lioness, he sees a "second like the Son of man came with the clouds of
beast like a bear," and that denoted the Persians. heaven, and came to the Anctent of days, and
For after the Babylonians, the Persians held the was brought near before Him. And there was
sovereign power
And in saying that there were given Him dominion, and giory, and a kingdom ;
"three ribs in the mouth of it," he pointed to and all peoples, tribes, and languages shall serve
three nations, viz., the Persians, and the Medes, Him : and His dominion is an everlasting dominand the Babylonians ; which were also repre- ion, which shall not pass away, and His kingdom
sented on the image by the silver after the gold. shall not be destroyed." 7 He showed all power
Then (there was) "the third beast, a leopard," given by the Father to the Son,Bwho is ordained
which meant the Greeks. For after the Persians, Lord of things in heaven, and things on earth,
Alexander of Macedon obtained the sovereign and things under the earth, and Judge of all : 9
power on subverting Darius, as is also shown by of things in heaven, because He was born, the
the brass on the image. And in saying that it Word of God, before all (ages) ; and of things
had "four wings of a fowl," he taught us most on earth, because He became man in the midst
clearly how the kingdom of Alexander was pax- of men, to re-create our Adam through Himself;
tifioned. For in speaking of "four heads," he and of things under the earth, because He was
made mention of four kings, viz., those who also reckoned among the dead, preaching the
arose out of that (kingdom).3 For Alexander, Gospel to the souls of the saints, *°(and) by death
when dying, partitioned out his kingdom into overcoming death.
four divisions.
27. As these things, then, are in the future,
a$. Then he says : "A fourth beast, dreadful and as the ten toes of the image are equivalent
and terrible ; it had iron teeth and claws of to (so many) democracies," and the ten horns of
brass"
And who are these but the Romans? I * .......
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the fourth beast are distributed over ten king3L Which of you, then, shall I esteem more
doms, let us look at the subject a little more than thee? Yet Jeremiah, too, is stoned. But
closely, and consider these matters as in the clear if I should esteem Jeremiah most, yet Daniel
light of a personal survey.*
too has his testimony. Daniel, I commend thee
28. The golden head of the image and the above all ; yet John too gives no false witness.
lioness denoted the Babylonians; the shoulders With how many mouths and tongues would I
and arms of silver, and the bear, represented the praise you; or rather the Word who spake in
Persians and Medes; the belly and thighs of you! Ye died with Christ ; and ye will live
brass, and the leopard, meant the Greeks, who with Christ. Hear ye, and rejoice ; behold the
held the sovereignty from Alexander's time ; the things announced by you have been fulfilled in
legs of iron, and the beast dreadful and terrible their time. For ye saw these things yourselves
expressed the Romans, who hold the sovereignty first, and then ye proclaimed them to all generaat present ; the toes of the feet which were part tions. Ye ministered the oracles of God to all
clay and part iron, and the ten horns, were era- generations. Ye prophets were called, that ye
blems of the kingdoms that are yet to rise ; the might be able to save all. For then is one a
other little horn that grows up among them meant prophet indeed, when, having announced bethe Antichrist in their midst ; the stone that foretime things about to be, he can afterwards
smites the earth and brings judgment upon the show that they have actually happened.
Ye
world was Christ.
were the disciples of a good Master. These
29. These things, beloved, we impart to you words I address to you as if alive, and with
with fear, and yet readily, on account of the love propriety. For ye hold already the crown of
of Christ, which surpassethall. Forifthe blessed life and immortality which is laid up for you in
prophets who preceded us did not choose to heaven.S
proclaim these things, though they knew them,
32. Speak with me, O blessed Daniel. Give
openly and boldly, lest they should disquiet the me full assurance, I beseech thee. Thou dost
souls of men, but recounted them mystically in prophesy concerning the lioness in Babylon ; 6
parables and dark sayings, speaking thus, "Here for thou wast a captive there. Thou hast unis the mind which hath w_sdom,''2 how much folded the future regarding the bear; for thou
greater risk shall we run m venturing to declare wast still in the world, and didst see the things
openly things spoken by them in obscure terms I come to pass. Then thou speakest to me of
Let us look, therefore, at the things which are to the leopard ; and whence canst thou know this,
befall this unclean harlot in the last days ; and for thou art already gone to thy rest? Who
(let us consider) what and what manner of tnbu- instructed thee to announce these things, but
lation is destined to visit her in the wrath of God He who formed 7 thee in (from) thy mother's
before the judgment as an earnest of her doom. womb ?8 That is God, thou sayest. Thou hast
3o. Come, then, O blessed Isaiah ; arise, tell us spoken indeed, and that not falsely. The leopclearly what thou didst prophesy with respect to ard has arisen; the he-goat is come ; he hath
the mighty Babylon. For thou didst speak also smitten the ram ; he hath broken his horns in
of Jerusalem, and thy word is accomplished. !pieces; he hath stamped upon him with his
For thou didst speak boldly and openly : "Your feet. He has been exalted by his fall ; (the)
country is desolate, your cities are burned with four horns have come up from under that one.9
fire ; your land, strangers devour it in your pres- Rejoice, blessed Daniel ! thou hast not been in
ence, and it is desolate as overthrown by many error: all these things have come to pass.
strangers.3 The daughter of Sion shall be left as
33. After this again thou hast told me of the
a cottage in a vineyard, and as a lodge in a beast dreadful and terrible. "It had iron teeth
garden of cucumbers, as a besieged city." 4 What and claws of brass: it devoured and brake in
then? Are not these things come to pass? Are pieces, and stamped the residue with the feet
not the'things announced by thee fulfilled? Is of it." xo Alreadythe iron rules; already itsubnot their country, Judea, desolate ? Is not the dues and breaks all in pieces ; already it brings
holy place burned with fire? Are not their walls all the unwilling into subjection ; already we see
cast down? Are not their cities destroyed? these things ourselves. Now we glorify God,
Their land, do not strangers devour it? Do not being instructed by thee.
the Romans rule the country? And indeed
34. But as the task before us was to speak of
these impious people hated thee, and did saw the harlot, be thou with-us, 0 blessed Isaiah.
thee asuader, and they crucified Christ. Thou
artdeadin_ world,
butthoulivest
inChrist. J•T_._,.
8.
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Let us mark what thou sayest about Babylon.
36. For he sees, when in the isle Patmos, a
"Come
down, sit upon the ground, O virgin revelation of awful mysteries, which he recounts
daughter of Babylon ; sit, O daughter of the freely, and mal_es known to others.
Tell me,
Chaldeans ; thou shalt no longer be called ten- blessed John, apostle and disciple of the Lord,
der and delicate.
Take the millstone, grind what didst thou see and hear concerning Babymeal, draw aside thy veil,' shave the grey hairs, lon?
Arise, and speak ; for it sent thee also
make bare the legs, pass over the rivers.
Thy into banishment.3
"And there came one of
shame shall be uncovered, thy reproach shall be the seven angels which had the seven vials, and
seen : I will take justice of thee, I will no more talked with me, saying unto me, Come hither ;
give thee over to men.
As for thy Redeemer,
I will show unto thee the judgment of the great
(He is) the Lord of hosts, the Holy One of whore that sitteth upon
many waters ; with
Israel is his name.
Sit thou in compunction,
whom the kings of the earth have committed
get thee into darkness, O daughter of the Chal- fornication, and the inhabitants of the earth have
deans : thou shalt no longer be called the been made drunk with the wine of her fornicastrength of the kingdom,
tion.
And he carried me away in the spirit into
35- "I was wroth with my people ; I have the wilderness:
and I saw a woman sit upon a
polluted mine inheritance,
I have given them scarlet-coloured
beast, full of names of biasinto thine hand : and thou didst show them no phemy, having seven heads and ten horns. And
mercy; but upon the ancient (the elders) thou the woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet
hast veryheavilylaid
thy yoke. And thou saidst, colour, and decked with gold, and precious
I shall be a princess for ever : thou didst not stone, 4 and pearls, having a golden cup in her
lay these things to thy heart, neither didst re- hand, full of abominations and filthiness 5 of the
member thy latter end.
Therefore
hear now fornication of the earth.
Upon her forehead
this, thou that art delicate ; that sittest, that art was a name written, Mystery, Babylon the Great,
confident, that sayest in thine heart, I am, and the Mother of Harlots and Abominations of the
there is none else ; I shall not sit as a widow, Earth.
neither shall I know the loss of children.
But
37. "And I saw the woman drunken with
now these two things shall come upon thee in the blood of the saints, and with the blood of
one day, widowhood and the loss of children : the martyrs of Jesus : and when I saw her, I
they shall come upon thee suddenly
in thy wondered with great admiration.
And the angel
sorcery, in the strength of thine enchantments
said unto me, Wherefore didst thou marvel?
I
mightily, in the hope of thy fornicafiou.
For will tell thee the mystery of the woman, and of
thou hast said, I am, and there is none else. the beast that carrieth her, which hath the seven
And thy fornication shall be thy shame, because heads and the ten horus.
The beast that thou
thou hast said in thy heart, I am. And destruc- sawest was, and is not ; and shall ascend out of
tion shall come upon thee, and thou shatt not the bottomless pit, and go into perdition:
and
know it. (And there shall be) a pit, and thou they that dwell on the earth shall wonder (whose
shalt fall into it; and miseryshallfalluponthee,
name was not written in the book of life from
and thou shalt not ke able to ke made clean; and the foundation of the world) when they behold
destrucKon shall come upon thee, and thou shalt the beast that was, and is not, and yet shall
not know it. Stand now with thy enchantments,
be. 6
and with the multitude of thy sorceries, which
3 8. "And here is the mind that has wisdom.
thou hast learned from thy youth ; if so be thou The seven heads are seven mountains, on which
shalt be able to be profited.
Thou art wearied the woman sitteth.
And there are seven kings :
in thy counsels.
Let the astrologers
of the five are fallen, and one is, and the other is not
heavens stand and save thee ; let the star-gazers yet come ; and when he cometh, he must conannounce to thee what shall come upon thee. tinue a short space. And the beast that was and
Behold, they shall all be as sticks for the fire ; is not, (even he is the eighth,) and is of the
so shall they be burned, and they shall not de- seven, and goeth into perdition.
And the ten
liver their soul from the flame.
Because thou horns which thou sawest are ten kings, which
hast coals of fire, sit upon them ; so shall it be have received no kingdom as yet ; but receive
for thy help.
Thou art wearied with change power as kings one hour with the beast.
These
from thy youth.
Man has gone astray (each have one mind, and shall give their power and
one) by himself; and there shall be no salvo- strength unto the bqgst. These shall make war
tion for thee."*
These things does Isaiah with the Lamb, and the Lamb shall overcome
prophesy for thee.
Let us see now whether them: for he is Lord of lords, and King of
John has spoken to the same effect.
3 [_o_ this token,that, with aUhis lm*_-_, hc kl_
-[+'Ba_/ylon"
withRome.]
I + '*Stomm,"
rather.
s For_._ ,_uroyothean,zl _¢*zt--uncma_.
] s _.id,.10a_'a,forthena_ived__.
, ha. _
z-x_
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kings ; and they that are with Him are called, vessels of most precious wood, and of brass, and
and chosen, and faithful,
iron, and marble, and cinnamon, and spices,s
39. "And he saith to me, The waters which and odours, and ointments, and frankincense,
thou sawest, where the whore sitteth, are peoples, and wine, and oil, and fine flour, and wheat, and
and multitudes, and nations, and tongues. And beasts, and sheep, and goats,6 and horses, and
the ten horns which thou sawest, and' the beast chariots, and slaves (bodies), and souls of men.
these shall hate the whore, and shall make her And the fruits that thy soul lusted after are
desolate and naked, and shall eat her flesh, and departed from thee, and all things which were
burn her with fire. For God hath put in their dainty and goodly have perished 7 from thee, and
hearts to fulfil His will, and to agree, and give thou shalt find them no more at all. The mertheir kingdom unto the beast, until the words of chants of these things, which were made rich s
God shall be fulfilled. And the woman which by her, shall stand afar off for the fear of her
thou sawest is that great city, which reigneth over torment, weeping and wailing, and saying, Alas,
the kings of the earth,
alas! that great city, that was clothed in fine
4 o. "After these things I saw another angel linen, and purple, and scarlet, and decked with
come down from heaven, having great power ; gold, and precious stones, and pearls ! for in one
and the earth was lightened with his glory. And hour so great riches is come to nought. And
he cried mightily 2 with a strong voice, saying, every shipmaster, and all the company in ships,
Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and is be- and sailors, and as many as trade by sea, stood
come the habitation of devils, and the hold of afar off, and cried, when they saw the smoke of
every foul spirit, and a cage of every uttdean and her burning, saying, What city is like unto this
hateful bird. For all nations have drunk of the great city ? And they cast dust on their heads,
wine of the wrath of her fornication, and the and cried, weeping and wailing, saying, Alas,
kings of the earth have committed fornication al_! that great city, wherein were made rich
with her, and the merchants of the earth are all that had ships in the sea by reason of her
waxed rich through the abundance of her delica- fatness !9 for in one hour is she made desolate.
cies. And I heard another voice from heaven,
42. "Rejoice over her, thou heaven, and ye
saying, Come out of her, my people, that ye be angels,'° and apostles, and prophets ; for God
not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive hath avenged you on her. And a mighty angel
not of her plagues : for her sins did cleave even took up a stone like a great millstone, and cast
unto heaven,_ and C_:I hath remembered her it into the sea, saying, Thus with violence shall
iniquities,
that great city Babylon be thrown down, and
4z. "Reward her even as she rewarded (you), shall be found no more at all. And the voice
and double unto her double, according to her of harpers and musicians, and of pipers and
works: in the cup which she hath filled, fill to trumpeters, shall be heard no more at all in
her double. How much she hath glorified her- thee ; and no craftsman, of whatsoever craft he
self, and hved deliciously, so much torment and be, shall be found any more in thee ; and the
sorrow give her : for she saith in her heart, I sit sound of a millstone shall be heard no more at
a queen, and am no widow, and shall see no sor- all in thee ; and the light of a candle shall shine
row. Therefore shall her plagues come in one no more at all in thee; and the voice of the
day, death, and mourning, and famine ; and she bridegroom and of the bride shall be heard no
shall be utterly burned with fire : for strong is more at all in thee : for thy merchants were the
the Lord God who judgeth her. And the kings great men of the earth ; for by thy sorceries were
of the earth, who have committed fornication, all nations deceived. And in her was found the
and lived deliciously with her, shall bewail her, blood of prophets and of saints, and of all that
and lament for her, when they shall see the were slain upon the earth.""
smoke of her burning, standing afar off for the
43. With respect, then, to the paxticular judgfear of her torment, saying, Alas, alas [ that great ment in the torments that are to come upon it
city Babylon, that mighty city J for in one hour in the last times by the hand of the tyrants who
is thy judgment come. And the merchants of shall arise then, the clearest statement has been
the earth shall weep and mourn over her ; for given in these passages. But it becomes us furno man shall buy their merchandise 4 any more. ther diligently to examine and set forth the period
The merchandise of gold, and silver, and pre- at which these things shall come to pass, and how
cious stones, and of pearls_and fine linen, and the little horn shall spring up in their midst. For
le, and silk, and scarlet, and all thyine wood,
all wanner vessels of ivory, and all m_.nner t _,
omhttd ht tl_ receivedt_m
t ¢_. tt_ the _

ImP,

s _iv_ulct/,
fo/tl_tecelv_i-'_

e ,m_ _'__,
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for the n_elved _._#cv.
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when the legs of iron have issued in the feet and After this, at the Jordan, seeing the Saviour with
toes, according to the similitude of the image his own eye, he points Him out, and says, "Beand that of the terrible" beast, as has been shown hold the Lamb of God, that taketh away the sin
in the above, (then shall be the time) when the of the world l "6 He also first preached to those
iron and the clay shall be mingled together. Now in Hades/becoming
a forerunner there when he
Daniel will set forth this subject to us. For he was put to death by Herod, that there too he
says, "And one week will make _ a covenant with might intimate that the Saviour would descend
many, and it shall be that in the midst (half) of to ransom the souls of the saints from the hand
the week my sacrifice and oblation shall cease.",
of death.
By one week, therefore, he meant the last week
46. But since the Saviour was the beginning
which is to be at the end of the whole world ; of the resurrection of all men, it was meet that
of which week the two prophets Enoch and Elias the Lord alone should rise from the dead, by
will take up the half. For they will preach t,26o whom too the judgment is to enter for the whole
days clothed in sackcloth, proclaiming repent- world, that they who have wrestled worthily may
ance to the people and to all the nations,
be also crowned worthily by Him, by the illus44- For as two advents of our Lord and Sav- trious Arbiter, to wit, who Himself first accomiour are indicated
in the Scriptures,
the one plished the course, and was received into the
being His first advent in the flesh, which took heavens, and was set down on the right hand of
place without honour by reason of His being God the Father, and is to be manifested again
set at nought, as Isaiah spake of Him aforetlme,
at the end of the world as Judge.
It is a matter
saying, "We saw Him, and He had no form nor of course that His forerunners must appear first,
comeliness, but His form was desptsed (and) as He says by Malachi and the angel, s "I will
rejected (lit. = deficient) above all men; a send to you Elias the Tishbite before the day
man smitten and familiar with bearing infirmity, of the Lord, the great and potable day, comes ;
(for His face was turned away) ; He was de- and he shall turn the hearts of the fathers to the
spised, and esteemed
not." 3 But His second children, and the disobedient
to the wisdom of
advent is announced as glorious, when He shall the just, lest I come and smite the earth uttercome from heaven with the host of angels, and ly." 9 These, then, shall come and proclaim
the glory of His Father, as the prophet saith, the manifestation
of Christ that is to be from
"Ye shall see the King in glory ; "4 and, "I saw heaven ; and they shall also perform signs and
one like the Son of man coming with the clouds wonders, in order that men may be put to shame
of heaven ; and he came to the Ancient of days, and turned to repentance
for their surpassing
and he was brought to Him.
And there were wickedness and impiety.
gwen Him dominion, and honour, and glory,
47. For John says, "And I will give power
and the kingdom ; all tribes and languages shall unto my two witnesses, and they shall prophesy
serve Him:
His dominion
xs an everlasting
a thousand two hundred and threescore
days,
dominion, which shall not pass away." s Thus clothed in sackcloth." ,o That is the half of the
also two forerunners were indicated.
The first week whereof Daniel spake.
"These
are the
was John the son of Zacharias, who appeared in two olive trees and the two candlesticks standing
all things a forerunner and herald of our Saviour, before the Lord of the earth.
And if any man
preachmg of the heavenly hght that had appeared
will hurt them, fire will proceed out of their
in the world.
He first fulfilled the course of mouth, and devour their enemies ; and if any
forerunner, and that from his mother's womb, man will hurt them, he must in this manner be
being conceived by Elisabeth, in order that to killed.
These have power to shut heaven, that
those, too, who are children from their mother's it rain not in the days of their prophecy ; and
womb he might declare the new birth that was have power over waters, to turn them to blood,
to take place for their sakes by the Holy Ghost and to smite the earth with all plagues as often
and the Virgin.
as they will.
Andwhen
theyshall have fimshed
45. He, on hearing the salutation addressed
their cour_ and their testimony," what saith the
to Ehsabeth,
leaped with joy in his mother's prophet? "the beast that ascendeth out of the
womb, recognising God the Word conceived in bottomless pit shall make war against them, and
the womb of the Virgin.
Thereafter
he came
nreaching--0 in the wilderness,
proclaiming
_ It,_oh.
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shall overcome them, and kill them," ' because the power of the first beast before him, and
they will not give glory to Antichrist. For this caused the earth and them which dwell therein
is meant by the little horn that grows up. He, to worship the first beast, whose deadly wound
being now elated in heart, begins to exalt him- was healed," signify that, after the manner of
self, and to glorify himself as God, persecuting the law of Augustus, by whom the empire of
the mints and blaspheming Christ, even as Rome was established, he too will rule and
Daniel says, "I considered the horn, and, be- govern, sanctioning everything by it, and taking
hold, in the horn were eyes like the eyes of man, greater glory to himself. For this is the fourth
and a mouth speaking great things ; and he beast, whose head was wounded and healed
opened his mouth to blaspheme God. And that again, in its being broken up or even dishonoured,
horn made war against the saints, and prevailed and partitioned into four crowns ; and he then
against them until the beast was slain, and per- (Antichrist) shall with knavish skill heal it, as it
ished, and his body was given to be burned." • were, and restore it. For this is what is meant
48. But as it is incumbent on us to discuss by the prophet when he says, " He will give life
this matter of the beast more exactly, and in unto the image, and the image of the beast will
particular the question how the Holy Spirit has speak." For he will act with vigour again, and
also mystically indicated his name by means of prove strong by reason of the laws established
a number, we shall proceed to state more clearly by him ; and he will cause all those who will not
what bears upon him. John then speaks thus : worship the image of the beast to be put to
"And I beheld another beast coming up out of death. Here the faith and the patience of the
the earth ; and he had two horns, like a lamb saints will appear, for he says: "And he will
and he spake as a dragon. And he exercised cause all, both small and great, rich and poor,
all the power of the first beast before him ; and free and bond, to receive a mark in their right
he made the earth and them which dwell therein hand or in their forehead ; that no man mxght
to worship the first beast, whose deadly wound buy or sell, save he that had the mark, the name
was healed. And he did great wonders, so that of the beast, or the number of his name." For,
he maketh fire come down from heaven on the being full of guile, and exalting himself against
earth in the sight of men, and deceiveth them the servants of God, with the wish to airier
that dwell on the earth by means of those mira- them and persecute them out of the world, becles which he had power to do in the sight of cause they give not glory to him, he will order
the beast, saying to them that dwell on the earth, incense-pans s to be set up by all everywhere,
that they should make an image to the beast that no man among the saints may be able to
which had the wound by a sword and did live. buy or sell without first sacrificing; for this is
And he had power to give life unto the image what is meant by the mark received upon the
of the beast, that the image of the _east should right hand. And the word--" in their forehead"
both speah, and cause that as many as would -- indicates that all are crowned, and put on a
not worship the image of the beast should be crown of fire, and not of life, but of death. For
killed. And he caused all, both small and great, in this wise, too, did Antiochus Epiphanes the
rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark king of Syria, the descendant of Alexander of
in their right hand or in their foretiead ; and that Macedon, devise measures against the Jews.
no man might buy or sell, save he that had the He, too, in the exaltation of his heart, issued a
mark, the name of the beast, or the number of decree in those times, that "all should set up
his name, Here is wisdom. Let him that hath shrines before their doors, and sacrifice, and that
understanding count the number of the beast ; they should march in procession to the honour
for it is the number of a man, and his number of Dionysus, wawng chaplets of ivy ;" and that
is six hundred threescore and six." 3
those who refused obechence should be put to
49. By the beast, then, coming up out of the death by strangulation and torture.
But he
earth, he means the kingdom of Antichrist ; and also met his due recompense at the hand of
by the two horns he means him anq_ the false the Lord, the righteous Judge and all-searching
prophet after him.4 And in speaking of "the God ; for he died eaten up of worms. And if
horns being like a lamb," he means that he will one desires to inquire into that more accurately,
make himself like the Son of God, and set him- he will find it recorded in the books of the
self forward as king. And the terms," he spake Maccabees. 6
like a dragon," mean that he is a deceiver, and
5o. But now we shall speak of what is before
not truthful. And the words, "he exercised all us. For such measures will he, too, devise,
seeking to afflict the saints in every way. For

_

_Dan"
xiiivii"
S,zz.zS.9.
: s _,,_,t = censers,incense-pans,
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the prophet and apostle says : "Here is wisdom, ] 52. In those times, then, he shall arise and
Let him that hath understanding
count the hum- t meet them. And when he has overmastered
her of the beast ; for it/s the number of a nian, I three horns out of the ten in the array of war,
and his number is six hundred threescore and I and has rooted these out, viz., Egypt, and Libya,
six." With respect to his name, it is not in our iand Ethiopia, and has got their spoils and trappower to explain it exactly, as the blessed John rpings, and has brought
the remaining
horns
understood
it and was instructed about it, but which suffer into subjection, he will begin to be
only to give a conjectural account of it ; _ for when lifted up in heart, and to exalt himself against
he appears, the blessed one wiU show us what we God as master of the whole world.
And his
seek to know.
Yet as far as our doubtful ap- first expedition will be against Tyre and Berytus,
prehension of the matter goes, we may speak, and the circumjacent
territory.
For by stormMany names indeed we find, _ the letters of which ing these cities first he will strike terror into the
are the equ':valent of this number : such as, for others, as Isaiah says, "Be thou ashamed, O
instance, the word Titan,3 an ancient and notable Sidou ; the sea hath spoken, even the strength
name ; or Evanthas,( for it too makes up the of the sea hath spoken, saying, I travailed not,
same number ; and many others which might nor brought forth children ; neither did I nurse
be found.
But, as we have already said, s the up young men, nor bring up virgins.
But when
wound of the first beast was healed, and he (the the report comes to Egypt, pain shall seize them
secolld beast) was to make the image speak, 6 for Tyre." xz
that is to say, he should be powerful ; and it is
53. These things, then, shall be in the future,
manifest to all that those who at present still beloved ; and when the three horns are cut off,
hold the power are Latins. If, then, we take the he will begin to show himself as God, as Ezekiel
name as the name of a single man, it becomes has said aforetime : "Because thy heart has been
Ladnus.
Wherefore we ought neither to give it lifted up, and thou hast said, I am God." z2 And
out as if this were certainly his name, nor again to the like effect Isaiah says : "For thou hast
ignore the fact that he may not be otherwise said in thine heart, I will ascend into heaven, I
designated.
But having the mystery of God in will exalt my throne above the stars of heaven :
our heart, we ought in fear to keep faithfully I will be like the Most High.
Vet now thou
what has been told us by the blessed prophets, shall be brought down to hell (Hades), to the
in order that when those things come to pass, foundations of the earth." _3 In like manner also
we may be prepared for them, and not deceived.
Ezekiel : "Wilt thou yet say to those who slay
For when the times advance, he too, of whom thee, I am God?
But thou (shalt be) a man,
these thing are said, will be manifested.7
and no God." z4
51. But not to confine ourselves to these words
54- As his tribe, then, and his manifestation,
and arguments alone, for the purpose of con- and his destruction, have been set forth in these
vincing those who love to study the oracles of words, and as his name has also been indicated
God, we shall demonstrate
the matter by many mystically, let us look also at his action.
For
other proofs.
For Daniel says, "And these shall he will call together all the people to himself,
escape out of his hand, even Edom, and Moab, out of every country of the dispersion, making
and the chief of the children of Ammon." 8 them his own, as though they were his own chilAmmon and Mpab 9 are the children born to dren, and promising to restore their country, and
Lot by his daughters, and their race survives establish again their kingdom
and nation, in
even now.
And Isaiah says: "And they shall order that he may be worshipped
l_y them as
fly in the boats of strangers, plundering
the sea _God, as the prophet says : "He will collect his
together, and (they shall spoil) them of the whole kingdom, from the rising of the sun even
east : and they shall lay hands upon Moab first ; to its setting : they whom he summons a_d they
and the children of Ammon shall first obey iwhom he does not summon shall march with
them." _o
Ihim." ,s And Jeremiah speaks of him thus in a
parable:
"The partridge cried, (and) gathered
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the art of that creature, and show that the
prophet has not spoken, without a purpose in
using the parable (or similitude) of the creature,
For as the partridge is a vainglorious creature,
when it sees near at hand the nest of another
partridge with young in it, and with the parentbird away on the wing in quest of food, it imitates
the cry of the other bird, and calls the young to
itself; and they, taking it to be their own parent,
ran to it. And it dehghts itself proudly in the
alien pullets as in its own. But when the real
parent-bird returns, and calls them with its own
familiar cry, the young recognise it, and forsake
the deceiver, and betake themselves to the real
parent. This thing, then, the prophet has adopted
as a simile, applying it in a similar manner to
Antichrist.
For he will allure mankind to himself, wishing to gain possession of those who are
not his own, and promising deliverance to all,
while he is unable to save himself,
56. He then, having gathered to himself the
unbelieving everywhere throughout
the world,
comes at thei_ call to persecute the saints, their
enemies and antagonists, as the apostle and
evangelist says : "There was in a city a judge,
which feared not God, neither regarded man :
and there was a widow in that city, who came
unto him, saying, Avenge me of mine adversary,
And he would not for a while : but afterward he
said within himself, Though I fear not Cod, nor
regard man ; yet because this widow troubleth
me, I will avenge her." _
57. By the unrighteous
judge, who fears not
God, neither regards man, he means without
doubt Antichrist, as he is a son of the devil and
a vessel of Satan.
For when he has the power,
he will begin to exalt himself
agmnst God,
neither in truth fearing God, nor regarding the
Son of God, who is the Judge of all. And in
saying that there was a widow in the city, he
refers to Jerusalem
itself, which is a widow indeed, forsaken of her perfect, heavenly spouse,
God.
Sb,e calls Him her adversary, and not her
Saviour ; for she does not understand that which
was said by the prophet Jeremiah: "Because
they obeyed not the truth, a spirit of error shall
speak then to this people and to Jerusalem." a
And Isaiah also to the like effect : "Forasmuch
as the people refuseth to drink the water of
Sfloam that goeth softly, but chooseth to have
P,asin and Romeliah's son as king over you:
therefore, 1o, the Lord bringeth up upon you
the water of the river, strong and full, even the
king of Assyria"4
Bythe king he means metaphorically Antichrist, as also another prophet
saJth : "And this man shall be the peace from me,
I..l_l_.i._r_
s_
gym._
SJc=.iv. H.

_o_,_,_,.
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when the Assyrian shall come up into your land,
and when he shall tread in your mountains." s
i 58. And in like manner Moses, knowing be!forehand that the people would reject and disown the true Saviour of the world, and take part
with error, and choose an earthly king, and set
the heavenly King at nought, says : "Is not this
laid up in store with me, and sealed up among
my treasures ? In the day of vengeance I will
recompense (them), and in the time when their
foot shall slide." 6 They did shde, therefore,
in all things, as they were found to be in hatmony with the truth in nothing: neither as
concerns the law, because they became transgressors ; nor as concerns the prophets, because
they cut off even the prophets themselves ; nor
as concerns the voice of the Gospels, because
they crucified the Saviour Himself; nor in believing the apostles, because they persecuted
them.
At all times they showed themselves
enemies and betrayers of the truth, and were
found to be haters of God, and not lovers of
Him ; and such they shall be then when they
find opportunity : for, rousing themselves against
the servants of God, they will seek to obtain
vengeance by the hand of a mortal man.
And
he, being puffed up with pride by their subserviency, will begin to despatch missives against
the saints, commanding
to cut them all off
everywhere, on the ground of their refusal to
reverence and worship him as God, according to
the word of Esaias : "Woe to the wings of the
vessels of the land/beyond
the rivers of Ethiopia : (woe to him) who sendeth sureties by the
sea, and letters of papyrus (upon the water ;
for nimble messengers will go) to a nation s anxious and expectant, and a people strange and
bitter against them ; a nation hopeless and trodden down." 9
59. But we who hope for the Son of God are
persecuted and trodden down .by those unbelievers.
For the wings of /ke vessels are the
churches ; and the sea is the world, in which
the Church is set, like a ship tossed in the deep,
but not destroyed ; for she has with her the
skilled Pilot, Christ.
And she bears in her
midst also the trophy (which is erected) over
death ; for she carries with her the cross of the
Lord. '° For her prow is the east, and her stern
is the west, and her hold" is the south, and her
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tillers are the two Testaments ; and the ropes
that stretch around her are the love of Christ,
which binds the Church ; and the net' which
she bears with her is the laver of the regeneration which renews the believing, whence too are
these glories.
As the wind the Spirit from
heaven is present, by whom those who believe
are sealed : she has also anchors of iron accompanying her, viz., the holy commandments
of
Christ Himself, which are strong as iron.
She
has also mariners on the right and on the left,
assessors like the holy angels, by whom the
Church is always governed and defended.
The
ladder in her leading up to the sailyard is an
emblem of the passion of Christ, which brings
the faithful to the ascent of heaven.
And the
top-sails 2 aloft 3 upon the yard are the company
of prophets, martyrs, and apostles, who have
entered into their rest in the kingdom of Christ.
6o. Now, concerning
the tribulation
of the
persecution which is to fall upon the Church from
the adversary, John also speaks thus: "And I
saw a great and wondrous sign in heaven ; a
woman clothed with the sun, and the moon under
her feet, and upon her head a crown of twelve
stars. And she, being with child, cries, travailing
in birth, and pained to be delivered.
And the
dragon stood before the woman which was ready
to be delivered, for to devour her child as soon
as it was born. And she brought forth a manchild, who is to rule all the nations:
and the
child was caught up unto God and to His throne,
And the woman fled into the wilderness, where
she hath the place prepared
of God, that they
should feed her there a thousand two hundred
and threescore days. And then when the dragon
saw it, he persecuted the woman which brought
forth the man-ckild.
And to the woman were
given two wings of the great eagle, that she
might fly into the wilderness, where she is nourished for a time, and times, and half a time,
from the face of the serpent.
And the serpent
cast (out of his mouth water as a flood after the
woman, that he might cause her to be carried
away of the flood.
And the earth helped the
woman, and opened her mouth, and swallowed
up the flood which the dragon cast) out of his
mouth.
And the dragon was wroth with the
woman, and went to make war with the saints
of her seed, which keep the commandments
of
God, and have the testimony of Jesus."*
6i. By the "woman
then clothed with the
sun," he meant most manifestly the Church, endued wth the Father's word, s whose brightness
x _,,,
* _,_,,
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is above the sun. And by "the moon under her
feet" he referred to her being adorned, like
the moon, with heavenly glory.. And the words,
"upon her head a crown of twelve stars," refer
to the twelve apostles by whom the Church was
founded.
And those, "she, being with child,
cries, travailing in birth, and pained to be delivered," mean that the Church will not cease to
bear from her heart 6 the Word that is persecured by the unbelieving in the world.
"And
she brought forth," he says, "a man-child, who
is to rule all the nations;"
by which is meant
that the Church, always bringing forth Christ, the
perfect man-child of God, who is declared to be
God and man, becomes the instructor of all the
nations.
And the words, "her child was caught
up unto God and to His throne," signify that he
who is always born of her is a heavenly king, and
not an earthly ; even as David also declared of
old when he said, "The Lord said unto my Lord,
Sit Thou at my fight hand, until I make Thine
enemies Thy footstool." 7 "And the dragon,"
he says, "saw and persecuted
the woman which
brought forth the man-dzild.
And to the woman
were given two wings of the great eagle, that she
might fly into the wilderness, where she is nourished for a time, and times, and half a time,
from the face of the serpent." s That refers to
the one thousand two hundred and threescore
days (the half of the week) during which the
tyrant is to reign and persecute the Church,9
which flees from city to city, and seeks concealment in the wilderness among the mountains,
possessed of no other defence than the two
wings of the great eagle, that is to say, the faith
of Jesus Christ, who, in stretching
forth His
holy hands on the holy tree, unfolded two wings,
the fight and the left, and called to Him all who
believed upon Him, and covered them as a hen
her chickens.
For by the mouth of Malachi also
He speaks thus: "And unto you that fear my
name shall the Sun of righteousness
arise with
healing in His vangs." '°
6_. The Lord also says, "When ye shall see
the abomination of desolation stand in the holy
place (whoso readeth, let him understand),
then
let them which be in Judea flee into the mountains, and let him which is on the housetop not
come down to take his clothes ; neither let him
which is in the field return back to take anythiag
out of his house.
And woe unto them that are
with child, and to them that give suck, in those
days I for then shall be .great tribulation, such as
was not since the beginning of the world.
And
except those days should be shortened,
there
6 .,_vv_._

b_ x_es.

s Rev, xi. _.
9 [Concerning AntichrJ.st_two advents, etc., see voL iv. p. t'zg,
fl_ seri_ 1
zo Mal. xv. *.
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should no flesh be saved.",
And Daniel says, head perish." 7 "For as the lightning cometh
"And they shall place the abomination of deso- out of the east, and shineth even unto the west,
lation a thon_nd two hundred and ninety days. so shall also the coming of the Son of man be.
Blessed is he that waiteth, a_d cometh to the For wheresoever the carcase is, there will the
thousand two hundred and ninety-five days." •
eagles be gathered together." s Now the fail9
63. And the blessed Apostle Paul, writing to took place in paradise ; for Adam fell there.
the Thessalonians, says : "Now we beseech you, And He says again, "Then shall the Son of man
brethren, concerning the coming of our Lord send His angels, and they shall gather together
Jesus Christ, and our gathering together at it,3 His electfrom the fourwinds of heaven." '° And
that ye be not soon shaken in mind, or be David also, in announcingpropheticalty the judgtroubled, neither by spirit, nor by word, nor by ment and coming of the Lord, says, "His going
letters as from us, as that the day of the Lord is forth is from the end of the heaven, and His cirat hand. Let no man deceive you by any means; cult unto the end of the heaven : and there is
for (that day shall not come) except there come no one hid from the heat thereof." ,, By the
the falling away first, and that man of sin be re- heat he means the conflagration. And Esaias
vealed, the son of perdition, who opposeth and speaks thus : "Come, my people, enter thou
exalteth himself above all that is called God, or into thy chamber, (and) shut thy door : hide
that is worshipped: so that he sitteth in the thyself as it were for a little moment, until the
temple of God, showing himself that he is God. indignation of the Lord be overpast." ,2 And
Remember ye not, that when I was yet with you, Paul in like manner : "For the wrath of God is
I told you these things? And now ye know revealed from heaven against all ungodliness
what withholdeth, that he might be revealed in and unrighteousness of men, who hold the truth
his time. For the mystery of iniquity doth of God in unrighteousness." ,3
already work ; only he who now letteth (will
65. Moreover, concerning the resurrection and
let), until he be taken out of the way. And the kingdom of the saints, Daniel says, "And
then shall that wicked be revealed, whom the many of them that sleep in the dust of the earth
Lord Jesus shall consume with the Spirit of His shall arise, some to everlasting life, (and some
mouth, and shall destroy with the brightness of to shame and everlasting contempt)."*4
Esaias
His coming : (even him) whose coming is after says, "The dead men shall arise, and they that
the working of Satan, with all power, and signs, are in their tombs shall awake ; for the dew
and lying wonders, and with all deceivableness from thee is healing to them." ,s The Lord says,
of unrighteousness in them that perish ; because "Many in that day shall hear the voice of the
they received not the love of the truth. And Son of God, and they that hear shall live." _6
for this cause God shall send them strong delu- And the prophet says, "Awake, thou that sleepsion, that they should believe a lie: that they est, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall
all might be damned who believed not the truth, give thee light." ,7 And John says, "Blessed and
but had pleasure in unrighteousness." 4 And holy is he that hath part in the first resurrection :
Esaias says, "Let the wicked be cut off, that he on such the second death hath no power." ,s For
behold not the glory of the Lord." s
the second death is the lake of fire that burneth.
64. These things, then, being to come to pass, And again the Lord says, "Then shall the rightbeloved, and the one week being divided into eous shine forth as the sun shineth in his glory."19
two parts, and the abomination of desolation And to the saints He will say, "Come, ye blessed
being manifested then, and the two prophets of my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for
and forerunners of the Lord having finished you from the foundation of the world. 2o But
their course, and the whole world finally ap- what saith He to the wicked? "Depart from
proaching the consummation, what remains but me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire, prepared for
the coming of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ the devil and his angels, which my Father hath
from heaven, for whom we have looked in hope ?
who shall bring the conflagration and just jndg, L_ _-_ ,8.
S Matt. xxiv. at,, sS.
ment upon all who have refused to believe on
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prepared." And John says, "Without are dogs,
and sorcerers, and whoremongers, and murderers,
and idolaters, and whosoever maketh and loveth
a lie ; for your part is in the hell of fire." ' And
in like manner also Esaias : "And they shall go
forth and look upon the carcases of the men that
have transgressed against me. And their worm
shall not die, neither shall their fire be quenched ;
and they shall be for a spectacle to all flesh." •
66. Concerning the resurrection of the righteous, Paul also speaks thus in writing to the
Thessalonians : "We would not have you to be
ignorant concerning them which are asleep, that
ye sorrow not even as others which have no
hope. For if we believe that Jesus died and
rose again, even so them also which sleep in
Jesus will God bring with Him. For this we
say unto you by the word of the Lord, that we
which are alive (and) remain unto the coming
of the Lord, shall not pr&ent them which are
x Rev, xxiL zS.
2 Is_/xvl. 24.
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_. Now, then, incline thine ear to me, and
hear my words, and give heed, thou Jew. Many
a time dost thou boast thyself, in that thou didst
condemn Jesus of Nazareth to death, and didst
give Him vinegar and gall to drink ; and thou
dost vaunt thyself because of this. Come therefore, and let us consider together whether perchance thou dost not boast unrighteously, O
Israel, (and) whether that small portion of vinegar and gall has not brought down this fearful
threatening upon thee, (and) whether this is
not the cause of thy present condition involved
in these myriad troubles,
2. Let him then be introduced before us who
speaketh by the Holy Spirit, and saith truth-David the son of Jesse. He, singing a certain
strain with prophetic referende to the true Christ,
celebrated our God by the Holy Spirit, (and)
declared clearly all that befell Him by the hands
of the Jews in His passion ; in which (strain)
the Christ who humbled Himself and took unto
Himself the form of the servant Adam, calls
upon God the Father in heaven as it were in
our person, and speaks thus in the sixty-ninth
Psalm : "Save me, O God; for the waters are
come in unto my soul. I am sunk in the mire
of the abyss," that is to say, in the corruption
of Hades, on account of the transgression in
paradise ; and "there is no substance," that is,
help. " My eyes failed while I hoped (or, from
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asleep. For the Lord Himself shall descend
from heaven with a shout, with the voice and
trump of God, and the dead in Christ shall rise
first. Then we which are alive (and) remain
shall be caught up together with them in the
clouds to meet the Lord in the air ; and so shall
we ever be with the Lord." 3
67. These things, then, I have set shortly before thee, O Theophilus, drawing them from
Sff/2_re itself/ in order that, maintaining in
faith what is written, and anticipating the things
that are to be, thou mayest keep thyself void of
offence both toward God and toward men,
"looking for that blessed hope and appearing
of our God and Saviour," 5 when, having raised
the saints among us, He will rejoice with them,
glorifying the Father. To Him be the glory
unto the endless ages of the ages. Amen.
3_T_ss. ,v....

s, [The mlmense value of these quotations, authe_tlcatlng the
Revelations and other Scriptures, must be apparent. Is not
t_ause a voice to our own ames of vast slgmilcancetJ
5 Tit. ii. _3-
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my hoping) upon my God ; when will He come
md save me ?"'
3. Then, in what next follows, Christ speaks, as
it were, in His own person : "Then I restored
that," says He, "which I took not away ;" that
ts, on account of the sin of Adam I endured the
death which was not mine by sinning. "For,
O God, Thou knowest my foolishness; and my
sins are not hid from Thee," that is, "for I did
not sin," as He means it ; and for this reason
(it is added), "Let not them be ashamed who
want to see" my resurrection on the third day,
to wit, the apostles. "Because for Thy sake,"
that is, for the sake of obeying Thee, "I have
borne reproach," namely the cross, when "they
covered my face with shame," that is to say, the
Jews ; when "I became a stranger unto my
brethren after the flesh, anal an alien unto my
mother's children," meaning (by the mother)
the synagogue. "For the zeal of Thine house,
Father, hath eaten me up ; and the reproaches
of them that reproached Thee are fallen on me,"
and of them that sacrificed to idols. Wherefore
"they that sit in the gate spoke against me,"
for they crucified me without the gate. "And
they that drink sang against me," that is, (they
who drink wine) at the feast of the passover.
"But as for me, in my prayer unto Thee, O
,_,_.
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Lord, I said, Father, forgive them," namely the them, and let Thy wrathful anger take hold of
Gentiles, because it is the t_me for favour with them ;" and, "Let their habitation be desohte,"
Gentiles.
"Let not then the hurricane (of to wit, their celebrated temple.
temptations) overwhelm me, neither let the deep
7. But why, O prophet, tell us, and for what
(that is, Hades) swallow me up : for Thou wilt reason, was the temple made desolate? Was it
not leave my soul in hell (Hades) ; neither let on account of flint ancient fabrication of the
the pit shut her mouth upon me," ' that is, the calf? Was it on account of the idolatry of the
sepulchre. "By reason of mine enemies, deliver people ? Was it for the blood of the prophets ?
me," that the Jews may not boast, saying, Let Was it forthe adultery and fornication of Israel ?
us consume him.
By no means, he says ; for in all these trans4. Now Christ prayed all this economically z gressions they always found pardon open to
as man ; being, however, true God. But, as I them, and benignity ; but it was because they
have already said, it was the "form of the ser- killed the Son of their Benefactor, for He is corant-3 that spake and suffered these things, eternal with the Father. Whence He saith,
Wherefore He added, "My soul looked for re- "Father, let their temple be made desolate ; 0
proach and trouble," that is, I suffered of my for they have persecuted Him whom Thou didst
own will, (and) not by any compulsion. Yet of Thine own will smite for the salvation of the
t' I waited for one to mourn with me, and there world ;" that is, they have persecuted me with
was none," for all my disciples forsook me and a violent and unjust death, "and they have
fled ; and for a "comforter, and I found none." added to the pain of my wounds." In former
5- Listen with understanding, O Jew, to what time, as the Lover of man, I had pain on acthe Christ says: "They gave me gall for my count of the straying of the Gentiles; but to
meat ; and in my thirst they gave me vinegar to this pain they have added another, by going also
drink." And these things He did indeed en-themselves astray. Wherefore "add imquity to
dure from you. Hear the Holy Ghost tell you their iniquity, and tribulation to tribulation, and
also what return He made to you for that little let them not enter into Thy righteousness," that
portion of vinegar. For the prophet says, as in is, into Thy kingdom ; but "let them be blotted
the person of God, "Let their table become a out of the book of'the hying, and not be written
snare and retribution." Of what retribution does with the righteous," that is, with their holy fathers
He speak ? Manifestly, of the misery which has and patriarchs.
now got hold of thee.
8. What sayest thou to this, O Jew? It is
6. And then hear what follows : "Let their neither Matthew nor Paul that saith these things,
eyes be darkened, that they see not." And but David, thine anointed, who awards and
surely ye have been darkened in the eyes of declares these terrible sentences on account
your soul with a darkness utter and everlasting, of Christ. And like the great Job, addressing
For now that the true light has arisen, ye wander _,ouwho speak against the righteous and true,
as in the night, and stumble on places with no he says, "Thou didst barter the Christ like a
roads, and fall headlong, as having forsaken the slave, thou didst go to Him like a robber in the
way that saith, "I am the way." 4 Furthermore garden."
hear this yet more serious word: "And their
9- I produce now the prophecy of Solomon,
back do thou bend always;" that means, in which speaketh of Christ, and announces clearly
order that they may be slaves to the nations, not and perspicuously things concerning the Jews ;
four hundred and thirty years as in Egypt, nor and those which not only are befalling them at
seventy as in Babylon, but bend them to servi- the present time, but those, too, which shall betude, he says, "always."
In fine, then, how fall them in the future age, on account of the
dost thou indulge vain hopes, expecting to be contumacy and audacity which they exhibited
delivered from the misery which holdeth thee ? toward the Prince of Life j for the prophet says,
For that is somewhat strange. And not unjustly "The ungodly said, reasoning with themselves,
has he imprecated this blindness of eyes upon but not aright," that is, about Christ, "Let us
thee. But because thou didst cover the eyes of lie in wait for the righteous, because he is not
Chr/st, (and s) thus thou didst beat Him, for for our turn, and he is clean contrary to our
this reason, too, bend thou thy back forservitude doings and words, and upbraideth us with our
always. And whereas thou didst pour out His offending the law, and professeth to have knowlblood in indignation, hear what thy recompense edge of God ; and he call_th himself the Child
slml/ be : "Pour out Thine indignation upon of God." 7 And then he says, "He is grievous
to us even to behold; for his life is not like
Is. xvi. so.
*_m,,,z_.
WheF_.her,_ndCh_ e,,_. h_. in Scrip-other men's, and his ways axe of another fashion.
m.,e,_d_
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abstaineth from our ways as from filthiness, and
pronounceth the end of the just to be blessed."'
And again, listen to this, O Jew ! None Of the
righteous or prophets called himself the Son of
God. And therefore, as in the person of the
Jews, Solomon speaks again of this righteous
one, who is Christ, thus : "He was made to
reprove our thoughts, and he maketh his boast
that God is his Father.
Let us see, then, if his
words be true, and let us prove what shall happen in the end of him ; for if the just man be
the Son of God, He will help him, and deliver
him from the hand of his enemies.
Let us condemn him with a shameful death, for by his own
saying he shall be respected."*
to. And again David, in the Psalms, says with
respect to the future age, "Then
shall He"
(namely Christ) "speak unto them in His wrath,
and vex them in His sore displeasure." 3 And
again Solomon says concerning Christ and the

the Just One.
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Jews, that "when the righteous shall stand in
great boldness before the face of such as have
afflicted Him, and made no account of His
words, when they see it they shall be troubled
with terrible fear, and shall be amazed at the
strangeness of His salvation ; and they, repenting and groining for anguish of spirit, shall say
within themselves, This is He whom we had
sometimes in derision and a proverb of reproach ;
we fools accounted His life madness, and His
end to be without honour.
How is He humbered among the children of God, and His lot
is among the saints ? Therefore have we erred
from the way of truth, and the l_ght of righteousness hath not shined unto us, and the sun of
righteousness rose not on us. We wearied ourselves in the way of wmkedness and destruction ;
we have gone through deserts where there lay
no way : but as for the way of the Lord, we have
not known it. What hath our pride profited us ?
all those things are passed away like a shadow." 4

t Wisd. ii. xS, t6.
s Wisd ii z4, ,6, ,7,2o.
[The argument is ad ]_m_em.
The
Jews valued thts book, but did not account it to be Scripture; yet
this quotauon t$ a very remarkable comment on what ancient Jews
and
xxii. '4,] conceroms
understood
Ps. k S.
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x. And this is the passage regarding demons.*
But now we must speak of Hades, in which the
souls both of the righteous and the unrighteous
are detained.
Hades is a place in the created
system, rude,s a locality beneath the earth, in
which the light of the world does not shine ; and
as the sun does not shine in this locality, there
must necessarily be perpetual darkness there,
This locality has been destined to be as it were
a guard-house for souls, at which the angels axe
stationed as guards, distributing according to
each one's deeds the temporary 4 punishments
for (different) characters.
And in this locality
there is a certain place s set apart by itself, a
lake of unquenchable fire, into which we suppose
no one has ever yet been cast; for it is prepared
against the day determined by God, in which
one sentence of righteous judgment shall be
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!justly applied to all. And the unrighteous, and
those who believed not God, who have honoured
as God the vain works of the hands of men,
idols fashioned (by themselves),
shall be sentenced to this endless punishment.
But the
righteous shall obtain the incorruptible and unfading kingdom, who indeed are at present demined in Hades, 6 but not in the same place with
the unrighteous.
For to thfs locality there is
one descent, at the gate whereof we believe an
archangel is stationed with a host. And when
those who are conducted by the angels z appointed unto the souls have passed through this
gate, they do not proceed on one and the same
way ; but the righteous, being conducted in the
light toward the right, and being hymned by
the angels stationed at the place, are brought to a
f' Hszl_, in the view of the Incicnus, was the Seneral recepuw.le
C£SOUlSafter their scF_aratmnfrom.the body, whe.rc the. good ubocin
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locality full of light. And there the righteous make it immortal.'° To be able in one thing, and
from the beginning' dwell, not ruled by neces- to be unable in another, is a word which cannot
sit)', but enjoying always the contemplation of be said of God. We therefore believe that the
the blessings which are in their view, and de- body also is raised. For if it become corrupt,
lighting themselves with the expectation of others it is not at least destroyed. For the earth reever new, and deeming those ever better than ceiving its remains preserves them, and they,
these. And that place brings no to_s to them. becoming as it were seed, and being wrapped up
There, there is neither fierce heat, nor cold, nor with the richer part of earth, spring up and
thorn ;, but the face of the fathers and the right- bloom. And that which is sown is sown indeed
eous is seen to be always smiling, as they wait bare grain ; but at the command of God the Atfor the rest and eternal revival in heaven which tificer it buds, and is raised arrayedand glorious,
succeed this location. And we call it by the but not until it has first died, and been dissolved,
name /lbraham's bosom. But the unrighteous and mingled with earth. Not, therefore, withare dragged toward the left by angels who are out good reason do we believe in the resurrecministers of punishment, and they go of their tion of the body. Moreover, if it is dissolved in
own accord no longer, but are dragged by force its season on account of the primeval trahsgresas prisoners. And the angels appointed over sion, and is committed to the earth as to a furthem send them along,3 reproaching them and pace, to be moulded again anew, it is not raised
threatening them with an eye of terror, forcing the same thing as it is now, but pure and no
them down into the lower parts. And when longer corruptible. And to every body its own
they are brought there, those appointed to that proper soul _11 be given again; and the soul,
service drag them on to the confines oI hell.* being endued again with it, shall not be grieved,
And those who are so near hear incessantly the but shall rejoice together with it, abiding itself
agitation, and feel the hot smoke. And when pure with it also pure. And as it now sojourns
that vision is so near, as they see the terrible and with it in the world righteously, and finds it in
excessively glowing s spectacle of the fire, they nothing now a traitor, it will receive it again (the
shudder in horror at the expectation of the fu. body) with great joy. But the unrighteous will
ture judgment, (as if they were) already feeling receive their bodies unchanged, and unransomed
the power of their punishment. And again, from suffering and disease, and unglorified, and
where they see the place of the fathers and the still with all the ills in which they died. And
righteous, 6 they are also punished there. For a whatever manner of persons they (were when
deep and vast abyss is set there in the midst, so they) lived without faith, as such they shall be
that neither can any of the righteous in sympathy faithfully judged."
think to pass it, nor any of the unrighteous dare
3.'* For all, the righteous and the unrighteous
to cross it.
alike, shall be brought before God the Word.
2. Thus fax, then, on the subject of Hades, in For the Father hath committed all judgment to
which the souls of all are detained until the time Him ; and in fulfilment of the Father's counsel,
which God has determined ; and then z He will He cometh as Judge whom we call Christ. For
accomplish a resurrection of all, not by transfer- it is not Minos and Rhaflamanthys that are to
ring souls into other bodies, s but by raising the judge (the world), as ye fancy, O Greeks, but
bodies themselves. And if, O Greeks, ye refuse He whom God the Father hath glorified, of
credit to this because ye see these (bodies) in whom we have spoken elsewhere more in partheir dissolution, learn not to be incredulous, ticular, for the profit of those who seek the truth.
For if ye believe that the soul is originated and He, in administering the righteous judgment of
is made immortal by God, according to the opin- the Father to all, assigns to each what is righteous
ion of Plato, 9 in time, ye ought not to refuse to according to his works. And being present at
believe that God is able also to raise the body, His judicial decision, all, both men and angels
which is composed of the same elements, and and demons, sha//utter one voice, saying, "Right* [._-L_v_i,_._
i_,.m_t_t_.-_,ao,_-qulm
_ _ _
_ t,_,,,t_ "]

eous is Thy judgment" '_ Of which voice the
}ustification will be seen in the awarding to each
that which is just; since to thosewho have done
a_.
,,ell shall be assigned righteously eternal bliss,
tot_ _
i. l',....atah _
_
¢i_and to the lovers of iniquity shall be given eter........
"11u_
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which does not waste the body, but continues
bursting forth from the body with unending pain.
No sleep will give them rest ; no night will soothe
them ; no death will deliver them from punishment; no voice of interceding friends will profit
them.' For neither are the righteous seen by
them any longer, nor are they worthy of remembrance. But the righteous will remember only
the righteous deeds by which they reached the
heavenly kingdom, in which there is neither
sleep, nor pain, nor corruption, nor care,= nor
night, nor day measured by time ; nor sun trayerring in necessary course the circle of heaven,
which marks the limits of seasons, or the points
measured out for the life of man so easily read ;
nor moon waning or waxing, or inducing the
changes of seasons, or moistening the earth ; no
burning sun, no changeful Bear, no Orion coming
forth, no numerous wandering of stars, no painz [|t is not the unnghteous, he it remembered, who go to".purgatory,
_ according to the Trent theology, but only true Chnsuan$,
dymg_in full communion wRh the Church. Hippolytus is here speak_ng o! the t#ltt'_at¢ doom d the wicked, but bears m mind the sinof Luke xvL a4 and the appeal to Abraham ]
z Th_ sccovA _agmcat m the Para_Ela cnds he_
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fully-trodden earth, no abode of paradise hard to
find; no furious roaring of the sea, forbidding
one to touch or traverse it ; but this too will be
readily passable for the righteous, although it
lacks no water. There will be no heaven inaccessible to men, nor will the way of its ascent be
one impossible to find ; and there will be no earth
unwrought, or toilsome for men, but one producing fruit spontaneously in beauty and order;
nor will there be generation of wild beasts again,
nor the bursting3 substance of other creatures.
Neither with man will there be generation again,
but the number of the righteous remains indefectible with the righteous angels and spirits. Ye
who believe these words, O men, will be partakers
with the righteous, and will have part in these
future blessings, which "eye hath not seen nor
ear heard, neither have entered into the heart of
man the things which God hath prepared for
them that love Him."4 To Him be the gloryand
the power, for ever and ever. Amen.
3 _0¢m._o_t_.
a z Cor. n. 9.
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L Some others are secretly introducing an- ] at first that he held such opinions. Afterwards,
other doctrine, who have become disciples of I however, taking shelter among some, and having
one Noetus. who was a native of Smyrna,= (and) {gathered round him some others s who had eralived not very long ago.3 This person- was greatly
/ braced the same error, he wished thereart er to
puffed up and inflated with pride, being inspired} uphold his dogma openly as correct. And the
by the conceit of a strange spirit. He alleged [blessed presbyters called him again before them,
that Christ was the Father Himself, and that the! and examined him. But he stood out against
Father Himself was born, and suffered, and died. them, saying, "What evil, then, am I doing in
Ye see what pride of heart and what a strange glorifying Christ?" And the presbyters replied
inflated spirit had insinuated themselves into to him, "We too know in truth one God ; °we
him. From his other actions, then, the proof is know Christ ; we know that the Son suffered
already given us that he spoke not with a pure even as He suffered, and died even as He died,
spirit ; for he who blasphemes against the Holy and rose again on the third day, and is at the
Ghost is cast out from the holy inheritance. He right hand of the Father, and cometh to judge
a11eged
thathe was himselfMoses,and thatthe livingand the dead. And these things
Aaronwashisbrother*When theblessed
ores-whichwe havelearned
we allege."Then,after
bytersheardthis,
theysummoned him be'tom
lexamin/nghim, they expc//edhim from the
theChurch,andexaminedhim. Buthc denied[Church.And he was carried
to such a pitch
Iof pride,
thathe established
a school.
I =.Now theyseekto exhibit
thefoundation
p. 454.
.....
_ Cmlland/,
_'_, .Noe_
_.., _=i,eot S.myrm.
_. meu_
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last; and beside me there is none other."'
Thus they say they prove that God is one. And
then they answer in this manner : "If therefore
I acknowledge Christ to be God, He is the
Father Himself, if He is indeed God ; and Christ
suffered, being Himself God ; and consequently
the Father suffered,for He was the Father Himself." But the case stands not thus ; for the
Scriptures do not set forth the matter in this
manner. But they make use also of other testimonies, and say, Thus it is written : "This is
our God, and there shall none other be accounted
of in comparison of Him. He hath found out
all the way of knowledge, and hath given it unto
Jacob His servant (son), and to Israel His beloved. Afterward did He show Himself upon
earth, and conversed with men." _ You see, then,
he says, that this is God, who is the only One,
and who afterwards did show Himself, and conversed with men." And in another place he
says, "Egypt hath laboured ; and the merchandise of Ethiopia and the Sabeans, men of stature,
shall come over unto thee, (and they shall be
slaves to thee); and they shall come after thee
bound with manacles, and they shall fall down
unto thee, because God is in thee ; and they
shall make supplication unto thee: and ther¢
is no God beside thee. For Thou art God, and
we knew not ; God of Israel, the Saviour." s Do
you see, he says, how the Scriptures proclaim
one GOd ? And as this is clearly exhibited, and
these passages are testimonies to it, I am under
necessity, he says, since one is acknowledged,
to make this One the subject of suffering. For
Christ was God, and suffered on account of us,
being Himself the Father, that He might be able
also to save us. And we cannot express ourselves otherwise, he says; for the apostle also
acknowledges one God, when he says, "Whose
are the fathers, (and) of whom as concerning
the flesh Christ came, who is over all, God
Messed for ever." 4
8. In this way, then, they choose to set forth
these things, and they make use only of one
class of passages ; s just in the same one-sided
manner that Theodotus employed when he
sought to prove that Christ was a mere man.
But neither has the one party nor the other

NOETUS.

understood the matter r/ghtly, as the Scriptures
themselves confute their senselessness, and attest
the truth. See, brethren, what a rash and audacious dogma they have introduced, when they
say without shame, the Father is Himself Christ,
Himself the Son, Himself was born, Himself
suffered, Himself raised Himself. But it is not
so. The Scriptures speak what is right; but
Noetus is of a different mind from them. Yet,
though Noetus does not understand the truth,
the Scriptures are not at once to be repudiated.
For who will not say that there is one God ?
Yet he will not on that account deny the economy (i.e., the number and disposition of persons
in the Trinity). The proper way, therefore, to
deal with the question is first of aU to refute the
interpretation put upon these passages by these
men, and then to explain their real meaning.
For it is right, in the first place, to expound the
truth that the Father is one GOd, "of whom is
every family," 6 , by whom are all things, of
whom are all things, and we in Him." 7
4. Let us, as I said, see how he is confuted,
and then let us set forth the truth. Now he
quotes the words, "Egypt has Laboured, and the
merchandise of Ethiopia and the Sabeans," and
so forth on to the words, "For Thou art the
God of Israel, the Saviour." And these words
he cites without understanding what precedes
them. For whenever they wish to attempt anything underhand, they mutilate the Scriptures.
But let him quote the passage as a whole, and
he will discover the reason kept in view in writhag it. For we have the beginning of the section a little above ; and we ought, of course, to
commence there in showing to whom and about
whom the passage speaks. For above, the beginning of the section stands thus: "Ask me
concerning my sons and my daughters, and concerning the work of my hands command ye me.
I have made the earth, and man upon it: I
with my hand have stablished the heaven ; I have
commanded all the stars. I have raised him
up, and all his ways are straight. He shall build
my city, and he shall turn back the captivity;
not for price nor reward, said the Lord of hosts.
Thus said the Lord of hosts, Egypt hath laboured, and the merchandise of Ethiopia and
theSabear_ men of stature, shall come over
t Isa. xllv. 6.
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in Christ Jesus, the Father's Word, and the rays5- But what is meant, says he, in the other
teryof the economy? z And again, exhibiting the ! passage : "This is God, and there shall none
truth regarding H.im, he points to the fact of other be accounted of in comparison of Him ?" 7
His being in the flesh when He says, "I have That said he rightly. For in comparison of the
raised Him up in righteousness, and all His ways Father who shall be accounted of? But he says :
are straight." For what is this ? Ofwhomdoes
"This is our God; there shall none other be
the Father thus testify? It is of the Son that the accounted of in comparison of Him. He hath
Father says, "I have raised Him up in righteous- found out all the way of knowledge, and hath
hess." And that the Father did raise up His given it unto Jacob His servant, and to Israel
Son in righteousness, the Apostle Paul bears His beloved."
He saith well. For who is
witness, saying, "But if the Spirit of Him that Jacob His servant, Israel His beloved, but He of
raised up Christ Jesus from the dead dwell in whom He crieth, saying, "This is my beloved Son,
you, He that raised up Christ Jesus from the in whom I am well pleased: hearye Him? ''s
dead shall also quicken your mortal bodies by Having received, then, all knowledge from the
His Spirit that dweUeth in you." 2 Behold, the Father, the perfect Israel, the true Jacob, afterword spoken by the prophet is thus made good, ward did show Himself upon earth, and con"I have raised Him up m righteousness." And versed with men. And who, again, is meant by
in saying, "God is in thee," he referred to the Israel 9 but a man who sees God_ and there is
mystery of the economy, because when the Word no one who sees God except the Son alone, the
was made incarnate and became man, the Father perfect man who alone declares the will of the
was in the SOn, and the Son in the Father, while Father. For John also says, "No man hath seen
the SOn was living among men. This, therefore, God at any time ; the only-begotten Son, which
was signified, brethren, that in reahty the mystery is in the bosom of the Father, He hath declared *°
of the economy by the Holy Ghost and the Vir- Him." '_ And again : "He who came down
gin was this Word, comtituting yet one Son to from heaven testifieth what He hath heard and
God.3 And it is not simply that I say this, but seen." ,2 This, then, is He to whom the Father
He Himself attests it who came down from hath given all knowledge, who did show Himself
heaven ; for He speaketh thus : "No man hath upon earth, and conversed with men.
ascended up to heaven, but He that came down
6. Let us look next at the apostle's word :
from heaven, even the Son of man which is in "Whose are the fathers, of whom as concerning
heaven." 4 What then can he seek beside what the flesh Christ came, who is over all, God
is thus written? Will he say, forsooth, that flesh blessed for ever." ,3 This word declares the
was in heaven? Yet there is the flesh which mystery of the truth rightly and clearly. He
was presented by the Father's Word as an offer- who is over all is God ; for thus He speaks
ing, m the flesh that came by the Spirit and the boldly, "All things are delivered unto me of my
Virgin, (and was) demonstrated to be the per- Father." ,4 He who is over all, GOd blessed, has
feet SOn of GOd. It is evident, therefore, that been born ; and having been made man, He is
He offered I-_imself to the Father..And
before (yet) God for ever. For to this effect John also
this there was no flesh in heaven. Who, then, has said, "Which is, and which was, and which
was in heaven s but the Word unincarnate, who is to come, the Almigh_." *s And well has he
was despatched to show that He was upon earth named Christ the Almighty. For in this he has
and was also in heaven ? For He was Word, said only what Christ testifies of Himself. For
He was Spirit, He was Power. The same took Christ gave this testimony, and said, "All things
to Himself the name common and current among are delivered unto me of my Father ; "_6 and
men, and was called from the beginning the Son Christ rules all things, and has been appointed ,7
of man on account of what He was to be, although He was not yet man, as Daniel testifies
,8 B_-uch
_ 36,etc.
Matt. xvit.5.
when he says, "I saw, and behold one like the
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Almighty by the Father. And in like manner in power and disposition. For the Son is the one
Patti also, in setting forth the truth that all things mind of the Father. We who have the Father's
are delivered unto Him, said, "Christ the first- mind believe so (in Him) ; but they who have it
fruits ; afterwards they that are Christ's at His not have denied the Son. And if, again, they
coming. Then cometh the end, when He shah choose to allege the fact that Philip inquired
have delivered up the kingdom to God, even the about the Father, saying, "Show us the Father,
Father ; when He shall have put down all rule, and it sufliceth us," to whom the Lord made
and all authority, and power. For He must answer in these terms: "Have I been so long
reign, till He hath put all enemies under His time with you, and yet hast thou not known me,
feet. The last enemy that shah be destroyed is Philip? He that hath seen me hath seen the
death. For all things are put under Him. But Father. Believest thou not that I am in the Fawhen He saith, All things are put under Him, it ther,and the Father in me?" _oand if they choose
is manifest that He is excepted which did put to maintain that their dogma is ratified by this
all things under Him. Then shall He also Him- passage, as if He owned Himself to be the Father,
self be subject to Him who put all things under let them know that it is decidedly against them,
Him, that God may be all in alL" z If, there-land that they are confuted by this very word.
fore, all things are put under Him with the ex- !For though Christ had spoken of Himself, and
ception of Him who put them under Him, He showed Himself among all as the Son, they had
is Lord of all, and the Father is Lord of Him, not yet recognised Him to be such, neither had
that in all there might be manifested one God, they been able to apprehend or contemplate His
to whom all things are made subject together real power. And Philip, not having been able
with Christ, to whom the Father hath made all to receive this, as far as it was possible to see it,
things subject, with the exception of Himself. requested to behold the Father. To whom then
And this, indeed, is said by Christ Himself, as the Lord said, "Philip, have I been so long time
when in the Gospel He confessed Him to be with you, and yet hast thou not known me ? He
His Father and His God. For He speaks thus : that hath seen me hath seen the Father." By
"I go to my Father and your Father, and to my which He means, If thou hast seen me, thou
God and your God. ''2 If, then, Noetusventures mayest know the Father through me.
For
to say that He is the Father Himself, to what through the image, which is like (the original),
father will he say Christ goes away according to the Father is made readily known. But if thou
the word of the Gospel ? But if he will have us hast not known the image, which is the Son, how
abandon the Gospel and give credence to his dost thou seek to see the Father ? And that this
senselessness, he expends his labour in vain ; for is the case is made clear by the rest of the chap"we ought to obey God rather than men." 3
ter, which signifies that the Son who "has been
7. If, again, he allege HIS own word when set forth" was sent from the Father, x"and goeth
He said, "I and the Father are one," 4 let him to the Father."*3
attend to the fact, and understand that He did
8. Many other passages, or rather an of them,
not say, "I and the Father am one, but are attest the truth. A man, therefore_,even though
om.."s For the word are 6 is not said of one he will it not, is compelled to acknowledge God
person, but it refers to ma persons, and one the Father Almighty, and Christ Jesus the Son
power.7 He has Himself made this dear, when of God, who, being God, became man, to whom
He spake to His Father concerning the disciples, also the Father made all things subject, Himself
"The glory which Thou gavest me I have given excepted, and the Holy Spirit ; and that these,
them; that they may be one, even as we are therefore, are three. But if he desires to learn
one : I in them, and Thou in me, that they may how it is shown still that there is one God, let
be made perfect in one ; that the world may him know that His power '4 is one. As far as
know that Thou hast sent me." s What have regards the power, therefore, God is one. But
the Noetians to say to these things? Are all one as far as regards the economy there is a threebody in respect of substance, or is it that we be- fold manifestation, as shall be proved afterwards
come one in the power and disposition of unity when we give account of the true doctrine. In
of mind ? 9 In the _me manner the Son, who these things, however, which are thus set forth
was seat and was not known of those who are in by us, we are at one. For there is one God in
the world, confessed that He was in the Father whom we must believe, but unoriginated, impassible, immortal, doing all things as He wills, in
,, Cor.x,. _
the way He wills, and when He wills. What,
i ¢_mL L_.
• lil_i,

u R¢_ m, 15.
ill ]olm xii i, ill. li
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then, will this Noetus, who knows' nothing of Author, and fellow-Counsellor,
and Framer s of
the truth, dare to say to these things?
And the things that are in formation, He begat9 the
now, as Noetus has been confuted, let us turn Word ; and as He bears this Word in Himself,
to the exhibition of the truth itself, that we may and that, too, as (yet) invisible to the world
establish the truth, against which all these mighty which is created, He makes Him visible ; (and)
heresies 2 have arisen without being able to state uttering the voice first, and begetting
Him as
anything to the purpose.
Light of Light, '° He set Him forth to the world
9. There is, brethren,
one God, the knowl- as its Lord, (and) His own mind ;" and whereas
edge of whom we gain from the Holy Scriptures,
He was vmible formerly to Himself alone, and
and from no other source.
For just as a man, invisible to the world which is made, He makes
if he wishes to be skilled in the wisdom of this Him visible in order that the world might see
world, will find himself unable to get at it in any Him in His manifestation,
and be capable of
other way than by mastering
the dogmas of being saved.
philosophers, so all of us who wish to pracuse
1 i. And thus there appeared
another beside
piety will be unable to learn its practice from Himself.
But when I say another, '2 I do not
any other quarter
than the oracles of God)
mean that there are two Gods, but that it is only
Whatever things, then, the Holy Scriptures de- as hght of light, or as water from a fountain, or
clare, at these let us look;
and whatsoever
as a ray from the sun. For there is but one
things they teach, these let us learn ; and as the power, which is from the All ; ,3 and the Father
Father wills our belief to be, let us believe ; and is the All, from whom cometh this Power, the
as He wills the Son to be glorified, let us glorify Word• And thin is the mind _4which came forth
Him ; and as He wills the Holy Spirit to be into the world, and was manifested as the Son'S
bestowed, let us receive Him.
Not according
of God.
All things, then, are by Him, and He
to our own will, nor according to our own mind, alone is of the Father.
Who then adduces a
nor yet as using violently those things which are multitude
of gods brought in, time after time ?
given by God, but even as He has chosen to For all are shut up, however unwillingly, to adteach them by the Holy Scriptures, so let us mit this fact, that the All runs up into one. If,
discern them.
then, all things run up into one, even according
io. God, subsisting alone, and having nothing i to Valentinus, and Marcion, and Cerinthus, and
contemporaneous
with Himself, determined
to all their fooleries, they are also reduced, howcreate the world• And conceiving
the world in ever unwilhngly, to this position, that they must
mind, and willing and uttering the word, He acknowledge
that the One is the cause of all
made it ; and straightway it appeared,
formed things.
Thus, then, these too, though they wish
as it had pleased Him.
For us, then, it is suf- it not, fall in with the truth, and admit that one
ficient simply to know that there was nothing God made all things according
to His good
contemporaneous
with God.
Beside Him there pleasure.
And He gave the law and the prophwas nothing ; but 4 He, while existing alone, yet ets ; and in giving them, He made them speak
existed in plurality.5
For He was neither with- [by the Holy Ghost, in order that, being gifted
out reason, nor wisdom, nor power, nor counsel. 6 with the inspiration of the Father's power, they
And all things were in Him, and He was the All. might declare the Father's counsel and will.
When He willed, and as He willed,7 He manix 2. Acting then in these (prophets),
the Word
fested His word in the times determined
by spoke of Himself.
For already He became His
Him, and by Him He made all things.
When own herald, and showed that the Word would
He wills, He does; and when He thinks, He
executes ; and when He speaks, He manifests ;
s ao_v, ,_ _#_,_o_, _ _r#,_.
when He fashions, He contrives in wisdom. generauon,
9 The "begetting"of
whichHippolytus
speakshereisnotthe
properly so called,
but that manifestation
and bringing
For all things that are made He forms by reason forthof
the
Wordco-_xi,d_g
frometermty
with
theFather,whtch
referred to the creatton of the world. So at least Bull and Bossuet,
and wisdom -- creating them in reason, and ar- _ cited above; also Maranus, De .O/wxit. _. C., ]]b. iv. cap. xm.
ranging them in wisdom.
He made them, then, _3,p.4ss.
zo_..¢ d,c _wr6¢. Th/s phrase, adopted by the N/cene Fathers,
as He pleased, for He was God.
And as the oc_rs _or* their timenot onlyhere,but_dsom JustinMartyr.
Tatlan, and Athenagoras, as is noticed by Orabe, ad Ire_m,

h'b.

n. c.xfiii. Me_us also,;,, h_ fl,,._iO,on S._,sg,_Au_,
p.tS_
r hastheexpressmn,
o'__I 4'_ a_._.o,o,,.e,_
4_,,,,o_
_-_tw,,
Oeb_ _.A_0t_t_ ,]K_to_ 6AV0tvou. Athanasius himself also uses the

t Thereisperhapsa playonthewordshere--1_;,_ tt__¢.
° Le., the other thirty-ore heresms, winch Hippolytus had already phrase A_X*'m, _ Xd_O,m,,vol. i. p..88x, ed. Lips• [Ill ustraung, m_
attacked.Fromthesewords it _sapparent also that this treatise was remarks (p. v. oftMs volume),in me preume,as tomestu_y m
theclosingportionofa bookagmnsttheherestes(Fabrlcius).
1,1ie_ theologyinAnte-Nicene
authors]
. _ [Thisemphati
_ _monyo/'c_rauthortothesu_'_cTofthe
_t _o_v.
_ptttres
ise_lln_ly
in keepingwiththe
entiresystem
of
the Ante- _wr,
s_JustinMartyr
alsosays thattheSon
is _Fil_m_'¢,
tceaeFathers.
Noteourteeming
indexes
ofScripture
texts.]
fromtheFather;andTertullian
affirms,
_.w_/d_2r
Pattern
_. a,_p.See,
_u)..onthls]pumge,

• s t-o_etcry.

BulFsJA_,-_._•FM..,Vt¢.,_.h/.cap.

• _ On_wonlsseeBossuefs_y4anatieuad_eaee,

vi_

e$$_"_ld"ud _ _lda, with tht stur_ intent as Htl)pol_m_ I_m, _iz., to
expre_sthedi_nf ct_o_ofperso_s.
[SeevoLi. l)P.t_o_stt6_63

voLiii.p. _t.]
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be manifested among men. And for this reason
He cried thus: " I am made manifest to them
that sought me not ; I am found of them that
asked not for me." x And who is He that is
made manifest but the Word of the Father?-whom the Father sent, and in whom He showed
to men the power proceedingfromHim.
Thus,
then, was the Word made mamfest, even as the
blessed John says. For he sums up the things
that were said by the prophets, and shows that
this is the Word, by whom all things were made.
For he speaks to this effect : "In the beginning
was the Word, and the Word was with God, and
the Word was God.
All things were made by
Him, and without Him was not anything made."*
And beneath He says, "The world was made
by Him, and the world knew Him not; He
came unto His own, and His own received Him
not." 3 If, then, said he, the world was made
by Him, according to the word of the prophet,
"By the Word of the Lord were the heavens
made," + then this is the Word that was also
made manifest.
We accordingly see the Word
incarnate, and we know the Father by Him, and
we believe in the SOn, (and) we worship the
Holy Spirit. Let us then look at the testimony
of Scripture with respect to the announcement
of the future manifestation of the Word.
x3. Now Jeremiah says, "Who hath stood in
the counsels of the Lord, and hath perceived
His Word? ''6 But the Word of God alone is
visible, while the word of man is audible.
When
he speaks of seeing the Word, I must believe
that this visible (Word) has been sent.
And
there was none other (sent) but the Word.
And
that He was sent Peter testifies, when he says
to the centurion Cornelius : " God sent His
Word unto the children of Israel by the preaching of Jesus Christ.
This is the God who is
Lord of all." 7 If, then, the Word is sent by
lesus Christ, the will s of the Father is Iesus
_'_hE"
"
L. 1S_.
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Th_
thlno, n thon
s
_" _, "'7 ......
_- ""._'
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ning was the Word, and the Word was with God,
and the Word was God."
If, then, the Word
was with God, and was also God, what follows ?
Wo_ld one say that he speaks of two Gods ? 9
I shall not indeed speak of two Gods, but of
one ; of two Persons however, and of a third
economy (disposition),
viz., the grace of the
Holy Ghost.
For the Father indeed is One,
but there are two Persons, because there is also
the Son ; and then there is the third, the Holy
Spirit. The Father decrees, the Word executes,
and the Son is manifested, through whom the
Father is believed on. The economy ,o of hatmony is led back to one God ; for God is One.
It is the Father who commands, xZand the Son
who obeys, and the Holy Spirit who gives understanding:'*
the Father who is _,_ea//,,3
and
the Son who is througk a//, and the Holy Spirit
who is :n all. And we cannot otherwise think
of one God,'* but by believing in truth in Father
and SOn and Holy Spirit. For the Jews glorified
(or gloried in) the Father, but gave Him not
thanks, for they did not recognise the Son. The
disciples recognised the Son, but not in the Holy
Ghost ; wherefore they also denied Him.xS The
Father's Word, therefore, knowing the economy
(disposition)
and the will of the Father, to wit,
that the Father seeks to be worshipped in none
other way than this, gave this charge to the disciples after He rose from the dead: "Go ye
and teach all nations, baptizing them in the
name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the
Holy Ghost." 16 And by this He showed, that
whosoever omitted any one of these, failed in
glorifying God perfectly.
For it is through this
Trinity ,7 that the Father is glorified.
For the
Father willed, the Son did, the Spirit manifested.
The whole Scriptures, then, proclaim this truth.
9 Fromt_ _*_gelt is near that nippolytustauzhtthe doct_neoroneGoa,doneandthreePersons.A little before,in the
etghth
chapter,
he whch
said that
m one isGod,
according
or divine
essence,
one there
substance
in three
Personsto: substance
and that,
according to disposition or economy, there are three Persons maulrested. By the term economy, therefore, he understands, with Tertullian, adversus Praxeam,
oh. fit., the number and dtsposttton of
[ the Triniw(nsraerum
e: dis2h*sitdo_tom Tri_titati:).
Here he
I also calh the grace of the Holy Sont the tAird sco_omy, but in the

economy (disposition)
and acknowledges. I _i.'_'_
,_,_,_l_'._k_rh__'.S._t,_a,t._"i'.S,
_
&- -s•
a - -_-o ,iord as God, when he says, ¢_ In the begin]_o,it_,
._d
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_e_ the**mem
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15. But some one will say to me, You adduce
a thing strange to me, when you call the Son the
Word. For John indeed speaks of the Word,
but it is by a figure of speech. Nay, it is by no
figure of s;#eec&z For while thus presenting
this Word that was from the beginning, and has
now been sent forth, he said below in the Apocalypse, "And I saw heaven opened, and behold
a white horse ; and He that sat upon him (was)
Faithful and True ; and in righteousness He doth
judge and make war. And His eyes (were) as
flame of fire, and on His headwere many crowns ;
and He had a name written that no man knew
but He Himself. And He (was) clothed in a
vesture dipped in blood: and His name is called
the Word of God." 2 See then, brethren, how
the vesture sprinkled with blood denoted in symbol the flesh, through which the impassible Word
of God came under suffering, as also the prophets testify to me. For thus speaks the blessed
Micah : "The house of Jacob provoked the Spirit
of the Lord to anger. These are their pursuits,
Are not His words good with them, and do they
walk rightly? And they have risen up in enmity
against His countenance of peace, and they have
stripped off His glory." 3 That means Hzs suffering in the flesh. And in like manner also the
blessed Paul says, "For what the law could not
do, in that it was weak, God, sending His owfi
Son in the likeness of sinful flesh, condemned
sin in the flesh, that the righteousness of the law
might be shown in us, who walk not after the
flesh, but after the Spirit." _ What Son of His
own, then, did God send through the flesh but
the Word,S whom He addressed as SOn because
He was to become such (or be begotten) in the
future? And He takes the common name for
tender affection among men in being called the
Son. For neither was the Word, prior to incarnation and when by Himself, 6 yet perfect SOn,
although He was perfect Word, only-begotten,
Nor could the flesh subsist by itself apart from
the Word, because it has its subsistence 7 in the
Word. s Thus, fllen, one perfect Son of God
was manifested,
x _;k_.'&X_.,_ ,_AA_,/opeL The words m Italics are given only in
the Latin. They .ma_'have dropped from the Greek text. At any
ram, sonm such addition seems rmcess_'y mr me sense.
s Apoc. xut. xx-t_.
M'Ic. iL 7, 8. _l_m,: In the present text of the Septuagint it is
finny, skin.
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_6. And these indeed are testimonies bearing
on the incarnation of the Word ; and there are
also very many others. But let us also look at
the subject in hand,-- namely, the question,
brethren, that in reality the Father's power,
which is the Word, came down from heaven,
and not the Father Himself. For thus He
speaks: "I came forth from the Father, and
am come." 9 Now what subject is meant in
this sentence, "I came forth from the Father," '°
but just the Word? And what is it that is
begotten of Him, but just the Spirit," that is to
say, the Word? But you will say to me, How
is He begotten? In your own case you can
give no explanation of the way in which you
were begotten, although you see every day the
cause according to man ; neither can you tell
with accuracy the economy in His case. '_ For
you have it not in your power to acquaint yourself with the practised and indescribable art ,3
(method) of the Maker, but only to see, and
understand, and believe that man is God's work.
Moreover, you are asking an account of the generation of the Word, whom God the Father in
His good pleasure begat as He willed. Is it
not enough for you to learn that God made the
world, but do you also venture to ask whence
He made it ? Is it not enough for you to learn
that the Son of God has been manifested to you
for salvation zf you believe, but do you also
inquire curiously how He was begotten after the
Spirit? No more than two,'_ in sooth, have
been put in trust to give the account of His
generation after the flesh ; and are you then so
bold as to seek the account (of His generation)
after the Spirit, which the Father keeps with
Himself, intending to reveal it then to the holy
ones and those worthy of seeing His face ?
Rest satisfied with the word spoken by Christ,
viz., "That which is born of the Spirit is spirit," zs
just as, speaking by the prophet of the generation of the Word, He shows the fact that He is
begotten, but reserves the question of the manher and means, to reveal it only in the time
determined by Himself. For H," speaks thus:
"From the womb, before the n,,'rning star, I
have begotten Thee." _6
ytus would have defended the impermanlity, had the qtmstkm
agttated at the period at which he lived." See Doroer, as above,
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9 John xv,.
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J 7- These testimonies are sufficient for the temned by Caiaphas. s And He is set at nought
believing who study truth, and the unbelieving by Herod, who is Himself to judge the whole
credit no testimony.'
For the Holy Spirit, in- earth. And He is scourged by Pilate, who took
deed, in the person of the apostles, has testified upon Himself our infirmities. And by the solto this, saying, "And who has believed our diets He is mocked, at whose behest stand thoureport ? "• Therefore let us not prove ourselves sands of thousands and myriads of myriads of
unbelieving, lest the word spoken be fulfilled in angels and archangels. And He who fixed the
us. Let us believe then, dear3 brethren, ac- heavens like a vault is fastened to the cross by
cording to the tradition of the apostles, that the Jews. And He who is inseparable from the
God the Word came down from heaven, (and Father cries to the Father, and commends to
entered) into the holy Virgin Mary, in order Him His spirit ; and bowing His head, He gives
that, taking the flesh from her, and assuming up the ghost, who said, "I have power to lay
also a human, by which I mean a rational soul, down my life, and I have power to take it
and becoming thus all that man is with the ex- again ; "9 and because He was not overmastered
ception of sin, He might save fallen man, and by death, as being Himself Life, He said this :
confer immortality on men who believe on His "I lay it down of myself." 9 And He who gives
name. In all, therefore, the word of truth is life bountifully to all, has His side pierced with
demonstrated to us, to wit, that the Father is a spear. And He who raises the dead is wrapped
One, whose word is present (with Him), by m linen and laid in a sepulchre, and on the third
whom He made all things ; whom also, as we day He is raised again by the Father, though
have said above, the Father sent forth in later Himself the Resurrection and the Life. For
times for the salvation of men. This (Word) all these things has He finished for us, who for
was preached by the law and the prophets as our sakes was made as we are. For "Himself
destined to come into the world. And even as hath borne our infirmities, and carried our disHe was preached then, in the same manner also eases ; and for our sakes He was afflicted," '° as
did He come and manifest Himself, being by Isaiah the prophet has said. This is He who
the Virgin and the Holy Spirit made a new man ; was hymned by the angels, and seen by the
for in that He had the heavenly (nature) of the shepherds, and waited for by Simeon, and witFather, as the Word and the earthly (nature), nessed to by Anna. This is He who was inas taking to Himself the flesh from the old quired after by the wise men, and indicated by
Adam by the medium of the Virgin, He now the star ; He who was engaged in His Father's
coming forth into the world, was manifested as house, and pointed to by John, and witnessed to
God in a body, coming forth too as a perfect by the Father from above in the voice, "This
man. For it was not in mere appearance or by is my beloved Son ; hear ye Him.""
He is
conversion,4 but in truth, that He became man. crowned victor against the devil.'* This is Jesus
i8. *Thus then, too, though demonstrated as of Nazareth, who was invited to the marriageGod, He does not refuse the conditions proper feast in Cana, and turned the water into wine,
to Him as man, 6since He hungers and toils and and rebuked the sea when agitated by the riothirsts in weariness, and flees in fear, and prays lence of the winds, and walked on the deep as
in trouble. And He who as God has a sleepless on dry land, and caused the blind man from birth
nature, slumbers on a pillow. And He who for to see, and raised Lazarus to life after he had
this end came into the world, begs off from the been dead four days, and did many mighty works,
cup of su_ffering. And in an agony He sweats and forgave sins, and conferred power on the
blood, and is strengthened by an angel, who disciples, and had blood and water flowing from
Himself strengthens those who believe on Him, His sacred side when pierced with the spear.
and taught men to despise death by His work3 For His sake the sun is darkened, the day has
And He who knew what manner of man Judas no light, the rocks are shattered, the veil is rent,
was, is betrayed by Judas. And He, who for- the foundations of the earth are shaken, the
merly was honoured by him as God, is con- graves are opened, and the dead are raised,
and the rulers are ashamed when they see the
(Anobleaphorism.
SeeShc_,H/.._.
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ness., This (is He who) breathes upon the
disciples, and gives them the Spirit, and comes
in among them when the doors are shut, and is
taken up by a cloud into the heavens while the
disciples gaze at Him, and is set down on the
x[Hippo_m,
pp.3sand
5s.] co_

fight hand of the Father, and comes again as
the Judge of the living and the dead. This is
the God who for our sakes became man, to
whom also the Father hath put all things in subjection. To Him be the glory and the power,
with the Father and the Holy Spirit, in the holy
Church both now aad ever, and even for everT_,,!!_,,'s
,-dmouy. Comp_voLili. more. Amen.

AGAINST

BERON AND HELIX.

FRAGMENTSOF A DISCOURSE,ALPHABETICALLY
DIVIDED,_ ON THE DIVINE NATUREI AND
THE INCARNATION,
AGAINSTTHE HERETICSBERON AND HELIX,3 THE BEGINNINGOF
WHICH WAS IN THESE WORDS,"HOLY, HOLY, HOLY,LORD GOD OF SABAOTH,WITH
VOICENEVER SILENT THE SERAPHIMEXCLAIMAND GLORIFYGOD."
FRAGMmcr
I.
By the omnipotent will of God all things are
made, and the things that are made are also
preserved, being maintained according to their
several principles in perfect harmony by Him
who is in His nature the omnipotent God and
maker of all things/His divine will remaining
unalterable by which He has made and moves
all things, sustained as they severally are by their
own natural laws.S For the in.finite cannot in
any manner or by any account be susceptible of
movement, inasmuch as it has nothing towards
which and nothing around which it shall be
moved. For in the case of that which is in its
nature infinite, and so incapable of being moved,
movement would be conversion.6 Wherefore
also the Word of God being made truly man in
our manner, yet without sin, and acting and
enduring in man's way such sinless things as are
proper to our nature, and assuming the circumscription of the flesh of our nature on our behalf,
sustained no conversion in that aspect in which
He is one with the Father, being made in no
respect one with the flesh through the exinanition.7 But as He waswithout flesh,s He remained

without any circumscription. And through the
flesh He wrought divinely 9 those things which
are proper to divinity, showing Himself to have
both those natures in both of which He wrought,
I mean the divine and the human, according to
that veritable and real and natural subsistence, _°
(showing Himself thus) as both being in reality
and as being understood to be at one and the
same time infnite God and finite man, having
the nature" of each in perfection, with the same
activity, _ that is to say, the same natural properties ; _3 whence we know that their distinction
abides always according to the nature of each,
and without conversion. But it is not (i.e., the
distinction between deity and humanity), as
some say, a merely comparative (or relative)
matter,'4 that we may not speak in an unwarrantable manner of a greater and a less in one
who is ever the same in Himself.,s For comparisons can be instituted only between objects of
like nature, and not between objects of unlike
nature.
But between God the Maker of all
things and that which is made, between the infinite and the finite, between infinitude and finitude, there can be no kind of comparison, since
these differ from each other not in mere corn1,,_ _o_x,_o,.The_ti_ tlt_i_the,mslouot tmasumlus
parison (or relatively), but absolutely in essence.
n_e.mit"e= Nrmoue
o_'_t a_r_t,_,_."
And yet at the same time there has been effected
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For the divine is just the same after the incarna- working out of Himself s by the flesh, which by
tion that it was before the incarnation ; in its nature is weak, the salvation of the universe.
essence infinite, illimitable, impassible, incomparable, unchangeable, inconvertable, self-pofete, Miner m.
tent,, and, in short, subsisting in essence alone
Now, with the view of explaining, by means
the _tely
worthy good.
of an illustration, what has been said concerning the Saviour, (I may say that) the power of
FRAGMENT
IX.
thought 9 which I have by nature is proper and
The God of all things therefore became truly, suitable to me, as being possessed of a rational
according to the Scriptures, without conversion, and intelligent soul ; and to this soul there persinless man, and that in a manner known to tains, according to nature, a self-moved energy
Himself alone, as He is the natural Artificer and first power, ever-moving, to wit, the thought
of things which are above our comprehension, that streams from it naturally. This thought I
And by that same saving act of the incarnation 2 : utter, when there is occasion, by fitting it to
He introduced into the flesh the activity of His words, and expressing it rightly in signs, using
proper divinity, yet without having it (that ac- the tongue as an organ, or artificial characters,
tivity) either circumscribed by the flesh through showing that it is heard, though it comes into
the exinanition, or growing naturally out of the actuality by means of objects foreign to itself,
flesh as it grew out of His divinity,3 but mani- and yet is not changed itself by those foreign
fested through it in the things which He wrought objects. '° For my natural thought does not
in a divine manner in His incarnate state. For belong to the tongue or the letters, although I
the flesh did not become divinity in nature by effect its utterance by means of these ; but it
a transmutation of nature, as though it became belongs to me, who speak according to my
essentially flesh of divinity.
But what it was nature, and by means of both these express it
before, that also it continued to be in nature as my own, streaming as it does always from
and activity when united with divinity, even as my intelligent soul according to its nature, and
the Saviour said, "The spirit indeed is willing, uttered by means of my bodily tongue organbut the flesh is weak."4 And working and en- ically, as I have said, when there is occasion.
during in the flesh things which were proper to Now, to institute a comparison with that which
sinless flesh, He proved the evacuation of divin- is utterly beyond comparison, just as in us the
ity (to be) for our sakes, confirmed as it was by power of thought that belongs by nature to the
wonders and by sufferings of the flesh naturally, soul is brought to utterance by means of our
For with this purpose did the God of all things bodily tongue without any change in itself, so,
become man, viz., in order that by suffering in too, in the wondrous incarnation" of God is the
the flesh, which is susceptible of suffering, He omnipotent and all-creating energy of the entire
might redeem our whole race, which was sold deity ,2 manifested without mutation in itself, by
to death ; and that by working wondrous things means of His perfectly holy flesh, and in the
by His divinity, which is unsusceptible of suffer- works which He wrought after a divine maning, through the medium of the flesh He might ner, (that energy of the deity) remaining in its
restore it to that incorruptible and blessed life essence free from all circumscription, although
from which it fell away by yielding to the it shone through the flesh, which is itself essendevil ; and that He might establish the holy tially limited. For that which is in its nature
orders of intelligent existences in the heavens unoriginated cannot be circumscribed by an
in immutability by the mystery of His incarna- originated nature, although this latter may have
tion,S the doing of which is the recapitulation grown into one with it ,3 by a conception which
of all things in himself. 6 He remained there- circumscribes all understanding : - nor can this
fore, also, after His incarnaXion, according to be ever brought into the same nature and natural
nature, God infinite, and more,7 having the activity with that, so long as they remain each
activity proper and suitable to Himself, man within its own proper and inconvertible nature,zs
activity growing out of His divinity essentially, For it is only in objects of the same nature that
and maflifested through His perfectly holy flesh there is the motion that works the same works,
by wondrous acts economically, to the intent
that He might be believed in as God, while
8 4t_.
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For objects that act in like manner," and work
like works, and are altogether of like kind, and
are susceptible of like suffering with each other,
admit of no difference of nature ; and if the
natures are fused together, '_ Christ will be a
duality ; z3 and if the persons'4 are separated,

For, in the view of apostles and prophets and there will be a quaternity,'5--a
thing which is
teachers, the mystery of the divine incarnation altogether to be avoided. And how will they
has been distinguished as having two points of conceive of the one and the same Christ, who
is at once God and man by nature ? And what
contemplation natural to it,3 distinct in alt things,
inasmuch as on the one hand it is the subsistence manner of existence will He have according, to
of perfect deity, and on the other is demonstra- them, if He has become man by a conversmn
tire of full humanity. As long, therefore,+ as the of the deity, and if he has become God by a
Word is acknowledged to be in substance one, change of the flesh ? For the mutation ,6 of
of one energy, there shall never in any way be these, the one into the other, is a complete
known a movements in the two. For while subversion of both. Let the discussion, then,
God, who is essentially ever-existent, became be considered by us again in a different way.
by His infinite power, according to HIS will,
sinless man, He is what He was, in all wherein I
rgAu-_vr vI.
God is known ; and what He became, He is in
Among Christians it is settled as the doctrine
all wherein man is known and can be recogmsed, of piety, that, according to nature itself, and to
In both aspects of Himself He never falls out the activity and to whatever else pertains thereof Himself, 6 in His divine activities and in His unto, God is equal and the same with Himself,'7
human alike, preserving in both relations His having nothing that is His unequal to Himself at
own essentially unchangeable perfection,
all and heterogeneous. 's If, then, according to
Beron, the flesh that He assumed to Himself
n_Ac,Mmcr v.
became possessed of the like natural energy with
For lately a certain person, Beron, along with them, it is evident that it also became possessed
some others, forsook the delusion of Valentinus, of the like nature with Him in all wherein that
only to involve themselves in deeper error, af- nature consists, -- to wxt, non-origination, nonfirming that the flesh assumed to Himself by the generation, infinitude, eternity, incomprehensiWord became capable of working like works with bllity, and whatever else in the way of the
the deity 7 by virtue of its assumption, and that transcendent the theological mind discerns in
the dexty became susceptible of suffering in the detty; and thus they both underwent conversame way with the flesh s by virtue of the exin- sion, neither the one nor the other preserving
anition ; 9 and thus they assert the doctrine that any more the substantial relation of its own
there was at the same time a conversion and a proper nature.t9 For he who recognises an
mixing and a fusing'° of the two aspects one with identical operation •o in things of unlike nature,
the other. For if the flesh that was assumed introduces at the same time a fusion of natures
became capable of working like works with the and a separation of persons, 2_ their natural exdeity, it is evident that it also became God in istence _ being made entirely undistinguishable
essence in all wherein God is essentially known, by the tran._ferenceof properties. _s
And if the deity by the exinanition became susceptible of the same sufferings with the flesh, it
rv,Acm_mzrvu.
is evident that it also became in essence flesh
But if it (the flesh) did not become of like
in all wherein flesh essentially can be known, nature with that (the deity), neither shall it ever
become of like natural energy with that ; that
• The_
is extremely
aoub_ _
T_ _extru_•_m: He may not be shown to have His energy tm_._v vo _,_*,__ _
_?. _a,_,, _,_,_
O, equal with His nature, and heterogeneous, and,
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entered on an existence outside of His natural
equality and identity,' which is an impious supposition,
FRAC_rmcrvm.

the universe with unchangeableness, the Creator
of all things incorporated with Himselfs a
rational soul and a sensible 6 body from the allholy Mary, ever-virgin, by an undefiled conception, without conversion, and was made man in
Into this error, then, have they been carried, nature, but separate from wickedness : the same
by believing, unhappily, that that divine energy was perfect God, and the same was perfect man ;
was made the property of the flesh which was the same was in nature at once perfect God and
only manifested through the flesh in His miracu- man. In His deity He wrought divine things
lous actions ; by which energy Christ, in so fax through His all-holy flesh, -- such things, namely,
as He is apprehended as God, gave existence to as did not pertain to the flesh by r_ature; and
the universe, and now maintains and governs it. in His humanity He suffered human things,
For they did not perceive that it is impossible such things, namely, as did not pertain to deity
for the energy of the divine nature to become by nature, by the upbearing of the deity.7 He
the property 2 of a being of a different nature 3 wrought nothing divine without the body ; 8 nor
apart from conversion ; nor did they under- did the same do anything human without the
stand that that is not by any means the property participation of deity.9 Thus He preserved for
of the flesh which is only manifested through it, Himself a new and fitting method ,o by which
and does not spring out of it according to nature ; He wrought (according to the manner of) both,
and yet the proof thereof was clear and evident
while that which was natural to both remained
to them. For I, by speaking with the tongue unchanged ; - to the accrediting '" of His perfect
and writing with the hand, reveal through both incarnation/, which is really genuine, and has
these one and the same thought of my intelligent nothing lacking in it. '4 Beron, therefore, since
soul, its energy (or operation) being natural ; in the case stands with him as I have already stated,
no way showing it as springing naturally out of confounding together in nature the deity and the
tongue or hand ; nor yet (showing) even the humanity of Christ in a single energy,'s and again
spoken thought as made to belong to them in separating them in person, subverts the hfe, not
virtue of its revelation by their means. For no knowing that identical operation ,6 is indicative
intelligent person ever recognised tongue or of the connatural identity only of connatural
hand as capable of thought, just as also no one
ever recognised the perfectly holy flesh of God, pers°ns'x7
in virtue of its assumption, and in virtue of the
s _0._,_._.
Or sensitive,a_¢Om'_o_.

revelation of the divine energy through its medium, as becoming in nature creative.4 But the
pious confession of the believer is that, with a
view to our salvation, and in order to connect
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DISCOURSE ON THE

z. Good, yea, very good, are all the works of
our God and Saviour--all of them that eye
seeth and mind perceiveth, all that reason interprets and hand handles, all that intellect comprebends and human nature unders*dmds. For
what richer beauty can there be than that of the
circle • of heaven? And what form of more
blooming fairness than that of earth's surface ?
And what is there swifter in the course than the
chariot of the sun? And what more graceful
ear than the lunar orb? _ And what work more

HOLY

[See Ath*-_sh__Creed,in Dutch Hyamal.]

THEOPHANY.

wonderful than the compact mosaic of the stars ?
And what more productive of supplies than the
seasonable winds? And what more spotless
mirror than the light of day? And what creature more excellent than man? Very good,
then, are all the works of our God and Saviour.
And what more requisite gift, again, is there than
the element_ of water? For with water all things
are washed and nourished, and cleansed and
bedewed. Water bears the earth, water produces
the dew, water exhilarates the vine ; water ma-
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tures the corn in the ear, water ripens the grape- this mystery, on learning that He is Lord in
cluster, water softens the olive, water sweetens truth, cried out, and spake to those who came
the palm-date, water reddens the rose and decks to be baptized of him, "O generation of vipers," ,3
the violet, water makes the lily bloom with its why look ye so earnestly at me ? " I am not
brilliant cups. And why should I speak at the Christ ;" ,4 I am the servant, and not the
length ? Without the element of water, none of lord ; I am the subject, and not the king; I am
the present order of things can subsist. So the sheep, and not the shepherd ; I am a man.
necessary is the element of water ; for the other and not God. By my birth I loosed the barelements' took their places beneath the highest renness of my mother ; I did not make virginity
vault of the heavens, but the nature of water barren.'S I was brought up from beneath; I
obtained a seat also above the heavens. And to did not come down from above. I bound the
this the prophet himself is a witness, when he tongue of my father ; ,6 I did not unfold divine
exclaims, " Praise the Lord, ye heavens of hear- grace. I was known by my mother, and I was
ens, and the water that is above the heavens. ''2 not announced by a star:7 I am worthless, and
z. Nor is this the only thing that proves the the least ; but "after me there comes One who
dignity 3 of the water. But there is also that is before me" ,s__ after me, indeed, in time, but
which is more honourable than all-- the fact before me by reason of the inaccessible and unthat Christ, the Maker of all, came down as the utterable light of divinity. "There comes One
rain,4 and was known as a spring: and diffused mightier than I, whose shoes I am not worth)Himself as a river,6 and was baptized in the to bear: He shall baptize you with the Holy
Jordan.7 For you have just heard how Jesus Ghost, and with fire." _9 I am subject to authorcame to John, and was baptized by him in the ity, but He has authority in Himself. I am
Jordan. Oh things strange beyond compare ! bound by sins, but He is the Remover of sins.
How should the boundless River s that makes I apply 2othe law, but He bringeth grace to light.
glad the city of God have been dipped in a little I teach as a slave, but He judgeth as the Maswater ! The illimitable Spring that bears life to ter. I have the earth as my couch, but He
all men, and has no end, was covered by poor possesses heaven. I baptize with the baptism
and temporary waters ! He who is present of repentance, but He confers the gift of adopeverywhere, and absent nowhere--who
is in- tion: "He shall baptize you with the Holy
comprehensible to angels and invisible to men-- Ghost, and with fire." Why give ye attention
comes to the baptism according to His own to me ? I am not the Christ.
good pleasure. When you hear these things,
4. As John says these things to the multitude,
beloved, take them not as if spoken literally, but and as the people watch in eager expectation of
accept them as presented in a figure.9 Whence seeing some strange spectacle with their bodily
also the Lord was not unnoticed by the watery eyes, and the devil 2, is struck with amazement at
element in what He did in secret, in the kind- such a testimony from John, 1o, the Lord aphess of His condescension to man. "For the pears, plain, solitary, uncovered, 22without escort, 23
waters saw Him, and were afraid." io They well- having on Him the body of man like a garment,
nigh broke from their place, and burst away and hiding the dignity of the Divinity, that He
from their boundary. Hence the prophet, hay- may elude the snares of the dragon. And not
ing this in his view many generations ago, puts only did He approach John as Lord without royal
the question, "What aileth thee, O sea, that retinue ; but even like a mere man, and one
thou reddest; and thou, Jordan, that thou wast involved in sin, He bent His head to be bapdriven back? .... And they in reply said, We tized by John. Wherefore John, on seeing so
have seen the Creator of all things in the "form great a humbling of Himself, was struck with
of a servant, .... and being ignorant of the rays- astonishment at the affair, and began to prevent
tery of the economy, we were lashed with fear.
Him, saying, as ye have just heard, "I have
3- But we, who know the economy, adore need to be baptized of Thee, and comest Thou
His mercy, because He hath come to save and
not to judge the world. Wherefore John, the
,_ M,tt.ill.7.
forerunner of the Lord, who before knew not
l_ jo_._:,_ _'_'_-.
SoG_n_ T_tu,_,
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to me?"1
What doest Thou, O Lord? Thou had yielded to the exhortation of John, and
teachest things not according to rule.2 I have declined baptism ? For the heavens were shut
preached one thing (regarding Thee), and Thou before this; the region above was inaccessible.
performest another; the devil has heard one We would in that case descend to the lower
thing, and perceives another. Baptize me with parts, but we would not ascend to the upper.
the fire of Divinity ; why waitest Thou for water? But was it only that the Lord was baptized ? He
Enlighten me with the Spirit; why dost Thou also renewed the old man, and committed to
attend upon a creature ? Baptize me, the Bap- him again the sceptre of adoption_ For straighttist, that Thy pre-eminence may be known. I, iway "the heavens were opened to Him." A
O Lord, baptize with the baptism of repentance, reconciliation took place of the visible with the
and I cannot baptize those who come to me invisible; the celestial orders were filled with
unless they first confess fully their sins. Be it joy; the diseases of earth were healed ; secret
so then that I baptize Thee, what hast Thou to things were made known ; those at enmity were
confess ? Thou art the Remover of sins, and restored to amity. For you have heard the word
wilt Thou be baptized with the baptism of re- of the evangelist, saying, "The heavens were
pentance ? Though I should venture to baptize opened to Him," on account of three wonders.
Thee, the Jordan dares not to come near Thee. For when Christ the Bridegroom was baptized,
"' I have need to be baptized of Thee, and it was meet that the bridal-chamber of heaven
comest Thou to me?"
should open its brilliant gates. And in like
5. And what saith the Lord to him ? "Suffer manner also, when the Holy Spirit descended in
it to be so now, for thus it becometh us to ful- the form of a dove, and the Father's voice spread
fil all righteousness."3 "Suffer it to be sonow," everywhere, it was meet that "the gates of
John ; thou art not wiser than I. Thou seest [heaven should be lifted up." 6 "And, lo, the
as man ; I foreknow as God. It becomes me heavens were opened to Him; and a voice was
to do this first, and thus to teach. I engage in heard, saying, This is my beloved Son, in whom
nothing unbecoming, for t am invested with I am well pleased."
honour. Dost thou marvel, O John, that I am
7. The beloved generates love, and the light
not come in my dignity? The purple robe of immaterial the light inaccessible.7 "This is my
kings suits not one in private station, but military beloved Son," He who, being manifested on
splendour suits a king : am I come to a prince, earth and yet unseparated from the Father's
and not to a friend ? "Suffer it to be so now, bosom, was manifested, and yet did not appear.8
for thus it becometh us to fulfil all righteous- For the appearing is a different thing, since in
hess : " I am the Fulfiller of the law ; I seek to appearance the baptizer here is superior to the
leave nothing wanting to its whole fulfilment, baptized. For this reason did the Father send
that so after me Paul may exclaim, "Christ is down the Holy Spirit from heaven upon Him
the fulfilling of the law for nghteousness to every who was baptized. For as in the ark of Noah
one that believeth." * "Suffer it to be so now, the love of God toward man is signified by the
for thus it becometh us to fulfil all righteous- dove, so also now the Spirit, descending in the
ness." Baptize me, John, in order that no one form of a dove, bearing as it were the fruit of
nmy despise baptism. I am baptized by thee, the olive, rested on Him to whom the witness
the servant, that no one among kings or digni- ]was borne. For what reason ? That the faithtaxies may scorn to be baptized by the hand of fulness of the Father's voice might be made
a poor priest. Suffer me to go down into the known, and that the prophetic utterance of a
Jordan, in order that they may hear my Father's long time past might be ratified. And what uttestimony, and recognise the power of the Son. terance is this ? "The voice of the Lord (is)
"'Suffer it to be so now, for thus it becometh us on the waters, the God of glory thundered ; the
to fulfil all righteousness." Then at length John Lord (is) upon many waters." 9 And what
suffers Him. "And Jesus, when He was hap- voice ? "This is my beloved Son, in whom I
tized, went up straightway out of the water : and am web pleased." This is He who is named
the heavens were opened unto Him ; and, lo, the son of Joseph, and (who is) accordi%, to
the Spirit of God descended like a dove, and the divine essence my Only-begotten.
"This
rested upon Him. And a voice (came) from is my beloved Son"--He
who is hungry, and
heaven, saying, This is my beloved Son, in whom yet maintains myriads ; who is weary, and yet
I am well pleased." s
gives rest to the weary; who has not where to
6. Do you see, beloved, how many and how l_
_
great blessings we would have lost, if the L_rdl
I
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lay His head,, and yet bears up M1 things in His
hand ; who suffers, and yet hems sufferings ; who
is smitten, a and yet confers liberty on the world ; 3
who is pierced in the side,4 and yet repairs the
side of Adam.S
8. But give me now your best attention, I
pray you, for I wish to go back to the fountain
of life, and to view the fountain that gushes with
healing.
The Father of immortality sent the
immortal Son and Word into the world, who
came to man in order to wash him with water
and the Spirit ; and He, begetting us again to
incorruption of soul and body, breathed into us
the breath (spirit) of life, and endued us with
an incorruptible
panoply.
If, therefore, man
has become immortal, he will also be God. 6
And if he is made God by water and the Holy
Spirit after the regeneration of the laver 7 he is
found to be also joint-heir with Christ s after the
resurrection from the dead.
Wherefore I preach
to this effect : Come, MI ye kindreds of the nations, to the immortality
of the baptism.
I
bring good tidings of life to you who tarry in
the darkness of ignorance.
Come into liberty
from slavery, into a kingdom from tyranny, into
incorruption from corruption.
And how, saith
one, shall we come ? How ? By water and the
Holy Ghost.
This is the water in conjunction
with the Spirit, by which paradise is watered,
by which the earth is enriched, by which plants
grow, by which animals multiply, and (to sum
up the whole in a single word) by which man is
begotten again and endued with life, in which
also Christ was baptized, and in which the
Spirit descended in the form of a dove.
9. This is the Spirit that at the beginning
"moved
upon the face of the waters;-9
by
whom the world moves ; by whom creation consists, and all things have life ; who also wrought
mightily in the prophets/°
and descended
m
flight upon Christ.*'
This is the Spirit that was

given to the apostles in the form of fiery tongues."
This is the Spirit that David sought when he
said, "Create in me a clean heart, O God, and
renew a right spirit within me." ,3 Of this Spirit
Gabriel also spoke to the Virgin, "The Holy
Ghost shall come upon thee, and the power of
the Highest shM1 overshadow thee." ,4 By this
Spirit Peter spake that blessed word, "Thou
art the Christ, the Son of the living God." ,s By
this Spirit the rock of the Church was stabfished. '6 This is the Spirit, the Comforter, that
is sent because of thee, 'r that He may show thee
to be the Son ,s of God.
,o. Come then, be begotten again, O man,
into the adoption of God.
And how ? says one.
If thou practisest adultery no more, and committest not murder, and servest not idols ; if thou
art not overmastered by pleasure ; if thou dost
not suffer the feeling of pride to rule thee ; if
thou cleanest off the filthiness of impurity, and
puttest off the burden of sin ; if thou castest off
the armour of the devil, and puttest on the
breastplate of faith, even as Isaiah saith, "Wash
you, and seek judgment, relieve the oppressed,
judge the fatherless, and plead for the widow.
And come and let us reason together, saith the
Lord. Though your sins be as scarlet, I shall
make them white as snow ; and though they be
like crimson, I shall make them white as wooL
And if ye be willifig, and hear my voice, ye shMl
eat the good of the land." ,9 Do you see, beloved, how the prophet spake beforetime of the
purifying power of baptism ? For he who comes
down in faith to the laver of regeneration, and
renounces the devil, and joins himself to Christ ;
who denies the enemy, and makes the confession
that Christ is God; who puts off the bondage,
and puts on the adoption, _ he comes up from
the baptism brilliant as the sun, a° flashing forth the
beams of righteousness, and, which is indeed the
chief thing, he returns a son of God and jointheir with Christ. To Him be the glory and the
x Lukeix. 5. [Comlmr*
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From the Discourse of Hippo|ytus, Bishop of Rome, on the

Resurrection
andIncorruptiom
Men, he says, "' in the resurrection will be like
the angels of God,"* to wit, in incormption, and
immortality, and incapacity of loss> For the
incorruptible nature is not the subject of generation ; 4 it grows not, sleeps not, hungers not, thirsts
not, is not wearied, suffers not, dies not, is not
pierced by nails and spear, sweats not, drops
not with blood. Of such kind are the natures of
the angels and of souls released from the body.
For both these are of another kind, and different from these creatures of our world, which are
visible and perishing,
n.s
From the Discourse of St. Hippolytus, Bishop and Martyr,

I. Take

me, 0

Samuel,

the heifer

brought

to

Bethlehem, in order to show the king begotten
of David, and him who is anointed to be king
and priest by the Father.
2. Tell me, O blessed Mary, what that was
that was conceived by thee in the womb, and
what that was that was born by thee in thy virgin
matrix. For it was the first-born Word of God
that descended to thee from heaven, and was
formed as a first-born man in the woml_,in order
that the first-born Word of God might be shown
to be united with a first-born man.
3. And in the second (form),mto
wit, by
the prophets, as by Samuel, calling back and
delivering the people from the slavery of the
aliens. And in the third (form), that in which
He

was

incarnate,

takmg

to

Himself

humanity

onthe DivineNature.
6
from the Virgin, in which character also He saw
God is capable of willing, but not of not will- the city, and wept over it.
ing,7 for that pertains only to one that changes
and makes choice; s for things that are being
v.,S
made follow the eternal will of God, by which
also things that are made abide sustained.
And for this reason three seasons of the year
prefigured the Saviour Himself, so that He should
fulfil the mysteries prophesied of Him. In the
m.9
Passover season, so as to exhibit Himself as one
St. Hippolytus, Bishop and Martyr, in his Homily on the destined to be sacrificed like a sheep, and to
PaschalSupper.
prove Himself the true Paschal-lamb, even as
I-Ie was altogether '° in all, and everywhere ; the apostle says, "Even Christ," who is God,
and though He filleth the universe up to all the "our passover was sacrificed for us." ,6 .and at
principalities of the air, He stripped Himself Pentecost so e.s to presignify the kingdom of
again. And for a brief space He cries that the heaven, as He Himself first ascended to heaven
cup might pass from Him, with a view to show and brought man as a gift to GOd.*7
truly that He was also man.,' But remembering,
too, the purpose for which He was sent, He fulvL,S
fils the dispensation (economy) for which He
was sent, and exclaims, "Father, not my will," ,2
And an ark of imperishable wood was the
and, "The spirit is willing, but the flesh is Saviour Himself. For by this was signified the
imperishable and incorruptible tabernacle (of
weak,. ') ,_
His body),which engenderedno corruption
of sin. Forthe man who has sinnedalsohas
t "Froma _
on t_ Rc_uneetion_in Anast_iu_ Smaita,
H,_sus, 17.350. Thist_at_ is_tio_ mt_ _ a his_
this confession to make : "My wounds stank,
li_.,
_ t_ mt_, *-d*_ W J,_o,,,, S_h,_a_ _i_,_,
and were corrupt, because of my foolishness." ,9
l108Onl/2tetc.
• M_. =a. So.
But the Lord was without sin, being of imperish_'_'_"
able wood in respect of His humanity, _ that is
4 _7_t.
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to say, being of the Virgin and the Holy Spirit,
Then indeed Azarias, standing along with the
covered, as _t were, within and without with the others, made their acknowledgments to God
purest gold of the Word of God.
with song and prayer in the midst of the furnace.
Beginning thus with His holy and glorious and
vtt.'
honourable name, they came to the works of the
Lord themselves, and named first of all those of
L He who rescued from the lowest hell the heaven, and glorified Him, saying, "Bless the
first-formed man of earth when he was lost and Lord, all ye works of the Lord." Then they
bound with the chains of death ; He who came passed to the sons of men, and taking up their
down from above, and raised the earthy on hymn in order, they then named the spirits [that
hlgh;_ He who became the evangelist of the people Tartarus S beneath the earth,] and the
dead, and the redeemer of the souls, and the souls of the righteous, m order that they might
resurrection of the buried, -- He was constituted prmse God together with them.
the helper of vanquished man, being made like
him Himself, (so that) the first-born Word acqumnted Himself with the first-formed Adam in
x. s
the Virgin ; He who is sptritual sought out the
Now a person might say that these men, and
earthy in the womb ; He who is the ever-living those who hold a different opinion, are yet near
One sought out him who, through disobedience, neighbours, being involved in like error. For
is subject to death; He who is heavenly called those men, indeed, either profess that Christ
the terrene to the things that are above ; He who came into our life a mere man, and deny the
is the nobly-born sought, by means of His own talent of His divinity, or else, acknowledging
subjection, to declare the slave free ; He trans- Him to be God, they deny, on the other hand,
formed the man into adamant who was dissolved His humanity, and teach that His appearances
into dust and made the food of the serpent, and to those who saw Him as man were illusory,
declared Him who hung on the tree to be Lord inasmuch as He did not bear with Him true
over the conqueror, and thus through the tree manhood, but was rather a kind of phantom
He is found victor,
manifestation. Of this class are, for example,
a. For they who know not now the Son of God Marcion and Valentinus, and the Gnostics, who
incarnate, shall know in Him who comes as Judge sunder the Word from the flesh, and thus set
in glory, Him who is now despised in the body aside the one talent, viz., the incarnation.
of His humiliation.
3- And the apostles, when they came to the
sepulchre on the third day, did not find the body
xt.r
of Jesus ; just as the children of Israel went up
x. The body of the Lord presented both these
the mount and sought for the tomb of Moses, but to the world, the sacred blood and the holy
did not find it.
water.
vm.3
2. And His body, though dead after the manner of man, possesses in it great power of life.
Under the figure of Egypt he described the For streams which flow not from dead bodies
world ; and under things made with hands, idola- flowed forth from Him, viz., blood and water;
try ; and under the earthquake, the subversion in order that we might know what power for life
and dissolution of the earth itself. And he repre- is held by the virtue that dwelt in His body, so
sented the Lord the Word as a light cloud, the as that it appears not to be dead like others,
purest tabernacle, enthroned on which our Lord iand is able to shed forth for us the springs of
Jesus Christ entered into this life in order to life"
subvert error.
3- And not a bone of the Holy Lamb is
xx.4
broken, this figure showing us that suffering
Now Hippoiytus, the martyr and bishop of toucheth not His strength. For the bones are
[the Province of] Rome, in his second discourse the strength of the body.
on Daniel, speaks thus :-,ncgc,aRt
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first-fruits of the flesh of the righteous,

in order

Now Hippolytus, a martyr for piety, who was
bishop of the place called Portus, near Rome,
in his book Against all Heresies, wrote in these
terms :-I perceive, then, that the matter is one of

that all we who have believed in the hope of
the Risen One may have the resurrection in expectation.

contention.
For he 2 speaks thus: Christ kept
the supper, then, on that day, and then suffered ;
whence it is needful that I, too, should keep it
in the same manner as the Lord did.
But he
has fallen into error by not perceiving that at
the time when Christ suffered He did not eat
the passover of the law.3 For He was the passover that had been of old proclaimed, and that
was fulfilled on that determinate day.

The account given by Hippolytus,

THE STORY
OF A MAIDEN
OF CORINTH, AND
A CERTAIN
MAGISTRIANUS
thefrlendoftlmapostl_t

°

In another little book bearing the name of
Hippolytus, the friend of the apostles, I found a
story of the following nature : -There lived a certain most noble and beautiful maiden"
in the city of Corinth, in the careful
exercise of a virtuous life. At that time some
persons falsely charged her before the judge
there, who was a Greek, with cursing the times,
II.
and the princes, and the images.
Now those
From the same.
who trafficked in such things, brought her beauty
under the notice of the impious judge, who lusted
And again the same (authority),
in the first after women.
And he gladly received the acbook
ears and lascivious
thus : of his treatise on the Holy Supper, speaks cusation with his equine
Now that neither in the first nor in the last thoughts.
And when she was brought before the
bloodstained
(judge), he was driven still more
there was anything false is evident ; for he who frantic with profligate passion.
But when, after
said of otd, "I will not any more eat the pass- bringing every device to bear upon her, the proover," + probably partook of supper before the lane man could not gain over this woman of
passover.
But the passover He did not eat, but God, he subjected the noble maiden to various
He suffered ; for it was not the time for Him to outrages.
And when he failed in these too, and
eat.
was unable to seduce her from her confession
ni.s
of Christ, the cruel judge became furious against
Hippolytus,Bishopand Martyr,ina letter to a certainqueen._ her, and gave her over to a punishment
of the
L He calls Him, then, "the first-fruits of following nature: Placing the chaste maiden in
them that sleep," 2 as the "first-begotten
of the a brothel, he charged the manager, saying, Take
dead." 8 For He, having risen, and being de- this woman, and bring me three nummi by her
sirous to show that that same (body) had been every day.
And the man, exacting the money
raised which had also died, when His disciples from her by her dishonour, gave her up to any
were in doubt, called Thomas to Him, and said, who sought her in the brothel.
And when the
"Reach hither; handle me, and see : for a spirit women-hunters
knew that, they came to the
hath not bone and flesh, as ye see me have." 9
brothel, and, paying the price put upon their
_. In calling Him /he ]irs/-fruits,
he testified iniquity, sought to seduce her. But this most
to that which we have said, via., that the Saviour, honourable maiden, taking counsel with herself
taking to Himself the flesh out of the same to deceive them, called them to her, and earlump, mined this same flesh, and made it the nesfly besought them, saying: I have a certain
s_
t_ the _or or the c_ro_,',,_ e_-_2¢, _ _ ulceration of the p_denda,
which has an excmtgli,p 6.
to hate
me ;onandaccount
of the that
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tuned God, and with contrite suppheations she
sought to turn Him to compassion. God, therefore, who knew her thoughts, and understood
how the chaste maiden was distressed in heart
forher purity, gave ear to her ; and the Guardian
of the safety of all men in those days interposed with His arrangements in the following
manner: --

his nlght-gown, his cloak, and all the habiliments
of a man, he says to her, Wrap yourself up with
the top of your cloak, and go out ; and doing so,
and signing herself entirely with the mystery of
the cross, she went forth uncorrupted from that
place, and was preserved perfectly stainless by
the grace of Christ, and by the instrumentality
of the young man, who by his own blood delivered her from dishonour. And on the following
of a certainp_son Magistrianus.'
day the matter became known, and Magistrianus
There was a certain young man, Magistrianus,* was brought before the infuriated judge. And
comely in his personal appearance, and of a when the cruel tyrant had examined the noble
pious mind, whom God had inspired with such champion of Christ, and had learned all, he
a burning spiritual zeal, that he despised even ordered him to be thrown to the wild beasts,death itself. He, coming under the guise of that in this, too, the honour-hating demon might
profligacy, goes in, when the evening was far be put to shame. For, whereas he thought to
gone, to the fellow who kept the women, and involve the noble youth in an unhallowed punpays him five nummi, and says to him, Permit ishment, he exhibited him as a double martyr
me to spend this night with this damsel Enter- for Christ, inasmuch as he had both striven nobly
ing then with her into the private apartment, he +for his own immortal soul, and persevered mansays to her, Rise, save thyself. And taking off fully in labours also in behalf of that noble and
her garments, and dressing her in his own attire, blessed maiden. Wherefore also he was deemed
worthy of double honour with Christ, and of the
I From the s_mae, chap. cxlix.
• Nk,a_o_,__.. _.._ ,_o, Hm.acct.,vii.,a.
iUustrious and blessed crowns by His goodness.

ELUCIDATION.
Trig conduct of Father Abraham, although not approved of by Inspiration, but simply
recorded (Gen. xxvi. 7), gave early Christians an opinion that the wicked may be justly foiled,
by equivocation and deception, for the preservation of innocence or the life of the innocent. In
such case the person deceived, they might argue, is not injured, but benefited (Gen. xxvi. xo),
being saved from committing violence and murder. The Corinthian maiden was accustomed to
be veiled (as Tertullian intimates), and was taught alike to cherish her own purity and to have
no share in affording occasion of sin to others. See vol. iv. pp. 32, 33- Let us call this narrative "The Story of Corinthia and Magistrianus."
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A DISCOURSE'
BY THE MOST BLESSED
HIPPOLYTUS,
BISHOP AND
OF THE WORLD, AND ON ANTICHRIST, AND ON THE SECOND
JESUS CHRIST.
I.

MARTYR, ON THE END
COMING OF OUR LORD
II.

SINCE,then, the blessed prophets have been
Hence, too, they indicated the day of the coneyes to us, setting forth for our behoof the clear summation to us, and signified beforehand the
declaration of things secret, both through life, day of the apostate that is to appear and deceive
and through declaration, and through inspiration • men at the last times, and the beginning and end
of the Holy Spirit, and discoursing, too, of things of his kingdom, and the advent of the Judge,
not yet come to pass,3 in this way also 4 to all and the life of the righteous, and the punishgenerations they have pictured forth the grandest _ment of the sinners, in order that we all, bearing
subjects for contemplation and for action. Thus, these things in mind day by day and hour by
too, they preached of the advent of God s in the hour, as children of the Church, might know that
flesh to the world, His advent by the spotless "not one jot nor one tittle of these things shall
and God-bearing 6 Mary in the way of birth and fail,"9 as the Saviour's own word announced.
growth, and the manner of His life and conver- Let all of you, then, of necessity, open the eyes
_tion with men, and His manifestation by hap- of your hearts and the ears of your soul, and
tism, and the new birth that was to be to all receive the word which we are about to speak.
men, and the regeneration by the laver ; and the For I shall unfold to you to-day a narration full
multitude of His miracles, and His blessed pas- of horror and fear, to wit, the account of the
sion on the cross, and the insults which He bore consummation, and in particular, of the seducat the bands of the Jews, and His burial, and His tion of the whole world by the enemy and devil ;
descent to Hades, and His ascent again, and re- and after these things, the second coming of our
demption of the spirits that were of old,7 and Lord Jesus Christ.
the destruction of death, and His life-giving
In.
awaking from the dead, and His re-creation of
Where, then, ye friends of Christ, shall I bethe heaven,
whole world,
and reception
His assumption
return
to
and His
of theand
Spirit,
of gin ? and with what shall I make my commencewhich the apostles were deemed worthy, and ment, or what shall I expound ? and what witness
again the second coming, that is destined to de- shall I adduce for the things spoken ? But let
clare all things. For as being designated seers, 8 us take those (viz., the prophets) with whom we
began this discourse, and adduce them as credithey
of
necessity
signified
and
spake
of
these
ble witnesses, to confirm our exposition of the
things beforetime.
matters discussed ; and after them the teaching,
or rather the prophecy, of the apostles, (so as
This discoar_ seem, to have been a .hom)'lyadd.,es_d to the
r_,i_,_ Wo,-_,qfHOl_,, _. a.
tO see) how throughout the whole world they
_'¢_"_'¢
__.__
herald the day of the consummation. Since
4 _,, ,_z,¢_..
these, then, have also shown beforetime things
s Othea's,_

_,_ "r__,

ct the Soa of Ood.

,, *e,.,_._. [xhe_
_
to.t_ _
v'_.._,.the
co_'l _ Ep_.
_i_t-_/,
a._. 43_. Zhda/tm,
p. a_O_J x msts oa¢ of thoseterms_M,_hsome _
notto havehea
_mmwmt_t_mor_
B_,_Mi_m_s,_t_
•_mao_r_-_mt_u
tmqs_t_s_._.mottm
this _mld not avail milch,
_s the term is ¢emi_ly _ 0_s_tho_. _ _
_a., who_ _
_
s i_,_s_.

not yet come to pass, and have declared the
devices and deceits of wicked men, who are
destined to be made manifest, come and Ictus
bring forward Isaiah as our first witness, inasmuch as he instructs us in the times of the con_ Malt, v. zL
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summation.
What, then, does he say?
"Your that are to come to pass in the last times, just
country is desolate, your cities are burned with as they also have declared things of old.
fire : your land, strangers devour it in your'presence: the daughter of Zion shall be left as a
vI.
cottage
in a vineyard,
and as acity."'
lodge in You
a garden
of cucumbers,
as a besieged
see,
beloved, the prophet's illumination, whereby he
announced that time so many generations before,
For it is not of the Jews that he spake this word
of old, nor of the city of Zion, but of the Church.
For all the prophets have declared Sion to be
the bride brought from the nations,

But not to expend

our argument

entirely in

going over the words of all the prophets,5 after
citing one other, let us revert to the matter in
hand.
What is it, then, that Micah says in his
prophecy?
"Thus
saith the Lord concerning
the prophets that make my people err, that bite
with their teeth, and cry to him, Peace ; and if it
was not put into their mouth, 6 they prepared 7 war
against him.
Therefore night shall be unto you,
that ye shall not have a vision ; s and it shall be
dark unto you, that ye shall not divine ; and the
sun shall not go down over the prophets, and
the day shall be dark over them.
And the seers
shall be ashamed, and the diviners confounded."9
These things we have recounted beforehand, in
order that ye may know the pain that is to be
in the last tames, and the perturbation,
and the
manner of life on the part of all men toward
each other, '° and their envy, and hate, and strife,
and the negligence of the shepherds toward the
sheep, and the unruly disposition of the people
toward the priests."
vii.

Iv.
Wherefore let us direct our discourse to a
second witness.
And of what sort is this one ?
Listen to Osea, as he speaks thus grandly : "In
those days the Lord shall bring on a burning
wind from the desert against them, and shall
make their veins dry, and shall make their springs
desolate;
and all their goodly vessels shall be
spoiled.
Because they rose up against God,
they shall fall by the sword, and their women
with child shall be ripped up. ''2
And what else
is this burning wind from the east, than the Antichrist that is to destroy and dry up the veins of
the waters and the fruits of the trees in his times,
because men set their hearts on his works ? For
which reason he shall indeed destroy them, and
Wherefore all shall walk after their own will.
they shall serve him in his pollution.
And the children will lay hands on their parents.
The wife will give up her own husband to death,
and the husband will bring his own wife to judgv.
ment like a criminal.
Masters wdl lord it over
Mark the agreement of prophet with prophet,
their servants savagely, 'z and servants will assume
Acquaint yourself also with another prophet who an unruly demeanour toward their masters. None
expresses himself in like manner.
For Amos will reverence the grey hairs of the elderly, and
prophesied of the same things in a manner quite none will have pity upon the comeliness of the
in accordance:
"Thus
saith the Lord, Foras- youthful.
The temples of God will be like
much therefore as ye have beaten the poor with houses, and there will be overturnings of the
the fist,3 and taken choice gifts from him: ye churches everywhere. The Scriptures will be dehave built houses, but ye shall not dwell in spised, and everywhere they will sing the songs
them : ye have planted pleasant vineyards, but of the adversary.'s
Fornications, and adulteries,
ye shall not drink wine of them.
For I know and perjuries will fill the land ; sorceries, and
your manifold transgressions, in trampling justice incantations,
and divinations
will follow after
beneath your foot, and taking a bribe, and turn- these with all force and zeal.
And, on the
ing aside the poor in the gate from their right, whole, from among those who profess to be
Therefore the prudent shall keep silence in that Christians will rise up then false prophets, false
time, for it is an evil tiine." 4 Learn, beloved,
the wickedness
of the men of that time, how
5_
E_
thebett_r_i_,
_to, _,_,_¢
_,
they spoil houses and fields, and take even jus- _,_,
#fi_,, ,'our who__m_t onthe_
of the
tree from the just ; for when these things come
* e_o_ _.
Manuscri_Bomttst_=and itmnotimt_to
to pass, ye may know that it is the end.
For their=o,_.
this reason art thou instructed in the wisdom of
z a'_ ttzt trois _ry_.
_pt
B r,_s ¢rt,-,_.
the prophet, and the revelation that is to be in
those days.
And all the prophets, as we have
'° _,_a _ _
_,.,o_¢_,coaox 13t_
. ,
.
already said, have clearly signified the things ul . eSomh,.
rot .....
, ,...m,.t_,._.,Cod_S,,_.._a,.-_,mai_.
(t_A_I_'e.t

z In. L _.
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apostles,
impostors,
mischief
makers,
evil-doers,
forealsointhelast
dayof theconsummation,
it
liars against each other, adulterers, fornicators, must needs be that false Christs will arise again,
robbers, grasping, perjured, mendacious, hating saying, "I am Christ," and they will deceive
each other. The shepherds will be like wolves ; many. And multitudes of men will run from
the priests will embrace falsehood ; the monks* the east even to the west, and from the north
will lust after the things of the world ; the rich even to the sea, saying, Where is Christ here ?
will assume hardness of heart ; the rulers will where is Christ there? But being possessed of
not help the poor ; the powerful will cast off all a vain conceit, and failing to read the Scriptures
pity; the judges will remove justice from the carefully, and not being of an upright n_ind,they
just, and, blinded with bribes, they will call in will seek for a name which they shall be unable
unrighteousness,
to find. For these things must first be ; and
vm.
thus the son of perdition--that
is to say, the
devil--must be seen.
And what am I to say with respect to men,'
when the very elements themselves will disown
x.
their order ? There will be earthquakes in every
And the apostles, who speak of God,8 in escity, and plagues in every country; and mort- tablishing the truth of the advent of the Lord
strous 3 thunderings and frightful lightnings will Jesus Christ, have each of them indicated the
burn up both houses and fields. Storms of appearing of these abominable and ruin-working
winds will disturb both sea and land excessively ; men, and have openly announced their lawless
and there will be unfruitfuiness on the earth, deeds. First of all Peter, the rock of the faith,
and a roaring in the sea, and an intolerable agi- whom Christ our God called blessed, the teacher
tation on account of souls and the destruction of the Church, the first disciple, he who has the
of men.4 There will be signs in the sun, and keys of the kingdom, has instructed us to this
signs in the moon, deflections in the stars, dis- effect : "Know this first, children, that there
tresses of nations, intemperateness in the atmos- shall come in the last days scoffers, walking after
phere, discharges of hail upon the face of the their own lusts.9 And there shall be false
earth, winters of excessive severity, different s teachers among you, who privily shall bring in
frosts, inexorable scorching winds, unexpected damnable heresies." '° After him, John the theothunderings, unlooked-for conflagrations ; and in logian/' and the beloved of Christ, in harmony
general, lamentation and mourning in the whole with him, cries, "The children of the devil are
earth, without consolation. For, "because in- manifest ; ,, and even now are there many antiiquity shall abound, the love of many shall wax christs ; ,3 but go not after them.*4 Believe not
cold." 6 By reason of the agitation and confu- every spirit, because many false prophets axe
$ion of all these, the Lord of the universe cries gone out into the world." *s And then Jude, the
in the Gospel, saying, "Take heed that ye be brother of James, speaks in like manner: "In
not deceived ; for many shall come in my name, the last times there shall be mockers, walking
saying, I am Christ, and the time draweth near : after their own ungodly lusts. There be they
go ye not therefore after them. But when ye who, without fear, feed'6 themselves." ,7 You
shall hear of wars and commotions, be not ter- have observed the concord of the theologians
rifled : for these things must first come to pass ; and apostles, and the harmony of their doctrine.
but the end is not yet by and by." 7 Let us obaerve the word of the Saviour, how He always
x_t.
admonished us with a view to our security:
Finally, hear Paul as he speaks boldiy, and
"Take heed that ye be not deceived : for many mark how clearly he discovers these : "Beware
shall come in my name, saying, I am Christ."
of evil workers, beware of the concision. 's Beware lest any man spoil you through philosophy
m.
and vain deceit.,9 See that ye walk circumspectNow after He was taken up again to the ly, because the days are evil." _o In fine, then,
Father, there arose some, saying, "I am Christ," what man shall have any excuse who hears these
like Simon Magus and the rest, whose names we
have not time at present to mention. Where, S,,r#m. r.._. _ #-_v,_
z Tb_does notqn_wi_

4 "Zlu t_it iL _.wi,,l_x_ ul
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things in the Church from prophets and apostles, [ exceedingly; its great iron teeth and its claws
and from the Lord Himself, and yet will give no [ of brass 3 devoured and brake in pieces, and it
heed to the care of his soul, and to the time of stamped the residue with the feet of it : and
the consummation, and to that approaching hour Iit was diverse exceedingly from all the beasts that
when
shall have to stand at the judgment- twere
before
it ; and
it had
ten there
horns.came
I conseat ofwe
Christ?
side.red
its horns,
and,
behold,
up
x_.
among them a little horn, and before it there
were three of the first horns plucked up by the
But having now done with this account of the roots : and, behold, in this horn were eyes like
consummation, we shall turn our exposition to the eyes of man, and a mouth speaking great
those matters which fall to be stated by us next things." 4
in order. I adduce, therefore, a witness altogether worthy of credit, m namely, the prophet
xrv.
Daniel, who interpreted the vision of NabuchoNow, since these things which axe thus spoken
donosor, and from the beginning of the kings mystically by the 1prophet seem to all to be hard
down to their end indicated the right' way toto understand, w/Lshall conceal none of them
those who seek to walk therein--to
wit, the from those who are possessed of sound mind.
manifestation of the truth. For what saith the By mentioning the first beast_ namely the lioness
prophet ? He presignified the matter clearly to that comes up out of the sea, Daniel means the
Nabuchodonosor in the following terms : "Thou, kingdom of the Babylonians which was set up
O king, sawest, and behold a great image stand- in the world ; and that same is also the "golden
ing before thee, whose head was of gold, its arms head" of this image. And by speaking of its
and shoulders of silver, its belly and thighs of "wings like an eagle," he shows that king Nabbrass, its legs of iron, its feet part of iron and part uchodonosor was elevated and exalted himself
of clay. Thou sawest till that a stone was cut out against God. Then he says that its "wings were
without hand ; and it smote the image upon its plucked out," and means by this that his glory was
feet, which were part of iron and part of clay, subverted : for he was driven from his kingdom.
and brake them to pieces. Then was the clay, And in stating that a "man's heart was given it,
and the iron, and the brass, and the silver, and and it was made stand upon the feet like a man,"
the gold broken to pieces together, and became he means that he repented, and acknowledged
like the chaffof the summer threshing-floor ; and that he was himself but a man, and gave the glory
the stone that smote the image became a great to God. Lo, I have thus unfolded the similitude
mountain, and filled the whole earth." 2
of the first beast.
XIIIo

XV°

Wherefore, bringing the visions of Daniel into
Then after the lioness, the prophet sees a seeconjunction with these, we shall make one narra- :ond beast like a bear, which denoted the Pertire of the two, and show how true and consistent sians ; for after the Babylonians the Persians had
were the things seen in vision by the prophet the sovereignty. And in saying, "I saw three
with those which Nabuchodonosor saw before- ribs in the mouth of it," he referred to three
hand. For the prophet speaks thus: " I Dan- nations, the Persians, Medes, and Babylonians,
iel saw, and, behold, the four winds of the heaven which were also expressed by the silver that came
strove upon the great sea. And four great beasts after the gold in the image. Behold, we have
came up from the sea, diverse one from another, explained the second beast too. Then the third
The first was like a lioness, and had eagle's was the leopard, by whichwere meant the Greeks.
For after the Persians, Alexander king of the
wings: I beheld till the wings thereof were
plucked, and it was lifted up from the earth, and! Macedonians held the sovereignty, when he had
made stand upon the feet as a man, and a man's destroyed Darius ; and this is expressed by the
heart was given it. And behold a second beast, brass in the image. And in speaking of "four
like to a bear, and it raised up itself on one side, wings of a fowl, and four heads in the beast,"
and it had three ribs in the mouth of it between he showed most clearly how the kingdom of
the teeth of it : and they said thus unto it, Arise, Alexander was divided into four parts. For it
devour much flesh. After this I beheld, and lo had four heads, m namely, the four kings that
a third beast, like a leopard, which had upon the rose out of it. For on his death-bed s Alexander
back of it four wings of a fowl : the beast had divided his kingdom into four parts. Behold,
also four heads. After this I saw, and behold a we have discussed the third also.
fourth beast, dreadful and terrible, and strong
z Uncha_reabh_, _f_'_.
s _/i.
3z-3S.

s _
words, ,r_,l _ _X_
_
Xm'k_m_.m _
the Greek and the Hebrew text of Daniel.
,6 Dan. vli. 2-8.
s Sac Hi_
,_ .An_cbr_jt, ch. xxlv. p. 2o9,_'u_'a.
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whelp:3 who shall rouse him up?

A ruler4

Next he tells us of the "fourth beast, dreadful shall not depart from Judah, nor a leader s from
and terrible ; its teeth were of iron, and its claws his thighs,6 until what is in store for him 7 shall
of brass." And what is meant by these but the come, and he is the expectation s of the nakingdom of the Romans, which also is meant tions." 9 Mark these words of Jacob which were
by the iron, by which it will crush all the seats spoken to Judah, and are fulfilled in the Lord.
of empire that were before it, and will lord it To the same effect, moreover, does the patriarch
over the whole earth? After this, then, what is express himselfregardingAntichrist. Wherefore,
left for us to interpret of all that the prophet as he prophesied with respect to Judah, so did
saw, but the "toes of the image, in which part he also with respect to his son Dan. For Judah
was of iron and part of clay, mingled together was his fourth son ; and Dan, again, was his
in one ?" For by the ten toes of the image he seventh son. And what, then, did he say of
meant figuratively the ten kings who sprang out him ? "Let Dan be a serpent sitting by the way,
of it, as Daniel also interpreted the matter. For that biteth the horse's heel ? .... And what serhe says, "I considered the beast, namely the pent was there but the deceiver from the beginfourth ; and behold ten horn_ after it, among ning, he who is named in Genesis, he who
which another horn arose like an offshoot ; and deceived Eve, and bruised Adorn in the heel ? z,
it will pluck up by the root three of those before
it." And by thisoffshoot
horn none otheris
yax.
signified
thantheAntichrist
thatisto restore Butseeingnow thatwe must make proofof
thekingdomof theJews. And thethreehornswhat is alleged
at greater
length,
wc shallnot
which arcto bc rootedout by itsignify
threeshrinkfromthetask.For itiscertain
thathe
kings,
namelythoseofEgypt,Libya,
and Ethio-isdestined
tospring
fromthetribe
ofDan/_and
pia,
whom hc willdestroy
in thearrayof war; to rangehimselfin opposition
likea princely
andwhcn he hasvanquished
them all,
beinga tyrant,
a terrible
judgeand accuser,,3
as the
savagetyrant,
hc will
raise
tribulation
and perse-prophettestifies
when he says,
" Dan shall
judge
cutionagainst
thesaints,
exalting
himself
against
hispeople,
asonetribe
inIsrael." _4 But some
them.
one may say that this was meant of Samson,
xvn.
who sprang from the tribe of Dan, and judged
his people for twenty years. That, however, was
You see how Daniel interpreted to Nabucho- only partially made good in the case of Samson ;
donosor the dominion of the kingdoms ; you see but this shall be fulfilled completely in the case
how he explained the form of the image in all of Antichrist. For Jeremiah, too, speaks in this
its parts ;, you have observed how he indicated! manner : "From Dan we shall hear the sound
prophetically the meaning of the coming up of of the sharpness ,s of his horses ; at the sound of
the four beasts out of the sea. It remains that the neighing 16of his horses the whole land tremwe open up to you the things done by the Anti- bled." ,7 And again, Moses says : "Dan is a
christ in particular ; and, as far as in our power, lion's whelp, and he shall leap from Bashan." ,s
declare to you by means of the Scriptures and And that no one may fall into the mistake of
the prophets, his wandering over the whole earth, thinking that this is spoken of the Saviour, let
and his lawless advent,
him attend to this. "Dan," says he, "is a lion's
whelp ;" and by thus naming the tribe of Dan
xv_
as the one whence the accuser is destined to
As the Lord Jesus Christ made His sojourn
with us in the flesh (which He received) from
the holy, immaculate Virgin, and took to Himself the tribe of Judah, and came forth from it,
the Scripture declared His royal lineage in the
word of Jacob, when in his benediction he
addressed himself to his son in these terms:
"Judah, thou art he whom thy brethren shall!
praise : thy hands shall be on the neck of thine
enemies; thy father's children shall bow down
before thee. Judah is a lion's whelp ; from a
sprout,' my son, thou art gone up: he stooped
down, he couched as a lion, and as a lion's

spring,
made
hand of
quite
clear.
For as he
Christ
is the
bornmatter
of thein tribe
Judah,
so
Antichrist shall be born of the tribe of Dan.
And as our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, the
3_,_.
• ,bx-v.
6j_ ,_,,_v.
_"4_'_"_'_"
9 o_ _i,. ST.
so s Gen,xlix.
,, ,_,_._.
AfterIrenzus, book v.
m_y of,he_c_, _,t_
e,_t_, xo,.,_ z,.
-_._Ao_.
Gen. zlix. z6.
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Son of God, was spoken of in prophecy as a _'on
on account of His royalty and glory, in the same
manner also has the Scripture prophetically, described the accuser as a lion, on account of his
tyranny and violence,

advent of the adversary, as He intimated also
of old in this Daniel. For he says, "I shaft
make a covenant of one week, and in the
midst of the week my sacrifice and libation witl
be removed." For by one week he indicates
the showing forth of the seven years which shall
XX.
be in the last times,a And the half of the week
For in every respect that deceiver seeks to the two prophets, along with John, will take for
make himself appear like the Son of God. the purpose of proclaiming to all the world the
Christ is a lion, and Antichrist is a lion. Christ advent of Antichrist, that is to say, for a "thouis King of things celestial and things terrestrial, sand two hundred and sixty days clothed in
and Antichrist will be king upon earth. The sackcloth ;" 3 and they will work signs and wonSaviour was manifested as a lamb ; and he, too, ders with the object of making men ashamed
will appear as a lamb, while he is a wolf within, and repentant, even by these means, on account
The Saviour was circumcised, and he in like of their surpassing lawlessness and impiety.
manner will appear in circumcision. The Say- "And if any man will hurt them, fire will proiour sent the apostles unto all the nations, and he ceed out of their mouth, and devour their eriein tike manner will send false apostles. Christ] roles. These have power to shut heaven, that it
gathered together the dispersed sheep, and he! rain not in the days of the advent of Antichrist,
in like manner will gather together the dispersed and to turn waters into blood, and to smite the
people of the Hebrews. Christ gave .to those earth with all plagues as often as they will."4
who believed on Him the honourable and life- And when they have proclaimed all these things
giving cross, and he in like manner will give his they will fall on the sword, cut off by the accuser.S
own sign. Christ appeared in the form of And they wiU fulfil their testimony, as Daniel
man, and he in like manner will come forth in also says ; for he foresaw that the beast that
the form of man. Christ arose from among the came up out of the abyss would make war with
Hebrews, and he will spring from among the them, namely with Enoch, Elias, and John, and
Jews. Christ displayed His flesh like a temple, would overcome them, and kill them, because
and raised it up on the third day ; and he too of their refusal to give glory to the accuser.
will raise up again the temple of stone in Jerusa- that is the little horn that sprang up.6 And he,
lem. And these deceits fabricated by him will being lifted up in heart, begins in the end to,
become quite intelligible to those who listen to exalt himself and glorify himself as God, perseus attentively, from what shall be set forth next curing the saints and blaspheming Christ.
in order.
XXL

XXIL

For through the Scriptures we are instructed
But as, in accordance with the train of our
in two advents of the Christ and Saviour. And discussion, we have been constrained to come
the first after the flesh was in humiliation, be- to the matter of the days of the dominion of
cause He was manifested in lowly estate. So the adversary, it is necessary to state in the first
then His second advent is declared to be in place what concerns his nativity and growth ;
glory; for He comes from heaven with power, and then we must turn our discourse, as we have
and angels, and the glory of His Father. His said before, to the expounding of this matter,
first advent had John the Baptist as its forerun- viz., that in all respects the accuser and son of
her ; and His second, in which He is to come lawlessness z is to make himself hke our Saviour.
in glory, will exhibit Enoch, and Elias, and John Thus also the demonstration makes the matter
the Divine.' Behold, too, the Lord's kindness dear to us. Since the Saviour of the world,
to man ; how even in the last times He shows _with the purpose of saving the race of men, was
His care for mortals, and pities them. For He _born of the immaculate and virgin Mary,s and
will not leave as even then without prophets, in the form of the flesh trod the enemy under
but will send them to us for our instruction and foot, in the exercise of the power of His own
assurance, and to make us give heed to the proper divinity; in the same manner also will
the accuser come forth from an impure woman
Or,
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spuriously._ For our God sojourned with us in
the flesh, after that very flesh of ours which He
made for Adam and all Adam's posterity, yet
without sin. But the accuser, though he take
up the flesh, will do it only in appearance ; for
how should we wear that flesh which he did not
make himself, but against which he warreth
daffy? And it is my opinion, beloved, that he
will assume this phenomenal kind of flesh* as
an instrument._ For this mason also is he to _e
born of a virgin, as if a spirit, and then to the
rest he will be manifested as flesh. For as to a
virgin bearing, this we have known only in the
case of the all-holy Vir_n, who bore the Saviour
verily clothed in flcsh._ For Moses says, "Every
male that openeth the womb shall be called holy
unto the Lord." s This is by no means the case
with him ; 0 but as the adversary will not open
the womb, so neither will he take to himself real
flesh, and be circumcised as Christ was circumcised. And even as Christ chose His apostles,
so will he too assume a whole people of discipies like him_lf in wickedness,

Above all, moreover, he will love the nation
of the Jews. And with all these he will work
signs and terrible wonder, false wonders and
not true, in order to deceive his impious equals,
For if it were possible, he would seduce even
the elect z from the love of Christ. But in his
first steps he will be gentle, loveable, quiet,
pious, pacific, hating injustice, detesting gifts,
not allowing idolatry ; loving, says he, the Scriptures, reverencing priests, honouring his elders,
repudiating fornication, detesting adultery, giving
no heed to slanders, not admitting oaths, kind
to strangers, kind to the poor, compassionate,
And then he will work wonders, cleansing lepers,
raising paralytics, expelling demons, proclaiming
things remote just as things present, raising the
dead, helping widows, defending orphans, loving
all, reconciling in love men who contend, and
saying to such, "Let not the sun go down upon
your wrath ;" s and he will not acquire gold,
nor love silver, nor seek riches,
xxnr.
And all this he will do corruptly and deceitfully, and with the purpose of deluding all to
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make him king. For when the peoples and
tribes see so great virtues and so great powers
in him, they will all with one mind meet together
to make him king. And above all others shall
the nation of the Hebrews be dear to the tyrant
himself, while they say one to another, Is there
found indeed in our generation such a man, so
good and just ? That shall be the way with the
race of the Jews pre-eminently, as I said before,
who, thinking, as they do, that they shall behold
the king himself in such power, will approach
him to say, We all confide in thee, and acknowledge thee to be just upon the whole earth ; we
all hope to be saved by thee ; and by thy mouth
we have received just and incorruptible judgment.
xxv.
And at first, indeed, that deceitful and lawless
one, with crafty deceitfulness, will refuse such
glory ; but the men persisting, and holding by
him, will declare him king. And thereafter he
will be lifted up in heart, and he who was formerly gentle will become violent, and he who pursued love will become pitiless, and the humble
in heart will become haughty and inhuman, and
the hater of unrighteousness will persecute the
righteous. Then, when he is elevated to his
kingdom, he will marshal war ; and in his wrath
he will smite three mighty kings, nthose, namely,
of Egypt, Libya, and Ethiopia. And after that
he will build the temple in Jerusalem, and will
restore it again speedily, and give it over to the
Jews. And then he will be lifted up in heart
against every man ; yea, he will speak blasphemy
also against God, thinking in his deceit that he
shall be king upon the earth hereafter for ever ;
not knowing, miserable wretch, that his kingdom
is to be quickly brought to nought, and that he
will quickly have to meet the fire which is prepared for him, along with all who trust him and
serve him. For when Daniel said, "I shall make
my covenant for one week,"9 he indicated seven
years ; and the one half of the week is for the
preaching of the prophets, and for the other half
of the week--that
is to say, for three years and
a half-- Antichrist will reign upon the earth.
And after this his kingdom and his glory shall
be taken away. Behold, ye who love God, what
manner of tribulation there shall rise in those
days, such as has not been from the foundation
of the world, no, nor ever shall be, except in
those days alone. Then the lawless one, being
lifted up in heart, will gather together his demops in man's form, and will abominate those
who call him to the kingdom, and will pollute
many souls.
9 Dan. h_._,.
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xxvI.
Happy are ye, in that ye have not seen our days.
For he will appoint princes over them from Happy are ye, in that ye have not had to witamong the demons.
And he will no longer seem hess this painful life of ours, nor this irremediable
to be pious, but altogether and in all things he pestilence, nor these straits that possess our
will be harsh, severe, passionate, wrathful, ter- souls."
rible, inconstant, dread, morose, hateful, abomixxvm.
nable, savage, vengeful, iniquitous.
And, bent
Then that abominable one will send his cornon casting the whole race of men into the pit mands
throughout
every government
by the
of perdition, he will multiply false signs.
For hand at once of demons and of visible men, who
when all the people greet him with their accla- shall say, "A mighty king has arisen upon the
mations at his displays, he will shout with a strong earth ; come ye all to worship him ; come ye all
voice, so that the place shall be shaken in which to see the strength of his kingdom : for, behold,
the multitudes stand by him : ""ire peoples, and he will give you corn ; and he will bestow upon
tribes, and nations, acquaint yourselves with my you wine, and great riches, and lofty honours.
mighty authority and power, and the strength of For the whole earth and sea obeys his command.
my kingdom.
What prince i_ there so great as Come ye all to him."
And by reason of the
I am ? What great God is there but I ? Who scarcity of food, all will go to him and worship
will stand up against my authority?"
Under him; and he will put his mark on their right
the eye of the spectators he will remove moun- hand and on their forehead, that no one may
tains from their places, he will walk on the sea put the sign of the honourable cross upon his
with dry feet, he will bring down fire from forehead with his right hand; but his hand is
heaven, he will turn the day into darkness and bound.
And from that time he shall not have
the night into day, he will turn the sun about power to seal any one of his members, but he
wheresoever he pleases ; and, in short, in pres- shall be attached to the deceiver, and shall serve
ence of those who behold him, he will show all ihi m ; and in him there is no repentance.
But
the elements of earth and sea to be subject to such an one is lost at once to God m_d to men,
him in the power of his specious manifestation, and the deceiver will give them scanty food by
For if, while as yet he does not exhibit himself reason of his abominable
seal. And his seal
as the son of perdition, he raises and excites upon the forehead and upon the right hand is
against us open war even to battles and slaugh- the number, "Six hundred threescore and six." '
ters, at that time when he shall come in his own And I have an opinion as to this number, though
proper person, and men shall see him as he is in I do not know the matter for certain ; for many
reality, what machinations and deceits and de- names have been found in this number when it
lusions will he not bring into play, with the pur- is expressed in writing?
Still we say that perpose of seducing all men, and leading them off haps the scription of this same seal will give us
from the way of truth, and from the gate of the the word 2"deny)
For even in recent days, by
kingdom?
means of his ministers--that
is to say, the idolaxxvn.
tersmthat
bitter adversary took up the word
Then, after all these things, the heavens will deny, when the lawless pressed upon the witnot give their dew, the clouds will not give their nesses of Christ, with the adjuration, "Deny thy
rain, the earth will refuse to yield its fruits, the God, the crucified One." 4
sea shall be filled with stench, the rivers shall be
dried up, the fish of the sea shall die, men shall
xxrx.
perish of hunger and thirst ; and father embraOf such kind, in the time of that hater of all
cing son, and mother embracing daughter, will good, will be the seal, the tenor of which will be
die together, and there will be none to bury this: I deny the Maker of heaven and earth, I
them. But the whole earth will be filled with the deny the baptism, I deny my (former) service,
stench arising from the dead bodies cast forth, and attach myself to thee, and I believe in thee.
And the sea, not receiving the floods of the For this is what the prophets Enoch and Elias
rivers, will become like mire, and will be filled will preach: Believe not the enemy who is to
with an unlimited smell and stench.
Then there come and be seen ; for he is an adversary s and
will be a mighty pestilence
upon the whole corrupter_and
son of perdition, and deceives
earth, and then, too, inconsolable
lamentation,
and measureless weeping, and unceasing mourn- I t m-v.xlik xa.
ing
Then men will deem those happy who are:
•$ iv
_ _p,cfi.
Stpvo_ttu.
But the lettet,_ of the wot_ _t/t_t_att in their numeridead before them, and will say to them, "Open
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you ; i and for this reason he will kill you, and chance! How have we been beguiled by the
smite them with the sword. Behold the deceit deceiver I how have we been joined to him [
of the enemy, know the machinations of the be- how have we been caught in his toils ! how have
guiler, how he seeks to darken the mind of men we been taken in his abominable net ! how have
utterly. For he will show forth his demons we heard the Scriptures, and understood them
brilliant like angels, and he will bring in hosts not! For truly those who are engrossed with
of the incorporeal without number. And in the the affairs of life, and with the lust of this world,
presence of all he exhibits himself as taken up will be easily brought over to the accuser then,
into heaven with trumpets and sounds, and the and scaled by _im_
mighty shouting of those who haft him with inxxxn.
descn2_able hymns ; the heir of darkness himBut many who axe hearers of the divine Scripself shining like light, and at one time soaring to turesJ and have them in their hand, and keep
the heavens, and at another descending to the them in mind with understanding, will escape
earth with great glory, and again charging the his imposture. For they will see clearly through
demons, like angels, to execute his behests with his insidious appearance and his deceitful imposmuch fear and trembling. Then will he send ture, and will flee-from his hands, and betake
the cohorts of the demons among mountains themselves to the mountains, and hide themand caves and dens of the earth, to track out selves in the caves of the earth ; and they will
those who have been concealed from his eyes, seek after the Friend of man with tears and a
and to bring them forward to worship him. And contrite heart ; and He will deliver them out of
those who yield to him he will seal with his seal ; his toils, and with His right hand He will save
but those who refuse to submit to him he will those from his snares who in a worthy and
consume with incomparable pains and bitterest righteous manner make their supplication to
torments and machinations, such as never have Him.
been, nor have reached the ear of man, nor have
xxxm.
been seen by the eye of mortals.
You see in what manner of fasting and prayer
xxx.
the saints will exercise themselves at that time.
Blessed shall they be who overcome the tyrant Observe, also, how hard the season and the
then. For they shall be set forth as more fllus- times will be that are to come upon those in
trious and loftier than the first witnesses; for city and country alike. At that time they will
the former witnesses overcame his minions only, be brought from the east even unto the west ;
but these overthrow and conquer the accuser and they will come up from the west even unto
himself, the son of perdition. With what enlo- the east, and will weep greatly and wail vehegies and crowns, therefore, will they not be mently. And when the day begins to dawn
adorned by our King, Jesus Christ I
they will long for the night, in order that they
may find rest from their labours ; and when the
xxxI.
night descends upon them, by reason of the conBut let us revert to the matter in hand. When tinuous earthquakes and the tempests in the air,
men have received the seal, then, and find neither they will desire even to behold the light of the
food nor water, they _¢Jillappro_h him with a daY, and will seek how they may hereafter meet
voice of anguish, saying, Give us to eat and a bitter death._ At that time the whole earth
drink, for we all faint with hunger and all manner will bewail the life of anguish, and the sea and
of straits ;a and bid the heavens yield us water, air in like manner will bewail it ; and the sun,
and drive off from us the beasts that devour too, will wail ; and the wild beasts, together with
men. Then will that crafty one make answer, the fowls, will wail ; mountains and hills, and
mocking them with absolute inhumanity, and the trees of the plain, will wail on account of the
saying, The heavens refuse to give rain, the race of man, because all have turned aside from
earth yields not again its fruits; whence then the holy God, and obeyed the deceiver, and recan I give you food? Then, on hearing the ceived the mark of that abominable one, the
words of this deceiver, these miserable men will enemy of God, instead of the quickening cross
perceive that this is the wicked _,
and will of the Saviour.
mourn in anguish, and weep vehemently, and
xxxlv.
beat their face with their hands, and tear their
And the churches, too, will wail with a mighty
hair, and lacerate their cheeks with their muls, lamentation, because neither "oblation nor inwhile they say to each other: Woe for the calamity I woe for the bitter contract I woe for the
s l_omtw_ T_.,,_,_no_S_p_,_,'deceitful covenant l woe for the mighty mis-_ ofRom_pomi_:_s.,byC1eme_
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cense" is attended to, nor a service acceptable we have hoped ; who shall bring forth fire and
to God ; x but the sanctuaries of the churches will all just judgment against those who have refused
become like a garden-watcher's hut,_ and the to believe in Him? For the Lord says, "For
holy body and blood of Christ will not be shown !as the lightning cometh out of the east, and
in those days. The public service of God shall shineth even unto the west, so shall also the
be extinguished, psalmody shall cease, the read- coming of the Son of man be ; for wheresoever
ing of the Scriptures shall not be heard ; 3 but the carcase is, there will the eagles be gathered
for men there shall be darkness, and lamenta- together." 7 For the sign of the cross s shall
tion on lamentation, and woe on woe. At that arise from the east even unto the west, in brighttime silver and gold shall be cast out in the ness exceeding that of the sun, and shall anstreets, and none shall gather them ; but all nounce the advent and manifestation of the
things shall be held an offence. For all shall be Judge, to give to every one according to his
eager to escape and to hide themselves, and works. For concerning the general resurrection
they shall not be able anywhere to find conceal- and the kingdom of the saints, Daniel says :
ment from the woes 4 of the adversary; but as "And many of them that sleep in the dust of
they carry his mark about them, they shall be the earth shall awake, some to everlasting life,
readily recognised and declared to be his. and some to shame and everlasting contempt." 9
Without there shall be fear, and within trem- And Isaiah says: "The dead shall rise, and
bling, both by night and by day. In the street those in the tombs shall awake, and those in the
and in the houses there shall be the dead ; in earth shall rejoice." `° And our Lord says:
the streets and in the houses there shall be hunger "Many" in that day shall hear the voice of the
and thirst ; in the streets there shall be tumults, Son of God, and they that hear shall live." _*
and in the houses lamentations. And beauty of
countenance shall be withered, for their forms
xxxvlI.
shall be like those of the dead ; and the beauty
For at that time the trumpet shall sound,'3 and
of women shall fade, and the desire of all men awake those that sleep from the lowest parts of
shall vanish,
the earth, righteous and sinners alike. And every
xxxv.
kindred, and tongue, and nation, and tribe shall
Notwithstanding, not even then will the mer- be raised in the twinkling of an eye ; ,4 and they
ciful and benignant God leave the race of men shall stand upon the face of the earth, waiting
without all comfort; but He will shorten even for the coming of the righteous and terrible
those days and the period of three years and a Judge, in fear and trembling unutterable. For
half, and He will curtail those times on account the river of fire shall come forth in fury like an
of the remnant of those who hide themselves angry sea, and shall burn up mountains and hills,
in the mountains and caves, that the phalanx of and shall make the sea vanish, and shall dissolve
all those saints fail not utterly. But these days the atmosphere with its heat like wax.iS The
shall run their course rapidly ; and the kingdom stars of heaven shall fall,x6the sun shall be turned
of the deceiver and Antichrist shall be speedily into darkness, and the moon into blood.'7 The
removed. And then, in fine, in the glance of an heaven shall be rolled together like a scroll : its
eye shall the fashion of this world pass away, and the whole earth shall be burnt up by reason of
the power of men s shall be brought to nought, the deeds done in it, which men did corruptly,t9
and all these visible things shall be destroyed,
in fornications, in adulteries, and in lies and uncleanness, and in idolatries, and in murders, and
xxxvI,
in battles. For there shall be the new heaven
As these things, therefore, of which we have and the new earth?°
spoken before axe in the future, beloved, when
xxxvm.
the one week is divided into parts, and the
Then shall the holy angels run on their cornabomination of desolation has arisen then, and mission to gather together all the nations, whom
the forerunners of the Lord have finished their
Matt. xxlv. 27, =d_.
proper course, and the whole world, in fine,
sS_Jo. Voss,T_t,e,T_eolog.,p._m$.
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that terrible voice of the trumpet shall awake out
of deep. And before the judgment-seat of
Christ shall stand those who once were kings
and rulers, chief priests and priests ; and they
shall give an account of their administration, and
of the fold, whoever of them through their negligence have lost one sheep out of the flock.
And then shall be brought forwardsoldiers who
were not content with their provision,x but oppressed widows and orphaxmand beggars. Then
shall be arraigned the collectors of tribute, who
despoil the poor man of more than is ordered,
and who make real gold like adulterate, in order
to mulct the needy, in fields and ha houses and
in the churches. Then shall rise up the lewd
with shame, who have not kept their bed unclefiled, but have been ensnared by all manner of
fleshly beauty, and have gone ha the way of their
own lusts. Then shall rise up those who have
not kept the love of the Lord, mute and gloomy,
because they contemned the light commandment
of the Saviour, which says, Thou shalt love thy
neighbour as thyself. Then they, too, shall weep
who have possessed the unjust balance, and unjust weights and measures, and dry meastaes, as
they wait for the righteous Judge.
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and the Jurist who distributes justice to every
man, shall be revealed upon His dread and lofty
throne ; and all the _flesh of mortals shall see
His face with great fear and trembling, both the
righteous and the sinner.
XL.
Then shall the son of perdition be brought forward, to wit, the accuser, with his demons and
with his servants, by angels stern and inexorable.
And they shall be given over to the fire that is
never quenched, and to the worm that never
sleepeth, and to the outer darkness. For the
people of the Hebrews shah see Him in human
form, as He appeared to them when He came by
the holy Virgin in the flesh, and as they crucified
Him. And He will show them the prinZ; 03[Z/w
nails ha His hands and feet, and His side pierced
with the spear, and His head crowned with thorns,
and His honourable cross. And once forallshall
the people of the Hebrews see all these things,
and they shall mourn and weep, as the prophet
exclaims, "They shall look on Him whom they
have pierced ; "7 and there shall be none to help
them or to pity them, because they repented not,
neither turned aside from the wicked way. And
these shall go away into everlasthag punishment
with the demons and the accuser.

xxxtx,
And why should we add many words concernhag those who are sisted before the bar ? Then
XLL
the righteous shall shine forth like the sun, while
Then He shall gather together all nations, as
the wicked shall be shown to be mute and the holy Gospel so strikingly declares. For what
gloomy. For both the righteous and the wicked says Matthew the evangelist, or rather the Lord
shall be raised incorruptible : the righteous, to be Himself, in the Gospel ? "When the Son of
honoured eternally, and to taste immortal joys ; man shall come ha His glory, and all the holy
and the wicked, to be punished ha judgment angels with Him, then shall He sit upon the
eternally. Each ponders • the question as to throne of His glory: and before Him shall be
what answer he shall give to the righteous Judge gathered all nations ; and He shall separate them
for his deeds, whether good or bad. With all one from another, as a shepherd divideth his
men each one's actions shaU environ him, whether sheep from the gouts : and He shall set the
he be good or evil. For the powers of the hear- sheep on His right hand, but the goats on the
ens shall be shaken,3 and fear and trembling left. Then shall the King say unto them on
shall consume all things, both heaven and earth His right hand, Come, ye blessed of my Father,
and things under the earth." And every tongue inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the
shah confess Him openly,4 and shall confess Him foundation of the world." s Come, ye prophets,
who comes to judge righteous judgment, the who were cast out for my name's sake. Come,
mighty God and Maker of all things. Then with ye patriarchs, who before my advent were obefear and astonishment shall come angels, thrones, dient to me, and longed for my kingdom. Come,
powers, principalities, dominions,s and the cheru- ye apostles, who were my fellows in my sufferings
bim and seraphim with their many eyes and six in my incarnation, and :ufeted oJitk me in the
wings, all crying aloud with a mighty voice, Gospel
Come, ye martyrs, who confessed me
"Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of hosts, omnipo- before despots, and endured many torments and
tent ; the heaven and the earth are full of Thy pains. Come, ye hierarchs, who did me sacred
glory." 6 And the King of kir6,s and Lord of service blamelessly day and night, and made the
lords, the Judge who accepts no man's person, oblation of my honourable body and blood
x Luke ill z_.
s Tat textjOws _Od
s Mao. :aav. _
4,Phil. iL zt.
s Cal. i. s6.
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x[.n.
things invisible.,, From Thy presence the whole
Come, ye saints, who disciplined yourselves earth fleeth away,*: and how have we received
in mountains and caves and dens of the earth, hospitably Thy kingly power and lordship ?
who honoured my name by continence and
rayer and virginity. Come, ye maidens, who
x_,.
esired my bride-chamber, and loved no other
Then shall the King of kings make answer
bridegroom than me, who by your testimony again, and say to them, Inasmuch as ye have
and habit of life were wedded to me, the ira- done it unto one of the least of these my brethmortal and incorruptible Bridegroom. Come, ren, ye have done it unto me. Inasmuch as ye
ye friends of the poor and the stranger. Come, have received those of whom I have already
ye who kept my love, as I am love. Come, ye spoken to you, and clothed them, and fed them,
who possess peace, for I own that peace. Come, and gave them to drink, I _ean the poor who
ye blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom are my members, ye have done it unto me. But
prepared for you, ye who esteemed not riches, come ye into the kingdom prepared for you
ye who had compassion on the poor, who aided from the foundation of the world ; enjoy for ever
the orphans, who helped the widows, who gave and ever that which is given you by my Father
drink to the thirsty, who fed the hungry, who re- in heaven, and the holy and quickening Spirit.
ceived strangers, who clothed the naked, who And what mouth then will be able to tell out
visited the sick, who comforted those in prison, those blessings which eye hath not seen, nor ear
who helped the blind, who kept the seal of the heard, neither have entered into the heart of
faith inviolate, who assembled yourselves together man, the things which God hath prepared for
in the churches, who listened to my Scriptures, them that love Him ? ,3
who longed for my words, who observed my law
day and night, who endured hardness with me
xLv.
likegood soldiers,
seeking
to pleaseme, your Ye haveheardof theceaseless
joy,
ye have
heavenlyKing. Come, inherit
the kingdom heard of the immoveablekingdom,ye have
preparedforyou from the foundation
of the heard of the feastof blessings
withoutend.
world.Behold,my kingdom is made ready; Learn now, then,alsothe addressof anguish
behold,
paradise
isopened; behold,
my immor- withwhich thejustJudge and the benignant
tality
isshowninitsbeantyJ Come all,
inherit
God shallspeakto thoseon thelefthand in
thekingdompreparedforyoufrom thefounds-unmeasuredangerandwrath,Departfrom me,
tionof theworld,
ye cursed,
intoeverlasting
fire,
prepared
forthe
XLIIL
devil and his angels. Ye have prepared these
Then shall the righteous answer, astonished at things for yourselves ; take to yourselves also
the mighty and wondrous fact that He, whom the enjoyment of them. Depart from me, ye
the hosts of angels cannot look upon openly, ad- cursed, into the outer darkness, and into the
dresses them as friends,and shall cry out to Him, unquenchable fire, prepared for the devil and
Lord, when saw we Thee an hungered, and fed his angels. I made you, and ye gave yourselves
Thee ? Master,_ when saw we Thee thirsty, and to another. I am He who brought you forth
gave Thee drink? Thou Terrible One,3 when from your mother's womb, and ye rejected me.
saw we Thee naked, and clothed Thee ? Im- I am He who fashioned you of earth by my word
mortal/when saw we Thee a stranger, and took of command, and ye gave yourselves to another.
Thee in? Thou Friend of man,s when saw we I am He who nurtured you, and ye served anThee sick or in prison, and came unto Thee ?6 other. I ordained the earth and14 the sea for
Thou art the ever-living One. Thou art without your maintenance and the bound of your life,
beginning, like the Father,7 and co-eternal with and ye listened not to my commandments. I
the Spirit. Thou art He who made all things made the light for you, that ye might enjoy the
out of nothing. Thou art the prince of the an- day, and the night also, that ye might have rest ;
gels. Thou art He aLwhom the depths tremble,s and ye vexed me, and set me at nought with
Thou art He who is covered with light as with your wicked words, and opened the door to the
a garment.9 Thou art He who made us, and]P assi°ns" Depart from me, ye workers of infashioned us of earth. Thouart He who formed '° iquity. I knowyou not, I recognise you not : ye
made yourselves the workmen of another lord m
_,,_,_,_.
[I_ --,_: z_.l
namely, the devil. With him inherit ye the dark• _n,,,,.
ness, and the fire that is not quenched, and the
4a_.
worm that sleepeth not, and the gnashing of teeth.
•
xw¢.3,/i err.,
. n,_,,_x_,
s 4 l_.sdr.;l_ 8,
I) ]Pm.cahr.L

u CoLL _.
" Rev. u.. :L
zS Isa. lx_v. 4; x Co¢._. 9.
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Thou didst give us spirit and soul.

On Thee

For I was an hungered, and ye gave me no we believed ; Thy seal we received, Thy baptism
meat : I was thirsty, and ye gave me no drink: we obtained ; we acknowledged Thee to be God,
I was a stranger, and ye took me not in ; naked, we knew Thee to be Creator ; in Thee we wrought
signs, through Thee we cast out demons, for
and ye clothed me not; sick, and ye visited me Thee we mortified the flesh, for Thee we prenot : 1 was in prison, and ye came not unto me.
I made your ears that ye might hear the Scrip- served virginity, for Thee we practised chastity,
tures; and ye prepared them for the songs of 'f°r Thee we became strangers on the earth ;
demons, and lyres, and jesting. I made your and Thou sayest, I know you not, depart from
eyes that you might see the light of my com- me ! Then shall He make answer to them, and
mandments, and keep them ; and ye called in say, Ye acknowledged me as Lord, but ye kept
fornication and wantonness, and opened them to not my words. Ye were marked with the seal
all other manner of uncleanness.
I prepared of my cross, but ye deleted it by your hardness
your mouth for the utterance of adoration, and of heart. Ye obtained my baptism, but ye observed not my commandments.
Ye subdued
praise,
and of
psalms,
and spiritual
andfitted
for your body to virginity, but ye kept not mercy,
the exercise
continuous
reading ;odes,
and ye
but ye did not cast the hatred of your brother
it to railing, and swearing, and blasphemies, while out of your souls. For not every one that saith
ye sat and spake evil of your neighbours. I
made your hands that ye might stretch them to me, Lord, Lord, shall be saved, but he that
forth in prayers and supplications, and ye put d°eth my will.3 And these shall go away into
them forth to robberies, and murders, and the !everlasting
life eternaL4punishment, but the righteous into
killing of each other. I ordained your feet to
XLIX.
walk in the preparation of the Gospel of peace,
both in the churches and the houses of my
"Be thou faithful unto death, and I will give
saints ; and ye taught them to run to adulteries, thee the crown of life."
and fornications, and theatres, and dancings, and
Ye have heard, beloved, the answer of the
elevations.,
Lord ; ye have learned the sentence of the
XLVn.
iJudge ; ye have been given to understand what
At last the assembly is dissolved, the spectacle
of this life ceaseth : its deceit and its semblance
are passed away. Cleave to me, to whom every
knee boweth, of things in heaven, and things on
earth, and things under the earth. For all who
have been negligent, and have not shown pity
in well-doing there, have nothing else due them
than the unquenchable fire. For I am the friend

_kind of awful scrutiny awaits us, and what day
and what hour are before us. Let us therefore
ponder this every day ; let us meditate on this
both day and night, both in the house, and by
the way, and in the churches, that we may not
stand forth at that dread and impartial judgment
condemned, abased, and sad, but with purity of
life, conversation,
and benignant
confession God
; so may
that
toaction,
us also
the merciful and

of
butaward
yet also
righteous Judge
to all.
Forman,
I shall
the arecompense
according
to say, "Thy faith hath saved thee, go in peace ;" s
desert; I shall give the reward to all, according and again, "Well done, good and faithful serto each man's labour ; I shall make return to vant ; thou hast been faithful over a few things,
all, according to each man's conflict. I wish to I will make thee ruler over many things : enter
have pity, but I see no oil in your vessels. I thou into the joy of thy Lord."6 Which joy
desire to have mercy, but ye have passed through maY it be ours to reach, by the grace and kindlife entirely without mercy. I long to have corn- hess of our Lord Jesus Christ, to whom pertain
passion, but your lamps are dark by reason of igl°ry' honour, and adoration, with His Father,
your hardness of heart. Depart from me. For, iwho is without
. beginning,.. and His holy, =d
judgment is without mercy to him that hath ]good, and qmckemng Sprat, now and ever,
showed no mercy.a
to the ages of the ages. Amen.Z
XLVlIL

Then shall they also make answer to the dread
HIPPOLYTUS01q THE TWELVE APOSTLES"
Judge, who accepteth no man's person: Lord, WXSRE
SACSOFTS_ HIS]PRILACI'[ED'END.
ANDWHERE
HEMET
when saw we Thee an hungered, or athirst, or a
stranger, or naked, or sick, or in prison, and
x. Peter preached the Gospel in Pontus, and
m_nistered not unto Thee? Lord, dost Thou Galatia, and Cappadocia, and Betania, and Italy,
know us not? Thou didst form us, Thou didst and Asia, and was afterwards crucified by Nero
fashion us, Thou didst make us of four elements,
_ Matt.vii.,34 Matt. xxv. 46.

t T

•

s j_

ii. t3.

6 Matt.

_ [Hm

xx'v.

aS.

follows t_

Apor. i1. zo, transpo_l

alx_.]
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in Rome with his head downward, as he had
himself desired to suffer in that manner,
2. Andrew preached to the Scythians" and
Thracians, and was crucified, suspended on an
olive tree, at Patrm, a _
of Achaia; and
there too he was buried.
3- John, again, in Asia, was banished by Domitian the king to the isle of Patmos, in which
also he wrote his Gospel and saw the apocalyptic vision ; and in Trajan's time he fell asleep at
Ephesus, where his remains were sought for, but
could not be found.
4-James, his brother, when preaching in
Judea, was cut off with the sword by Herod the
tetrarch, and was buried there.
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Nero he was beheaded at Rome, and was buried
there.

THE SAME HIPPOLYTUSON THE SEVENTY
APOSTLES.9
L James the Lord's brother,,o bishop of
Jerusalem.
2. Cleopas, bishop of Jerusalem.
3. Matthias, who supplied the vacant place
in the number of the twelve apostles.
4. Thaddeus, who conveyed the epistle to
Augarus.
5- Ananias, who baptized Paul, and was
bishop of Damascus.
6. Stephen, the first martyr.
5- Philip preached in Phrygia, and was cruci7- Philip, who baptized the eunuch.
fled in Hiempolis with his head downward in
8. Prochorus, bishop of Nicomedia, who also
the time of Domitian, and was buried there,
was the first that departed," believing together
6. Bartholomew, again, _rea¢lted to the In- with his daughters.
dians, to whom he also gave the Gospel accord9. Nicanor died when Stephen was martyred.
ing to Matthew, andwas crucified with his head
Io. Timon, bishop of Bostra.
downward, and was buried in Allanum,' a/own
1 I. Parmenas, bishop of SoIL
of the great Armenia)
12. Nicolaus, bishop of Samaria.
7. And Matthew wrote the Gospel in the
13. Barnabas, bishop of Milan.
Hebrew tongue,3 and published it at Jerusalem,
t4. Mark the evangelist, bishop of Alexandria.
and fell asleep at Hierees, a ¢,_wnof Parthia.
15. Luke the evangelist.
8. And Thomas preached to the Parthians,
These two belonged to the seventy disciples
Medes, Persians, Hyrcanians, Bactrians, and who were scattered '_ by the offence of the word
Margians,+ and was thrust through in the four which Christ spake, "Except a man eat my
members of his body with a pine spear s at flesh, and drink my blood, he is not worthy of
Calamene, 6 the city of India, and was buried me." ,3 But the one being induced to return to
there,
the Lord by Peter's instrumentality, and the
9- And James the son of Alphmus, when other by Paul's, they were honoured to preach
preaching in Jerusalem, was stoned to death by that Gospel '+ on account of which they also
the Jews, and was buried there beside the temple, suffered martyrdom, the one being burned, and
io. Jude, who is also ca
Lebbmus, preached the other being crucified on an olive tree.
to the people of Edessa,7 and to all Mesopoi6. Silas, bishop of Corinth.
tamia, and fell asleep at Berytus, and was buried
17- Silvanus, bishop of Thessalonica.
there,
tS. Crisces (Crescens), bishop of Carchedon
1i. Simon the Zealot,s the son of Clopas, who in Gaul.
is also called Jude, became bishop of Jerusalem
19. Epmnetus, bishop of Carthage.
after James the Just, and fell asleep and was
2o. Andronicus, bishop of Pannonia.
buried there at the age of t 2o years.
2 i. Amplias, bishop of Odyssus.
12. And Matthias, who was one of the seventy,
2z. Urban, bishop of Macedonia.
was numbered along with the eleven apostles,
23. Stachys, bishop of Byzantium.
and preached in Jerusalem, and fell asleep and
z4. Barnabas, bishop of Heraclea.
was buried there.
25. Phygellus, bishop of Ephesus. He was
13. And Paul entered into the apostleship a of the party also of Simon.'S
year after the assumption of Christ; and begin26. Hermogenes. He, too, was of the same
ning at Jerusalem, he advanced as far as Illyri-mind with the former.
cum, and Italy, and Spain, preaching the Gospel
for five-and-thirty years. And in the time of
_ I, the C.nd_broth,. ,o6. This;- fo_d ,_o.,_ *dth
the formerpiece.,On ._A¢Tsu¢_ Apm_le*, in two co_c_, of the
Coislinlanor S(:guierianI.a_orary.
as Monffaucoa_atu in his rc(am-

cr_.__T._1¢amltma;__tloa
is.that heva, _
Cr_Sed h_
l_,_da_,
rsdib._/i. 4q4, etc.j

<_,tr,_.

_

mt the, sionortheOr_kmaa,scri_d thatllbn,rT.Hemmtiomalsoa

p. aSa, _

z, and Laldner, _urmmbbut_'cga_auqttLl,
o _&Mbd_og.
,,
Com
SeCa/a.ta'mmam]a/_..,_..kroml..
M,S_" txi,_A4h_.
mThet_ti.._r_d 0"_,+__
h mayhe meantfor," then two of the mty
:+ John vi. SS,66.

; _+_.,L_s,_ _.0,_,_.,..._.

- ++,,,,-,.+,+,,.+,+
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2728.
29.
3° .
3I"
32.
3334.
35.

Demas, who also became a priest of idols.
Apelles, bishop of Smyrna.
Aristobulus, bishop of Britain.
Narcissus, bishop of Athens.
Herodion, bishop of Tarsus.
Agabus the prophet,
Rufus, bishop of Thebes.
Asyncritus, bishop of Hyrcania.
Phiegon, bishop of Marathon.
3 6. Hermes, bishop of Dalmatia.
37. Patrobulus,, bishop of Puteoli.
38. Hermas, bishop of Philippi.
39. Linus, bishop of Rome.
40. Caius, bishop of Ephesus.
4x. Philologus, bishop of Sin_pe.
42, 43- Olympus and Rhodion were martyred
in Rome.
44. Lucius, bishop of Laodicea in Syria.
45- Jason, bishop of Tarsus.
46. Sosipater, bishop of Iconiurm
47. Tertius, bishop of Iconium.
48. Erastus, bishop of Panellas.
49- Quartus, bishop of Berytus.
5o. Apollo, bishop of Cmsarea.
5t. Cephas._
5 z. Sosthenes, bishop of Colophonia.
53. Tychicus, bishop of Colophonia.
54- Epaphrodims, bishop of Andriace.
55- C_esar, bishop of Dyrrachium.
56. Mark, cousin to Baxnabas, bishop of ApolIonia.
57- Justus, bishop of Eleutheropolis.
58. Artemas, bishop of Lystra.
59- Clement, bishop of Sardinia.
6o. Onesiphorus, bishop of Corone.
61. Tychicus, bishop of Chalcedon.
62. Carpus, bishop of Berytus in Thrace.
63. Evodus, bishop of Antioch.
64. Aristarchus, bishop of Apamea.
65. Mark, who is also John, bishop of Bibloupolis.
66. Zenas, bishop of Diospolis.
67. Philemon, bishop of Gaza.
68, 69. Aristarchus and Pudes.
7o. Trophimus, who was martyred along with
Paul.
HEADS
WHICH

OF
ARE

THE

CANONS
OF
ABDLIDES
OR
HIPPOLYTUS,
USED BY Tat _ETHIOPIAN ClIRISTL_MS.
$

x. Of the holy faith of Jesus Christ.*
2. Of bishops.s

C_:
Ap_/..
Lib. vii, ob. cz.

llb. el. _

it, _

HIPPOLYTUS.

3. Of prayers spoken on the ordination of
bishops, and of the order of the 3/r/_sa.6
4. Of the ordination of presbyters.
5. Of the ordination of deacons.
6. Of those who suffer persecution for the
faithJ
7. Of the election of reader and sub-deacon, s
8. Of the gift of healing.9
9. Of the presbyter who abides in a place
inconvenient for his office.'°
xo. Of those who are converted to the Christian religion.
xt. Of him who makes idols. '°
x2. Various pursuits" are enumerated, the followers of which are not to be admitted to the
Christian religion until repentance is exhibited. '°
x3. Of the place which the highest kings or
princes shall occupy in the temple.,*
x4. That it is not meet for Christians to bear
atms.'_
x5. Of works which are unlawful to Christians.'3
16. Of the Christian who mames a slavewoman.'3
x7. Of the free woman.'3
x8. Of the midwife ; and that the women ought
to be separate from the men in prayer.'4
x9. Of the catechumen who suffers martyrdom
before baptism.'S
zo. Of the fast of the fourth and sixth holiday;
and of Lent.'6
2 i. That presbyters should assemble daily with
the people in churchY7
22. Of the week of the Jews' passover; and
of him who knows not passover (Easter).ls
23. That every one be held to learn doctrine29
24. Of the care of the bmhop over the sick? °
25. Of him on whom the care of the sick is
enjoined ; and of the time at which prayers are
to be madeY_
26. Of the time at which exhortations are to
be heard2_
27. Of him who frequents the temple every
day."
28. That the faithful ought to eat nothing
before the holy communion?_
e lab. vii. ck 4, 5, to. [Tim tmt'_me of the faithful, Mi:_ Ft"
ddi=mtnotfl_modmuMmm
SeeBingham, lmokxv.
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a9. That care is to be well taken that nothing them, bemuse they do not agree with the Church
fall from the chalice to the ground.'
in theology, nor with us the sons of the Scrip3o. Of catechumens. 2
tures. On this account we have sundered them
3L That a deacon may dispense the Eucha- from the Church, and have left what concerns
fist to the people with permission of a bishop them to God, who will judge His creatures with
or presbyter.a
justice.'S To those, moreover, who are not cogni32. That widows and virgins ought to pray sant of them, we make this known without ill-will,
constantly.4
in order that they may not rush into an evil death,
33. That commemoration should be made of like heretics, but may gain eternal life, and teach
the faithful dead every day, with the exception their sons and their posterity this one true faith.
of the lz)rd's day.S
Canon Second. Of bishops. A bishop should
34. Of the sober behaviour of the secular 6 in be elected by all the people, and he should be
church3
unimpeachable, as it is written of him in the
35. That deacons may pronounce the benedic- apostle ; in the week in which he is ordained,
tion and thanksgiving at the love-feasts when a the whole people should also say, We desire
bishop is not present, s
him ; and there should be silence in the whole
36. Of the first-fruits of the earth, and of hall, and they should all pray in his behalf, and
vows.9
say,O God,stablish
him whom Thou hastpre37-When a bishopcelebrates
theholycorn-paredforus,etc.
reunion
(Synaxis),
'°thepresbyters
who standby
Canon Third..Prayerin behalfof him who
him shouldbe clothed
inwhite."
ismade bishop,
andtheordinance
oftheMissa.
.6
38.That no one oughttosleepon thenightO God,theFatherofourLord JesusChrist,
the
oftheresurrection
of ourLord JesusChrist.*"
Fatherof mercies,
and theGod ofallconsolation,
etc.
CANONS OF THE CHURCH
OF ALEXANDRIA.
Canon Fourth. Of the ordination of a presWRONGLY
ASCRIBED
TO
HIPPOLYTUS.
z3
byter.
I_ thename of theFather,
and theSon,and
Canon Fifth.Of theconstituting
a deacon.
theHoly Spirit,
Amen. Those arethecanons Canon Sixth.Of thosewho havesuffered
for
of the Church,ordinances
which Hippolytus
thefaith.
CanonSeventh.Of him who iselected
reader
wrote,
by whom _e C_urehspeaketh;
and the and sub-deacon.
numberof them isthirty-eight
canons. Greet- Canon Eighth.Of thegift
of healings.
ingCanon
from the
Lord.
Canon Ninth. That a presbyter should not
First.
Of the Catholic faith. Before
dwell in unbefitting places _ and of the honour
all things should we speak of the faith, holy and
right, regarding our Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of widows.
of the living God ; and we liave consequently
Canon Tenth. Of those who wish to become
Nazarenes (Christians).
placed that canon in the faith (the symbol);
Canon Eleventh. Of him wh6 makes idols
and we agree in this with all reasonable certitude, that the Trinity is equal perfectly in honour, andCanon
images,
or the artificer.
TwelRh.
Of the prohibition of those
and equal in glory, and has neither beginning works, the authors of which are not to be renor end. The Word/r the SOn of God, and is
Himself the Creator of every creature, of things ceived but on the exhibition of repentance.
visible and invisible. This we lay down with one
Canon Thirteenth. Of a prince or a soldier,
accord, in opposition to those who have said :that they be not received indiscriminately.
boldly, that it is not right _ _peah of the Word
Canon Fourteenth. That a Nazarene may
of God as our Lord Jesus Christ spake. We not become a soldier unless by order.
come together chiefly to bring out the holy
Canon Fifteenth. Enumeration of workswhich
truth '_ regarding God; and we have separated areCanon
unlawful.
Sixteenth. Of him who has a lawful
, w,_.
wife, and takes another beside her.
, ub. _. oh.39_
Canon Seventeenth. Of a free-born woman,
4sUb.Ub"
_"_i'_.ch's./_'7,
,_and her duties. Of midwives, and of the sepJ Ub i,. =h._4,*_._ o-_
aration of men from women. Of virgins, that
|e., l_A_m.
_. U._ s_.
they should cover their faces and their heads.
•w_.
Canon Eighteenth.Of women in childbed,
9
Oroge.fia_.
Lib.ige.h.
as.
and of midwives
so [Symuds.-. Etuddatiou II.]

,,

_t_,k_, o_ t_
h m the_
,mrxo, .....
Canon Nineteenth. Of catechumens, and the
marne,W#_'_
c_a_,,,_,
___doa_,
revisor,
,sc_.l
Baptismandthe Missa.
_ u_.,ii_
_.:.,
v. _ ,_
......
ordinance of
_,foi.

AI_I.,P.

471L [Bunma, vol. ii..p-_l_.J _

,

u ['No_thi_mild

"
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Canon Twentieth. Of the fast the s/x days,
Canon Thirty-first. Of the bishop and presand of that of Lent.
byter bidding the deacons present the commuCanon Twenty-first. Of the daffy assembling nion.
of priests and peopleinthechurch.
Canon Thirty-second. Of virgins and widows,
Canon Twenty-second. Of the week of the that they should pray and fast in the church.
Jews' passover, wherein joy shall be put away, Let those who are given to the clerical order
and of what is eaten therein ; and of him who, pray according to their judgment. Let not a
being brought up abroad, is ignorant of the bishop be bound to fasting but with the clergy.
Calendar.*
And on account of a feast or supper, let him
Canon Twenty-third. Of doctrine, that it prepare for the poor.4
should be continuous, greater than the sea, and
Canon Thirty-third. Of the Atalmsas (the
that its words ought to be fulfilled by deeds,
oblation), which they shall present for those who
Canon Twenty-fourth. Of the bishop's visita- are dead, that it be not done on the Lord's day.
tion of the sick ; and that if an infirm man has
Canon Thirty-fourth.
That no one speak
prayed in the church, and has a house, he should much, nor make a clamour; and of the entrance
go to him.
of the saints
intothe mansions of the faithful.
Canon Twenty-fifth. Of the procurator apCanon Thirty-fifth. Of a deacon present at
pointed for the sick, and of the bishop, and the a feast at which there is a presbyter present, m
times of prayer,
let him do his part in prayer and the breaking
Canon Twenty-sixth. Of the heasing of the of bread for a blessing, and not for the body ;
word in church, and of praying in it.
and of the discharge of widows.
Canon Twenty-seventh. Of him who does
Canon Thirty-sixth. Of the first-fruits of the
not come to church daily,-- let him read books ; earth, and the first dedication of them ; and of
and of prayer at midnight and cock-crowing, presses, oil, honey, milk, wool, and the like, which
and of the washing of hands at the time of any may be offered to the bishop for hm blessing.
prayer.
Canon Thirty-seventh. As often as a bishop
Canon Twenty-eighth. That none of the be- takes of the sacred mysteries, let the deacons
lievers should taste anything, but after he has and presbyters be gathered together, clothed in
takenthesacredmysteries,
especially
inthedays whiterobes,
brilliant
intheviewof allthepeoof fasting,
ple; andinlike
mannerwitha reader.
Canon Twenty-ninth.
Of thekeepingofob- Canon Thirty-eighth.
Of thenighton which
lations
which arelaidupon the altar,--that
ourLordJesusChrist
rose. That no one shall
nothing
fallinto
thesacred
chalice,
and that
noth-sleepon that
night,
andwashhimself
withwater;
ingfall
fromthepriests,
norfromtheboyswhen and a declaration
concerning
sucha one; and
theytakecommunion; thatan evilspirit
rulea declaration
concerning
him who sinsafter
them not, and that no one speak in the protec- baptism, and of things lawfitl and unlawful.
tion**except in prayer; and when the oblations
of the people cease, let psalms be read with all
The sacred canons of the holy patriarch Hipattention, even to the signal of the bell; and of polyms, the first patriarch of the great city of
the sign of the cross, and the casting of the dust Rome, S which he composed, are ended; and
of the altar into the pool._
the number of them is thirty-eight canons. May
Canon Thirtieth. Of catechumens and the the Lord help us to keep them. And to God
like.
be glory for ever, and on us be His mercy for
ever. Amen.
s Coam_ima, t_atum
. S_mctu*ry[_e,p.
4-4. W'_tlm_]
S [BzlisfifigmmQhlt_zrul_attuFby_in_

]

_,_dtlwp_*f_atal_fortlwpoor.
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ELUCIDATIONS.
I.
(The God-bearing Mary, p. _42.)

"Tins name" (Oeov6xo_),says Pearson, "was first in use in the Greek Church, which, delighting in the happy compositions of that language, so called the Blessed Virgin ; from which the
Latins, in imitation, styled her Virginem Dei_aram," etc ....
Yet those ancient Greeks which call
the Virgin Oeor6Ko_,
did not call her/L_rre'paI"o_®co_,"Mother of God." This was very different
to a pious ear, and rests on no synodical authority. The very learned notes of Pearson, On
Creed, pp. 297, 299, should by all means be consulted. Leo of Rome, called "the Great," seems
to have coined the less orthodox expression, relying on Holy Scripture, indeed, in the salutation
of Elisabeth (Luke L 43). This term has been sadly abused for Mariolatry.

II.
(Synaxis,p.257.)
It seems to me worth while to quote a few words from the new and critical edition of Leighton's
Works, which should be consulted for fuller information.' The editor says : "Leighton uses a
word for the Holy Communion which is worth noting, because it is rarely used by /_stern tkeolo_a_."
The word Synaxis is but a Christianized form of the word Synago_e; but, like the
word Kc_voJv_,it points to Christ's mystical body, -- "gathering together in one the children of
God." Synaxis = o-w_TeLE[__v. It sums up the idea, "We, being many, are one Bread and
one Body, for we are all partakers of that one Bread." Compare John xi. 52 and z Cor. x. z5.
St. Chrysostom calls the Synaxis _p_o_c_r_q, which is a very different thing from m_ime
_'emenda, as applied to the modern "Mass," in behalf of which it is quoted. For Chrysostom
applies it to the parh'dpah'on of the "Synaxis," and not to the "oblation," much less to the
"Host" as an object of adoration, of which he never heard or dreamed. He calls "the Synaxis"
Shudde_l (to borrow a word.from the Germans), because the unworthy recipient, in the Synaxis,
eats and drinks his own condemnation. _ One must ever be on his guard against the subtlety
which reads into the Fathers modern ideas under ancient phrases.3 Precisely so Holy Scripture
itself is paraphrased into Trent doctrine, as in Acts xifi. • the Louvain versionists rendered the
text, "And while tlu,y offered _e sacrifice _ _e Mass and fasted."
z Leighton, _m,'/u, editedby"West, of Naim, vol. vi. p. _3, no_ London,Longnmns,
x87o.
= z Cox.x_._--_. _
¢videadyhu jn viewthe=lpozde's
a.,Xument,
basedontheCoznmu as a S,l,_z,x_,toldnot o= its
_,'e_v't _ espect_
s Memdlmm's
Z.i_sv'3 Poh'cyqf fist CAurc_ q/r_om_ (_._im), and _ thooldworko_J_,e_ Omtl_ C_
q/S_'#_
Co,,_ila, amtFat_tr_, a new udidon. London: Pa_k_, z_43.
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[A.v. 2oo-_58. ] If Hippolytus reflects the spirit of Iren_us in all his wrjtln_, it is not
remarkable. He was the spiritual son of the great Bishop of Lyons, and deeply imbued with the
family character imparted to his disciples by the blessed presbyter of Patmos and Ephesus. But
while Cyprian is the spiritual son and pupil of Tertullian, we must seek his characteristics and the
key to his whole ministry in the far-off See and city where the disciples were first called Christians.
Cyprian is the Ignatius of the West. We see in his works how truly historical are the writings of
Ignatius, and how diffused was his simple and elementary system of organic unity. It embodies
no hierarchical assumption, no "lordship over God's heritage," but is conceived in the spirit of
St. Peter when he disclaimed all this, and said, "The presbyters who are among you I exhort, who
am also a presbyter."
Cyprian was indeed a strenuous asserter of the responsibilities of his
office ; but he built upon that system universallyrecognised by the Great Councils, which the popes
and their adherents have ever laboured to destroy. Nothing can be more delusive than the idea
that the medimval system derives any support from Cyprian's theory of the episcopate or of
Church organization. His was the system of the universal parity and commtmity
of bishops.
Tn
his scheme the apostolate was perpetuated in the episcopate, and the/_esby_ra_
was an apostolic institution, by which others were associated with bishops in all their functions as co-Fesby_rs,
but not in those reserved to the presidency of the churches. Feudal ideas imposed a very different system upon the simple framework of original Catholicity. But a careful study of that
primitive framework, and of the history of papal development, makes evident the following
propositions :_
L That Cyprian's _,
Ecclesia inE/,iscol_o, whatever else he may have meant by it, is an
aphoristic statement of the Nicene Constitutions. These were embedded in the Igna_an theory
of an episcopate without a trace of a papacy; and Cyprian's maxims had to be practically
destroyed in the West before it was possible to raise the portentous figure of a supreme pontiff,
and to subject the Latin churches to the entirely novel principle of Ecclesia in Pa_.
To this
novelty Cyprian's system is essentially antagonistic.
_. It will be seen that Cyprian, far from being the patron of ecclesiastical despotism, is the
expounder of early canons and constitutions, in the spirit of order and discipline, indeed, but
with the largest exemplification of that "liberty" which is manifested wherever "the Spirit of the
Lord" is operative. Cyprian is the patron and defender of the presbytery and of lay co-operation, as well as of the regimen of the episcopate. His letters illustrate the Catholic system as it
was known to the Nicene Fathers; but, of all the Christian Fathers, he is the most clear and
comprehensive in his conception of the body of Christ as an orgmfic whole, in which every
member has an honourable function., Populargovernment and representative government, the
legitimate power and place of the laity, the organization of the Christian jg,/_s into their faculty
as the &_'rA,_,es of St. Paul,* the development of synods, _n/_k
ad.f_,
-- all this is
embodied*in the Catholic system as Cyprian understood it.
z_.i-.,s,

x6:xC.or.xiLx,.._ Ibave_doebt th_oer*_____8
theorTmu
8u_kd_hls_d*_lmJqe,

" xC_e.a_Ld.
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3- The Orientals
'in largedegree,
evenundertheiryoke of bondageand the superstitiou
engendered
by their
decay,haveeveradheredtothisIgnatian
theory,
of which Cyprian
was the
greatexpounderin theWest_ whiletheterrible
schismof theninthcentury,
which removed
theWest fromtheNicenebasis,
andplacedtheLatinchurches
upon thefoundation
of theforged
Decretals,"
waseffected
by ignoring
theCyprianic
maxims,and thenby a practical
pulverizing
of
their
fundamental
principle
of unity.Thischangeinvolved
a subversion
of theprimitive
episcopate,
an annihilation of the rights of the presbytery, and a total abasement of the laity ; in a
word, the destruction of synodical constitutions and of constitutional freedom.
4- The constitutional primacy, of which Cyprian was an early promotor, had to be entirely
destroyed by decretalism before the papacy could exist.
Gregory the Great stood upon the
Cyprianic base when he pronounced the author of a scheme for a "universal bishopric" to be a
forerunner- of Antichrist. It was the spirit of the Decretals to substitute the fictitious idea of a
divine supremacy in one bishop and one See, for the canonical presidency of a bishop who was
only_timus inter _oares.
5. Hence the Cyprianic system has ever been the great resource of the "Gallicans against
the Ultramontanes" in the cruel but most interesting history of the West. From the Council of
Frankfort to our own times Cyprian's spirit is reflected in Hincmar, in Gerbert, in the Gallican
eanonists, in De Mare.a, in Bossuet, in Launoy, in Dupm, in Pascal, in the Jansenists (Augustinians), and by the Old Catholics in their late uprising against the dogmatic triumph of Ultmmontanism. Nobody can understand the history of Latin Christianity without mastering the
system of Cyprian, and comprehending the entirely hostile and uncathollc system of the
Decretals.
6. I am not anxious to conceal the fact that I profoundly sympathize with the free spirit, the
true benignity, and the moral purity which are everywhere reflected in the writings of Cyprian. If
ever American Romanism becomes sufficiently enlightened and purified to comprehend this great
Carthaginian Father, and to speak in his tones to the Bishop of Rome, a glorious reformation of
this allen religion wilt be the result ; and then we may comprehend the mysterious Providence
which has transferred to these shores so many subjects of the despotism of the Vatican. Meanwhile the student of the Ante-Nicene Fathers will not be slow to perceive that he has, in the
eight volumes of this series, all that is needful to disarm Romanism, to refute its pretensions, and
to direct honest and truth-loving spirits in the Roman Obedience to the door of escape opened
by l_llinger and his associates in the "Old Catholic" effort for the restoration of the Latin
churches. Let us "speak the truth in love," and pray the Lord to bless this and every endeavour
to promote and to ._anctifythe spirit of enJightened research after the "pattern in the mount."
For "thus saith the Lord, Stand ye in the ways, and see and ask for the old paths :" _-_ _Xa'ta
/_/. The following INTRODUCTION,
from the Edinburgh editor, supplies further answers to in.
quiry, and suffices to elucidate the subjoined narrative of Pontius.
is known of the early history of Thascius Cyprian (born probably about 2oo A.D.) until
the period of his intimacy with the Carthaginian presbyter Cmcilius, which led to his conversion
246. That he was born of respectable parentage, and highly educated for the profession of
a rhetorician, is all that can be said with any degree of certainty. At his baptism he assumed the
name of his Mend Ca_cilius, and devoted himself, with all the energies of an ardent and vigorous
mind, to the study and practice of Christianity.
His ordination and his elevation to the episcopate rapidly followed his conversion. With some
resistance on his own part, and not without great objections on the part of older presbyters, who
saw themselves huperseded by his promotion, the popuhr urgency constrained him to accept the
office of Bishop of Carthage (A.D. 248), which he held until his martyrdom (A.D. 258 ).
:.$,,Omm6e'sgxixadtlm,

p. 9_

s Ofwhich,_,ia_duddatlo_

SeeOuetg_p. 383.
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The writings of Cyprian, apart from their intrinsic worth, have a very considerable historical
interest and value, as illustrating the social and religious feelings and usages that then prevailed
among the members of the Christian community. Nothing can enable us more vividly to realize
the intense convictions w the high-strained enthusiasm-- which formed the common level of the
Christian experience, than does the indignation with which the prelate denounces the evasions of
those who dared not confess, or the lapses of those who shrank from martyrdom. Living in the
atmosphere of persecution, and often in the immediate presence of a lingering death, the professors
of Christianity were nerved up to a wonderful contempt of suffering and of worldly enjoyment, and
saw every event that occurred around them in the glow of their excited imagination ; so that many
circumstances were sincerely beheved and honestly recorded, which will not be for a moment
received as true by the calm and critical reader. The account given by Cyprian in his treatise on
the Lapsed z may serve as an illustration. Of this Dean Milman observes: "In what a highwrought state of enthusiasm must men have been, who could relate and believe such statements
asmiraculous
l"a
Beforebeingadvancedtotheepiscopate,
Cyprianhadwritten
hisEpistle
to Donatusshortly
after
hisbaptism(A.D.
246); histreatise,
or fragmentof a treatise,
on theVanityof Idols
; and
histhreebooksof Testimonies
againgt
theJews. Inthefollowing
translation
theorderof Migne
hasbeen adopted,
whichplacestheletter
to Donatus,as seems most natural,
first
among the
Epistles,
instead
of withtheTreatises.
The breaking
outof theDecianpersecution
(A.v.
25o) inducedCyprianto retire
intoconcealmentfora time; andhisretreat
gave occasion
toa sharpattack
upon hisconduct,
ina letter
fromtheRoman to the Caxtha_nian
clergy.3Duringthis
yearhc wrotemany letters
from his
placeof concealment
to theclergyand othersat Rome and at Carthage,
controlling,
warning,
directing,
and exhorting,
and in everyway maintaining
hisepiscopal
superintendence
in his
absence,
inallmatters
connected
withthewell-being
of theChurch.
The first
39 of theepistles,
excepting
theone to Donatus,
were probably
written
duringthe
periodof Cyprian's
retirement.
He appears
tohavereturned
to hispublicdutiesearly
inJune,
25L Then follow
many letters
beweenhimself
and Cornelius
bishopof Rome, and others,
on
subjects
connectedwiththeschismsof Novatian,
Novatus,
and Fclicissimus,
and withthe conditionof thosewho had been perverted
by them. The question
proposedin Epistle52 was
settled
intheCouncil
thatwasheldinMay,252; and thereference
to thatanticipated
decision
Emitsthedateof theletter
to aboutAprilin thesame year. In the53d Epistle,
Cyprianis
alluding
totheimpendingpersecution
ofGallus,
underwhichCornelius
wasbanished
inJuly,252.
The 56thEpistle
wasa letter
of congratulation
toCornelius
on hisbanishment;
and therefore
it
musthavebeenwritten
beforeSeptember14thin thatyear,
thedateof thedeathof Cornelius.
Lucius,
hissuccessor,
wasalsobanished,
andwas congratulated
on hisreturn
by Cyprianin Epistle57,whichtherefore
musthavebccnwritten
abouttheendofNovc_mber,
25a. The 59thEpistleisreferred
by BishopPearsontothebeginning
of theyear253.
Thereseemsnothing
to suggest
thedateof Epistles
6o and 6x,excepttheprobability
that
theywerewritten
during a timeof peace; and forthis
reasontheyarereferred
to thebeginning
of Cyprian's
episcopate,
beforetheoutbreak
of theDccianpersecution,
gD. 249. Itisusualto
assign
Epistle
64 tothesame year,
oratleast
toa veryearly
periodof Cyprian's
official
life;
but
itseemsscarcely
likely
thathisepiscopal
counsel
shouldhavebeensoughtby a brother
bishopin
a matter of practice, until he had had some experience ; and as it was probably written at a time
of peace, when discipline had become relaxed, the date 253 seems preferable. The 68th Epistle
is easily dated by the reference, on page 246, to an episcopate of six yeats' duration; and it must
therefore have been written in Am. 254. On the I4th September, Cyprian was banished to Curubis
by the Emperor Valerian. From his place of exile he wrote Epistle 76, which was replied to in
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Epistles 77, 78, and 79. Doubts are entertn_ned as to the date of Epistle 80, whether it should
be referred to A.V. 250 or 257. Pamelius prefers the latter date, on the ground that the Rogatianus to whom it is inscribed was one who survived the Decian persecution, and a younger man
than the one who, as he supposes, was declared to have suffered martyrdom at the date of this
Epistle.' This, however, seems very unsatisfactory; and the weight of authority is in favour of
the earlier date. The remaining Epistles are easily limited by their contents to the period immediately preceding Cyprian's martyrdom.
For the sake of uniformity, it has been thought well to adhere to the arrangement of Migne,
in the order of the Epistles as well as in their divisions. For the convenience of reference, however, the number of each Epistle in the Oxford edition is appended in a note. For a similar
reason, the general form of Migne's text has been used in the following translation ; but the use
of other texts and of preceding translations has not been rejected in the endeavour to approximate to the sense of the author. Moreover, such various readings as might suggest different
shades of meaning in doubtful passages have been given.
The Translator has only to add, that, as a rule, an exact rendering has been sought after,
sometimes in preference to a version in fluent English. But, except in cases where the corruption
or obscurity of the text seems insurmountable, the meaning of the writer is believed to be given
fairly and intellidgibly. The style of Cyprian, like that of his master Tertullian, is marked much
more by vehemence than perspicuity, and it is often no easy matter to give exact expression in
another language to the idea contained in the original text. Cyprian's Life, as written by his own
deacon Pontius, is subjoined.

NOTE

BY THE

AMERICAN

EDITOR."

IT is easy to speak with ridicule of such instances as Dean Milman here treats so philosophicaUy. But, lest believers should be charged with exceptional credulity, let us recall what the
father of English Deism relates of his own experiences, in the conclusion of his Autobiography:
"I had no sooner spoken these words (of prayer to the Deist's deity) but a loud though yet a
gentle noise came from the heavens, for it was like nothing on earth, which did so comfort and
cheer me, that I took my petition as granted, and that I had the sign I demanded ....
This,
how strange soever it may seem, I protest, before the eternal God, is true," etc. I__feofllerbert,
p. 52, Po2_ular Authors (no date).
London. From Horace Walpole's edition.
' P. 3s8,Ed. F,diabut_h.
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z. ALTHOUG_Z
Cyprian, the devout priest' and
glorious witness of God, composed many writings whereby the memory of his worthy name
survives ; and although the profuse fertility of
his eloquence and of God's grace so expands
itself in the exuberance and richness of his discourse, that he will probably never cease to
speak even to the end of the world ; yet, since
to his works and deserts it is justly due that his
example should be recorded in writing, I have
thought it well to prepare this brief and cornpendious narrative. Not that the life of so great
a man can be unknown to any even of the
heathen nations, but that to our posterity also
this incomparable and lofty pattern may be prolonged into immortal remembrance. It would
assuredly be hard that, when our fathers have
given such honour even to lay-people and carechumens who have obtained martyrdom, for
reverence of their very martyrdom, as to record
many, or I had nearly said, well nigh all, of the
circumstances of their sufferings, so that they
might be brought to our knowledge also who as
yet were not born, the passion of such a priest
and such a martyr as Cyprian should be passed
over, who, independently of his martyrdom, had
much to teach, and that what he did while he
lived should be hidden from the world. And,
indeed, these doings of his were such, and so
great, and so admirable, that I am deterred by
the contemplation of their greatness, and confess
myself incompetent to discourse in a way that
shall be worthy of the honour of his deserts, and
unable to relate such noble deeds in such a way
that they may appear as great as in fact they are,
except that the multitude of his glories is itself
sufficient for itself, and needs no other heraldry,
It enhances my difficulty, that you also are anxious to hear very much, or if it be :possible
'[_t_t_thec_i_t_.

s_,_s,i_r,=.l

AND
THE

MARTYR.

DEACON.

every thing, about him, longing with eager
warmth at least to become acquainted with his
deeds, although now his living words are silent.
And in this behalf, if I should say that the powers of eloquence fail me, I should say too little.
For eloquence itself fails of suitable powers fully
to satisfy your desire. And thus I am sorely
pressed on both sides, since he burdens me with
his virtues, and you press me hard with your
entreaties.
2. At what point, then, shall I begin, -- from
what direction shall I approach the description
of his goodness, except from the beginning of
his faith and from his heavenly birth? inasmuch
as the doings of a man of God should not be
reckoned from any point except from the time
that he was born of God. He may have had
pursuits previously, and liberal arts may have
imbued his mind while engaged therein; but
these things I pass over ; for as yet they had
nothing to do with anything but his secular advantage.
But when he had learned sacred
knowledge, and breaking through the clouds of
this world had emerged into the light of spiritual
wisdom, if I was with him in any of his doings,
if I have discerned any of his more illustrious
labours, I will speak of them ; only asking meanwhile for this indulgence, that whatever I shall
say too little (for too little I must _needs say)
may rather be attributed to my ignorance than
subtracted from his glory. While his faith was
in its first rudiments, he believed that before God
nothing was worthy in comparison of the observance of continency. For he thought that the
heart might then become what it ought to be,
and the mind attain to the full capacity of truth,
if he trod under foot the lust of the flesh with_
the robust and healthy vigour of holiness. Who
has ever recorded such a marvel? His second
birth had not yet enlightened the new man with
the entire splendour of the divine light, yet he
167
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was already overcoming the ancient and pristine presbyterate and the priesthood.s For who is
darkness by the mere dawning of the light, there that would not entrust every grade of honThen-- what is even greater-- when he had our to one who believed with such a disposition ?
learned from the reading of Scripture certain There are many things which he did while still
things not according to the condition of his no- a layman, and many things which now as a presviciate, but in proportion to the earliness of his byter he did--many things which, after the exfaith, he immediately laid hold of what he had amples of righteous men of old, and following
discovered, for his own advantage in deserving them with a close imitation, he accomplished
well of God.x By distributing his means for the with the obedience of entire consecration-- that
relief of the indigence of the poor, by dispensing deserved well of the Lord? For his discourse
the purchase-money of entire estates, he at once concerning this was usually, that ff he had read
realized two benefits,-- the contempt of this of any one being set forth with the praise of God,
world's ambition, than which nothing is more he would persuade us to inquire on account of
pernicious, and the observance of that mercy what doings he had pleased God. If Job, glowhich God has preferred even to His sacrifices, rious by God's testimony, was called a true worand which even he did not maintain who said shipper of God, and one to whom there was
that he had kept all the commandments of the none upon earth to be compared, he taught that
law ; whereby with premature swiftness of piety we should do whatever Job had previously done,
he almost began to be perfect before he had so that while we axe doing like things we may
learnt the way to be perfect. Who of the an- call forth a similar testimony of God for ourcients, I pray, has done this ? Who of the most selves. He, contemning the loss of his estate,
celebrated veterans in the faith, whose hearts and gained such advantage by his virtue thus tried,
ears have throbbed to the divine words for many that he had no perception of the temporal losses
years, has attempted any such thing, as this man even of his affection. Neither poverty nor pain
roof faith yet unskilled, and whom, perhaps, as broke him down; the persuasion of his wife did
yet nobody trusted -- surpassing the age of an- not influence him ; the dreadful suffering of his
tiquity, accomplished by his glorious and admira- iown body did not shake his firmness. His virble labours? No one reaps immediately upon l tue remained established in its own home, and
his sowing ; no one presses out the vintage har- [ his devotion, founded upon deep roots, gave way
vest from the trenches just formed; no one ever Iunder no onset of the devil tempting him to abyet sought for ripened fruit from newly planted Istain from blessing his God with a grateful faith
slips. But in him all incredible things concurred. ! even in his adversity. His house was open to
In him the threshing preceded (if it may be every comer. No widow returned from him
said, for the thing is beyond belieo --preceded with an empty lap ; no blind man was unguided
the sowing, the vintage the shoots, the fruit the by him as a companion ; none faltering in step was
root.
unsupported by him for a staff; none stripped
3. The apostle's epistle says 2 that novices of help by the hand of the mighty was not proshould be passed over, lest by the stupor of tected by him as a defender. Such things ought
heathenism that yet clings to their unconfirmed they to do, he was accustomed to say, who deminds, their untaught inexperience should in sire to please God. And thus lamning through
any respect sin against GOd. He first, and I the examples of all good men, by always imitatthink he alone, furnished an illustration that ing those who were better than others he made
greater progress is made by faith than by time. himself also worthy of imitation.
For although in the Acts of the Apostles s the
4- He had a close association among us with
eunuch is described as at once baptized by Philip, a just man, and of praiseworthy memory, by
because he believed with his whole heaxt, this is name C_ecilins, and in age as well as in honour
not a fair parallel. For he was a Jew? and as a presbyter, who had converted him from his
he came from the temple of the Lord he was worldly errors to the acknowledgment of the
reading the prophet Isaiah, and he hoped in true divinity. This man he loved with entire
Christ, although as yet he did not be][ieve that honour and all observance, regardin_ him with
He had come ; while the other, coming from an obedient veneration, not only as the friend
the ignorant heathens, began with a faith as ma- and comxade of his soul, but as the parent of
ture as that with which few perhaps have finished his new life. And at length he, influenced by
their course. In short, in respect of God's grace, his attentions, was, as well he might be, stimuthere was no delay, no postponement, w I have lated to such a pitch of excessive love, thatwhen
said but little,-- he immediately received the I he was departing from this world, and his sum......
]moils was at hand, he commended to him his
s [SLLuke_,:3$.
Creature-_,_tlsn_tlmldied,
but, thmugh)_rhc _ anrl t-l_/Irlr_n.
_
th_f
him
whom he had
I T'tm. ill. 6.
a Acre vlii. 37.
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made a partner in the fellowship of his way of gloomy, nor his affability excessive, but a minlife, he afterwards made the heir of his affection gled tempering of both ; so that it might be
5. It would be tedious to go through individ- doubted whether he most deserved to be revered
ual circumstances, it would be laborious to enu- or to be loved, except that he deserved both to
merate all his doings.. For the proof of his good be revered and to be loved. And his dress was
works I think that this one thing is enough, that not out of harmony with his countenance, being
by the judgment of God and the favour of the itself also subdued to a fitting mean. The pride
people, he was chosen to the office of the priest- of the world did not inflame him, nor yet did
hood and the degree of the episcopate while still an excessively affected penury make him sordid,
a neophyte, and, as it was considered, a novice, because this latter kind of attire arises no less
Although still in the early days of his faith, and from boastfulness, than does such an ambitious
in the untaught season of his spiritual life, a frugality from ostentation. But what did he as
generous disposition so shone forth in him, that bishop in respect of the poor, whom as a carealthough not yet resplendent with the glitter of chumen he had loved? Let the priests of piety
office, but only of hope, he gave promise of en- consider, or those whom the teaching of their
tire trustworthiness for the priesthood that was very rank has trained to the duty of good works,
coming upon him. Moreover, I will not pass or those whom the common obligation of the
over that remarkable fact, of the way in which, Sacrament has bound to the duty of manifesting
when the entire people by God's inspiration love. Cyprian the bishop's cathedra received
leapt forward in his love and honour, he humbly such as he had been before,--it did not make
withdrew, giving place to men of older standing, him so.•
and thinking himself unworthy of a claim to so
7. And therefore for such merits he at once
great honour, so that he thus became more obtained the glory of proscription also. For
worthy. For he is made more worthy who dis-!nothing else was proper than that he who in the
penses with what he deserves. And with this secret recesses of his conscience was rich in
excitement were the eager people at that time the full honour of religion and faith, should moreinflamed, desiring with a spiritual longing, as the over be renowned in the publicly diffused report
event proved, not only a bishop, m for in him of the Gentiles. He might, indeed, at that
whom then with a latent foreboding of divinity time, in accordance with the rapidity wherewith
they were in such wise demanding, they were he always attained everything, have hastened to
seeking not only a priest,m but moreover a the crown of martyrdom appointed for him,
future martyr. A crowded fraternity was be- especially when with repeated calls he was fresieging the doors of the house, and throughout quently demanded for the lions, had it not been
all the avenues of access an anxious love was needful for him to pass through all the grades
circulating. Possibly that apostolic experience of glory, and thus to arrive at the highest, and
might then have happened to him, as he desired, had not the impending desolation needed the
of being let down throngh a window, had he aid of so fertile a mind. For conceive of him
also been equal to the apostle in the honour of as being at that time taken away by the dignity
ordination.' It was plain to be seen that all of martyrdom. Who was there to show the
the rest were expecting his coming with an anx- advantage of grace, advancing by faith? Who
ious spint of suspense, and received him when was there to restrain virgins to the fitting dishe came with excessive joy. I speak unwillingly, cipline of modesty and a dress worthy of holibut I must needs speak. Some resisted him, ness, as if with a kind of bridle of the lessons of
even that he might overcome them ; yet with the Lord? Who was there to teach penitence
what gentleness, how patiently, how benevolently to the lapsed, truth to heretics, unity to schishe gave them indulgence I how mercifully he matics, peacefulness and the law of evangelical
forgave them, reckoning them aRerwards, to the prayer to the sons of God? By whom were the
astonishment of many, among his closest and blaspheming Gentiles to be overcome by retortmost intimate friends I For who would not be ing upon themselves the accusations which they
_,ed
at the forgetfulness of a mind so reten- heap upon us? Bywhom were Christians of too
tire ?
tender an affection, or, what is of more impor6. Henceforth who is sufficient to relate the tance, of a too feeble faith in respect of the loss
manner in which he bore himself?-- what pity of their friends, to be consoled with the hope of
was his? what vigour? how great his mercy? futurity? Whence should we so learn mercy?
how greathisstrictness?
So much sanctity
and whence patience?Who was thereto restrain
gracebeamed fromhisfacethatitconfoundedtheillbloodarising
fromtheenvenomedmaligtheminds of thebeholders.Hiscountenancenityof envy,withthesweetness
ofa wholesome
wasgraveand joyous.Neitherwashisseverity
remedy? Who wasthere
toraise
up suchgreat
• [Nordom k make uymmm.
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martyrs by the exhortation of his divine discour_ ? Who was there, in short, to animate so
many confessors sealed with a second inscription
on their distinguished brows, and reserved alive
for an example of martyrdom, kindling their
ardour with a heavenly trumpet ? Fortunately,
fortunately it occurred then, and truly by the
Spirit's direction, that the man who was needed
for so many and so excellent purposes was withheld from the consummation of martyrdom. Do
you wish to be assured that the cause of his
withdrawal was not fear? to allege nothing else,
he did suffer subsequently, and this suffering he
assuredly would have evaded as usual, if he had
evaded it before. It was indeed that fear-and rightly so- that fear which would dread
to offend the Lord m that fear which prefers to
obey God's commands rather than to be crowned
in disobedience. For a mind dedicated in all
things to God, and thus enslaved to the divine
admonitions, believed that even in suffering itself
it would sin, unless it had obeyed the Lord, who
then bade him sttk the place of concealment,
8. Moreover, I think that something may here
be said about the benefit of the delay, although
I have already touched slightly on the matter,
By what appears subsequently to have occurred,
it follows that we may prove that that withdrawal
was not conceived by human pusillanimity, but,
as .indeed is the case, was truly divine. The
unusual and violent rage of a cruel persecution
had laid waste God's people ; and since the artful enemy could not deceive all by one fraud,
wherever the incautious soldier laid bare his
side, there in various manifestations of rage he
had destroyed individuals with different kinds of
overthrow. There needed some one who could,
when men were wounded and hurt by the various
arts of the attacking enemy, use the remedy of
the celestial medicine according to the nature
of the wound, either for cutting or for cherishing
them. _us was preserved a man of an intelligence, besides other exceUences, also spiritually
trained, who between the resounding waves of
the opposing schisms could steer the middle
course of the Church in a steady path. Are not
such plans, I ask, divine ? Could this have been
done without God? Let them consider who
think that such things as these can happen by
chance. To them the Church replies with clear
voice, saying, "I do not allow and do not believe that such needful men are reserved without
the decree of God."
9- Still, if it seem well, let me glance at the
rest. Afterwards there broke out a dreadful
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shunning the contagion, impiously exposing their
own friends, as if with the exclusion of the person who was sure to die of the plague, one could
exclude death itself also. There lay about the
meanwhile, over the whole city, no longer bodies,
but the carcases of many, and, by the contemplation of a lot which in their turn would be
theirs, demanded the pity of the passers-by for
themselves. No one regarded anything besides
his cruel gains. No one trembled at the remembrance of a similar event. No one did to
another what he himself wished to experience.
In these circumstances, it would be a wrong to
pass over what the pontiff' of Christ did, who
excelled the pontiffs of the world as much in
kindly affection as he did in truth of religion.
On the people assembled together in one place
he first of all urged the benefits of mercy, teaching by examples from divine lessons, how greatly
the duties of benevolence avail to deserve well
of God. Then afterwards he subjoined, that
there was nothing wonderful in our cherishing
our own people only with the needed attentions
of love, but that he might become perfect who
would do something more than the publican or
the heathen, who, overcoming evil with good,
and practising a clemency which was like the
divine clemency, loved even his enemies, who
would pray for the salvation of those that persecure him, as the Lord admonishes and exhorts.
God continually makes His sun to rise, and from
time to time gives showers to nourish the seed,
exhibiting all these kindnesses not only to His
people, but to aliens also. And if a man professes to be a son of God, why does not he
imitate the example of his Father ? "It becomes
us," said he, "to answer to our birth ; and it is
not fitting that those who are evidently born of
God should be degenerate, but rather that the
propagation of a good Father should be proved
in His offspring by the emulation of His goodness."
to. I omit many other matters, and, indeed,
many important ones, which the necessity of a
limited space does not permit to be detailed in
more lengthened discourse, and concerning which
this much is sufficient to have been said. But
if the Gentiles could have heard these things as
they stood before the rostrum, they would probably at once have believed. What, then, should
a Christian people do, whose very name proceeds from faith? Thus the ministrations are
constantly distributed according to the quality
of the men and their degrees. Many who, by
the straitness of poverty, were unable to mani-
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a teacher, who would not press forward to be scribe a charming place ; and, for the present, I
found in some part of such a warfare, whereby pass over the addition of all possible delights.
he might please both God the Father, and Christ I_t us conceive of the place, filthy in situation,
the Judge, and for the present so exce]lent a squalid in appearance, having no wholesome
priest? Thus what is good was done in the water, no pleasantness of verdure, no neighbourhberality of overflowing works to all men, not ing shore, but vast wooded rocks between the
to those only who are of the household of faith, inhospitable jaws of a totally deserted solitude,
Something more was done than is recorded of farremoved m the pathless regions of the world.
the in,'.omparable benevolence of Tobias. He Such a place might have borne the name of
must forgive, and forgive again, and frequently exile, if Cyprian, the priest of God, had come
forgive ; or, to speak more truly, he must of thither ; although to him, if the ministrations of
right concede that, although very much might men had been wanting, either birds, as in the
he done before Christ, yet that something more case of Elias, or angels, as in that of Daniel,
might be done after Christ, since to His times would have ministered. Away, away with the
all fulness is attributed. Tobias collected together belief that anything would he wanting to the
those who were slain by the king and cast out, least of us, so long as he stands for the confesof his own race only.
sion of the name. So far was God's pontiff,
t I. Banishment followed these actions, so who had always been urgent in merciful works,
good and so benevolent. For impiety always from needing the assistance of all these things.
makes this return, that it repays the better with
I2. And now let us return with thankfulness
the worse. And what God's priest replied to to what I had suggested in the second place,
the interrogation of the proconsul, there are that for the soul of such a man there was divinely
Acts which relate. In the meantime, he is ex- provided a sunny and suitable spot, a dwelling,
chided from the city who had done some good secret as he wished, and all that has before been
for the city's safety ; he who had striven that the promised to be added to those who seek the
eyes of the living should not suffer the horrors kingdom and righteousness of God. And, not
of the infernal abode ; he, I say, who, vigilant to mention the number of the brethren who
in the watches of benevolence, had provided-- visited him, and then the kindness of the citizens
oh wickedness! with unacknowledged goodness themselves, which supplied to him everything
m that when all were forsaking the desolate whereof he appeared to be deprived, I will not
appearance of the city, a destitute state and a pass over God's wonderful visitation, whereby He
deserted country should not perceive its many wished His priest in exile to be so certain of his
exiles. But let the world look to this, which passion that was to follow, that in his full conaccounts banishment a penalty. To them, their fidence of the threatening martyrdom, Curubis
country is too dear, and they have the same possessed not only an exile, but a martyr too.
name as their parents ; but we abhor even our For on that day whereon we first abode in the
parents themselves if they would persuade us place of banishment (for the condescension of
against God. To them, it is a severe punish- his love had chosen me among his household
ment to live outside their own city ; to the companions to a voluntary exile: would that he
Christian, the whole of this world is one home. could also have chosen me to share his passion !),x
Wherefore, though he were banished into a "there appeared to me," said he, "ere yet I was
hidden and secret place, yet, assoctated with the sunk in the repose of slumber, a young man of
affairsof his God, he cannot regard it as an exile, unusual staturo, who, as it were, led me to the
In addition, while honestly serving God, he is a pr_torium, where I seemed to myself to be led
stranger even in his own city. For while the before the tribunal of the proconsul, then sitting.
continency of the Holy Spirit restrains him from When he looked upon me, he began at once to
carnal desires, he lays aside the conversation of note down a sentence on his tablet, which I
the former man, and even among his fellow- knew not, for he had asked nothing of me with
citizens, or, I might almost say, among the the accustomed interrogation. But the youth,
parents themselves of his earthly life, he is a who was standing at his hack, very anxiously
stranger. Besides, although this might other-iread what had been noted down. And because
wise appear to be a punishment, yet in causes i he could not then declare it in words, he showed
and sentences of this kind, which we suffer for me by an intelligible sign what was contained in
the trial of the proof of our virtue, it is not a the writing of that tablet. For, with hand expunishment, because it is a glory. But, indeed, panded and flattened like a blade, he imitated
suppose banLahmentnot to be a punishment to the stroke of the accustomed punishment, and
us, yet the witness of their own conscience may expressed what he wished to be understood as
still attribute the Lastand worst wickedness to dearly as by speech, m I understood the future
those who can lay upon the innocent what they
think to be a punishment. I will not now de- _i_ ._-m.l
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sentence of my passion.
I began to ask and to lar in the Scriptures.
For Zachadas the priest,
beg immediately that a delay of at least one day because he did not believe the promise of a son,
should be accorded
me, until I should have made to him by the angel, became dumb ; so
arranged my property in some reasonable order, that he asked for tablets by a sign, being about
And when I had urgently repeated my entreaty, to write his son's name rather than utter it.
he began again to note down, I know not what, With reason, also in this case, where God's meson his tablet.
But I perceived from the calm- senger declared the impending passion of His
ness of his countenance
that the judge's mind ipriest rather by signs, he both admonished
his
was moved by my petition, as being a just one. Ifaith and fortified His priest.
Moreover, the
Moreover, that youth, who already had disclosed I ground of asking for delay arose out of his wish
to me the intelligence of my passion by gesture J to arrange his affairs and settle his will. Yet
rather than by words, hastened to signify repeat- _what affairs or what will had he to arrange, exedly by secret signal that the delay was granted !cept ecclesiastical concerns?
And thus that last
which had been asked for until the morrow, _delay was received, in order that whatever had
twisting his fingers one behind the other.
And to be disposed of by his final decision concernI, although
the sentence had not been read, ing the care of cherishing the poor might be
although I rejoiced with very glad heart with joy arranged.
And I think that for no other reason,
at the delay accorded, yet trembled so with fear and indeed for this reason only, indulgence was
of the uncertainty of the interpretation,
that the granted to him even by those very persons who
remains of fear still set my exulting heart beat-had
ejected and were about to slay him, that,
ing with excessive agitation."
being at hand, he might relieve the poor also
] 3. What could be more plain than this reve- who were before him with the final or, to speak
lation ? What could be more blessed than this more accurately, with the entire outlay of his last
condescension ? Everything was foretold to him stewardship.
And therefore, having so benevobeforehand which subsequently followed.
Noth- lently ordered matters, and so arranged them
ing was diminished of the words of God, nothing according to his will, the morrow drew near.
was mutilated of so sacred a promise.
Carefully
_4. Now also a messenger came to him from
consider each particular in accordance
with its the city from Xistus, the good and peace-making
announcement.
He asks for delay till the mot- priest, and on that account most blessed martyr.
row, when the sentence of his passion was under The coming executioner
was instantly looked
deliberation, begging that he might arrange his for who should strike through that devoted neck
affairs on the day which he had thus obtained,
of the most sacred victim ; and thus, in the daily
This one day signified a year, which he was expectation
of dying, every day was to him as
about to pass in the world after his vision.
For, if the crown might be attributed
to each.
In
to speak more plainly, after the year was expired, the meantime,
there assembled
to him many
he was crowned, on that day on which, at the eminent people, and people of most illustrious
commencement
of the year, the fact had been rank and family, and noble with the world's disannounced
to him.
For although we do not tinctions, who, on account of ancient friendship
read of the day of the Lord as a year in sacred with him, repeatedly urged his withdrawal ; and,
Scripture, yet we regard that space of time as due that their urgency might not be in some sort
in making promise of future things?
Whence hollow, they also offered .places to which he
is it of no consequence
if, in this case, under the might retire.
But he had now set the world
ordinary expression of a day, it is only a year aside, having his mind suspended upon heaven,
that in this place is implied, because that which and did not consent to their tempting persuais the greater ought to be fuller in meaning, sions.
He would perhaps even then have done
Moreover, that it was explained rather by signs what was asked for by so many and faithful
than by speech, was because the utterance
of friends, if it had been bidden him by divine
speech was reserved for the manifestation of the icommand.
But that lofty glory of so great a
time itsel£
For anything is usualiy set forth in man must not be passed over without armouncewords, whenever what is set forth is accom-merit,
that now, when the world was swelling,
plished.
For, indeed, no one knew why this had and of its trust in its princes breathing out hatred
been shown to him, until afterwards, when, on l of the name, he was instructing God's servants,
the very day on which he had seen it, he was as opportunity was given, in the exhortations o7
crowned.
Nevertheless,
in the meantime,
his 1the Lord, and was animating
them to tread
impending sui_efing
was cert_r_yknown by aR,'nnder footthe suffetlngs
of thislatesent
time by
but the exactday of his passionwas not spoken the contemplationof a gloryto come hereafter.
of by any of thesame,justas iftheywere igno- Indeed,suchwashisloveofsacreddiscourse,
that
rantof it. And, indeed,I findsomethingsimi- he wished thathisprayersinregardtohissuffering might be so answered,thathe would be put
x [s_ o,i_,,,,,_
or y_," voLiv._ sss.]
to death in the very act of speaking about God.
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xS. And these were the daily acts of a priest out the circuit of the world, the day shone upon
destined for a pleasing sacrifice to God, when, them with a brilliant sun. He went out from
behold, at the bidding of the proconsul, the off- the house of the officer, though he was the offc..._rwith his soldiers on a sudden came unex- cer of Christ and God, and was walled in on all
pectedly on him, mot
rather, to speak .more sides by the ranks of a mingled multitude.
And
truly, thought that he had come unexpectedly
such a numberless army hung upon his company,
on him, at his gardens,at his gardens, I say, as if they had come with an assembled troop to
which at the beginning of his faith he had sold, assault death itself.
Now, as he went, he had
and which, being restored by God's mercy, he to pass by the race-course.
And rightly, and as
would assuredly have sold again for the use of if it had been contrived on purpose, he had to
the poor, if he had not wished to avoid ill-will pass by the place of a corresponding
struggle,
from the persecutors.
But when could a mind who, having finished his contest, was running to
ever prepared
be taken unawares, as if by an the crown of righteousness.
But when he had
unforeseen attack?
Therefore now he went for- come to the pr_etorium, as the proconsul had
ward, certain that what had been long delayed not yet come forth, a place of retirement
was
would be settled.
He went forward with a lofty accorded him. There, as he sat moistened after
and elevated mien, manifesting cheerfulness
in his long journey with excessive perspiration
(the
his look and courage in his heart.
But being seat was by chance covered with hnen, so that
delayed
to the morrow, he returned from the even in the very moment of his passion he might
pra_torinm to the officer's house, when on a sud- enjoy the honour of the episcopate), 2 one of the
den a scattered rumour prevailed throughout all officers ("Tesserarius"),
who had formerly been
Carthage, that now Thascius was brought for- a Christian, offered him his clothes, as if he
ward, whom there was nobody who did not know might wish to change his moistened garments
as well for his illustrious fame in the honourable
for drier ones ; and he doubtless coveted nothopinion of all, as on account of the recollection
ing further in respect of his proffered kindness
of his most renowned work.
On all sides all than to possess the now blood-stained
sweat of
men were flocking together to a spectacle, to us the martyr going to God.
He made reply to
glorious from the devotion of faith, and to be him, and said, "We apply medicines to annoymourned over even by the Gentiles.
A gentle ances whlch probably to-day will no longer exist."
custody, however, had him in charge when taken Is it any wonder that he despised suffering in
and placed for one night in the officer's house ; body who had despised
death in soul?
Why
so that we, his associates and friends, were as should we say more?
He was suddenly anusual in his company.
The whole people in the nounced to the proconsul ; he is brought formeantime, in anxiety that nothing should be ward ; he is placed before him ; he is interrogated
done throughout the night without their knowl- as to his name.
He answers who he is, and
edge, kept watch before the officer's door.
The nothing more.
goodness of God granted him at that time, so
x 7. And thus, therefore, the judge reads from
truly worthy of it, that even God's people should his tablet the sentence which lately in the vision
watch on the passion of the priest.
Yet, per-he
had not read, m a spiritual sentence,
not
haps, some one may ask what was the reason of rashly to be spoken, m a sentence worthy of
his returning from the pr'_etorium to the officer, such a bishop and such a witness, a glorious senAnd some think that this arose from the fact, tence, wherein he was called a standard-bearer
that for his own part the proconsul was then un- of the sect, and an enemy of the gods, and one
willing.
Far be it from me to complain, in mat- who was to be an example to his people ; and
ters divinely ordered, of slothfulness or aversion that with his blood discipline would begin to be
in the proconsul.
Far be it from me to admit established.
Nothing could be more complete,
such an evil into the consciousness of a religious nothing more true, than this sentence.
For all
mind, as that the fancy of man should decide
the things which were said, although said by a
the fate of so blessed a ma.nyr.
But the mot- heathen, are divine.
Nor is it indeed to be
row, which a year before the divine condescenwondered at, since priests are accustomed
to
sion had foretold, required to be literally the prophesy of the passion.
He had been a standmorrow.,
_rd-beaxer, who was accustomed to teach conx6. At last that other day dawned m that des- icerning the bearing of Christ's standard ; he had
tined, that promised, that divine day-- which, i[ _een an enemy of the gods, who commanded
even the tyrant himself had wished to put off, the idols to be destroyed.
Moreover, he gave
he would not have had any power to do so ; the example to his friends, since, when many were
day rejoicing at the consciousness
of the future about to follow in a similar manner, he was the
martyr; and, the clouds being scattered through- first in the province to consecrate the first.fruits
x Thati_,Provldta__
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of martyrdom. And by his blood discipline began to be established ; but it was the discipline
of martyrs, who, emulating their teacher, in the
imitation of a glory like his own, themselves also
gave a confirmation to discipline by the very
blood of their own example,
x8. And when .he left the doors of the pr_torium, a crowd of soldiery accompanied him ;
and that nothing might be wanting in his passion,
centurions and tribunes guarded his side. Now
the place itself where he was about to suffer is
level, so that it affords a noble spectacle, with its
trees thickly planted on all sides. But as, by the
extent of the space beyond, the view was not
attainable to the confused crowd, persons who
favoured him had climbed up into the branches
of the trees, that there might not even be wanting to him (what happened in the case of
Zacch_us), that he was gazed upon from the
trees. And now, having with his own hands
hound his eyes, he tried to hasten the slowness
of the executioner, whose office was to _ield the
sword, and who with difficulty clasped the blade
in his failing right hand with trembling fingers,
until the mature hour of glorification strengthened the hand of the centurion with power
granted from above to accomplish the death of
the excellent man, and at length supplied him
with the permitted strength. O blessed people
of the Church, who as well in sight as m feeling,
and, what is more, in outspoken words, suffered
with such a bishop as theirs ; and, as they had
ever heard him in his own discourses, were
crowned by God the Judge I For although that
which the general wish desired could not occur,
viz., that the entire congregation should suffer at
once in the fellowship of a like glory, yet whoever under the eyes of Christ beholding, and in
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the hearing of the priest, eagerly desired to
suffer, by the sufficient testimony of that desire
did in some sort send a missive to God, as his
ambassador.
19. His passion being thus accomplished, it
resulted that Cyprian, who had been an example
to all good men, was also the first who in Africa
imbued his priestly crown' _i_ _lood of mar.
tyrdom, because he was the first who began to
be such after the apostles. For from the time
at which the episc.opal order is enumerated at
Carthage, not one is ever recorded;even of good
men and priests, to have come to suffering.
Although devotion surrendered to God is always
in consecrated men reckoned instead of martyrdom ; yet Cyprian attained even to the perfect
crown by the consummation of the Lord ; so
that in that very city in which he had in such
wise lived, and in which he had been the first
to do many noble deeds, he also was the first to
decorate the insignia _ of his heavenly priesthood with glorious gore- What shall I do now?
Between joy at his passion, and grief at still
remaining, my mind is dMded in different directions, and twofold affections are burdening a
heart too limited for them. Shall I grieve that
I was not his associate ? But yet I must triumph
in his victory. Shall I triumph at his victory?
Still I grieve that I am not his companion. Yet
still to you I must in simphcity confess, what you
also are aware of, that it was my intention to be
his companion. Much and excessively I exult
at his glory; but still more do I grieve that I
remained behind.
, [He was the first of the _a_ixct,
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EPISTLE
I.'
TO DONATUS.

fixed on me. With your mind as well as yore
ears you are altogether a listener ; and a listener,
too, with an eagerness proportioned
to your
ARGUMENT.--CYPRIAN
HAD PROMISED DONATUS
affection.
THAT HE WOULD HAVE A DISCOURSE WITH HIM
2. And yet, of what kind or of what amount
CONCERNINGTHINGS DIVINE, AND NOW BEING is anything that my mind is likely to communiR_tlm)ED
OF HIS PROMISE, HE FULFILS IT. cate to yours ? The poor mediocrity of my
COMMENDING
AT LENGTH
THE GRACE OF GOD shallow
understanding
produces a very limited
CONFERRED IN BAPTISM, HE DECLARES HOW harvest, and enriches the soil with no fruitful
HE HAD
BEEN CHANGED
THEREBY ; AND,
FI- deposits.
Nevertheless, with such powers as I
NALLY, POI_rriNo OUT THE ERRORS OF THE have, I will set about the matter ; for the subject
WORLD,
HE EXHORTS
TO CONTEMPT OF IT, itself on which I am about to speak will assist
AND TO READING
AND PRAYER.
me.
In courts of justice, in the public assembly,
i. C2ECILIUSCYPRIANto Donatus sends, greet- in political debate, a copious eloquence may be
ing. You rightly remind me, dearest Donatus ; the glory of a voluble ambition ; but in speakfor I not only remember my promise, but I con- ing of the Lord God, a chaste simplicity of
fess that this is the appropriate time for its fulfil- expression strives for the conviction
of faith
ment, when the vintage festival invites the mind rather with the substance, than with the powers,
to unbend in repose, and to enjoy the annual of eloquence.
Therefore accept from me things,
and appointed
respite of the declining year. 2 not clever but weighty, words, not decked up
Moreover, the place is in accord with the season, to charm a popular audience
with cultivated
and the pleasant aspect of the gardens harmo- rhetoric, but simple and fitted by thetr unvarnizes with the gentle breezes of a mild autumn nished truthfulness for the proclamation of the
in soothing and cheering the senses.
In such divine mercy.
Accept what is felt before it is
a place as this it is delightful to pass the day in spoken, what has not been accumulated
with
discourse, and, by the (study of the sacred)
tardy painstaking
during the lapse of years, but
parables,3 to train the conscience of the breast has been inhaled in one breath of ripening grace.
to the apprehension of the divine precepts.
And
3. While I was still lying in darkness and
that no profane intruder may interrupt our con- gloomy night, wavering hither and thither, tossed
verse, nor any unrestrained
clatter of a noisy about on the foam of this boastful age, and unhousehold disturb it, let us seek this bower? certain of my wandering steps, knowing nothing
The neighbouring
thickets ensure us solitude, of my real life, and remote from truth and light,
and the vagrant trailings of the vine branches I used to regard it as a difficult matter, and
creeping in pendent mazes among the reeds especially as difficult in respect of my character
that support them have made for us a porch of at that time, that a man should be capable of
vines and a leafy shelter.
Pleasantly here we being born again s--a
truth which the divine
clothe our thoughts in words ; and while we mercy had announced
for my salvation, -- and
gratify our eyes with the agreeable outlook upon that a man quickened to a new life in the laver
trees and vines, the mind is at once instructed
of saving water should be able to put off what
by what we hear, and nourished by what we see, he had previously been ; and, although retaining
although at the present time your only pleasure all his bodily structure, should be himself changed
and your only interest is in our discourse.
De- in heart and soul. "How," said I, "is such a
spising the pleasures of sight, your eye is now conversion possible, that there should be a sudden and rapid divestment of all which, either
t In the Oxford edition this eifistle is grveu among the treatises,
innate in us has hardened in the corruption of
at W_tm_ing, :ell. *'fatigamm."
s - F.Sutis" [ouF" Tha_k_,anSDay"=the"Vi=_ma.']
our material nature, or acquired by us has be4 [A lover oflpmtens and of nature. Tile religion of Chrht gave
aaewandlofUertmpulJetoluchummenivetzally.
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come inveterate by long accustomed use ? These let fear be the keeper of innocence, that the
things have become deeply and radically en- Lord, who of His mercy has flowed' into our
grained within us. When does he learn thrift hearts in the access of celestial grace, may be
who has been used to liberal banquets and vamp- kept by righteous submissiveness in the hostelry
tuous feasts? And he who has been glittering of a grateful mind, that the assurance we have
in gold and purple, and has been celebrated for gained may not beget carelessness, and so the
his costly attire, when does he reduce himself old enemy creep upon us again.
to ordinary and simple clothing ? One who has
5- But if you keep the way of innocence, the
felt the charm of the fasces and of civic honours way of righteousness, if you walk with a firm and
shrinks from becoming a mere private and in- steady step, if, depending on God with your
glorious citizen. The man who is attended by whole strength and with your whole heart, you
crowds of clients, and dignified by the numerous only be what you have begun to be, liberty and
association of an officious train, retards it as a power to do is given you in proportion to the
punishment when he is alone. It is inevitable, increase of your spiritual grace. For there is
as it ever has been, that the love of wine should not, as is the case with earthly benefits, any
entice, pride inflate, anger inflame, covetousness measure or stint in the dispensing of the heavdisquiet, cruelty stimulate, ambition delight, lust enly gift. The Spirit freely flowing forth is rehasten to ruin, with allurements that will not let strained by no limits, is checked by no closed
go their hold."
barrierswithin certain hounded spaces ; it flows
4. These were my frequent thoughts. For as perpetually, it is exuberant in its affluence. Let
I myself was held in bonds by the innumerable our heart only be athirst, and be ready to reerrors of my previous life, from which I did not ceive : in the degree in which we bring to it a
believe that I could by possibility be delivered, [ capacious faith, in that measure we draw from it
so I was disposed to acquiesce in my clinging an overflowing grace. Thence is given power,
vices, and because I despaired of better things, with modest chastity, with a sound mind, with a
I used to indulge my sins as if they were actually simple voice, with unblemished virtue, that is
parts of me, and indigenous to me. But after Iable to quench the virus of poisons for the healthat, by the help of the water of new birth, the ! ing of the sick, to purge out the stains of foolish
stain of former years had been washed away,and souls by restored health, to bid peace to those
a light from above, serene and pure, had been that are at enmity, repose to the violent, gentleinfused into my reconciled heart, -- after that, ness to the unruly,m by startling threats to force
by the agency of the Spirit breathed from hear-! to avow themselves the impure and vagrant
en, a second birth had restored me to a new spirits that have betaken themselves into the
man ; m then, in a wondrous manner, doubtful bodies of men whom they purpose to destroy,
things at once began to assure themselves to me, to drive them with heavy blows to come out of
hidden things to be revealed, dark things to be them, to stretch them out struggling, howling,
enlightened, what before had seemed difficult groaning with increase of constantly renewing
began to suggest a means of accomplishment, pain, to beat them with scourges, to roast them
what had been thought impossible, to be capable with fire : the matter is carried on there, but is
of being achieved ; so that I was enabled to not seen ; the strokes inflicted are hidden, but
acknowledge that what previously, being horn the penalty is, manifest. Thus, in respect of
of the flesh, had been living in the practice of what we have already begun to be, the Spirit
sins, was of the earth earthly, but had now begun that we have received possesses its own liberty
to be of Cood,and was animated by the Spirit of of action ; while in that we have not yet changed
holiness. You yourself assuredly know and recol- our body and members, the carnal view is still
lect as well as I do what was taken away from darkened by the clouds of this world. How
us, and what was given to us by that death of great is this empire of the mind, and what a
evil, and that life of virtue. You yourself know power it has, not alone that itself is withdrawn
this without my information. Anything like from the mischievous associations of the world,
boasting in one's own praise is hateful, although as one who is purged and pure can sufferno stain
we cannot in realty boast hut only be grateful of a hostile irruption, but that it becomes stnl
for whatever we do not ascribe to man's virtue greater and stronger in its might, so that it can
but declare to be the gift of God ; so that now rule over all the imperious host of the attacking
we sin not is the beginning of the work of faith, adversary with its sway I
whereas that we sinned before was the result of
6. But in order that the characteristics of the
human error. All our power is of God ; I say, divine may shine more brightly by the developof God. From Him we have life, from Him we merit of the truth, I will give you light to apprehave strength, by power derived and conceived hend it, the obscurity caused by sin being wiped
from Him we do, while yet in this world, foreknow the inchcations of thin all tO come. Only
, Or,"d_ma,'"iatd1."
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away. I will draw away the veil from the dark-" may well cause you grief and shame. It is the
hess of this hidden world. For a brief space tragic buskin which relates in verse the crimes
"conceive yourself to be transported to one of of ancient days. The old horrors2 of parricide
the loftiest peaks of some inaccessible mountain, and incest are unfolded in action calculated to
thence gaze on the appearances of things lying express the image of the truth, so that, as the
below you, and with eyes turned in various di-ages pass by, any crime that was formerly comrections look upon the eddies of the billowy mired may not be forgotten. Each generation
world, while you yourself are removed from is reminded by what it hears, that whatever has
earthly contacts, m you will at once begin to once been done may be done again. Crimes
feel compassion for the world, and with self- never die out by the lapse of ages ; wickedness
recollection and increasing gratitude to God, you is never abolished by process of time ; impiety
will rejoice with all the greater joy that you have is never buried in oblivion. Things which have
escaped it. Consider the roads blocked up by now ceased to be actual deeds of vice become
robbers, the seas beset with pirates, wars scat- examples. In the mimes, moreover, by the
tered all over the earth with the bloody horror teaching of infamies, the spectator is attracted
of camps. The whole world is wet with mutual either to reconsider what he may have done in
blood ; and murder, which in the case of an secret, or to hear what he may do. Adultery is
individual is admitted to be a crime, is called learnt while it is seen; and while the mischief
a virtue when it is committed wholesale. Ira-i having public authority panders to vices, the
punity is claimed tfor the wicked deeds, not on Imatron, who perchance had gone to the spectathe plea that they are guiltless, but because the Icle a modest woman, returns from it immodest.
cruelty is perpetrated on a grand scale.
I Still further, what a degradation of morals it is,
7. And now, if you turn your eyes and your I what a stimulus to abominable deeds, what food
regards to the cities themselves, you will behold for vice, to be polluted by histrionic gestures,
a concourse more fraught with sadness than any against the covenant and law of one's birth, to
solitude. The gladiatorial games are prepared, gaze in detail upon the endurance of incestuous
that blood may gladden the lust of cruel eyes. abominations ! Men are emasculated, and all
The body is fed up with stronger food, and the the pride and vigour of their sex is effeminated
vigorous mass of limbs is enriched with brawn in the disgrace of their enervated body ; and he
and muscle, that the wretch fattened for punish- is most pleasing there who has most completely
ment may die a harder death. Man is slangh- broken down the man into the woman. He
tered that man may be gratified, and the skill grows into praise by virtue of his crime; and
that is best able to kill is an exercise and an art. the more he is degraded, the more skilful he is
Crime is not only committed, but it is taught, considered to be. Such a one is looked upon
What can be said more inhuman, mwhat more oh shame! and looked upon with pleasure.
repulsive? Training is undergone to acquire the And what cannot such a creature suggest ? He
power to murder, and the achievement of tour- inflames the senses, he flatters the affections, he
der is its glory. What state of things, I pray drives out the more vigorous conscience of a
you, can that be, and what can it be like, in virtuous breast; nor is there wanting authority
which men, whom none have condemned, offer for the enticing abomination, that the mischief
themselves to the wild beasts--men of ripe age, may creep upon people with a less perceptible
of sufficiently beautiful person, clad in costly approach. They picture Venus immodest, Mass
garments? Living men, they are adorned for a adulterous ; and that Jupiter of theirs not more
voluntary death ; wretched men, they boast of supreme in dominion than in vice, inflamed with
their own miseries. They fight with beasts, not earthly love in the midst of his own thunders,
for their crime, but for their madness. Fathers now growing white in the feathers of a swan,
look on their own sons ; a brother is in the arena, now pouring down in a golden shower, now
and his sister is hard by ; and although a grand- breaking forth by the help of birds to violate
er display of pomp increases the price of the the purity of boys. And now put the question,
exhibition, yet, oh shame I even the mother will Can he who looks upon such things be healthypay the increase in order that she may be pres- minded or modest?
Men imitate the gods
ent at her own miseries. And in looking upon whom they adore, and to such miserable beings
scenes so frightful and so impious and so deadly, t their crimes become their religion.3
they do not seem to be aware that they are par-1 9. Oh, if placed on that lofty watch-tower
ricides with their eyes.
you could gaze into the secret places- if you
8. Hence turn your looks to the abominations, could open the closed doors of sleeping chamnot less to be deplored, of another kind of spec- bers, and recall their dark recesses to the pertacle.'
In thetheatres
alsoyouwill
beholdwhat ceptionof sight,--youwould beholdthings
z [Alas,
thatinthe modem _t_
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done by immodest persons which no chaste eye the culprit, in order that the accused may perish
could look upon; you would see what even to innocently. Crimes are everywhere common;
see is a crime ; you would see what people era- and everywhere in 'the multiform character of
bruted with the madness of vice deny that they sin, the pernicious poison acts by means of dehave done, and yet hasten to do,--men with graded minds. One man forges a will, another
frenzied lusts rushing upon men, doing things by a capital fraud makes a false deposition;
which afford no gratification even to those who on the one hand, children are cheated of their
do them. I am deceived if the man who is inheritances, on the other, strangers are endowed
guilty of such things as these does not accuse with their estates. The opponent makes his
others of them. The depraved maligns the charge, the false accuser attacks, the witness dedepraved, and thinks that he himself, though fames, on all redes the venal impudence of hired
conscious of the guilt, has escaped, as if con- voices sets about the falsification of charges,
sciousness were not a sufficient condemnation, while in the meantime the guilty do not even
The same people who are accusers in public are perish with the innocent. There is no fear about
criminals in private, condemning themselves at the laws ; no concern for either inquisitor or
the same time as they condemn the culprits ; judge ; when the sentence can be bought off for
they denounce abroad what they commit at money, it is not cared for. It is a crime now
home, willingly doing what, when they have among thc guilty to be innocent ; whoever does
done, they accuse, u a daring which assuredly not imitate the wicked is an offence to them.
is fitly mated with vice, and an impudence quite The laws have come to terms with crimes, and
in accordance with shameless people. And I whatever is public has begun to bc allowed.
beg you not to wonder at the things that persons What can be the modesty, what can be the inof this kind speak : the offence of their mouths tegrity, that prevails there, when there arc none
in words is the least of which they are guilty.*
to condemn the wicked, and one only meets with
xo. But aRer considering the public roads full hose who ought themselves to be condemned?
of pitfalls, aRer battles of many kinds scattered
xx. But that we may not perchance appear
abroad over the whole world, after exhibitions as if we were picking out extreme cases, and
either bloody or infamous, after the abomina- with the view of disparagement wcrc seeking to
tions of lust, whether exposed for sale in broth- attract your attention to those things whereof the
els or hidden within the domestic wails-- sad and revolting view may offend the gaze of a
abominations, the audacity of which is greater better conscience, I will now direct you to such
in proportion to the secrecy of the crime,-- things as the world in its ignorance accounts
possibly you may think that the Forum at least good. Among these also you will behold things
is free from such things, that it is neither exposed that will shock you. In respect of what you reto exasperating wrongs, nor polluted by the as- gard as honours, of what you consider the fasces,
sociation of criminals. Then turn your gaze in what you count affluence in riches, what you
that direction : there you will discover things think power in the camp, the glory of the purple
more odious than ever, so that thence you will in the magisterial office, the power of licence in
be more desirous of turning away your eyes, the chief command, m there is hiddcn the virus
although the laws are carved on twelve tables, of ensnaring mischief, and an appearance of
and the statutes are publicly prescribed on bra- smiling wickedness, joyous indeed, but the
zen tablets. Yet wrong is done in the midst of treacherous deception of hidden calamity. Just
the laws themselves ; wickedness is committed as some poison, in which the flavour having been
in the very face of the statutes ; innocence is medicated with sweetness, craftily mingled in
not preserved even in the place where it is de- its deadly juices, seems, when taken, to be an
fended. By turns the rancour of disputants ordinary draught, but when it is drunk up, the
rages ; and when peace is broken among the destruction that you have swallowed assails you.
togas,
stheForum echoeswiththemadnessof You see,forsooth,
thatman distinguished
by hls
strife.
Therecloseathandisthespearand the brilliant
dress,
glittering,
ashe thinks,
inhispursword, and the executioner also ; there is the ple. Yet with what baseness has he purchased
claw that tears, the rack that stretches, the fire this glitter ! What contempts of the proud has
thatburnsup,u more tortures
forone poor he had first
tosubmitto_.
wb_athaughtythreshhuman body than ithaslimbs.And in such oldshashe,asan early
courtier,
besieged
! How
cases who is there to help ? One's patron ? He many scornful footsteps of arrogant great men
makes a feint, and deceives. The judge ? But has he had to precede, thronged in the crowd
he sells his sentence. He who sits to avenge of clients, that by and by a similar procession
crimes commits them, and the judge becomes might attend and precede him with salutations,
a train waiting not upon his person, but upon
s [RoLi. _e,7. Themo,m_ c=entofthinehbo_ re..- his power I for he has no claim to be regarded
,thati,
imv_aia_ala_.v,ai_mt-,k--:l,,r...dm,ad.l_e,
for hisocharacter, but for his fasces. Of these,
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finally, you may see the degrading end, when the safeguard of watchful arms surrounds? They
the time-serving sycophant has departed, and have greater fear than others. A man is conthe hanger-on, deserting them, has defiled the strained to dread no less than he is dreaded.
exposed side of the man who has retired into a Exaltation exacts its penalties equally from the
private condition.' It is then that the mischiefs more powerful, although he may be hedged in
done to the squandered family-estate smite upon with bands of satellites, and may guard his perthe conscience, then the losses that have ex- son with the enclosure and protection of a numerhausted the fortune are known,- expenses by ous retinue. Even as he does not allow his
which the favour of the populace was bought, inferiors to feel security, it is inevitable that he
and the people's breath asked for with fickle and himself should want the sense of security. The
empty entreaties. Assuredly, it was a vain and power of those whom power makes terrible to
foolish boastfulness to have desired to set forth others, is, first of all, terrible to themselves. It
in the gratification of a disappointing spectacle, smiles to rage, it cajoles to deceive, it entices to
what the people would not receive, and what slay, it lifts up to cast down. With a certain
would ruin the magistrates,
usury of mischief, the greater the height of digI2. But those, moreover, whom you consider nity and honours attained, the greater is the
rich, who add forests to forests, and who, exclud- interest of penalty required.
ing the poor from their neighbourhood, stretch
I4. Hence, then, the one peaceful and trustout their fields far and wide into space without worthy tmnquillity, the one solid and firm and
any limits, who possess immense heaps of silver constant security, is this, for a man to withdraw
and gold and mighty sums of money, either in from these eddies of a distracting world, and,
built-up heaps or in buried stores, -- even in the anchored on the ground of the harbour of salvamidst of their riches those are torn to pieces by tion, to lift his eyes from earth to heaven ; and
the anxiety of vague thought, lest the robber having been admitted to the gift of God, and
should spoil, lest the murderer should attack, being already very near to his God in mind, he
lest the envy of some wealthier neighbour should may boast, that whatever in human affairs others
become hostile, and harass them with malicious esteem lofty and grand, lies altogether beneath
lawsuits. Such a one enjoys no security either his consciousness. He who is actually greater
in his food or in his sleep. In the midst of the than the world can crave nothing, can desire
banquet he sighs, although he drinks from a nothing, from the world. How stable, how free
jewelled goblet ; and when his luxurious bed from all shocks is that safeguard ; how heavenly
has enfolded his body, languid with feasting, in the protection in its perennial blessings,- to be
its yielding bosom, he lies wakeful in the midst loosed from the snares of this entangling world,
of the down ; nor does he perceive, poor wretch, and to be purged from earthly dregs, and fitted
that these things are merely gilded torments, for the light of eternal immortality! He will
that he is held in bondage by his gold, and that see what crafty mischief of the foe that prehe is the slave of his luxury and wealth rather viously attacked us has been in progress against
than their master. And oh, the odious blind- us. We are constrained to have more love for
ness of perception, and the deep darkness of what we shall be, by being allowed to know and to
senseless greed! although he might disburden condemn what we were. Neither for this purhimself and get rid of the load, he rather contin- pose is it necessary to pay a price either in the
ues to brood over his vexing wealth,--he goes way of bribery or of labour; so that man's
on obstinately clinging to his tormenting hoards, elevation or dignity or power should be begotten
From him there is no liberality to dependents, in him with elaborate effort; but it is a gratuino communication to the poor. And yet such tous gift from God, and it is accessible to all.
people call that their own money, which they As the sun shines spontaneously, as the day
guard with jealous labour, shut up at home as if gives light, as the fountain flows, as the shower
it were another's, and from which they derive no yields moisture, so does the heavenly Spirit inbenefit either for their friends, for their children, fuse itself into us. When the soul, in its gaze
or, in fine, for themselves. Their possession into heaven, has recognised its Author, it rises
amounts to this only, that they can keep others higher than the sun, and far transcends all this
fromImssessing
it;and oh,what a marvellous
earthly
power,and beginsto be thatwhich it
perversion
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in prayer as ia reading; now speak with GOd,
now let God speak with you, let Him instruct
Uin His precepts, let Him direct you. Whom
e has made rich, none shall make poor ; for,
in fact, there can be no poverty to him whose
breast has once been supplied with heavenly
food. Ceilings enriched with gold, and houses
adorned with mosaics of costly marble, will seem
mean to you, now when you know that it is you
yourself
rather to and
be perfected,
who
are ratherwho
to are
be adorned,
that that you
dwelling
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OF THEIR DUTY,
AND mS'TRuer THF.MWHATTO DO IN THE
_
oF THE LAPSED,DUm_O THE InTERVaL
or THE BISHOP'S
ABSENCE.
t. We have been informed by Crementius the
sub-deacon,
came tohas
usfor
from
you, that
the
blessed fatherwho
4 Cyprian
a certain
reason
withdrawn ; "in doing which he acted quite
rightly, because he is a person of eminence, and

in which God has dwelt as in a temple, in which because a conflict is impending," which God
has allowed in the world, for the sake of co-opthe Holy Spirit has begun to make His abode, erating with His servants in their struggle against
is of more importance than all others. Let us
embellish this house with the colours of inno- the adversary, and was, moreover, willing that
this conflict should show to angels and to men
cence, let us enlighten it with the light of jus- that the victor shall be crowned, while the vantice : this will never fall into decay with the wear
of age, nor shall it be defiled by the tarnishing quished shall in himself receive the doom which
of the colours of its walls, nor of its gold. What- has been made manifest to us. Since, moreover,
ever is artificially beautified is perishing; and it
devolves
appear to
placed
on
high,
in the upon
placeusofwho
a shepherd,
S tobekeep
watch
such thin t,s as contain not the reality of possessign afford no abiding assurance to their possessors. But this remains in a beauty perpetually
vivid, in perfect honour, in permanent splendour,
It can neither decay nor be destroyed; it can
only be fashioned into greater perfection when
the body returns to it.
z6. These things, dearest Donatus, briefly for
the present. For although what you profitably
hear delights your patience, indulgent in its goodhess, your well-balanced mind, and your assured
faith--and nothing is so pleasant to your ears
as what is plea_nt to you in God,--yet, as we
are associated as neighbours, and are likely to
talk together frequently, we ought to have some
moderation in our conversation ; and since this

over the flock ; if we be found
be said to us, as it was said to
also, who in such wise negligent
in charge, that "we have not

neglectful, it will
our predecessors
had been placed
sought for that

which
not up
corrected
the wanderer, was
and lost,
haveand
nothave
bound
that which
was
broken, but have eaten their milk, and been
clothed with their wool; ''6 and then also the
Lord Himself, fulfilling what had been written
in the law and the prophets, teaches, saying, "I
am the good shepherd, who lay down my life for
the sheep. But the hireling, whose own the
sheep are not, seeth the wolf coming, and leaveth the sheep, and fleeth, and the wolf scatter-

eth
them."
7 To
He speaks
"Lovest
thou
me?Simon,
He too,
answered,
I do thus
love:
is a holiday rest, and a time of leisure, whatever Thee. He saith to him, Feed my sheep." s We
remains of the day, now that the sun is sloping know that this saying arose out of the very cirtowards the evening,' let us spend it in gladness,
nor let even the hour of repast be without cumstance of his withdrawal, and the rest of the
heavenly grace. Let the temperate meal re- disciples did likewise.9
sound with psalms ;" and as your memory is tena_. We are unwilling, therefore, beloved brethcious and your voice musical, undertake this ren, that you should be found hirelings, but we
office, as is your wont. You will provide a better desire you to be good shepherds, since you are
entertainment for your dearest friends, if, while aware that no slight danger threatens you if you
we have something spiritual to listen to, the do
exhort
our brethren
to standbestedfast
in
the not
faith,
so that
the brotherhood
not ahsosweetness ot religious music charm our ears.
lutely rooted out, as being of those who rash
headlong into idolatry. Neither is it in words
EPISTLE II.3
only that we exhort you to this ; but you will be
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able to ascertain from very many who come to
you from us, that, God blessing us, we both have
done and still do all these things ourselves with
all anxiety and worldly risk, having before our
eyes rather the fear of God and eternal sufferings than the fear of men and a short-lived discomfort, not forsaking the brethren, but exhorting
them to stand firm in the faith, and to be ready
to go with the Lord. And we have even recalled
those who were ascending _ to do that to which
they were constrained.
The Church stands in
faith, notwithstanding
that some have been driven
to fall by very terror, whether that they were persons of eminence, or that they were afraid, when
seized, with the fear of man : these, however, we
did not abandon, although they were separated
from us, but exhorted them, and do exhort them,
tO repent, if in any way they may receive pardon
from Him who is able to grant it ; lest, haply, if
they should be deserted by us, they should become worse,
3. You see, then, brethren, that you also ought
to do the like, so that even those who have fallen
may amend their minds by your exhortation
and if they should be seized once more, may
confess, and may so make amends for their previous sin. And there are other matters which
are incumbent on you, which also we have here
added, as that if any who may have fallen into
this temptation begin to be taken with sickness,
and repent of what they have done, and desire
communion, it should in any wise be granted
them.
Or if you have widows or bedridden
people _ who are unable to maintain themselves,
or those who are in prisons or are excluded from
their own dwellings, these ought in all cases to
have some to minister to them.
Moreover, catechumens when seized with sickness ought not to
be deceived,3 but help is to be afforded them.
And, as matter of the greatest importance, if the
bodies of the martyrs and others be not buried,
a considerable
risk is incurred by those whose
duty it is to do this office.
By whomsoever of
you, then, and on whatever occasion this duty
may have been performed, we are sure that he
is regarded as a good servant, m as one who has
been faithful in the least, and will be appointed
ruler over ten cities.
May God, however, who
gives all things to them that hope in Him, grant
to us that we may all be found in these works,
The brethren who are in bonds greet you, as do
the elders, and the whole Church, which itself
also with the deepest anxiety keeps watch over
all who call on the name of the Lord.
And we
likewise beg you in your turn to have us in remembrance.
Know, moreover, that ]_ssianus
has come to us ; and we request of you who
z_
is to Ry," to thu Capitol to sacri_:_,"
R _mo_.
s i,._.z,u to tlsz impliat promhm of th_e.h,prol_,ratloa for b_m,
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have a zeal for God, to send a copy of this letter
to whomsoever you are able, as occasions may
serve, or make your own opportunities, or send
a message, that they may stand firm and stedfast
in the faith. We bid you, beloved brethren, ever
heartily farewell
EPISTLE

III.4

TO THE PRESBYTERS AND DEACONS ABIDING
AT ROME. A.Do25o.
ARGU._II_zVT. _THIS IS A F_ILIAR AND FRIENDLY
EPISTLE; SO THAT IT REQUIRES NO FOI_
ARGUMENT,ESPECIALLYAS IT CAN BE SUFFIc'm_tLY GATHEREDFROM THE TITLE ITSELF°
T_E LETTEROF THE ROMAN"
CLERGY,TO WHICH
CYPRIANIS R_VmG, IS Mk_StNO.
t. Cyprian to the elders and deacons, brethten abiding at Rome, sends, greeting.
When
the report of the departure of the excellent man,
my colleague,S was stili uncertain among us, my
beloved brethren, and I was wavering doubtfully
in my opinion on the matter, I received a letter
sent to me from you by Crementius
the subdeacon, in which I was most abundantly
informed of his glorious end ; and I rejoiced
greatly that, in harmony with the integrity of
his administration,
an honourable
consummation also attended him. Wherein, moreover, I
greatly congratulate
you, that you honour his
memory with a testimony so public and so illustrious, so that by your means is made known to
me, not only what is glorious to you in connection with the memory of your bishop, but what
ought to afford to me also an example of faith
and virtue.
For in proportion as the fall of a
bishop is an event which tends ruinously to the
fall of his followers, so on the other hand it is a
useful and helpful thing when a bishop, by the
firmness of his faith, sets himself forth to his
brethren as an object of imitation.
_. I have, moreover, read another epistle,6 in
which neither the person who wrote nor the persons to whom it was written were plainly declared ; and inasmuch as in the same letter both
the writing and the matter, and even the paper
itself, gave me the idea that something had been
taken away, or had been changed from the offginal, I have sent you back the epistle as it actually came to hand, that you may examine whether
it is the very same which you gave to Cremenfius
the sub-deacon, to carry.
For it is a very sellous thing if the truth of a clerical letter is cotrupted by any falsehood or deceit.
In order,
then, that we may know this, ascertain whether
40_ord_l.:

Ep. lx.

bishop. See Greek of 1_dlp q. 2S. He _s._ _am_.e m _
rim: such _ mmpk poatt_o_, al_m_zt_v¢ Dml_P_ Jg_.J
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the writing and subscription are yours, and write meek and humble in all things, as befits the ser
me again what is the truth of the matter. I bid wants of God, we ought to accommodate ouryou, dearest brethren, ever heartily farewell,
selves to the times, and to provide for quietness,
and to have regard to the people. I bid you,
EPISTLE IV.'
brethren, beloved and dearly longed-for, always
TO THE PRESBYTERSAND DEACONS.
heartily farewell ; and have me in remembrance.
Greet all the brotherhood. Victor the deacon,
ARGUMENT.CYPRIANEXHORTSHIS CLERGyand those who are with me, greet you. FareFROM HIS PLACE OF RETIREMENT,
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L Cyprian to the presbyters and deacons, his
beloved brethren, greeting. Being by the grace
of God in safety, dearest brethren, I salute you,
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rejoicing that I am informed of the prosperity of
all
in respect
yourdoes
safety
also;
and me
as
thethings
condition
of the of
place"
not
permit
to be with you now, I beg you, by your faith and
your religion, to discharge there both your own
office and mine, that there maybe nothing want-

t. Cyprian to the presbyters and deacons, his
brethren, greeting. I had wished indeed, beloved brethren, with this my letter to greet the
whole of my clergy in health and safety. But
since the stormy time which has in a great

icfgmeans,
either to
disciplinefor
or meeting
diligence.the In
respect
moreover,
expenses,
whether for those who, having confessed their
Lord with a glorious voice, have been put in
prison, or for those who are labouring in poverty
and want, and still stand fast in the Lord, I entreat that nothing be wanting, since the whole
of the small sum which was collected there was
distributed among the clergy for cases of that
kind, that many might have means whence they
could assist the necessities and burthens of individuals,
2. I beg also that there may be no lack, o4
your parts, of wisdom and carefulness to preserve
peace. For although from their affection the
brethren are eager to approach and to visit those
good confessors, on whom by their glorious beginnings the divine consideration has already
shed a brightness, yet I think that this eagerness
must be cautiously indulged, and not in crowds,
--not in numbers collected together at once,
lest from this very thing ill-will be aroused, and
the means of access be denied, and thus, while
we insatiably wish for all, we lose all. Take
counsel, therefore, and see that this may be
more safely managed with moderation, so that
the presbyters also, who there offer3 with the
confcmots, may one by one take turns with the
deacons ind:widually; because, by thus chan.
ging the persons and vaxying the people that
come together, suspioon is diminished. For,
t Oz_xled.:Ep.v,
• S._. _.,h_tt._t_._.t_,e,.--a_dC_.

measure
overwhelmed
my people,
has, moreover,
added this
enhancement
to my sorrows,
that it
has touched with its desolation even a portion
of the clergy, I pray the Lord that, by the divine
mercy, I may hereafter greet you at all events as
safe, who, as I have learned, stand fast both in
faith and virtue. And although some reasons
might appear to urge me to the duty of myself
hastening to come to you, firstly, for instance,
because of my eagerness and desire for you,
which is the chief consideration in my prayers,
and then, that we might be able to consult together on those matters which are required by
the general advantage, in respect of the government of the Church, and having carefully examined them with abundant counsel, might
wisely arrange them ; -- yet it seemed to me
better, still to preserve my retreat and my quiet
for a while, with a view to other advantages connected with the peace and safety of us all : -- of
which advantages an account will be given you
by our beloved brother Tertullus, who, besidee
his other care which he zealously bestows on
divine labours, was, moreover, the author of this
counsel ; that I should be cautious and moderate, and not rashly trust myself into the sight of
the public; and especially that I should beware
of that place where I had been so often inquired
for and sought after.
_. Relying, therefore, upon your love and your
piety, which I have abundantly known, in this
letter I both exhort and command you, that
those of you whose presence there is least sus-

,-@.i ,.e .ped m
(,,_.,4t*_gm_av._),i.*.,
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and Ep.
least
perilous, should in my stead
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discharge
my duty, in respect of doing those
things which are required for the religious administration.
In the meantime let the poor be
taken care of as much and as well as possible ;
but especially those who have stood with unshaken faith and have not forsaken Christ's flock,
that, by your diligence, means be supplied to
them to enable them to bear their poverty, so
that what the troublous time has not effected in
respect of their faith, may not be accomphshed
by want in respect of their afflictions.
Let a
more earnest care, moreover, be bestowed upon
the glorious confessors.
And although I know
that very many of those have been maintained
by the vow _ and by the love of the brethren,
yet if there be any who are in want either of
clothing or maintenance,
let them be supplied
with whatever things are necessary, as I formerly
wrote to you, while they were still kept in prison,
only let them know from you and be instructed, and learn what, according to the anthority of Scripture, the discipline of the Church
requires of them, that they ought to be humble
and modest and peaceable,
that they should
maintain the honour of their name, so that those
who have achieved
glory by what they have
testified, may achieve glory also by their characters, and in all things
seeking the Lord's
approval, may show themselves worthy, in" consummation
of their praise, to attain a heavenly
crown.
For there remains more than what is
yet seen to be accomplished,
since it is written,
"Praise not any man before his death; ''a and
again, "Be thou faithful unto death, and I will
give thee a crown of life." 3 And the Lord also
says, "He that endureth to the end, the same
shall be saved." 4 Let them imitate the Lord,
who at the very time of His passion was not
more proud, but more humble.
For then He
washed His disciples' feet, saying, "If I, your
Lord and Master, have washed your feet, )re
ought also to wash one another's feet.
For I
have given you an example, that ye should do
as I have done to you." s Let them also follow
the example of the Apostle Paul, who, after
often-repeated
imprisonment,
after scourging,
after exposures to wild beasts, in everything continued meek and humble ; and even after his
rapture to the third heaven and paradise, he did
not proudly arrogate anything to himself when
he said, "Neither
did we eat any man's bread
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8- These several matters, I pray you, suggest
to our brethren.
And as "he who humbleth
himself shall be exalted," 7 now is the time when
they should rather fear the ensnaring adversary t
who more eagerly attacks the man that is strongest, and becoming
more virulent, for the very
reason that he is conquered,ostrives
to overcome
his conqueror.
The Lord grant that I may soon
both see them again, and by salutary exhortation
may establish their minds to preserve their glory.
For I am grieved when I hear that some of them
run about wickedly and proudly, and give themselves up to follies or to discords ; that members
of Christ, and even members that have confessed
Christ, are defiled by unlawful concubinage, and
cannot be ruled either by deacons or by presbyters, but cause that, by the wicked and evil
characters
of a few, s the honourable glories of
many and good confessors are tarnished ;9 whom
they ought to fear, lest, being condemned
by
their testimony and judgment, they be excluded
from their fellowship.
That, finally, is the illustrious and true confessor, concerning whom afterwards the Church does not blush, but boasts.
4. In respect of that which our fellow-presbyters, Donatus and Formnatus, Novatus and Gordius, wrote to me, I have not been able to reply
by myself, since, from the first commencement
of my episcopacy, I made up my mind to do
nothing on my own private opinion, without
your advice and without the consent of the peopie. x° But as soon as, by the grace of God, I
shall have come to you, then we will discuss in
common, as our respective dignity reqtfires, those
things which either have been or are to be done.
I bid you, brethren beloved and dearly longedfor, ever heartily farewell, and be mindful of me.
Greet the brotherhood that is with you earnestly
from me, and tell them to remember me. Farewell.
EPISTLE
VI.x'
TO ROGATIANUS THE PRESBYTER,
AND THE
OTHER CONFESSORS. A.D._3o.
ARGUME2VT.--HE EXHORTSROOATIAmYS
Am) THE
OTHER CONFESSORSTO MAIm'Am DISClPLrm_.,
THAT NONE WHO HAD CONFESSEDCHRIST IN"
WORD SHOULDSEEMTO DENY HIM IN DEED;
CASUALLY
REBUKINGSOMEOF THEM, WHO, BEING EXILED ON ACCOUNTOF THE FAITH, WERE
NOT AFHAIOTO Rm'UR_ tmmODE2_ n,rro TItglR
COU_CrRY.

for nought, but wrought with labour and travail
t. Cyprian to the presbyter Rogatianus, and to
night
and
day,
that
we
might
not
be
chargeable
the
other confessors, his brethren, greeting.
I
to any of you." 6
_'Lukexiv. It.
t Itis thoughtthatCyprianherespeaksofanorderofmencalled] a [Strange.,
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had both heretofore, dearly beloved and bravest and conduct of all. For as the Jews were alienbrethren, sent you a letter, in which I congratu- [ ated from God, as those on whose account "the
lated your faith and virtue with exulting words, I name of God is blasphemed among the Genand now my voice has no other object, first of] tiles," 4 so on the other band those are dear to
all, than with joyous mind, repeatedly and always God through whose conformity to discipline the
to announce the glory of your name. For what name of GOd is declared with a testimony of
can I wish greater or better in my prayers than praise, as it is written, the Lord Himsclf foreto see the flock of Christ enlightened by the hon- Iwarning and saying, "Let your light so shine
our of your confession ? For although all the [ before men that they may see your good works
brethren ought to rejoice in this, yet, in the com- I and glorify your Father which is in heaven." s
mon gladness, the share of the bishop is the And Paul the apostle says, "Shine as lights in
greatest. For the glory of the Church is the glory the world.''6 And similarly Peter exhorts : "As
of the bishop.' In proportion as we grieve over strangers," says he, "and pilgrims, abstain from
those whom a hostile persecution has cast down, fleshly lusts, which war against the soul, having
in the same proportion we rejoice over you your conversation honest among the Gentiles ;
whom the devil has not been able to over- that whereas they speak against you as evil-doers,
come.
they may by your good works, which they shall
a. Yet I exhort you by our common faith, by behold, glorify the Lord." 7 This, indeed, the
the true and simple love of my heart towards greatest part of you, I rejoice to say, are careful
you, that, having overcome the adversary in this for; and, made better by the honour of your
first encounter, you should hold fast your glory confession itself, guard and preserve its glory by
with a brave and persevering virtue. We are i tranquil and virtuous lives.
still in the world ; we are still placed in the bat4. But I hear that some infect your number,
fie-field ; we fight daily for our lives. Care and destroy the praise of a distinguished name
must be taken, that after such beginnings as by their corrupt conversation ; whom you yourthese there should also come an increase, and selves, even as being lovers and guardians of
that what you have begun to be with such a your own praise, should rebuke and check and
blessed commencement should be consummated correcL For what a disgrace is suffered by your
in you. It is a slight thing to have been able name, when one spends his days in intoxication
to attain anything ; it is more to be able to keep j and debauchery, s another returns to that country
what you have attained ; even as faith itself and whence he was banished, to perish when arrested,
saving birth makes alive, not by being received, not now as being a Christian, but as being a
but by being preserved. Nor is it actually the criminal !9 I hear that some are puffed up and
attainment, but the perfecting, that keeps a man are arrogant, although it is written, "Be not highfor GOd. The Lord taught this in His instruc- minded, but fear : for if God spared not the
tion when He said, "Behold, thou art made natural branches, take heed lest He also spare
whole ; sin no more, lest a worse thing come unto not thee." *° Our Lord "was led as a sheep to
thee."* Conceive of Him as saying this also to the slaughter ; and as a lamb before her shearers
His confessor, "LO thou art made a confessor; is dumb, so He opened not His mouth." '* "I
sin no more, lest a worse thing come unto thee." am not rebellious," says He, "neither do I gainSolomon also, and Saul, and many others, so say. I gave my back to the smiters, and my
long as they walked in the Lord's ways, were cheeks to the palms of their hands. I hid not
able to keep the grace given to them. When my face from the filthiness of spitting." " And
the discipline of the Lord was forsaken by them, dares any one now, who lives by and in this very
grace also forsook them.
One, lift up himself and be haughty, forgetful,
3. We must persevere in the straight and nat- as wetl of the deeds which He did, as of the
row road of praise and glory; and since peace- commands which He left to us either by Himself
fulness and humility and the tranquillity of a or by HIS apostles ? But if "the servant is not
good life is fitting for all Christians, according to! greater than his Lord," ,3 let those who follow
the word of the Lord, who looks to none other
man than "to him that is poor and of a contrite
4 aom.a..4.
spirit, and that trembleth at" 3 His word, it the
J _.tt. v._6.
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the Lord humbly and peacefully and silently
tread in His steps, since the lower one is, the
more exalted he may become ; as says the Lord,
"He that is least among you, the same shall be
great.
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5- What, then, is that m how execrable should
it appear to youwhich I have learnt with extreme anguish and grief of mind, to wit, that
there are not wanting those who defile the temples of God, and the members sanctified after
confession and made glorious, 2 with a disgraceful
and infamous concubinage, associating their beds
promiscuously
with women's!
In which, even
if there be no pollution of their conscience,
there is a great guilt in this very thing, that by
their offence originate examples for the ruin of
others:
There ought also to be no contentions
and emulations among you, since the Lord left
to us His peace, and it is written, "Thou shalt
love thy neighbour as thyself."*
"But if ye
bite and find fault with one another, take heed
that ye be not consumed
one of another." s
From abuse and revilings also I entreat you to
abstain, for "revilers do not attain the kingdom
of God ; "6 and the tongue which has confessed
Christ should be preserved sound and pure with
its honour.
For he who, according to Christ's
precept, speaks things peaceable
and good and
just, daily confesses Christ.
We had renounced
the world when we were baptized ; but we have
now indeed renounced the world when tried and
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i. Cyprian to the presbyters and deacons, his
brethren ' greeting.
Although I know, brethren
beloved,
that from
the fear
which we urgent
all of us
owe to God,
you also
are instantly
in
continual petitions and earnest prayers to Him,
still I myself remind your religaous anxiety, that
in order to appease and entreat the Lord, we
must lament not only in words, but also with
fastings and with tears, and with every kind of
urgency.
For we must perceive and confess
that the so disordered
ruin arising from that
affliction, which has in a great measure laid
waste, and is even still laying waste, our flock,
has visited us according to our sins, in that we
do not keep the way of the Lord, nor observe
the heavenly commandments
given to us for our
salvation.
Our Lord did the will of His Father,
and we do not do the will of our Lord; eager
about our patrimony and our gain, seeking to
satisfy our pride, yielding ourselves wholly to
emulation and to strife, careless of simplicity and
faith, renouncing the world in words only, and
not in deeds, every one of us pleasing himself,
and displeasing
all others,9--therefore
we are
smitten as we deserve, since it is written : "And
that servant, which knoweth his master's will,
and has not obeyed his will, shall be beaten with
many stripes." ,o But what stripes, what blows,
do we not deserve, when even confessors, who
ought to be an example of virtuous life to others,
do not maintain discipline ? Therefore, while an
inflated and immodest boastfulness about their

approved by God, we leave all that we have,
and have followed the Lord, and stand and live
in His faith and fear.
6. Let us confirm one anofher by mutual exhortations, and let us more and more go forward
in the Lord ; so that when of His mercy He
shall have made that peace which He promises
to gave, we may return to the Church new and
almost changed
men, and may be received,
whether by our brethren or by the heathen,
in all things corrected
and renewed for the own
elates
some,anytortures
come confession
upon them,excessively
and tortures
without
cessabetter ; and those who formerly admired our t-ion of the tormentor, without any end of conglory in our courage may now admire the discipline in our lives:
I bid you, beloved breth- demnation,
without any comfort of death,ren, ever heartily farewell ; and be mindful of tortures
which
do not
easily
the
crown, but
wrench
them
on let
thethem
rack pass
until to they
me.
cause them to abandon their faith, unless some
one taken away by the divine compassion should
t Lukeix.48.
depart in the very midst of the torments, gaining
" Illustrata " The Oxford translation has " bathed in light."
glory, not by the cessation of his torture, but by
tmlvea,
s [That
yet, etc.
is, if they
Scc vol.
have iinot
p. actually
57-] committed the great sin them- the quickness
of his death.
4$ t_.....
2. These things we suffer by our own fault and
Matt. xxn. s.
306 Gal. v. t 5.

[See note 9, lit) rra ]

7 The foUowmg is found only m one Ms. Its gcmulne_
is there- our own deserving,
even
as the divine judgment
fox dousedby_ome:"And althoughI havemeatfol_ wrlt_nto has forewarned us, saying, "If they forsake my
our clergy, both lately when you were still kept in prison, and now
agmn, to supply whatc_mr was needful, eather for your clothing
or for your food, yetI myself have aim sent you from the small means
o_ my own which l had with mc,_Sopieces;and
another asol bad
SOxforded.:
Ep. xi. a.v a_o.
.
.
f
sent before. Victoralso, who fv_m a reader has become a dea9 [Compare, m former letters, stmdar com pl.am.ts,t_. whmh b r_
cCm,and is with me, sent you z75: But I rejokce" wh_. I know that notes are subjoined. And mark the honest simplicity ot mese comesman Z d our brethren of t_.'r _
are staving with each other, slons. _ Peter n. z3, x4, 15.J
awl Inl _id[n_, ymn' mme_ti_
with tlmtr eontn'butzo_s."
to Luke xn. 47-
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law and walk not in my judgments, if they profane my statutes and keep not my commandments, then will I visit their transgressions with
the rod, and their iniquities with stripes."*
It
is for this reason that we feel the rods and the
stripes, because we neither please God with good
deeds nor atone _ for our sins.
Let us of our
inmost heart and of our entire mind ask for
God's mercy, because He Himself also adds,
saying, "Nevertheless
my loving-kindness will I
not scatter away from them." 3 Let us ask, and
we shall receive ; and if there be delay and tardihess in our receiving, since we have grievously
offended, let us knock, because "to him that
knocketh also it shall be opened," 4 if only our
prayers, our groanings, and our tears, knock at
the door ; and with these we must be urgent
and persevering, even although prayer be offered
with one mind.5
3. For,--which
the more induced and constrained me to write this letter to you,--you
ought to know (since the Lord has condescended
to show and to reveal it) that it was said in a
vision, "Ask, and ye shall obtain."
Then, afterwards, that the attending people were bidden to
pray for certain persons pointed out to them,
but that in their petitions there were dissonant
voices, and wills disagreeing, and that this excessively displeased Him who had said, "Ask,
and ye shall obtain," because the disagreement
of the people was out of harmony, and there
was not a consent of the brethren one and sirepie, and a united concord ; since it is written,
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4- For there also was shown that there sate
the father of a family, a young man also being
seated at his right hand, who, anxious and somewhat sad with a kind of indignation, holding his
chin in his right hand, occupied his place with
a sorrowful look.
But another standing on the
left hand, ]:ore a net, which he threatened to
throw, m order to catch the people standing
round, x° And when he who saw marvelled what
this could be, it was told him that the youth
who was thus sitting on the right hand was saddened and grieved because his commandments
were not observed ; but that he on the left was
exultant because an opportunity was afforded
him of receiving from the father of the family
the power of destroying.
This was shown long
before the tempest of this devastation arose.
And we have seen that which had been shown
fulfilled; that while we despise the commandments of the Lord, while we do not keep the
salutary ordinances of the law that He has given,
the enemy was receiving a power of doing mischief, and was overwhelming, by the cast of his
net, those who were imperfectly armed and too
careless to resist.
5- Let us urgently pray and groan with continual petitions.
For know, beloved brethren,
that I was not long ago reproached with this also
in a vision, that we were sleepy in our prayers,
and did not pray with watchfulness;
and undoubtedly God, who "rebukes whom H e loves," H
when He rebukes, rebukes that He may amend,
amends that He may preserve.
Let us therefore

"God who,6maketh men to be of one mmd" m"a! strike off"and break away from the bonds of sleep,
house ;
and we read in the Acts of the Apos- I and pray with urgency and watchfulness, as the
ties, "And the multitude of them that believed I Apostle Paul bids us, saying, "Continue in prayer,
were of one heart and of one soul." 7 And the I and watch in the same." i_ For the apostles also
Lord has bidden us with His own voice, saying, ] ceased not to pray day and night ; and the Lord
"This
is my command, that ye love one an- also Himself, the teacher of our discipline, and
other." 8 And again, "I say unto you, that if the way of our example, frequently and watchtwo of you shall agree on earth as touching any- fully prayed, as we read in the Gospel : "He
thing that you shall ask, it shall be done for you went out into a mountain to pray, and continued
of my Father which is in heaven." 9 But if two all night in prayer to God." i3 And assuredly
of one mind can do so much, what might be what He prayed for, He prayed for on our beeffected if the unanimity prevailed among all ? half, since He was not a sinner, but bore the
But if, according
to the peace which our Lord sins of others.
But He so prayed for us, that in
g_ave us, there were agreement among all brethren
another place we read, "And the Lord said to
we should before this have obtained from the Peter, Behold, Satan has desired to sift you as
divine mercy what we. seek ; nor should we be wheat : but I have prayed for thee, that thy faith
wavering so long in this peril of our salvation fail not." _4 But if for us and for our sins He
and our faith.
Yes, truly, and these evils would both laboured
and watched
and prayed, how
not have come upon the brethren, if the brothermuch more ought we to be instant in prayers ;
hood had been animated with one spirit,
and, first of all, to pray and to entreat the Lord
Himself, and then through Him, to make satisr_ L_. 3o-_2.
faction to God the Father ! We have an advo2z Safidacunu_.
v_._.
33.
cate and an intercessor for our sins, Jesus Christ
4 Luke xi. zo.
I__

5 [A commeat on Luke xviik 3, c_l_r_,
with Ma_t. xviik z9.
.'_ r._c_u__j ¢v_ in the latter _.j
-6 l:_lx:vi_6.
[VtdgateandAnghcanPsaher_]
_ Ac_ iv. 3a.

io [Mt_r zhe maancr d Hennas.
xl Heb. xli. 6.
z2 Col./v. 2.

9e _

u Luke
vl. z_.3x, p.
z4
Luke xxiL

cv.
_ _ x9"
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the Lord and our God, if only we repent of our
sins past, and confess and acknowledge our sin_,
whereby we now offend the Lord, and for the
time to come engage to walk in His ways, and
to fear His commandments.
The Father corrects
and protects us, if we still stand fast in the faith
both in afflictions and perplexities, that is to say,
cling closely to His Christ ; as it is written, "Who
shall separate us from the love of Christ? Shall
tribulation, or distress, or persecution, or famine,
or nakedness, or peril, or sword ?" _ None of
these things can separate believers, nothing can
tear away those who are clinging to His body and
blood.
Persecution of that kind is an examination and searching out of the heart.
God wills
us to be sifted and proved, as He has always
proved His people ; and yet in His trials help
has never at any time been wanting to believers.
6. Finally, to the very least of His servants,
although placed among very many sins, and
unworthy of His condescension, yet He has condescended of His goodness towards us to cornmand:"
"Tell him," said He, "to be safe,
because peace is coming ; but that, in the meantime, there is a little delay, that some who still
remain may be proved."
But we are admonished
by these divine condescensions both concerning a
spare diet and a temperate use of drink ; to wit,
lest worldly enticement
should enervate the
breast now elevated with celestial vigour, or lest
the mind, weighed down by too abundant feasting, should be less watchful unto prayers and
supplication,
7. It was my duty not to conceal these special
matters, nor to hide them alone in my own consciousness, m matters by which each one of us
may be both instructed and guided.
And do
not you for your part keep this letter concealed
among yourselves, but let the brethren have it to
read.
For it is the part of one who desires that
his brother should not be warned and instructed,
to intercept those words with which the Lord
condescends to admonish and instruct us. Let
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are behind, whither the devil calls us back, but to
things which are before, whither Christ calls us.
Let us lift up our eyes to heaven, lest the earth
with its delights and enticements
deceive us.
Let each one of us pray God not for himself
only, but for all the brethren, even as the Lord
has taught us to pray, when He bids to each one,
not private prayer, but enjoined them, when they
prayed, to pray for all in common prayer and
concordant supplication.S
If the Lord shall behold us humble and peaceable ; if He shall see
us joined one with another ; if He shall see us
fearful concerning His anger ; if corrected and
amended by the present tribulation, He will
maintain us safe from the disturbances of the
enemy.
Discipline hath preceded ; pardon also
shall follow.
8. Let us only, without ceasing to ask, and
with full faith that we shall receive, in simplicity
and unanimity beseech the Lord, entreating not
only with groaning but with tears, as it behoves
those to entreat who are situated between the
ruins of those who waft, and the remnants of
those who fear ; between the manifold slaughter
of the yielding, and the little firmness of those
who still stand.
Let us ask that peace may be
soon restored ; that we may be quickly helped
in our concealments and our dangers ; that those
things may be fulfilled which the Lord deigns to
show to his servants, -- the restoration of the
Church, the security of our salvation ; after the
rains, serenity; after the darkness, light; after
the storms and whirlwinds, a peaceful calm ; the
affectionate aids of paternal love, the accustomed grandeurs of the divine majesty whereby
both the blasphemy of persecutors may be restrained, the repentance of the lapsed renewed,
and the stedfast faith of the persevering may
glory.
I bid you, beloved brethren, ever heartily
farewell ; and have me in remembrance.
Salute
the brotherhood in my name ; and remind them
to remember me. Farewell.

them know that we are proved by our Lord, and
EPISTLE
VIII. 6
let them never"fail of that faith whereby we have
once beheved in Him, under the conflict of this
TO THE MARTYRS AND CONFESSORS.
present affliction.
Let each one, acknowledging
ARGUMEN'T. mCYPRIAN, COMMENDING
THE AFRIhis own sins, even now put off the conversation
CAN MARTYRSMARVELLOUSLY
FOR THEIR CONof the old man.
"For no man who looks back
SrA_CY, V_aES THF_ TO PERSEVE_.SCE BY THE
as he putteth his hand to the plough is fit for
EY,._V_LE or THEm CO_,-_Ct_ MA_PALICUS.
the kingdom of God." 3 And, finally, Lot's wife,
who, when she was delivered, looked back in
Cyprian to the martyrs and confessors in Christ
defiance of the commandment,
lost the benefit our Lord and in God the Father, everlasting
of her escape.4
Let us look not to things which salvation.
I gladly rejoice and am thankful,
most brave and blessed brethren, at hearing of
P.am._. 3s.
your faith and virtue, wherein the Church, our
• [A_g_tothep_,r_trorh_-k
,. s_vul- Mother, glories.
Lately, indeed, she gloried,
gate _rdon of_.
l.xxxlx, z9, which Cyprian's,.dou._le_,
anticil_md. 1 Th_ _
o( #¢tt_d li'm¢# was pubhshed m .nsetLled
_;
and it w_ fuUilled bT the sudden and _
death of
in hls
Npuml the GoOL
Luke
ix. zxpedltiaa
6s.
4 C,,m. xix.,_

when, in consequence of an enduring confession,
S fS/_ng, "our Father," nc¢" my Fach_r_" VoL i. p. 6_.]
6 Odonted.:
Ep.x.A.o.:5o.
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that punishment was undergone which drove the flowing which might quench the blaze of perse.
confessors of Christ into exile ; yet the present cfition, which might subdue the flames of Geconfession is so much the more illustrious and henna with its glorious gore.* Oh, what a specgreater in honour as it is braver in suffering, tacle was that to the Lord, m how sublime, how
The combat has increased, and the glory of the great, how acceptable to the eyes of God in the
combatants has incresscd also. Nor were you allegiance and devotion of His soldiers ! As it
kept back from the struggle by fear of tortures, is written in the Psalms, when the Holy Spirit at
but by the very tortures themselves you were once speaks to us and warns us : "Precious in
more and more stimulated to the conflict; the sight of the Lord is the death of His saints."s
bravely and firmly you have returned with ready Precious is the death which has bought immordevotion, to contend in the extremest contest, tality at the cost of its blood, which has received
Of you I find that some are already crowned, the crown from the consummation of its virtues.
while some are even now within reach of the How did Christ rejoice therein ] How willingly
crown of victory ; but all whom the danger has did He both fight and conquer in such servants
shut up in a glorious company are animated to of His, as the protector of their faith, and giving
carry on the struggle with an equal and common to believers as much as he who taketh believes
warmth of virtue, as it behoves the soldiers of that he receives ! He was present at His own
Christ in the divine camp : that no allurements contest ; He lifted up, strengthened, animated
may deceive the incorruptible stedfastness of your the champions and assertors of His name. And
faith, no threats terrify you, no sufferings or tor- He who once conquered death on our behalf,
tares overcome you, because "greater is He that always conquers it in us. "When they," says
is in us, than he that is in the world ; "' nor is He, "deliver you up, take no thought what ye
the earthly punishment able to do more towards shall speak : for it shall be given you in that
casting down, than is the divine protection hour what ye shall speak. For it is not ye that
towards lifting up. This truth is proved by the speak, but the Spirit of your Father which speakglorious struggle of the brethren, who, having eth in you." 4 The present struggle has afforded
become leaders to the rest in overcoming their a proof of this saying. A voice filled with the
tortures, afforded an example of virtue and faith, Holy Spirit broke forth from the martyr's mouth
cOntending in the strife, until the strife yielded, when the most blessed Mappalicus said to the
being overcome. With what praises can I corn-proconsul in the midst of his torments, "You
mend you, most courageous brethren ? With shall see a contest to-morrow." And that which
what vocal proclamation can I extol the strength he said with the testimony of virtue and faith,
of your heart and the perseverance of your the Lord fulfilled. A heavenly contest was exfaith? You have borne the sharpest examina- hibited, and the servant of God was crowned in
tion by torture, even unto the glorious consum- the struggle of the promised fight. This is the
mation, and have not yielded to sufferings, but contest which the prophet Isaiah of old prerather the sufferingshave given way to you. The dieted, saying, "It shall be no light contest for
end of torments, which the tortures themselves you with men, since God appoints the struggle." s
did not give, the crown has given. The exami- And in order to show what this struggle would
nation by torture waxing severer, continued for be, he added the words, "Behold, a virgin shall
a long time to this result, not to overthrow the conceive and bear a son, and ye shall call His
stedfast faith, but to send the men of God more name Emmanuel." 6 This is the struggle of our
quickly to the Lord. The multitude of those faith in which we engage, in which we conquer,
who were present saw with admiration the hear- in which we are crowned. This is the struggle
enly contest,- the contest of God, the spiritual which the blessed Apostle Paul has shown to us,
contest, the battle of Christ,--saw that HIS ser- in which it behoves us to run and to attain the
rants stood with free voice, with unyielding mind, crown of glory. "Do ye not know," says he,
with divine virtue-- bare, indeed, of weapons of "that they which run in a race, run all indeed,
this world, but believing and armed with the but one receiveth the prize? So run that ye
weapons of faith. The tortured stood more may obtain." "Now they do it that they may
brave than the torturers j and the limbs, beaten receive a corruptible crown, but we an inco_and torn as they were, overcame the hooks that ruptible."7
Moreover, setting forth his own
bent and tore them. The scourge, often re-struggle, and declaring that he himself should
peated with all its rage, could not conquer
invincible faith, even although the membrane
• [Tt_ _ inthechu_hd S.St_ffi_Roto_ost Ro_.
which enclosed the entrails were broken, and it _'_-_m_
of_voat_.mpla_;
,_e '._p ofthe
_'w, _po0_ly
a_,
_ mo horn'_eto
butk_ aLlanswem
theiemm_
was no longer the limbs but the wounds of the o_ _t_,=. seeF_.x=_,. _/r,.]
servants of God that were tortured. Blood was
s4 Marl
_ c=,i.x_
x. _ ao,.
s Jolmiv.
4,

s 1._. vil. z3: _'de/.dua. Ui.g6.
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vii.
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soon be a sacrifice for the Lord's sake, he says, of absence, after glory, being received to flourish
"I am now ready to be offered, and the time in the praises of the Church. 0 blessed Church
of my assumption is at hand. I have fought a of ours, which the honour of the divine condegood fight, I have finished my course, I have seension illuminates, which in our own times the
kept the faith: henceforth there is laid tip for glorious blood of martyrs renders illustrious!
me a crown of righteousness, which the Lord, She was white before in the works of the breththe righteous judge, shall give me at that day ; ren ; now she has become purple in the blood
and not to me only, but unto all them also that of the martyrs. Among her flowers are wanting
love His appearing.".,
This fight, therefore, neither roses nor lilies. Now let each one strive
predicted of old by the prophets, begun by the' for the largest dignity of either honour. Let
Lord, waged by the apostles, Mappalicus prom- them receive crowns, either white, as of labours,
ised again to the proconsul in his own name or of purple, as of suffering. In the heavenly
and that of his colleagues. Nor did the faithful camp both peace and strife have their own flowvoice deceive in his promise ; he exhibited the ers, with which the soldier of Christ may be
fight to which he had pledged himself, and he crowned for glory. I bid you, most brave and
received the reward which he deserved. I not beloved brethren, always heartily farewell in the
only beseech but exhort the rest of you, that you Lord ; and have me in remembrance.
Fare ye
all should follow that martyr now most blessed, well.
and the other partners of that engagement,-EPISTLE IX.4
soldiers and comrades, stedfast in faith, patient TO THE CLERGY, CONCERNING
CERTAIN PRESin suffering, victors in tortures,that those
BYTERSWHO HAD RASHLY GRANTEDPEACE
who are united at once by the bond of confesTO THE LAPSEDBEFORETHE PERSECUTION
sion, and the entertainment of a dungeon, may
HAD BEEN APPEASED,
AND WITHOUT THE
also be united in the consummation of their virPRIVITY OF THE BISHOPS.
the and a celestial crown ; that you by your joy .a._CUM.eNT.--a_E AROt_z_rr OF Tins EPISTLE
may dry the tears of our Mother, the Church,
Is CONTAINED
INTHEFOLLOWING
WORDSOFTHE
who mourns over the wreck and death of very
xrrrH EPISTLE
:- "TO THE PRESBYTERS
AND
many ; and that you may confirm, by the provocation of your example, the stedfastness of
DEACOn,"HE SAYS,"WAS NOT WA_Cn_GTHE
others who stand also. If the battle shall call
VIOOtrR
OF THE PRIESTHOOD,
SO THAT SOME,
TOO LITTLE MINDFUL OF DISCIPLINE_ AND HASTY
you out, if the day of your contest shall come,
engagebravely,
fight
withconstancy,
asknowing WITHA
RASHPRECIPITATION,
WHO HAD ALREADY
BEGUN TO COMMUNICATE
WITH THE
LAPSED,
that you are fighting under the eyes of a present
WERECHECKED."
Lord, that you are attaining by the confession
of His name to His own glory ; who is not such
x. Cyprian to the presbyters and deacons, his
a one as that He only looks on His servants, but brethren, greeting. I have long been patient,
He Himself also wrestles in us, Himself is en- beloved brethren, hoping that my forbearing
gaged,-- Himself also in the struggles of our silence would avail to quietness. But since the
conflict not only crowns, but is crowned. But unreasonable and reckle§s presumption of some
if before the day of your contest, of the mercy is seeking by its boldness to disturb both the
of God, peace shall supervene, let there still honour of the martyrs, and the modesty of the
remain to you the sound will and the glorious confessors, and the tranquiUity of the whole
conscience? Nor let any one of you be sad- people, it behoves me no longer to keep silence,
dened as if he were inferior to those who before lest too much reticence should issue in danger
you have suffered tortures, have overcome the both to the people and to ourselves. For what
world and trodden it under foot, and so have danger ought we not to fear from the Lord's discome to the Lord by a glorious road. For the pleasure, when some of the presbyters, rememLord is the "searcher out of the reins and the bering neither the Gospel nor their own place,
hearts." 3 He looks through secret things, and and, moreover, considering neither the Lord's
beholds that which is concealed. In order to future judgment nor the bishop now placed over
merit the crown from Him, His own testimony them, claim to themselves entire authority,s--a
alone is sufficient, who will judge us. Therefore, thing which was never in any wise done under
beloved brethren, either case is equally lofty and our predcccssors,--with discredit and contempt
illustrious,--the former more secure, to wit, to of the bishop ?
hasten to the Lord with the consummation of
2. And I wish, if it could be so without the
our victory, _ the latter more joyous ; a leave sacrifice of om brethren's safety, that they could
make g.ood their clmm to all things ; I could disx tTEm. iv. 6-.a.
IfH,
conmlplatm tbepmu_1_omlNdlnE_.v_i.#R,_,"
aetetheindomitablesl_r*tw/thwhib-.h,

fgr_al_theChurch

_.
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semble and bear the discredit of my episcopal amined, and peace granted them,--when
our
authority, as I always have dissembled and borne Mother, the Church herself, should first have
it. But it is not now the occasion for dissimu- received peace for the Lord's mercy, and the
lating when our brotherhood is deceived by divine protection have brought me back to His
some of you, who, while without the means of Church,- yet these, disregarding the honour
restoring salvation they desire to please, become which the blessed martyrs with the confessors
a still greater stumbling-block to the lapsed, i maintain for me, despising the Lord's law and
For that it is a very great crime which persecu-that observance, which the same martyrs and
tion has compelled to be committed, they them- i confessors bid to be maintained, before the fear
selves know who have committed it ; since our of persecution is quenched, before my return,
Lord and Judge has said, "Whosoever shall con- almost even before the departure of the martyrs,
fess me before men, him will I also confess communicate with the lapsed, and offer and give
before my Father which is in heaven ; but who- them the eucharist : when even if the martyrs,
soever shall deny me, him will I also deny." ' in the heat of their glory, were to consider less
And again He has said, "All sins shall be for- carefully the Scriptures, and to desire anything
given unto the sons of men, and blasphemies ; more, they should be admonished by the presbut he that shall blaspheme against the Holy byters' and deacons' suggestions, as was always
Ghost shall not have forgiveness, but is guilty of done in time past.6
eternal sin." • ALso the blessed apostle has
4. For this reason the divine rebuke does not
said, "Ye cannot drink the cup of the Lord and cease to chastise us night nor day. For besides
the cup of devils ; ye cannot be partakers of the the visions of the night, by day also, the innoLord's table and of the table of devils."s
He cent age of boys is among us filled with the
who withholds these words from our brethren Holy Spirit, seeing in an ecstasy with their eyes,
deceives them, wretched that they are ; so that and hearing and speaking those things whereby
they who truly repenting might satisfy God, both the Lord condescends to warn and instruct us.7
as the Father and as merciful, with their prayers And you shall hear all things when the Lord,
and works, are seduced more deeply to perish ; who bade me withdraw, shall bring me back
and they who might raise themselves up fall the ag..ainto you. In the meanwhile, let those cermore deeply. For although in smaller sins sin- tam ones among you who are rash and incaunets may do penance for a set time, and accord- tious and boastful, and who do not regard man,
ing to the rules of discipline come to public at least fear God, knowing that, if they shall
confession/ and by imposition of the hand of persevere still in the same course, I shall use
the bishop and clergy receive the right of com- that power of admonition which the Lord bids
munion : now with their time still unfulfilled, me use ; so that they may meanwhile be withwhile persecution is still raging, while the peace held from offering,s and have to plead their
of the Church itself is not yet restored, they are cause both before me and before the confessors
admitted to communion, and their name is pre- themselves and before the whole people, when,
sented ; and while the penitence is not yet per- with God's permission, we begin to be gathered
formed, confession is not yet made, the hands together once more into the bosom of the Church,
of the bishop and clergy are not yet laid upon our Mother. Concerning this matter, I have
them, the eucharist is given to them ; although written to the martyrs and confessors, and to the
it is written, "Whosoever shall eat the bread and people, letters ; both of which I have bidden to
drink the cup of the Lord unworthily, shall be be read to you. I wish you, dearly beloved
guilty of the body and blood of the Lord." s
brethren and earnestly longed-for, ever heartily
3. But now they are not guilty who so little farewell in the Lord ; and have me in rememobserve the law of Scripture ; but they will be brance. Fare ye welL
guilty who are in office and do not suggest these
things to brethren, so that, being instructed by
EPISTLE X.9
those placed above them, they may do all things
with the fear of God, and with the observance TOSOUGHT
THE MARTYRS
AND
CONFESSORS
WHO
THAT PEACE
SHOULD
BE GRANTED
given and prescribed by Him. Then, moreover,
TO THE LAPSED.
they lay the blessed martyrs open to ill-will, and
involve the glorious servants of God with the dlCGUMENT.-- THE(X_ASIONOFTHISL_i-i_-,RIS
priest of God ; so that although they, mindful
¢_vm_ BELOWn_ _
xw. As Fou_ows:_
of my place, have directed letters to me, and
"wsm_ i FOtri_VTHATTHOSZWaO HAD POL_
have asked that their wishes should then be ex6 ICom'-'pare
TemdFam,AdMarey_,
w_Li_ p. 6_.1_
_[N_ _is_
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and o_par¢ _t._att.
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LUTEDTHEIR HANDSAND MOUTHSWITH SACRI- Who would not be eager to attain to his own
LEGIOUS Co_rrACT, OR _AD NO LESS INFECTED salvation ? But it is the duty of those placed
THEIR CONSCIENCEWITH WICKED CERTIFICATES,"over them to keep the ordinance, and to instruct
ETC.'
those that are either hurrying or ignorant, that
i. Cyprian to the martyrs and confessors, his those who ought to be shepherds
of the sheep
may not become their butchers.
For to conbeloved brethren, greeting.
The anxiety of my
situation and the fear of the Lord constrain me, cede those things which tend to destruction is to
my brave and beloved brethren,
to admonish
deceive.
Nor is the lapsed raised in this manyou m my letters, that those who so devotedly
ner, but, by offending God, he is more urged on
and bravely maintain the faith of the Lord should to ruin.
Let them learn, therefore, even from
also maintain the law and disciphne of the Lord. you, what they ought to have taught ; let them
For while it behoves all Christ's soldiers to keep reserve your petitions and wishes for the bishops,*
the precepts of their commander ; to you it is and let them wait for ripe and peaceable times
more especially fitting that you should obey His to give peace at your requests.
The first thing
precepts, inasmuch as you have been made an is, that the Mother should first receive peace
example to others, both of valour and of the from the Lord, and then, in accordance
with
fear of God.
And I had indeed believed that your wishes, that the peace of her children
the presbyters and deacons who are there present should be considered.
with you would admonish and instruct you more
3. And since I hear, most brave and beloved
fully concerning the law of the Gospel, as was brethren, that you are pressed by the shamelessthe case always in time past under my prede-ness
of some, and that your modesty suffers viocessors,
so that the deacons passing in and out lence ; I beg you with what entreaties I may,
of the prison controlled the wishes of the martyrs that, as mindful of the Gospel, and considering
what and what sort of things in past time your
by their counsels, and by the Scripture precepts.
But now, with great sorrow of mind, I gather predecess°rs the martyrs conceded, how careful
that not only the divine precepts are not sug- they were in all respects, you also should anxiously and cautiously weigh the wishes of those
gested
to
you
by
them,
but
that
they
are
even
rather restrained, so that those things which are who petition you, since, as friends of the Lord,
done by you yourselves, both in respect of God
with caution, and in respect of God's priest*
with honour, are relaxed by certain presbyters,
who consider neither the fear of God nor the
honour of the bishop.
Although you sent letters
to me in which you ask that your wishes should
be examined, and that peace should be granted
to certain of the lapsed as soon as with the end
of the persecution we should have begun to meet
with our clergy, and to be gathered together once
more ; those presbyters, contrary to the Gospel
law, contrary also to your respectful
petition,
before penitence was fulfilled, before confession
even of the gravest and most heinous sin was
made, before hands were placed upon the repentant by the bishops and clergy, dare to offer
on their behalf, and to give them the eucharist,
that is, to profane the sacred body of the Lord,
although it is written, "Whosoever
shall eat the
bread and drink the cup of the Lord unworthily,
shall be guilty of the body and blood of the
Lord." _
2. And to the lasped indeed pardon may be
granted in respect of this thing.
For what dead

and hereafter to exercise judgment with Him,
you must inspect both the conduct and the doings and the deserts of each one.
You must
consider also the kinds and qualities of their
sins, lest, in the event of anything being abruptly
and unworthily either promised
by you or done
by me, our Church s should begin to blush, even
before the very Gentiles.
For we are wsited
and chastened frequently,
and we are admonished, that the commandments
of the Lord may
be kept without corruption or violation, which I
find does not cease to be the case there among
you so as to prevent the divine judgment from
instructing very many of you also in the discipline of the Church.
Now this can all be done,
if you will regulate those things that are asked
of you with a careful consideration
of religion,
perceiving and restraining those who, by accepting persons, either make favours in distributing
your
or seek to make a profit of an unlawful benefits,
trade.
4. Concerning this I have written both to the
clergy and to the people, both of which letters I

have directed to be read to you. But you ought
also to bring back and amend that matter acperson would not hasten to be made alive ? cording to your diligence, in such a way as to
t That these were everywhere soliciting the martyrs, and were designate
those by name to whom you desire
alsocorraptingtheconf_sorswlthtmportunateaadexccssiveentreaty,
that peace should be granted.
For I hear that
so that, wnhout any dtstmction or exammauon of the mdividualsj
thousandso( cerluficateq
were Ktven,
agamsttheGospellaw,I wrote certificates are so given to some as that it is said,
letters m which I recalled by my advtce as much as possible the
martyrs and confessors to the Lord's commands.
{
2 [Another instance of thin word as applied to the bishop, _aT' [
4 [He refe_ to his comprovinoials, not arrogating all authorisy to
*_%g_.
,_3 m St.
_tu.]
_ himself.
Htppolytus,
s x C.or.xi.
a7. Chrysostom, De Sacerdot_-s [TheSee
African
Church 1.] x25, note 2, supra ]
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"Let such a one be received to communion
along with his friends," which was never in any
case done by the martyrs so that a vague and
blind petition should by and by heap reproach
upon us. For it opens a wide door to say," Such
a one with his friends ;" and twenty or thirty or
more, may be presented to us, who may be asserted to be neighbours and connections, and
freedmen and servants, of the man who receives
the certificate. And for this reason I beg you
that you will designate by name in the certificate
those whom you yourselves see, whom you have
known, whose penitence you see to be very near
to full satisfaction, and so direct to us letters in
conformity with faith and discipline. I bid you,
very brave and beloved brethren, ever heartily
in the Lord farewell ; and have me in remembrance. Fare ye well.

return to the Church, then the wishes of each
one shall be looked into in your presence, and
with your judgment.S
2. Yet I hear that certain of the presbyters,
neither mindful of"the Gospel nor considering
what the martyrs have written to me, nor reserving to the bishop the honour of his l>riesthood and of his dignity, have already begun to
communicate with the lapsed, and to offer on
their behalf, and to give them the eucharist,
when it was fitting that they should attain to
these things in due course. For, as in smaller
sins which are not committed against God, penitence may be fulfilled in a set time, and confeso
sion may be made with investigation of the life
of him who fulfils the penitence, and no one
can come to communion unless the hands of the
bishop and clergy be first imposed upon him ;
how much more ought all such matters as these
to be observed with caution and moderation, acEPISTLE XI.'
cording to the discipline of the Lord, in these
gravest and extremest sins! This warning, inTo THE PEOPLE.
deed, our presbyters and deacons ought to have
.,¢RGUMENT.--'rrm _n_-rAscV.ov Tam ta_rr_ m given you, that they might cherish the sheep
ALSOSUC,_m'rED
IN m,_rLE xrv. "AMONOT_E committed to their care, and by the divine au__oF_.v.ALSO,"HE SAYS,"I HAWZr)o_m WHATthority might instruct them in the way of obtain] COULDTO QUIETTI__.mMnCOS,
ANDHAVEIN- ing salvation by prayer. I am aware of the
peacefulness as well as the fear of our people,
Sa'RUCrED
THEMTO BE Rm'_mD IN V__CLml-who would be watchful in the satisfaction and
ASTICAL DISCIPLnq_"
the deprecation of God's anger, unless some of
i. Cyprian to his brethren among the people the presbyters, by way of gratifying them, had
who stand fast,2 greeting. That you bewail and deceived them.
grieve over the downfall of our brethren I know
3- Even you, therefore, yourselves, guide them
from myself, beloved brethren, who also bewail each one, and control the minds of the lapsed
with you and grieve for each one, and suffer and by counsel and by your own moderation, accordfeel what the blessed apostle said: "Who is ing to the divine precepts. Let no one pluck
weak," said he, "and I am not weak? who is the unripe fruit at a time as yet premature. Let
offended, and I burn not?"3 And again he has no one commit his ship, shattered and broken
laid it down in his epistle, saying, "Whether one with the waves, anew to the deep, before he has
member suffer, all the members suffer with it ; carefully repaired it. Let none be in haste to
or one member rejoice, all the members rejoice accept and to put on a rent tunic, unless he has
with it." 4 I sympathize with you in your suffer- seen it mended by a skilful workman, and has
ing and grief, therefore, for our brethren, who, received it arranged by the fuller. Let them
having lapsed and fallen prostrate under the se- bear with patience my advice, I beg. Let them
verityofthe persecution, have inflicted a like pain look for my return, that when by God's mercy I
on us by their wounds, inasmuch as they tear come to you, I, with many of my co-bishops,
away part of our bowels with them,_to
these being called together according to the Lord's
the divine mercy is able to bring healing. Yet discipline, 6 and in the presence of the confessors,
I do not think that there must be any haste, nor and with your opinion also, may be able to exthat anything must be done incautiously and amine the letters and the wishes of the blessed
immaturely, lest, while peace is grasped at, the martyrs. Concerning this matter I have written
divine indignation be more seriously incurred, both to the clergy and to the martyrs and conThe blessed martyrs have written to me about lessors, both of which letters I have directed to
certain persons, requesting that their wishes may be read to you. I bid you, brethren beloved
be examined into. When, as soon as peace is and most longed-for, ever heartily farewell in the
given to us all by the Lord, we shall begin to Lord ; and have me in remembrance. Fare ye
well.
i
J
J
4

O_
_1.: Ep, a_ii. A._ tSo_
[TI_ faith_i/ity.
Atcchaicale_/_inthamigiaal.j
_rCot. xL sg_
_ C._'. xiL _5.

.

..
. s [Here is a re_pi'tion
¢¢the lahFas ¢outtibu_
dalve acuon, x _,or. v. 4.J
.
6 [Elucidation I]I.; also lgnatim,, voL I. lx 6¢.l
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XII.x
TO THE CLERGY, CONCERNING THE LAPSED
AND CATECHUMENS, THAT THEY SHOULD
NOT BE LEFT WITHOUT SUPERINTENDENCE.
ARGUMENT.
OF
THE
IN THE

Lord be denied to those that are imploring the
divine favour.S I bid you, beloved brethren,
ever heartily farewell ; and remember me. Greet
the whole brotherhood
in my name, and remind
them and ask them to be mindful of me.
Fare
ye well.

m THE BURDEN
LETTER,
AS
SUCCEEDING
ONE_ OFIS THIS
FOUND
BELOW
XIVTH

EPISTLE.

HE
SAYS,
"WHEN
WHETHER
OF THEIR

"BUT

EPISTLE XlII.6
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SOME
OF
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OWN ACCORD,
OR

SUGGESTION
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ANY
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BROKE
WITH
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FORTH
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THE
CLERGY,
CONCERNING
THOSE
ARE 1N HASTE
TO RECEIVE
PEACE.
_o.
ARGUMENT.--PEACE
PENITENCE,
AND

WHO
250.

MUST BE ATTAINED THROUGH
PENITENCE
IS REALIZED
BY

WOULD
ENDEAVOUR,
BY A VIOLENT
EFFORT,
TO
THE PEACE
HAD BEEN
ISED EXTORT
TO
THEM
BY THETHAT
MARTYRS
AND PROMCON-

KEEPING
THE
COMMANDMENTS.
THEY
WHO
ARE OPPRESSED WITH SICKNESS, IF THEY ARE
RELIEVED BY THE SUFFRAGF_
OF THE MARTYRS,

FESSORS,"

MAY

ETC. 2

Cyprian to the presbyters and deacons, his
brethren, greeting.
I marvel, beloved brethren,
t.

that you have answered nothing to me in reply
to my many letters which I have frequently written to you, although as well the advantage as
the need of our brotherhood would certainly be
best provided for if, receiving information from
you, I could accurately investigate and advise
upon the management
of affairs.
Since, however, I see that there is not yet any opportunity
of coming to you, and that the summer has
already begun--a
season that is disturbed with
continual and heavy sicknesses,--I
think that
our brethren must be dealt with ; -- that they
who have received certificates from the martyrs,
and may be assisted by their privilege with God,
if they should be seized with any misfortune and
peril of sickness, should, without waiting for my
presence,
before any presbyter who might be
present, or if a presbyter should not be found
and death begins to be imminent, before even
a deacon, be able to make confession of their
sin, that, with the imposition of hands upon them
for repentance,
they should come to the Lord
with the peace which the martyrs have desired,
by their letters to us, to be granted to them.S
2. Cherish also by your presence the rest of
the people who are lapsed, and cheer them by
your consolation, that they may not fail of the
faith and of God's mercy.
For those shall not
be forsaken by the aid and assistance of the Lord,
who meekly, humbly, and with true penitence
have persevered in good works ; but the divine
remedy will be granted to them
hearers 4 also, if there are any
danger, and placed near to death,
lance not be wanting ; let not the

also.
To the
overtaken by
let your vigimercy of the

[_ Cot.ii. zo.)

4 n Audlenu'bus," #ell. cats._'...humens,

ADMfl'I'E_D
BE

KEPT

TO

BACK

PEACE_
UNTIL

BUT
THE

OTHERS

PEACE

OF

THE CHURCH IS SECURED.
x. Cyprian to the presbyters and deacons,
his brethren, greeting.
I have read your letter,
beloved brethren, wherein you wrote that your
wholesome counsel was not wanting to our brethren, that, laying aside all rash haste, they should
manifest a religious patience to God, so that
when by His mercy we come together, we may
debate upon all kinds of things, according to
the discipline of the Church, especially since it
is written, "Remember
from whence thou hast
fallen, and repent." 7 Now he repents, who,
remembering the divine precept, with meekness
and patience, and obeying the priests of God,
deserves well of the Lord by his obedience and
his righteous works.
2. Since, however, you intimate that some are
petulant, and eagerly urge their being received
to communion, and have desired in this matter
that some rule should be given by me to you, I
think I have sufficiently written on this subject
in the last letter that was sent to you, that they
who have received a certificate from the martyrs,
and can be assisted by their help with the Lord
in respect of their sins, if they begin to be oppressed with any sickness or risk ; when they
have made confession, and have received the
imposition of hands on them by you in acknowledgment of their penitence, should be remitted
to the Lord with the peace promised to them by
the martyrs.
But others who, without having
ireceived
any certificate
from
the not
martyrs,
are
envious s (since
this is the
cause
of a few,
nor of one church, nor of one province, but of
the whole world), must wait, in dependence
on
the protection of the Lord, for the public peace

t Oxford ed. : Ep. xvliL A.v. 250.
2 ,, Concerffmg this also I wrote trace to the c]©rgyt and corns
Imnded it to he tead tothem_ that for the mitlgation of thetr violence
e
tn any manner for the meanume, tf any who had received a certificate
7
fromthemart,jrswerc
departlng from thts life, having made confer,s
t_ and tecelved the hands imposed upon them for repentance, they were
*hoekl he remitted to the I_rd with the imace pmmlted them bytha

BE

ARE TO

[See tterma*, voL ii. p. x5, note 6.]
Oxforded.: Ep. xix. [Seeletterxxvii.
i_/ra.]
Rev. ii. _.
.
.
.
Facluntmvidmm:
".amlm_tang_l.-v_.
to us." _w_
eager to he received mto the Church .without certm._tes

tooUrk't.
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-x.ame:
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of the Church itself.
For this is suitable to the
modesty and the discipline, and even the life of
all of us, that the chief officers meeting together
with the clergy in the presence also of the people who stand fast, to whom themselves, moreover, honour is to be shown for their faith and
fear, we may be able to order all things with the
religiousness
of a common consultation.,
But
how irreligious is it, and mischievous,
even to
those themselves who are eager, that while such
as are exiles, and driven from their country, and
spoiled of all their property, have not yet returned to the Church, some of the lapsed should
be hasty to anticipate even confesSors themselves,
and to enter into the Church before them!
If
they are so over-anxious,
they have what they
require in their own power, the times themselves
offering them freely more than they ask. The
struggle is still going forward, and the strife is
daily celebrated.
If they truly and with constancy repent of what they have done, and the
fervour of their faith prevails, he who cannot be
delayed may be crowned.*
I bid you, beloved
brethren,
ever heartily farewell ; and have me
in remembrance.
Greet all the brotherhood
in
my name, and tell them to be mindful of me.
Fare ye well.
EPISTLE
TO

THE

PRESBYTERS

XIV.3
AND

DEACONS

ASSEM-

BLED AT ROME.
._RGUII_ENT._HE
GIVES AN ACCOUlCrOF HIS
WITHDRAWALAND OF THE THINGS WHICH HE
DID THEREIN, HAWNG SENT TO ROME FOR HIS
JUSTIFICATION,COPIES OF THE LETrERS WHICH
HE HAD WRI'VrEN
]_L_kKES USE OF THE

TO
HIS PEOPLE ; NAY,
HE
SAME WORDS WHICH
HE HAD

EMPLOYEDIN THEM.4
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that I could afford my brethren by my counsel,
according
to the Lord's precepts, in anything
that my poor abilities enabled me.
2. And what I did, these thirteen letters sent
forth at various times declare to you, which I
have transmitted to you ; in which neither counsel to the clergy, nor exhortation
to the confessors, nor rebuke, when it was necessary, to
the exiles, nor my appeals and persuasions to the
whole brotherhood,
that they should
entreat
the mercy of God, were wanting to the full extent that, according to the law of faith and the
fear of God, with the Lord's help, my poor abilities could endeavour.
But afterwards,
when
tortures came, my words reached both to our
tortured brethren and to those who as yet were
only imprisoned
with a view to torture,
to
strengthen and console them.
Moreover, when
I found that those who had polluted their hands
and mouths with sacrilegious contact, or had no
less infected their consciences with wicked certificates, were everywhere soliciting the martyrs,
and were also corrupting the confessors w_th importunate and excessive entreaties, so that, without any discrimination
or examination
of the
individuals themselves, thousands of certificates
were daily given, contrary to the law of the
Gospel, I wrote letters in which I recalled by my
advice, as much as possible, the martyrs and
confessors
to the
Lord's commands.
To the
presbyters and deacons also was not wanting the
vigour of the priesthood;S
so that some, too
little mindful of discipline, and hasty, with a rash
precipitation,
who had already begun to COrnmunicate with the lapsed, were restrained by my
interposition.
Among the people, moreover,
I
have done what I could to quiet their minds,
and have instructed them to maintain ecclesias-

i. Cyprian to his brethren the presbyters and
deacons assembled at Rome, greeting.
Having
ascertained, beloved brethren, that what I have
done and am doing has been told to you in a
somewhat garbled and untruthful manner, I have
thought it necessary to write this letter to you,
wherein I might give an account to you of my
doings, my discipline, and my diligence ; for, as
the Lord's commands
teach, immediately
the
first burst of the disturbance
arose, and the peolale with violent clamour repeatedly demanded

fical discipline.
3- But afterwards, when some of the lapsed,
whether of their own accord, or by the suggestion of any other, broke forth with a daring demand, as though they would endeavour by a
violent effort to extort the peace that had been

me, I, taking into consideration
not so much my
own safety as the public peace of the brethren,
withdrew for a while, lest, by my over-bold presence, the tumult which had begun might be still
further provoked.
Nevertheless, although absent
in body, I was not wanting either in spirit, or in
act, or in my advice, so as to fail in any benefit

from this life, having made confession, and received the imposition of hands on them for re-

promised to them by the martyrs and confessors ;
concerning this also I wrote twice to the clergy,
and commanded
it to be read to them;
that
for the mitigation of their violence in any mannet
for the meantime,
any whowere
had departing
received
a certificate
from the ifmartyrs

pentance, they should be remitted
to the Lord
with the peace promised
them by the martyrs.
Nor in this did I give them a law, 6r rashly consfitute myself the author of the direction ; but
as it seemed fit both that honour should be paid

, [_ana_ti_ rv.l

to the martyrs,

* [i.e., they can hei:orae ,mtrtrr*, if tl-,ey wilL]
Oxfot'd ,_1. : Ep xx. a.t_. *50.
4 Comp. Ep. xxil. to the Roman clergy.

5 [Another instance of this usage (Kar' _#.ox_v_, of whmh see p.
,9 t , *uz_ra.]
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who were anxious to disturb everything should shuts me up there. And I indeed, remembering
be restrained ; and when, besides, I had read you day and night, both when in the sacrifices I
your letter which you lately wrote hither to my offer prayer with many, and when in retirement
clergy by Crementius the sub-deacon, to the I pray with private petition, beseech of the Lord
effect that assistance should be given to those a full acknowledgment to your crowns and your
who might, after their lapse, be seized with sick- praises. But my poor ability is too weak to recness, and might penitently desire communion ; ompense you ; you give more when you rememI judged it well to stand by your judgment, lest ber me in prayer, since, already breathing only
our proceedings, which ought to be united and celestial things, and meditating only divine
to agree in all things, should in any respect be things, you ascend to loftier heights, even by the
different.' The cases of the rest, even although delay of your suffering; and by the long lapse
they might have received certificates from the of time, are not wasting, but increasing your
martyrs, I ordered altogether to be put off, and glory. A first and single confession makes
to be reserved till I should be present, that so, blessed ; you confess as often as, when asked to
when the Lord has given to us peace, and sev- retire from prison, you prefer the prison with
eral bishops shall have begun to assemble into faith and virtue ; your praises are as numerous
one place, we may be able to arrange and re-i as the days ; as the months roll onward, ever
form everything, having the advantage also of! your merits increase. He conquers once who
your counsel. I bid you, beloved brethren, ever suffers at once ; but he who continues always
heartily farewell,
battling with punishments, and is not overcome
with suffering, is daily crowned.
EPISTLE XV?
2. Now, therefore, let magistrates and consuls
or proconsuls go by; let them glory in the enTO MOYSES AND MAXIMUS, AND THE REST signs of their yearly dignity, and in their twelve
OF THE CONFESSORS.
fasces. Behold, the heavenly dignity in you is
ARGUMBNT.--_E
BURDENOFTHInL_
IS sealed by the brightness of a year's honour, and
GrVEN_ _XST_ XXXLBELOW,WHERETH,_ already, in the continuance of its victorious
ROMAN
CLERGY
SAY: "ON WINCHSUBJECrWE glory, has passed over the rolling circle of the
OWE YOU, AND GIVE YOU OUR DEEPEST AND returning year. The rising sun and the waning
ABUm)At_rTttANm, TWT YOUTHREWLIGHTmoon enlightened the world; but to you, He
INTO THE GLOOM OF THEIR PRISON BY YOUR who made the sun and moon was a greater light
x_rrm_." 3
in your dungeon, and the brightness of Christ
glowing in your hearts and minds, irradiatedwith
x. Cyprian to Moyses and Maximus, the pres- that eternal and brilliant light the gloom of the
byters and the other confessors, his brethren, place of punishment, which to others was so
greeting. Celerinus, a companion both of your horrible and deadly. The winter has passed
faith and virtue, and God's soldier in glorious through the vicissitudes of the months ; but you,
engagements, has come to me, beloved brethren, shut up in prison, were undergoing, instead of
and represented all of you, as well as each in- the inclemencies of winter, the winter of persedividual, forcibly to my affection. I beheld in cution. To the winter succeeded the mildness
him, when he came, the whole of you ; and of spring, rejoicing with roses and crowned with
when he spoke sweetly and often of your love to flowers; but to you were present roses and
me, in his words I heard you. I rejoice very flowers from the delights of paradise, and celesgreatly when such things are brought to me from tial garlands wreathed your brows. Behold, the
you by such men as he. In a certain manner I summer is fruitful with the fertility of the harvest,
am also there with you in prison. I think that and the threshing-floor is filled with grain ; but
I who am thus bound to your hearts, enjoy with ! you who have sown glory, reap the fruit of glory,
you the delights of the divine approval. Your and, placed in the Lord's threshing-floor, behold
individual love associates me with your honour ; the chaff burnt up with unquenchable fire; you
the Spirit does not allow our love to be separated, yourselves as grains of wheat, winnowed and
Confession 4 shuts yo_ up in prison ; affection precious corn, now purged and garnered, regard
the dwelling-place of a prison as your granary.
z [No*_themodemtio_otourauthor.
xPet. v.$.]
"NT,_v
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turing prison, and shed your blood instead of joined discipline with virtue, you have brought
wine ; brave to bear suffering, you willingly drink others to the fear of God, you have made your
the cup of martyrdom. Thus the year rolls on martyrdoms, examples. I bid you, brethren,
with the Lord's servants,-- thus is celebrated the very brave and beloved, ever heartily farewell ;
vicissitude of the seasons with spiritual deserts, and remember me.
and with celestial rewards.
3. Abundantly blessed are they who, from
EPISTLE XVIJ
your number, passing through these footprints
of glory, have already departed from the world ;
THE CONFESSORSTO CYPRIAN.
and, having finished their journey of virtue and ARGUMENT. -- A CERTIFICATE
WRrrt'ENIN THE
faith, have attained to the embrace and the kiss
NAMEOF THEMARTYRS
BY LUCIAN'US.

of the Lord, to the joy of the Lord Himself..
All the confessors to father 2 Cyprian, greetBut yet your glory is not less, who are still en- rag.. Know that, to all, concerning whom the
gaged in contest, and, about to follow the glories account of what they have done since the cornof your comrades, are long waging the battle, mission of their sin has been, in your estimation,
and with an unmoved and unshaken faith stand- satisfactory, we have granted peace ; and we have
ing fast, are daily exhibiting in your virtues a desired that this rescript should be made known
spectacle in the sight of God. The longer is
your strife, the loftier will be your crown. The by you to the other bishops also. We bid you
struggle is one, but it is crowded with a mani- to
havethis,
peace
withbeing
the holy
martyrs.
wrote
there
present
of theLucianus
clergy,
fold multitude of contests ; you conquer hunger, both an exorcist and a reader.
and despise thirst, and tread under foot the
squalor of the dungeon, and the horror of the
very abode of punishment, by the vigour of your
EPISTLE XVII. 3
courage. Punishment is there subdued; torture TO THE PRESBYTERS AND DEACONSABOUT
is worn out ; death is not feared but desired,
THEFOREGOING
ANDTHE FOLLOWINGLETbeing overcome by the reward of immortality,
TERS.
_O that he who has conquered is crowned with ARGLrMENT.
_NO
ACCOUNT
IS TO
BE MADE
OF
eternity
oflife.What now mustbe themind in CERTIFICATES
FROM
THE
MARTYRS
BEFORE
THE
you, how elevated, how large the heart, when
PEACE
OF
THE
CHURCH
IS _ORED.
such and so greatthingsare resolved,
when
nothingbut theprecepts
of God and there- Cyprianto thepresbyters
and deacons,his
wards of Christareconsidered!The willis brethren,
greeting.
The Lord speakethand
thenonlyGod'swill
; and although
you arestill
saith,
"Upon whom shall
I look,
but upon him
placedin the flesh,
it isthe lifenot of the thatishumbleandquiet,
and thattrembleth
at
present
world,butof thefuture,
thatyou now my words?" 4 Although
we oughtalltobe this,
live.
yet especially those ought to be so who must
4. It now remains, beloved brethren, that you labour, that, after their grave lapse, they may, by
should be mindful of me ; that, among your true penitence and absolute humility, deserve
great and divine considerations, you should also well of the Lord. Now I have read the letter
think of me in your mind and spirit ; and that of the whole body of confessors, which they wish
I should be in your prayers and supplications, to be made known by me to all my colleagues,
when that voice, which is illustrious by the puff- and in which they requested that the peace given
fication of confession, and praiseworthy for the by themselves should be assured to those concontinual tenor of its honour, penetrates to God's ceming whom the account of what they have
ears, and heaven being open to it, passes from done since their crime has been, in our estimathese regions of the world subdued, to the realms tion, satisfactory ; which matter, as it waits for
above, and obtains from the Lord's goodness the counsel and judgment of all of us,5 I do not
even what it asks. For what do you ask from dare to prejudge, and so to assume a common
the Lord's mercy which you do not deserve to cause for my own decision. And therefore, in
obtain ?-- you who have thus observed the the meantime, let us abide by the letters which
Lord's commands, who have maintained the I lately wrote to you, of which I have now sent
Gospel discipline with the simple vigour of your a copy to many of my colleagues, 6 who wrote in
•faith, who, with the glory of your virtue uncor- t
rupted, have stood bravely by the Lord's corn, o_,,d_s _
^_ 5°"
_s
" P....
m_,
and• by_ Hisapostles,
and., have ..confirmed
l| tratav_Ol
: c_r_..
_
to ,,Pope-c_,i_..[A,.i__
_..a_
•,
-., e
.
_
wl_ttts to be _
Om p. 54* .'q_Pr_Z,_
alSO ]t!attettttttot
me wavering taltaqot many oy• me trum ot your ] m. p-tV,.s_tra.
J
.
UXto_tleCL: iSp._
A.D,$tSO.
martyrdom ? Truly, Gospel wtnesses, and truly, [ 4 I_ _ ,.
s
Etu=dation
V]
Christ's martyrs,resting upon His roots, founded [ _ [_ "_ ". • ........
•,.t_ .....
[tlmatmcttonatoanagtncrmusmggotWrmmvc_tostmE
wire
_utmg r__.__a_,2
nmn_on ..... upon the Roc!_ _ -ouhav
Y
_:II tl_¢_s.F/_t_,
istmmwonl_.]
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reply, that they were pleased with what I had
decided, and that there must be no d_parture
therefrom, until, peace being granted to us by
the Lord, we shall be able to assemble together
into one place, and to examine into the cases of
individuals. But that you may know both what
my colleague Caldonius wrote to me, and what
I replied to him, I have enclosed with my letter
a copy of each letter, the whole of which I beg
you to read to our brethren, that they may be
more and more settled down to patience, and
not add another fault to what had hitherto been
their former fault, not being willing to obey
either me or the Gospel, nor allowing their cases
to be examined in accordance with the letters
of all the confessors. I bid you, beloved brethYen,ever heartily farewell ; and have me in remembrance. Salute all the brotherhood.
Fare
ye well l
EPISTLE X'VIII.,
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publicly confessed Christ "-- although it seems
to me that they ought to receive peace, -- yet
I have referred them to your judgment, that I
might not appear to presume anything rashly.
If, therefore, you should wish me to do anything
by the common decision, write to me. Greet
our brethren ; our brethren greet you. I bid
Ton,beloved brethren, ever heartily farewell.
EPISTLE

XIX3

CYPRIANREPLIES TO CALDONIUS.
_RGUMENT.--CrPRL¢_TREATS
OFNOTHING
PECULIARIN THISEPISTLE,BEYONDACQUIESCING
IN
THEOPINION
OF CALDOmUS,
TOWIT,THATPF_CE
SHOULD
NOT BE REFUSF_U
TO SUCHLAPSED_S,
BY A TRUE REPENTANCE
AND CONFESSION
OF
THE NAME OF CHRIST, HAVE
HAVE
THEREFORE
RETURNED

DESERVED
TO HIM.

IT, AND

Cyprian to Caldonius, his brother, greeting.
have received your letter, beloved brother,
which is abundafitly sensible, and full of honesty
A.RGUM.ENTo--WHEN,IN THEURGENCY
OFA NEW and faith. Nor do we wonder that, skilled and
P_P.SECUT_ON,
CERTAINOF THE LAPSEDHAD exercise d as you are in the Scriptures of the
CONFESSED
CHRIST,ANDSO,BEFORE
T_EY WENTLord, you do everything discreetly and wisely.
AWAYINTO_VXlLE,
SOUGHT
FORPEACE,
ALIX_YOU have judged quite correctly about granting
NmS CONSULTS
CYPR_
AS TO
WHETHERCPEACng
peace to our brethren, which they, by true peniSHOULDBE GRANTED
THEM.
tence and by the glory of a confession of. the
Caldonius to Cyprian and his fellow-presby- Lord, have restored to themselves, being justified
ters" abiding. at Carthage,
greeting. .The neces- I by their words, by which before they had con.
sxty of the times induces us not hastily to grant demned themselves.
Since, then, they have
peace. But it was well to write to you, that washed away all their sin, and their former stain,
they a who, after having sacrificed,4 were again by the help of the Lord, has been done away by
tried, became exiles. And thus they seem to a more powerful virtue, they ought not to tie any
me to have atoned for their former crime, in l longer under the power of the devil, as it were,
that they now let go their possessmns and homes, prostrate ; when, being banished and deprived
and, repenting, follow Christ. Thus Felix, who of all their property, they have lifted themselves
assisted in the office of presbyter s under Deci- up and have begun to stand with Christ. And I
mus, and was very near to me in bonds (I knew wish that the others also would repent after their
that same Felix very thoroughly), Victoria, his fall, and be transferred into their former condiwife, and Lucius, being faithful, were banished, tion ; and that you may know how we have dealt
and have left their possessions, which the treasury with these, in their urgent and eager rashness and
now has in keeping. Moreover, a woman, Bona importunity to extort peace, I have sent a book a
by name, who was dragged by her husband to to you, with letters to the number of five, that
sacrifice, and (with no conscience guilty of the I wrote to the clergy and to the people, and to
crime, but because those who held her hands, the martyrs also and confessors, which letters
sacrificed) began to cry against them, "I did not have already been sent to many of our colleagues,
do it ; you it was who did it ! "--was also ban- and have satisfied them ; and they replied that
ished,b Since, therefore, all these were asking they also agree with me in the same opinion
for peace, saying, "We have recovered the faith according to the Catholic faith ; which very thing
which we had lost, we have repented, and have do you also communicate to as many of our colleagues as you can, that among allthese, may
be observed one mode of action and one agree, Oxford_.: gp xxlv. ^.D.sSo.
• [T_m.,ty_tbht_r_,_.c_t.'s,h.s_-_no_
S_ ment, according to the Lord's precepts.9 I bid
P ' _ , "g"_-]
_"would
smmn to be corn_ (Gold_ra);
but •
_t has no ton, beloved brother, ever heartily farewell.
[i.e., to idols, or the'un]_.
".m_.]
S " Prtsbytenum subminmr.rabet; ' assisted, pmbahl,/as
_trate.
6 [A_:zy to_i_.idm*t, dramaficany
nsrrat_L]

We

vicar _

'r Oxtm, d ed.: Ep. xxv. _-D._
"5¢_ .
s lh.Ca.b_ *he tomtit, O__ t_ z._/_.
9 [A laauitif_Ispcemmaogobedimacctothe
_,

x Pct.v.S.]
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EPISTLE XX.x
CELERINUSTO LUCIAN.

of paschal rejoicing,S weeping day and night,
have spent the days in tears, in sackcloth, and
ashes, and I am still spending them so to this
ARaUMENT.C_L_dN_, ON BEHAa.rOr ms day, until4 the aid of our Lord Jesus Christ, and
L_S_ S_rERS AT ROME,BESEF_HESPEACEaffection manifested through you, or through
FROM THE CARTHAGINIAN
CONFESSORS.
those my lordswho havebeen crowned,
from
i.Celerinus
to Lucian,
greeting.
In writing
whom you areaboutto ask it,shallcome to
thisletter
to you,my lordand brother,
I have thehelpof so terrible
a shipwreck.ForI rebeenrejoicing
and sorrowful,--rejoicing
in thatmember yourformerlove,
thatyou willgrieve
I had heardthatyou had been triedon behalfwithalltherestforour sisters
whom you also
ofthename ofourLordJesusChrist
ourSaviour,
knew well
m thatis,Numeria and Candida,
and hadconfessed
Hisname inthepresence
of forwhose sin,
becausetheyhaveusasbrethren,
themagistrates
of theworld; butsorrowful,
in wc ought to kccp watch. For I believe
that
thatfromthetimewhen I was inyourcompany Christ,
according
to their
repentance
and the
I have neverbeen ableto receive
yourletters,
workswhich theyhave done towardsour banAnd now lately
a twofold
sorrowhasfallen
upon ishcdcolleagues
who came fromyou--by whom
me ;thatalthough
you knew thatMontanus,
our themselves
you will
hearof their
good works,
-common brother,
was coming to me from you thatChrist,
I say,willhave mercy upon them,
out of thedungeon,you did not intimate
any- when you,Hismartyrs,
beseechHim.
thingtomc concerning
yourwellbeing,
norabout 3. For I haveheardthatyou havereceived
anything
thatisdone in connection
withyou. theministry
of the purpledones. Oh, happy
This,however,continually
happensto theser-areyou,even sleeping
on theground,toobtain
rantsof God, especially
to thosewho arcap- your wisheswhich you have alwaysdesired!
pointed
fortheconfession
ofChrist.ForIknow You havedesired
to be sentintoprison
forHis
thateveryonelooksnotnow to thethingsthatname'ssake,
whichnow hascome topass; asit
arcoftheworld,
butthathc ishopingforahcav- iswritten,"The l_rd granttheeaccording
to
enlycrown. Moreover,
I saidthatperhaps
you thineown heart
;"s and now made a priest
of
had forgotten
towriteto me. For iffrom the God overthem,and thesame their
minister
has
lowestplaceI may bc calledby youyours,or acknowledged
it.
s I ask,therefore
my lord,
and
brother,
ifI shouldbe worthyto hearmyselfI entreat
by ourLord JesusChrist,
thatyouwill
named Celerinus
; yet,when I alsowas insuch referthe caseto the restof yourcolleagues
a purple
2 confession,
I rememberedmy oldestyour brethren,
my lords,
and ask from them,
brethren,
and Itooknotice
oftheminmy letters,
thatwhichever
of you isfirst
crowned,should
thattheir
forrncr
lovewas still
aroundme and remitsucha greatsintothoseoursisters,
Numine. YetI beseech,
belovedoftheLord,thatmeria and Candida. For thislatter
I have
if,
first
ofall,
youarcwashedinthatsacred
blood,alwayscalledEtccusa
7__God ismy witness,
and havesuffered
forthename ofourLord Jesusbecauseshegavegifts
forherself
thatshemight
Christbeforemy letters
findyou in this
world,not sacrifice
; but she appearsonlyto have
or shouldtheynow reachyou,thatyou would ascendedto theTriaFata,
8and thencetohave
answerthem to me. So may He crown you descended.I know,therefore,
thatshehasnot
whose name youhaveconfessed.
ForI believe,
sacrificed.
Theircausehavingbeenlately
heard,
thatalthough
in this
worldwe do not seeeach thechiefrulers
9 commanded them inthemeanother,
yetin thefuturewe shall
embrace one timetoremainas theyare,
until
a bishopshould
another in the presence of Christ. Entreat that be appointed. _° But, as far as possible, by your
I may be worthy, even I, to be crowned along holy prayers and petitions, in which we trust,
with your company,
since you are friends as well as witnesses of
2. Know, nevertheless, that I am placed in
the midst of a great tribulation ; and, as if you
s rWritt_at _._r, t_ th, a,st EphttetotheCo_thhm,
were present with me, I remember your former i=#_
cap.v edition
7. s_hascowheam
andEk,_sou.]
* TheinOxford
a variation
here, as follows: "Until our
love

day

and

night,

God

only

knows.

And

Lord Jesus Christ afford help, and pity he manifested through you,

therefore I ask that you will grant my desire, you
o_ through
thole that
my these
lordsdreadful
who mayshitncmcks
have been may
crowned,
from whom
will entre.at
he pardoued."
and that you will grieve with me at the (spirits p_._,. 4.
. ....
6 This seems alm_ther umtelli_'bk:
the original m pmbab_
ual) death of my sister, who in this time of dev- corrupt. [It seems to relate to the sort of f,,'sestkm_d which was
astation has fallen from Christ ; for she has couccd_
to_l _,,,_., m_i_ ofCR_.i. 6_md_.,o) the==_g_
pent by the angel ' to Hm servants," and by their servant or nwa,
sacrificed and provoked our Lord, as seems it_,john.]
manifest to us. And for her deeds I in this day or _exo_ra
7 Dod,_U
co,6m_ and
this_
totoher,m
_,_xo_*_
C,,_-._)
(unwilling),
applies tt
Candida.
x Oxforded.: gp. xxi. A.D. 5,SO.
,'Ftofid_'_."_m_u_'_thatli,
_i_

sec_n

d ],_.p.-vliL Tb_'Oztm:!

wlthblood.
tr-,,,d,m_- ha

-S_
tram.

8 Asl_
in _e Roman Forum which must of necesslty be l[mzsl_t:[
by in tim asomt to the C.apitol. It would appear that Candida themf6re repented of her purpos¢ of sacrificin_ when she was actm_ oa
horwaytocff_cttt.

[i.,., the_

to _.,m

_i_t,,,_

d_m_mof

Falmm.

_ua_-ti,_l
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Christ, (we pray) that you would be indulgent
in all these matters,
4. I entreat, therefore, beloved lord Lucian,
be mindful of me, and acquiesce in my petition ;
so may Christ grant you that sacred crown which
he has given you not only in confession but also
in holiness, in which you have always walked
and have always been an example to the saints,
as well as a witness, that you will relate to all my
lords, your brethren the confessors, all about this
matter, that they may receive help from you.
For this, my lord and brother, you ought to know,
that it is not I alone who ask this on their behalf, but also Statius and Severianus, and all the
confessors who have come thence hither from
you ; to whom these very sisters went down to
the harbour'
and took them up into the city,
and they have ministered to sixty-five, and even
to this day have tended them in all things.
For
all are with them.
But I ought not to burden
that sacred heart of yours any more, since I
know that you will labour with a ready will.
Macharius, with his sisters Cornelia and Emerita,
salute you, rejoicing in your sanguinary confession, as well as in that of all the brethren, and
Saturninus, who himself also wrestled with the
devil, who also bravely confessed the name of
Christ, who moreover, under the torture of the
grappling claws, bravely confessed, and who also
strongly begs and entreats this. Your brethren
Calphurnius and Maria, and all the holy brethten, salute you. For you ought to know this too,
that I have written also to my lords your brethren letters, which I request that you will deign
to read to them.

EPISTLE
XXI. 2
LUCIAN REPLIES TO CELERINUS.
ARGUMENT.
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ened back the great serpent himself, the pioneer
of Antichrist,a
(but)
have conquered
him, by
that voice and those divine words, whereby I
know how you love the faith, and how zealous
you are for Christ's discipline, in which I know
and rejoice that you are actively occupied. 4
Now beloved, already to be esteemed among the
martyrs, you have wished to overload me with
your letter, in which you told us concerning our
sisters, on whose behalf I wish that we could by
possibility mention them without remembering
also so great a crime committed.
Assuredly we
should not then think of them with so many
tears as we do now.
2. You ought to know what has been done
concerning us. When the blessed martyr Paulus
was still in the body, he called me and said to
me : "Lucian, in the presence of Christ I say
to you, If any one, after my being called away,
shall ask for peace from you, grant it in my
name."
Moreover, all of us whom the Lord
has condescended
in such tribulation
to call
away, by our letters, by mutual agreement, have
given peace to all. You see, then, brother, how
(I have done this) in part of what Paulus bade
me, as what we in all cases decreed when we
were in this tribulation, wherein by the command
of the emperor we were ordered to be put to
death by hunger and thirst, and were shut up in
two ceils, that so they might weaken us by hunger and thirst.
Moreover, the fire from the
effect of our torture was so intolerable s that nobody could bear it. But now we have attained
the brightness
itself.
And therefore,
beloved
brother, greet Numeria and Candida, who (shall
have peace 6) according to the precept of Paulus, and the rest of the martyrs whose names I
subjoin : viz., Bassus in the dungeon of the perjured,7 Mappalicus
at the torture, Fortunio in
prison, Paulus after torture, Fortunata, Victorinus, Victor, Herennius, Julia, Martial, and Aristo,

I. Lucian to Celerinus, his lord, and (if I shall
be worthy to be called so) colleague in Christ,
greeting.
I have received your letter, most
dearly beloved lord and brother, in which you
have so laden me with expressions of kindness,

who by God's will were put to death in the prison
by hunger, of whom in a few days you will hear
of me as a companion.
For now there are eight
days, from the day in which I was shut up again,
to the day in which I wrote my letter to you.
For before these eight days, for five intervening
that by reason of your so burdening
me I was days, I received a morsel of bread and water by
almost overcome with such excessive joy ; so measure.
And therefore, brother, as here, since
that I exulted in reading, by the benefit of your
so great humility, the letter, which I also earnestly the Lord has begun to give peace to the Church
desired after so long a time to read, in which itself, according to the precept of Paulus, and
you deigned to call me to remembrance,
saying our tractate, the case being set forth before the
to me in your writing, "if I may be worthy to bishop, and confession being made, I ask that
be called your brother," of a man such as I am
who confessed the name of God with trembling
IX_i_.
4_ _.
The m_ro,
loassage is
hopelessly ¢onfmmcl.
before the inferior magistrates.
For you, by
s "A_a too....
brthemok, orti_,_our*_to
God's will, when you confessed, not only fright- _to]mb_:'
ew.; v. Z words are neecmary to the sense, but are
6 These l_renthieal
omitt_lintl_ orL_=t.
.
.
.
.
7 "Pelerario.
There a.re man]_'conjectures as. to ,t_e,.rim
emma., m
x [i e., toOstiaorPorttm].
[this. l'er_a_ t_ most_1=
a the_,
_,tn,o -Oxford _I.: Ep. _ti*.
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not only these may have peace, but also (all)
those whom you know to be very near to our
heart,
3- All my colleagues greet you. Do you greet
the confessors of the Lord who are there with you,
whose names you have intimated, among whom
also are Saturninus, with his companions, but who
also is my colleague, and Maris, Collecta, and
Emerita, Calphurnius and Maria, Sabina, Spesina,
and the sisters, Januaria, Dativa, Donata. We
greet Saturus with his family, Bassianus and all
the clergy, Uranius, Alexius, Quintianus, Colonica, and all whose names I have not written,
because I am already weary. Therefore they
must pardon me. I bid you heartily farewell,
and Alexius, and Getulicus, and the moneychangers, and the sisters. My sisters Januaria
and Sophia, whom I commend to you, greet
you.'

moved with domestic affection for his mother,s
who had fallen, commanded peace to be given
to her. Satuminus, moreover, after his torture,
still remaining in prison, sent out no letters of
this kind. But Lucian, not only while Paulus
was still in prison, gave everywhere in his name
certificates written with his own hand, but even
after his decease persisted in doing the same
things under his name, saying that this had been
commanded him by Paulus, ignorant that he
must obey the Lord rather than his fellow-serrant. In the name also of Aurelius, a young
man who had undergone the torture, many certificates were given, written by the hand of the
same Lucian, because Aurelius did not know
how to write himself.
2. In order, in some measure, to put a stop to
this practice, I wrote letters to them, which I
have sent to you under the enclosure of the
former letter, in which I did not fail to ask and
EPISTLE XXII.*
persuade them that consideration might be had
for the law of the Lord and the Gospel. But
TO THE CLERGYABIDINGAT ROME, CONCERN- after I sent my letters to them, that, as it were,
ING MANY OF THE CONFESSORS,
AND CON- something might be done more moderately and
CERN[NG THE FORWARDNESS OF LUCIAN temperately ; the same Lucian wrote a letter in
AND THEMODESTYOF CELERINUSTHECON- the name of all the confessors, in which well nigh
FESSOR.
every bond of faith, and fear of God, and the
ARGUMENT. raiN THISLETTERCYPRIAN
INFORMSLord's command, and the sacredness and sinROMANCLERO¢OF Tag sEDrrlous DE- cerity of the Gospel were dissolved. For he
MAN/) OF THE LAPSEDTO BE RESTOREDTO wrote in the name of all, that they had given
PEACE,ANDOF THE FORWARDNESS
OF LUCIAN.peace to all, and that he wished that this decree
IN

ORDER THAT THEY MAY BETI"ER

UNDER-

should

be

communicated

through

me

to

the

sr_'_D Tame MATTERS,C_;
TAKESCARE other bishops, of which letter I transmitted a
THATNOTONLYHIS OWNLETTERS,BUT ALSOcopy to yOU. It Was added indeed, "of whom
THOSEOV CELERm'USANDLUCt_, SHOULDBF the account of what they have done since their
smcr TO THEM.
crime has been satisfactory; "--a
thing this
x. Cyprian to the presbyters and deacons
abiding at Rome, his brethren, greeting. After
the letters that I wrote to you, beloved brethren,
in which what I had done was explained, and
some slight account was given of my discipline
and diligence, there came another matter which,
any more than the others, ought not to be concealed from you. For our brother Lucian, who
himself also is one of the confessors, earnest indeed in faith, and robust in virtue, but little established in the reading of the Lord's word, has

which
greater
odium
against
me, because I,excites
when aI have
begun
to hear
the cases
of
each one and to examine into them, seem to
deny to many what they now are all boasting
that they have received from the martyrs and
confessors.
Finally, this seditious practice has already
be3un to appear; for in our province, through
some of its cities, an attack has been made by
the multitude upon their rulers, and they have

compelled that peace to be given to them immediately which they all cried out had been once
tttempted certain things, constituting himself given to them by the martyrs and confessors.
for a time an authority for ur/skilled people, so Their rulers, being frightened and subdued, were
that certificates written by his hand were given of little avail to resist them, either by vigour of
indiscriminately to many persons in the name of
Panlu_; whereas Mappalicus the martyr, cautious ]mind
by strength
of faith.
us, moreover,
some or
turbulent
spirits,
who inWith
time
past were
and modest, mindful of the law and discipline, with difficulty governed by me, and were delayed
wrote no letters contrary to the Gospel but only, fill my coming, were inflamed by this letter as if
by a firebrand, and began to be more violent, and
: I"_ _
_ _al _ the _i_g, ,,ms _o_ _/m_r- to extort the peace granted to them. I have
feet, hm_g _
been *'written," _
the Oxford t--ra_htor,
"b7_,_o.. _ _
_. ,,r_t_--_.,,...
_,,b_y. a _ sent a copy to you of the letters that I wrote to
kaaiaatruc_

_'_Oed

am."

The "_";"S

in ma_l_cm

ed.: Elx.xx'v_ A.D.a$o.

i_v_/aamth-

_ Someread, "hit, motherand s;sten, who _

faUe_"
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my clergy about these matters, and, moreover,
EPISTLE
XXIII.3
what Caldonius, my colleague, of his integrity TO THE CLERGY, ON THE LETTERS SENT TO
and faithfulness wrote, and what I replied to him.
ROME, AND ABOUT THE APPOINTMENT OF
I have sent both to you to read.
Copies also of
SATURUS AS READER,
AND OPTATUS AS
the letter of Celerinus, the good and stdut conSUB-DEACON. A.D._5o.
lessor, which he wrote to Lucian the same con- ARGUMENT. m THE CLERG'YARE INFORMEDBY
lessor m also what Lucian replied to him, m I
TIns LE'IWEROF THE ORDINATIONOF SATURUS
have sent to you ; that you may know both my
AND OPTATUS,ANDWHATCFPmANHAD wParr_2¢
labour in respect of everything, and my diligence,
TO ROME.
and might learn the truth itself, how moderate
Cyprian to the presbyters
and deacons, his
and cautious is Celerinus the confessor, and how brethren, greeting.
That nothing may be unreverent both in his humility and fear for our known to your consciousness, beloved brethren,
faith ; while Lucian, as I have said, is less skilo of what was written to me and what I replied, I
ful concerning
the understanding
of the Lord's have sent you a copy of each letter, and I believe
word, and by his facility, is mischievous
on ac- that my rejoinder will not displease you.
But
count of the dislike that he causes for my fever- I ought to acquaint you in my letter concerning
ential dealing.
For while the Lord has said that this, that for a very urgent reason I have sent a
the nations are to be baptized in the name of the letter to the clergy who abide in the city.
And
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, since it behoved me to write by clergy, while I
and their past sins are to be done away in bap- know that very many of ours are absent, and the
tism ; this man, ignorant of the precept and of few that are there are hardly sufficient for the
the law, commands peace to be granted and sins ministry of the daffy duty, it was necessary to
to be done away in the name of Paulus ; and he appoint some new ones, who might be sent.
says that this was commanded him by Paulus, as iKnow, then, that I have made Saturus a reader,
you will observe in the letter sent by the same !and Optatus, the confessor, a sub-deacon ; whom
Lucian to Celerinus, in which he very little con- already, by the general advice, we had made
sidered that it is not martyrs that make the Gos- next to the clergy, in having entrusted to Saturus
pel, but that margyrs are made by the Gospel ;x on Easter-day,
once and again, the reading ;
since Paul also, the apostle whom the Lord called and when with the teacher-presbyters
4 we were
a chosen vessel unto Him, laid down in his epis- carefully trying readers o in appointing Optatus
tie : "I marvel that ye are so soon removed from from among the readers to be a teacher of the
Him that called you into the grace of Christ, hearers;_
examining, first of all, whether all
unto another gospel: which is not another ; but things were found fitting in them, which ought
there be some that trouble you, and would per- to be found in such as were in preparation
for
vert the Gospel of Christ.
But though we, or an the clerical office.
Nothing new, therefore, has
angel from heaven, preach any other gospel unto been done by me in your absence ; but what,
you than that which we have preached unto you, on the general advice of all of us had been
let him be accursed.
As we said before, so say I begun, has, upon urgent necessity, been accomnow again, If any man preach any other gospel plished.
I bid you, beloved
brethren, ever
unto you than that ye have received, let him be heartily farewell ; and remember me.
Fare ye
accursed." •
well.
4. But your letter, which I received, written
EPISTLE
XXIV.s
to my clergy, came opt)ortunely ; as also did
those which the blessed confessors, Moyses and TO MOVSES AND MAXIMUS AND THE REST
Maximus, Nicostratus, and the rest, sent to SatOF THE CONFESSORS.
urninus and Aurelius, and the others, in which are ARGUMENT. -- THIS LETrER m ONE OF CONcontained the full vigour of the Gospel and the
GRATULATIONTO THE ROMANCONFESSORS.
robust discipline of the law of the Lord.
Your
I. Cyprian to Moyses and Maximus, the preswords much assisted me as I laboured here, and byters, and to the other confessors, his very
withstood with the whole strength of faith the
onset of ill-will, so that my work was shortened
3beenin
o_o_,o.:
r.p._.with Migne'sedition,
T_ u_t_©p_sm._accordauce
ol me text:buta_.m
from above, and that before the letters which I herefoUowsat_po_'aphi_dcrrorm
numbenngthe_st_"_,v,"
and all the subs_que_ ones aecordlngly,)t has been thought bet_ to
last sent you reached you, you declared to me, _a,_ t_ commorder_ t_s m_auo_. Io _ c_,.t_o_
that according to the Gospel law, your judgment *f_
u_ _u_ ot ,he _i.a, m t_ tn_auo_ wm be
arli_the.
thanmMig_.
. .o_
also stronglyand unanimouslyconcurred with , Not"m,_b_-_,
_ _,",s
_ _..9_I tm_.
mine.
I bid you, brethren, beloved and longed- bytm's-allbut
" teac_ng"
notPrc_bytm'S'bdag
ma¢_s,--andr°t
theSathe_
,vmF_a distinctto
be juc_cmM
roof.tlmPt_m"
for, ever heartily farewell.
_mwdsuch-._e
to _ue _,_-_ shared
o_um_,_.
t_x_ and
to Cyprian'stheory,all
in the go_m_a_t
_,[A_aphorlmaapplicabletotbe"TheFathers."l
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beloved brethren, greeting.
I had already known of the Lord ; this is to be a martyr of Christ,
from rumour, most brave and blessed brethren, to keep the firmness of one's profession inviothe glory of your faith and virtue, rejoicing late among all evils, and secure.
_ For to wish
greatly and abundantly congratulating you, that to become a martyr for the Lord, and to try to
the highest condescension
of our Lord Jesus overthrow the Lord's precepts; to use against
Christ should have prepared you for the crown Him the condescension
that He has granted
by confession of His name.
For you, who have you ; -- to become, as it were, a rebel with arms
bzcome chiefs and leaders in the battle of our that you have received from Him;--this
is to
day, have set forward the standard of the celes- wish to confess Christ, and to deny Christ's Gostial warfare ; you have made a beginning of the pel. I rejoice, therefore, on your behalf, most
spiritual contest which God has purposed to be brave and faithful brethren ; and as much as I
now waged by your valour ; you, with unshaken congratulate the martyrs there honoured for the
strength and unyielding firmness, have broken glory of their strength, so much do I also equally
the first onset of the rising war.
Thence have congratulate you for the crown of the Lord's
arisen happy openings of the fight ; thence have discipline.
The Lord has shed forth His conbegun good auspices of victory.
It happened
descension in mamfold kinds of liberality.
He
that here martyrdoms
were consummated
by has distributed the praises of good soldiers and
tortures.
But he who, preceding in the struggle, their spiritual glories in plentiful variety.
We
has been made an example of virtue to the also are sharers in your honour; we count your
brethren, is on common ground with the martyrs glory our glory, whose times have been brightened
in honour.
Hence you have delivered to us by such a felicity, that it should be the fortune
garlands woven by your hand, and have pledged of our day to see the proved servants of God
your brethren from the cup of salvation,
and Christ's soldiers crowned.
I bid you, most
2. To these glorious beginnings of confession brave and blessed brethren, ever beartfly fareand the omens of a victorious warfare, has been well ; and remember me.
added the maintenance of discipline, which I
observed from the vigour of your letter that you
EPISTLE
XXV.*
lately sent to your colleagues joined with you to
the Lord in confession, w_th anxious admonition,
MOYSES,
MAXIMUS,
NICOSTP.,ATUS, AND THE
that the sacred precepts of the Gospel and the
OTHER CONFESSORS ANSWER THE FOREGOcommandments
of life once delivered
to us
ING LETTER. A.D.25o.
should be kept with firm and rigid observance.
ARGUMENT.--THEY
GRATEFULLYACKNOWLEDGE
Behold another lofty degree of your glory ; beTHE CONSOLATIONWHICH THE ROMAN CONhold, with confession, a double title to deservFESSORSHAD RECEIVED FROM CYPRIAN'S LETing well of God,--to
stand with a firm step,
TER. MARTYRDOMIS NOT A PUNISHMENT,
and to drive away in this struggle, by the strength
BUT A HAPPINESS. THE WORDS OF THE GOSPEL
of your faith, those who endeavour to make a
ARE BRANDSTO INFLAME FAITH• IN THE CASE
breach in the Gospel, and bring impious hands
OF THE LAPSED, THE JUI_MENT OF CYPRIAN
to the work of undermining the Lord's precepts : [ Is ACQtnESCEDZN.
--to
have before afforded the indications
of
z. To C_ecilius Cyprian, bishop of the church
courage, and now to afford lessons of life. The of the Carthaginians,
Moyses and Maximus,
Lord, when, after His resurrection,
He sent presbyters,
and Nicostratus
and Rufinus, deaforth His apostles, charges them, saying, "All cons, and the other confessors persevering
in
power is given unto me in heaven and in earth, the faith of the truth, in God the Father, and
GO ye therefore, and teach all nations, bapfiz- in His Son Jesus Christ our Lord, and in the
ing them in the name of the Father, and of the Holy Spirit, greeting.
Placed, brother, as we
Son, and of the Holy Ghost : teaching them to are among various and manifold sorrows, on acobserve all things whatsoever I have commanded
count of the present desolations of many brethyou."'
And the Apostle John, remembering
ren throughout
almost the whole world,S this
this charge, subsequently
lays it down in his chief consolation
has reached us, that we have
epistle : "Hereby,"
says he, "we do know that been lifted up by the receipt of your letter, and
we know Him, if we keep His commandments,
have gathered some alleviation for the griefs of
He that saith he knoweth Him, and keepeth
our saddened
spirit.
From which we can a/not His commandments,
is a liar, and the truth
is not in him." • You prompt the keeping of
, '*And rot to become * martyr for the Lord's sak©" (o,1"/"by
•
• •
the Lord's help"), " and m endeavour to overthrow the Lords
these precepts,
you observe the divine and .....
B_,z _,ds .... _t,," b,t _, no,¢_ .....
"-_
heavenlycommands. This isto be a confessor_7"=_
...d:'_,-Do_..._/
'
¢"*""
. ',
I
* Oxford ed. : Ep xxxk
[This epistle shows that L.'yp_
s M_',t.:z.zvlli. sS,,,,_
• * Joha ik _, 4.
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ready perceive that the grace of divine provi- Than to have become an associate of Christ's
dence wished to keep us so long shut up in the passion in Christ's name ? Than to have become
prison chains, perhaps for no other reason than by the divine condescension the judge of one's
that, instructed and more vigorously animated own judge ? Than to have brought off an unby your letter, we might with a more earnest stained conscience from the confession of His
will attain to the destine_ crown. For your let- name ? Than to have refused to obey human
ter has shone upon us as a calm in the midst of and sacrilegious laws against the faith ? Than
a tempest, and as the longed-for tranquiUityin to have borne witness to the truth with a public
the midst of a troubled sea, and as repose in testimony? Than, by dying, to have subdued
labours, as health in dangers and pains, as in the death itself, which is dreaded by all ? Than, by
densest darkness, the bright and glowing light, death itself, to have attained immortality? Than,
Thus we drank it up with a thirsty spirit, and when torn to pieces, and tortured by all the inreceived it with a hungry desire ; so that we struments of cruelty, to have overcome the torrejoice to find ourselves by it sufficiently fed and ture by the tortures themselves ? Than by
strengthened for encounter with the foe. The strength of mind to have wrestled with all the
Lord will reward you for that love of yours, and agonies of a mangled body ? Than not to have
will restore you the fruit due to this so good shuddered at the flow of one's own blood?
work ; for he who exhorts is not less worthy of Than to have begun to love one's punishments,
the reward of the crown than he who suffers ; after having faith to bear them ? x Than to think
not less worthy of praise is he who has taught, it an injury to one's life not to have left it ?
than he who has acted also ; he is not less to be
4. For to this battle our Lord, as with the
honoured who has warned, than he who has trumpet of His Gospel, stimulates us when He
fought; except that sometimes the weight of says, "He that loveth father or mother more
glory more redounds to him who trains, than to than me is not worthy of me : and he that loveth
him who has shown himself a teachable learner ; his own soul more than me is not worthy of me.
forthe latter, perchance, would not have had what And he that taketh not his cross, and followeth
he has practised, unless the formerhad taught him. after me, is not worthy of me."'
And again,
z. Therefore, again, we say, brother Cyprian, "Blessed are they which are persecuted for
we have received great joy, great comfort, great righteousness' sake : for theirs is the kingdom
refreshment, especiallyin that you have described, of heaven. Blessed shall ye be, when men shall
with glorious and deserved praises, the glorious, persecute you, and hate you. Rejoice, and be
I will not say, deaths, but immortalities of mar- exceeding glad : for so did their fathers persetyrs. For such departures should have been cute the prophets which were before you." 3
proclaimed with such words, that the things And again, "Because ye shall stand before kings
which were related might be told in such manner and powers, and the brother shall deliver up the
as they were done. Thus, from your letter, we brother to death, and the father the son, and he
saw those glorious triumphs of the martyrs; and that endureth to the end shall be saved; ,,4
with our eyes in some sort have followed them and "To him that overcometh will I give to sit
as they went to heaven, and have contemplated on my throne, even as I also overcame and am
them seated among angels, and the powers and set down on the throne of my Father." s Moredominions of heaven. Moreover, we have in over the apostle: "Who shall separate us from
some manner perceived with our ears the Lord the love of Christ ? shall tribulation, or distress,
giving them the promised testimony in the pres- or persecution, or famine, or nakedness, or peril,
ence of the Father. It is this, then, which also or sword? (As it is written, For thy sake are
raises our spirit day by day, and inflames us to we killed all the day long ; we are accounted as
the following of the track of such dignity,
sheep for the slaughter.) Nay, in all these
3. For what more glorious, or what more things we are more than conquerors for Him
blessed, can happen to any man from the divine who hath loved us." 6
condescension, than to confess the Lord God,
5- When we read these things,7and things of
in death itself, before his very executioners? the like kind, brought together in the Gospel,
Than among the raging and varied and exquisite and feel, as it were, torches placed under us,
tortures of worldly power, even when the body with the Lord's words to inflame our faith, we
is racked and torn and cut to pieces, to confess not only do not dread, but we even provoke s the
Christ the Son of God with a spirit still free,
halthoughdeparting? Than to have mounted to
_ SuppUmmpost_dmm_,_sse.
eaven with the world left behind ? Than, having
*S M_t_
3S.
Matt. =.37,
v. m-zs.
forsaken men, to stand among the angels ? Than,
4Matt.x.xs._ =.
all worldly impediments being broken through, t * R_,.m.,,.
Rom. vi_. 35.
already to stand free in the sight of God ? Than
_[No_t_ _
ot Ho_S_
__
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to enjoy the heavenly kingdom without any delay ? _ ,mmr,-,
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enemies of the truth ; and we have already con- !with the advice of all the bishops, presbyters,
quered the opponents of God, by the very fact deacons, confessors, and even the laymen who
of our not yielding to them, and have subdued abide fast,s as in your letters you yourself also
their nefarious laws against the truth. And al-testify;
so that, while wishing unseasonably to
though we have not yet shed our blood, we are bring repairs to the ruins, we may not appear to
prepared to shed it. Let no one think that this be bringing about other and greater destruction,
delay of our departure _ is any clemency ; for it for where is the divine word left, if pardon be
obstructs us, it makes a hindrance to our glory, so easily granted to sinners? Certainly their
it puts off heaven, it withholds the glorious sight spirits are to be cheered and to be nourished up
of God. For in a contest of this kind, and in to the season of their maturity, and they are to
the kind of contest when faith is struggling in the be instructed from the Holy Scriptures how
encounter, it is not true clemency to put off great and surpassing a sin they have committed.
martyrs by delay. Entreat therefore, beloved Nor let them be animated by the fact that they
Cyprian, that of His mercy the Lord will every are many, but rather let them be checked by the
day more and more arm and adorn every one fact that they are not few.6 An unblushing
of us with greater abundance and readiness, and number has never been accustomed to have
will confirm and strengthen us by the strength weight in extenuation of a crime; but shame,
of His power; and, as a good captain, will at modesty, patience, discipline, humility, and sublength bring forth His soldiers, whom He has jection, waiting for the judgment of others upon
hitherto trained and proved in the camp of our itself, and bearing the sentence of others upon
prison, to the field of the battle set before them. its own judgment, -- this it is which proves penlMay He hold forth to us the divine arms, those tence ; this it is which skins over a deep wound ;
weapons that know not how to be conquered, -- this it is which raises up the ruins of the fallen
the breastplate of righteousness, which is never spirit and restores them, which quells and reaccustomed to be broken,--the shield of faith, strains the burning vapour of their raging sins.
which cannot be pierced through,-- the helmet For the physician will not g_ve to the sick the
of salvation, which cannot be shattered,--and
food of healthy bodies, lest the unseasonable
the sword of the Spirit, which has never been nourishment, instead of repressing, should stimuwont to be injured. For to whom should we late the power of the raging disease,-- that is to
rather commit these things for him to ask for say, lest what might have been sooner diminished
us, than to our so reverend bishop,_ as destined by abstinence, should, through impatience, be
victims asking help of the priest ?
prolonged by growing indigestion,
6. Behold another joy of ours, that, in the
7. Hands, therefore, polluted with impious
duty of your episcopate, although in the mean- sacrifices 7 must be purified with good works,
time you have been, owing to the condition of and wretched mouths defiled with accursed food s
the times, divided from your brethren, you have must be purged with words of true penitence,
frequently confirmed the confessors by your and the spirit must be renewed and consecrated
letters ; that you have ever afforded necessary in the recesses of the faithful heart. Let the
supplies from your own just acquisitions ; that frequent groanings"of the penitents be heard;
in all things you have always shown yourself in let faithful tears be shed from the eyes not once
some sense present; that in no part of your only, but again and again, so that those very
duty have you hung behind as a deserter.a But eyes which wickedly looked upon idols may
what more strongly stimulated us to a greater wash away, with tears that satisfy God, the unjoy we cannot be silent upon, but must describe lawful things that they had done. Nothing is
with all the testimony of our voice. For we inecessary for diseases but patience: they who
observe that you have both rebuked with fitting!are weary and weak wrestle with their pain ;
censure, and wortbdly, those who, unmindful of and so at length hope for health, if, by tolertheir sins, had, with hasty and eager desire, ex- ating it, they can overcome their suffering ; for
torted peace from the presbyters in your absence, unfaithful is the scar which the physician has
and those who, without respect for the Gospel, too quickly prgduced; and the healing is unhad with profane facility granted the holiness'_ done by any little casualty, if the remedies be
of the Lord unto dogs, and pearls to swine ; al- not used faithfully from their very slowness. The
though a great crime, and one which has extended flame is quickly recalled again to a conflagra_th incredible destructiveness almost over the tion, unless the material of the whole fire be exwhole earth, ought only, as you yourself write, tingmished even to the extremest spark ; so that
to be treated cautiously and with moderation,
s tan i_t_t t_ffi,nytothec_:
_
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men of this kind should justly know that even
they themselves are more advantaged by the
very delay, and that more trusty remedies are
applied by the necessary postponement.
Besides, where shall it be said that they who confess Christ are shut up in the keeping of a squalid
prison, if they who have denied Him are in no
peril of their faith ? Where, that they are bound
in the cincture of chains in God's name, if they
who have not kept the confession of God are
not deprived of communion?
Where, that the
imprisoned martyrs lay down their glorious lives,
if those who have forsaken the faith do not feel
the magnitude of their dangers and their sins?
But if they betray too much impatience, and demand communion with intolerable eagerness,
they vainly utter with petulant and unbridled
tongues those querulous and invidious reproaches
which avail nothing against the truth, since they
might have retained by their own right what
now by a necessity, which they of their own free
will have sought, they are compelled to sue for.'
For the faith which could confess Christ, could
also have been kept by Christ in communion,
We bid you, blessed and most glorious father,
ever heartily farewell in the Lord ; and have us
in remembrance.

Church flow onwards ; so that the Church is
founded upon the bishops, and every act of
the Church is controlled by these same rulers.s
Since this, then, is founded on the divine law,
I marvel that some, with daring temerity, have
chosen to write to me as if they wrote in the
name of the Church ; when the Church is established in the bishop and the clergy, and all
who stand fast in the faith.
For far be it from
the mercy of God and His uncontrolled might
to suffer the number of the lapsed to be called
the Church ; since it is written, "God is not the
God of the dead, but of the living." 6 For we
indeed desire that all may be made alive; and
we pray that, by our supplications and groans,
they may be restored to their original state. But
if certain lapsed ones claim to be the Church,
and if the Church be among them and in them,
what is left but for us to ask of these very persons that they would deign to admit us into
the Church ? Therefore it behoves them to be
submissive and quiet and modest, as those who
ought to appease God, in remembrance of their
sin, and not to write letters in the name of the
Church, when they should rather be aware that
they are writing to the Church.
2. But some who are of the lapsed have lately
written to me, and are humble and meek and
EPISTLE
XXVI. _
trembling and fearing God, and who have always
laboured in the Church" gloriously and liberally,
CYPRIAN TO THE LAPSED.
and who have never made a boast of their labour
ARGUM/_NT. _THE ARGUMENT
OFTHIS LETI_R IS to the Lord, knowing that He has said, "When
FOUNDBELOWIN _R
XXVlL "THEY WROTE ye shall have done all these things, say, We are
TO ME," SAYS HE, "NOT ASKINC THAT PEACE unprofitable servants : we have done that which
SHOULD_E 6RAl_rm> THEM, mrr CLAn_IN0 IT was our duty to do." 7 Thinking of which things,
FOR THEMSELVESAS ALREADYGRANTED, BE- and although they had received certificates from
CAUSE THEY SAY THAT PAULUS HAS GIVEN PEACE the martyrs, nevertheless,
that their satisfaction
TO ALL;
AS YOU WILL RE.AD IN THEm
LEXq_R
might be admitted
by the Lord, these
persons
OF WHICH I HAVE SENT YOU A COPY, TOGETHER
beseeching
have written
to
me
that they acWITHWHATI BRmFLYREPLIEDTO THEM." BUT knowledge their sin, and are truly repentant,
THE LETTER
OF THE LAPSED TO WHICH HE RE- and
do not hurry rashly or importunately
to
PLmS IS WAICrmC.
secure peace ; but that they are waiting for my
x. Our Lord, whose precepts and admonitions
presence, saying that even peace itself, if they
we ought to observe, describing the honour of a should receive it when I was present, would be
bishop a and the order of His Church, speaks in sweeter to them.
How greatly I congratulate
the Gospel, and says to Peter : "I say unto thee, these, the Lord is my witness, who hath condeThat thou art Peter, and upon this rock will I scended to tell what such, and such sort of serbuild my Church ; and the gates of hell shall not rants deserve of His kindness.
Which letters,
prevail against it. And I will give unto thee the as I lately received, and now read that you have
keys of the kingdom of heaven : and whatso- written very differently, I beg that you will disever thou shait bind on earth shall be bound criminate between your wishes ; and whoever you
in heaven : and whatsoever thou shall loose on are who have sent this letter, add your names to
earth shall be loosed in heaven." 4 Thence,
the certificate, and transmit the certificate to me
through the changes of times and successions,
with your several names.
For I must first know
the ordering of bishops and the plan of the to whom I have to reply; then I will respond to
each of the matters that you have written, having
* _otet_o0a_tio_i_t_,_a_
._t,_2o_t_m_
regard to the mediocrity of my place and con,_'t_ C,os_ and d _e value _ 6dl co_unlon
wiuh Chr_ J
s Oxford ed.: Ep..zx .z#L. A.t). t,3o..
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duct. I bidyou,beloved
brethren,
everheartily
and distasteful,
and cravethosethingswhich
farewell,
andlive
quietly
and tranquilly
according
seem to pleasethem and to be sweetforthe
totheLord'sdiscipline.
Fareye well.
present,
theyareinviting
tothemselves
mischief
and deathby theirrecklessness
and intemperEPISTLE XXVII. x
ance. Nor does the true remedy of the skilful
physician avail to their safety, whilst the sweet
TO THE PRESBYTERSAND DEACONS.
enticement is deceiving with its charms.
,4RGUM_NT.--1_tE ,_
OF _ns Lm-t_a
3. Do you, therefore, according to my letters,
m sun_ctmzrm, n_ AGREEMENT
WITHl",t_ PaE- take counsel about this faithfully and wholeCEDING,ANDrr _s
THATrr IS THE ONE somely, and do not recede from better counsels ;
OF WatCHHE SPEAKS
n_ THE VOLLowrsGLET- and be careful to read these same letters to my
TER ,_ FOR HE PRAISES HIS CLERGY FOR HAVING colleagues also, if there are any present, or if
m_.mcr_ FROMCOMM_ON Gxros OF DmDA, any should come to you ; that, with unanimity
A PaESaVTER,AND ms DmCON,WHOR_SHLYand concord, we may maintaina healthful plan for
COMMtrmC_TED
wrrH THE LAPSED;AND EX- soothing and healing,the wounds of the lapsed,
HORTSTHmt TO DO THES_E wrrH CERT_ intending to deal very fully with all when, by the
OTHERS,
Lord's mercy, we shall begin to assemble together.
x. Cyprian to the presbyters and deacons, his In the meantime, if any unrestrained and irabrethren, greeting. You have done uprightly petu°us person, whether of our presbyters or
and with discipline, beloved brethren, that, by deacons or of strangers, should dare, before our
the advice of my colleagues who were present, decree, to communicate with the lapsed, let him
you have decided not to communicate with Gains be expelled from our communion, and plead the
the presbyter of Didda, and his deacon ; who, cause of his rashness before all of us when, by
by communicating with the lapsed, and offering the Lord's permission, we shall assemble together
their oblations, _ have been frequently taken in again2 Moreover, you wished me to reply what
their wicked errors; and who once and again, I thought concerning Philumenus and Fortunaas you wrote to me, when warned by my col- tus, sub-deacons, and Favorinus, an acolyte, who
leagues not to do this, have persisted obstinately retired in the midst of the time of trial, and
in their presumption and audacity, deceiving have now returned. Of which thing I cannot
certain brethren also from among our people, make myself sole judge, since many of the clergy
whose benefit we desire with all humility to con- are still absent, and have not considered, even
suit, and whose salvation we take care for, not thus late, that they should return to their place ;
with affected adulation, but with sincere faith, and this case of each one must be considered
that they may supplicate the Lord with true separately and fully investigated, not only with
penitence and groaning and sorrow, since it is my colleagues, hut also with the whole of the
written, "Remember from whence thou art people themselves.7 For a matter which herefallen, and repent." s And again, the divine after may constitute an example as regards the
Scripture says, "Thus saith the Lord, When ministers of the Church must be weighed and
thou shalt be converted and lament, then thou adjudged with careful deliberation. In the meanshalt be saved, and shalt know where thou has while, let them only abstain from the monthly
been." 4
division, s not so as to seem to be deprived of
_. Yet how can those mourn and repent the ministry of the Church, but that all matters
whose groanings and tears some of the presby- being in a sound state, they may be reserved till
ters obstruct when they rashly think that they my coming. I bid you, beloved brethren, ever
may be communicated with, not knowing that heartily farewell: Greet all the brotherhood,
it is written, "They who call you happy s cause and fare ye well.
you to err, and destroy the path of your feet?" 6
Naturally, our wholesome and true counsels have
EPISTLE XXVIII.9
no success,
whilst
thesalutary
truthishinderedTO THE PRESBYTERS AND DEACONS ABIDING
by mischievous blandishments and flatteries, and
AT ROME.
the wounded and unhealthy mind of the lapsed
suffers what those also who are bodily diseased ARGUM_Nr.--THE ROMAN
C'LERGY
AREmFORMm)
and sick often suffer; that while they refuse
OF THE __._vXn, Or THE t._sr_ WHOV,_SS
wholesome food and beneficial drink as bitter
D_DmO
PInCh.
Cyprian to the presbyters and deacons abid, Oxford_.: Ep._x.i,. _._.,so.
ing at Rome, his brethren, greeting. Both our

[At the Euc_dst thealma and oblatio_were regardedin the
light of Matt.v. _3, _4.]
Rev. ii. $.
a Isa. xxx. x5, LXX.
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common love and the mason of the thing demand, beloved brethren, that I should keep back
from your knowledge nothing of those matters
which are transacted among us, that so we may
have a common plan for the advantage of the
administration of the Church. For after I wrote
to you the letter which I sent by Saturus the
reader, and Optatus the sub-deacon, the cornbined temerity of certain of the lapsed, who
refuse to repent and to make satisfaction to God,
wrote to me, not asking that peace might be
given to them, but claiming it as already given ;
because they say that Paulus has given peace to
all, as you will read in their letter of which I
have sent you a copy, as well as what I briefly
replied to them in the meantime.
But that you
may also know what sort of a letter I afterwards
wrote to the clergy, I have, moreover, sent you
a copy of this.
But if, after all, their temerity
should not be repressed either by my letters or
by yours, and should not yield to wholesome
counsels, I shall take such proceedings
as the
Lord, according to His Gospel, has enjoined to
be taken.
I bid you, beloved brethren, ever
heartily farewell,

restrain the wickedness of some, and, by your
exhortation to repentance, show the legitimate
way of salvation. That they should have wished
to hurry to such an extreme as this, we are indeed considerably surprised ; as that with such
urgency, and at so unseasonable and bitter a
time, being in so great and excessive a sin, they
should not so much ask for, as claim, peace for
themselves ; nay, should say that they already
have it in heaven.
If they have it, why do they
ask for what they possess ? But if, by the very
fact that they are asking for it, it is proved that
they have it not, wherefore do they not accept
the judgment of those from whom they have
thought fit to ask for the peace, which they certainly have not got ? But if they think that they
have from any other source the prerogative of
communion, let them try to compare it with the
Gospel, that so at length it may abundantly avail
them, if it is not out of harmony with the Gospel
law. But on what principle can that give Gospel communion which seems to be established
contrary to Gospel truth ? For since every prerogative contemplates
the privilege of association, precisely on the assumption of its not being
out of ham_ony with the will of Him with whom
EPISTLE
XXIX.'
it seeks to be associated;
then, because this is
alien from His will with whom it seeks to be
THE
PRESBYTERS
AND
DEACONS
ABIDING
AT
associated,
it must of necessity
losethe indulROME, TO CYPRIAN.
gence and privilege
of the association.
ARGU_EIVT.--THE ROMAN CHURCH DECLARESITS 2. Let them, then,seewhat itistheyaretryJUDGMENTCONCERNING
THE LAPSEDTO BE IN ing to do in this matter.
For if they say that
AGP.EEMENT
wrrH Tim CARTHACmIANDECREES.the Gospel has established one decree, but the
ANy eCDULGENCV.
SHOW_,rTO THE LAPSEDIS Rv- martyrs have established another ; then they,
QUIRED TO BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW setting the martyrs at variance with the Gospel,
OF THE GOSPEL. THAT THE PEACE GRANTEDwill be in danger on both sides. For, on the
BY THE CONFESSORS DFa'ENDS ONLY UPON one hand, the majesty of the Gospel Nil already
GRACEAND GOOD-WILL,IS MANIFESTFROM THE appear shattered and cast down, if it can be
FACYI'THAT THE LAthED ARE REFERRED TO overcome by the novelty of another decree ;
THE BISHOPS. THE SEDITIOUS DEMAND FOR and, on the other, the glorious crown of confesPEACEMADE BY FELIClSSIMUSIS TO BE ATTRIB- sion will be taken from the heads of the martyrs,
triED TO FACTION.
if they be not found to have attained it by the
t. The presbyters and deacons abiding
at observation of that Gospel whence they become
Rome, to Father 2 Cyprian, greeting.
When, be- martyrs ; so that, reasonably, no one should be
loved brother, we carefully read your letter which more careful to determine nothing contrary to
you had sent by Fortunatus the sub-deacon, we the Gospel, than he who strives to receive the
were smitten with a double sorrow, and dis- name of martyr from the Gospel.
We should
ordered with a twofold grief, that there was not like, besides, to be informed of this : if martyrs
any rest given to you in such necessities of the become martyrs for no other reason than that
persecution, and that the unreasonable petulance
by not sacrificing they may keep the peace of
of the lapsed brethren was declared to be car- the Church even to the shedding of their own
lied even to a dangerous boldness of expression, blood, lest, overcome by the suffering of the
But although those things which we have spoken torture, by losing peace, they might lose salvaof severely afflicted us and our spirit, yet your tion ; on what principle do they think that the salvigour and the severity that you have used, ac- vation, which if they had sacrificed they thought
cording to the proper discipline, moderates the that they should not have, was to be given to
so heavy load of our grief, in that you rightly those who are said to have sacrificed ; although
they ought to maintain that law in others which
t Oxford ed : Ep. x'x.xvl. ^,D. =50.
2 - Palm"----_o._. lit may thus be noted what this word meant at

Roma:noa_ morethant_ ra_riy a,UL_.u
ot LUbmo_.]

they themselves appear to have held before their
own eyes ? In which thing we observe that they
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have put forward against their own cause the own humility I since that which is asked for is
very thing which they thought made for them. more easily obtained, when he for whom it is
For if the martyrs thought that peace was to be asked is worthy, that what is asked should be
granted to them, why did not they themselves obtained.
grant it? Why did they think that, as they
4. In respect, however, of Privatus of Lainthemselves say, they were to be referred to the besa, you have acted as you usually do, in debishops? For he who orders a thing to be siring to inform us of the matter, as being an
done, can assuredly do that which he orders to object of anxiety ; for it becomes us all to watch
be done. But, as we understand, nay, as the for the body of the whole Church, whose merecase itself speaks and proclaims, the most holy bers are scattered through every various provmartyrs thought that a proper measure of rood- ince.s But the deceitfulness of that crafty man
esty and of truth must be observed on both sides, could not be hid from us even before we had
For as they were urged by many, in remitting your letters ; for previously, when from the cornthem to the bishop they conceived that they puny of that very wickedness a certain Futurus
would consult their own modesty so as to be no came, a standard-bearer of Privatus, and was
further disquieted ; and in themselves not hold- desirous of fraudulently obtaining letters from
ing communion with them, they judged that the us, we were neither ignorant who he was, nor
purity of the Gospel law ought to be maintained did he get the letters which he wanted. We
unimpaired,
bid you heartily fareweUin the Lord.
3. But of your charity, brother, never desist
from soothing the spirits of the lapsed and
affording to the erring the medicine of truth,
EPISTLE XXX.4
although the temper of the sick is wont to reject
THE ROMANCLERGYTO CYPRIAN.
thekindoffices
of thosewho wouldhealthem..4RGUMENT.mTHE ROMAN CLERGYENTERINTO
Thiswound of thelapsedisas yetfresh,
and
THE MATTERSWINCH THEY HAD SPOKENOF m
the sore is still rising into a tumour ; and thereTHEFOREGOING
L_TI_R,MOREFULLY
ANDSUBfore we are certain, that when, in the course of
STAN_ALLY
IN THE PRESENT
ONE; REPLYING,
more protracted time, that urgency of theirs
MOREOVER,
TO ANOTHERLETTEROF CYPRIAN,
shall have worn out, they will love that very
WINCHIS THOUGHT
NOTTO BE EXTANT, AND
delay which refers them to a faithful medicine ;
FROMWHICH
THEYQUOTE
A FEWWORDS.THEY
if only there be not those who ann them for
THANK
CVPPJ_._
FORms LETTERS
sz_rr TO THE
their own danger, and, instructing them perRO_._ CONFF_ORSANDMARTYRS.S
versely, demand on their behalf, instead of the
salutary remedies of delay, the fatal poisons of
i. To Father 6 Cyprian, the presbyters and
a premature communion. For we do not be- deacons abiding at Rome, greeting. Although
lieve, that without the instigation of certain a mind conscious to itself of uprightness, and
persons they would all have dared so petulantly relying on the vigour of evangelical discipline,
to claim peace for themselves. We know the and made a true witness to itself in the heavenly
faith of the Carthaginian church, x we know her decrees, is accustomed to be satisfied with God
training, we know her humility ; whence also we for its only judge, and neither to seek the praises
have marvelled that we should observe certain nor to dread the charges of any other, yet those
things somewhat rudely suggested against you are worthy of double praise, who, knowing that
by letter, although we have often become aware they owe their conscience to God alone as the
of your mutual love and charity, in many illus- judge, yet desire that their doings should be aptratious of reciprocal affection of one another, proved also by their brethren themselves. It is
It is time, therefore, that they should repent of no wonder, brother Cyprian, that you should do
their fault, that they should prove their grief for this, who, with your usual modesty and inborn
their lapse, that they should show modesty, that industry, have wished that we should be found
they should manifest humility, that they should not so much judges of, as sharers in, your counexhibit some shame, that, by their submission, sels, so that we might find praise with you in
they should appeal to God's clemency for them- your doings while we approve them ; and might
selves, and by due honour for" God's priest be able to be fellow-he/rs with you in your good
should draw forth upon themselves the divine counsels, because we entirely accord with them.
mercy. How vastly better would have been the In the same way we are all thought to have
letters of these men themselves, if the prayers laboured in that in which we are all regarded as
of those who stood fast had been aided by their
IOn_ l_incipt_
.weshaU
and_ down
inCyprian'a
Tr,_e
om Un_.

chur_
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allied in the same agreement of censure and dis- they should be so written. For he is not guiltless
cipline,
of wickedness who has bidden it to be done ;
2. For what is there either in peace so suit- nor is he unconcerned in the crime with whose
able, or in a war of persecution so necessary, as consent it is publicly spoken of, although it was
to maintain the due severity of the diwne vigour? not committed by him. And since the whole
Which he who resists, will of necessity wander mystery 7 of faith is understood to be contained
in the unsteady course of affairs, and will be m the confession of the name of Christ, he who
tossed hither and thither by the various and un- seeks for deceitful tricks to excuse himself, has
certain storms of things ; and the helm of coun- denied Christ ; and he who wants to appear to
sel being, as it were, wrenched from his hands, have satisfied either edicts or laws put forth
he will dnve the ship of the Church's safety against the Gospel, has obeyed those edicts by
among the rocks ; so that it would appear that the very fact by which he wished to appear to
the Church's safety can be no otherwise secured, have obeyed them. Moreover, also, we have dethan by repelling any who set themselves against clared our faith and consent against those, too,
it as adverse waves, and by maintaining the ever- who had polluted their hands and their mouths
guarded rule of discipline itself as if it were the w_th unlawful sacrifices, whose own minds were
rudder of safety in the tempest. Nor is it now before polluted ; whence also their very hands
but lately that this counsel has been considered and mouths were polluted also.s Far be it from
by us, nor have these sudden appliances against I the Roman Church to slacken her vigour with so
the wicked but recently occurred to us ; but this [ profane a facility, and to loosen the nerves of
is read of among us as the ancient severity, the her severity by overthrowing the majesty of faith ;
ancient faith, the ancient discipline,, since the so that, when the wrecks of your ruined brethren
apostle would not have published such praise are still not only lying, but are falling around,
concerning us, when he said "that your faith is remedies of a too hasty kind, and certamly not
spoken of throughout the whole world,''2 unless ilikely to avail, should be afforded forcommunion ;
already from thence that vigour had borrowed and by a false mercy, new wounds should be imthe roots of faith from those times ; from which pressed on the old wounds of their transgression ;
praise and glory it is a very great crime to have so that even repentance should be snatched from
become degenerate.3 For it is less disgrace these wretched beings, to their greater overthrow.
never to have attained to the heraldry of praise, For where can the medicine of indulgence profit,
than to have fallen from the height of praise ; it if even the physician himself, by intercepting
is a smaller crime not to have been honoured repentance, makes easy way for new dangers, if
with a good testimony, than to have lost the he only hides the wound, and does not suffer
honour of good testimonies ; it is less discredit the necessary remedy of time to close the scar?
to have lain without the announcement of vir- This is not to cure, but, if we wish to speak the
rues, ignoble without praise, than, disinherited truth, to slay. 9
of the faith? to have lost our proper praises.
4. Nevertheless, you have letters agreeing with
For those things which are proclaimed to the our letters from the confessors, whom the dignity
glory of any one, unless they are maintained by of their confession has still shut up here in prison,
anxious and careful pains, swell up into the and whom, for the Gospel contest, their faith has
odium of the greatest crime.S
once already crowned in a glorious confession ;
3. That we are not saying this dishonestly, letters wherein they have maintained the severity
our former letters have proved, wherein we have of the Gospel discipline, and have revoked the
declared our opinion to you with a very plain unlawful petitions, so that they might not be a
statement, both against those who had betrayed disgrace to the Church. Unless they had done
themselves as unfaithful by the unlawful presen- this, the ruins of Gospel discipline '° would not
tation of wicked certificates, as if they thought easily be restored, especially since it was to none
that they would escape those ensnaring nets of so fitting to maintain the tenor of evangelical
the devil; whereas, not less than if they had vigour unimpaired, and its dignity, as to those
approached to the wicked altars,6 they were held who had given themselves up to be tortured and
fast by the very fact that they had testified to cut to pieces by raging men on behalf of the
him ; and against those who had used those cer- Gospel, that they might not deservedly forfeit the
tificates when made, although they had not been honour of martyrdom, if, on the occasion of marpresent when they were made, since they had tyrdom, they had wished to be betrayers of the
certainly asserted their presence by ordering that Gospel. For he who does not guard what he
x [Note _',__oX_t_ _¢_, as in St. Pard, i Cor. xl. x6.l
Rom. i. 8.
3 [God grant this _pirit to the modern Christlans in Rome ]
4 [No con_eptton of Roman infaI|ibility here.]
. . .
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mclul cl_rac'y
oCtI_,See.]
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has, in that condition whereon he possesses it, to be, should, as it were, be judged by all of no
by violating the condition whereon he possesses effect.
it, loses what he possessed.
6. Thus, with one and the same counsel, with
5- In which matter we ought to give you also, the same prayers and tears, let us, who up to the
and_we do give you, abundant thanks, that you present time seem to have escaped the destrnchave brightened the darkness of their prison by tion of these times of ours, as well as those who
your letters ; that you came to them in whatever appear to have fallen into those calamities of the
way you could enter; that you refreshed their time, entreat the divine majesty, and ask peace
minds, robust in their own faith and confession, for the Church's name. With mutual prayers,
by your addresses and letters ; that, following up let us by turns cherish, guard, ann one another ;
their felicities with worthy praises, you have in- let us pray for the lapsed,3 that they may be
flamed them to a much more ardent desire of raised up ; let us pray for those who stand, that
heavenly glory ; that you urged them forward ; they may not be tempted to such a degree as to
that you animated, by the power of your dis- -be destroyed; let us pray that those who are
course, those who, as we believe and hope, will said to have fallen may acknowledge the greatbe victors by and by ; so that although all may hess of their sin, and may perceive that it needs
seem to come from the faith of those who con- no momentary nor over-hasty cure ; let us pray
less, and from the divine mercy, yet they seem that penitence may follow also the effects of the
in their martyrdom to have become in some sort pardon of the lapsed ; that so, when they have
debtors to you. But once more, to return to understood their own crime, they may be willing
the point whence our discourse appears to have to have patience with us for a while, and no
digressed, you shall find subjoined the sort of longer disturb the fluctuating condition of the
letters that we also sent to Sicily ; although upon Church, lest they may seem themselves to have
us is incumbent a greater necessity of delaying inflamed an internal persecution for us, and the
this affair ; having, since the departure of Fabian fact of their unquietness be added to the heap
of most noble memory, had no bishop appointed of their sins. For modesty is very greatly fitas yet, on account of the difficulties of affairs ring for them in whose sins it is an immodest
and times, who can arrange all things of this mind that is condemned.
Let them indeed
kind, and who can take account of those who knock at the doors, but assuredly let them not
are lapsed, with authority and wisdom. How- break them down; let them present themselves
ever, what you also have yourself declared in so at the threshold of the church, but certainly let
important a matter, is satisfactory to us, that the them not leap over it ; let them watch at the
peace of the Church must first be maintained ; gates of the heavenly camp, but let them be
then, that an assembly for counsel being gathered armed with modesty, by which they perceive
t_gether, with bishops, presbyters, deacons, and that they have been deserters ; let them resume
confessors, as well as with the laity who stand the trumpet of their prayers, but let them not
fast,' we should deal with the case of the lapsed, therewith sound a point of war ; let them ann
For it seems extremely invidious and burdensome themselves indeed with the weapons of modesty,
to examine into what seems to have been corn- and let them resume the shield of faith, which
mitted by many, except by the advice of many ; they had put off by their denial through the fear
or that one should give a sentence when so great of death, but let those that are even now armed
a crime is known to have gone forth, and to be believe that they are armed against their foe, the
diffused among so many ; since that cannot be a devil, not against the Church, which grieves over
firm decree which shall not appear to have had their fall. A modest petition will much avail
the consent of very many.2 Look upon almost them ; a bashful entreaty, a necessary humility,
the whole world devastated, and observe that the a patience which is not careless. Let them send
remains and the ruins of the fallen are lying about tears as their ambassadors for their sufferings ;
on every side, and consider that therefore an ex- let groanings, brought forth from their deepest
tent of counsel is asked for, large in proportion heart, discharge the office of advocate, and prove
as the crime appears to be widely propagated, their grief and shame for the crime they have
Let not the medicine be less than the wound, let committed.
not the remedies be fewer than the deaths, that
7- Nay, if they shudder at the magnitude of
in the same manner as those who fell, fell for the guilt incurred; if with a truly medicinal
this reason that they were too incautious with hand they deal with the deadly wound of their
a blind rashness, so those who strive to set in heart and conscience and the deep recesses of
order this mischief should use every moderation the subtle mischief, let them blush even to ask ;
in counsels, lest anything done as it ought not except, again, that it is a matter of greater risk
' [All-iml_z'tant is this t_stJ.mo_ of theRoman
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and shame not to have besought the aid of peace, glorious father, ever heartily faxeweU in the
But let all this be in the sacrament ;, in the law Lord ; and have us in memoryy
of their very entreaty let consideration
be had
for the time ; let it be with downcast entreaty,
EPISTLE
XXXI. 8
with subdued petition, since he also who is be- TO THE CARTHAGINIAN CLERGY, ABOUT THE
sought ought to be bent, not provoked ; and as
LETTERS SENT TO ROME, AND RECEIVED
the divine clemency ought to be looked to, so
THENCE.
also ought the divine censure ; and as it is writ- ARGUMENT. -- THE CARTHAGINIAN
CLERGYARE
ten, " I forgave thee all that debt, because thou
REQtmSTEDTO TAKE CARETHAT rile LETI°ERS
desiredst me," 2 so it is written, "Whosoever
OF THE ROMAN.CLERGY
AND CYPRIAN'S ANSWER
shall deny me before men, him will I also deny
ARE COMMUNICATED.
before my Father and before His angels."3
For
Cyprian to the presbyters and deacons, his
God, as He is merciful, so He exacts obedience
brethren, greeting.
That you, my beloved brethto His precepts, and indeed carefully exacts it ; ren, might know what letters I have sent to the
and as He invites to the banquet, so the man clergy acting Q at Rome, and what they have
that hath not a wedding garment He binds hands rephed to me, and, moreover, what Moyses and
and feet, and casts him out beyond the assembly Maximus, the presbyters, and Rufinus and Niof the saints.
He has prepared heaven, but He costratus, the deacons, and the rest of the conhas also prepared hell.4 He has prepared places fessors that with them are kept in prison, replied
of refreshment, but He has also prepared eter- likewise to my letters, I have sent you copies to
hal punishment.
He has prepared the light that read.
Do you take care, with as much dillnone can approach unto, but He has also pre- gence as you can, that what I have written, and
pared the vast and eternal gloom of perpetual what they have replied, be made known to our
night,
brethren.
And, moreover, if any bishops from
8. Desiring to maintain the moderation of this foreign places,'° my colleagues, or presbyters, or
middle course in these matters, we for a long deacons, should be present, or should arrive
time, and indeed many of us, and, moreover, among you, let them hear all these matters from
with some of the bishops who are near to us and you ; and if they wish to transcribe copies of the
within reach, and some whom, placed afar off, letters and to take them to their own people, let
the heat of the persecution had driven out from them have the opportunity of transcribing them ;
other provinces,5 have thought that nothing new ialthough I have, moreover, bidden Saturus the
was to be done before the appointment
of a treader, our brotlaer, to give nDerty oI copying
bishop ; but we beheve that the care of the them to any individuals who wish it ; so that, in
lapsed must be moderately dealt with, so that, ] ordering, for the present, the conchtion of the
in the meantime, whilst the grant of a bishop is Church in any manner, an agreement, one and
withheld from us 6 by God, the cause of such as fmthful, may be observed by all. But about the
are able to bear the delays of postponement
other matters which were to be dealt with, as I
should be kept in suspense ; but of such as im- have also written to several of my colleagues, we
pending death does not suffer to bear the delay, will more fully consider them in a common
having repented and professed a detestation
of council, when, by the Lord's permission, we
their deeds with frequency ; if with tears, if with shall begin to assemble into one place.
I bid
groans, if with weeping they have betrayed the you, brethren, beloved
and longed-for,
ever
signs of a grieving and truly penitent spirit, when heartily farewell. Salute the brotherhood.
Fare
there remains, as far as man can tell, no hope of ye well.
living; to them, finally, such cautious and careEPISTLE
XXXlI."
ful help should be ministered,
God Himself TO THE CLERGY AND PEOPLE, ABOUT THE
knowing what He will do with such, and in what
ORDINATION OF AURELIUS AS A READER.
way He will examine the balance of His judg- ARGU_IENT.--CYPRL4M TELLS THE CLERGYAND
ment; while we, however, take anxious care that
PEOPLETHATAURELIUSTHECONFE..KSOR
HASBEEN
neither ungodly men should praise our smooth
ORDAINEDA RF.ADERBY HIM, AND COMbIENDS,
facility, nor truly penitent men accuse our seBY THE WAY,THE CONSTANCYOF HIS VIRTUE
verity as cruel.
We bid you, most blessed and
AND HIS MIND,WHEREBYHE WASEVENDESERVING OF A HIGHER DEGREE IN THE CHURCH.
: I, .,_=-_=_ato," ,dr. "_;"
dplme- wah
mony
a Matt.
3 Matt.
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I. Cyprian

to the elders and deacons, and to

their religious engagement and vnth ecclemstical dis- the whole people, greeting.
In ordinations of
x-viii. 32.
x. J3; Luke xii. 9.
.
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the clergy, beloved brethren, we usually consult these tidings, and that you desire that as many
you beforehand, and weigh the character and such as possible may be ordained in our church.
deserts of individuals, with the general advice,x And since joy is always frosty, and gladness can
But human testimonies must not be waited for bear no delay, he reads on the Lord's day, in
when the divine approval precedes. Aurelius, the meantime, for me; that is, he has made a
our brother, an illustrious youth, already ap- beginning of peace, by solemnly entering on his
proved by the Lord, and dear to God, in years office of a reader? Do you frequently be urgent
still very young, but, in the praise of virtue and in supplications, and assist my prayers by yours,
of faith, advanced ; inferior in the natural abili- that the Lord's mercy favouring us may soon retics of his age, but superior in the honour he _as store both the priest _ safe to his people, and the
tnerited, --has contended here in a double con- martyr for a reader with the priest. I bid you,
flier, having twice confessed and twice been beloved brethren in God the Father, and in
glorious in the victory of his confession, both Jesus Christ, ever heartily farewell.
when he conquered in the course and was banished, and when at length he fought in a severer
EPISTLE XX3HII.4
conflict, he was triumphant and victorious in the
battle of suffering. As often as the adversary TOORDINATION
THE CLERGYAND
PEOPLE, AS ABOUT
OF CELERINUS
READER.THE
wished to call forth the servants of God, so often
this prompt and brave soldier both fought and A_VaUMENT.--TmS L_rTERIS ABOUT
THZSAMZ
conquered. It had been a slight matter, preIN PUXPORT
wrr_ THaPP._CaDnqO,
EXCEPT
THAT
viously tO have engaged under the eyes of a few,
HE LAROEL¥COMMENDS
THE COSSTANCV
or
when he was banished ; he deserved also in the
CELV_Z_,'_m ms CONFESSION
OF THE rSZTH.
forum to engage with a more illustrious virtue;
_ORSOVEa, THAT BOTHOF THESE LaTrEas
so that, after overcoming the magistrates, he
WEREW_r_v_z_I>uP.n_GmS aETREAT,m stn_might also triumph over the proconsul, and,
ncmwrLY n_ICATEDBY THE CmCUMS'r_'_CE
after exile, might vanquish tortures also. Nor
oF THE co_rrEx-r.
can I discover what I ought to speak most of in
L Cyprian to the presbyters and deacons, and
him, _ the glory of his wounds or the modesty to the whole people, his brethren in the Lord,
of his character ; that he is distinguished by the greeting. The divine benefits, beloved brethren,
honour of his virtue, or praiseworthy for the ad- should be acknowledged and embraced, wheremirableness of his modesty. He is both so ex- with the Lord has condescended to embellish
cellent in dignity and so lowly in humility, that and illustrate His Church in our times by grantit seems that he is divinely reserved as one who ing a respite to His good confessors and His
should be an example to the rest for ecclesiasti- glorious martyrs,that they who had grandly concal discipline, of the way in which the servants fessed Christ should afterwards adorn Christ's
of God should in confession conquer by their clergy in ecclesiastical ministries. Exult, therecourage, and, after confession, be conspicuous fore, and rejoice with me on receiving my letter,
for their character,
wherein I and my colleagues who were then
_. Such a one, to be estimated not by his present mention to you Celerinus, our brother,
years but by his deserts, merited higher degrees glorious alike for his courage and his character,
of clerical ordination and larger increase. But, as added to our clergy, not by human recomin the meantime, I judged it well, that he should mendation, but by divine condescension ; who,
begin with the office of reading; because noth- when he hesitated to yield to the Church, was
ing is more suitable for the voice which has con- constrained by her own admonition and exhorfessed the Lord in a glorious utterance, than to tation, in a vision by night, not to refuse our
sound Him forth in the solemn repetition of the persuasions ; and she had more power, and condivine lessons; than, after the sublime words strained him, because it was not right, nor was
whichspoke outthewitness
of Christ,
toread itbecoming,
thathe shouldbe withoutecclesitheGospelofChrist
whencemartyrs
aremade ; astical
honour,whom the Lord honouredwith
tocome tothedeskai_er
thescaffold
; thereto thedignity
ofheavenly
glory.s
havebeenconspicuous
to the multitude
of the 2. Thisman was thefirst
in thestruggle
of
Gentiles,
hereio be beheldby thebrethren;
our days; he was the Icaderamong Christ's
thereto have been heardwiththewonderof soldiers
; he,inthcmidstof theburning
beginthesurrounding
people,
heretobe heardwiththe ningsof thepersecution,
engagedwiththevery
joyof thebrotherhood.
Know, then,
most be- chief
and authorof thedisturbance,
inconquerloved brethren, that this man has been ordained
by me andby my colleagnes
who werethenpres- s.AuMius not beingabk m..di_.
"
the funcdo_nsofhls,o_,
il
ent. I know thatyouwillboth gladly
welcome which
public,
m the.
meantuneread
forCyprian-"
isbecause
_
to ofthepersecutma,
bc an augury or beginning
of future
[No_ qp_ddslalndldeofdm
dls_iplia_. Ac_s xv. _; Matt

C .y_im_ fm_tom s_i _*_mx'_i. _.l

[That is him_lf. Compare Phil t. 26.]
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ing with invincible firmness the adversary of his
own conflicL z He made a way for others to
conquer ; a victor with no small amount of
wounds, but triumphant by a miracle, with the
long-abiding and permanent penalties of_a tedious conflict.
For nineteen days, shut up in
the close guard of a dungeon, he was racked
and in irons ; but although his body was laid in
chains, his spirit remained free and at liberty,
His flesh wasted away by the long endurance of
hunger and thirst ; but God fed his soul, that
lived in faith and virtue, with spiritual nourishments.
He lay in punishments, the stronger for
his punishments ; imprisoned, greater than those
that imprisoned him ; lying prostrate, but loftier
than those who stood ; as bound, and firmer
than the links which bound him; judged, and
more sublime than those who judged him ; and
although his feet were bound on the rack, yet
the serpent was trodden on and ground down
and vanquished.
In his glorious body shine the
bright evidences
of his wounds;
their manlfest traces show forth, and appear on the man's
sinews and limbs, worn out with tedious wasting away. 2 Great things are they-- marvellous
things are they--which
the brotherhood may
hear of his virtues and of his praises. And should
any one appear like Thomas, who has litde faith
in what he hears, the faith of the eyes is not
wanting, so that what one hears he may also see.
In the servant of God, the glory of the wounds
made the victory ; the memory of the scars preserves that glory,
3- Nor is that kind of title to glories in the
case of Celerinus, our beloved, an unfamiliar and
novel thing.
He is advancing in the footsteps
of his kindred ; he rivals his parents and reladons in equal honours of divine condescension,
His grandmother,
Celerin.a, was some time since
crowned with martyrdom.
Moreover, his paternal and maternal uncles, Laurentius and Egnaflus, who themselves also were once warring in
the camps of the world, but were true and spiritual soldiers of God, casting down the devil by
the confession of Christ, merited palms and
crowns from the Lord by their illustrious passion,
We always ofer sacrifices for them,3 as you remember, as often as we celebrate the passions
and days of the martyrs in the annual commemoration.
Nor could he, therefore, be degenerate
and inferior whom this family dignity and a generous nobility provoked, by domestic examples
of virtue and faith.
But if in a worldly family
it is a matter of heraldry and of praise to be a
patrician, of how much greater praise and honour
z [He pmd_-d somemo_t_,y i=p_

is it to become of noble rank in the celestial
heraldry!
I cannot tell whom I should call
more blessed, -- whether those ancestors, for a
posterity so illustrious, or him, for an origin so
glorious.
So equally between them does the
divine condescension
flow, and pass to and fro,
that, just as the digmty of their offspring brightens
their crown, so the sublimity of his ancestry
illuminates his glory.
4. When this man, beloved brethren, came to
us with such condescension of the Lord, illustrious by the testimony and wonder of the very
man who had persecuted him, what else behoved
to be done except that he should be placed on
the pulpit, 4that is, on the tribunal of the Church ;
that, resting on the loftiness of a higher station,
and conspicuous to the whole people for the
brightness of his honour, he should read the
precepts and Gospel of the Lord, which he so
bravely and faithfully follows ? Let the voice
that has confessed the Lord daily be heard in
those things which the Lord spoke.
Let it be
seen whether there is any further degree to which
he can be advanced in the Church.
There is
nothing in which a confessor can do more good
to the brethren than that, while the reading of
the Gospel is heard from his lips, every one who
hears should imitate the faith of the reader. He
should have been associated with Aurelius in
reading ; with whom, moreover, he was associated in the alliance of divine honour;
with
whom, in all the insignia of virtue and praise,
he had been united.
Equal both, and each like
to the other, in proportion as they were sublime
in glory, in that proportion they were humble in
modesty.
As they were lifted up by divine condescension,
so they were lowly in their own
peacefulness and tranquillity, and equally affordmg examples to every one of virtues and character, and fitted both for conflict and for peace ;
pralsfworthy in the former for strength, in the
latter-for modesty.
5. In such servants the Lord rejoices ; in eonfessors of this kind He glories,--whose
way and
conversation is so advantageous to the announcement of their glory, that it affords to others a
teaching of discipline.
For this purpose Christ
has willed them to remain long here in the
Church ; for this purpose He has kept them safe,
snatched from the midst of death,-a kind of
resurrection, so to speak, being wrought on their
behalf;
so that, while nothing is seen by the
brethren loftier in honour, nothing more lowly
in humility, the way of life of the brotherhood s
may accompany these same persons.
Know,
then, that these for the present are appointed
onV_i_, him_g.] readers, because it was fitting that the candle

a [Gal. vl t 7. St. Paul esteemed such _tk'mata a better ground
of glo_ylng In the flesh than his circumcision,]
3 [Memorial ttumksgtviugs.
Uuher argues hereby the absence
4 [He was called to preach attd expound the _-tiptures.]
of all purgatorlalideas, because martyrs were allowed by an to go at
$ _Th_ btmhtrhoo_mayfollowtmdimitat_
these tame _i
onoe to bt_
Compa_ TettulL, vul. iv. p. 67.]
[ t,. !.
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should be placed in a candlestick, whence it
may give light to all, and that their glorious
countenance should be established in a higher
place, where, beheld by all the surrounding
brotherhood, they may give an incitement of
glory to the beholders. But know that I have
already purposed the honour of the presbytery
for them, that so they may be honoured with the
same presents as the presbyters, and may share
the monthly divisions' in equalled quantities, to
sit with us hereafter in their advanced and
strengthened
years; although
innothingcanhe
seem to be inferior
in thequalities
of agewho
has consummated his age by the dignity of his
glory. I bid you, brethren, beloved and earnestly longed-for, ever heartily farewell
EPISTLE

XXXIV.*

OF

CYPRIAN.

when, by the Lord's protection, we have come
into your presence once more. In the meantime, let what is revealed be done, that we receive
this gift of God with thanksgiving, hoping from
the Lord's mercy more ornaments of the same
kind, that so the strength of His Church being
renewed, He may make men so meek and lowly
to flourish in the honour of our assembly. I bid
you, brethren, very dear and longed-for, ever
heartily farewell
EPISTLE XXXV.s
TO THE CLERGY, CONCERNING THE CARE OF
THE POORAND STRANGERS.
ARGUMENT.
_ HE CAUTIONS THEM AGAINSTNEGLECTING THE WIDOWS, THE SICK, OR THE POOR,
OR STRANGERS.

Cyprian to the presbyters and deacons, his
beloved brethren, greeting. In safety, by God's
grace, I greet you, beloved brethren, desiring
A.t?GUMENT.-CYPRIANTELI_THE CLERGYAND soonto come toyou,and to satisfy
thewishas
PEOPLE THAT NUMIDICUS HAS BEEN ORDAINED well of myselfand you,as of allthebrcthren.
mr HIM PREsBvrF.R
; AND BRIEFLYCOUMEm_ Itbehovesme also,
however,
to haveregardto
HXSWORTH.
thecommon peace,and,in themeantime,alCyprianto thepresbyters
and deacons,
and thoughwith weariness
of spirit,
to bc absent
tothewholepeople,
hisbrethren,
verydearand from you,lestmy presence
shouldprovokethe
longed-for,
greeting.
Thatwhichbelongs,
dear-jealousy
and violence
of theheathens,
and I
estbrethren,
bothtothecommon joyand totheshouldbc thecauseof breaking
thepeace,
who
greatest
glory
ofourChurchoughttobe toldto oughtratherto be careful
forthequietof all.
you; foryou must know thatI havebeen ad- When, therefore,
you writethatmatters
arearmonishedand instructed
by divinecondesccnranged,
andthatIoughttocome,oriftheLord
sion,thatNumidicusthepresbyter
shouldbe shouldcondescend
tointimate
itto me before,
appointed
inthenumber of Carthaginian
prcs-thenI will
come toyou. For wherecouldI be
byters,
and shouldsitwithus among theclergy,
better
or morejoyful
thanthere
wheretheLord
ma man illustrious
bythebrightestlight
ofcon- willed
me bothto believe
and to growup? I
fession,
exalted
inthehonourbothofvirtue
and request
thatyouwilldiligently
takecareof the
offaith
; who by hisexhortation
sentbefore
him- widows,and of thesick,
and of allthe poor.
selfan abundantnumber of martyrs,
slainby Moreover,you may supplythe expensesfor
stones
and by the flames,
and who beheldwithstrangers,
ifany shouldbe indigcnt,
from my
joyhiswifeabiding
byhisside,
burned(Ishouldown portion,
whichI haveIcRwithRogatianus,
rathersay,preserved)
together
withthe rest.
our fellow-presbyter;
6 which portion,
lestit
He himself,
halfconsumed,overwhelmedwithshouldbe allappropriated,
I havesupplemented
stones,
andleft
fordead,m when afterwards
hisby sending
to thesame by Naricustheacolyte
daughter,
withtheanxious
consideration
ofaffecanother
share,
sothatthesufferers
may be more
tion, sought for the corpse of her father, --was largely and promptly dealt with. I bid you,
found half dead, was drawn out and revived, and ibeloved brethren, ever heartily farewell ; and
remained unwillingly s from among the compan- have me in remembrance. Qreet your brotherions whom he himself had sent before. But the hood in my name, and tell them to be mindful
reason of his remaining behind, as we see, was of me.
this : that the Lord might add him to our clergy,
EPISTLE XXXVI.7
and might adorn with glorious priests the num- TO THE CLERGY,BIDDINGTHEMSHOWEVERY
ber of our presbyters that had been desolated by] KINDNESSTO THE CONFESSORSIN PRISON.
the lapse of some.4 And when God permits, ARGUMENT.-- HE EXHORTSHIS CLERGY
THAT
beshallbeadvancedtoalargerofliceinhisregion,
EVERY KINDNESS AND CARE SHOULD BE EXERTO THE

SAME,

ABOt.)f

THE

ORDINATION

OF

NUMIDICUSAS PRESBYTER.

z _SeeB/at,bam. Bookv. aqx6, mc. 3.]
•_
ed.: Ep. xl. A.D.2,_o,
s Othendm,"..¢enquemd."
4 [Let ,a pme.r_lv_ ta Cymlm'sph_e,mi dram hi_nxtety
_L]lp

the ,numat_

ia his ilst el'lmhyt_at

CISED TOWARDS THE CONFESSORS_AS WELL TOs Oxk_ ed.: F.p.vii.._.D. _'_.a tSz.
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WARDSTHOSEwho WERE _aav_ AS THOSEWHO
DIED,
IN PRISON .; THAT
THE
DAYS OF THEm
DEATH SHOULDBE CAREFULLYNOTED,FOR THE
PURPOSEOF CELEBRATING
THEIR MEMORYANNUALLY; AND, FINALLY,THAT THEY SHOULDNOT
FORGk-'rTHE POOR ALSO.
x. Cyprian to the presbyters and deacons, his
brethren,
greeting.
Although I know, dearest
brethren, that you have frequently been admonished in my letters to manifest all care for those
who with a glorious voice have confessed the
Lord, and are confined in prison ; yet, again and
again, I urge it upon you, that no consideration
be wanting to them to whose glory there is nothlng wanting.
And I wish that the circumstances
of the place and of my station would permit
me to present myself at this time with them;
promptly and gladly would I fulfil all the duoes
of love towards our most courageous brethren
m my appointed ministry.
But I beseech you,
let your diligence be the representative
of my
duty, and do all those things which behove to be
done m respect of those whom the divine condescenslon has rendered illustrious in such merits
of their faith and virtue.
Let there be also a
more zealous watchfulness
and care bestowed
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martyrs/ although Tertullus, our most faithful
and devoted brother, who, in addition to the
other solicitude and care which he shows to the
brethren in all service of labour, is not wanting
besides in that respect in any care of their
bodies, has written, and does write and intimate
to me the days, in which our blessed brethren
in prison pass by the gate of a glorious death to
their immortality ; and there are celebrated here
by us oblations and sacrifices for their commemorations, which things, with the Lord's protection,
we shall soon celebrate with you. Let your care
also (as I have already often written) and your
diligence not be wanting to the poor, m to such,
I mean, as stand fast in the faith and bravely
fight with us, and have not left the camp of
Christ ; to whom, indeed, we should now show
a greater love and care, in that they are neither
constrained
by poverty nor prostrated
by the
tempest of persecution, but faithfully serve with
the Lord, and have given an example of faith to
the other poor.
I bid you, brethren beloved,
and greatly longed-for, ever heartily farewell ;
and remember me.
Greet the brotherhood
in
my name.
Fare ye well.
EPISTLE

XXXVII.5

upon the bodies of all those who, although they TO CALDONIUS,
HERCULANUS,
AND OTHERS,
were not tortured in prison, yet depart thence
ABOUT THE EXCOMMUNICATION OF FELlby the glorious exit of death.
For neither is
CISSIMUS.
their virtue nor their honour too little for them
also to be alhed with the blessed martyrs.
As ARGUMENT.--FELICISSIMUS, TOGETHERWITHHIS
far as they could, they bore whatever they were
COMPA2_IONS
IN SEDITION,IS TO BE RESTRAINED
prepared and equipped to bear.
He who under
FROM THE COMMtmIONOF ALL.
the eyes of God has offered himself to tortures
i. Cyprian to Caldonius and Herculanus, his
and to death, has suffered whatever he was colleagues, also to Rogatianus and Numidicus,
willing to suffer _ for it was not he that was his fellow-presbyters,
greeting.
I have been
wanting to the tortures, but the tortures that were greatly grieved, dearest brethren, at the receipt
wanting to him.
"Whosoever
shall confess me of your letter, that although I have always probefore men, him will I also confess before my posed to myself and wished to keep all our
Father which is in heaven,"'
saith the Lord. brotherhood safe, and to preserve the flock unThey have confessed Him.
"He that endureth
harmed, as charity requires, you tell me now that
to tl_e end, the same shall be saved, ''_ saith the Felicissimus has been attempting
many things
Lord.
They have endured and have carried the with wickedness and craft; so that, besides his
uncorrupted
and unstained merits of their . wr-old
frauds and plundenng, of which I had for. ]
tues through, even unto the end.
And, again, it merly known a good deal, he has now, moreover,
Is written, "Be thou faithful unto death, and I tried to divide with the bishop a portion of the
will give thee a crown of life." _ They have per- people ; that is, to separate the sheep from the
severed in their faithfulness, and stedfastness, i shepherd, and sons from their parents, and to
and invincibleness, even unto death.
When to!scatter
the'members
of Christ.
And although I
the willingness and the confession of the name sent you as my substitutes to discharge the hein prison and in chains is added also the conclu- cessities of our brethren, with funds, and if any.
sion of dying, the glory of the martyr is con- moreover,
wished to exercise their crafts, to
summated,
assist their wishes with such an addition
as
2. Finally, also, take note of their days on might be sufficient, and at the _me time also
which they depart, that we may celebrate their to take note of their ages and conditions and
commemoration
among the memorials
of the deserts, -- that I also, upon whom falls the
x Matt x. 3a.
3 R©v.k

_o.

* [The tractof Archb_aop Ussher showswhat these _,',_mo_
rattonswere
Seevol. iti. p. 7ox, and Eiucidati_m,p. _6; alsovok
rdcd.: Ep. xll.

A.D. 2_
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charge of knowing all of them thoroughly, might
promote any that were worthy and humble and
meek to the offices of the ecclesiastical admin-
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brethren, ever heartily farewell;
me. Fare ye well.

and remember

istration ; mhe has interfered, and directed that
EPISTLE
XXX-VIII.3
no one should be relieved, and that those things
which I had desired should not be ascertained
THE LETTER OF CALDONIUS, HERCULANUS,
by careful examination ; he has also threatened
AND OTHERS, ON THE EXCOMMUNICATION
our brethren, who had first approached
to be
OF FELICISSIMUS WITH HIS PEOPLE.
reheved, with a wicked exercise of power, and ARGUMENT.CALDONIUS,
HERCULANLTS,
AND
with a violent dread that those who desired to
OTHERS CARRYINTO EFFECTWHAT THE PREobey me should not communicate
with him in
CEDINGLEI_I'ERHAD BIDDENTHEM.
death.'
2. And since, after all these things, neither
moved by the honour of my station, nor shaken
by your authority and presence, but of his own
impulse, disturbing the peace of the brethren,
he hath rushed forth with many more, and
asserted himself as a leader of a facuon and
chief of a sedition with a hasty madness--in
which respect, indeed, I congratulate several of
the brethren that they have withdrawn from thi_
boldness, and have rather chosen to consen
with you, so that they may remain with the
Church, their mother, and receive their stipends
from the bishop who dispenses
them, which,
indeed, I know for certain, that others also will
peaceably
do, and will quickly withdraw from
their rash error, m in the meantime, since Felicissimus has threatened that they should not
communicate
with him in death 2 who had
obeyed us, that is, who communicated with us,
let him receive the sentence which he first of
all declared, that he may know that he is excommunicated
by us ; inasmuch as he adds to
his frauds and rapines, which we have known by
the clearest truth, the crime also of adultery,

Caldordus, with Herculanus
and Victor, his
colleagues, also with Rogatianus and Numidicus,
presbyters.4
We have rejected Felicissimus and
Augendus from communion ; also Repostus from
among the exiles, and Irene of the Blood-stained
ones ;s and Panla the sempstress;
which you
ought to know from my subscription ; also we
have rejected Sophronius and Soliassus (budinarius) ,6 __ himself also one of the exiles.
EPISTLE
XXXIX.7
TO THE PEOPLE,
CONCERNING FIVE SCHIS.
MATIC PRESBYTERS OF THE FACTION OF
FELIClSSIMUS.
.4RGUMENT. -- IN LIKEMANNER,ASIN"THE EPISTLE

BUT ONE

BEFORE

THIS,

CYPRIAN

TOLD THE

CLFa_GV,SO NOWlie TELLSTHE PEOPLE,TrlAT
FEIaC_SSmarS IS TO BE AVOIDED, TOC_
WITH FIVE PRESBVTFW.S
OF ms FACTION,WHO
NOT ONLY GRANTED PF_ACETO THE LAPSED
WITHOUTANYDISCRIMINATION,
Btrr SaXRREVUP
SEDmON AND SCmSM AGAINSt HIMSELF.
x. Cyprian to the whole people, greeting.
Although, dearest brethren, Virtius, s a most
faithful and uptight presbyter, and also Rogatia-

which
ourhave
brethren,
grave and
men,have
haveasseverated
declared
that they
discovered,
that they will prove; all which things we shall nus and Numidicus, presbyters, confessors, and
illustrious by the glory of the divine condescenthen judicially examine, when, with the Lord's sion, and also the deacons, good men and depermission, we shall assemble in one place with voted to the ecclesiastical administration in all
many considering
of our colleagues.
Augendusnor also,
who,
neither But
his bishop
his its duties, with the other ministers, afford you
Church, has equally associated

himself with him the full attention of their presence, and do not
icease to confirm individuals by their assiduous
in this persevere
conspiracywithand
he theshould
and, moreover,
to govern and
further
him,faction,
let him ifbear
sen- exhortations,
tence which that factious and impetuous man has reform the minds of the lapsed by their wholeprovoked on himself.
Moreover, whoever shall some counsels, yet, as much as I can, I admonally himself with his conspiracy and faction, let ish, and as I can, I visit you with nay letters.
him know that he shall not communicate in the By my letters "I say, dearest brethren ; for the
Church
with us, since of his own accord he has
,
3 Oxford ed.- Ep xlit. ^.D. 2_x.
preterrecl to be separated from the Church.
*V.l."toCyprian,
greeting. '¢
Read this" letter of nune" to our brethren, and also
s ,, Rutili," ._cil. confessors who had spilt their blood.
e - Budinarius " The exact meanin_ of this _..4 : .
_t
it to Carthage to the clergy, the names so_e read,t _ anothername_"Solut_us and .Budinan'tm ". The

bein- -d
-_^-_-"
_ U_Xl Ut.
selves
--

with

.k---UIU_:

--_WhO

FehcL_imus.

[SotheOafforded.,p.

_mmu_am_W
_o_
'_n_, a Or, ,, on the =totmt."

9z. t

Or,

_nave

I bid

• ,__ a
jOlne_

.1_
ulem-

you, beloved

in themount,
mam_,_xori_
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malignity and treachery of certain of the pres- and that the Lord should not be appeased
byters has accomplished this, that I should not through bishops and priests, but that the Lord's
be allowed to come to you before Easter-day ; priests being forsaken, a new tradition of a sacrisince mindful of their conspiracy, and retaining legions appointment should arise, contrary to the
that ancient venom against my episcopate, that evangelical discipline.
And although it was once
is, against your suffrage and God's judgment, arranged as well by us as by the confessors and
they renew their old attack upon me, and once the city _ clergy, and moreover by all the bishops
more begin their sacrilegious machinations with appointed either in our province or beyond the
their accustomed craft. And, indeed, of God's sea, _ that no novelty should be introduced in
providence, neither by our wish nor desire, nay, respect of the ease of the lapsed unless we all
although we were forgiving and silent, they have assembled into one place, and our counsels besuffered the punishment which they had de- ing compared, should decide upon a moderate
served ; so that, not cast out by us, they of their sentence, tempered alike with discipline and with
own accord have cast themselves
out. They mercy ;against this our counsel they have
themselves, before their own conscience, have rebelled, and all priestly authonty and power is
passed sentence on themselves in accordance
destroyed by factious conspiracies.
with your suffrages and the divine.
These con4. What sufferings do I now endure, dearest
spirators and evil men of their own accord have brethren, that I myself am not able to come to
driven themselves from the Church.
you at the present juncture, that I myself cannot
2. Now it has appeared whence came the fac- : approach you each one, that I myself cannot
tion of Felicissimus ; on what root and by what exhort you according to the teaching of the Lord
strength it stood. These men supplied in former and of His Gospel ! An exile of, now, two years 3
times encouragements
and exhortations to cer- was not sufficient, and a mournful separation
tain confessors, not to agree with their bishop, from you, from your countenance, and from your
not to maintain the ecclesiastical discipline with sight, -- continual grief and lamentation, which,
faith and quietness according to the Lord's pre- in my loneliness without you, breaks me to
cepts, not to keep the glory of their confession pieces with my constant mourning, nor my tears
with an uncorrupt and unspotted conversation,
flowing day and night, that there is not even an
And lest it should be too little to have corrupted opportunity for the priest, whom you made with
the minds of certain confessors, and to have so much love and eagerness, to greet you, nor
wished to arm a portion of our broken fraternity to be enfolded in your embraces.
This greater
against God's priesthood, they have now turned grief is added to my worn spirit, that in the
their attention with their envenomed deceitful- midst of so much solicitude and necessity I am
ness to the ruin of the lapsed, to turn away from not able myself to hasten to you, since, by the
the healing of their wound the sick and the threats and by the snares of perfidious men, we
wounded, and those who, by the misfortune of are anxious that on our coming a greater tumult
their fall, are less fit and less sturdy to take may not arise there; and so, although the bishop
stronger counsel ; and invite them, by the false- ought to be careful for peace and txanquillity
hood of a fallacious peace, to a fatal rashness, in all things, he himself should seem to have
leaving off prayers and supplications,
whereby, afforded material for sedition, and to have emwith long and continual satisfaction, the Lord is bittered
persecution
anew.
Hence, however,
to be appeased,
beloved brethren, I not only admonish but coun3. But I pray you, brethren, watch against the sel you, not rashly to trust to mischievous words,
snares of the devil, and, taking care for your nor to yield an easy consent to deceitful sayown salvation, be diligently on your guard against ings, nor to take darkness for light, night for
this death-bearing
fallacy. This is another per- day, hunger for food, thirst for drink, poison for
secution and another temptation.
Those five medicine, death for safety.
Let not the age nor
presbyters are none other than the five leadersthe
authority deceive you of those who, answerwho were lately associated with the magistrates ing to the ancient wickedness of the two elders ; 4
in an edict, that they might overthrow our faith, as they attempted
to corrupt and violate the
that they might turn away the feeble hearts of chaste Susannah,s are thus also attempting, with
the brethren to their deadly nets by the prevari- their adulterous doc_ines, to corrupt the chastity
cation of the truth.
Now the same scheme, the
same overturning, is again brought about by the
z - _,
neons," ac_ _ ,, Rom_ d_ cle_." [A *cry
five presbyters, linked with Felicissimus, to the de- importanttmpohs
wtthexampletho_
of°fshtterthe
concurrentchttrches,]action
of the clergy of the mestruction of salvation, that God should not be _ns_ ,, v.om,,"
,ca. "_
t_ _a, at Ro_.la'hexfr_m
forl_leapl_d,
toanybi,hopbeyond
_.]
besought, and that he who has denied Christ
s [co,_m_,i_is_z_,_p._7o,_,-,,J
4 [" The elders," i._., pr_byteN
Our author plays upon the
should not appeal for mercy to the same Christ wo,d, ._d _,
,._ co.r_t w_.b_, m _ _, li_ i.__ He.
whom he had denied ; that after the fault of the b_
Chu_, r_,,_h
th_ _e ,, bono,,_ _
_. ,6 and
._uJ,m.l
crime, repentance also should be taken away;
s_
_t s_
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of the Church and violate the truth of the
Gospel.
5. The Lord cries aloud, saying, "Hearken
not unto the words of the false prophets, for the
visions of their own hearts deceive them.
They
speak, but not out of the mouth of the Lord.
They say to them that despise the word of the
Lord, Ye shall have peace. ''z They axe now
offering peace who have not peace themselves,
They are promising to bring back and recall the
lapsed into the Church, who themselves have
departed from the Church.
There is one God,
and Christ is one, and there is one Church, and
one chair founded upon the rock by the word
of the Lord?
Another altar cannot be constituted nor a new priesthood be made, except the
one altar and the one priesthood.
Whosoever
gathereth elsewhere, scattereth.
Whatsoever is
appointed by human madness, so that the divine
disposition is violated, is adulterous, is impious,
is sacrilegious.
Depart far from the contagion
of men of this kind, and flee from their words,
avoiding them as a cancer and a plague, as the
Lord warns you and says, "They
are blind
leaders of the blind.
But if the blind lead the
blind, they shall both fall into the ditch."s
They
intercept your prayers, which you pour forth with
us to God day and night, to appease Him with a
righteous satisfaction.
They intercept your tears
with which you wash away the guilt of the sin
you have committed ; they intercept the peace
which you truly and faithfully ask from the mercy
of the Lord ; and they do not know that it is
written, "And that prophet, or that dreamer of
dreams, that hath spoken to turn you away from
the Lord your God, shall be put to death." 4
Let no one, beloved brethren, make you to err
from the ways of the Lord ; let no one snatch
you, Christians, from the Gospel of Christ; let
no one take sons of the Church away from the
Church ; let them perish alone for themselves
who have wished to perish ; let them remain
outside the Church alone who have departed
from the Church; let them alone be without
bishops who have rebelled against bishops ; let
them alone undergo the penalties of their conspiracies who formerly, according to your votes,
and now according to God's judgment, have deserved to undergo the sentence
of their own
conspiracy and malignity,
6. The Lord warns us in His Gospel, saying,
"Ye reject the commandment
of God, that ye
may establish your own tradition." s Let them
who reject the commandment
of God and ent Jer. xziii. :6, :7.

* Is= r._;.

_,, w,'ty,

crp_

_

deavour to keep their own tradition be bravely
and firmly rejected by you ; let one downfall be
suff_ient for the lapsed ; let no one by his fraud
hurl down those who wish to rise ; let no one
cast down more deeply and depress those who
axe down, on whose behalf we pray that they
may be raised up by God's hand and arm ; let no
one turn away from all hope of safety those who
are half alive and entreating that they may receive their former health ; let no one extinguish
every light of the way of salvation to those that
are wavering in the darkness of their lapse. The
apostle instructs us, saying, "If any man teach
otherwise, and consent not to the wholesome
words of our Lord Jesus Christ and His doctrine,
he is lifted up with foolishness : from such withdraw thyself." 6 And again he says, "Let no
man deceive you with vain words; for because
of these things cometh the wrath of God upon
the children of disobedience.
Be not ye therefore partakers with them." 7 There is no reason
that you should be deceived with vain words,
and begin to be partakers of their depravity.
Depart from such, I entreat you, and acquiesce
in our counsels, who daily pour out for you continual prayers to the Lord, who desire that you
should be recalled to the Church by the clemency
of the Lord, who pray for the fullest peace from
God, first for the mother, and then for her children.
Join also your petitions and prayers with
our prayers and petitions ; mingle your tears with
our wailings. Avoid the wolves who separate
the sheep from the shepherd ; avoid the envenomed tongue of the devil, who from the beginning of the world, always deceitful and lying, lies
:hat he may deceive, cajoles that he may injure,
promises good that he may give evil, promises
life that he may put to death.
Now also his
words are evident, and his poisons are plain.
He promises peace, in order that peace may not
possibly be attained ; he promises salvation, that
he who has sinned may not come to salvation ; he
promises a Church, when he so contrives that he
who believes him may utterly perish apart from
the Church.
7. It is now the occasion, dearly beloved
brethren, both for you who stand fast to persevere bravely, and to maintain your glorious
stability, which you kept in persecution with a
continual firmness ; and if any of you by the circumvention of the adversary have fallen, that in
this second temptation you should faithfully take
counsel for your hope and your peace ; and in
order that the Lord may pardon you, that you
should not depart from the priests of the Lord,
since it is written, "And the man that will do
the u,_-,_l )resumptuously, and will not hearken unto the

as one cat;_edr_, llke "_o_es' seat" m the Church of
the Hebx'ewg. This one ¢h_ur he ¢a_t" Pet_J c,ha_.'_
s Matt. zv. z4.
a Deut. xzii. 5.
J Markvfi. 9..

6 x Tim. vl. 35.
7 Eph. v. 6, 7.
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priest or unto the judge that shall be in those
days, even that man shall die."' Of this persecution this is the latest and final temptation,
which itself also, by the Lord's protection, shall
quickly pass away ; so that I shall be again presented to you after Easter-day with my colleagues, who, being present, we shall be able as
well to arrange as to complete the matters which
require to be done according to your judgment
and to the general advice of all of us as it has
been decided before. _ But if anybody, refusing
to repent and to make satisfaction to God, shall
yield to the party of Felicissimus and his satellites, and shall join himself to the heretical faction, lets him know that he cannot afterwards
return to the Church and communicate with the
bishops and the people of Christ. I bid you,
dearest brethren, ever heartily farewell, and that
you plead with mc in continual prayer that the
mercy of God may be entreated,
EPISTLE XL.3
TO

CORNELIUS,
ON HIS REFUSAL
TO
NOVATIAN'S
ORDINATION.
4

RECEIVE

OF

CYPRIAN

3x9

by way of instructing us thereon, put forward
manifest proofs and testimonies in conformity
with their gravity and faithfulness, so that it was
not even necessary that those who had come, as
sent by Novatian, should be heard any further.
And when in our solemn assembly 6 they burst
in with invidious abuse and turbulent clamour,
demanding that the accusations, which they said
that they brought and would prove, should be
publicly investigated by us and by the people,
we said that it was not consistent with our grayity to suffer the honour of our colleague, who
had already been chosen and ordained and approved by the laudable sentence of many, to be
called into question any further by the abusive
voice of rivals. And because it would be a long
business to collect into a letter the matters in
which they have been refuted and repressed,
and in which they have bccn manifested as haying caused heresy by their unlawful attempts,
you shall hear everything most fully from Primitivusourco-presbyter,7
when he shall
come to
yOU.

2. And lest their raging boldness should ever
cease, they are striving here also to distract the
_RGVME_VT.--THE _T_a._Sn_OtT.S
SF_acrBY NO- members of Christ into schismatical parties, and
VATIAN TO INTIMATE HIS ORDINATION
TO THE to cut and tear the one body of the Catholic
CmJRCHOFCARTHAOE
AREP.EJF.Cn_D
BYC'YPmm_.Church, so that, running about from door to door,
,. Cyprian to Cornelius, his brother, greeting, through the houses of many, or from city to city,
There have come to us, beloved brother, sent through certain districts, they seek for companby Novatian, Maximus the presbyter, and Augen- ions in their obstinacy and error to join to themdus the deacon, and a certain Machmus and selves in their schism. To whom we have once
Longinus. But, as we discovered, as well from given this reply, nor shah we cease to command
the letters which they brought with them, as from them to lay aside their pernicious dissensions and
their discourse and declaration, that Novatian disputes, and to bc aware that it is an impiety
had been made bishop ; disturbed by the wick- to forsake their Mother ; and to acknowledge
edness of an unlawful ordination made in oppo- and understand that when a bishop s is once made
sition to the Catholic Church, we considered at and approved by the testimony and judgment of
once that they must be restrained from commun- his colleagues and the people, another can by no
ion with us; and having, in the meanwhile, means be appointed.9 Thus, if they consult
refuted and repelled the things which they per- their own interest peaceably and faithfully, if
tinaciously and obstinately endeavoured to assert, they confess themselves to be maintainers of the
I and several of my colleagues, who had come Gospel of Christ, they must return to the Church.
together to me, were awaiting the arrival of our I bid you, dearest brother, ever heartily farewell
colleagues Caldonius and Fortunatus, whom we I
had lately sent to you as ambassadors, and to]
EPISTLE XLI. '°
our fellow-bishops, who were present at your I
ordination,S in order that, when they came and JTO CORNELIUS, ABOUTCYPRIAN'SAPPROVAL
reported the truth of the matter, the wickedness t CISSIMUS.
OF HIS ORDINATION, ANDCONCERNING
FELIof theadverse
partymightbe quelled
through
l
them, by greater authority and manifest proof.._RaUMENT.--C_m_
EXCUSES
H_._Lt_ FORNor
But there came, in addition, Pompeius and
HAVmOW1THOUT
HESITATION
BELIEVED
IN THE
Stephanus, our colleagues, who themselves also,
ORDINATION
COm_LmS,
UNTILHEC_ALDONII_
THE LETTERSOFOF
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,,nov Fom,tmATtrs, wmc_ _LLY TESTIFIED
TO carelessly and rudely published, which may move
rrs ngorrn_cv; AND INcmg_rrALLY
_m,
a scandal by means of a quarrehome pen in the
IN RESPECT OF THE CONTRARY FACTION" OF minds of the hearers, and confuse brethren, who
THE NOVATIAN PARTY, THAT HE DID NOT IN are placed far apart and dwelling across the sea,
THE VF_Y FIRSTmsr_cE GIVESm *DSmmS with uncertain opinions. Let those beware, who,
TO THAT,Btrr RATHER
TO COR_'ELIUS,
EVEI_TO obeying either their own rage or lust, and unmindEXTENTOF REnmiNGTO _EC_VE ACCU--ful of the divine law and holiness, rejoice to throw
SaTIONSAOAmSTHIM.
abroad in the meantime things which they canx. Cyprian to Cornelius his brother, greeting,
As was fitting for God's servants, and especially
for upright and peaceable priests, dearest brother,
we recently sent our colleagues Caldonius and
Fortunatus, that they might, not only by the persuasion of our letters, but by their presence and
the advice of all of you, strive and labour with all
their power to bring the members of the divided
body into the unity of the Catholic Church, and
associate them into the bond of Christian charity,
But since the obstinate and inflexible pertinacity
of the adverse party has not only rejected the
bosom and the embrace of its root and Mother,
but even, with a discord spreading and reviving
itself worse and worse, has appointed a bishop
for itself, and, contrary to the sacrament once
delivered of the divine appointment and of Catholic Unity, has made an adulterous and opposed
head outside the Church ; having received your
letters as well as those of our colleagues, at the
coming also of our colleagues Pompeius and
Stephanus, good men and very dear to us, by
whom all these things were undoubtedly alleged
and proved to us with general gladness,' in conformity with the requirements alike of the sanctity and the truth of the divine tradition and
ecclesiastical institution, we have directed our
letters to you. Moreover, bringing these same
things under the notice of our several colleagues
throughout the province, we have bidden also
that our brethren, with letters from them, be
directed

to you.

not
prove
; and although
they may
not be successful
in destroying
and ruining
innocence,
are
satisfied with scattering stains upon it with lying
reports and false rumours. Assuredly, we should
exert ourselves, as it is fitting for prelates and
priests to do, that such things, when they are
written by any, should be repudiated as far as
we are concerned. For otherwise, what wiU
become of that which we learn and which we
declare to be laid down in Scripture : "Keep
thy tongue from evil, and thy lips from speaking guile?" • And elsewhere: "Thy mouth
abounded in malice, and thy tongue embraced
deceit.
satest and thine
spakestownagainst
thy
brother, Thou
and slanderedst
mother's
son." 3 Also what the apostle says: "Let no
corrupt
from thyofmouth,
but that communication
which is good proceed
to the edifying
faith,
that
it may
unto course
the hearers."
Further,
we minister
show whatgrace
the right
of con-4
duct to pursue is,S if, when such things are written by the calumnious temerity of some, we do
not
thembrother,
to be read
us ; and
therefore,allow
dearest
whenamong
such letters
came
to
me against you, even though they were the letters of your co-presbyter sitting with you,6 as
they breathed a tone of religious simplicity, and
did not echo with any barkings of curses and revilings, I ordered them to be read to the clergy
and the people.
But in desiring letters from our colleagues/
wh3o'werepresent at your ordination at that place,

_. TMs has bttn done, although our mind and we did not forget the ancient usage, nor did we
intention hadbeen ah'eadyplainly declared to the seek
any novelty.
it wass sufficient
for
you tofor
announce
yourselfFor
by letters
to have been
brethren, and to the whole of the people in this made bishop, unless there had been a dissenting
place, when, having received letters lately from
both parties, we read your letters, and intimated faction on the other side, who by their slanderyour ordination to the episcopate, in the ears of ous
and
fabrications
disturbed
the
minds
andcalumnious
perplexed the
hearts of our
colleagues,
every one. Moreover, remembering the com- as well as of several of the brethren. To set this
mon honour, and having respect for the sacerdotal gravity and sanctity, we repudiated those matter at rest, we judged it necessary to obtain
things which from the other party had been thence the strong and decided authority of our
heaped together with bitter virulence into a colleagues who wrote to us ; and they, declaring
document transmitted to us ; alike considering
and weighing, that in so great and so religious
• Ps.
t_. I,tg,
m_,.go,
,3.
S
an assembly of brethren, in which God's priests
, .z_. ,,. ,_
$ Lit.: u tht/tthtamthingsot_ht to la¢dot_ a
__
.
were sitting together, and His altar was set, they
oTh._
hm _okimdi_Uovatm. "L_*_mt
ought neither to be read nor to be heard. For _o-lm_m
_
"Wh_si_,_,,_ss
cam to m _ioS
_ anda_r
wlth _ou, m hadthe mm fi_ of _l_iam _those things should not easily be put forward, nor _
_ thin.- _
h. ,_h_ d _
I'_ thiakd s
raodem" Pgl_" th_ _

abom a "_.']
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the testimony of their letters to be fully deserved
by your character, and life, and teaching, have
deprived even your rivals, and those who delight
either in novelty or evil, of every scruple of doubt
or of difference ; and, according to our advice
weighed in wholesome reason, the minds of the
brethren tossing about in this sea have sincerely
and decidedly approved your priesthood.
For
this, my brother, we especially both labour after,
and ought to labour after, to be careful to mainrain as much as we can the unity delivered by
the Lord, and through His apostles to us their
successors, and, as far as in us lies, to gather into
the Church the dispersed and wandering sheep
which the wilful faction and heretical temptation
of some is separating from their Mother ; those
only being left outside, who by their obstinacy
and madness have persisted, and have been un-

ishort letter to the confessors who are there with
you, and, seduced by the obstinacy and depravity of Novatian and Novatus, 3 have departed
from the Church ; in which letter I might induce
them, for the sake of our mutual affection, to
return to their Mother, that is, to the Catholic
Church.
This letter I have first of all entrusted
to you by Mettius the sub-deacon for your perusal,
lest any one should pretend that I had written
otherwise than according to the contents of my
letter.
I have, moreover, charged the same
Mettius sent by me to you, that he should be
guided by your decision ; and if you should
think that this letter should be given to the
confessors, then that he should deliver it. I bid
you, dearest brother, ever heartily farewell.

willing to return to us ; who themselves will have
to give an account to the Lord of the dissension
and separation made by them, and of the Church
that they have forsaken.
4. But, so far as pertains to the cause of cerrain presbyters here, and of Felicissimus, that you
may know what has been done here, our colleagues have sent you letters subscribed by their
own hand, that you may learn, when you have
heard the parties, from their letters what they
have thought and what they have pronounced,
But you will do better,, brother, if you will also
bid copies of the letters which I had sent lately
by our colleagues Caldonius and Fortunatus to
you, to be read for the common satisfaction,
which I had written concerning the same Felicissimus and his presbytery to the clergy there, and
also to the people, to be read to the brethren
there ; declaring your ordination, and the course
of the whole transaction, that so as well there as
here the brotherhood
may be informed of all
things by us. Moreover, I have here transmitted
also copies of the same by Mettius the sub-deacon, sent by me, and by Nicephorus the acolyte,
I bid you, dearest brother, ever heartily farewell,

TO THE ROMAN CONFESSORS, THAT THEY
SHOULD RETURN TO UNITY.

EPISTLE
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ROMAN

CON-

FESSOnsWHOHADBEENSEDUCEDBYTHEFACTION
OF NOVATLCN
ANDNOVATUS,
TO Rm'URN TOtmrrY.
Cyprian to Maximus and Nicostratus, and the
other confessors, greeting.
As you have frequently gathered from my letters, beloved, what
honour I have ever observed in my mode of
speaking for your confession, and what love for
the associated brotherhood ; believe, I entreat
you, and acquiesce in these my letters, wherein
I both write and with simplicity and fidelity
consult for you, and for your doings, and for
your praise.
For it weighs me down and saddens me, and the intolerable grief of a smitten,
almost prostrate, spirit seizes me, when I find
that you there, contrary to ecclesiastical order,
contrary to evangelical law, contrary to the uuity
of the Catholic institution, had consented that
another bishop should be made.S That is what
is neither right nor allowable to be done ; that
another church should be set up ; that Christ's
members should be torn asunder ; that the one
mind and body of the Lord's flock should be
EPISTLE
XLII.*
lacerated by a divided emulation.
I entreat that
in you, at all events, that unlawful rending of our
TO THE SAME, ON HIS HAVING
SENT
LETTERS
brotherhood may not continue ; but remembering
TO THE CONFESSORS WHOM NOVATIAN HAD both your confession and the divine tradition, you
SEDUCED.
imay return to the Mother whence you have gone
ARGUMENT. n THE ARGWbIENT
OF THIS L_-rx_R forth ; whence you came to the glory of confession
SL_'VIOF.N'rLY
APPF_XRS
FROMTHE TrrLg. rr m with the rejoicing of the same Mother.
And
MANIFESTTHAT THIS L_.-Yx'l_I¢AND THR FOL- think not that you are thus maintaining the OosLOWa¢OWERE smrr m, ON_. MmSENGrR.
pel of Christ when you separate yourselves from
Cyprian to Cornelius his brother, greeting.
I the flock of Christ, and from His peace and
have thought it both obligatory on me, and
_ [on the freqmmt confusion of these r,_, see Wordsworth.
nece-_sary for you, dearest brother, to write a Hi_t.,_
zog.]
* Oxforded.: Ep. xlvL ^.l)._aSz.
s [,,A_ts-_,_,hop _md _.,_.l,." ,what_,,,a _b_:h,
t [Hadauchinstructions_
rhm, whtfiffcr_aocswould

from the Rolrmu See
lmw bun

msmu_atm'cd out_c t_F_

• O_ml_l.; gp. xlvii, a.D._*Sx.

out_. of the whole Church, and _
the language ot _yprmnt
a_l idea entered tbelr minds mat u_ ._ w_ that oi the ._w_
Oraded
ChHs_adom, the V"i_rof Clh'_t,_C.cntreof
gmty, the
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concord ; since it is more fitting for glorious acknowledge and hold the root and ma_
of
and good soldiers to sit down within their own the Catholic Church.* But since our province is
camp, and so placed within to manage and pro- wide-spread, and has Numidia and Mauritania
vide for those things which are to be dealt with attached to it; lest a schism made in the city
in common. For as our unanimity and concord should confuse the minds of the absent with unought by no means to be divided, and because certain opinions, we decided -- having obtained
we cannot forsake the Church and go outstde by means of the bishops the truth of the matter,
her to come to you, we beg and entreat you and having got a greater authority for the proof
with what exhortations we can, rather to return of your ordination, and so at length every scruto the Church your Mother, and to our brother-i ple being got rid of from the breast of every
hood. I bid you, dearest brethren, ever heartily one-- that letters should be sent you by all who
farewell,
were placed anywhere in the province ; as in
EPISTLE XLIV.,
fact is done, that so the whole of our colleagues
TO CORNELIUS,CONCERNINGPOLYCARPTHE might decidedly approve of and maintain both
ADRUMETINE.
you and your communion, that is as well to the
.4RaUMENI'.DHE EXCUSES
HrMSELFIN
TInSLET- unity of the Catholic Church as to its charity.
TERFORWHAT
HADOCCURRED,
INTHAT,DURINGThat all which has by God's direction come to
pass, and that our design has under Providence
THE TIME
HE WAS
AT ADRUMETUM,
LET- been
TERS
HAD THAT
BEEN SENT
THENCE
BY THE CLERGY

forwarded,

we rejoice.

OF POLYCARP,
NOTTO CORNELKiS,
Blfr TO THE 4- For thus as well the truth as the dignity of
ROMANCLERGY,
NOTWITHSTANDING
THATPRE- yonr episcopate has been established in the most
VlOUSLYPOLYCAm'HIMSELF HA1) Wmv,_ open light, and with the most manifest and subRATHER
TO CORNELIUS.ITAPPEARS
TOLERABLY
stantial approval ; so that from the replies of our
PLAIN"
FROMTHE CONTEXT
ITSELFTHATTHIScolleagues, who have thence written to us, and
WASWRITI"EN
AFTERTHE PRECEDING
ONES.
from the account and from the testimonies of
our co-bishops Pompeius, and Stephanus, and
x. Cyprian to Cornelius his brother, greeting. Caldonius, and Fortunatus, both the needful
I have read your letters, dearest brother, which cause and the right order, and moreover the
you sent by Primitivus our co-presbyter, in which glorious innocence, of your ordination might be
I perceived that you were annoyed that, whereas known by all. That we, with the rest of our colletters from the Adrumetine colony in the name leagues, may steadily and firmly administer this
of Polycarp were directed to you, yet after Lib- office, and keep it in the concordant unanimity of
eralis and I came to that place, letters began to the Catholic Church, the divine condescension
be directed thence to the presbyters and to the will accomplish ; so that the Lord who condedeacons,
scends to elect and appoint for Himself priests
2. In respect of which I wish you to know, in His Church, may protect them also when
and certainly to believe, that it was done from elected and appointed by His good-will and
no levity or contempt. But when several of our help, inspiring them to govern, and supplying
colleagues who had assembled into one place both vigour for restraining the contumacy of the
had
determined
that, while
Cal- wicked, and gentleness for cherishing the penidonius
and Fortunatus
were our
sent co-bishops
as ambassadors
tence of the lapsed. I bid you, dearest brother,
to you, all things should be in the meantime sus- ever heartily farewell.
pended as they were, until the same colleagues
of ours, having reduced matters there to peace,
EPISTLE XLV.3
or, having discovered their truth, should return
to us; the presbyters and deacons abiding in the CORNELIUSTO CYPRIAN,ON THE RETURN OF
Adrumetine colony; in the absence of our coTHE CONFESSORS
TO UNITY.
bishop Polycarp, were ignorant of what had been A,eauMENr. m COmCELtOS
INFORMSC_Rm_ OF
decided in common by us. But when we came
THE SOLEm¢Rm'URNOF THE CONFmSORS
TO
before them, and our purpose was understood,
Tm_ CHURCH,ANDDmCRIBESrr.
they themselves also began to observe what the
L Cornelius to Cyprian his brother, greeting.
others did, so that the agreement of the churches In proportion to the solicitude and anxiety that
abiding
therewasinno respect
broken,
we sustained in respect of thoseconfessors
who
3-Some persons, however, sometimes disturb had been circumvented and almost deceived
men's minds and spirits by their words, in that md alienated from the Church by the craft and
they relate things otherwise than is the truth, malice of that wily and subtle man/was the joy
For we, who furnish every person who _i!s hence
with a plan that they may sail without any of- "_b,ymm
•_
_fe=
tothe_m.
_
had_.ke__
_
studdeacoM,"- Orto Chri_ ..t_root,sad theChmdi tm
fence, know that we have exhorted them to _
_...m. s_,'_t,_, Letter
x_ p.s,s.
z O_orcltd.: Ep.z.tvtTi. Am. 2$z.

_Oxford_L: Ep.aliffi A.n.sSz.
¢ NovatiaL
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with which we were affected, and the thanks
which we gave to Almighty God and to our Lord
Christ, when they, acknowledging
their error,
and perceiving the poisoned cunning of the malignant man, as if of a serpent, came _)ack, as
they with one heart profess, with singleness of
will to the Church from which they had gone
forth.
And first, indeed, our brethren
of approved faith, loving peace and desiring unity,
announced that the swelling pride of these men
was already soothed ; x yet there was no fitting
assurance to induce us easily to believe that they
were thoroughly changed.
But afterwards, Urbanns and Sidonius the confessors came to our
presbyters, affirming that Maximus the confessor
and presbyter, equally with themselves, desired
to return into the Church ; but since many things
had preceded this which they had contrived, of
which you also have been made aware from our
co-bishops
and from my letters, so that faith
could not hastily be reposed in them, we determined to hear from their own mouth and confession those things which they had sent by the
messengers.
And when they came, and were
required by the presbyters to give an account of
what they had done, and were charged with having very lately repeatedly
sent letters full of
calumnies and reproaches, in their name, through
all the churches, and had disturbed nearly all
the churches ; they affirmed that they had been
deceived, and that they had not known what was
in those letters ; that only through being misled
they had also committed schismatical acts, and
been the authors of heresy, so that they suffered
hands to be imposed on him as if upon a
bishop. 2 And when these and other matters
had been charged upon them, they entreated
that they might be done away and altogether
discharged from memory.
2. The whole of this transaction
therefore
being brought before me, I decided
that the
presbytery 3 should be brought together ; (for
there were present five bishops, who were also
present to-day ;) so that by well-grounded courtsel it might be determined with the consent of
all what ought to be observed in respect of their
persons.
And that you may know the feehng
of all, and the advice of each one, I decided
also to bring to your knowledge
our various
opinions, which you will read subjoined.
When
these things were done, Maximus, Urbanus, Sidonius, and several brethren who had joined themselves to them, came to the presbytery, desiring
with earnest prayers that what had been done
before might fall into oblivion, and no mention
might be made of it ; and promising that hencet Baluz.: "Announced the swelling pride of some_ the softened
temper of others."
.
2 [i e., for cpisoopal ordinatmn and consccratmn.]
[S_ Ep. xviL p. _5, _'_,_'a.]
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forth, as though nothing had been either done
or said, all things on both sides being forgiven,
they would now exhibit to God a heart clean
and pure, following the evangelical word which
says, "Blessed are the pure in heart, for they
shall see God." 4 What remained was, that the
people should be informed of all this proceeding,
that they might see those very men established
in the Church whom they had long seen and
mourned as wanderers and scattered.
Their
will being known, a great concourse of the brotherhood was assembled.
There was one voice
from all, giving thanks to God ; all were expressing the joy of their heart by tears, embracing
them as if they had this day been set free from
the penalty of the dungeon.
And to quote their
very own words, --" We," they say, "know that
Cornelius is bishop of the most holy Catholic
Church elected by Almighty God, and by Christ
our Lord.
We confess our error ; we have suffered imposture ; we were deceived by captious
perfidy and loquacity.
For although we seemed,
as it were, to have held a kind of communion
with a man who was a schismatic and a heretic,
yet our mind was always sincere in the Church.
For we are not ignorant that there is one God ;
that there is one Christ the Lord whom we have
confessed, and one Holy Spirit ; and that in the
Catholic Church there ought to be one bxshop." 5
Were we not rightly induced by that confession
of theirs, 6 to allow that what they had confessed
before the power of the world they might approve
when established in the Church ? Wherefore we
bade Maximus the presbyter to take his own
place ; the rest we received with great approbation of the people.
But we remitted all things
to Almighty God, in whose power all things are
reserved.
3. These things therefore, brother, written to
you in the same hour, at the same moment, we
have transmitted ; and I have sent away at once
Nicephorus the acolyte, hastening to descend to
embarkation,
that so, no delay being made, you
might, as if you had been present among that
clergy and in that assembly of people, give thanks
to Almighty God and to Christ our Lord.
But
we believe--nay,
we confide in it for certain
that the others also who have been ranged in
this error will shortly return into the Church when
they see their leaders acting with us. I think,
brother, that you ought to send these letters also
to the other churches, that all may know that
the craft and prevarication of this schismatic and
heretic are from day to day being reduced to
nothing.
Farewell, dearest brother.
s, Matt v 8.
s [Episeo_atus unus est. One bishop, i e., one episcopate. See
the n3te, Oxford translaUon of this letter, p xoB, and Cyprian's
theory of the same in hm Treatise on Unity ]
6 Baluzxus reads, wtthout authortty: " Who would not he mo,m_
by that profes_mn of theirs," etc,.
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that repenteth," 4 how much greater is the joy in
earth, no less than in heaven, over confessors
CYPRIAN'S ANSWER TO CORNELIUS, CONGRAT- who return with their glory and with praise to
ULAT1NG HIM ON THE RETURN OF'THE CON- the Church of God, and make a way of returnFESSORS FROM SCHISM.
ing forothersby the faith
and approvalof their
ARGUMENT. m HE CONGRATULATES
HIM ON THE example ? For this error had led away certain
P,mxn_z or THE COI_ESSOP.STO THE CHORCH, of our brethren, so that they thought they were
AND REMINDSHIM HOW MUCH THAT RETURNifollowing the communion
of confessors.
When
BENEn'm THE CATHOLICCHURCH.
this error was removed, light was infused into
the breasts of all, and the Catholic Church has
x. Cyprian to Cornelius his brother, greeting, been shown to be one, and to be able neither
I profess that I both have rendered and do ren- to be cut nor divided.
Nor can any one now
der the greatest thanks without ceasing, dearest be easily deceived by the talkative words of a
brother, to God the Father Almighty, and to raging schismatic, since it has been proved that
His Christ the Lord and our God and Saviour, good and glorious soldiers of Christ could not
that the Church is thus divinely protected, and long be detained without the Church by the deits unity and hohness is not constantly
nor ceitfulness and perfidy of others.
I bid you,
altogether corrupted by the obstinacy of perfidy dearest brother, ever heartily farewell.
and heretical wickedness.
For we have read
your letter, and have exultingly received
the
greatest joy from the fulfilment of our common
EPISTLE
XtLVlI.S
desire ; to wit, that M__aximusthe presbyter, and
Urbanus, the confessors, with Sldonius and Ma- CORNELIUS TO CYPRIAN, CONCERNING THE
carius, have re-entered into the Catholic Church,
FACTION OF NOVATIAN WITH HIS PARTY.
that is, that they have laid aside their error, and
given up their schismatical, nay, their heretical
,4RGUMENT.--CORNELIUS
GIVESCYPRIANANACmadness, and have sought again in the soundCOUNT OF THE FACTIONOF NOVATIAN. 6
ness of faith the home of unity and truth ; that
Cornelius to Cyprian his brother, greeting.
whence they had gone forth to glory, thither they That nothing might be wanting to the future
might gloriously return ; and that they who had punishment
of this wretched man, when cast
confessed Christ should not afterwards desert down by the powers of God, (on the expulsion by
the camp of Christ, and that they might not you of Maximus, and Longinus, and Machmus ;)
tempt the faith of their charity and unity, 2 who he has risen again ; and, as I intimated in my
had not been overcome in strength and courage, former letter which I sent to you by Augendus
Behold the safe and unspotted integrity of their the confessor, I think that Nicostratus, and Nopraise;
behold the uncorrupted
and substantial
vatus, and Evaristus, and Primus, and Dionydignity of these confessors, that they have de- sins, have already come thither.
Therefore let
parted from the deserters and fugitives, that they care be taken that it be made known to all
have left the betrayers of the faith, and the im- our co-bishops and brethren, that Nicostratus is
pugners of the Catholic Church.
With reason accused of many crimes, and that not only has
did both the people and the brotherhood
receive he committed frauds and plunders on his secuthem when they returned, as you write, with the lar patroness, whose affairs he managed ; but,
greatest joy ; since in the glory of confessors
moreover (which is reserved to him for a perwho had maintained their glory, and returned to] petual punishment),
he has abstracted
no small
unity, there is none who does not reckon himself deposits of the Church ; that Evaristus has been
a partner and a sharer,
the author of a schism ; and that Zetus has been
2. We can estimate the joy of that day 3 from appointed bishop in his room, and his successor
our own feelings.
For if, in this place, the whole to the people over whom he had previously prenumber of the brethren rejoiced at your letter sided. But he contrived greater and worse things
which you sent concerning their confession, and by his malice and insatiable wickedness
than
received this tidings of common rejoicing with i those which he was then always practising among
the greatest alacrity, what must have been the!hi s own people ; so that you may know what
joy there when the matter itself, and the general kind of leaders and protectors
that schismatic
gladness, was carried on under the eyes of all? and heretic constantly had joined to his side.
For since the Lord in His Gospel says that there I bid you, dearest brother, ever heartily fareis the highest "joy in heaven over one sinner welL
tiSome
O_ord_L:
F__...
r_ad,
m_il. __.D.sSt............
betr__ m_m_mm mw _mF a_a

4 Lulttxv. 7.
s Ozford_l."gp.l. At_.tSt.
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who has spoiled and wronged the Church of
Christ?
ING THE CRIMESOF NOVATUS.
2. For about Novatus there need have been
nothin_gtold by you to us, since Novatus ought
ARaUM_NT. _ HE PRAmrSCORm_LmS,
THATHE rather to have been shown by us to you, as always
HADGNF__mM TIMELYw_au'cn_G,SEEmCTHAT greedy of novelty, raging with the rapacity of
THE DAY AFTERTHE GmLTV FACTIONH_U)an insatiable avarice, inflated with the arrogance
COMETO HIM HE HAD RECF_aVED
CORNELIUS'
and stupidity of swelling pride; always known
I_'ER.
THEN HE DSSCRm_ AT LF2_GTH
with bad repute to the bishops there ; always
NOVATUS'
CRIMES,ANDTHE SCmSMTHATHAD condemned by the voice of all the priests as a
BEFOREBEF2_STIRREDm, BY H_ m AFRICA. hereUc and a perfidious man ; always inquisitive,
i. Cyprian to Cornelius his brother, greeting, that he may betray : he flatters for the purpose
You have acted, dearest brother, both with dili- of deceiving, never faithful that he may love ; a
gence and love, in sending us in haste Nicephorus torch and fire to blow up the flames of sedition ;
the acolyte, who both told us the glorious glad- a whirlwind and tempest to make shipwrecks of
hess concerning the return of the confessors, and the faith ; the foe of quiet, the adversary of tranmost fully instructed us against the new and quillity, the enemy of peace. Finally, when
mischievous devices of Novatian and Novatus Novatus withdrew thence from among you, that
for attacking the Church of Christ. For whereas is, when the storm and the whirlwind departed,
on the day before, that mischievous faction of calm arose there in part, and the glorious and
heretical wickedness had arrived here, itself al- good confessors who by his instigation had deready lost and ready to ruin others who should parted from the Church, after he retired from
join it, on the day after, Nicephorus arrived with the city, returned to the Church. This is the
your letter. From which we both learnt our- same Novatus who first sowed among us the
selves, and have begun to teach and to instruct flames of discord and schism ; who separated
others, that Evaristus from being a bishop has some of the brethren here from the bishop;
now not remained even a layman ; but, banished who, in the persecution itself, was to our peofrom the see and from the people, and an exile ple, as it were, another persecution, to overthrow
from the Church of Christ, he roves about far the minds of the brethren. He it is who, withand wide through other provinces, and, himself out my leave or knowledge, of hm own fachaving made shipwreck of truth and faith, is pre- tiousness and ambition appointed his attendant
paring for some who are hke him, as fearful Felicissimus a deacon, and with his own tempest
shipwrecks. Moreover, that Nicostratus, having sating also to Rome to overthrow the Church,
lost the diaconate of sacred adnfinistrations, be- endeavoured to do similar and equal things there,
cause he had abstracted the Church's money by forcibly separating a part of the people from the
a sacrilegious fraud, and disowned the deposits clergy, and dividing the concord of the fratermty
of the widows and orphans, did not wish so much that was firmly knit together and mutually loving
to come into Africa as to escape thither from the one another. Since Rome from her greatness
city, from the consciousness of his rapines and plainly ought to take precedence of Carthage,
his frightful crimes. And now a deserter and a he there committed stall greater and graver
fugitive from the Church, as if to have changed crimes.4 He who in the one place had made a
the clime were to change the man, he goes on deacon contrary to the Church, in the other
to boast and announce himself a confessor, al- made a bishop. Nor let any one be surprised
though ],e can no longer either be or be called a at this in such men. The wicked are always
confessor of Christ who has denied Christ's madly carried away by their own furious pasChurch. For when the Apostle Paul says, "For sions ; and after they have committed crimes,
this cause shall a man leave his father and they are agitated by the very consciousness of a
mother, and shall cleave unto his wife ; and they depraved mind. Neither can those remain in
two shall be one flesh. This is a great mystery ; God's Church, who have not maintained its
but I speak concerning Christ and the Church ; "2 divine and ecclesiastical discipline, either in the
when, I say, the blessed apostle says this, and conversation of their life or the peace of their
with his sacred voice testifies to the unity of character. Orphans despoiled by him, widows
Christ with the Church, cleaving to one another defrauded, moneys moreover of the Church withwith indivisible links, how can he be with Christ held, exact from him those penalties which we
who is not with the spouse of Christ, and in HIS behold inflicted in his madness. His father also
CYPRIAN'S

ANSWER

TO

XLVIII.x

CORNELIUS,

CONCERN-

the
charge
or governing
Church
? _ of
Or ruling
how does
he assumetheto Church,
himself died of hunger in the street, and afterwards even
i
x Oxforded.: F4_.lfi. A.D.*SX.
a Eph. v. 3x, ?,_.
s [See letter x'hv. p. 3s2, _'u_a.]

4 [" From her gr_me_:"
I_ _-,s r_oteven mention her dlgnit 7
as the one and o_ly apostolic see of Westem Chrtstendorn JUutthts
is the case m subsequ_t action of the Ore_t C.on_nci_ Rome,
though not t/¢_ root, was yet a "root and mm'_."]
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in death was not buried by him. The womb of the interests and the peace of the Church, having
his wife was smitten by a blow of his heel ; and passed by all other matters, and reserved them
in the miscarriage that soon followed, the off- to God's judgment, have made peace with Corspring was brought forth, the fruit of a father's nelius our bishop, as well as with the whole
murder.
And now does he dare to condemn clergy.4
You ought most certainly to know from
the hands of those who sacrifice, when he him- these our letters that this was done with the joy
self is more guilty in his feet, by which the son, of the whole Church, and even with the forward
who was about to be born, was slain ?
affection
of the brethren.
We pray, dearest
3. He long ago feared this consciousness
of brother, that for many years you may fare well.
crime.
On account of this he regarded it as
certain that he would not only be turned out of
EPISTLE
L.5
the presbytery, but restrained from communion ;
and by the urgency of the brethren, the day of FROM
CYPRIAN TO
CONGRATULATING
THEMTHE ONCONFESSORS,
THEIR
RETURN
investigation
was coming on,on which hiscause
FROM SCHISM.
was to be dealtwithbeforeus,ifthepersecutlon
had netprevented. He, welcoming this,
witha ARGUMENT.--CVPRU_
CONGRATULATESTHE ROsortof desireof escapingand evadingcondemmAN CONFESSORSON THEIR RETURN INTO THE
nation,committed allthesecrimes,and wrought
CHURCH,
AND REPLIESTO THEIR LETTERS.
all this stir; so that he who was to be ejected
i. Cyprian to Maximus the presbyter, also to
and excluded from the Church, anticipated the Urbanus, and Sidonius, and Macharius, his brethjudgment of the priests by a voluntary departure,
ren, greeting.
When I read your letters, dearest
as if to have anticipated
the sentence were to brethren, that you wrote to me about your rehave escaped the punishment,
turn, and about the peace of the Church, and
4. But in respect to the other brethren, over the brotherly restoration, I confess that I was as
whom we grieve that they were circumvented
greatly overjoyed as I had before been overjoyed
by him, we labour that they may avoid the mis- when I learnt the glory of your confession, and
chievous neighbourhood
of the crafty impostor,
thankfully received tidings of the heavenly and
that they may escape the deadly nets of his spiritual renown ofyour warfare.
Forthis, moresolicitations, that they may once more seek the over, is another confession
of your faith and
Church from which he deserved by divine author- praise ; to confess that the Church is one, and
ity to be expelled.
Such indeed, with the Lord's not to become a sharer in other men's error, or
help, we trust may return by His mercy, for one rather wickedness ; to seek anew the same camp
cannot perish unless it is plain that he must whence you went forth, whence with the most
perish, since the Lord in His Gospel says, "Every vigorous strength you leapt forth to wage the
planting which my heavenly Father hath not battle and to subdue the adversary.
For the
planted shall be rooted up." x He alone who trophies from the battle-field ought to be brought
has not been planted in the precepts and warn- back thither whence the arms for the field had
ings of God the Father, can depart from the been received, lest the Church of Christ should
Church : he alone can forsake the bishops* and not retain those same glorious warriors whom
abide in his madness with schismatics and here- Christ had furnished for glory.
Now, however,
tics.
But the mercy of God the Father, and the you have kept in the peace of the Lord the fitindulgence
of Christ our Lord, and our own ring tenor of your faith and the law of undivided
patience, will unite the rest with us. I bid you, charity and concord, and have given by your
dearest brother, ever heartily farewell,
walk an example of love and peace to others ;
so that the truth of the Church, and the unity of
EPISTLE
XLIX.3
the Gospel mystery which is held by us, are also
linked together by your consent and bond ; and
MAXIMUS AND THE OTHER CONFESSORS TO confessors of Christ do not become the leaders
CYPRIAN,
ABOUT
THEIR
RETURN
FROM
of error, after having stood forth as praiseworthy
SCHISM.
originators
of virtue and honour.
ARGUMENT.--THEY
INFORM CWPqP.IAN THAT THEY
5. Let others
consider how much they may
HAD RETURNEDTO THE CHURCH.
congratulate
you, or how much each one may
Maximus, Urbanus, Sidonlus, and Macharius,
glory for himself: I confess that I congratulate
to Cyprian their brother, greeting.
We are Vou more, and I more boast of you to others, in
certain, dearest brother, that you also rejoice respect of this your peaceful return and charity.
together with us with equal earnestness, that we For you ought in simplicity to hear what was
having taken advice, and

especially, considering

z Matt. mr. t_.
• [C_'skleaofumt_as_,Xlm_md_lhlhis_,i_yr_.]
S Oxfordcd.: Ep. liii. A.D. mSz.

* [The_e
d fl]is letter clearly..demo_tmtes t.hepri_five
Conaitlon ol the Roman clergy aria their ozsaop,, and their entire unconsciousness of any exceptional ,_fion
in their estate or relatiom
to other churches. "Ourbishop
'--notUrMa¢tOr_F_h*l,a.
]
S Oxford:
Ep. liv. ,i.D. 25_.
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in my heart. I grieved vehemently, and I was
greatly afflicted, that I could not hold communion with those whom once I had begun to love.
After the schismatical and heretical error laid
hold of you, on your going forth from' prison,
it seemed as if your glory had been left in the
dungeon. For there the dignity of your name
seemed to have stayed behind when the soldiers
of Christ did not return from the prison to the
Church, although they had gone into the prison
with the praiseand congratulations of the Church.
3. For although there seem to be tares in
the Church, yet neither our faith nor our charity
ought to be hindered, so that because we see
that there are tares in the Church we ourselves
should withdraw from the Church: we ought
only to labour that we may be wheat, that when
the wheat shall begin to be gathered into the
Lord's barns,we may receive fruit for our labour
and work. The apostle in his epistle says, "In
a great house there are not only vessels of gold
and silver, but also of wood and of earth, and
some to honour and some to dishonour."'
Let
us strive, dearest brethren, and labour as much
as we possibly can, that we may be vessels of
gold or silver. But to the Lord alone it is granted
to break the vessels of earth, to whom also is
given the rod of iron. The servant cannot be
greater than his lord, nor may any one claim to
himself what the Father has given to the Son
alone, so as to think that he can take the fan for
winnowing and purging the threshing-floor, or
can separate by human judgment all the tares
from the wheat. That is a proud obstinacy and
a sacrilegious presumption which a depraved
madness assumes to itself. And while some are
always assuming to themselves more dominion
than meek justice demands, they perish from the
Church ; and while they insolently extol themselves, blinded by their own swelling, they lose
the light of truth. For which reason we also,
keeping moderation, and considering the Lord's
balances, and thinking of the love and mercy of
God the Father, have long and carefully pondered
with ourselves, and have weighed what was to be
done with due moderation,
4- All which matters you can look into thoroughly, if you will read the tracts, which I have
lately read here, and have, for the sake of our
mutual love, transmitted to you also for you to
read ; wherein there is neither wanting for the
lapsed, censure which may rebuke, nor medicine
which may heal. Moreover, my feeble ability
has expressed as well as it could the unity of the
Catholic Church.3 Which treatise I now more
* 9 Tim. il. 2o.

"[i.e.O.U.ity
andO_tlle
Laf_trs.]
S r, _)_tbe Unity ofthe Church." [And-note, Cyprianinno_.ntly
t_c.hes these Roman clergy tbe prlndpl_ of Catholic um_, wlmout
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and more trust will be pleasing to you, since you
now read it in such a way as both to approve
and love it; inasmuch as what we have written
in words you fulfil in deeds, when you return to
the Church in the unity of charity and peace.
I bid you, dearest brethren, and greatly longedfor, ever heartily-farewelL
EPISTLE LIA
TO ANTONIANUSABOUTCORNELIUSAND
NOVATIAN.
ARGU3_E,Vr.-- WHE_A_rro_,
HAVIN0REcErcEDLETTERS
FROM
NOVATIAN,
HADBEGUN
TO
BE DISPOSED
IN HISMINDTOWARDS
HIS PARTY,
CYPRIAN
CONFmMS
mM INHISFORMER
OP_'|0N,
NAMELY,
THATOF CONTINUING
TO HOLDCOM_iNtoN wrrH HIS BISHOPAND SO WITHTHE
CaTHOUCCHURCH.H_ EXCUSES
HIMSELFFOR
HIS OWNCHANGE
OF OPINIONIN RESPECT
OF
TH_ LAPSED,ANDAT THE END HE EXPLAINS
WH_a___ CONSISTS
THE_OVATIAN
HE_F_._.S
i. Cyprian to Antonianus his brother, greeting. I received your first letters, dearest brother, firmly maintaining the concord of the priestly
college, and adhering to the Catholic Church, in
which you intimated tha_ you did not hold cornmunion with Novatian, but followed my advice,
and held one common agreement with Cornelius
our co-bishop.6 You wrote, moreover, for me
to transmit a copy of those same letters to Cornelius our colleague, so that he might lay aside
all anxiety, and know at once that you held cornreunion with him, that is, with the Catholic
Church.7
2. But subsequently there arrived other letters
of yours sent by Quintus our co-presbyter, "
which I observed that your mind, influenced by
the letters of Novatian, had begun to waver.
For although previously you had settled your
opinion and consent firmly, you desired in these
letters that I should write to you once more what
heresy Novatian had introduced, or on what
grounds Cornelius holds communion with Trophimus and the sacrificers. In which matters, indeed, if you are anxiously careful,from solicitude
for the faith, and are diligently seeking out the
truth of a doubtful matter, the hesitating anxiety
of a mind undecided in the fear of God, is not
to be blamed.
3. Yet, as I see that after the first opinion
expressed in your letter, you have been disturbed
, o_o_ _. Ep._,. ^ _. ,_: ......
s Thatbemay_
_ to..tm,_ n*r=_ u=_

_ u_.
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subsequently by letters of Novatian, I assert this
first of all, dearest brother, that grave men, and
men who are once established upon the strong
rock with solid firmness, are not moved, I say
not with a light air, but even with a wind or a
tempest, lest their mind, changeable and uncerrain, be frequently agitated hither and thither by
various opinions, as by gusts of wind rushing on
them, and so be turned from its purpose with
some reproach of levity. That the letters of
Novatian may not do this with you, nor with any
one, I will set before you, as you have desired,
my brother, an account of the matter in few
words. And first of all indeed, as you also seem
troubled about what I too have done, I must
clear my own person and cause in your eyes, lest
any should think that I have lightly withdrawn
from my purpose, and while at first and at the
commencement I maintained evangelical vigour,
yet subsequently I seem to have turned my mind
from discipline and from its former severity of
judgment, so as to think that those who have
stained their conscience with certificates, or have
offered abominable sacrifices, are to have peace
made easy to them. Both of which things have
been done by me, not without long-balanced and
pondered reasons.
.
4. For when the battle was still going on, and
the struggle of a glorious contest was raging in
the persecution, the courage of the soldiers had
to be excited with every exhortation, and with
full urgency, and especmlly the minds of the
lapsed hadto be roused with the trumpet call,
as it were, of my voice, that they might pursue
the way of repentance, not only with prayers and
lamentations; but, since an opportunity was
given of repeating the struggle and of regaining
salvation, that they might be reproved by my
voice, and stimulated rather to the ardour of
confession and the gtoryofmartyrdom.
Finally,
when the presbyters and deacons had written to
me about some persons, that they were without
moderation and were eagerly pressing forward
to receive communion ; replying to them in my
letter which is still in existence,' then I added
also this : "If these are so excessively eager, they
have what they require in their own power, the
time itself providing for them more than they
ask : the battle is still being carried on, and the
struggle is daily celebrated : if they truly and
substantially repent of what they have done, and
the ardour of their faith prevails, he who cannot
be delayed may be crowned." But I put off
deciding what was to be arranged about the case
of the lapsed, so that when quiet and tranquillity
should be granted, and the divine indulgence
should allow the bishops to assemble into one
place, then the advice gathered from the comz Ep. xiii. ,.
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parison of all opinions being communicated and
weighed, we might determine what was necessary
to be done. But if any one, before our council,2 and before the opinion decided upon by the
advice of all, should rashly wish to communicate
with the lapsed, he himself should be withheld
from communion.
5. And this also I wrote very fially to Rome,
to the clergy who were then still acting without
a bishop, and to the confessors, Maximus the
presbyter, and the rest who were then shut up
in prison, but are now in the Church, joined with
Comehus. You may know that i wrote this
from their reply, for in their letter they wrote
thus: "However, what you have yourself also
declared in so important a matter is satisfactory
to us, that the peace of the Church must first
be maintained ; then, that an assembly for courtsel being gathered together, with bishop, presbyters, deacons, and confessors, as well as with
the laity who stand fast, we should deal with the
case of the lapsed." s It was added also-Novatian then writing, and reciting with his own
voice what he had written, and the presbyter
Moyses, then still a confessor, but now a martyr,
subscribing-- that peace ought to be granted to
the lapsed who were sick and at the point of
departure. Which letter was sent throughout
the whole world, and was brought to the knowledge of all the churches and all the brethren.4
6. According, however, to what had been
before decided, when the persecution was quieted, and opportunity of meeting was afforded ;
a large number of bishops, whom their faith and
the divine protection had preserved in soundness and safety, we met together; and the
divine Scriptures being brought forward s on both
sides, we balanced the decision with wholesome
moderation, so that neither should hope of communion and peace be wholly denied to the
lapsed, lest they should fail still more through
desperation, and, because the Church was closed
to them, should, like the world, hve as heathens ;
nor yet, on the other hand, should the censure
of the Gospel be relaxed, so that they might
rashly rush to communion, but that repentance
should be long protracted, and the paternal
clemency be sorrowfully besought, and the cases,
and the wishes, and the necessities of individuals be examined into, according to what is contained in a little book, which I trust has come
to you, in which the several heads of our decisions are collected.
And lest perchance the
number of bishops in Africa should seem unsatisfactory, we also wrote to Rome, to Cornelius
our colleague, concerning this thing, who himself
[The profincial _,
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also holding a council with very many bishops, bishop, but he himself suffered compulsion, so
concurred
in the same opinion as we had held, as to be forced to receive the episcopal office.
with equal gravity and wholesome moderation.'
And he was made bishop by very many of our
7. Concerning
which it has now become colleagues who were then present in the city of
necessary to write to you. that you nmy know Rome, who sent to us letters concerning his orthat I have done nothing lightly, but, according
dination, honourable and laudatory, and remarkto what I had before comprised in my letters, able for their testimony in announcement of him.
had put off everything to the common determi- Moreover, Cornelius was made bishop by the
nation of our council, and indeed communicated
judgment of God and of His Christ, by the teswith no one of the lapsed as yet, so long as timony of almost all the clergy, by the suffrage
there still was an opening by which the lapsed of the people who were then present, and by the
might receive not only pardon, but also a crown, assembly of ancient priests and good men, when
Yet afterwards, as the agreement of our college, no one had been made so before him, when the
and the advantage of gathenng
the fraternity
place of Fabian, that is, when the place of Peter 3
together and of healing their wound required, I and the degree of the sacerdotal
throne was
submitted
to the necessity of the times, and vacant ; which being occupied by the will of
thought that the safety of the many must be pro- God, and established
by the consent of all of
vided for ; and I do not now recede from these us, whosoever now wishes to become a bishop,
things which have once been determined
in our must needs be made from without ; and he cancouncil by common agreement, although many not have the ordination of the Church who does
things are ventilated
by the voices of many, not hold the unity of the Church.
Whoever he
and lies against God's priests uttered from the may be, although greatly boasting about himself,
devil's mouth, and tossed about everywhere, to and claiming very much for himself, he is prothe rupture of the concord of Catholic unity, lane, he is an alien, he is without.
And as after
But it behoves you, as a good brother and a the first there cannot be a second, whosoever is
fellow-priest like-minded,
not easily to receive made after one who ought to be alone, is not
what malignants and apostates may say, but care- second to him, but is in fact none at all.
fully to weigh what your colleagues, modest and
9. Then afterwards, when he had undertaken
grave men, may do, from an investigation
of the episcopate, not obtained by solicitation nor
our life and teaching,
by extortion, but by the will of God who makes
8. I come now, dearest brother, to the char- priests;
what a virtue there was in the very
acter of Cornelius our colleague, that with us undertaking
of his episcopate, what strength
you may more justly know Cornelius, not from of mind, what firmness of faith,--a
thing that
the lies of malignants and detractors, but from we'ought with simple heart both thoroughly to
the judgment of the Lord God, who made him look into and to praise, -- that he intrepidly sate
a bishop, and from the testimony of his fellow- at Rome in the sacerdotal chair at that time
bishops, the whole number of whom has agreed when a tyrant, odious to God's priests, was
with an absolute unammity throughout the whole threatening things that can, and cannot be spoken,
world.
For, -- a thing which with laudable an- inasmuch as he would much more patiently and
nouncement
commends our dearest Cornehus to tolerantly hear that a rival prince was raised up
God and Chmst, and to His Church, and also against himself, than that a priest of GOd was
to all his fellow-priests, -- he was not one who on established at Rome.
Is not this man, dearest
a sudden attained to the episcopate;but,
pro- brother, to be commended
with the highest
rooted through all the ecclesiastical offices, and testimony of virtue and faith?
Is not he to be
having often deserved well of the Lord in divine esteemed
among the glorious confessors and
administrations,
he ascended by all the grades martyrs, who for so long a time sate awaiting the
of religious service to the lofty summit of the manglers of his body and the avengers of a feroPriesthood.
Then, moreover, he did not either cious tyrant, who, when Cornelius resisted their
ask for the episcopate itself, nor did he wish it ; deadly edicts, and trampled
on their threats
nor, as others do when the swelling of their and sufferings and tortures by the vigour of his
arrogance and pride inflates them, did he seize faith, would either rush upon him with the sword,
upon it ; • but quiet otherwise, and meek, and or crucify him, or scorch him with fire, or rend
such as those are accustomed
to be who are his bowels and his limbs with some unheard-of
chosen of God to this office, having regard to kind of punishment ? Even though the majesty
the modesty of his virgin continency, and the and goodness of the protecting Lord guarded,
humility of his inborn and guarded veneration,
when made, the priest whom He willed to be
he did not, as some do, use force to be made a made ; yet Cornelius, in what pertains to his
devotion and fear, suffered 3 whatever he could
Se _ [A re°st imp °rtant r_rmgz
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suffer, and conquered the tyrant first of all by
13. For if any are seized with sicknesses, help
his priestly office, who was afterwards conquered is given to them in danger, as it has been dein arms and in war.
cided. Yet after they have been assisted, and
io. But in respect to certain discreditable peace has been granted to them in their danger,
and malignant things that are bandied about they cannot be suffocated by us, or destroyed,2
concerning him, I would not have you wonder, or by our force or hands urged on to the result
when you know that this is always the work of of death ; as if, because peace is granted to the
the devil, to wound God's servants with lies, and dying, it were necessary that those who have
t,, defame a glorious name by false opinions, so received peace should die ; although the token
that they who are bright in the light of their of divine love and paternal lenity appears more
own conscience may be tarnished by the reports in this way, that they, who in peace given to
of others Moreover, you are to know that our them receive the pledge of life, are moreover
colleagues have investigated, and have certainly here bound to life by the peace they have re
discovered that he has been blemished vmh no ceived. And therefore, if with peace received,
stain of a cemficate, as some intimate ; neither a reprieve is given by God, no one ought to
has he mingled m sacrilegious communion with complain of the priests for this, when once it
the bishops who have sacrificed, but has merely has been decided that brethren are to be aided
associated ruth us those whose cause had been in peril. Neither must you think, dearest
heard, and whose innocence was approved,
brother, as some do, that those who receive cerxI. For with respect to Trophimus also, of tificates are to be put on a par with those who
whom you wished tidings to be written to you, have sacrificed; since even among those who
the case is not as the report and the falsehood have sacrificed, the condition and the case are
of malignant people had conveyed it to you. frequently different. For we must not place
For, as our predecessors often did, our dearest on a level one who has at once leapt forward
brother, in bringing together the brethren, yielded with good-will to the abominable sacrifice, ano
to necessity ; and since a very large part of the one who, after long struggle and resistance, has
people had withdrawn with Trophimus, now reached that fatal result under compulsion; one
when Trophimus returned to the Church, and who has betrayed both himself and all his conatoned for, and with the penitence of prayer nections, and one who, himself approaching the
confessed, his former error, and with perfect trial in behalf of all, has protected his wife and
humility and satisfaction recalled the brother- his children, and his whole family, by himself
i,ood whom he had lately taken away, his prayers undergoing the danger ; one who has compelled
were heard ; and not only Trophimus, but a his inmates or friends to the crime, and one who
very great number of brethren who had been has spared inmates and servants, and has even
with Trophlmus, were admitted into the Church received many brethren who were departing tc
of the Lord, who would not all have returned to banishment and flight, into his house' and hospv
the Church unless they had come in Trophimus' tality ; showing and offering to the, Lord man)
company. Therefore the matter being consid- souls living and safe to entreat for a single
ered there w_th several colleagues,' Trophimus wounded one.
was received, for whom the return of the brethI4. Since, then, there is much difference 3 beten and salvation restored to many made atone- tween those who have sacrificed, what a want of
ment Yet Trophimus was admitted in such a mercy it is, and how bitter is the hardship, to
manner as only to communicate as a layman, associate those who have received certificates,
not, according to the information given to you with those who have sacrificed,when he by whom
by the letters of the malignants, in such a way the certificate has been received may say, "I
as to assume the place of a priest,
had previously read, and had been made aware
i2. But, moreover, in respect of what has by the discourse of the bishop, 4 that we must
been told you, that Cornelius communicates not sacrifice to idols, that the servant of God
everywhere with those who have sacrificed, this ought not to worship images ; and therefore, in
intelhgence has also arisen from the false reports order that I might not do this which was not
of the apostates. For neither can they praise lawful, when the opportunity of receiving a cerus who depart from us, nor ought we to expect tificate was offered, which itself also I should
to please them, who, while they displease us, not have received, unless the opportunity had
and revolt against the Church, violently persist been put before me, I either went or charged
in sohciting brethren away from the Church. isome other person going to the magistrate, to
Wherefore, dearest brethren, do not with facility say that I am a Christian, that I am not allowed
either hear or believe whatever is currently rumoured against Cornehus and about me.
i [Not L_ra mete deciswn, but by torment o{ **colle.ag,u_._l
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to sacrifice, that I cannot come to the devil's
altars, and that I pay a price for this purpose,
that I may not do what is not lawful for me to
do."
Now, however, even he who is .stained
with having received a certificate, -- after he has
learnt from our admonitions
that he ought not
even to have done this, and that although his
hand is pure, and no contact of deadly food has
polluted his lips, yet his conscience is nevertheless polluted, weeps when he hears us, and laments, and is now admonished
of the thing
wherein he has sinned, and having been deceived,
not so much by guilt as by error, bears witness
that for another time he is instructed and prepared.
15. If we reject the repentance
of those who
have some confidence in a conscience that may
be tolerated ; at once with their wife, with their
children, whom they had kept safe, they are
hurried by the devil's invitation into heresy or
schism ; and it will be attributed
to us in the
day of judgment, that we have not cared for the
wounded sheep,' and that on account of a single
wounded one we have lost many sound ones.
And whereas the Lord left the ninety and nine
that were whole, and sought after the one wandering and weary, and Himself carried it, when
found, upon His shoulders, we not only do not
seek the lapsed, but even drive them away when
they come to us ; and while false prophets are
not ceasing to lay waste and tear Christ's flock,
we give an opportunity to dogs and wolves, so
that those whom a hateful persecution has not
destroyed, we ruin by our hardness and inhumanity.
And what will become, dearest brother,
of what the apostle says : "I please all men in
all things, not seeking mine own profit, but the
profit of many, that they may be saved.
Be ye
followers of me, as I also am of Christ." 2 And
again : "To the weak I became as weak, that
I might gain the weak." 3 And again: "Whether
one member suffer, all the members suffer with
it ; or one member rejoice, all the members rejoice with it." 4
i6. The principle
of the philosophers
and
stoics is different, dearest brother, who say that
all sins are equal, and that a grave man ought
not easily to'be moved.
But there is a wide
difference between Christians and philosophers,
And when the apostle says, "Beware,
lest any
man spoil you through philosophy and vain decelt," s we are to avoid those things which do
not come from God's clemency, but are begotten of the presumption of a too rigid philosophy,
Concerning Moses, moreover, we find it said in
the Scriptures, "Now the man Moses was very
I
2
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meek; ''s and the Lord in His Gospel rays, "Be
ye merciful, as your Father also had mercy upon
you ;" 7 and again, "They that be whole need
not a physician, but they that are sick." s What
medical skill can he exercise who says, "I cure
the sound only, who have no need of a physician?"
We ought to give our assistance, our
healing art, to those who are wounded ; neither
let us think them dead, but rather let us regard
them as lying half alive, whom we see to have
been wounded in the fatal persecution, and who,
if they had been altogether dead, would never
from the same men become afterwards both confessors and martyrs.9
17. But since in them there is that, which, by
subsequent repentance, may be strengthened
into
faith ; and by repentance
strength is armed to
virtue, which could not be armed if one should
fall away through despair ; if, hardly and cruelly
separated from the Church, he should turn himself to Gentile ways and to worldly works, or, if
rejected by the Church, he should pass over to
heretics and schismatics ; where, although he
should afterwards be put to death on account of
the name, still, being placed outside the Church,
and divided from unity and from charity, he
could not in his death be crowned.
And therefore it was decided, dearest brother, the case of
each individual having been examined into, that
the receivers of certificates should in the meantime be admitted, that those who had sacrificed
should be assisted at death, because there is
no confession in the place of the departed, '° nor
can any one be constrained by us to repentance,
if the fruit of repentance be taken away.
If the
battle should come first, strengthened
by us, he
will be found ready armed for the hattie ; but if
sickness should press hard upon him before the
battle, he departs with the consolation of peace
md communion.
xS. Moreover, we do not prejudge when the
Lord is to be the judge ; save that if He shall
find the repentance of the sinners full and sound,
He will then ratify what shall have been here
determined by us. If, however, any one should
delude us with the pretence of repentance, God,
who is not mocked, and who looks into man's
heart, will judge of those things which we have
imperfectly looked into, and the Lord will amend
the sentence of His servants ; while yet, dearest
brother, we ought to remember that it is written,
"A brother that helpeth a brother shall be exalted ; "" and that the apostle also has said, "Let
all of you severally have regard to yourselves,
lest ye also be tempted.
Bear ye one another's
6 nnm.xu. 3.
Y Luke vi. 36.
s Matt. ix. z_.
9 [C0m_u"e Cylpr_a, in all th_s, with his k:_ _
Tertullian.]
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burdens, and so fulfil the law of Christ ; ", also flourishes ; and chastity and modesty preserve
that, rebuking the haughty, and breaking down the tenor of their glory.
Nor is the vigour of
their arrogance, he says in his epistle, "Let him continence broken down because repentance and
that thinketh he standeth, take heed lest he pardon are facilitated to the adulterer.
It is one
fall ; "* and in another place he says, "Who art thing to stand for pardon, another thing to attain
thou that judgest another man's servant?
To to glory: it is one thing, when cast into prison,
his own master he standeth or falleth ; yea, he not to go out thence until one has paid the
shall stand, for God is able to make him stand." 3 uttermost farthing ; another thing at once to reJohn also proves that Jesus Christ the Lord is ceive the wages of faith and courage.
It is one
our Advocate and Intercessor for our sins, saying, thing, tortured by long suffering for sins, to be
'"My little children, these things write I unto cleansed and long purged by fire ; 7 another to
you, that ye sin not. And if any man sin, we have purged all sins by suffering. It is one
have an Advocate with the Father, Jesus Christ thing, in fine, to be in suspense till the sentence
the Supporter : and He is the propitiation for of God at the day of judgment ; another to be
our sins." 4 And Paul also, the apostle, in his at once crowned by the Lord.
epistle, has written, "If, while we were yet sin2 i. And, indeed, among our predecessors,
hers, Christ died for us ; much more, being now some of the bishops here in our province thought
justified by His blood, we shall be saved from that peace was not to be granted to adulterers,
wrath through Him." s
and wholly closed the gate of repentance against
_9- Considenng His love and mercy, we ought adultery.
Still they did not withdraw from the
not to be so bitter, nor cruel, nor inhuman in assembly of their co-bishops, nor break the unity
cherishing the brethren, but to mourn with those of the Catholic Church s by the persistency of
that mourn, and to weep with them that weep, their severity or censure ; so that, because by
and to raise them up as much as we can by the some peace was granted to adulterers, he who did
help and comfort of our love ; neither being too not grant it should be separated from the Church.
ungentle az_d pertinacious in repelling their re- While the bond of concord remains, and the unpentanee ; nor, again, being too lax and easy in divided sacrament of the Cathohc Church enrashly yielding communion.
Lo ! a wounded dures, every bishop disposes and directs his own
brother lies stricken by the enemy in the field acts, and will have to give an account of his putof battle. There the devil is striwng to slay him poses to the Lord.9
whom he has wounded ; here Christ is exhort- _ 22. But I wonder that some are so obstinate
ing that he whom He has redeemed may not Ias to think that repentance is not to be granted
wholly perish.
Whether of the two do we assist ? Ito the lapsed, or to suppose that pardon is to be
On whose side do we stand ? Whether do we ] denied to the penitent, when it is written, "Refavour the devil, that he may destroy, and pass member whence thou art fallen, and repent, and
by our prostrate lifeless brother, as in the Gospel do the first works," '° which certainly is said to
did the priest and Levite ; or rather, as priests of him who evidently has fallen, and whom the Lord
God and Christ, do we imitate what Christ both exhorts to rise up again by his works, because it
taught and did, and snatch the wounded man is written, "Alms do deliver from death, .... and
from the jaws of the enemy, that we may pre- not, assuredly, from that death which once the
serve him cured for God the judge ? 6
blood of Christ extinguished,
and from which
so. And do not think, dearest brother, that the saving grace of baptism and of our Reeither the courage of the brethren will be lea- deemer has delivered us, but from that which
sened, or that martyrdoms will fail for this cause, subsequently
creeps in through sins.
Moreover,
that repentance is relaxed to the lapsed, and that in another place time is granted for repentance ;
the hope of peace is offered to the pemtent, and the Lord threatens him that does not repent :
The strength of the truly believing remains un- " I have," saith He, "many things against thee,
shaken ; and with those who fear and love God because thou sufferest thy wife Jezebel, which callwith their whole heart, their integrity continues eth herself a prophetess, to teach and to seduce
steady and strong.
For to adulterers
even a my servants to commit fornication, and to eat
time of repentance is granted by us, and peace things sacrificed to idols ; and I gave her a space
is given.
Yet virginity is not therefore deficient to repent, and she will not repent of her forniin the Church, nor does the glorious design of
7 Thesewor,_ _-_,,,io_ ,_.*d,"to be por_a _y,"
o,
continence languish through the sins of others. ,, _ bepurged for a long wlni¢_" *¢tZ ""purgaxi dlvmv"," or "porgan
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cation. Behold, I will cast her into a bed, and ing, but rather promises pardon and clemency.
them that commit adultery with her into great Whence the Lord in the Gospel calls those that
tribulation, except they repent of their deeds ;,,1 mourn, blessed; because he who mourns calls
whom certainly the Lord would not exhort to forth mercy3 He who is stubborn and haughty
repentance, if it were not that He promises mercy heaps up wrath agaimt himself, and the punishto them that repent. And in the Gospel He says, merit of the coming judgment. And therefore,
" I say unto you, that likewise joy shall be in dearest brother, we have decided that those who
heaven over one sinner that repenteth, more than do not repent, nor give evidence of sorrow for
over ninety and nine just persons that need no their sins with their whole heart, and with manirepentance.''_ For since it is written, "God did fast profession of their lamentation, are to be
not make death, neither hath He pleasure in the absolutely restrained from the hope of commundestruction of the living," 3 assuredly He who ion and peace if they begin to beg for them in
wills that none should perish, desires that sinners the midst of sickness and peril ; because it is not
should repent, and by repentance should return repentance for sin, but the warning of urgent
again to life. Thus also He cries by Joel the death, that drives them to ask; and he is not
prophet, and says, "And now, thus saith the worthy to receive consolation in death who has
Lord your God, Turn ye even to me with all not reflected that he was about to die.
your heart, and with fasting, and with weeping,
_4. In reference, however, to the character of
and with mourning ; and rend your heart, and Novatian, dearest brother, of whom you desired
not your garments, and return unto the Lord that intelligence should be written you what
your God ; for He is gracious and merciful, slow heresy he had introduced ; know that, in the
to anger, and of great kindness, and repenteth first place, we ought not even to be inquisitive
Him of the evil appointed." 4 In the Psalms, as to what he teaches, so long as he teaches out
also, we read as well the rebuke as the clemency of the pale of t_nity. Whoever he may be, and
of God, threatening at the same time as He whatever he may be, he who is not in the Church
spares, punishing that He may correct ; and of Christ is not a Christian. Although he may
when He has corrected, preserving. "I will boast himself, and announce his philosophy or
visit," He says, "their transgressions with the eloquence with lofty words, yet he who has not
rod, and their iniquity with stripes. Neverthe- maintained brotherly love or ecclesiastical unity
less, my loving-kindness will I not utterly take has lost even what he previously had been. Unfrom them." s
less he seems to you to be a bishop, whoDwhen
23. The Lord also in His Gospel, setting forth a bishop has been made in the Church by sixthe love of GOd the Father, says, "What man is teen s co-bishops--strives by bribery to be made
there of you, whom, if his son ask bread, will he an adulterous and extraneous bishop by the
give him a stone ? or if he ask a fish, will he give hands of deserters ; and although there is one
him a serpent? If ye then, being evil, know how Church, divided by Christ throughout the whole
to give good gifts unto your children, how much world into many members, and also one episcomore shall your heavenly Father give good things pate diffused through a harmonious multitude of
to them that ask Him? ''6 The Lord is here many bishops;9 in spite of God's tradition, in
comparing the father after the flesh, and the spite of the combined and everywhere corneternal and liberal love of God the Father. But pacted unity of the Catholic Church, is endearif that evil father upon earth, deeply offended by outing to make a human church, and is sending
a sinful and evil son, yet if he should see the his new apostles through very many cities, that
same son afterwards reformed, and, the sins of he may establish some new foundations of his
his former life being put away, restored to so- own appointment. And although there have
briety and morality and to the discipline of in- already been ordained in each city, and through
nocence by the sorrow of his repentance, both all the provinces, bishops old in years, sound in
rejoices and gives thanks, and with the eagerness faith, proved in trial, proscribed in persecution,
of a father's exultation, embraces the restored i (this one) dares to create over these other and
one, whom before he had cast out ; how much false bishops : as if he could either wander over
more does that one and true Father, good, mer- the whole world with the persistence of his new
ciful, and loving D yea, Himself Goodness and endeavour, or break asunder the structure of the
Mercy and Love--rejoice in the repentance of ecclesiastical body, by the propagation of his
His own sons I nor threatens punishment to those own discord, not knowing that schismatics are
who are now repenting, or mourning and lament, always fervid at the begi__nJng,but that they
z Apoc. il. _m.
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cannot increase nor add to what they have un- as says the apostle: "Every sin that a man
lawfully begun, but that they immediately fail doeth is without the body, but he that committogether with their evil emulation.
But he teth fornication sinneth against his own body." s
could not hold the episcopate, even if he had And yet to these persons themselves repentance
before been made bishop, since he has cut him- is granted, and the hope of lamenting and atonself off from the body of his fellow-bishops, and ing is left, according to the saying of the same
from the unity of the Church ; since the apostle apostle : "I fear lest, when I come to you, I
admonishes that we should mutually sustain one shall bewail many of those who have sinned
another, and not withdraw from the unity which already, and have not repented of the uncleanGod has appointed, and says, "Bearing with one ness, and fornication, and lasciviousness which
another in love, endeavouring to keep the unity they have committed." 6
of the Spirit in the bond of peace.",
He then
27. Neither let the new heretics flatter themwho neither maintains the unity of the Spirit nor selves in this, that they say that they do not
the bond of peace, and separates himself from communicate
with idolaters ; although among
the band of the Church, and from the assembly them there are both adulterers and fraudulent
of priests, can neither have the power nor the persons, who are held guilty of the crime of
honour of a bishop, since he has refused to idolatry, according to the saying of the apostle :
maintain either the unity or the peace of the " For know this with understanding,
that no
episcopate. 2
whoremonger, nor unclean person, nor covetous
55. Then, moreover, what a swelling of arro- man, whose guilt is that of idolatry, hath any
gance it is, what oblivion of humility and gentle- inheritance
in the kingdom of Christ and of
ness, what a boasting of his own arrogance, that God." 7 And again : "Mortify therefore your
any one should either dare, or think that he is members which are upon the earth ; putting off
able, to do what the Lord did not even grant to fornication, uncleanness, and evil concupiscence,
the apostles ; that he should think that he can and covetousness, which are the service of idols:
discern the tares from the wheat, or, as if it were for which things' sake cometh the wrath of
granted to him to bear the fan and to purge the God." 8 For as our bodies are members of
threshing-floor, should endeavour to separate the Christ, and we are each a temple of God, whochaff from the wheat;
and since the apostle soever violates the temple of God by adultery,
says, "But in a great house there are not only violates God ; and he who, in committing sins,
vessels of gold and of silver, but also of wood does the will of the devil, serves demons and
and of earth," 3 should think to choose the yes- idols.
For evil deeds do not come from the
sels of gold and of silver, to despise, to cast Holy Spirit, but from the prompting
of the
away, and to condemn the vessels of wood and adversary, and lusts born of the unclean spirit
of clay ; while the vessels of wood are not bum, constrain men to act against God and to obey
up except in the day of the Lord by the flame the devil.
Thus it happens that if they say that
of the divine burning, and the vessels of clay are one is polluted by another's sin, and if they cononly broken by Him to whom is given the rod tend, by their own asseveration, that the idolatry
of iron.
of the delinquent
passes over to one who is not
56. Or if he appoints himself a searcher and guilty according to their own word ; they canjudge of the heart and reins, let him in all cases not be excused from the crime of idolatry, since
judge equally.
And as he knows that it is writ- from the apostolic proof it is evident that the
ten, "Behold,
thou art made whole;
sin no adulterers and defrauders with whom they cornmore, lest a worse thing happen unto thee," 4 municate are idolaters.
But with us, according
let him separate the fraudulent and adulterers to our faith and the given rule of divine preachfrom his side and from his company, since the ing, agrees the principle of truth, that every one
case of an adulterer is by far both graver and is himself held fast in his own sin ; nor can one
worse than that of one who has taken a dertifi* become guilty for another, since the Lord forecate, because the latter has sinned by necessity, warns us, saying, "The
righteousness
of the
the former by free will : the latter, thinking that righteous shall be upon him, and the wickedness
it is sufficient for him that he has not sacrificed, of the wicked shall be upon him." 9 And again :
has been deceived by an error ; the former, a "The fathers shall not die for the children, and
violator of the matrimonial tie of another, or the children shall not die for the fathers. Every
entering a brothel, into the sink and filthy gulf: one shall die in his own sin." ,o ' Reading and
of the common people, has befouled by detesta- observing this, we certainly think that no one is
ble impurity a sanctified body and God's temple,
$ z Cot. vl. zS.
6 s Cor. xiL 2z.
_h_ body of his fdlow.blshop_iE 'Tim.
. iv,iLl, m.
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to be restrained from the fruit of satisfaction, !asked for it, ought to be received within the
and the hope of peace, since we know, accord- Church, and to be kept in it for the Lord, who
ing to the faith of the divine Scriptures, Godwill
of a surety judge, when He comes to His
Himself being their author, and exho_ing
m Church, those whom He shall find within it.
them, both that sinners are brought back to But apostates and deserters, or adversaries and
repentance, and that pardon and mercy are not enemies, and those who lay waste the Church of
denied to penitents.,
Christ, cannot, even if outside the Church they
28. And oh, mockery of a deceived fraternity ! have been slain for His name, according to the
Oh, vain deception of miserable and senseless apostle, be admitted to the peace of the Church,
mourners E Oh, ineffectual and profitless tradi- since they have neither kept the unity of the
tion of heretical institution ! to exhort to the spirit nor of the Church.
repentance
of atonement, and to take away the
3 ° . These few things for the present, out of
healing from the atonement ; to say to our many, dearest brother, I have run over as briefly
brethren, "Mourn
and shed tears, and groan as I could, that I might thereby both satisfy your
day and night, and labour largely and frequently
desire, and might link you more and more
for the washing away and cleansing of your sin ; closely to the society of our college and body.3
but, after all these things, you shall die without But if there should arise to you an opportunity
the pale of the Church.
Whatsoever things are and power of coming to us, we shall be able to
necessary to peace, you shall do, but none of confer more fully together, and to consider more
that peace which you seek shall you receive !" fruitfully and more at large the things which
Who would not perish at once ? Who would not make for a salutary agreement.
I bid you,
fall away, from very desperation?
Who would dearest brother, ever heartily farewell.
not turn away his mind from all design of lamentation?
Do you think that the husbandman
EPISTLE
LIIA
could labour if you should say, "Till the field
with all the skill of husbandry, diligently perse- TOCONCERNING
FORTUNATU$THOSE
AND HIS
OTHER
COLLEAGUES,
WHO
HAD
BEEN
OVERvere in its cultivation ; but you shall reap no
harvest, you shall press no vintage, you shall
COME BY TORTUES.
receive no fruits of your ohve-yard, you shall ARGUMEN'T. DCYPRIAN BEINGCONSULTEDBY HIS
gather no apples from the trees ;" or if, urging
COLLEAGUES,WHETHERCERTAIN LAPSED PERupon any one the possession and use of ships,
SONS WHO HAD BEEN OVER.POWEREDBY TORyOUwere to say, "Purchase, my brother, material
TURE SHOULD BE aDMrrrED TO COMMUNION,
from excellent woods ; inweave your keel with
REPLIES, THATINASMUCH
ASTHEYHAD ALREADY
the strongest and chosen oak ; labour on the
REPEN-rEDFOR THE SPACE OF THREE YEARS,
rudder, the ropes, the sails, that the ship may be
HE THOUGHTTHEY SHOULDBE RECEIVED; Btrr
constructed and fitted ; but when you have done
AS AFTER THE FESTIVALOF EASTER THERE
this, you shall never behold the result from its
WOULD BE A COUNCILor BISHOPSwrrH HIM,
doings and its voyages?"
HE WOULD THEN CONSIDER THE MATTER WITH
2 9. This is to shut up and to cut off the way
THEM.
of grief and of repentance ; so that while in all
L Cyprian to Fortunatus, Ahymnus, Optatus,
Scripture the Lord God sooths those who re- Privatianus, Donatulus, and Fehx, his brethren,
turn to Htm and repent, repentance
itself is greeting,
You have written to me, dearest
taken away by our hardness and cruelty, which brethren,
that when you were in the city of
intercepts the fruits of repentance.
But if we Capsa for the purpose of ordaining a bishop,
find that none ought to be restrained from re- Superius, our brother and colleague brought bepenting, and that peace may be granted by His fore you, that Ninus, Clementianus, and Florus,
priests to those who entreat and beseech the our brethren, who had been previously laid hold
Lord's mercy, inasmuch as He is merciful and of in the persecution, and confessing the name
loving, the groaning of those who mourn is to be of the Lord, had overcome the violence of the
admitted, and the fruit of repentance is not to magistracy, and the attack of a raging populace,
be denied to those who grieve.
And because in afterwards, when they were tortured before the
the place of the departed there is no confession, proconsul
with severe sufferings, were vanneither can confession be made there, _ they who quished by the acuteness of the torments, and
have repented from their whole heart, and have fell, through their lengthened agonies, from the
degree of glory to which in the f_ll virtue of
x [_, Fools make a. mock at sin,"

]But what serlou$ reflec_ons

are i_plred by the solemn discipline of priminve Christmniw! Mercy
is magnlfu_d, mdeed_ but pardon and peace are made worth striving
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faith they were tending, and after this grave council of many priests, on the subject on which
lapse, incurred not willingly but of necessity, you have consulted
me, may be established
had not yet ceased their repentance for the space among us, and may be written to you.
I bid
of three years : of whom you thought it right to rou, dearest brethren, ever heartily farewell?
consult whether it was well to receive them now
to communion.
EPISTLE
LIII.3
2. And indeed, in respect of my own opinion,
I think that the Lord's mercy will not be want- ro CORNELIUS,TO
CONCERNING
GRANTING PEACE
THE LAPSED.
ing to those who are known to have stood in the
ranks of battle, to have confessed the name, _ to A.eOUMENZ'._C_m_
_OtrtgC'_
THIS DECREE
have overcome the violence of the magistrates
OF THE BISHOPSIN"THE NAME OF THE WI..OLE
and the rush of the raging populace with the
SYNODTO FATHERCORNELIUS
; ANDTHEREFORE
persistency of unshaken faith, to have suffered
THIS LETTERIS NOT SO MUCH THE LETTER OF
imprisonment,
to have long resisted, amidst the
CYPRIAN HIMSELF, AS THAT OF THE ENTIRE
threats of the proconsul and the warring of the
ArmCa_ sY_loD.4
surrounding people, torments that wrenched and
Cyprian,
Liberalis,
Caldonius,
Nicomedes,
tore them with protracted repetition ; so that in Cmcilius, Junius, Marrutius, Felix, Successus,
the last moment to have been vanquished by the Faustinus, Fortunatus, Victor, Saturninus, another
infirmity of the flesh, may be extenuated by the Saturninus,
Rogatianus,
Tertullus,
Lucianus,
plea of preceding deserts.
And it may be suffi- Eutyches, Amplus, Sattius, Secundinus, another
cient for such to have lost their glory, but that Saturninus, Aurelius, Priscus, Herculanus, Victowe ought not, moreover, to close the place of ricus, Quintus, Honoratus, Montanus, Hortenpardon to them, and deprive them of their sianus, Verianus, Iambus, Donatus, Pompeius,
Father's love and of our communion ; to whom Polycarpus, Demetrius, another Donatus, Privawe think it may be sufficient for entreating
the tianus, another Formnatus, Rogatus and Monumercy of the Lord, that for three years continulus, to Cornelius their brother, S greeting. 6
ally and sorrowfully, as you write, they have
x. We had indeed decided some time ago,
lamented with excessive penitential
mourning, dearest brother, having mutually taken counsel
Assuredly I do not think that peace is incau- one with another, that they who, in the fiercetiously and over-hastily granted to those, who by ness of persecution, had been overthrown by the
the bravery of their warfare, have not, we see, adversary, and had lapsed, and had polluted
been previously wanting to the battle ; and who, themselves with unlawful sacrifices, should unif the struggle should come on anew, might be dergo a long and full repentance ; and if the risk
able to regain their glory.
For when it was de- of sickness should be urgent, should receive
tided in the council that penitents in peril of peace on the very point of death.
For it was
sickness should be assisted, and have peace not right, neither did the love of the Father nor
granted to them, surely those ought to precede divine mercy allow, that the Church should be
in receiving peace whom we see not to have closed to those that knock, or the help of the
fallen by weakness of mind, but who, having hope of salvation be denied to those who mourn
engaged in the conflict, and being wounded, have and entreat, so that when they pass from this
not been able to sustain the crown of their con- world, they should be dismissed to their Lord
fession through weakness of the flesh ; especially without communion and peace ; since He Himsince, in their desire to die, they were not per- self who gave the law, that things which were
mitted to be sire'n, but the tortures wrenched I bound on earth should also be bound in heaven,
their wearied frames long enough, not to con- t allowed, moreover, that things might be loosed
quer their faith, which is unconquerable,
but to I _
ceoftklsletmrm'e
alike
exhaust_. the
which is --weak. .-[Themveeme_raoderaUon
' , and
_ meanttoconfess
"
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there which were here first loosed in the Church.
But now, when we see that the day of another
trouble is again beginning to draw near, and are
admonished
by frequent and repeated intimations that we should be prepared and armed for
the struggle which the enemy announces to us,
that we should also prepare the people cornmitred to us by divine condescension,
by our
exhortations, and gather together from all parts
all the soldiers of Christ who desire arms, and
are anxious for the battle within the Lord's
camp : under the compulsion of this necessity,
we have decided that peace is to be given to
those who have not withdrawn from the Church
of the Lord, but have not ceased from the first
day of their lapse to repent, and to lament, and
to beseech the Lord ; and we have decided that
they ought to be armed and equipped for the
battle which is at hand.
_. For we must comply with fitting intimations and admonitions, that the sheep may not
be deserted in danger by the shepherds, but that
the whole flock may be gathered together into
one place, and the Lord's army may be armed
for the contest of the heavenly warfare.
For the
repentance of the mourners was reasonably prolonged for a more protracted time, help only
being afforded to the sick in their departure, so
long as peace and tranquillity prevailed, which
permitted the long postponement
of the tears
of the mourners, and late assistance in sickness
to the dying.
But now indeed peace is necessary, not for the sick, but for the strong;nor
is
communion to be granted by us to the dying,
but to the living, that we may not leave those
whom we stir up and exhort to the battle unarmed and naked, but may fortify them with the
protection of Christ's body and blood.
And, as
the Eucharist is appointed for this very purpose
that it may be a safeguard to the receivers, it is
needful that we may arm those whom we wish
to be safe against the adversary with the protection of the Lord's abundance.
For how do
we teach or provoke them to shed their blood
in confession of His name, if we deny to those
who are about to enter on the warfare the blood
of Christ?
Or how do we make them fit for the
cup of martyrdom,
if we do not flint admit
them to drink, in the Church, the cup of the
Lord z by the right of communion ?
3. We should make
a difference, dearest
brother, between those who either have apostatized, and, having returned to the world which
they have renounced, are living heathenish lives,
or, having become deserters to the heretics, are
daily taking up parricidal
arms against the
Church ; and those who do not depart from the
Church's threshold, and, constantly and sorrowt [_
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fully imploring divine and paternal consolation,
profess that they are now prepared for the battle, and ready to stand and fight bravely for the
name of their Lord and for their own salvation.
In these times we grant peace, not to those who
sleep, but to those who watch.
We grant peace,
not amid indulgences,
but amid arms.
We
grant peace, not for rest, but for the field of
battle.
If, according
to what we hear, and
desire, and believe of them, they shall stand
bravely, and shall overthrow the adversary with
us in the encounter, we shall not repent of haying granted peace to men so brave.
Yea, it is
the great honour and glory of our episcopate to
have granted peace to martyrs, so that we, as
pnests, who daily celebrate
the sacrifices of
God, may prepare offerings and victims for God.
But if--which
may the Lord avert from our
brethren m any one of the lapsed should deceive, seeking peace by guile, and at the time
of the impending struggle receiving peace without any purpose of doing battle, he betrays and
deceives himself, hiding one thing in hm heart
and pronouncing
another with his voice.
We,
so far as it is allowed to us to see and to judge,
look upon the face of each one ; we are not
able to scrutanize the heart and to inspect the
mind.
Concerning these the Discerner and
Searcher of hidden things judges, and He will
quickly come and judge of the secrets and
hidden things of the heart.
But the evil ought
not to stand in the way of the good, but rather
the evil ought to be assisted by the good.
Neither is peace, therefore, to be denied to
those who are about to endure martyrdom, because there are some who will refuse it, since
for this purpose peace should be granted to all
iwho are about to enter upon the warfare, that
through our _gnorance he may not be the first
one to be passed over, who in the struggle is to
be crowned.
4. Nor let any one say, "that he who accepts
martyrdom is baptized in his own blood, and
peace is not necessary to him from the bishop,
since he is about to have the peace of his own
glory, and about to receive a greater reward
from the condescension of the Lord."
First of
all, he cannot be fitted for martyrdom who is
not armed for the contest by the Church ; and
his spirit is deficient which the Eucharist received
does not raise and stimulate.
For the Lord
says in His Gospel:
"But when they deliver
gou up, take no thought what ye shall speak ;
for it shall be given you in that hour what ye
shall speak.
For it is not ye that speak, but the
Spirit of your Father which speaketh in you. ''s
Now, since He says that the Spirit of the Father
speaks in those who are delivered up and set
s Matt.t. tg,_o.
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in the confession of His name, how can he be
found prepared or fit for that confession who
has not first, in the reception of peace, received
the Spirit of the Father, who, giving strength to
His servants, Himself speaks and confesses in
us? Then, besides--if,
having forsaken everything that he has, a man shall flee, and dwelling
in hiding-places
and in solitude, shall fall by
chance among thieves, or shall die in fever and
in weakness, will it not be charged upon us that
so good a soldier, who has forsaken all that he
hath, and contemning his house, and his parents,
and his children, has preferred
to follow his
Lord, dies without peace and without communion? Will not either inactive negligence orcruel
hardness be ascribed to us in the day of judgo
ment, that, pastors though we are, we have
neither been willing to take care of the sheep
trusted and committed
to us in peace, nor to
arm them in battle ? Would not the charge be
brought against us by the Lord, whtch by His
prophet He utters and says ? "Behold, ye consume the milk, and ye clothe you with the wool,
and ye kill them that are fed ; but ye feed not
my flock. The weak have ye not strengthened,
neither have ye healed that which was sick,
neither have ye comforted that which was broken, neither have ye brought again that which
strayed, neither have ye sought that which was
lost, and that which was strong ye wore out with
labour.
And my sheep were scattered, because
there were no shepherds:
and they became
meat to all the beasts of the field ; and there
Was none who sought after them, nor brought
them back. Therefore
thus saith the Lord,

who, now that the contest is urgent, thinks that
peace should not be granted to our brethren and
sisters, he shall give an account to the Lord in
the day of judgment, either of his grievous rigour
or of his inhuman hardness.
We, as befitted our
faith and charity and solicitude, have laid before
you what was in our own mind, namely, that the
day of contest has approached,
that a violent
enemy will soon rise up against us, that a struggle
is coming on, not such as it has been, but much
more serious and fierce. This is frequently shown
to us from above ; concerning this we are often
admonished by the providence and mercy of the
Lord, of whose help and love we who trust in
Him may be secure, because He who in peace
foretells to His soldiers that the battle will come,
will give to them when they are warring victory
in the encounter.
We bid you, dearest brother,
ever heartily farewell.

.Behold, I am against the shepherds ; and I will
require my sheep of their hand, and cause them
to cease from feeding my sheep ; neither shall
they feed them any more : and I will deliver
my sheep from their mouth, and I will feed them

r. I have read your letter, dearest brother,
which you sent by Saturus our brother the acolyte, abundantly full of fraternal love and ecclesiastical discipline and priestly reproof; in which
you signified that Felicissimus, S no new enemy
of Christ, but long ago excommunicated
for his
very many and grave crimes, and condemned
not only by my judgment, but also by that of
very many of my fellow-bishops,
has been rejected by you there, and that when he came
attended by a band and faction of desperadoes,
he was driven from the Church with the full
vigour with which it behoves a bishop to act.
From which Church long ago he was driven, with
others hke himself, by the majesty of God and
the severity of Christ our Lord and Judge ; that
the author of schism and disagreement,
the
fraudulent user of money entrusted to him, the
violator of virgins, the destroyer and corrupter
of many marriages, should not, by the dishonour

with judgment." _
5. Lest, then, the sheep committed to us by
the Lord be demanded
back from our mouth,
wherewith we deny peace, wherewith we oppose
to them rather the severity of human cruelty than
S,_ btMgnity of divine and paternal love ; we
have determined • by the suggestion of the Holy
Spirit and the admonition of the Lord, conveyed
by many and manifest visions, because the enemy
is foretold and shown to be at hand, to gather
within the camp the soldiers of Christ, to examine
the cases of each one, and to grant peace to the
lapsed, yea, rather to furnish arms to those who
are about to fight. And this, we trust, will please
you in contemplation
of the paternal mercy,
But if there be any (oae) of our colleagues
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of his presence and his immodest and incestuous
no ignominy to us to suffer from our brethren
contact, violate further the spouse of Christ, what Christ suffered, nor is it glory to them to
hitherto uncorrupt, holy, modest,
iI do what Judas did.
But what insolence it is in
2. But yet, when I read your other letter, them, what swelling and inflated and vain boastbrother, which you subjoined to your first'one, Iing
on the part of these threateners,
there to
was considerably surprised at observing that you threaten me in my absence, when here they have
were in some degree disturbed
by the threats [me present in their power 1 I do not fear their
and terrors of those who had come, when, ac- reproaches with which they daily wound themcording to what you wrote, they had attacked
selves and their own life ; I do not tremble at
and threatened
you with the greatest despera- their clubs and stones and swords, which they
tion, that if you would not receive the letters ibrandish with parricidal words: as far as lies in
which they had brought, they would read them their power such men are homicides before God.
publicly, and would utter many base and dis- Yet they are not able to slay unless the Lord
graceful things, and such as were worthy of their have allowed them to slay ; and although I must
mouth.
But if the matter is thus, dearest broth- die but once, yet they daily slay me by their
er, that the audacity of the most wicked men hatred, their words, and their villanies.
is to be dreaded, and that what evil men cannot
3- But, dearest
brother, ecclesiastical
discido rightly and equitably, they may accomplish
phne is not on that account to be forsaken, nor
by dating and desperation, there is an end of pnesfly censure to be relaxed, because we are
the vigour of the episcopacy, and of the sub- disturbed with reproaches
or are shaken with
lime and divine power of governing the Church ; terrors ; since Holy Scripture meets and warns
nor can we continue any longer, or in fact now us, saying, "But he who presumes and is haughty,
be Christians, if it is come to this, that we are the man who boasts of himself, who hath enlarged
to be afraid of the threats or the snares of out- his soul as hell, shall accomplish
nothing. ''2
casts.
For both Gentiles and Jews threaten,
And again : "And fear not the words of a sinful
and heretics and all those, of whose hearts and man, for his glory shall be dung and worms.
minds the devil has taken possession, daily attest To-day he is lifted up, and to-morrow he shall
their venomous madness with furious voice. We not be found, because he is turned into his earth,
are not, therefore, to yield because they threaten ; and his thought shall perish." a And again : "I
nor is the adversary and enemy on that account have seen the wicked exalted, and raised above
greater than Christ, because he claims for him- the cedars of Libanus : I went by, and, 1o, he
self and assumes so much in the world.
There was not ; yea, I sought him, and his place was
ought to abide with us, dearest brother, an im- not found." * Exaltation, and puffing up, and
moveable strength of faith; and against all the arrogant and haughty boastfulness, spring not
irruptions
and onsets of the waves that roar from the teaching of Christ who teaches humility,
against us, a steady and unshaken courage should but from the spirit of Antichrist, whom the Lord
plant itself as with the fortitude and mass of a rebukes by His prophet, saying, "For thou hast
resisting rock. Nor does it matter whence comes said in thine heart, I will ascend into heaven, I
the terror or the danger to a bishop, who lives will place my throne above the stars of God :
subject to terrors and dangers, and is neverthe- I will sit on a lofty mountain, above the lofty
less made glorious by those very terrors and mountains to the north : I will ascend above the
dangers.
For we ought not to consider and re- clouds ; I will be like the Most High." s And
gard the mere threats of the Gentiles or of the he added, saying, "Yet thou shalt descend into
Jews, when we see that the Lord Himself was hell, to the foundations of the earth ; and they
deserted by His brethren, and was betrayed by that see thee shall wonder at thee." s Whence
him whom He Himself had chosen among His also divine Scripture threatens a hke punishment
apostles ; that also in the beginning of the world to such in another place, and says, "For the day
it was none other than a brother who slew right- of the Lord of hosts shall be upon every one
eous Abel, and an angry brother pursued the that is injurious and proud, and upon every one
fleemg Jacob, and the youthful Joseph was sold that is lifted up, and lofty." 7 By his mouth,
by the act of his brethren.
In the Gospel also therefore, and by his words, is every one at once
we read that it was foretold that our foes should betrayed ; and whether
he has Christ in his
rather be of our own household, and that they who heart, or Antichrist, is discerned in his speaking,
have first been associated in the sacrament of according to what the Lord says in His Gospel,
unity ' shall be they who shall betray one another.
,, 0 generation of vipers, how can ye, being evil,
It makes no difference who delivers up or who
rages, since God permits those to be delivered
_ tH,b
Mac.U.5.
n.6_,63.
up whom He appoints to be crowned.
For it is
, Ps XXxvtiL
35,36"
t ['*The sacramental host of God's ©]ect.'-- T/w T,_k,
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speak good things ? for out of the abundance
of the heart the mouth speaketh. A good man
out of the good treasure bringeth forth good
things ; and an evil man out of the evil treasure
bringeth forth evil things.",
Whence also that
rich sinner who implores help from Lazarus,then
laid in Abraham's bosom, and established in a
place of comfort, while he, writhing in torments
is consumed by the heats of burning flame,
suffers most punishment of all parts of his body,
in his mouth and his tongue, because doubtless in
his mouth and his tongue he had most sinned."
4. For since it is written, "Neither shall revilers inherit the kingdom of God," s and again
the Lord says in His Gospel, "Whosoever shall
say to his brother, Thou fool ; and whosoever
shall say, Raca, shall be in danger of the Gehenna
of fire," 4 how can they evade the rebuke of the
Lord the avenger, who heap up such expressions,
not only on their brethren,but also on the priests,
to whom is granted such honour of the condescension of God, that whosoever should not obey
his priest, and him that judgeth here for the time,
was immediately to be slain ? In Deuteronomy
the Lord God speaks, saying, "And the man that
will do presumptuously, and will not hearken
unto the priest or to the judge, whosoever he
shall be in those days, that man shall die ; and all
the people, when they hear, shall fear, and shall
do no more wickedly." s Moreover, to Samuel,
when he was despised by the Jews, God says,
"They have not despised thee, but they have
despised me." 6 And the Lord also in the Gospel says, "He that heareth you, heareth me, and
Him that sent me ; and he that rejeeteth you,
rejecteth me ; and he that rejecteth me, rejecteth
Him that sent me." 7 And when he had cleansed
the leprous man, he said, "Go, show thyself to
the priest." s And when afterwards, in the time
of His passion, He had received a buffet from a
servant of the priest, and the servant said to Him,
"Answerest thou the high priest so?"9 the Lord
said nothing reproachfully against the high priest,
nor detracted anything from the priest's honour ;
but rather asserting His own innocence, and
showing it, He says, "If I have spoken evil,
bear witness of the evil ; but if well, why smitest
thou me ?" ,o Also subsequently, in the Acts of
the Apostles, the blessed Apostle Paul, when it
was said to him, "Re.lest thou God's priest ?""
_alt.hough they had begun to be sacrilegious,
, Mitt.zii. :14,
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and impious, and bloody, the Lord having already
been crucified, and had no longer retained anything of the priestly honour and authority--yet
Paul, considering the name itself, however empty,
and the shadow, as it were, of the priest, said, "I
wist not, brethren, that he was the high priest :
for it is written, Thou shalt not speak evil of the
ruler of thy people." ,,
5. When, then, such and so great examples,
and many others, are precedents whereby the
priestly authority and power by the divine condescension is estabhshed, what kind of people,
think you, are they who, being enemies of the
priests, and rebels against the Catholic Church,
are frightened neitherby the threatening of a forewarning Lord, nor by the vengeance of coming
judgment ? For neither have heresies arisen, nor
have schisms originated, from any other source
than from this, that God's priest is not obeyed ;
nor do they consider that there is one person
for the time priest in the Church, and for the
time judge in the stead of Christ ; ,3 whom, if,
according to divine teaching, the whole fraternity should obey, no one would stir up anything
against the college of priests ; no one, after the
divine judgment, after the suffrageof the people,
after the consent of the co-bishops, would make
himself a judge, not now of the bishop, but of
God. No one would rend the Church by a division of the unity of Christ._4 No one, pleasing
himself, and swelling with arrogance, would found
a new heresy, separate and without, unless any
one be of such sacrilegious daring and abandoned
mind, as to think that a priest is made w_thout
God's judgment, when the Lord says in His Gospel, "Are not two sparrows sold for a farthing?
and one of them does not fall to the ground without the will of your Father." ,s When He says
that not even the least things are done without
God's will, does any one think that the highest
and greatest things are done in God's Church
either without God's knowledge or permission,
and that priests-- that is, His stewards -- are
not ordained by His decree? This is not to
have faith, whereby we live ; this is not to gird
honour to God, by whose direction and decision
we know and believe that all things are ruled and
governed. Undoubtedly there are bishops made,
not by the will of God, but they are such as are
made outside of the Church_ such as are made
contrary to the ordinance and tradition of the
Gospel, as the Lord Himself in the twelve proph-

s_" [Th_,it_tm/mmbeOaedinthem_orWa_-m_
ets asserts, saying, "They have set up a king
...So_h_y,R._'_*, =,,._te _.. TheF,,b,,Z_,,C*,.,,_,i, for themselves, and not by me." ,6 And again :
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"Their sacrifices are as the bread of mourning ; liberty, and established in his own choice, himall that eat thereof shall be polluted."'
And self desires for himself either death or salvation.
the Holy Spirit also cries by Isaiah, and says, Nevertheless, Peter,4 upon whom by the same
"Woe unto you, children that are deserters. Lord the Church had been built, speaking one
Thus saith the Lord, Ye have taken counsel, but for all, and answering with the voice of the
not of me ; and ye have made a covenant, but Church, says, "Lord, to whom shall we go ?
not of my Spirit, that ye may add sin to sin." • Thou hast the words of eternal life ; and we be6. But-- I speak to you as being provoked ; lieve, and are sure that Thou art the Christ, the
I speak as grieving ; I speak as constrained -- Son of the living God : "s signifying, doubtless,
when a bishop is appointed into the place of and showing that those who departed from Christ
one deceased, when he is chosen in time of perished by their own fault, yet that the Church
peace by the suffrageof an entire people, when which believes on Christ, and holds that which
he is protected by the h_lp of God in persecu- it has once learned, never departs from Him at
tion, faithfully linked with all his colleagues, all, and that those are the Church who remain in
approved to his people by now four years' ex- the house of God ; but that, on the other hand,
perience in his episcopate ; observant of disci- they are not the plantation planted by God the
phne in time of peace ; in time of disturbance, Father, whom we see not to be established with
proscribed with the name of his episcopate ap- the stability of wheat, but blown about like chaff
plied and attached to him ; so often asked for by the breath of the enemy scattering them, of
in the circus "for the lions ;" in the amphl- whom John also in his epistle says, "They went
theatre, honoured with the testimony of the out from us, but they were not of us ; for if they
divine condescension ; even in these very days had been of us, no doubt they would have conon which I have written this letter to you, on tinued with us." 6 Paul also warns us, when evil
account of the sacrifices which, by proclaimed men perish out of the Church, not to be disedict, the people were commanded to celebrate, turbed, nor to let our faith be lessened by the
demanded anew in the circus "for the lions "!departure of the faithless. "For what," he says,
by the clamour of the populace ; -- when such a "if some of them have departed from the faith ?
one, dearest brother, is seen to be assailed by Hath their unbelief made the faith of God of
some desperate and reckless men, and by those [none effect ? God forbid I For God is true,
who have their place outside the Church, it is but every man a liar." 7
manifest who assails him : not assuredly Christ,
8. For our own part, it befits our conscience,
who either appoints or protects his priests ; but dearest brother, to strive that none should perhe who, as the adversary of Christ and the foe ish going out of the Church by our fault ; but if
to His Church, for this purpose persecutes with any one, of his own accord and by his own sin,
his malice the ruler of the Church, that when should perish, and should be unwilling to repent
the pilot is removed, he may rage more atro- and to return to the Church, that we who are
ciously and more violently with a view to the anxious for their well-being should be blameless
Church's dispersion,
in the day of judgment, and that they alone
7. Nor ought it, my dearest brother, to dis- should remain in pumshment who refused to be
turb any one who is faJthful and mindful of the healed by the wholesomeness of our advice.
Gospel, and retains the commands of the apostle Nor ought the reproaches of the lost to move
who forewarns us ; if in the last days certain us in any degree to depart from the right path
persons, proud, contumacious, and enemies of and from the sure rule, since also the apostle
God's priests, either depart from the Church or instructs us, saying, "If I should please men, I
act against the Church, since both the Lord and should not be the servant of Christ." s There
His apostles have previously foretold that there is a great difference whether one desires to deshould be such. Nor let any one wonder that serve well of men or of God. If we seek to
the servant placed over them should be for- please men, the Lord is offended. But if we
saken by some, when His own disciples forsook strive and labour that we may please God,
the Lord Himself, who performed such greatwe ought to contemn human reproaches and
and wonderful works, andillustrated the attri- abuse.
butes of God the Father by the testimony of
9. But that I did not immediately write to
His doings. And yet He did not rebuke them you, dearest brother, about Fortunatus, that
when they went away, nor even severely threaten ipseudo-bishop, constituted by a few, and those,
them ; but rather, turning to His apostles, He
said, "Will ye also go away?"s manifestly ob4 [C_cou|_t_,_wrltt_this
l_rtoCor_etlns_.he
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inveterate heretics, the matter was not such as For thus wickedness always hastens, as if by its
ought at once and hastily to be brought under speed it could prevail against innocence.
your notice, as if it were great or to be feared ;
io. But I intimated to you, my brother, by
especially since you already know well enough Feticianus, that there had come to Carthage,
the rmme of Fortunatus, who is one of the five [ Pnvatus, an old heretic in the colony of Lampresbyters who some time back deserted from besa, many years ago condemned for many and
the Church, and were lately excommunicated
by grave crimes by the judgment of ninety bishops,
the judgment of our fellow-bishops,'
men both and severely remarked upon in the letters of
numerous and entitled to the greatest respect, Fabian and Donatus, also our predecessors, as is
who on this matter wrote to you last year.
Also not hidden from your knowledge ; 3 who, when
you would recognise Felicissimus, the standard- he said that he wished to plead his cause before
bearer of sedition, who himself also is comprised us in the council which we held on the Ides of
in those same letters long ago written to you by May then past, and was not permitted, made for
our co-bishops,' and who not only was excom- himself that Fortunatus a pretended bishop,
municated by them here, but moreover was lately worthy of his college.
And there had also come
driven from the Church by you there.
Since I with him a certain Felix, whom he himself
was confident that these things were in your had formerly appointed a pseudo-bishop
outside
knowledge, and knew for certain that they abode the Church, in heresy.
But Jovinus also, and
in your memory and discipline, I did not think Maximus, were present as companions with the
it necessary that the follies of heretics should be proved heretic, 4 condemned for wicked sacrifices
told you quickly and urgently.
For indeed it and crimes proved against them by the judgought not to pertain to the majesty orthe dignity I ment of nine bishops, our colleagues, and again
of the Catholic Church, to concern itself with [ excommunicated also by many of us last year in
what the audacity of heretics and schismatics t a council.
And with these four was also joined
may attempt among themselves.
For Novatian's ] Repostus of Suturuica, who not only fell himself
party is also said to have now made Maximuslin
the persecution,
but cast down by sacrflethe presbyter-- who was lately sent to us as an ] gious persuasion the greatest part of his people.
ambassador
for Novatian, and rejected from [These five, with a few who either had sacrificed,
communion with us--their
false bishop in that or had evil consciences, concurred in desiring
place ; and yet I had not written to you about Fortunatus as a false bishop for themselves, that
this, since all these things are slighted by us ; so, their crimes agreeing, the ruler should be
and I had sent to you lately the names of the such as those who are ruled.
bishops appointed there, who with wholesome
i x. Hence also, dearest brother, you may now
and sound discipline govern the brethren in the know the other falsehoods which desperate and
Catholic Church. 2 And this certainly, therefore, abandoned men have there spread about, that
it was decided by the advice of all of us to although, of the sacrificers, or of the heretics,
write to you, that there might be found a short there were not more than five false bishops who
method of destroying error and of finding out came to Carthage, and appointed Fortunatus as
truth, that you and our colleagues might know the associate of their madness ; yet they, as chilto whom to write, and reciprocally, from whom dren of the devil, and full of lies, dared, as you
it behoved you to receive letters ; but if any write, to boast that there were present twentyone, except those whom we have compnsed in i five bishops ; which falsehood they boasted here
our letter, should dare to write to you, you would also before among our brethren, saying that twenknow either that he was polluted by sacrifice, or ty-five bishops would come from Numidia to
by receiving a certificate, or that he was one of make a bishop for them.
After they were dethe heretics, and therefore perverted and profane, tected and confounded in this their lie (only
Nevertheless, having gained an opportunity, by five who had made shipwreck coming together,
means of a very great friend and a clerk, I have and these being excommunicated
by us), they
written to you by Felicianus the acolyte, whom sailed to Rome with the reward of their lies, as
you had sent with Perseus our colleague, among if the truth could not sail after them, and conother matters which were to be brought under vict their lying tongues by proof of the certainty.
your notice from their paxty, about that Form- And this, my brother, is real madness, not to
natus also. But while our brother Felicianus is think nor to know that lies do not long deceive,
either retarded there by the wind, or is detained that the night only lasts so long as until the day
by receiving other letters from us, he has been brightens ; but that when the day is clear and
forestalled by Felicissimus
hastening
to you. the sun has arisen, the darkness and gloom give
place to light, and the robberies which were got'["Our fellow-blshops."
This council was held on the remm
of Cyprian, x Do 25x, soon after Easter.]
z [ .T_y, were not appointed there by any ' favour _" the Apostolic
and Cyprian
than ,See,"
Coraeh_
does.] knows much more of tlieir existence as bishops

3 [Elucidation XI.]
4 Or "wtth Privatus, the proved heretic, " or, according to the
Oxford translauon, ' a proud herett¢. " [See p. 3o8.l
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ing on through the night cease.
In fine, if you
were to seek the names from them, they would
have none which they could even falsely give.
For such among them is the penury even of
wicked men, that neither of sacrificers nor of
heretics can there be collected twenty-five for
them ; and yet, for the sake of deceiving the ears
of the simple and the absent, the number is
exaggerated by a lie, as if, even if this number
were true, either the Church would be overcome
by heretics, or righteousness by the unrighteous,
i2. Nor does it behove me, dearest brother,
to do like things to them, and to go through in
my discourse those things which they have cornmitred, and still commit, since we have to consider what it becomes God's priests to utter and
to write.
Nor ought grief to speak among us so
much as shame, and I ought not to seem proyoked rather to heap together reproaches than
crimes and sins. Therefore I am silent upon the
deceits practised in the Church.
I pass over the
conspiracies and adulteries, and the various kinds
of crimes.
That circumstance
alone, however,
of their wickedness, in which the cause is not
mine, nor man's, but God's, I do not think must
be withheld ; that from the very first day of the
persecution, while the recent crimes of the guilty
were still hot, and not only the devil's altars, but
the very hands and the mouths of the lapsed,
were still smoking with the abominable sacrifices,
they did not cease to communicate
with the
lapsed, and to interfere wLth their repentance,
God cries, "He that sacrificeth unto any gods,
save unto the Lord only, shall be rooted out.",
And in the Gospel the Lord says, "Whosoever
shall deny me, him will I deny."*
And in another place the divine indignation and anger are
not silent, saying, "To them hast thou poured
out a drink-offering, and to them hast thou offered
a meat-offering.
Shall I not be angry with these
things ? saith the Lord." s And they interfere
that God may not be entreated, who Himself declares that He is angry ; they interpose that
Christ may not be besought with prayers and
satisfactions, who professes that him who denies
Him He will deny.
13. In the very time of persecution we wrote
letters on this matter, but we were not attended
to. A full council being held, we decreed, not
only with our consent, but also with our threatening, that the brethren should repent, 4 and that
none should rashly grant peace to those who did
not repent.
And those sacrilegious persons rush
with impious madness against God's priests, departing from the Church ; and raising their parricidal arms against the Church, in order that
z Ex. x'xli 2o.
tt Matt. x. 33.
J Isa. lvli 6.
4 Strictly, the phrase ]le_ as _"whe_
"pomium_un agerent."
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!the malice of the devil may consummate their
work,S take pains that the divine clemency may
not heal the wounded in His Church.
They
corrupt the repentance of the wretched men by
the deceitfulness
of their lies, that it may not
satisfy an offended God--that
he who has either
blushed or feared to be a Christian before, may
not afterwards seek Christ his Lord, nor he return to the Church who had departed from the
Church.
Efforts are used that the sins may not
be atoned for with just satisfactions and lamentatlons, that the wounds may not be washed away
with tears.
True peace is done away by the
falsehood of a false peace ; the healthful bosom
of a mother is closed by the interference of the
stepmother, that weeping and groaning may not
be heard from the breast and from the lips of
the lapsed.
And beyond this, the lapsed are
compelled with their tongues and lips, in the
Capitol 6 wherein before they had sinned, to reproach the priests-- to assail with contumelies
and with abusive words the confessors and virgins, and those righteous men who are most
eminent for the praise of the faith, and most
glorious in the Church.
By which things, indeed,
it is not so much the modesty and the humility
and the shame of our people that are smitten,
as their own hope and life that are lacerated.
For neither is it he who hears, but he who utters
the reproach, that is wretched ; nor is it he who
is smitten by his brother, but he who smites a
brother, that is a sinner under the law ; and when
the guilty do a wrong to the innocent, they
suffer the injury who think that they are doing it.
Finally, their mind is smitten by these things,
and their spirit is dull, and their sense of right
is estranged : it is God's wrath that they do not
perceive their sins, lest repentance should follow,
as it is written, "And God gave them the spirit
of torpor," 7 that is, that they may not return and
be healed, and be made whole after their sins by
just prayers and satisfactions.
Paul the apostle in
his epistle lays it down, and says, "They received
inot the love of the truth, that they might be
saved.
And for this cause God shall send them
strong delusion, that they should believe a lie :
that they all might be judged who believed not
the truth, but had pleasure
in unrighteousness." s The highest degree of happiness is, not
to sin ; the second, to acknowledge our sins. In
the former, innocence flows pure and unstained
to preserve us ; in the latter, there comes a
medicine to heal us. Both of these they have
lost by offending God, both because the grace is
lost which is received from the sanctification of

:
_ **sholfld do pen_,'*

CYPRIAN.

s - That by the malice of the devil they may co_,,,,,,,_te
their
vmrk:'..lo
6 Scil. C2I_tol of Carthage, for the provinces _,_tat_ Rome in
this respect. I)u Cange give* many instances.
7 I_ xxix. to: ong. "tra_*_i_."
s _ The. i,. xo--x2.
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baptism, and repentance comes not to their help, source ; _ and not to consider that these were
whereby the sin is healed.
Think you, brother, the Romans whose faith was praised in the
that their wickednesses against God are trifling, preaching of the apostle, to whom faithlessness
their sins small and moderate _ since by their could have no access.s
But what was the teameans the majesty of an angry God is not be- son of their coming and announcing the making
sought, since the anger and the fire and the day of the pseudo-bishop in opposition to the bishof the Lord is not feared u since, when Anti- ops? For either they are pleased with what they
christ is at hand, the faith of the militant people have done, and persist in their wickedness ; or,
is disarmed by the taking away of the power of if they are displeased and retreat, they know
Christ and His fear ? Let the laity see to it how whither they may return. For, as it has been
they may amend this.'
A heavier labour is in- decreed by all of us 6m and is equally fair and
cumbent on the priests in asserting and main-just--that
the case of every one should be
taining the majesty of God, that we seem not to heard
there where the crime has been cornneglect anything in this respect, when God ad- mitted ; and a portion of the flock has been
monishes us, and says, "And now, O ye priests, assigned to each individual pastor, which he is
this commandment is for you. If ye will not to rule and govern, having to give account of his
hear, and if ye will not lay it to heart, to give doing to the Lord ; it certainly behoves those
glory unto my name, saith the Lord, I wilt even over whom we are placed not to run about nor
send a curse upon you, and I will curse your to break up the harmonious agreement of the
blessing." 2 Is honour, then, given to God when bishops with their crat_ and deceitful rashness,
the majesty and decree of God are so con- but there to plead their cause, where they may
temned, that when He declares that He is in- be able to have both accusers and witnesses of
dignant and angry with those who sacrifice, and their crime ; unless perchance the authority of
when He threatens eternal penalties and per- the bishops constituted in Africa seems to a few
petuai punishments, it is proposed by the sacri- desperate and abandoned men to be too little,7
legious, and said, Let not the wrath of God be who have already judged concerning
them, and
considered,
let not the judgment of the Lord have lately condemned,
by the gravity of their
be feared, let not any knock at the Church of judgment, their conscience bound in many bonds
Christ ; but repentance
being done away with, of sins. Already their case has been examined,
and no confession of sin being made, the bishops already sentence concerning them has been probeing despised and trodden under foot, let peace nounced ; nor is it fitting for the dignity of priests
be proclaimed
by the presbyters
in deceitful to be blamed for the levity of a changeable and
words ; and lest the lapsed should rise up, or inconstant mind, when the Lord teaches and
those
placed without should
return to the says, "Let your communication
be, Yea, yea;
Church, let communion be offered to those who Nay, nay." a
are not in communion?
i 5. If the number of those who judged con
I4. To these also it was not sufficient that cerning them last year be 'reckoned
with the
they had withdrawn from the Gospel, that they presbyters and deacons, then there were more
had taken away from the lapsed the hope of sat- !present to the judgment and hearing than are
isfaction and repentance,
that they had taken those very same persons who now seem to be
away those involved in frauds or stained with associated with Fortunatus.
For you ought to
adulteries, or polluted with the deadly contagion
know, dearest brother, that after he was made a
of sacrifices, lest they should entreat
God, or pseudo-bishop
by the heretics, he was at once
make confession of their crimes in the Church, deserted by almost all. For those to whom in
from all feeling and fruit of repentance;
that past time delusions were offered, and deceitful
they had set up _ outside for themselves--outwords were given, to the effect that they were to
side the Church, and opposed to the Church, a return to the Church together;
after they saw
conventicle
of their abandoned
faction, when that a false bishop was made there, learned that
there had flowed together a band of creatures they had been fooled and deceived, and are
with evil consciences, and unwilling to entreat daily returning and knocking at the daor of/he
and to satisfy God.
After such things as these,
moreover, they still dare--a
false bishop having
been appointed for them by heretics m to set
sail and to bear letters
from schismatic and profane persons to the throne of Peter, and to the
chief church whence priestly unity takes its

• [The Apostolic See of the West was necessarily all this in the
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Church ; while we, meanwhile, by whom account
is to be given to the Lord, are anxiously weighing and carefully examining who ought to be received and admitted into the Church. For some
are either hindered by their crimes to such a
degree, or they are so obstinately and firmly oi>posed by their brethren, that they cannot be received at all except with offence and risk to a
great many. For neither must some putridities
be so collected and brought together, that the
parts which are sound and whole should be injured ; nor is that pastor serviceable or wise who
so mingles the diseased and affected sheep with
his flock as to contaminate the whole flock with
the infection of the clinging evil. (Do not pay
attention to their number. _ For one who fears
God is better than a thousand impious sons, as
the Lord spoke by the prophet, saying, "O son,
do not delight in ungodly sons, though they
multiply to thee, except the fear of the Lord be
with them." _) Oh, if you could, dearest brother, be with us here when those evil and perverse
men return from schism, you would see what
labour is mine to persuade patience to our brethten, that they should calm their grief of mind,
and consent to receive and heal the wicked. For
as they rejoice and are glad when those who are
endurable and less guilty return, so, on the other
hand, they murmur and are dissatisfied as often
as the incorrigible and violent, and those who
are contaminated either by adulteries or by sacrifices, and who, in addition to this, are proud
besides, so return to the Church, as to corrupt
the good dispositions within it. Scarcely do I
persuade the people ; nay, I extort it from them
that they should suffer such to be admitted. And
the grief of the fraternity is made the more just,
from the fact that one and another who, notwithstanding the opposition and contradiction of the
people, have been received by my facility, have
proved worse than they had been before, and
have not been able to keep the faith of their
repentance, because they had not come with true
repentance,
x6. But what am I to say of those who have
now sailed to you with Felicissimus, guilty of
every crime, as ambassadors sent by Fortunatus
the pseudo-bishop, bringing to you letters as
false as he himself is false, whose letters they
bring, as his conscience is full of sins, as his life
is execrable, as it is disgraceful ; so that, even if
they were in the Church, such people ought to
be expelled from the Church. In addition, since
they have known their own conscience, they do
not dare to come to us or to approach to the
x [Exod.
_

xxilt
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threshold of the Church, but wander about, without her, through the province, for the sake of
circumventing and defrauding the brethren ; and
now, being sufficiently known to all, and everywhere excluded for their crimes, they sail thither
also to you. For they cannot have the face to
approach to us, or to stand before us, since the
crimes which are charged upon them by the
brethren are most grievous and grave. If they
wish to undergo our judgment, let them come.
Finally, if they can find any excuse or defence,
let us see what thought they have of making
satisfaction, what fruit of repentance they bring
forward. The Church is neither closed here
to any one, nor is the bishop denied to any.
Our patience, and facility, and hummuity are
ready for those who come. I entreat all to re*
turn into the Church. I beg all our feUow-soldiers to be included within the camp of Christ,
and the dwelling-place of God the Father. I
remit everything. I shut my eyes to many things,
with the desire and the wish to gather together
the brotherhood.
Even those things which are
committed against God I do not investigate with
the full judgment of religion. I almost sin myself, in remitting sins _ more than I ought. I
embrace with prompt and full love those who
return with repentance, confessing their sin with
lowly and unaffected atonement._
x7. But if there are some who think that they
can return to the Church not with prayers but
with threats, or suppose that they can make a
way for themselves, not with lamentation and
atonements, but with terrors, let them take it
for certain that against such the Church of the
Lord stands closed ; nor does the camp of Christ,
unconquered and firm with the Lord's protection, yield to threats. The priest of God holding fast the Gospel and keeping ChrLst's precepts
may be slain ; he cannot be conquered. Zacharias, God's priest, suggests and furnishes to us
examples of courage and faith, who, when he
could not be terrified with threats and stoning,
was slain in the temple of God, at the same time
crying out and saying, what we also cry out and
say against the heretics, "Thus saith the Lord,
Ye have forsaken the ways of the Lord, and the
Lord will forsake you." s For because a few
rash and wicked men forsake the heavenly and
wholesome ways of the Lord, and not doing holy
things are deserted by the Holy Spirit, we also
ought not therefore to be unmindful of the divine
tradition, so as to think that the crimes of madmen are greater than the judgments of priests ;
or conceive that human endeavours can do
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more to attack, than divine protection avails to of God by strength from above ; as not to find
defend,
his humility and weakness animated by the rig18. Is the dignity of the Catholic Church, our and strength of the Lord who protects him.
dearest brother, to be laid aside, is the faithful It matters nothing to us by whom, or when we
and uncorrupted majesty of the people placed are slain, since we shall receive from the Lord
within it, z and the priestly authority and power the reward of our death and of our blood. Their
also, all to be laid aside for this, that those who concision 2 is to be mourned and lamented, whom
are set without the Church may say that they the devil so blinds, that, without considering the
wish to judge concerning a prelate in the Church ? eternal punishments of Gehenna, they endeavour
heretics concerning a Christian ? wounded men to imitate the coming of Antichrist, who is now
about a whole man? maimed concerning a sound approaching.
man? lapsed concerning one who stands fast?
20. And although I know, dearest brother,
guilty concerning their judge ? sacrilegious men from the mutual love which we owe and maniconcerning a priest?
What is left but that the lest one towards another, that you always read
Church should yield to the Capitol, and that, my letters to the very distinguished clergy who
while the priests depart and remove the Lord's preside with you there, 3 and to your very holy
altar, the images and idols should pass over with and large congregatiun, 4 yet now I both warn
their altars into the sacred and venerable assem- and ask you to do by my request what at other
bly of our clergy, and a larger and fulier material times you do of your own accord and courtesy ;
for declaiming against us and abusing us be af- that so, by the reading of this my letter, if any
forded to Novatian ; if they who have sacrificed contagion of envenomed speech and of pestilent
and have publicly denied Christ should begin propagation has crept in there, it may he all
not only to be entreated and admitted without purged out of the ears and of the hearts of the
penance done, but, moreover, in addition, to brethren, and the sound and sincere affection of
domineer by the power of their terror?
the good may be cleansed anew from all the
x9. If they desire peace, let them lay aside filth of heretical disparagement.
their arms. If they make atonement, why do
2x. But for the rest, let our most beloved
they threaten?
or ff they threaten, let them brethren firmly decline, and avoid the words and
know that they are not feared by God's priests, conversations of those whose word creeps onFor even Antichrist, when he shall begin to come, wards like a cancer ; as the apostle _ays, "Evil
shall not enter into the Church because he threat- communications corrupt good manners." s And
ens ; neither shall we yield to his arms and vio- again : "A man that is an heretic, after one
lence, because he declares that he will destroy admonition, reject : knowing that he that is such
us if we resist. Heretics arm us when they think is subverted, and sinneth, being condemned of
that we are terrified by their threatenings ; nor himself." 6 And the Holy Spirit speaks by Soldo they cast us down on our face, but rather omon, saying,"A perverse man carrieth perdition
they lift us up and inflame us, when they make in his mouth ; and in his lips he hideth a fire." 7
peace itself worse to the brethren than persecu- Also again, he warneth us, and says, "Hedge m
tion. And we desire, indeed, that they may not thy ears with thorns, and hearken not to a
fill up with crime what they speak in madness, wicked tongue." s And again : "A wicked doer
that they who sin with perfidious and cruel words giveth heed to the tongue of the unjust ; but a
may not also sin in deeds.
We pray and be- righteous man does not listen to lying lips."9
seech God, whom they do not cease to provoke And although I know that our brotherhood
and exasperate, that He will soften their hearts, there/° assuredly fortified by your foresxght, and
that they may lay aside their madness, and re- besides sufficiently cautious by their own vigiturn to soundness of mind ; that their breasts, lance, cannot be taken nor deceived
by the
covered over with the darkness of sins, may poisons of heretics, and that the teachings and
acknowledge the light of repentance, and that precepts of God prevail with them only in prothey may rather seek that the prayers and sup- _portion as the fear of God is in them ; yet, even
plications of the priest may be poured out on: although needlessly, either my solicitude or my
their behalf, than themselves pour out the blood
2 [Phil, ill _. The apostle calls the _'udmzersa conci,ffo_, the
of the priest. But if they continue in their mad- panlc_¢,t o2r_ thrownawayin thertteof clrcumclslon:
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love persuaded me to write these things to you, For you ought to know and to believe, and hold
that no commerce should be entered into with it for certain, that the day of affliction has begun
such ; that no banquets nor conferences be en- to hang over our heads, and the end 6 of the
tertained with the wicked ; but that we should world and the time of Antichrist to draw near,
be as much separated from them, as" they are so that we must all stand prepared for the battle ;
deserters from the Church ; because it is written, nor consider anything but the glory of life eter"If he shall neglect to hear the Church, let him nal, and the crown of the confession of the Lord ;
be unto thee as a heathen man and a publican. ''_ and not regard those things which are coming
And the blessed apostle not ohly warns, but also as being such as were those which have passed
commands
us to withdraw from such.
"We away. A severer and a fiercer fight is now threatcommand you," he says, "in the name of Jesus ening, for which the soldiers of Christ ought to
Christ our Lord, that ye withdraw yourselves prepare themselves with uncorrupted
faith and
from every brother that walketh disorderly, and robust courage, considering that they drink the
not after the tradition which he received of us." 2 cup of Christ's blood daily7 for the reason that
There can be no fellowship between faith and they themselves also may be able to shed their
faithlessness.
He who is not with Christ, who blood for Christ.
For this is to wish to be found
is an adversary of Christ, who is hostile to His with Christ, to imitate that which Christ both
unity and peace, cannot be associated with us. : taught and did, according to the Apostle John,
If they come with prayers and atonements, let who said, "He that saith he abideth in Christ.
them be heard;
if they heap together curses ought himself also so to walk even as He
and threats, let them be rejected.
I bid you, walked." s Moreover, the blessed Apostle Paul
dearest brother, ever heartily farewell.3
exhorts and teaches, saying, "We are God's
children ; but if children, then heirs of God, and
EPISTLE
LV. 4
joint-heirs with Christ;
if so be that we suffer
with Him, that we may also be glorified toTO
THE
PEOPLE
OF
THIBARIS,
EXHORTING
gether."9
TO MARTYRDOM.
2. Which things must all now be considered
ARGU,_k[EW'T--CYPRIAN
FIRST OF ALL EXCUSES by us, that
no one may desire anything from
HIMSEI._TO THE THIBARITANSTHATHE HADNOT the world that is now dying, but may follow
BEEN TO VISIT THEM, AND
GIVES THEM WARNChrist, who both lives for ever, and quicken_
ING OF THE
PERSECUTION
AT HAND ; HE THEN
His servants,
who are established
in the faith of
FURNISHESINDUCEMENTSREADILYTO UNDERGO His name.
For there comes the tune, beloved
MAR';'VRDOM.S
brethren, which our Lord long ago foretold an.d
i. Cyprian to the people abiding at Thibaris,
taught us was approaching,
saying, "The time
greeting.
I had indeed thought, beloved breth- cometh, that whosoever killeth you will think
ren, and prayerfully desired _ if the state of that he doeth God service.
And these things
things and the condition of the times permitted,
they will do unto you, because they have not
in conformity with what you frequently desired known the Father nor me.
But these things
-- myself to come to you ; and being present have I told you, that when the time shall come,
with you, then to strengthen
the brotherhood
ye may remember that I told you of them." ro
with such moderate powers of exhortation
as I Nor let any one wonder that we are harassed
possess. But since I am detained by such urgent with constant persecutions, and continually tried
affairs, that I have not the power to travel far with increasing afflictions, when the Lord before
from this place, and to be long absent from the predicted that these things would happen in the
people over whom by divine mercy I am placed, last times, and has instructed us for the warfare
I have written in the meantime this letter, to be by the teaching and exhortatmn
of His words.
to you in my stead.
For as, by the condescenPeter also, His apostle, has taught that persecusion of the Lord instructing me, I am very often tions occur for the sake of our being proved, and
instigated and warned, I ought to bring unto that we also should, by the example of righteous
your conscience also the anxiety of my warning, men who have gone before us, be joined to the
love of God by death and sufferings.
For he
Matt._.h. _7.
wrote in his epistle, and said, "Beloved,
think
2Thasswhat
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thing happened unto you ; but as often as ye
partake in Christ's sufferings, rejoice in all things,
that when His glory shall be revealed, )re may be
glad also with exceeding joy. If ye be reproached in the name of Christ, happy are ye ;
for the name of the majesty and power of the
Lord resteth on you, which indeed on their part
is blasphemed,
but on our part is glorified." '
Now the apostles taught us those things which
they themselves also learnt from the Lord's precepts and the heavenly commands, the Lord
Himself
thus strengthening
us, and saying,
"There is no man that hath left house, or land,
or parents, or brethren,
or sisters, or wife, or
children, for the kingdom of God's sake, who
shall not receive sevenfold more in this present
time, and in the world to come life everlasting. "_
And again He says, "Blessed
axe ye when men
shall hate you, and shall separate you from their
company, and shall cast you out, and shall reproach your name as evil for the Son of man's
sake.
Rejoice ye in that day, and leap for joy ;
for, behold, your reward is great in heaven." s
3- The Lord desired that we should rejoice
and leap for joy in persecutions,
because, when
persecutions
occur, then are given the crowns
of faith, then the soldiers of God are proved,
then the heavens are opened to martyrs.
For
we have not in such a way given our name to
warfare that we ought only to think about peace,
and draw back from a[id refuse war, when in this
very warfare the Lord walked first -- the Teacher of humility, and endurance, and suffering-- so
that what He taught to be done, He first of all
did, and what He exhorts to suffer, He Himself
first suffered for us. Let it be before your eyes,
beloved brethren, that He who alone received all
judgment
from the Father, and who will come
to judge, has already declared the decree of His
judgment and of His future recognition, foretelling and testifying that He will confess those
before His Father who confess Him, and will
deny those who deny Him.
If we could escape
death, we might reasonably fear to die.
But
since, on the other hand, it is necessary that a
mortal man should die, we should embrace the
occasion that comes by divine promise and condescensiou, and accomplish the ending provided
by death with the reward of immortality ; nor
fear to be slain, since we are sure when we are
slain to be crowned,
4. Nor let any one, beloved brethren, when
he beholds our people driven away and scattered by the fear of persecution, be disturbed at
not seeing the brotherhood gathered together,
nor hearing the bishops discoursing. 4 All are
t, l_t.lv ....

4.

not able to be there together, who may not kill,
but who must be killed.
Wherever, in those
days, each one of the brethren shall be separated from the flock for a time, by the necessity
of the season, in body, not in spirit, let him not
be moved at the terror of that flight; nor, if he
withdraw and- be concealed, let him be alarmed
at the solitude of the desert place.
He is not
alone, whose comIL_nion in flight Christ is ; he
is not alone who, keeping God's temple wheresoever he is, is not without God.
And if a
robber should fall upon you, a fugitive in the
solitude or in the mountains ; if a wild beast
should attack you ; if hunger, or thirst, or cold
should distress you, or the tempest and the
storm should overwhelm you hastening in a
rapid voyage over the seas, Christ everywhere
looks upon His soldier fighting ; and for the
sake of persecution, for the honour of His name,
gives a reward to him when he dies, as He has
promised that He will give in the resurrection.
Nor is the glory of martyrdom less that he has
not perished publicly and before many, since
the cause of perishing is to perish for Christ.
That Witness who proves martyrs, and crowns
them, suffices for a testimony of his martyrdom.
5. Let us, beloved brethren, imitate righteous
Abel, who initiated martyrdoms,
he first being
slain for righteousness'
sake.
Let us imitate
Abraham, the friend of God, who did not delay
to offer his son as a victim with his own hands,
obeying God with a faith of devotion.
Let us
imitate the three children Anamas, Azarias, and
Misael, who, neither frightened
by their youthful age nor broken down by captivity, Judea
being conquered
and Jerusalem
taken, overcame the king by the power of faith in his
own kingdom;
who, when bidden to worship
the image which Nebuchadnezzar
the king had
made, stood forth stronger both than the king's
threats and the flames, calling out and attesting their faith by these words: "O king Nebuchadnezzar, we are not careful to answer thee
in this matter.
For the God whom we serve
is able to deliver us from the burning fiery
furnace ; and He will deliver us out of thine
hands, O king.
But if not, be it known unto
thee, that we do not serve thy gods, nor worship the golden image which thou hast set up." s
They believed that they might escape according
to their faith, but they added, 'rand if not,"
that the king might know that they could also
die for the God they worshipped.
For this is
the strength of courage and of faith, to believe
and to know that God can deliver from present
death, and yet not to fear death nor to give way,
that faith may be the more mightily proved.
The uncorrupted
and unconquered
might of
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the Holy Spirit broke forth by their mouth, so _ou,remember that it hated me before you. If
that the words which the Lord in His Gospel ye were of the world, the world would love its
spoke are seen to be true : "But when they own : but because ye are not of the world, but
shall seize you, take no thought what ye shall I have chosen you out of the world, therefore
speak; for it shall be given you in _mt hour the world hateth you. Remember the word
what ye shall spe_k For it is not ye that speak, that I said unto you, The servant is not greater
but the Spirit of your Father which speaketh in than his lord. If they have persecuted me,
you." _ He said that what we are able to speak they will also persecute you." 4 Whatever our
and to answer is given to us in that hour from Lord and God taught, He also did, that the dis.
heaven, and supplied ; and that it is not then ciple might not be excused ff he learns and
we who speak, but the Spirit of God our Father, does not.
who, as He does not depart nor is separated
7- Nor let any one of you, beloved brethren,
from those "who confess Him, Himself both be so terrified by the fear of future persecution,
speaks and is crowned in us. So Daniel, too, or the coming of the threatening Antichrist, as
when he was required to worship the idol Bel, not to be found armed for all things by the
which the people and the king then worshipped, evangelical exhortations and precepts, and by
in asserting the honour of his God, broke forth the heavenly warnings. Antichrist is coming,
with full faith and freedom, saying, " I worship but above him comes Christ also.s The enemy
nothing but the Lord my God, who created the goeth about and r_eth, but immediately the
heaven and the earth." 2
Lord follows to avenge our sufferings and our
6. What shall we say of the cruel tortures of wounds. The adversary is enraged and threatthe blessed martyrs in the Maccabees,_ and the ens, but there is One who can deliver us from
multiform sufferings of the seven brethren, and his hands. He is to be feared whose anger no
the mother comforting her children in their one can escape, as He Himself forewarns, and
agonies, and herself dying also with her chil- says: "Fear not them which kill the body, but
dren ? Do not they witness the proofs of great are not able to kill the soul ; but rather fear
courage and faith, and exhort us by their suffer- Him which is able to destroy both body and
ings to the triumphs of martyrdom ? What of soul in hell." 6 And again: "He that loveth
the prophets whom the Holy Spirit quickened his life, shall lose it ; and he that hateth his life
to the foreknowledge of future events ? What in this world, shall keep it unto life eternal."
of the apostles whom the Lord chose ? Since And in the Apocalypse He instructs and forethese righteous men were slain for righteousness' warns, saying, "If any man worship the beast
sake, have they not taught us also to die ? The and his image, and receive his mark in his forenativity of Christ witnessed at once the martyr- head or in his hand, the same also shall drink
dora of infants, so that they who were two years of the wine of the wrath of God, mixed in the
old and under were slain for His name's sake. cup of His indignation, and he shall be torAh age not yet fitted for the battle appeared fit merited with fire and brimstone in the presence
for the crown. That it might be mamfest that of the holy angels, and in the presence of the
they who are slain for Christ's sake are inno- Lamb; and the smoke of their torments shall
cent, innocent infancy was put to death for His ascend up for ever and ever ; and they shall
name's sake. It is shown that none is free from have no rest day nor night, who worship the
the peril of persecution, when even these ac- beast and his image." s
complished martyrdoms. But how grave is the
8. For the secular contest men are trained
case of a Christian man, if he, a servant, is un- and prepared, and reckon it a great glory of
willing to suffer, when his Master first suffered ; their honour if it should happen to them to be
and that we should be unwilling to suffer for crowned in the sight of the people, and in the
our own sins, when He who had no sin of His presence of the emperor. Behold a lofty and
own suffered for us ! The Son of God suffered_ great contest, glorious also with the reward of a
that He might make us sons of GOd, and the heavenly crown, inasmuch as God looks upon us
son of man will not suffer that he may continue as we struggle, and, extending His view over
to be a son of God ! If we suffer from the those whom He has condescended to make His
world's hatred, Christ first endured the world's sons, He enjoys the spectacle of our contest.
hatred. If we suffer reproaches in this world, God looks upon us in the warfare, and fighting
if exile, if tortures, the Maker and Lord of the in the encounter of faith ; His angels look on
world experienced harder things than these, and us, and Christ looks on us. How great is the
He also waxns us, saying, "If the world hate dignity, and how great the happiness of the
,* John xv. zS-.so.
i Mat_..x x9,
_'Bel and the Draggn, 5.
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by St. Paul,
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glory, to engage in the presence of God, and to
Io. Oh, what and how great will that day be
be crowned, with Christ for a judge ! Let us be at its coming, beloved brethren, when the Lord
armed, beloved brethren, with our whole strength, shall begin to count up His people, and to recogand let us be prepared for the struggle with an nise the deservings of each one by the inspecuncorrupted
mind, with a sound faith, with a tion of His divine knowledge, to send the guilty
devoted courage. Let the camp of God go forth to Gehenna, and to set on fire our persecutors
to the battle-field which is appointed to us. Let with the perpetual burning of a penal fire, but to
the sound ones be armed, lest he that is sound pay to us the reward of our faith and devotion !
should lose the advantage of having lately stood ; What will be the glory and how great the joy to
let the lapsed also be armed, that even the be admitted to see God, to be honoured to relapsed may regain what he has lost : let honour ceive with Christ, thy Lord God, the joy of eterprovoke the whole ; let sorrow provoke the nal salvation and light -- to greet Abraham, and
lapsed to the battle.
The Apostle Paul teaches Isaac, and Jacob, and all the patriarchs, and
us to be armed and prepared,
saying, "We prophets, and apostles, and martyrs--to
rejoice
wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against with the righteous and the friends of God in the
powers, and the princes of this world and of this kingdom of heaven, with the pleasure of immordarkness, against spirits of wickedness
in high tality given to us--to receive there what neither
places.
Wherefore put on the whole armour, eye hath seen, nor ear heard, neither hath enthat ye may be able to withstand in the most tered into the heart of man I For the apostle
evil day, that when ye have done all ye may announces
that we shall receive greater things
stand; having your loins girt about with truth, than anything that we here either do or suffer,
and having put on the breastplate
of righteoussaying, "The sufferings of this present txme are
ness; and your feet shod with the preparation
not worthy to be compared with the glory to
of the Gospel of peace ; taking the shield of come hereafter which shall be revealed in us."
faith, wherewith ye shall be able to quench all When that revelatlon shall come, when that glory
the fiery darts of the wicked one ; and the helmet of God shall shine upon us, we shall be as happy
of salvation, and the sword of the Spirit, which and joyful, honoured with the condescension
of
is the word of God." '
God, as they will remain guilty and wretched,
9- Let us take these arms, let us fortify our- who, rather as deserters from God or rebels
selves with these spiritual and heavenly safe- against Him, have done the will of the devil, so
guards, that in the most evil day we may be able that it is necessary for them to be tormented
to withstand, and to resist the threats of the with the devil himself in unquenchable
fire.
devil : let us put on the breastplate of righteousi i. Let these things, beloved brethren, take
ness, that our breast may be fortified and safe hold of our hearts ; let this be the preparation
against the darts of the enemy : let our feet be of our arms, this our daily and nightly meditashod with evangelical teaching, and armed, so tion, to have before our eyes and ever to revolve
that when the serpent shall begin to be trodden in our thoughts and feelings the punishments
of
and crushed by us, he may not be able to bite the wicked and the rewards and the deservings
and trip us up : let us bravely bear the shield of of the righteous : what the Lord threatens by way
faith, by the protection of which, whatever the of punishment
against those that deny Him ;
enemy darts at us may be extinguished : let us what, on the other hand, He promises by way
take also for protection of our head the helmet of glory to those that confess Him.
If, while
of salvation, that our ears may be guarded from we think and meditate on these things, there
hearing the deadly edicts ; that our eyes may be should come to us a day of persecution,
the
fortified, that they may not see the odious images ; soldier of Christ instructed in His precepts and
that our brow may be fortified, so as to keep safe warnings is not fearful for the battle, but is pre
the sign of God ; 2 that our mouth may be forti- Ipared for the crown.
I bid you, dearest brethfled, that the conquering
tongue may confess Ten, ever heartily farewell.
Christ its Lord : let us also arm the right hand
with the sword of the Spirit, that it may bravely
reject the deadly sacrifices ; that, mindful of the
EPISTLE
LVI.S
Eucharist, the hand which has received the Lord's TO CORNELIUS IN EXILF., CONCERNING HIS
body3 may embrace the Lord Himself, hereafter
CONFESSION.
to receive from the Lord the reward of heavenly .4RGUMENT.--CYPRIAN PRAISESm CORNELIUS
AND
crowns,
ms
PEOPLE
THEIR CONFESSION
OF THE I_AME
z Eph. vi. _tt-t 7,
t S¢il.: tim sign of the cross in baptism.
s It is ob_rvecIhm
that the Eucharist
was at this time received
l_ the hand of the communicant, and not placed in his mouth by the
minister, as some have pretended was the original mode of admhl_titter.
[See Cyril of J©rmmtmn, Mysta_,_g., v. p. xx_, m,tgne.]
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PRAX'ZRFOR OZ_m_OTHER, AS WELL m RE- and conquered;
and as much fear and terror as
SPECTOF THE APPROACHINGDAY OF STRUGGLE he had brought,so much braveryand strength
IN THIS LIFE, AS AFTER DEATH.'
he also found.
He had thought that he could
L Cyprian to Cornelius his brother, greeting..again
overthrow the servants of God: and agitate
m_c_P _Pn1_;nto¢_ c]Psr_ct hr_rtth_r them m ms accustomeo manner,as I!mey were
...................
"1......
' .............
' .....
" preparea
.....
nowces anfl inexpert enced _ as if l'ti tie
with the glorious testimonies
•
• of your faith and[
•
ano...............
ntue canuous
lie attacKeta one nrst, as a
courage,
and have received w_th such exultauon wou........
.........
nan men to " separate.......me sneep trom me
the nonour oI your coniessmn, mat we count ............
•
_mso snarers
.
•
•In your hOCK,as
ourselves
anfl_ companlons
_ .
,_ a nawt. to . separate
.
. me aove
. from
_ ,me.
.........
nymg troop ; for ne wno nas not sumclent
meres
....
ann prames. _or aswe naveone
t_nurcn,stren_hgt
against
all,
seeks
......
togmn anvanmge n'om
a mlnd
• . . umted,. and a concord
. , .
.,undlwded,what
,.
.. ...................
me soutufle ol mOlVlOUaiS, tiut wnen beaten
Driest floes not congratmate
nimse_t on me ..............
fact as wen oy the la_th as by the vigour ol the
praises of his fellow-priest _ as if on his own ; or
what brotherhood would not rejoice in the joy combined army, he perceived that the soldiers
of its brethren ? It cannot he sufficiently de- of Christ are now watching, and stand sober and
dared how great was the exultation
and how armed for the battle ; that they cannot be congreat the joy here, when we had heard of your quered, but that they can die ; and that by this
very fact they are invincible, that they do not
success
stud forth
a leader and
of bravery,
confessionthat toyouthehadbrethren
thereas; fear death ; that they do not in turn assail their
Vd'_ harp h_Pn

and, moreover,

that the confession

of the leader

assailants, since it is not lawful for the innocent
even to kill the guilty ; but that they readily dehad increased by the consent of the brethren ; so liver up both their lives and their blood ; that
that, while you precede them to glory, you have
made many your companions in glory, and have since such malice and cruelty rages in the world,
persuaded the people to become a confessor by they may the more quickly withdraw from the
being first prepared to confess on behalf of all ; evil and cruel.
What a glorious spectacle was
so that we are at a loss what we ought first of that under the eyes of God ! what a joy of His
all to commend in you, whether your prompt Church in the sight of Christ, that not single
and decided faith, or the inseparable love of the soldiers, but the whole camp, at once went forth
brethren.
Among you the courage of the bishop to the battle which the enemy had tried to begoing before has been publicly proved, and the gin ! For it is plain that all would have come
unitedness of the brotherhood following has been if they could have heard, since whoever heard
shown.
As with you there is one mind and one ran hastily and came.
How many lapsed were
voice, the whole Roman Church has confessed.3 there restored by a glorious confession [ They
2. The faith, dearest
brethren,
which the bravely stood, and by the very suffering of reblessed apostle commended
in you has shone pentance were made braver for the battle, that
brightly.
He even then in the spirit foresaw tt might appear that lately they had been taken
this praise of courage and firmness of strength ; at unawares, and had trembled at the fear of a
and, attesting your merits by the commendation
new and unaccustomed
thing, but that they had
of your futur doings, in praising the parents he afterwards returned to themselves ; that true
provokes the children.
While you are thus faith and their strength, gathered from the fear
unanimous, while you are thus brave, you have of God, had constantly and firmly strengthened
given great examples both of unanimity and of them to all endurance ; and that now they do
bravery to the rest of the brethren.
You have not stand for pardon of their crime, but for the
taught them deeply to fear God, firmly to cling crown of their suffering.
to Christ ; that the people should be associated
3- What does Novatian say to these things,
with the priests in peril ; that the brethren should dearest brother ? Does he yet lay aside his
not be separated from brethren in persecution ; error?
Or, indeed, as is the custom of foolish
men, is he more driven to fury by our very
that a concord, once established,
can by no
means be overcome ; that whatsoever is at the benefits and prosperity;
and in proportion
as
same time sought for by all, the God of peace the
glory
of
love
and
faith
grows
here
more
and
more, does the madness of dissension and envy
will grant to the peaceful.
The adversary had
leapt forth to disturb the camp of Christ with break
out his
anewown
there
? Does
the wretched
man
not cure
wound,
but wound
both himviolent terror;
but, with the same impetuosity
with which he had come, he was beaten back

self and his friends still more severely, clamouring with his tongue to the ruin of the brethren,

Dam_tm mentions this 9piatl¢ in the llft: of Coraelitm, as .beiag and hurling darts of poisonous
eloquence, more
onaccoantdwlfichtcalumnya_,whvn_tl_tyrm_ttoogan severe in accordance with the wickedness of a
foQrh_ death
_ , _ote t_ _ti_ ,.lt_nrt or th_ blthor4. _
_
secular
philosophy than peaceable with the gengome am _r equal s_e_locy.]
? [Cor_a_u_
th, _
ofhis dioc_s, omyt_ca_,_they_coacur
itleness of the Lord's wisdom,--a
deserter of the
si=. co=r_ Lm, vat. c,,_.a, p. _,_ _',,,4
' Church, a foe to mercy, a destroyer of repentt_tt
_
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ance, a teacher of arrogance, a corrupter of
rERREV DOES _OT _
THE GLORYL_:
truth, a murderer of love ? Does he now acTHES,FoncrmG our THaTTHEM_STYRDOM
Or
knowledge who is the priest of God ; which is
COgSFAaUS
AND THE _NrS_EST OF LUCIUS
the Church and the house of Christ ; who are
HADHAPPF__ED
BY vIVn_ DmF__nON,FORTHE
God's servants, whom the devil molests ; who
CONFUSION
OF THE NOVATL_SS,
HE FO_'rF.LLg
the Christians, whom Antichrist attacks? For
TO HIMHISOWNIMPENDING
MARTYRDOM,
GOD
neither does he seek those whom he has already
so ORDAINING
IT THATIT SHOULDBE CON°
subdued, nor does he take the trouble to overSUMMATEV
NOTAWAYFROMHOME,BUTAMONG
throw those whom he has already made his own.
ms own PEOPLE.
The foe and enemy of the Church despises and
passes by those whom he has alienated from the
L Cyprian, with his colleagues, to Lucius his
Church, and led without as captives and con- brother, greeting. We had lately also colJgratnquered ; he goes on to harass those in whom he lated you indeed, dearest brother, when the
sees Christ dwell,
divine condescension, by a double honour, ap4. Even although any one of such should pointed you in the administration of God's
have been seized, there is no reason for his flat- Church, as well a confessor as a priest. But
tering himself, as if in the confession of the now also we no less congratulate you and your
name ; since it is manifest that, if people of this companions, and the whole fraternity, that the
sort should be put to death outside the Church, benignant and liberal protection of the Lord has
it is no crown of faith, but is rather a punish- brought you back again to His own with the
ment of treachery. Nor will those dwell in the same glory, and with praises to you ; that so the
house of God among those that are of one shepherd might be restored to feed his flock, and
mind, whom we see to have withdrawn by the the pilot to manage the ship, and the ruler to
madness of discord from the peaceful and divine govern the people ; and that it might appea_
household,
that your banishment was so divinely arranged,
5. We earnestly exhort as much as we can, not that the bishop banished and driven away
dearest brother, for the sake of the mutual love should be wanting to the Church, but that he
by which we are joined one to another, that should return to the Church greater than he had
since we are instructed by the providence of the left it.
Lord, who warns us, and are admonished by
2. For the dignity of martyrdom was not the
the wholesome counsels of divine mercy, that less in the case of the three youths, because, their
the day of our contest and struggle is already death being frustrated, they came forth safe from
approaching, we should not cease to be instam the fiery furnace ; nor did Daniel stand forth
with all the people in lastings, in watchings, in uncompleted in the praise he deserved, because,
.prayers. Let us be urgent, with constant groan- when he had been sent to the lions for a prey, he
rags and frequent prayers. For these are our was protected by the Lord, and lived to glory.
heavenly arms, which make us to stand fast and Among confessors of Christ, martyrdoms deferred
bravely to persevere. These are the spiritual ido not diminish the merits of confession, but
defences and divine weapons which defend us. show forth the greatness of divine protection.
Let us remember one another in concord and We see represented in you what the brave and
unanimity. Let us on both sides always pray illustrious youths announced before the king,
for one another. Let us relieve burdens and that they indeed were prepared to be burnt in
afflictions by mutual love, that if any one of us, the flames, that they might not serve his gods,
by the swiftness of dwine condescension, shall nor worship the image which he had made ; but
go hence the first, our love may continue in the that the God whom they worshipped, and whom
presence of the Lord, and our prayers for our we also worship, was able even to rescue them
brethren and sisters not cease in the presence from the fiery furnace, and to del/ver them from
of the Father's mercy.
I bid you, dearest the hands of the king, and from imminent sufferbrother, ever heartly farewell,
ings. This we now find carried out in the faith
of your confession, and in the Lord's protection
EPISTLE LVII. _
over you ; so that while you were prepared and
ready to undergo all punishment, yet the Lord
TO LUCIUS s THE BISHOP OF ROME_ RETURNED
withdrew
you from punishment, and preserved
FROM BANISHMENT.
yOUfor the Church. In your return the dignity
,4_VcUME_vz'.
--_,
wits ms COLLV.AO_m,
of his confession has not been abridged in the
CONCaU_TULATSS
LUCmS OH mS _
FROMbishop, but the priestly authority has rather inEXILE_
REMINDING
HIMTHATMARTYRI_M
DE- creased; so that a priest is assisting at the altar
of God, who exhorts the people to take up the
I Oxford _L: Ep _
A.D._.
t [Hi,_t_.l_
_t _ m_. See _,V.
Z., arms of confession, and to submit to martyrdom,
vii.=. _to___
1
not by his words, but by his deeds; and, now
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that Antichrist is near, prepares the soldiers for from home.
For the victim which affords an
the battle, not only by the urgency of his speech example to the brotherhood both of courage and
and his words, but by the example of his faith of faith, ought to be offered up when the brethand courage,
ren are present.
We bid you, dearest brother,
3. We understand, dearest brother, and we ever he_"tily farewell.
perceive with the whole light of our heart, the
salutary and holy plans of the divine majesty,
EPISTLE
LVIII. =
whence the sudden persecution lately arose there
To FIDUS, ON THE BAPTISM OF INFANTS.
_whence
the secular power suddenly broke
forth against the Church of Christ and the bishop .4Z'aUME_vr.--n_
THIn L_rreR C_RTaN m NOT
Cornelius, the blessed martyr, and all of you ; so
ESTABT.mHINO
A_ SEW DECREZ; SUT _INO
that, for the confusion and beating down of hereMOST FmMLYTHE FArrH OF THE Cm_RCH,FOR
tiCS,the Lord might show _ which was the Church
THE
CORRF_rIONOFTHOSEWHOTHOUO_r THAT
AN INFANT MUST NOT BE BAFFIZED BEFORE THE
which is its one bishop chosen by divine appointment _ which presbyters are associated
EmWrH DAY AlrrER ITS BIRTH, HE DECREED
with the bishop in priestly honour--which
is
WITH SOME OF HIS FELLOW-BISHOPS,
THAT AS
the united and true people of Christ, linked tosoon AS IT wAS BORNrr MXQHTPROPERLYBE
gether in the love of the Lord's flock _ who
s_a_rIzEu. HE TAKES OCCASION,HOWEVER_
TO
they were whom the enemy would harass ; whom,
REFUSE TO RECALLTH_ PEACETI_ATHADSE_
on the other hand, the devil would spare as being
GRANTEDTO ONE VICTOR,ALTHOUGHIT HAD
his own. For Christ's adversary does not perseSEEN GRANTED
AGAINSTTHE DECREESOF SYNODS
cute and attack any except Christ's camp and
CONC_gNINQTHE LAPSED_ BUTFORBIDSTHERAsoldiers ; heretics, once prostrated and made his
Pros THE BISHOPTO DO IT IN OTHER CASES.
3
own, he despises and passes by. He seeks to
L Cyprian, and others his colleagues who were
cast down those whom he sees to stand,
present in council, in number sixty-six,_o Fidus
4. And I wish, dearest brother, that the power their brother, greeting.
We have read your letwere now given us to be with you there on ter, dearest brother, in which you intimated conyour return, that we ourselves, who love you with ceming Victor, formerly a presbyter, that our
mutual love, might, being present with the rest, colleague Therapius, rashly at a too early season,
also receive the very joyous fruit of your coming, and with over-eager haste, granted peace to him
What exultation among all the brethren there ; before he had fully repented, and had satisfied
what running together and embracing of each:the
Lord God, against whom he had sinned;
one as they arrive ! Scarcely can you be satisfied which thing rather disturbed us, that it was a
with the kisses of those who cling to you ; scarce- departure from the authority of our decree/that
ly can the very faces and eyes of the people be peace should be granted to him before the legitisatiated with seeing.
At the joy of your coming mate and full time of satisfaction, and without
the brotherhood
there has begun to recognise the request and consciousness
of the people
what and how great a joy will follow when Christ no sickness rendering it urgent, and no necessity
shall come.
For because His advent will quickly compelling
it.
But the judgment being long
approach, a kind of representation has now gone weighed among us, it was considered sufficient
before in you ; that just as John, His forerunner to rebuke Therapius
our colleague for having
and preparer of His way, came and preached done this raslfly, and to have instructed him that
that Christ had come, so, now that a bishop re- he should not do the like with any other.
Yet
turns as a confessor of the Lord, and His priest, we did not think that the peace once granted in
it appears that the Lord also is now returning, any wise by a priest s of God was to be taken
But I and my colleagues, and all the brother- away, and for this reason have allowed Victor to
hood, send this letter to you in the stead of us, avail himself of the communion granted to him.
dearest brother; and setting forth to you by our
2. But in respect of the case of the infants,
letter our joy, we express the faithful inclination which you say ought not to be baptized within
of our love here also in our sacrifices and our the second or third day after their birth, and
prayers,
not ceasingto give thanks to God the thatthe lawof ancientcircumcisionshouldbe
Father,and to ChristHis Son our Lord ;and as regarded,
so thatyou thinkthatone who isjust
welltopray astoentreat,
thatHe who isperfect,born shouldnot be baptized
and sanctified
withand makes perfect,
willkeep and perfect
in you
• Oxford=L: Ep, Imv. [Itwoudd be un_
in me to Kkl
theglorious
crown of your confession,
who per- _=
a =y o,mon _ t,=,. s==_,r, !_ _
of ¢y_i=:
chance has called you back for this purpose, that Jeremy
_ o_ TaFlor
_my_
s_in_I_ op_a_
s=_nh _, _
_r,
_e_*_, _of P_/IACa_'_',I
your glory should not be hidden, ff the martyrdom
_ T_ _,_.._= ,_. _ ,,a_ a_ bo_ .r_. _
of your confession should be consummated away whet.l_*ra
_ h_, long
a which_,_o_
m _a, *Idm_h
ha ; tlm
zime or • short,m
umere,a,
sA'er @or,
ts un_rmm,
--

musmu,_ todm,£_nlnlc iheor_insit rmi_c_l

context _

that it was _

dunng aume _" peace.
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in the eighth day, we all thought very differently
in our council.
For in this course which you
thought was to be taken, no one agreed ; but we
all rather judge that the mercy and grace of God
is not to be refused to any one born of man. For
as the Lord says in His Gospel, "The Son of
man is not come to destroy men's lives, but to
save them,"' as far as we can, we must strive
that, if possible, no soul be lost.
For what is
wanting to him who has once been formed in
the womb by the hand of God ? To us, indeed,
and to our eyes, according to the worldly course
of days, they who are born appear to receive an
increase.
But whatever things are made by God,
are completed by the majesty and work of God
meir Maker.
3. Moreover, belief in divine Scripture declares to us, that among all, whether infants or
those who are older, there is the same equality
of the divine gift. Elisha, beseeching God, so
laid himself upon the infant son of the widow,
who was lying dead, that his head was applied
to his head, and his face to his face, and the
limbs of Elisha were spread over and joined to
each of the limbs of the child, and his feet to
his feet.
If this thing be considered with respect to the inequality of our birth and our body,
an infant could not be made equal with a person
grown up and mature, nor could its little limbs
fit and be equal to the larger limbs of a man.
But in that is expressed the divine and spiritual
equality, that all men are like and equal, since
they have once been made by God; and our
age may have a difference in the increase of our
bodies, according to the world, but not according to GOd ; unless that very grace also which is
given to the baptized is given either less or more,
according to the age of the receivers, whereas
the Holy Spirit is not given with measure, but
by the love and mercy of the Father alike to
all. For God, as He does not accept the person, so does not accept the age ; since He shows
Himself a Father to all with well-weighed equality
for the attainment of heavenly grace,
4. For, with respect to what you say, that the
aspect of an infant in the first days after its birth
is not pure, so that any one of us would still
shudder at kissing it, _ we do not think that this
ought to be alleged as any impediment to heavenly grace.
For it is written, "To the pure all
things are pure." 3 Nor ought any of us to
shudder at that which God hath condescended
to make.
For although the infant is still fresh
from its birth, yet it is not such that any one
should shudder at kissing it in giving grace and
in making peace; since in the kiss of an infant
s Luk_ix.S6.
• [Amm'vellousl_-_cofpg_an_mm.
A_v-bom _,_
bach.h_akes
nosuchimprmmo_
upoucivil_l mm_]
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every one of us ought, for his very religion's
sake, to consider the still recent hands of God
themselves, which in some sort we are kissing, in
the man lately formed and freshly bern, when we
are embracing that which God has made.
For
iin respect of the observance of the eighth dayin
the Jewish circumcision of the flesh, a sacrament
was given beforehand
in shadow and in usage ;
but when Christ came, it was i'ulfilled in truth.
For because the eighth day, that is, the first day
after the Sabbath, was to be that on which the
Lord should rise again, and should quicken us,
and give us circumcision of the spirit, the eighth
day, that is, the first day after the Sabbath, and
the Lord's day, went before in the figure ; which
figure ceased when by and by the truth came,
and spiritual circumcision was given to us.
5. For which reason we think that no one" is
to be hindered from obtaining grace by that law
which was already ordained,
and that spiritual
circumcision ought not to be hindered by carnal
circumcision, but that absolutely every man is to
be admitted to the grace of Christ, since Peter
also in the Acts of the Apostles speaks, and says,
"The Lord hath said to me that I should call no
man common or unclean." 4 But if anything
could hinder men from obtaiuing grace, their
more heinous sins might rather hinder those who
are mature and grown up and older. But again,
if even to the greatest sinners, and to those who
had sinned much against GOd, when .they subsequently believed, remission of sins is granted
--and
nobody is hindered from baptism and
from grace-- how much rather ought we to
shrink from hindering
an infant, who, being
lately born, has not sinned, except in that, being
born after the flesh according to Adam, s he has
contracted
the contagion of the ancient death
at its earliest birth, who approaches
the more
easily on this very account to the reception of
the forgiveness of sins--that
to him are remitred, not his own sins, but the sins of another.
6. And therefore, dearest brother, this was our
opinion in council, that by us no one ought to
be hindered from baptism and from the grace of
God, who is merciful and kind and loving to all.
Which, since it is to be observed and maintained
in respect of all, we think is to be even more,
observed in respect of infants and newly-born
persons, who on this very account deserve more
from our help and from the divine mercy, that
immediately, on the very beginning of their birth,
lamenting and weeping, they do nothing else but
entreat.
We bid you, dearest brother, ever
heartily farewell.
4 Acmz. _.
s [I csm_ ref._ (tomquod_ a laym_', beauti_ l_,esonth,
d,m_O/"
h/. sou:-"PmreL"omallsmlnlmvedmto/'humanch_,
WhichChsi_'saumi_ bloodhadwmbedaway."
_
Gsosw.s
C.mmr.xc,,
A.u. sT_-s_,]
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EPISTLE
LIX.'
TO THE NUMIDIAN BISHOPS, ON THE REDEMPTION OF THEIR BRETHREN FROM CAPTIVITY
AMONG THE BARBARIANS•

for this reason, that our faith may be tried,
whether each one of us will do for another what
he would wish to be done for himself, if he himself were held captive among barbarians.
For
who that is mindful of humanity, and reminded
ARGUAIENT.
-- CYPRIAN
BEGINS
BY DEPLORING
of mutual love, if he be a father, will not now
THE CAPTIVrFY
OF THE BRETHREN, OF WHICHHE consider that his sons axe there ; if he be a
HAD HF._RD
FROMTHE
NUMIDIAN
husband, will not think that his wife is there kept
SAYS
THAT HE
IS SENDING
THEM mSHOPS,AND
A HUNDRED
THOUSANDSESTERCES,CONTRIBUTEDBY BRETH- captive, with as much grief as shame for the
REN AND SISTERS AND COLLEAGUES.
2
mamage
tie ? But how great is the general
grief among all of us, and suffering concerning
i. Cyprian to Januarius, Maximus, Proculus, ithe peril of virgins who are kept there, on whose
Victor, Modianus, Nemesianus,
Nampulus, and behalf we must bewail not only the loss of liberty,
Honoratus, his brethren,.greetmg.
With exces- but of modesty ; and must lament the bonds of
sire grief of mind, and not without tears, dearest barbarians less than the violence of seducers and
brethren, I have read your letter which you wrote abominable places, lest the members dedicated
to me from the solicitude of your love, concernto Christ, and devoted for ever in honour of
ing the captivity of our brethren and sisters, continence by modest virtue, should be suUied
For who would not grieve at misfortunes of that by the lust and contagion of the insulter.
kind, or who would not consider his brother's
3- Our brotherhood,
considering
all these
grief his own, since the Apostle Paul speaks, things according to your letter, and sorrowfully
saying, "Whether
one member suffer, all the examining, have all promptly and willingly and
members suffer with it ; or one member rejoice, liberally gathered together supplies of money for
all the members rejoice with it ; "3 and in an- the brethren, being always indeed, according to
other place he says, "Who is weak, and I am not the strength of their faith, prone to the work of
weak?" 4 Wherefore now also the captivity of God, but now even more stzmulated to salutary
our brethren must be reckoned as our captivity,
works by the consideration of so great a sufferand the grief of those who are endangered is to ing.
For since the Lord in His Gospel says, "I
be esteemed as our grief, since indeed there is was sick, and ye visited me," z with how much
one body of our union ; and not love only, but greater reward for our work will He say now,
also religion, ought to instigate and strengthen
,, I was captive, and ye redeemed met"
And
us to redeem the members of the brethren,
since again He says, "I was in prison, and ye
2. For inasmuch
as the Apostle Paul says came unto me,".how much more will it be when
again, "Know ye not that ye are the temple of He begins to say, "I was in the c_ungeon of capGod, and that the Spirit of God dwelleth in tivity, and I lay shut up and bound among baryou?"S--even
although love urged us less to barians, and from that prison of slavery you
bring help to the brethren, yet in this place we delivered me," being about to receive a reward
must have considered that it was the temples of from the Lord when the day of judgment shall
God which were taken captive, and that we come!
Finally, we give you the warmest thanks
ought not by long inactivity and neglect of their that you have wished us to be sharers in your
suffering to allow the temples of God to be long _anxiety,S and in so great and necessary a work
captive, but to strive with what powers we can, __ that you have offered us fruitful fields in which
and to act quickly by our obedience, to deserve we might cast the seeds of our hope, with the
well of Christ our Judge and Lord and God. expectation of a harvest of the most abundant
For as the Apostle Paul says, "As many of you fruits which will proceed from this heavenly and
as have been baptized into Christ have put on saving operation.
We have then sent you a sum
Christ," 6 Christ is to be contemplated
in our of one hundred thousand sesterces,9 which have
captive brethren, and He is to be redeemed
been collected here in the Church over which
from the peril of captivity who redeemed us by the Lord's mercy we preside, by the confrom the peril of death ; so that He who took tributions of the clergy and people established
us out of the jaws of the devil, who abides and with us, which you will there dispense with what
dwells in us, may now Himself be rescued and diligence you may.
redeemed from the hands of barbarians by a
4. And we wish, indeed, that nothing of such
sum of money--who
redeemed us by His cross a kind may happen again, and that our brethren,
and blood-- who suffers these things to happen iprotected by the majesty of the Lord, may be
• _x It
Oxforded.:
is probableEp.
thatlxti.
this A.D
capti,nty
_5_. was the work of those Imrtmhans agarost whom Declmt went to war and was killed,
s x Cot'. xii. a6.
4 a Cor, al.
s x C.or. ill. _
e Gal. ill. a7.

7 Matt. xxv.36.
,
s [Prtm,ttve Christians were grateful for opportunities to distn'bute
hnfts - Rom. xti x3-]
.
9 [An tmmense contribution, for the times. In our money rectooned (for temp. Decti) at $3,757
For the augustan age it would
be $4,294. 23_¢ text (zes_erCia) dubious. Ed. Pans.
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preserved safe from perils of this kind. If, how-!should
be polluted by so disgraceful and infaever, for the searching out of the love of our mous a contagion.
For since, in the law, men
mind, and for the testing of the faith of our heart, are forbidden to put on a woman's garment, and
any such thing should happen, do not delay to those that offend in this manner are judged actell us of it in your letters, counting it for certain cursed, how much greater is the crime, not only
that our church and the whole fraternity hereto
take women's garments, but also to express
beseech by their prayers that these things may base and effeminate and luxurious gestures, by
not happen again ; but if they happen, that they the teaching of an immodest art.
will willingly and liberally render help. But that
2. Nor let any one excuse himself that he
you may have in mind in your prayers our breth- himself has given up the theatre, while he is still
ren and sisters who have laboured so promptly teaching the art to others.
For he cannot apand liberally for this needful work, that they ntay pear to have given it up who substitutes others
always labour ; and that in return for their good fin his place, and who, instead of himself alone,
work you may present them in your sacrifices and [supplies many in his stead ; against God's apprayers, I have subjoined the names of each one ; ipointment, instructing and teaching in what way
and moreover also I have added the names of a man may be broken down into a woman, and
my colleagues and fellow-priests, who themselves his sex changed by art,3 and how the devil who
also, as they were present, contributed some little pollutes the divi_e image may be gratified by the
according to their power, in their own names sins of a corrupted and enervated body.
But if
and the name of their people.
And besides our such a one alleges poverty and the necessity of
own amount, I have intimated and sent their small means, his necessity also can be assisted
small sums, all of whom, in conformity with the among the rest who are maintained by the supclaims of faith and charity, you ought to re- port of the Church ; if he be content, that is,
member in your supplications and prayers. _ We wtth very frugal but innocent food. And let
bid you, dearest brethren, ever heartily farewell, him not think that he is redeemed by an allowand remember us.
ance to cease from sinning, since this is an advantage not to us, but to himself.
What more
EPISTLE
LX?
he may wish he must seek thence, from such
gain as takes men away from the banquet of
TO EUCHRATIUS, ABOUT AN ACTOR.
Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob, and leads them
,dRGU, ICENT.--HE
FORBIDS AN ACTOR, IF HE CONdown,
sadly and perniciously fattened in this
TINUE IN HIS DISGRACEFUL

CALLING, FROM

COM-

world,

to

the eternal torments of hunger and

MUmCATINGIN THZ CHURCH. _ErrHER DOES thirst ; and therefore, as far as you can, recall
HE ALLOWre _ _Z AN EXCUSEFOR HiM, THAT him from this depravity and disgrace to the way
H_ _iMS_LF DOES NOT PRACTICETHE HISTRt- of innocence, and to the hope of eternal life,
ONIC ART, SO LONG AS HE TEACHES
re
TO that he may be content with the maintenance of
OTHERS; Nrr_eR DOESHE EXCUSErr BECAUSEthe Church, sparing indeed, but wholesome.
But
OF THE WANT OF MmNS, SINCE _ECF_SSARIES
if the Church with you is not sufficient for this,
_Av BE SUPPUED TO HiM FROM THE RE- tO afford support for those in need, he may transSOURCES OF THE CHURCI-I ; AND THEREFORE,
IF fer himself to us, and here receive what may be
THE MF_,Z_Sor THE CHURCH THERE _E _OT _necessary to him for food and clothing, and not
SUFFICXVNT,
m_ t_COM_tF_DS aiM TO COME TO teach deadly things to others without the Church,
C_XRTt-ULG_.
but himself learn wholesome things in the Church.
L Cyprian to Euchratius his brother, greeting. I bid you, dearest brother, ever heartily farewell.
From our mutual love and your reverence for me
you have thought that I should be consulted,
EPISTLE
LXIA
dearest brother, as to my opinion concerning a
certain actor, who, being settled among you, still TO POMPONIUS_CONCERNING SOME VIRGINS.
persists in the discredit of the same art of his ; ARGU'MENT._CYP_,AN,
_
SOMFOF HIS COLand as a master and teacher, not for the instrucLEAC.Ur__,REPLtES TO mS COLt___GU_FOre,Orion, but for the destruction of boys, that which
mus, THAWvmGms WHO_
DgrE_
TO
he has unfortunately learnt he also imparts to
M_r_rrAINTHEm mATE wrrH co_rrrNv__rcv A_D
others:
you ask whether such a one ought to
_,
etrr who HAD ,rgr suns_Qum_'_Y
communicate with us. This, I think, neither
BEEN FOUNDIN _S S_Z BED Wren MEN, tV
befits the divine majesty nor the discipline of the
THEYWERE _
FOtiNDTO B_ vmGnes, SHOULD
Gospel, that the modesty and credit of the Church
.s [IntheSi_ineC1ml_ of theV_d=m, to the_
ofthepo_dfu:mcourt, the fin_ muslc k obtained by m=our_ m _
_l:_dli_t,
t [Thedi#_l_e
here referred
to; that h, lh,_ (mad at the in_
e.hild.m. 1
Euclmrhit)
m which benefacmm+h'_dngor d_md_were grmef_lF m- i 40xfo_l ed.:F.p.w. IIe _
the kind _" discipline by
membeted.
A_e,
"beadroll. _]
which virginl may be kept hi fllelr _duW, and some mature conoem-
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BE Rz_
rgro COMMUNIONAND ADm'rr_m places, that it may not be broken among the
TO THE CI'RYRCH. BUT IF OTHERWISF__
SINCE rocks and cliffs ; the baggage must swiftly be
THEY ARE ADULTEROUSTOWARDSCHRIST,THEY taken out of the fire, before it is burnt up by
SHOULDBE COMPELLEDTO FULL REpF_xra_'CCE,the flames reaching it. No one who is near to
mCD THOSEWHO SHOULD OBST_ATELVPERSE- danger is long safe, nor will the servant of God
VERESHOULDBE EJECTED FROMTHE CHURCH.be able to escape the devil if he has entangled
x. Cyprian, Ca_cilius, Victor, Sedatus, Tertul- himself in the devil's nets.
We must interfere
1us, with the presbyters who were present with at once with such as these, that they may be
th em, ...........
to romponlus
their Dromer, greenng.. separated while yet they can be separated in
•
innocence
; because by and by they vnll not be
We have read, dearest brother, your letter which
......
..........
an_e
to
De
you sent vy raconlus our Dromer, asgmg ano ..
.
_separatea . by
. .our....interference, after
...........
,mey nave become jomea togemer oy a very
aesmng us to wnte again
aria say wnat
I gm"1Dr
....
" "
• • to you,
.
we thought of those wrgms
who, after havmff]
..... conscience ".... Moreover, wnat a number
....
.__.^__:
^a
.
.....
:-.
^
:._.^:....
._:..'_-_
Iotserlous
mlscmelswe
see
to
nave
arisen hence ;
UII_
Ll_t_l|llL[l_Ll
LU L;U/ILIULIC
ill
LII_II
E_UITCLILIULE,
,
.
cotanti.............
nrmly to mammm melt commency, nave I and what a multitude of vlrgans we behold
.
.
............
[ rupted by unlawful and dangerous conjunctlons
atterwaros
neen
rouno
to
nave
remmneo
m
me
........
I
thls kind, to our great grief of mmd " But
same ............
Des sine Dy sloe wlm men ; ol whom you lot...........
lt they have talthtuliy dedlcated themselves to
say ...........
mat one is a fleacon ; anti yet mat me same l_.......
virgins who have confessed that they have slept
with men declare that they are chaste.'
Concerning which matters, since you have deslred
our advice, know that we do not depart from
the traditions of the Gospel and of the apostles,
but with constancy and firmness take counsel
for our brethren and sisters, and maintain the

_hnst, !et them persevere re.modesty and ch_tlty, vnthout recurring any ewi report, anti so m
courage and steadiness await the reward of virginity.
But if they are unwilling or unable to
persevere, it is better that they should marry,
than that by their crimes they should fall into
the fire. Certainly let them not cause a scandal
to the brethren or sisters, since it is written, "If
discipline of the Church by all the ways of use- meat cause my brother to offend, I will eat no
fulness
and I safety,
since
Lord according
speaks, saying, "And
will give
you the
pastors
to flesh while the world standeth, lest I make my
mine heart, and they shall feed you with disci- brother to offend." s
phne."*
And again it is'written, "Whoso
de3. Nor let any one think that she can be
spiseth discipline is miserable;"
3 and in the defended by this excuse, that she may be exPsalms also the Holy Spirit admonishes and in- amined and proved whether she be a virgin
structs us, saying, '" Keep discipline, lest haFly the since both the hands and the eyes of the midwives are often deceived ; and if she be found
Lord be angry, and ye perish from the right way,
when His anger shallquicklyburn
against you." 4 to be a virgin in that particular in which a
z. In the first place, therefore, dearest brother, woman may be so, yet she may have sinned in
both by overseers and people nothing is to be some other part of her body, which may be cotmore eagerly sought after, than that we who fear rupted and yet cannot be examined.
Assuredly
God should keep the divine precepts with every the mere lying together, the mere embracing,
observation of discipline, and should not suffer the very talking together, and the act of kissing,
our brethren to stray, and to live according to and the disgraceful and foul slumber of two pertheir own fancy and lust ; s but that we should sons lying together, how much of dishonour and
faithfully consult for the life of each one, and crime does it confess ! If a husband come
not suffer virgins to dwell with men,--I
do not upon his wife, and see her lying with another
say to sleep together, but to live together, 6man, is he not angry and ragtag, and by the
since both their weak sex and their age, still passion of his rage does he not perhaps take
critical, ought to be bridled in all things and his sword into his hand ?
And what shall
ruled by us, lest an occasion should be given to Christ and our Lord and Judge think, when He
sees His virgin, dedicated to Him, and destined
the devil who ensnares us, and desires to rage for His holiness, lying with another?
How inover us, to hurt them, since the apostle also dignant and angry is He, and what penalties
says, "Do not give place to the devil."7
The
ship is watchfully to be delivered from perilous does He threaten against such unchaste connections [ whose spiritual sword and the coming
day of judgment, that every one of the brethren
, Jer.
_S_..._L
may be able to escape, we ought with all our
m. I_.;;.p.sT,mad_aioa H.]
,4 w_./ii.
,,.
counsel
to provide and to strive.
And since it
ps.*i.
xa(LXX.).
editor,red
_ "_,cta"_'_'_
_ "ra_t,:"
but Oddhom
•
thata
similaroc_x:atioad
withena_
*sfoamt behoves all by all means to keep discipline,9
m H_oyg__,
Up._ P_.,4_Z.
s ,C.or.
viii.
*3.
^ ° LHow_
andbrutalthe_
maamm_,wh_heven the
_ [l%_sahoraiaation
mayhavel[nge_d inAfricamuchlongerthan
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much more is it right that overseers and deacons perish, because they do not listen to, nor obey
should be careful for this, that they may afford wholesome precepts ; for it says, "An undiscian example and instruction to others concerning plined man loveth not him that correcteth him.
their conversation and character. For how can But they who hate reproof shall be consumed
they direct the integrity and continence of others, with disgrace." *
if the corruptions and teachings of sin begin to
5. Therefore, dearest brother, endeavour that
proceed from themselves ?
the undisciplined should not be consumed and
4. And therefore you have acted advisedly perish, that as much as you can, by your saluand with vigour, dearest brother, in excommuni- tary counsels, you should rule the brotherhood,
eating the deacon who has often abode with a and take counsel of each one with a view to his
virgan ; and, moreover, the others who had been salvation. Strait and narrow is the way through
used to sleep with virgins. But if they have which we enter into life, but excellent and great
repented of this their unlawful lying together, is the reward when we enter into glory. Let
and have mutually withdrawn from one another, those who have once made themselves eunuchs
let the virgins meanume be carefully inspected for the kingdom of heavens please God in all
by midwives ; and if they should be found vir- things, and not offend God's priests nor the
gins, let them be received to communion, and Lord's Church by the scandal of their wickedadmitted to the Church ; yet with th_s threaten- hess. And if, for the present, certain of our
ing, that if subsequently they should return to brethren seem to be made sorry by us, let us
the same men, or if they should dwell together nevertheless remain in our wholesome persuawith the same men in one house or under the sion, knowing that an apostle also has said, "Am
same roof, they should be ejected with a severer I therefore become your enemy because I tell
censure, nor should such be afterwards easily you the truth?" _ But if they shall obey us, we
received into the Church. But if any one of have gained our brethren, and have formed
them be found to be corrupted, let her abun- them as well to salvation as to dignity by our
dantly repent, because she who has been guilty address. But if some of the perverse persons
of this crime is an adulteress, not (indeed) refuse to obey, let us follow the same apostle,
against a husband, but against Christ ; and there- who says, " If I please men, I should not be the
fore, a due time being appointed, let her after- servant of Christ." s If we cannot please some,
wards, when confession has been made, return so as to make them please Christ, let us assurto the Church. But if they obstinately perse- edly, as far as we can, please Christ our Lord
vere, and do not mutually separate themselves, and God, by observing His precepts. I bid you,
let them know that, with this their immodest brother beloved and much longed-for, heartily
obstinacy, they can never be admitted by us farewell in the Lord. 6
into the Church, lest they should begin to set an
example to others to go to ruin by their crimes.
EPISTLE LXII.7
Nor let them think that the way of life or of TO C_CILIUS,
ON THE SACRAMENTOF THE
salvation is still open to them, if they have recuP oF' THE LORD.
fused to obey the bishops and priests, since in ARaUM._VT.--CYPRUm T_CHrS, n_ 0PPosrnoN
Deuteronomy the Lord God says, "And the
TO THOSEWHO USEDWATERIN THE LORD'S
man that will do presumptuously, and will not
sm_PER,THAT NOT WATERALONE,BUT WINE
hearken unto the priest or judge, whosoever he
_aXED WITH WATER,WAS TO BE OFFERED;
shall be in those days, that man shall die, and
TI_T sY WATER
WaS DESIONATEa)
n_ SCRn'TURE,
all the people shall hear and fear, and do
_a,rlsM, mrr CERTAr;_LY
NOTT_E Eucwaus-r.
no more presumptuously."'
God commanded
BY TYPESDRAWNfROMT_E OLD T_TAMr2Cr,
those who did not obey His priests to be slain,
T_E USF.0F wn_. IN THE SACRaMF2er
OF TaE
and those who did not hearken to His judges
LORD'SBODYm n_uS'rRATED; ANDrr IS DEwho were appointed for the time. And then
_
THAT BY THE SYMBOLOF WATERIS
indeed they were slain with the sword, when the
UNDERSTOOD
THE CHRISTtA_CONGR_C_TION.
circumcision of the flesh was yet in force ; but
now that circumcision has begun to be of the
L Cyprian to C_ecilins his brother, greeting.
spirit among God's faithful servants, the proud Although I know, dearest brother, that very many
and contumacious are slain with the sword of i *F_o_._. ,_,.o.
the Spirit, in that they are cast out of the ]to maintain
s (The frightful condition ofheathen
societyinspil_d
theeffort
celibao/, but all thts suggests the divine wisdom and
Church. For they cannot live out of it, since d_,_ i, _stmmgit toth__,. _lat__. ,,.l
the house of God is one, and there can be no
, o,l.
Gal, i_._6.
t. xo.
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of the bishops who are set over the churches of
4. Also in the priest Melchizedek we see prethe Lord by divine condescension, throughout figured the sacrament of the sacrifice of the Lord,
the whole world, maintain the plan of evangelical according to what divine Scripture testifies, and
truth, and of the tradition of the Lord, and do says, "And Melchizedek, king of Salem, brought
not by human and novel institution depart from forth bread and wine." 4 Now he was a priest
that which Christ our Master both prescribed and of the most high God, and blessed Abraham.
did ; yet since some, either by ignorance or sire- And that Melchizedek bore a type of Christ, the
plicity' in sanctifying the cup of the Lord, and Holy Spirit declares in the Psalms, saying from
m ministering to the people, do not do that which the person of the Father to the Son : "Before the
Jesus Christ, our Lord and God, the founder and morning star I begat Thee ; Thou art a priest for
teacher of this sacrifice, did and taught, I have ever, after the order of Melchizedek ; "s which
thought it as well a religious as a necessary thing order is assuredly this coming from that sacrifice
to write to you this letter, that, if any one is and thence descending; that Melchizedek was
still kept in this error, he may behold the light a priest of the most high GOd ; that he offered
of truth, and return$o the root and origin of wine and bread ; that he blessed Abraham. For
the tradition of the LOrd? Nor must you think, who is more a priest of the most high God than
dearest brother, that I am writing myown thoughts our Lord Jesus Christ, who offered a sacrifice to
or man's ; or that I am boldly assuming this to God the Father, and offeredthat very same thing
myself of my own vohntary will, since I always which Melchizedek had offered, that is, bread
hold my mediocrity with lowly and modest mod- and wine, to wit, His body and blood ? And
eration. But when anything is prescribed by the with respect to Abraham, that blessing going beinspiration and command of God, it is necessary fore belonged to our people. For if Abraham
that a faithful servant should obey the Lord, ac- believed in God, and it was accounted unto him
quitted by all of assuming anything arrogantly for righteousness, assuredly whosoever believes
to himself, seeing that he is constrained to fear in GOd and hves in faith is found righteous, and
offending the Lord unless he does what he is already is blessed in faithful Abraham, and is set
commanded,
forth as justified; as the blessed Apostle Paul
2. Know then that I have been admonished proves, when he says, "Abraham believed God,
that, in offering the cup, the tradition of the and it was accounted to him for righteousness.
Lord • must be observed, and that nothing must Ye know, then, that they which are of faith, these
be done by us but what the Lord first did on our are the children of Abraham. But the Scripture,
behalf, as that the cup which is offered in remem- foreseeing that God would justify the Gentiles
brance of Him should be offered mingled with through faith, pronounced before to Abraham
wine. For when Christ says, "I am the true that all nations should be blessed in him ; therevine,"3 the blood of Christ is assuredly not water, fore they who are of faith are blessed with faithful
but wine; neither can His blood by which we Abraham.''6 Whence in the Gospel we find that
are redeemed and quickened appear to be in the "children of Abraham are raised from stones,
cup, when in the cup there is no wine whereby that is, are gathered from the Gentiles." 7 And
the blood of Christ is shown forth, which is de-when the Lord praised Zaccha_us, He answered
claxed by the sacrament and testimony of all the and said, "This day is salvation come to this
Scriptures.
house, forasmuch as he also is a son of Abra3. For we find in Genesis also, in respect of ham." s In Genesis, therefore, that the benedicthe sacrament in Noe, this same thing was to tion, in respect of Abraham by Melchizedek the
them a precursor and figure of the Lord's pas-I priest, might be duly celebrated, the figure of
sion ; that he drank wine ; that he was drunken ; Christ's sacrifice precedes, namely, as ordained
that he was made naked in his household ; that in bread and wine ; which thing the Lord, cornhe was lying down with his thighs naked and pletiug and fulfilling, offered bread and the cup
exposed ; that the nakedness of the father was mixed with wine, and so He who is the fulness of
observed by his second son, and was told abroad, truth fulfilled the truth of the image prefigured.
but was covered by two, the eldest and the young5- Moreover the Holy Spirit by Solomon shows
est; and other matters which it is not necessary before the type of the Lord's sacrifice, making
to follow out, since this is enough for us to em- mention of the immolated victim, and of the
brace alone, that Noe, setting forth a type of the bread and wine, and, moreover, of the altar and
future truth, did not drink water, but wine, and of the apostles, and says, "Wisdom hath builded
thus expressed the figure of the passion of the her house, she hath underlaid her seven pilla_ ;
Lord.
she hath killed her victims ; she hath mingted
,
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her wine in the chalice ; she hath also furnished
her table : and she hath sent forth her servants,
calling together with a lofty announcement
to
her cup, saying, Whoso is simple, let him turn
to me ; and to those that want understanding
she hath said, Come, eat of my bread, and drink
of the wine which I have mingled for you. ''_
He declares the wine mingled, that is, he foretells with prophetic voice the cup of the Lord
mingled with water and wine, that it may appear
that that was done in our Lord's passion which
had been before predicted,
6. In the blessing of Judah also this same
thing is signified, where there also is expressed
a figure of Christ, that He should have praise
and worship from his brethren ; that He should
press down the back of His enemies yielding
and fleeing, with the hands with which He bore
the cross and conquered death ; and that He
Himself is the Lion of the tribe of Judah, and
should couch sleeping in His passion, and should
rise up, and should Himself be the hope of the
Gentiles. To which things divine Scripture adds,
and says, "He shall wash His garment in wine,
and His clothing in the blood of the grape. ''2
But when the blood of the grape is mentioned,
what else is set forth than the wine of the cup
of the blood of the Lord ?
7- In Isaiah also the Holy Spirit testifies this
same thing concerning
the Lord's passion, saying, "Wherefore
are Thy garments red, and Thy
apparel as from the treading of the wine-press
full and well trodden?"3
Can water make garments red ? or is it water in the wine-press which
is trodden by the feet, or pressed out by the
press ? Assuredly, therefore, mention is made of
wine, that the Lord's blood may be understood,
and that which was afterwards manifested
in
the cup of the Lord might be foretold by the
prophets who announced it. The treading also,
and pressure of the wine-press, is repeatedly
dwelt on ; because just as the drinking of wine
cannot be attained to unless the bunch of grapes
be first trodden and pressed, so neither could
we drink the blood of Christ unless Christ had
first been trampled upon and pressed, and had
first drunk the cup of which He should also give
believers to drink,
8. But as often as water is named alone in
the Holy Scriptures, baptism is referred to, as
we see intimated in Isaiah: "Remember
not,"
says he, "the former things, and consider not
the things of old.
Behold, I will do a new thing,
which shall now spring forth ; and ye shall know
it. I will even make a way in the wilderness,
and rivers in the dry place, to give drink to my
elected people, my people whom I have pur-
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chased, that they might show forth my praise."
There God foretold by the prophet, that among
the nations, in places which previously had been
dry, rivers should afterwards flow plenteously,
and should provide water for the elected people
of God, that is, for those who were made sons
of God by the generation of baptism.S Moreover, it is again predicted and foretold before,
that the Jews, if they should thirst and seek after
Christ, should drink with us, that is, should attain
the grace of baptism.
"If they shall thirst," he
says, "He shall lead them through the deserts,
shall bring forth water for them out of the rock ;
the rock shall be cloven, and the water shall
flow, and my people shall drink; ''6 which is
fulfilled in the Gospel, when Christ, who is the
Rock, is cloven by a stroke of the spear in His
passion ; who also, admonishing what was before
announced by the prophet, cries and says, "If
any man thirst, let him come and drink. He
that believeth on me, as the Scripture saith, out
of his belly shall flow rivers of living water."
And that it might be more evident that the Lord
is speaking there, not of the cup, but of baptism,
the Scripture adds, saying, "But this spake He
of the Spirit, which they that believe on Him
should receive." 7 For by baptism the Holy
Spirit is received ; and thus by those who are
baptized, and have attained to the Holy Spirit,
is attained the drinking of the Lord's cup.
And
let it disturb no one, that when the divine Scripture speaks of baptism, it says that we thirst and
dnnk, since the Lord also in the Gospel says,
"Blessed are they which do hunger and thirst
after righteousness;"
s because what is received
with a greedy and thirsting desire is drunk more
fully and plentifully.
As also, in another place,
the Lord speaks to the Samaritan woman, saying,
"Whosoever
drinketh of this water shall thirst
again ; but whosoever drinketh of the water that
I shall give him, shall not thirst for ever." 9 By
which is also signified the very baptism of saving
water, which indeed is once received, and is not
again repeated.
But the cup of the Lord is always both thirsted for and drunk in the Church.
9- Nor is there need of very many arguments,
dearest brother, to prove that baptism is always
indicated by the appellation of water, and that
thus we ought to understand it, since the Lord,
when He came, manifested the truth of baptism
and the cup in commanding that that faithful
water, the water of life eternal, should be given
to believers in baptism, but, teaching by the
example of His own authority, ttmt the cup
should be mingled with a union of wine and
• ]_ xmi.,_.
s [For•mn w-_ of _l th_,_ of .],_:tio.,,_ F_, O_ a_
Ptqmititw D_:Iri_
6 Irm. xlvfi,. 2x.

s C,en. xlix. xx.
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water.'
For, taking the cup on the eve of His man preach any other gospel unto you than that
passion, He blessed it, and gave it to His dis- ye have received, let him be anathema." 4
ciples, saying, "Drink ye all of this ; for this is
x x. Since, then, neither the apostle himself
my blood of the New Testament, which shall be inor an angel from heaven can preach or teach
shed for many, for the remission of si_s. I say any otherwise than Christ has once taught and
unto you, I will not drink henceforth of this His apostles have announced, I wonder very
fruit of the vine, until that day in which I shall much whence has originated this practice, that,
drink new wine with you in the kingdom of contrary to evangelical and apostolical discipline,
my Father." 2 In which portion we find that water is offered in some places in the Lord's cup,
the cup which the Lord offered was mixed, and which water by itself cannot express the blood
that that was wine which He called His blood, of Christ. The Holy Spirit also is not silent, in
Whence it appears that the blood of Christ is the Psalms on the sacrament of this thing, when
not offered if there be no wine in the cup, nor He makes mention of the Lord's cup, and says,
the Lord's sacrifice celebrated with a legitimate "Thy inebriating cup, how excellent it is !" s
consecration
unless our oblation and sacrifice Now the cup which inebriates is assuredly
respond to His passion.
But how shall we drink mingled with wine, for water cannot inebriate
the new wine of the fruit of the vine with Christ anybody.
And the cup of the Lord in such wise
in the kingdom of His Father, if in the sacrifice inebriates, as Noe also was intoxicated drinking
of God the Father and of Christ we do not wine, in Genesis.
But because the intoxication
offer wine, nor mix the cup of the Lord by the of the Lord's cup and blood is not such as is the
Lord's own tradition ?
intoxication of the world's wine, since the Holy
io. Moreover,
the blessed
Apostle
Paul, Spirit said in the Psalm, "Thy inebriating cup,"
chosen and sent by the Lord, and appointed a He added, "how excellent it is," because doubtpreacher of the Gospel truth, lays down these less the Lord's cup so inebriates them that drink,
very things in his epistle, saying, "The
Lord that it makes them sober ; that it restores their
Jesus, the same night in which He was betrayed,
minds to spiritual wisdom ; that each one recovtook bread ; and when He had given thanks, era from that flavour of the world to the underHe brake it, and said, This is my body, which standing of God ; and in the same way, that by
shall be given for you : do this in remembrance
that common wine the mind is dissolved, and the
of me. After the same manner also He took soul relaxed, and all sadness is laid aside, so, when
the cup, when he had supped, saying, This cup the blood of the Lord and the cup of salvation
is the new testament in my blood : this do, as have been drunk, the memory of the old man is
oft as ye drink it, in remembrance
of me.
For laid aside, and there arises an oblivion of the
as often as ye eat this bread and drink this cup, former worldly conversation, and the sorrowful
ye shall show forth the Lord's death until He md sad breast which before was oppressed by
come." 3 But if it is both enjoined by the Lord, tormenting sins is eased by the joy of the divine
and the same thing is confirmed and delivered mercy ; because that only is able to rejoice him
by His apostle, that as often as we drink, we do who drinks in the Church, which, when it is drunk,
in remembrance
of the Lord the same thing retains the Lord's truth. 6
which the Lord also did, we find that what was
i5. But how perverse and how contrary it is,
commanded
is not observed by us, unless we that although the Lord at the marriage made
also do what the Lord did ; and that mixing wine of water, we should make water of wine,
the Lord's cup in like manner we do not depart when even the sacrament of that thing ought to
from the divine teaching ; but that we must not admonish and instruct us rather to offer wine in
at all depart from the evangelical precepts, and the sacrifices of the Lord.
For because among
that disciples ought also to observe and to do the Jews there was a want of spiritual grace, wine
the same things which the Master both taught also was wanting.
For the vineyard of the Lord
and did.
The blessed apostle in another place of hosts was the house of Israel ; but Christ, when
more earnestly and strongly teaches, saying, "1 teaching and showing that the people of the Genwonder that ye are so soon removed from Him tiles should succeed them, and that by the merit
that called you into grace, unto another gospel, of faith we should subsequently attain to the place
which is not another; but there are some that which the Jews had lost, of water made wine;
trouble you, and would pervert the Gospel of that is, He showed that at the marriage of Christ
Christ.
But though we, or an angel from heav- and the Church, as the Jews failed, the people
en, preach any otherwise than that which we of the nations should rather flow together and ashave preached to you, let him be anathema, semble: forthedivine Scripture in the Apocalypse
As we said before, so say I now again, If any
4 Gal.i. 6-9.
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declares that the waters signify the people, saying, "The waters which thou sawest, upon which
the whore sitteth, are peoples and multitudes,
andnations of the Gentiles, and tongues, ''z which
we evidently see to be contained also in the sacrament of the cup.
x3. For because Christ bore us all, in that He
also bore our sins, we see that in the water is
understood the people, but in the wine is showed
the blood of Christ.
But when the water is
mingled in the cup with wine, the people is made
one with Christ, and the assembly of believers is
associated and con_gined with Him on whom it
believes ; which assbciation and conjunction
of
water and wine is so mingled in the Lord's cup,
that that mixture canuot any more be separated,
Whence, moreover,
nothing can separate the
Church -- that is, the people established in the
Church, faithfully and firmly persevering in that
which they have believed w from Christ, in such
a way as to prevent their undivided
love from
always abiding and adhering.
Thus, therefore,
in consecrating the cup of the Lord, water alone
cannot be offered, even as wine alone cannot be
offered.
For if any one offer wine only, the
blood of Christ is dissociated from us ; but if the
water be alone, the people are dissociated from
Christ ; but when both are mingled, and are
joined with one another by a close union, there
is completed a spiritual and heavenly sacrament,
Thus the cup of the Lord is not indeed water
alone, nor wine alone, unless each be mingled
with the other ; just as, on the other hand, the
body of t_e Lord cannot be flour alone or
water alone, unless both should be united and
joined together and compacted
in the mass of
one bread ; in which very sacrament our people
are shown to be made one, so that in like mannet as many grains, collected, and ground, and
mixed together into one mass, make one bread ;
so in Christ, who is the heavenly bread, we may
know that there is one body, with which our
number is joined and united?
I4. There is then no reason, dearest brother,
for any one to think that the custom of certain
persons is to be followed, who have thought in
time past that water alone should be offered
•
. in
the cup of the Lord.
For we must mqmre
Whom they themselves have followed.
For if in
the sacrifice which Christ offered none is to be
followed but Christ, assuredly it behoves us to
obey and do that which Christ did, and what He
commanded to be done, since He Himself says
in the Gospel, "If ye do whatsoever I command
yOU, henceforth
I call you not servants, but
friends."s
And that Christ alone ought to be
z A
[._l_
_J_1)

copied

heard, the Father also testifies from heaven, saying, "This is my well-beloved
Son, in whom I
am well pleased ; hear ye Him. ''4 Wherefore,
if Christ alone must be heard, we ought not to
give heed to what another before us may have
thought was to be done, but what Christ, who is
before all, first did.
Neither is it becoming to
follow the practice of man, but the truth of
God ; since God speaks by Isaiah the prophet,
and says, "In vain do they worship me, teach_ing the commandments
and doctrines of men."s
And again the Lord in the Gospel repeats" this
same saying, and says, "Ye reject the cornmandment
of God. that ye may keep your own
tradition." 6 Moreover,
in another
place He
establishes
it, saying, "Whosoever
shall break
one of these least commandments,
and shall
teach men so, he shall be called the least in ;he
kingdom of heaven." 7 But if we may not break
even the least of the Lord's commandments,
how
much rather is it forbidden to infringe such important ones, so great, so pertaimng to the very
sacrament of our Lord's passion and our own
redemption, or to change it by human tradition
into anything else than what was divinely apipointed ! For if Jesus Christ, our Lord and
God, is Himself the chief priest of God the
Father, and has first offered Himself a sacrifice
to the Father, and has commanded
this to be
done in commemoration
of Himself, certainly
that priest truly discharges the office of Christ,
who imitates that which Christ did ; and he then
offers a true and full sacrifice in the Church to
God the Father, when he proceeds to offer it
according
to what he sees Christ Himself
to
have offered.
x 5. But the discipline of all religion and truth
is overturned, unless what is spiritually prescribed
be faithfully observed ; unless indeed any one
!should fear in the morning sacrifices, s lest by the
taste of wine he should be redolent of the blood
of Christ.
Therefore
thus the brotherhood
is
beginning even to be kept back from the passion
of Christ in persecutions,
by learning in the
offerings to be disturbed concerning His blood
and His blood-shedding.
Moreover, however,
says in the Gospel, "Whosoever shall
[ the Lord
be ashamed of me, of him shall the Son of man
be ashamed." 9 And the apostle also speaks,
saying, "If I pleased men, I should not be the
servant of Christ." ro But how can we shed our
( Matt.r_ as Isa. xx/x. x3.
6 M_k vU._3_ Mauv ,9.
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blood for Christ, who blush to drink the blood
of Christ ?
i6. Does any one perchance
flatter himself
with this notion, that although in the morning,
water alone is seen to be offered, yet when we
come to supper we offer the mingled cup ? But
when we sup, we cannot call the people together
to our banquet, so as to celebrate the truth of
the sacrament in the presence of all the brotherhood. x But still it was not in the morning, but
after supper, that the Lord offered the mingled
cup. Ought we then to celebrate the Lord's cup
after supper, that so by continual repetition of
the Lord's supper* we may offer the mingled
cup ? It behoved Christ to offer about the evening of the day, that the very hour of sacrifice
might show the setting and the evening of the
world ; as it is written in Exodus, "And all the
people of the synagogue of the children of Israel
shall kill it in the evening." 3 And again in the
Psalms, " Let the lifting up of my hands be an
evening sacrifice." 4 But we celebrate the resurrection of the Lord in the morning,
17. And because we make mention of His
passion m all sacrifices (for the Lord's passion
is the sacrifice which we offer), we ought to do
nothing else than what He did.
For Scripture
says, " For as often as ye eat this bread and
drink this cup, ye do show forth the Lord's death
till He come." 5 As often, therefore, as we offer
the cup in commemoration
of the Lord and of
His passion, let us do what it is known the Lord
did. And let this conclusion be reached, dearest brother : if from among our predecessors any
have either by ignorance or simplicity not observed
and kept this which the Lord by His example
and teaching has instructed us to do, he may, by
the mercy of the Lord, have pardon granted to
his simplicity.
But we cannot be pardoned who
are now admonished and instructed by the Lord
to offer the cup of the Lord mingled with wine
according to what the Lord offered, and to direct
letters to our colleagues also about this, so that
the evangelical law and the Lord's tradition may
be everywhere kept, and there be no departure
from what Christ both taught and did.
i8. To neglect these things any further, and
to persevere in the former error, what is it else
than to fall under the Lord's rebuke, who in the
psalm reproveth, and says, "What hast thou to
do to declare my statutes, or that thou shouldest
take my covenant into thy mouth, seeing thou
hatest instruction and castest my words behind
thee ? When thou sawest a thief, thou consentedst with him, and hast been partaker with
x [Much light is thrown on thts by the Hebrew usages. SeeFreeman, ,on thePr_.fple*
of" Divi_.e Serv_¢, vot. il. p. _93.l
] :Frecluentandis
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adulterers." 6 For to declare the righteousness
and the covenant of the Lord, and not to do
the same that the Lord did, what else is it than
to cast away His words and to despise the Lord's
instruction, to commit not earthly, but spiritual
thefts and adulteries ? While any one is stealing from evangelical truth the words and doings
of our Lord, he is corrupting and adulterating
the divine precepts, as it is written in Jeremiah.
He says, "What
is the chaff to the wheat?
Therefore, behold, I am against the prophets,
saith the I_rd, who steal my words every one
from his neighbour, and cause my people to err
by their lies and by their lightness." 7 Also in
the same prophet, in another place, He says,
"She committed adultery with stocks and stones,
and yet for all this she turned not unto me." s
That this theft and adultery may not fall unto us
also, we ought to be anxiously careful, and fearfully and religiously to watch.
For if we are
priests of God and of Christ, I do not know any
one whom we ought rather to follow than God
and Christ, since He Himself emphatically says
in the Gospel, "I am the light of the world ; he
that followeth me shall not walk in darkness, but
shall have the light of life."9
Lest therefore we
should walk in darkness, we ought to follow
Christ, and to observe his precepts, because He
Himself told His apostles in another.place, as He
sent them forth, "All power is given unto me in
heaven and earth.
Go, therefore, and teach all
nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost •
teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I
have commanded you." ,o Wherefore, if we wish
to walk in the light of Christ, let us not depart
from His precepts and monitions, giving thanks
that, while He instructs for the future what we
ought to do, He pardons for the past wherein
we in our simplicity have erred.
And because
already His second coming draws near to us,
His benign and liberal condescension
is more
and more illuminating our hearts with the light
of truth. 'x
z9. Therefore
it befits our religion, and our
fear, and the place itself, and the office of our
priesthood, dearest brother, in mixing and offering the cup of the Lord, to keep the truth of
the Lord's tradition, and, on the warning of the
Lord, to correct that which seems with some to
have been erroneous ; so that when He shall
begin to come in His brightness and heavenly
majesty, He may find that we keep what He admonished us ; that we observe what He taught;
6 Ps. L _6-x8.
_ Jer. xmii.*8,3o, 32.
s Jer. iii. 9, zo.
x2. _8--zo.
to9 John
Matt, viii
xxvlii,
lz [A very important monlt[on that clearer light upon _
tures_rybr__.klnasmncun_lsd_eiz_
PhiLw.

Scripls.]
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that we do what He did.' I bid you, dearest threatening, and saying, "If any man worship
brother, ever heartily farewell,
the beast and his image, and receive his mark in
his forehead or in his hand, the same shall drink
of the wine of the wrath of God mixed in the
EPISTLE LXIII?
cup of His anger ; and he shall be tormented
To EPICTETUS AND TO THE CONGREGATIONwith fire and brimstone in the presence of the
OF ASSURIE, CONCERNING
FORTUNATIANUS,
holy angels, and in the presence of the Lamb :
FORMERLYTHEIR BISHOP.
and the smoke of their torments shall ascend up
for ever and ever ; neither shall they have rest
,4_CUMENT. _ HE WARNS_'ICTETUSAND THE day nor night, who worship the beast and his
CONGREGATION
OF THE
ASSURITANS
NOT TO image." 6
ALLOW FORTUNATIANUS,
A LAPSER, BUT THEIR
2. Since, therefore, the Lord threatens these
FORMER
TORETURN
TO HIS
EPISCOPATE,IT torments, these punishments in the day of judgAS
WELL BISHOP,
FOR OTHER
REASONS
AS BECAUSE
HAD

BEEN

DECREED

THAT

LAPSED

BISHOPS

mentp

to

those who obey the devil and sacrifice

to idols, how does he think that he can act as a
sHout_ NOT BE ADMrrrEDTO THEIR FOR_F_R
[priest of God who has obeyed and served the
RANK.
priests of the devil ; or how does he think that
t. Cyprian to Epictetus his brother, and to his hand can be transferred to the sacrifice of
the people established at Assurm, greeting. I God and the prayer of the Lord which has been
was gravely and grievously disturbed, dearest captive to sacrilege and to crime, when in the
brethren, at learning that Fortunatianus, formerly sacred Scriptures God forbids the priests to apbishop among you, after the sad lapse of his fall, proach to sacrifice even if they have been in
was now wishing to act as if he were sound, and lighter guilt ; and says in Leviticus : "The man
beginning to claim for himself the episcopate, in whom there shall be any blemish or stain shall
Which thing distressed me ; in the first place, not approach to offer gifts to God? ,,z Also in
on his own account, who, wretched man that he Exodus : "And let the priests which come near
is, being either wholly blinded in the darkness to the Lord God sanctify themselves, lest perof the devil, or deceived by the sacrilegious per- chance the Lord forsake them." s And again :
suasion of certain persons; when he ought to be "And when they come near to minister at the
making atonement, and to give himself to the [altar of the Holy One, they shall not bring sin
work of entreating the Lord night and day, byupon them, lest they die." 9 Those, therefore,
tears, and supplications, and prayers, dares still who have brought grievous sins upon themselves,
to claim to himself the priesthood which he has that is, who, by sacrificing to idols, have offered
betrayed, as if it were right, from the altars of sacrilegious sacrifices, cannot claim to themselves
the devil, to approach to the altar of God. Or the priesthood of God, nor make any prayer for
as if he would not provoke a greater wrath their brethren in His sight ; since it is written in
and indignation of the Lord against himself in the Gospel, "God heareth not a sinner ; but if
the day of judgment, who, not being able to be any man be a worshipper of God, and doeth His
a guide to the brethren in faith and virtue, stands will, him He heareth." zo Nevertheless the proforth as a teacher in perfidy, in boldness, and in found gloom of the falling darkness has so
temerity ; and he who has not taught the breth- blinded the hearts of some, that they receive no
ren to stand bravely in the battle, teaches those light from the wholesome precepts, but, once
who are conquered and prostrate not even to turned away from the direct path of the true
ask for _ardon ; although the Lord says, "To way, they are hurried headlong and suddenly by
them have ye poured a drink-offering, and to the night and error of their sins.,x
them have ye offered a meat-offering. Shall I
3. Nor is it wonderful if now those reject our
not be angry for these things? saith the Lord." 3 counsels, or the Lord's precepts, who have deAnd in another place, "He that sacrificeth to nied the Lord. They desire gifts, and offerings,
any god, save unto the Lord only, shall be de- and gain, for which formerly they watched instroyed." 4 Moreover, the Lord again speaks, [satiably. They still long also for suppers and
and says, "They have worshipped those whom [ banquets, whose debauch they belched forth in
their own fingers have made : and the mean man [ the indigestion lately left to the day, most marfiboweth down, and the great man humbleth him- I festly proving now that they did not before serve
self: and I will not forgive them."s
In the[religion, but rather their belly and gain, with
Apocalypse also, we read the anger of the Lord ![ profane cupidity. Whence also we perceive and
z [Even these minute r_._
show that the spirit of the third
_.nturywastoadhere
totheexampleofChrlstandHtsApostl_.
This
gives us c,_fideoce that no s'nL_Ls'ona] i_ovatloas were admitted.]
s Oxford ed.: Ep. lXVo .4,D. 253.
hm. Iv_. 6.

•' E,_=,.ii._
,s hL

_. 8, 9.

]
6 Apo¢. xiv. 9-xx.
]
7 Lev. xxL x7.
[
| Ex. x[x. 22.
J
9 Ex. xxvilL 43.
[
xo John ix 3x.
i
zx ]2 Theas. iL xx.
I k_
u'uth.]
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believe that this rebuke has come from God's with them." = Therefore let no one associate
searching out, that they might not continue to himself with the contumacious, and those who
stand at the a/tar; and any further, as unchaste do not fear God, and those who entirely withpersons, to have to do with modesty ; as per- draw from the Church. But if any one shoald
fidions, to have to do with faith; as profane, be impatient of entreating the Lord who is
with religion ; as earthly, with things divine ; as offended, and should be unwilling to obey us,
sacrilegious, with things sacred. That such per- but should fotlow desperate and abandoned
sons may not return again to the profanation of men, he must take the blame to himself when
the altar, and to the contagion of the brethren, the day of judgment sha/1 come. For how shall
we must keep watch with all our powers, and he be able in that day to entreat the Lord, who
strive with all our strength, that, as far as in us has both before this denied Christ, and now also
lies, we may keep them back from this audacity the Church of Christ, and not obeying bishops
of their wickedness, that they attempt not any sound and wholesome and living, has made himlonger to act in the character of priest ; who, self an associate and a partaker with the dying ?
cast down to the lowest pit of death, have gone I bid you, dearest brethren and longed-for, ever
headlong with the weight of a greater destruc- heartily fareweU.
tion beyond the lapses of the laity.
4. But if, among these insane persons, their
EPISTLE LXIV.3
incurable madness shall continue, and, with TO ROGATIANUS, CONCERNING THE DEACON
the withdrawal of the Holy Spirit, the blindness
WHO CONTENDED
AGAINST THE BISHOP.
which has begun shall remain in its deep night,
our counsel will be to separate individual breth- .4RGUM_NT.--CYPRL_ WA_NSTHEBISHOP
ROC_ten from their deceitfulness ; and, lest any one
TrANUS
TORESTRAIN
THEP_rDEOFTHE DF_CON
should run into the toils of their error, to sepWHOHADPROVOKED
HIMWITHms mS_TS,
orate them from their contagion. Since neither
TO COMPEL
HIMTO REPENT
OF HISBOLDNESS
can the oblation be consecrated where the Holy
TAKISOOCCASXON
TOREPEAT
ONCEMOREWHATSpirit is not ; nor can the Lord avail to any one
EVERHE HASSAm IN THE Pt*OgVIOUS
Lgt-r_,
by the prayers and supplications of one who
ABOUTTHE SA_AL
Og EPISCOPAL
1,OWF.g.4
himself has done despite to the Lord. But if
z. Cyprian to his brother Rogatianus, greeting.
Fortunatianus, either by the blindness induced I and my colleagues who were present with me
by the devil forgetful of his crime, or become a were deeply and grievously distressed, dearest
minister and servant of the devil for deceiving brother, on reading your letter in which you
the brotherhood, shall persevere in this his mad- complained of your deacon, that, forgetful of
ness, do you, as far as in you lies, strive, and in your priestly station, and unmindful of his own
this darkness of the rage of the devil, recall the office and ministry, he had provoked you by his
minds of the brethren from error, that they may insults and injuries. And you indeed have acted
not easily consent to the madness of another; worthily, and with your accustomed humility
that they may not make themselves partakers in towards us, in rather complaining of him to us ;
the crimes of abandoned men ; but being sound, although you have power, according to the viglet them maintain the constant tenor of their our of the episcopate and the authority of your
salvation, and of the integrity preserved and See, whereby you might be justified on him at
guarded by them.'
once, assured that all we your colleagues would
5. Let the lapsed, however, who acknowledge regard it as a matter of satisfaction, whatever you
the greatness of their sin, not depart from en- should do by your priestly power in respect of
treating the Lord, nor forsake the Catholic an imolent deacon, as you have in respect of
Church, which has been appointed one and men of this kind divine commands. Inasmuch
alone by the Lord ; but, continuing in their as the Lord God says in Deuteronomy, "And
atonements and entreating the Lord's mercy, let the man that will do presumptuously, and
them knock at the door of the Church, that they not hearken unto the priest or the judge, whomay be received there where once they were, ever he shall be in those days, that man shall
and may return to Christ from whom they have die ; and all the people, when they hear, shall
departed, and not listen to those who deceive fear, and shall no more do impiously." 5 And
them with a fallacious and deadly seduction ; that we may know that this voice of God came
since it is written, "Let no man deceive you forth with His true and highest majesty to hoa.
with vain words, for because of these things _ur and avenge His priests ; when three of the
eometh the wrath of God upon the children of
disobedience ; be not ye therefore partaken ! =s _h.
O_o_,.6.7.
¢d." Ep. UL
--

have
= Othe_i*e,"the
__ol'that
pru,erved anti jpu=tled."

4 At what tinmthisl_tm"_,mawrltl_ h tmecrtaln,tmlcm _ may
_r fromthe similar_t
".mboth k'_., tim it was
soumdaaewhichthayicltteaatthemme_aodwiththefadlowiagm_
1"a_q_.t._.a4_b
= Deut. Jrv_:_z_.
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ministers,--Korah,
Dathan, and Abiram-- by Him humbly and patiently, that we might
dared to deal proudly, and to exalt their neck have an example of humility and patience ; foi
against Aaron the priest, and to equal themselves He taught that true priests were lawfully and
with the priest set over them ; they were swal- fully to be honoured, m showing Himself such
lowed up and devoured by the opening of the as He was in respect of false priests.
earth, and so immediately suffered the penalty
3. But deacons ought to remember that the
of their sacrilegious audacity. Nor they alone, Lord chose apostles, that is, bishops and overbut also two hundred and fifty others, who were seers ; while apostles appointed for themselves
their companions in boldness, were consumed deacons s after the ascent of the Lord into heaven,
by a fire breaking forth from the Lord, that it as ministers of their episcopacy and of the Church.
might be proved that God's priests are avenged But if we may dare anything against God who
by Him who makes priests. In the book of makes bishops, deacons may also dare against
Kings also, when Samuel the priest was despised us by whom they are made ; and therefore it
by the Jewish people on account of his age, as behoves the deacon of whom you write to reyou are now, the Lord in wrath exclaimed, and pent of his audacity, and to acknowledge the
said, "They have not rejected thee, but they honour of the priest, and to satisfy the bishop
have rejected me.''2 And that He might avenge set over him with full humility. For these things
this, He set over them Saul as a king, who af- are the beginnings of heretics, and the origins
flicted them with grievous injuries, and trod on and endeavours of evil-minded schismatics ;the people, and pressed down their pride with all to please themselves, and with swelling haughtiinsults and penalties, that the despised priest hess to despise him who is set over them. Thus
might be avenged by divine vengeance on a they depart from the Church--thus
a profane
proud people,
altar is set up outside- thus they rebel against
9. Moreover also Solomon, established in the the peace of Christ, and the appointment and
Holy Spirit, testifies and teaches what is the the unity of God. But if, further, he shall hatpriestly authority and power, saying, "Fear the ass and provoke you with his insults, you must
Lord with all thy soul, and reverence His priests;" s exercise against him the power of your dignity,
and again, "Honour God with all thy soul, and by either deposing him or excommunicating him.
honour His priests." 4 Mindful of which pre- For if the Apostle Paul, writing to Timothy, said,
cepts, the blessed Apostle Paul, according to " Let no man despise thy youth," 9 how much
what we read in the Acts of the Apostles, when rather must it be said by your colleagues to you,
it was said to him, "Revilest thou thus God's "Let no man despise thy age ? And since you
high priest?" answered and said, "I wist not, have written, that one has associated himself with
brethren, that he was the high priest ; for it is that same deacon of yours, and is a partaker of
written, Thou shalt not speak evil of the ruler of his pride and boldness, you may either restrain
thy people." s Moreover, our Lord Jesus Christ or excommunicate him also, and any others that
Himself, our King, and Judge, and God, even to may appear of a like disposition, and act against
the very day of His passion observed the hon- God's priest. Unless, as we exhort and advise,
our to priests and high priests, although they they should rather perceive that they have sinned
observed neither the fear of God nor the acknowl- and make satisfaction, and suffer us to keep our
edgment of Christ. For when He had cleansed own purpose ; for we rather ask and desire to
the leper, He said to him, "Go, show thyself to overcome the reproaches and injuries of individthe priest, and offer the gift." 6 Wlth that humil- uals by clemency and patience, than to punish
ity which taught us also to be humble, He still them by our priestly power. '° I bid you, dearest
called him a priest whom He knew to be sacrile- brother, ever heartily farewell.
gious ; also under the very sting of His passion,
when He had received a blow, and it was said
to Him, "Answerest thou the high priest so?"
EPISTLE LXV."
He said nothing reproachfully against the person TO THE CLERGYAND PEOPLE ABIDING AT
of the high priest, but rather maintained His own
FURNI,ABOUTVICTOR,WHOHAD MADETHE
innocence, saying, "If I have spoken evil, bear
PRESBYTERFAUSTINUS A GUARDIAN.
witness of the evil; but if well, why smitest thou ARGUMENT.--SlNCE, AC..A_'_THE DECISION
OF
me ?" 7 All which things were therefore done
A COUNCILOF BISHOPS,GEMINILPS
VICTORHAD
NAMED
s [i.e, Levites_deacons.
But Korah and the Levites (Num.
9_ zo) must b¢ regardzd_apart
from the Rcubcai_ (I_J_)
who _
withthem. Jude It.]
• S_..viii.
7.
s Ecclus.
vil.
=9.
4 Ecelut. vii. 3t.
S Actsxxiii. 4_ S.
t Matt, _
4.
_ Jckaxviik.3.
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our predecessors

religiously

considering this, and wholesomely providing

for

WAY, FROM THE EXAMPLEOF THE LEVmcAL it, decided that no brother departing
should
TRIBE, THAT CLERIC'SOUGHT NOT TO MIX THEM- name a cleric for executor or guardian ; and if
SELVESUP IN SECULARCARES.
any one should do this, no offering should be
L Cyprian to the presbyters,
and deacons, made for him, nor any sacrifice be celebrated
and people abiding at Furni, greeting.
I and for his repose.3
For he does not deserve to be
my colleagues who were present with me were named at the altar of God in the prayer of the
greatly disturbed, dearest brethren, as were also priests, who has wished to call away the priests
our fellow-presbyters who sate with us, when we and ministers from the altar.
And therefore,
were made aware that Geminius Vmtor, our since Victor, contrary to the rule lately made in
brother, when departing this life, had named council by the priests, has dared to appoint
Geminius Faustinus the presbyter executor to Geminius Faustinus, a presbyter, his executor,
his will, although long since it was decreed, in it is not allowed that any offering be made by
a council of the bishops, that no one should you for his repose, nor any prayer be made in
appoint any of the clergy and the ministers of the church in his name, that so the decree of
God executor or guardian'
by his will, since the priests, religiously and needfully made, may
every one honoured by the divine priesthood
be kept by us; and, at the same time, an exand ordained in the clerical service, ought to ample be given to the rest of the brethren, that
serve only the altar and sacrifices, and to have no one should call away to secular anxieties the
leisure for prayers and supplications.
For it is priests and ministers of God who are occupied
written : "No man that warreth for God en- with the service of His altar and Church.
For
tangleth himself wath the affairs of this life, that care will probably be taken mtmae
to come
he may please Him to whom he has pledged that this happen not with respect to the person
himself." 2 As this is said of all men, how much of clerics any more, if what has now been done
rather ought those not to be bound by worldly has been punished.
I hid you, dearest brethren,
anxieties and .involvements,
who, being busied ever heartily farewell.
with divine and spiritual things, are not able to l
withdraw from the Church, and to have leisure
EPISTLE
LXVI.*
for earthly and secular doings!
The form of TO FATHER STEPHANUS, CONCERNING MARwhich ordination and engagement
the Levite's
CIANUS OF ARLES, WHO HAD JOINED HIMformerly observed under the law, so that when
SELF TO NOVATIAN•
the eleven tribes divided the land and shared
ARGUMENT.

mAS

MARCIANUS,

BISHOP

OF ARLES,

the possessions, the Levitical tribe, which was
WHEN HE FOLLOWEDTHE SECT OF NOVATIAN,
left free for the temple and the altar, and for
HAD SEDUCEDMASY, _'_D BY HIS SCHISM_D
the dxvine ministries, received nothing from that
SEPARATEDHIMSELFFROM THE COMMUNIONOF
portion of the division ; but while others cultiTHE REST OF THE BISHOPS, CYPRIAN WARNS
vated the soil, that portion only cultivated the
STEPH_nJS, THAT HE SHOULDBY ANNOUNCING
favour of God, and received the tithes from
THE EXCOMMUNICATION
OF THE OFFENDER,
the eleven tribes, for their food and mainteALIKE BY ROME AND CARTHAGE,ENABLETHE
nance, from the fruits which grew.
All which
CHURCHAT ARLE_, TO ELECT ANOTHERIN HIS
was done by divine authority and arrangement,
PLACE; Am) THATSO PEACEMIGI-rrBE GR_r_,
SOthat they who waited on divine services might
ASWELL TO THE LAPSEDASTO THOSE SEDUCED
in no respect be called away, nor be compelled
BY HIM, UPON THEm REPENTANCE,AND A 1REto consider or to transact
secular business.
TURN TO THE CHURCHCONCEDEDTO THEM.
Which plan and rule is now maintained
in
respect of the clergy, that they who are pro-i
x. Cyprian to his brother Stephen, greeting.
rooted by clerical ordination iu the Church of Faustinus our colleague, abiding at Lyons, has
the Lord may be called off in no respect from once and again written to me, dearest brother,
the divine administration,
nor be tied down by informing me of those things which also I cerworldly anxieties and matters ; but in the hon- tainly know to have been told to you, as well by
our of the brethren who contribute, receiving him as by others our fellow-bishops established
as• it were tenths of the fruits, .they may not
s "Pro dormitione ejus." Goldhorn observes here, rather needwithdraw from the altars and sacrifices, but may I_ly, tb,t itwasunluc]o]
amongthe.an_.t Chr_. ns to Sl_ a
serve
day and m_ht
in heavenlyand
spiritual
[
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_
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a
_1_•
_
#
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_ .o_._
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lot f_g
tile re_ost
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smcfly such, that they might "rest from their labours," till, in the
_ resurrection t _
_ I_fOr'¢, t_ should r{_.ive t,h¢_ _$mm_
_
-[ and reward.]
| .T_.. Oxford tram_tof notes here that the Roman law did not
* Oxford ed. : Ep. Ixvlit. This epi_le does not appear in many
permit _ off_e to be declined
I Mss., and tts genuineness has been therefore doubted. But me styJe
• s s Tim. ii.
4. [Are not them: 9fimifive ideas a needed admoni- [ points to Cypnau as its author, and the.documents where tt is found
tmeato ore- ta,me$,*]
-] ate among tbe oldest, ooe the most ancumt of all. A.D. 254.
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in the same province, that Marcianus, who abides
at Aries, has associated himself with Novatian,
and has departed from the unity of the Catholic
Church, and from the agreement of our body and
priesthood, holding that most extreme depravity
of heretical presumption, that the comforts and
aids of divine love and paternal tenderness are
closed to the servants of God who repent, and
mourn, and knock at the gate of the Church
with tears, and groans, and grief; and that those
who are wounded are not admitted for the soothing of their wounds, but that, forsaken without
hope of peace and communion,
they must be
thrown to become the prey of wolves and the
booty of the devil ; which matter, dearest brother, it is our business to advise for and to aid in
since we who consider the divine clemency, and
hold the balance in governing the Church, do
thus exhibit the rebuke of vigour to sinners in
such a way as that, nevertheless, we do not refuse the medicine of divine goodness and mercy
in raising the lapsed and healing the wounded,
2. Wherefore it behoves you _ to write a very
copious letter to our fellow-bishops appointed in
Gaul, not to suffer any longer that Marcian, froward and haughty, and hostile to the divine
mercy and to the salvation of the brotherhood
should insult our assembly, because he does not
yet seem to be excommunicated
by us ;2 in that
he now for a long time boasts and announces
that, adhering to Novatian, and following his
frowardness, he has separated himself from our
communion;
although Novatian himself, whom
he follows, has formerly been excommunicated,
and judged an enemy to the Church ; and when
he sent ambassadors to us into Africa, asking to
be received into our communion, he received
back word from a council of several priests who
were here present, that he himself had excluded
himself, and could not by any of us be received
into communion, as he had attempted to erect a
profane altar, and to set up an adulterous throne,
and to offer sacrilegious sacrifices opposed to the
true priest ; while the Bishop Cornelius was ordained in the Catholic Church by the judgment
of God, and by the suffrages of the clergy and
people.
Therefore, if he were willing to return
to a right mind, and to come to himself, he
should repent and return to the Church as a
suppliant. How vain it is, dearest brother, when
Novatian has lately been repulsed and rejected,
and excommunicated
by God's priests throughout the whole world, for us still to suffer his flatrefers now to jest with us, and to judge of the
majesty and dignity of the Church I

OF

CYPRIAN.

3. Let letters be directed by you into the
province and to the people abiding at Aries, by
which, Marcian being excommunicated,
another
may be substituted
in his place, and Christ's
flock, which even to this day is contemned
as
scattered
and wounded by him, may be gathered
together.
Let it suffice that many of our brethren have departed in these late years in those
parts without peace ; and certainly let the rest
who remain be helped, who groan both day and
night, and beseeching
the divine and fatherly
mercy, entreat the comfort of our succour.
For,
for that reason, dearest brother, the body of
priests is abundantly large, joined together by
the bond of mutual concord, and the link of
unity ; so that if any one of our college should
try to originate heresy, and to lacerate and lay
waste Christ's flock, others may help, and as it
were, as useful and merciful shepherds,
gather
together the Lord's sheep into the flock. For
what if any harbour in the sea shall begin to be
mischievous
and dangerous to ships, by the
breach of its defences ; do not the navigators
direct their ships to other neighbouring
ports
where there is a safe s and practicable entrance,
and a secure station?
Or if, on the road, any
inn should begin to be beset and occupied by
robbers, so that whoever should enter would be
caught by the attack of those who lie in wait
there ; do not the travellers, as soon as this its
character is discovered, seek other houses of
entertainment on the road, which shall be safer,
where the lodging is trustworthy, and the inns
safe for the travellers ? And this ought now to
be the case with us, dearest brother, 4 that we
should receive to us with ready and kindly
humanity our brethren, who, tossed on the rocks
of Marcian, s are seeking the secure harbours of
the Church ; and that we afford such a place of
entertainment for the travellers as is that in the
Gospel, in which those who are wounded and
maimed by robbers may be received and cherished, and protected by the host.
4- For what is a greater or a more worthy
care of overseers, than to provide by diligent
solicitude and wholesome medicine for cherishing and preserving the sheep ? since the Lord
speaks, and says, "The diseased have ye not
strengthened, neither have ye healed that which
was sick, neither have ye bound up that which
was broken, neither have ye brought again that
which was driven away, neither have ye sought
that which was lost. And my sheep were scattered because there is no shepherd ; and they
became meat to all the beasts of the field, and
none did search or seek ai_r them.
Therefore
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thus saith the Lord, Behold, I am against the
shepherds, and I will require my flock at their
hands, and cause them to cease from feeding
the flock ; neither shall they feed them any more :
for I will deliver them from their mouth, and I
will feed them with judgment.",
Since therefore the Lord thus threatens such shepherds by
whom the Lord's sheep are neglected and perish,
what else ought we to do, dearest brother, than
to exhibit full diligence in gathering together
and restoring the sheep of Christ, and to apply
the medicine of paternal affection to cure the
wounds of the lapsed, since the Lord also in
the Gospel warm, and says, "They that be whole
need not a physician, but they that are sick ?",
For although we axe many shepherds, yet we
feed one flock,3and ought to collect and cherish
all the sheep which Christ by His blood and
passion sought for; nor ought we to sufferour
suppliant and mourning brethren to be cruelly
despised and trodden down by the haughty presumption of some, since it is written, "But the
man that is proud and boastful shall bring nothing at all to perfection, who has enlarged his
soul as heU." + And the Lord, in His Gospel,
blames and condemns men of that kind, saying,
"Ye are they which justify yourselves before
men, but God knoweth your hearts: for that
which is highly esteemed among men is abomination in the sight of God." s He says that those
are execrable and detestable who please themselves, who, swelling and inflated, arrogantly
assume anything to themselves. Since then
Marcian has begun to be of these, and, allying
himself with Novatian, has stood forth as the
opponent of mercy and love, let him not pronoance sentence, but receive it ; and let him
not so act as if he himself were to judge of the
college of priests, since he himself is judged by
all the priests.
5. For the glorious honour of our predecessots, the blessed martyrs Cornelius and Lucius,
must be maintained, whose memory as we hold
in honour, much more ought you, dearest brother,
to honour and cherish with your weight and
authority, since you have become their vicar and
successor.6 For they, full of the Spirit of God,
and established in a glorious martyrdom, judged
that peace should be granted to the lapsed, and
that when penitence was undergone, the reward
of peace and communion was not to be denied ;
and this they attested by their letters, and
we all everywhere and entirely have judged the
' _k._iv. +-6..... 6.
_+t. ix.zs.
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CYPRIAN.

same thing. For there could not be among us
a diverse feeling in whom there was one spirit ;
and therefore it is manifest that he does not
hold the truth of the Holy Spirit with the rest,
whom we observe to think differently. Intimate
plainly to us who has been substituted at Aries
in the place of Marcian, that we may know to
whom to direct our brethren, and to whom we
ought to write. I bid you, dearest brother, ever
heartily farewell
EPISTLE
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TO THE CLERGY AND PEOPLE ABIDING IN
SPAIN,
TIAL CONCERNINGBASLLIDESAND MAR-

ARGUMENT.--BASmm_ AND MAaTL_L,
msnoPs,
HAV_GLAPSEDANDBECOME
COm'AMINATED
BY
THE CERTIFICATES
OF IDOLATRY,
CYPRIAN
WITH
HISFELLOW-BISHOPS
PRAISESTHE CLERGY
AND
PEOPLEOF SP_N Tt-mTTHEYHADSUBSriTtrrE_
m THEIRPLACEBY A LEGITIMATE
ELECTION
SABmUSAND FELIX; mPEC_LLVAS, ACCORDmG TO THE DECISIONOF CORNELIUS
AND HIS
COLLEAGUES,
LAPSEDBISHOPS
maHT n_rDEEDBE
RECErCED
TO RV__'E_rrANCE,
myr WEREPROMSfrED FROmTHEP_mTLVHONOUR.mOREOVER,
Hm ALLUDES
BYTHEWAYTO CERTAIN
MATFERS
ABOtYrTHE ANCIE_O"
RrrE or EPISCOPAL
ELEC_ON. THECO_,rrF.XT
m-DICATES
THATTInS WAS
warrrEN DUR_G THEEPISCOPATE
OF STEPH_.
t. Cyprian, Cmcilius, Primus, Polycarp, Nicomedes, Lucilianus, Successus, Sedatus, Fortunatus, Januarius, Secundinus, Pomponius, Honoratus, Victor, Aurelius, Sattius, Petrus, another
Januarius, Satuminus, another Aurelius, Venantius, Quietus, Rogatianus, Tenax, Felix, Faustinus,
Quintus, another Saturninus, Lucius, Vincentius,
Libosus, Geminius, Marcelhts, Iambus, Adelphius,
Victoricus, and Paulus, to Felix the presbyter, and
to the peoples abiding at Legio s and Asturica,9
also to Lmlius the deacon, and the people abiding at Emerita/° brethren in the Lord, greeting.
When we had come together, dearly beloved
brethren, we read your letters, which according
to the integrity of your faith and your fear of
God you wrote to us by Felix and Sabinus our
fellow-bishops, signifying that Basilides and Martial, being stained with the certificates of idolatry, and bound with the consciousness of wicked
crimes, ought not to hold the episcopate and
administer the priesthood of God ; and you desired an answer to be written to you again concerning these things, and your solicitude, no less
just than needful, to be relieved either by the
_ comfort or by the help of our judgment. NeverP Ox_t_:L:
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thelesa to this your desire not so much our coun- luted ; "s teaching manifestly and showing that
sels as the divine precepts reply,An which it is all are absolutely bound to the sin who have
long since bidden by the voice of Heaven and been contaminated by the sacrifice of a profane
prescribed by the law of God, who and what and unrighteous
priest.
Which, moreover, we
sort of persons ought to serve the altar and to find to be man_ifested also in Numbers, when
celebrate the divine sacrifices.
For in Exodus Korah, and Dathan, and Abiram claimed for
God speaks to Moses, and warns him, saying, themselves the power of sacrificing in opposition
"Let the priests which come near to the Lord to Aaron the priest.
There also the Lord comGod sanctify themselves, lest the Lord forsake manded by Moses that the people should be
them." x And again : "And when they come separated from them, lest, being associated with
near to the altar of the Holy One to minister, the wicked, themselves also should be bound
they shall not bring sin upon them, lest they closely in the same wickedness.
"Separate
die.""
Also in Leviticus the Lord commands,
yourselves," said He, "from the tents of these
and says, "Whosoever
hath any spot or blemish wicked and hardened men, and touch not those
upon him, shall not approach to offer gifts to things which belong to them, lest ye perish toGod." 3
gether in their sins." 9 On which account a peo2. Since these things are announced and are ple obedient to the Lord's precepts, and fearing
made plain to us, it is necessary that our obedi- God, ought to separate themselves from a sinful
ence should wait upon the divine precepts ; nor prelate, and not to associate themselves with the
in matters of this kind can human indulgence isacrifices of a sacrilegious priest, especially since
accept any man's person, or yield anything to they themselves have the power either of choosany one, when the divine prescription has inter- ing worthy priests, or of rejecting unworthy
fered, and establishes a law. For we ought not ones.
to be forgetful what the Lord spoke to the Jews
4- Which very thing, too, we observe to come
by Isaiah the prophet, rebuking, and indignant from divine authority, that the priest should be
that they had despised the divine precepts and chosen in the presence of the people under the
followed human doctrines.
"This people," he eyes of all, and should be approved worthy and
says, honoureth me with their lips, but their heart suitable by public judgment and testimony ; as
is widely removed from me ; but in vain do they in the book of Numbers the Lord commanded
worship me, teaching the doctrines and com-IMoses,
saying, "Take Aazon thy brother, and
mandments of men." 4 This also the Lord re-Eleazar
his son, and place them in the mount,
peats in the Gospel, and says, "Ye reject the in the presence of all the assembly, and strip
commandment
of God, that ye may establish Aaron of his garments, and put them upon Eleayour own tradition." s Having which things zar his son; and let Aaron die there, and be
before our eyes, and solicitously and religiously added to his people." ,o God commands a priest
considering them, we ought in the ordinations
to be appointed
in the presence of all the asof priests to choose none but unstained and up- sembly ; that is, He instructs and shows that the
right ministers, 6 who, holily and worthily offering ordination of priests ought not to be solemnized
sacrifices to God, may be heard in the prayers except with the knowledge of the people standwhich they make for the safety of the Lord's ing near, that in the presence of the people
people, since it is written, "God heareth not a either the crimes of the wicked may be dissinner ; but if any man be a worshipper of God, closed, or the merits of the good may be deand doeth His will, him He heareth." 7 On which clared, and the ordination, which shall have
account it is fitting, that with full diligence and been examined by the suffrage and judgment of
sincere investigation those should be chosen for all, may be just and legitimate."
And this is
God's priesthood whom it is manifest God will subsequently observed, according to divine inhear.
struction, in the Acts of the Apostles, when
3- Nor let the people flatter themselves that Peter speaks to the people of ordaining an aposthey can be free from the contagion of sin, while fie in the place of Judas.
"Peter,"
it says,
communicating with a priest who is a sinner, and "stood up in the midst of the disciples, and the
yielding their consent to the unjust and unlawful multitude were in one place." '_ Neither do we
episcopacy of their overseer, when the divine observe that this was regarded by the apostles
reproof by Hosea the prophet threatens, and only in the ordinations of bishops and priests,
says, "Their sacrifices shall be as the bread of but also in those of deacons, of which matter itmourning;
all that eat thereof shall be pol-self
also it is written in their Acts: "And they
x F=._lt.2a.
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twelve called together," it says, "the whole congregation of the disciples, and said to them ; "'
which was done so diligently and carefully, with
the calling together of the whole of the people,
surely for this reason, that no unworthy person
might creep into the ministry of the altar, or to
the office of a priest.
For that unworthy persons are sometimes ordained, not according to
the will of God, but according to human presumption, and that those things which do not
come of a legitimate and righteous ordination
are displeasing to God, God Himself manifests
by Hoses the prophet, saying, "They have set
up fo$ themselves a king, but not by me." 2
5. For which reason you must diligently ohserve and keep the practice dehvered from divine tradition and apostolic observance, which is
also maintained among us, and almost throughout all the provinces ; 3 that for the proper celebration of ordinations all the neighbouring bishops
of the same province should assemble with that
people for which a prelate is ordained.
And the
bishop should be chosen in the presence of the
people, who have most fully known the life of
each one, and have looked into the doings of
each one as respects his habitual conduct.
And
this also, we see, was done by you m the ordination of our colleague Sabmus; so that, by the
suffrage of the whole brotherhood, 4 and by the
sentence of the bishops who had assembled m
their presence, and who had written letters to
you concerning him, the episcopate was conferred upon hnn, and hands were lrnposed on
htm in the place of Basilides.
Neither can it
rescind an ordination rightly perfected, that Basilides, after the detection of his crimes, and the
baring of his conscience even by hls own confesstun, went to Rome and deceived Stephen our
colleague, placed at a distance, and ignorant of
what had been done, and of the truth, to canvass
that he might be replaced unjustly in the episcopate from which he had been righteously deposed.s The result of this is, that the sins of
Basihdes are not so much abolished as enhanced,
inasmuch as to his former sins he has also added
the crime of deceit and circumvention.
For he
is not so much to be blamed who has been
through heedlessness surprised by fraud, as he
is to be execrated who has fraudulently taken
him by surprise.
But if Basilides could deceive
men, he cannot deceive God, since it is written,
"God is not mocked." 6 But neither can deceit
advantage Martialis, in such a way as that he
, A_t_,v. _.
Ho_ v_. _.
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who also is involved in great crimes should hold
his bishopric, since the apostle also warns, and
says, "A bishop must be blameless, as the steward of God." 7
6. Wherefore, since as ye have written, dearly
beloved brethren, and as Felix and Sabinus our
colleagues affirm, and as another Felix of C_esar
Augusta, s a maintainer of the faith and a defender of the truth, signifies in his letter, Basilides and Martialis have been contaminated by the
abominable certificate of idolatry ; and Basilides,
moreover, besides the stain of the certificate,
when he was prostrate in sickness, blasphemed
against God, and confessed that he blasphemed ;
and because of the wound to his own conscience,
voluntarily laying down his episcopate, turned
himself to repentance, entreating God, and considering himself sufficiently happy if it might be
permitted him to communicate even as a layman :
Martialis also, besides the long frequenting of the
disgraceful and filthy banquets of the Gentiles in
their college, and placing his sons in the same
college, after the manner of foreign nations,
among profane sepulchres, and burying them
together with strangers, has also affirmed, by
acts which are publicly taken before a ducenarian procurator,9 that he had yielded himself to
idolatry, and had denied Christ; and as there
are many other and grave crimes in which Basd_des and Maxtiahs are held to be implicated ;
such persons attempt to claim for themselves
the episcopate in vain ; since it is evident that
men of that kind may neither rulg over the
Church of Christ, nor ought to offer sacrifices to
God, especially since Cornelius also, our colleague, a peaceable and righteous priest, ann
moreover honoured by the condescension of the
Lord with martyrdom, has long ago decreed
with us, t° and with all the bishops appointed
throughout the whole world, that men of this
sort might indeed be admitted to repentance,
but were prohibited from the ordination of the
clergy, and from the priestly honour.
7. Nor let it disturb you, dearest brethren, if
with some, in these last times, either an uncertain faith is wavering, or a fear of God without
religion is vacillating, or a peaceable concord
does not continue.
These things have been
foretold as about to happen in the end of the
world ; and it was predicted by the voice of the
Lord, and by the testimony of the apostles, that
now that the world is failing, and the Antichrist
is drawing near, everything good shall fail, but
evil and adverse things shall prosper."
8. Yet although, in these last times, evangelic
vigour has not so failed in the Church of God, nor
_' Tit. i. 1.
aS
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the s_ength of Christian virtue or faith so ]an- mit such things are worthy of death, not only
guished, that there is not left a portion of the they which commit those things, but they also
priests which in no respect gives way under which consent unto those who do these things."s
these ruins of things and wrecks of faith ; but, Since they, says he, who do such things are
bold and stedfast, they maintain the honour of worthy of death, he makes manifest and proves
the divine majesty and the priestly dignity, with that not only they are worthy of death, and come
full observance of fear. We remember and keep into punishment who do ewl things, but also
in view that, although others succumbed and those who consent unto those who do such things
yielded, Mattathias boldly vindicated God's law ; --who, while they are mingled in unlawful cornthat Elias, when the Jews gave way and departed reunion with the evil and sinners, and the unrefrom the divine religion, stood and nobly con- penting, are polluted by the contact of the guilty,
tended ; that Daniel, deterred neither by the and, being joined in the fault, are thus not sepaloneliness of a foreign country nor by the har- rated in its penalty. For which reason we not
assment of continual persecution, frequently and only approve, but applaud, dearly beloved brethgloriously suffered martyrdoms ; also that the ren, the religious solicitude of your integrity and
three youths, subdued neither by their tender faith, and exhort you as much as we can by our
years ' nor by threats, stood up faithfully against letters, not to mingle in sacrilegious communion
the Babylonian fires, and conquered the victor with profane and polluted priests, but maint_n
king even in their very captivity itself. Let the the sound and sincere constancy of your faith
number either of prevaricators or of traitors see with religious fear. I bid you, dearest brethren,
to it, who have now begun to rise in the Church ever heartily farewell.
against the Church, and to corrupt as well the
faith as the truth. Among very many there still
EPISTLE I_VIII. 6
remains a sincere mind and a substantial religion,
and a spirit devoted to nothing but the Lord and TOFLORENTIUSPUPIANUS, ONCALUMNIATORS.
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tinuein thetruthof God, keepingtheLord'sthingsso wicked,so disgraceful,
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precepts ?
even among Gentiles, concerning me. But even
9- Wherefore, although there have been found now in your letter I perceive that you are still
some among our colleagues, dearest brethren, the same as you were before--that you believe
who think that the godly discipline may be neg- the same things concerning me, and that you
lected, and who rashly hold communion with persist in what you did believe, and, lest by
Basilides and Martialis,such a thing as this ought chance the dignity of your eminence and your
not to trouble our Saith, since the Holy Spirit martyrdom should be stained by communion
threatens such in the Psalms, saying, "But thou with me, that you are inquiring carefully into
hatest instruction, and castedst my words behind my character; and after God the Judge who
thee: when thou sawest a thief, thou consent- makes priests, that you wish to judge--I will
edst unto him, and hast been partakerwith adnl- not say of me, for what am I ? -- but of the judgterers." 4 He shows that they become sharers merit of God and of Christ. This is not to beand partakers of other men's sins who are asso- lieve in God m this is to stand forth as a rebel
ciated with the delinquents. And besides, Paul against Christ and His Gospel ; so that although
the apostle writes, and says the same thing : He says, "Are not two sparrows sold for a far"Whisperers, backbiters, haters of God, injurious, thing? and neither of them fails to the ground
proud, boasters of themselves, inventors of evil
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without the will of my Father,"' and His majesty who shall be in those days, even that man shall
and truth prove that even things of little conse- die ; and all the people, when they hear, shall
quence are not done without the consciousness
fear, and do no more presumptuously." 4 And
and permission of God, you think that God's again He speaks to Samuel, and says, "They
priests are ordained in the Church without His have not despised thee, but they lmve despised
knowledge.
For to believe that they who are me." s And moreover the Lord, in the Gospel,
ordained are unworthy and unchaste, what else when it was said to Him, "Answerest thou the
is it than to believe that his priests are not high priest so ?" guarding the priestly dignity,
appointed in the Church by God, nor through and teaching that it ought to be maintained,
God ?
would say nothing against the high priest, but
2. Think you that my testimony of myself is only clearing His own innocence, answered, saybetter than that of God ? when the Lord Him- ing, "If I have spoken evil, bear witness of the
self teaches, and says that testimony is not true, evil ; but if well, why smitest thou me ?" 6 The
if any one himself appears as a witness concernblessed apostle also, when it was said to him,
ing himself, for the reason that every one would "lZevilest thou God's high priest ?" spoke nothassuredly favour himself.
Nor would any one ing reproachfully against the priest, when he
put forward mischievous
and adverse things might have lifted up himself boldly against those
against himself, but there may be a simple con- who had crucified the Lord, and who had already
fidence of truth if, in what was announced of us, sacrificed God and Christ, and the temple and
another is the announcer and witness.
"If,"
the priesthood;
but even although in false and
He says, "I bear witness of myself, my testimony degraded priests, considering still the mere empty
is not true ; but there is another who beareth shadow of the priestly name, he said, "I wist
witness of me." z But if the Lord Himself, who not, brethren, that he was the high priest ; for
will by and by judge all things, was unwilling t_o it is wxitten, Thou shalt not speak evil of the
be believed on His own testimony, but preferred ruler of thy people." z
to be approved by the judgment and testimony
4. Unless perchance I was a priest to you beof God the Father, how much more does it be- fore the persecution, when you held communion
hove His servants to observe this, who are not with me, and ceased to be a priest after the peronly approved by, but even glory in the judg- secution ! For the persecution, when it came,
ment and testimony of God ! But with you the lifted you to the highest sublimity of martyrdom.
fabrication of hostile and malignant men has But it depressed me with the burden of proscripprevailed against the divine decree, and against tion, since it was publicly declared, "If any one
our conscience resting upon the strength of its holds or possesses any of the property of Crocifaith, as if among lapsed and profane persons lius Cyprian, bishop of the Christians ;" so that
placed outside the Church, from whose breasts even they who did not believe in God appointthe Holy Spirit has departed, there could be ing a bishop, could still believe in the devil proanything else than a depraved mind and a deceit- scribing a bishop.
Nor do I boast of these
ful tongue, and venomous hatred, and sacrilegious things, but with grief I bring them forward, since
lies, which whosoever believes, must of necessity you constitute yourself a judge 3 of God and of
be found with them when the day of judgment
Christ, who says to the apostles, and thereby to
shall come•
all chief rulers, who by vicarious ordination suc3- But with respect to what you have said, ceed to the apostles:
"He
that heareth you,
that priests should be lowly, because both the heareth me ; and he that heareth me, heareth
Lord and His apostles were lowly ; both all the Him that sent me ; and he that despiseth you,
brethren and Gentiles also well know and love despiseth me, and Him that sent me." s
my humility; and you also knew and loved it
5. For from this have arisen, and still arise,
while you were still in the Church, and were in schisms and heresies, in that the bishop who is
communion with me.
But which of us is far one 9 and rules over the Church is contemned
from humility : I, who daffy serve the brethren, by the haughty presumption of some persons ;
and kindly receive with good-will and gladness and the man who is honoured by God's condeevery one that comes to the Church ; or you, scension, is judged unworthy by men. For what
who appoint yourself bishop of a bishop, and swelling of pride is this, what arrogance of soul,
judge of a judge? given for the time by God ? what inflation of mind, to call prelates and priests
Although the Lord God says in Deuteronomy,
to one's own recognition, and unless I may be
"And the man that will do presumptuously, and
will not hearken unto the priests or unto the judge
• I_t =,_i.... t3.
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declared clear in your sight and absolved by
your judgment,
behold now for six years the
brotherhood
has neither had a bishop, nor the
people a prelate,' nor the flock a pastor, nor
the Church a governor, nor Christ a represent,five,* nor God a priest ! Pupianns must come
to the rescue, and give judgment, and declare
the decision of God and Christ accepted, that
so great a number of the faithful who have been
summoned away, under my rule, may not appear
to have departed without hope of salvation and
of peace ; that the new crowd of believers may
not be considered to have failed of attaining any
grace of baptism and the Holy Spirit by my
ministry ; 3 that the peace conferred upon so
many lapsed and penitent persons, and the cornmunion vouchsafed by my examination, may not
be abrogated by the authority of your judgment,
Condescend
for once, and deign to pronounce
concerning us, and to establish our episcopate by
the authority of your recognition, that God and
His Christ may thank you, in that'by your means
a representative
and ruler has been restored as
well to their altar as to their people,
6. Bees have a king, and cattle a leader, and
they keep faith to him.
Robbers obey their
chief with an obedience full of humility.
How
much more simple and better than you are the
brute cattle and dumb animals, and robbers,
although bloody, and raging among swords and
weapons ! The chief among them is acknowledged and feared, whom no divine judgment has
appointed, but on whom an abandoned
faction
and a guilty band have agreed,
7. You say, indeed, that the scruple into which
you have fallen ought to be taken from your
mind.
You have fallen into it, but it was by
your irreligious credulity.
You have fallen into
it, but it was by your own sacrilegious disposition
and will in easily hearkening to unchaste, to impious, to unspeakable things against your brother,
against a priest, and in willingly believing them ;
in defending other men's falsehoods, as if they
were your own and your private property ; and
in not remembering
that it is written, " Hedge
thine ears with thorns, and hearken not to a
wicked tongue ; "4 and again : "A wicked doer
giveth heed to the tongue of the unjust ; but a
righteous man regards not lying lips." 5 Wherefore have not the martyrs fallen into this scruple,
full of the Holy Ghost, and already by their passion near to the presence of God and of His
Christ ; martyrs who, from their dungeon, directed letters to Cyprian the bishop, acknowledging the priest of God, and bearing witness to

!him ? Wherefore have not so many bishops, my
colleagues, fallen into this scruple, who either,
when they departed from the midst of us, were
proscribed, or being taken were cast into prison
and were in chains ; _or who, sent away into exile, have gone by an illustrious road to the Lord ;
or who in some places, condemned
to death,
have received heavenly crowns from the glorification of the Lord ? Wherefore have not they
fallen into this scruple, from among that people
of ours which is with us, and is by God's condescension committed to us--so
many confessors who have been put to the question and
tortured, and glorious by the memory of illustrious wounds and scars ; so many chaste virgins,
so many praiseworthy
widows ; finally, all the
churches throughout the whole world who are
associated with us in the bond of unity ? Unless
all these, who are in communion with me, as
you have written, are polluted with the pollution
of my lips, and have lost the hope of eternal life
by the contagion of my communion. ° Pupianus
alone, sound, inviolate, holy, modest, who would
not associate himself with us, shall dwell alone
in paradise and in the kingdom of heaven.
8. You have written also, that on my account
the Church has now a portion of herself in a
state of dispersion, although the whole people
of the Church are collected, and united, and
joined to itself in an undivided concord : they
alone have remained without, who even, ff they
had been within, would have had to be cast out.
Nor does the Lord, the protector of His people,
and their guardian, suffer the wheat to be snatched
from His floor ; but the chaff alone can be sep,rated
from the Church, since also the apostle
says, "For what if some of them have departed
from the faith? shall their unbehef make the
faith of God of none effect ? God forbid ; for
God is true, but every man a liar." 7 And the
Lord also in the Gospel, when disciples forsook
Him as He spoke, turning to the twelve, said,
"Will ye also go away?" then Peter answered
Him, "Lord, to whom shall we go ? Thou hast
the word of eternal life ; and we believe, and are
sure, that Thou art the Son of the living God." s
Peter speaks there, on whom the Church was to
be built,9 teaching and showing in the name of
the Church, that although a rebellious and arro.
gant multitude of those who will not hear and
obey may depart, yet the Church does not depart
from Christ; and they are the Church who are
a people united to the priest, and the flock which
adheres to its pastor.s
Whence you ought to
know that the bishop is in the Church, and the

t [Prmpo_h_se is the word thus translated.J
B Anttstttem. [Thts w_d occurs in Tertulhatt, .De F=gm ]
s [In *It this ]-ds theory comes out; wz, that umtyis maintained
bycommumonw/thone'shwfulblshop,
notwRhaayforeignSce,
l
4 Ecdus. xzvlil, a4 (Vulg. 2S).
5 Prov. zvit. 4, LXX.

6 [See see. 6, note 3, _upra.]
7 Rom. id 3, 48 John yr. 67--69.
9 [.Mot anyof his successors, hut Peter personally', is thus honouredonthesttengthofEph,
il *o Alltheaposfleswereinth_foundatmn _,
Rev xxt. x4; but the figttre excludes successors, who
are of the superstructure, necessarily.]
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Church in the bishop ;x and if any one be not
with the bishop, that he is not in the Church,
and that those flatter themselves in vain who
creep in, not having peace with God's. priests,
and think that they communicate
secretly with
some ; while the Church, which is Catholic and
one, is not cut nor divided, but is indeed connected and hound together by the cement of
priests who cohere with one another.
9" Wherefore, brother, if you consider God's
majesty who ordains priests, if you will for once
have respect to Christ, who by His decree and
word, and by His presence, both rules prelates
themselves, and rules the Church by prelates ;
if you will trust, in respect of the innocence of
bishops, not human hatred, but the divine judgment; if you will begin even a late repentance
for your temerity, and pride, and insolence;
if
yOU will most abundantly make satisfaction to
God and His Christ whom I serve, and to whom
with pure and unstained lips I ceaselessly offer
sacrifices, not only in peace, but in persecution ;
--v
some
ound fo c mmuni n with
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reveal, He also added this : "Whoso therefore
does not believe Christ, who maketh the priest,
shall hereafter begin to believe Him who avengeth
the priest."
Although I know that to some men
dreams seem ridiculous and visions foolish, yet
assuredly it is to such as would rather believe in
opposition to the priest, than believe the priest,
But it is no wonder, since his brethren said of
Joseph, "Behold,
this dreamer cometh; come
now therefore, let us slay him." _ And afterwards the dreamer attained to what he had
dreamed ; and his slayers and sellers were put
to confusion, so that they, who at first did not
beheve the words, afterwards believed the deeds,
But of those things that you have done, either
in persecution or in peace, it is foolish for me to
pretend to judge you, since you rather appoint
yotlxself a judge over us. These things, of the
pure conscience of my mind, and of my confidence in my Lord and my God, I have written
at length.
You have my letter, and I yours. In
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the day of judgment, before
Christ, both will be read.
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greeting.
When we were together in council,
dearest brethren, we read your letter which you
wrote to us concerning those who seem to be
baptized by heretics and schismatics, (asking)
whether, when they come to the Catholic Church,
which is one, 6 they ought to be baptized.
On
which matter, although
you yourselves bold
thereupon the truth and certainty of the Catholic
rule, yet since yon have thought that of our
mutual love we ought to be consulted, we put
forward our opinion, not as a new oneJ but we
join with you in equal agreement, in an opinion
long since decreed by our predecessors, and observed by us, _ judging, namely, and holding it
for certain that no one can be baptized abroad
outside the Church, since there is one baptism
appointed in the holy Church.
And it is written
in the words of the Lord, "They have forsaken
me, the fountain of living waters, and hewed
them out broken cisterns, which can hold no
s Oxforded.:Ep.lxx. A.D._55.
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water,", And again, sacred Scripture warns, and a sinner offer for a baptized person? since
and says, "Keep thee from the strange water, it is written, "God heareth not a sinner ; but if
and drink not from a fountain of strange water." • any man be a worshipper of God, and doeth His
It is required, then, that the water should first will, him He heareth." zo Who, moreover, can
be cleansed and sanctified by the priest,3 that it give what he himself has not? or how can he
may wash away by its baptism the sins of the discharge spiritual functions who himself has lost
man who is baptized ; because the Lord says by the Holy Spirit ? And therefore he must be
Ezekiel the prophet : "Then will I sprinkleclean baptized and renewed who comes untrained to
water upon you, and ye shall be cleansed from the Church, that he may be sanctified within by
all your filthiness ; and from all your idols will I those who are holy, since it is written, " Be ye
cleanse you : a new heart also will I give you, holy, for I am holy, saith the Lord."" So that
and a new spirit will I put within you." 4 But he who has been seduced into error, and haphow can he cleanse and sanctify the water who tized _ outside of the Church, should lay aside
is himself unclean, and in whom the Holy Spirit even this very thing in the true and ecclesiastical
is not? since the Lord says in the book of baptism, viz., that he a man coming to God, while
Numbers, "And whatsoever the unclean person he seeks for a priest, fell by the deceit of error
toucheth shall be unclean." s Or how can he upon a profane one.
who baptizes give to another remission of sins,
3- But it is to approve the baptism of heretics
who himself, being outside the Church, cannot and schismatics, to admit that they have ffa/y
put away his own sins ?
baptized. For therein a part cannot be void,
_. But, moreover, the very interrogation which and part be valid. If one could baptize, he
is put in baptism is a witness of the truth. For could also give the Holy Spirit. But if he canwhen we say, "Dost thou believe in eternal life not give the Holy Spirit, because he that is apand remission of sins through the holy Church?" pointed without is not endowed with the Holy
we mean that remission of sins is not granted Spirit, he cannot baptize those who come ; since
except in the Church, and that among heretics, both baptism is one and the Holy Spirit is one,
where there is no Church, sins cannot be put and the Church founded by Christ the Lord
away. Therefore they who assert that heretics upon Peter, by a source and principle of unity, z_
can baptize, must either change the interroga- is one also. Hence it results, that since with
tion or maintain the truth ; unless indeed they them all things are futile and false, nothing of
attribute a church also to those who, they con- that which they have done ought to be approved
tend, have baptism. It is also necessary that by us. For what can be ratified and established
he should be anointed who is baptized ; so that, by God which is done by them whom the Lord
hay;rag received the chrism,6 that is, the anoint- calls His enemies and adversaries ? setting forth
ing, he may be anointed of God, and have in in His Gospel," He that is not with me is against
him the grace of Christ. Further, it is the me ; and he that gathereth not with me, scatterEucharist whence the baptized are anointed with eth." ,4 And the blessed Apostle John also, keepthe oil sanctified on the altar.2 But he cannot ing the commandments and precepts of the Lord,
sanctify the creature of oil,s who has neither an has laid it down in his epistle, and said, "Ye
altar nor a church ; whence also there can be no have heard that antichrist shall come : even now
spiritual anointing among heretics, since it is there are many Antichrists; whereby we know
manifest that the oil cannot be sanctified nor that it is the Lasttime. They went_out from us,
the Eucharist celebrated at all among them. but they were not of us ; for if they had been
But we ought to know and remember that it is of us, no doubt they would have continued with
written, "Let not the oil of a sinner anoint my us." ,s Whence we also ought to gather and conhead," 9which the Holy Spirit before forewarned sider whether they who are the Lord's adverin the Psalms, lest any one going out of the way saries, and are called antichrists, can give the
and wandering from the path of truth should be grace of Christ. Wherefore we who are with the
anointed by heretics and adversaries of Christ. iLord, and maintain the unity of the Lord, and
Besides, what prayer can a priest who is impious according to His condescension administer His
Ieriit
priesthood in the Church, ought to repudiate and
• 1_ i.._ _LXX.).
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should give the truth both of unity and faith, by
means of all the sacraments of divine grace.,
We bid you, dearest brethren, ever heartily farewell

availeth his washing?"s
Nowit is manifest that
they who are not in the Church of Christ are
reckoned among the dead ; and another cannot
be made alive by him who himself is not alive,
since there is one Church which, having attained
EPISTLE
LXX.*
the grace of eternal life, both lives for ever and
TO QUINTUS,
CONCERNING
THE
BAPTISM
OF
quickens the people of God.
HERETICS.
2. And they say that in this matter they follow
ARGUMENT.
--AN
ANSWER IS GIVEN TO QUINTUS, ancient custom ;o although among the ancients
A BISHOPIN MAURITANIA,
WHO HAS ASKEDAD- these were as yet the first beginnings of heresy
vine CONCERNING
THE BAgT_ OF HERETICS. and schisms, so that those were involved in them
x. Cyprian to Quintus his brother, greeting,
Lucian, our co-presbyter, has reported to me,
dearest brother, that you have wished me to declare to you what I think concerning those who
seem to have been baptized by heretics and schismatics ; of which matter, that you may know what
several of us fellow-bishops, with the brother

who departed from the Church, having first been
baptized therein ; and these, therefore, when
they returned to the Church and repented, it
was not necessary to baptize.
Which also we
observe in the present day, that it is sufficient to
lay hands for repentance upon those who are
known to have been baptized in the Church, and
have gone over from us to the heretics, if, subsequenfly acknowledging
their sin and putting

presbyters who were present, lately determined
in council, I have sent you a copy of the same
epistle.
For I know not by what presumption
away their error, they return to the truth and to
some of our colleagues s are led to think that they their parent ; so that, because it had been a
sheep, the Shepherd may receive into His fold
who have been dipped by heretics ought not to the estranged and vagrant sheep.
But if he
be baptized'when
they come to us, for the rea- who comes from the heretics has not previously
son that they say that there is one baptasm ;
which indhed is therefore one, because the been baptized in the Church, but comes as a
Church is one, and there cannot be any baptism stranger and entirely profane, he must be bopout of the Church. 4 For since there cannot be tized, that he may become a sheep, because in
two baptisms, if heretics truly baptize, they them- the holy Church is the one water which makes
selves have this baptism.
And he who of his sheep.
And therefore, because there can be
nothing common to falsehood and truth, to darkown authority grants this advantage
to them, ness and light, to death and immortality, to Antiyields and consents to them, that the enemy and
adversary of Christ should seem to have the christ
we the
ought
by allChurcl_,
means and
to
maintainandthe Christ,
unity of
Catholic
power of washing, and purifying, and sanctifying
a man. But we say that those who come thence not to give way to the enemies of faith and truth
are not re-baptized among us, but are baptized, in any respect.
For indeed they do not receive anything there, tom,
3. Neither
must we
prescribe
this by
from
cusbut overcome
apposite
custom
reason.
where there is nothing; but they come to us,
that here they may receive where there is both For neither did Peter, whom first the Lord chose,
grace and all truth, because both grace and truth and upon whom He built His Church, when
Paul disputed with him afterwards about circumare one. But again some of our colleagues s cision, claim anything to himself insolently, nor
would
heretics ofthan
with usrather
; and give
whilehonour
by the toassertion
one agree
bap- arrogantly assume anything ; so as to say that
tism they are unwilling to baptize those that he held the primacy,7 and that he ought rather
come, they thus either themselves make two to be obeyed by novices and those lately come. s
baptisms in saying that there is a baptism among Nor did he despise Paul because he had previously been a persecutor of the Church, but adheretics ; or certainly, which is a matter of more mitred the counsel of truth, and easily yielded to
importance, they strive to set before and prefer the lawful reason which Paul asserted, furnishing
the sordid and profane washing of heretics to
the true and only and legitimate baptism of the thus an illustration to us both of concord and of
Catholic Church, not considering that it is writ- patience, that we should not obstinately love our
ten, "He who is baptized by one dead, what own
own opinions,
rather
our
those whichbut atshould
any time
are adopt
usefullyas and
• t [TlmvigourofCFprisn,
slog_mustbeconcedcd.
Thedi_am=on will show, as it proceeds, on what grounds it failed to enhSt tmi5 F_.ccins.xxxtv, a5.
.....
.
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I
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wholesomely suggested by our brethren and colleagues, ff they be true and lawful. Paul, moreover, looking forward to this, and consulting
faithfully for concord and peace, has laid down
in his epistle this rule : "Moreover, let the prophets speak two or three, and let the rest judge,
But if anything be revealed to another that sitteth by, let the first hold his peace." x In which
place he has taught and shown that many things
are revealed to individuals for the better, anti
that each one ought not obstinately to contend
for that which he had once imbibed and held ;
but if anything has appeared better and more
useful, he should gladly embrace it. For we are
not overcome when better things are presented
to us, but we are instructed, especially in those
matters which pertain to the unity of the Church
and the truth of our hope and faith ; so that we,
priests of God and prelates of His Church, by
His condescension, should know that remissiov
of sins cannot be given save in the Church, nor
can the adversaries of Christ claim to themselves
anything belonging to His grace,
4- Which thing, indeed, Agrippinus also, a
man of worthy memory, with his other fellowbishops, who at that time governed the Lord's
Church in the province of Africa and Nt_midia,
decreed, and by the well-weighed examination
of the common council established : whose opinion, as being both religious and lawful and salutary, and in harmony with the Cathotic faith and
Church, we also have followed. • And that you
may know what kind of letters we have written
on this subject, I have transmitted for our mutual
love a copy of them, as well for your own informarion as for that of our fellow-bishops who are
in those parts.
I bid you, dearest brother, ever
heartily farewen,

brother, and for their investigation by the examinatlon of a common council, to gather together and to hold a council, at which many
priests were assembled at once ; at which, moreover, many things were brought forward and
transacted.
But the subject in regard to which
we had chiefly to write to you, and to confer with
your gravity and wisdom, is one that more especially pertains both to the priestly authority and
to the unity, as well as the dignity, of the
Catholic Church, arising as these do from the
ordination of the divine appointment ; to wit,
that those who have been dipped abroad outside
the Church, and have been stained among heretics and schismatics with the taint of profane
water, when they come to us and to the Church
which is one, ought to be baptized, for the reason that it is a small matter + to "lay hands on
them that they may receive the Holy Ghost,"
unless they receive also the baptism of the
Church.
For then finally can they be fully
sanctified, and be the sons of God, if they be
born of each sacrament ; s since it is written,
"Except a man be born again of water, and of
the Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of
God." 6 For we find also, in the Acts of the
Apostles, that this is maintained by the apostles,
and kept in the truth of the saving faith, so that
when, in the house of Cornelius the centurion,
the Holy Ghost had descended'upon
the Gentiles who were there, fervent in the warmth of
their faith, and believing in the Lord with their
whole heart; and when, filled with the Spirit,
they blessed Cod in divers tongues, still none
the less the blessed Apostle Peter, mindful of
the divine precept and the Gospel, commanded
that those same men should b6-baptized who
had already been filled with the Holy Spirit,
that nothing might seem to be neglected to the
observance
by the apostolic instruction in all
EPISTLE
LXXLs
things of the law of the divine precept and CosTO STEPHEN,
CONCERNING A COUNCIL.
pel.7 But that that is not baptism which the
ARGUMENT.CYPRIANWITHHISCOLLEAGUES
IN heretics use ; and that none of those who opA CERTAINCOUNCILTELLSSTEPHEN,THE ROMANpose Christ can profit by the grace of Christ ;
BISHOP, THAT IT HAD BEEN DECREED BY THEM,
has lately been set forth with care in the letter
BOTHTHATTHOSEWHORETURNEDFROMHERESY which was written on that subject to Quintus,
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z. We add, however, and connect with what that, according to the truth of your religion and
we have said, dearest brother, with common[faith, those things which are no less religious
consent and authority, that if, again, any pres- ] than true will be approved by you. But we know
byters or deacons, who either have been before ] that some will not lay aside what they have once
ordained in the Catholic Church, and have sub- imbibed, and do not easily change their purpose ;
sequenfly stood forth as traitors and rebels but, keeping fast the bond of peace and concord
against the Church, or who have been promoted among their colleagues, retain certain things pcamong the heretics by a profane ordination by culiar to themselves, which have once been
the hands of false 5ishops and antichrists con- adopted among them. In which behalf we
trary to the appointment of Christ, and have neither do violence to, nor impose a law upon,
attempted to offer, in opposition to the one and any one, since each prelate has in the adminisdivine altar, false and sacrilegious sacrifices tration of the Church the exercise of his will
without, that these also be received when they free, as he shall give an account of his conduct
return, on this condition, that they communicate to the Lord.4 We bid you, dearest brother,
as laymen, and hold it to be enough that they ever heartily farewell.
should be received to peace, after having stood
forth as enemies of peace ; and that they ought
not, on returning, to retain those arms of ordinaEPISTLE LXXII.S
tion and honour with which they rebelled against TO JUBAIANUS, CONCERNINGTHE BAPTISM
us. For it behoves priests a_d ministers, who
OF HERETICS.
wait upon the altar and sacrifices, to be sound ARGUMENT._CYPRIAN REFUTES
A LETTER
ENand stainless ; since the Lord God speaks in
CLOSED
TO m_ in, JUBA_A_--tJS,
A_'_D
wrrH ThE
Leviticus, and says, "No man that hath a stain
CRmTmTCARECOLLECTS
WHATEVER
HETHINKS
or a blemish shall come nigh to offergifts to the
WILLAVAILFORTHE DEFFeCCE
OF ms CAVSE.
Lord." ' Moreover, in Exodus, He prescribes
MOREOVER, HE SENDS JUBAIANUS A COPY OF THE
this same thing, and says, "And let the priests
LETrERTOTHEmYMIDL_S
ANDTOQUtt_TUS,
A_-O
which come near to the Lord God sanctify themrROBABLV
THE DECREESOF THE m_'T SYNOD.
6
selves, lest the Lord forsake them."*
And
again : "And when they come near to minister
t. Cyprian to Jubalanus his brother, greeting.
at the altar of the holy place, they shall not You have written to me, dearest brother, wishing
bear iniqmty upon them, lest they d_e." 3 But that the impression of my mind should be signiwhat can be greater iniquity, or what stain can fled to you, as to what I think concerning the
be more odious, than to have stood in opposi- baptism of heretics ; who, placed without, and
tion to Christ; than to' have scattered His established outside the Church, arrogate to
Church, which He purchased and founded wxth themselves a matter neither within their right
Hxs blood ; than, unmindful of evangelical peace nor their power. This baptism we cannot conand love, to have fought with the madness of sider as valid or legitnnate, since it is manifestly
hostile discord against the unanimous and ac- unlawful among them ; and since we have already
cordant people of God ? Such as these, although expressed in our letters what we thought on this
they themselves return to the Church, still can- matter, I have, as a compendious method, sent
not restore and recall with them those who, you a copy of the same letters, what we decided
seduced by them, and forestalled by death with- in council when very many of us were present,
out, have perished outside the Church without and what, moreover, I subsequently wrote back
communion and peace ; whose souls in the day of to Quintus, our colleague, when he asked about
judgment shall be required at the hands of those the same thing. And now also, when we had
who have stood forth as the authors and leaders met together, bishops ks well of the province of
of their ruin. And therefore to such, when they Africa as of Numidia, to the number of seventyreturn, it is sufficient that pardon should be one, we established this same matter once more7
granted ; since perfidy ought certainly not to by our judgment, deciding that there _s one
receive promotion in the household of faith, baptism which is appointed in the Catholic
For what do we reserve for the good and inno- Church ; and that by this those are not recent, and those who do not depart from the baptized, but baptized by us, who at any time
Church, if we honour those who have departed come from the adulterous and unhaUowedwater
from us, and stood in opposition to the Church?. • .............
d miat _t_u_,
.
tubvlously
,*helaw ot
aberty here
mm own_n_t..'.'f,t
g
_ 3. W e have brought these things,
dearest _ g,_t_t
ggg_io_if
_ot_t_
by common
t_
brother, to v_,,r l_n_wl_,cl_,_ft_r fhP g.qlro, nf nllr [ tolerant spirit of our author merits praLse. P. 378, notes x, _.j
mutus.l honour and sincere affecuon _ belie_ng ]
in theyc_ ofChrist
_56,a tittk,dtcrt_ seventh
co_ ot
IC._'th_,Cyprian
wrotea longkmcrtotheBishop
Juba_nm.lie
I Lev. x_. _.
2 Ex. xix. _.
_1Ex. xx,,tiii. 43-

| had consulted Cyprian about baptism, and at thesau_ ttme lmo sent
J a letter not _
by l_nself, but by _ome other person oppns_ to
[ the old, on o_ Cypn_
J
7 [Letter Lcx.scc. 4,P. 378_a_r_. J_
wazof]_lautitama.]
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to be washed and sanctified by the truth of the
saving water,
a. Nor does what you have described in your
letters disturb us, dearest brother, that the Novatiaus re-baptize those whom they entice from
us, since it does not in any wise matter to us
what the enemies of the Church do, so long as
we ourselves hold a regard for our power, and
the stedfastness of reason and truth.
For Novatian, after the' manner of apes -- which, although they are not men, yet imitate human
doings --wishes to claim to himself the authority
and truth of the Catholic Church, while he himself is not in the Church ; nay, moreover, has
stood forth hitherto as a rebel and enemy against
the Church.
For, knowing that there is one
baptism, he arrogates to himself this one, so that
he may say that the Church is with him, and
make us heretics.
But we who hold the head
and root ' of the one Church know, and trust for
certain, that nothing is lawful there outside the
Church, and that the baptism which is one" is
among us, where he himself also was formerly
baptized, when he maintained
both the wisdom
and truth of the divine unity.
But ff Novatian
thinks that those who have been baptized in the
Church are to be re-baptized
outside --without
the Church -- he ought to begin by himself, that
he might first be re-baptized with an extraneous
and heretical baptism, since he thinks that after
the Church, yea, and contrary to the Church,
people are to be baptized without.
But what
sort of a thing is this, that, because Novatian
dares to do this thing, we are to think that we
must not do it I What then ? Because Novatian
also usurps the honour of the priestly throne,
ought we therefore to renounce our throne ? Or
because Novatian endeavours wrongfully to set
up an altar and to offer sacrifices, does it behove
us to cease from our altar and sacrifices, lest we
should appear to be celebrating the same or like
things with him ? Utterly vain and foolish is it,
that because Novatian arrogates to himself outside the Church the image of the truth, we should
forsake the truth of the Church.
3. But among us it is no new or sudden thing
for us to judge that those are to be baptized who
come to the Church from among the heretics,
since it is now many years and a long time ago,
that, under Agrippinus--a
man of worthy
memory-very many bishops assembling
together have decided this;3 and thenceforward
until the present day, so many thousands of heretics in our provinces have been converted to the
Chcrch, and have neither despised nor delayed,
nay, they have both reasonably and gladly emt [This helps us m understand the exlwes_on, p. 3n, nora a,.Hj_.a. l
a Or, ++the tlOUr_ ofbaptmm whtch m¢me."
3 [No_e,
that
Cypr_
_ that the
hhnse_to
tt re#
adj,dicata,
and
has
no idea
councilsheofsustaining
the African
Church
Imedlolm_b_qmdmms.
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braced, the opportunity to attain the grace of
the life-giving laver and of saving baptism.
For
it is not difficult for a teacher to insinuate true
and lawful things into his mind, who, having
condemned heretical pravity, and discovered the
truth of the Church, comes for this purpose, that
he may learn, and learns for the purpose that he
may live. We ought not to increase the stolidity
of heretics by the patronage of our consent, when
they gladly and readily obey the truth.
4. Certainly, since I found in the letter the
copy of which you transmitted to me, that it was
written, "That it should not be asked who baptized, since he who is bapti_ed might receive remission of sins according tO what he believed,"
I thought that this topic was not to be passed
+by, especially since I observed in the same episfie that mention was also made of Marcion, saying that "even those that came from him did
not need to be baptized, because they seemed to
have been already baptized in the name of Jesus
Christ."
Therefore we ought to consider their
faith who believe without, whether in respect of
the same faith they can obtain any grace.
For
if we and heretics have one faith, we may also
have one grace.
If the Patripassians,
Anthroiplans, Vaientinians, Apelletians, Ophltes, Marcionites, and other pests, and swords, and poisons
of heretics for subverting the troth,+ confess the
same Father, the same Son, the same Holy Ghost,
the same Church with us, they may also have
one baptism if they have also one faith.
5- And lest it should be wearisome
to go
through all the heresies, and to enumerate either
the follies or the madness of each of them, because it is no pleasure to speak of that which
one either dreads or is ashamed to know, let us
examine in the meantime about Marcion alone,
the mention of whom has been made in the letter transmitted by you to us, whether the ground
]of his baptism can be made good.
For the
Lord af;er His resurrection, sending His disci91es,instructed and taught them in what manner
they ought to baptize, saying, "All power is
given unto me in heaven and in earth.
Go ye,
therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them
in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and
of the Holy Ghost." s He suggests the Tnnity,
in whose sacrament the nations were to be baptized.
Does Mareion then maintain the Trimty?
Does he then assert the same Father, the Creator, as we do ? Does he know the same Son,
Christ born of the Virgin Mary, who as the Word
was made flesh, who bare our sins, who conquered death by dying, who by Himself first of
all originated the resurrection
of the flesh, and
showed to HIS disciples that He had risen in the
* Or
" trod
pla_
truth
withotherwise.
their swords
and other
pomons."
_M_t. xxvfii,
x8,xg. [FAu_XVII.]
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same flesh? Widely different is the faith with we say that all things are arranged by divine
Maxcion, and, moreover, with the other heretics ; direction by a certain law and by special ordinay, with them there is nothing but perfidy, and nance, and that none can usurp to himself, in
blasphemy, and contention, which is hostile to opposition to the bishops and priests, anything
holiness and tnlth.
How then can ofie who is which is not of his own right and power.
For
baptized among them seem to have obtained re- Korah, Dathan, and Abiram
endeavoured
to
mission of sins, and the grace of the divine usurp, in opposition to Moses and Aaron the
mercy, by his faith, when he has not the truth priest, the power of sacrificing;, and they did
of the faith itself?
For if, as some suppose, one not do without punishment what they unlawfully
could receive anything abroad out of the Church dared.
Th_ sons of Aaron also, who placed
according to his faith, certainly he has received strange fire upon the altar, were at once conwhat he believed ; but if he believes what is sumed in the sight of an angry Lord; which
false, he could not receive what is true; but punishment
remains to those who introduce
rather he has received things adulterous and pro- strange water by a false baptism, that the divine
lane, according to what he believed,
vengeance may avenge and chastise when here6. This matter of profane and adulterous bap- tics do that in opposition to the Church, which
tism Jeremiah the prophet plainly rebukes, say- the Church alone is allowed to do.
ing, "Why do they who afflict me prevail?
My
9. But in respect of the assertion of some conwound is hard ; whence shall I be healed ? while cerning those who had been baptized in Samait has indeed become unto me as deceitful water ria, that when the Apostles Peter and John came,
which has no faithfulness.",
The Holy Spirit only hands were imposed on them, that they
.makes mention by the prophet of deceitful water might receive the Holy Ghost, yet that they
which has no faithfulness.
What is this deceit- were not re-baptized;
we see that that place
ful and faithless water ? Certainly that which does not, dearest brother, touch the present case.
falsely assumes the resemblance of baptism, and For they who had believed in Samaria had befrustrates the grace of faith by a shadowy pre- lieved vath a true faith ; and within, in the Church
tence.
But if, according to a perverted faith, which is one, and to which alone it is granted to
one could be baptized without, and obtain remis- bestow the grace of baptism and to remit sins,
s_on of sins, according to the same faith he could had been baptized by Philip the deacon, whom
also attain the Holy Spirit ; and there is no need the same apostles had sent.
And therefore, bethat hands should be laid on him when he comes, cause they had obtained a legitimate and ecclethat he might obtain the Holy Ghost, and be siastical baptism, there was no need that they
sealed.
Either he could obtain both privileges should be baptized any more, but only that which
without by his faith, or he who has been without was needed was performed by Peter and John ;
has received neither,
viz., that prayer being made for them, and hands
7. But it is manifest where and by whom re- being imposed, the Holy Spirit should be invoked
mission of sins can be given ; to wit, that which and poured out upon them, which now too is
is given in baptism.
For first of all the Lord done among us, so that they who are baptized
gave that power to Peter, upon whom He built in the Church are brought to the prelates of the
the Church, and whence He appointed and Church, and by our prayers and by the imposishowed the source of unity n the power, namely, tion of hands obtain the Holy Spirit, and are perthat whatsoever he loosed on earth should be fected with the Lord's seal.
loosed in heaven.
And after the resurrection,
io. There is no ground, therefore, dearest
also, He speaks to the apostles, saying, "As the brother, for thinking that we should give way to
Father hath sent me, even so I send you. And heretics so far as to contemplate the betrayal
when He had said this, He breathed on them, to them of that baptism, which is only granted
and saith unto them, Receive ye the Holy Ghost : to the one and only Church.
It is a good solwhosesoever sins ye remit, they are remitted diet's duty to defend the camp of his general
unto them ; and whosesoever sins ye retain, they against rebels and enemies.
It is the duty of
are retained." a Whence we perceive that only an illustrious leader to keep the standards cathey who are set over the Church and established
trusted to him._ It is written, "The Lord thy
in the Gospel law, and in the ordinance of the God is a jealous God." 4 We who have received
Lord, are allowed to baptize and to give remis- the Spirit of God ought to have a jealousy for
sion of sins ; but that without, nothing can either _the divine faith ; with such a jealousy as that
be bound or loosed, where there is none who wherewith Phineas both pleased God and justly
can either bind or loose anything,
allayed His wrath when He was angry, and the
8. Nor do we propose this, dearest brother, people were perishing.
Why do we receive as
without the authority of divine Scripture, when
-.s ['rh_
_
hke Ig,natlushlmu_,whosextTl8_
ia
z j_ _. zS(LXX).
almonsms.Seevol.i.p. 45.]
I John _.x.Jx-s_. [.$_ _
ofOz£edifioQ
on thisie_r.]
4 Deut.iv.s4.
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allowed an adulterous and alien church, a foe to
the divine unity, when we know only one Christ
and His one Church ? The Church, setting forth
the likeness of paradise, includes within her
walls fruit-bearing
trees, whereof that which
does not bring forth good fruit is cut off and is
cast into the fire. These trees she waters with
four rivers, that is, with the four Gospels, wherewith, by a celestial inundation, she bestows the
grace of saving baptism.
Can any one water
from the Church's fountains who is not within
the Church ? Can one impart those wholesome
and saving draughts of paradise to any one if he
is perverted, and of himself condemned,
and
banished outside the fountains of paradise, and
has dried up and failed with the dryness of an
eternal thirst?
i z. The Lord cries aloud, that "whosoever
thirsts should come and drink of the rivers of
living water that flowed out of His bosom."'
Whither is he to come who thirsts ? Shall he
come to the heretics, where there is no fountain
and river of living water at all ; or to the Church
which is one, and is founded upon one who has
received the keys of it by the Lord's voico ? It
is she who holds and possesses alone all the
power of her spouse and Lord.
In her we
preside ; for her honour and unity we fight ;
her grace, as well as her glory, we defend with
faithful devotedness.*
We by the divine permission water the thirsting people of God ; we
guard the boundaries of the living fountains,
If, therefore, we hold the right of our possession, if we acknowledge the sacrament of unity,
wherefore are we esteemed prevaricators against
truth ? Wherefore are we judged betrayers of
unity?
The faithful, and saving, and holy water
of the Church cannot be corrupted and adulterated, as the Church herself also is uncorrupted,
and chaste, and modest.
If heretics are devoted
to the Church and established in the Church,
they may use both her baptism and her other
saving benefits.
But if they are not in the
Church, nay more, if they act against the Church,
how can they baptize with the Church's baptism ?
is. For it is no small and insignificant matter
which is conceded to heretics, when their baptism is recognised by us ; since thence springs
the whole origin of faith and the saving access
to the hope of life eternal, and the divine condescension
for purifying and quickening
the
servants of God.
For if any one could be
baptized among heretics, certainly
he could
also obtain remission of sins. If he attained
remission of sins, he was also sanctified.
If he
sanctified, he also was made the temple of
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God.
I ask, of what God ? If of the Creator;
he could not be, because he has not believed in
Him.
If of Christ ; he could not become His
temple, since he denies that Christ is God.
If
of the Holy Spirit; since the three are one,
how can the Holy Spirit be at peace with him
who is the enemy either of the Son or of the
Father?
13. Hence it is in vain that some who are
overcome by reason oppose to us custom, as if
custom were greater than truth ; 3 or as if that
were not to be sought after in spiritual matters
which has been revealed as the better by the
Holy Spin,.
For one who errs by simplicity
may be pardoned, as the blessed Apostle Paul
says of himself, "I who at first was a blasphemer,
and a persecutor, and injurious; yet obtained
mercy, because I did it ignorantly."*
But after
inspiration and revelation made to him, he who
intelligently and knowingly perseveres in that
course in which he had erred, sins without pardon for his ignorance.
For he resists with a
certain presumption
and obstinacy, when he is
overcome by reason.
Nor let any one say, "We
follow that which we have received from the
apostles," when the apostles only dehvered one
Church, and one baptism, which is not ordained
except in the same Church.
And we cannot find
that any one, when he had been baptized by
heretics, was received by the apostles in the same
baptism, and communicated
in such a way as
that the apostles should appear to have approved
the baptism of heretics.
z4. For as to what some say, as if it tended
to favour heretics, that the Apostle Paul declared,
"Only every way, whether in pretence or in truth,
let Christ be preached," s we find that this also
can avail nothing to their benefit who support
and applaud heretics.
For Paul, in his epistle,
was not speaking of heretics, nor of their bapfism, so that anything can be shown to have been
alleged which pertained to this matter.
He was
speaking of brethren, whether as walking disorderly and against the discipline of the Church,
or as keeping the truth of the Gospel with the
fear of God.
And he said that certain of them
spoke the word of GOd with constancy and courage, but some acted in envy and dissension ; that
some maintained towards him a benevolent love,
but that some indulged a malevolent spirit of
dissension ; but yet that he bore all patiently, so
long orfly as, whether in truth or in pretence, the
name of Chris, which Paul preached might come
to the knowledge of many; and the sowing of
the word, which as yet had been new and irregnlar, might increase through the preaching of the

3 lit would_cm_then,tim,"custom"couldbe#_lcd onbodt
t John'vL37,_8. [Thi*qu_aonlzamez_h_:l
bYme,_ ,zziczlldes. Thls.app._l
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_,t_._,,_fra.._to#$
tm_'n_, ]?aucid,uoa
XVII.]
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speakers. Besides, it is one thing for those who
17. For whereas in the Gospels, and in the
are within the Church to speak concerning the epistles of the apostles, the name of Christ is
name of Christ ; it is another for those who are alleged for the remission of sins ; it is not in
without, and act in opposition to the Church, to such a way as that the Son alone, without the
baptize in the name of Christ. Wherefore, let Father, or against the Father, can be of advannot those who favour heretics put forward what rage to anybody ; but that it might be shown to
Paul spoke concerning brethren, but let them the Jews, who boasted as to their having the
show if he thought anything was to be conceded Father, that the Father would profit them nothto the heretic, or if he approved of their faith ing, unless they believed on the Son whom He
or baptism, or if he appointed that perfidious had sent. For they who know God the Father
and blasphemous men could receive remission the Creator, ought also to know Christ the Son,
of their sin_.outside the Church.
lest they should flatter and applaud themselves
xS. But if we consider what the apostles about the Father alone, without the acknowlthought about heretics, we shall find that they, edgment of His Son, who also said, "No man
in all their epistles, execrated and detested the cometh to the Father but by me.''6 But He, the
sacrilegious wickedness of heretics. For when same, sets forth, that it is the knowledge of the
they say that "their word creeps as a canker," _ two which saves, when He says, "And this is life
how is such a word as that able to give remission eternal, that they might know Thee, the only
of sins, which creeps like a canker to the ears of true God, and Jesus Christ, whom thou hast
the hearers? And when they say that there can sent." 7 Since, therefore, from the preaching
be no fellowship between righteousness and un-and testimony of Christ Himself, the Father who
righteousness, no communion
between
light
and i sent must be first known, then afterwards Christ,
•
•
°
darkness,2how can either darkness zllummate, or who was sent, and there cannot be a hope of
unrighteousness justify? And when they say that salvation except by knowing the two together ;
"they are not of God, but are of the spirit of how, when God the Father is not known, nay, is
Antichrist," 3 how can they transact spiritual and even blasphemed, can they who among the heredivine matters, who are the enemies of God, and tics are said to be baptized in the name of Christ,
whose hearts the spirit of Antichrist has pos- be judged to have obtained the remission of sins?
sessed ? Wherefore, if, laying aside the errors For the case of the Jews under the apostles was
of human dispute, we return with a sincere and one, but the condition of the Gentiles is another.
religious faith to the evangelical authority and to The former, because they had aiready gained
the apostolical tradition, we shail perceive that the most ancient baptism of the law and Moses,
they may do nothing towards conferring the were to be baptized also in the name of Jesus
ecclesiastical and saving grace, who, scattering Christ, in conformity with what Peter tells them
and attacking the Church of Christ, are called in the Acts of the Apostles, saying, "Repent,
adversaries by Christ Himself, but by His apos- and be baptized every one of you in the name
tles, Antichrists.
of the Lord Jesus Christ, for the remission of
x6. Again, there is no ground for any one, for sins, and ye shaU receive the gift of the Holy
the circumvention of Christian truth, opposing Ghost. For this promise is unto you, and to
to us the nam_ of Christ, and saying, "All who your children, and to all that are afar off, even
are baptized everywhere, and in any manner, in as many as the Lord ourGod shall call.''s Peter
the name of Jesus Christ, have obtained the grace makes mention of Jesus Christ, not as though
of baptism," mwhen Christ Himself speaks, and the Father should be omitted, but that the Son
says, "Not every one that saith unto me, Lord, also might be joined to the Father.
Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of heaven." 4
x8. Finally, when, after the resurrection, the
And again, He forewarns and instructs, that no apostles are sent by the Lord to the heathens,
one should be easily deceived by false prophets they are bidden to baptize the Gentiles "in the
and false Christs in His name. "Many," He name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the
says, ,, shall come in my name, saying, I am Holy Ghost." How, then, do some say, that a
Christ, and shall deceive many." And afterwards Gentile baptized without, outside the Church,
He added : "But take ye heed ; behold, I have yea, and in opposition to the Church, so that it
foretold you all things." s Whence it appears be only in the name of Jesus Christ, everywhere,
that all things are not at once to be received and in whatever manner, can obtain remission
and assumed which are boasted of in the name of sin, when Christ Himself commands the henof Christ, but only those things which are done then to be baptized in the full and united Trinity ?
in the truth of Christ.
Unless while one who denies Christ is denied by
Christ, he who denies His Father whom Christ
z aTim. ii. XT.
s _*Cot.,vLx4.
a T Johniv. 3.
4 M_ vii. _n.
s Mare._.
S, sS"

6 John xlv.6.
:' John xvil. 38 _ts ii. 38,_.
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Himself confessed is not denied; and he who to be honoured, is violated with impunity in
blasphemes against Him whom Christ called His God, what will become of what Christ Himself
Lord and His God, is rewarded by Christ, and lays down in the Gospel, and says, "He
that
obtains remission of sins, and the sanctification
curseth father or mother, let him die the death; "s
of baptism ! But by what power can he who if He who bids that those who curse their parents
denies God the Creator, the Father of Christ,' after the flesh should be punished and slain,
obtain, in baptism, the remission of sins, since Himself quickens those who revile their hearChrist received that very power by which we are enly and spiritual Father, and are hostile to the
baptized and sanctified, from the same Father, Church, their Mother?
An execrable and dewhom He called "greater"
than Himself, by testable thing is actually asserted by some, that
whom He desired to be glorified, whose will He He who threatens the man who blasphemes
fulfilled even unto the obedience
of drinking iagainst the Holy Spirit, that he shall be guilty of
the cup, and of undergoing death?
What else eternal sin, Himself condescends to sanctify those
is it then, than to become a Imrmker with blas- who blaspheme against God the Father with
pheming heretics, to wish to maintain and assert, saving baptism.
And now, those who think that
that one who blasphemes and gravely sins against _they must communicate
with such as come to
the Father and the Lord and GOd of Christ, can the Church without baptism, do not consider
receive remission of sins in the name of Christ ? that they are becoming partakers with other
What, moreover, is that, and of what kind is it, men's, yea, with eternal sins, when they admit
that he who denies the Son of God has not the without baptism those who cannot, except in
Father, and he who denies the Father should be Ibaptism, put off the sins of their blasphemies.
thought to have the Son, although the Son Himzo. Besides, how vain and perverse a thing it
self testifies, and says, "No man can come unto is, that when the heretics themselves,
having
me except it were given unto him of my Father ?" _ repudiated and forsaken either the error or the
So that it is evident, that no remission of sins wickedness in which they had previously been,
can be received in baptism from the Son, which acknowledge the truth of the Church, we should
it is not plain that t" ; Father has granted. Espe- mutilate the rights and sacrament of that same
daily, since He further repeats, and says, "Every!truth,
and say to those who come to us and
plant which my heavenly Father hath not planted repent, that they had obtained remission of sins
shall be rooted up. ''a
!when they confess that they have sinned, and
19. But if Christ's disciples are unwilling to iare for that reason come to seek the pardon of
learn from Christ what veneration and honour the Church l Wherefore, dearest brother, we
is due to the name of the Father, still let them ought both firmly to maintain the faith and truth
learn from earthly and secular examples, and of the Catholic Church, and to teach, and by all
know that Christ has declared, not without the !the evangelical and apostolical precepts to set
strongest rebuke, "The children of this world axe forth, the plan of the divine dispensation and
wiser in their generation than the children of unity.
light." s In this world of ours, if any one have
2 x. Can the power of baptism be greater or
offered an insult to the father of any ; if in in- of more avail than confession, than suffering,
jury and frowardness he have wounded his repu- when one confesses Christ before men and is
tation and his honour by a malevolent tongue, baptized in his own blood?
And yet even this
the son is indignant, and wrathful, and with what baptism does not benefit a heretic, although he
means he can, strives to avenge his injured has confessed Christ, and been put to death outfather's wrong. Think you that Christ grants side the Church, unless the patrons and advoimpunity to the impious and profane, and the cates of heretics declare that the heretics who
blasphemers of His Father, and that He puts are slain in a false confession of Christ are maraway their sins in baptism, who it is evident, tyrs, and assign to them the glory and the
when baptized, still heap up evil words on the crown of martyrdom contrary to the testimony
person of the Father, and sin with the unceas- of the apostle, who says that it will profit them
ink wickedness of a blaspheming tongue ? Can nothing although they were burnt and slain. °
a Christian, can a servant of God, either con- But if not even the baptism of a public confesceive this in his mind, or believe it in faith, or sion and blood can profit a heretic to salvation,
put it forward in discourse ? And what will be- because there is no salvation out of the Church,Z
come of the precepts of the divine law, which how much lc_ shall it be of advantage to him,
say, " Honour thy father and thy mother ?" 4 If if in a hiding-place and a cav_ of robbers, stained
thename of father,
which inman iscommanded with the contagionof adulterous
water,he has
t ]olm_i.S$.
IM_xv.x_,
s Lukex_i.
_
4 ]_zz. tL

s MJ_.z.v.¢
6xCor z_. 3.
r[OMdtb_Catho_w_b_m_'_
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not only not put off his old sins,but ratherI_
were admitted into the Church, and in the
heapedup still
newer and greater
ones! Where- Church havefallen
asleep.Nevertheless
itdoes
forebaptism cannot be common to us and to not followthat,
because therewas errorat one
heretics,
to whom neitherGod the Father,nor time,theremust alwaysbe error
; sinceitismore
Christthe Son, nor the Holy Ghost, nor theifitting
forwiseand God-fearingmen, gladlyand
faith,
nor the Church itself,
iscommon. And withoutdelayto obey the truthwhen laidopen
therefore
itbehoves those to be baptizedwho and perceived,
thanpertinaciously
and obstinatecome from heresyto the Church,thatso they lytostruggle
againstbrethrenand fellow-priests
who are prepared,in the lawful,and true,
and on behalfofheretics.
onlybaptism of the holy Church,by divinere- 24. Nor letany one thinkthat,
becausebapgeneration,
for the kingdom of God, may be tismisproposedto them,heretics
willbe kept
born of both sacraments,
because itiswritten,back from coming to theChurch,as ifoffended
"Except a man be born of water and of the atthename of a second baptism; nay,but on
Splrit,
he cannot enter into the kingdom of thisveryaccounttheyare ratherdrivento the
God."'
necessity
of coming by the testimonyof truth
32. On which place some, as ifby humanshown and proved to them. For iftheyshall
reasoningthey were able to make void the see thatitisdetermined and decreed by our
truthof the Gospel declaration,
objectto us judgment and sentence,
thatthe baptismwherethe case of catechumens; asking if any one withthey are therebaptizedis consideredjust
of these,
beforehe is baptizedin the Church, and legitimate,
they willthink that they are
shouldbe apprehended and slainon confessionjustlyand legitimately
in possessionof the
ofthename, whetherhe would losethe hope of Church also,
and the othergifts
of theChurch ;
salvation
and the reward of confession,
because norwilltherebe any reasonfortheir
coming to
he had not previously
been born againofwaterP us,when, as theyhave baptism,theyseem also
Letmen ofthiskind,who areaidersand favour-to havethe rest. But further,
when theyknow
ersof heretics,
know therefore,
first,
thatthose thatthereisno baptismwithout,
and thatno recatechumenshold the sound faithand truthof missionof sinscan be givenoutsidetheChurch,
the Church,and advance from thedivinecamp theymore eagerlyand readily
hastento us,and
to do battle
with the devil,
with a full
and sin-imploretheglfts
and benefits
of theChurch our
cereacknowledgmentof God theFather,and of Mother,assuredthattheycan inno wiseattain
Christ,
and of the Holy Ghost ; then,thatthey tothe t_uepromiseof divinegrace unlessthey
certainly
are not deprivedof the sacramentof first
come to thetruthof theChurch. Nor will
baptismwho arebaptizedwith themost gloriousheretics
refuseto be baptizedamong uswiththe
and greatest
baptismof blood,concerning
which lawfuland truebaptism of the Church, when
theLord also said,thatHe had "anotherbap- theyshallhave learntfrom us that theyalso
tismtobe baptizedwith."• But thesame Lord were baptizedby Paul,who alreadyhad been
declares
intheGospel,thatthosewho are bap- baptizedwiththe baptism of John# aswe read
tizedin theirown blood,and sanctified
by suf-in theActsoftheApostles.
feting,
are perfected,
and obtainthe grace of
35. And now by certain
of us the baptismof
thedivinepromise,when He speaksto thethiefheretics
isasserted
to occupy the (like)ground,
believing
and confessingin HIS very passion,and,as ifby a certain
dishkeof re-baptizing,
it
and promisesthathe shouldbe with Himself in iscounted unlawfulto baptizeafter
God's eneparadise.Wherefore we who are setover the mies. _/tzd
tkfs,
althoughwe findthattheywere
faith
and truthought not to deceiveand mislead baptizedwhom John had baptized: John, esthose who come to the faith and truth, and re- teemed the greatest among the prophets ; John,
pent, and beg that their sins should be remitted filled with divine grace even in his mother's
to them; but to instruct them when corrected iwomb; who was sustained with the spirit and
by us, and reformed for the kingdom of heaven power of Elias ; who was not an adversary of
by celestial discipline,
the Lord, but His precursor and announcer;
2 3. But some one says, "What,
then, shall who not only foretold our Lord in words, but
become of those who in past times, coming!even
showed Him to the eyes; who baptized
from heresy to the Church, were received with- Christ Himself by whom others are baptized.
out baptism ?" The Lord is able by HIS mercy But ff on that account a heretic could obtain the
to give indulgence,s and not to separate from right of baptism, because he fu,st baptized, then
the gifts of HIS Church those who by simplicity baptism will not belong to the person that has it,
but to the person that seizes it. And since bapbo_ Jo_ _. s. _ _
o¢_,_ _
_
h_,_
tism and the Church can by no means be sepa•,_,--,_
,_z,,,,,.
,,_ ,_. ,3. _
]
rated from one another, and divided, he who has
.... za.
_o.[s_.p.
_, _.,Rof
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first been able to lay hold on baptism has equally
also laid hold on the Church ; and you begin to
appear to him as a heretic, when you being antic|pared, have begun to be last, and by fielding
and giving way have relinquished the right which
you had received. But how dangerous it is in
divine matters, that any one should depart from
his right and power, Holy Scripture declares
when, in Genesis, Esau thence lost his birthright,
nor was able afterwards to regain that which he
had once given up.
_6. These things, dearest brother, I have
briefly written to you, according to my abilities,
prescribing to none, and prejudging none, so as
to prevent any one of the bishops doing what he
thinks well, and having the free exercise of his
judgment.' We, as far as in us lies, do not contend on behalf of heretics with our colleagues
and fellow-bishops, with whom we maintain a
divine concord and the peace of the Lord ;,
especially since the apostle says, "If any man,
however, is thought to be contentious, we have
no such custom, neither the Church of God." 2
Charity of spirit, the honour of our college, the
bond of faith, and priestly concord, are mainmined by us with patience and gentleness. For
this reason, moreover, we have with the best of
our poor abilities, with the permission and inspiration of the Lord, written a treatise s on the
"Benefit of Patience," which for the sake of our
mutual love we have transmitted to you. I bid
you, dearest brother, ever heartily farewell,

said concerning the baptism of heretics in the
letters of which I sent you copies, dearest
brother, yet, since you have desired that what
Stephen our brother replied to my letters should
be brought to your knowledge, I have sent you
a copy of his reply ; on the reading of which,
you will more and more observe his error in
endeavouring to maintain the cause of heretics
against Christians, and against the Church of
God. 6 For among other matters, which were
either haughtily assumed, or were not pertaining
to the matter, or contradictory to his own view,
which he unskilfully and without foresight wrote,
he moreover added this saying : "If any one,
therefore, come to you from any heresy whatever,
let nothing be innovated (or done) which has
aot been handed down, to wit, that hands be
imposed on him for repentance ; 7 since the heretics themselves, in their own proper character,
do not baptize such as come to them from one
another, but only admit them to communion."
_. He forbade one coming from any heresy
to be baptized in the Church ; that is, he judged
the baptism of all heretics to be just and lawful.
And although special heresies have spedal baptisms and different sins, he, holding communion
with the baptism of all, gathered up the sins of
all, heaped together into his own bosom. And
he charged that nothing should be innovated
except what had been handed down ; as if he
were an innovator, who, holding the unity, claims
for the one Church one baptism ; and not manifestly he who, forgetful of unity, adopts the lies
and the contagions of a profane washing. Let
EPISTLE LXXIII.4
nothing be innovated, says he, nothing mainTO POMPEY, AGAINST THE EPISTLE
OF STE- tained,
except what has been handed down.
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observe all things which He commanded.
If, lHls doctrine, he is proud, knowing nothing:
therefore, it is either prescribed
in the Gospel, I from such withdraw thyself." *
or contained in the epistles or Acts of the Aims - I 4. Certainly an excellent and lawful tradition
tles, that those who come from any heresy should is set before us by the teaching of our brother
not be baptized, but only hands laid upon them Stephen, which may afford us a suitable authorito repentance, let this divine and holy tradition ty ! For in the same place of his epistle he. has
be observed.
But if everywhere heretics are added and continued:
"Since those who are
called nothing else than adversaries and anti- specially heretics do not baptize those who come
christs, if they are pronounced
to be people to to them from one another, but only receive them
be avoided, and to be perverted and condemned
to communion."
To this point of evil has the
of their own selves, wherefore is it that they Church of God and spouse of Christ been deshould not be thought worthy of being con- veloped, that she follows the examples of heredemned by us, since it is evident from the tics; that for the purpose of celebrating the
apostolic testimony ' that they are of their own celestial sacraments, light should borrow her disselves condemned ? So that no one ought to cipline from darkness, and Christians should do
defame the apostles as if they had approved of that which antichrists
do.
But what is that
the baptisms of heretics, or had communicated
blindness of soul, what is that degradation
of
with them without the Church's baptism, when faith, to refuse to recognise the unity s which
they, the apostles, wrote such things of the comes from God the Father, and from the tradiheretics.
And this, too, while as yet the more tion of Jesus Christ the Lord and our God !
terrible plagues of heresy had not broken forth ; For if the Church is not with heretics, therefore,
while Marcion of Pontus had not yet emerged because it is one, and cannot be divided ; and
from Pontus, whose master Cerdon came to if thus the Holy Spirit is not there, because He
Rome,while Hyginus was still bishop, who is one, and cannot be among profane persons,
was the ninth bishop in that city, -- whom Mar- and those who are without ; certainly also bapcion followed, and with greater impudence add- tism, which consists in the same unity, cannot
ing other enhancements
to his crime, and more be among heretics, because it can neither be
daringly set himself to blaspheme against God separated from the Church nor from the Holy
the Father, the Creator, and armed with sacri- Spirit.
legious arms the heretical madness that rebelled
5. Or if they attribute the effect of baptism
against the Church with greater wickedness and to the majesty of the name, so that they who are
determination,
baptized anywhere and anyhow, in the name of
3- But if it is evident that subsequently here- Jesus Christ, are judged to be renewed and
sies became more numerous
and worse ; and sanctified;
wherefore, in the name of the same
if, in time past, it was never at all prescribed
Christ, are not hands laid upon the baptized
nor written that only hands should be laid upon persons among them, for the reception of the
a heretic for repentance,
and that so he might Holy Spirit?
Why does not the same majesty
be communicated
with; and if there is only one of the same name avail in the imposition of
baptism, which is with us, and is within, and hands, which, they contend, availed in the sancis granted of the divine condescension
to the tification of baptism?
For if any one born out
Church alone, what obstinacy is that, or what of the Church can become God's temple, why
presumption, to prefer human tradition to divine cannot the Holy Spirit also be poured out upon
ordinance, and not to observe that God is in- the temple?
For he who has been sanctified,
dignant and angry as often as human tradition his sins being put away in baptism, and has been
relaxes and passes by the divine precepts, as He spiritually re-formed into a new man, has become
cries out, and says by Isaiah the prophet, "This
fitted for receiving the Holy Spirit ; since the
people honoureth me with their lips, but their apostle says, "As many of you as have been
heart is far from me.
But in vain do they wor- baptized into Christ have put on Christ." 6 He
ship me, teaching the doctrines and commandwho, having been baptized among the heretics,
ments of men." * Also the Lord in the Gospel, is able to put on Christ, may much more receive
similarly rebuking and reproving, utters and says, the Holy Spirit whom Christ sent.
Otherwise
"Ye reject the commandment
of God, that ye He who is sent will be greater than Him who
may keep your own tradition." s Mindful of sends ; so that one baptized without may begin
which precept, the blessed Apostle Paul himself indeed to put on Christ, but not to be able to
also warns and instructs, saying, "If any man receive the Holy Spirit, as if Christ could either
teach otherwise, and consent not to the whole- be put on without the Spirit, or the Spirit be
some words of our Lord Jesus Christ, and to
,*zTim.vi.3..5.
x |T,t ' _. --I
s [Th_ "uu_" _
not,t ,n L,,g_,_._'_
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separated from Christ.
Moreover, it is silly to are born to God from the baptism of Marcion ;
say, that although the second birth is spiritual, moreover, of Valentinus and Apelles, and of others
by which we are born in Christ through the laver who blaspheme against God the Father;
and to
of regeneration,
one may be born spiritually say that remission of sins is granted in the name
among the heretics, where they say that the of Jesus Christ where blasphemy is uttered against
Spirit is not.
For water alone is not able to the Father and against Christ the Lord God ?
cleanse away sins, and to sanctify a man, unless
8. In which place, dearest brother, we must
he have also the Holy Spirit. _ Wherefore it is consider, for the sake of the faith and the relinecessary that they should grant the Holy Spirit gion of the sacerdotal office which we discharge,
to be there, where they say that baptism is ; or whether the account can be satisfactory in the
else there is no baptism where the Holy Spirit day of judgment for a priest of God, who mainis not, because there cannot be baptism without rains, and approves, and acquiesces in the bapthe Spirit.
]tism of blasphemers, when the Lord threatens,
6. But what a thing it is, to assert and contend and says, "And now, O ye priests, this cornthat they who are not born in the Church can mandment is for you : if)re will not hear, and if
be the sons of God I For the Messed apostle ye will not lay it to heart to give glory unto my
sets forth and proves that baptism is that wherein name, saith the Lord Almighty, I will even send
the old man dies and the new man is born, say- a curse upon you, and I will curse your blessing, "He saved us by the washing of regenera- ings." s Does he give glory to God, who comtion."*
But if regeneration is in the washing, municates with the baptism of Marcion ? Does
that is, in baptism, how can heresy, which is not he give glory to God, who judges that remission
the spouse of Christ, generate sons to God by of sins is granted among those who blaspheme
Christ ? For it is the Church alone which, con- against God ? Does he give glory to God, who
joined and united with Christ, spiritually bears affirms that sons are born to God without, of an
sons ; as the same apostle again says, "Christ
adulterer and a harlot ? Does he give glory to
loved the Church, and gave Himself for it, that God, who does not hold the unity and truth that
He might sanctify it, cleansing it with the wash- arise from the divine law, but maintains heresies
ing of water." 3 If, then, she is the beloved and against the Church?
Does he give glory to God,
spouse who alone is sanctified by Christ, and who, a friend of heretics and an enemy to Chrisalone is cleansed by His washing, it is manifest tiaus, thinks that the priests of God, who support
that heresy, which is not the spouse of Christ, the truth of Christ and the unity of the Church,
nor can be cleansed nor sanctified by His wash- are to be excommunicated
? 6 If glory is thus
ing, cannot bear sons to God.*
given to God, if the fear and the discipline of
7. But further, one is not born by the imposi-God
is thus preserved by HIS worshippers and
tion of hands when he receives the Holy Ghost, His priests, let us cast away our arms ; let us
but in baptism, that so, being already born, he give ourselves up to captivity ; let us deliver to
may receive the Holy Spirit, even as it happened
the devil the ordination of the Gospel, the apin the first man Adam.
For first God formed pointment of Christ, the majesty of God ; let the
him, and then breathed
into his nostrils the sacraments of the divine warfare be loosed ; let
breath of life. For the Spirit cannot be received, the standards of the heavenly camp be betrayed ;
unless he who receives first have an existence, and let the Church succumb and yield to hereBut as the birth of Christians is in baptism, while tics, light to darkness, faith to perfidy, hope to
the generation and sanctification of baptism are despair, reason to error, immortality to death,
with the spouse of Christ alone, who is able spirit- love to hatred, truth to falsehood, Christ to Antiually to conceive and to bear sons to God, where christ t Deservedly thus do heresies and schisms
and of whom and to whom is he born, who is arise day by day, more frequently and more
not a son of the Church, so as that he should fruitfully grow up, and with serpents' locks shoot
have GOd as his Father, before he has had the forth and cast out against the Church of God
Church for his Mother?
But as no heresy at all, with greater force the poison of their venom ;
and equally no schism, being without, can have whilst, by the advocacy of some, both authority
the sanctification of saving baptism, why has the iand support are afforded them ; whilst their bapbitter obstinacy of our brother Stephen broken tism is defended, whilst faith, whilst truth, is beforth to such an extent, as to contend that sons trayed; 7 whilst that which is done without against
the Church is defended within in the very Church
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9. But if there be among us, most beloved
brother, the fear of God, if the maintenance
of
the faith prevail, if we keep the precepts of Christ,
if we guard the incorrupt and inviolate sanctity
of His spouse, if the words of the Lord abide in
our thoughts and hearts, when he says, "Thinkest thou, when the Son of man cometh, shall He
find faith on the earth ?" z then, because we are
God's faithful soldiers, who war for the faith and
sincere religion of God, let us keep the camp
entrusted to us by God with faithful valour.
Nor
ought custom, which had crept in among some,
to prevent the truth from prevailing and conquering; for custom without truth is the antiquity of
error.2 On which account, let us forsake the
error and follow the truth, knowing that in Esdras also the truth conquers, as it is written :
"Truth endureth and grows strong to eternity,
and lives and prevails for ever and ever. With
her there is no accepting of persons or distinctions ; but what is just she does : nor in her
judgments
is there unrighteousness,
but the
strength, and the kingdom, and the majesty, and
the power of all ages.
Blessed be the Lord God
of truth ! "3 This truth Christ showed to us in
HisGospel, and said, "I am the truth."4
Wherefore, if we are in Christ, and have Christ in us,
if we abide in the truth, and the truth abides in
us, let us keep fast those things which are true.
io. But it happens, by a love of presumption
and of obstinacy, that one would rather maintain
his own evil and false position, than agree in
the right and true which belongs to another,
Looking forward to which, the blessed Apostle
Paul writes to Timothy, and warns him that a
bishop must not be "litigious, nor contentious,
but gentle and teachable." s Now he is teachable who is meek and gentle to the patience of
learning.
For it behoves a bishop not only to
teach, but also to learn ; because he also teaches
better who daily increases and advances by learning better; which very thing, moreover, the same
Apostle Paul teaches, when he admonishes, "that
if anything better be revealed to one sitting by,
the first should hold his peace." 6 But there is
a brief way for religious and simple minds, both
to put away error, and to find and to elicit truth,
For if we return to the head and source of divine
tradition, human error ceases ; and having seen
the reason of the heavenly sacraments, whatever
lay hid in obscurity under the gloom and cloud
of darkness, is opened into the light of the truth,
If a channel supplying water, which formerly
flowed plentifully and freely, suddenly fail, do
we not go to the fountain, that there the reason
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of the failure may be ascertained, whether from
the drying up of the springs the water has failed
at the fountainhead, or whether, flowing thence
free and full it has failed in the midst of its
course ; that so, if it has been caused by the
fault of an interrupted or leaky channe L that the
constant stream does not flow uninterruptedly
and continuously,
then the channel being repaired and strengthened,
the water collected
may be supplied for the use and drink of the
city, with the same fertility and plenty with which
it issues from the spring?
And this it behoves
the priests of God to do now, if they would keep
the divine precepts, that if in any respect the
truth have wavered and vacillated, we should
return to our original and Lord, and to the evangelical and apostolical tradition ; and thence may
arise the ground of our action, whence has taken
rise both our order and our originJ
I I. For it has been delivered to us, that there
is one God, and one Christ, and one hope, and
one faith, and one Church, and one baptism
ordained only in the one Church, from which
unity whosoever will depart must needs be found
with heretics ; and while he upholds them against
:the Church, he impugns the sacrament of the
divine tradition.
The sacrament of which unity
we see expressed also in the Canticles, in the
person of Christ, who says, "A garden enclosed
is my sister, my spouse, a fountain sealed, a
well of living water, a garden with the fruit of
apples." s But if His Church is a garden enclosed, and a fountain sealed, how can he who
is not in the Church enter into the same garden,
or drink from its fountain?
Moreover, Peter
himself, showing and vindicating
the unity, has
commanded
and warned us that we cannot be
saved, except by the one only baptism of one
Church.
"' In the ark," says he, "of Noah, few,
that is, eight souls, were saved by water, as also
baptism shall in like manner save you." 9 In
how short and spiritual a summary has he set
forth the sacrament of unity ! For as, in that
baptism of the world in which its ancient iniquity was purged away, he who was not in the
ark of Noah could not be saved by water, so
neither can he appear to be saved by baptism
who has not been baptized in the Church which
is established in the unity '° of the Lord according
to the sacrament of the one ark.
x2. Therefore,
dearest brother, h_tving explored and seen the truth ; it is observed and
held by us, that all who are converted from any
heresy whatever to the Church must be baptized
by the only and lawful baptism of the Church,
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with the exception of those who had previously
been baptized in the Church, and so had passed
over to the heretics. _ For it behoves these
when they return, having repented, to be received by the imposition of hands only, and to
be restored by the shepherd to the sheep-fold
whence they had strayed.
I bid you, dearest
brother, ever heartily farewell,

to the bond of unity.
But assuredly this would
not be said of the angels, who have their conversation in heaven, unless they themselves also
were united to us, who rejoice at our unity ; even
as, on the other hand, they are assuredly saddened when they see the diverse minds and the
divided wills of some, as if not only they do
not together invoke one and the same God, but
as if, separated and divided from one another,
EPISTLE
LXXIV. _
they can neither have a common conversation
nor discourse.7
Except that we may in this
FIRMILIAN,
BISHOP OF CZESAREA IN CAPPA- matter give thanks to Stephen, that it has now
DOCIA, TO CYPRIAN, AGAINST THE LETTER happened through his unkindness that we receive
oF STEPHEN. A.D. 256.
the proof of your faith and wisdom. But although
ARGUMENT. _THE ARG_.YMENT
OF THIS L_
we have received the favour of this benefit on
Is EXACTLYTIlE SAmV.AS TI_T OF THE PREVl- account of Stephen, certainly Stephen has not
otis ONE, atrr WRrrTEN wrrH A LITTLE MORE done anything deserving of kindness and thanks.
VEHF.MrNCEAm) ACF.RBrrV _
BECOMm A For neither can Judas be thought worthy by his
mSHOP,3creepy
FOR THV. RmSON, AS MAYBE perfidy and treachery
wherewith he wickedly
SUSPECTED,THAT STEPHEN"
HAD ALSOWRITTENdealt concerning the Saviour, as though he had
ANOTHER _R
TO FIRMILIANUS,HELENUS, been the cause of such great advantages,
that
OTHE_ BISHOPSOr THOSE p._'rs.4
through him the world and the people of the
x. Firmilianus
to Cyprian, his brother in the Gentiles were delivered by the Lord's passion.
,Lord, greeting.
We have received by Rogatian,
3. But let these things which were done by
our beloved deacon, the letter sent by you which Stephen be passed by for the present, lest, while
you wrote to us, well-beloved brother; and we we remember his audacity and pride, we bring
gave the greatest thanks to the Lord, because a more lasting sadness on ourselves from the
it has happened that we who are separated from things that he has wickedly done. a And knowone another in body are thus united in spirit, ing, concerning you, that you have settled this
as if we were not only occupying one country, matter, concerning which there is now a quesbut inhabiting
together one and the self-same fion, according
to the rule of truth and the
house.
Which also it is becoming for us to say, wisdom of Christ ; we have exulted with great
because, indeed, the spiritual house of God is joy, and have given God thanks that we have
one.
"For it shall come to pass in the last found in brethren placed at such a distance such
days," saith the prophet, "that the mountain of a unanimity of faith and truth with us. For the
the Lord shall be manifest, and the house of God grace of God is mighty to associate and join
above the tops of the mountains." s Those that together in the bond of charity and unity even
come together into this house are united with those things which seem to be divided by a
gladness, according
to what is asked from the considerable
space of earth, according
to the
Lord in the psalm, to dwell in the house of the way in which of old also the divine power assoLord all the days of one's life. Whence in ciated in the bond of unanimity Ezekiel and
another place also it is made manifest, that Daniel, though later in their age, and separated
among the saints there is great and desirous love from them by a long space of time, to Job and
for assembling together.
"Behold,"
he says, Noah, who were among the first ; so that although
"how good and how pleasant a thing it is for they were separated
by long periods, yet by
brethren to dwell together in unity ! "_
divine inspiration they felt the same truths.
And
z. For unity and peace and concord afford this also we now observe in you, that you who
the greatest pleasure not only to men who be- are separated from us by the most extensive
lieve and know the truth, but also to heavenly regions, approve yourselves to be, nevertheless,
angels themsdves, to whom the divine word says joined with us in mind and spirit. AJI which
it is a joy when one sinner reperks and returns arises from the divine unity.
For even as the
Lord who dwells in us is one and the same, He
t [set left,rill, p. rts, _a*-_.l
everywhere joins and couples His own people in
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on the other hand, it is of no advantage that his blasphemy, added many other new and more
some are very near and joined together bodily, important matters hostile to faith and truth.
if in spirit and mind they differ, since souls can- But also the time of Valentinns and Basih'des is
not at all be united which divide themselves nmnifest, that they too, after the apostles, and
from God's unity. "For, 1o," it says, "they that after a long period, rebelled against the Church
are far from Thee shall perish." ' But such shall of God with their wicked lies. It is plain that
undergo the judgment of God according to their the other heretics, also, afterwards introduced
desert, as depart from His words who prays to their evil sects and perverse inventions, even as
the Father for unity, and says, "Father, grant every one was led by error; all of whom, it is
that, as Thou and I are one, so they also may evident, were self-condemned, and have declared
be one in us.''_
against themselves an inevitable sentence before
4. But we receive those things which you the day of judgment ; and he who confirms the
have written as if they stere our own ; nor do baptism of these, what else does he do but
we read them cursorily, but by frequent repeti- adjudge himself with them, and condemn himtion have committed them to memory. Nor self, making himself a partaker with such?
does it hinder saving usefulness, either to repeat
6. But that they who are at Kome do not obthe same things for the confirmation of the serve those things in all cases which are handed
truth, or, moreover, to add some things for down from the beginning, and vainly pretend the
the sake of accumulating proof. But ff any-authority of the apostles ; 3 any one may know
thing has been added by us, it is not added also from the fact, that concerning the celebraas if there had been too little said by you ; tion of Easter, and concerning many other sacrabut since the divine discourse surpasses human ments of divine matters, he may see that there are
nature, and the soul cannot conceive or grasp some diversities among them, and that aLl things
the whole and perfect word, therefore also the are not observed among them alike, which are
number of prophets is so great, that the divine observed at Jerusalem, just as in very many other
wisdom in its multiplicity may be distributed provinces also many things are varied because
through many. Whence also he who first speaks of the difference of the places and names. 4 And
in prophecy is bidden to be silent if a revela- yet on this account there is no departure at all
tion be made to a second. For which reason it from the peace and unity of the Catholic Church,
happens of necessity among us, that year by such as Stephen has now dared to make ;s
year we, the elders and prelates, assemble to- breaking the peace against you, which his predgether to arrange those matters which are corn- ecessors have always kept with you in mutual
mitted to our care, so that if any things are love and honour, even herein defaming Peter
more serious they may be directed by the corn- and Paul the blessed apostles,S as if the very
mon counsel. Moreover, zoe do _is that some men delivered this who in their epistles execrated
remedy may be sought for by repentance for heretics, and warned us to avoid them. Whence
lapsed brethren, and for those wounded by the it appears that this tradition is of men which
devil after the saving laver, not as though they maintains heretics, and asserts that they have
obtained remission of sins from us, but that by baptism, which belongs to the Church alone.
our means they may be converted to the under7. But, moreover, you have well answered that
standing of their sins, and may be compelled to part where Stephen said in his letter that heregive fuller satisfaction to the Lord.
tics themselves also are of one mind in respect
5. But since that messenger sent by you was of baptism ; and that they do not baptize such
in haste to return to you, and the winter season as come to them from one another, but only
was pressing, we replied what we could to your communicate with them ; as if we also ought to
letter. And indeed, as respects what Stephen do this. In which place, although you have alhas said, as though the apostles forbade those ready proved that it is sufficiently ridiculous for
who come from heresy to be baptized, and de- any one to follow those that are in error, yet we
livered this also to be observed by their succes- add this moreover, over and above, that it is not
sots, you have replied most abundantly, that no wonderful for heretics to act thus, who, although
one is so foolish as to bel/eve that the apostles in some lesser matters they d/ffer, yet in that
delivered this, when it is even well known that which is greatest they hold one and the same
these heresies themselves, execrable and detest- agreement to blaspheme the Creator, figuring
able as they are, arose subsequently; when even !for themselves certain dreamn and phantasms of
Marc/on the d/sciple of Cerdo is found to have
introduced his sacrilegious tradition against God
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an unknown God. Assuredly it is but natural
that these should agree in having a baptism which
is unretd/in the same way as they agree in repudiating the truth of the divinity. Of whom,
since it is tedious to reply to their several statements, either wicked or foolish, it is sufficient
shortly to say in sum, that they who do not hold
the true Lord the Father cannot hold the truth
either of the Son or of the Holy Spirit ; according to which also they who are called Cataphrygians, and endeavour to claim to themselves new
prophecies, can have neither the Father, nor the
Son, nor t/_e Holy S/i_it, _ of whom, if we ask
what Christ they announce, they will reply that
they preach Him who sent the Spirit that speaks
by Montanus and Prisca. And in these, when
we observe that there has been not the spirit of
truth, but of error, we know that they who mainrain their false prophesying against the faith of
Christ cannot have Christ. Moreover, all other
heretics, if they have separated themselves from
the Church of God, can have nothing of power
or of grace, since all power and grace are established in the Church where the elders a preside,
who possess the power both of baptizing, and of
imposition of hands, and of ordaining. For as a
heretic may not lawfully ordain nor lay on hands,
so neither may he baptize, nor do any thing holily
or spiritually, since he is an alien from spiritual
and deifying sanctity. All which we some time
back confirmed in Iconium, which is a place in
Phrygia, when we were assembled together with
those who had gathered from Galatia and Cilicia,
and other neighbouring countries, as to be held
and firmly vindicated against heretics, when there
was some doubt in certain minds concerning that
matter.4
8. And as Stephen and those who agree with
him contend that putting away of sins and second birth may result from the baptism of heretics, among whom they themselves confess that
the Holy Spirit is not; let them consider and
understand that spiritual birth cannot be without
the Spirit; in conformity with which also the
blessed Apostle Paul baptized anew with a spiritual baptism those who had already been baptized by John before the Holy Spirit had been
sent by the Lord, and so laid hands on them that
they might receive the Holy Ghost. But what
kind of a thing is it, that when we see that Paul,
after John's haptlsm, baptized his disciples again,
we are hesitating to baptize those who come to
the Church from heresy after their unhallowed
and profane dipping. Unless, perchance, Paul
was inferior to the bishops of these times, so that
these indeed can by imposition of hands alone
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give the Holy Spirit to those heretics who come
(to the Church), while Paul was not fitted to give
the Holy Spirit by imposition of hands to those
who had been baptized by John, unless he had
first baptized them also with the baptism of the
Church.
9- That, moreover, is absurd, that they do not
think it is to be inquired who was the person
that baptized, for the reason that he who has
been baptized may have obtained grace by the
invocation of the Trinity, of the names of the
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.
Then this will be the wisdom which Paul _tes
is in those who are perfected. But who in the
Church is perfect and wise who can either defend or believe this, that this bare invocation of
names is sufficient to the remission of sins and
the sanctification of baptism ; since these things
are only then of advantage, when both he who
baptizes has the Holy Spirit, and the baptism
itself also is not ordained without the Spirit ?
But, say they, he who in any manner whatever
is baptized without, may obtain the grace of
baptism by his disposition and faith, which
doubtless is ridiculous in itself, as if either a
wicked disposition could attract to itself from
heaven the sanctification of the righteous, or a
false faith the truth of believers. But that not
all who call on the name of Christ are heard,
and that their invocation cannot obtain any grace,
the Lord Himself manifests, saying, "Many shall
come in my name, saying, I am Christ, and shall
deceive many."s Because there is no d,fference
between a false prophet and a heretic. For as
the former deceives in the name of God or
Christ, so the latter deceives in the sacrament of
baptism. Both strive by falsehood to deceive
men's wills.
io. But I wish to relate to you some facl_
concerning a circumstance which occurred among
us, pertaining to this very matter. About twoand-twenty years ago, in the times after the
Emperor Alexander, there happened in these
parts many struggles and difficulties, either in
general to all men, or I_rivately to Christians.
Moreover, there were many and frequent earthquakes, so that many places were o_.erthrown
throughout Cappadocia and Pontus ; even certain cities, dragged into the abyss, were swallowed up by the opening of the gaping earth.
SO that from this also a severe persecution arose
against us of the Christian name ; and this after
the long peace of the previous age arose suddenly, and with its unusual evils was made more
terrible for the disturbance of our people. Serenianus was then governor in our province, a
bitter and terrible persecutor. But the faithful
being set in this state of disturbance, and fleeing
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hither and thither for fear of the persecution,
and leaving their country and passing over into
other regions--for
there was an opportunity of
passing over, for the reason that that persecution
was not over the whole world, but was local-there arose among us on a sudden a certain
woman, who in a state of ecstasy announced herself as a prophetess, and acted as if filled with
the Holy Ghost.
And she was so moved by the
impetus of the principal demons, that for a long
time she made anxious and deceived the brotherhood, accomplishing
certain wonderful
and
portentous things, and promised that she would
cause the earth to be shaken.
Not that the
power of the demon was so great that he could
prevail to shake the earth, or to disturb the
elements ; but that sometimes a wicked spirit,
prescient, and perceiving that there will be an
earthquake,
pretends that he will do what he
sees will happen.
By these lies and boastings
he had so subdued the minds of individuals, that
they obeyed him and followed whithersoever he
commanded and led.
He would also make that
woman walk in the keen winter with bare feet
over frozen snow, and not to be troubled or hurt
in any degree by that walking.
Moreover, she
would say that she was hurrying to Judea and
to Jerusalem, feigning as if she had come thence.
Here also she deceived one of the presbyters, a
countryman, and another, a deacon, so that they
had intercourse with that same woman, which
was shortly afterwards detected.
For on a sudden there appeared unto her one of the exorcists,
a man approved
and always of good conversation in respect of religious discipline ; who,
stimulated by the exhortation also of very many
brethren who were themselves strong and praiseworthy in the faith, raised himself up against
that wicked spirit to overcome it ; which moreover, by its subtile fallacy, had predicted this a
little while before, that a certain adverse and
unbelieving tempter would come.
Yet that exorcist, inspired by God's grace, bravely resisted,
and showed that that which was before thought
holy, was indeed a most wicked spirit. But that
woman, who previously by wiles and deceitfulness of the demon was attempting many things
for the deceiving of the faithful, among other
things by which she had deceived many, also
had frequently dared this ; to pretend that with
an invocation not to be contemned she sanctified
bread and celebrated,
the Eucharist, and to
offer sacrifice to the Lord, not without the sacrament of the accustomed utterance ; and also to
baptize man),, makirar use of the usual and lawful
_
°
°
words of--" interrogation,
that nothing
might
seem to be different from the ecclesiastical
rule.
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x x. What, then, shall we say about the haptism of this woman, by which a most wicked
demon baptized through means of a woman ?
Do Stephen and they who agree with him approve of this also, especially when neither the
symbol of the Trinity nor the legitimate and
ecclesiastical interrogatory were wanting to her ?
Can it be believed that eitl_er remission of sins
was given, or the regeneration of the saving laver
duly completed, when all things, although after
the image of truth, yet were done by a demon ?
"Unless, perchance, they who defend the baptism
of heretics contend that the demon also conferred the grace of baptism in the name of the
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit.
Among them, no doubt, there is the same error
m it is the very deceitfulness
of devils, since
among them the Holy Spirit is not at all.
x2. Moreover, what is the meaning of that
which Stephen would assert, that the presence
and holiness of Christ is with those who are haptized among heretics?
For if the apostle does
not speak falsely when he says, "As many of you
as are baptized into Christ, have puton Christ, ''2
certainly he who has been baptized among them
into Christ, has put on Christ.
But if he has
put on Christ, he might also receive the Holy
Ghost, who was sent by Christ, and hands are
vainly laid upon him who comes to us for the
reception of the Spirit ; unless, perhaps, he has
twl put on the Spirit from Christ, so that Christ
indeed may be with heretics, but the Holy Spirit
not be with them.
z3. But let us briefly run through the other
matters also, which were spoken of by you abundantly and most fully, especially as Rogatianus,
our well-beloved
deacon, is hurrying to you.
For it follows that they must be asked by us,
when they defend heretics, whether their baptism
is carnal or spiritual.
For if it is carnal, they
differ in no respect from the baptism of the Jews,
which they use in such a manner that in it, as if
in a common and vulgar laver, only external filth
is washed away. But if it is spiritual, how can
baptism be spiritual among those aznong whom
there is no Holy Spirit? And thus the water
wherewith they are washed is to them only a
carnal washing, not a sacrament of baptism.
I4. But if the baptism of heretics can have
the regeneration of the second birth, those who
are baptized among them must be counted not
heretics, but children of God.
For the second
birth, which occurs in baptism, begets sons of
God.
But if the spouse of Christ is one, which
is the Catholic Church, it is she herself who alone
bears sons of God.
For there are not many
spouses of Christ, since the apostle says, "I,have
espoused you, that I may present you as a cnasm
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virgin to Christ ;"' and, "Hearken, 0 daughter, the foundation of the one Church which was
and consider, and incline thine ear ; forget also once based by Christ upon the rock, may be
thine own people, for the King hath greatly de- perceived from this, that Christ said to Peter
sired thy beauty ; "2 and, "Come with me, my alone, "Whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth
spouse, from Lebanon ; thou shalt come, and shall be bound in heaven, and whatsoever thou
shalt pass over from the source of thy faith ; "3 shalt loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven." s
and, "I am come into my garden, my sister, my And again, in the Gospel, when Christ breathed
spouse." 4 We see that one person is every- on the apostles alone, saying, "Receive ye the
where set forward, because also the spouse is Holy Ghost: whose soever sins ye remit they
one. But the synagogue of heretics is not one are remitted unto them, and whose soever sins
with us, because the spouse is not an adulteress ye retain they are retained." 9 Therefore the
and a harlot. Whence also she cannot bear power of remitting sins was given to the apostles,
children of God ; unless, as appears to Stephen, and to the churches which they, sent by Christ,
heresy indeed brings them forth and exposes established, and to the bishops who succeeded
them, while the Church takes them up when ex- to them by vicarious ordination,x° But the eneposed, and nourishes those for her own whom mies of the one Catholic Church in which we
she has not born, although she cannot be the are, and the adversaries of us who have suemother of strange children. And therefore Christ ceeded the apostles, asserting for themselves, in
our Lord, setting forth that His spouse is one opposition to us, unlawful priesthoods, and setand declaring the sacrament of His unity, says, ring up profane altars, what else are they than
"He that is not with me is against me, and he Korah, Dathan, and Abiram, profane with a like
that gathereth not with me scattereth." s For if wickedness, and about to suffer the same punishChrist is with us, but the heretics are not with us ments which they did, as well as those who agree
certainly the heretics are in opposition to Christ ; with them, just as their partners and abettors
and if we gather with Christ, but the heretics do perished with a like death to theirs?
not gather with us, doubtless they scatter.
17- And in this respect I am justly indignant
zS. But neither must we pass over what ha_ at this so open and manifest folly of Stephen,
been necessarily remarked by you, that the that he who so boasts of the place of his episChurch, according to the Song of Songs, is a copate, and contends that he holds the succesgarden enclosed, and a fountain sealed, a para- sion from Peter, H on whom the foundations of
disc with the fruit of apples.6 They who have the Church were laid, should introduce many
never entered into this garden, and have not other rocks and establish new buildings of many
seen the paradise planted by God the Creator, churches ; maintaining that there is baptism in
how shall they be able to afford to another the them by his authority. For they who are baphying water of the saving lava from the foun- tized, doubtless, fill up the number of the Church.
tain which is enclosed within, and sealed with a But he who approves their baptism maintains,
divine seal ? And as the ark of Noah was noth- of those baptized, that the Church is also with
ing else than the sacrament of the Church of them. Nor does he understand that the truth
Christ, which then, when all without were perish- of the Christian Rock is overshadowed, and in
ing, kept those only safe who were within the some measure abolished, by him when he thus
ark, we are manifestly instructed to look to the betrays and deserts unity._2 The apostle acunity of the Church. Even as also the Apostle knowledges that the Jews, although blinded by
Peter laid down, saying, "Thus also shaft bap- ignorance, and bound by the grossest wickedtism in like manner make you safe ;" 7 showing hess, have yet a zeal for God. Stephen, who
that as they who were not in the ark with Noah announces that he holds by succession the throne
not only were not purged and saved by water, of Peter, is stirred with no zeal against heretics,
but at once perished in that deluge ; so now also, when he concedes to them, not a moderate, but
whoever are not in the Church with Christ will the very greatest power of grace : so fax as to
perish outside, unless they are converted by peni- say and assert that, by the sacrament of baptence to the only and saving lava of the Church. tism, the filth of the old man is washed away
z6. But what is the greatness of his error, by them, that they pardon the former mortal
and what the depth of his blindness, who says
that remission of sins can be granted in the
8 Matt. zvL x9.
synagogues of heretics, and does not abide on . ?.Jo_x_.=.*,=3.[Thet,_te_.q_.
_,ttby. _d
I tC_.xL_.
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sins, that they make sons of God by heavenly
regeneration,
and renew to eternal life by the
sanctification of the divine laver.
He who concedes and gives up to heretics in this way the
great and heavenly gifts of the Church, what
else does he do but communicate with them for
whom he maintains and claims so much grace ?
And now he hesitates in vain to consent to
them, and to be a partaker with them in other
matters also, to meet together with them, and
equally with them to mingle their prayers, and
appoint a common altar and sacrifice,
i8. But, says he, "the name of Christ is of
great advantage to faith and the sanctification
of baptism ; so that whosoever is anywhere soever baptized in the name of Christ, immediately
obtains the grace of Christ : "although
this position may be briefly met and answered, that if
baptism without in the name of Christ availed
for the cleansing of man; in the name of the
same Christ, the imposition
of hands might
avail also for the reception of the Holy Spirit ;
and the other things also which are done among
heretics will begin to seem iust and lawful when
they are done in the name of Christ;
as you
have maintained in your letter that the name of
Christ could be of no avail except in the Church
alone, to which alone Christ has conceded the!
power of heavenly grace.
19. But with respect to the refutation of custom which they seem to oppose to the truth,
who is so foolish as to prefer custom to truth,
or when he sees the light, not to forsake the
darkness ?-- unless most ancient custom in any
respect avail the Jews, upon the advent of Christ,
that is, the Truth, in remaining in their old usage,

- 2o. But to what they allege and say on
behalf of the heretics, ttmt the apostle said,
"Whether
in pretence
or in truth, Christ is
preached," 4 it is idle for us to reply ; when it
is manifest that the apostle, in his epistle wherein he said this, made mention neither of heretics
nor of baptism of heretics, but spoke of brethren
only, whether as perfidiously speaking in agreement with himself, or as persevering
in sincere
faith ; nor is it needful to discuss this in a long
argument, but it is sufficient to read the epistle
itself, and to gather from the apostle himself
what the apostle said.
=I. What then, say they, will become of those
who, coming from the heretics, have been received without the baptism of the Church ? If
they have departed this life, they are reckoned
in the number of those who have been catechumens indeed among us, but have died before
they were baptized,--no
trifling S advantage of
truth and faith, to which they had attained by
forsaking error, although, being prevented
by
death/they
had not gained the consummation
of grace. ° But they who still abide in life should
be baptized with the baptism of the Church, that
they may obtain remission of sins, lest by the
presumption
of others they remain in their old
error, and die without the completion of grace.
But what a crime is theirs on the one hand who
receive, or on the other, theirs who are received,
that their foulness not being washed away by the
laver of the Church, nor their sins put away,
communion
being rashly seized, they touch the
ibody and blood of the Lord, although
it is
written, "Whosoever
shall eat the bread or drink
the cup of the Lord unworthily, shall be guilty

and forsaking the new way of truth.
And this
indeed you Africans are able to say against
Stephen, that when you knew the truth you forsook the error of custom.
But we join custom
to truth, and to the Romans' custom we oppose
custom, but the custom of truth ; holding from
the beginning
that which was delivered
by
Christ and the apostles.'
Nor do we remember
that this at any time began among us, since it
has always been observed here, that we knew
none but one Church of God, and accounted
no baptism holy except that of the holy Church.
Certainly, since some doubted about the baptism of those who, although they receive the
new prophets, 2 yet appear to recognise the same
.Father and Son with us ; very many of us meetmg together in Iconium very carefully examined
the matter, and we decided tha_ every baptism
was altogether to be rejected which is arranged
for without the Church.3

iof the body and blood of the Lord ! "7
2z. We have judged, that those also whom
they, who had formerly been bishops in the
Catholic Church, and afterwards had assumed to
themselves the power of clerical ordination, had
ibaptized, are to be regarded as not baptized.
And this is observed among us, that whosoever
dipped by them come to us are baptized among
us as strangers and having obtained nothing, with
the only and true baptism of the Catholic Church,
and obtain the regeneration
of the laver of life.
And yet there is a great difference between him
who unwillingly and constrained by the necessity
of persecution has given way, and him who with
a profane will boldly rebels against the Church,
or with impious voice blasphemes
against the
Father and God of Christ and the Creator of the
whole world.
And Stephen is not ashamed to
assert and to say that remission of sins can be
4 Phil. i. 18.
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granted by those who are themselves set fast in clesiastical unity.4 For while you think that all
all kinds of sins, as if in the house of death there may be excommunicated by you, you have excould be the laver of salvation,
communicated yourself alone from all ; and not
_3. What, then, is to be made of what is writ- even the precepts of an apostle have been able
ten, "Abstain from strange water, and drink not to mould you to the rule of truth and peace, alfrom a strange fountain,"' if, leaving the sealed though he warned, and said, "I therefore, the
fountain of the Church, you take up strange prisoner of the Lord, beseech you that ye walk
water for your own, and pollute the Church with worthy of the vocation wherewith ye are called,
unhallowed fountains? For when you commu- with all lowliness and meekness, with long-suffernicate with the baptism of heretics, what else do ing, forbearing one another in love ; endeavouryou do than drink from their slough and mud ; ing to keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond
and while you yourself are purged with the of peace. There is one body and one Spirit,
Church's sanctification, you become befouled even as ye are called in one hope of your calling ;
with the contact of the filth of others ? And do one Lord, one faith, one baptism ; one God and
you not fear the judgment of God when you are Father of all, who is above all, and through all,
giving testimony to heretics in opposition to the and in us all." s
Church, although it is written, "A false witness
_5. How carefully has Stephen fulfilled these
shall not be unpunished? ''_ But indeed you salutary commands and warnings of the apostle,
axe worse than all heretics. For when many, as keeping in the first place lowliness of mind and
soon as their error is known, come over to you meekness ! For what is more lowly or meek
from them that they may receive the true light than to have disagreed with so many bishops
of the Church, you assist the errors of those who throughout the whole world, breaking peace with
come, and, obscuring the light of ecclesiastical each one of them in various kinds of discord : 6
truth, you heap up the darkness of the heretical at one time with the eastern churches, as we are
night ; and although they confess that they are sure you know ; at another time with you who
in sins, and have no grace, and therefore come are in the south, from whom he received bishops
to the Church, you take away from them remis- as messeng.ers sufficiently patiently and meekly
sion of sins, which is given in baptism, by saying not to receive them even to the speech of an
that they are already baptized and have obtained ordinary conference ; and even more, so mindful
the grace of the Church outside the Church, and of love and charity as to command the entire
you do not perceive that their souls will be re- fraternity, that no one should receive them into
quired at your hands when the day of judgment his house, so that not only peace and communshall come, for having denied to the thirsting the ion, but also a shelter and entertainment, were
drink of the Church, and having been the oc- denied to them when they came ! This is to
casion of death to those that were desirious of have kept the unity of the Spirit in the bond of
living. And, after all this, you are indignant !
peace, to cut himself off from the unity of love/
24. Consider with what want of judgment you and to make himself a stranger in all respects
dare to blame those who strive for the truth from his brethren, and to rebel against the sacraagainst falsehood. For who ought more justly ment and the faith with the madness of contumato be indignant against the other ?-- whether he cious discord ! With such a man can there be
who supports God's enemies, or he who, in op- one Spirit and one body, in whom perchance
position to him who supports God's enemies, there is not even one mind, so slippery, and
unites _oith t_s on behalf of the truth of the shifting, and uncertain is it?
Church ?--except that it is plain that the igno26. But as far as he is concerned, let us leave
rant are also excited and angry, because by the him;7 let us rather deal with that concerning
want of counsel and discourse they are easily which there is the greatest question. They who
tamed to wrath ; so that of none more than of contend that persons baptized among the heretics
you does divine Scripm_re say, "A wrathful man ought to be received as if they had obtained the
stirreth up strifes, and a furious man heapeth up grace of la,fful baptism, say that baptism is one
sins." s For what strifes and dissensions have and the same to them and to us, and differs in
you stirred up throughout the churches of the no respect. But what says the Apostle Paul?
whole world [ Moreover, how great sin have "One Lord, one faith, one baptism, one God." s
you heaped up for yourself_ when you cut your- If the baptism of heretics be one and the same
self off from so many flocks [ For it is yourself
that you have cut off. Do not deceive yourself, I 4 [T_t_,c,_,_._d_.r,,_,t,_,_,_ato_,.iato
since he is really the schismatic who has made ] s_"E_ i,,
himself an apostate from the communion of ec- I 6 [_'_
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with ours, without doubt their faith also is one ; the Church. Respecting which matter, as much
but if our faith is one, assuredly also we have as the capacity of my faith and the sanctity and
one Lord : if there is one Lord, it follows that truth of the divine Scriptures suggest, I answer,
we say that He is oneJ But if this unity which that no heretics and schismatics at all have any
cannot be separated and divided at all, is itself power or right. For which reason Novatian
also among heretics, why do we contend any neither ought to be nor can be expected, inasmore ? Why do we call them heretics and not much as he also is without the Church and actChristians ? Moreover, since we and heretics ing in opposition to the peace and love of Christ,
have not one God, nor one Lord, nor one from being counted among adversaries and antiChurch, nor one faith, nor even one Spirit, nor christs. For our Lord Jesus Christ, when He
one body, it is manifest that neither can baptism testified in His Gospel that those who were not
be common to us with heretics, since between us with Him were His adversaries, did not point
there is nothing at all in common. And yet Ste- out any species of heresy, but showed that all
phen is not ashamed to afford patronage to such whatsoever who were not with Him, and who,
in opposition to the Church, and for the sake of not gathering with Him, were scattering His
maintaining heretics to divide the brotherhood
flock, were His adversaries ; saying, " He that
and in addition, to call Cyprian "a false Christ is not with me is against me, and he that gatherand a false apostle, and a deceitful worker. "2 eth not with me scattereth." s Moreover, the
And he, conscious that all these characters are blessed Apostle John himself distinguished no
in himself, has been in advance of you, by falsely heresy or schism, neither did he set down any
objecting to another those things which he him- as specially separated ; but he called all who
self ought deservedly to hear• We all bid you, had gone out from the Church, and who acted
for all our sakes, with all the bishops who are in in opposition to the Church, antichrists, saying,
Africa, and all the clergy, and all the brother- "Ye have heard that Antichrist cometh, and
hood, farewell ; that, constantly of one mind, even now are come many antichrists ; wherefore
and thinking the same thing, we may find you we know that this is the last time. They went
united with us even though afar off.a
out from us, but they were not of us ; for if they
had been of us, they would have continued with
EPISTLE LXXVA
us." 6 Whence it appears, that all are adversaries of the Lord and antichrists, who are known
TO MAGNUS,ON BAPTIZINGTHE NOVATIANS tO have departed from charity and from the unity
AND
THOSE
WHO
OBTAIN
GRACE
ON A of the Catholic Church.
In addition, moreover,
SICK-BED.
the Lord establishes it in His Gospel, and says,
ARCUMgNT.--T_
FORMERPARTOF THIn LEr- ,, But if he neglect to hear the Church, let him
TER IS OF THE SAME TENOR WITH THOSE THAT
be unto thee as a heathen man anda publican."7
PRECEDE,EXCEPTTHAT HE INCUCCATES
CON- NOWif they who despise the Church are counted
CERNING
THE
NOVATIANS
WHAT
HE HAD
IN heathens and publicans, much more certainly is
SUBSTANCE
SAID CONCERNING
ALL HERETICS
.; it necessary that rebels and enemies, who forge
MOREOVER,
INSm'UAT_GBY THEWAYI_U,T THE false altars, and lawless priesthoods, and sacrileLEGITIMATE SUCCESSION
OF CORNELIUS AT ROME gious
sacrifices, and corrupted names, should be
IS KNOWN,
AS THE
CHURCH
MAY BE KNOWN'. counted
among
heathens
and
publicans ; since
IN THE SECONDPART (WHICH HITHERTO,AS they who sin less, and are only despisers of the
THE Trrt.E SU_ICrmcrLYnCDICATES,
HASBEENChurch, are by the Lord's sentence judged to
WRONGLY
PUBLISHED
AS A SEPARATE
L_I'I"_R) be heathens
and publicans.
HE TEACHESTHAT THAT IS A TRUE BAPTISM 2. ButthattheChurchisone,theHolySpirit
WHEREIN ONE IS SAPTlZEDBY SPR_KL_G ON declares
in the Song of Songs,saying,
in the
A SICK-BED, AS WELL AS BY IMMERSION IN THE
person of Christ, "My dove, my undefiled, is
CHURCm
one ; she is the only one of her mother, she is
L Cyprian to Magnus his son, greeting. With the choice one of her that bare her.''s Con.
your usual religious dihgence, you have consulted ceming which also He says agah_ "A garden
my poor intelligence, dearest son, as to whether, enclosed is my sister, my spouse ; a springsealed
among other heretics, they also who come from up, a well of living water." 9 But if the spouse
Novatian ought, after his profane washing, to be of Christ, which is the Church, is a garden enbaptized, and sanctified in the Catholic Church, closed ; a thing that is closed up cannot lie open
with the lawful, and true, and only baptism of to strangers and profane persons. And ff it is
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a fountain sealed, he who, being placed without, ceming Rahab, who herself also bore a type of
has no access to the spring, can neither drink the Church, who received the command which
thence nor be sealed.
And the well also of said, "Thou
shalt bring thy father, and thy
living water, if it is one and the same within, he mother, and thy brethren, and all thy father's
who is placed without cannot be quickened
and household unto thee into thine house ; and whosanctified from that water of which it is only soever shall go out of the doors of thine house
granted to those who are within to make any into the street, his blood shall be upon him." s
use, or to drink.
Peter also, showing this, set In which mystery is declared,
that they who
forth that the Church is one, and that only they will live, and escape from the destruction
of
who are in the Church can be baptized;
and the world, must be gathered together into one
said, "In the ark of Noah, few, that is, eight house alone, that is, into the Church ; but whosouls, were saved by water ; the like figure where- soever of those thus collected together shall go
unto even baptism shall save you ;" 1 proving out abroad, that is, if any one, although he may
and attesting that the one ark of Noah was a have obtained grace in the Church, shall depart
type of the one Church.
If, then, in that bap- and go out of the Church, that his blood shall
tism of the world thus expiated and purified, he be upon him ; that is, that he himself must
who was not in the ark of Noah could be saved charge it upon himself that he perishes ; which
by water, he who is not in the Church to which the Apostle Paul explains, teaching and enjoinalone baptism is granted, can also now be quick- ing that a heretic must be avoided, as perverse,
ened by baptism.
Moreover, too, the Apostle and a sinner, and as condemned
of himself.
Paul, more openly and clearly still manifesting
For that man will be guilty of his own ruin,
this same thing, writes to the Ephesians, and who, not being cast out by the bishop, but of
says, "Christ loved the Church, and gave Him- his own accord deserting from the Church is by
self for it, that He might sanctify and cleanse it heretical presumption
condemned
of himself.
with the washing of water." = But if the Church
5. And therefore the Lord, suggesting to us a
is one which is loved by Christ, and is alone unity that comes from divine authority, lays it
cleansed by His washing, how can he who is down, saying, "I and my Father are one." 6 To
not in the Church be either loved by Christ, or which unity reducing His Church, He says again,
washed and cleansed by His washing ?
"And there shall be one tack,7 and one shep3- Wherefore, since the Church alone has the herd." s But if the flock is one, how can he be
living water, and the power of baptizing and numbered
among the flock who is not in the
cleansing man, he who says that any one can be number of the flock ? Or how can he be esbaptized and sanctified by Novatian must first teemed a pastor, who, m while the true shepshow and teach that Novatian is in the Church, herd remains and presides over the Church of
or presides over the Church.
For the Church is God by successive ordination, m succeeding
to
one, and as she is one, cannot be both within no one, and beginning from himself, becomes a
and without.
For if she is with Novatian, she stranger and a profane person, an enemy of the
was not with Cornelius.3
But if she was with Lord's peace and of the divine unity, not dwellCornelius, who succeeded the bishop Fabian by ing in the house of God, that is, in the Church
lawful ordination, and whom, beside the honour of God, in which none dwell except they are of
of the priesthood,
the Lord glorified also with one heart and one mind, since the Holy Spirit
martyrdom, Novatian is not in the Church ; nor speak_ in the Psalms, and says, "It is God who
can he be reckoned as a bishop, who, succeedmaketh men to dwell of one mind in a house." 9
ing to no one, and despising the evangelical and i 6. Besides even the Lord's sacrifices themapostolic tradition, sprang from himself.
For he I selves declare that Christian unanimity is linked
who has not been ordained in the Church can together with itself by a firm and inseparable
neither have nor hold to the Church in any way. charity.
For when the Lord calls bread, which
4- For the faith of the sacred Scripture sets is combined
by the union of many grains, His
forth that the Church is not without, nor can be body, He indicates our people whom He bore
separated nor divided against itself, but main- as being united ; and when He calls the wine,
talns the unity of an inseparable and undivided
which is pressed from many grapes and clusters
house ; since it is written of the sacrament of and collected together, His blood, He also sigthe passover, and of the lamb, which Lamb des- nifies our flock linked together by the mingling
igtmted Christ : "In one house shall it be eaten : of a tmited multitude. '° If Novatian is united to
shall not carry forth the flesh abroad out of this bread of the Lord, if he also is mingled
honse." * Which also we see expressed con_
s Josh.ii.zS,tg.
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with this cup of Christ, he may also seem to be Catholic Church holds, baptizes with the same
able to have the grace of the one baptism of the symbol with which we baptize, knows the same
Church, if it be manifest that he holds the unity God and Father, the same Christ the Son, the
of the Church. In fine, how inseparable is the same Holy Spirit, and that for this reason he
sacrament of unity, and how hopeless are they, may claim the power of baptizing, namely, that
and what excessive ruin they earn for themselves he seems not to differ from us in the baptismal
from the indignation of God, who make a schism, interrogatory ; let any one that thinks that this
and, forsaking their bishop,' appoint another false may be objected, know first of all, that there is
bishop for themselves without, -- Holy Scripture not one law of the Creed, nor the same interrogadeclares in the books of Kings ; where ten tribes tory common to us and to schismatics. For
were divided from the tribe of Judah and Ben- when they say, "Dost thou beheve the remission
jamin, and, forsaking their king, appointed for of sins and life eternal through the holy Church ?"
themselves another one without. It says, "And they lie in their interrogatory, since they have not
the Lord was very angry with all the seed of the Church. Then, bemdes, with their own voice
Israel, and removed them away, and delivered they themselves confess that remission of sins
them into the hand of spoilers, until He had cannot be given except by the holy Church ; and
cast them out of His sight ; for Israel was scat- not having this, they show that sins cannot be
tered from the house of David, and they made remitted among them.
themselves a king, Jeroboam the son of Nebat."'
8. But that they are said to have the same
It says that the Lord was very angry, and gave God the Father as we, to know the same Christ
them up to perdition, because they were scat- the Son, the same Holy Spirit, can be of no avail
tered from unity, and had made another king to such as these. For even Korah, Dathan, and
for themselves. And so great was the indigna- Abiram knew the same GOd as did the priest
tion of the Lord against those who had made Aaron and Moses. Living under the same law
the schism, that even when the man of God and religion, they invoke the one and true GOd,
was sent to Jeroboam, to charge upon him his who was to be invoked and worshipped ; yet,
sins, and predict the future vengeance, he was because they transgressed the ministry of their
forbidden to eat bread or to drink water with office in opposition to Aaron the priest, who had
them. And when he did not observe this, and received the legitimate priesthood by the condetook meat against the command of God, he was scension of God and the ordination of the Lord,
immediately smitten by the majesty of the divine and claimed to themselves the power of sacrifijudgment, so that returning thence he was slain cing, divinely stricken, they immediately suffered
on the way by the jaws of a lion which attacked punishment for tlleir unlawful endeavours ; and
him. And dares any one to say that the saving sacrifices offered irreligiously and lawlessly, conwater of baptism and heavenly grace can be in trary to the right of divine appointment, could
common w_th schismatics, with whom neither not be accepted, nor profit them. Even those
earthly food nor worldly drink ought to be in very censers in which incense had been lawlessly
common ? Moreover, the Lord satisfies us in offered, lest they should any more be used by the
His Gospel, and shows forth a still greater light priests, but that they might rather exhibit a meof intelligence, that the same persons who had morial of the divine vengeance and indignation
then divided themselves from the tribe of Judah for the correction of their successors, being by
and Benjamin, and forsaking Jerusalem had se- the command of the Lord melted and purged
ceded to Samafia, should be reckon among pro- by fire, were beaten out into flexible plates, and
lane persons and Gentiles. For when first He fastened to the altars, according to what the
sent His disciples on the ministry of salvation, Holy Scripture says, "to be," it says, "a memoHe bade them, saying, "Go not into the way rial to the children of Israel, that no stranger
of the Gentiles, and into any city of the Samari- which is not of the seed of Aaron come near to
tans enter ye not." _ Sending first to the Jews, offer incense before the Lord, that he be not as
He commands the Gentiles as yet to be passed Korah." 4 And yet those men had not made a
over ; but by adding that even the city of the schism, nor had gone out abroad, and in opposiSamaritans was to be omitted, where there were tion to God's priests rebelled shamelessly and
sehismatics, He shows that schismatlcs were to with hostility ; but this these men are now doing
be put on the same level as Gentiles.
who divide the Church, and, as rebels against
7- But ff any one objects, by way of saying the peace and unity of Christ, attempt to estalP
that Novatian holds the same law which the fish a throne for themselves, and to assume the
-primacy,s and to claim the fight of baptizing and
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of offering. How can they complete what they much as we show that those who have not the
do, or obtain anything by lawless endeavours Holy Ghost are not able to baptize at all.
from God, seeing that they are endeavouring
xL For since in baptism every one has his
against God what is not lawful to them ? Where- own sins remitted, the Lord proves and declares
fore they who patronize Novatian or other schis- in His Gospel that sins can only be put away by
matics of that kind, contend in vain that any one those who have the Holy Spirit. For after His
can be baptized and sanctified with a saving bap- resurrection, sending forth His disciples, He
tism among them, when it is plain that he who speaks to them, and says, "As the Father hath
baptizes has not the power of baptizing,
sent me, even so send I you. And when He had
9. And, moreover, that it may be better un- said this, He breathed on them, and said to them,
derstood what is the divine judgment against Receive ye the Holy Ghost. Whose soever sins
audacity of the like kind, we find that in such ye remit, they shall be remitted unto them ; and
wickedness, not only the leaders and originators, whose soever sins ye ret_n, they shall be rebut also the partakers, are destined to punish- tained."4
In which place He shows, that he
ment, unless they have separated themselves alone can baptize and give remission of sins who
from the communion of the wicked ; as the Lord has the Holy Spirit. Moreover, John, who was to
by Moses commands, and says, "Separate your- baptize Christ our Lord Himself, previously reselves from the tents of these most hardened ceived the Holy Ghost while he was yet in his
men, and touch nothing of theirs, lest ye be con- mother's womb, that it might be certain and
sumed in their sins." _ And what the Lord had manifest that none can baptize save those who
threatened by Moses He fulfilled, that whosoever have the Holy Spirit. Therefore those who
had not separated himself from Korah, and Da- patronize heretics or schismatics must answer us
than, and Abiram, immediately suffered punish- whether they have or have not the Holy Ghost.
ment for his impious communion. By which If they have, why are hands imposed on those
example is shown and proved, that all will be who are baptized among them when they come
liable to guilt as well as its punishment, who with to us, that they may receive the Holy Ghost,
irreligious boldness mingle themselves with schis- since He must surely have been received there,
matics in opposition to prelates and priests ; even where ff He was He could be given ? But if
as also by the prophet Osea the Holy Spirit wit- heretics and schismatics baptized without have
nesses, and says, "Their sacrifices shall be unto not the Holy Spirit, and therefore hands are irathem as the bread of mourning ; all that eat posed on them among us, that here may be rethereof shall be polluted ; "2 teaching, doubtless, ceived what there neither is nor can be given ; it
and showing that all are absolutely joined with is plain, also, that remission of sins cannot be
the leaders in punishment, who have been con- given by those who, it is certain, have not the
taminated by their crime.
Holy Spirit. And therefore, in order that, acxo. What, then, can be their deserdngs in the cording to the divine arrangement and the evansight of God, on whom punishments are divinely gelical truth, they may be able to obtain remission
denounced ? or how can such persons justify and of sins, and to be sanctified, and to become
sanctify the baptized, who, being enemies of the temples of God, they must all absolutely be bappriests, strive to usurp things foreign and lawless, tized with the baptism of the Church who come
and by no right conceded to them? And yet we from adversaries and antichrists to the Church
do not wonder that, in accordance with their of Christ.
wickedness, they do contend for them. For it
xa. You have asked also, dearest son, what I
is necessary that each one of them should main- thought of those who obtain God's grace in
tain what they do; nor when vanquished will sickness and weakness, whether they are to be
they easily yield, although they know that what accounted legitimate Christians, for that they are
they do is not lawful. That is to be wondered not to be washed, but sprinkled, with the saving
at, yea, rather to be indignant and aggrieved at, water. In this point, my diffidence and modesty
that Christians should support antichrists ; and prejudges none, so as to prevent any from feeling
that prevaricators of the faith, and betrayers of what he thinks right, and from doing what he
the Church, should stand within in the Church feels to be right*s As far as my poor underitself.3 And these, although otherwise obstinate standing conceives it, I think that the divine
and unteachable, yet still at least confess thisbenefits can in no respect be mutilated and
that all, whether heretics or schismatics, are with- weakened; nor can anything less occur in that
out the Holy Ghost, and therefore can indeed case, where, with full and entire faith both of
baptize, but cannot confer the Holy Spirit ; and the giver and receiver, is accepted what is drawn
at this very point they are held fast by us, inas- I
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_rom the divine gifts. For in the sacrament of his attainment in the fullest degree of heavenly
salvation the contagion of sins is not in such strength. Nor was he only raised from his bed
washed away, as the filth of the skin and of by the divine indulgence, but he also took up
the body is washed away in the carnal _and ordi- his bed itself with his restored and increased
nary washing, as that there should be need of strength. And therefore, as far as it is allowed
saltpetre and other appliances also, and a bath me by faith to conceive and to think, this is my
and a basin wherewith this vile body must be opinion, that any one should be esteemed a 1ewashed and purified. Otherwise is the breast gitimate Christian, who by the law and right of
of the believer washed ; otherwise is the mind faith shall have obtained the grace of God in
of man purified by the merit of faith. In the the Church. Or if any one think that those
sacrament-_of salvation, when necessity compels, have gained nothing by having only been sprinand God bestows His mercy, the divine methods kled with the saving water, but that they are still
confer the whole benofit on believers ; nor ought empty and void, let them not be deceived, so as
it to trouble any one that sick people seem to if they escape the evil of their sickness, and get
be sprinkled or affused, when they obtain the well, they skog/d seek to be baptized.6 But if
Lord's grace, when Holy Scripture speaks by the they cannot be baptized who have already been
mouth of the prophet Ezekiel, and says, "Then sanctified by ecclesiastical baptism, why are they
will I sprinkle clean water upon you, and ye offended in respect of their faith and the mercy
shall be clean : from all your filthiness and from of the Lord ? Or have they obtained indeed
all your idols will I cleanse you. And I will the divine favour, but in a shorter and more
give yon a new heart, and a new spirit will I put limited measure of the divine gift and of the
within you."' Also in Numbers : "And the Holy Spirit, so as indeed to be esteemed Chrisman that shall be unclean until the evening shall tians, but yet not to be counted equal with
be purified on the third day, and on the seventh others ?
day shall be clean : but if he shall not be purlx4. Nay, verily, the Holy Spirit is not given
fled on the third day, on the seventh day he by measure, but is poured out altogether on the
shall not be clean. And that soul shall be cut believer. For if the day rises alike to all, and
off from Israel : because the water of sprinkling if the sun is diffused with like and equal light
hath not been sprinkled upon him." 2 And over all, how much more does Christ, who is the
again : "And the Lord spake unto Moses, say- true sun and the true day, bestow in His Church
ing, Take the Levites from among the children the light of eternal life with the like equality !
of Israel, and cleanse them. And thus shalt Of which equality we see the sacrament celethou do unto them, to cleanse them : thou shalt brated in Exodus, when the manna flowed down
sprinkle them with the water of purification." 3 from heaven, and, prefiguringthe things to come,
And again : "' The water of sprinkling is a purifi- showed forth the nourishment of the heavenly
cation." 4 Whence it appears that the sprinkling bread and the food of the coming Christ. For
also of water prevails equally with the washing there, without distinction either of sex or of age,
of salvation; and that when this is done in the an omer was collected equally by each one.7
Church, where the faith both of receiver and Whence it appeared that the mercy of Christ,
giver is sound, all things hold and may be con- and the heavenly grace that would subsequently
summated and perfected by the majesty of the follow, was equally divided among all ; without
Lord and by the truth of faith,
difference of sex, without distinction of years,
13. But, moreover, in respect of some calling without accepting of persons, upon all the peothose who have obtained the peace of Christ by ple of God the gift of spiritual grace was shed.
the saving water and by legitimate faith, not Assuredly the same spiritual grace which is equally
Christians, but Clinics, I do not find whence received in baptism by believers, is subsequently
they take up this name, unless perhaps, having either increased or diminished in our conversation
read more, and of a more recondite kind, they and conduct ; as in the Gospel the Lord's seed
have taken these Clinics from Hippocrates or is equally sown, but, according to the variety of
Soranus.S For I, who know of a Clinic in the the soil, some is wasted, and some is increased
Gospel, know that to that paralytic and infirm into a large variety of plenty, with an exuberant
man, who lay on his bed during the long course fruit of either thirty or sixty or a hundred fold.
of his life, his infirmity presented no obstacle to But, once more, when each was called to receive
a penny, wherefore should what is distributed
: E_-,k. mtrvi, gS, s6.
equally by God be diminished by human inter_ _./.
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xS. But if any one is moved by this, that the Church are thought to have attained less of
some of those who are baptized in sickness are divine mercy and grace ; and so great considerastill tempted by unclean spirits, let him know tion be had for heretics, that they who come
that the obstinate wickedness of the devil pre- from heresy are not interrogated whether they
vails even up to the saving water, but that in are washed or sprinkled, whether they be clinics
baptism it loses all the poison of his wickedness, or peripatetics ; but among us the sound truth
An instance of this we see in the king Pharaoh, of faith is disparaged, and in ecclesiastical hapwho, having struggled long, and delayed in his tism its majesty and sanctity suffer derogation.s
perfidy, could resist and prevail until he came to
x7. I have replied, dearest son, to your letter,
the water; but when he had come thither, he so far as my poor ability prevailed ; and I have
was both conquered and destroyed. And that shown, as far as I could, what I think ; prethat sea was a sacrament of baptism, the blessed scribing to no one, so as to prevent any prelate
Apostle Paul declares, saying, "Brethren, I would !rom determining what he thinks right, as he
not have you ignorant how that all our fathers shall give an account of his own doings to the
were under the cloud, and all passed through Lord, according to what the blessed Apostle
the sea, and were all baptized unto Moses in the Paul in his Epistle to the Romans writes and
cloud and in the sea ;" and he added, saying, says : "Every one of us shall give account for
"Now all these things were our examples."' himself: let us not therefore judge one anAnd this also is done in the present day, in that other." 4 I bid you, dearest son, ever heartily
the devil is scourged, and burned, and tortured farewell.
by exorcists, by the human voice, and by divine
power; • and although he often says that he is
EPISTLE LXXVI.S
going out, and will leave the men of God, yet CYPRIANTO NEMESIANUSAND OTHERMARin that which he says he deceives, and puts in
TYRS IN THE MXNES.6
practice
whatwas beforedone by Pharaohwith.dRCUMENZ'.mX'mZXTO_ wrrHWONDERIrUL
COMthesameobstinate
andfraudulent
deceit.
When,
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however, they come to the water of salvation
o_,os_c,, IN A BEAUTIFUL
ANTrI-PIE.SIS,
TO THE
and to the sanctification of baptism, we ought
TORaXnt_OFZACH,ZZ-IZCONSOLATIONS
Or _CH.
to know and to trust that there the devil is
beaten down, and the man, dedicated to God,
L Cyprian to Nemesianus, Felix, Lucius, anis set free by the divine mercy. For as scorpions other Felix, Litteus, Polianus, Victor, Jader, and
and serpents, which prevail on the dry ground, Dativus, his fellow-bishops, also to his fellowwhen cast into water, cannot prevail nor retain presbyters and deacons, and the rest of the
their venom ; so also the wicked spirits, which brethren in the mines, martyrs of God the Father
are called scorpions and serpents, and yet are Almighty, and of Jesus Christ our Lord, and of
trodden under foot by us, by the power given by God our preserver, everlasting greeting. Your
the Lord, cannot remain any longer in the body gl°ry, indeed, would demand, most blessed and
of a man in whom, baptized and sanctified, the beloved brethren, that I myself should come to
Holy Spirit is beginning to dwell,
see and to embrace you, if the limits of the place
z6. This, finally, in very fact also we experi- appointed me did not restrain me, banished as I
ence, that those who are baptized by urgent am for the sake of the confession of the Name.
necessity in sickness, and obtain grace, are free But in what way I can, I bring myself into your
from the unclean spirit wherewith they were presence ; and even though it is not permitted
previously moved, and live in the Church in me to come to you in body and in movement,
praise and honour, and day by day. make more yet in love and in spirit I come expressing my
and more advance in the increase" of heavenly i mind in my letter, in which mind I joyfully exult
grace by the growth of their faith. And, on the in those virtues and praises of yours, counting
other hand, some of those who are baptized in myself a partaker with you, although not in
health, if subsequently they begin to sin, are bodily suffering, yet in community oflove..Could
shaken by the return of the unclean spirit, so I be silent and restrain my voice in smme_
that it is manifest that the devil is driven out in when I am made aware of so many and such
baptism by the faith of the believer, and returns glorious things concernin_ my dearest friends,
if the faith afterwards shall fail. Unless, indeed, things with which the divine condescension has
itseemsjust
tosome,thattheywho,outside
the honouredyou,so thatpartof you havealready
Church among adversaries
and antichrists,
are
polluted with profane water, should be judged fe#4tl_ROnlerL
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gyrdOne
before by the consummation
of their marom to receive from their Lord the crown of
their deserts ? Part still abide in the dungeons
of the prison, or in the mines and in chains, exhibiting by the very delays of their punishments,
greater examples for the strengthening and arming of th_ brethren, advancing by the tediousness of their tortures to more ample titles of
merit, to receive as many payments in heavenly
rewards, as days are now counted in their punishments.
I do not marvel, most brave and
blessed brethren, that these things have happened
to you in consideration of the desert of your
religion and your faith ; that the Lord should
thus have lifted you to the lofty height of glory
by the honour of His glorification, seeing that
you have always flourished in His Church, guarding the tenor of the faith, keeping firmly the
Lord's commands;
in simplicity, innocence;in
charity, concord ; modesty in humility, diligence
in administration, watchfulness in helping those
that suffer, mercy in cherishing the poor, constancy in defending the truth, judgment in severity of discipline.
And that nothing should
be wanting to the example of good deeds in you,
even now, in the confession of your voice and
the suffering of your body, you provoke the
minds of your brethren to divine martyrdom, by
exhibiting yourselves as leaders of virtue, that
while the flock follows its pastors, and imitates
what it sees to be done by those set over it, it
may be crowned with the hke merits of obedience by the Lord.
2. But that, being first severely beaten with
clubs, and ill-used, you have begun by sufferings
of that kind, the glorious firstlings of your confession, is not a matter to be execrated by us.
For a Christian body is not very greatly terrified
at clubs, seeing all its hope is in the Wood. _
The servant of Christ acknowledges
the sacrament of his salvation : redeemed by wood to life
eternal, he is advanced by wood to the crown,
But what wonder if, as golden and silver vessels,
you have been committed
to the mine that is
the home of gold and silver, except that now the
nature of the mines is changed, and the places
which previously had been accustomed
to yield
gold and silver have begun to receive them?
Moreover, they have put fetters on your feet,
and have bound your blessed limbs, and the
temples of God with disgraceful chains, as if the
spirit also could be bound with the body, or your
gold could be stained by the contact of iron.
To men who axe dedicated to God, and attesting their faith with religious courage, such things
are ornaments, not chains ; nor do they bind the
feet of the Christians for infamy, but glorify them
for a crown.
Oh feet blessedly bound, which
: $c_.: "ottbecro_" [Fa_ffuI_l_.,b_. ourauthofm7
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are loosed, not by the smith but by the Lord l
Oh feet blessedly bound, which are guided to
paradise in the way of salvation I Oh feet bound
for the present time in the world, that they may
be always free with the Lord ! Oh feet, lingering for a while among the fetters and cross-bars, z
but to run quickly to Christ on a glorious road !
Let cruelty, either envious or malignant, hold
you here in its bonds and chains as long as it
will, from this earth and from these sufferings you
shall speedily come to the kingdom of heaven.
The body is not cherished in the mines with
couch and cushions, but it is cherished with the
refreshment and solace of Christ.
The frame
wearied with labours lies prostrate on the ground,
but it is no penalty to lie down with Christ.
Your limbs unbathed, are foul and disfigured
with filth and dirt; but within they are spiritua]]y cleansed, although without the flesh is
defiled.
There the bread is scarce ; but man
liveth not by bread alone, but by the word of
God.
Shivering, you want clothing;
but he
who puts on Christ is both abundantly clothed
and adorned.
The hair of your half-shorn head s
seems repulsive ; but since Christ is the head of
the man, anything whatever must needs become
that head which is illustrious on account of
Christ's name.
All that deformity, detestable
and foul to Gentiles, with what splendour shall
it be recompensed l This temporal and brief
suffering, how shall it be exchanged for the reward of a bright and eternal honour, when, according to the word of the blessed apostle, "the
Lord shall change the body of our humiliation,
that it may be fashioned like to the body of His
brightness ! "4
3. But there cannot be felt any loss of either
religion or faith, most beloved brethren, in the
fact that now there is given no opportunity there
to God's priests for offering and celebrating
the
divine sacrifices ; yea, you celebrate and offer
a sacrifice to God equally s precious and glorious,
and that will greatly profit you for the retribution
of heavenly reward_s, since the sacred Scripture
speaks, saying, "The
sacrifice
of God is a
broken spirit; a contrite and humbled heart
God doth not despise." 6 You offer this sacririce to GOd; you celebrate this sacrifice without intermission
day and night, being made
victims to GOd, and exhibiting yourselves as holy
and unspotted offerings, as the apostle exhorts
and says, " I beseech you therefore, brethren,
by the mercies of God, that ye present your
bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable
unto
God.
And be not conformed to this world ; but
•/i.e, d t_ stocks.]
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be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind,
that ye may prove what is that good, and acceptable, and perfect will of God." '
4. For this it is which especially pleases God ;
it is this wherein our works with greater deserts
are successful in earning God's good-wiU ; this
it is which alone the obedience of our faith and
devotion can render to the Lord for His great
and saving benefits, as the Holy Spirit deelates and witnesses in the Psalms: "What
shall I render," says He, "to the Lord for all
His benefits towards me? I will take the cup
of salvation, and I will call upon the name of
the Lord. Precious in the sight of the Lord is
the death of His saints.''= Who would not
gladly and readily receive the cup of salvation ?
Who would not with joy and gladness desire
that in which he himself also may render somewhat unto His Lord ? Who would not bravely
and unfalteringly receive a death precious in the
sight of the Lord, to please His eyes, who, looking down from above upon us who axe placed in
the conflict for His name, approves the willing,
assists the struggling, crowns the conquering
with the recompense of patience, goodness, and
affection, rewarding in us whatever He Himself
has bestowed, and honouring what He has accomplished ?
5- For that it is His doing that we conquer,
and that we attain by the subduing of the adversary to the palm of the greatest contest, the
Lord declares and teaches in His Gospel, saying,
"But when they deliver you up, take no thought
how or what ye shall speak; for it shall be
given you in that same hour what ye shall speak,
For it is not ye that speak, but the Spirit of
your Father which speaketh in you."3 And
again : "Settle it therefore in your hearts, not to
meditate before what ye shall answer ; for I will
give you a mouth and wisdom, which your adversaries shall not be able to resist." 4 In which,
indeed, is both the great confidence of believers,
and the gravest fault of the faithless, that they
do not trust Him who promises to give His help
to those who confess Him, and do not on the
other hand fear Him who threatens eternal punishment to those who deny Him.
6. All which things, most brave and faithful
soldiers of Christ, you have suggested to your
brethren, fulfilling in deeds what ye have previously taught in words, hereafter to be greatest
in the kingdom of heaven, as the Lord promises
and says, "Whosoever shall do and teach so,
shall be called the greatest in the kingdom of
heaven." s Moreover, a manifold portion of the
people, following your example, have confessed
: P_m.aa.z,s.
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alike with you, and alike have been crowned,
associated with you in the bond of the strongest
charity, and separated from their prelates neither
by the prison nor by the mines ; in the number
of whom neither are there wanting virgins in
whom the hundred-fold are added to the fruit
of sixty-fold, and whom a double glory has advanced to the heavenly crown. In boys also a
courage greater than their age has surpassed
their years in the praise of their confession, so
that every sex and every age should adorn the
blessed flock of your martyrdom. 6
7. What now must be the vigour, beloved
brethren, of your victorious consciousness, what
the IoRiness of your mind, what exultation in
feeling, what triumph in your breast, that every
one of you stands near to the promised reward
of God, are secure from the judgment of God,
walk in the mines with a body captive indeed,
but with a heart reigning, that you know Christ
is present with you, rejoicing in the endurance
of His servants, who are ascending by His footsteps and in HIS paths to the eternal kingdoms !
You daily expect with joy the saving day of your
departure ; and already about to withdraw from
the world, you axe hastening to the rewards of
martyrdom, and to the divine homes, to behold
after this darkness of the world the purest light,
and to receive a glory greater than all sufferings
and conflicts, as the apostle witnesses, and says,
"The sufferings of this present time are not
worthy to be compared with the glory that shall
be revealed in us." 7 And because now your
word is more effectual in prayers, and supplication is more quick to obtain what is sought for
in afflictions, seek more eagerly, and ask that
the divine condescension would consummate the
confession of all of us ; that from this darkness
and these snares of the world God would set us
also free with you, sound and glorious ; that we
who here axe united in the bond of charity and
peace, and have stood together against the
wrongs of heretics and the oppressions of the
heathens, may rejoice together in the heavenly
kingdom. I bid you, most blessed and most
beloved brethren, ever farewell in the Lord, and
always and everywhere remember me.s
EPISTLE
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TAr_ THE THASKSOr__NOAS WELL l_OR THE
3" Therefore they who were condemned with
COMFORTCONVEYEDBY THE LETTER AS FOR US give you before God the greatest thanks,
THE ASSISTANCE
SENT THEREWITH. BUT FROM beloved Cyprian, that in your letter you have
THE FACTTHAT THREE DISTINCTLETI_RS ARE refreshed their suffering breasts ; have healed
SENT IN REPLYTO THE SINGLE ONE OF CYP- their limbs wounded with clubs ; have loosened
RIAN'S, WE ARE TO GATHERTHAT THE BISHOPStheir feet bound with fetters ; have smoothed
WHOWROTETHEMWEREPLACEDIN DIFFERENT the hair of their half-shorn head ; have illumiDEPARTMENTSOF THE MINES.z
nated the darkness of the dungeon;
have brought
L Nemesianns, Dativus, Felix, and Victor, to down the mountains of the mine to a smooth
their brother Cyprian, in the Lord eternal salva- surface ; have even placed fragrant flowers to
tion. You speak, dearly beloved Cyprian, in their nostrils, and have shut out the foul odour
Moreover, your continued gifts,
your letters always with deep meaning, as suits of the smoke.s
the condition of the time, by the assiduous read- and those of our beloved Quirinus, which you
ing of which letters both the wicked are cot- sent to be distributed
by Herennianus
the subrected and men of good faith are confirmed,
deacon, and Lucian, and Maximus, and AmanFor while you do not cease in your writings to tius the acolytes, provided a supply of whatever
lay bare the hidden mysteries, you thus make us had been wanting for the necessities of their
to grow in faith, and men from the world to bodies.
Let us, then, be in our prayers helpers
draw near to belief.
For by whatever good of one another:
and let us ask, as you have
things you have introduced in your many books, bidden us, that we may have God and Christ
unconsciously you have described yourself to us. and the angels as supporters in all our actions.
For you are greater than all men in discourse, We bid you, lord and brother, ever heartily farein speech more eloquent, in counsel wiser, in well, and have us in mind.
Greet all who are
patience more simple, in works more abundant,
with you.
All ours who are with us love you,
in abstinence
more holy, in obedience
more and greet you, and desire to see you.
humble, and in good deeds more innocent.
And you yourself know, beloved, that our eager l
EPISTLE
LXXVIII.*
wish was, that we might see you, our teacher THE REPLY TO THE SAME OF LUCIUS AND
and our lover, attain to the crown of a great
THE REST OF THE MARTYRS.
confession.
ARGUMENT._THE
ARGUMENT OF THE PRESENT
2. For,in theproceedingsbeforethe proconL_:rr_RIS,IN SUBSTANCE,THE SAME AS THAT
sul,as a good and true teacheryou first
have
OF THE PRECEDING_ AND THEREFORE IT IS NOT
pronouncedthatwhich we your disciples,
follow- A LETTER OF LUCIUSTHE ROMAN BISHOP,BUT
mg you, ought to say before the president. OF LUCIUSTHE AFRICAN BISHOP AND MARTYR.
And, as a soundingtrumpet,you have stirred
up
t. To Cyprian our brother and colleague,
God's soldiers,
furnished
with heavenlyarms,to Lucius,and allthebrethrenwho arcwithmc in
the closeencounter; and fightingin the firstthc Lord, greeting. Your letter,
came to us,
rank,you have slainthe devilwith a spiritual
dearestbrother,
whilewc were exultingand resword: you have alsoorderedthe troopsof the joicingin God thatHe had armed us forthe
brethren,
on theone hand and on theother,with struggle,
and had made us by His condcsceusion
yourwords,so thatsnaxeswere on allsideslaid
conquerors
inthebattle
; theletter,
namely,which
forthe enemy, and the severedsinews of the you sentto us by Hcrennianus the sub-deacon,
very carcase of the publicfoe were trodden and Lucian,and Maximus, and Amantius the
underfootY Believeus,dearest,
thatyourinno- acolytcs,
Swhich when wc readwc receiveda recentspirit
is not farfrom the hundred-foldre- laxation
in our bonds,a solacein our affliction,
ward,seeingthat it has fearedneitherthe first
and a support in our necessity;
and wc were
onsetsof the world,norshrunk from going into arousedand more strenuously
animated to bear
exile,
norhesitated
to leavethecity,
nor dreaded whatevermore ofpunishment might be awaiting
to dwell in a desertplace; and sinceitfur-us. For beforeour suffering
we werecalledforth
nished many with an example of confession,
by you to glory,who first
affordedus guidance
itselffirstspoke the martyr-witness.For it to confession
of thename ofChrist.We indeed,
provokedotherstoactsof martyrdom by itsown who followthefootsteps
ofyour confession,
hope
example; and not only began to be a compan- foran equalgracewithyou. For he who isfirst
ion of the martyrs already departing from the in the race is first also for the reward ; and you
world,
but also
linked so.
a heavenly friendship with who first occupied the course thence have cornthosewho
shouldbe
3 [Agraphic
idea
d min_tormms
isImmafforded.]
mmtThis.ls_qdrumcl
mm¢m___lar. in ]F4_delmdx,,wlmmmentionis madeof
4s Oxford
[The._acd,y_a
¢d.: Ep.lxxvlii.
wereof A.v.at/.
Greekname,but of Wesmrn
a Other, ,' the dtwwsof thecommonen¢_ cut in two,his only. Theywerea sortof candidates
forOrders:andourMorawm
c4uca_wastroddenund_ foot." [R_n. xvk _o.]
b_thtmx_
tirosm;ni_xymadthemum_tothisday.]
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munlcated this to us from what you began, show- I your letter which you wrote, and in which you
ing doubtless the undivided love wherewith you I have condescended to comfort us as ff we were
have always loved us, so that we who had one I sons, out of the heavenly words. And we have
Spirit in the bond of peace might have the grace Jgiven and do give thanks to God the Father
of your' prayers, and one crown of confession. I Almighty through His Christ, that we have been
2. But in your case, dearest brother, to the I thus comforted and strengthened by your adcrown of confession is added the reward of your r dress, asking from the candour of your mind
labours w an abundant measure which you shall that you would deign to have us in mind in your
receive from the Lord in the day of retribution, constant prayers, that the Lord would supply
who have by your letter presented yourself to us, what is wanting in your confession and ours,which
as you manifested to us that candid and blessed He has condescended to confer on us. Greet
breast of yours which we have ever known, and all who abide with you. We bid you, dearest
in accordance with its largeness have uttered brother, ever heartily farewell in God. I Felix
praises to God with us, not as much as we de- wrote this ; I Jader subscribed it ; I Polianus
serve to hear, but as much as you are able to read it. I greet my lord Eutychianus.
utter. For with your words you have both
adorned those things which had been less inEPISTLE LXXX.s
swacted in us, and have strengthened us to the
sustaining of those sufferings which we bear,ffias CYPRIANTO SERGIUS, ROGATIANUS, AND THE
being certain of the heavenly rewards, and of the
OTHERCONFESSORSIN PRISON.
crown of martyrdom, and of the kingdom of ARGUMENT. u HE CONSOLES
ROGATIANUS
AND
God, from the prophecy which, being filled with
HIS COLLEAGUES,
THE CONFESSORS
IN PRISON,
the Holy Spirit, you have pledged to us in your
Am) GIVESTHEMCOURAGE
BY THE EXAMPLE
letter. All this will happen, beloved, if you will
OFTHE MARTYRS
ROGATIANUS
THE ELDERAND
have us in mind in your prayers, which I trust
FELICISSIMUS.
THE LETTERITSELFINDICATES
yOUdo even as we certainly do.
THAT IT WAS WRtt-L_q IN EXILE.
3- And thus, O brother most longed_for, we
L Cyprian to Sergius and Rogatianus, and
have received what you sent to us from Quirinus the rest of the confessors in the Lord, everlastand from yourself, a sacrifice from every clean ing health. I salute you, dearest and most
thing. Even as Noah offered to God, and God blessed brethren, myself also desiring to enjoy
was pleased with the sweet savour, and had re- the sight of you, if the state in which I am placed
spect unto his offering, so also may He have re- would permit me to come to you. For what
spect unto yours, and may He be pleased to could happen to me more desirable and more
return to you the reward of this SO good work. joyful than to be now close to you, that you
But I beg that you will command the letter which might embrace me with those hands, which,
we have written to Quirinus to be sent forward. pure and innocent, and maintaining the froth of
I bid you, dearest brother and earnestly desired, the Lord, have rejected the profane obedience ?
ever heartily farewell,and remember us.3 Greet What more pleasant and sublime than now to
all who are with you. Farewell
kiss your lips, which with a glorious voice have
confessed the Lord, to be looked upon even in
EPISTLE LXXIX.4
presence by your eyes, which, despising the
THE ANSWEROF FELIX, JADER, POLIANUS, AND world, have become worthy 6 of looking upon
THE REST OF THE MARTYRS, TO CYPRIAN.
God ? But since opportunity is not afforded
./I_'GI.)'.&IEIigT.
_
THE MARTYRS
ABOVESPOKENOF me to share in this joy, I send this letter in my
ACKSO_
WITH_o, TrrtmEl_m ASSL.cr_c_ stead to your ears and to your eyes, by which I
smcr To TH_ BY cvrm_,
congratulate and exhort you that you persevere
strongly and steadily in the confession of the
To our dearest and best beloved Cyprian, heavenly glory; and having entered on the way
Felix, Jader, Polianus, together with the presby- of the Lord's condescension, that you go on in
ters and all who are abiding with us at the mine the strength of the Spirit, to receive the crown,
of Sigua, eternal health in the Lord. We reply having the Lord as your protector and guide,
to your salutation, dearest brother, by Heren- who said, "Ix), I am with you alway, even unto
nianus the sub-deacon, Lucian and Maximus the end of the world." 7 0 blessed prison, which
our brethren, strong and safe by the aid of your your presence has enlightened ! 0 blessed prison,
prayers, from whom we have received a sum which sends the men of God to heaven! 0
under the name of an offering, together with darkness, more bright than the sun itself, and
x Or, "mfittd."

• Or,"patiently
bear."

J_

td.: Ep.vl. _v. _7; _om_ly^.D._

. s['rhis_twaysmeanshl pra?en andat the Lofd'sSupper,ht
6 [L,akexx._;5,xxi.36; xTheu, n.z_ Suche_l)l_lllo_iaoulr
mecommo, imt:tcmiom. So_,NtC.
Sttrk.,p._/.
lauthotteadano...wev3naeualfmtfmmthenteriaofClniJt.]
40xfo_ed.: E4;.!"__ A.n.SST.
'/Matt. xxvu_
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clearer than the light of this world, where now time and of the future glory, saying, "The sufare placed temples of God, and your members ferings of this present time are not worthy to be
are to be sanctified by divine confessions !
icompared with the coming glory which shall
_. Nor let anything now be revolved in your be revealed in us." _ Of which brightness, when
hearts and minds besides the divine precepts we consider the glory, it behoves us to bear all
and heavenly commands, with which the Holy afflictions and pel_secutions ; because, although
Spirit has ever animated you to the endurance many are the afflictions of the righteous, yet
of suffering. Let no one think of death, but of those are delivered from them all who trust in
immortahty ; nor of temporary punishment, but God.
of eternal glory ; since it is written, "Precious
3. Blessed women also, who are established
in the sight of the Lord is the death of His with you in the same glory of confession, who,
saints ;" • and again, "A broken spirit is a sac- maintaining the Lord's faith, and braver than
rifice to God : a contrite and humble heart God their sex, not only themselves are near to the
doth not despise.""
And again, where the crown of glory, but have afforded an example
sacred Scripture speaks of the tortures which to other women by their constancy l And lest
consecrate God's martyrs, and sanctify them in anything should be wanting to the glory of your
the very trial of suffering : "And if they have number, that each sex and every age also might
suffered torments in the sight of men, yet is their be with you in honour, the divine condescension
hope full of immortality ; and having been a has also associated with you boys s in a glorious
little chastised, they shall be greatly rewarded : confession ; representing to us something of the
for God proved them, and found them worthy same kind as once did Ananias, Azarias, and
of Himself. As gold in the furnace hath He Misael, the illustrious youths to whom, when
tried them, and received them as a sacrifice of shut up in the furnace, the fires gave way, and
a burnt-offering, and in due time regard shall be the flames gave refreshment, the Lord being
had unto them. The righteous shall shine, and present with them, and proving that against His
shall run to and fro like sparks among the stub-confessors and martyrs the heat of hell could
ble. They shall judge the nations, and have have no power, but that they who trusted in God
dominion over the people ; and their Lord shall shonld always continue unhurt and safe in all
reign for ever." 3 When, therefore, you reflect dangers. And I beg you to consider more carethat you shall judge and reign with Christ the fuUy, in accordance with your religion, what
Lord, you must needs exult and tread under foot must have been the faith in these youths which
present sufferings, in the joy of what is to come ; could deserve such full acknowledgment from
knowing that from the beginning of the world it the Lord. For, prepared for every fate, as we
has been so appointed that righteousness should ought all to be, they say to the king, "O king
suffer there in the conflict of the world, since in Nebuchadnezzar, we are not careful to answer
the beginning, even at the first, the righteous thee in this matter ; for our God whom we serve
Abel was slain, and thereafter all righteous men, is able to deliver us from the burning fiery furand prophets, and apostles who were sent. To nace ; and He will deliver us out of thine hand,
all of whom the Lord also in Himself has ap- O king ! But if not, be it known unto thee, 0
pointed an example, teaching that none shall king, that we will not serve thy gods, nor worship
attain to His kingdom but those who have fol- the golden image which thou hast set up." 9
lowed Him in His own way, saying, "He that Although they believed, and, in accordance with
loveth his life in this world shall lose it ; and he their faith, knew that they might even be dethat hateth his life in this world shall keep it livered from their present punishment, they still
unto life eternal."4 And again : "Fear not them wonld not boast of this, nor claim it for themwhich kill the body, but are not able to kill the selves, saying, "But if not." Lest the virtue of
soul : but rather fear Him who is able to destroy their confession should be less without the testiboth soul and body in hell." s Paul also exhorts mony of their saffering, they added that God
us that we who desire to attain to the Lord's could do all things ; but yet they would not
promises ought to imitate the Lord in all things, trust in this, so as to wish to be delivered at the
"We are," says he, "the sons of God: but if imoment ; but they thought on that glory of
sons, then heirs ; heirs of God, and joint-heirs eternal liberty and security.
with Christ; if so be that we suffer with Him,
4. And you also, retaining this faith, and medithat we may also be glorified together." e More-!tating day and night, with your whole heart
over, he added the comparison of the present prepared for God, think of.the future o_y, with
contempt for the present, that you may be able
: 1'*._ .s.
to come to the fruit of the eternal ki%_lom, and
a Ps IL!_
4 ovm.
xll. a
6_

_

z6,zT.
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to the embrace and kiss, and the sight of tbe merit. Moreover, people of Caesar'shousehold,
Lord, that you may follow in all things Rogatia- whoever of them had either confessed before, or
nus the presbyter, the glorious old man who, to should now confess, should have their property
the glory of our time, makes a way for you by[ confiscated, and should be sent in chains by ashis religious courage and divine condescension, isignment to _s
estates. The Emperor Valewho, with Felicissimus our brother, ever quiet dan also added to this address a copy of the
and temperate, receiving the attack of a fero- letters which he sent to the presidents of the
cious people, first prepared for you a dwelling provinces concerning us; which letters we are
in the prison, and, marking out the way _ for daily hoping will come, waiting according to the
you in some measure, now also goes before you. strength of our faith for the endurance of sufferThat this may be consummated in you, we be-ing, and expecting from the help and mercy of
seech the Lord in constant prayers, that from the Lord the crown of eternal life. But know
beginnin_
going on to the highest results, He that Xistus was martyred in the cemetery on the
may cause those whom He has made to confess, eighth day of the Ides of August, and with him
also to be crowned. I bid you, dearest and four deacons. 6 Moreover, the prefects in the
most beloved brethren, ever heartily farewell in City7 are daily urging on this persecution ; so
the Lord; and may you attain to the crown of that, if any are presented to them, they are marheavenly glory. Victor the deacon, and those tyred, and their property claimed by the treaswho are with me, greet you.
ury.
_. I beg that these things may be made known
EPISTLE LXXXL*
by your means to the rest of our colleagues, that
everywhere, by their exhortation, the brotherTO
SUCCESSUS
ON
THE
TIDINGS
BROUGHT
hood
llaay be strengthened and prepared for the
FROM ROME, TELLING OF THE PERSE.CUTION.
spiritual conflict, that every one of us may think
ARGUMENT. m CYPRIAN
TELLSTHE BISHOPSUC- less of death than of immortality ; and, dedic_._s, THATIN A SEVEREP.WRSF_"_ONTHATcater to the Lord, with full faith and entire courB_ D_V__ _' THE_EROR V_J._
3 age, may rejoice rather than fearin this confession,
xasr_ THE BISHOPHAD _VVERF_VAT ROMEwherein they know that the soldiers of God and
ONTHEEIGHTHOV TH_ IDESOFAUOVST
; _V Christ are not slain, but crowned. I bid you,
HE BEGSHIM TO n_r_ATE THESAMETO THE dearest brother, ever heartily farewell in the
REST

OF

HIS

COLLEAGUF__

THAT

EACH

ONE

Lord°8

mGwr _TS
ms ow_ FLOCX
TO _RT_X_M.
x. Cyprian to his brother Successus, greeting.
The reason why I could not write to you immediately, dearest brother, was that all the clergy,
being placed in the very heat of the contest, were
unable in any way to depart hence, all of them
being prepared in accordance with the devotion
of their mind for divine and heavenly glory. But
know that those have come whom I had sent to
the City 4 for this purpose, that they might find
out and bring back to us the trath, in whatever
m_nner it had been decreed respecting us. For
many various and uncertain things axe current in
men's opinions. But the truth concerning them
is as follows, that Valerian had sent a rescript to
the Senate, to the effect that bishops and presbyters and deacons should immediately be punished ; but that senators, and men of importance,
and Roman knights/should lose their dignity,
and moreover be deprived of their property ; and
if, when
their meaus
were
taken
away,
they
should
.__ . . .
.,....
.
_.
.,
.
..
.
persL_ m Demg t_nnsuans, men mey snoma amo
.v_
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EPISTLE L_II.
9
TO THE CLERGYAND PEOPLE CONCERNING
HIS RETIREMENT,
A LITTLE BEFORE HIS
MARTYRDOM.
ARGUMENT. -- WHEN,NEARTHE END OF HIS

LIFE,CYPRIAN,
ON RETURNING
HIS GARDENS,
WAS
TOLD
THAT
MESSENGERS TO
WERE
SENT TO
TAKE HIM FOR PUNISHMENT
TO UTICA, HE WITHDREW.
AND LEST IT SHOULD BE THOUGHT THAT
HE HAD DONE
SO FROM FEAR
OF DEATH_ HE
GIVES THE REASON IN THIS LETrER,
VIZ., THAT
HE MIGHT UNDERGO HIS MARTYRDOM NOWHERE
ELSE THAN AT CARTHAGE,
OWN

"

z "l_a_,_"
• Ox_brd ed.: _
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_

A.D.

IN THE

SIGHT

OF HIS

258.

x. Cyprian to the presbyters and deacons,
and all the people, greeting. When it had been
told to us, dearest brethren, that the gaolers _o
had been sent to bring me to Utica, and I had
_,,a_,,kb
}a_.Q_."
. .....
tzne nu_,ern name, l t'ta_vcnu tt_,,w_
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mtt. _
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been persuaded by the counsel of those dearest subject of ChristiafI laymen and bishops, and
to me to withdraw for a time from my gardens, may say what the Lord will wish to be said at
as a just reason was afforded I consented. For that hour.
the reason that it is fit for a bishop, in that city
2. But do you, dearest brethren, according to
in which he presides over the Church of the lthe discipline which you have ever received
Lord, there to confess the Lord, and that the from me out of the Lord's commands, and acwhole people should be glorified by the confes-cording to what you have so very often learnt
sion of their prelate in their presence. For from my discourse, keep peace and tranquillity;
whatever, in that moment of confession, the con- nor let any of you stir up any tumult for the
fessor-bishop speaks, he speaks in the mouth of brethren, or voluntarily offer himself to the Gen_
all, by inspiration of God., But the honour of tiles. For when apprehended and delivered up,
our Church, glorious as it is, will be mutilated he ought to speak, inasmuch as the Lord abiding
if I, a bishop placed over another church, re- in us speaks in that hour, who willed that we
ceiving my sentence or my confession at Utica, should rather confess than profess. But for the
should go thence as a martyr to the Lord, when rest, what it is fitting that we should observe beindeed, both for my own sake and yours, I pray fore the proconsul passes sentence on me for the
with continual supplications, and with all my confession of the name of God, we will with the
desires entreat, that I may confess among you, instruction of the Lord arrange in common._
and there suffer, and thence depart to the Lord May our Lord make you, dearest brethren, to
even as I ought. Therefore here in a hidden remain safe in His Church, and condescend to
retreat I await the arrival of the proconsul re- keep you. So be it through His mercy.
turning to Carthage, that I may hear from him
what the emperors have commanded upon the his •de_con,
[Recur
thepasdon
holymartyr
as related
p.m
39o.
Stephenofthls
had broken
communion
withbyPontius,
him (s......._e
p. 390 note) and the African provinces, whtch had no effect upon his
There is something sublime in tim martyr's re- Cathohc $_tu$,
_Sec letter of Flrmtllian_ p, 39t note ) ,But, e_ f_e
Roman _,_eory, this glonous martyr died m sc_tsm. He is, neverthellance
xxn.lupon tlus word of Jesus See sec. 2, zn/ra, and FAuddatton less, a canonized saint in the Roman Calendar. Elucidation XXII.]
t [Matt x x9

ELUCIDATIONS.
I.
(The presbyterateand the priesthood,p.268.)
HEREis an instance of a usage just becoming common to the East and West, _ to give the
name of I_riest]wod to the chief ministry as distinguished from the presbyterate. So in Chrysostom
_assim, but notably in his treatise _-,p__poo-6r,/¢. The scriptural warrant for this usage is derived,
dialectically, from the universal priesthood of Christians (i Pet. ii. 5), from the Old-Testament
prophecies of the Christian ministry (Isa. ]xvi. _i), and from the culmination of the sacerdelium
in the chief ministry of St. Paul. Over and against the Mosaic priesthood he is supposed to
assert his own priestly c/mrisma in the Epistle to the Romans,' where he says, "I have therefore
my glorying in Christ Jesus" (i.e., the Great High Priest), "in things pertaining to God ;" that is
(according to the Epistle to the Hebrews, v, x), "as a high priest taken from among men, in lMngs
2#ertaining to G_d, that he may offer both gifts and sacrifices for sins." He asserts himself, therefore, as a better priest than those of the Law, "because of the grace that was given me of God,
that I should be a minister of Christ Jesus unto the Gentiles, ministering in safriflct 2 the Gospel
of God." He then (according to this theory) adopts the language and the idea of Malachi, and
adds, "that the oblation of the Gentiles might be acceptable," etc. ; i.e., the pure nind, ah, or
oblation of bread and wine, commemorative of the one "and only propitiatory sacrifice of
Calvary."
These ideas run through all the primitive liturgies,s which we are soon to reach in this series.
It is no part of my plan to vindicate them, but only to state them. It will be felt by many that these
x Cap.ft. iS, z6,compared
withMal.L ,z.

*_
For which_ _

Version,
margin.Rather,
"ml,i_dnghierarglcal_.
_
voL vii., this scxiea.
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were at least exaggerated views of the apostle's ministry, uof the principle underlying his phrase,
d_ _b dv_u_/_ _tzm_7_ . . . _
_ _;
but let nobody re_i_
these primitive
expressions concernlnv_a commemoration of the one om'y _o_'a'a_
sacrifice "once offered,"
the monstrous doctrine of the Council of Trent, which, reduced to its mildest form,' is as follows :
"The sacrifice of the Mass is, and ought to be considered, o_ a_ dw same s_riflee wi_ _al of
t_e Cross . . . which being the case, it must be _t,
without any hesitation, that (as the holy
Council of Trent hath moreover explained) the sacred and holy sacrifice of the M_ is not only
s sacrifice of praise and eucharist, or a mere commemoration of the sacrifice effected on the
"Cross,but also truly a _'tiatory
s_ri_e, by wkic_ God is a_ea_ed, and remt_ed lffo_'dous to
_s." That such was not the doctrine of the Latin churches, even in the ninth century, sutficiently
appears from the treatise of Ratramu; but it is not less apparent from the ancient liturgies themselves, and even from many primitive features which glitter like gold-dust amid the dross of the
Roman missal itsel£
IL
(To do nothingon my ownprivateopinion,p. 283.)
Note this golden principle which runs through all the epistles and treatises of our large-minded
and free-spirited author, "A primordio episcopatus mei statuerim nihil, sine consilio vestro, et sine
¢onseasuple_is me_z privata sententia gerere." When, in the midst of persecution, he c6uld not
convoke his council, he apologizes, as will appear hereafter,• even for taking measures requisite to
the emergency without such counsel. Such was ht_ du_ accordln_ to the primitive discipline,
no doubt; but our author knew wen that a relaxing of discipline in exceptional ciro]mstances m
the fruitful source of corruption. He is jealous aga_t himself: u
"'Twill be recordedfor a precedent;
Andmanyanerror,by the sameexample,
Will rushinto the Church._
It is instructive to find the views of Baxter harmonizing with those of Cyprian. He speaks for
him_clf and his brethren as not opposed to episcopacy, but only to "the engrossing (by prelates)
of a_w sole _er
of ordination and jurisdiction . . . excluding w/wily the 2_astors of particular
churches from all skate in it." This is a sound Cyprianic remonstrance ; _ but Cyprian always
includes the p/ebs as well as the "pastors."
In short, if Ignatius, his Gamaliel, teaches primarily,
"Do nothing without the bishop," he not less reiterates his own maxim, "Let bishops do nothing
without the presbytery and the people."
Here it must be noted, however, that the primitive Fathers never speak of d_e _isco_a_e as a
development of t_e presby_ra_, as do the Middle-Age writers and the schoolmen. It was the
policy of these to write dowu the bishops to mere presbyters, for the purpose of exalting the
papacy, which they made the only episcopate and the universal apostolate. The Universal Bishop
might, then, appoint presbyters to be _ local v4cars, and to bear a gtular episcopate, as sueh,_the
name of an o2_e, and not an order. The episcopate was no longer, as with Ignatius and Cyprian,
the apostolic ot_ce from which the presbyterate and diaconate were _ed_'m_d, but, rather, an
ecclesiastical _h'_
of the presbyterate. By this theory no bishop in the Latin communion
can deal with the Bishop of Rome as Cyprian did, _on terms of equality, and as a co-bishop or
colleague in a common episcopate. Such is the school doctrine : and the Council of Trent made
s Z_a_k_
_,m-sml_kzcid_i_
llZ.
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it dogma, abolishing the order of bishops as such, and defining that there axe only three Holy
Orders ; viz., presbyters, deacons, and sub-deacons.: The order of bishops is thus reduced to a
merely ecclesiastical order in "the hierarchy," a vicariate of the papacy.

III.
(Accordingto the Lord'sdiscipline,p. _9z.)
Here he lays down, as a divine constitution for the Church, the principle exemplified in the
Acts of the Apostles (cap. xv. 4-6, 22, 23). Compare Epistle xiv., where he speaks of some
presbyters and deacons as "too little mindful of discipline," and of his instructions to the laity
to maintain the same. Observe his language in the exceptional case referred to in the previous
elucidation. "In ordinations of the clergy, beloved brethren" (he writes to "presbyters,
deacons, and lhe _hole _eoi_/e"), "we usually consult you beforehand, and weigh (the matter)
with the general advice."
It is surprising that the learned and pious Dr. Pusey, always influenced by his essential Gallicanism, and too little devoted to the _orimitive discipline, hastily committed himself, in his work
on The Councils of the Church, to an erroneous statement of the historic facts" as to the participation of the laity in synods. In reply, that American Cyprian, Whittingham of Maryland,
called the Doctor's attention to an example he had evidently overlooked, in words worthy of note
from so profound a patristic scholar. He says, "It occurred in the middle of the period to which
Dr. Pusey's book is limited, and, as nearly as can be known, during the episcopate of Cyprian."
He adds, "I doubt whether there is another equally particular relation of the circumstances of
an episcopal election within the first four centuries."
It is given in the life of Gregory Thaumaturgus, by his namesake Gregory of Nyssa.s The whole of Bishop Whittingham's searching
reviewal 4 of Dr. Pusey's positions is an honour to American scholarship, and ought to be consulted by the student of primitive antiquity.

(Commonconsultation,p. 294.)
Again, we have our author's testimony to the free spirit of primitive councils, in which I exult
as a Christian believer, and as a loyal supporter of constitutional liberty, i.e., freedom regulated
by law. Concerning which, note the saying of Franklin, note 9, vol. i. p. 552, of this series. To
primitive discipline and to these free councils of the Cyprianic age the world is indebted for all its
free constitutions ; and when narrow-minded men presume to assert the contrary, because of
mediaeval feudalism in the West, let them be reminded that not till the Church's constitutions
were superseded by the forged Decretals, was the Western Church so deprived of its freedom as
to be made the tool of despotism in violating the liberty of Christians. The last council of the
whole West that retained anything of the primitive spirit was that of Frankfort, A.D. 794 : but its
spirit survived, and not infrequently asserted itself in "the Gallican maxims," so called ; while in
England it was never smothered, but always survived in the parliaments until the usurpations of
the papacy were abolished in the Church and realm. This was done by a practical re-asserKon
of Cypriani¢ _rincit_les. It is well to remind such reckless critics as Draper and Lecky that the
Christian Church is responsible only for her own Catholic legislation ; not at all for what has been
done under the fraudulent pretexts of the Decretals, in defiance of her whole system, which is
embodied in the Ante-Nicene Fathers and the Nicene Constitutions.
: C_rcM,_,qftl_Cou_ilCfT_lt, cap..ffa,qumt.x2. s _Whi_nghmu quotes
the¢_lltloQ_
Gmm_Vo_bas,
PP.J_-Jgx2 Seethes_l work,p.4x.
4 C_wr¢_
,_¢rw, voLm.x_9,PP.U-x_.
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Ve

(Counseland judgmentof all....

a commoncause,p. 296.)

The language here is indicative of the whole spirit of Catholic canons, to which that of the
Latincanonists
affords
sucha contrast
after
theIsidorian
forgeries
had been made, by Nicholas,
thesystemof theWest. Note thewordswhich our authoraddresses
to hisclergy,
omnip/zbe
_l_zn_ : "Qum rescureomnium nostrumconsilium
ct sentcntiam
spcctet,
pr_judicare
ego,et
soli
mihireincommunem vindicate,
non audeo." In otherwords,"What concerns
all,
oughtby
alltobe considered
and decided."
*
The fiReenth chapter of Bishop Wordsworth's History of the Church (vol. i.) deals with the
ante-Nicene
councils,
and expoundstheir
spirit
and organization
inaveryableandconcise
manner.

VI,

(Let us pray forthe lapsed,p.3to.)
The passage that follows seems to be a quotation from the common prayers then in use. Out
of these "bidding prayers" grew the ancient litanies ; the deacon dictating the suffrage, and the
people responding with the petition, "Lord, have mercy upon them," or the like.
By arranging
thepetitions
thus,
-Prolapsis, _
I uterigantur
;
Prostantibus,
) °REMUS'.
utnon tententur,
etc.,
we shall
seehow suchprayers
wereformulated,
and how thepeople,
by responding
Amen to each
suffrage,
gavetheir
common supplications
accordingly.
Thesesuffrages
mightbe enlarged
indefinitely,
as divers
subjects
forprayerwerepresented
; and so therewas a minglingof what has
beencalled
"freeprayer"withtheliturgical
system,
without
confusion
orlackof harmony.

VII.
(The honourof our colleague,p. 319.)
ThUS Cyprian speaks of the Bishop of Rome, whose due ordination and rightful jurisdiction
Novatian was impugning. The absurdity of calling this heretic Novatian an anti-pope involves
a great confusion of ideas, however. For, as Cornelius was no more a pope than Cyprian (to
both of whom the title was freely conceded in its primitive sense*), how can it be proper to give
Novatian a name which implies a medieval sense, and leads the student to infer that his claim
was not merely to the See of Rome,S but to a universal bishopric over all Christians ? It is
needless to say, that, had the churches so understood the case, the whole Christian world would
have been convulsed by a matter which, in point of fact, was soon settled by Cyprian's enforcement of the canons. See subsequent letters.
VIII.
(Novatian,pp.319,324.)
The similarity of the names of Novatus and Novatian, and their complicity in a common
schism, led to great confusions among their contemporaries, which have not been wholly cleared
t _t

F4m_stles xxv.

(mr. 6, p. 304) mmdxxx.

(see.
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even to this day. See Lardner's elaborate argument against the latter name as a mere blunder.
He calls Novatian also Novanss, and gives his forcible reasons.
Observe that "ordination" is the term here used for conferring the order of bishops on a
presbyter. So always anciently, though now it is customary to speak only of the "consecration"
of a bishop. This is the inferior term ; for the bishop is supposed to be "consecrated" to his
specialty or diocese, while he is raised by "ordination" to the order in which all bishops
are equal. Mirabeau says, "Words are things." I quote from a political source the following
remarks of a shrewd observer of Mirabeau's principle. Speaking of American phraseology in
constitutional affairs, he says, "It is true that tAis is a mere matter of words or _hrases, but
words and phrases misused have a very potent influence for confusing the minds of men as to
real things. In politics, as in theolaKv,it is best to stick to the text, and to avoid supposedly
equivalent phrases. Such phrases often contain within them the seeds of heresy and schism."
Now, it was the policy of the schoolmen to confuse terms, in order to break down the Cyprianic
theory; and they denied that bishops were ordained to a "Holy Order." Theirs was only a
name of o2_e; and their order was only an ecdesias_'eal order, as much so as "sacristans." =
This to keep them from Cyprian's claim of equality with the Bishop of Rome. But this was
debatable sct_ool doctn'ne only, till the Council of Trent. Since that, it has been dogma in the
Roman communion. Contrast, therefore, the Greek and (modem) Roman dogmas :
x. Greek.* "The three orders, by divine institution, are, (t) the episcopate, (=) the priesthood, (3) the diaconate."
2. Roman.3 "According to the uniform ffadi_'an 4 of the Catholic Church, the number of
these orders is s_aen; and they are called (x) porter, (2) reader, (3) exorcist, (4) acolyte, (5)
sub-deacon, (6) deacon, (7) priest." The "bishop," then, is only al_riest, who acts as vicar for
the one "Universal Bishop" at Rome. For the Greek theory, note Cyprian2#assim.
IX.
(Cornelius,ourcolleague,p. 3z8.)
Observe the state of the case. "Lest perchance the number of bislw/s in Africa should seem
unsatisfactory," etc., he wrote to his colkague in Rome, who gathered a council also, "with very
many bishops." Imagine such language, and such action in any case, between the French metropolitan and the present Bishop of Rome l The contrast illustrates the absolute nonentity, in
the Cyprianic age, of any conception of such relations as now exist between Rome and her vassal
episcopate. "Prostrate at the feet of your Holiness," etc. : the noblest bishops and the boldest
at the Vatican Council thus signed their feeble and abject remonstrances. Among their names
areSchwarzenberg,
Furstenberg,
and evenStrossmayer.S
X.
(One episcopatedisused, p. 333.)
Here is the principle expounded in the Trea_e on Unity.

He states it tersely as follows :--

a Epi_opatusunUs,episcoporummultorumconcordlnumerositatedifftmus.
'_
And he then states in few words his theory of the "compact unity of the Catholic Church,"
in which the existence of the "provinces" is recognised, and an "ecclesiastical structure;" but
not a hint of what must have been laid down as the test and primal law of truth and unity, had

s Z,'O_ C,t_tlcmu,p.¢_,trYo,
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any infallible supremacy been imagined to exist. In that case, no need of a _ea_ive, no need of
words : he would have said nothing of "co-bishops," but simply of communion with the Bishop
of Rome.

XI.

(Fabian and Donatus,also our predece_ors, p. 34_.)
Here the Paris editors of A.D.X574 take pains to remind us that Cyprian means "Fabian,
y_r predecessor, and Donatus, mine." Very well. But the implication is that "our predecessors"
were persons of the same office and dignity. Let us suppose the present Bishop of Alger writing
to Leo XIII. in the same manner, as follows : "Bishop Strossmayer was severely remarked upon
by Plus and Martial, our predecessors, in their letters." Would this be tolerated ? The editor of
this series answered the invitation of Plus IX. to his council in x869, after the manner of a contemporary of Cyprian,z in order to make the contrast between the third century and the nineteenth palpable to the venerable pontiff and his adviser AntoneUi. It was resented with
animosity by the Ultramontane journals, on the ground that nobody on earth should address the
pontiff as bishop to bishop, or as man to man.

XII.
(To whomperfidycouldhaveno access,p. 344_)
When we put a man in mind of his self-respect, we imply that he is in peril of forgetting the
quality we impute to him. "You are a gentleman, and, of course, cannot deceive me : " such
language is not complimentary, but involves a gentle reproof. So here our author has to remind
the Roman clergy of what is due to themselves if they would keep up the credit assigned to them
by St. Paul, but from which, as the apostle himself warned them, they were in danger of falling.
Cyprian goes on to remind them of what they owe to Carthage and its synods, and warns them
against "abandoned men" seeking to discredit the African bishops? The Roman clergy had
already confessed their sense of what was due to Carthage,3 and in another epistle/ doubtless
remembering Zephyrinus and Callistus, they confess their degeneracy, and the ignominy of their
actual position as compared with that which the apostle had praised. The passage is often quoted
as if it read, "to whom ¢orru/t faitk can have no access :" but the word is/elfl_'a, and has
reference, not to faith, but morals ; and, to avoid ambiguity, I have put the word "perfidy" into
the translation, where the Edinburgh translator has "faithlessness."
Here note (p. 346, note 2) the reference to St. Paul's term (Ka_aro/z_), the concision, where
the Oxford note (p. x7o, Oxford trans.) is to the point. Only let it be more clearly stated, that
St. Paul calls the Judaizing schismatics the ra_'al"o/_/; meaning that, instead of the circumcised
body, they are but the _zr6cula fr_/u6i
cut off and cast away. Our author uses it here with
great effect, therefore. In another place s St. Paul carries his scornful anathema farther, with a
witty reference to a heathen example ; on which see Canon Farrar in his St. Paul, cap. xx_.
(Agdistis) p. u35, ed. New York. The " sport with children," in the Canon's note (p. 227),
seems to me illustrated by Ex. iv. 24-26.
Trifling with children, i.e., their salvation.
z A Zett_-_ Pt'_ t_ .Vt_,
B_,_ ofa'_,e,¢_.,put_t_ byl'm-i_r,t,tmd_,x_
*Se_,
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xIII.
(I both warn and ask you, p. 346 at note 4-)

The original is, "admoneo et peto ;" the language of an equal, but yet of an older brother in
the episcopate. Here some other points ate worthy to be noted in this important letter, and
they shall be briefly taken in serie.
x. We here encounter the tangled knot of the trt_/e schisms, in which the un_afl, y Felicissimus, with Novams and Novatian, has long presented a scandal to criticism. Thus, our author
speaks of Felicissimus as "schismatis et disidii auctor;" and difficulties have been raised about the
menning of the text, because Novatns would rather seem entitled to that "bad eminence." I
think all difficulty disappears if we drop the idea that a particular schism is here referred to, and
understand merely that this bad man was "the _eginner of schism and dissension," out of which
the three specific schisms had cropped. Go back to Epistles xxxvii. (p. 3x5) and xxxviii. (p.
3z6) and xxxix. (p. 3x9) for his antecedents. The "faction of Felicissimus" (see. 2), and of
"five presbyters" with him (see. 3), is here sufficiently evident to illustrate the point now under
consideration. In Epistle xlviii. (p. 325) we find Novatus, it is true, accused as "the first sower
of discord and sedition," but in another sense, because Felicissimus was a mere layman. Novatus
took him up, and had him unlawfully ordained a deacon ; and now Felicissimus becomes a mere
appendage, and Novatus becomes formidable. Sailing to Italy, and coming to Rome just in time
to inspire the discontent of Novatian with a wicked ambition, he next proceeds to engineer his
schismatical ordination to the bishopric of Rome by the hands of three bishops, acting uncanonio
cally and sinfully. So now Novatian becomes the chief character as rival to Cornelius, and pretender to his See ; while Novatus returns to Africa to foment new disturbances, but is justly
excommunicated, and disappears from history.
2. In this epistle it would seem that Cornelius had vacillated weakly, and was in peril of
acting uncanonically. Cyprian gently admonishes him (see. 2) : "I was considerably surprised,"
etc. ; also (scc. 6), "I speak to you as being/rovoked, as grie_'ng, as constrained," etc.
3. Here Fortunatus appears on the scene, to embroil the matter yet more seriously; of whom
(sec. 9) enough appears in this letter.
4. Fortunatus, with his wicked allies, sails to Rome (sec. xI) as the nearest apostolic See,
hence spoken of (sec. I4) as the chief church (i.e., of the West) and the matpT:xof unity (i.e., tO
the daughter churches of Africa). Let us read into the pages of Cyprian no Decretalist ideas
when he modestly acknowledges the comparative inferiority of his place. Let us find his meaning
in this very letter, and others, in which his words contradict all ideas of any official inferiority.
Take also the ideas of the epoch for illustration. Recur to Cyprian's master expounding the
relations of the primitive churches, one to another, in his Prescribe'on. Tertullian points out a
root-principle in all apostolic Sees; ' and then, after elaborate discussion, he thus applies it
practically :
"Run over the apostolic c_urc_es, in which the very thrones of the apostles," etc. " A_
e.g., is proximate to you; then there is Corinth. If you are near Macedonia, there is Philippi.
• . . Crossing to Asia, you get Ephesus ....
Close to Italy you have Rome, from w_i¢_
comes to us (in Africa) our authority," etc. I abridge, but do not alter the sense." Here,
then, we find what Cyprian was writing about. The schismatics, on this principle, had rushed to
the nearest apostolic See, viz., that of the Imperial City. Cyprian recognises his claims on its
bishop ; Rome being the source of his own ordination, and the ma_'x of the Carthaginian.
church. This 'animates him with a loving humility. But what next? Having expressed all this,
he proceeds, as an equal but an elder brother, to assert his rights, and to admonisA Co_
that he, too, must obey the ecclesiastical discipline. Nobody, even among the Greeks, would
z _p. zz. p. sSs,n_ _r,eec. See,rd.i_ _im.
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object to such a Roman primacy, even at this day; but "to give place by su_je¢_'on, even for an
hour," is what St. Cyprian would not endure any more than St. Paul.' "Supremacy" is another thing.
5" The grounds of his conduct in this and other acts are unfolded in his Treatise on 6rni_.
But here is the place to show what Cyprian had in his mind as the _X_
_.
A canon* of the
African church, after providing for local appeals, reads as follows : "Let them not appeal to tri
burials beyond tAe seas, but to the primates of their own provinces, or to a general council, as hath
been often ordained with respect to bishops. But whoso shall persevere in appealing to tribunals
beyond seas, let them be received to communion by no one in Africa." And here note that
the plural is used, illustrating the above quotation from Tertullian. All the apostolic Sees are
treated alike, as "tribunals beyond seas." Note, also, that if any one of these tribunals should
receive and hear the appellant, its decisions were of no force in Africa.
5. And, still further, let it be noted that the greatness of Rome, as the ca_'tul, was its only
ground, even to a canonicalprimacy afterwards conceded to it for the sake of order. The
Council of Chalcedon (Fourth (Ecumenical, A.D.45 x) states the case, and sets the historical fact
beyond dispute, as follows : "The Fathers rightly granted t_e seniori_ (_m_&6_a, fk *rpwfl_),
because that city was the cafn'tal, to the throne of the elder Rome, . . . and eeual precedency
(T&_ra 7rpe_rflda)to the most holy throne of New Rome (Constantinople) ; justly judging that the
city which is dignified with the sovereignty and the senate, and enjoys egual _rivileges with the
elder imperial Rome, should likewise be magnifiedowith the other in ecclesiastical affairs, and
rank second after that See." Second as to order, that is ; but equal as to this _resbeia.
Cyprian's theory shows why they said nothing of its apostolic dignity; viz., because in that
respect all apostolic Sees were equal, and all older than Rome, and because all other churches in
communion with these centres were pracKcalIy apostolic, and each was a See of Peter. For, as
Cyprian expounds it, there is but one _iscopale; and each bishop, locally, possesses the whole
of it. It was given first to Peter to make this principle emphatic ; i.e., it is a gift held whole and
entire by each holder. Then he gave the same to all the apostles, that each one of them might
comprehend that what St. Peter had, he had: it was an undivided and indivisible authority.
"Each particular church," says the Oxford translator, "being the miniature of the whole, each
bishop the representative of Christ, the Chief Bishop; so that, all bishops being, in their several
s_ns,
one and the same (as representing the Same), there was, as it were, bug one bisho_o"
Such was Cyprian's exposition of the _oX,,?a._ : I am not so forgetful as to introduce anything
of my own. But here it is to be noted that the theory of the Decretals was subversive of all this :
there was but one, personally, the representative of Christ, His s Vicar ; and his See, by divine warrant, was supreme. Hence others, called bishops, were not such, as being equals with the Bishop
of Rome in the episcopal order, for their "order" was only that of presbyters ; and they were called
"bishops" only as vicars of the one Bishop at Rome, empowered to act for him in Meal stations,
but having no real episcopate in themselves. Now, Calvin's memorable sentence was based on
this difference between the primitive bishops and those of his day, With his strong logic he
argued : if, then, bishops are but shadows of a papacy which we have proved fabulous, bishops
must be rejected as part of the papacy. But, he said, "Talem nobis hierarcbinm si exhibeant, in
qua sic emineant episcopi ut Chris_ subesst non recusent, et ab illo, #anguam uni¢o ¢apite, pendeant et ad ipsum referantur; in qua, sic inter se fraternam societatem colant ut non ah'o noda,
quam ejns veritate sint colligati ; turn vero nullo non anathemat¢ didos fatear, si qui erunt, qui
non earn reverenter, summaque obedientia, observent,"
It would seem, therefore, that Calvin drew a correct distinction between the Cyprianic theory
and that of the Decretists.
"A Christo, urn'co calcite, pendeant," touches the point of the
Western schism, which altered this principle into "A pontitice Rorrmno, unico capite," prormm
pendeant omaes prmsules Catholici.
t GaL ii. $.
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XIVB

(The bishop should be chosen in the presence of the people, p. 37x.)
Concerning the election of bishops, and the part of the laity therein, enough has been already
said to elucidate this important historical point.'
But here is the place to elucidate Cyprian's
relations to Ignatius, by pointing out Ms theory as to "bishops, presbyters, and deacons."
The
inquiry is, not whether his theory was right or wrong; but the ante-Nicene
Constitutions and
Canons c_.nnot be understood without a clear comprehension of it, and it is practically important
in the coming collisions with the alien religion now lifting its head aggressively amongst us. To
refute its pretensions, Cyprian and Hippolytus
are sufficient if cleared from all ambiguities
thrown back into their expressions from the mediaeval corruption
of primitive words, idioms,
and modes of thought.
As to presbyters
and deacons, then, we must refer to pp. 3o6, 366, 37o; sub-deacons
are
mentioned pp. 3or and 3o6, with lectars under "teaching-presbyters,"
as prepaxing for the clerical
office.
On p. 3o6 an acolyte is mentioned.
Now, these readers, sub-deacons,
and acolytes
(_o¢)
are all of a class,persons preparing for Holy Orders, and after a time known as
in "ecclesiastical"
or minor orders."
The lectors need not be explained.
The su6-deacons are
a class not heard of till this third century, even in the West.
Cyprian and Cornelius are the first
to mention them.
In the East, sub-deacons and acolytes first appear in the fourth century ; .they
were sub-ministrants
and attendants on the clergy, and doubtless had charge of the very troublesome work of preparing the candidates for immersion, and the waters for that sacrament, besides
cleansing the fonts, and superintending
the changes of raiment made necessary.
Their offices in
time of divine service, attending upon the altar, taking the offerings, seating the congregation,
watching the children, etc., may be supposed.
Apart from the names, just such offices, like those
of sextons, are required in all public worship.
The Moravians have acolyte, to this day.

(Cornelius . . . a peaceable and righteous priest, etc. p. 371.)
Now observe his parting tribute in these words, "Cornelius, our colleague, a peaceable and
righteous priest, and moreover honoured by the condescension
of the Lord with martyrdom, has
long ago decreed, _i_ us aml witA all the MShOl_S appointed throughout the whole world," etc.
A colleague, sharing in the decrees of his ca-biskojOs throughout the whole world, is the recognised
position of this successor of St. Peter.
And Cyprian, who firmly believes that St. Peter, as "a
source and principle of unity," had the personal honour of being the first foundation-stone
laid on
the Corner-Stone
Himself, sees nothing in that to make Cornelius the foundation ; nor did Cornelius himself.
No, nor St. Peter either, who says (x Pet. ii. 5) all Christians may become Peters
by being laid on the Living Stone, Christ Jesus.
Thus we are prepared to read the Trea_'se an Unity. We may also concede to the bishops of
Rome, even now, that as soon as they claim no more than Cornelius and St. Peter himself did,
their _'macy will no longer be a stumbllng-Mock and a schism to the Christian universe.
In parting with Cornelius, it is useful to note that he represents his diocese in his day 3 as
numbering ,, forty-slx presbyters, seven deacons and the same number of sub-deacons, with fortytwo acolytes and exorcists, readers and _l_l'_tan_ in _11fl_-twO."
More than "fifteen hundred
widows and sufferers" dependent on this comparatively small and poor church show the terrible
ravages made by pemecution.
x KtmklsttmIIL p.¢tt, m#_t.
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XVL
(EpistleIxxi....

To Stephentheirbrother,p. 378.)

We now reach a very different character from that of his predecessor ; and in him we encounter the germinant spirit which, in long after-ages, was able to overcome the discipline of the
Church.* At this time, and during the great synodical period, these personal caprices were made
light of: the canons and comtitutiom of the Church were strong enough to check them; and
such was the predominance of the Eastern mind, for many generations, that the ship of the Church
was not thrown out of trim. Let us carefully note this historical point, however, and the spirit in
which our great author exposes the dements of error.

XVII.
(Iu

the nameof, et_ Since Three are One, pp. 380,38_.)

Having elsewhere touched upon the quotation attributed to Tertullian, 2 I need not repeat
what has been said of this once very painfully agitated matter. But, as to the quotations of the
African Fathers generally, it ought to be understood that there was a ve_s ]tala before Jerome,
more than one, no doubt,into which that Father was largely indebted for the text now called the
Vulgate. Vercellone assured Dean Burgon that there was indeed one es_bl_hed Latin textJ
an old Itala.
Scrivener 4 says candidly, "It is hard to believe that x John v. 7 was not cited by Cyprian ;"
and again, "The African writers Vigilius of Thapsus (at the end of the fifth century) and Fulgenflus (circa 52o) in two places expressly appeal to tke Oirte _teavenly Vfitnesses." So, too, Victor
Vitensis, in the notable case of the African king of the Vandals. The admission of Tischendorf
is also cited by Scrivener. Tischendoff says, " Gravissimus est Cyprianus (in Tract. de Eccles.
Um'/u_), Dicit Dominus, Ego et Pater unum sumus (Joann. x. 3o) ; et, iterum, de Patre, Filio,
et Spiritu Sancto, scripture est, Et tres unum sunt." Tischendoff adds the testimony of this
epistle to Jubaianus. And Scrivener decides that "it is surely safer and more candid to admit
that Cyprian read it in his copies, than to resort to," etc., the usual explainings away. To this
note of this same erudite scholar the reader may also turn for satisfaction as to the reasons against
authenticity. But primarily, to meet questions as to versions used by Cyprian; let him consult
the same invaluable work (p. u69) on the Old Latin before Jerome. I have added an important
consideration in a note to the Anonymous Treatise on Ba_O_m, which follows (infra), with
other documents, in our Appendix.s
XVIII.
(Retm-nto our LordandOrigin,p. 389.)
Here is an appeal to the _oXa_ _, that explains other references to "the Root and
Origin," which he here identifies with our Lord,6 and "the evangd/ca/and
a_ostolic tradition."
This was the understanding at Nic_ : "ut s/in aliquo nutaverit et vacillaverit veritas, ad originero domlnlcam et evangelicam et apostolicam traditlonem revertamur." Is not this the grand
¢_//con
for the disorders of modem Christendom ? "Nam consuetudo, s/he _em'tate,vetu_qtas
s VoL_. p.6_.
s ]bm_, l.,_t,_.fr_ Remv,p.34. _,
_S6s.
41_vfd_ti_ _ ¢_ci_, ew.,p.4SS,_4oS64.Compmm
tbeT_
t P. 3m,no_s.
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erroris est," says Cyprian in this very Epistle. _ And, "If we return to the head and source of
divine tradition, human error ceases."
XIX.
(Firmilianus

to Cyprian, p. 390.)

The contest with Stephen, bishop of Rome, will require no great amount of annotation here,
chiefly because the matter has no practical bearings, except as it incidentally proves what was the
relation of Stephen to other bishops and to the Catholic Church. In this letter (see. 6) Firmilian accuses Stephen of "daring to make a departure from the peace and uni O, of the Catholic
Church." And (in see. i6), further, he sets forth, for the Easterns, the same theory of unity
which Cyprian had expounded for the West; viz., the unity of the episcopate. He interprets
the parallel texts (Matt. xvi. x9 and John xx. z2, 23) of bestowal in the same manner. His
idea is, that, had the latter bestowal been the only one, the apostles might have felt that each had
only a share in the same respectively; while, as it stands, there is one episcopate only : in effect,
only "one bishop ;" each apostle and every bishop, by "vicarious ordination," holding for his
flock in his own See all that Christ gave to Peter himself, save only the personal privilege of a
leader in opening the door to the Gentiles,' and in teaching the apostles the full meaning of the
gift. The point here is not whether this was the true meaning of our Lord : it is merely that
such was the understanding of the Ante-Nicene Fathers3
Further (see. I7) , he complains of Stephen for his folly in assuming that he had received
some superior privileges as the successor of Peter ; also censures him for "betraying and desertLug unity."
So (in see. 25) he reflects on Stephen for "disagreeing with so many bishops
throughout the world . . . with the Eastern churches and with the South." He adds, "with
such a man, can there be one spirit and one body?"
Firmilian was of Cappadocia, and a disciple of Origen. The interest of his letter turns
upon its entire innocence of any conception that Stephen has a right to dictate ; and, while it
shows a dangerous tendency in the latter personally to take airs upon himself as succeeding the
primate of the apostolic college, it proves not less that the Church was aware of no ground for it,
but held all bishops equally responsible for unity by communion with their brethren. To make
them thus responsible to him and his See had probably not even entered Stephen's head. He
was rash and capricious in his resort to measures by which every bishop felt bound to separate
himself from complicity with open heretics, and he seems to have had local usage on his side.
But how admirable the contrasted forbearance of Cyprian, whose views were equally strong, but
who protested against all coercive measures against others.

XX.
(Clinics,p. 4ox.)
Cyprian's moderation is conspicuous in his views of clinic baptism ; for, though Novatian knew
none other, he forbore to urge this irregularity against him. Even the good Cornelius was not
so forbearing.4 St. Cyprian seems to be the earliest apologist for spripkling. See Wall, Reflec_'ons on Ba/Ksm of Infants (Wall's Works), vol. iii. p. 219, for a refutation of Tertullian's supposed admission of "a little sprinkling." s And see Bevefidge on Trine Immersion, Works, vol.
xii. p. 86 ; also Canon Z., At_ostoh'cal Canons.
* See,ees. gm_dxo.
* Acts xv. 7.
s See _iaFmbe¢,
D*)fwm_'___R_,
mldKirklmelyrepdmediuN,_wyork. Itrc£'_mi_tlf.
4 See Emebim,/.i.E., _ cap. _
s Ter_dl;_,, voL i_. p. fi6_.

¢*p. _ pp. _'_, London,x83o. _;*s_a
*ucc_ct _
u_Befmgmu
_,ecd.
Lpp. i_m_dx.,with_cJe_m,d_,'w_,voLiii,
pp. 44_-46o.
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XXI.

(Senators and men of import_ce and Rom_- kn_ht_ p. 408.)
Z Cor. i. _6. We have already seen tokens of the gradual enlightenment of the higher
in the empire ; "the palace, senate, forum," are mentioned by Tertullia_ z The fiercer persecutions seem now to be stimulated by this very fact, and a fear lest Chrls_Anlty should spread too
freely among patricJ_nq must have prompted this decree.

XXII.
(The Lord . . . speaks in that hour, p. 4o9.)
The saying of Christ (Matt. x. xo, Ma_k xiii. xx), "It is not ye that speak, but the Holy
Ghost," was literally accepted, and acted upon.
Is it marvellous that it inspired believing men
to be martyrs, or that martyrs were so much venerated ? And ought not the same texts to be
more faithfully accepted in explaining the inspiration of the Holy Scriptures ? Language could
hardly be stronger : "It is not ye that s_."
So we reach the close of this holy and heroic life
of the great, the fervid, the intrepid, but, withal, the gentle and generous Cyprian.
And in these
last words we see the spirit of the man cropping out in his proposal to "arrange in common"
with the clergy and people what should be observed, as requisite for the diocese after his decease, according to "the instruction of the Lord."
_
facit voluntatem Dei manet in _ternum.
z St. John ii. xT.
VoLill p. 45,thissc_s.
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TREATISE
I.
ON THE UNITY OF THE CHURCH.z

For it is not persecution alone that is to be
feared ; nor those things which advance by open
attack to overwhelm and cast down the servants
A_GUME2VT.--ON THE OCCASION
OF THE SCHISMof God.
Caution is more easy where danger is
OF NOVATL_, TO KEEP _CK FROM HIM THE manifest, and the mind is prepared beforehand
CARTHAGINIANS,
WHOALREADY
WERENOTAVERSEfor the contest when the adversary avows himTo HIM, ON ACCOUNTOF NOVATUSAND SOME self. The enemy is more to be feared and to be
OTHER PRESBYTERSOF HIS CHURCH,WHO HAD guarded against, when he creeps on us secretly;
ORIGINATED
THE WHOLEDISTLrRBANCE,
CYPRIANwhen, deceiving by the appearance of peace, he
WROTE TInS TREATISE. AND FIRST OF ALL, steals forward by hidden approaches, whence
FORTIrriNG THEM AOAmST THE vEcErrs OF also he has received the name of the Serpent.4
THESE,HE EXHORTS THEM TO CONSTANCY,
AND That is always his subtlety ; that is his dark and
ms'rRucrs THEMTHATHERESIES_as'r BECAUSE stealthy artifice for circumventing man. Thus
CHRIST,THE HEAD OF THE CHURCH,IS NOT from the very beginning of the world he deLOOKEDTO, THAT THE COMMONCOMMISSIO_ceived ; and flattering with lying words, he misled
nRST ENTRUSTEDTO PETER IS CONTEMNF_U,
inexperienced souls by an incautious credulity.
AND THE ONE CHURCHAND THE ONE EPmCO- ThUS he endeavoured to tempt the Lord HimPATE ARE D_ERTED. TH_ HE PROVES, AS self: he secretly approached Him, as if he would
va_J_ BY THE SC_
AS mr THE FIGUREScreep on Him again, and deceive ; yet he was
OF THE OLDAND NEW TESTAMENT,THE uNrrY understood, and beaten back, and therefore prosOF THE CHURCH?
trated, because he was recognised and detected.
x. Since the Lord warns us, saying, "Ye are
2. From which an example is given us to
the salt of the earth," 3 and since He bids us to avoid the way of the old man, to stand in the
be simple to harmlessness, and yet with our footsteps of a conquering s Christ, that we may
simplicity to be prudent, what else, beloved not again be incautiously turned back into the
brethren, befits us, than to use foresight and nets of death, but, foreseein_ our danger, may
watching with an anxious heart, both to perceive possess the immortality that we have received.
and to beware of the wiles of the crafty foe, that But how can we possess immortality, unless we
we, who have put on Christ the wisdom of God keep those commands of Christ whereby death
the Father, may not seem to be wanting in wis- is driven out and overcome, when He Himself
dora in the matter of providing for our salvation ? warns us, and says, "If thou wilt enter into life,
keep the commandments ?" 6 And again : "If
, [Wr_ A.v..s,. zJmou_, m _
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that house; and it fell not: for it was founded
upon a rock." z We ought therefore to stand
fast on His words, to learn and do whatever He
both taught and did. But how can a man say
that he believes in Christ, who does not do what
Christ commanded him to do ? Or whence shall
he attain to the reward of faith, who will not
keep the faith of the commandment ? He must
of necessity waver and wander, and, caught away
by a spirit of error, like dust which is shaken by
the wind, be blown about ; and he will make no
advance in his walk towards salvation, because he
does not keep the truth of the way of salvation,
3- But, beloved brethren, not only must we
beware of what is open and manifest, but also
of what deceives by the craft of subtle fraud,
And what can be more crafty, or what more
subtle, than for this enemy, detected and cast
down by the advent of Christ, after light has
come to the nations, and saving rays have shone
for the preservation of men, that the deaf might
receive the hearing of spiritual grace, the blind
might open their eyes to God, the weak might
grow strong again with eternal health, the tame
might run to the church, the dumb might pray
with clear voices and prayers-- seeing his idols
forsaken, and his fanes and his temples deserted
by the numerous concourse of believers-- to
devise a new fraud, and under the very title of
the Christian name to deceive the incautious ?
He has invented heresies and schisms, whereby
he might subvert the faith, might corrupt the
truth, might divide the unity.* Those whom he
cannot keep in the darkness of the old way,
he circumvents and deceives by the error of a
new way. He snatches men from the Church
itself; and while they seem to themselves to
have already approached to the light, and to have
escaped the night of the world, he pours over
them again, in their unconsciousness, new darkheSS; so that, although they do not stand firm
with the Gospel of Christ, and with the observation and law of Christ, they still call themselves
Christians, and, walking in darkness, they think
that they have the light, while the adversary is
flattering and deceiving, who, according to the
apostle's word, transforms himself into an angel
of light, and equips his ministers as if they were
the ministers of righteousness,
who maintain
night instead of day, death for salvation, despair

OF-

CYPRIAN.

so that, while they feign things like the truth,
they make void the truth by their subtlety.
This
happens, beloved brethren, so long as we do not
return to the source of truth, as we do not seek
the head nor keep the teaching of the heavenly
Master.
4. If any one consider and examine these
things, there is no need for lengthened discussion and arguments.
There is easy proof for
faith in a short summary of the truth.
The
Lord speaks to Peter,3 saying, "I say unto thee,
that thou art Peter ; and upon this rock I will
build my Church, and the gates of hell shall not
prevail against it. And I will give unto thee the
keys of the kingdom of heaven ; and whatsoever
thou shalt bind on earth shall be bound also in
heaven, and whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth
shall be loosed in heaven." 4 And again to the
same He says, after His resurrection, "Feed my
sheep." s And although to all the apostles, after
His resurrection, He gives an equal power, and
says, "As the Father hath sent me, even so send
I you : Receive ye the Holy Ghost : Whose soever sins ye remit, they shall be remitted unto
him ; and whose soever sins ye retain, they shall
be retained ; "6 yet, that He might set forth
unity, He arranged by His authority the origin
of that unity, as beginning from one. Assuredly
the rest of the apostles were also the same as
was Peter, endowed with a like partnership both
of honour and power ; but the beginning proceeds from unity.7 Which one Church, also, the
Holy Spirit in the Song of Songs designated in
the person of our Lord, and says, "My dove,
my spotless one, is but one.
She is the only
one of her mother, elect of her that bare her." s
Does he who does not hold this unity of the
Church think that he holds the faith ? Does he
who strives against and resists the Church 9 trust
that he is in the Church, when moreover the
blessed Apostle Paul teaches the same thing,
and sets forth the sacrament of unity, saying,
"There is one body and one spirit, one hope of
your calling, one Lord, one faith, one baptism,
one God ? ....
5" And this unity we ought firmly to hold
and assert, especially those of us that are bishops who preside in the Church, that we may
s IOnthefalslf_ngofthe _xt _/Romish editors,seeEluclda6ou
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also prove the episcopate itself to be one and believe that this unity which thus comes from
undivided.' Let no one deceive the brother- the divine strength and coheres in celestial sachood by a falsehood : let no one corrupt the raments, can be divided in the Church, and can
truth of the faith by perfidious prevarication, be separated by the parting asunder of opposThe episcopate is one, each part of which is ing wills? He who does not hold this unity
held by each one for the whole? The Church does not hold God's law, does not hold the faith
also is one, which is spread abroad far and wide of the Father and the Son, does not hold life
into a multitude by an increase of fruitfulness, and salvation.
As there are many raysof the sun, but one light;
7- This sacrament of unity, this bond of a
and many branches of a tree, but one strength concord inseparably cohering, is set forth where
based in its tenacious root; and since from one in the Gospel the coat of the Lord Jesus Christ
spring flow many streams, although the multi- is not at aJ1divided nor cut, but is received as
plicity seems diffused in the liberality of an an entire garment, and is possessed as an uninoverflowing abundance, yet the unity is still pre- jured and undivided robe by those who cast lots
served in the source. Separate a ray of the sun concerning Christ's garment, who should rather
from its body of light, its unity does not allow put on Christ.6 Holy Scripture speaks, saying,
a division of light ; break a branch from a tree, "But of the coat, because it was not sewed, but
when broken, it will not be able to bud ; cut woven from the top throughout, they said one to
off the stream from its fountain, and that which another, Let us not rend it, but cast lots whose
is cut off dries up. Thus also the Church, shone it shall be." 7 That coat bore with it an unity
over with the light of the Lord, sheds forth her that came down from the top, that is, that came
rays over the whole world, yet it is one light from heaven and the Father, which was not to
which is everywhere diffused, nor is the unity of be at all rent by the receiver and the possessor,
the body separated. Her fruitful abundance but without separation we obtain a whole and
spreads her branches over the whole world, substantial entireness. He cannot possess the
She broadly expands her rivers, liberally flowing, garment of Christ who parts and divides the
yet her head is one, her source one ; and she is Church of Christ. On the other hand, again,
one mother, plentiful in the results of fruitful- when at Solomon's death his kingdom and peohess : from her womb we are born, by her milk pie were divided, Abijah the prophet, meeting
we are nourished, by her spirit we are animated, iJeroboam the king in the field, divided his gar6. The spouse of Christ cannot be adulter- iment into twelve sections, saying, "Take thee
ous; she is uncorrupted and pure. She knows ten pieces ; for thus saith the Lord, Behold, I
one home ; she guards with chaste modesty will rend the kingdom out of the hand of Solothe sanctity of one couch. She keeps us for mon, and I will give ten sceptres unto thee;
God. She appoints the sons whom she has and two sceptres shall be unto him for my serborn for the kingdom.
Whoever is separatec_ rant David's sake, and for Jerusalem, the city
from the Church and is joined to an adulteress, which I have chosen to place my name there." s
is separated from the promises of the Church; As the twelve tribes of Israel were divided, the
nor can he who forsakes the Church of Christ prophet Abijah rent his garment. But because
attain to the rewards of Christ. He is a Christ's people cannot be rent, His robe, woven
stranger; he is profane ; he is an enemy. He and united throughout, is not divided by those
can no longer have God for his Father, who h_ who possess it; undivided, united, connected, it
not the Church for his mother. If any one shows the coherent concord of our people who
could escape who was outside the ark of Noah, put on Christ. By the sacrament and sign of
then he also may escape who shall be outside of HIS garment, He has declared the unity of the
the Church. The Lord warns,saying," He who Church.
is not with me is against me, and he who gath8. Who, then, is so wicked and faithless, who
ereth not with mescattereth."s
Hewho breaks is so insane with the madness of discord, that
the peace and the concord of Christ, does so in, either he should believe that the unity of God
opposition to Christ; he who gathereth else- can be.divided, or should dare to rend it_the
where than in the Church, scatters the Church garment of the Lord--the Church of Christ?
of Christ. The Lord says, "I and the Father He Himself in His Gospel warns us, and teaches,
a_ one ;" _ and again it is written of the Father, saying, "And there shall be one flock and one
of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit, "And Ishepherd." 9 And does amyone believe that in
three are one."s And does any one J.......
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one place there can be either many shepherds be congratulated when such as these are sepaor many flocks ? The Apostle Paul, moreover, rated from the Church, lest they should laywaste
urging upon us this same unity, beseeches and the doves and sheep of Christ with their cruel
exhorts, saying, "I beseech you, brethren, by and envenomed contagion. Bitterness cannot
the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, that ye all consist and be associated with sweetness, darkspeak the same thing, and that there be no ness with light, rain with clearness, battle with
schisms among you ; but that ye be joined to-peace,
barrenness with fertility, drought with
gether in the same mind and in the same judg-springs, storm with tranquillity. Let none think
ment.''
And again, he says, "Forbearing one ithat the good can depart from the Church. The
another in love, endeavouring to keep the unity wind does not carry away the wheat, nor does
of the Spirit in the bond of peace.""
Do you the hurricane uproot the tree that is based on a
think that you can stand and live ff you withdraw solid root. The light straws are tossed about by
from the Church, building for yourself other the tempest, the feeble trees are overthrown
homes and a different dwelling, when it is said by the onset of the whirlwind. The Apostle
to Rahab, in whom was prefigured the Church, John execrates and severely assails these, when
"Thy father, and thy mother, and thy brethren, he says, "They went forth from us, but they
and all the house of thy father, thou shalt gather were not of us ; for if they had been of us, surely
unto thee into thine house ; and it shall come to they would have continued with us." 7
pass, whosoever shall go abroad beyond the door
xo. Hence heresies not only have frequently
of thine house, his blood shall be upon his own been originated, but continue to be so; while
head?"s
Also, the sacrament of the passover the perverted mind has no peace--while a discontains nothing else in the law of the Exodus cordant faithlessness does not maintain unity.
than that the lamb which is slain in the figure of But the Lord permits and suffers these things to
Christ should be eaten in one house.
God be, while the choice of one's own liberty remains,
speaks, saying, "In one house shall ye eat it ; ye so that while the discrimination of truth is testing
ahall not send its flesh abroad from the house." + our hearts and our minds, the sound faith of those
The flesh of Christ, and the holy of the Lord, that are approved may shine forth with manifest
cannot be sent abroad, nor is there any other light. The Holy Spirit forewarns and says by
home to believers but the one Church. This the apostle, "It is needful also that there should
home, this household s of unanimity, the Holy be heresies, that they which are approved may
Spirit designates and points out in the Psalms, be made manifest among you." s Thus the faithsaying, "God, who maketh men to dwell with ful axe approved, thus the perfidious are detected ;
one mind in a house." 6 In the house of God, thus even here, before the day of judgment, the
in the Church of Christ, men dwell with one souls of the righteous and of the unrighteous
nfind, and continue in concord and simplicity,
are already divided, and the chaff is separated
9. Therefore also the Holy Spirit came as a from the wheat. These are they who of their
dove, a simple and joyous creature, not bitter 'own accord, without any divine arrangement, set
with gall, not cruel in its bite, not violent with themselves to preside among the daring strangers
the rending of its claws, loving human dwellings, assembled, who appoint themselves prelates withknowing the association of one home ; when they out any law of ordination, who assume to themhave young, bringing forth their young together ; selves the name of bishop, although no one gives
when they fly abroad, remaining in their flights _hem the episcopate ; whom the Holy Spirit
by the side of one another, spending their life points out in the Psalms as sitting in the seat of
in mutual intercourse, acknowledging the con- pestilence, plagues, and spots of the faith, deeeivcord of peace with the kiss of the beak, in all hag with serpent's tongue, and artful in corruptthings fulfilling the law of unanimity. This is ing the truth, vomiting forth deadly poisons from
the simplicity that ought to be known in the pestilential tongues ; whose speech doth creep
Church, this is the charity that ought to be l_e a cancer, whose discourse forms a deadly
attained, that so the love of the brotherhood poison in the heart and breast of every one.
may imitate the doves, that their gentleness and
xx. Against people of this kind the Lord cries ;
meekness may be like the lambs and sheep, from these He restrains and recalls His erring
What does the fierceness of wolves do in the people, saying, "Hearken not unto the words
Christian breastit What the savageness of dogs, of the false prophets ; for the visions of their
sad the deadly venom of serpents, and the hearts deceive them. They speak, but not out
sanguinary cruelty of wild beasts? We are to of the mouth of the Lord. They say to those
who cast away the word of God, Ye shall have
x t Cot.;i.m.
peace, and every one that walketh after his own
j_.._" p_
will. Every one who walketh in the error of his
+l_ =il.#.
IPLhti_ 6.
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heart, no evil shall come upon him.
I have not Church He speaks, that if they are in agreement,
spoken to them, yet they prophesied.
If they if according to what He commanded
and adhad stood on my foundation (sukstanKa, i,Troo.r_- monished, although only two or three gathered
,Et), and had heard my words, and taught my together with unanimity should pray w though
pcople, I would have turned them from their evil they be only two or three-- they may obtain from
thoughts." _ Again, the Lord points out and the majesty of God what they ask.
"Wheresodesignates these same, saying, "They have for- ever two or three are gathered together in my
saken me, the fountain of living waters, and have name, I," says He, "am with them ;" that is,
hewed them out broken cisterns which can hold with the simple and peaceable m with those who
no water."*
Although there can be no other fear God and keep God's commandments.
Witl..
baptism but one_ they think that they can bap- these, although only two or three, He said that
tize ; although they forsake the fountain of life, He was, in the same manner as He was with the
they promise the grace of living and saving water, three youths in the fiery furnace ; and becansc
Men are not washed among them, but rather they abode towards God in simplicity, and in
are made foul; nor are sins purged away, but unanimity among themselves, He animated them,
are even accumulated.
Such a nativity does not Iin the midst of the surrounding flames; with the
generate sons to God, but to the devil.
By a breath of dew: in the way in which, with the
falsehood they are born, and they do not receive two apostles shut up in prison, because they were
the promises of truth. Begotten of perfidy, they simple-minded
and of one mind, He Himself
lose the grace of faith. They cannot attain to was present ; He Himself, having loosed the bolts
the reward of peace, since they have broken the of the dungeon, placed them again in the marketLord's peace with the madness of discord,
place, that they might declare to the multitude
i 2. Nor let any deceive themselves by a futile the word which they faithfully preached.
When,
interpretation, in respect of the Lord having said, therefore, in His commandments
He lays it down,
"Wheresoever two or three are gathered together and says, "Where two or three are gathered toin my name, there am I in the midst of them." 3 gether in my name, I am with them," He does
Corrupters and false interpreters of the Gospel not divide men from the Church, seeing that He
quote the last words, and lay aside the former Himself ordained
and made the Church ; but
ones, remembering part, and craftily suppressing
rebuking the faithless for their discord, and cornpart : as they themselves are separated from the mending peace by His word to the faithful, He
Church, so they cut off the substance of one shows that He is rather with two or three who
section.
For the Lord, when He would urge pray with one mind, than with a great many who
unanimity and peace upon His disciples, said, differ, and that more can be obtained by the con"I say unto you, That if two of you shall agree !cordant prayer of a few, than by the discordant
on earth touching anything that ye shall ask, supplication of many.
it shall be given you by my Father which is in
13. Thus, also, when He gave the law of prayer,
heaven.
For wheresoever two or three are gath- He added, saying, "And when ye stand praying,
ered together in my name, I am with them ; "4 forgive, if ye have ought against any ; that your
showing that most is given, not to the multitude,
Father also which is in heaven may forgive you
but to the unanimity of those that pray.
"If,"
your trespasses." s And He calls back from the
He says, "two of you shall agree on earth : " altar one who comes to the sacrifice in strife, and
He placed agreement first ; He has made the bids him first agree with his brother, and then
concord of peace a prerequisite ; He taught that return with peace and offer his gift to God :
we should agree firmly and faithfully.
But how for God had not respect unto Cain's offerings ; for
can he agree with any one who does not agree he could not have God at peace with him, who
with the body of the Church itself, and with the through envious discord had not peace with his
universal brotherhood ? How can two or three brother.
What peace, then, do the enemies of
be assembled together in Christ's name, who, it the brethren promise to themselves?
What sacis evident, are separated from Christ and from rifices do those who are rivals of the priests think
His Gospel?
For we have not withdrawn from that they celebrate?
Do they deem that they
them, but they from us ; and since heresies and have Christ with them when they are collected
schisms have risen subsequently, from their es- together, who are gathered together outside the
tablishment for themselves of diverse places of Church of Christ?
worship, they have forsaken the Head and Source
x4. Even if such men were slain in confession
of the truth. But the Ix)rcl speaks.concerning
of the Name, that stain is not even washed away
His Church, and to those also who are in the by blood : the inexpiable and grave fault of dis-cord isnot even purged by suffering.He can_[¢r...xxm.
z_.
notbe a martyrwho isnot in the Church; he
*mmtt.xviii,so.
* Ms=.=viii.
tg,
,L [_
Jamn. 16-,9.]
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cannot attain unto the kingdom who forsakes!we not prophesied in Thy name, and in Thy
thatwhich shallreignthere.Christgave us name have castout devils,
and in Thy na_e
peace; He bade us be in agreement, and of done many wonderful works? And then will I
one mind. He charged the bonds of love and profess unto them, I never knew you: depart
charity to be kept uncorrupted and inviolate; from me, ye that work iniquity." 6 There is
he cannot show himself a martyr who has not need of righteousness, that one may deserve
maintained brotherly love. Paul the apostle well of God the Judge ; we must obey His preteaches this, and testifies, saying, "And though cepts and warnings, that our merits may receive
I have faith, so that I can remove mountains, their reward. The Lord in His Gospel, when
and have not charity, I am nothing. And though He would direct the way of our hope and faith
I give all mygoods to feed the poor, and though I in a brief summary, said, "The Lord thy God is
give my body to be burned, and have not charity, one God : and thou shalt love the Lord thy God
it profiteth me nothing. Charity is magnanimous ; with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with
charity is kind ; charity envieth not ; charity act- all thy strength. This is the first commandment;
eth not v.ainly, is not puffed up, is not easily and the second is like unto it : Thou shalt love
provoked, thinketh no evil ; loveth all things, thy neighbour as thyself. On these two combelieveth all things, hopeth all things, endureth mandments hang all the law and the prophets." 7
all things. Charity never faileth." ' "Charity," He taught, at the same time, tore and unity by
says he, "never faileth." For she win ever be His instruction. He has included all the prophin the kingdom, she will endure for ever in the eta and the law in two precepts. But what unity
unity of a brotherhood linked to herself. Discord does he keep, what love does he maintain or
cannot attain to the kingdom of heaven ; to the consider, who, savage with the madness of disrewards of Christ, who said, "This is my com- cord, divides the Church, destroys the faith,
maridment, that ye love one another, even as I digturbs the peace, dissipates charity, profanes
have loved you :"2 he cannot attain 3 who has the sacrament ?
violated the love of Christ by faithless dissension,
x6. This evil, most faithful brethren, had long
He who has not charity has not God. The word ago begun, but now the mischievous destruction
of the blessed Apostle John is : "God," saith he, of the same evil has increased, and the enven"is love ; and he that dwelleth in love dwelleth omed plague of heretical perversity and schisms
in God, and God dwelleth in him." 4 They can- has begun to spring forth and shoot anew ; benot dwell with God who would not be of one cause even thus it must be in the decline of the
mind in God's Church. Although they burn, world, since the Holy Spirit foretells and foregiven up tb flames and fires, or lay down their warns us by the apostle, saying, "In the last
lives, thrown to the wild beasts, that will not be days," says he, "perilous times shall come, and
the crown of faith, but the punishment of perfidy ; men shall be lovers of their own selves, proud,
nor win it be the glorious ending of religious boasters, covetous, blasphemers, disobedient to
valour, but the destruction of despair. Such a parents, unthankful, unholy, without natural afone may be slain ; crowned he cannot be. He fection, truce-breakers, false accusers, incontiprofesses himself to be a Christian in such a way nent, fierce, hating the good, traitors, heady,
as the devil bften feigns himself to be Christ, as high-minded, lovers of pleasures more than lovers
the Lord Himself forewarns us, and says, "Many of God, having a sort of form s of religion, but
shall come in my name, saying, I am Christ, and denying the power thereof. Of this sort are
shall deceive many." s As he is not Christ, al- they who creep into houses, and lead captive
though he deceives in respect of the name ; so silly women laden with sins, which are led away
neither can he appear as a Christian who does with divers lusts; ever learning, and never cornnot abide in the math of His Gospel and of hag to the knowledge of the truth. And as
f_ith.
Jannes and Jambres withstood Moses, so do
z5. For both to prophesy and to cast out these also resist the truth; 9 but they shall prodevils, and to do great acts upon the earth, is ceed no further, for their folly shall be manifest
certainly a sublime and an admirable thing ;-but unto all men, even as theirs also was." '* Whatone does not attain the kingdom of heaven al- ever things were predicted are fulfilled ; and as
though he is found in all these things, nnl_s he ithe end of the world is approaching, they have
walks in the observance of the right and just come for the probation as well of the men as of
Theto Lord
"Many
Error deceives
as theli_adversary
rages
say
me indenounces,
that day, and
Ixnd,says,
Lord,
have the
moretimes.
and, more;
senselessness
up, envy
int z Cer..x_. _r_ 7, 8.
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flames, covetousness
makes blind, impiety depraves, pride puffs up, discord exasperates, anger
hurries headlong,
ZT. Yet let not the excessive and headlong
faithlessness of many move or disturb us, but
rather strengthen
our faith in the truthfulness
which has foretold the matter.
As some have
become such, because these things were predicted beforehand,
so let other brethren
beware
of matters of a like kind, because these also
were predicted beforehand, even as the Lord in-

Lord consumed with a hasty revenge ; doubtless
to admonish and show that whatever those wicked
men had endeavoured, in order by human will to
overthrow God's appointment,
had been done in
opposition to God.
Thus also Uzziah the king,
--when he bare the censer and violently claimed
to himself to sacrifice against God's law, and
when Azariah the priest withstood him, would
not be obedient and yield, -- was confounded
by the divine indignation, and was polluted upon
his forehead by the spot of leprosy : he was

stmcts us, and says, "But ,ta,ke ye heed : behold,
I have told you all things. ' Avoid, I beseech
you, brethren, men of this kind, and drive away
from your side and from your ears, as if it were
the contagion of death, their mischievous
conversation ; as it is written, "Hedge
thine ears
about with thorns, and refuse to hear a wicked
tongue."*
And again, "Evil
communications
corrupt good manners."3
The Lord teaches
and warns us to depart from such.
He saith,
"They are blind leaders of the blind ; and if the
blind lead the blind, they shall both fall into the
ditch."*
Such a one is to be turned away
from and avoided, whosoever he may be, that is
separated from the Church.
Such a one is pervetted and sins, and is condemned
of his own
selfi Does he think that he has Christ, who
acts in opposition to Christ's priests, who separates himself from the company of His clergy
and people ? He bears arms against the Church,
he contends against God's appointment.
An
enemy of the altar, a rebel against Christ's sacrifice, for the faith faithless, for religion profane,
a disobedient servant, an impious son, a hostile
brother, despising
the bishops, and forsaking
God's priests, he dares to set up another altar,
to make another prayer with unauthorized words,
to profane the truth of the Lord's offering by
false sacrifices, and not s to know that he who
strives against the appointment
of God, is punished on account of the daring of his temerity
by divine visitation,
z8. Thus Korah, Dathan, and Abiram, who
endeavoured to claim to themselves the power
of sacrificing in opposition to Moses and Aaron
the priest, underwent immediate punishment for
!heir attempts.
The earth, breaking its fastenrags, gaped open into a deep gulf, and the cleft
of the receding ground swallowed up the men

marked by an offended Lord in that part of his
body where they are signed who deserve well of
the Lord.
And the _ons of Aaron, who placed
strange fire upon the altar, which the Lord had
not commanded,
were at once extinguished
in
the presence of an avenging Lord.
19. These, doubtless, they imitate and follow,
who, despising God's tradition, seek after strange
doctrines, and bring in teachings of human appointment, whom the Lord rebukes and reproves
in His Gospel, saying, "Ye reject the cornmandment of GOd, that ye may keep your o_m
tradition. ''6 This is a worse crime than that
which the lapsed seem to have fallen into, who
nevertheless,
standing
as penitents
for their
crime, beseech God with full satisfactions.
In
this case, the Church is sought after and entreated ; in that case, the Church is resisted:
here it is possible that there has been necessity ;
there the will is engaged in the wickedness : on
the one hand, he who has lapsed has only injured
himself; on the other, he who has endeavoured
to cause a heresy or a schism has deceived many
by drawing them with him.
In the former, it is
the loss of one soul ; in the latter, the risk of
many.
Certainly the one both understands that
he has sinned, and laments and bewails it ; the
other, puffed up in his heart, and pleasing himself in his very crimes, separates sons from their
Mother, entices sheep from their shepherd, disturbs the sacraments
of God ; and while the
lapsed has sinned but once, he sins daily.
Finally, the lapsed, who has subsequently attained
!to martyrdom, may receive the promises of the
kingdom ; while the other, if he have been slain
without the Church, cannot attain to the rewards
of the Church.
2o. Nor let any one marvel, beloved brethren,
that even some of the confessors advance to these

standing
and living._
Nor did the anger of the
_.
na]gnant
God strike only those who whad been
the movers (of the sedition) ; but two hundred
d fifty sharers and associates of that madness
des, who had been mingled with them in
that boldness, the fire that went out from the

[lengths, and thence also that some others sin
thus wickedly, thus grievously.
For neither does
confession make a man free from the snares of
ithe devil, nor does it defend a man who is still
placed in the world, with a perpetual
security
from temptations, and dangers, and onsets, and

i
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fomications, and adulteries, which now with have subsequently been blameworthy and obnoxgroans and sorrow we witness in some. Who- ious ; if he shall have wasted his confession by
soever that confessor is, he is not greater, or bet- evil conversation ; if he shall have stained his life
ter, or dearer to God than Solomon, who, although by disgraceful foulness ; if, finally, forsaking the
so long as he walked in God's ways, retained that Church in which he has become a confessor, and
grace which he had received from the Lord, yet severing the concord of unity, he shall have exafter he forsook the Lord's way he lost also the changed his first faith for a subsequent unbelief,
Lord's grace.' And therefore it is written, "Hold he may not flatter himself on account of his confast that which thou hast, lest another take thy fession that he is elected to the reward of glory,
crown." * But assuredly the Lord would not when from this very fact his deserving of punishthreaten that the crown of righteousness might ment has become the greater.
be taken away, were it not that, when righteous22. For the Lord chose Judas also among the
hess departs, the crown must also depart,
apostles, and yet afterwards Judas betrayed the
sl. Confession is the beginning of glory, not Lord. Yet not on that account did the faith
the full desert of the crown ; nor does it perfect and firmness of the apostles fail, because the
our praise, but it initiates our dignity ; and since traitor Judas failed from their fellowship : so also
it is written, "He that endureth to the end, the in the case in question the holiness and dignity
same shall be saved," 3 whatever has been before of confessors is not forthwith diminished, bethe end is a step by which we ascend to the sum- cause the faith of some of them is broken. The
mit of salvation, not a terminus wherein the full blessed Apostle Paul in his epistle speaks in this
result of the ascent is already gained. He is a manner : "For what if some of them fall away
confessor ; but after confession his peril is greater, from the faith, shall their unbelief make the faith
because the adversary is more provoked. He is of God without effect ? God forbid : for GOd _s
a confessor ; for this cause he ought the more to true, though every man be a liar.''6 The greater
stand on the side of the Lord's Gospel, since he and better part of the confessors stand firm in
has by the Gospel attained glory from the Lord. the strength of their faith, and in the truth of
For the Lord says, "To whom much is given, of the law and discipline of the Lord ; neither do
him much shall be required ; and to whom more they depart from the peace of the Church. who
dignity is ascribed, of him more service is ex- remember that they have obtained grace in the
acted." 4 Let no one perish by the example of Church by the condescension of God ; and by
a confessor; let no one learn injustice, let no one this very thing they obtain a higher praise of
learn arrogance, let no one learn treachery, from their faith, that they have separated from the
the manners of a confessor. He is a confessor, faithlessness of those who have been associated
let him be lowly and quiet ; let him be in his with them in the fellowship of confession, and
doings modest with discipline, so that he who is withdrawn from the contagion of crime. IUucalled a confessor of Christ may imitate Christ minated by the true light of the Gospel, shone
whom he confesses. For since He says, "Who- upon with the Lord's pure and white brightness,
soever exalteth himself shall be abased, and he they are as praiseworthy in maintaining the peace
who humbleth himself shall be exalted ; "s and of Christ, as they have been victorious in their
since He Himself has been exalted by the combat with the devil.
Father, because as the Word, and the strength,
23. I indeed desire, beloved brethren, and I
and the wisdom of God the Father, He humbled equally endeavour and exhort, that if it be possiHimself upon earth, how can He love arrogance, ble, none of the brethren should perish, and that
who even by His own law enjoined upon us hu- our rejoicing Mother may enclose in her bosom
mility, and Himself received the highest name the one body of a people at agreement. Yet if
from the Father as the reward of His humility ? wholesome counsel cannot recall to the way of
He is a confessor of Christ, but only so if the salvation certain leaders of schisms and origimajesty and dignity of Christ be not ai_erwards nators of dissensions, who abide in blind and
blasphemed by him. Let not the tongue which obstinate madness, yet do you others, if either
has confessed Christ be evil-speaking; let it not taken in simplicity, or induced by error, or debe turbulent, let it not be heard jarring with re- ceived by some craftiness of misleading cunning,
proaches and quarrels, let it not after words of loose yourselves from the nets of deceit, free
praise, dart forth serpents' venom against the your wandering steps from errors, acknowledge
brethren and God's priests. But if one shall the straight way of the heavenly road. The
word of the witnessing apostle is: "We corn*sum _ - _. it i, _
Aid ,i,, h_. _
_, the mand you," says he, "in the name of our Lord
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the tradition that they have received from us." ' And thus 9 they prayed with effectual prayers;
And again he says, "Let no man deceive you thus they were able with confidence to obtain
with vain words ; for because of these things whatever they asked from the Lord's mercy.
cometh the wrath of God upon the children of
z6. But in us unanimity is diminished in prodisobedience. Be not ye therefore partakers portion as liberality of working is decayed.
with them."_ We must withdraw, nay rather Then they used to give for sale houses and
must flee, from those who fall away, lest, while estates ; and that they might lay up for themany one is associated with those who walk wick- selves treasures in heaven, presented to the
edly, and goes on in ways of error and of sin, he apostles the price of them, to be distributed for
himself also, wandering away from the path of the use of the poor. But now we do not even
the true road, should be found in like guilt, give the tenths from our patrimony; and while
God is one, and Christ is one, and His Church our Lord bids us sell, we rather buy and increase
is one, and the faith is one, and the people _ is our store. Thus has the vigour of faith dwindled
joined into a substantial unity of body by the away among us ; thus has the strength of beliercement of concord. Unity cannot be severed ; ers grown weak. And therefore the Lord, looknor can one body be separated by a division of ing to our days, says in His Gospel, "When the
its structure, nor torn into pieces, with its entrails Son of man cometh, think you that He shall find
wrenched asunder by laceration. Whatever has faith on the earth?" _o We see that what He
proceeded from the womb cannot live and foretold has come to pass. There is no faith in
breathe in its detached condition, but loses the the fear of GOd, in the law of righteousness, in
substance of health,
love, in labour; none considers the fear of futuz4. The Holy Spirit warns us, and says, "What rity, and none takes to heart the day of the Lord,
man is he that desireth to live, and would fain and the wrath of God, and the punishments to
see good days? Refrain thy tongue from evil, come upon unbelievers, and the eternal torments
and thy lips that they speak no guile. Eschew decreed for the faithless. That which our conevil, and do good ; seek peace, and ensue it." 4 science would fear if it believed, it fears not
The son of peace ought to seek peace and ensue because it does not at all believe. But if it beit. He who knows and loves the bond ofcharity, lieved, it would also take heed; and if it took
ought to refrain his tongue from the evil of dis- heed, it would escape.
seusion. Among His divine commands and sal27. Let us, beloved brethren, arouse ourselves
utary teachings, the Lord, when He was now as much as we can ; and breaking the slumber
very near to His passion, added this one, saying, of our ancient listlessness, let us be watchful to
"Peace I leave with you, my peace I give unto observe and to do the Lord's precepts. Let
you."s He gave this to us as an heritage; He be such as He Himself has bidden us to be,
promised all the gifts and rewards of which He saying, "Let your loins be girt, and your lamps
spoke through the preservation of peace. If we burning ; H and ye yourselves like unto men that
are fellow-heirs with Christ, let us abide in the wait for their Lord, when He shall come from
peace of Christ ; if we are sons of GOd,we ought the wedding, that when He cometh and knocb
to be peacemakers. "Blessed," says He, "are eth, they may open to Him. Blessed are those
the peacemakers ; for they shall be calied the iservants whom their Lord, when He cometh, shall
sons of God." 6 It behoves the sons of God to find watching." '" We ought to be girt about,
be peacemakers, gentle in heart, simple in lest, when the day of setting forth comes, it
speech, agreeing in affection, faithfully linked to should find us burdened and entangled. Let our
one another in the bonds of unanimity,
light shine in good works, and glow in such wise
25. This unanimity formerly prevailed among as to lead us from the night of this world to the
the apostles; and thus the new assembly of be- d,_ylight of eternal brightness. Let us always
lievers, keeping the Lord's commandments, with solicitude and caution wait for the sudden
maintained its charity. Divine Scripture proves coming of the Lord, that when He shall lmock,
this, when it says, "But the multitude of them our faith may be on the watch, and receive from
which believed were of one heart and of one the Lord the reward of our vigilance. If these
souL" 7 And again:" These all continued with commands be observed, if these warnings and
one mind" m"prayer with the women, and Mary,8precepts be kept, we cannot be overtakea in
the mother of Jesus, and with His brethren,
slumber by the deceit of the devil; but we shall
reign with Christ in His kingdom as servants
z g_
_i.6.
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is miserable." 6 And from Solomon we have received the mandates of wisdom, warning us:
ON THE DRESS OF VIRGINS.
"My son, despise not thou the discipline of the
ARGUM_NT.--C'VPRLcS CELESRATF_S
THEPRAtSmLord, nor faint when thou art rebuked of Him :
oF D_cn,m_m,_ PROVES
rrs USEVULtCESS
FROMfor whom the Lord loveth He correcteth." 7
_.
THEN, DmCamiNG Tim GLORY,But if God rebukes whom He loves, and rebukes
HONOUR,AND _ERrrs or vmGImTV,AND OF him for the very purpose of amending him,
THOSEw_o HADVOWEDANDDEDtC.ATED
THEm brethren also, and especially priests, do not hate,
vmGiNrn- TO cHmsr, HE TEACHES
THATCON-but love those whom they rebuke, that they may
TmENCENOTOm.VCONSISTS
IN FL_HLYF_rarrY,amend them ; since God also before predicted
mrr ALSOIN _
OF DRF__ANDORNA-by Jeremiah, and pointed to our times, when he
Miner,ANDTHATEVF_WE_THDm NOTEXCUSEsaid, "And I will give you shepherds according
_ous
C.¢REFORDt_SS ONrile PARTOF to my heart : and they shall feed you with the
THOSV wHO HAD ALRF_._YI_Z'+OtmCED
THE food of discipline. ''s
WORLD. RATHER,SINCE THE APOSTLEPRE- 2. But if in Holy Scripture discipline is freSCRIBES
EVENTO MARRmD
WOMENA I_RF_SS
TO quently and everywhereprescribed, and the whole
nE REOULATm_
BY vrrr_G LtMrrs,MODERATmN
foundation of religion and of faith proceeds from
OUGHT
EVEI__ORE TO BV OBSERVED
mr AVIa- obedience and fear ; what is more fitting for us
Gnu. _P.E,
EVENIF SHE BE WEALTHY,
urgently to desire, what more to wish for and to
sHE SttOULDComsmERCER'r_aNLY
HOWTO USE hold fast, than to stand with roots strongly fixed,
WP__,LTH,
BUTFORGOOD_nU_OSES,
FORTHOSEand with our houses based with solid mass upon
TmNOSWINCHOOD HAS COMMANDED,
TO wrr, the rock unshaken by the storms and whirlwinds
FORBEINGSPEWrON THE POOR." MOREOVER,
of the world, so that we may come by the divine
ALSO,HE FORBIDS
TO VIRGINSTHOSETHINGSprecepts to the rewards of God ? considering as
WINCHHAD NF_LmEm'LYCOMEINTO USE,AS well as knowing that our members, when purged
BF.m6PRESEtCr
AT WEDDINGS,
ASWELLASC.O_C from all the filth of the old contagion by the
TO PROMISCUOUS
BATHrNC--PLACES.
F_ALLV,IN sanctification of the laver of life, are God's temA BRIEFEPmCX_E,3D_G
WHATBENEFrrpies, and must not be violated nor polluted, since
THE VIRTUEOF com'mF_Z_cvAFFOP.DS,
AND he who does violence to them is himself injured.
watt EVILrr m wrrHoUT,HE CO_CLt_ESTHE We are the worshippers and priests of those temnooK.
ples ; let us obey Him whose we have already
L Discipline, the safeguard of hope, the bond
of faith, the guide of the way of salvation, the
stimuius and nourishment of good dispositions,
the teacher of virtue, causes us to abide always
in Christ, and to live continually for God, and to
attain to the heavenly promises and to the divine
rewards. To follow her is wholesome, and to
turn away from her and neglect her is deadly,
The Holy Spirit says in the Psalms, "Keep discipline, lest perchance the Lord be angry, and
ye perish from the right way, when His wrath is
quickly kindled against you."+
And again:
"But unto the ungodly saith God, "Why dost
thou preach my laws, and takest my coven#nt
into thy mouth? Whereas thou hatest disciplihe,
and hast cast my words behind thee." s And
again we read : "'He that casteth away discipline
-

begun to be. Paul tells us in his epistles, in
which he has formed us to a course of living by
divine teaching, "Ye are not your own, for ye
are bought with a great price ; glorify and bear
God in your body." 9 Let us glorify and bear
God in a pure and chaste body, and with a more
complete obedience ; and since we have been redeemed by the blood of Christ, let us obey and
give furtherance to the empire of our Redeemer
by all the obedience of service, that nothing impure
or profane
be be
brought
into and
the forsake
temple
of God,
lest He may
should
offended,
the temple which He inhabits. The words of
the Lord giving health and teaching, as well

curing as warning, are : "Behold, thou art made
whole : sin no more, lest a worse thing come unto
thee." ,o He gives the course of life, He gives
the law of innocency after He has conferred
health, nor suffers the man afterwards to wander
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sinning after you have begun to know God. they are two in one flesh, and in the male is at
And, indeed, let as well men as women, as well the same time signified the woman also.
boys as girls ; let each sex and every age observe
5. But if continency follows Christ, and virthis, and take care in this respect, according to ginity is destined for the kingdom of God, what
the religion and faith which they owe to God, have they to do with earthly dress, and with orthat what is received holy and pure from the naments, wherewith while they are striving to
condescension of the Lord be preserved with a please men they offend God ? Not considering
no less anxious fear.'
that it is declared, "They who please men are
3. My address is now to virgins, whose glory, put to confusion, because God hath despised
as it is more eminent, excites the greater interest, them ;" 5 and that Paul also has gloriously and
This is the flower of the ecclesiastical seed,2 the sublimely uttered, "If I yet pleased men, I should
grace and ornament of spiritual endowment, a not be the servant of Christ." 6 But continence
joyous disposition, the wholesome and uncor- and modesty consist not alone in purity of the
rupted work of praise and honour, God's image flesh, but also in seemliness, as well as in modesty
answering to the holiness of the Lord, the more of dress and adornment ; so that, according to
illustrious portion of Christ's flock. The glorious the apostle, she who is unmarried may be holy
fruitfulness of Mother Church rejoices by their both in body and in spirit. Paul instructs and
means, and in them abundantly flourishes ; and teaches us, saying, "He that is unmarried careth
in proportion as a copious virginity is added to for the things of the Lord, how he may please
her number, so much the more _ increases the God : but he who has contracted marriage careth
joy of the Mother. To these I speak, these I for the things which are of this world, how he
exhort with affection rather than with power ; not may please his wife. So both the virgin and the
that I would claim--last
and least, and very unmarried woman consider those things which
conscious of my lowliness as I am--any right are the Lord's, that they may be holy both in
to censure, but because, being unceasingly careful body and spirit." z A virgin ought not only to
even to solicitude, I fear more from the onset of be so, but also to be perceived and believed to
Satan.
be so: no one on seeing a virgin should be in
4. For that is not an empty carefulness nor a any doubt as to whether she is one. Perfectness
vain fear, which takes counsel for the way of should show itself equal in all things ; nor should
salvation, which guards the commandments of the dress of the body discredit the good of the
the Lord and of life ; so that they who have dedi- mind. Why should she walk out adorned ? Why
cated themselves to Christ, and who depart from with dressed hair, as if she either had or sought
carnal concupiscence, and have vowed them- for a husband ? Rather let her dread to please
selves to God as well in the flesh as in the spirit, if she is a virgin ; and let her not invite her own
may consummate their work, destined as it is to risk, if she is keeping herself for better and divine
a great reward, and may not study any longer to things. They who have not a husband whom
be adorned or to please anybody but their Lord, they profess that they please, should persevere,
from whom also they expect the reward of vir- sound and pure not only in body, but also in
ginity ; as He Himself says: "All men cannot spirit. For it is not right that a virgin should
receive this word, but they to whom it is given, have her hair braided for the appearance of her
For there are some eunuchs, which were so born beauty, or boast of her flesh and of its beauty,
from their mother's womb ; and there are some when she has no struggle greater than that agalnqt
eunuchs, which were made eunuchs of men ; and her flesh, and no contest more obstinate than
there are eunuchs which have made themselves that of conquering and subduing the body.
eunuchs for the kingdom of heaven's sake." 3[ 6. Paul proclaims in a loud and lofty voice,
Again, also by this word of the angel the gift of /" But God forbid that I should glory, save in
continency is set forth, and virginity is preached : ] the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom
_ Th
°
°
"
ese are they whmh
have not defiled them-/the world is
ernclfied
unto me, and I unto the
selves with women, for they have remained vir- [world." s And yet a virgin in the Church glories
gins ; these are they which follow the Lamb 1concerning her fleshly appearance and the beamy
whithersoever He goeth." 4 For not only thus of her body I Paul adds, and says. "For they
does the Lord promise the grace of continency that are Christ's have crneified their flesh, with
to men, and pass over women ; but since the its faults and lusts." 9 And she who professes
woman is a portion of the m_, and is taken and to have renounced the lusts and vices of the flesh,
formed from him, God in Scripture almost always is found in the midst of those very things which
speaks io the Protoplast, the first formed, because she has renounced ! V/rg/n, thou art taken, thou
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art exposed, thou boastest one thing and affect- mouth, "He that saith he abideth in Christ,
est another. You sprinkle yourself with the oughthimselfalsosotowalkevenasHewalknd."4
stains of carnal concupiscence, although you are Therefore we must walk with equal steps ; we
a candidate of purity and modesty. "Cry," says must strive with emulous walk. Then the folthe Lord to Isaiah, "All flesh is grass, and all lowing of truth answers to the faith of our name,
the glory of it as the flower of the grass : the and a reward is given to the believer, if what is
grass withereth, and the flower fadeth ; but the believed is also done.
word of the Lord endureth for ever."'
It is be8. You caU yourself wealthy and rich ; but
coming for no Christian, and especially it is not Paul meets your riches, and with his own voice
becoming for a virgin, to regard any glory and[prescribes for the moderating of your dress and
honour of the flesh, but only to desire the word _ornament within a just limit. "Let women,"
of God, to embrace benefits which shall endure said he, "adorn themselves with shamefacedness
for ever. Or, if she must glory in the flesh, then and sobriety, not with broidered hair, nor gold,
assuredly let her glory when she is tortured in nor pearls, nor costly array, but as becometh
confession of the name ; when a woman is found women professing chastity, with a good converto be stronger than the tortures ; when she suf- sation." s Also Peter consents to these same
fers fire, or the cross, or the sword, or the wild precepts, and says, "Let there be in the woman
beasts, that she may be crowned. These are the not the outward adorning of array, or gold, or
precious jewels of the flesh, these are the better apparel, but the adorning of the heart." 6 But
ornaments of the body.
if these also warn us that the women who are
7- But there are some rich women, and wealthy accustomed to make an excuse for their dress by
in the fertility of means, who prefer their own reference to their husband, should be restrained
wealth, and contend that they ought to use these and limited by religious observance to the
blessings. Let them know first of all that she is Church's discipline, how much more is it right
rich who is rich in God ; that she is wealthy who that the virgin should keep that observance, who
is wealthy in Christ ; that those are blessings has no excuse for adorning herself, nor can the
which are spiritual, divine, heavenly, which lead deceitfulness of her fault be laid upon another,
us to God, which abide with us in perpetual pos- but she herself remains in its guilt l
session with God. But whatever things are
9. You say that you are wealthy and rich.
earthly, and have been received in this world But not everything that can be done ought also
and will remain here wath the world, ought so to be done; nor ought the broad desires that
to be contemned even as the world itself is con- arise out of the pride of the world to be extemned, whose pomps and delights we have al- tended beyond the honour and modesty of
ready renounced when by a blessed passage we virginity ; since it is written, "All things are
came to God. John stimulates and exhorts us, lawful, but all things are not expedient : all things
witnessing with a spiritual and heavenly voice, are lawful, but all things edify not." 7 For the
"Love not the world," says he, "neither the rest, if you dress your hair sumptuously, and
things that are in the world. If any man love walk so as to draw attention in public, and
the world, the love of the Father is not in him attract the eyes of youth upon you, and draw
For all that is in the world, is lust of the flesh, the sighs of young men after you, nourish the
and the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life, lust of concupiscence, and inflame the fuel of
which is not from the Father, but is of the lust sighs, so that, although you yourself perish not,
of the world. And the world passeth away, and yet you cause others to perish, and offer yourthe lust thereof: but he that doeth the will of self, as it were, a sword or poison to the specGod abideth for ever, even as God also abideth tators ; you cannot be excused on the pretence
for ever." * Therefore eternal and divine things that you are chaste and modest in mind. Your
are to be followed, and all things must be done shameful dress and immodest ornament accuse
after the will of God, that we may follow the tou ; nor can you be counted now among
divine footsteps and teachings of our Lord, who Christ's maidens and virgins, since you live in
warned us, and said, "I came down from heaven, such a manner as to make yourselves objects of
not to do my own will, hut the wiU of Him that desire.
sent me." s But if the servant is not greater
xo. You say that you are wealthy and rich;
than his lord, and he that is freed owes obedi-but it becomes not a virgin to boast of her fiches,
ence to his deliverer, we who desire to be Chris- since Holy Scripture says, "What hath pride
tians ought to imitate what Christ said and did. profited us ? or what benefit hath the vaunting
It is written, and it is read and heard, and is of riches conferred upon us? And all these
celebrated for our example by the Church's
x IM, xL 6.
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things have passed away like a shadow." ' And
the apostle again warns us, and says, "And they
that buy, as though they bought not ; and they
that possess, as though they possessed not ; and
they that use this world, as though they used it
not.
For the fashion of this world passeth
away."*
Peter also, to whom the Lord cornmends His sheep to be fed and guarded, on
whom He placed and founded the Church, says
indeed that he has no silver and gold, but says
that he is rich in the grace of Christ -- that he
is wealthy in his faith and virtue -- wherewith he
performed many great works with miracle, wherewith he abounded in spiritual blessings to the
grace of glory.
These riches, this wealth, she
cannot possess, who had rather be rich to this
world than to Christ.
I x. You say that you are wealthy and rich,
and you think that you should use those things
which God has willed you to possess.
Use them,
certainly, but for the things of salvation ; use
them, but for good purposes ; use them, but for
those things which God has commanded, and
which the Lord has set forth.
Let the poor feel
that you are wealthy ; let the needy feel that you
are rich. Lend your estate to God ; give food
to Christ.
Move J/is by the prayers of many 3
to grant you to carry out the glory of virginity,
and to succeed in coming to the Lord's rewards,
There entrust your treasures, where no thief digs
through, where no insidious plunderer breaks in.
Prepare for yourself possessions ; but let them
rather be heavenly ones, where neither rust wears
out, nor hail bruises, nor sun burns, nor rain
spoils your fruits constant and perennial, and
free from all contact of worldly injury.
For in
this very matter you are sinning against God, if
you think that riches were given you by Him for
this purpose, to enjoy them thoroughly, without
a view to salvation.
For God gave man also a
voice ; and yet love-songs and indecent things
are not on that account to be sung. And God
willed iron to be for the culture of the earth, but
not on that account must murders be committed,
Or because God ordained incense, and wine, and
fire, are we thence to sacrifice to idols ? Or because the flocks of cattle abound in your fields,
ought you to immolate victims and offerings to
the gods ? Otherwise a large estate is a temptation, unless the wealth minister to good uses ; so
that every man, in proportion
to his wealth
ought by his patrimony
rather to redeem his
transgressions than to increase them.
i2. The characteristics
of ornaments, and of
garments, and the allurements of beauty, are not
fitting for any but prostitutes and immodest
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women ; and the dress of none is more precious
than of those whose modesty is lowly. 4 Thus in
the Holy Scriptures, by which the Lord wished
us to be both instructed and admonished, the
harlot city is described more beautifully arrayed
and adorned, and with her ornaments ; and the
rather on account of those very ornaments about
to perish.
"And there came," it is said, "one
of the seven angels, which had the seven phials,
and talked with me, saying, Come hither, I will
show thee the judgment of the great whore, that
sitteth upon many waters, with whom the kings
of the earth have committed fornication.
And
he carried me away in spirit; and I saw a
woman sit upon a beast, and that woman was arrayed in a purple and scarlet mantle, and was
adorned with gold, and precious stones, and
pearls, having a golden cup in her hand, full of
curses, and filthiness, and fornication of the
whole earth." s Let chaste and modest virgins
:avoid the dress of the unchaste, the manners of
ithe immodest, the ensigns of brothels, the ornaments of harlots.
i3. Moreover Isaiah, full of the Holy Spirit,
cries out and chides the daughters of Slon, corrupted with gold, and silver, and raiment, and rebukes them, affluent as they were in pernicious
wealth, and departing from God for the sake of
the world's delights.
"The daughters of Sion,"
says he, "are haughty, and walk with stretchedout neck and beckoning of the eyes, trailing
their gowns as they go, and mincing with their
feet. And God will humble the princely daughters of Sion, and the Lord will unveil their dress ;
and the Lord will take away the glory of their
apparel, and their ornaments, and their hair, and
their curls, and their round tires like the moon,
and their crisping-pins, and their bracelets, and
their clusters of pearls, and their armlets and
rings, and ear-tings, and silks woven with gold and
hyacinth.
And instead of a sweet smell there
shall be dust ; and thou shall be girt with a rope
instead of with a girdle ; and for a golden ornament of thy head thou shalt have baldness." 6
This God blames, this He marks out : hence He
declares that virgins are corrupted ; hence, that
they have departed
from the true and divine
worship.
Lifted up, they have fallen ; with their
heads adorned, they merited dishonour and disgrace.
Having put on silk and purple, they
cannot put on Christ ; adorned with gold, and
pearls, and necklaces, they have lost the ornaments of the heart and spirit.
Who would not
execrate and avoid that which has been the destruction of another ? Who would desire and
thed_
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take up that which has served as the sword and bodily appearance of any one ; and the likeness
weapon for the death of another ? If he who being now painted and completed, another perhad drunk should die by draining the cup, you son were to lay hands on it, as if, when it was
would know that what he had drunk was poison ; already formed and already painted, he, being
if, on taking food, he who had taken it were to more skilled, could amend it, a serious wrong
perish, you would know that what, when taken, and a just cause of indignation would seem
could kill, was deadly ; nor would you eat or natural to the former artist. And do you think
drink of that whence you had befor_ seen that yourself likely with impunity to commit a boldothers had perished. Now what ignorance of ness of such wicked temerity, an offence to God
truth is it, what madness of mind, to wish for the artificer? For although you may not be
that which both has hurt and always will hurt; immodest among men, and are not unchaste
and to think that you yourself will not perish by with your seducing dyes, yet when those things
those means whereby you know that others have which belong to God are corrupted and violated,
perished I
you are engaged in a worse adultery. That you
_4. For God neither made the sheep scarlet think yourself to be adorned, that you think
or purple, nor taught the juices of herbs and your hair to be dressed, is an assault upon the
shell-fish to dye and colour wool, nor arranged divine work, is a prevarication of the truth.
necklaces with stones set in gold, and with pearls
i6. The voice of the warning apostle is, "Purge
distributed in a woven series or numerous clus- out the old leaven, that ye may be a new lump,
ter, wherewith you would hide the neck which as ye are unleavened ; for even Christ our passHe made ; that what God formed in man may over is sacrificed. Therefore let us keep the
be covered, and that may be seen upon it which feast, not with old leaven, neither with the leaven
the devil has invented in addition. Has God of malice and wickedness, but with the unwilled that wounds should be made in the ears, leavened bread of sincerity and truth."*
But
wherewith infancy, as yet innocent, and uncon- are sincerity and truth preserved, when what is
scious of worldly evil, may be put to pain, that sincere is polluted by adulterous colours, and
subsequently from the scars and holes of the ears what is true is changed into a lie by the deceitful
precious beads may hang, heavy, if not by their dyes of medicaments ? Your Lord says, "Thou
weight, still by the amount of their cost ? All canst not make one hair white or black ; "3 and
which things sinning and apostate angels put you, in order to overcome the word of your Lord,
forth by their arts, when, lowered to the con- will be more mighty than He, and stain your
tagions of earth, they forsook their heavenly hair with a daring endeavour and with profane
vigour. They taught them also to paint the eyes contempt.
With evil presage of the future, you
with blackness drawn round them in a circle, make a beginning to yourself already of flameand to stain the cheeks wtth a deceitful red, and coloured hair ; and sin (oh, wickedness !) with
to change the hair with false colours, and to your head m that is, with the nobler part of your
drive out all truth, both of face and head, by the body ! And although it is written of the Lord,
assault of their own corruption.
"His head and His hair were white like wool
x5. And indeed in that very matter, for the or snow," 4 you curse that whiteness and hate
sake of the fear which faith suggests to me, for that hoariness which is like to the Lord's head.
the sake of the love which brotherhood requires,
_7- Are you not afraid, I entreat you, being
I think that not virgins only and widows," but such as you are, that when the day of resurrecmarried women also, and all of the sex alike, tion comes, your Maker may not recognise you
should be admonished, that the work of God again, and may turn you away when you come
and His fashioning and formation ought in no to His rewards and promises, and may exclude
manner to oe adulterated, either with the appli- _,ou,rebuking you with the vigour of a Censor
cation of yellow colour, or with black dust or and Judge, and say : "This is not my work, nor
rouge, or with any kind of medicament which is this our image. You have polluted your skin
can corrupt the native lineaments.
God says, with a false medicament, you have changed your
"Let us make man in our image and likeness ;", hair with an adulterous colour, your face is vioand does any one dare to alter and to change lently taken possession of by a lie, your figure is
what God has made ? They are laying hands on corrupted, your countenance is another's. You
God when they try to re-form that which He cannot see God, since your eyes are not those
formed, and to transfigure it, not knowing that which God made, but those which the devil has
everything which comes into being is God's work, spored. You have followed him, you haw imieverything that is changed is the devil's If any i tated the red and painted eyes of the serpent.
artist, in painting, were to delineate in envious As you are adorned in the fashion of your enemy,
colouring the countenance and likeness and .............
*G_L_
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with him also you shall bum by and by."
Are
not these, I beg, matters to be reflected on by
God's servants?
Are they not always to be
dreaded day and night ? Let married, women
see to it, in what respect they are flattering themselves concerning
the solace of their husbands
with the desire of pleasing them, and while they
put them forward indeed as their excuse, they
make them partners in the association of guilty
consent.
Virgins, assuredly, to whom this address is intended
to appeal, who have adorned
themselves with arts of this kind, I should think
ought not to be counted among virgins, but, like
infected sheep and diseased cattle, to be driven
from the holy and pure flock of virginity, lest
by living together they should pollute the rest
with their contagion ; lest they ruin others even
as they have perished themselves,
18. And since we are seeking the advantage
of confinency, let us also avoid everything that
is pernicious and hostile to it. And I will not
pass over those things, which while by negligence
they come into use, have made for themselves
a usurped licence, contrary to modest and sober
manners.
Some are not ashamed to be present
at marriage parties, and iu that freedom of lasciv]ous discourse to mingle in unchaste conversatlon, to hear what is not becoming, to say what
is not lawful, to expose themselves, to be present
in the midst of disgraceful words and drunken
banquets, by which the ardour of lust is kindled,
and the bride is animated to bear, and the bridegroom to dare lewdness.'
What place is there
at weddings for her whose mind is not towards
marriage ? Or what can there be pleasant or
joyous in those engagements for her, where both
desires and wishes are different from her own?
What is learnt there--what
is seen?
How
greatly a virgin falls short of her resolution, when
she who had come there modest goes away immodest ! Although she may remain a virgin in
body and mind, yet in eyes, in ears, in tongue,
she has diminished
the virtues that she possessed,
19. But what of those who frequent promiscuous baths ; who prostitute to eyes that are curious
to lust, bodies that are dedicated to chastity and
modesty?
They who disgracefully behold naked
men, and are seen naked by men, do they not
themselves afford enticement
to vice, do they
not solicit and invite the desires of those present
to their own corruption and wrong ? "Let every
one," say you, "look to the disposition
with
which he comes thither: my care is only that
of refreshing and washing my poor body."
That
kind of defence does not clear you, nor does it
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excuse the crime of lasciviousness
and wantonness.
Such a washing defiles ; it does not purify
nor cleanse the limbs, but stains them.
You
behold no one immodestly, but you yourself ate
gazed upon immodestly.
You do not pollute
your eyes with disgraceful delight, but in delight°
ing others you yourself are polluted.
You make
a show of the bathing-place ; the places where
you assemble are fouler than a theatre.
There
all modesty is put; off together with the clothing of garments, the honour and modesty of the
body is laid aside ; virginity is exposed, to be
pointed at and to be handled.
And now, then,
consider whether when you are clothed you are
modest among men, when the boldness of nakedhess has conduced to immodesty.
2o. For this reason, therefore,
the Church
frequently mourns over her virgins ; hence she
groans at their scandalous and detestable stories ;
hence the flower of her virgins is extinguished,
the honour and modesty of continency are injured, and all its glory and dignity are profaned.
Thus the hostile besieger insinuates himself by
his arts ; thus by snares that deceive, by secret
ways, the devil creeps in. Thus, while virgins
wish to be more carefully adorned, and to wander
with more liberty, they cease to be virgins, corrupted by a furtive dishonour ; widows before
they are married, adulterous, not to their husband, but to Christ.
In proportion as they had
been as virgins destined to great rewards, so will
they experience great punishments
for the loss
of their virginity.
2 i. Therefore hear me, O virgins, as a parent;
hear, I beseech you, one who fears while he
warns ; hear one who is faithfully consulting for
your advantage and your profit.
Be such as
God the Creator made you; be such as the
hand of your Father ordained you.
Let your
countenance
remain in you incorrupt, your neck
unadorned,
your figure simple ; let not wounds
be made m your ears, nor let the precious chain
of bracelets and necklaces circle your arms or
your neck ; let your feet be free from golden
bands, your hair stained with no dye, your eyes
worthy of beholding God.
Let your baths be
performed
with women,
among whom your
bathing is modest.*
Let the shameless feasts
and lascivious banquets of marriages be avoided,
the contagion of which is perilous.
Overcome
dress, since you are a virgin ; overcome gold,
since you overcome the flesh and the world.
It
is not consistent to be unable to be conquered
bythe greater, and to be found no match forthe
less. Strait and narrow is the way which leadeth
to life ; hard and difficult is the track which
tends to glory. By this pathway the martyrs pro-

.

. s [The _
intolerable paganism here e_,
and fully susby Martitd and other Latin poets, accounts for much of the
disclp'.ti_.
- of the earl¥Church_aud
its extmssivc laudatiom; of wr* Otherwlse readt "amoag
8_ntty.]
modest towards you.

you;"orpcnm_Y,
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gress, the virgins pass, the just of all kinds ad_3. The first decree commanded to increase
vance. Avoid the broad and roomy ways. There and to multiply ; the second enjoined continency.
are deadly mares and death-bringing pleasures ; While the world is still rough and void, we axe
there the devil flatters, that he may deceive ; propagated by the fruitful begetting of numbers,
smiles, that he may do mischief; entices, that and we increase to the enlargement of the human
he may slay. The first fialit for the mart_arsis a race. Now, when the world is filled and the
hundred-fold; the second is yours, sixty-fold, earth supplied, they who can receive continency,
As with the martyrs there is no thought of the living after the manner of eunuchs, axe made
flesh and of the world, no small, and trifling, eunuchs unto the kingdom. Nor does the Lord
and delicate encounter ; so also in you, whose command this, but He exhorts it ; nor does
reward is second in grace, let there be the He impose the yoke of necessity, since the free
strength in endurance next to theirs. The ascent choice of the will is left. But when He says
to great things is not easy. What toil we suffer, that in His Father's house axe many mansions,
what labour, when we endeavour to ascend the He points out the dwellings of the better habihills and the tops of mountains ! What, then, tation. Those better habitations you are seekthat we may ascend to heaven ? If you look to ing ; cutting away the desires of the flesh, you
the rewarti of the promise, your labour is less. obtain the reward of a greater grace in the hearImmortality is given to the persevering, eternal enly home. All indeed who attain to the divine
life is set before them ; the Lord promises a gift and inheritance by the sanctification of hapkingdom,
tism, therein put off the old man by the grace
22. Hold fast, O virgins I hold fast what you of the saving laver, and, renewed by the Holy
have begun to be ; hold fast what you shall be. Spirit from the filth of the old contagion, are
A great reward awaits you, a great recompense purged by a second nativity. But the greater
of virtue, the immense advantage of chastity. Do holiness and truth of that.repeated birth belongs
you wish to know what ill the virtue of continence to you, who have no longer any desires of the
avoids, what good it possesses? "I will multi- flesh and of the body. Only the things which
ply," says God to the woman, "thy sorrows and belong to virtue and the Spirit have remained in
thy groanings ; and in sorrow shalt thou bring you to glory. It is the apostle's word whom the
forth children ; and thy desire shall be to thy Lord called His chosen vessel, whom God sent
husband, and he shall rule over thee."'
You to proclaim the heavenly command: "The first
are free from this sentence. You do not fear man," says he, "is from the earth, of earth;
the sorrows and the groans of women. You have the second man is from heaven. Such as is the
no fear of child-bearing ; nor is your husband :eaxthy, such are they also who are earthy ; and
lord over you ; but your Lord and Head is such as is the heavenly, such also axe the
Christ, after the likeness and in the place of the heavenly. As we have borne the image of him
man ; _il& tt_at of men your lot and your con- who is earthy, let us also bear the image of
dition is equal. It is the word of the Lord Him who is heavenly." a Virginity bears this
which says, "The children of this world beget image, integrity bears it, holiness bears it,
and are begotten; but they who are counted and truth. Disciplines which axe mindful of
worthy of that world, and of the resurrection God bear it, retaining righteousness with relifrom the dead, neither marry nor are given in gion, stedfast in faith, humble in fear, brave to
marriage : neither shall they die any more : for all suffering, meek to sustain wrong, easy to show
they are equal to the angels of God, being the mercy, of one mind and one heart in fraternal
children of the resurrection.""
That which we peace.
shall be, you have already begun to be. You
24. Every one of which things, O good virgins,
possess already in this world the glory of the you ought to observe, to love, to fulfil, who, givresm'rection. You pass through the world with- ing yourselves to God and Christ, axe advancing
out the contagion of the world ; in that you in both the higher and better part to the Lord,
continue chaste and virgins, you axe equal to the to whom you have dedicated yourselves. You
angels of God. Only let your virginity remain that are advanced in years, suggest a teaching to
and endure substantial and uninjured; and as it the younger. You that are younger, give a stimbegan bravely, let it persevere continuously, and ulus to your coevals. Stir one another up with
not seek the ornaments of necklaces nor gax- mutual exhortations; provoke to glory by rival
raents, but of conduct. Let it look towards proofs of virtue. Endure bravely, go on spirituGod and heaven, anti not lower to the lust of ally, attain happily. Only,remember us at that
the flesh and of the world, the eyes uplifted _ time, when virginity shall begin to be rewarded
_'Ttgs above, or set them upon earthly things,
in you.
s l,nlB xx. _, 36.
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TREATISE III.'
ON THE LAPSED.s

fion, having been prepared for the suffering of
the dungeon, armed for the endurance of death.
[Bravely you have resisted the world: you have
.4_V6UMENT".
_ HAVINGEt__.ARCED
trFo_ THEIafforded a glorious spectacle in the sight of God ;
UNLOOKED-FOR
PEACEOF ThE CHURdH,_mD! yOUhave been an example to your brethren that
THE CO_'TA_CVOF THE CONFESSORS
_
shall follow you. That religious voice has named
THOSE "_/HO HAD STOOD FAST IN THE FAITH ,; the
name of Christ, in whom it has once conAm) THEN WITH EXTREMEGRIEF HAVINOfessed that it believed ; those illustrious hands,
POrt,
frED TO THE DOWNFALL
OF THE LAPSEDwhich had only been accustomed to divine works,
AND UNFOLDED
THE
CAUSES OF THE
BYGONE
have
resisted the sacrilegious sacrifices ; those
PERSECtmON,
NAMELY,
THE _EGLECTOF DtSCI-lips, sanctified by heavenly food after the body
rLm'E,ANDTHE SInS OF THEFArrHFUL
; OUR and blood of the Lord, have rejected the profane
AUTHORSEVERELY
REPROACHES
THE LAPSED,contacts and the leavings of the idols. Your
THAT,AT THE VERYFIRST WORDSOF THE head has remained free from the impious and
ENEmI THREATF2¢INO
THEM,THEYHArt SACra-wicked veil4 with which the captive heads of
FXCED
TO 1DOra,ANDHAD_OT RATHERwrrH- those who sacrificed were there veiled; your
DI_WN, ACCORDING
TO CHRISt'S COUNSEL.3
brow, pure with the sign of God, could not bear
LASTLY,HE WARNSms READERSTO AVOmthe crown of the devil, but reserved itself for the
THENOVATIANS,
CONFUTING
THEIRHERESY
WITHLord's crown. How joyously does your Mother
MANYSClUPTURES.
Church receive you in her bosom, as you return
x. Behold, beloved brethren, peace is restored from the battle! How blissfully, how gladly,
to the Church ; and although it lately seemed to does she open her gates, that in united bands
incredulous people difficult, and to traitors im- you may enter, beating the trophies from a prospossible, our security is by divine aid and retri- trate enemy ! With the triumphing men come
bution re-established.
Our minds return to women also, who, while contending with the
gladness ; and the season of affliction and the world, have also overcome their sex ; and virgins
cloud being dispersed, tranquiUity and serenity also come with the double glory of their warfare,
have shone forth once more. Praises must be and boys transcending their years with their virgiven to God, and His benefits and gifts must tues.S Moreover, also, the rest of the multitude
be celebrated with giving of thanks, although of those who stand fast follow your glory, and
even in the time of persecution our voice has accompany your footsteps with the insignia of
not ceased to give thanks. For not even an praise, very near to, and almost joined with, your
enemy has so much power as to prevent us, who own. In them also is the same sincerity of
love the Lord with our whole heart, and life, heart, the same soundness of a tenacious faith.
and strength, from declaring His blessings and Resting on the unshaken roots of the heavenly
praises always and everywhere with glory. The precepts, and strengthened by the evangelical
day earnestly desired, by the prayers of all has traditions, the prescribed banishment, the descome; and after the dreadful and loathsome tined tortures, the loss of property, the bodily
darkness of a long night, the world has shone punishments, have not terrified them. The days
forth irradiated by the light of the Lord.
for proving their faith were limited beforehand ;
2. We look with glad countenances upon con- but he who remembers that he has renounced
fessors illustrious with the heraldry of a good the world knows no day of worldly appointment,
name, and glorious with the praises of virtue and neither does he who hopes for eternity from God
of faith ; clinging to them with holy kisses, we calculate the seasons of earth any more.
embrace them long desired with insatiable eager3. Let none, my beloved brethren, let none
hess. The white-robed cohort of Christ's soldiers depreciate this glory; let none by malignant
is here, who in the fierce conflict have broken dispraise detract from the ttqcorrupted stedthe ferocious turbulence of an urgent persecu fastness of those who have stood. When the
day appointed for denying was gone by, every
x[Written
A.D._S_.I
one who had not professed within that time not
, C_rm
thatas_o,
peaceon
shoumto
be a Christian, confessed that he was a Chris__ restorcd
to h_d
the t_a._a_
Church, hercomi_a,
would write
something *s
definite
the
_._tofthelapsed;andguthefoUowlng
treatise
hefulfils
hisprora-tian. It is the first title to victory to confess
s Nowttm....
violence of the hands of
tnmy l_a been--ratedwimLac,_.e_
pot
, cont,ry to the Lord under the
.
t_ h,, d t_ o_m. _,fo_ their_ wereato._ fo_,beforecon- the Gentiles. It is the second step to glo to
lessxon of their crime had been made, they were doing violence to the
•
.
.
ry
•ndbrood
oftheLord,
andweeermrtln_
eommumon
m_d
peaceI be withdrawn by a cautaousretarement, and to be
lt_emcertain pr_b_ets,
without the bishop's judgment. He exhorts I
,_m _eeo_xlihg_,m ma_ words, that, -- d_ert_dl_, the divine _
I

.__ _ _a eta-tam
s_,m:
--=
ol the lapsed who had ¢_mmmur.auxl unworthilY,bowl
no.cnme, elrherofs_.ri.'fw_eorofcertlfu:ate,
yet, becausetheYltra_.

[This

helps to.interpret
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]
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reserved
fortheLord. The formerisa public,
bukehasaroused
ourfaith,
whichwasgiving
way,
thelatter
isa private
confession.
The formerand I had almostsaidslumbering
; andalthough
overcomesthejudgeof thisworld; thelatter,
wc deserved*
more forour sins,
yet themost
content
withGod asitsjudge,
keepsa purecon- merciful
Lord hasso moderatedallthings,
that
sciencein integrity
of heart.In the formerallwhichhashappenedhasrather
seemeda tria
casethereisa readier
fortitude
; in thelatter,
thana persecution.
solicitude
ismore secure.The former,
as his 6. Each one was desirous
of increasing
his
hourapproached,
wasalready
foundmature;the estate
; and forgetful
ofwhatbelievers
hadeither
latter
perhapswas delayed,who, leavinghisdone beforein the timesof theapostles,
oralestate,
withdrewfora while,
bccanschc would waysoughttodo,they,
wlththeinsatiable
ardour
notdeny,butwould certainly
confess
ifhc too of covetousness,
devotedthemselves
to theinhad beenapprehended,
creaseof theirproperty.Among thepriest
4. One causeof grief
saddenstheseheavenlytherewas no devotedness
of religion
; among
crownsof martyrs,
theseglorious
spiritual
con- theministers
3there
wasno soundfaith
: inthclr
fessions,
theseverygreatand illustrious
virtues
workstherewas no mercy; in theirmanners
of the brethren
who stand; which is,thatthe therewas no discipline.
In men,theirbeards
hostile
violence
hastom away a partof ourown weredefaced
;4 inwomen,their
complexion
was
bowels,
andthrownitawayinthedestructiveness
dyed: the eyeswere falsified
fromwhat God's
of itsown cruelty.What shallI do in thishand had made them; theirhairwas stained
matter,
beloved
brethren
? Waveringintheva- witha falsehood.
Craftyfraudswere usedto
rioustideof feeling,
whatorhow shall
I speak?ideceivetheheartsof thesimple,
subtlemeanI need tearsratherthanwords to express
thc!ings
forcircumventing
thebrethren.
Thcyunited
sorrowwithwhichthewound ofourbodyshouldinthcbond of marriage
withunbelievers
; they
be bewailed,
withwhich themanifoldlossof a prostituted
the members of Christto theGenPeopleoncenumerousshouldbclamented.For tiles.They would swearnot onlyrashly,
but
whose heartisso hard or cruel,
who issoun- cvcn more,would swearfalsely
; would despise
mindfulof brotherly
love,
as,among thevaned thosesetoverthemwithhaughty
swelling,
would
ruinsof hisfriends,
and themournful
relics
dis-speakevil
ofoneanother
withenvenomedtongue,
figured
withalldegradation,
tobe abletostandwould quarrel
withone anotherwithobstinat
and to kccp dryeyes,
and not in thebreakinghatred.Not a fewbishops
swho oughtto furout of hisgriefto express
hisgroanings
rathernishboth exhortation
and exampleto others
withtears
thanwithwords? I grieve,
brethren,
despising
their
divinecharge,
became agentsin
I grieve
withyou; nor does my own integrity
secular
business,
forsooktheirthrone,
deserted
and my personal
soundnessbeguile
mc to the thclr
people,
wanderedaboutoverforeign
provsoothing
of my griefs,
sinceitistheshepherdinccs,
huntedthemarketsforgainful
mcrchanthatischiefly
wounded inthewound ofhisflock,
disc,
whilebrethren
werestarving
intheChurch.
6
I joinmy breast
witheach one,and I sharein They soughtto possess
money in hoards,
they
thegrievous
burdenof sorrowand mourning,seizedestates
by crafty
deceits,
theyincrease
I wailwiththewailing,
I wccp withtheweeping,their
gainsby multiplying
usuries.
What do not
I regardmyselfasprostrated
withthosethatare suchaswc deserve
tosuifcr
forsins
ofthis
kind,
prostrate.
Mylimbsarcatthesametimestricken
when even already
thedivinerebukehasforewiththosedarts
oftheragingenemy; their
cruelwarnedus,and said,
"If theyshallforsake
my
swordshave piercedthroughmy bowels; my law,
andwalknotinmy judgrncnts;
iftheyshall
mind couldnotremainuntouchedandfrccfrom profanemy statutes,
and shallnot observemy
theinroadof persecution
among my downfallen
precepts,
I willvisit
theiroffences
witha rod,
brethren
; sympathyhascastme down also. and their
sins
withscourges
?" 7
5. Yet,belovedbrethren,
thecauseof truth 7.These thingswere beforedeclared
to us,
is to be had in -,dew
; nor ought thegloomy andpredicted.
Butwe,forgetful
ofthelawand
darknessof theterrible
persecution
so tohave obedience
required
ofus,have so actedby our
blindedthemind and feeling,
thatthereshouldsins,
thatwhilewe despise
theLord'scommandremainno lightand illumination
whence the ments,we havecome by severer
remedies
tothe
divine
precepts
may bc beheld.Ifthecauseof'correction
of oursinandprobation
of ourfaith
disaster
isrecognised,
thereisat once founda Nor indeedhavewe at lastbeen converted
to
remedyforthewound. The lord hasdesiredthefearoftheLord,soas to undergopatientl
His familyto be proved; and becausea long
peace had corrupted the discipline' that had
*3 ASomr_d."_s,_r."
lainverfi_#yea, "in the mlnistrle_"
been divinely delivered to us, the heavenly ret [Thismuttl'mwho_whlch
worth, to _
the t.im_

.4[lvot.i,. p. ,2. HereC_rm', "m._r" mm_to ,_k

foRm_a_elt_l
I_Wordt-otasormlmm_ryde_mthtct_.]
that l_dtK_
a CaUim_
._m hls
6 Or, "brmlght no aid to tuareg
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and courageously this our correction and divine
proof. Immediately at the first words of the
threatening foe, the greatest number of the brethten betrayed their faith, and were cast down, not
by the onset of persecution, but cast themselves
downby voluntary lapse. What unheard-of thing,
I beg of you, what new thing had happened, that,
as ff on the occurrence of things unknown and
unexpected, the obligation to • Chr_t should be
dissolved with headlong rashness?
Have not
prophets aforetime, and subsequently apostles,
told of these things ? Have not they, full of the
Holy Spirit, predicted the afflictions of the righteous, and always the injuries of the heathens?
Does not the sacred Scripture, which ever arms
our faith and strengthens with a voice from
heaven the servants of God, say, "Thou shalt
worship the Lord thy God, and Him ouly shalt
thou serve ?" * Does it not again show the
anger of the divine indignation, and warn of the
fear of punishment beforehand, when it says,
" They worshipped them whomtheirfingers have
made ; and thegnean man boweth down, and the
great man humbleth himself, and I will forgive
them not ?" 3 And again, God speaks, and says,
"He that sacrifices unto any gods, save unto the
Lord only, shall be destroyed." _ In the Gospel
also subsequently, the Lord, who instructs by His
words and fulfiLs by His deeds, teaching what
should be done, and doing whatever He had
taught, did He not before admonish us of whatever is now done and shall be done ? Did He
not before ordain both for those who deny Him
eternal punishments, and for those that confess
Him saving rewards ?
8. From somemah, misery !--all these things
have fallen away, and have passed from memory,
They indeed did not wait to be apprehended ere
they ascended, or to be interrogated ere they
denied. Many were conquered before the battle,
prostrated before the attack. Nor did they even
leave it to be said for them, that they seemed to
sacrifice to idols unwiUingly. They ran to the
market.place of their own accord ; freely they
hastened to death, as if they had formerly wished
it, as ff they would embrace an opportunity now
given which they had always desired.
How
many were put off by the magistrates at that
time, when evening was coming on ; how many
even asked that their destruction might not be
delayed I What violence can such a one plead
as an excuse ? How can he purge his crime
when it was he himself who rather used force to
bring about his own ruin ? When they came
voluntarily to the Capitol,- when they freely
approached to the obedience of the terrible wickx ,,_
trmy.l
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edness, -- did not their tread falter? Did not
their sight darken, their heart tremble, their arms
fall helplessly down ? Did not their senses fail,
their tongue cleave to their mouth, their speech
grow weak? Could the servant of God stand
there, and speak and renounce Christ, when he
had already renounced the devil and the world ?
Was not that altar, whither he drew near to perish,
to
him a funeral pile ? Ought he not to shudder
at and flee from the devil's altar, which he had
seen to smoke, and to be redolent of a foul fo_tor,
as ff it were the funeral and sepulchre of his life ?
Why bring with you, O wretched man, a sacririce? why immolate a victim ? You yourself
have come to the altar an offering; you yourself have come a victim: there you have immolated your salvation, your hope ; there you have
burnt up your faith in those deadly fires.s
9. But to many their own destruction was not
sufficient. With mutual exhortations, people
were urged to their ruin ; death was pledged by
rams in the deadly cup. And that nothing
might be wanting to aggravate the crime, infants
also, in the arms of their parents, either carried
or conducted, lost, while yet little ones, what in
the very first beginning of their nativity they
had gained. 6 Will not they, when the day of
judgment comes, say, "We have done nothing ;z
nor have we forsaken the Lord's bread and cup
to hasten freely to a profane contact ; the faithlessness of others has ruined us. We have found
our parents our murderers ; they have denied to
us the Church as a Mother ; they have denied
God as a Father : so that, while we were little, and
unforeseeing, and unconscious of such a crime,
we were associated by others to the partnership
of wickedness, and we were snared by the deceit
of others ?"
xo. Nor is there, alas, any just and weighty
reason which excuses such a crime. One's courttry was to be left, and loss of one's estate was
to be suffered. Yet to whom that is born and
dies is there not a necessity at some time to
leave his country, and to suffer the loss of his
estate ? But let not Christ be forsaken, so that
the loss of salvation and of an eternal home
should be feared. Behold, the Holy Spirit cries
by the prophet, "Depart ye, depart ye, go ye
out from thence, touch not the unclean thing ;
go ye out from the midst of her, and be ye separate, that bear the vessels of the Lord. ''s Yet
those who are the vessels of the Lord and the ternpie of God do not go out from the midst, nor depart, that they may not be compelled to touch the
unclean thing, and to be polluted and corrupted
with deadly food. Elsewhere also a voice is
s Markviii. 36.]
• _The balm
ot""infants_
T Somen._l, "cvfl."

e lsa.iii.x]:.
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heard from heaven, forewarningwhat is becom- cated by the apostle, when he says, "But they
ing for the servants of God to do, saying, "Come that wiU be rich, fall into temptation, and a snare,
out of her, my people, that y6 be not partakers and into many foolish and hurtful lusts, which
of her sins, and that ye receive not of her drown men in destruction m_d in perdition. For
plagues." ' He who goes out and departs does the root of all evil is the love of money, which,
not become a partaker of the guilt ; but he will while some have coveted, they have erred s from
be wounded with the plagues who is found a the faith, and pierced themselves through with
companion in the crime. And therefore the many sorrows." 6 But with what rewards does
lord commanded us in the persecution to de- the Lord invite us to contempt of worldly wealth ?
part and to flee ; and both taught that this should With what compensations does He atone for the
be done, and Himself did it. For as the crown! small and trifling losses of this present time ?
is given of the condescension of God, and can- i "There is no man," saith He, "that leaves house,
not be received unless the hour comes for Ior land, or parents, or brethren, or wife, or chilaccepting it, whosoever abiding in Christ departs idren, for the kingdom of God's sake, but he shall
for a while does not deny his faith, but waits for !receive seven-fuld 7 even in this time, but in the
the time ; but he who has fallen, after refusing world to come We everlasting." s If we know
to depart, remained to deny it.
these things, and have found them out from the
zx. The truth, brethren, must not be dis- truth of the Lord who promises, not only is not
guised, nor must the matter and cause of our loss of this kind to be feared, but even to be
wound be concealed. A blind love of one's desired ; as the Lord Himself again announces
own property has deceived many ; nor could and warns us, "Blessed arc ye when men shall
they be prepared for, or at ease in, departing persecute you, and when they shall separate you
when their wealth fettered them like a chain, from their company, and shall cast you out, and
Those were the chains to them that remained-- shall speak of your name as evil, for the Son of
those were the bonds by which both virtue was man's sake 1 Rejoice ye in that day, and leap
retarded, and faith burdened, and the spirit for joy; for, behold, your reward is great in
bound, and the soul hindered ; so that they who heaven." 9
were involved in earthly things • might become
x3. But (say they) subsequently tortures had
a booty and food for the serpent, which, accord- come, *° and severe sufferings were threatening
ing to God's sentence, feeds upon earth. And those who resisted. He may complain of tottherefore the lord the teacher of good things, tares who has been overcome by tortures; he
forewaxaing for the future time, says, "If thou may offer the excuse of suffering who has been
wilt be perfect, go, sell all that thou hast, and vanquished in suffering. Such a one may ask,
give to the poor, and thou shalt have treasure in and say, "I wished indeed to strive bravely, and,
heaven: and come and follow me." 3 If rich remembering my oath, I took up the arms of
men did this, they would not perish by their devotion and faith; but as I was struggling in
riches ; if they laid up treasure in heaven, they the encounter, varied tortures and long-continued
would not now have a domestic enemy and sufferings overcame me. My mind stood firm,
assaihat. Heart and mind and feeling would and my faith was strong, and my soul struggled
be in heaven, if the treasure were in heaven ; long, unshaken with the torturing pains; but
nor could he be overcome by the world who had when, with the renewed barbarity of the most
nothing in the world whereby he could be over- cruel judge, wearied out as I was, the scourges
come.4 He would follow the Lord loosed and were now tearing me," the dubs bruised me, the
free, as did the apostles, and many in the times rack strained me, the claw dug into me, the fire
of the apostles, and many who forsook both their roasted me ; my flesh deserted me in the strugmeans and their relatives, and clave to Christ gle, the weakness of my bodily frame gave way,
with undivided ties.
--not my mind, but my body, yielded in the
x_. But how can they follow Christ, who are suffering." Such a plea may readily avail to forheld back by the chain of their wealth? Or giveness; an apology of that kind may excite
how can they seek heaven, and climb to sublime compassion. Thus at one time the Lord forgave
and lofty heights, who are weighed down by Castus and 2Emilins ; thus, overcome in the first
earthly desires ? They think that they possess, encounter, they were made victors in the second
when they are rather possessed ; as slaves of battle. So that they who had formerly given
their profit, and not lords with respect to their way to the fires became stronger than the fires,
own money, but rather the bond-slaves of their
money. These times and thesemen areindi- s Somesubstitute,"have madeshipwreck_"
z _x,_.
4.
.
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and in that in which they had been vanquished
a dissimulated
suffering.
Returning
from the
they were conquerors.
They entreated not for altars of the devil, they draw near to the holy
pity of their tears, but of their wounds ; nor with place of the Lord, with hands filthy and reeking
a lamentable voice alone, but with laceration and with smell, still almost breathing of the plaguesuffering of body.
Blood flowed instead of weep- bearing idol-meats ; and even with jaws still
ing ; and instead of tears, gore poured forth from exhaling theft crime, and reeking with the fatal
their half-scorched
entrails,
contact, they intrude on the body of the Lord,
I4. But now, what wounds can those who are although the sacred Scripture stands in their
overcome show ? what gashes of gaping entrails, way, and cries, saying, "Every one that is clean
what tortures of the limbs, in cases where it was shall eat of the flesh ; and whatever soul eateth
not faith that fell in the encounter, but faithless- of the flesh of the saving sacrifice, which is the
ness that anticipated
the struggle?
Nor does Lord's, having his uncleanness upon him, that
the necessity of the crime excuse the person soul shall be cut off from his people." _ Also,
compelled,
where the crime is committed
of the apostle testifies, and says, "Ye cannot drink
free will. Nor do I say this in such a way as the cup of the Lord and the cup of devils ; ye
that I would burden the cases of the brethren,
cannot be partakers of the Lord's table and of
but that I may rather instigate the brethren to a the table of devils." 4 He threatens, moreover,
prayer of atonement.
For, as it is written, the stubborn and froward, and denounces them,
"They who call you happy cause you to err, and saying, "Whosoever
eateth the bread or drinketh
destroy the paths of your feet,"' he who soothes the cup of the Lord unworthily, is guilty of the
the sinner with flattering blandishments furnishes body and blood of the Lord." s
the stimulus to sin ; nor does he repress, but
I6. All these warnings being scorned and connourishes wrong-doing.
But he who, with braver temned,-before their sin is expiated, before
counsels, rebukes at the same time that he in- confession has been made of their crime, before
stmcts a brother, urges him onward to salvation, their conscience has been purged by sacrifice
"As many as I love," saith the Lord, "I rebuke and by the hand of the priest, 6 before the offence
and chasten." 2 And thus also it behoves the of an angry and threatening
Lord has been
Lord's priest not to mislead by deceiving con-!appeased,
violence is done to His body and
cessions, but to provide with salutary remedies, blood;
and they sin now against their Lord
He is an unskilful physician who handles the more with their hand and mouth than when they
swelling edges of wounds with a tender hand, denied their Lord.
They think that that is
and, by retaining the poison shut up in the deep peace which some with deceiving words are
recesses of the body, increases it. The wound blazoning forth : 7 that is not peace, but war ;
must be opened, and cut, and healed by the and he is not joined to the Church who is sepastronger remedy of cutting out the corrupting rated from the Gospel.
Why do they call an
parts.
The sick man may cry out, may vocifer- injury a kindness?
Why do they call impiety
ate, and may complain, in impatience
of the by the name of piety?
Why do they hinder
pain; but he will afterwards give thanks when those who ought to weep continually and to
he has felt that he is cured,
entreat their Lord, from the sorrowing of re1 5. Moreover, beloved brethren, a new kind pentance, and pretend to receive them to cornof devastation
has appeared ; and, as if the reunion ? This is the same kind of thing to the
storm of persecution
had raged too little, there lapsed as hail to the harvests ; as the stormy
has been added to the heap, under the title of star to the trees ; as the destruction
of pestimercy, a deceiving mischief and a fair-seeming
lence to the herds;
as the raging tempest
to
calamity.
Contrary to the vigour of the Gospel, shipping.
They take away the consolation
of
contrary to the law of the Lord and God, by eternal hope ; they overturn the tree from the
the temerity of some, communion is relaxed to roots ; they creep on to a deadly contagion with
heedless persons,-a vain and false peace, dan- their pestilent words ; they dash the ship on the
gerous to those who grant it, and likely to rocks, so that it may not reach to the harbour.
avail nothing to those who receive it. They do Such a facility does not grant peace, but takes
not seek for the patience necessary to health, it away ; nor does it give communion, but it
nor the true medicine derived from atonement,
hinders from salvation.
This is another persePenitence is driven forth from their breasts, and cution, and another temptation,
by which the
the memory of their very grave and extreme sin crafty enemy still further assaults the lapsed ;
is taken away.
The wounds of the dying are attacking them by a secret corruption, that their
.covered over, and the deadly blow that is planted [_
_
......
m the deep and secret entrails is concealed
by [ ,, _Ar._:,x"
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lamentation may be hushed, that their grief may lawf_, if it can be done without opposing the
be silent, that the memory of their sin may pass Lord Himself by God's priest, if the consent of
away, that the groaning of their heart may bethe obeying party be easy and yielding, if the
repressed, that the weeping of their eyes may moderation of the asking party be religious.
be quenched ; nor long and full penitence dep- The martyrs order something to be done ; but
recate the Lord so grievously offended, although if what they order be not written in the law of
it is written, "Remember from whence thou art the Lord, we must first know that they have
fallen, and repent." x
obtained what they ask from God, and then do
x7. Let no one cheat himself, let no one de- what they command. For that may not always
ceive himself. The Lord alone can have mercy, appear to be immediately conceded by the
He alone can bestow pardon for sins which have divine majesty, which has been promised by
been committed against Himself, who bare our man's undertaking.
sins, who sorrowed for us, whom God delivered
19. For Moses also besought for the sins of
up for our sins. Man cannot be greater than the people ; and yet, when he had sought parGod, nor can a servant remit or forego by his don for these sinners, he did not receive it.
indulgence what has been committed by a greater "I pray Thee," said he, "0 Lord, this people
crime against the Lord, lest to the person lapsed have sinned a great sin, and have made them
this be moreover added to his sin, if he be igno- gods of gold. Yet now, if Thou wilt forgive
rant that it is declared, "Cursed is the man that their sin, forgive it ; but if not, blot me out of
putteth his hope in man.''_ The Lord must be the book which Thou hast written. And the
besought. The Lord must be appeased by our Lord said unto Moses, Whosoever hath sinned
atonement, who has said, that him that denieth against me, him will I blot out of my book." 9
Him He will deny, who alone has received all He, the friend of God ; he who had often spoken
judgment from His Father. We believe, indeed, face to face with the Lord, could not obtain
that the merits of martyrs and the works of the what he asked, nor could appease the wrath of
righteous are of great avail with the Judge ; but an indignant God by his entreaty. God praises
that will be when the day of judgment shall Jeremiah, and announces, saying, "Before I
come ; _ when, after the conclusion of this life formed thee in the belly, I knew thee ; and
and the world, HIS people shall stand before the before thou earnest out of the womb I sanctified
tribunal of Christ.
thee, and I ordained thee a prophet unto the
i8. But if any one, by an overhurried haste, nations." ,o And to the same man He saith,
rashly thinks that he can give remission of sins when he often entreated and prayed for the sins
to all,4or dares to rescind the Lord's precepts, of the people, "Pray not thou for this people,
not only does it in no respect advantage the neither lift up cry nor prayer for them ; for I
lapsed, but it does them harm. Not to have will not hear them in the time wherein they call
observed His judgment is to have provoked His on me, in the time of their affliction.""
But
wrath, and to think that the mercy of GOd must who was more righteous than Noah, who, when
not first of all be entreated, and, despising the the earth was filled with sins, was alone found
Lord, to presume on His power.S Under the righteous on the earth ? Who more glorious
altar of God the souls of the slain martyrs cry than Daniel? Who more strong for suffering
with a loud voice, saying, "How long, O Lord, martyrdom in firmness of faith, more happy in
holy and true, dost Thou not judge and avenge God's condescension, who so many times, both
our blood upon those who dwell on the earth ?-6 when he was in conflict conquered, and, when
And they are bidden to rest, and still to keep he had conquered, lived on? Was any more
patience. And does any one think that, in op- ready in good works than Job, braver in tempposition to the Judge, a man can become of tations, more patient in sufferings, more submisavail 7 for the general remission and pardon of sire in his fear, more true in his faith ? And
sins, or that he can shield others before he him- yet God said that He would not grant to them
self is vindicated ? The martyrs order something if they were to seek. When the prophet Ezekiel
to he done ; s but only ff this thing be just and entreated for the sin of the people, "Whatsoever
land," said He, "shall sin against me by tresz Avo_._. _
passing grievously, I will stretch out mine hand
m er_ii.. Hemisanm__otwlm
•
•
___,_m,-,i_o.
_d M,_ioat,,.
_
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they only should be delivered themselves." z !fences, revolving our doings and the secrets of
Thus, not everything that is asked is in the pre-our mind ; let us weigh the deserts of our conjudgment of the asker, but in the free will oL science ; let it come back upon our heart that
the giver ; neither can human judgment claim we have not walked in the Lord's ways, and have
to itself or usurp anything, unless the divine cast away God's law, and have never been willpleasure approve,
ing to keep His precepts and saving counsels.
20. In the Gospel the Lord speaks, and says,
22. What good can you think of him, what
"Whoso_ver shall confess me before men, him fear can you suppose to have been with him, or
will I also confess before my Father which is in what faith, whom neither fear could correct nor
heaven : but he that denieth me, him will I also persecution itself could reform ? His high and
deny." 2 If He does not deny him that denies, rigid neck, even when it has fallen, is unbent ;
neither does He confess him that confesses ; the his swelling and haughty soul is not broken,
Gospel cannot be sound in one part and waver even when it is conquered. Prostrate, he threatin another. Either both must stand firm or ens those who stand ; and wounded, the sound.
both must lose the force of truth. If they who And because he may not at once receive the
deny shall not be guilty of a crime, neither shall body of the Lord in his polluted hands, the sacthey who confess recewe the reward of a virtue, rilegious one is angry with the priests. And
Again, if faith which has conquered be crowned, oh your excessive madness, O frantic one--you
it is of necessity that faithlessness which is con- are angry with him who endeavours to avert the
quered should be punished. Thus the martyrs anger of God from you ; you threaten him who
can either do nothing if the Gospel may be beseeches the divine mercy on your behalf, who
broken ; or if the Gospel cannot be broken, they feels your wound which you yourself do not feel,
can do nothing against the Gospel, since they who sheds tears for you, which perhaps you
become martyrs on account of the Gospel. Let never shed yourself. You are still aggravating
no one, beloved brethren, let no one decry the and enhancing your crime ; and while you
dignity of martyrs, let no one degrade their yourself are implacable 5 against the ministers
glories and their crowns. The stren_h of their and priests 6 of God, do you think that the Lord
uncorrupted faith abides sound ; nor can he can be appeased concerning you ?
either say or do anything against Christ, whose
23. Receive rather, and admit what we say.
hope, and faith, and virtue, and glory, are all in Why do your deaf ears not hear the salutary preChrist: those cannot be the authority for the cepts with which we warn you? Why do your
bishops doing anything against God's command, blmd eyes not see the way of repentance which
who themselves have done God's command. Is we point out ? Why does your stricken and
any one greater than God, or more merciful than alienated mind not perceive the hvely remedies
God's goodness, that he should either wish that which we both learn and teach from the heavenly
undone which God has suffered to be done, or, Scriptures ? z Or if some unbelievers have little
as if God had too little power to protect His faith in future events, let them be terrified with
Church, should think that we could be preserved present ones. LO, what punishments do we beby his help ?
hold of those who have denied ! what sad deaths
2i. Unless, perclmnce, these things have been of theirs do we bewail! Not even here can
done without God's knowledge, or all these things they be without punishment, although the day
have happened without His permission ; although of punishment has not yet arrived. Some are
Holy Scripture teaches the indocile, and admon- punished in the meantime, that others may be
ishes the unmindful, where it speaks, saying, corrected. The torments of a few are the ex"Who gave Jacob for a spoil, and Israel to those amples of all.
who made a booty of him ? Did not the Lord
24. One of those who of his own will ascended
against whom they sinned, and would not walk the Capitol to make denial, after he had denied
in His ways, neither were obedient unto His Christ, became dumb. The punishment began
law ? And He has poured upon them the fury from that point whence the crime also began ; s
of His anger." 3 And elsewhere it testifies and so that now he could not ask, since he had no
says, "Is the Lord's hand shortened, that it words for entreating mercy.9 Another, who was
cannot save ; or His ear heavy, that it cannot in the baths, (for this was wanting to her crime
hear? But your iniquities separate between you md to her misfortunes, that she even went at
and your God ; and because of your sins He once to the baths, when she had lost the grace
hath bid His face from you, that He may not of the laver of life) ; there, unclean as she was,
have mercy." 4 Let us rather consider our ofs ' And are angry._
,,
6 Some omit "and l_hsts
m Luke xil. 8.
s Ira.. xlfi 24.
,t _
llx. z.

in the times of Savonarola. See Petrel, vte, etc., tom. n. p. 3$o.1
8 [See p. 34o, note s, _/_'a.l
9 Otherwise, "' for the me.ra_!_-_ of praye_."
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was seized by an unclean spirit,' and tore with who in advanced life and of more mature age
her teeth the tong_ae with which she had either secretly crept in among uswhen we were sacriimpiously eaten or spoken.
After the wicked ricing, received not food, but a sword for herself;
food had been taken, the madness of the moutk and as if taking some deadly poison s into her
was armed to its own destruction.
She herself jaws and body, began presently to be tortured,
was her own executioner, nor did she long con- and to become stiffened with frenzy ; and suftinue to live afterwards : tortured with pangs of feting the misery no longer of persecution, but
the belly and bowels, she expired,
of her crime, shivering and trembling, she fell
25. Learn what occurred when I myself was down.
The crime of her dissimulated
conpresent and a witness. = Some parents who by science was not long unpunished
or concealed.
chance were escaping, being little careful a on She who had deceived man, felt that God was
account of their terror, left a little daughter
taking vengeance.
And another woman, when
under the care of a wet-nurse.
The nurse gave she tried with unworthy hands to open her box, °
up the forsaken child to the magistrates.
They in which was the holy (body) of the Lord, was
gave it, in the presence of an idol whither the deterred by fire rising from it from daring to
people flocked (because it was not yet able to touch it. And when one,7 who himself was deeat flesh on account of its years), bread mingled filed, dared with the rest to receive secretly a
with wine, which however itself was the remain- part of the sacrifice celebrated by the priest ; he
der of what had been used in the immolation of could not eat nor handle the holy of the Lord,
those that had perished.
Subsequently
the but found in his hands s when opened that he
mother recovered her child.
But the girl was had a cinder.
Thus by the experience of one it
no more able to speak, or to indicate the crime was shown that the Lord withdraws when He is
that had been committed, than she had before denied ; nor does that which is received benefit
been able to understand or to prevent it. There- the undeserving for salvation, since saving grace
fore it happened unawares in their ignorance,
is changed by the departure of the sanctity into
that when we were sacrificing,
the mother a cinder.
How many there are daily who do
brought it in with her. Moreover, the girl rain- not repent nor make confession of the congled with the saints, became impatient of our sciousness
of their crime, who are filled with
prayer and supplications,
and was at one too- unclean spirits !9 How many are shaken even
ment shaken with weeping, and at another tossed to unsoundness
of mind and idiotcy by the
about like a wave of the sea by the violent ex- raging of madness ! Nor is there any need
citement of her mind ; as if by the compulsion
to go through the deaths of individuals, since
of a torttLrer the soul of that still tender child through the manifold lapses occurring in the
confessed a consciousness of the fact with such world the punishment of their sins is as varied
signs as it could.
When, however, the solemni- as the multitude of sinners is abundant.
Let
ties were finished, and the deacon began to offer i each one consider not what another has suffered,
the cup to those present, and when, as the rest !but what he himself deserves to suffer ; nor think
received it, its turn approached,
the little child, that he has escaped if his punishment
delay for
by the instinct of the divine majesty, turned away a time, since he ought to fear it the more that
its face, compressed its mouth with resisting lips, the wrath of God the judge has reserved it for
and refused the cup.4 Still the deacon persisted,
Himself.
and, although against her efforts, forced on her
27. Nor let those persons flatter themselves
some of the sacrament of the cup.
Then there that they need repent the less, who, although
followed a sobbing and vomiting.
In a profane they have not polluted their hands with abomibody and mouth the Eucharist
could not re- nable sacrifices, yet have defiled their conscience
main ; the draught sanctified in the blood of with certificates. 1° That profession of one who
the Lord burst forth from the polluted stomach, denies, is the testimony oT a Christian disowning
So great is the Lord's power, so great is His what he had been.
He says that he has done
majesty.
The secrets
of darkness
were dis- what another has actually committed;
and aldosed under His light, and not even hidden though it is written, "Ye cannot serve two mascrimes deceived God's priest,
ters," '_ he has served an earthly master in that
26. This much about an infant, which was not
S "And receiving the blood as if some deadly poison," etc. ; v. L
yet of an age to speak of the crime committed
6 g'1"_ycarriedthe sacredbreadin this mannerto inva/idsat
by others in respect of herself.
But the woman beenpossible.]
horn. The idea of " worsinpplng tho host," therefore, could not hav¢
* Some n_ld, "m_d feU down."
[What Cyprian _
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he has obeyed his edict;
he has been more of his crime, yet he is not free from crime ; and
obedient to human authority than to God.
It let him not cease to carry out his repentance,
matters not whether he has published what he and to entreat the Lord's mercy, lest what seems
has done with less either of disgrace or of guilt to be less in the quality of his fault, should be
among men.
Be that as it may, he will not be increased by his neglect of atonement.
able to escape and avoid God his judge, seeing
29. I entreat you, beloved brethren, that each
that the Holy Spirit says in the Psalms, "Thine one should confess his own sin, while he who has
eyes did see my substance, that it was imperfect,
sinned is still in this world, while his confession
and in Thy book shall all men be written.",
may be received, while the satisfaction and reAnd again : "Man seeth the outward appear- mission made by the priests are pleasing to the
ance, but God seeth the heart. ''_
The Lord Lord.7 Let us turn to the Lord with our whole
Himself also forewarns and prepares us, saying, heart, and, expressing our repentance for our sin
"And all the churches shall know that I am He with true grief, let us entreat God's mercy.
Let
which searcheth the reins and the heart." _ He our soul lie low before Him.
Let our mournlooks into the hidden and secret things, and ing atone to Him.
Let all our hope lean upon
considers those things which are concealed;
Him.
He Himself tells us m what manner we
nor can any one evade the eyes of the Lord, ought to ask. "Turnye,"
He says, "tomewith
who says, "I am a God at hand, and not a God all your heart, and at the same time with fastafar off. If a man be hidden in secret places, ing, and with weeping, and with mourning ; and
shall not I therefore
see him?
Do not I fill rend your hearts, and not your garments." s
heaven and earth?" 4 He sees the heart and Let us return to the Lord with our whole heart.
mind of every person ; and He will judge not Let us appease His wrath and indignation with
alone of our deeds, but even of our words and lastings, with weeping, with mourning, as He
thoughts.
He looks into the minds, and the Himself admonishes us.
wills, and conceptions
of all men, in the very
3 o. Do we believe that a man is lamenting with
lurking-places of the heart that is still closed up. his whole heart, that he is entreating the Lord with
_8. Moreover, how much are they both greater fasting, and with weeping, and with mourning,
in faith and better in their fear, who, although who from the first day of his sin daily frequents
bound by no crime of sacrifice to iato/s or of the bathing-places
with women ; who, feeding at
certificate, yet, since they have even thought rich banquets, and puffed out with fuller dainties,
of such things, with grief and simplicity confess belches forth on the next day his indigestions,
this very thing to God's priests, and make the and does not dispense of his meat and drink
conscientious avowal, put off from them the load so as to aid the necessity of the poor ? How
of their minds, and seek out the salutary medi- does he who walks with joyous and glad step
cine even for slight and moderate wounds, know- mourn for his death ? And although it is writing that it is written, "God is not mocked." s ten, "Ye shall not mar the figure of your beard,"9
God cannot be mocked, nor deceived, nor de- he plucks out his beard, and dresses his hair ;
luded by any deceptive
cunning.
Yea, he sins and does he now study to please any one who
the more, who, thinking that God is like man, be- displeases God ? Or does she groan and lament
lieves that he evades the penalty of his crime if who has time to put on the clothing of precious
he has not openly admitted his crime. Christ says apparel, and not to consider the robe of Christ
in His precepts, "Whosoever shall be ashamed of which she has lost ; to receive valuable orname, of him shall the Son of man be ashamed." 6 ments and richly wrought necklaces, and not to
And does he think that he is a Christian, who bewail the loss of divine and heavenly ornais either ashamed or afraid to be a Christian?
ment?
Although thou clothest thyself in foreign
How can he be o,_e with Christ, who either garments and silken robes, thou art naked ; alblushes or fears to belong to Christ?
He will ithough thou adornest thyself to excess both in
certainly have sinned less, by not seeing thepearls,
and gems, and gold, yet without the
idols, and not profaning the sanctity of the faith adornment
of Christ thou art unsightly.
And
under the eyes of a people standing round and you who stain your hair, now at least cease in
insulting, and not pollutin_
his hands by the the midst of sorrows; and you who paint the
deadly sacrifices, n°r defi_g
his lips with the !edges of your eyes with a line drawn around
wicked food.
This is advantageous
to this ex- !them of black powder, now at least wash yore"
tent, that the fault is less, not that the conscience
eyes with tears.
If you had lost any dear one
is g'ailtless. He can more easily attain to pardon of your friends by the death incident to mortali-ty, you would groan grievously, and weep _ith
x _.,_.
_.
disordered countenance,, with changed dress,
AI_., il._."
s _2al.vi.Z"

_oelil..z,.
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with neglected hair, with clouded face, with de- Repent abundantly, prove the sorrow of a griev.
jected appearance, you would show the signs of hag and lamenting mind.
grief. Miserable creature, you have lost your
33. Neither let that imprudent error or vain
soul ; spiritually dead here, you are continuing stupor of some move you, who, although they
to live to yourself, and although yourself walking are involved in so grave a crime, are struck with
about, you have begun to carry your own death blindness of mind, so that they neither underwith you. And do you not bitterly moan ; do stand nor lament their sins. This is the greater
you not continually groan ; do you not hide your- visitation of an angry God ; as it is written,
self, either for shame of your sin or for continu- "And God gave them the spirit of deadness." s
ance of your lamentation ? Behold, these are And again : "They received not the love of the
still worse wounds of sinning; behold, these truth, that they might be saved. And for this
are greater crimes--to have sinned, and not to cause God shall send them the working of error,
make atonement m to have committed crimes, that they should believe a lie; that they all
and not to bewail your crimes,
might be damned who believed not the truth,
3 x. Ananias, Azarias, and Misael, the illustri- but had pleasure in unrighteousness. ''6 Unrightous arid noble youths, even amid the flames and eously pleasing themselves, and mad with the
the ardours of a raging furnace, did not desist alienation of a hardened mind, they despise the
from making public confession to God. A1- Lord's precepts, neglect the medicine for their
though possessed of a good conscience, and wound, and will not repent. Thoughtless before
having often deserved well of the Lord by obe- their sin was acknowledged, after their sin they
dience of faith and fear, yet they did not cease are obstinate ; neither stedfast before, nor supfrom maintaining their humility, and from mak- pliant afterwards : when they ought to have stood
ing atonement to the Lord, even amid the glori- fast, they fell ; when they ought to fall and prosous martyrdoms of their virtues. The sacred trate themselves to GOd, they think they stand
Scripture speaks, saying, "Azarias stood up and fast. They have taken peace for themselves of
prayed, and, opening his mouth, made confessiou their own accord when nobody granted it ; sebefore God together with his companions in the duced by false promises, and linked with aposmidst of the fire.",
Daniel also, after the mani- tates and unbelievers, they take hold of error
fold grace of his faith and innocency, after the instead of truth : they regard a communion as
condescension of the Lord often repeated in valid with those who are not communicants;
respect of his virtues and praises, strives by fast- they believe men against God, although they
ings still further to deserve well of God, wraps have not believed God against men.
himself in sackcloth and ashes, sorrowfully mak34- Flee from such men as much as you can ;
ing confession, and saying, "O Lord God, great, avoid with a wholesome caution those who adand strong, and dreadful, keeping Thy covenant here to their mischievous contact. Their word
and mercy for them that love Thee and keep doth eat as doth a cancer; 7 their conversation
Thy commandments, we have sinned, we have advances like a contagion ; their noxious and
committed iniquity, and have done wickedly: envenomed persuasion kills worse than persecuwe have transgressed, and departed from Thy tion itself. In such a case there remains only
precepts, and from Thy judgments ; neither have penitence which can make atonement. But they
we hearkened to the words of Thy servants the who take away repentance for a crime, close the
prophets, which they spake in Thy name to our way of atonement. Thus it happens that, while
kings, and to all the nations, and to all the earth, by the rashness of some a false safety is either
O Lord, righteousness 2 belongs unto Thee, but promised or trusted, the hope of true safety is
unto us confusion." 3
taken away.
32 . These things were done by men, meek,
35- But you, beloved brethren, whose fear is
simple, innocent, in deserving well of the majesty ready towards God, and whose mind, although
of Cod ; and now those who have denied the it is placed in the midst of lapse, is mindful of
Lord refuse to make atonement to the Lord, its misery, do you in repentance and grief look
and to entreat Him. I beg you, brethren, acqui- into your sins ; acknowledge the very grave sin
esee in wholesome remedies, obey better coun- of your conscience ; open the eyes of your heart
sels, associate your tears with our tears, join your to the understanding of your sin, neither despairgroans with ours ; we beseech you in order that ing of the Lord's mercy nor yet at once claiming
we may beseech God for you: we turn our very His pardon. God, ha proportion as with the
prayers to you first ; our prayers with which we affection of a Father He is always indulgent and
pray 4 God for you that He would pity you. good, in the same proportion is to be dreaded
with the majesty of a judge. Even as we have
,* s_
ot_.,12,_
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sinned greatly, so let us greatly lament.
To a to the evil that He hath inflicted." s He can
deep wound let there not be wanting a long and show mercy ; He can turn back His judgment.
careful treatment;
let not the repentance be less He can mercifully pardon the repenting,
the
than the sin. Think you that the Lord can be labouring, the beseeching sinner.
He can requickly appeased,
whom with faithless words gard as effectual whatever, in behalf of such as
you have denied, to whom you have rather pre- these, either martyrs have besought or priests
ferred your worldly estate, whose temple you have done.
Or if any one move Him still more
have violated with a sacrilegious contact?
Think by his own atonement, if he appease His anger,
you that He will easily have mercy upon you if he appease the wrath of an indignant God by
whom you have declared not to be your God ? righteous entreaty, He gives arms again whereby
You must pray more eagerly and entreat ; you the vanquished may be armed ; He restores and
must spend the day in grief; wear out nights in confirms the strength whereby the refreshed faith
watchings and weepings;
occupy all your time may be invigorated.
The soldier will seek his
in wailful lamentations;
lying stretched on the contest anew; he will repeat the fight, he will
ground, you must cling close to the ashes, be provoke the enemy, and indeed by his very sufsurrounded with sackcloth and filth ; after losing fering he is made braver for the battle.
He who
the raiment of Christ, you must be willing now has thus made atonement to God ; he who by
to have no clothing ; after the devil's meat, you repentance for his deed, who by shame for his
must prefer fasting ; be earnest in righteous works, sin, has conceived more both of virtue and of
whereby sins may be purged ; frequently apply faith from the very grief of his fall, heard and
yourself to almsgiving, whereby souls are freed aided by the Lord, shall make the Church which
from death, z What the adversary took from he had lately saddened glad, and shall now deyou, let Christ receive ; nor ought your estate serve of the Lord not only pardon, but a crown.
now either to be held or loved, by which
you have been both deceived
and conquered.
TREATISE
IV. 6
Wealth must be avoided as an enemy ; must be
fled from as a robber ; must be dreaded by its
ON THE LORD'S PRAYER.
possessors as a sword and as poison. _ To this ARGUMEArT'mTHE
TREATISE OF CYPRIAN O1_
end only so much as remains should be of serTHE LORD'S PRAYER COMPRISESTHREE I_DRvice, that by it the crime and the fault may be
TIONS, IN WHICH DMSION HE narrATES TERredeemed.
Let good works be done without
TULLIAN
IN HIS
BOOK ON PRAYER.
IN THE
delay, and largely ; let all your estate be laid
FIRST PORTION, HE POINTS OUT THAT THE;
out for the healing of your wound ; let us lend
LORD's PRAYER IS THE MOST EXCELLENTOF
of our wealth and our means to the Lord, who
ALLPRAYERS,PROFOUNDLY
SPIRITUAL,
AND MOST
shall judge concerning us. Thus faith flourished
EFFECaXTAL
FOR Om'AININCOUR PgrrrloNs.
IN
in the time of the apostles ; thus the first people
THE SECOND PART, HE LrN'DERTAKES
AN EXof believers kept Christ's commands : they were
PLANATIONOF THE LORD'S PRAYER; AND, STILL
prompt, they were liberal, they gave their all to
TREADINGIN THE FOOTSTEPSOF TERTULLIAN,
be distributed by the apostles;
and yet they
HE GOESTHROUGHrrs SEVEN CHm_ CLAUSES.
were not redeeming sins of such a character as
FINALLY_ IN THE THIRD PART,
HE CONSIDF_.RS
these.
THE
CONDITIONS
OF
PRAYER,
AND TELLS
US
36. If a man make prayer with his whole
WHATPRAYEROUGHTTO BE.7heart, if he groan with the true lamentations and
i. The evangelical precepts, beloved brethtears of repentance,
if he incline the Lord to ren, are nothing else than divine teachings,
pardon of his sin by righteous and continual
foundations on which hope is to be built, supworks, he who expressed His mercy in these ports to strengthen faith, nourishments for cheerwords may pitysuch men: "Whenyou
turn and ing the heart, rudders
for guiding our way,
lament, then shall you be saved, and shall know guards for obtaining
salvation,--which,
while
where you have been." 3 And again : "I have they instruct the docile minds of believer_ on
no pleasure in the death of him that dieth, saith the earth, lead them to heavenly kingdoms.
the Lord, but that he should return and live." * God, moreover, willed many things to be said
And Joel the prophet declares the mercy of the and to be heard by means of the prophets His
Lord in the Lord's own admonition,
when he
says : ,, Turn ye to the Lord your God, for He I s _._l?i t3.
_
.....
,,_ ;.. , 68t1
is
"
"
"
,, |written t, v. aS*. L;om.pare iermman, .--. _ _.
._
.
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servants ; but how much greater are those which
4- But let our speech and petition when we
the Son speaks, which the Word of God who pray be under discipline, observing quietness
was in the prophets testifies with His own voice ; and modesty.
Let us consider that we are
not now bidding to prepare the way for His standing in God's sight. We must please the
coming, but Himself coming and opening and divine eyes both with the habit of body and with
showing to us the way, so that we who have the measure of voice. For as it is characterbefore been wandering in the darkness of death, istic of a shameless man to be noisy with his
without forethought and blind, being enlightened cries, so, on the other hand, it is fitting to the
by the light of grace, might keep the way of modest man to pray with moderated petitions.
life, with the Lord for our ruler and guide !
Moreover, in His teaching the Lord has bidden
2. He, among the rest of His salutary ad- us to pray in secret--in hidden and remote
monitions and divine precepts wherewith He places, in our very bed-chambers- which is
counsels His people for their salvation, Himself best suited to faith, that we may know that God
also gave a form of praying--Himself
advised is everywhere present, and hears and sees all,
and instructed us what we should pray for. He and in the plenitude of His majesty penetrates
who made us to live, taught us also to pray, ieven into hidden and secret places, as it is
with that same benignity, to wit, wherewith He written, "I am a God at hand, and not a God
has condescended to give and confer all things afar off. If a man shall hide himself in secret
else ; in order that while we speak to the Father places, shall I not then see him ? Do not I fill
in that prayer and supplication which the Son heaven and earth?" 6 And again: "The eyes
has taught us, we may be the more easily heard, of the Lord are in every place, beholding the
Already He had foretold that the hourwas corn- evil and the good." 7 And when we meet toing "when the true worshippers should worship gether with the brethren in one place, and celethe Father in spirit and in truth; "z and He brate divine sacrifices with God's priest, we
thus fulfilled what He before promised, so that ought to be mindful of modesty and discipline
we who by His sanctification 2 have received the --not to throw abroad our prayers indiscrimiSpirit and truth, may also by His teaching wor- nately, with unsubdued voices, nor to cast to
ship truly and spiritually. For what can be a God with tumultuous wordiness a petition that
more spiritual prayer than that which was given ought to be commended to God by modesty ;
to us by Christ, by whom also the Holy Spirit for God is the hearer, not of the voice, but of
was given to us ? What praying to the Father the heart.
Nor need He be clamorously recan be more truthful than that which was deliv-i minded, since He sees men's thoughts, as the
ered to us by the SOn who is the Truth, out of lLord proves to us when He says, "Why think
His own mouth? So that to pray otherwise ye evil in your hearts? ,,a
And in another
than He taught is not ignorance alone, but also place : "And all the churches shall know that I
sin ; since He Himseff has established, and am He that searcheth the hearts and reins." 9
said, "Ye reject the commandments of God,
5- And this Hannah in the first book of Kings,
that ye may keep your own traditions." 3
who was a type of the Church, maintains and
3. Let us therefore, brethren beloved, pray as observes, in that she prayed to God not with
God our Teacher has taught us. It is a loving clamorous petition, but silently and modesty,
and friendly prayer to beseech God with His within the very recesses of her heart. She spoke
own word, to come up to His ears in the prayer with hidden prayer, but with manifest faith. She
of Christ.
Let the Father acknowledge the spoke not with her voice, but with her heart, bewords of His Son when we make our prayer, cause she knew that thus God hears; and she
and let Him also who dwells within in our breast effectually obtained what she sought, because
Himself dwell in our voice. And since we have she asked it with belief. Divine Scripture asserts
Him as an Advocate with the Father for our this, when it says, "She spake in her heart, and
sins, let us, when as sinners we petition on behalf her lips moved, and her voice was not heard;
of our sins, put forward the words of our Advo- and God did hear her." xo We read also in the
cate. For since He says, that "whatsoever we Psalms, "Speak in your hearts, and in your beds,
shall ask of the Father in His name, He will give and be ye pierced." '' The Holy Spirit, moreus," 4 how much more effectually do we obtain ilover, suggests these same things by Jeremiah,
what we ask in Christ's name, ff we ask for it in iand teaches, saying, "But in the heart ought
His own prayer ! s
IGod to be adored by thee." z_
ffiJohn iv. m_.
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6. And let not the worshipper, beloved brethren, be ignorant in what manner the publican
rayed with the Pharisee in the temple. Not
th eyes lifted up boldly to heaven, "nor with
hands proudly raised; but beating his breast,
and testifying to the sins shut up within, he iraplored the help of the divine mercy• And while
the Pharisee was pleased with himself, this man
who thus asked, the rather deserved to be sanctiffed, since he placed the hope of salvation not
in the confidence of his innocence, because
there is none who is innocent; but confessing
his sinfulness, he humbly prayed, and He who
pardons the humble heard the petitioner. And
these things the Lord records in His Gospel,
saying, "Two men went up into the temple to
pray ; the one a Pharisee, and the other a publican. The Pharisee stood, and prayed thus with
himself: God, I thank Thee that I am not as
other men are, unjust, extortioners, adulterers,
even as this publican. I fast twice in the week,
I give tithes of all that I possess. " But the publican stood afar off, and would not so much as
lift up his eyes unto heaven, but smote upon his
breast, saying, God, be merciful to me a sinner,
I say unto you, this man went down to his house
justified rather than the Pharisee : for every one
that exalteth himself shall be abased ; and whosoever humbleth himself shall be exalted." _
7. These things, beloved brethren, when we
have learnt from the sacred reading, and have
gathered in what way we ought to approach to
prayer, let us know also from the Lord's teaching what we should pray. "Thus," says He,
"pray ye:--
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observed when they were shut up in the fiery furnace, speaking together in prayer, and being of
one heart in the agreement of the spirit ; and this
the faith of the sacred Scripture assures us, and
in telling us how such as these prayed, gives an
example which we ought to follow in our prayers,
in order that we may be such as they were : "Then
these three," it says, "as if from one mouth sang
an hymn, and blessed the Lord." 4 They spoke
as if from one mouth, although Christ had not yet
taught them how to pray• And therefore, as they
prayed, their speech was availing and effectual,
because a peaceful, and sincere, and spiritual
prayer deserved well of the Lord. Thus also we
find that the apostles, with the disciples, prayed
after the Lord's ascension : "They all," says the
Scripture, "continued with one accord in prayer,
with the women, and Mary who was the mother
of Jesus, and with His brethren." s They continued with one accord in prayer, declaring both
by the urgency and by the agreement 6 of their
praying, that God, "who maketh men to dwell
of one mind in a house," _ only admits into the
divine and eternal home those among whom
prayer is unanimous.
9. But what matters of deep moment s are
contained in the Lord's prayer ! How many and
how great, briefly collected in the words, but
spiritually abundant in virture [ so that there is
absolutely nothing passed over that is not comprehended in these our prayers and petitions, as
]n a compendium of heavenly doctrine. "After
this manner," says He, "pray ye : Our Father,
which art in heaven." Thenewman, bornagain
and restored to his God by His grace, says

"Our Father, which art in heaven, Hallowed be Thy
name. Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done, as in
heaven so in earth.
Give us this day our daily bread.
And forgive us our debts, as we [orgive our debtors,
And suffer us not to be led into temptation;
bat deliver

"Father,"

in the first

us fromevil. Amen.''=
8. Before all things, the Teacher of peace and
the Master of unity would not have prayer to be
made singly and individually, as for one who
prays to pray for himself alone. For we say not
"My Father, which art in heaven," nor "Give
me this day my daily bread ;" nor does each one
ask that only his own debt should be forgiven
him ; nor does he request for himself alone that
he my not be led into temptation, and delivered
_rom evil. Our prayer is pubhc and common ;
and when we pray, we pray not for one, but for
the whole people, because we the whole people
one. The God of peace and the Teacher of
concord, who taught unity, willed that one should
.thuspray for all, even as He Himself bore us all
mone._ Thislawof • prayer the three children

believe in His name." 9 The man, therefore, who
has believed in His name, and has become God's
son, ought from this point to begin both to give
thanks and to profess himself God's son, by declaring that God is his Father in heaven ; and
also to bear witness, among the very first words
of his new birth, that he has renounced an earthly
and carnal father, and that he has begun to know

begun to be a son.

place

because

His own, and His own received
Him not.
But
as many as received Him, to them gave He power
to become
the sons of God, even to them that

as well asastoithave
as a father
Him who
only who
is in
heaven,
is written:
"They
say unto
their father and their mother, I have not known
thee, and who have not acknowledged their own
children; these have observed Thy precepts, and
have kept Thy covenant." '° Also the Lord in
_So_a_Th_,,.,S.
S Acts i. z4.
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His Gospel has bidden us to call "no man our
father upon earth, because there is to us one
Father, who is in heaven." z And to the disciple
who had made mention of his dead father, He
replied, "Let the dead bury their dead ; "a for
he had said that his father was dead, while the
Father of believers is living,
io. Nor ought we, beloved brethren, only to
observe and understand that we should call Him
t_atlter who is in heaven ; but we add to it, and
say aur Father, that is, the Father of those who
believe -- of those who, being sanctified by Him,
and restored by the nativity of spiritual grace,
have begun to be sons of God. A word this,
moreover, which rebukes and condemns the Jews,
who not only unbelievingly despised Christ, who
had been announced to them by the prophets,
and sent first to them, but also cruelly put Him
to death ; and these cannot now call God their
Father, since the Lord confounds and confutes
them, saying, "Ye are born of your father the
devil, and the lusts of your father ye will do.
For he was a murderer from the beginning, and
abode not in the truth, because there is no truth
in him." 3 And by Isaiah the prophet GOd cries
in wrath, "I have begotten and brought up children ; but they have despised me. The ox
knoweth his owner, and the ass his master's crib ;
but Israel hath not known me, and my people
hath not understood me. Ah sinful nation, a
people laden with sins, a wicked seed, corrupt
children 14 Ye have forsaken the Lord ; ye have
provoked the Holy One of Israel to anger." s
In repudiation of these, we Christians, when we
pray, say Our Father ; because He has begun to
be ours, and has ceased to be the Father of the
Jews, who have forsaken Him. Nor can a sinful
people be a son ; but the name of sons is attributed to those to whom remission of sins is
granted, and to them immortality is promised
anew, in the words of our Lord Himself: "Whosoever committeth sin is the servant of sin.
And the servant abideth not in the house for
ever, but the son abideth ever." 6
xL But how great is the Lord's indulgence I
how great His condescension and plenteousness
of goodness towards us, seeing that He has
wished us to pray in the sight of GOd in such a
way as to call God Father, and to call ourselves
sons of God, even as Christ is the Son of God,-a name which none of us would dare to venture
on in prayer, unless He Himself had allowed us
thus to pray ! We ought then, beloved brethren,
to remember and to know, that when we call
God Father, we _aght to act as God's children;
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so that in the measure in which we find pleasure
in considering Cod as a Father, He might also
be able to find pleasure in us. Let us converse
as temples of God, that it may be plain that God
dwells in us. Let not our doings be degenerate
from the Spirit ; so that we who have begun to
be heavenly and spiritual, may consider and do
nothing but spiritual and heavenly things ; since
the Lord God Himself has said, "Them that
honour me I wm honour; and he that despiseth
me shall be despised." 7 The blessed apostle also
has laid down in his epistle : "Ye are not your
own ; for)re are bought with a great price. Glorift/and bear about God in your body." s
12. After this we say, "Hallowed be Thy
name ;" not that we wish for GOd that He may
be hallowed by our prayers, but that we beseech
of Him that HIS name may be hallowed in us.
But by whom is GOd sanctified, since He Himself sanctifies ? Well, because He says, "Be ye
holy, even as I am holy,"9 we ask and entreat,
that we who were sanctified in baptism may continue in that which we have begun to be. And
this we daily pray for; for we have need of daily
sanctification, that we who daily fall away may
wash out our sins by continual sanctification.
And what the sanctification is which is conferred
upon us by the condescension of God, the aposfie declares, when he says, "neither fornicators,
nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor effeminate, nor
abusers of themselves with mankind, nor thteves,
nor deceivers, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor
extortioners, shall inherit the kingdom of God.
And such indeed were you ; but ye are washed ;
but ye are justified ; but ye are sanctified in the
name of our Lord Jesus Christ, and by the Spirit
of our God." zo He says that we are sanctified
in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, and by the
Spirit of our God. We pray that this sanctification may abide in us J and because our Lord and
Judge warns the man that was healed and quickened by Him, to sin no more lest a worse thing
happen unto him, we make this supplication in
our constant prayers, we ask this day and night,
that the sanctification and quickening which is
received from the grace of GOd may be preserved by His protection.
13. There follows in the prayer, Thy kingdom
come. We ask that the kingdom of God may
be set forth to us, even as we also ask that His
name may be sanctified in us. For when does
God not reign, or when does that begin with Him
which both always has been, and never ceases to
be ? We pray that oar kingdom, which has been
promised us by God, may come, which was acquired by the blood and passion of Christ; tlmt
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we who first are His subjects in the world, may
hereafter reign with Christ when He reigns, as
He Himself promises and says," Come, ye blessed
of my Father, receive the kingdom which has
been prepared for you from the beginning of the
world." z Christ Himself, dearest brethren, however, may be the kingdom of God, whom we day
by day desire to come, whose advent we crave
to be quickly manifested to us. For since He
is Himself the Resurrection,* since in Him we
rise again, so also the kingdom of God may be
understood to be Himself, since in Him we shall
reign. But we do well in seeking the kingdom
of God, that is, the heavenly kingdom, because
there is also an earthly kingdom. But he who
has already renounced the word, is moreover
greater than its honours and its kingdom. And
therefore he who dedicates himself to God and
Christ, desires not earthly, but heavenly kingdoms. But there is need of continual prayer
and supplication, that we fall not away from the
heavenly kingdom, as the Jews, to whom this
promise had first been given, fell away ; even as
the Lord sets forth and proves : "Many," says
He, "shall come from the east and from the
west, and shall recline with Abraham, and Isaac,
and Jacob in the kingdom of heaven. But the
children of the kingdom shall be cast out into
outer darkness: there shall be weeping and
gnashing of teeth." 3 He shows that the Jews
were previously children of the kingdom, so long
as they continued also to be children of God ;
but after the name of Father ceased to be recognised among them, the kingdom also ceased ;
and therefore we Christians, who in our prayer
begin to call God our Father, pray also that
God's kingdom may come to us.
I4. We add, also, and say, "Thy will be done,
as in heaven so in earth;" not that God should
do what He wills, but that we may be able to
do what God wills. For who resists God, that
He may not do what He wills ? But since we
are hindered by the devil from obeying with our
thought and deed God's will in all things, we
pray and ask that God's will may be done in us ;
and that it may be done in us we have need of
God's good will, that is, of His help and protec-]
tion, since no one is strong in his own strength,
but he is safe by the grace and mercy of God.
And further, the Lord, setting forth the infirmity
of the humanity which He bore, says, "Father,
if it be possible, let this cup pass from me;"
_hd affording an example to His disciples that
ey should do not their own will, but God's,
He went on to say, "Nevertheless not as I will,
but as Thou wilt." 4 And in another place He
t Ma_,; xxv. 34.
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says, "I came down from heaven not to do my
own will, but the will of Him that sent me." s
Now if the Son was obedient to do His Father's
will, how much more should the servant be obedient to do his Master's will! as in his epistle
John also exhorts and instructs us to do the will
of God, saying, "Love not the world, neither the
things that are in the world. If any man love
the world, the love of the Father is not in him.
For all that is in the world is the lust of the
flesh, and the lust of the eyes, and the ambition
of life, which is not of the Father, but of the
lust of the world. And the world shall pass
away, and the lust thereof: but he that doeth
the will of God abideth for ever, even as God
also abideth for ever. ''6 We who desire to
abide for ever should do the will of God, who is
everlasting.
15. Now that is the will of God which Christ
both did and taught. Humility in conversation ;
stedfastness in faith ; modesty in words ; justice
in deeds; mercifulness in works; discipline in
morals ; to be unable to do a wrong, and to be
able to bear a wrong when done ; to keep peace
with the brethren; to love God with all one's
heart ; to love Him in that He is a Father ; to
fear Him in that He is God ; to prefer nothing
whatever to Christ, because He did not prefer
anything to us; to adhere inseparably to His
love ; to stand by His cross bravely and faithfully; when there is any contest on behalf of
His name and honour, to exhibit in discourse
that constancy wherewith we make confession ;
in torture, that confidence wherewith we do battie ; in death, that patience whereby we are
crowned ; m this is to desire to be fellow-heirs
with Christ ; this is to do the commandment of
God ; this is to fulfil the will of the Father.
16. Moreover, we ask that the will of God may
be done both in heaven and in earth, each of
which things pertains to the fulfilment of our
safety and salvation. For since we possess the
body from the earth and the spirit from heaven,
we ourselves are earth and heaven; and in both
m that is, both in body and spirit -- we pray
that God's will may be done. For between the
flesh and spirit there is a struggle ; and there is
a daily strife as they disagree one with the other,
so that we cannot do those very things that we
would, in that the spirit seeks heavenly and divine
things, while the flesh lusts after earthly and ternporal things; and therefore we ask7 that, by the
help and assistance of God, agreement may be
made between these two natures, so that while
the will of God is done both in the spirit and in
the flesh, the soul which is new-born by Him
may be preserved. This is what the Apostle

.
t John ii., 5-t7.
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Paul openly and manifestly declaxes by his words : the bread of those who are in union with His
"The flesh," says he, "lusteth against the spirit, body?
And we ask that this bread should be
and the spirit against the flesh : for these are given to us daily, that we who are in Christ, and
contrary the one to the other ; so that ye can- daily s receive the Eucharist for the food of salnot do the things that ye would.
Now the works vation, may not, by the interposition
of some
of the flesh are manifest, which are these ; adul- heinous sin, by being prevented, as withheld and
teries, fornications,
uncleanness,
lasciviousness,
not communicating,
from partaking of the hearidolatry, witchcraft, murders, hatred, variance, enly bread, be separated from Christ's body, as
emulations, wraths, strife, seditions, dissensions,
He Himself predicts,
and warns, "I am the
heresies, envyings, drunkenness,
revellings, and bread of life which came down from heaven.
If
such like : of the which I tell you before, as I any man eat of my bread, he shall live for ever :
have also told you in times past, that they which and the bread which I will give is my flesh, for
do such things shall not inherit the kingdom of the life of the word." 6 When, therefore, He
God.
But the fruit of the spirit is love, joy, says, that whoever shall eat of His bread shall
peace, magnanimity, goodness, faith, gentleness,
live for ever; as it is manifest that those who paxcontinence, chastity." ' And therefore we make take of His body and receive the Eucharist by
it our prayer in daily, yea, in continual suppliesthe fight of communion
are living, so, on the
tions, that the will of God concerning us should other hand, we must fear and pray lest any one
be done both in heaven and in earth ; because who, being withheld from communion, is sepathis is the will of God, that earthly things should rate from Christ's body should remain at a disgive place to heavenly, and that spiritual and tance from salvation ; as He Himself threatens,
divine things should prevail,
and says, "Unless ye eat the flesh of the Son of
17. And it may be thus understood,
beloved man, and dnnk His blood, ye shall have no life
brethren, that since the Lord commands and ad- in you." 7 And therefore we ask that our bread
monishes us even to love our enemies, and to --that
is, Christ m may be given to us daily,
pray even for those who persecute us, we should that we who abide and live in Christ may not
ask, moreover, for those who are still earth, and depart from His sanctification and body. s
have not yet begun to be heavenly, that even in
19. But it may also be thus understood, that
respect of these God's will should be done, which we who have renounced the word, and have cast
Christ accomplished
in preserving and renewing away its fiches and pomps in the faith of spiritual
humanity.
For since the disciples are not now grace, should only ask for ourselves food and
called by Him earth, but the salt of the earth, support, since the Lord instructs us, and says,
and the apostle designates the first man as being "Whosoever
forsaketh not all that he hath, canfrom the dust of the earth, but the second from not be my disciple." 9 But he who has begun
heaven, we reasonably, who ought to be like God to be Christ's disciple, renouncing all things acour Father, who maketh His sun to rise upon the cording to the word of his Master, ought to ask
good and bad, and sends rain upon the just and for his daily food, and not to extend the desires of
the unjust, so pray and ask by the admonition
his petition to a long period, as the Lord again
of Christ as to make our prayer for the salvation prescribes, and says, "Take no thought for the
of all men ; that as in heaven N that is, in us by [ morrow, for the morrow itself shall take thought
our faith m the will of God has been done, so ]for itself. Sufficient for the day is the evil therethat we might be of heaven ; so also in earth * -- ]of." ,o With reason, then, does Christ's disciple
that is, in those who believe not 3 _ God's will Iask food for himself for the day, since he is promay be done, that they who as yet are by their hibited from thinking of the morrow ; because
first birth of earth, may, being born of water and it becomes a contradiction and a repugnant thing
of the Spirit, begin to be of heaven,
for us to seek to live long in this world, since
x8. As the prayer goes forward, we ask and we ask that the kingdom of God should come
say, "Give us this day our daily bread."
And quickly.
Thus also the blessed apostle admonthis may be understood
both spiritually and lit- ishes us, giving substance and strength to the
erally, because either way of understanding
it is stedfastness of our hope and faith : "We brought
rich in divine usefulne_ to our salvation.
For nothing," says he, "into this world, nor indeed
Christ is the bread of life ; and this bread does
4 This passage is differendy read as follows: "And accardi_nJ_
not belong to all men, but it is ours.
And ac- we say Our Father, m also we call Christ cmr I_ead, becauee lie
cording as we say, "Our Father," because He is o_-,uwe¢omi_o_u_twith
Hisbodr."See Fz_x_% pri_wi_ .l,,
s [Probably in timel of peraecutio_
the Father of those who understand and believe ; _z)/_/,u s,,_,.1
so also we call it "our bread," because Christ is
6 Johav_ sS_
:' ohn vl. 53.
t
• {_ottled to,cmaldmlyn_-V_,bowe_..
Seethe.f_ure,
Km_
ziz.7,
8.
Butseevaluable
noteon
t_r,e_ev)
me
_b_
s Cal.v. _y-_.
substantial
braid. _
of Jerusalem,
p.*'77,Oxfordmine.m
• [SeeHooker(a lxmmifld
Tmmmge)
inWal_on'.Life, "on the My_to._ l_¢twr##.J
Itag¢_ _n heaven;" al_, E. P.,-book-v. cap. z_tr¢, ate.
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can we carry anything out.
Having therefore
food and raiment, let us be herewith content,
But they that will be rich fall into temptation
and a snare, and into many and ht_rtful lusts,
which drown men in perdition
and destrucUon,
For the love of money is the root of all evil;
which while some coveted after, they have made
shipwreck
from the faith, and have pierced
themselves through with manv sorrows."'
20. He teaches us that riches are not only to
be contemned,
but that they are also full of
peril ; that in them is the root of seducing evils,
that deceive the blindness of the human mind
by a hidden decepuon.
Whence also God rebukes the rich fool, who thinks of his earthly
wealth, and boasts himself in the abundance
of
his overflowing harvests, saying, "Thou
fool,
this night thy soul shall be required of thee ;
then whose shall those things be which thou hast
provided ?" * The fool who was to die that very
night was rejoicing in his stores, and he to whom
life already was failing, was thinking
of the
abundance of his food.
But, on the other hand,
the Lord tells us that he becomes perfect and
complete who sells all his goods, and distributes
them for the use of the poor, and so lays up for
himself treasure in heaven.
He says that that
man is able to follow Him, and to imitate the
glory of the Lord's passion, who, free from hindrance, and with his loins girded, is involved m
no entanglements
of worldly estate, but, at large
and free himself, accompanies
his possessions,
which before have been sent to God.
For which
result, that every one of us may be able to prepare himself, let him thus learn to pray, and
know, from the character of the prayer, what he
ought to be.
2 x. For daily bread cannot be wanting to the
righteous man, since it is written, "The
Lord
will not slay the soul of the righteous by hunger ; "3 and again, " I have been young, and now
am old, yet have I not seen the righteous forsaken, nor his seed begging their bread." 4 And
the Lord moreover promises and says, "Take no
thought, saying, "What
shall we eat, or what
shall we drink, or wherewithal
shall we be
clothed ? For after all these things do the nations seek.
And your Father knoweth that ye
have need of all these things.
Seek ye first the
kingdom of God and His righteousness,
and all
these things shall be added unto you." s To
those who seek God's kingdom and righteoushess, He promises that all things shall be added. 6
For since all things are God's, nothing will be
wanting to him who possesses God, if God Him', T'-----_.
v_.

self be not wanting to him.
Thus a meal wa_
divinely provided for Daniel: when he was shut
up by the king's command in the den of lions,
and in the midst of wild beasts who were hungry, and yet spared him, the man of God was
fed.
Thus Elijah in his flight was nourished
both by ravens ministering to him in his solitude,
and by birds bringing him food in his persecution. And -- oh detestable cruelty of the malice
of man !-- the wild beasts spare, the birds feed,
while men lay snares, and rage !
22. After this we also entreat
for our sins,
saying, "And forgive us our debts, as we also
forgive our debtors."
After the supply of food,
pardon of sin is also asked for, that he who is
fed by God may live in God, and that not only
the present and temporal life may be provided
for, but the eternal also, to which we may come
if our sins are forgiven ; and these the Lord
calls debts, as He says in His Gospel, "I forgave thee all that debt, because thou desiredst
me." z And how necessarily, how providently
and salutarily, are we admonished
that we are
sinners, since we are compelled to entreat for
our sins, and while pardon is asked for from
God, the soul recalls its own consciousness
sin / Lest any one should flatter himself that
he is innocent, s and by exalting himself should
more deeply perish, he is instructed and taught
that he sins daily, in that he is bidden to entreat
daily for his sms. Thus, moreover, John also
in his epistle warns us, and says, "If we say
that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and
the truth is not in us ; but if we confess our
sins, the Lord is faithful and just to forgive us
our sins." 9 In his epistle he has combined both,
that we should entreat for our sins, and that we
should obtain pardon when we ask. Therefore
he said that the Lord was faithful to forgive sins,
keeping the faith of His promise ; because He
who taught us to pray for our debts and sins,
has promised that His fatherly mercy and pardon
shall follow.
_3. He has clearly joined herewith and added
the law, and has bound us by a certain condifion and engagement,
that we should ask that
our debts be forgiven us in such a manner as we
ourselves forgive our debtors, knowing that that
which we seek for our sins cannot be obtained
unless we ourselves have acted in a similar way
in respect of our debtors.
Therefore also He
says in another place, "With what measure ye
mete, it shall be measured to you again." io And
the servant who, after having had all his debt
forgiven him by his master, would not forgive
his fellow-servant, is cast back into prison ; be-

6 Matt. vl. _x.
- ¢"
..
.
.
'(a_ '^-[-TLI_s-,the petition covens (x) our Sl_dtual food, John yr. aT; and
..... -*_uy sustenance, Matt. vi.8.l

, "Although none is _t
".is here .a_l l_y _.
.
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cause he would not forgive his fellow-servant, he
lost the indulgence that had been shown to
himself by his lord. And these things Christ
still more urgently sets forth in His precepts
with yet greater power of His rebuke.
"When
ye stand praying," says He, "forgive if ye have
aught against any, that your Father which is in
heaven may forgive you your trespasses.
But
if ye do not forgive, neither will your Father
which is in heaven forgive you your trespasses."'
There remains no ground of excuse in the day
of judgment, when you will be judged according to your own sentence ; and whatever you
have done, that you also will suffer.
For God
commands us to be peacemakers,
and in agreement, and of one mind in His house; 2 and
such as He makes us by a second birth, such
He wishes us when new-born to continue, that
we who have begun to be sons of GOd may
abide in God's peace, and that, having one
spirit, we should also have one heart and one
mind.
Thus God does not receive the sacrifice
of a person who is in disagreement,
but cornmands him to go back from the altar and first
be reconciled to his brother, that so God also
may be appeased
by the prayers of a peacemaker.
Our peace and brotherly agreement 3 is
the greater sacrifice to God,--and
a people
united in one in the unity of the Father, and of
the SOn, and of the Holy Spirit.
_4- For even in the sacrifices which Abel and
Cain first offered, God looked not at their gifts,
but at their hearts, so that he was acceptable
in
his gift who was acceptable in his heart.
Abel,
peaceable and righteous in sacrificing in innocence to God, taught others also, when they
bring their gift to the altar, thus to come with
the fear of God, with a simple heart, with the
law of righteousness,
with the peace of concord,
With reason did he, who was such in respect of
God's sacrifice, become subsequently
himself a
sacrifice to GOd ; so that he who first set forth
martyrdom, and initiated the Lord's passion by
the glory of his blood, had both the Lord's
righteousness and His peace.
Finally, such are
crowned by the Lord, such will be avenged 4
with the Lord in the day of judgment ; but the
quarrelsome
and disunited, and he who has not
peace with his brethren,
in accordance
with
what the blessed apostle and the Holy Scripture
testifies, even if he have been slain for the name
of Christ, shall not be able to" escape the crime
of fraternal dissension, because, as it is written,
"He who hateth his brother is a murderer,"s
and no murderer attains to the kingdom of
t Mark xi. _.
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heaven, nor does he live with God.
He cannot
be with Christ, who had rather be an imitator
of Judas than of Christ.
How great is the sin
which cannot even be washed away by a hap.
tism of blood m how heinous the crime which
cannot be expiated by martyrdom !
25. Moreover, the I._rd of necessity admonishes us to say in prayer, "And suffer us not to
be led into temptation."
In which words it is
shown that the adversary can do nothing against
us except God shall have previously permitted
it ; so that all our fear, and devotion, and obedience may be turned towards God, since in our
temptations nothing is permitted
to evil unless
power is given from Him.
This is proved by
divine Scripture, which says, "Nebuchadnezzar
king of Babylon came to Jerusalem, and besieged
it; and the Lord delivered it into his hand. ''6
But power is given to evil against us according
to our sins, as it Is written, "Who gave Jacob
for a spoil, and Israel to those who make a prey
of Him ? Did not the Lord, against whom they
sinned, and would not walk m His ways, nor
hear His law? and He has brought upon them
the anger of His wrath." 7 And again, when
Solomon sinned, and departed
from the Lord's
commandments
and ways, it is recorded, "And
the Lord stirred up Satan against Solomon himself." s
26. Now power is given against us in two
modes : either for punishment
when we sin, or
for glory when we are proved, as we see was
done with respect to Job ; as God Himself sets
forth, saying, "Behold,
all that he hath I give
unto thy hands;
but be careful not to touch
himself." 9 And the Lord in His Gospel says,
in the time of His passion, "Thou couldest have
no power against me unless it were given thee
from above." io But when we ask that we may
not come into temptation, we are reminded of
our infirmity and weakness in that we thus ask,
lest any should insolently vaunt himself, lest any
should proudly and arrogantly assume anything
to himself, lest any should take to himself the
glory either of confession or of suffering as his
own, when the Lord Himself, teaching humility,
said, "Watch
and pray, that ye enter not into
temptation ; the spirit indeed is willing, but the
flesh isweak;",,sothatwhileahumbleandsubmissive confession comes first, and all is attributed to God, whatever is sought for suppliantly
with fear and honour of God, may be gnmted by
His own loving-kindness.
2 7. After all these things, in the conclusion
of the prayer comes a brief clause, which shortly
6 --Kin_,
"
xxiv. ix.
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and comprehensively
sums up all our petitions
and our prayers.
For we conclude by saying,
"But deliver us from evil," comprehending
all
adverse things which the enemy attempts against
us in this world, from which there may be a
faithful and sure protection ff God deliver us,
if He afford His help to us who pray for and
implore it. And when we say, Deliver us from
evil, there remains nothing further which ought
to be asked.
When we have once asked for
God's protection agalngt evil, and have obtained
it, then against everything which the devil and
the world work against us we stand secure and
safe. For what fear is there in this life, to the
man whose guardian in this life is God ?
28. What wonder is it, beloved brethren, if
such is the prayer which God taught, seeing that
He condensed
in His teaching all our prayer in
one saving sentence ? This had already been
before foretold by Isaiah the prophet, when,
being filled with the Holy Spirit, he spoke of
the majesty and loving-kindness
of God, "consummating and shortening HIS word,"' He says,
"in righteousness, because a shortened word 2
will the Lord make in the whole earth." s For
when the Word of God, our Lord Jesus Christ,
came unto all, and gathering alike the learned
and unlearned, published to every sex and every
age the precepts of salvation, He made a large
compendium
of His precepts, that the memory
of the scholars might not be burdened in the
celestial learning, but might quickly learn what
was necessary to a simple faith.
Thus, when
He taught what is life eternal, He embraced the
sacrament of life in a large and divine brevity,
saying, "And this is life eternal, that they might
know Thee, the only and true God, and Jesus
Christ, whom Thou hast sent."¢
Also, when
He would gather from the law and the prophets
the first and greatest commandments,
He said,
"Hear,
O Israel ; the Lord thy God is one
God: and thou shalt love the Lord thy God
with all thy heart, and with all thy mind, and
with all thy strength.
This is the first commandment. And the second is like unto it, Thou
shait love thy neighbour
as thyself." s "On
these two commandments
hang all the law and
the prophets.',6
And again : "Whatsoever good
things )re would that men should do unto you,
do ye even so to them.
For this is the law and
the prophets." 7
a9. Nor was it only in words, but in deeds
also, that the Lord taught us to pray, Himself
praying frequently and beseeching,
and thus
showing us, by the testimony of HIS example,
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what it behoved us to do, as it is written, "But
Himself departed into a solitary place, and there
prayed." 8 And again: "He went out into a
mountain to pray, and continued all night in
prayer to God." 9 But if He prayed who was
without sin, how much more ought sinners to
pray ; and if He prayed continually, watching
through the whole night in uninterrupted petitions, how much more ought we to watch '°
nightly in constantly repeated prayer!
3 o. But the Lord prayed and besought not
for Himselfm
for why should He who was guiltless pray on His own behalf? m but for our sins,
as He Himself declared, when He said to Peter,
"Behold, Satan hath desired that he might sift
you as wheat.
But I have prayed for thee, that
thy faith fail not. ....
And subsequently He beseeches the Father for all, saying, "Neither
pray I for these alone, but for them also which
shall believe on me through their word; that
they all may be one; as Thou, Father, art in
me, and I in Thee, that they also may be one
in us." ,2 The Lord's loving-kindness,
no less
than His mercy, is great in respect of our salvation, in that, not content to redeem us with
His blood, He in addition also prayed for us.
Behold now what was the desire of His petition,
that like as the Father and Son are one, so also
we should abide in absolute unity ; so that from
this it may be understood how greatly he sins
who divides unity and peace, since for this same
thing even the Lord besought, desirous doubtless that His people should thus be saved and
live in peace, since He knew that discord cannot come into the kingdom of God.t3
3 I. Moreover, when we stand praying, beloved brethren, we ought to be watchful and
earnest with our whole heart, intent on our
prayers.
Let all carnal and worldly thoughts
pass away, nor let the soul at that time think on
anything but the object only of its prayer.
For
this reason also the priest, by way of preface
before his prayer, prepares the minds of the
brethren by saying, "Lift up your hearts," that
so upon the people's response, "We lift them
up unto the Lord," he may be reminded that he
himself ought to think of nothing but the Lord. z4
Let the breast be closed against the adversary,
and be open to GOd alone ; nor let it suffer
God's enemy to approach to it at the time of
prayer.
For frequently he steals upon us, and
penetrates within, and by crafty deceit calls
away our prayers from God, that we may have
one thing in our heart and another in our voice,
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when not the sound of the voice, but the soul
and mind, ought to be praying to the Lord with
a simple intention. But what carelessness it is,
to be distracted and carded away by foolish and
profane thoughts when you are praying to the
Lord, as if there were anything which you should
rather be thinking of than that you are speaking
with God I How can you ask to be heard of
God, when you yourself do not hear yourself?
Do you wish that God should remember you
when you ask, ff you yourself do not remember
yourself? This is absolutely to take no precaution against the enemy ; this is, when you pray
to God, to offend the majesty of God by the
carelessness of your prayer ; this is to be watchful with your eyes, and to be asleep with your
heart, while the Christian, even though he is
asleep with his eyes, ought to be awake with
his heart, as it is written in the person of the
Church speaking in the Song of Songs," I sleep,
yet my heart waketh." • Wherefore the apostle
anxiously and carefully warns us, saying, "Continue in prayer, and watch in the same ; "*
teaching, that is, and showing that those are
able to obtain from God what they ask, whom
God sees to be watchful in their prayer,
32. Moreover, those who pray should not
come to God with fruitless or naked prayers,
Petition is ineffectual when it is a barren entreaty that beseeches God.s For as every tree
that bringeth not forth fruit is cut clown and cast
into the fire ; assuredly also, words that do not
bear fruit cannot deserve anything of God, because they are fruitful in no result. And thus
Holy Scripture instructs us, saying, "Prayer is
good with fasting and almsgiving." 4 For He
who will give us in the day of judgment a reward
for our labours and alms, is even in this life a
merciful hearer of one who comes to Him in
prayer associated with good works. Thus, for instance, Cornelius the centurion, when he prayed,
had a claim to be heard. For he was in the
habit of doing many alms-deeds towards the
people, and of ever praying to God. To this
man, when he prayed about the ninth hour,
appeared an angel bearing testimony to his
labours, and saying, "Cornelins, thy prayers and
thine alms are gone up in remembrance before
God." s
33- Those prayers quickly ascend to God
which the merits of our labours urge upon God.
Thus also Raphael the angel was a witness to the
constant prayer and the constant good works of
Tobias, saying, "It is honourable to reveal and
confess the works of GOd. For when thou didst
pray, and Sarah, I did bring the remembrance
x C,e_. v. g.
s Cml.i. _,.
S [_.dd um:tMsl_u_e
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of your prayers before the holiness of God.
And when thou didst bury the dead in simplicity,
and because thou didst not delay to rise up and
to leave thy dinner, but didst go out and cover
the dead, I was sent to prove thee ; and again
God has sent me to heal thee, and Sarah thy
daughter-in-law. For I am Raphael, one of the
seven holy angels which stand and go in and
out before the glory of God." 6 By Isaiah also
the Lord reminds us, and teaches similar things,
saying, "Loosen every knot of iniquity, release
the oppressions of contracts which have no
power, let the troubled go into peace, and break
every unjust engagement. Break thy bread to
the hungry, and bring the poor that are without
shelter into thy house. When thou seest the
naked, clothe him ; and despise not those of the
same family and race as thyself. Then shall thy
light break forth in season, and thy raiment shall
spring forth speedily ; and righteousness shall go
before thee, and the glory of God shall surround
thee. Then shalt thou call, and God shall hear
thee ; and while thou shalt yet speak, He shall
say, Here I am." 7 He promises that He will
be at hand, and says that He will hear and protect those who, loosening the knots of unrighteousness from their heart, and giving alms among
the members of God's household according to
His commands, even in hearing what God cornmands to be done, do themselves also deserve
to be heard by God. The blessed Apostle Paul,
when aided in the necessity of affliction by his
brethren, said that good works which are performed are sacrifices to God. "I am full,"
salth he, "having received of Epaphroditus the
things which were sent from you, an odour of a
sweet smell, a sacrifice acceptable, well pleasing
to God." s For when one has pity on the poor,
he lends to God ; and he who gives to the least
gives to God-- sacrifices spiritually to God an
odour of a sweet smell.
34- And in discharging the duties of prayer,
we find that the three children with Daniel, being
strong in faith and victorious in captivity, ohserved the third, sixth, and ninth hour, as it
were, for a sacrament of the Trinity, which in
the last times had to be manifested. For both
the first hour in its progress to the third shows
forth the consummated number of the Trinity,
and also the fourth proceeding to the sixth declares another Trinity ; and when from the seventh the ninth is completed, the p_rfect Trinity
is numbered every three hours, which spaces of
hours the worshippers of God in time past haying spiritually decided on, made use of for
determined and lawful times for prayer. And
subsequently the thing was manifested, that
6 "rob. xii. zu-z$.
7 Iu. I_ii 6-9.
t Phil iv. zS.
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these things were of old Sacraments, in that an-i from the darkness of night to those who pray,
ciently righteous men prayed in this manner, because the children of light have the day even
For upon the disciples at the third hour the in the night. For when is he without light who
Holy Spirit descended, who fulfilled the grace has light in his heart? or when has not he the
of the Lord's promise. Moreover, at the sixth sun and the day, whose Sun and Day is Christ?
hour, Peter, going up unto the house-top, was
36. Let not us, then, who are in ChristBthat
instructed as well by the sign as by the word of is, always m the hghtBcease from praying even
God admonishing him to receive all to the grace during night. Thus the widow Anna, without
of salvation, whereas he was previously doubtful intermission praying and watching, persevered
of the receiving of the Gentiles to baptism, in deserving well of God, as it is written in the
And from the mxth hour to the ninth, the Lord, Gospel : "She departed not," it says, "from the
being crucified, washed away our sins by His temple, serving with lastings and prayers night
blood ; and that He might redeem and quicken and day." 6 Let the Gentiles look to this, who
_s, He then accomplished His victory by His are not yet enlightened, or the Jews who have repassion,
mained in darkness by having forsaken the hght.
35. But for us, beloved brethren, besides the Let us, beloved brethren, who are always in the
hours of prayer observed of old,' both the times light of the Lord, who remember and hold fast
and the sacraments have now increased in what by grace received we have begun to be,
number. For we must also pray in the morn° reckon night for day ; let us believe that we
ing, that the Lord's resurrection may be cele- always walk in the light, and let us not be hinbrated by morning prayer. And this formerly dered by the darkness which we have escaped.
the Holy Spirit pointed out in the Psalms, say- Let there be no failure of prayers in the hours
ing, "My King, and my God, because unto Thee of night--no
idle and reckless waste of the
will I cry ; O Lord, in the morning shalt Thou occasions of prayer.
New-created and newhear my voice ; in the morning will I stand be- born of the Spirit by the mercy of God, let us
fore Thee, and will look up to Thee." 2 And imitate what we shall one day be. Since in the
again, the Lord speaks by the mouth of the kingdom we shall possess day alone, without inprophet : "Early in the morning shall they watch tervention of night, let us so watch in the night
for me, saying, Let us go, and return unto the as if in the daylight. Since we are to pray and
Lord our God." 3 Also at the sunsetting and at give thanks to God for ever, let us not cease in
the dechne of day, of necessity we must pray this life also to pray and give thanks/
again. For since Christ is the true sun and the
true day, as the worldly sun and worldly day deTREATISE ¥s
part, when we pray and ask that light may return to us again, we pray for the advent of Christ,
AN ADDRESS TO DEMETRIANUS.
which shall give us the grace of everlasting light. ARGUMENT.--CYPg,
IN REPLYTO DEMETRIMoreover, the Holy Spirit in the Psalms mani_-us THE PROCONSUL
OF AFRICa.,WHO CONfesta that Christ is called the day. "The stone,"
TENDEDTHATTHE WARS,ANDFAMINE,
says He, "which the builders rejected, is become
P_v__rcE wrr_i WHICHTHEWO_ w_ WHir
the head of the corner. This is the Lord's doPLAGUED
MUSTBE IMPUTED
TO 1-aE ceu_'m_es
ing ; and it is marvellous in our eyes. This is the
BF_USE THEY _m NOT WOgSHmTHE C,O_S;
day which the Lord hath made ; let us walk and
FAIRLYU'aC,_ (_ULV_G ARGUEDTHAT ALL
rejoice in _t." 4 Also the prophet Malachi testiTmNOS ARE G_U_a_LV Dgr_uomr_rG wn_
ties that He is called the Sun, when he says,
THE OLDACE Or THE WORLD)THATrr wAS
"But to you that fear the name of the Lord shall
m_-mg WX-IE
HmTHm_TS
WH_S_VES WHOWS__
the Sun of righteousness arise, and there is healTHE CAUSEor such mscmv__s, BECAUSE
ing in His wings." s But if in the Holy ScripDm _rOTwo_mP COD,_a_D,MOR_OVr_,
tures the true sun and the true day is Christ,
I_rg_s_
THE C_mS'7_NSwrrH UNJUs__there is no hour excepted for Christians wherein
s_-_oNs.*
God ought not frequently and always to be worL I had frequently, Demetrianus, treated with
shipped ; so that we who are in Christ _ that is, contempt your railing and noisy clamour with
in the true Sun and the true Day--should be inst_nt throughout the entire day in petitions, and
, _ _. _.
should pray ; and when, by the law of the world,
, [o__ :_-,_ _ m,c_,_ v. see_. i._ ,s_.]
the revolwng night, recurring in its alternate
_Ne_t,_ns_p,o_c_dtam_it_t__
".k_.d
changes, succeeds, there can be no harm arising _,_,,i_
w_chhe m_d
theC_
mo__,,_-,_y_
__lb'the_zles,_hem_._-,,____.
v._,.
Acuii_zm_d_]
s Hos.vi.z.
MaL iv. _,.

DemeU_us,
w_opr_ud_to ,ve,_ ttzm,shouldr_,_ hewo_shlpped
bythem,than_
worshi_
.tJ_m:
.--_ .beca_,wb,m_what_

a_.

No_ md_ed_

_e ta_oa mn_s,me _sma_
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sacrilegious
mouth and impiouswords against
buddingforthofyourown rootand origin,
who,
theoneand true
God, thinking
itmore modest however,
I believe,
will
admitthereasonablenes
and better,
silently
to scorntheignorance
of a of my discourse
;forhe who ismoved toevil
by
IA
mistakenman,thanby speaking
to provokethe thedeception
of a lie,
will
much more easily
furyof a senseless
one. Neitherdid I do thismoved togood by thecogencyof truth.
withoutthe authority
of the divineteaching,'3. You have saidthatallthesethingsare
sinceitiswritten,
"Speak not in theearsof a causedby us,and thatto us oughtto be atfool,
lest
when he hearthcchc shoulddespisetributed
themisfortunes
wherewith
theworldis
thewisdom of thywords;"2 and again,
"An- now shakenanddistressed,
because
yourgodsare
swcrnota foolaccording
to hisfolly,
lestthou notworshipped
by us. And inthis
behalf,
since
alsobe likeuntohim."s And we are,
moreover _'ouare ignorant
of divineknowledge,
and a
bidden to kccp what is holywithinour own stranger
tothetruth,
you mustinthefirst
place
knowledge,
and not exposeit to be troddenknow this,
thattheworldhasnow grown old,
down by swineand dogs,sincetheI._rdspeaks,and doesnotabideinthatstrength
inwhich it
saying,
"Give not thatwhich isholyuntothe formerly
stood; norhasitthatvigourand force
dogs,neither
castyc yourpearlsbeforeswine,whichit formerly
possessed.
This,even were
lesttheytramplethem under theirfeet,
and wc silent,
and ifwe alleged
no proofsfromthe
turnagainandrendyou."
4 Forwhen youused sacredScriptures
and from thedivinedeclaraoftentocome to mc withthedesireof contra-tions,
theworlditself
isnow announcing,
and
dieting
ratherthanwiththewishto learn,
and bearing
witness
to itsdeclineby the testimony
preferred
impudently
toinsist
on yourown views,ofitsfailing
estate.S
In thewinterthereisnot
whichyoushoutedwithnoisywords,topatiently
suchan abundanceofshowers
fornourishing
the
listening
to mine,itseemed to me foolish
to seeds; inthesummer thesunhasnot so much
contendwithyou; sinceitwould bc an easierheatforcherishing
theharvest
_norinthespring
and slighter thing to restrain the angry waves of season are the corn-fields so joyous ; nor arc the
a turbulent sea with shouts, than to check your autumnal seasons so fruitful in their leafy prodmadness by arguments. Assuredly it would be ucts. The layers of marble Are dug out in less
both a vain and ineffectual labour to offer light quantity from the disembowelled and wearied
to a blind man, discourse to a deaf one, or wis- mountains ; the diminished quantities of gold
dora to a brute ; since neither can a brute ap- and silver suggest the early exhaustion of the
prehend, nor can a blind man admit the light, metals, and the impoverished veins are straitnor can a deaf man hear.
ened and decreased day by day ; the husband• . In consideration of this, I have frequently man is failing in the fields, the sailor at sea, the
held my tongue, and overcome an impatient man soldier in the camp, innocence in the market,
with patience ; since I could neither teach an justice in the tribunal, concord in friendships,
unteachable man, nor check an impious one skilfulness in the arts, discipline in morals.
with religion, nor restrain a frantic man with Think you that the substantial character of a
gentleness.
But yet, when you say that very thing that is growing old remains so robust as
many are complaining that to us it is ascribed that wherewith it might previously flourish in its
that wars arise more frequently, that plague, that youth while still new and vigorous ? Whatever
famines rage, and that long droughts are suspend- is tending downwards to decay, with its end
/rig the showers and rains, it is not fitting that I nearly approaching, must of necessity be weakshould be silent any longer, lest my silence ened. Thus, the sun at his setting darts his rays
should begin to be attributed to mistrust rather with a less bright and fiery splendour ; thus, in her
than to modesty ; and while I am treating the declining course, the moon wanes with exhausted
false charges with conte.mpt, I may seem to be horns ; and the tree, which before had been green
acknowledging the crime. I reply, therefore, as and fertile, as its branches dry up, becomes by
well to you, Demetrianus, as to others whom per- and by misshapen in a barren old age ; and the
haps you have stirred up, and many of whom, by fountain which once gushed forth liberally from
sowinghatredagainst
us withmalicious
words,itsoverflowing
veins,
as oldagecausesitto fail,
you have made your own partisans, from the sc_axcelytrickles with a sparing moisture. This
isthesentence
passedon theworld,
this
isGod's
_.
_ ._h l_, ,,,,_,,,_h _
t_ _
a law, that everything that has had a beginning
u. _hmmt
a_.
no*to I,*_-ia- should perish, and things that have grown should
i_t.,
becaum
.tIFywerefrom
s_.u'ed
bythebe_
_
_;
_,,a
.the...t_p.m.,_,Tto_
._a_,vm_m_.
become old, and that strong things should be_,_.
d_=_
__
to., _
come weak, and great things become small, and
h _ _ _J'__
___'.'q_A__1'_ that, when they have become weakened and dimaz_m,,_S__-Sm__r_
mlnlshed, they should come to an end.
s pm_. ,..m _
s Pm_.m_ _
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4. You impute it to the Christians that every- hands to destroy you."* Moreover, the prophet,
thing is decaying as the world grows old. What filled with the Holy Spirit, attests and denounces
if old men should charge it on the Christians that the anger of God, saying, "Thus saith the Lord
they grow less strong in their old age ; [hat they Almighty : Because of mine house that is waste,
no longer, as formerly, have the same faculties, and ye run every man to his own house, therefore
in the hearing of their ears, in the swiftness of the heavens shall'be stayed from dew, and the
their feet, in the keenness of their eyes, in the earth shall withhold her fruits : and I will bring
vigour of their strength, in the freshness of their a sword upon the earth, and upon the corn, and
organic powers, in the fulness of their limbs, and upon the wine, and upon the oil, and upon men,
that although once the life of men endured be- and upon cattle, and upon all the labours of their
yond the age of eight and nine hundred years, hands." 5 Moreover, another prophet repeats,
it can now scarcely attain to its hundredth year ? and says, "And I will cause it to rain upon one
We see grey hairs in boys-- the hair fails before city, and upon another city I will cause it not to
it begins to grow ; and life does not cease in old rain. One piece shall be rained upon, and the
age, but it begins with old age.
Thus, even at piece whereon I send no rain shall be withered.
its very commencement,
birth hastens to its And two and three cities shall be gathered into one
close ;' thus, whatever is now born degenerates
city to drink water, and shall not be satisfied ; and
with the old age of the world itself; so that no ye are not converted unto me, saith the Lord. ''6
one ought to wonder that everything begins to
7- Behold, the Lord is angry and wrathful,
fail m the world, when the whole world itself is and threatens, because you turn not unto Him.
already in process of failing, and in its end.
And you wonder or complain in this your obsti5. Moreover, that wars continue frequently to nacy and contempt, if the rain comes down with
prevail, that death and famine accumulate anxi- unusual scarcity ; and the earth falls into neglect
ety, that health is shattered by raging diseases, with dusty corruption ; if the barren glebe hardly
that the human race is wasted by the desolation
brings forth a few jejune and pallid blades of
of pestilence, know that this was foretold ; that grass ; if the destroying hail weakens the vines ;
evils should be multiplied in the last times, and ]if the overwhelming whirlwind roots out the
that misfortunes
should be varied ; and that as ]olive ; if drought stanches the fountain ; a pesthe day of judgment is now drawing nigh, the [tilent breeze corrupts the air ; the weakness of
censure of an indignant God should be more]disease
wastes away man ; although all these
and more aroused for the scourging of the human things come as the consequence
of the sins that
race. For these things happen not, as your false provoke them, and God is more deeply indignant
complaining
and ignorant inexperience
of the when such and so great evils avail nothing!
For
truth asserts and repeats, because your gods are that these things occur either for the discipline
not worshipped
by us, but because God is not of the obstinate or for the punishment
of the
worshipped by you.
For since He is Lord and evil, the same God declares in the Holy ScripRuler of the world, and all things are carried on tures, saying, "In vain have I smitten your chilby His will and direction, nor can anything be dren ; they have not received correction." 7 And
done save what He Himself has done or allowed the prophet devoted and dedicated to God anto be done, certainly when those things occur swers to these words in the same strain, and
which show the anger of an offended God, they says, "Thou hast stricken them, but they have
happen not on account of us by whom God is not grieved ; Thou hast scourged them, but they
worshipped, but they are called down by your have refused to receive correction." s Lo, stripes
sins and desev¢ings, by whom God is neither in are inflicted from God, and there is no fear of
any way sought nor feared, because your vain GOd. LO, blows and scourgings from above are
superstitions are not forsaken, nor the true reli- not wanting, and there is no trembling, no fear.
gion known in such wise that He who is the one What if even no such rebuke as that interfered
God over all might alone be worshipped
and in human affairs? How much greater still would
petitioned,
be the audacity in men, if it were secure in the
6. In fine, listen to Himself speaking;
Him- impunity of their crimes l
self with a divine voice at once instructing and
8. You complain that the fountains are now
warning us : "Thou
shait worship the Lord thy less plentiful to you, and the breezes less rainGod," says He, "and Him only shalt thou serve. ''_ brious, and the frequent showers and the fertile
And again, "Thou shalt have none other gods earth afford you less ready assistance ; that the
but me." 3 And again, "Go not after other gods, elements no longer subserve your uses and your
to serve them ; and worship them not, and pro- pleasures as of old. But do you serve God, by
yoke not me to anger with the works of your
* J_. xxv.6
s _.i. 9.
t _Tm. r. z3.]
6 ,_m, i*.7.
* ,"=_. _ _3_ Jet.ii. 3o. [¢o=_, _., C_C..d,j_d,..]
a _x._mc,3.
I let. v, 3.
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whom all things are ordained to your service ;
do you wait upon Him by whose good pleasure
all things wait upon you ? _ From your slave you
yourself require service; and though a man, you
compel your fellow-man to submit, and to be
obedient to you ; and although you share the
same lot in respect of being born, the same condifion in respect of dying;
although you have
like bodily substance and a common
order of
souls, and although you come into this world of
ours and depart from it after a time with equal
rightsJ and by the same law; yet, unless you
are served by him according to your pleasure,
unless you are obeyed by him in conformity to
your will, you, as an imperious
and excessive
exactor of his service, flog and scourge him :
you afflict and torture him with hunger, with
thirst and nakedness,
and even frequently with
the sword and with imprisonment.
And, wretch
that you are, do you not acknowledge the Lord
your God while you yourself are thus exercising
lordship ? 3
9. And therefore with reason in these plagues
that occur, there are not wanting God's stripes
and scourges ; and since they are of no avail in
this matter, and do not convert individuals to
God by such terror of destructions, there remains
after all the eternal dungeon, and the continual
fire, and the everlasting pumshment;
nor shall
the groaning of the suppliants be heard there,
because here the terror of the angry God was
not heard, crying by His prophet, and saying,
"Hear
the word of the Lord, ye children of
Israel : for the judgment
of the Lord is against
the inhabitants
of the earth; because there is
neither mercy, nor truth, nor knowledge of God
upon the earth.
But cursing, and lying, and
killing, and stealing, and committing adultery, is
broken out over the land, they mingle blood with
blood.
Therefore shall the land mourn, with
every one that dweUeth therein, with the beasts
of the field, with things that creep on the earth,
and with the fowls of heaven ; and the fishes of
the sea shall languish, so that no man shall judge,
no man shall rebuke." 4 Cod says He is wrathful and angry, because there is no acknowledgment of God in the earth, and God is neither
known nor feared.
The sins of lying, of lust,
of fraud, of cruelty, of impiety, of anger, God
rebukes and finds fault with, and no one is
converted to innocency.
Ix), those things are
happening
which were before foretold by the
words of God ; nor is any one admonished
by
,,

the belief of things present to take thought for
what is to come.
Amongst those very misfortunes wherein the soul, closely bound and shut
up, can scarcely breathe, there is still found
opportunity for men to be evil, and in such
great dangers to judge not so much of themselves as of others.
You are indignant that God
is angry, as if by an evil life you were deserving
any good, as if all things of that kind which
happen were not infinitely less and of smaller
account than your sins.
io. You who judge others, be for once also a
judge of yourself; look into the hiding-places
of your own conscience ; nay, since now there is
not even any shame in your sin,S and you are
wicked, as if it were rather the very wickedness
itself that pleased you, do you, who are seen
clearly and nakedly by all other men, yourself
also look upon yourself.
For either you are
swollen with pride, or greedy with avarice, or
cruel with anger, or prodigal with gambling, or
flushed with intemperance,
or envious with jealousy, or unchaste with lust, or violent with cruelty;
and do you wonder that God's anger
increases in punishing the human race, when the
sin that is punished is daily increasing?
You
complain that the enemy rises up, as if, though
an enemy were wanting, there could be peace
for you even among the very togas of peace.
You complain
that the enemy rises up, as if,
even although external arms and dangers from
barbarians were repressed, the weapons of domestic assault from the calumnies and wrongs of
powerful citizens, would not be more ferocious
and more harshly wielded within. You complain
of barrenness and famine, as if drought made a
greater famine than rapacity, as if the fierceness
of want did not increase more terribly from
grasping at the increase of the year's produce,
and the accumulation of their price.
You complain that the heaven is shut up from showers,
although in the same way the barns are shut up
on earth.
You complain that now less is produced, as if what had already been produced
were given to the indigent.
You reproach plague
and disease, while by plague itself and disease
the crimes of individuals are either detected or
increased, while mercy is not manifested to the
weak, and avarice and rapine are waiting openmouthed for the dead. The same men are timid
in the duties of affection, but rash in quest of
impious gains ; shumfing the deaths of the dying,
and craving the spoils of the dead, so that it may
appear as if the wretched are probably forsaken
tmtalned
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xI. So great a terror of destruction cannot
give the teaching of innocency ; and in the midst
of a people dying with constant havoc, nobody
considers that he himself is mortal. Everywhere
there is scattering, there is seizure, there is taking possession ; no dissimulation gbout spoiling,
and no delay._ As if it were all lawful, as if it
were all becoming, as if he who does not rob
were suffering toss and wasting his own property,
thus every one hastens to the rapine. Among
thieves there is at any rate some modesty in their
crimes. They love pathless ravines and deserted
sohtudes ; and they do wrong in such a way,
that still the crime of the wrong-doers is veiled
"by darkness and night. Avarice, haz_ever, rages
openly, and, safe by its very boldness, exposes the
weapons of its headlong craving in the light of
the market-place. Thence cheats, thence poisoners, thence assassins in the midst of the city,
are as eager for wickedness as they are wicked
with impunity. The crime is committed by the
guilty, and the guiltless who can avenge it is not
found. There is no fear from accuser or judge :
the wicked obtain impunity, while modest men
are silent ; accomplices are afraid, and those
who are to judge are for sale. And therefore
by the mouth of the prophet the truth of the
matter is put forth with the divine spirit and instinct : it is shown in a certain and obvious way
that God can prevent adverse things, but that
the evil deserts of sinners prevent His bringing
aid. "Is the Lord's hand," says he, "not strong
to save you ; or has He made heavy His ear, that
He cannot hear you ? But your sins separate
between you and God ; and because of your sins
He hath hid His face from you, that He may not
have mercy.''_ Therefore let your sins and offences be reckoned up ; let the wounds of your
conscience be considered ; and let each one
cease complaining about God, or about us, if he
should perceive that himself deserves what he
suffers,
I2. Look what that very matter is of which
is chiefly our discourse--that
you molest us,
although innocent ; that, in contempt of God,
you attack and oppress God's servants. It is
little, in your ac¢oun/, that your life is stained
with a variety of gross vices, with the iniquity of
deadly crimes, with the summary of all bloody
rapines; that true religion is overturned by false
superstitions ; that God is neither sought at all,
nor feared at all; but over and above this, you
weary 3 God's servants, and those who are dedicared to His majesty and His name, with unjust
persecutions. It is notenough that you yourself
do not worship God, but, over and above, you
persecute those who do worship, with a sacrile"---'or, "_opmm=.- Sm_h"no_."
a o,.., _tnm; ",. t.
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gious hostility. You neither worship God, nor
do you at all permit Him to be worshipped ; and
while others who venerate not only those foolish
idols and images made by man's hands, but even
portents and monsters besides, are pleasing to
you, it is only the worshipper of God who is displeasing to you. The ashes of victims and the
piles of cattle everywhere smoke in your temples,
and God's altars axe either nowhere or axe hidden. Crocodiles, and apes, and stones, and setpents are worshipped by you ; and God alone
m the earth is not worshipped, or if worshipped,
not with impunity. You deprive the innocent,
the just, the dear to God, of their home ; you
spoil them of their estate, you load them with
chains, you shut them up in prison, you punish
them with the sword, with the wild beasts, with
the flames. Nor, indeed, are you content with
a brief endurance of our sufferings, and with a
simple and swift exhaustion of pains. You set
on foot tedious tortures, by tearing our bodies ;
you multiply numerous punishments, by lacerating our vitals ; nor can your brutality and fiercehess be content with ordinary tortures ; your
ingenious cruelty devises new sufferings.
13. What is this insatiable madness for bloodshedding, what this interminable lust of cruelty? Rather make your election of one of two
alternatives. To be a Christian is either a crime,
or it is not. If it be a crime, why do you not
put the man that confesses it to death ? If it
be not a crime, why do you persecute an innocent man ? For I ought to be put to the
torture if I denied it. If in fear of your punishment I should conceal, by a deceitful falsehood, what I had previously been, and the fact
that I had not worshipped your gods, then I
might deserve to be tormented, then I ought to
be compelled to confession of my crime by
the power of suffering, as in other examinations
the guilty, who deny that they are guilty of the
crime of which they are accused, are tortured
in order that the confession of the reality of
the crime, which the tell-tale voice refuses to
make, may be wrung out by the bodily suffering.
But now, when of my own free will I confess,
and cry out, and with words frequent and repeated to the same effect bear witness that I am
a Christian, why do you apply tortures to one
who avows it, and who destroys your gods, not
in hidden and secret places, but openly, and
publicly, and in the very market-place, in the
hearing of your magistrates and governors ; so
that, although it was a slight thing which you
blamed in me before, that which you ought
rather to hate and punish has increased, that by
declaring myself a Christian in a frequented
place, and with the people standing around, I
am confounding both you and your gods by an
open and public announcement?
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mason ; or, if your gods have any deity and
power, let them themselves rise to their own
vindication, let them defend themselves by their
own majesty. But what can they advantage
their worshippers, if they cannot avenge themselves on those who worship them not? For if
he who avenges is of more account than he who
is avenged, then you are greater than your gods.
And if you are greater than those whom you
worship, you ought not to worship them, but
rather to be worshipped and feared by them as
their lord. Your championship defends them
when injured, just as your protection guards
them when shut up from perishing. You should
be ashamed to worship those whom you yourself defend ; you should be ashamed to hope
for protection from those whom you yourself
protect,
xs. Oh, would you but hear and see them
when they are adjured by us, and tortured with
spiritual scourges, and are ejected from the
possessed bodies with tortures of words,' when
howling and groaning at the voice of man and
the power of God, feeling the stripes and blows,
they confess the judgment to come ! Come and
acknowledge that what we say is true ; and
since you say that you thus worship gods, believe
even those whom you worship. Or if you will
even believe yourself, he--i.e., the demon--who
has now possessed your breast, who has now
darkened your mind with the night of ignorance,
shall speak concerning yourself in your hearing,
You will see that we are entreated by those
whom you entreat, that we are feared by those
whom you fear, whom you adore. You will see
that under our hands they stand bound, and
tremble as captives, whom you look up to and
venerate as lords : assuredly even thus you might
be confounded in those errors of yours, when
yon see and hear your gods, at once upon our
interrogation betraying what they are, and even
in your presence unable to conceal those deceits
and trickeries of theirs,
16. What, then, is that sluggishness of mind ;
yea, what blind and stupid madness of fools, to
be unwilling to come out of darkness into light,
and to be unwilling, when bound in the toils of
eternal death, to receive the hope of immortality, and $$ not to fear God
when He threatens
°
and uys, He that sacrifices unto any gods, but
_mto the Lord only, shall be rooted out? ''j
And again: "They worshipped them whom
zs Wd.i_._
., "'m.z_, zSD.l
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made you upright ; and while other animals are
downlooking, and are depressed in posture bending towards the earth, yours is a lofty attitude ;
and your countenance is raised upwards to
heaven, and to God. I_ok thither, lift your
eyes thitherward, seek God in the highest, that
you may be free from things below ; lift your
heart to a dependence on high and heavenly
things. Why do you prostrate yourself into
:he ruin of death with the serpent whom you
worship ? Why do you fall into the destruction
of the devil, by his means and in his company ?
Keep the lofty estate in which you were born.
Continue such as you were made by God. To
the posture of your countenance and of your
body, conform your soul. That you may be
able to know God, first know yourself. Forsake
the idols which human error has invented. Be
turned to God, whom if you implore He will
aid you. Believe in Christ, whom 4 the Father
has sent to quicken and restore us. Cease to
hurt the servants of God and of Christ with
your persecutions, since when they are injured
the divine vengeance defends them.
x7. For this reason it is that none of us, when
he is apprehended, makes resistance, nor avenges
himself against your um_ighteous violence, although our people are numerous and plentiful.
Our certainty of a vengeance to follow makes
us patient. The innocent give place to the
guilty ; the harmless acquiesce in punishments
and tortures, sure and confident that whatsoever
we suffer will not remain unavenged, and that in
proportion to the greatness of the injustice of
our persecution so will be the justice and the
severity of the vengeance exacted for those persecutions.
Nor does the wickedness of the
impious ever rise up against the name we bear,
without immediate vengeance from above attending it. To say nothing of the memories of
ancient times, and not to recur with wordy
commemoration to frequently repeated yengeance on behalf of God's worshippers, the
instance of a recent matter is sufficient to prove
that our defence, so speedily, and in its speed
so powerfully, followed of late in the ruins of
things,Sin the destruction of wealth, in the waste
of soldiers, and the diminution of forts. Nor
let any one think that this occurred by chance,
or think that it was fortuitous, since long ago
Scripture has laid down, and said. ,,Vengeance
s Iaa. il. S.
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i_ mine; I will repay, saith the Lord.",
And itis manifest that heisnot a sharer of your pun.
again the Holy Spirit forewarns, and says, "Say ishment who, you see, does not suffer pain
not thou, I will avenge myself of mine enemy, equally with yourselves.4
but wait on the Lord, that He maybethyhelp."*
so. There flourishes with us the strength of
Whence it is plain and manifest, that not by our hope and the firmness of faith. Among these
means, but for our sakes, all those things are hap- very ruins of a decaying world our soul is lifted
pening which come down from the anger of God. up, and our courage unshaken : our patience is
i8. Nor let anybody think that Christians are inever anything but joyous ; and the mind is alnot avenged by those things that are happening, !ways secure of its God, even as the Holy Spirit
for the reason that they also themselves seem to speaks through the prophet, and exhorts us,
be affected by then_ visitation. A man feels the strengthening with a heavenly word the firmness
punishment of worldly adverslty, when all his of our hope and faith. "The fig-tree," says He,
joy and glory are in the world. He grieves and "shall not bear fruit, and there shall be no blosgroans if it is ill with him in this life, with whom sore in the vines. The labour of the olive shall
it cannot be well after this life, all the fruit of fail, and the fields shall yield no meat. The
whose life is received here, all whose consolation flock shall be cut off from the fold, and there
is ended here, whose fading and brief life here shall be no herd in the stalls• But I will rejoice
reckons some sweetness and pleasure, but when in the Lord, and I will joy in the God of my
it has departed hence, there remains for him salvation." s He says that the man of God and
only punishment added to sorrow. But they the worshipper of God, depending on the truth
have no suffering from the assault of present of his hope, and founded on the stedfastness of
evils who have confidence in future good things, his faith, is not moved by the attacks of this
In fact,, we are never prostrated by adversity, world and this life. Although the vine should
nor axe we broken down, nor do we grieve or fail, and the olive deceive, and the field parched
murmur in any external misfortune or weakness with grass dying with drought should wither,
of body: living by the Spirit rather than by the what is this to Christians? what to God's serflesh, we overcome bodily weakness by mental vants whom paradise is inviting, whom all the
strength. By those very things which torment grace and all the abundance of the kingdom of
and weary us, we know and trust that we are heaven is waiting for? They always exult in the
proved and strengthened.3
Lord, and rejoice and are glad in their God ;
19. Do you think that we suffer adversity and the evils and adversities of the world they
equally with yourselves, when you see that the bravely suffer, because they are looking forward
same adverse things are not borne equally by to gifts and prosperities to come: for we who
us and by you ? Among you there is always a have put off our earthly birth, and are now creclamorous and complaining impatience; with us ated and regenerated by the Spirit, and no
there is a strong and religious patience, always longer bye to the world but to God, shall not
quiet and always grateful to GOd. Nor does it _receive God's gifts and promises until we arrive
claim for itself anything joyous or prosperous at the presence of GOd. And yet we always
m this world, but, meek and gentle and stable ask for the repulse of enemies, and for obtainagainst all the gusts of this tossing world, it ing showers, and either for the removal or the
waits for the time of the divine promise ; for as moderating of adversity ; and we pour forth our
long as this body endures, it must needs have a prayers, and, propitiating and appeasing God,
common lot with others, and its bodily condition we entreat constantly and urgently, day and
must be common. Nor is it given to any of the night, for your peace and salvation.
human race to be separated one from another,
st. Let no one, however, flatter himself, beexcept by withdrawal from this present life. In cause there is for the present to us and to the
the meantime, we are all, good and evil, con- profane, to God's worshippers and to God's optained in one household • Whatever happens ponents, 6 by mason of the equality of the flesh
within the house, we suffer with equal fate, until, and body, a common condition of worldly
whenthe end of the temporal life shall be at- troubles, in such a way as to think from this,
tained, we shall be distributed among the homes that all those things which happen are not drawn
either of eternal death or immortality. Thus, down by you ; since by the announcement of
therefore, we are not on the same .level, and God Himself, and by prophetic testimony, it has
equal with you, because, placed in this present previously been foretold that upon the unjust
world and in this flesh, we incur equally with should come the wrath of God, and that perseyou the annoyances of the world and of the flesh ; cutions which humanly would hurt us should not
for since in the sense of pain is all punishment,
2x _

z_" aa.
z9.
. zx.
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be wanting ; but, moreover, that vengeance,
which should defend with heavenly defence those
who were hurt, should attend them.
22. And how great, too, are those things which
in the meantime are happening in that respect
on our behalf!
Something is given for an example, that the anger of an avenging God may
be known.
But the day of judgment
is still
future which the Holy Scripture denounces, saying, "Howl ye, for the day of the Lord is at
hand, and destruction
from God shall come ;
for, lo, the day of the Lord cometh, cruel with
wrath and anger, to lay the earth desolate, and
to destroy the sinners out of it." ' And again :
"Behold, the day of the Lord cometh, burning
as an oven ; and all the aliens and all that do
wickedly shall be as stubble, and the day that
cometh shall burn them up, salth the Lord. ''*
The Lord prophesies that the aliens shall be
burnt up and consumed ; that is, aliens from the
divine race, and the profane, those who are not
spiritually new-born, nor made children of God.
For that those only can escape who have been
new-born and signed with the sign of Christ,
God says in another place, when, sending forth
His angels to the destruction
of the world and
the death of the human race, He threatens more
terribly in the last time, saying, "GO ye, and
smite, and let not your eye spare.
Have no
pity upon old or young, and slay the virgins and
the little ones and the women, that they may be
utterly destroyed.
But touch not any man upon
whom is written the mark." 3 Moreover, what
this mark is, and in what part of the body it is
placed, God sets forth in another place, saying,
"Go through the midst of Jerusalem, and set a
mark upon the foreheads of the men that sigh
and that cry for" all the abominations
that be
done in the midst thereof." 4 And that the sign
pertains to the passion and blood of Christ, and
that whoever is found in this sign is kept safe
and unharmed, is also proved by God's testimony, saying, "And the blood shall be to you
for a token upon the houses in which ye shall
be; and I will see the blood, and will protect
you, and the plague of diminution shall not be
upon you when I smite the land of Egypt."
What previously preceded by a figure in the slain
lamb is fulfilled in Christ, the truth which followed afterwards.
As, then, when Egypt was
smitten, the Jewish people could not escape except by the blood and the sign of the lamb ;
so also, when the world shall began to be desoluted and smitten, whoever is found in the blood
and the sign of Christ alone shall escape .e
' I_ xiiL6-¢.
a Mal.iv. z.
_
ht.S.
s F.x.xii.tS.
6 f_._s: ia_4; Rev.x_i.
_,k.6]
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23. Look, therefore,2 while there is time, to
the true and eternal salvation ; and since now
the end of the world is at hand, turn your minds
to God, in the fear of God ; nor let that powerless and vain dominion in the world over the just
and meek delight you, since in the field, even
among the cultivated and fruitful corn, the tares
and the darnel have dominion.
Nor say ye
that ill fortunes happen because your gods are
not worshipped by us ; but know that this is the
judgment of God's anger, that He who is not
acknowledged
on account of His benefits may at
least be acknowledged
through His judgments.
Seek the Lord even late ; for long ago, God,
forewarning by His prophet, exhorts and says,
"Seek ye the Lord, and your soul shall live." s
Know God even late; for Christ at His coming
admonishes
and teaches this, saying, "This is
life eternal, that they might know Thee, the only
true God, and Jesus Christ, whom Thou hast
sent." 9 Believe Him who deceives not at all.
Believe Him who foretold that all these things
should come to pass.
Believe Him who will
give to all that believe the reward of eternal life.
Beheve Him who will call down on them that
believe not, eternal punishments
in the fires of
Gehenna.
24. What will then be the glory of faith?
what the punishment
of faithlessness ? When
the day of judgment shall come, what joy of
believers, what sorrow of unbelievers ; that they
should have been unwilling to believe here, and
now that they should be unable to return that
they might believe I An ever-burning Geherma
will bum up the condemned, and a punishment
devouring with living flames ; nor will there be
any source whence at any time they may have
either respite or end to their torments.
Souls
with their bodies will be reserved in infinite tortures for suffering.
Thus the man will be for
ever seen by us who here gazed upon us for a
season ; and the short joy of those cruel eyes in
the persecutions
that they made for us will be
compensated
by a perpetual
spectacle, according to the truth of Holy Scripture, which says,
"Their worm shall not die, and their fire shall
not be quenched ; and they shall be for a vision
to all flesh." ,o And again : "Then
shall the
righteous men stand in great constancy before
the face of those who have afflicted therd, and
have taken away their labours.
When they see
it, they shall be troubled with horrible fear, and
shall be amazed at the suddenness of their unexpected
salvation ; and they, repenting
and
gro_n_.g for anguish of spirit, shall say within
themselves, These are they whom we had some
7 Or,a_ard_agtaaomemadlap," l_wl**,_."
t Johnavh"3.
*olin. ixxi.s4.
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time in derision, and a proverb of reproach ; we price of His blood, by reconciling man to God
fools counted their life madness, and their end the Father, by quickening
our mortal nature
to be without honour.
How are they numbered
with a heavenly regeneration.
If it be possible,
among the children of God, and their lot is let us all follow Him ; let us be registered in His
among the saints!
Therefore
have we erred sacrament and sign.
He opens to us the way
from the way of truth, and the light of righteous- of life ; He brings us back to paradise ; He leads
hess hath not shined upon us, and the sun rose us on to the kingdom of heaven.
Made by Him
not on us. We wearied ourselves in the way the children of God, with Him we shall ever
of wickedness and destruction ; we have gone live ; with Him we shall always rejoice, restored
through deserts where there lay no way ; but we by His own blood.
We Christians shall be glohave not known the way of the Lord.
What rious together with Christ, blessed of God the
hath pride profited us, or what good hath the Father, always rejoicing with perpetual pleasures
boasting of riches done us ? All those things in the sight of God, and ever giving thanks to
are passed away like a shadow." x The pain of God.
For none can be other than always glad
punishment will then be without the fruit of peril- and grateful, who, having been once subject to
teuce ; weeping will be useless, and prayer in- death, has been made secure in the possession
effectual.
Too late they will believe in eternal of immortality.3
punishment who would not believe in eternal
life.
25. Provide,
therefore,
while you may, for
TREATISE
VI.4
your safety and your life. We offer you the ON THE VANITY OF IDOLS: SHOWING THAT
wholesome help of our mind and advice.
And
THE IDOLS ARE NOT GODS, AND THAT GOD
because we may not hate, and we please God
IS ONE, AND THAT THROUGH CHRIST SALmore by rendering no return for wrong, we ex-]
VATION IS GIVEN TO BELIEVERS.
hort you while you have the power, while there ARGUMNET. m Thls HVA_DINGF.MBRACm T_V.
yet remains to you something of life, to make
Tm_
LEADING DIVISIONS OF THIS TREATISE.
satisfaction to God, and to emerge from the i THE WRITER FIRST OF ALL SHOWS THAT THEY IN
abyss of darkling superstition 2 into the bright
WHOSEHONOURTEMPLESWERE FOUN'DED,STATlight of true rehgion.
We do not envy your
u_ MODELLED,VICTIMSSACRIFICED,AND FESTAL
comforts, nor do we conceal the divine beneDAYSCELEBRATED_ WERE KINGSAND MEN"AND
fitS. We repay kindness for your hatred ; and
NOT GODS_ AND THEREFORETHAT THEIR WORfor the torments and penalties whichareinflicted
ship COULD BE OF 90 AVAIL ErmER TO
on us, we point out to you the ways of salvaSTRANGERS OR TO ROMANS, AND THAT THE
tion. Believe and live, and do ye who persecute
POWER OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE WAS TO BE
US in time rejoice with us for eternity.
When
ATTRIBUTEDTO FATE RATHER THAN TO THEM,
yOU have once departed
thither,
there is no
m_MUCH AS rr HAD ARISEN BY A CER_Tam
longer any place for repentance, and no possiGOOD FORTU_rE, AND WAS AS_-ULMED
OF r.S
bility of making satisfaction.
Here life is either
ow_ ORIGIN.5
10st or saved ; here eternal safety is provided for
x. That those are no gods whom the common
by the worship of God and the fruits of faith, people worship, is known from this.
They were
Nor let any one be restrained
either by his sins formerly kings, who on account of their royal
or by his years from coming to obtain salvation, memory subsequently
began to be adored by
To him who still remains in this world no re- their people even in death.
Thence temples
pentance is t6o late.
The approach to God's were founded
to them ; thence images were
mercy is open, and the access is easy to those sculptured
to retain the countenances
of the
who seek and apprehend the truth.
Do you en- deceased by the likeness ; and men sacrificed
treat for your sins, although it be in the very end ivictims ' and celebrated
festal days, by way of
of life, and at the setting of the sun of time ; and giving them honour.
Thence to posterity those
implore God, who is the one and true God, in rites became sacred which at first had been
confession and faith of acknowledgment
of Him, adopted as a consolation.
And now let us see
and pardon is granted to the man who confesses,
and saving mercy is given from the divine good+ [Comm_theO_'_, ofm.,_,_ r_,_mth_-t_d_.,_
also t_ Other apologists, e.g., vol. ii. 93-J
ness to the believer, and a passage is opened to
4 [w_iue,^.D.247. c_p,_ _. _r_.. 79.z36,_84,_c.j
immortality even in death itself.
This grace nothi_
s Mo_o_r.
_t _t_ m,_t _o_ _r d_d
_.
t_,t
could be referred to auspices or auguri_; nay, ev_ tho_
Christ bestows ; this gift of His mercy He con- whoacknowk._d bothco_Godandthedemo_s, allowedthatthese
fers upon us, by overcoming death in the trophy i_u_,_ _
t_ worko¢thea_o_,. _,_._._
the_i_r
d
of the cross, by redeeming the believer with the _ -co_ po_t, u_ _ _ o_, _ _
_t
m_,_w_,
'W'_,d,v.x..9,

as well from the _'_ter di_niv/of a monarchy than ofoth_ forms d
government, as £rora the very expressto_s of the heathen and of the
comn_
people--"O
God:" and the l_e.
Finally, he treats of
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whether this truth is confirmed in individual/nus , and Comus, whom as a god of treachery
instances.
]Romulus would have to be worshipped, just as
z. Melicertes and Leucothea are precipitated ]if he had been a god of counsels, when his perinto the sea, and subsequently become sea-/tidy resulted in the rape of the Sabines. Tat|us
divinities. The Castors, die by turns, that they ! also both invented and worshipped the goddess
may rye. /Esculapius is struck by lightning, Cloacina; HostiUus, Fear and Paleness. By and
that he may rise into a god. Hercules, that he by, I know not by whom, Fever was dedicated,
may put off the man, is burnt up in the fires of and Acca and Flora the harlots.6 These are
Oeta. Apollo fed the flocks of Admetus ; Nep- the Roman gods. But Mars is a Thracian, and
tune founded walls for laomedon, and received Jupiter a Cretan, and Juno either Argive or Sa--unfortunate builder--no wages for his work. mian or Carthaginian, and Diana of Taurus, and
The cave of Jupiter is to be seen in Crete, and the mother of the gods of Ida ; and there are
his sepulchre is shown; and it is manifest that Egyptian monsters, not deities, who assuredly,
Saturn was driven away by him, and that from if they had had any power, would have preserved
him Latium received its name, as being his lurk- their own and their people's kingdoms. Certainly
ing-place." He was the first that taught to print there are also among the Romans the conquered
letters ; he was the first that taught to stamp i Penates whom the fugitive 2Eneas introduced
money in Italy,3 and thence the treasury is!thither.
There is also Venus the bald,--far
called the treasury of Saturn. And he also was more dishonoured by the fact of her baldness in
the cultivator of the rustic life, whence he is RomethanbyherhavingbeenwoundedinHomer.
painted as an old man 4 carrying a sickle. Janus
5. Kingdoms do not rise to supremacy through
had received him to hospitality when he was merit, but are varied by chance. Empire was
driven away, from whose name the Janiculum is formerly held by both Assyrians and Medes and
so called, and the month of January,is appointed. Persians; and we know, too, that both Greeks
He himself is portrayed with two faces, because, and Egyptians have had dominion. Thus, in
placed in the middle, he seems to look equally the varying vicissitudes of power, the period of
towards the commencing and the closing year. empire has also come to the Romans as to the
The Mauri, indeed, manifestly worship kings, others. But if you recur to its origin, you must
and do not conceal their name by any disguise, needs blush. A people is collected together from
3. From this the religion of the gods is vari- profligates and criminals, and by founding an
ously changed among individual nations and asylum, impunity for crimes makes the number
provinces, inasmuch as no one god is worshipped great ; and that their king himself may have a
by all, but by each one the worship of its own superiority in crime, Romulus becomes a fratri.
ancestors is kept peculiar. Proving that this is tide ; 7 and in order to promote marriage, he
so, Alexander the Great writes in the remark- makes a beginning of that affair of concord by
able volume addressed to his mother, that through discords.
They steal, they do violence, they
fear of his power the doctrine of the gods being deceive in order to increase the population of
men, which was kept secret,S had been dis- the state ; their marriage consists of the broken
closed to him by a priest, that it was the memory covenants of hospitality and cruel wars with their
of ancestors and kings that was (really) kept up, fathers-in-law. The consulship, moreover, is the
and that from this the rites of worship and sac- highest degree in Roman honours, yet we see
rifice have grown up. But _f gods were born at that the consulship began even as did the kingany time, why are they not horn in these days dom. Brutus puts his sons to death, that the
also?--unless,
indeed, Jupiter possibly has commendation of his dignity may increase by
grown too old, or the faculty of bearing has the approval of his wickedness. The Roman
failed Juno.
kingdom, therefore, did not grow from the sanc4. But why do you think that the gods can titles of religion, nor from auspices and auguries,
avail on behalf of the Romans, when you see but it keeps its appointed time within a definite
that they can do nothing for their own worship- limit. Moreover, Regulus observed the auspices,
pers in opposition to the Roman arms ? For we yet was taken prisoner; and Mancinus observed
know that the gods of the Romans are indige- their religious obligation, yet was sent under the
nous. Romuluswas made a god by theperjuryyoke. Paulushad chickensthatfed,and yet
ofProculus,
andPicus,
andTiberinus,
andPilum-he was slain
at Cannm. CaiusCmsardespised
s M_ edit_ _
', Cam=0r
_ I__!_,r,:"
j
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the auguries and auspices that were opposed to
his sending ships before the winter to Africa;
yet so much the more easily he both sailed and
conquered,
6. Of all these, however, the principle is the
same, which misleads and deceives, and with
tricks which darken the truth, leads away a credulous and foolish rabble.
They are impure and
wandering spirits, who, after having been steeped
in earthly vices, have departed from their celestim vigour by the contagion of earth, and do
not cease, when ruined themselves, to seek the
ruin of others ; and when degraded themselves,
to infuse into others the error of their own degra
dation.
These demons the pcets also acknowledge, and Socrates declared that he was iustructect
and ruled at the will of a demon; and thence
the Magi have a power either for mischief or for
mockery, of whom, however, the chief Hostanes
both says that the form of the true God cannot
be seen, and declares that true angels stand round
about His throne.
Wherein Plato also on the
same principle concurs, and, maintaining one
God, calls the rest angels or demons.
Moreover, Hermes Trismegistus speaks of one God,
and confesses that He is incomprehensible, and
beyond our estimation,
7. These spirits, therefore, are lurking under
the statues and consecrated images: these inspire the breasts of their prophets with their
afflatus, animate the fibres of the entrails, direct
the flights of birds, rule the lots, give efficiency
to oracles, are always mixing up falsehood with
truth, for they are both deceived and they deceive ; ' they disturb their life, they disquiet their
slumbers ; their spirits creeping also into their
bodies, secretly terrify their minds, distort their
limbs, break their health, excite diseases to force
them to worship of themselves, so that when
glutted with the steam of the altars and the piles
of cattle, they may unloose what they had bound,
and so appear to have effected a cure. The
only remedy from them is when their own mischief ceases; nor have they any other desire
than to call men away from God, and to turn
them from the understanding of the true rehgion, to superstition with respect to themselves ;
and since they themselves are under punishment,
(they wish) to seek for themselves companions
in punishment whom they may by their misguidante make sharers in their crime.
These, however, when adjured by us through the true God,
at once yield and confess, and are constrained
to go out from the bodies possessed.
You may
see them at our voice, and by the operation of
the hidden majesty, smitten with stripes, burnt!
with fire, stretched out with the increase of a
growing punishment, howling, groaning, entreatz [_Tim._. *3- 5¢_voLiii.¢_.]
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ing, confessing whence they came and when
they depart, even in the hearing of those very
worship them, and either springing
forth at once or vanishing gradually, even as the
faith of the sufferer comes in aid, or the grace
of the healer effects.
Hence they urge the
common people to detest our name, so that men
begin to hate us before they know us, lest they
should either imitate us if known, or not be able
to condemn us.=
8. Therefore the one Lord of all is God.
For that sublimity cannot possibly have any
:compeer, since it alone possesses all power.
Moreover, let us borrow an illustration for the
divine government from the earth. When ever
did an alliance in royalty either begin with good
faith or end without bloodshed ? Thus the
brotherhood of the Thebans was broken, and
discord endured even in death in their disunited
ashes.
And one kingdom could not contain the
Roman twins, although the shelter of one womb
had held them.
Pompey and Cmsar were kinsmen, and yet they did not maintain the bond
of their relationship
in their envious power
Neither should you marvel at this in respect of
man, since herein all nature consents.
The bees
have one king, and in the flocks there is one
leader, and in the herds one ruler. Much rather
is the Ruler of the world one ; who commands
all things, whatsoever they are, with His word,
disposes them by His wisdom, and accomplishes
them by His power.
9- He cannot be seen--He
is too bright for
vision ; nor comprehended-He is too pure for
our discernment ; nor estimated-He is too
great for our perception ; and therefore we are
only worthily estimating Him when we say that
He is inconceivable.
But what temple can God
have, whose temple is the whole world? And
while man dwells far and wide, shall I shut up
the power of such great majesty within one small
building?
He must be dedicated in our mind;
in our breast He must be consecrated.
Neither
must you ask the name of God.
God is His
name.
Among those there is need of names
where a multitude is to be distinguished by the
appropriate characteristics of appellations.
To
God who alone is, belongs the whole name of
God; therefore He is one, and He in His entirety is everywhere diffused.
For even the
common people in many things naturally confess
GOd, when their mind and soul axe admonished
of their author and origin. We frequently hear it
sazd, "0 GOd," and "God sees," and "I cornmend to God," and "God give you," and "as
God will," and "if God should grant ;" and this
is the very height of sinfulness, to refuse to acknowledge Him whom you cannot but know.S
a [Vol.

iii. p. zxx; also other

s [Seevol.iit p *79,_]

apologh_]
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io. But that Christ is, and in what way salva- !who were unworthy of life, had life before their
tion came to us through Him, after this manner eyes, and saw it not.
is the plan, after this manner is the means. First
t 3. Therefore when Christ Jesus, in accordof all, favour with God was given to the Jews. ance with what had been previously foretold by
Thus they of old were righteous ; thus their an- the prophets, drove out from men the demons
cestors were obedient to their religious engage- by His word, and by the command of His voice
ments. Thence with them both the loftiness of nerved up the paralytics, cleansed the leprous,
their rule flourished, and the greatness of their enlightened the blind, gave power of movement
race advanced. But subsequently becoming neg- to the lame, raised the dead again, compelled
lectful of discipline, proud, and puffed up with the elements to obey Him as servants, the winds
confidence in their fathers, they despised the di- to serve Him, the seas to obey Him, the lower
vine precepts, and lost the favourconferred upon regions to yield to Him ; the Jews, who had bethem. But how profane became their life, what lieved Him man only from the humility of His
offence to their violated religion was contracted, flesh and body, regarded Him as a sorcerer for
even they themselves bear witness, since, although the authority of His power. Their masters and
they are silent with their voice, they confess it by leaders-- that is, those whom He subdued both
their end. Scattered and straggling, they wan- by learning and wisdom-- inflamed with wrath
der about;outcasts from their own soil and cli- and stimulated with indignation,6 finally seized
mate, they are thrown upon the hospitality of Him and delivered Him to Pontius Pilate, who
strangers, z
was then the procurator of Syria on behalf of the
ix. Moreover, God had previously foretold Romans, demanding with violent and obstinate
that it would happen, that as the ages passed on, urgency His crucifixion and death.
and the end of the world was near at hand, God
I4. That they would do this He Himself also
would gather to Himself from every nation, and had foretold ; and the testimony of all the proph,people, and place, worshippers much better in ets had in like manner preceded Him, that it
obedience and stronger in faith,2 who would behoved Him to suffer, not that He might feel
draw from the divine gift that mercy which the ideath, but that He might conquer death, and
Jews had received and lost by despising their that, when He should have suffered, He should
religious ordinances. Therefore of this mercy return again into heaven, to show the power of
and grace _ the Word and Son of God is sent as the divine majesty. Therefore the course of
the dispenser and master, who by all the prophets events fulfilled the promise. For when crucified,
of old was announced as the enlightener and the office of the executioner being forestalled,7
teacher of the human race. He is the power of He Himself of His own will yielded up His spirit,
God, He is the reason, He is His wisdom and and on the third day freely rose again from the
glory ; He enters into a virgin ; being the holy dead. He appeared to His disciples like as He
Spirit# He is endued with flesh ; God is mingled had been. He gave Himself to the recognition
with man. This is our God, this is Christ, who, of those that saw Him, associated together with
as the mediator of the two, puts on man that He Him ; and being evident by the substance of His
may lead them to the Father. What man is, bodily existence, He delayed for forty days, that
Christ was willing to be, that man also may be they might be instructed by Him in the precepts
what Christ is.
of life, and might learn what they were to teach.
x2. And the Jews knew that Christ was to iThen in a cloud spread around Him He was
come, for He was always being announced to lifted up into heaven, that as a conqueror He
them by the warnings of prophets. But His ad- might bring to the Father, Man whom He loved,
vent being signified to them as twofold m the whom He put on, whom He shielded from death ;
one which should discharge the office and ex- Isoon to come from heaven for the punishment
ample of a man, the other which should avow of the devil and to the judgment of the human
Him as God m they did not understand the first race, with the force of an avenger and with the
advent which preceded, as being hidden in His power of a judge ; whilst the disciples, scattered
passion, but believe in the one only which will be over the world, at the bidding of their Master
manifest in power.S But that the people of the and God gave forth His precepts for salvation,
Jewscouldnot understand
this,
was thedesertguidedmen fromtheir
wandering
indarkness
to
of theirsins.They were so punishedby theirtheway of light,
andgaveeyestotheblindand
blindness
of wisdomand intelligence,
thattheyignorant
fortheacknowledgment
of thetruth.
x5. And thattheproofmightnotbe theless
substantial,
and theconfession
of Christmight
• "Oto,,_rob,di,_,_6t,=_,tt,_
i.._,_,,d,_U_ not be a matter of pleasure, they are tried by
Imm.
s Someadd, "a_l di_ifl/ue."
4 "With tim_
ot tlmHop/_Splrit, b t_'_h_
s [S_.Tm_usi_bookii.lm:J.z._l_,_Orns..I
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tortures, by crucifixions, by many kinds of punishments.
Pain, which is the test of truth, is
brought to bear, that Christ the Son of God,
who is trusted in as given to men for their life,
might not only be announced by the heralding
of the voice, but by the testimony of suffering,
Therefore we accompany Him, we follow Him,
we have Him as the Guide of our way, the
Source of light, the Author of salvation, promising as well the Father as heaven to those who
seek and believe.
What Christ is, we Christians
shall be, if we imitate Christ.

but, like a strong and stable rock, rather shatters
the turbulent onsets of the world and the raging
waves of time, while it is not itself shattered, and
is not overcome but tried by these temptations ;
yet because I observe that among the people
some, either through
weakness
of mind, or
through decay of faith, or through the sweetness
of this worldly life, or through the softness of
[their sex, or what is of still greater account,
through error from the truth, are standing less
steadily, and are not exerting the divine and unvanquished vigour of their heart, the matter may
not be disguised nor kept in silence, but as far
as my feeble powers suffice with my full strength,
TREATISE
VII.
and with a discourse gathered from the Lord's
lessons, the slothfulness of a luxurious disposiON THE MORTALITY. t
tion must be restrained, and he who has begun
ARGUMENT. --THE DEACONPONTIUS IN A FEW to be already a man of God and of Christ, must
WORDSUNFOLDSTHE BURTHENOF TInS TREA- be found worthy of God and of Christ.
2. For he who wars for God, dearest brethren,
TISE IN HIS LIFE OF CYPRIAN. 2
FIRST OF ALL,
HAVING POINTED OUT THAT AFFLICTIONS
OF THIS
ought to acknowledge himself as one who, placed
KIND HADSEEN FORETOLDBY CHRIST,HE TELLS in the heavenly camp, already hopes for 4 divine
THEMTHATTHE MORTALrrvOR PLAGUEWASNOT things, so that we may have no trembling at the
TO BE FEARED, IN THAT rr LEADS TO IMMOR- storms and whirlwinds of the world, and no disTALrrv, AND THAT THEREFORE,THAT MAN IS turbance, since the Lord had foretold that these
WANTINGIN FAITH WHO IS NOT EAGER FOR A would come.
With the exhortation of His foreBETTERWORLD. NOR IS IT WOm)ERFUL THAT seeing word, instructing, and teaching, and preTHE EVILSOF THIn LIFE ARE COMMONTO THE paring, and strengthening
the people of His
CHRISTIANSwrrH THE HEATHF_S, SINCE THEY Church for all endurance of things to come, He
HAVETO SUFFERMORE THAN OTHERS m THE predicted
and said that wars, and famines, and
WORLD, AND THENCE,
AFTER THE EXAMPLE
OF earthquakes,
and pestilences would arise in each
JOB AND TOBIAS,THERE IS NEED OF PATIENCE place ; and lest an unexpected
and new dread
wrmotrr MURMURING. FOR UNLESSTHE STRUC,- of mischiefs should shake us, He previously
GLE PRECEDED,
THE VICTORY COULD
NOT
ENwarned us that adversity would increase more
suE; AND HOW MUCH SOEVER DISEASES ARE and more in the last times.
Behold, the very
COMMONTO THE VIRTUOUSAND VICIOUS, VET things occur which were spoken ; and since
THAT DEATH
IS NOT COMMON
TO THEM,
FOR those occur which were foretold before, whatever
THAT THE RIGHTEOUSARE TAKEN TO CONSO- things were promised will also follow ; as the
LAT_ON,WHINETHE UmUGm'EOUS ARE TAKEN Lord Himself promises, saying, "But when ye
TO PtrmSHME_r.3
see all these things come to pass, know ye that
the kingdom of God is at hand." s The kingI. Although in very many of you, dearly be- dora of God, beloved brethren, is beginning to
loved brethren, there is a stedfast mind and a be at hand ; the reward of life, and the rejoicing
firm faith, and a devoted spirit that is not dis- of eternal salvation, and the perpetual gladness 6
turbed at the frequency of this present mortality,
and possession lately lost of paradise, are now
coming, with the passing away of the world;
already heavenly things are taking the place of
' Euseblus in his C_rom'con makes mention of the occasion on [
which Cyprmn wrote tins treatise, saying, " A pestdcnt dmeas¢ took earthly,

and great things of small, and eternal

_o_
of many_o_inc_ of thewh_*world,*_d aspe_ny things of things that fade away.
What room is
-_uexandna and Emmt: as Dionysius wntas and the treattse of Cyprm' _o._,.g _ MortahW"
he_ wim--_." ^.D _5_.
there here for anxiety and solicitude ? W'ho, in
.mnoae_,
.2Hesays:
"By,_l_o_wereChmti_*,--g_ie*ed_th _*_'_i_ the midst of these things, is trembling and sad,
at the lobare_ their frtends, or what is of more consequence,
wt_ thetr decrease of faith,--comforted
with the hope of things to except he who is without hope and faith ?
For
come _' [See p. _, _. _ra.l
s. xr_ntothetatarobjoctlon
t_t _ this mo,tffiUty
they_,ld he it is for him to fear death who is not willing to
ucpnved of martyrdom, he replies that martyrdom is not in our
Christ.
It IS for him to be unwilling to go
P°wC__and that even the spirit that is ready for martyrdom is crowned
__.'_, the.judge. Final_, he telk them that the dead must not be

gO to
to Christ

who

does

not

_t_
m _.
shouldb_ome
• it to the
Gentiles,mawr
as if as
we thatwe
were without
the hope ofa ast_b_gresurrec- to reign 7 with Christ.
°Up_trtBut
if alto thegladmindto
day of our summous
come,
we must
__p_t.
hencewitha
the Lord,should
especially
daceweare
_varun_to our country, where the large number of those dear to us
a_watu.ngforas:
a dense and abundant mulfitude are longh_g for us,
w_, be_
already socure of their own hamot-ta_, ure still mllci,
a_out our *alvafioa.

4
$
e
_

Some read "breathes."
Luke xxi. ix.
Or, "secur_."
Some add, "for e_z."
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3- For it is written that the just lives by faith.' and lament, but the world shall rejoice ; and ye
If you are just, and live by faith, if you truly shall be sorrowful,but your sorrowshall be turned
believe in Christ, why, since you are about to into joy.",
Who would not desire to be withbe with Christ, and are secure of the Lord's out sadness? who would not hasten to attain to
promise, do you not embrace the assurance that joy? But when our sadness shall be turned into
you are called to Christ, and rejoice that you are joy, the Lord Himself again declares, when He
freed from the devil? Certainly Simeon, that says, "I will see you again, and your heart shall
just man, who was truly just, who kept God's rejoice ; and your joy no man shall take from
commands with a full faith, when it had been you." s Since, therefore, to see Christ is to repledged him from heaven that he should not die joice, and we cannot have joy unless when we
before he had seen the Christ, and Christ had shall see Christ' what blindness of mind or what
come an infant into the temple with His mother, folly is it to love the world's afflictions, and punacknowledged in spirit that Christ was now born, ishments, and tears, and not rather to hasten to
concerning whom it had before been foretold to the joy which can never be taken away !
him ; and when he had seen Him, he knew that
6. But, beloved brethren, this is so, because
he should soon die. Therefore, rejoicing con- faith is lacking, because no one believes that the
cerning his now approaching death, and secure things which God promises are true, although He
of his immediate summons, he received the child is true, whose word to believers is eternal and uninto his arms, and blessing the Lord, he ex- changeable. If a grave and praiseworthy man
claimed, and said, "Now lettest Thou Thy ser- should promise you anything, you would assurvant depart in peace, according to Thy word ; edly have faith in the promiser, and would not
for mine eyes have seen Thy salvation ; "' as- think that you should be cheated and deceived
suredly proving and bearing witness that the by him whom you knew to be stedfast in his
servants of God then had peace, then free, then words and his deeds. Now God is speaking
tranquil repose, when, withdrawn from these with you; and do you faithlessly waver in your
whirlwinds of the world, we attain the harbour unbelieving mind? God promises to you, on
of our home and eternal security, when having your departure from this world, immortality and
accomplished this death we come to immor- eternity ; and do you doubt? This is not to
tality. For that is our 3 peace, that our faithful know God at all ; this is to offend Christ, the
tranquilhty, that our stedfast' and abiding, and Teacher 6 of believers, with the sin of increduperpetual security,
lity ; this is for one established in the Church not
4. But for the rest, what else in the world than to have faith in the house of faith.
a battle against the devil is daily carried on, than
7- How great is the advantage of going out
a struggle against his darts and weapons in con- of the world, Christ Himself, the Teacher of our
stant conflicts? Ourwarfare is with avarice, with salvataon and of our good works, shows to us,
immodesty, with anger, with ambition ; our dlli- who, when His disciples were saddened that He
gent and toilsome wrestle with carnal vices, with said that He was soon to depart, spoke to them,
enticements of the world. The mind of man and said, "' If ye loved me, ye would surely rebesieged, and in every quarter invested with the joice because I go to the Father; "7 teaching
onsets of the devil, scarcely in each point meets thereby, and manifesting that when the dear ones
the attack, scarcely resists it. If avarice is pros- whom we love depart from the world, we should
trated, lust springs up. If lust is overcome, am- rather rejoice than grieve. Remembering which
bition takes its place. If ambition is despised, truth, the blessed Apostle Paul in his epistle lays
anger exasperates, pride puffs up, wine-bibbing it down, saying, "To me to live is Christ, and
entices, envy breaks concord, jealousy cuts friend- to die is gain ;" s counting it the greatest gain
ship; you are constrained to curse, which the l no longer to be held by the snares of this world,
divine law forbids ; you are compelled to swear, [ no longer to be liable to the sins and vices of
which is not lawful.
[ the flesh, but taken away from smarting troubles,
5- So many persecutions the soul suffers daily, ] and freed from the envenomed fangs of the devil,
with so many risks is the heart wearied, and yet _to go at the call of Christ to the joy of eternal
it delights to abide here long among the devil's / salvation.
weapons, although it should rather be our craving _ 8. But nevertheless it disturbs some that the
and wish to hasten to Christ by the aid of a quicker] power of this Disease attacks our people equally
:(1
death ; as He Himself instructs us, and says,]with the heathens, as if the Christian believe
"Verily, verily, I say unto you, That ye shall weep / for this purpose, that he might have the enjoy[merit of the world and this life free from th
_-r_
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contact of ills ; and not as one who undergoes
speakest as one of the foolish women.
If we
all adverse things here and is reserved for future have received good from the hand of the Lord,
joy. It disturbs some that this mortality is corn- why shall we not suffer evil ? In all these things
mon to us with others ; and yet what is there in which befell him, Job sinned not with his lips in
this world which is not common to us with others, the sight of the Lord." 6 Therefore the Lord
so long as this flesh of ours still remains, accord- God gives him a testimony, saying, "Hast
thou
ing to the law of our first birth, common to us considered
my servant Job? for there is none
with them ? So long as we are here in the world, like him in all the earth, a man without cornwe are associated with the human race in fleshly plaint, a true worshipper
of God." 7 And Toequality, z but are separated in spirit.
Therefore
bias, after his excellent works, after the many
until this corruptible shall put on incorruption,
and glorious illustrations of his merciful spirit,
and this mortal receive immortality,
and the having suffered the loss of his sight, fearing and
Spirit z lead us to God the Father, whatsoever blessing God in his adversity, by his very bodily
are the disadvantages
of the flesh are common affliction increased in praise ; and even him also
to us with the human race.
Thus, when the his wife tried to pervert, saying, "' Where are thy
earth is barren with an unproductive
harvest, righteousnesses?
Behold what thou sufferesti" s
famine makes no distinction ; thus, when with But he, stedfast and firm in respect of the fear
the invasion of an enemy any city is taken, cap- of God, and armed by the faith of his religion
tivity at once desolates all ; and when the serene to all endurance of suffering, yielded not to the
clouds withhold the rain, the drought is alike to temptation of his weak wife in his trouble, but
all; and when the jagged rocks rend the ship, rather deserved better from God by his greater
the shipwreck is common without exception to patience;
and afterwards
Raphael
the angel
all that sail in her; and the disease of the eyes, praises him, saying, "It is honourable
to show
and the attack of fevers, and the feebleness of forth and to confess the works of God.
For
all the limbs is common to us with others, so when thou didst pray, and Sara thy daughter-inlong as this common flesh of ours is borne by us law, I did offer the remembrance
of your prayer
in the world,
in the presence of the glory of God.
And when
9. Moreover, if the Christian know and keep thou didst bury the dead in singleness of heart,
fast under what condition and what law he has and because thou didst not delay to rise up and
believed, he will be aware that he must suffer leave thy dinner, and wentest and didst bury
more than others in the world, since he must the dead, I was sent to make proof of thee.
struggle more with the attacks of the devil. And God again hath sent me to heal thee and
Holy Scripture teaches and forewarns, saying, Sara thy daughter-in-law.
For I am Raphael,
"My son, when thou comest to the service of one of the seven holy angels, who are present,
God, stand in righteousness
and fear, and pre* and go in and out before the glory of God." 9
pare thy soul for temptation."3
And again
z t. Righteous men have ever possessed this
"In pain endure, and in thy humility have pa- endurance.
The apostles maintained this discitience ; for gold and silver is tried in the fire, pline from the law of the Lord, not to murmur
but acceptable
men in the furnace of humilia- in adversity, but to accept bravely and patiently
tion." 4
whatever things happen in the world ; since the
io. Thus Job, after the loss of his wealth, people of the Jews in this matter alwaysoffended_
after the death of his children, grievouslyaflticted,
that they constantly murmured against God, as
moreover, with sores and worms, was not over- the Lord God bears witness in the book of
come, but proved ; since in his very struggles iNumbers, saying, " Let their murmuring cease
and anguish, showing forth the patience
of a from me, and they shall not die." _o We must
religious mind, he says, "Naked came I out of not murmur in adversity, beloved brethren, but
my mother's womb, naked also I shall go under we must bear with patience and courage whatthe earth : the Lord gave, the Lord hath taken ever happens, since it is written, "The sacrifice
away; as it seemed fit to the Lord, so it hath to God is a broken spirit ; a contrite and humbeen done.
Blessed be the name of the Lord." s bled heart God does not despise j .... since also
And when his wife also urged him, in his impa- in Deuteronomy
the Holy Spirit warns by Moses,
tience at the acuteness of his pain, to speak and says, "The Lord thy God will vex thee, and
something against God with a complaining and will bring hunger upon thee ; and it shall be
envious voice, he answered and said, "Thou known in thine heart if thou hast well kept His
commandments
or no." x, And again : "The
. s ,[TheCh_
_ n_ exemt:_ed
fi_mthec_nmonlotor"humu_y:,outall.men,if theywouldlivet_lly_ wouldescapemanyevils
6 Jobil.to.
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Lord your God proveth you, that He may know know not God, that in misfortune they complain
whether ye love the Lord your God with all your and murmur, while adversity does not call us
heart, and with all your soul." x
away from the truth of virtue and faith, but
x_. Thus Abraham pleased God, who, that strengthens us by its suffering.
he might please God, did not shrink even from
14. This trial, that now the bowels, relaxed
losing his son, or from doing an act of parricide, into a constant flux, discharge the bodily strength ;
You, who cannot endure to lose your son by the that a fire originated in the marrow ferments
law and lot of mortality, what would you do ff into wounds of the fauces ; that the intestines
you were bidden to slay your son ? The fear are shaken with a continual vomiting ; that the
and faith of God ought to make you prepared eyes are on fire with the injected blood ; that in
for everything, although it should be the loss of some cases the feet or some parts of the limbs
private estate, although the constant and cruel are taken off by the contagion of diseased putreharassment of your limbs by agonizing disorders, faction ; that from the weakness arising by the
although the deadly and mournful wrench from maiming and loss of the body, either the gait is
wife, from children, from departing dear ones ; enfeebled, or the hearing is obstructed, or the
let not these things be offences to you, but bat- sight darkened ;--is
profitable as a proof of
tles : nor let them weaken nor break the Chris- faith. What a grandeur of spirit it is to struggle
tian's faith, but rather show forth his strength with all the powers of an unshaken mind against
in the struggle, since all the injury inflicted by so many onsets of devastation and death [ what
present troubles is to be despised in the assur- sublimity, to stand erect amid the desolation of
ante of future blessings.
Unless the battle has the human race, and not to lie prostrate with
preceded, there cannot be a victory : when there those who have no hope in God ; but rather to
shall have been, in the onset of battle, the vic- rejoice, 6 and to embrace the benefit of the octory, then also the crown is given to the victors, casion ; that in thus bravely showing forth our
For the helmsman + is recognised in the tempest ; faith, and by suffering endured, going forward
in the warfare the soldier is proved.
It is a wan- to Christ by the narrow way that Christ trod,
ton display when there is no danger.
Struggle we may receive the reward of His life 7 and faith
in adversity is the trial of the truth.s The tree according to HIS own judgment ! Assuredly he
which is deeply founded in its root is not moved may fear to die, who, not being regenerated of
by the onset of winds, and the ship which is water and the Spirit, is delivered over to the
compacted of solid timbers is beaten by the fires of Gehenna ; he may fear to die who is not
waves and is not shattered ; and when the thresh- enrolled in the cross and passion of Christ ; he
ing-floor brings out the corn, the strong and may fear to die, who from this death shall pass
robust grains despise the winds, while the empty over to a second death ; he may fear to die,
chaff is caxried away by the blast that falls upon whom on his departure from this world eternal
it.
flame shah torment with never-ending punisht 3. Thus, moreover, the Apostle Paul, after merits ; he may fear to die who has this aryanshipwrecks, after scourgings,
after many and tage in a lengthened delay, that in the meanwhile
grievous tortures of the flesh and body, says that his groanings and his anguish axe being posthe is not grieved, but benefited by his adversity,
poned.
in order that while he is sorely afflicted he might
t 5. Many of our people die in this mortality,
more truly be proved.
"There
was given to that is, many of our people are liberated from this
me," he says, "a thorn in the flesh, the messen- world.
This mortality, as it is a plague to Jews
ger of Satan to buffet me, that I should not be and Gentiles, and enemies of Christ, so it is a
lifted up: for which thing I besought the Lord departure to salvation to God's servants.
The
thrice, that it might depart from me ; and He fact that, without any difference made between
said unto me, My grace is sufficient for thee, for one and another, the righteous die as well as the
strength is made perfect in weakness." + When, unrighteous,
is no reason for you to suppose
therefore, weakness and inefficiency and any de- that it is a common death for the good and evil
struction seize us, then our strength is made alike. The righteous are called to their place
perfect ; then our faith, if when tried it shall of refreshing, the unrighteous are snatched away
stand fast, is crowned;
as it is written, "The
to punishment;
safety is the more speedily
furnace trieth the vessels of the potter, and the given to the faithful, penalty to the unbelieving.
trial of tribulation just men." s This, in short, ,We
are thoughtless
and ungrateful, beloved
is the difference between us and others who Ibrethren, for the divine benefits, and do not
a_knowledge what is conferred upon us. Lo,
_.
_. _.
virgins depart in peace, safe with their glory,
=._cmdi_ ¢o._¢, "d= _p'. h,dm_." ['VoLL 9+.]
s S_mtmL "otvimL" [ht t_ IZmti_mmm=. _
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and his corruptions and his brothels.
Boys virtue. Had Cain, when he offered his _
to
escape the peril of their unstable age, and in God, already slain his brother ? And yet God,
happiness attain the reward of continence and foreseeing the fratricide conceived in his mind,
innocence.
Now the delicate matron does not anticipated its condemnation.
As in that case
fear the tortures ; for she has escaped bs; a rapid the evil thought and mischievous intention were
death the fear of persecution, and the hands foreseen 2 by a foreseeing C_>d, so also in God's
and the torments of the executioner.
By the servants, among whom confession is purposed
dread of the mortality and of the time the lake- and martyrdom conceived in the mind, the inwarm are inflamed, the slack are nerved up, the tention dedicated to good is crowned by God
slothful are stimulated,
the deserters are corn- the judge.
It is one thing for the spirit to be
pelled to return, the heathens are constrained to wanting for martyrdom, and another for martyrbelieve, the ancient congregation of the faithful dora to have been wanting for the spirit. Such
is called to rest, the new and abundant army is as the Lord finds you when He calls you, such
gathered to the battle with a braver vigour, to also He judges you ; since He Himself bears
fight without fear of death when the battle shall witness, and says, "And all the churches shall
come, because it comes to the warfare in the know that I am the searcher of the reins and
time of the mortality,
heart." s For God does not ask for our blood,
x6. And further, beloved brethren, what is it, but for our faith.4 For neither Abraham, nor
what a great thing is it, how pertinent,
how Isaac, nor Jacob were slain ; and yet, being
necessary, that that pestilence and plague which honoured by the deserts of faith and rightcousseen_s horrible and deadly, searches out the ness, they deserved to be first among the patririghfeousness
of each one, and examines the archg, to whose feast is collected every one that
minds of the human race, to see whether they is found faithful, and righteous, and praiseworthy.
who are in health tend the sick ; whether relaxS. We ought to remember that we should do
tions affectionately love their kindred ; whether not our own will, but God's, in accordance with
masters pity their languishing servants;
whether what our Lord has bidden
us daily to pray.
physicians do not forsake the beseechingpatients
; How preposterous
and absurd it is, that whde
whether
the fierce suppress
their violence ; we ask that the will of God should be done, yet
whether the rapacious can quench the ever insa- ]when God calls and summons us from this world,
fiable ardour of their ragnng avarice even by the we should not at once obey the command of
fear of death ; whether the haughty bend their His will ! We struggle and resist, and after the
neck ; whether the wicked soften their boldness ; manner of froward servants we are dragged to
whether, when their dear ones perish, the rich, the presence of the Lord with sadness and grief,
even then bestow anything,, and give, when they departing hence under the bondage of necessity,
are to die without heirs.
Even although
this not with the obedience of free will ; and we wish
mortality conferred
nothing else, it has done to be honoured with heavenly rewards by Him
this benefit to Christians and to God's servants, to whom we come unwillingly.
Why, then, do
that we begin gladly to desire martyrdom as we we pray and ask that the kingdom of heaven
learn not to fear death.
These are trainings for may come, if the captivity of earth delights us?
us, not deaths : they give the mind the glory of Why with frequently repeated prayers do we enfortitude ; by contempt
of death they prepare
treat and beg that the day of His kingdom r_ay
for the crown,
hasten, if our greater desires and stronger wishes
i 7. But perchance some one may object, and are to obey the devil here, rather than to reign
say, "It is this, then, that saddens me in the with Christ?
present mortality, that I, who had been prer 9. Besides, that the indications of the divine
pared for confession, and had devoted
myself providence
may be more evidently
manifest,
to the endurance
of suffering with my whole proving that the Lord, prescient of the future,
heart and with abundant
courage, am deprived
takes counsel for the true salvation of His peoof martyrdom, in that I am anticipated by death."
pie, when one of our colleagues
and fellowIn the first place,, martyrdom
is not in your priests, wearied out with infirmity, and anxious
power, but in the condescension
of GOd ; neither about the present approach of death, prayed for
can you say that you have lost what you do not a respite to himself; there stood by him as he
know whether you would deserve to receive, prayed, and when he was now at the point of
Then, besides, God the searcher of the reins death, a youth, venerable in honour and majesty,
and heart, and the investigator "and knower of lofty in stature and shining in aspect, and on
secret things, sees you, and praises and approves whom, as he stood by him, the human glance
you; and He who sees that your virtue was
ready in you, will give you a reward for your
* or."_,,,L"
z Some add, "on the poor."

s Apoc _. _3.
4 Some oriels
our faith."

read, " does not d_:sL_ our blood, but asks
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could scarcely look with fleshly eyes, except and trust that Christ suffered for us and rose
that he who was about to depart from the world again, abiding in Christ, and through Him and
could already behold such a one.
And he, not in Him rising again, why either are we ourselves
without a certain indignation of mind and voice, unwilling to depart hence from this life, or do
rebuked him, and said, You fear to suffer, you we bewail and grieve for our friends when they
do not wish to depart; what shall I do to you ? depart as if they were lost, when Christ Himself,
It was the word of one rebuking and warning, our Lord and God, encourages us and says, "I
one who, when men are anxious about persecu- I am the resurrection and the life : he that betion, and indifferent concerning their summons, ilieveth in me, though he die, yet shall live ; and
consents not to their present desire, but consults whosoever liveth and believeth in me shall not
forthe future.
Ourdying brotherand colleague die eternally?"4
If we believe in Christ, let
heard what he _/as to say to others.
For he us have faith in His words and promises; and
who heard when he was dying, heard for the since we shall not die eternally, let us come with
very purpose that he might tell it ; he heard not a glad security unto Christ, with whom we are
for himself, but for us. For what could he, who both to conquer and to reign for ever.
was already on the eve of departure, learn for
22. That in the meantime we die, we are passhimself?
Yea, doubdess, he learnt it for us who ing over to immortality by death ; nor can eterremain, in order that, when we find the priest nal life follow, unless it should befall us to depart
who sought for delay rebuked, we might ac- from this life. That is not an ending, but a
knowledge what is beneficial for all.
transit, and, this journey of time being traversed,
_o. To myself also, the very least and last, a passage to eternity. Who would not hasten to
how often has it been revealed, how frequently better things?
Who would not crave to be
and manifestly has it been commanded by the changed and renewed s into the likeness of
condescension
of God, that I should diligently Christ, and to arrive more quickly to the dignity
bear witness and publicly declare that our breth- of heavenly glory, since Paul the apostle anren who are freed from this world by the Lord's notmces and says, "For our conversation is in
summons are not to be lamented, since we know heaven, from whence also we look for the Lord
that they axe not lost, but sent before ; ' that, Jesus Christ ; who shall change the body of our
departing from us, they precede us as travellers, ihumiliation, and conform it to the body of His
as navigators are accustomed
to do ; that they glory?" 6 Christ the Lord also promises that
should be desired, but not bewailed ; that the we shall be such, when, that we may be with
black garments should not be taken upon us Him, and that we may live with Him in eternal
here, • when they have already taken upon them mansions, and may rejoice in heavenly kingdoms,
white raiment there ; that occasion should not He prays the Father for us, saying, "Father,
I
be given to the Gentiles for them deservedly and will that they also whom Thou hast given me he
rightly to reprehend us, that we mourn for those, with me where I am, and may see the glory
who, we say, are alive with God, as if they were which Thou hast given me before the world was
extinct and lost ; and that we do not approve made." 7 He who is to attain to the throne of
with the testimony of the heart and breast the Christ, to the glory of the heavenly kingdoms,
faith which we express with speech and word. ought not to mourn nor lament, but rather, in
We are prevaricators
of our hope and faith : accordance
with the Lord's promise, in accordwhat we say appears to be simulated, feigned, ance with his faith in the truth, to rejoice in this
counterfelt.
There is no advantage
in setting his departure and translation.
forth virtue by our words, and destroying the
2 3. Thus, moreover, we find that Enoch also
truth by our deeds,
was translated, who pleased God, as in Genesis
2x. Finally, the Apostle Paul reproaches, and the Holy Scripture bears witness, and says, "And
rebukes, and blames any who are in sorrow at Enoch pleased God ; and afterwards he was not
the departure of their friends.
"I would not," found, because God translated him." s To have
says he, have you ignorant, brethren, concerning
been pleasing in the sight of God was thus to
them which are asleep, that ye sorrow not, even have merited to be translated from this contaas others which have no hope.
For if we believe gion of the world.
And moreover, also, the
that Jesus died and rose again, even so them Holy Spirit teaches by Solomon, that they who
which axe asleep in Jesus will God bring with iplease God are more early taken hence, and are
Him." s He says that those have sorrow in the more quickly set free, lest while they are delay.
departure
of their friends who have no hope. ing longer in this world they should be polluteO
But we who live in hope, and believe in God,
Z [Sciamusucm_samitti_dpt_mittL
Cunt.ntcmminourday,]
tlThe ¢,lmuh d black whlch m.e still ¢m_mna_ ia atlhcuoa are
aot a_xndin8 to the falth_ in C_'s
idea. Lei_t_St.P_r,

4 ._o]mxL aS.
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!
with the contagions
of the world.
"He was
taken away," says he, "lest wickedness
should
change his understanding.
For his soul was
pleasing to God ; wherefore hasted He to take
him away from the midst of wickedness.",
So
also in the Psalms, the soul that is devoted to its
God in spiritual faith hastens to the Lord, saying, "How amiable are thy dwellings, 0 God of
hosts ! My soul longeth, and hasteth unto the
courts of God. ''2
24. It is for him to wish to remain long in the
world whom the world delights, whom this life,
flattering and deceiving, invites by the enticements of earthly pleasure.
Again, since the
world hates the Christian, why do you love that
which hates you? and why do you not rather
follow Christ, who both redeemed you and loves
you ? John in his epistle cries and says, exhorting that we should not follow carnal desires and
love the world.
"Love not the world," says he,
"neither the things which are in the world.
If
any man love the world, the love of the Father
is not in him. For all that is in the world is the
lust of the flesh, and the lust of the eyes, and
the pride of life, which is not of the Father, but
of the lust of the world.
And the world shall
pass away, and the lust thereof; but he who
doeth the will of God abideth for ever, even
as God abideth
for ever." 3 Rather, beloved
brethren, with a sound mind, with a firm faith,
with a robust virtue, let us be prepared for the
whole will of God : laying aside the fear of
death, let us think on the immortality which
follows.
By this let us show ourselves to be
what we believe, that we do not grieve over the
departure of those dear to us, and that when
the day of our summons shall arrive, we come
without delay and without resistance to the Lord
when He Himself calls us.
2 5 . And this, as it ought always to be done
by God's servants, much more ought to be done
now--now
that the world is collapsing and is
oppressed with the tempests of mischievous ills ;
in order that we who see that terrible, things
have begun, and know that still more terrible
things are imminent, may regard it as the greatest advantage
to depart from it as quickly as
possible.
If in your dwelling the walls were
shaking with age, the roofs above you were trembling, and the house, now worn out and wearied,
were threatening
an immediate destruction
to
its structure crumbling with age, would you not
with all speed depart?
If, when you were on
a voyage, an angry and raging tempest, by the
waves violently aroused,
foretold the coming
x Will. iv. tl.
2 p$. lxxrav, t.
s z John ii. zS.

shipwreck, would you not quickly seek the hatbour?
Lo, the world is changing and passing
away, and witnesses to its ruin not now by its
age, but by the end of things.
And do you not
gave God thanks, do you not congratulate yourself, that by an earlier departure you are taken
away, and delivered from the shipwrecks and
disasters that are imminent ?
26. We should consider, dearly beloved brethren--we
should ever and anon reflect that we
have renounced the world, and are in the meantime living here as guests and strangers.
Let us
greet the day which assigns each of us to his
own home, which snatches us hence, and sets us
free from the snares of the world, and restores
us to paradise and the 4 kingdom.
Who that has
been placed in foreign lands would not hasten
to return to his own country ? Who that is
hastening
to return to his friends would not
eagerly desire a prosperous gale, that he might
the soonel embrace those dear to him?
We
regard paradise as our country--we
already
begin to consider the patriarchs as our parents :
why do we not hasten and run, that we may behold our country, that we may greet our parents ?
There a great number of our dear ones is awaitmg us, and a dense crowd of parents, brothers,
children, is longing for us, already assured of
their own safety, and still solicitous for our salvation.
To attain to their presence and their
embrace, what a gladness both for them and for
us in common ! What a pleasure is there in the
heavenly kingdom, without fear of death;
and
how lofty and perpetual a happiness with eternity
of living ! There the glorious company of the
apostles S-- there the host of the rejoicing prophets--there
the innumerable
multitude of martyrs, crowned for the victory of their struggle
and passion--there
the triumphant virgins, who
subdued the lust of the flesh and of the body by
the strength
of their continency--there
are
merciful men rewarded,
who by feeding and
helping the poor have done the works of righteousness -- who, keeping the Lord's precepts,
have transferred their earthly patrimonies to the
heavenly treasuries.
To these, beloved brethren,
let us hasten with an eager desire ; let us crave
quickly to be with them, and quickly to come to
Christ.
May God behold this our eager desire ;
may the Lord Christ look upon this purpose of
our mind and faith, He who will give the larger
rewards of His glory to those whose desires in
respect of Himself were greater!
4 Some have "heavenly. =
s [A prelude to the Te Dewm, and very pos_oly from a Western
hymn: -Apostolorum glorimu$ chorus;
Prophetarum exultantlum numerus_
Martyram innumembi_ popul_, l
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TREATISE
VIII. z
ON WORKS AND ALMS.

so by'aimsgiving and works of righteousness the
flame of sins is subdued.
And because in baptism remission of sins is granted once for all,
ARGUMENT. m HE POWERFULLY
EXHORTS
TO THE constant and ceaseless labour, following the likemCmrmTAT_OS OF F_aTH BY WORKS,AND Z_- ness of baptism, once again bestows the mercy
FORCZS THE WISDOM Or o_a_auNos TO T[t_ of God.
The Lord teaches this also in the
CHURCH A_*D or BoulvrY TO THE POOR AS Gospel.
For when the disciples were pointed
THE BraT _mrr
or A CHRISTIAN'SESTATE. out, as eating and not first washing their hands,
THIS HE PROVESOUT OF MANYSCRIPTURES.
He replied and said, "He that made that which
z. Many and great, beloved brethren, are the is within, made also that which is without.
But
divine benefits wherewith the large and abundant
give alms, and behold all things are clean unto
mercy of God the Father and Christ both has you ; "s teaching hereby and showing, that not
laboured and is always labouring for our salva- the hands are to be washed, but the heart, and
lion : that the Father sent the Son to preserve that the foulness from inside is to be done away
us and give us life, in order that He might re- rather than that from outside ; but that he who
store us; and that the Son was wiUing 2 to be shall have cleansed what is within has cleansed
sent and to become the Son of man, that He also that which is without ; and that if the mind
might make us sons of God ; humbled Himself, is cleansed, a man has begun to be clean also in
that He might raise up the people who before skin and body. Further, admonishing, and showwere prostrate ; was wounded
that He might ing whence we may be clean and purged, He
hem our wounds ; served, that He might draw added that aims must be given.
He who is pillout to liberty those who were in bondage ; ful teaches and warns us that pity must be shown ;
underwent death, that He might set forth im- and because He seeks to save those whom at a
mortality to mortals.
These are many and great great cost He has redeemed, He teaches that
boons of divine compassion.
But, moreover, those who, after the grace of baptism, have bewhat is that providence, and howgreat the clem- come foul, may once more be cleansed.
ency, that by a plan of salvation it is provided
3. Let us then acknowledge, beloved brethren,
for us, that more abundant care should be taken the wholesome gift of the divine mercy ; and let
for preserving man after he is already redeemed ! us, who cannot be without some wound of conFor when the Lord at His advent had cured science, heal our wounds by the spiritual remedies
those wounds which Adam had borne,3 and bad for the cleansing and purging of our sins.
Nor
healed the old poisons of the serpent, 4 He gave let any one so flatter himself with the notion of
a law to the sound man, and bade him sin no a pure and immaculate heart, as, in dependence
more, lest a worse thing should befall the sinner, on his own innocence, to think that the medicine
We had been limited and shut up into a narrow needs not to be applied to his wounds ; since it
space by the commandment of innocence.
Nor is written, "Who shall boast that he hath a clean
would the infirmity and weakness of human heart, or who shall boast that he is pure from
frailty have any resource, unless the divine mercy, sins ? "9 And again, in his epistle, John lays it
coming once more in aid, should open some way down, and says, "If we say that we have no sin,
of securing salvation by pointing out works of we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in
us.,, 1o But if no one can be w_thout sin, and
justice and mercy, so that by almsgiving we may
wash away whatever foulness we subsequently !wh°ever should say that he is without fault is
either proud or foolish, how needful, how kind
contracLs
z. The Holy Spirit speaks in the sacred Scrip- is
which, knowing
are the
still divine
found mercy,
some wounds
in those that
that there
have
lures, and says, "By aimsgiving and faith sins
are purged.
Not assuredly those sins which been healed, even after their healing, has given
had been previously contracted,
for those are! wh°lesome remedies for the curing and healing
purged by the blood and sanctification of Christ. of their wounds anew !
Moreover, He says again, "As water extinguisheth
4. Finally, beloved brethren, the divine adfire, so aimsgiving quencheth
sin." 7 Here also monition in the Scriptures, as well old as new,
it is shown and proved, that as in the laver of has never failed, has never been silent in urging
saving water the fire of Gehenna is extinguished,
God's people always and everywhere to works
of mercy ; and in the strain and exhortation of
tt A[Umbe_
_.
i,
O,do,dca,
and_,_i_,_t
toAD
_.]
the Holy Spirit, every one who is instructed into
slight and scarcely
notictmble _
occurs
here in the
O_o,d t_t, wh_ _d. _,"ta_t_
So,_ _
..a the hope of the heavenly kingdom is cornwilledtobecalledtheSonOfman."
s4 ,,P°ttaverat
_.
"had brouOt" (Oxf.transl.).
I] s Luke xi 4 t .
Poismm of the old serlm13t."
s [TlmbeautyofCyprian'sexordimmnd]__tlm_prov_tlmtJ 9 Provxx, 9.
.
.
bewtmatr_ mator.-oGremmtdtmmifoIdj'
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manded to give alms.
God commands and and mischiefs which he had seen, and which he
prescribes to Isaiah:
"Cry," says He, "with
might have escaped and avoided had he restrength, and spare not. Lift up thy voice as a deemed his sins by almsgiving.
Raphael the
trumpet, and declare to my people their trans- angel also witnesses the like, and exhorts that
gressions, and to the house of Jacob their sins."* alms should be freely and liberally bestowed,
And when He had commanded their sins to be saying, "Prayer is good, with fasting and alms ;
charged upon them, and with the full force of because alms doth deliver from death, and it
His indignation had set forth their iniquities, purgeth away sins."s
He shows that our prayers
and had said, that not even though they should and lastings are of less avail, unless they are
use supplications,
and prayers, and fastings, aided by almsgiving; that entreaties alone are
should they be able to make atonement for their of little force to obtain what they seek, unless
sins ; nor, if they were clothed in sackcloth and they be made sufficient9 by the addition of deeds
ashes, be able to soften God's anger, yet in the and good works. The angel reveals, and manilast part showing that God can be appeased by rests, and certifies that our petitions become
almsgiving alone, he added, saying, "Break thy efficacious by almsgiving, that life is redeemed
bread to the hungry, and bring the poor that are from dangers by almsgiving, that souls are delivwithout a home into thy house.
If thou seest ered from death by almsgiving.
the naked, clothe him ; and despise not the
6. Neither, beloved brethren, are we so bringhousehold of thine own seed. Then shall thy ing forward these things, as that we should not
light break forth in season, and thy garments prove what Raphael the angel said, by the testishall arise speedily ; and righteousness shall go mony of the truth. In the Acts of the Apostles
before thee, and the glory of God shall surround the faith of the fact is established ; and that souls
thee.
Then shalt thou cry, and God shall hear are delivered by almsgiving not only from the
thee ; whilst yet thou art speaking, He shall say, second, but from the first death, is discovered
Here I am." 2
by the evidence of a matter accomplished
and
5. The remedies for propitiating God are given completed.
When Tabitha, being greatly given
in the words of God Himself;
the divine in-to
good works and to bestowing alms, fell sick
structions have taught what sinners ought to do, ! and died, Peter was summoned to her lifeless
that by works of righteousness God is satisfied, body ; and when he, with apostolic humanity,
that w_th the deserts of mercy sins are cleansed, had come in haste, there stood around him widows
And in Solomon we read, "Shut up alms in the weeping and entreating, showing the cloaks, and
heart of the poor, and these shall intercede for coats, and all the garments which they had prethee from all evil."s
And again : "Whoso stop- viously received, and praying for the deceased
peth his ears that he may not hear the weak, he not by their words, but by her own deeds.
Peter
also shall call upon God, and there will be none felt that what was asked in such a way might
to hear him." 4 For he shall not be able to be obtained, and that Christ's aid would not be
deserve the mercy of the Lord, who himself wanting to the petitioners, since He Himself was
shall not have been merciful ; nor shall he ob- clothed in the clothing of the widows. When,
tain aught from the divine pity in his prayers, therefore, falling on his knees, he had prayed,
who shall not have been humane towards the and--fit
advocate for the widows and poorm
poor man's prayer.
And this also the Holy had brought to the Lord the prayers entrusted
Spirit declares in the Psalms, and proves, say- to him, turning to the body, which was now lying
ing, "Blessed is he that considereth of the poor washed on the bier, z° he said, "Tabitha, in the
and needy;
the Lord will deliver him in the name of Jesus Christ, arise l....
Nor did He
evil day." s Remembering which precepts, Dan- fail to bring aid to Peter, who had said in the
iel, when king Nebuchodonosor
was in anxiety, Gospel, that whatever should be asked in His
being frightened by an adverse dream, gave him, name should be given. Therefore death is susfor the turning away of evils, a remedy to o1> pended, and the spirit is restored, and, to the
tain the divine help, saying, "Wherefore,
O marvel and astonishment of all, the revived body
king, let my counsel be acceptable to thee ; and is quickened into this worldly light once more ;
redeem thy sins by almsgivings, and thine un- so effectual were the merits of mercy, so much
righteousness by mercies to the poor, and God did righteous works avail ! She who had conwill be patient 6 to thy sins."r
And a.s the king ferred upon suffering widows the help needful
did not obey him, he underwent the misfortunes to live, deserved to be recalled to life by the
widows' petition.
_. l_ili,
I_.,. z7"9.
7. Therefore in the Gospel, the Lord, the
a' I_.
s Eeelus. x._. zg.
'* _tov. xxi. z3.
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Teacher of our life and Master of eternal salva- barren ones, saying, "If ye have not been faithtion, quickening the assembly of believers, and ful in the unrighteous mammon, who will commit
providing for them for ever when quickened, to you that which is true ? And if ye have not
among His divine commands and precepts of been faithful in that which is another man's, who
heaven, commands and prescribes nothing more shall give you that which is your own?" 7
frequently than that we should devote ourselves
9. If you dread and fear, lest, if you begin to
to almsgiving, and not depend on earthly IX)S- act thus abundantly, your patrimony being exsessions, but rather lay up heavenly treasures. !hausted with your liberal dealing, you may per"Sell," says He, "your goods, and give alms."' chance be reduced to poverty ; be of good
And again : "Lay not up for yourselves treasures courage in this respect, be free from care : that
upon the earth, where moth and rust do corrupt, cannot be exhausted whence the service of Christ
and where thieves break through and steal. But is supplied, whence the heavenly work is celelay up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where brated. Neither do I vouch for this on my
neither moth nor rust doth corrupt, and where own authority ; but I promise it on the faith of
thieves do not break through nor steal. For the Holy Scriptures, and on the authority of the
where thy treasure is, there will thy heart be divine promise. The Holy Spirit speaks by
also." * And when He wished to set forth a man Solomon, and says, "He that giveth unto the
perfect and complete by the observation of the poor shall never lack, but he that turneth away
law,_ He said, "If thou wilt be perfect, go and his eye shall be in great poverty ;" s showing
sell that thou hast, and give to the poor, and that the merciful and those who do good works
thou shalt have treasure in heaven ; and come cannot want, but rather that the sparing and
and follow me."* Moreover, in another place barren hereafter come to want. Moreover, the
He says that a merchant of the heavenly grace, blessed Apostle Paul, full of the grace of the
and a gainer of eternal salvation, ought to put- Lord's inspiration, says : "He that ministereth
chase the precious pearl--that is, eternal life m seed to the sower, shall both minister bread for
at the price of the blood of Christ, from the _'our food, and shall multiply your seed sown,
amount of his patrimony, parting with all his and shall increase the growth of the fruits of
wealth for it. He says : "The kingdom of your righteousness, that in all things ye may be
heaven is like unto a merchantman seeking enriched."9 And again: "The administration
goodly pearls. And when he found a precious of this service shall not only supply the wants of
pearl, he went away and sold all that he had, the saints, but shall be abundant also by many
and bought it." s
thanksgivings unto God;" '° because,while thanks
8. In fine, He calls those the children of axe directed to God for our almsgivings and laAbraham whom He sees to be laborious in aid- bouts, by the prayer of the poor, the wealth of
ing and nourishing the poor. For when Zac- the doer is increased by the retribution of God.
ch_eus said, "Behold, the half of my goods I And the Lord in the Gospel, already considergive to the poor ; and if I have done any wrong ing the hearts of men of this kind, and with preto any man, I restore fourfold," Jesus answered scient voice denouncing faithless and unbelieving
and said, "That salvation has this day come to men, bears witness, and says : "Take no thought,
this house, for that he also is a son of Abra- saying, What shall we eat ? or, What shall we
ham. ''6 For if Abraham believed in God, and drink? or, Wherewithal shall we be clothed?
it was counted unto him for righteousness, cer- For for these things the Gentiles seek. And
talnly he who gives alms according to God's your Father knoweth that ye have need of all
precept believes in God, and he who has the these things. Seek first the kingdom of God,
truth of faith maintains the fear of God ; more- and His righteousness ; and all these things shall
over, he who maintains the fear of God considers be added unto you." ', He says that all these
God in showing mercy to the poor. For he things shall be added and given to them who
labours thus because he believes D because he seek the kingdom and righteousness of God.
knows that what is foretold by God's word is For the Lord says, that when the day of judgtrue, and that the Holy Scripture cannot lieu ment shall come, those who have laboured in
that unfruitful trees, that is, unproductive men, His Church are admitted to receive the kingdom.
are cut off and cast into the fire, but that the
zo. You are afraid lest perchance your estate
merciful are called into the kingdom. He also, should fail, ff you begin to act liberally from it;
in another place, calls laborious and fruitful men and you do not know, miserable man that you
faithful; but He denies faith to unfruitful and are, that while you are fearing lest your family
• Lug,xi_33.
property should fail you, life itself, and salvation,
"When H'_ would d_w to one who had obom'ved the law how
_ 4b_M
and fmished" (Oxl. trLnsL).
Matt. pe_e_
xlx. _,x.
S Maul. xiiL 43,46.
• Lakexix. 8,9.
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are falling ; and whilst you are anxious lest any warned us to make to ourselves friends of our
of your wealth should be diminished, you do not earthly lucre by provident good works, who
see that you yourself are being diminished, in might afterwards receive us into eternal dwellthat you are a lover of mammon more than of rags, the Scripture added after this, and said,
your own soul ; and while you fear, lest for the "But the Pharisees heard all these things, who
sake of yourself, you should lose your patrimony, were very covetous, and they derided Him." s
you yourself are perishing for the sake of your Some suchlike we see now in the Church, whose
patrimony. And therefore the apostle well ex- closed ears and darkened hearts admit no ligl_t
claims, and says : "We brought nothing into this from spiritual and saving warnings, of whom we
world, neither indeed can we carry anything out. need not wonder that they contemn the servant
Therefore, having food and clothing, let us there- in his discourses, when we see the Lord Himself
with be content. For they who will be rich fall despised by such.
into temptation and a snare, and into many and
13. Wherefore do you applaud yourself in
hurtful desires, which drown a man in perdition those vain and silly conceits, as if you were withand in destruction.
For covetousness is a root held from good works by fear and solicitude for
of all evils, which some desiring, have made ship- the future ? Why do you lay out before you
wreck from the faith, and pierced themselves!certain shadows and omens of a vain excuse?
through with many sorrows.''_
Yea, confess what is the truth ; and since you
i x. Are you afraid that your patrimony per- cannot deceive those who know,6 utter forth the
chance may fall short, if you should begin to do secret and hidden things of your mind. The
liberally from it? Yet when has it ever hap- gloom of barrenness has besieged your mind;
pened that resources 2 could fail the righteous and while the light of truth has departed thence,
man, since it is written, "The Lord will not slay the deep and profound darkness of avarice has
with famine the righteous soul?" 3 Elias in the blinded your carnal heart. You are the captive
desert Is fed by the ministry of ravens ; and a and slave of your money ; you are bound with
meal from heaven is made ready for Daniel in the chains and bonds of covetousness ; and you
the den, when shut up by the king's command whom Christ had once loosed, are once more in
for a prey to the lions: and you are afraid that chains. You keep your money, which, when
food should be wanting to you, labouring and kept, does not keep you: You heap up a patdeserving well of the Lord, although He Himself rimony which burdens you s with its weight;
in the Gospel bears witness, for the rebuke of and you do not remember what God answered
those whose mind is doubtful and faith small, to the rich man, who boasted with a foolish exand says : "Behold the fowls of heaven, that ultation of the abundance of his exuberant hatthey sow not, nor reap, nor gather into barns ; vest : "Thou fool," said He, "this night thy
and your heavenly Father feedeth them : are soul is required of thee ; then whose shall those
you not of more value than they?" 4 God feeds things be which thou hast provided ?" 0 Why
the fowls, and daily food is afforded to the spar- do you watch in loneliness over your riches?
rows; and to creatures which have no sense of why for your punishment do you heap up the
things divine there is no want of drink or food. burden of your patrimony, that, in proportion
Thinkest thou that to a Christian R thinkest as you are rich in this world, you may become
thou that to a servant of the Lord-- thinkest thou poor to God ? Divide your returns with the
that to one given up to good works m thinkest Lord your God ; share your gains with Christ ;
thou that to one that is dear to his Lord, any- make Christ a partner with you in your earthly
thing will be wanting ?
possessions, that He also may make you a fellowt2. Unless you imagine that he who feeds heir with Him in His heavenly kingdom.
Christ is not himself fed by Christ, or that
x4. You are mistaken, and are deceived, whoearthly things will be wanting to those to whom soever you are, that think yourself rich in this
heavenly and divine things are given, whence world. Listen to the voice of your Lord in the
this unbelieving thought, whence this impious Apocalypse, rebuking men of your stamp with
and sacrilegious consideration? What does a righteous reproaches: "Thou sayest," says He,
faithless heart do in the home of faith ? Why "I am rich, and increased with goods, and have
is he who does not altogether trust in Christ need of nothing; and knowest not that thou art
named and called a Christian? The name of wretched, and miserable, and poor, and blind,
Pharisee is more fitting for you. For when in and naked. I counsel thee to buy of me gold
the Gospel the Lord was discoursing concerning almsgiving,
and faithfully
and wholesomely sLukex_.x.
6 . Him who _
h," OxfM _ranslatzon.
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tried in the fire, that thou mayest be rich ; and that their labours are given to God, and that
white raiment, that thou mayest be clothed, and whoever performs them deserves well of the
that the shame ofthy nakedness maynot appear Lord, Christ calls this" the offerings of God,"
in thee ; and anoint thine eyes with eye-salve, and intimates that the widow has cast in two
that thou mayest see."'
You therefore, who farthings into the offerings of God, that it may
are rich and wealthy, buy for yourself of Christ be more abundantly evident that he who hath
gold tried by fire ; that you may be pure gold, pity on the poor lendeth to God.
with your filth burnt out as if by fire, if you are
i6. But neither let the consideration, dearest
purged by almsgiving and righteous works. Buy brethren, restrain and recall the Christian from
for yourself white raiment, that you who had good and righteous works, that any one should
been naked according to Adam, and were before fancy that he could be excused for the benefit
frightful and unseemly, may be clothed with the of his cl_ildren; since in spiritual expenditure
white garment of Christ. And you who axe a we ought to think of Christ, who has declared
wealthy and rich matron in Christ's Church/ that He receives them; and not prefer our felanoint your eyes, not with the collyrium of the low-servants, but the Lord, to our children, since
devil,s but with Christ's eye-s_lve, that you may He Himself instructs and warns us, saying, "He
be able to attain to see God, by deserving well that loveth father or mother more than me is
of God, both by good works and character,
not worthy of me, and he that loveth son or
x5. But you who are such as this, cannot daughter more than me is not worthy of me. ''7
labour in the Church. For your eyes, overcast Also in Deuteronomy, for the strengthening of
with the gloom of blackness, and shadowed in faith and the love of God, similar things are
night, do not see the needy and poor. You are written : "Who say," he saith, "unto their father
wealthy and rich, and do you think that you or mother, I have not known thee; neither did
celebrate the Lord's Supper, not at all consid- they acknowledge their children, these have obering the offering,4 who come to the Lord's served Thy words, and kept Thy covenant." s
Supper without a sacrifice, and yet take part of For if we love God with our whole heart, we
the sacrifice which the poor man has offered? ought not to prefer either our parents or chilConsider in the Gospel the widow that remem- dren to God. And this also John lays down in
bered the heavenly precepts, doing good even his epistle, that the love of God is not in them
amidst the difficulties and straits of poverty, whom we see unwilling to labour for the poor.
casting two mites, which were all that she had, "Whoso," says he, "hath this world's goods,
into the treasury ; whom when the I_rd observed and seeth his brother have need, and shutteth
and saw, regarding her work not for its abun- up his bowels from him, how dweUeth the love
dance, but for its intention, and considering not of God in him ? "9 For if by almsgiving to the
how much, but from how much, she had given, poor we are lending to God m and when it is
He answered and said, "Verily I say unto you, given to the least it ]s given to Christ-- there
that that widow hath cast in more than they all is no ground for any one preferring earthly things
into the offerings of God. For all these have, to heavenly, nor for considering human things
of that which they had in abundance, cast in before divine.
unto the offerings of God ; but she of her penury
z 7. Thus that widow in the third book of
hath cast in all the living that she had."s Kings, when in the drought and famine, having
Greatly blessed and glorious woman, who even consumed everything, she had made of the little
before the day of judgment hast merited to be meal and oil which was left, a cake upon the
praised by the voice of the Judge I Let the ashes, and, having used this, was about to die
rich be ashamed of their barrenness and un- with her children, Elias came and asked that
belief. The widow, the widow needy in means,e something should first be given him to eat, and
is found rich in works• And although every- then of what remained that she and her children
thing that is given is conferred upon widows and should eat. Nor did she hesitate to obey; nor
orphans, she gives, whom it behoved to receive, did the mother prefer her children to Elias in
that we may know thence what punishment her hunger and poverty. Yea, there is done in
awaits the barren rich man, when by this very God's sight a thing that pleases God : promptly
instance even the poor ought to labour in good and liberally is presented what is asked for.
works. And in order that we may understand Neither is it a portion out of abundance, but the
whole out of a little, that is given, and another
z Rev. iii. _?, zS•
•_
_
"i, chair',Chu_h,"amo_=d = a fewm. is fed before her hungry children ; nor in penury
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theflesh
iscontemned,
thesoulaccording
tothe x9. Neither
shouldyou thinkthathe isfather
spirit
ispreserved.
Therefore
Elias,
beingthe toyourchildren
who isbothchangeable
and intypeof Christ,
and showingthataccording
to firm,but you shouldobtainHim who is the
His mercy He returns
to each theirreward,eternal
and unchanging
Fatherof spiritual
chilansweredand said: "Thus saith
theLord,The drcn. Assignto Him yourwealthwhich you
vessel
of meal shall
not fail,
and thecruseof aresavingup foryourheirs.Let Him be the
oilshall
not be diminished,
until
theday thatguardianforyourchildren
; letHim be their
theLord giveth
rainupontheearth.",Accord-trustee;
letHim be theirprotector,
by His
ingto her faith
in the divinepromise,thosedivine
majesty,
against
allworldly
injuries.
The
thingswhich she gave were multiplied
and state
neither
takes
awaytheproperty
entrusted
to
heapedup to thewidow; and her righteous
God,nordoestheexchequer
intrude
on it,
nor
worksand deserts
of mercy takingaugmenta-doesany forensic
calumnyoverthrow
it.That
tions
and increase,
thevessels
of meal and oilinheritance
isplacedin security
whichiskept
were filled..
Nor did the mothertake away underthe guardianship
of God.* This is to
from herchildren
what shegave to Elias,
but provideforone'sdearpledgesforthecoming
rather
sheconferred
upon herchildren
whatshe time; this
iswithpaternal
affection
totakecare
didkindlyand piously.*
And she did notas forone'sfuture
heirs,
according
to thefaith
of
yetknow Christ
; she had not yetheard His theHoly Scripture,
whichsays: "I havebccn
precepts;
shedidnot,asredeemedby Hiscrossyoung,and now am old; yethave I not seen
andpassion,
repaymeatanddrinkforHisblood,the righteous
forsaken,
nor hisseed wanting
So thatfrom thisitmay appearhow much he bread. Allthe day longhe ismerciful,
and
sins
in theChurch,who,preferring
himself
and lendcth
;sandhisseedisblessed."
6 And again:
hischildren
to Christ,
preserves
hiswealth,
and "'Hc who walketh
without
reproach
inhisintegdoes not sharean abundantestatewith the rityshallleaveblessedchildrenafterhim."7
poverty
of theneedy.
Therefore
youarcan unfair
andtraitorous
father,
x8.Moreover,
also,
(yousay)there
arcmany unlessyou faithfully
consult
foryourchildren,
children
at home; and the multitude
of your unlessyou look forwardto preserve
them in
children
checksyou from givingyourself
freely
rehgionand trucpiety.You who are careful
togoodworks. And yeton thisveryaccountratherfortheir
earthly
thanfortheirheavenly
you oughtto labourthe more,forthe reasonestate,
rather
to commend yourchildren
to the
thatyouarethefather
ofmany pledges.There devil
thantoChrist,
aresinning
twice,
andallowarethemore forwhom you must beseechthe inga doubleand twofoldcrime,both in not
Lord. The sinsof many havetobe redeemed,providing
foryourchildren
theaidof GOd their
the consciences of many to be cleansed, the Father, and in teaching your children to love
souls of many to be liberated. As in this worldly their property more than Christ.
life, in the nourishment and bringing up of chil2o. Be rather such a father to your children as
dren, the larger the number the greater also is was Tobias. Give useful and saving precepts to
the expense ; so also in the spiritual and heav- your pledges, such as he gave to his son ; comenly life, the larger the number of children you mand your children what he also commanded
have, the greater ought to be the outlay of your his son, saying : "And now, my son, I command
labours. Thus also Job offered numerous sacri- thee, serve GOd in truth, and do before Him
rices on behalf of his children ; and as large as that which pleaseth Him ; and command thy
was the number of the pledges in his home, so sons, that they exercise righteousness and alms,
large also was the number of victims given to and be mindful of God, and bless His name alGod. And since there cannot daily fail to be ways." s And again : "'All the days of thy life,
sins committed in the sight of God, there wanted most dear son, have God in your mind, and be
not daily sacrifices wherewith the sins might be not willing to transgress His commandments.
cleansed away. The Holy Scripture proves this, Do righteousness all the days of thy life, and be
saying : ,, Job, a true and righteous man, had not willing to walk in the way of iniquity; beseven sons and three daughters, and cleansed cause if thou deal truly, there will be respect of
them, offering for them victims to God accord- thy works. Give alms of thy substance, and
ing to the number of them, and for their sins turn not away thy face from any poor man. So
one calf."* If, then, you truly love your children, if you show to them the full and paternal
• [- Theho_
bepm_d
never _
will d_,_.
y_
. _d
sweetness
of love,you ought to be the more
Wh_ffi
th_
_h_daye_ismmoma
stud
_,td,
by_"
charitable, that by your righteous works you may _ mo_ I copied
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shall it be, that neither shall the face of God be
turned away from thee. As thou hast, my son,
so do. If thy substance is abundant, give alms
of it the more. If thou hast httle, communicate
of that little. And fear not when thou doest
alms ; for thou layest up a good reward for thyself against the day of necessity, because that
alms do deliver from death, and suffereth not to
come into Gehenna. Alms is a good gift to all
that give it, in the sight of the most high God."'
2 x. What sort of gift is it, beloved brethren,
whose setting forth is celebrated in the sight of
God ? If, in a gift of the Gentiles, it seems a
great and glorious thing to have proconsuls or
emperors present, and the preparation and display is the greater among the givers, in order
that they may please the higher classes ; how
much more illustrious and greater is the glory
to have God and Christ as the spectators of the
gift ! How much more sumptuous the preparation and more liberal the expense to be set forth
in that case, when the powers of heaven assembte to the spectacle, when all the angels come
together : where it is not a four-horsed chariot
or a consulship that is sought for the giver, but
life eternal is bestowed ; nor is the empty and
fleeting favour of the rabble grasped at, but the
perpetual reward of the kingdom of heaven is
received!
22. And that the indolent and the barren, and
those, who by their covetousness for money do
nothing in respect of the fruit of their salvation,
may be the more ashamed, and that the blush
of dishonour and disgrace may the more strike
upon their sordid conscience, let each one place
before his eyes the devil with his servants, that
is, with the people of perdition and death,
springing forth into the midst, and provoking
the people of Christ with the trial of comparison
m Christ Himself being present, and judging-in these words : "I, for those whom thou seest
with me, neither received buffets, nor bore
scourgings, nor endured the cross, nor shed my
blood, nor redeemed my family at the price of
my suffering and blood ; but neither do I promise them a celestial kingdom, nor do I recall
them to paradise, having again restored to them
immortality. But they prepare for me gifts how
precious! how large! with how excessive and
tedious a labour procured ! and that, with the
most sumptuous devices, either pledging or sening their means in the procuring of the gift!
and, unless a competent manifestation followed,
they are cast out with scoffmgs and hissings, and
by the popular fury sometimes they are almost
stoned ! Show, 0 Christ, such givers as these
of Thine _--those rich men, those men affluent
s Tob. _. S-u.
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with abounding wealth--whether in the Church
wherein Thou presidest and beholdest, they set
forth a gift of that kind,- having pledged or
scattered their riches, )'ca, having transferred
them, by the change of their possessions for the
better, into heavenly treasures ! In those spectacles of mine, perishing and earthly as they are,
no one is fed, no one is clothed, no one is susmined by the comfort either of any meat or
drink. All things, between the madness of the
exhibitor and the mistake of the spectator, are
perishing in a prodigal and foolish vanity of
deceiwng pleasures. There, in Thy poor, Thou
art clothed and fed ; Thou promisest eternal life
to those who labour for Thee ; and scarcely are
Thy people made equal to mine that perish, although they are honoured by Thee with divine
wages and heavenly rewards.
23. What do we reply to these things, dearest
brethren ? With what reason do we defend the
minds of rich men, overwhelmed with a profane
barrenness and a kind of night of gloom ? With
what excuse do we acquit them, seeing that we
are less than the devil's servants, so as not even
moderately to repay Christ for the price of His
passion and blood? He has given us precepts ;
what His servants ought to do He has instructed
us _ promising a reward to those that are charitable, and threatening punishment to the unfruitful. He has set forth His sentence. He
has before announced what He shall judge.
What can be the excuse for the laggard ? what
the defence for the unfruitful? But when the
servant does not do what is commanded, the
Lord will do what He threatens, seeing that He
says : "When the Son of man shall come in His
glory, and all the angels with Him, then shall
He sit in the throne of His glory : and before
Him shall be gathered all nations ; and He shall
separate them one from another, as a shepherd
divideth his sheep from the goats : and He shall
set the sheep on His right hand, but the goats
on the left. Then shall the King say unto them
that shall be on His right hand, Come, ye blessed
of my Father, receive the kingdom that is prepared for you from the foundation of the world,
For I was an hungered, and ye gave me to eat:
I was thirsty, and )re gave me to drink : I was
a stranger, and ye took me in: naked, and ye
clothed me : I was sick, and )re visited me : I
was in prison, and )re came to me. Then shall
the righteous answer Him, saying, Lord, when
saw we Thee an hungered, and fed Thee ? thksty,
and gave Thee drink? When saw we Thee a
stranger, and took Thee in ? naked, and clothed
Thee ? Or when saw we Thee sick, and in prison,
and came unto Thee? Then shall the King
answer and say unto them, Verily I say unto you,
Insomuch as you did it to one of the least ot
these my brethren, ye did it unto me. Then
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shall He say also unto those that shall be at His ceive the fruits of an eternal possession, and
left hand, Depart from me, ye cursed, into ever- there prepared homes where they might begin
lasting fire, which my Father hath prepared for an eternal habitation.
Such, then, was the
the devil and his angels. For I was an hun- abundance in labours, as was the agreement in
gered, and ye gave me not to eat : I was thirsty, love, as we read in the Acts of the Apostles :
and ye gave me not to drink : I was a stranger, "And the multitude of them that believed acted
and ye took me not in : naked, and ye clothed with one heart and one soul ; neither was there
me not : sick, and in prison, and ye visited me any distinction among them, nor did they esteem
not. Then shall they also answer Him, saying, anything their own of the goods which belonged
Lord, when saw we Thee an hungered, or athirst, to them, but they had all things common." 3
or a stranger, or naked, or sick, or in prison, and This is truly to become sons of God by spiritual
ministered not unto Thee? And He shall an- birth ; this is to imitate by the heavenly law the
swer them, Verily I say unto you, In so far as ye eqmty of God the Father. For whatever is of
did it not to one of the least of these, ye did it God is common in our use ; nor is any one exnot unto me. And these shall go away into cluded from His benefits and His gifts, so as to
everlgsting burning: but the righteous into life prevent the whole human race from enjoying
eternal."' What more could Christ declare unto equally the divine goodness and liberality. Thus
us ? How more could He stimulate the works the day equally enlightens, the sun gives radiof our righteousness and mercy, than by saying ance, the rain moistens, the wind blows, and the
that whatever is given to the needy and poor is sleep is one to those that sleep, and the splengiven to Himself, and by saying that He is dour of the stars and of the moon is common.
aggrieved unless the needy and poor be supplied ? In which example of equality,* he who, as a
So that he who in the Church is not moved by possessor in the earth, shares his returns and his
consideration for his brother, may yet be moved ifruits with the fraternity, while he is common
by contemplation of Christ ; and he who does and just in his gratuitous bounties, is an imitator
not think of his fellow-servant in suffering and of God the Father.
in poverty, may yet think of his Lord, who
z6. What, dearest brethren, will be that glory
abideth in that very man whom he is despising, of those who labour charitably--how
great
z4. And therefore, dearest brethren, whose Iand high the joy when the Lord begins to numfear is inclined towards God, and who having bet His people, and, distributing to our merits
already despised and trampled under foot the land good works the promised rewards, to give
world, have lifted up your mind to things lheavenly things for earthly, eternal things for
heavenly and divine, let us with full faith, with [temporal, great things for small ; to present us
devoted mind, with continual labour, give our to the Father, to whom He has restored us by
obedience, to deserve well of the Lord. Let us His sanctification ; to bestow upon us immorgive to Christ earthly garments, that we may tality and eternity, to which He has renewed us
receive heavenly raiment ; let us give food and by the quickening of His blood _ to bring us
drink of this world, that we may come with anew to paradise, to open the kingdom of
Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob to the heavenly heaven, in the faith and truth of His promise !
banquet. That we may not reap little, let us Let these things abide firmly in our perceptions,
sow abundantly.
Let us, while there is time, let them be understood with full faith, let them
take thought for our security and eternal salva- be loved with our whole heart, let them be purtion, according to the admonition of the Apostle chased by the magnanimity of our increasing
Paul, who says: "Therefore, while we have labours. An illustrious and divine thing, deartime, let us labour in what is good unto all men, est brethren, is the saving labour of charity ; a
but especially to them that are of the house- great comfort of believers, a wholesome guard
hold of faith. But let us not be weary in well- of our security, a protection of hope, a safedoing, for in its season we shall reap." 2
guard of faith, a remedy for sin, a thing placed
25. Let us consider, beloved brethren, what in the power of the doer, a thing both great and
the congregation of believers did in the time easy, a crown of peace without the risk of perof the apostles, when at the first beginnings the isecution ; the true and greatest gift of God,
mind flourished with greater virtues, when tbel needful for the weak, glorious for the strong,
faith of believers burned with a warmth of faith assisted by which the Christian accomplishes
as yet new. Then they sold houses and farms, spiritual grace, deserves well of Christ the Judge,
and gladly and liberally presented to the apostles accounts God his debtor. For this palm of
the proceeds to be dispensed to the poor ; sell- works of salvation let us gladly and readily strive ;
ing and alienating their earthly estate, they trans- let us all, in the struggle of righteousness, nm
f__
their lands thither where they might let
4 This t_m.s
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with God and Christ looking on ; and let us
who have already begun to be greater than this
life and the world, slacken our course by no
desire of this life and of this world. If the day
shall find us, whether it be the day of reward'
or of persecution, furnished, if swift, ff running
in this contest of charity, the Lord wiU never
fail of giving a reward for our merits: in peace
He will give to us who conquer, a white crown
for our labours ; in persecution, He will a_comparty it with a purple one for our passion,

false as their wisdom also is. For whence can
he be either wise or patient, who has neither
known the wisdom nor the patience of God?
since He Himself warns us, and says of those
who seem to themselves to be wise in this world,
"I will destroy the wisdom of the wise, and I
will reprove the understanding of the prudent." 4
Moreover, the blessed Apostle Paul, filled with
the Holy Spirit, and sent forth for the calling and
train_g of the heathen, bears witness and instructs
us, saying, "See that no man despoil you through
philosophy and vain deceit, after the tradition of
men, after the elements of the world, and not after
TREATISE IX.
Christ, because in Him dwelleth all the fulness
ON THE ADVANTAGEOF PATIENCE)
of divinity." s And in another place he says:
.d_GUMENT. -- CYPRIANHIMSELFBRIEFLYSETS "Let no man deceive himself; if any man among
FORTHTHE OCCASION
OFTHISTR_,T_SEATTHE yOUthinketh himself to be wise, let him become
CONCLUSION
OF HIS EPISTLETO yOBAL*.NUS
AS a fool to this world, that he may become wise.
FOLLOWS
: "CHXRrr¢ OF spmrr, THE HONOtrgFor the wisdom of this world is foolishness with
OF Otto COLLEGE,
T_E BOn OF FAITH,AND God. For it is written, I will rebuke the wise in
PmF__rLYCONCORD,ARE MA_trAItCgD_'¢ US their own craftiness." And again: "The Lord
wrrH PATIENCEAm) Qg_rrLENESS.FOR THIn knoweth the thoughts of the wise, that they are
REASON,MOREOWR,
WE HAVE,wrrH THE BEs'r foolish.''6 Wherefore if the wisdom among them
OF OURPOOR AB_rrI_, SV THE PgR_SSIONbe not true, the patience also cannot be true.
AND n_SPIRATION
OF THE LORD, wRrrTgN A For if he is wise 7 who is lowly and meek-- but
PAMPHLEt"
' ON THE BE_Frr OF PATIENCE,'we do not see that philosophers are either lowly
wmc_, FORTHE SAgEOF OL'RMUTUALLOVF.,or meek, but greatly pleasing themselves, and,
WE _vE TRANsMrrT_ TO YOU." A.D. 256.
for the very reason that they please themselves,
displeasing GOd-- it is evident that the patience
x. As I am about to speak, beloved brethren, is not real among them where there is the insoof patience, and to declare its advantages and lent audacity of an affected liberty, and the imbenefits, from what point should I rather begin modest boastfulness of an exposed and half-naked
than this, that I see that even at this time, for bosom.
your audience of me, patience is needful, as you
cannot even discharge this duty of hearing and philosophers,
3. But for not
us, in
beloved
who and
are
words, brethren,
but in deeds,
learning without patience ? For wholesome discourse and reasoning are then effectually learnt,
if what is said be patiently heard. Nor do I find,
beloved brethren, among the rest of the ways
of heavenly discipline wherein the path of our
hope and faith is directed to the attainment of
the divine rewards, anything of more advantage,
either as more useful for life or more helpful to
glory, than that we who are labouring in the precepts of the Lord with the obedience of fear
and devotion, should especially, with our whole
watchfulness, be careful of patience)
,. Philosophers also profess that they pursue
this virtue ; but in their case the patience is as
t_.6_*adaat_adi_b_"°f'*tum'(
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do not put forward our wisdom in our garb, but
in truth--who
are better acquainted with the
consciousness, than with the boast, of virtues -who do not speak great things, but live them,
let us, as servants and worshippers of GOd, show,
m our spiritual obedience, the patience which
we learn from heavenly teachings. For we have
this virtue in common with God. From Him
patience begins ; from Him its glory and its
dignity take their rise. The origin and greatness
of patience proceed from Cod as its author.
Man ought to love the thing which is dear to
God ; the good which the Divine Majesty loves,
it commends. If God is oar Lord and Father,
let us imitate the patience of our Lord as well
as our Father; because it behoves servants to
be obedient, no less than it becomes sons not
tO be degenerate.
4- But what and how great is the patience in
God, that, most patiently enduring the profane
temples aud the images of earth, and the sacri+ Ira. xxix. _4b
I CoL_L._.,to.
I I COT, ii[. IS"'Io,
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legious rites instituted by men, in contempt of God, and that whoever is gentle, and patient,
His majesty and honour, He makes the day to and meek, is an imitator of God the Father ;
begin and the light of the sun to arise alike upon when the Lord in His Gospel was giving prethe good and the evil; and while He'waters
the cepts for salvation, and, bringing forth divine
earth with showers, no one is excluded from His warnings, was instructing His disciples to perbenefits, but upon the righteous equally with the fection, He laid it down, and said, "Ye have
unrighteous
He bestows His undiscriminating
iheard that it is said, Thou shalt love thy neighrains. We see that with undistinguishing'
equali- bout, and have thine enemy in hatred.
But I
ity of patience, at God's behest, the seasons say unto you, Love your enemies, and pray for
minister to the guilty and the guiltless, the reli- them which persecute you ; that ye may be the
gions and the impious--those
who give thanks children of your Father which is in heaven, who
and the unthankful ; that the elements wait on maketh His sun to rise on the good and on the
them ; the winds blow, the fountains flow, the evil, and raineth upon the just and on the unabundance of the harvests increases, the fruits of just.
For if ye love them which love you, what
the vineyards ripen,* the trees are loaded with reward shall ye have? do not even the publicans
apples, the groves put on their leaves, the mead- the same ? And if ye shall salute your brethren
ows their verdure ; and while God is provoked only, what do ye more (than others)?
do not
with frequent, yea, with continual offences, He even the heathens the same thing ? Be ye theresoftens His indignation, and in patience waits for fore perfect, even as your Father in heaven is
the day of retribution, once for all determined ; perfect." s He said that the children of God
and although He has revenge in His power, He would thus become perfect.
He showed that
prefers to keep patience for a long while, bear- they were thus completed, and taught that they
ing, that is to say, mercifully, and putting off, so were restored by a heavenly birth, if the patience
that, if it might be possible, the long protracted
of God our Father dwell in usif the divine
mischief may at some time be changed, and man, likeness, which Adam had tost by sin, be maniinvolved in the contagion of errors and crimes, fested and shine in our actions.
What a glory is
may even though late be converted to God, as it to become like to God! what and how great
He Himself warns and says, "I do not will the a felicity, to possess among our virtues, that
death of him that dieth, so much as that he may _which may be placed on the level of divine
returnandlive."3
And again, " Return unto me, praises!
saith the Lord." 4 And again : "Return to the
6. Nor, beloved brethren, did Jesus Christ, our
Lord your God ; for He is merciful, and gracious, iGod and Lord, teach this in words only ; but
and patient, and of great pity, and who inclines He fulfilled it also in deeds.
And because He
His judgment
towards the evils inflicted." s had said that He had come down for this purWhich, moreover, the blessed apostle referring to, pose, that He might do the will of His Father;
and recalling the sinner to repentance, sets for- among the other marvels of His virtues, whereby
ward, and says : "Or despisest thou the riches of He showed forth the marks of a divine majesty,
.His goodness, and forbearance, and long-suffer- He also maintained the patience of His Father
rag, not knowing that the patience and goodness in the constancy of His endurance.
Finally, all
of God leadeth thee to repentance?
But after His actions, even from His very advent, are
thy hardness and impenitent heart thou treasurest
characterized by patience as their associate ; in
up unto thyself wrath in the day of wrath and of that, first of all, coming down from that heavenly
revelation of the righteous judgment of God, who sublimity to earthly things, the Son of God did
shall render to every one according
to his not scorn to put on the flesh of man, and although
works." 6 He says that God's judgment is just, He Himself was not a sinner, to bear the sins of
because it is tardy, because it is long and greatly others.
His immortality being in the meantime
deferred, so that by the long patience of God laid aside, He suffers Himself to become mortal,
man may be benefited for life eternal.7
Punish- so that the guiltless may be put to death for the
ment is then executed on the impious and the salvation of the guilty.
The Lord is baptized
sinner, when repentance
for the sin can no longer by the servant ; and He who is about to bestow
avaiL
remission of sins, does not Himself disdain to
5. And that we may more fully understand,
wash His body in the laver of regeneration.
For
beloved brethren, that patience is a thing of forty days He fasts, by whom others are feasted.
He is hungry, and suffers famine, that they who
II
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further than by words.
He ruled over His dis8. And after all these things, He still receives
ciples not as servants in the power of a master ; His murderers, if they will be converted and
but, kind and gentle, He loved them with a come to Him ; and with a saving patience, He
brotherly love.
He deigned even to wash the who is benignant 4 to preserve, closes His Church
apostles' feet, that since the Lord is such among to none.
Those adversaries, those blasphemers,
His servants, He might teach, by His example, those who were always enemies to His name, if
what a fellow-servant
ought to be among his they repent of their sin, if they acknowledge
peers and equals.
Nor is it to be wondered at, the crime committed,
He receives, not only to
that among the obedient'
He showed Himself
the pardon of their sin, but to the reward of the
such, since He could bear Judas even to the last heavenly kingdom.
What can be said more
with a long patience -- could take meat with His patient, what more merciful ? Even he is made
enemy--could
know the household foe, and not alive by Christ's blood who has shed Christ's
openly point him out, nor refuse the kiss of the blood.
Such and so great is the patience of
traitor.
Moreover, in bearing with the Jews, Christ ; and had it not been such and so great,
how great equanimity and how great patience,
the Church would never have possessed Paul as
in taming the unbelieving to the faith by persua- an apostle.S
sion, in soothing the unthankful
by concession,
9- But if we also, beloved brethren,
are in
in answering gently to the contradictors,
in bear- Christ ; if we put Him on, if He is the way of
ing the proud with clemency, in yielding with our salvation, who follow Christ in the footsteps
humility to the persecutors, in wishing to gather of salvation, let us walk by the example of
together the slayers of the prophets, and those Christ, as the Apostle John instructs us, saying,
who were always rebellious against God, even to "He who saith he abideth in Christ, ought himthe very hour of His cross and passion !
self also to walk even as He walked." 6 Peter
7. And moreover, in His very passion and also, upon whom by the Lord's condescension
cross, before they had reached
the cruelty of the Church was founded,7 lays it down in his
death and the effusion of blood, what infamies epistle, and says, "Christ suffered for us, leaving
of reproach were patiently heard, what mockings you an example, that ye should follow His steps,
of contumely were suffered, so that He received 2 who did no sin, neither was deceit found in His
the spittings of insulters, who with His spittle mouth ; who, when He was reviled, reviled not
had a little before made eyes for a blind man ; again; when He suffered, threatened
not, but
and He in whose name the devil and his angels gave Himself up to him that judged Him unis now scourged by His servants, Himself suf- justly." s
fered scourgings ! He was crowned with thorns,
in. Finally, we find that both patriarchs and
who crowns martyrs with eternal flowers.
He prophets, and all the righteous men who in their
was smitten on the face with palms, who gives preceding likeness wore the figure of Christ, in
the true palms to those who overcome.
He was the praise of their virtues were watchful over
despoiled of His earthly garment, who clothes nothing more than that they should preserve
others in the vesture of immortality.
He was patience
with a strong and stedfast equanimity.
fed with gall, who gave heavenly food.
He was Thus Abel, who first initiated and consecrated
given to drink of vinegar, who appointed
the the origin of martyrdom, and the passion of the
cup of salvation.
That guiltless, that just One, righteous man, makes no resistance nor struggles
nay, He who is innocency
itself and justice against his fratricidal 9 brother, but with lowliness
itself, -- is counted among transgressors, and truth and meekness he is patiently slain.
Thus Abrais oppressed with false witnesses.
He who shall ham, believing God, and first of all instituting
judge is judged ; and the Word of God is led the root and foundation
of faith, when tried in
silently to the slaughter.
And when at the cross respect of his son, does not hesitate nor delay,
of the Lord the stars are confounded,
the ele- but obeys the commands
of God with all the
ments are dL_rbed,
the earth quakes, night patience of devotion.
And Isaac, prefigured as
shuts out the day, the sun, that he may not be the likeness of the Lord's victim, when*he is precompelled to lookonthe
crime of the Jews, with- sented by his father for immolation,
is found
draws both his rays and his eyes, He speaks not, patient.
And Jacob, driven forth by his brother
nor is moved, nor declares His majesty even in from his country, departs with patience ; and
His very passion itself.
Even to the end, all afterwards with greater patience, he suppliantly
things are borne perseveringly
and constantly, ibrings him back to concord with peaceful gifts,
in order that in Christ a full and perfect patience l _
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when he is even more impious and persecuting, is entering. For the sweat of the brow and
Joseph, sold by his brethren and sent away, not labour is the condition of life so long as it lasts.
only with patience pardons them, but even boun- Nor can there be supplied any consolations to
tifully and mercifully bestows gratuitous.supplies those that sweat and toil other than patience ;
of corn on themwhen theycome to him. Moses which consolations, while in this world they are
is frequently contemned by an ungrateful and fit and necessary for all men, are especially so
faithless people, and almost stoned ; and yet with for us who are more shaken by the siege of the
gentleness and patience he entreats the Lord for devil, who, daily standing in the hattie-field, are
those people. But in David, from whom, accord- wearied with the wrestlings of an inveterate and
ing to the flesh, the nativity of Christ springs,how skilful enemy ; for us who, besides the various
great and marvellous and Christian is the patience, and continual battles of temptations, must also
that he often had it in his power to be able to kill in the contest of persecutions* forsake our patking Saul, who was persecuting him and desiring rimonies, undergo imprisonment, bear chains,
to slay him ; and yet, chose rather to save him spend our lives, endure the sword, the wild
when placed in his hand, and delivered up to him, beasts, fires, crucifixions-- in fine, all kinds of
not repaying his enemy in turn, but rather, on torments and penalties, to be endured in the
the contrary, even avenging him whenslain! In faith and courage of patience ; as the Lord
fine, so many prophets were slain, so many mar- Himself instructs us, and says, "These things
tyrs were honoured with glorious deaths, who all have I spoken unto you, that in me ye might
have attained to the heavenly crowns by the have peace. But in the world ye shall have
praise of patience. For the crown of sorrows tribulation ; yet be confident, forI have overcome
and sufferingscannot be received unless patience the world." 3 And if we who have renounced
in sorrow and suffering precede it.
the devil and the world, sufferthe tribulations and
IL But that it may be more manifestly and mischiefs of the devil and the world with more
fully known how useful and necessary patience frequency and violence, how much more ought
is, beloved brethren ; let the judgment of God we to keep patience, wherewith as our helper
be pondered, which even in the beginning of the and ally, we may bear all mischievous things !
world and of the human race, Adam, forgetful
13. It is the wholesome precept of our Lord
of the commandment, and a transgressor of the and Master : "He that endureth," saith He,
given law, received. Then we shall know how "unto the end, the same shall be saved ; "4 and
.,patientin this life we ought to be who are born again, "If ye continue," saith He, "in my word,
m such a state, that we labour here with attic- ye shall be truly my disciples ; and ye shall know
tions and contests. "Because," says He, "thou the truth, and the truth shall make you free." s
hast hearkened to the voice of thy wife, and hast We must endure and persevere, belo_,ed bretheaten of the tree of which alone I had charged ren, in order that, being admitted to the hope
thee that thou shouldest not eat, cursed shall be of truth and liberty, we may attain to the truth
the ground in all thy works: in sorrow and in and liberty itself; for that very fact that we are
groaning shalt thou eat of it all the days of thy Christians is the substance of faith and hope.
life. Thorns and thistles shall it give forth to But that hope and faith may attain to their rethee, and thou shalt eat the food of the field, suit, there is need of patience. For we are not
In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat thy bread, following after present glory, but future, accordtill thou return into the ground from which thou ing to what Paul the apostle also warns us, and
wast taken : for dust thou art, and to dust shalt says, "We are saved by hope ; but hope that is
thou go." ' We are all tied and bound with the seen is not hope : for what a man seeth, why
chain of this sentence, until, death being ex- doth he hope for? But if we hope for that
punged, we depart from this life. In sorrow and which we see not, then do we by patience wait
groaning we must of necessity be all the days of for it." 6 Therefore, waiting and patience are
our life : it is necessary that we eat our bread needful, that we may fulfil that which we have
with sweat and labour,
begun to be, and may receive that which we
x2. Whence every one of us, when he is born believe and hope for, according to God's own
and received in the inn of this world, takes his showing.7 Moreover, in another place, the same
beginning from tears ; and, although still uncon- apostle instructs the righteous and the doers of
.sciousand ignorant of all things, he knows noth- good works,and them who lay up for themselves
g else in that very earliest birthexcept to weep.
y a natural foresight, the untrained soul laments
* [How_actical tl"as,t_tise in an _wbca to.lx_a
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treasures in heaven with the increase of the
divine usury, that they also should be patient;
and teaches them, saying, "Therefore,
while we
have time, let us labour in that which is good
unto all men, but especially to them who are of
the household
of faith.
But let us not faint in
well-doing,
for in its season we shall reap. ''_
He admonishes
that no man should impatiently
faint in his labour, that none should be either
called off or overcome by temptations and desist
in the midst of the praise and in the way of
glory ; and the things that are past perish, while
those which have begun cease to be perfect ; as
it is written, "The righteousness of the righteous
shall not deliver him in whatever day he shall
transgress ;" s and again, "Hold that which thou
hast, that another take not thy crown." 3 Which
word exhorts us to persevere with patience and
courage, so that he who strives towards the
crown with the praise now near at hand, may be
crowned by the continuance of patience,
14 . But patience, beloved brethren, not only
keeps watch over what is good, but it also repels
what is evil. In harmony with the Holy Spirit,
and associated with what is heavenly and divine,
it struggles with the defence of its strength
against the deeds of the flesh and the body,
wherewith the soul is assaulted and taken.
Let
us look briefly into a few things out of many,
that from a few the rest also may be understood.
Adultery, fraud, manslaughter, are mortal crimes,
Let patience be strong and stedfast in the heart ;
and neither is the sanctified body and temple of
God polluted by adultery, nor is the innocence
dedicated to righteousness stained with the contagion of fraud ; nor, after the Eucharist carried
in it, 4 is the hand spotted with the sword and
blood,
x5. Charity is the bond of brotherhood,
the
foundation of peace, the holdfast and security
of unity, which is greater than both hope and
faith, which excels both good works and martyrdoms, which will abide with us always, eternal
with God in the kingdom
of heaven.
Take
from it patience ; and deprived of it, it does not
endure.
Take from it the substance of bearing
and of enduring, and it continues with no roots
nor strength.
The apostle, finally, when he
would speak of charity, joined to it endurance
and patience.
"Charity,"
he says, "is largesouled ; charity is kind ; charity envieth not, is
not puffed up, is not provoked, thinketh not
evil;
loveth all things, believeth
all things,
hopeth all things, beareth all things." s Thence
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he shows that it can tenaciously persevere, because it knows how to endure all things.
And
in another place : "Forbearing one another," he
says, "in love, using every effort to keep the
unity of the spirit in the bond of peace." 6 He
proved that neither unity nor peace could be
kept unless brethren should cherish one another
with mutual toleration, and should keep the bond
of concord by the intervention of patience.
i6. What beyond ; -- that you should not
swear nor curse ; that you should not seek again
your goods when taken from you ; that, when
you receive a buffet, you should give your other
cheek to the smiter ; that you should forgive a
brother who sins agmnst you, not only seven
times, but seventy times seven times,7 but, moreover, all his sins altogether ; that you should love
your enemies ; that you should offer prayer for
your adversaries and persecutors?
Can you accomplish these things unless you maintain s the
stedfastness of patience and endurance ? And
this we see done in the case of Stephen, who,
when he was slain by the Jews with violence and
stoning, did not ask for vengeance
for himself,
but for pardon for his murderers, saying, "Lord,
lay not this sin to their charge."9
It behoved
the first martyr of Christ thus to be, who, forerunning the martyrs that should follow him in a
glorious death, was not only the preacher of the
Lord's passion, but also the imitator of His most
patient gentleness.
What shall I say of anger,
of discord, of strife, which things ought not to
be found in a Christian ? Let there be patience
in the breast, and these things cannot have place
there ; or should they try to enter, they are
quickly excluded
and depart, that a peaceful
abode may continue in the heart, where it delights the God of peace to dwell.
Finally, the
apostle warns us, and teaches, saying : " Grieve
not the Holy Spirit of God, in whom ye axe
sealed unto the day of redemption.
Let all bittemess, and anger, and wrath, and clamour, and
blasphemy, be put away from you." _o For if
the Christian have departed from rage and carnal
contention as if from the hurricanes of the sea,
and have already begun to be tranquil and meek
in the harbour of Christ, he ought to admit
neither anger nor discord within his breast, since
he must neither return evil for evil, nor bear
hatred.
t 7- And moreover, also, for the varied ills of
the flesh, and the frequent and severe torments
of the body, wherewith the human race is daily
wearied and harassed, patience
is necessary.
For since in that first transgression
of the corn-
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mandment strength of body departed with immortality, and weakness came on with death -and strength cannot be received unless when
immortality also has been received--it behoves
us, in this bodily frailty and weakness, always to
struggle and to fight. And this struggle and encounter cannot be sustained but by the strength
of patience. But as we are to be examined and
searched out, diverse sufferings are introduced ;
and a manifold kind of temptations is inflicted
by the losses of property, by the heats of fevers,
by the torments of wounds, by the loss of those
dear to us. Nor does anything distinguish between the unrighteous and the righteous more,
than that in affliction the unrighteous man impatiently complains and blasphemes, while the
righteous is proved by his patience, as it is written: "In pain endure, and in thy low estate
have patience ; for gold and silver are tried in
the fire."'
i8. Thus Job was searched out and proved,
and was raised up to the very highest pinnacle
of praise by the virtue of patience. What darts
of the devil were sent forth against him ! what
tortures were put in use ! The loss of his estate
is inflicted, the privation of a numerous offspring
is ordained for him. The master, rich in estate,
and the father, richer in children, is on a sudden
neither master nor father ! The wasting of
wounds is added ; and, moreover, an eating p.est
of worms consumes his festering and wasting
limbs. And that nothing at all should remain
that Job did not experience in his trials, the devil
arms his wife also, making use of that old device
of his wickedness, as if he could deceive and
mislead all by women, even as he did in the
beginning of the world. And yet Job is not
broken down by his severe and repeated conflicts,
nor the blessing of God withheld from being declared in the midst of those difficulties and trials
of his, by the victory of patience. Tobias also,
who, after the sublime works of his justice and
mercy, was tried with the loss of his eyes, in
proportion as he patiently endured his blindness,
in that proportion deserved greatly of God by
the praise of patience,
19 . And, beloved brethren, that the benefit of
patience may still more shine forth, let us consider, on the contrary, what mischief impatience
may cause. For as patience is the benefit of
Christ, so, on the other hand, impatience is the
mischief of the devil ; and as one in whom Christ
dwells and abides is found patient, so he appears
always impatient whose mind the wickedness of
the devil possesses. Briefly let us lo0k at the
very beginnings. The devil suffered with impatience that man was made in the image of God.,
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Hence he was the first to perish and to ruin
others. Adam, contrary to the heavenly command with respect to the deadly food, by impatience fell into death; nor did he keep the
grace received from God under the guardianship
of patience. And in order that Cain should put
his brother to death, he was impatient of his
sacrifice and gift ; and in that Esau descended
from the rights of the first-born to those of the
younger, he lost his priority by impatience for the
pottage. Why was the Jewish people faithless
and ungrateful in respect of the divine benefits?
Was it not the crime of impatience, that they first
departed from God ? Not being able to bear
the delays of Moses conferring with God, they
dared to ask for profane gods, that they might
call the head of an ox and an earthen image
leaders of their march ; nor did they ever desist
from their impatience, until, impatient always of
docility and of divine admonition, they put to
death their prophets and all the righteous men,
and plunged even into the crime of the crucifixion and bloodshedding of the Lord. More.
over, impatience makes heretics in the Church,
and, after the likeness of the Jews, drives them
in opposition to the peace and charity of Christ
as rebels, to hostile and raging hatred.3 And,
not at length to enumerate single cases, absolutely everything which patience, by its works,
builds up to glory, impatience casts down into
ruin.
2o. Wherefore, beloved brethren, having dillgently pondered both the benefits of patience
and the evils of impatience, let us hold fast with
full watchfulness the patience whereby we abide
in Christ, that with Christ we may attain to God ;
which patience, copious and manifold, is not
restrained by narrow limits, nor confined by
strait boundaries. The virtue of patience is
_ridely manifest, and its fertility and liberality
proceed indeed from a source of one name, but
are diffused by overflowing streams through
many ways of glory ; nor can anything in our
actions avail for the perfection of praise, unless
from this it receives the substance of its perfection. It is patience which both commends
and keeps us to God. It is patience, too, which
assuages anger, which bridles the tongue, governs
the mind, guards peace, rules discipline, breaks
the force of lust, represses the violence of pride,
extinguishes the fire of enmity, checks the power
of the rich, soothes the want of the poor, protects a blessed integrity in virgins, a careful
purity in widows, in those who are united and
married a single affection. It makes men humble
in prosperity, brave in adversity, gentle towards
a [The down_l
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wrongs and contempts.
It teaches us quickly until the number of their fellow-servants
and
to pardon those who wrong us ; and if you your- brethren is fulfilled, who afterwards shall be slain
self do wrong, to entreat long and earnestly, after their example. ''6
It resists temptations, suffers persecutions, per2 z. But when shall come the divine vengeance
fects passions and martyrdoms.
It is patience for the righteous blood, the Holy Spirit declares
which firmly fortifies the foundations of our faith, by Malachi the prophet, saying, "Behold,
the
It is this which lifts up on high the increase of day of the Lord cometh, burning as an oven ;
our hope.
It is this which directs our doing, and all the aliens and all the wicked shall be
that we may hold fast the way of Christ while stubble ; and the day that cometh
shall burn
we walk by His patience.
It is this that makes them up, saith the Lord." 7 And this we read
us to persevere as sons of God, while we imitate also in the Psalms, where the approach of God
our Father's patience,
the Judge is announced
as worthy to be rever2i. But since I know, beloved brethren, that enced for the majesty of His judgment:
"God
very many are eager, either on account of the shall come manifest, our God, and shall not keep
burden or the pain of smarting wrongs, to be silence ; a fire shall burn before Him, and round
quickly avenged of those who act harshly and about Him a great tempest.
He shall call the
rage against them, z we must not withhold the heaven above, and the earth beneath, that He
fact in the furthest particular, that placed as we may separate His people.
Gather His saints
are in the midst of these storms of a jarring together unto Him, who establish His covenant
world, and, moreover, the persecutions both of in sacrifices ; and the heavens shall declare His
Jews or Gentiles, and heretics, we may patiently ]righteousness.
for God is the Judge. ''s
And
wait for the day of (God's) vengeance, and not Isaiah foretells the same things, saying : "For,
hurry to revenge our suffering with a querulous 2 behold, the Lord shall come like a fire, and His
haste, since it is written, "Walt ye upon me, chariot as a storm, to render vengeance in anger;
saith the Lord, in the day of my rising up for for in the fire of the Lord they shall be judged,
a testimony ; for my judgment is to the congre- and with His sword shall they be wounded."9
gations of the nations, that I my take hold on And again : "The
Lord God of hosts shall go
the kings, and pour out upon them my fury." 3 forth, and shall crumble the war to pieces ; He
The Lord commands us to wait, 4 and to bear shall stir up the battle, and shall cry out against
with brave patience the day of future vengeance ; His enemies with strength, I have held my peace ;
and He also speaks in the Apocalypse, saying, shall I always hold my peace ? ....
"Seal not the sayings of the prophecy of this
23. But who is this that says that he has held
book : for now the time is at hand for them that his peace before, and will not hold his peace for
persevere in injuring to injure, and for him that ever? Surely it is Hewho was led as a sheep to
is filthy to be filthy still ; but for him that is the slaughter ; and as a lamb before its shearer
righteous to do things still more righteous, and is without voice, so He opened not His mouth.
likewise for him that is holy to do things stir Surely it is He who did not cry, nor was His
more holy.
Behold, I come quickly ; and my voice heard in the streets.
Surely He who was
reward is with me, to render to every man ac- not rebellious, neither contradicted,
when He
cording to his deeds." s Whence also the mar- offered His back to stripes, and His cheeks to
tyrs, crying out and hastening with grief breaking the palms of the ha__s ; neither turned away
forth to their revenge, are bidden still to wait, His face from the foulness of spitting.
Surely
and to give patience for the times to be fulfilled it is He who, when He was accu_d by the
and the martyrs to be completed.
"And when priests and elders, answered nothing, and, to
He had opened," says he, "the fifth seal, I saw the wonder of Pilate, kept a most patient silence.
under the altar of God the souls of them that This is He who, although He was silent in His
were slain for the word of God, and for their passion, yet by and by will not be silent in
testimony;
and they cried with a loud voice, His vengeance.
This is our God, that is, not
saying, How long, O Lord, holy and true, dost the God of all, but of the faithful and believing ;
Thou not judge and avenge our blood on them and He, when He shall come manifest in His
that dwell on the earth ? And there were given second advent, will not be silentW
For although
to them each white robes ; and it was said unto He came first shrouded in humility, yet He shall
them that they should rest yet for a little season, come manifest in power.
_4- Let us wait for Him, beloved brethren,
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with Himself the congregation
of His Church, than yourself, seems, beloved brethren, in the
and the number of all the righteous from the eyes of some people to be a slight and petty
beginning of the world.
Let him who hurries, wrong; and, being thought trifling and of small
and is too impatient
for his revenge, consider account,
it is not feared;
not being feared,
that even He Himself is not yet avenged who is it is contemned ; being contemned,
it is not
the Avenger.
God the Father ordained His Son easily shunned : and it thus becomes a dark and
to be adored ; and the Apostle Paul, mindful of hidden mischief, which, as it is not perceived so
the divine command,
lays it down, and says: as to be guarded against by the prudent, secretly
"God hath exalted Him, and given Him a name distresses incautious minds.
But, moreover, the
which is above every name, that in the name of Lord bade us be prudent, and charged us to
Jesus every knee should bow, of things heavenly, watch with careful solicitude, lest the adversary,
and things earthly, and things beneath." x And who is always on the watch and always lying in
in the Apocalypse
the angel withstands John, wait, should creep stealthily into our breast,
who wishes to worship him, 2 and says: "See and blow up a flame from the sparks, magnifythou do it not ; for I am thy fellow-servant, and !ing small things into the greatest ; and so, while
of thy brethren.
Worship Jesus the Lord." 3 soothing the unguarded
and careless with a
How great is the Lord Jesus, and how great is milder air and a softer breeze, should stir up
His patience, that He who is adored in heaven storms and whirlwinds, and bring about the deis not yet avenged on earth ! Let us, beloved strucfion of faith and the shipwreck of salvation
brethren, consider His patience in our persecu- and of life. Therefore,
beloved brethren, we
tions and sufferings ; let us give an obedience
must be on our guard, and strive with all our
full of expectation
to His advent ; and let us powers to repel, with solicitous and full watchnot hasten, servants as we are, to be defended
fulness, the enemy, ragang and aiming his darts
before our Lord with irreligious and immodest
against every part of our body in which we can
eagerness.
Let us rather press onward and be stricken and wounded, in accordance
with
labour, and, watching with our whole heart, and what the Apostle Peter, in his epistle, forewarns,
stedfast to all endurance, let us keep the Lord'., and teaches, saying, "Be sober, and watch ;
precepts;
so that when that day of anger and because your adversary the devil, as a roaring
vengeance shall come, we may not be punished
lion, goeth about seeking any one to devour." 6
with the impious and sinners, but may be hon2. He goeth about every one of us ; and even
oured with the righteous and those that fear God. as an enemy besieging those who are shut up
(in a city), he examines the walls, and tries
TREATISE

X.4

whether there is any part of the walls 7 less firm
and less trustworthy, by entrance through which
ON JEALOUSY AND ENVY.
he may penetrate to the inside.
He presents to
tIRGUM'._NT.5--AFTER POINTINGour THATJEAL- the eyes seductive
forms and easy pleasures,
ousv OR wmrv IS A SIN nil THE MORE HEINOUS that he may destroy chastity by the sight.
He
IN PROPORTIONAS ITS WICKEDNESSIS HIDDEN,
tempts the ears with harmonious .music, that by
AND THATITS ORICn_ IS TO BE TRACEDTO THE the hearing of sweet sounds he may relax and
DEVIL, HE GIVES ILLUSTRATIONS
OF ENVY FROM enervate
Christian vigour, s He provokes the
THS OLD TESTAMEWr,Am) GATHERS,BY REFER- tongue by reproaches ; he instigates the hand
ENCE TO SPECIAL
VICES,
THAT
ENVY
IS THE
by exasperating
wrongs to the wrecklessness of
ROOT OF ALL WICKEDNESS. THEREFORE wrrH murder ; to make the cheat, he presents dishonRF_SON was FRATEm_,tL HATRED FORBmDEN est gains ; to take captive the soul by money, he
NOT IN ONE PtaCE Ore.V, Bur BY CHmST AND heaps together mischievous hoaxds ; he promHm _a'OSTLES. tiNniLy, EXHORTINGTO THE ises earthly honours, that he may deprive of
LOVEOF ONE'S EZCEMIES
BY GOD'S EX_t_PLE,HE heavenly ones ; he makes a show of false things_
DISSUADESFROM THE SIN OF ENVY, BY URGING that he may steal away the true ; and when he
THEREWAm_SSET BEVORV-THE Im)m_SNCE OF cannot hiddenly
deceive, he threatens plainly
LOVE.
and openly, holding forth the fear of turbulent
persecution to vanquish God's servants--always
I. To be jealous of what you see to be good, restless, and always hostile, crafty in peace, and
and to be envious of those who are better fierce in persecution.
' Phil ii.9....

3" Wherefore,
beloved brethren,
against all
p 5_4,this_ries.]
the devil's deceiving mares or open threatenx,I, :is_v.also_Col 9;ii faro
x_,. _o. And ¢omp_ Acts_. _, _d -_. ings, the mind ought to stand arrayed and armed,
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.re.his Life of Cyprian. *'Who was there to restrain the ill
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ever as ready to repel as the foe is ever ready to of the sin, was considered?
He was unrightattack. And since those darts of his which eously stricken who had been the first to show
creep on us in concealment are more frequent, righteousness ; he endured hatred who had not
and his more hidden and secret hurling of them known how to hate ; he was impiously slain,
is the more severely and frequently effectual to who, dying, did not resist. And that Esau was
our wounding, in proportion as it is the less per- hostile to his brother Jacob, arose from jealousy
ceived, let us also be watchful to understand and also. For because the latter had received his
repel these, among which is the evil of jealousy father's blessing, the former was inflamed to a
and envy. And if any one closely look into[persecuting
hatred by the brands of jealousy.
this, he will find that nothing should be more !And that Joseph was sold by his brethren, the
guarded against by the Christian, nothing more reason of their selling him proceeded from envy.
carefully watched, than being taken captive by When in simplicity, and as a brother to brethenvy and malice, that none, entangled in the ren, he set forth to them the prosperity which
blind snares of a deceitful enemy, in that the had been shown to him in visions, their nmlevobrother is turned by envy to hatred of his brother, lent disposition broke forth into envy. Moreshould himself be unwittingly destroyed by his over, that Saul the king hated David, so as to
own sword. That we may be able more fully to seek by often repeated persecutions to kill him
collect and more plainly to perceive this, let us --innocent,
merciful, gentle, patient in meekrecur to its fount and origin. Let us consider ness--what
else was the provocation save the
whence arises jealousy, and when and how it spur of jealousy? Because, when Goliath was
begins. For so mischievous an evil will be more slain, and by the aid and condescension of God
easily shunned by us, if both the source and the so great an enemy was routed, the wondering
magnitude of that same evil be known.'
people burst forth with the suffrage of acclama4. From this source, even at the very begin- tion into praises of David, Saul through jealousy
nings of the world, the devil was the first who conceived the rage of enmity and persecution.
both perished (himself) and destroyed (others). And, not to go to the length of numbering each
He who* was sustained in angelic majesty, he one, let us observe the destruction of a people
who was accepted and beloved of God, when ithat perished once for all.S Did not the Jews
he beheld man made in the image of God, broke perish for this reason, that they chose rather to
forth into jealousy with malevolent envy-- not envy Christ 6 than to believe Him ? Disparaging
hurling down another by the instinct of his jeal- those great works which He did, they were deousy before he himself was first hurled down by !ceived by blinding jealousy, and could not open
jealousy, captive before he takes captive, ruined the eyes of their heart to the knowledge of
before he ruins others. While, at the instigation divine things.
of jealousy, he robs man of the grace of immor6. Considering which things, beloved brethtality conferred, he himself has lost that which ren, let us with vigilance and courage fortify our
he had previously been. How great an evil is hearts dedicated to God against such a destructhat, beloved brethren, whereby an angel fell, tiveness of evil. Let the death of others avail
whereby that lofty and illustrious grandeur could for our safety ; let the punishment of the unbe defrauded and overthrown, whereby he who wise confer health upon the prudent.
Moreover,
deceived was himself deceived!
Thenceforth there is no ground for any one to suppose that
envy rages on the earth, in that he who is about evil of that kind is confined in one form, or
to perish by jealousy obeys the author of his restrained within brief limits in a narrow bounruin, imitating the devil in his jealousy ; as it is dary. The mischief of jealousy, manifold and
written, "But through envy of the devil death fruitful, extends widely. It is the root of all
entered into the world." 3 Therefore they who evils, the fountain of disasters, the nursery of
are on his side imitate him. I
crimes, the material of transgressions. Thence
5. Hence, in fine, began the primal hatreds arises hatred, thence proceeds animosity. Jealof the new brotherhood, hence the abominable ousy inflames avarice, in that one cannot be
fratricides, in that the unrighteous Cain is jeal- content with what is his own, while he sees
ous of the righteous Abel, in that the wicked another more wealthy. Jealousy stirs up ambipersecutes the good with envy and jealousy. So fion, when one sees another more exalted in
far prevailed the rage of envy to the consumma- honours.7 When jealousy darkens our perception of that deed of wickedness, that neither tions, and reduces the secret agencies of the
the love of his brother, nor the immensity of
the crime, nor the fear of God, nor the penalty
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mind under itscommand, thefearof God is of a sword,yetarmedwiththehatredof an indespised,
the teaching
of Christisneglected,
furiate
mind. And accordingly
the HolySpirit
thedayof judgmentisnotanticipated.
PridesaysinthePsalms: "Be notjealous
against
him
inflates,
cruelty
embitters,
faithlessness
prevariwho walkethprosperously
in hisway."3 And
cates,
impatience
agitates,
discord
rages,
angeragain: "The wickedshall
observe
therighteous,
growshot; norcanhe who hasbecomethesub-and shall
gnashupon him withhisteeth.But
ject
of a foreign
authority
anylonger
restrain
or God shall
laughat him; forHe seeththathis
governhimself.By this
thebond of theLord'sday is coming.",The blessedApostlePaul
peaceis broken; by thisisviolated
brotherly
designates
and pointsoutthesewhen he says,
charity
; by thistruthis adulterated,
unityis "The poisonofaspsisundertheir
lips,
andtheir
divided
; men plungeintoheresies
and schismsmouth isfull
of cursing
and bitterness.
Their
when priests
arcdisparaged,
when bishopsarc feetareswiftto shed blood,destruction
and
envied,
when a man complains
thathc himselfmiseryarcin their
ways,who have not known
was not rather
ordained,
or disdains
to suffer
theway of peace; neither
isthefearof God
thatanother
shouldbe put overhim._ Hence beforetheir
eyes."
5
theman who ishaughtythroughjealousy,
and
9. The mischief
ismuch more trifling,
andthe
perverse
throughenvy,kicks,
hencehe revolts,
dangerless,
when thelimbsarewoundedwitha
in angerand malicethe opponent,
not of the sword. The cureiseasywhere thewound is
man,butof thehonour,
manifest
; and when themedicamentisapplied,
7.Butwhata gnawingworm of thesoulisit,the sorethat
6 is sccn is quicklybroughtto
whata plague-spot
of ourthoughts,
whata rusthealth.The woundsofjealousy
arehiddenand
of theheart,
to be jealous
of another,
either
in secret
; nordo theyadmittheremedyofa healrespect
ofhisvirtue
orofhishappiness;
thatis,ing cure,sincethey have shuttbemselves
in
to hatein him either
hisown dcscrvings
or the blindsuffering
withinthelurking-places
of the
divine
benefits--to
turntheadvantages
ofothersconscience.
Whoeveryou arethatareenvious
intoone'sown mischief--to
be tormented
by andmalignant,
observe
how crafty,
mischievous,
theprosperity
ofillustrious
men--to make otherand hateful
you areto thosewhom you hate.
people's
gloryone'sown penalty,
and,as it Yet you aretheenemy of no one'swell-being
were,to applya sortof executioner
to one'smore thanyourown. Whoeverhe iswhom you
ownbreast,
tobringthetormentors
toone'sown persecute
withjealousy,
can evadeand escape
thoughts
andfeelings,
thattheymay tear
us withyou. You cannotescapeyourself.z
Wherever
intestine
pangs,and may smitethe secretre-you may be,youradversary
iswithyou; your
cesses
oftheheart
withthehoofofmalevolence
! enemy isalwaysin yourown breast
; yourmisTo such,no food isjoyous,
no drinkcan bc chiefisshutup within
; youaretiedand bound
cheerful.
They areeversighing,
and groaning,
withthelinks
of chainsfromwhichyou cannot
and grieving; and since envy is never put off extricate yourself; you are captive under the
by the envious, the possessed heart is rent with- tyranny of jealousy ; nor will any consolations
out intermission day and night. Other ills have help you. It is a persistent evil to persecute a
their limit ; and whatever wrong is done, is man who belongs to the grace of God. It is a
bounded by the completion of the crime. In calamity without remedy to hate the happy.
the adulterer the offence ceases when the violaio. And therefore, beloved brethren, the Lord,
tion is perpetrated ; in the case of the robber, taking thought for this risk, that none should fall
the crime is at rest when the homicide is corn-into the snare of death through jealousy of his
mitted ; and the possession of the booty puts brother, when His disciples asked Him which
an end to the rapacity of the thief; and the among them should be the greatest, said, "Whocompleted deception places a limit to the wrong soever shall be least among you all, the same shall
of the cheat. Jealousy has no limit; it is an be great.''s He cut offaU envy by His reply.9
evil continually enduring, and a sin without end. He plucked out and tore away every cause and
In proportion as he who is envied has the ad- matter of gnawing envy. A disciple of Christ
vantage of a greater success, in that proportion must not be jealous, must not be envious. With
the envious man burns with the fires of jealousy us there can be no contest for exaltation; from
to an increased heat.2
8. Hence the threatening countenance, the
s t,. _.:;. 7.
lowering aspect, pallor in the face, trembling
4p_.m_iL ,, _s.
s Rom ill. t3*tS.
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humility we grow to the highest attainments ;
we have learnt in what way we may be pleasing,
And finally, the Apostle Paul, instructing
and
warning, that we who, illuminated
by the light
of Christ, have escaped from the darkness of
the conversation
of night, should walk in the
deeds and works of light, writes and says, "The
night has passed over, and the day is approaching : let us therefore cast away the works of darkhess, and let us put upon us the armour of light,
Let us walk honestly, as in the day ; not in
rioting and drunkenness, not in lusts and wantonhess, not in strifes and jealousy." _ If the darkness has departed from your breast, if the night
is scattered therefrom, if the gloom is chased
away, if the brightness of day has illuminated
your senses, if you have begun to be a man of
fight, do those things which are Christ's, because
Christ is the Light and the Day.
iI. Why do you rush into the darkness of
jealousy?
why do you enfold yourself in the
cloud of malice? why do you quench all the light
of peace and charity in the blindness of envy ?
why do you return to the devil, whom you had
renounced?
why do you stand like Cain?
For
that he who is jealous of his brother, and has
him in hatred, is bound by the guilt of homicide,
the Apostle John declares in his epistle, saying,
"Whosoever
hateth his brother is a murderer ;
and ye know that no murderer hath life abiding
in him." * And again : "' He that saith he is in
the light, and hateth his brother, is in darkness
even until now, and walketh in darkness, and
knoweth not whither he goeth, because that darkaess hath blinded his eyes." 3 Whosoever hates,
says he, his brother, walketh in darkness, and
knoweth not whither he goeth.
For he goeth
unconsciously
to Gehenna,
in ignorance
and
blindness ; he is hurrying into punishment,
departing, that is, from the fight of Christ, who
warns _nd says, "I am the light of the world,
He that followeth me shall not walk in darkness,
but shall have the light of life."4
But he follows
Christ who stands in His precepts, who walks in
the way of His teaching, who follows HIS footsteps and His ways, who imitates that which
Christ both did and taught ; in accordance
with what Peter also exhorts and warns, saying,
"Christ suffered for us, leaving you an example
that ye should follow His steps." s
z_. We ought to remember by what name
Christ calls His people, by what title He names
His flock.
He calls them sheep, that their
Christian innocence may be like that of sheep ;
He _
them lambs, that their simplicity of

Why does the wolf lurk under the garb of sheep ?
why does he who falsely asserts himself to be a
Christian, dishonour the flock of Christ?
To
put on the name of Christ, and not to go in the
way of Christ, what else is it but a mockery of
the divine name, but a desertion of the way of
salvation ; since He Himself teaches and says
that he shall come unto life who keeps His commandments, and that he is wise who hears and
does His words ; that he, moreover, is called the
greatest doctor in the kingdom of heaven who
thus does and teaches ; 6 that, then, will be of
advantage
to the preacher what has been well
and usefully preached, if what is uttered by his
mouth is fulfilled by deeds following ? But what
did the Lord more frequently instil into His disciples, what did He more charge to be guarded
and observed among His saving counsels and
heavenly precepts, than that with the same love
wherewith He Himself loved the disciples, we
also should love one another?
And in .what
manner does he keep either the peace or the
love of the Lord, who, when jealousy intrudes,
can neither be peaceable nor loving ?
13 . Thus also the Apostle Paul, when he was
urging the merits of peace and charity, and when
he was strongly asserting and
teaching
that
neither faith nor alms, nor even the passion itself of the confessor and the martyr, z would
avail him, unless he kept the requirements
of
charity entire and inviolate, added, and said :
"Charity is magnanimous, charity is kind, charity
envieth not ;" s teaching, doubtless, and showing
that whoever is magnanimous,
and kind, and
averse from jealousy and rancour, such a one
can maintain
charity.
Moreover, in another
place, when he was advising that the man who
has already become filled with the Holy Spirit,
and a son of God by heavenly birth, should ohserve nothing but spiritual and divine things, he
lays it down, and says : "And I indeed, brethren,
could not speak unto you as unto spiritual, but
as unto carnal, even as unto babes in Christ.
I
have fed you with milk, not with meat :9 for
re were not able hitherto ; moreover, neither
now are ye able.
For ye are yet carnal: for
whereas there are still among you jealousy, and
contention, and strifes, are ye not carnal, and
walk as men ? ....
I4. Vices and carnal sins must be trampled
down, beloved brethren, and the corrupting
plague of the earthly body must be trodden under
foot withspiritualvigour,
lesh while we are turned
back again to the conversation of the old man,
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we be entangled in deadly snares, even as the ! which persecute you ; that ye may be the chilapostle, with foresight and wholesomeness, fore- dren of your Father which is in heaven, who
warned us of this very thing, and said : "Theremaketh ttis sun to rise on the good and on the
fore, brethren, let us not live after the flesh ; for evil, and sendeth rain upon the just and on the
if ye live after the flesh, ye shall begin to die ; unjust." 6 If it is a source of joy and glory to
but if ye, through the Spirit, mortify the deeds men to have children like to themselves D and it
of the flesh, ye shall live. For as many as are is more agreeable to have begotten an offspring
led by the Spirit of God they are the sons of then when the remaining 7 progeny responds to
God." i If we are the sons of God, if we are the parent with like lineaments -- how much
already beginning to be His temples, if, having greater is the gladness in God the Father, when
received the Holy Spirit, we are living holily and any one is so spiritually born that in his acts
spiritually, if we have raised our eyes from earth and praises the divine eminence of race s is anto heaven, if we have lifted our hearts, filled with nounced ! What a palm of righteousness
is it,
God and Christ, to things above and divine, let what a crown, to be such a one 9 as that the
us do nothing but what is worthy of God and Lord should not say of you, "I have begotten
Christ, even as the apostle arouses and exhorts and brought up children, but they have despised
us, saying : " If ye be risen with Christ, seek me I" ,o Let Christ rather applaud you, and inthose things which are above, where Christ is rite you to the reward, saying, "Come, ye blessed
sitting at the right hand of God ; occupy your of my Father, receive the kingdom which is preminds with things that are above, not with things pared for you from the beginning of the world." zt
which are upon the earth.
For ye are dead, and
36. The mind must be strengthened, beloved
your life is hid with Christ in God.
But when brethren, by these meditations.
By exercises of
Christ, who is your life, shall appear, then shall this kind it must be confirmed against all the
ye also appear with Him in glory." * Let us, darts of the devil.
Let there be the divine readthen, who in baptism have both died and been ing in the hands,'* the Lord's thoughts in the
buried in respect of the carnal sins of the old mind ; let constant prayer never cease at all ; let
man, who have risen again with Christ in the saving labour persevere.
Let us be always busied
heavenly regeneration, both think upon and do in spintual actions, that so often as the enemy
the things which are Christ's, even as the same approaches, however often he may try to come
apostle again teaches and counsels, saying : "The near, he may find the breast closed and armed
first man is of the dust of the earth ; the second against him.
For a Christian man's crown is
nan is from heaven.
Such as he is from the not only that which is received in the time of
earth, such also are they who are from the earth ; persecution : peace ,3 also has its crowns, whereand such as He the heavenly is, such also are vith the victors, from a varied and manifold enthey who are heavenly.
As we have borne the _agement, are crowned, when their adversary is
image of him who is of the earth, let us also bear _rostrated and subdued.
To have overcome lust
the image of Him who is from heaven." 3 But is the palm of continency.
To have resisted
we cannot bear the heavenly image, unless in against anger, against injury, is the crown of
that condition wherein we have already begun to patience.
It is a triumph over avarice to despise
be, we show forth the likeness of Christ.
money.
It is the praise of faith, by trust in the
15. For this is to change what you had been future, to suffer the adversity of the world. And
and to begin to be what you were not, that he who is not haughty in prosperity, obtains glory
the divine birth might shine forth in you, that for his humility ; and he who is disposed to the
the godly discipline might respond to God, the mercifulness of cherishing the poor, obtains the
Father, that in the honour and praise of living, retribution of a heavenly treasure ; and he who
God may be glorified in man ; as He Himself knows not to be jealous, and who with one heart
exhorts, and warns, and promises to those who and in meekness loves his brethren, is honoured
glorify Him a reward in their turn, saying, with the recompense of love and peace.
In this
"Them
that glorify me I win glorify, and he course of virtues we daily run; to these palms
who despiseth me shall be despised." 4 For and crowns of justice we attain without intermiswhich glorification the Lord, forming and prepar- sion of time.
ing us, and the Son of God instillingS the likeness
17. To these rewards that you also may come
of God the Father, says in His Gospel : "Ye have who had been possessed with jealousy and ranheard that it hath been said, Thou shalt love
6 Matt.v. 4_'4_. ,,
thy neighbour, and hate thine enemy.
But I say
I_ Or,"*,_,*.
- C,et_t'ohita_"
unto you, Love your enemies, and pray for them
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cour, cast away all that malice wherewith you if we, who are always to please Him in His
were before held fast, and be reformed to the kingdom, previously please Him in the world.
way of eternal life in the footsteps of salvation.
Tear out from your breast thorns and thistles,
TREATISE XI. s
that the Lord's seed may enrich you with a fertile produce, that the divine and spiritual corn- EXHORTATIONTO MARTYRDOM, ADDRESSED
field may abound to the plentifulness of a frnifful
TO FORTUNATUS.
harvest. Cast out the poison of gall, cast out
PREFACE.
the virus of discords. Let the mind which the
i. You have desired, beloved Forttmatns,9 that,
malice z of the serpent had infected be purged ; since the burden of persecutions and afflictions
let all bitterness which had settled within be soft- is lying heavy upon us, and in the ending and
ened by the sweetness of Christ. If you take completion of the world the hateful time of Antiboth meat and drink from the sacrament of the christ is already beginning to drawnear, *°I would
cross, let the wood which at Mara* availed in a collect from the sacred Scriptures some exhortafigure for sweetening the taste, avail to you in tions for preparing and strengthening the minds
in reality for soothing your softened breast ; and of the brethren, whereby I might animate the
you shall not strive for a medicine for your in- soldiers of Christ for the heavenly and spiritual
creasing health. Be cured by that whereby you contest. I have been constrained to obey your
had been wounded.s Love those whom you pie- so needful wish, so that as much as my limited
viously had hated ; favour those whom you en- powers, instructed by the aid of divine inspiravied with unjust disparagements. Imitate good tion, are sufficient, some arms, as it were, and
men, if you are able to follow them ; but if you defences might be brought forth from the Lord's
are not able to follow them, at least rejoice with precepts for the brethren who ar,_eabout to fight.
them, and congratulate those who are better than iFor it is little to arouse God s people by the
you. Make yourself a sharer 4 with them in trnmpe t call of our voice, unless we confirm
united love ; make yourself their associate in the the faith of believers, and their valour dedicated
alliance of charity and the bond of brotherhood, and devoted to God, by the divine readings."
Your debts shall be remitted to you when you
2. But what more fitly or more fully agrees
youtselfshall have forgiven. Your sacrifices shall with my own care and solicitude, than to prebe received when you shall come in peace to pare the people divinely entrusted to me, and an
God. Your thoughts and deeds shall be directed army established in the heavenly camp, by assidufrom above, when you consider those things ous exhortations against the darts and weapons
which are divine and righteous, as it is written : of the devil ? For he cannot be a soldier fitted
"Let the heart of a man consider righteous for the war who has not first been exercised in
things, that his steps may be directed by the the field ; nor will he who seeks to gain the
Lord." s
crown of contest be rewarded on the racecourse,
Ig. And you have many things to consider, unless he first considers the use and skilfulness
Think of paradise, whither Cain does not enter, 6 of his powers. It is an ancient adversary and an
who by jealousy slew his brother. Think of the old enemy with whom we wage our battle : six
heavenly kingdom, to which the Lord does not thousand years are now nearly completed since
admit any but those who are of one heart and the devil first attacked man.'* All kinds of temp_;nd.
Consider that those alone can be called ration, and arts, and snares for his overthrow, he
sons of God who are peacemakers, who in has learned by the very practice of long years.
heavenly 7 birth and by the divine law are made If he finds Christ's soldier unprepa_d, if unone, and respond to the likeness of God the skilled, if not careful and watching with his
Father and of Christ. Consider that we are whole heart; he circumvents him if ignorant, he
standing under the eyes of God, that we are pur- deceives him incautious, he chests him inexsuing the course of our conversation and our perienced. But if a man, keeping the Lord's
life,
withGod Him_If looking
on and judging,
Iprecepts,
and bravely
adhering
toChrist,'s
stands
thatwe may thenatlengthbe ableto attain
to against
him,he must needs be conquered,
betheresult
of beholding
Him, ifwe now delightcauseChrist,
whom thatman confm, istmI-!imwho seesus,by out actions,
ifwe show conquered.
ourselves
worthyof His favout
and indulgence
;
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3. And that I might not extend my discourse, thing is to be embraced and desired, and to be
beloved brother, to too great a length, _ud fatigue asked for in all the entreaties of our petitions,
my hearer or reader by the abundance of a too that we who are God's servants should be also
diffuse style, I have made a compendium ; so His friends.
that the titles being placed first, which every one
ought both to know and to have in mind, I might
HV._DSOFTHr FOm.OW_GBOOK.
subjoin sections of the Lord's word, and establish
t. Therefore, in exhorting and preparing our
what I had proposed by the authority of the di- brethren, and in arming them with firmness of
vine teaching, in such wise as that I might not virtue and faith for the heralding forth of the
appear to have sent you my own treatise so much, confession of the Lord, and for the battle of peras to have suggested material for others to dis- secution and suffering, we must declare, in the
course on ; a proceeding which will be of advan- first place, that the idols which man makes for
tage to individuals w_th increased benefit. For himself are not gods. For things which are made
if I were to give a man a garment finished and are not greater than their maker and fashioner ;
ready, it would be my garment that another was nor can those things protect and preserve anymaking use of, and probably the thing made for body, which themselves perish out of their ternanother would be found little fitting for his figure ples, unless they are preserved by man. But
of stature and body. But now I have sent you neither are those elements to be worshipped 3
the very wool and the purple _from the Lamb, !which serve man according to the disposition and
by whom we were redeemed and quickened ; ordinance of God.
which, when you have received, you will make
2. The idols being destroyed, and the truth
into a coat for yourself according to your own iconcerning the elements being manifested, we
will, and the rather that you will rejoice in it as must show that God only is to be worshipped.
your own private and special garment. And you
3- Then we must add, what is God's threatenwill exhibit to others also what we have sent, that ing against those who sacrifice to idols.
they themselves may be able to finish it accord4. Besides, we must Leachthat God does not
ing to their will ; so that that old nakedness being easily pardon idolaters.
covered, they may all bear the garments of Christ
5" And that God is so angry with idolatry,
robed in the sanctification of heavenly grace,
that He has even commanded those to be slain
4. Moreover also, beloved brethren, I have who persuade others to sacrifice and serve
considered it a useful and wholesome plan in an idols.
exhortation so needful as that which may make
6. After this we must subjoin, that being remartyrs, to cut off all delays and tardiness in deemed anc[ quickened by the blood of Christ,
our words, and to put away the windings of hu- we ought to prefer nothing to Christ, because
man discourse, and set down only those things He preferred nothing to us, and on our account
which God speaks, wherewith Christ exhorts His preferred evil things to good, poverty to riches,
servants to martyrdom. Those divine precepts servitude to rule, death to immortality ; that we,
themselves must be supplied, as it were, for arms on the contrary, in our sufferings are preferring
for the combatants. Let them be the incite- the riches and delights of paradise to the povments of the warlike trumpet ; let them be the erty of the world, eternal dominion and kingdom
clarion-blast for the warriors. Let the ears be to the slavery of time, immortality to death,
roused by them ; let the minds be prepared by God and Christ to the devil and Antichrist.
them ; let the powers both of soul and body be
7. We must urge also, that when snatched
strengthened to all endurance of suffering. Let from the jaws of the devil, and freed from the
us only who, by the Lord's permission, have given snares of this world, if they begin to be in ditfithe first baptism to believers, also prepare each culty and trouble, they must not desire to return
one for the second; urging and teaching that again to the world, and so lose the advantage of
this is a baptism greater in grace, more lofty in their withdrawal therefrom.
power, more precious in honour m a baptism
8. That we must rather urge on and persevere
wherein angels baptize- a baptism in which in faith and virtue, and in completion of heavGod and His Christ exult m a baptism after only and spiritual grace, that we may attain to
which no one sins any more ' ma baptism which the palm and to the crown.
completes the increase of our faith--a baptism
which, as we withdraw from the world, immediately associates us with God. In the baptism
of water is received the remission of sins, in the
baptism of blood the crown of virtues. This
L -.t __q_nmojara_

-rms_

I 9- For that afflictions and persecutions are
brought about for this purpose, that we may be
proved.
co. Neither must we fear the injuries and
penalties of persecutions, because greater is the
Lord to protect than the devil to assault.
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xx.And lestany one shouldbe frightened
thoughtthis,
letthem know how much more
and troubled
at theafflictions
and persecutions
beautiful
is the Lord than they. Or ifthey
which we suffer
in thisworld,we must prove admiredtheirpowersand operations,
letthem
thatitwas beforeforetold
thattheworldwould understand
by them,thatHe thatmade these
hold us in hatred,and thatitwould arousemightythings
ismightier
thanthey."
6
persecutions
against
us; that
fromthis
verything,
thatthesethingscome to pass,
ismanifest
the 2. ThatGod alonemustbe worshipped.
truth
of thedivine
promise,
inrecompenses
and
"As itiswritten,
Thou shalt
worship
theLord
rewards
whichshall
afterwards
follow
_ thatitis thyGod,and Him onlyshalt
thouserve."
7 Also
no new thingwhichhappensto Christians,
sinceinExodus: "Thou shalt
have none othergods
fromthebeginning
of theworldthegood have besideme."s Alsoin Deuteronomy: "See ye,
suffered,
andhavebeenoppressed
and slainby seeye thatI am He, and thatthereisno God
theunrighteous,
besideme. I willkill,
and willmake alive
;I
12.In thelastplace,
itmust be laiddown willsmite,
and I willheal; and thereisnone
whathope andwhatrewardawaittherighteous
who can deliver
outof mine hands."
9 In the
and martyrs
after
thestruggles
andthesufferings
Apocalypse,
moreover: "And I saw another
of thistime,
and thatwe shallreceive
more in angelflyin the midstof heaven,havingthe
therewardof oursuffering
thanwhatwe suffer
everlasting
Gospeltopreachovertheearth,
and
hereinthepassion
itself,
overallnations,
and tribes,
and tongues,
and
peoples,
sayingwith a loud voice,Fear God
oN THE EX_ORTA_ONTO aARTVP.ZX)M,
rather, and give glory to Him : for the hour of
x. That idols are not gods, and that the ele- His judgment is come ; and worship Him that
ments are not to be worshipped in the made heaven and earth, and the sea, and all
place of gods.'
that therein is." ,o So also the Lord, in His Gospel, makes mention of the first and second cornIn the cxifith Psalm it is shown that "the mandment, saying, " Hear, O Israel, The Lord
idols of the heathen are silver and gold, the thy God is one God ; .... and, "Thou shalt love
work of men's hands. They have a mouth, and thy Lord with all thy heart, and with all thy
speak not ; eyes have they, and see not. They soul, and with all thy strength. This is the first;
have ears, and hear not; neither is there any and the second is like unto it, Thou shalt love
breath in their mouth. Let those that make thy neighbour as thyself. On these two cornthem be made like unto them." 2 Also in the mandments hang all the law and the prophets."'*
Wisdom of Solomon: "They counted all the And once more: "And this is life eternal, that
idols of the nations to be gods, which neither they may know Thee, the only and true God,
have the use of eyes to see, nor noses to draw and Jesus Christ, whom Thou hast sent." ,3
breath, nor ears to hear, nor fingers on their
hands to handle ; and as for their feet, they are
3. What is God's threatening against those
slow to go. For man made them, and he that
who sacrifice to idols?
borrowed his own spirit fashioned them ; but no
man can make a god like unto himself. For,
In Exodus: "He that sacrificeth unto any
since he is mortal, he worketh a dead thing with gods but the Lord only, shall be rooted out." '4
wicked hands ; for he himself is better than the Also in Deuteronomy : "They sacrificed unto
things which he worshippeth, since he indeed demons, and not to God." ,s In Isaiah also:
lived once, but they never." 3 In Exodus also : "They worshipped those which their fingers have
"Thou shalt not make to thee an idol, nor the made ; and the mean man was bowed down, and
the great man was humbled : and I will not forlikeness of anything." 4 Moreover, in Solomon, give them." _6 And again : "To them hast thou
concerning the elements: "Neither by consid- poured out drink-offerings, and to them thou
ering the works did they acknowledge who was hast offered sacrifices. For these, therefore, shall
the workmaster ; but deemed either fire, or wind,
or the swift air, or the circle of the stars, or the I not be angry, saith the Lord ? "_7 In Jeremiah
violent water, or the sun, or the moon, to be also: "Walk ye not after other gods, to serve
gods.s On account of whose beauty, if they them ; and worship them not, and provoke me_
6 W'u_L_iii. z-4.
(Job xxxi. g7)7and so the soul degraded itseu to lowerzorms mm
_memfet{c_'a_bya _ov_and
ov_ *pin _peamd _
men. R0m. Lsx, 9_.]
s P*"cxxxv,
V/'_I. xv. sS-x7.
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not in the works of your.hands,,,to destroy you._'.' [thou shalt not consent unto him,"and thou shalt
In the Apocalypse too.
If any man worship not hearken unto him, neither shall thine eye
the beast and his image, and receive his mark spare him, neither shalt thou conceal him, declarin his forehead or in his hand, he shall also drink [ing thou shalt declare concerning him. Thine
of the wine of the wrath of God, which is mixed hand shall be upon him first of all to put him to
in the cup of His wrath, and shall be punished death, and afterwards the hand of all the people ;
with fire and brimstone before the eyes of the and they shall stone him, and he shall die, beholy angels, and before the eyes of the Lamb : cause he hath sought to turn thee away from the
and the smoke of their torments shall ascend for Lord thy God." 7 And again the Lord speaks,
ever and ever : and they shah have no rest day and says, that neither must a city be spared,
or night, whosoever worship the beast and his even though the whole city should consent to
image.""
idolaa'y : "Or if thou shalt hear in one of the
cities which the Lord thy God shall give thee,
4. That God does not easily pardon idolaters, to dwell there, saying, Let us go and serve other
Moses in Exodus prays for the people, and
does not obtain his prayer, saying : "I pray, O
Lord, this people hath sinned a great sin. They
have made them gods of gold. And now, if
Thou forgivest them their sin, forgive it ; but
if not, blot me out of the book which Thou hast
written. And the Lord said unto Moses, If any
one hath sinned against me, him will I blot out
of my book." 3 Moreover, when Jeremiah besought for the people, the Lord speaks to him,
saying : "And pray not thou for this people, and

gods, which thou hast not known,s slaying thou
shalt
all who
are
in the
slaughter
of thekill
sword,
and
burn
thecity
citywith
withthe
fire,
and it
shall be without habitation for ever. Moreover,
it shall no more be rebuilt, that the Lord may
be turned from the indignation of His anger.
And He will show thee mercy, and He will pity
thee, and will multiply thee, if thou wilt hear
the voice of the Lord thy God, and wilt observe
His precepts."9
Remembering which precept

and
its force,
slew him But
who ifhad
approached
the Mattathias
altar to sacrifice.
before
entreat not for them in prayer and supplication ; the coming of Christ these precepts concerning
because I will not hear in the time wherein they the worship of God and the despising of idols
shall call upon me in the time of their affliction." 4 Ezekiel also denounces this same anger were observed, how much more should they be
of God upon those who sin against God, and regarded since Christ's advent ; since He, when
says : "And the word of the Lord came unto He came, not only exhorted us with words, but
me, saying, Son of man, whatsoever land sinneth with deeds also, but after all wrongs and contuagainst me, by committing an offence, I will melies, suffered also, and was crucified, that He
stretch forth mine hand upon it, and will crush might teach us to suffer and to die by His exthe support of the bread thereof; and I will ample, that there might be no excuse for a man
send into it famine, and I will take away from it not
suffer
Him,
'° sinceforHe
us ;
and to
that
sinceforHe
suffered
thesuffered
sins of for
others,
man and beast. And though these three men much rather ought each to suffer for his own
were in the midst of it, Noah, Daniel, and Job, sins. And therefore in the Gospel He threatens,
they shall not deliver sons nor daughters ; they and says : "Whosoever shall confess me before
themselves only shall be delivered." s Likewise men, him will I also confess before my Father
in the first book of Kings: "If a man sin by
offending against another, they shall beseech the which
is inmen,
heaven
but I whosoever
me before
him ; will
also deny shall
beforedeny
my
Lord for him ; but if a man sin against God, Father which is in heaven." z, The Apostle Paul
who shall entreat for him ? "6
also says : "For if we die with Him, we shall
also live with Him ; if we suffer, we shall also
5. That God is so angry against idolatry, that reign with Him ; if we deny Him, He also will
He has even enjoined those to be slain deny us." t, John too : "Whosoever denieth the
who persuade others to sacrifice and Son, the same hath not the Father; he that acserve idols.
!knowledgeth the Son, hath both the Son and
In Deuteronomy : " But if thy brother, or thy the Father." ,3 Whence the Lord exhorts and
son, or thy daughter, or thy wife which is in thy strengthens us to contempt of death, saying :
bosom, or thy friend which is the fellow of thine "Fear not them which kill the body, but are
own soul, should ask thee secretly, saying, Let us not able to kill the soul; but rather fear Him
go and serve other gods, the gods of the nations,
? "Deut xlil. 6-xo,
, ThnOxford
editlo_hner*.s
_*r_,_"nao_.dgit'.t_ _ii_na_;
z
s
s
4

Jet. vii. 6.
Rev, xiv. 9-zz.
Ex. xxx_i 3_r_3.
Jet, viL z6.--

s _ek. xi,. z_4.
6 x Sam. i1. _3.

and if tho_ shalt find that that is ccrUtm whad_ m rail. _
9 Deut xiil. x2-18.
lo Or, "for a m_n who does not suffer."
s Tim.x.il.3s.33ix, x2.
_ Matt.
z_ z John zl. 23.
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which is able to kill soul and bodyin Gehenna."'
And again : "He that loveth his life shall lose
it; and he who hateth his life in this world, shall
keep it unto life eternal." •

trusted and believed on God, since IIe who delivers His people from the devil and the world,
protects them also when delivered. "Wherefore
hast thou thus done with us," say they, "in casting us forth outof Egypt ? It isbetter for us
6. That, being redeemed and quickened by to serve the Egyptians than to die in this wilderthe blood of Christ, we ought to prefer ness. And Moses said unto the people, Trust,
nothing to Christ)
and stand fast, and see the salvation which is
In the Gospel the Lord speaks, and says from the Lord, which He shall do to you to-day.
"He that loveth father or mother more than me, The Lord Himself shall fight for you, and ye
is not worthy of me ; and he that loveth son or ishall hold your peace." ,o The Lord, admonishdaughter more than me, is not worthy of me ; Iiug us of this in His Gospel, and teaching that
and he that taketh not his cross and followeth we should not return again to the devil and to
me, is not worthy of me." 4 So also it is written the world, which we have renounced, and whence
in Deuteronomy : "They who say to their father we have escaped, says : "No man looking back,
and their mother, I have not known thee, and and putting his hand to the plough, is fit for the
have not acknowledged their own children, these kingdom
: "And
let him
that Is in of
theGod.""
field not And
returnagain
back.
Remember
have kept Thy precepts, and have observed Thy
covenant." s Moreover, the Apostle Paul says : Lot's wife." ,2 And lest any one should be re"Who shall separate us from the love of Christ ? tarded by any covetousness of wealth or attracshall tribulation, or distress, or persecution, or tion of his own people from following Christ, He
hunger, or nakedness, or peril, or sword ? As adds, and says : "He that forsaketh not all that
it is written, Because for Thy sake we are killed he hath, cannot be my disciple." ,3
all the day long, we are counted as sheep for the
slaughter. Nay, in all these things we overcome
8. That we must press on and persevere in
on account of Him who hath loved us." 6 And
faith and virtue, and in completion of
again : "Ye are not your own, for ye are bought
heavenly and spiritual grace, that we may
with a great price. Glorify and bear God in
attain to the palm and the crown.
your body." 7 And again: " Christ died for all,
In the book of Chronicles : "The Lord is
that both they which live may not henceforth with you so long as ye also are with Him ; but
live unto themselves, but unto Him which died if ye forsake Him, He will forsake you." ,4 In
for them, and rose again." a
Ezekiel also : "The righteousness of the right7. That those who are snatched from the jaws eous
shall not deliver
him in what
dayGospel
soever the
he
may transgress."
,s Moreover,
in the
of the devil, and delivered from the Lord speaks, and says:" He that shallendure to
snares of this world,9 ought not again the end, the same shall be saved." _ And again :
to return to the world, lest they should ,, If ye shall abide in my word, ye shall be my
lose the advantage of their withdrawal disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth,
therefrom,
and the truth shall make you free." ,7 Moreover,
In Exodus the Jewish people, prefigured as a forewarning us that we ought always to be ready,
shadow and image of us, when, with God for and to stand firmly equipped and armed, He
their guardian and avenger, they had escaped adds, and says : "Let your loins be girded about,
the most severe slavery of Pharaoh and of Egypt and your lamps burning, and ye yourselves like
that is, of the devil and the world-- faithless unto men that wait for their lord when he shall
and ungrateful in respect of God, murmur against return from the wedding, that when he cometh
Moses, looking back to the discomforts of the and knocketh they may open unto him. Blessed
desert and of their labour ; and, not understand- are those servants whom their lord, when he
ing the divine benefits of liberty and salvation, eometh, shall find watching." _s Also the blessed
they seek to returnto the slavery of Egypt-- Apostle Paul, that our faith may advance and
that is, of the world whence they had been grow, and attain to the highest point, exhorts us,
drawn forth-- when they ought rather to have saying : "Know ye not, that they which run in a
race run all indeed, yet one receiveth the prize ?
z ]_tt.x._L
Jolm
ziL eS. aU_,a _Ids, "Imcamm n,_Imr dklHe ac._uat _
The O'Mo_
be_b_us."
x. _.,.3L
s l)_n_ _
9.
6 Rc_. rill _,.._.
Tz Co¢.v/. so.
s s Cot. v. zs.

m Fat.
xlv.
zx-t4.
zz Lukeix. 6s.
z_I,,_e xvii. 3z,$*.
x_ lad_ xiv. 33"
_ _ Chnm. xv. t.
u F_k. _iii. xs.
z_ ]t/a_ z. u.
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So run,thatye may obtain.*And they,indeed,
speaks,saying
: "We gloryin thehope of the
thattheymay receive
a corruptible
crown; but gloryofGod. And notonlyso,butwe gloryin
ye an incorruptible."
* And again: "No man tribulations
also;knowingthattribulation
workthatwarreth
forGod bindshimself
to anxieties
ethpatience,
and patience
experience,
and exofthis
world,
thathe may be abletopleaseHim perience
hope; and hopenmkethnotashamed,
towhom he hathapprovedhimself.Moreover,becausetheloveof God isshed abroadin our
also,
ifa man shouldcontend,he willnot be hearts
by theHolySpirit
who isgivenuntous."'1
crownedunless
he havefoughtlawfully."
s And And Peter,
inhisepistle,
laysitdown,and says:
again:"Now I beseechyou,brethren,
by the "Beloved,be not surprised
at the fieryheat
mercyof God, thatye constitute
yourbodiesa whichfalleth
upon you,which happensforyour
living
sacrifice,
holy,
acceptable
untoGod ; and trial
; and fail
not,as ifsome new thingwere
be notconformedtothis
world,
butbe ye transihappening
untoyou. Butas oftenas ye cornformedin therenewingof yourspirit,
thatye municate
withthesufferings
of Christ,
rejoice
in
may provewhat isthewillof God, good,and allthings,
thatalsoin therevelation
made of
acceptable,
and perfect."
4 And again: "We Hisgloryyoumay rejoice
withgladness.Ifye
arechildren
ofGod :butifchildren,
thenheirs
_ be reproached
inthename of Christ,
happyare
heirs
indeedof God, butjoint-heirs
withChrist.
ye ; becausethename ofthemajesty
and power
ifwe suffer
together,
thatwe may alsobe glori-of the Lord resteth
upon you; which indeed
fledtogether."
s And in theApocalypsethe according
tothem isblasphemed,
butaccording
same exhortation
of divinepreaching
speaks,tous ishonoured."
=
saying,
"Hold fastthatwhich thouhast,lest
another
takethycrown;"6 which exampleof io.Thatinjuries
and penalties
ofpersecutions
perseverance
and persistence
ispointedoutin
are not to be fearedby us,because
Exodus,
when Moses,fortheoverthrow
ofAmagreater
istheLord toprotect
than the
lek, who bore the type of the devil, raised up
devil to assault.
his open hands in the sign and sacrament of the
John, in his epistle, proves this, saying :
cross/and could not conquer his adversary un- ,, Greater is He who is in you than he that is in
less when he had stedfastiy persevered in the the world."*3 Also in the cxviith Psalm : "I will
sign with hands continually lifted up. "And not fear what man can do unto me ; the Lord is
it came to pass," says he, "when Moses raised my helper." i4 And again : "'These in chariots,
up his hands, Israel prevailed ; but when he let and those in horses ; but we will glory in the
down his hands, Amalek grew mighty. And they name of the Lord our God. They themselves
took a stone and placed it under him, and he are bound# and thg$ have fallen ; but we have
sate thereon. And Aaron and Hur held up his risen up, and stand upright." ,6 And even more
hands on the one side and on the other side, and strongly the Holy Spirit, teaching and showing
Moses' hands were made steady even to the going that the army of the devil is not to be feared,
down of the sun. And Jesus routed Amalek and and that, if the foe should declare war against
all his people. And the Lord said unto Moses, us, our hope consists rather in that war itself;
Write this, and let it be a memorial in a book, and that by that conflict the righteous attain to
and tell it in the ears of Jesus ; because in de- the reward of the divine abode and eternal saF
stroying I will destroy the remembrance of Ama- ration, -- lays down in the twenty-sixth Psalm,
lek from under heaven." s
and says : "Though an host should be arrayed
against me, my heart shall not fear ; though war
9. That afflictions and persecutions arise for should rise up against me, in that will I put my
the sake of our being proved,
hope. One hope have I sought of the Lord,
In Deuteronomy, "The Lord your God prov- this will I require ; that I may dwell in the
eth you, that He may know if ye love the Lord house of the Lord all the days of my life." ,7
your God with all your heart, and with all your Also in Exodus, the Holy Scripture declares that
soul, and with all your strength." 9 And again, we are rather multiplied and increased by afflicin Solomon : "The furnace proveth the potter's tions, saying : "And the more they afflicted
vessel, and righteous men the trial of tribula- them, so much the more they became greater,
tion." ,o Paul also testifies similar things, and land waxed stronger." ,s And in the Apocalypse,
divine protection is promised to our sufferings.
,
O.fo.l_o.:
For.w.ryo_
that_m
for
t
h,._t_
is
,, Fear nothing of these things," it says, "which
_ml_m_ h all thinga."
IzRom. v. _-S.
.2 z Pet. iv..2-'.4-

s _ Tim._,4,S"
4 Rom._L ,. a.

' _-_,i ,6,,7.
[.yol. i. Justin, pp. _s, "44; Baraalms,_.,

,,, _oh°
!.,..
4: _,,=, _o ._,o,d_,.,_.;
PP-s44, *4S.]
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thou shalt suffer."'
Nor does any one else
promise to us security and protection, than He
who also speaks by Isaiah the prophet, saying:

CYPRIAN.
have suffered, and the righteous have
been oppressed and slain by the tinrighteous.

" Fear not ; for I have redeemed
thee, and
called thee by thy name : thou art mine.
And!
if thou passest through the water, I am with
thee, and the rivers shall not overflow thee.
And if thou passest through the fire, thou shalt
not be burned, and 2 the flame shall not burn
thee ; for I, the Lord thy God, the Holy One of
Israel, am He who maketh thee safe."3 Who
also promises in the Gospel that divine help
shall not be wanting to God's servants in persecutions, saying: "But when they shall deliver
you up, take no thought how or what ye shall

The Lord in the Gospel forewarns and foretells, saying : "If the world hates you, know that
it first hated me.
If ye were of the world, the
world would love what is its own: but because
y e are not of the world, and I have chosen you
out of the world, therefore the world hateth you.
Remember
the word that I spoke unto you, The
servant is not greater than his master.
If they
have persecuted
me, they will persecute
you
also." s And again : "The hour will come, that
ievery one that killeth you will think that he
jdoeth God service ; but they will do this because
speak.
For it shall be given you in that houri•hey
have not known the Father nor me.
But
what ye shall speak.
For it is not ye who speak, these things have I told you, that when the hour
but the Spirit of your Father who speaketh in shall come ye may remember them, because I
you. ''4 And again: "Settle it in your hearts told you."9
And again: "Verily, verily, I say
not to meditate before how to answer.
For I unto you, That ye shall weep and lament, but
will give you a mouth and wisdom, which your the world shall rejoice ; ye shall be sorrowful,
adversaries shall not be able to resist." 5 As in but your sorrow shall be turned into joy." ,o
Exodus God speaks to Moses when he delayed
And again : "These
things have I spoken unto
and trembled to go to the people, saving : "Who
you, that in me ye may have peace ; but in the
hath given a mouth to man?
and who hath world ye shall have tribulation:
but be of good
made the stammerer? and who the deaf man? confidence, for I have overcome the world." ''
and who the seeing, and the blind man?
Have And when He was interrogated by His disciples
not I, the Lord God?
And now go, and I will concerning the sign of His coming, and of the
open thy mouth, and will instruct thee what thou consummation
of the world, He answered and
shalt say." 6 Nor is it difficult for God to open said : "Take
care lest any deceive you : for
the mouth of a man devoted to Himself, and many shall come in my name, saying, I am
to inspire constancy and confidence in speech to Christ ; and shall deceive many.
And ye shall
His confessor ; since in the book of Numbers
begin to hear of wars, and rumours of wars ; see
He made even a she-ass to speak against the that ye be not troubled:
for these things must
rophet Balaam.7
Wherefore
in persecutions
needs come to pass, but the end is not yet.
et no one think what danger the devil is bring- For nation shall rise against nation, and kingdom
ing in, but let him indeed consider what help against kingdom:
and there shall be famines,
God affords ; nor let human mischief overpower and earthquakes, and pestilences, in every place.
the mind, but let divine protection strengthen
But all these things are the beginnings of t_avthe faith ; since every one, according
to the ailings.
Then they shall deliver you up into
Lord's promises and the deservings of his faith, affliction, and shall kill you : and ye shall be
receives so much from God's help as he thinks hateful to all nations for my name's sake.
And
that he receives.
Nor is there anything which then shall many be offended, and shall betray
the Almighty is not able to grant, unless the fail- one another, and shall hate one another.
And
ing faith of the receiver be deficient and give many false prophets shall arise, and shall seduce
way.
many;
and because wickedness
shall abound,
xi. That it was* before predicted
that the
world would hold us in abhorrence,
and that it would stir up persecutions
against us, and that no new thing is
happening to the Christians, since from
the be#nning
of the world the good
• Ru. ii. •o.
•s I_.
The_
xliiL x.-_._
4 Matt.z. _9,,o.

is, "•k-o--_,#the_, the_7

etc.

$ Luke xxi. z4, •5.
• Ex. v[, XI, X2.
7 [_
ia the New Testament, asifo_tosilenceunbelief (2 Pet. iL z6). Cyprian is one of the few dlwnes who note the
llg_t thrmtm on l_laam't in_ratlon
]_ the fact tlmt _
a dumb
beut might be made to speak wm_ls, not of hls own win.]

the love of many shall wax cold.
But he who
shall endure to the end, the same shall be saved.
And this Gospel of the kingdom shall be preached
through all the world, for a testimony
to all
nations ; and then shall come the end.
When,
therefore, ye shall see the abomination of desolation which is spoken of by Daniel the prophet,
standing in the holy place (let him who readeth
understand),
then let them which are in Judea
flee to the mountains ; and let him which is on
s
9
to
u

John
John
John
John

xv. x_.
xvl. 2- 4.
xvi. 2o.
x-vL33 .
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the house-roof not go down to take anything Amrias, and Mis/iel, equal in age, agreeing in
from the house ; and let him who is in the field love, stedfast in faith, constant in virtue, stronger
not return back to carry away his clothes. But than the flames and penalties that urged them,
woe to them that are pregnant, and to those that proclaim that they only obey God, that they
are giving suck in those days! But pray ye know Him alone, that they worship Him alone,
that your flight be not in the winter, nor on the saying : "O king Nebuchodonosor, there is no
Sabbath-day : for there shall be great tribulation, need for us to answer thee in this matter. For
such as has not arisen from the beginning of the the God whom we serve is able to deliver us out
word until now, neither shall arise. And unless of the furnace of burning fire; and He will
those days should be shortened, no flesh should deliver us from thy hands, O king. And if not,
be saved ; but for the elect's sake those days be it known unto thee, that we do not serve thy
shall be shortened. Then if any one shall say gods, and we do not adore the golden image
unto you, Lo, here is Christ, or, Lo, there ; be- which thou hast set up." * And Daniel, devoted
lieve him not. For there shall arise false Christs, to God, and filled with the Holy Spirit, exclaims
and false prophets, and shall show great signs and says: "1 worship nothing but the Lord my
and wonders, to cause error, if it be possible, God, who founded the heaven and the earth."_
even to the elect. But take ye heed : behold, Tobias also, although under a royal and tyranI have foretold you all things. If, therefore, nical slavery, yet in feeling and spirit free, mainthey shall say to you, Lo, he is in the desert; tains his confession to God, and sublimely
go not forth : lo, he is in the sleeping chambers ; announces both the divine power and majesty,
believe it not. For as the flashing of lightning saying : "In the land of my captivity I confess
goeth forth from the east, and appeareth even to Him, and I show forth His power in a sinful
to the west, so also shall the coming of the Son nation." 4 What, indeed, do we find in the
of man be. Wheresoever the carcase shall be, Maccabees of seven brethren, equals alike in
there shall the eagles be gathered together, their lot of birth and virtues, filling up the numBut immediately after the affliction of those ber seven in the sacrament of a perfected corndays the sun shall be darkened, and the moon pletion? Seven brethren were thus associating
shall not give her light, and the stars shall fall in martyrdom. As the first seven days in the
from heaven, and the powers of heaven shall be divine arrangement containing seven thousand
moved: and then shall appear the sign of the of years,S as the seven spirits and seven angels
Son of man in heaven: and all the tribes of which stand and go in and out before the face
the earth shall lament, and shall see the Son of GOd, and "the seven-branched lamp in the
of man coming in the clouds of heaven with tabernacle of witness, and the seven golden
great power and glory. And He shall send His candlesticks i_ the Apocalypse, and the seven
angels with a great trumpet, and they shall gather columns in Solomon upon which Wisdom built
together His elect from the four winds, from the her house ; so here also the number seven of
heights of heaven, even into the farthest bounds the brethren, embracing, in the quantity of their
thereof.",
And these are not new or sudden number, the seven churches, as likewise in the
things which are now happening to Christians ; first book of Kings we read that the barren hath
since the good and righteous, and those who borne seven. And in Isaiah seven women lay
are devoted to GOd in the law of innocence and hold on one man, whose name they ask to be
the fear of true religion, advance always through called upon them. And the Apostle Paul, who
afflictions, and wrongs, and the severe and mani- refers to this lawful and certain number, writes
fold penalties of troubles, in the hardship of a to the seven churches. And in the Apocalypse
narrow path. Thus, at the very beginning of the Lord directs HIS divine and heavenly prethe world, the righteous Abel was the first to be cepts to the seven churches and their angels,
shin by his brother ; and Jacob was driven into which number is now found in this case, in the
exile, and Joseph was sold, and king Saul per- seven brethren, that a lawful consummation may
secuted the merciful David ; and king Ahab be completed. With the seven children is maniendeavoured to oppress Elias, who firmly and fesfly associated also the mother, their origin
bravely asserted the majesty of God. Zacharias and root, who subsequently begat seven churches,
the priest was slain between the temple and the she herself having been first, and alone founded
altar, that himself might there become a sacri- upon a rock 6 by the voice of the Lord.7 Nor
rice where he was accustomed to offer sacrifices is it of no account that in their sufferings the
to God. SO many martyrdoms of the righteous
have, in fact, often been celebrated ; so many
"_"
;_ Dragcm,
,_-zs. vet. 5S
Bel and
examples of faith and virtue have been set forth
•s T_.
_i_6.
[I_us,
vol. i. p. 5s7; aim p. $5z, and _,
z_., p. z_.]
to future generations. The three youths, Ananias, thorimt_v_
6 ,,p_-_
isis_/_q,
of_e;
_t by_r _ _ _a"Pcmua,
"a rock."
x M_tt. mdv. 4..3x*

_ [The m
chmr.hes wmre none o( themfoundedbl[.
St l_r.
The mother he.re_-£e.r_l =, is thcmfo_ the Ecc/¢,r_ CmtAmlrA_.j
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mother alone is with her children. For martyrs edge of future events by the Spirit of divinity,
who witness themselves as the sons of God in foretold to the king the wrath of God, and the
suffering are now no more counted as of any vengeance that should swiftly follow. "Having
father but God, as in the Gospel the Lord power," said he, "among men, though thou art
teaches, saying, "Call no man your father upon corruptible, thou doest what thou wilt. But
earth ; for one is your Father, which is in think not that our race is forsaken of God.
heaven. ''x But what utterances of confessions Abide, and see His great power, how He will
did they herald forth ! how illustrious, how great torment thee and thy seed." 5 What alleviation
proofsof faith
did theyafford
I The kingAn-Iwas thatto themartyr!6 how substantial
a comtiochus,
theirenemy--yea,in AntiochusAnti-fort
in hissufferings,
not to consider
hisown
christwas set forth-soughtto pollutethe torments,
but to predictthe penalties
of his
mouthsof martyrs,
glorious
and unconquered
in tormentor
! But in the sixth,
not hisbravery
thespirit
of confession,
with thecontagion
of only,but alsohishumility,
isto bc setforth;
swine's
flesh
; and when hc hadseverely
beatenthatthemartyrclaimednothing
tohimself,
nor
them withwhips,and could prevail
nothing,evenmade an accountof thehonourof hisown
commanded ironplatesto be heated,which confession
withproudwords,butrather
ascribed
beinghe_tedand made toglow,he comm_nded itto hissinsthathe was suffering
persecution
him who had first
spoken,
and had more pro- from theking,
whilehc attributed
toGod that
yoked thekingwiththeconstancy
of hisvirtueafterwards
hc shouldbc avenged.Hc taught
and faith,
to be broughtup and roasted,
his thatmartyrsaremodest,thattheywere confitonguehavingfirst
beenpulledoutand cutoff,dentof vengeance,
and boasted
nothing
intheir
which had confessed
God ; and thishappened suffering.
"Do not,"saidhe,"needlessly
err
the more gloriously
to the martyr.For the forwe on ourown accountsuffer
thescthings,
tongucwhichhad confessed
thename of God, assinning
against
ourGod. Butthinknotthou
ought itself
first
to go to God. Then in the thatthoushalt
be unpunished,
who darest
tofight
second,
sharper
painshavingbeen devised,
be- againstGod."7 Also the admirablcmother,
forehe tortured
theotherlimbs,
he toreoffthe who,neither
brokendown by theweaknessof
skinof hisheadwiththehair,
doubtlcss
witha her sex,nor moved by her manifoldbereavepurposein hishatred.For sinceChrististhe ment, looked upon her dying childrenwith
headoftheman, and God isthehead ofChrist,
cheerfulness,
and did not reckonthosethings
he who torethe head in themartyrwas persc-punishments
of her darlings,
butglorics,
giving
cutingGod and Christin thathead. But he, as greata witness
to God by thevirtue
of her
trusting
inhismaxtyrdom,
andpromising
tohim- eyes,
as herchildren
had givenby thetortures
selffrom theretribution
of God therewardof and suffering
of theirlimbs; when, afterthe
resurrection, exclaimed and said, "Thou indeed punishment and slaying of six, there remained
impotently destroyest us out of this present life ; one of the brethren, to whom the king promised
but the King of the world will raise us up, who fiches, and power, and many things, that his
die for HIS laws, unto the eternal resurrection cruelty and ferocity might be soothed by the
of life."_ The third being challenged, quickly satisfaction of even one being subdued, and
put forth his tongue; for he had learned from asked that the mother would entreat that her
his brother to despise the punishment of cutting son might be cast down with herself; she enoff the tongue. Moreover, he firmly held forth treated, but it was as became a mother of mathis hands to be cut off, greatly happy in such a tyrs--as became one who was mindful of the
mode of punishment, since it was his lot to law and of God-- as became one who loved her
hnimte,
by stretching
forthhishands,theform sonsnot delicately,
but bravely.For she enofhisLord'spassion.And alsothefourth,
with treated,
but itwas thathe would confessGOd.
like
virtue,
despising
thetortures,
andanswering,
She entreated
thatthe brotherwould not be
to restm/n the king, with a heavenly voice ex- separated from his brothers in the alliance of
claimed, and said, "It is better that those who praise and glory ; then only considering herself
are given to death by men should wait for hope the mother of seven sons, if it should happen to
from God, to be raised up by Him again to her to have brought forth seven sons, not to the
eternal life.S For to thee there shall be no world, but to God. Therefore arming him, and
resurrection to life." 4 The fifth, besides tread- strengthening him, and so bearing her son by a
ing under foot the torments of the king, and his more blessed birth, she said, "0 son, pity me
severe and various tortures, by the strength of that bare thee ten s months in the womb, and
faith, animated to prescience also and knowl-gave thee milk for three years, and nourished
x
I
•
4

Mint. ulll. 9.
= Macc. "¢_.
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theeand broughttheeup to thisage; I pray!anddeceiveman,when God,who isthejudge
thee,O son,lookupon the heaven and theof ourconscience,
andwho onlyistobe feared,
earth;and "havingconsidered
allthe thingscannotat allbe mocked nor deceived.If,
whichareinthem,understand
thatoutof noth-therefore,
we alsolive
asdedicated
and devoted
ingGod made thesethings
andthehuman race.to God m ifwe make ourwayovertheancient
Therefore,
O son,'
do notfearthatexecutioner
; and sacredfootsteps
of therighteous,
letusgo
butbeingmade worthyof thybrethren,
receive
!through
thesame proofs
of sufferings,
thesame
death,thatin thesame mercy I may receivetestimonies
ofpassions,
considering
thegloryof
theewiththybrethren."
2 The mother's
praiseourtime thegreater
on this
account,
thatwhile
wasgreat
inherexhortation
tovirtue,
butgreater
ancient
examplesmay be numbered,yet that
inthefearof God and inthetruth
offaith,
thatsubsequently,
when theabundanceofvirtue
and
shepromisednothing
toherself
or hersonfromfaithwasinexcess,
theChristian
martyrs
c_nnot
thehonourof thesixmartyrs,
norbelieved
thatbe numbered,as the Apocalypsetestifies
and
theprayerof thebrothers
would avail
3 forthe says: "Afterthesethings
I behelda greatmulsalvation
of one who shoulddeny,but rathertitude,
which no man couldnumber,of every
persuaded
him to become a sharer
intheir
suf-nation,
and of everytribe,
and people,
andfanfeting,
thatinthedayof judgmenthc mightbc guage,standing
in thesightof thethroneand
foundwithhisbrethren.
Afterthisthemother of theLamb ; and theywere clothedinwhite
also
dieswithherchildren
; forneither
wasany- robes,
andpalmswereintheir
hands; and they
thingelsebecoming,than thatshe who had saidwitha loudvoice,Salvation
to our God,
borneand made martyrs,
shouldbe joinedin who sitteth
uponthethrone,
anduntotheLamb !
thefellowship
of glorywiththem,and thatshe And one of theeldersansweredandsaidunto
herself
shouldfollow
thosewhom shehad sentme, Who arethosewhich arearrayedinwhite
beforeto God. And lest
any,when theoppor-robes,and whence come they? And I said
tunity
either
ofacertificate
orofanysuchmatterIunto him, My lord,thou knowest.And he
isoffered
tohimwherebyhemay deceive,
shouldsaidunto me, These aretheywho have come
embracethewickedpartofdeceivers,
letusnot out of greattribulation,
and havewashedtheir
bc silent,
moreover,
aboutEleazar,
who, when robes,
and made them whiteinthebloodof the
an opportunity
wasoffered
him by theministers
Lamb. Therefore
aretheybeforethethroneof
of the king, that having received the flesh which God, and serve Him day and night in His temit was allowable for him to partake of, he might pie." s But if the assembly of the Christian
pretend, for the misguiding of the king, that he martyrs is shown and proved to be so great,
ate those things which were forced upon him let no one think it a hard or a difficult thing to
from the sacrifices and unlawful meats, would become a martyr, when he sees that the crowd
not consent to this deception, saying that it was of martyrs cannot be numbered.
fitting neither for his age nor nobility to feign
that, whereby others would be scandalized and
x2. What hope and reward remains for the
led into error ; if they should think that Eleazar,
righteous and for martyrs after the conbeing ninety years old, had left and betrayed
flicts and sufferings of this present time,
the law of God, and had gone over to the manThe Holy Spirit shows and predicts by
ner of aliens ; and that it was not of so much Solomon, saying: "And although in the sight
consequence to gain the short moments of life, of men they suffered torments, yet their hope is
and so incur eternal punishment from an offended full of immortality. And having been troubled
God. And he having been long tortured, and in a few things, they shall be in many happily
now at length reduced to extremity, while he ordered, because God has tried them, and has
was dying in the midst of stripes and tortures, found them worthy of Himself. As gold in the
groaned and said, "0 Lord, that hast the holy furnace, He hath tried them ; and as whole burntknowledge, it is manifest that although I might offerings of sacrifice, He hath received them,
be delivered from death, I suffer the severest and in its season there will be respect of them.
pains of body, being beaten with scourges ; but They will shine and run about as sparks in a place
w/th my mind, on acconnt of Thy fear, I will- set with reeds. 6 They shall judge the nations,
ingly suffer these things." 4 Assuredly his faith and have dominion over the peoples ; and their
was sincere and his virtue sound, and abundantly Lord shall reign for ever." z In the same also
pure, not to have regarded king Antiochus, but our vengeance is described, and the repentance
God the Judge, and to have known that it could of those who persecute and molest us is annot avail him for salvation if he should mock nounced. "Then,"saithhe,"shallthefighteous
stand in great constancy before such as have
t ,*Thtm it shall turn out that you," etc., is the Oxford Itt_ding.
8 _ Mace. vii. 27
.
[Tl_m is ttoteworthy, for obvious masons.!

S Rev. vii. 9-t5.
t In manlr dJitlo-t this clause is wanting.
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afflicted them, and who have taken away their or parents, or brethren, or wife, or children, for
labours ; when they see it, they shall be troubled the kingdom of God's sake, but shall receive
with a horrible fear : and they shall marvel at seven times as much in this present time, and in
the suddenness of their unexpected salvation, the world to come eternal life." 7 In the Apocsaying among themselves, repenting and groan- alypse also He says the same thing: "And I
ing for anguish of spirit, These are they whom saw," saith he, "the souls of them that were
we had sometime in derision and as a proverb slain for the name of Jesus and the word of
of reproach. We fools counted their life mad- JGod." And when he had placed those who were
ness, and their end to be without honour. How slain in the first place, he added, saying : "And
are they numbered among the children of God, whosoever had not worshipped the image of the
and their lot is among the saints I Therefore beast, neither had received his mark upon their
have we erred from the way of truth, and the forehead or in their hand ; " all these he joins
light of righteousness hath not shined unto us, together, as seen by him at one time in the same
and the sun hath not risen upon us. We have place, and says, "And they lived and reigned
been wearied in the way of unrighteousness and with Christ." _ He says that all live and reign
perdition, and have walked through hard deserts, with Christ, not only who have been slain ; but
but have not known the way of the Lord. What even whosoever, standing in firmness of the faith
hath pride profited us, or what hath the boasting and in the fear of God, have not worshipped the
of riches brought to us ? All these things have image of the beast, and have not consented to
passed away like a shadow." Likewise in the his deadly and sacrilegious edicts.
cxvth Psalm is shown the price and the reward
of suffering : "Precious," it says, "in the sight of
x3. That we receive more as the reward of
the Lord is the death of His saints." ' In the
our suffering than what we endure here
cxxvth Psalm also is expressed the sadness of
in the suffering itself,
the struggle, and the joy of the retribution :
The blessed Apostle Paul proves ; who by the
"They who sow," it says, "in tears, shall reap divine condescension, being caught up into the
in joy. As they walked, they walked and wept, third heaven and into paradise, testifies that he
casting their seeds ; but as they come again, they heard unspeakable words, who boasts that
shall come in exultation, bearing their sheaves." _ he saw Jesus Christ by the faith of sight, who
And again, in the cxviiith Psalm : "Blessed are professes that which he both learnt and saw with
those that. are undefiled in the way, who walk in the greater truth of consciousness, and says :
the law of the Lord. Blessed are they who "The sufferings of this present time are not
search His testimonies, and seek Him out with worthy to be compared with the coming glory
their whole heart." 3 Moreover, the Lord in which shall be revealed in us." 9 Who, then,
the Gospel, Himself the avenger of our persecu- does not with all his powers labour to attain to
tion and the rewarder of our suffering, says: such a glory that he may become the friend of
"Blessed are they who sufferpersecution forright- God, that he may at once rejoice with Christ,
eousness' sake, for theirs is the kingdom of that after earthly tortures and punishments he
heaven."4
And again: "Blessed shall ye be may receive divine rewards? If to soldiers of
when men shall hate you, and shall separate you, this world it is glorious to return in triumph to
and shall expel you, and shall revile your name their country when the foe is vanquished, how
as evil, for the Son of man's sake. Rejoice ye much more excellent and greater is the glory,
in that day, and leap for joy ; for, behold, your when the devil is overcome, to return in triumph
rew-,axlis great in heaven." s And once more : to paradise, and to bring hack victorious trophies
"Whosoever shall lose his life for my sake, the!to that place whence Adam was ejected as a
same shah save iL''6 Nor do the rewards of sinner, after casting down him who formerly had
the divine promise attend those alone who are cast him down; to offerto God the most acceptreproached and slain ; but if the passion itself!able gift m an uncorrupted faith, and an unbe wanting to the faithful, while their faith has yielding virtue of mind, an illustrious praise of
remained sound and unconquered, and having devotion; to accompany Him when He shall
forsaken and contemned all his possessions, the come to receive vengeance from His enemies, to
Christian has shown that he is following Christ, stand at HIS side when He shall sit to judge, to
even he also is honoured by Christ among the become co-heir of Christ, to be made equal
martyrs, as He Himself promises and says: to the angels ; with the patriarchs, with the
"There is no man that leaveth house, or land, apostles, with the prophets, to rejoice in the
possession of the heavenly kingdom!
Such
s Ps. cz_. z5.
thoughts as these, what persecution can conquer,
a 1_. _.x,d. S, 6.
$ Ps. cxig. X_a.
,S MaSt. T. SO.
I,.zim iz. s4.
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what tortures can overcome ? The brave and!to
treat it. Moreover, to readers also, brevity
stedfast mind, founded in religious meditations, iof the same kind is of very great advantage, in
endures ; and the spirit abides unmoved against that a treatise of too great length dissipates the
all the terrors of the devil and the threats of the understanding
and perception
of the reader,
world, when it is strengthened
by the sure and !while a tenacious memory keeps that which is
solid faith of things to come.
In persecutions, read in a more exact compendium.
But I have
_arth is shut up,' but heaven is opened ; Anti- comprised in my undertaking two books of
christ is threatening, but Christ is protecting;
equally moderate length: one wherein I have
death is brought in, but immortality follows ; the endeavoured to show that the Jews, according
world is taken away from him that is slain, but to what had before been foretold, had departed
paradise is set forth to him restored ; the life from God, and had lost God's favour, which had
of time is extinguished, but the life of eternity been given them in past time, and had been
is realized.
What a dignity it is, and what a promised them for the future ; while the Chrissecurity, to go gladly from hence, to depart tians had succeeded
to their place, deserving
gloriously in the midst of afflictions and tribula- well of the Lord by faith, and coming out of all
tions ; in a moment to close the eyes with which nations and from the whole world. The second
men and the world are looked upon, and at once book likewise contains the sacrament of Christ,
to open them to look upon God and Christ! that He has come who was announced accordOf such a blessed departure how great is the ing to the Scriptures, and has done and perfected
swiftness ! You shall be suddenly taken away all those things whereby He was foretold as being
from earth, to be placed in the heavenly king- able to be perceived and known?
And these
doms. It behoves us to embrace these things things may be of advantage to you meanwhile,
in our mind and consideration, to meditate on as you read, for forming the first lineaments of
these things day and night.
If persecution your faith. More strength will be given you,
should fall upon such a soldier of God, his virtue, and the intelligence of the heart will be effected
prompt for battle, will not be able to be over- more and more, a_syou examine more fully the
come.
Or if his call should come to him before, Scriptures, old and new, and read through the
his faith shall not be without reward, seeing it complete volumes of the spiritual books.s
For
was prepared for martyrdom ; without loss of now we have filled a small measure from the
time, the reward is rendered by the judgment divine fountains, which in the meantime we would
of God.
In persecution,
the warfare,in send to you.
You will be able to_:lrink more
peace, the purity of conscience, is crowned?
plentifully, and to be more abundantly satisfied,
if you also will approach to drink together with
TREATISE
XII.3
us at the same springs of the divine fulness. 6 I
bid you, beloved son, always heartily farewell.
THREE

BOOKS

OF

TESTIMONIES

THE

AGAINST

JEWS.

Cyprian to his son Quirinus, greeting.
It was
necessary, my beloved son, that I should obey
your spiritual desire, which asked with most
urgent petition for those divine teachings wherewith the Lord has condescended
to teach and
instruct us by the Holy Scriptures, that, being led
away from the darkness of error, and enlightened
by His pure and shining light, we may keep the
way of life through the saving sacraments.
And
indeed, as you have asked, so has this discourse
been arranged by me ; and this treatise has been
ordered in an abridged compendium, so that I
should not scatter what was written in too diffuse
an abundance, but, as far as my poor memory
suggested, might collect all that was necessary
in selected and connected heads, under which
I may seem, not so much to have treated the
subject, as to have afforded material for others
"Theeyes
[It ls hard
to be aChnst_an
lial_ty,
xCor.

FIRST

BooK'.

HEADS.
r. That the Jews have fallen under the heavy
wrath of God, because they have departed from
the Lord, and have followed idols.
2. Also because they did not believe the
prophets, and put them to death.
3. That it was previously foretold that they
would neither know the Lord, nor understand
nor receive Him.
4- That the Jews would not understand
the
Holy Scriptures, but that they would be intelligible in the last times, after Christ had come.
5" That the Jews could understand
nothing
of the Scriptures unless they first believed on
Christ.
6. That they would lose Jerusalem, and leave
the land which they had received.

of the earth are _"is
tbe reading o_ oth_ edi- and4known
This sentence
that it isisHe
oth...erwlseread,
H_ra_-"[fwho was
"whereby
foretold.
it may be perce_
for us to retaln the fact that forthree hundred Tears
S[p. _._7, note 3,_,_j_'a.
Icannotbutnotempeatedly]_owal_owas to be a martyr, at least in spirit and in daily lutely the primltive_Fat_
retied on the. Holy Scriptures, mad _mxv. 3x; xPct. iv. z2.]
mondedaBereanuseofthen_
Actsz_Lxx.J
,

3 [Addressed
to_,

anddated._.D._.J

s [Thecanouassumed
to beumvenallylmown.]
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7. That they would also lose the Light of the
Lord.
8. That the first circumcision of the flesh was
made void, and a second circumcision of the
spirit was promised instead.
9. That the former law, which was given by
Moses, was about to cease.
xo. That a new law was to be given,
xx. That another dispensation and a new
covenant was to be given,
t _. That the old baptism was to cease, and a
new one was to begin,
z3. That the old yoke was to be made void,
and a new yoke was to be given.
x4. That the old pastors were to cease, and
new ones to begin,
x5. That Christ should be God's house and
temple, and that the old temple should pass
away, and a new one should begin.
x6. That the old sacrifice should be made
void, and a new one should be celebrated,
x7. That the old priesthood should cease, and
a new priest should come who should be for ever.
I8. That another prophet, such as Moses, was
promised, to wit, who should give a new testament, and who was rather to be listened to.
x9. That two peoples were foretold, the elder
and the younger ; that is, the ancient people of
the Jews, and the new one which should be of us.
20. That the Church, which had prevzously
been barren, should have more sons from among
the Gentiles than the synagogue had had before,
2i. That the Gentries should rather believe in
Christ.
22. That the Jews should lose the bread and
the cup of Christ, and all His grace ; while we
should receive them, and that the new name of
Christians should be blessed in the earth,
23. That rather the Gentiles than the Jews
should attain to the kingdom of heaven,
24. That by this alone the Jews could obtain
pardon of their sins, if they wash away the blood
of Christ slain in His baptism, and, passing over
into the Church, should obey His precepts.'
TmTmOrCmS.
z. That the Jews have fallen under the heavy
wrath of God became they have forsaken
the Lord, and have followed idols.
Exodus
the people
"Arise,
andInmake
us gods
which said
shall togoAaron
before: us
: because as forthis man Moses, who brought us out
of Egypt, we know not what has become of him." •
In the same place also Moses says to the Lord :i
"O Lord, I pray thee, this people have sinned
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a great sin. They have made to themselves.gods
of gold and silver. And now, if thou wilt forgive
them their sin, forgive ; but if not, blot me out
of the book which Thou hast written. And the
Lord said unto Moses, If any one hath sinned
against me, him will I blot out of my book." 5
Likewise in Deuteronomy : "They sacrificed unto
demons, and not unto God." 4 In the book of
Judges too: "And the children of Israel did
evil in the sight of the Lord God of their fathers,
who brought them out of the land of Egypt, and
followed the gods of the peoples that were round
about them, and offended the Lord, and forsook
God, and served Baal." s Also in the same place :
"And the children of Israel added again to do
evil 6 in the sight of the" Lord, and served Baal
and the gods of the strangers, and forsook the
Lord, and served Him not." z In Malachi:
"Judah is forsaken, and has become an abomination in Israel and in Jerusalem, because Judah
has profaned the holiness of the Lord in those
thingswherein He hath loved, and courted strange
gods. The Lord will cut off the man who doeth
this, and he shall be made base in the tabernacles
of Jacob." s
2. Also because they did not believe the
prophets, and put them to death.
In Jeremiah the Lord says : "I have sent unto
you my servants the prophets. Before the daylight I sent them (and ye heard me not, and did
not listen with your ears), saying, Let every one
of you be converted from his evil way, and from
your most wicked desires ; and ye shall dwell in
that land which I have given you and your fathers
for ever and ever." 9 And again : '° " Go not
after other gods, to serve them, and do not worship them ; and provoke me not to anger in the
works of your hands to scatter you abroad ; and
ye have not hearkened unto me." z, Also in
the third book of the Kings, Elias saith unto the
Lord : "In being jealous I have been jealous for
the Lord God Almighty ; because the children
Of Israel have forsaken Thee, have demolished
Thine altars, and have slain Thy prophets with
the sword ; and I have remained solitary, and
they seek my life, to take it away from me." '_
In Ezra also : "They have fallen away from
Thee, and have cast Thy law behind their backs,
and have killed Thy prophets which testified
against them that they should return to Thee." ,3

,_z_-ucE_"
_,_a.xzxa.3z-_.,7.
s _tg.il _,-,.
_j_g.
iv._.
S M_l. _i IX.
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to1_ ,,ozd*"andagain"
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_
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nmd" m_,
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4- That the Jews would not understand the
Holy Scriptures, but that they would be
inteUigible in the last times, after that
Christ had come.

In Isaiah : "Hear, 0 heaven, and give ear, O
earth : for the Lord hath spoken ; I have beIn Isaiah : "And all these words shall be unto
gotten and brought up children, but they have you as the words of a book that is sealed, which,
rejected me. The ox knoweth his owner, and if you shall give to a man that knoweth letters
the ass his master's crib: but Israel hath not to read, he shall say, I cannot read, for it is
known me, and my people hath not perceived sealed. But in that day the deaf shall hear the
me. Ah sinful nation, a people filled with runs, words of the book, and they who are in darkness
a wicked seed, corrupting children : ye have and in a cloud ; the eyes of the blind shall see."'2
forsaken the Lord, and have sent that Holy One Also m Jeremiah : "In the last of the clays ye
of Israel into anger." ' In the same also the shall know those things."'3 In Daniel, moreover :
Lord says : "Go and tell thLs people, Ye shall "Secure the words, and seal the book until the
hear with the ear, and shall not understand ; and time of consummation, until many learn, and
seeing, ye shall see, and shall not perceive. For knowledge is fulfilled, because when there shall
the heart of this people hath waxed gross, and be a dispermon they shall know all these things." ,4
they hardly hear with their ears, and they have Likewise in the first Epistle of Paul to the Cotshut up their eyes, lest haply they should see with inthians : "Brethren, I would not that ye should
their eyes, and hear with their ears, and under-be ignorant, that all our fathers were under the
stand with their heart, and should return, and I cloud." ,s Also in the second Epistle to the Corshould heal them." 2 Also in Jeremiah the Lord inthians : "Their minds are blinded even unto
says : "They have forsaken me, the fountain of this day, by this same veil which is taken away
living water, and have dug for themselves worn- in Christ, while this same veil remains in the
out cisterns, which could not hold water." 3 reading of the Old Testament, which is not unMoreover, in the same : "Behold, the word of veiled, because it is made void in Christ ; and
the Lord has become unto them a reproach, and even to this day, if at any time Moses is read,
they do not wish for it." 4 Again in the same the veil is upon their heart. But by and by,
the Lord says : "The kite knoweth his time, the when they shall be turned unto the Lord, the
turtle, and the swallow ; s the sparrows of the veil shall be taken away." z6 In the Gospel, the
field keep the time of their coming in ; but my Lord after His resurrection says : "These are
people doth not know the judgment of the Lord. the words which I spake unto you while I was
How say ye, We are wise, and the law of the yet with you, that all things must be fulfiUed
Lord is with us ? The false measurement 6 has which are written in the law of Moses, and in
been made vain ; the scribes are confounded ; the prophets, and in the Psalms, concerning me.
the wise men have trembled, and been taken, be- Then opened He their understanding, that they
cause they have rejected the word of the Lord." 7 might understand the Scriptures ; and said unto
In Solomon also : "Evil men seek me, and shall them, That thus it is written, and thus it behoved
not find me ; for they held wisdom in hatred, Christ to suffer, and to rise again from the dead
and did not receive the word of the Lord." s the third day ; and that repentance and remisAlso in the twenty-seventh Psalm: "Render to sion of sins should be preached in His name
them their deserving, because they have not per- even among all nations." ,7
ceived in the works of the Lord." 9 Also in the
eighty-first Psalm : "They have not known,
5. That the Jews could understand nothing of
neither have they understood ; they shall walk on
the Scriptures unless they first believed
in darkness." zo In the Gospel, too, according to
in Christ.
John : "He came unto His own, and His own
In Isaiah : "And if ye will not believe, neither
received Him not. As many as received Him, will ye understand." ,s ALso the Lord in the
to them gave He power to become the sons of Gospel : "For if ye believe not that I am He,
God who believe on His name." _*
ye shall die in your sins." _9 Moreover, that
righteousness should subsist by faith, and that in
h_ _ 2-4.
it was life, was predicted in I-Iabakkuk : "Now
2 Isa vi. 9, zo.
s Jer. ii. z3.
4 j_ vi. xo.
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the just shall live by faith of me.",
Hence]
Abraham, the father of the nations, believed ; in
Genesis:
"Abraham
believed in God, and it
was counted unto him for righteousness."*
In
like manner, Paul to the Galatians : "Abraham
believed in God, and it was counted unto him
for righteousness.
Ye know, therefore, that they
which are of faith, the same are children of Abraham.
But the Scripture, foreseeing that God
justifieth the heathens by faith, foretold to Abraham that all nations should be blessed in him.
Therefore they who are of faith are blessed s
with faithful Abraham." 4
6. That the Jews should lose Jerusalem,
should leave the land which they
received,

In Jeremiah:
"Thus
saith the Lord to the
men of Judah, and to them who inhabit Jernsalem, Renew newness among you, and do not
sow among thorns:
circumcise yourselves to
your God, and circumcise the foreskin of your
heart ; lest my anger go forth like fire, and burn
you up, and there be none to extinguish it." ,o
Also Moses says : "In the last days God will
circumcise thy heart, and the heart of thy seed,
to love the Lord thy God.""
Also in Jesus the
son of Nave : "And the Lord said unto Jesus,
Make thee small knives of stone, very sharp, and
set about to circumcise the children of Israel
for the second time." ,2 Paul also, to the Colosand sians : "Ye are circumcised with the circumcishad ion not made with hands in the putting off of
the flesh, but with the circumcision of Christ." ,3

In Isaiah: "Your country is desolate, your
cities are burned with fire : your land, strangers
shall devour it in your sight ; and the daughter
of Zion shall be left deserted, and overthrown
by foreign peoples, as a cottage in a vineyard,
and as a keeper's lodge in a garden of cucumbers, as a city which is besieged.
And unless
the Lord of Sahaoth had left us a seed, we should
have been as Sodoma, and we should have been
like unto Gomorrah." s Also in the Gospel the
Lord says: "Jerusalem,
Jerusalem, that killest
the prophets, and stonest them that are sent unto
thee, how often would I have gathered thy children as a hen gathereth her chickens under her
wings, and thou wouldst not ! Behold, your
house shall be left unto you desolate." 6

Also, because Adam was first made by God
uncircumcised,
and righteous Abel, and Enoch,
who pleased God and was translated ; and Noah,
who, when the world and men were perishing
on account of transgressions, was chosen alone,
that in him the human race might be preserved ;
and Melchizedek, the priest according to whose
order Christ was promised.
Then, because that
sign did not avail women, .4 but all are sealed by
the sign of the Lord.
9- That the former law which was given by
Moses was to cease.

In Isaiah : "Then shall they be manifest who
seal the law, that they may not learn ; and he
shall say, I wait upon the Lord, who tumeth
7- ?also that they should lose the Light of the away His face from the house of Jacob, and I
Lord.
shall trust in Him." ,s In the Gospel also : "All
the prophets
and the law prophesied
until
In Isaiah : "Come ye, and let us walk in the John." _6
light of the Lord.
For He hath sent away His
people, the house of Israel." z In His Gospel
also, according
to John : "That
was the true
io. That a new law was to be given.
light which lighteth every man that cometh into
In Mieah: "For the law shall go forth out
this world.
He was in this world, and the world of Sion, and the word of the Lord from Jernsawas made by Him, and the world knew Him lem.
And He shall judge among many peoples,
not." s Moreover, in the same place: "He thal and He shall subdue and uncover strong nabeheveth not is judged already, because he hath tions." ,7 Also in Isaiah : "For from Sion shall
not believed in the name of the only begotten go forth the law, and the word of the Lord from
Son of God.
And this is the judgment, that Jerusalem ; and He shall judge among the halight is come into the world, and men loved tions." _s Likewise in the Gospel according to
darkness rather than light." 9
Matthew : "And behold a voice out of the cloud,
saying, This is my beloved Son, in whom I am
8. Thatmade
the void,
first and
circumcision
the flesh is well pleased ; bear ye Him." ,9
the second of circumcision
of the spirit is promised

instead.
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xx. That another dispensation and a new coyenant was to be given,
In Jeremiah : "Behold, the days come, saith
the Lord, and I will complete for the' house of
Israel, and for the house of Judah, a new testamerit, not according to the testament which I
ordered with their fathers in that day in which
I took hold of their hands to bring them out of
the land of Egypt, because they remained not
in my testament, and I disregarded them, saith
the Lord : Because this is the testament which I
will establish with the house of Israel after those
days, saJth the Lord: I will gave them my laws,
and into their minds I will write them ; and I
will be to them for a God, and they shall be to
me for a people ; and they shall not teach every
man his brother, saying, Know the Lord : for all
shall know me, from the least even to the greatest
of them : for I will be merciful to their iniquities,
and will no more be mindful of their sins." '
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to Matthew, the Lord says : "Come unto me,
all ye that labour and are burdened, and I will
cause you to rest. Take my yoke upon you,
and learn of me ; for I am meek and lowly in
heart : and ye shall find rest unto your souls.
For my yoke is excellent, and my burden is
light." 7 In Jeremiah : "In that day I will shatter the yoke from their neck, and will burst their
fetters ; and they shall not hbour for others, but
they shall labour for the Lord God ; and I will
raise up David a king unto them." s
x4. That the old pastors should cease and
new ones begin.
In Ezekiel : "Wherefore thus saith the Lord,
Behold, I am above the shepherds ; and I will
require my sheep from their hands, and I will
turn them away from feeding my sheep ; and
they shall feed them no more, and I will deliver
my sheep from their mouth, and I will feed

x_. That the old baptism should cease, and a them with judgment."9
In Jeremiah the Lord
new one should begin.
I says
: "And
I will and
give you
to my
own heart,
they shepherds
shall feed according
you with
In Isaiah : "Therefore remember ye not the ithe food of discipline." _o In Jeremiah, moreformer things, neither reconsider the ancient over : "Hear the word of the Lord, ye nations,
things. Behold, I make new the things which and tell it to the islands which are afar off. Say_
shall now arise, and ye shall know it ; and I will He that scattereth Israel will gather him, and
make in the desert a way, and rivers in a dry will keep him as a shepherd his flock: for the
place, to give drink to my chosen race, my peo- Lord hath redeemed Jacob, and taken him out
pie whom I acquired, that they should show from the hand of him that was stronger than
forth my praises." • In the same also : "If they he." *_
thirst, He will lead them through the deserts;
He wiLlbring forth water from the rock; the
x5. That Christ should be the house and ternrock shall be cloven, and the water shall flow:
ple of God, and that the old temple
and my people shall drink." _ Moreover, in the
should cease, and the new one should
Gospel according to Matthew, John says: "I
begin.
indeed baptize you with water unto repentance :
In the second book of Kings : "And the
but He that cometh after me is mightier than I, word of the Lord came to Nathan, saying, Go
whose shoes I am not worthy to bear ; He shall and tell my servant David, Thus saith the Lord,
baptize you with the Holy Ghost, and with fire." 4 Thou shalt not build me an house to dwell in ;
Also according to John: "Except a man be but it shall be, when thy days shall be fulfilled,
born of water, and of the Spirit, he cannot and thou shalt sleep with thy fathers, I will raise
enter into the kingdom of God. For that which up thy seed after thee, which shall come from
is bern of the flesh is flesh, and that which is thy bowels, and I will make ready his kingdom.
born of the Spirit is spirit." s
He shaU build me an house in my name, and I
x3. That the old yoke should be made void will raise up his throne forever; and I wiUbe to
him for a father, and he shall be to me for a son :
and a new yoke should be.given,
and his house shall obtain confidence, and his
In the second Psalm : "For what purpose kingdom for evermore in my sight." *_ Also in
have the heathen raged, and the people ima- the Gospel the Lord says: "There shall not be
gined vain things ? The kings of the earth stood left in the temple one stone upon another that
up, and the rulers have gathered together against shall not be thrown down." ,3 And "After three
the Lord, and against His Christ. Let us break days another shall be raised up without hands." 54
their bonds asunder, and cast away their yoke
from us." 6 Likewise in the Gospel according
7 M,t,._ ,s-_
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x6. That the ancient sacrifice should be made thee, and I will give my word in His mouth ; and
void, and a new one should be cele- He shall speak unto them that which I shaU
brated,
command Him. And whosoever shall not hear
In Isaiah: "For what purpose to me is the whatsoever things that Prophet shall speak in
multitude of your sacrificesI saiththeLord:
I my name, I will avenge it.''s
Concerning
whom also Christ says in the Gospel according
am
full
; I fat
willofnot
haveand
the blood
burnt of
sacrifices
of to John: "Search the Scriptures, in which ye
rams,
and
lambs,
bulls and
goats. For who hath required these things from think ye have eternal life. These are they
your hands ?" x Also in the forty-ninth Psalm : which set forth testimony concerning me ; and
"I will not eat the flesh of bulls, nor drink the ye will not come to me, that ye might have life.
blood of goats. Offer to God the sacrifice of Do not think that I accuse you to the Father :
praise, and pay your vows to the Most High. there is one that accuseth you, even Moses, on
Call upon me in the day of trouble, and I will whom ye hope. For if ye had believed Moses,
deliver thee : and thou shalt glorify me." " In ye would also believe me : for.he wrote of me.
the same Psalm, moreover : "The sacrifice of But if ye believe not his writings, how shall ye
praise shall glorify me: therein is the way in believe my words?" 9
which I will show him the salvation of God." 3
In the fourth Psalm too : "Sacrifice the sacri19. That two peoples were foretold, the elder
flee of righteousness, and hope in the Lord." 4
and the younger; that is, the old people of the Jews, and the new one which
Likewise in Malachi : "I have no pleasure conshould consist of us.
cerning you, saith the Lord, and I will not have
an accepted offering from your hands. Because
In Genesis : "And the Lord said unto Refrom the rising of the sun, even unto the going bekah, Two nations axe in thy womb, and two
down of the same, my name is glorified among _eoples shall be separated from thy belly ; and
the Gentiles ; and in every place odours of the one people shall overcome the other people;
incense are offered to my name, and a pure sac- and the elder shall serve the younger." _° Also
rifice, because great is my name among the in Hosea : "I will call them my people that are
nations, saith the Lord." s
not my people, and her beloved that was not
beloved. For it shall be, in that place in which
x7. That the old priesthood should cease, and it shall be called not my people, they shall be
a new priest should come, who should called the sons of the living God. ....
be for ever.
In the cixth Psalm: "Before the morning
star I begat thee. The Lord hath sworn, and
He will not repent, Thou art a priest for ever,
after the order of Melchizedek." 6 Also in the
first book of Kings, God says to the priest Eli :
"And I will raise up to me a faithful priest, who
shall do all things which are in my heart : and I
will build him a sure house ; and he shall pass in
the presence of my anointed ones for all days.
And it shall be, whosoever shall remain in thine
house, shall come to worship for an obolus of
money, and for one loaf of bread." :

2o. That the Church which before had been
barren should have more children from
among the Gentiles than what the synagogue had had before.
In Isaiah : "Rejoice, thou barren, that barest not ; and break forth and cry, thou that
travailest not : because many more are the children of the desolate one than of her who hath
an husband. For the Lord hath said, Enlarge
the place of thy tabernacle, and of thy curtains,
and fasten them: spare not, make long thy
measures, and strengthen thy stakes : stretch

x8. That another Prophet such as Moses was
promised, to wit, one who should give
a new testament, and who rather ought
to be heard,
In Deuteronomy God said to Moses : "And
the Lord said to me, A Prophet will I raise up
to them from among their brethren, such as

forth yet to t'hy right hand and to thy left hand ;
and
thy the
seeddeserted
shall possess
nations,
shall
inhabit
cities. theFear
not; and
because
thou shalt overcome : nor be afraid because
thou art cursed ; for thou shalt forget thy eternal
confusion."" Thus also to Abraham, when his
former son was born of a bond-woman, Sarah
remained long barren ; and late in old age bare
her son Isaac, of promise, who was the type of
Christ. Thus also Jacob received two wives :
the elder Leah, with weak eyes, a type d the
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synagogue ; the younger the beautiful Rachel,
a type of the Church, who also remained long
barren, and afterwards brought
forth Joseph,
who also was himself a type of Christ.
And in
the first of Kings it is said that Elkanah had
two wives: Penipnah, with her sons ; and Hannah, barren, from whom is born Samuel, not
according to the order of generation, but according to the mercy and promise of God, when she
had prayed in the temple ; and Samuel being
born, was a type of Christ.
Also in the first
book of Kings : "The barren hath borne seven
and she that had many children has grown
weak." _ But the seven children are the seven
churches.
Whence also Paul wrote to seven
churches ; and the Apocalypse sets forth seven
churches, that the number seven may be preserved ; as the seven days in which God made
the world; as the seven angels who stand and
go in and out before the face of God, as Raphael
the angel says in Tobit ; and the sevenfold lamp
in the tabernacle
of witness ; and the seven
eyes of GOd, which keep watch over the world ;
and the stone with seven eyes, as Zechariah says ;
and the seven spirits ; and the seven candlesticks
in the Apocalypse ; and the seven pillars upon
which Wisdom hath builded her house in Solo-

on to the head of Manasseh.
Moreover, Joseph
said unto his father, Not so, my father : this is
my first-born; place thy right hand upon his
head.
But he would not, and said, I know it,
my son, I know it : and he also shall be a peopie, and he shall be exalted; but his younger
brother shall be greater than he, and his seed
shall become a multitude of nations." 5 Moreover in Genesis : "Judah,
thy brethren
shall
praise thee : thine hand shall be upon the back
of thine enemies;
the sons of thy father shall
worship thee.
Judah is a lion's whelp : from
the slender twig, 6 my son, thou hast ascended:
thou layedst down and sleepedst as a lion, and
as a lion's whelp. Who shall stir him up ? There
shalt not fail a prince from Judah, and a leader
from his loins, until those things entrusted to
him shall come ; and he is the hope of the nations: binding his foal unto the vine, and his
ass's colt.unto the branch of the vine ; 7 he shall
[wash his garments in wine, and his clothing in
the blood of the grape: terrible are his eyes
with wine, and his teeth are whiter than milk." _
Hence in Numbers it is written concerning our
!people : "Behold, the people shall rise up as a
lion-like
people." 9
In Deuteronomy : "¥e
Gentiles shall be for the head ; but this unbe-

mon.

[lieving people shall be for the tail." _° Also in
Jeremiah:
"Hear
the sound of the trumpet.
I: And they said, We will not hear : for this cause
the nations shall hear, and they who shall feed
]thelr cattle among them.
In the seventeenth
Psalm : "Thou shalt establish me the head of
the nations : a people whom I have not known
have served me: at the hearing of the ear they
have obeyed me." _ Concerning this very thing
the Lord says in Jeremiah:
"Before I formed
thee in the belly, I knew thee ; and before thou
wentest forth from the womb, I sanctified thee,
and established thee as a prophet among the
nations."_3
Also in Isaiah: "Behold,
I have
manifested him for a witness to the nations, a
prince and a commander
to the peoples." ,4
Also in the same: "Nations
which have not
known Thee shall call upon Thee ; and peoples
which were ignorant of Thee
shall flee to
Thee." *s In the same, moreover : "And in that

2z. That the Gentiles should rather believe
in Christ.
In Genesis : "And the Lord God said unto
Abraham, Go out from thy country, and from
thy kindred, and from thy father's house, and go
into that land which I shall show thee: and I
will make of thee a great nation, and I will bless
thee, and I will magnify thy name; and thou
shalt be blessed : ._nd I will bless him that blesseth thee, and I will curse him that curseth thee :
and in thee shall all the tribes of the earth be
blessed. ''2
On this same point in Genesis:
"And Isaac blessed Jacob.3
Behold, the smell
of my son is as the smell of a plentiful field
which the Lord hath blessed:
and GOd give
thee of the dew of heaven, and of the fertility
of the earth, abundance of corn, and wine, and
oil : and peoples shall obey thee, and princes
shall worship thee : and thou shalt be lord over}
thy .brother, and the sons of thy father shall I s Gen :dviliXT-X
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day there shall be a root of Jesse, which shall me shall rejoice, but ye shall be confounded ;
rise to rule in all the nations ; in Him shall the the Lord shall slay you. But to those who serve
Gentiles hope : and His rest shall be honour." _ me a new name shall be named, which shall be
In the same again : "The land of Zebulon, and blessed in the earth." _ Also in the same place :
the land of Nephtalim, by the way of the sea, "Therefore shall He lift up an ensign to the
and ye others who inhabit the maritime places, [nations which are afar off, and He will draw
and beyond Jordan _ of the nations.
People !them from the end of the earth; and, behold,
that walk in darkness, behold yea great light ; they shall come swiftly with lig_tuess ; they shall
ye who dwell in the region of the shadow of not hunger nor thirst." *_ Also in the same
death, the light shall shine upon you." 3 Also place : "Behold, therefore, the Ruler, the Lord
in the same : "Thus saith the Lord God to of Sahaoth, shall take away from Judah and from
Christ my Lord, whose right hand I hold, that Jerusalem the healthy man and the strong man,
the nations may hear Him ; and I will break the strength of bread and the strength ofwater."'3
asunder the strength of kings, I will open before Likewise in the thirty-third Psalm : "0 taste
Him gates ; and cities shall not be shut." 4 Also and see how sweet is the Lord. Blessed is the
in the same : "I come to gather together all ha- man that hopeth in Him. Fear the Lord God,
tions and tongues ; and they shall come, and see all ye His saints : for there is no want to them
my glory. And I will send out over them a that fear Him. Rich men have wanted and
standard, and I will send those that are pre- have hungered; but they who seek the Lord
served among them to the nations which are shall never want any good thing." _4 Moreover,
afar off, which have not heard my name nor seen in the Gospel according to John, the Lord says :
my glory; and they shall declare my glory to "I am the bread of life : he that cometh to me
the nations." s .Also in the same : "And in all shall not hunger, and he that trusteth in me shall
these things they are not converted ; therefore never thirst." is Likewise He saith in that place :
He shall lift up a standard to the nations which "If any one thirst, let him come and drink.
are afar,and He will draw them from the end of He that believeth on me, as the Scripture saith,
the earth." 6 Also in the same : "Those who out of his belly shall flow rivers of living water." ,6
had not been told of Him shall see, and they Moreover, He says in the same place : "Except
who have not heard shall understand." 7 Also ye eat the flesh of the Son of man, and drink
in the same : "I have been made manifest to His blood, ye shall have no life in you." _7
those who seek me not: I have been found of
those who asked not after me. I said, LO, here
z3. That the Gentiles rather than the Jews
am I, to a nation that has not called upon my
attain to the kingdom of heaven.
name." s Of this same thing, in the Acts of the
Apostles, Paul says : "It was necessary that the
word of God should first be shown to you ; but
since ye put it from you, and judged yourselves
unworthy of eternal life, lo, we turn to the Gentiles : for thus said the Lord by the Scriptures,
Behold, I have set Thee a light among the
nations, that Thou shouldest be for salvation
even to the ends of the earth." 9

In the Gospel the Lord says : "Many shall
come from the east and from the west, and shall
lie down with Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob,
in the kingdom of heaven ; but the children of
the kingdom shall go out into outer darkness :
there shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth." ,s
_4. That by this alone the Jews can receive
pardon of their sins, if they wash away

• 2. That the Jews would lose while we should
receive the bread and the cup of Christ
and all His grace, and that the new
name of Christians should be blessed
in the earth,
In Isaiah: "Thus saith the Lord, Behold,
they who serve me shall eat, but ye shall be
hungry : behold, they who serve me shall drink,

the blood of Christ slain, in His baptism, and, passing over into HIS Church,
obey His precepts.
In Isaiah the Lord says : " Now I will not re,
lease your sins. When ye stretch forth yore
hands, I will turn away my face from you; and
if ye multiply prayers, I will not hear you: for
your hands are full of blood. Wash you, make
you clean ; take away the wickedness from your
but ye shall be thirsty : lo behold, they who serve souls from the sight of mine eyes; cease from
hL _i....
your wickedness ; learn to do good ; seek judgs In. ix. z, 9.
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ment; keep him who suffers wrong ; judge for Church as His bride, from whom children should
the orphan, and justify the widow.
And come, be spiritually born.
let us reason together, saith the Lord: and al2o. That the Jews should fasten Him to the
though your sins be as scarlet, I waU whiten t cross.
them as snow ; and although they were as crim2i. That in the passion and the sign of the
son, I will whiten 2 them as wool.
And if ye be cross is all virtue and power.
willing and listen to me, ye shall eat of the good
22. That in this sign of the cross is salvation
of the land ; but if ye be unwilling, and will not Ifor all who are marked on their foreheads.
hear me, the sword shall consume you ; for the
23. That at mid-day, during His passion, there
mouth of the Lord hath spoken these things." 3 should be darkness.
24. That He should not be overcome of
SgCOND aO01C,
death, nor should remain in hell.
25 . That He should rise again from hell on
H__AI)S.
the third day.
t. That Christ is the First-born, and that He
26. That when He had risen, He should reis the Wisdom of God, by whom all thmgs were ceive from His Father all power, and His power
made.
should be eternal.
2. That Christ is the Wisdom of God ; and
27. That it is impossible to attain to God the
about the sacrament
of His incarnation,
and Father, except through the Son Jesus Christ.
passion, and cup, and altar, and the aposfleswho
28. That He is to come as a Judge.
were sent and preached.
29. That He is to reign as a King for ever.
3- That Christ also is Himself the Word of
3o. That He is both Judge and King.
God.
4- That the same Christ is God's hand and
aXST_OmES.
arm.

5. That the same is Angel and God.
6. That Christ is God.
7. That Christ our God should come as the
Illuminator and Saviour of the human race.
8. That although from the beginmng He had
been Son of God, He had yet to be begotten
again according to the flesh.
9. That this should be the sign of His nativity,
that He should be born of a virgin --man
and
God -- Son of man and of God.
io. That Christ is man and God, compounded
of either nature, that He might be a mediator
between us and the Father.
i i. That He was to be born of the seed of
David after the flesh,
12. That He should be born in Bethlehem.
13. That He should come in lowly condition
on His first advent.
z4. That He was the righteous One whom the
Jews should put to death,
15. That He was called a Sheep and a Lamb
who would have to be slain, and concerning the
sacrament of the passion.
I6. That He is also called a Stone.
17. That subsequently that stone should become a mountain,
and should fill the whole
earth,
i8. That in the last times the same mountain
should be manifested, upon which the Gentiles
should come, and on which the righteous should
go up.
19. That He is the Bridegroom,
"-"_"Exalbat_"
s "Y=a.i_
Inalbabo."
x_,.ja,

having

the

x. That Christ is the First-born, and that He
is the Wisdom of God, by whom all
things were made.
In Solomon in the Proverbs : "The Lord established 4 me in the beginning of His ways, into
His works: before the world He founded me.
In the beginning, before He made the earth,
and before He appointed
the abysses, before
the fountains of waters gushed forth, before the
mountains were settled, before all the hills, the
Lord begot me.
He made the countries, _nd
the uninhabitable
places, and the uninhabitable
bounds under heaven.
When He prepared the
heaven, I was present with Him ; and when He
set apart His seat.
When He made the strong
clouds above the winds, and when He placed
the strengthened
fountains under heaven, when
He made the mighty foundations of the earth,
I was by His side, ordering them : I was He in
whom He delighted : moreover, I daily rejoiced
before His face in all time, when He rejoiced
in the perfected earth." s Also in the same in
Ecclesiasticus : "I went forth out of the mouth
of the Most High, first-born before every creature: I made the unwearying light to rise in
the heavens, and I covered the whole earth with
a cloud: I dwelt in the high places, and my
throne in the pillar of the cloud : I compassed
the circle of heaven, and I penetrated into the
depth of the abyss, and I walked on the waves
of the sea, and I stood in all the earth ; and in
4 [co_m_L Buu, o,_.,v, p. szs. _,,w_,

J_;

_,_,,

a/tY. _-e ]_stin, voL i.p. s6¢: Athcnsgoras, vol._,; P-x33: Clemlm.t,
_._
x94; trod see note, Oxford translation. _et _t'enzva_ ,to/. _.
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every people and in every nation I had the pre- servants, calling with a loud announcement to
eminence, and by my own strength I have trod- the cup, saying, Let him who is foolish turn to
den the hearts of all the excellent and theme:and
to them that want understanding she
humble : in me is all hope of life and virtue : has said, Come, eat of my loaves, and drink the
pass over to me, aU ye who desire me." ' Also! wine which I have mingled for you. Forsake
in the eighty-eighth Psalm : "_And I will estab- foolishness, and seek wisdom, and correct knowllish Him as my first-born, the highest among edge by understanding." 9
the kings of the earth. I will keep my mercy
for Him for ever, and my faithful covenant for
3- That the same Christ is the Word of God.
Him ; and I will establish his seed for ever and
In the forty-fourth Psalm: "My heart hath
ever. If his children forsake my law, and walk breathed out a good Word. I tell my works to
not in my judgments ; if they profane my judg- the King." ,o Also in the thirty-second Psalm :
ments, and do not observe my precepts, I will ,, By the Word of God were the heavens made
visit their wickednesses with a rod, and their fast ; and all their strength by the breath of His
sins with scourges ; but my mercy will I not mouth."*' Also in Isaiah : "A Word completing
scatter away from them." * Also in the Gospel and shortening in righteousness, because a shortaccording to John, the Lord says : "And this is ened word will God make in the whole earth." ,*
life eternal, that they should know Thee, the Also in the cvith Psalm: "He sent His Word,
only and true God, and Jesus Christ, whom and healed them." ,3 Moreover, in the Gospel
Thou hast sent. I have glorified Thee on the according to John : "In the beginning was the
earth: I have finished the work which Thou Word, and the Word was with God, and God
gavest me to do. And now, do Thou glorify was the Word. The same was in the beginning
me with Thyself, with the giory which I had with with God. All things were made by Him, and
Thee before the world was made." _ Also Paul without Him was nothing made that was made.
to the Colossians : "Who is the image of the In Him was life ; and the life was the light of
invisible God, and the first-born of every crea- men. And the light shineth in darkness ; and
ture."4 Also in the same place: "The first- the darkness comprehended it not." ,4 Also in
born from the dead, that He might in all things the Apocalypse : "And I saw the heaven opened,
become the holder of the pre-eminence." s In and 10, a white horse ; and he who sate upon
the Apocalypse too : "I am Alpha and Omega, him was called Faithful and True, judging rightly
the beginning and the end. I will give unto and justly; and He made war. And He was
Him that is thirsting from the fountain of the covered with a garment sprink,ed with blood;
water of life freely." 6 That He aho is both and His name is cxUed the Word of God." xs
the wisdom and the power of God, Paul proves in
his first Epistle to the Corinthians. "Because
4. That Christ is the Hand and Arm of God. .6
the Jews require a sign, and the Greeks seek
after wisdom : but we preach Christ crucified,
In Isaiah : "Is GOd's Hand not strong to
to the Jews indeed a stumbling-block, and to save ? or has He made His ear heavy, that He
the Gentiles foolishness ; but to them that are cannot hear? But your sins separate between
called, both Jews and Greeks, Christ the power you and God ; and on account of your sins He
of God and the wisdom of God." 7
turns His face away from you, that He may not
pity. For your hands are defiled with blood,
:m.That Christ is the Wisdom of God ; and and your fingers with sins. Moreover, your lips
concerning the sacrament of His incar- have spoken wickedness, and your tongue medination and of His passion, and cup and tares unrighteousness. No one speaketh truth,
altar ; and of the apostles who were sent, Inor is there true judgment" they trust in vanity,
and preached,
land speak emptiness, who conceive sorrow, and
In Solomon in the Proverbs : "Wisdom hath bring forth wickedness." ,9 Also in the same
place: "Lord, who hath believed our report?
bttilded herself an house, and she has placed and to whom is the Arm of God revealed ?" ,s
under it seven pillars ; she has slain her victims ; Also in the same : "Thus saith the Lord, Heaven
she hath mingled her wine in the goblet, and is my throne, and the earth is the support of my
hath made ready her t_ble,s and hath sent her
9 Prov. ix. z-.6.
a Pa, Ix_ix. at._3,
• John m 3-s.
Vw_. Mamro B_'. and AJ*/¢.P_z/A.-.]
L _fl. i. ts.
xtPa _L6.
J C_L L :IL
1_ I_. x. w_
• 1_-.. xal. 6.
t_ Pmc.ii. no+
trx Cmr.L aa_ b
z, |ohn i. z.5.
9 [The house- the Ona_: the _*ea ix'lb,-In,
a/.l,_: her
*s lh_. aiz. m-q_.
_hbm, tlmLord'utab_; hercup_th¢ aammmcntottlm Bkaxl; her
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feet. What house will ye build unto me? or
what is the place for my rest? For all these
things hath mine hand made.",
Also in the
same : "O Lord God, Thine Arm is. high, and
they knew it not ; but when they know it, they
shall be confounded. ''_
Also in the same:
"The Lord hath revealed His Arm, that holy
Arm, in the sight of all nations ; all nations, even
the ends of the earth, shall see salvation from
God." 3 Also in the same place: "Behold,
I
have made thee as the wheels of a thrashing
chariot, new and turned back upon themselves ; "4 and thou shalt thrash the mountains
and shalt beat the hills small, and shalt make
them as chaff, and shalt winnow them ; and the
wind shall seize them, and the whirlwind shall
scatter them : but thou shalt rejoice in the saints
of Israel ; and the poor and needy shall exult,
For they shall seek water, and there shall be
none.
For their tongue shall be dry for thirst,
I the Lord God, I the God of Israel, will hear
them, and will not forsake them ; but I will open
rivers in the mountains, and fountains in the
midst of the fields. I will make the wildernesses
watery groves, and a thirsty land into watercourses.
I will establish in the land of drought
the cedar-tree and the box-tree, and the myrtle
and the cypress, and the elms and the poplar,
that they may see and acknowledge, and know
and believe together, that the Hand of the Lord
hath done these things, and the Holy One of
Israel hath shown them. ''6
5- That Christ is at once Angel and GodJ
In Genesis, to Abraham : "And the Angel of
the Lord called him from heaven, and said unto
him, Abraham, Abraham!
And he said, Here
am I. And He said, Lay not thine hand upon
the lad, neither do thou anything
unto him.
For now I know that thou fearest thy God, and
hast not spared thy son, thy beloved son, for my
sake." s Also in the same place, to Jacob :
"And the Angel of the Lord spake unto me in
dreams, I am God, whom thou sawest in the
place of God 9 where thou anointedst me a pillax of stone, and vowedst to me a vow." '° Also
in Exodus : "But God went before them by day
indeed in a pillar of cloud, to show them the
way ; and by night in a pillar of fire.""
And
x x_ t_. _, ,.
hm._lb. zo._.
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afterwards, in the same place: "And the Angel
of God moved forward, which went before the
army of the childrefi of Israel." _ Also in the
same place : "Lo, I send my Angel before thy
face, to keep thee in the way, that He may lead
thee into the land which I have prepared for
thee.
Observe Him, and obey Him, and be
not disobedient to Him, and He will not be
wanting to thee.
For my Name is in Him." _
Whence He Himself says in the Gospel: "I
came in the name of my Father, and ye received
me not.
When another shall come in his own
name, him ye will receive." _4 And again in the
cxviith Psalm: "Blessed is He who cometh in
the name of the Lord." ,s Also in Malachi :
"My covenant of life and peace was with Levi ; ,6
and I gave him fear, that he should fear me,
that he should go from the face of my name.
The law of truth was in his mouth, and unrighteousness was not found in his lips. In the
peace of the tongue correcting, he walked with
us, and turned many away from unrighteousness.
Because the lips of the priests shall keep knowledge, and they shall seek the law at His mouth ;
for He is the Angel of the Almighty." _7
6. That Christ is God.
InGenesis:
"And God said unto Jacob, Arise,
and go up to the place of Bethel, and dwell there ;
and make there an altar to that God who appeared unto thee when thou fleddest from the
face of thy brother Esau." _s Also in Isaiah :
"Thus
saith the Lord, the God of Sabaoth,
Egypt is wearied ; and the merchandise
of the
Ethiopians, and the tall men of the Sabeans,
shall pass over unto Thee, and shall be Thy serrants ; and shall walk after Thee bound with
chains ; and shall worship Thee, and shall pray
to Thee, because God is in Thee, and there is
no other God beside Thee.
For Thou art God,
and we knew it not, O God of Israel, our Sayiour.
They shall all be confounded and fear who
opp °se Thee, and shall fall into confusion." x9
Likewise in the same : "The voice of one cry.
ing in the wilderness, Prepare ye the way of the
Lord, make straight the paths of our God. Every
channel shall be filled up, and every mountain
and hill shall be made low, and all crooked places
shall be made straight, and rough places plain ;
and the glory of the Lord shall be seen, and all
flesh shall see the salvation of God, because the
Lord hath spoken it." ,o Moreover, in Jeremiah :

4 Original: "Routs _ehie'ali t_turamil novas in le r_zeaatas."
The Ozfosd ,__"_, ram& tim three la_ wo_ds, " ia t<m-a+forrmatas: _
x2 Ex. x_.. zg.
....
and the tr=,_l=tor giv_,"the
wheelsofa tlwashlnginstrmnent made
zs Ex. xxm. 2o_ az. [See Tertulhan, vol. u_ P_,.33S, a valuable
wlthnew teeth,"
passage. De Matstre_ somethm_ to say on tins, qmte to t_
Some editions on_tt " and the .elm.._
_ purpo_. See Bull ,_tstm ; c.g.,vot.v, pp. az-a6_ 33_ 4o; 745_-/
61raLxl_zS---ao.
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voLt. p. 4_.
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This is our God, and no other shall be esteemed
I will give to him that is athirst, of the fountain
beside Him, who hath found all the way of of livingwater freely.
He that overcometh shall
knowledge, and hath given it to Jacob His son, possess these things, and their inheritance ; and
and to Israel His beloved.
After this He was I will be his God, and he shall be my son." iz
seen upon earth, and He conversed with men.",
Also in the eighty-first Psalm : "God stood in
Also in Zechariah God says : "And they shall the congregation
of gods, and judging gods in
cross over through the narrow sea, and they shall the midst." ,2 And again in the same place : "I
smite the waves in the sea, and they shall dry up have said, Ye are gods ; and ye are all the chilall the depths of the rivers ; and all the haughti- dren of the Highest : but ye shall die like men." ,3
ness of the Assyrians shall be confounded, and But if they who have been righteous, and have
the sceptre of Egypt shall be taken away.
And obeyed the divine precepts, may be called gods,
I will strengthen them in the Lord their God, how much more is Christ, the Son of God, God 1
and in His name shall they glory, saith the Thus He Himself says in the Gospel according
Lord." = Moreover, in Hosea the Lord saith : to John : "Is it not written in the law, that I
" I will not do according to the anger of mine said, Ye are gods ? If He called them gods to
indignation, I will not allow Ephraim to be de- whom the word of God was given, and the Scripstroyed : for I am God, and there is not a holy Lure cannot be relaxed, do ye say to Him whom
man in thee : and I will not enter into the city ; the Father hath sanctified and sent into the
I will go after God." s Also in the forty-fourth world, that thou blasphemest, because I said, I
Psalm : "Thy throne, O God, is for ever and am the Son of God ? But if I do not the works
ever : the sceptre of righteousness is the sceptre of my Father, believe me not ; but if I do, and
of Thykingdom.
Thou hast loved righteousness, ye will not believe me, believe the works, and
and hated iniquity : wherefore God, Thy God, know that the Father is in me, and I in Him." '*
hath anointed Thee with the oil of gladness above Also in the Gospel according to Matthew : "And
Thy fellows."4
So, too, in the forty-fifth Psalm : ye shall call His name Emmanuel, which is, being
"Be still, and know that I am God.
I will be interpreted, God with us." zs
exalted among the nations, and I will be exalted
in the earth. ''s Also in the eighty-first Psalm :
7. That Christ our God should come, the En"They have not known, neither have they unlightener and Saviour of the human race.
derstood : theywill walk on in darkness." 6 Also
In Isaiah : " Be comforted,
ye weakened
in the sixty-seventh Psalm : "Sing unto God, sing hands ; and ye weak knees, be strengthened.
praises unto His name : make a way for Him who Ye who are of a timorous heart, fear not.
Our
goeth up into the west: God is His name." z GOd will recompense judgment, He Himself will
Also in the Gospel according to John : "In the come, and will save us. Then shall be opened
beginning was the Word, and the Word was with the eyes of the blind, and the ears of the deaf
God, and God was the Word." s Also in the shall hear.
Then the lame man shall leap as a
same : "The Lord said to Thomas, Reach hither stag, and the tongue of the dumb shall be intelthy finger, and behold my hands:
and be not hgible; because in the wilderness the water is
faithless, but believing.
Thomas answered and broken forth, andthe stream in the thirsty land. ''_6
said unto Him, My Lord and my God.
Jesus Also in that place : "Not an elder nor an angel,
saith unto him, Because thou hast seen me, thou but the Lord Himself shall deliver them ; because
hast believed : blessed are they who have not He shall love them, and shall spare them, and
.seen, and yet have believed." 9 Also Paul to He Himself shall redeem them."'7
Also in the
the Romans : "I could wish that I myself were same place : "I the Lord God have called Thee
accursed from Christ for my brethren and my in righteousness, that I may hold Thine hand,
kindred according to the flesh : who are israel- and I will comfort Thee ; and I have given Thee
ires : whose are the adoption, and the glory, and for a covenant of my people, for a light of the
the covenant, and the appointment
of the law, nations ; to open the eyes of the blind, to bring
and the service (of God), and the promises ; forth them that are bound from chains, and those
whose are the fathers, of whom, according to the who sit in darkness from the prison-house.
I
flesh, Christ came9 who is God over all, blessed am the Lord God, that is my name.
I will not
for evermore." _° Also in the Apocalypse : "I am give my glory to another, nor my powers to
Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end : graven images." ,s Also in the twenty-fourth
: __rech_i. 3s'_7.
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me Thy paths, and lead me unto Thy truth, and thy God, in the height above and in the depth
teach me ; for Thou art the God of my salva- below.
And Ahaz said, I will not ask, and I
tion." ' Whence, in the Gospel according to will not tempt the Lord my God. And He said,
John, the Lord says : "I am the light of the Hear ye, therefore, O house of David : it is no
world. He that will follow me shall not walk in trifling contest unto you with men, since God
darkness,but shallhave the lightof life.
''2suppliesthe struggle.On thisaccount God
Moreover, in that according to Matthew, the Himself willgiveyou a sign. Behold,a virgin
angelGabrielsaystoJoseph :"Joseph,thouson shallconceive,
and shall
beara son,and ye shall
ofDavid,fearnot to take unto thee Mary thy callHis name Emmanuel. Butterand honey
wife. For thatwhich shallbe born to heris of shallHe eat; beforethatHe knows to prefer
the Holy Ghost. And she shall
bring fortha theevil,
He shall
exchange the good."xo This
son,and thou shaltcallHis name Jesus; for seedGod had foretold
would proceed from the
He shall
saveHis peoplefrom their
si_."3 Also woman that should trample on the head of
inthataccordingto Luke : "And Zacharias
was the devil. In Genesis: "Then God saidunto
filled
with the Holy Ghost,and prophesied,
say- theserpent,
Becausethouhastdone this,
cursed
ing,Blessedbe the Lord God of Israel,
who artthou from every kind of the beastsof the
hath foreseenredemption for His people,and earth. Upon thy breastand thybellyshaltthou
hathraisedup an horn of salvation
forus in the crawl,and earthshallbe thyfood allthe days
houseof His servantDavid."4 Alsointhe same of thy life.And I willplace enmity between
place,theangel said to the shepherds: "Fear thee and the woman and her seed. He shall
not; for,behold,I bringyou tidingsthatunto regardthyhead,and thoushalt
watch hisheel....
you isborn thisday inthecityof David a Saviour,
which isChristJesus."5
xo.That Christisboth man and God, compounded ofbothnatures,
thatHe might
8. That althoughfrom thebeginningHe had
be a Mediator between us and the
been the Son of God, yet He had to be
Father.
begotten again according to th e flesh.
In the second Psalm : "The Lord said unto
me, Thou art my Son ; this day have I begotten
Thee.
Ask of me, and I will give Thee the
nations for Thine inheritance,
and the bounds
of the earth for Thy possession." 6 Also in the
Gospel according to Luke: "And it came to
pass, when Elisabeth
heard the salutation of
Mary, the babe leaped in her womb ; and she
was filled with the Holy Ghost, and she cried
out with a loud voice, and said, Blessed art thou
among women, and blessed is the fruit of thy
womb.
And whence does this happen to me,
that the mother of my Lord should come to
me ? "7 Also Paul to the Galatians : "But when
the fulness of the time was come, God sent His
Son, born of a woman." s Also in the Epistle of
John : "Every spirit which confesses that Jesus
Christ is come in the flesh is of GOd. But whosoever denies that He is come in the flesh is
not of God, but is of the spirit of Antichrist." 9
9. That this should be the sign of His nativity,
that He should be born of a virgin_
man and God_a
son of man and a Son
of

God.

In Isaiah : "And the Lord went on to speak
to Ahaz, saying, Ask thee a sign from the Lord
z Ps.zzv. 4, 5.

In Jeremiah : "And He is man, and who shall
know Him?" '_ Alsoin Numbers : "A Star shall
arise out of Jacob, and a man shall rise up from
Israel." ,_ Also in the same place : "A Man shall
go forth out of his seed," and shall rule over
many nations ; and His kingdom shall be exalted
as Gog,,S and His kingdom shall be increased
and GOd brought Him forth out of Egypt.
His
glory is as of the unicorn, and He shall eat the
nations of His enemies, and shall take out the
marrow of their fatnesses, and will pierce His
enemy with His arrows. He couched and lay
down as a lion, and as a lion's whelp.
Who
shall raise Him up ? Blessed are they who bless
Thee, and cursed are they who curse Thee." z6
Also in Isaiah : "The Spirit of the Lord is upon
me ; on account whereof He hath anointed me :
He hath sent me to tell good tidings to the poor;
to heal the bruised in heart, to preach deliverance
to the captives, and sight to the blind, to proclaim
the acceptable year of the Lord, and the day of
retribution." _7 Whence, in the Gospel accordling to Luke, Gabriel says to Mary: "And the
!angel answering, said to her, The Holy Ghost
_
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shall come upon thee, and the power of the
Highest shall overshadow thee.
Wherefore that
holy thing which is born of thee shall be called
the Son of God."'
Also in the first Epistle
of Paul to the Corinthians : "The first man is of
the mud s of the earth ; the second man is from
heaven.
As was he from the soil, such are they
also that are of the earth ; and as is the heavenly, such also are the heavenly.
As we have
borne the image of him who is of the earth

or upon the earth, or under the earth, who was
able to open the book, nor even to look into it.
And I wept much because nobody was found
worthy to open the book, nor to look into it.
And one of the elders said unto me, Weep not ;
behold, the Lion of the tribe of Judah, the Root
of David, hath prevailed to open the book, and
to loose its seven seals." s

let
us also3 bear the image
heaven."

In Micah : "And thou, Bethlehem, house of
Ephrata, _
not little, that thou shouldst be
appointed among the thousands of Judah.
Out
of thee shall He come forth to me, that He may
be a prince in Israel, and His goings forth from
the beginning from the days of old." 9 Also in
the Gospel : "And when Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judah, in the days of Herod the king,
behold, Magi came from the east to Jerusalem,
saying, Where is He that is born King of the
Jews?
For we have seen His star in the east,
and we have come with gifts to worship Him." xo

of Him who is from

t i. That Christ was to be born of the seed
of David, according to the flesh,

x2. That Christ should be born in Bethlehem.

In the second of Kings : "And the word of
the Lord came to Nathan, saying, Go and tell
my servant David, Thus saith the Lord, Thou
shalt not build me an house to dwell in ; but it
shall come to pass, when thy days shall be fulfilled, and thou shalt sleep with thy fathers, I
will raise up thy seed after thee who shall come
from thy lores, and I will establish His kingdom.
He shall build me a house in my name, and I
13. That Christ was to come in low estate in
will set up His throne for ever; and I will be to
His first advent.
Him a Father, and He shall be to me a Son;
and His house shall obtain confidence, and His
In Isaiah : "Lord,
who hath believed our
kingdom for ever in my sight." 4 Also in Isaiah : report, and to whom is the Arm of the Lord
"And a rod shall go forth of the root of Jesse, revealed ? We have declared in His presence
and a flower shall go up from his root ; and the !as children, as a root in a thirsty ground.
There
Spirit of the Lord shall rest upon Him, the spirit is no form nor glory in Him ; and we saw Him,
of wisdom and of understanding,
the spirit of and He had no form nor beauty; but His form
counsel and might, the spirit of knowledge and was without honour, and lacking beyond other
piety ; and the spirit of the fear of the Lord men. He was a man set in a plague, and knowshall fill Him." s Also in the cxxxlst Psalm:
ing how to bear weakness;
because
His face
"God hath sworn the truth unto David himself, was turned away, He was dishonoured, and was
and He has not repudiated it ; of the fruit of thy not accounted of. He bears our sins, and grieves
belly will I set upon my throne." 6 Also in the for us ; and we thought that He was in grief, and
Gospel according to Luke: "And the angel said in wounding,
and in affliction ; but He was
unto her, Fear not, Mary. For thou hast found wounded
for our transgressions,
and He was
favour before God. Behold, thou shalt conceive, weakened H for our sins. The discipline of our
and shalt bring forth a son, and shalt call His peace was upon Him, and with His bruise we
name Jesus.
The same shall be great, and He are healed.
We all like sheep have gone astray ;
shall be called the Son of the Highest ; and the man has gone out of his way. And God has
Lord God shall give Him the throne of His delivered Him for our sins ; and He, because
father David, and He shall reign over the house He was afflicted, opened not His mouth." _2 Also
of Jacob for ever, and of His kingdom there in the same:
"I am not rebellious, nor do I
shall be no end." z Also in the Apocalypse:
contradict.
I gave my back to the stripes, and
"And I saw in the right hand of Go b who sate my cheeks to the palms of the hands.
Moreon the throne, a book written within, and on the over, I did not turn away my face from the foulback sealed with seven seals ; and I saw a strong ness of spitting, and God was my helper." _
angel proclaiming with a loud voice, Who is Also in the same : "He shall not cry, nor will
worthy to receive the book, and to open its any one hear His voice in the streets.
He shall
seals ? Nor was there any one either in heaven not break a bruised reed, and a smoking flax He
shall not extinguish;
but He shall bring forth
•- _'I_..l_i
_5.
I_mo.
3 zCo_r,
zv.4_l9.
4 s Stun vii. S, z_.x6,
S I_ xl z- 3.
a Ps. cx._n, xz.
_']..uke i _-3_
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judgment in txuth. He shall shine forth, and We are esteemed by Him as frivolous, and He
shall not be shaken, until He set judgment in restraineth Himself from our ways, as ff from
the earth, and in His name shall the nations uncleanness ; and He extols the last end of the
trust.''z Also in the twenty-first Psalm: "But righteous, and boasts that He has God for His
I am a worm, and no man ; the accursed of Father. Let us see, then, ff His words are true,
man, and the casting away of the people. All and let us try what will come to Him. Let us
they who saw me despised me, and spoke with- interrogate Him with reproach and torture, that
in their lips, and moved their head. He hoped we may know His reverence and prove His
in the Lord, let Him deliver him; let Him patience. Let us condemn Him with a most
save him, since he will have Him."a Also in shameful death. These things they considered,
that place: "My strength is dried up like a and erred. For their maliciousness hath blinded
potsherd, and my tongue is glued to my jaws." 3 them, and they knew not the sacraments of
Also in Zechariah : "And the Lord showed me God." '° Also in Isaiah : "See ye how the
Jesus, that great priest, standing before the face righteous perisheth, and no man understandeth ;
of the Angel of the Lord, and the devil was and righteous men are taken away, and no man
standing at his right hand to oppose him. And regardeth. For the righteous man is taken away
Jesus was clothed in filthy garments, and he from the face of unrighteousness, and his burial
stood before the face of the Angel Himself; and shall be in peace." - Concerning this very thing
He answered and said to them who were stand- it was before foretold in Exodus : "Thou shalt
ing before His face, saying, Take away his filthy not slay the innocent and the righteous." _ Also
garments from him. And he said to him, Be- in the Gospel : "Judas, led by penitence, said
hold, I have taken away thine iniquities. And to the priests and elders, I have sinned, in that
put upon him a priestly garment/and set a fair I have betrayed the innocent blood." ,3
mitres upon his head.''6 Also Paul to the
Philippians : "Who, being established in the
i 5. That Christ is called a sheep and a lamb
form of God, thought it not robbery that He
who was to be slain, and concerning
was equal with God, but emptied Himself, taking i
the sacrament (mystery) of the passion.
the form of a servant, and was made in the likeIn Isaiah : "He was led as a sheep to the
ness of men ; and being found in fashion as a slaughter' and as a lamb before his shearer is
man, He humbled Himself, becoming obedient dumb, so He opened not His mouth. In His
even unto death, even the death of the cross, humiliation His judgment was taken away : who
Wherefore also God exalted Him, and gave Him shall relate His nativity? Because His life shall
a name which is above every name, that in the be taken away from the earth. By the transname 7of Jesus every knee should bow, of things gressions of my people He was led to death ;
in heaven, of things in earth, and of infernal and I will give the wicked for His burial,and the
things, and every tongue should confess that rich themselves for His death ; because He did
Jesus Christ is Lord in the glory of God the no wickedness, nor deceits with His mouth.
Father." s
Wherefore He shall gain many, and shall divide
I4. That He is the righteous One whom the the spoils of the strong; because His soul was
Jews should put to death,
delivered up to death, and He was counted
among transgressors. And He bare the sins of
In the Wisdom of Solomon : "Let us lay hold many, and was delivered for their offences." '*
of the righteous, because He is disagreeable to Also in Jeremiah : "Lord, give me knowledge,
us, and is contrary to ourworks, and reproacheth and I shall know it : then I saw their meditaus with our transgressions of the law.9 He pro- tions. I was led like a lamb without malice to
fesseth that He has the knowledge of God, and the slaughter ; against me they devised a device,
calls Himself the Son of God ; He has become saying, Come, let us cast the tree into His
to us an exposure of our thoughts ; He is griev- bread,'s and let us erase His life from the earth,
ous unto us even to look upon, because His life and HIS name shall no more be a rememis unlike to others, and His ways are changed, brance." ,6 Also in Exodus God said to Moses :
"Let them take to themselves each man a sheep,
, I,Ps xxh.
_l_.6-8.
_-,.
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Ps. xxii. _S.
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from the goats, and all file congregation of the which the Lord hath made ; let us rejoice and
synagogue of the children of Israel shall kill it be glad in it. O Lord, save therefore, O Lord,
in the evening ; and they shall take of its blood, direct therefore. Blessed is He who cometh in.
and shall place it upon the two posts/and upon the name of the Lord." s Also in Zechariah :
the threshold in the houses, in the very houses "Behold, I bring forth my servant. The Orient
in which they shall eat it. And they shall eat is his name, because the stone which I have placed
the flesh on the same night, roasted with fire ; before the face of Jesus ; upon that one stone are
and they shall eat unleavened bread with bitter seven eyes." 9 Also in Deuteronomy : "And
herbs._ Ye shall not eat of them raw nor thou shait write upon the stone all this law, very
dressed in water, but roasted with fire ; the plainly." '° Also in Jesus the son of Nave : "And
head with the feet and the inward parts. Ye he took a great stone, and placed it there before
shall leave nothing of them to the morning ; and the Lord ; and Jesus said unto the people, Beye shall not break a bone of it. But what of it hold, this stone shail be to you for a testimony,
shall be left to the moming shall be burnt with because it hath heard all the things which were
fire. But thus ye shail eat it ; ybur loins girt, spoken by the Lord, which He hath spoken to
and your sandals on your feet, and your staff in you to-day ; and it shall be for a testimony to
your hands ; and ye shall eat it in haste : for it you in the last of the days, when ye shall have
is the Lord's passover." 3 Also in the Apoca- departed from your God."" Also in the Acts of
lypse : "And I saw in the midst of the throne, the Apostles, Peter : "Ye princes of the people,
and of the four living creatures, and in the midst and eiders of Israel, hearken : Behold, we are
of the elders, a Lamb standing as if slain, having this day interrogated by you about the good deed
seven horns and seven eyes, which are the seven done to the impotent man, by means of which
spirits of God sent forth throughout all the earth, he is made whole. Be it known unto you all,
And He came and took the book from the right and to all the people of Israel, that in the name
hand of God, who sate on the throne. And of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, whom ye have cruwhen He had taken the book, the four living cified, whom God hath raised up from the dead,
creatures and the four and twenty elders cast by Him he stands whole in your presence, but by
themselves before the Lamb, having every one of none other. This is the stone which was dethem harps and golden cups 4 full of odours of spised by you builders, which has become the
supplications, which are the prayers of the saints ; head of the comer. For there is no other name
and they sang a new song, saying, Worthy art given to men under heaven in which we must be
Thou, O Lord, to take the book, and to open its saved." ,2 This is the stone in Genesis, which
seals : for Thou wast slain, and hast redeemed Jacob places at his head, because the head of
us with Thy blood from every tribe, and tongue, the man is Christ ; and as he slept he saw a ladand people, and nation ; and Thou hast made der reaching to heaven, on which the Lord was
us a -kingdom unto our God, and hast made us placed, and angeis were ascending and descendpriests, and they shall reign upon the earth." s ing.,S And this stone he designating Christ conAlso in the Gospel : "On the next day John saw secrated and anointed with the sacrament of
Jesus coming to him, and saith, Behold the Lamb unctxon. This is the stone in Exodus upon
of God, and behold Him that taketh away the which Moses sate on the top of a hill when
sins of the world ! "6
Jesus the son of Nave fought against Amaiek ;
and by the sacrament of the stone, and the
16. That Christ also is called a Stone.
stedfastness of his sitting, Amaiek was overcome by Jesus, that is, the devil was overcome
In I_iah: "Thus saith the Lord, Behold, I by Christ. This is the great stone in the first
place on the foundations of Sion a precious stone, book of Kings, upon which was placed the ark
elect, chief, a comer stone, honourable ; and he of the covenant when the oxen brought it back
who trusteth in Him shall not be confounded.'7 in the cart, sent back and returned by the
Also in the cxviith Psalm: "The stone which the strangers. Also, this is the stone in the first
builders rejected, the same is become the head book of Kings, with which David smote the
of the comer. This is done by the Lord, and forehead of Goliath and slew him ; signifying
it is wonderful in our eyes. This is the day that the devil and his servants are thereby
thrown down m that part of the head, namely,
s Migae's madi, ag ditL.n contiderably from this: aad is as fallows:
"'l_
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being conquered' which they have not had those who seek Him, that seek the face of the
sealed. And by this seal we also are always safe God of Jacob." 6
and live. This is the stone which, when Israel
had conquered the aliens, Samuel set up and
19. That Christ is the Bridegroom, having the
called its name Ebenezer; that is, the stone
Church as His bride, from which spiritthat helpcth,
ual children were to be born.
In Joel: "Blow with the trumpet in Sion ;
x7. That afterwards this Stone should become sanctify a fast, and call a healing ; assemble the
a mountain, and should fill the whole people, sanctify the Church, gather the elders,
earth,
collect the little ones that suck the breast ; let
In Daniel : "And behold a very great image ; the Bridegroom go forth of His chamber, and
and the aspect of this image was fearful, and it the bride out of her closet." 7 Also in Jeremiah :
stood erect before thee ; whose head was of fine "And I will take away from the cities of Judah,
gold, its breast and arms were silver, its belly and from the streets of Jerusalem, the voice of
and thighs were of brass, and its feet were partly the joyous, and the voice of the glad ; the voice
indeed of iron, and partly of clay, until that a of the bridegroom, and the voice of the bride." s
stone was cut 2 out of the mountain, without the Also in the eighteenth Psalm : "And he is as a
hands of those that should cut it, and struck bridegroom going forth from his chamber ; he
the image upon the feet of iron and clay, and exulted as a giant to run his course. From the
brake them into small fragments. And the iron, height of heaven is his going forth, and his cirand the clay, and the brass, and the silver, and cult even to the end of it ; and there is.nothing
the gold, was made altogether ; and they became which is hid from his heat." 9 Also in the Apocasmall as chaff, or dust in the threshing-floor in lypse : "Come, I will show thee the new bride,
summer ; and the wind blew them away, so that the Lamb's wife. And he took me in the Spirit
nothing remained of them. And the stone which to a great mountain, and he showed me the holy
struck the image became a great mountain, and city Jerusalem descending out of heaven from
filled the whole earth." 3
God, having the glory of God." '° Also in the
Gospel according to John: "Ye are my witi8. That in the last times the same mountain nesses, that I said to them who were sent from
should be manifested, and upon it the Jerusalem to me, that I am not the Christ, but
Gentiles should come, and on it all the that I am sent before Him. For he who has the
righteous should go up.
bride is the bridegroom ; but the friend of the
In Isaiah : "In the last times the mountain bridegroom is he who standeth and heareth him
of the Lord shall be revealed, and the house of with joy, and rejoiceth because of the voice of
God upon the tops of the mountains ; and it the bridegroom.""
The mystery of this matter
shall be exalted above the hills, and all nations was shown in Jesus the son of Nave, when he
shall come upon it, and many shall walk and was bidden to put his shoes from off him, doubtsay, Come, and let us go up mto the mountain less because he himself was not the bridegroom.
of the Lord, and into the house of the God of For it was in the law, that whoever should refuse
Jacob ; and He will tell us His way, and we wall marriage should put off his shoe, but that he
walk in it. For from Sion shall proceed the law, should be shod who was to be the bridegroom :
and the word of the Lord from Jerusalem ; and "And it happened, when Jesus was in Jericho,
He shall judge among the nations, and shall he looked around with his eyes, and saw a man
rebuke much people ; and they shall beat their standing before his face, and holding a javelin _*
swords into ploughshares, and their spears into in
his hand,
and he
said,
ArtI thou
for leader
us or for
enemies
? And
said,
am the
of our
the
pruning-hooks, and they shall no more learn to
fight." 4 Also in the twenty-third Psalm : "Who host of the Lord ; now draw near. And Jesus
shall ascend into the hill of the Lord, or who fell on his face to the earth, and said to him,
shall stand in His holy place ? He that is in- Lord, what dost Thou command unto Thy setnocent in his hands, and of a clean heart ; who rant. And the leader of the Lord's host said,
hath not received his life in vanity, and hath not Loose thy shoe from thy feet, for the place
sworn craftily to his neighbour. He shall receive whereon thou standest is holy ground." ,3 Also,
the blessing from the Lord, and mercy s from the in Exodus, Moses is bidden to put off his shoe,
God that sayeth him. This is the generation of
6 Ps xxiv. 3-6.
Y J_l it. iS, x6.
the_t_L,Ox.ford editlon reads, "conquered,
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because he, too, was not the bridegroom : "And sword, and my only one from the paw 9 of the
there appeared unto him the angel of the Lord dog. Save me from the mouth of the lion, and
in a flame of fire out of a bush ; and he saw my lowliness from the horns of the unicorns.
I
that the bush burned with fire, but the bush was !will declare Thy name unto my brethren ; in the
not consumed.
And Moses said, I will pass over _midst
"
of the Church I wall
- prmse
• Thee. ,, ,o Also
and see this great sight, why the bush is not con- in the cxviiith Psalm : "Pierce
my flesh with
sumed.
But when He saw that he drew near to nails through fear of Thee.""
Also in the cxtth
see, the Lord God called him from the bush, Psalm: "The lifting up of my hands is an evensaying, Moses, Moses.
And he said, What is ing sacrifice." 5_ Of which sacrifice Sophonias
it? And He said, Draw not nigh hither, unless said : "Fear from the presence of the Lord God,
thou hast loosed thy shoe from off thy feet ; for since His day is near, because the Lord hath
the place on which thou standest is holy ground, prepared
His sacrifice, He hath sanctified His
And He said unto him, I am the God of thy elect." ,3 Also in Zechariah:
"And they shall
father, the God of Abraham, and the God of look upon me, whom they have pierced." ,4 Also
Isaac, and the God of Jacob." z This was also iin the eighty-seventh Psalm : "I have called unto
made plain in the Gospel according to John: 1Thee, O Lord, the whole day ; I have stretched
"And John answered them. I indeed baptize iout my hands unto Thee." ,s Also in Numbers :
with water, but there standeth One in the midst[" Not as a man is God suspended,,, z6nor as the
of you whom ye know not : He it is of whom Ison of man does He suffer threats.
Whence
I said, The man that cometh after me is made I in the Gospel the Lord says : "As Moses lifted
before me, the latchet of whose shoe I am not l up the serpent in the wilderness, even so must
worthy to unloose." _ Also according to Luke : the Son of man be lifted up, that whosoever be"Let your loins be girt, and your lamps burning, lieveth in the Son may have life eternal." t7
and ye like to men that wait for their master
when he shall come from the wedding, that when
2 i. That in the passion and the sign of the
he cometh and knocketh, they may open unto
cross is all virtue and power.
him.
Blessed are those servants whom their
In Habakkuk : "His virtue covered the hearLord, when He cometh, shall find watching." a ens, and the earth is full of His praise, and His
Also in the Apocalypse : "The Lord God ore- splendour shall be as the light ; there shall be
nipotent reigneth:
let us be glad and rejoice, horns in His hands.
And there the virtue of
and let us give to Him the honour of glory ; for His glory was established, and He founded His
the marriage of the Lamb is come, and His wife strong love. Before His face shaU go the Word,
hath made herself ready." ¢
and shall go forth unto the plains according to
His steps." ,s In Isaiah also : "Behold, unto us
2o. That the Jews would fasten Christ to the a child is born, and to us a Son is given, upon
cross,
whose shoulders shall be government ; and His
In Isaiah : "I have spread out my hands all name shall be called the Messenger of a mighty
day to a people disobedient and contradicting
thought." 59 By this sign of the cross also Areame, who walk in ways that are not good, but after lek was conquered by Jesus through Moses. In
their own sins." s Also in Jeremiah : "Come,
Exodus Moses said to Jesus : "Choose thee out
let us cast the tree into His bread, and let us men, and go forth, and order yourselves with
blot out His life from the eagth. ''6 _Also in Amalek until the morrow. Behold, I will stand
Deuteronomy : "And Thy Life shall be hanging on the top of the hill, and the rod of God in
(in doubt) before Thine eyes ; and Thou shalt mine hand.
And it came to pass, when Moses
fear day and night, and shalt not trust to Thy lifted up his hands, Israel prevailed ; but when
life." 7 Also in the twenty-first Psalm: "They!Moses
had let down his hands, Amalek waxed
tore my hands and my feet ;s they numbered strong. But the hands of Moses were heavy;
all my bones.
And they gazed upon me, and and they took a stone, and placed it under him,
saw me, and divided my garments among them, and he sate upon it; and Aaron and Hut held
and upon my vesture they cast a lot. But Thou, up his hands, on the one side and on the other
O Lord, remove not Thy help far from me ; at- side ; and the hands of Moses were made stead,,
tend unto my help.
De//ver my soul from the even to the setting of the sun. And Jesus routed
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24. That He was not to be overcome
nor should remain in Hades.

525
of death,

rial in a book, and tell it unto the ears of Jesus,
In the twenty-ninth Psalm : "O Lord, Thou
that I may utterly destroy the memory of Area- hast brought back my soul from hell." ,2 Also
lek from under heaven.",
in the fiReenth Psalm: "Thou wilt not leave
_2. That in this sign of the Cross is salvation I my soul in hell, neither wilt Thou suffer Thine
for all people who are marked on their Holy One to see corruption." ,3 Also in the
foreheads._
third Psalm: "I laid me down and slept, and
rose up again, bemuse the Lord helped me." x,
In Ezekiel the Lord says : "Pass through the Also according to John : "No man taketh away
midst of Jerusalem, and thou shalt mark the sign my life from me ; but I lay it down of myself.
upon the men's foreheads, who groan and grieve I have the power of laying it down, and I have
for the iniquities which are done in the midst the power of taking it again. For this commandof them." 3 Also in the same place : "Go and ment I have received from my Father." ,5
smite, and do not spare your eyes.
Have no
pity on the old man, and the youth, and the i 25. That He should rise again from the dead
virgin, and slay little children and women, that
on the third day.
they may be utterly destroyed.
But ye shall
not touch any one upon whom the sign is written,
In Hosea : "After two days He will revive us;
and begin with my holy places themselves." + iwe shall rise again on the third day." ,6 Also in
Also in Exodus God says to Moses : "And there Exodus : "And the Lord said unto Moses, Go
shall be blood for a sign to you upon the houses down and testify to the people, and sanctify
wherein ye shall be; and I will look on the them to-day and to-morrow;
and let them wash
blood, and will protect you.
And there shall their garments, and let them be prepared against
not be in you the plague of wasting when I shall the day after to-morrow.
For on the third day
smite the land of Egypt." 5 Also in the Apoc- the Lord will come down on Mount Sinai." ,7
alypse:
"And
I saw 6 a Lamb standing on Also in the Gospel: "A wicked and adulterous
Mount Sion, and with Him a hundred and forty generation seeketh after a sign ; and there shall
and four thousand;
and they had His name and no sign be given unto it but the sign of the
the name of His Father written on their fore- prophet Jonas : for as Jonas was in the whale's
heads."z
Also in the same place: "I am Alpha belly three days and three nights, so shall the
and Omega, the first and the last, the beginning Son of man be three days and three nights in
and the end.
Blessed are they that do His the heart of the earth." ,s
commandments,
that they may have power over
the tree of life." s
_6. That after He had risen again He should
receive from His Father all power, and
53 . That at mid-day in His passion there
His power should be everlasting.
should be darkness.
In Amos : "And it shall come to pass in that!
clay, salth the Lord, the sun shall set at noonday,
and the day of light shall be darkened ; and I
will turn your feast-days into grief, and all your
songs into lamentation."9
Also in Jeremiah :
"She is frightened that hath borne children, and
her soul hath grown weary. Her sun hath gone
down while as yet it was mid-day ; she hath been
confounded and accursed : I will give the rest
of them to the sword in the sight of their eneroles." ,o Also in the Gospel : "Now from the
sixth hour there was darkness over all the earth
even to the ninth hour." "
z Ex. _iLg- _.
* [_e.,._.._
_mb,__tm,_,bo_+mIMmlL

In Daniel : "I saw in a vision by night, and
behold as it were the Son of man, coming in the
clouds of heaven, came even to the Ancient of
days, and stood in His sight.
And they who
stood beside Him brought Him before Him :
and to Him was given a royal power, and all the
kings of the earth by their generation, and all
glory obeying Him ; and His power is eternal,
which shall not be taken away, and His kingdom
shall not be destroyed." ,9 Also in Isaiah : "Now
will I arise, saith the Lord ; now will I be glorifled, now will I be exalted, now )re shall see, now
ye shall under+rand, now ye shall be confounded+
Vain will be the strength of your spirit: the fire
consume you. '''° Also in the cixth P_m :
"The Lord said unto my Lord, Sit Thou on my

IX° 4.

+ FaP+k.
iz+4_.
" "Aad/_x4d," OzGrd_UL_.
+R_. +dr._.
e IP,
t_. xziLz3,_4+
.
.s^_,,m.
+,;o.. t+t.,_-_++,
CP,da._.,ot._t+_. z_--_*+
0
--Jer. xv.9. LL_L_'o_scmmaa:
Ix_m_csJmm
tt _8_+xm_.4S+ [Seevoi.i]i.i_Sli.]

_ Ps.
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P_ xH.
xvi,zo+
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+ ]+olm
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g6Hoe.vi.s.
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right hand, until I make Thine enemies the footstool of Thy feet. God will send the rod of Thy
power out of Sion, and Thou shalt rule in the
midst of Thine enemies." ' Also in the Apocalypse : "And I turned and looked to see the
voice which spake with me. And I saw seven
golden candlesticks,
and in the midst of the
candlesticks one like unto the Son of man, clothed
with a long garment,* and He was girt about the
paps with a golden girdle.
And His head and
His hairs were white as wool or snow, and His
eyes as a flame of fire, and His feet like to fine
brass from a furnace of fire, and His voice like
the sound of many waters.
And He had in His
right hand seven stars ; and out of His mouth
went a sharp two-edged sword;
and His face
shone as the sun in his might.
And when I saw
Him, I fell at His feet as dead.
And He laid
His right hand upon me, and said, Fear not; I
am the first and the last, and He that liveth and
was dead; and, lo, I am living for evermore,3
and I have the keys of death and of hell." 4
Likewise in the Gospel, the Lord after His
resurrection says to His disciples:
"All power
is given unto me in heaven and in earth.
Go
therefore and teach all nations, baptizing them
in the name of the Father, and of the SOn, and
of the Holy Ghost, teaching them to observe all
things whatsoever I have commanded you." s
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which is in Christ Jesus.""
Also in the Epistle
of Peter the apostle : "Christ hath died once
for our sins, the just for the" unjust, that He
might present us to God." '* Also in the same
place : "For in this also was it preached to them
that are dead, that they might be raised again." '_
Also in the Epistle of John : "Whosoever
denieth the Son, the same also hath not the Father.
He that confesseth the Son, hath both the SOn
and the Father." ,4
28. That Jesus Christ shall come as a Judge.
In Malachi : "Behold, the day of the Lord
cometh, burning as an oven ; and all the aliens
and all the wicked shall be as stubble; and the
day that cometh shall burn them up, salth the
Lord." x5 Also in the forty-ninth
(or fiftieth)
Psalm: "God the Lord of gods hath spoken,
and called the earth.
From the nsmg of the
sun even to the going down thereof, out of Slon
is the beauty of His glory.
God shall come
manifestly, our God, and shall not keep silence.
A fire shall burn before Him, and round about

Him shall be a great storm.
He hath called
the heaven above, and the earth, that He may
iseparate His people. Gather together His saints
unto Him, those who arrange His covenant with
sacrifices.
And the h_avens shall announce His
righteousness, for God is the judge." ,6 Also in
Isaiah:
"The Lord God of strength shall go
7. That it is impossible to attain to God the forth, and shall break war in pieces : He shall
Father, except by His Son Jesus Christ. stir up contest, and shall cry over His enemies
In the Gospel : "I am the way, and the truth, with strength.
I have been silent ; shall I aland the life: no one cometh to the Father but ways be silent?" x7 Also in the sixty-seventh
by me." s. Also in the same place : "I am the Psalm : "Let God arise, and let His enemies be
door : by me if any man shall enter in, he shall scattered : and let those who hate Him flee
be saved." 7 Also in the same place: "Many
from His face. As smoke vanisheth, let them
prophets and righteous men have desired to see vanish: as wax melteth from the face of fire,
the things which ye see, and have not seen them ; thus let the sinners perish from the face of God.
and to hear those things which ye hear, and have And let the righteous be glad and rejoice in the
not heard them." s Also in the same place
sight of God : and let them be glad with joyful"He that believeth on the Son hath eternal life
ness.
Sing unto God, sing praises unto His
he that is not obedient in word to the Son hail name : make a way to Him who goeth up into
not life ; but the wrath of God shall abide upon the west.
God is His name. They shall be put
him." 9 Also Paul to the Ephesians : "And when to confusion from the face of Him who is the
He had come, He preached peace to you, to iFather of the orphans, and the Judge of the
those which are afar off, and peace to those widows.
God is in His holy place: God, who
which are near, because through Him we both maketh men to dwell with one mind in an house,
have access in one Spirit unto the Father." _° bringing forth them that are bound with might,
Also to the Romans : "For all have sinned, and and equally those who provoke unto anger, who
fail of the glory of God ; but they are justified dwell in the sepulchres : GOd, when Thou wentby His gift and grace, through the redemption
est forth in the sight of Thy people, in passLug into the desert." ,s Also in the eighty-first
I PS. ¢X. Z_ i.
st "Podere."

J Oae codez read* here, "livh_
4 Rev. L zJ-z&
s Matt. x+_rviiLzf+-m,
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_' John x 9"
• Matt. xlk ZT.
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Psalm: "Arise, O God ; judge the earth: for my tongue is the pen of a writer intelligently
Thou wilt exterminate
among all nations.",
writing.
Thou art lovely in beauty above the
Also in the Gospel according to Matthew:
children of men: grace is shed forth on Thy
', What have we to do with Thee, Thou Son of lips, because GOd hath blessed Thee for ever.
David ? why art Thou come hither to punish us Be girt with Thy sword on Thy thigh, O most
before the time ?"z Likewise according to John : mighty.
To Thy honour and to Thy beauty
"The Father judgeth nothing, but hath given both attend, and direct Thyself, and reign, beall judgment to the Son, that all may honour cause of truth, and meekness, and righteousthe Son as they honour the Father.
He that hess." '* Also in the fifth Psalm: "My King,
honoureth not the Son, honoureth
not the and my God, because unto Thee will I pray. 0
Father who hath sent Him." 3 SO too in the Lord, in the morning Thou shalt hear my voice ;
second Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians : "We in the morning I will stand before Thee, and
must all appearbefore the judgment-seat of Christ will contemplate Thee." ,s Also in the ninetythat every one may bear the things proper to his sixth Psalm : "The Lord hath reigned ; let the
body, according to those things which he hath!earth
rejoice ; let the many isles be glad." x,
done, whether they be good or evil." *
Moreover, in the forty-fourth
Psalm : "The
queen stood at thy right hand in a golden gar• 9. That He will reign as a King for ever.
ment; she is clothed in many colours.
Hear,
In Zechariah : "Tell ye the daughter of Zion, O daughter, and see, and incline thine ear, and
Behold, thy King cometh unto thee : just, and forget thy people and thy father's house ; for
having salvation ; meek, sitting upon an ass that the King hath desired thy beauty, for He is thy
hath not been tamed." 5 Also in Isaiah : "Who ]Lord GOd." ,s Also in the seventy-third Psalm :
will declare to you that eternal place ? He that "But God is our King before the world ; He
walketh in righteousness, and holdeth back his hath wrought salvation in the midst of the
hands from gifts ; stopping his ears. that he may earth." ,s Also in the Gospel according
to
not hear the judgment of blood ; and closing Matthew : "And when Jesus was born in Bethhis eyes, that he may not see unrighteousness : lehem of Judah in the days of Herod the king,
this man shall dwell in the lofty cavern of the behold, ,Magi from the east came to Jerusalem,
strong rock ; bread shall be given him, and his !saying, Where is He who is born King of the
water shall be sure. Ye shall see the King with Jews ? for we have seen His star in the east, and
glory." 6 Likewise in Malachi : "I am a great have come to worship Him." ,7 Also, according
King, saith the Lord, and my name is illustrious to John, Jesus said : "My kingdom is not of
among the nations." 7 Also in the second ]this world. If my kingdom were of this world,
Psalm: "But I am established
as a King by my servants would be in trouble, that I should
Him upon His holy hill of Zion, announcing
not be delivered to the Jews; but now is my
His empire." s Also in the twenty-first Psalm : kingdom not from hence.
Pilate said, Art thou
"All the ends of the world shall be reminded,
a king, then?
Jesus answered, Thou sayest that
and shall turn to the Lord : and all the countries I am a king. For this cause I was born, and
of the nations shall worship in Thy sight.
For for this cause I am come into the world, that I
the kingdom is the Lord's: and He shall rule might bear testimony to the truth.
Every one
over all nations." 9 Also in the twenty-third [that is of the truth heareth my voice." _8
Psalm : "Lift up your gates, ye princes ; and be
ye lifted up, ye everlasting doors ; and the King
3 o. That He Himself is both Judge and King.
of glory shall come in. Who. is this King of
In the seventy-first Psalm : "0 God, give Thy
glory ? The Lord strong and mighty, the Lord judgment to the king, and Thy righteousness to
strong in battle.
Lift up your gates, O ye the king's son, to judge Thypeople
in righteousprinces; and be ye lifted up, ye everlasting ness."t9
Also inthe Apocalypse:
"And I saw
doors ; and the King of glory shall come in. the heaven opened, and behold a white horse ;
Who is this King of glory? The Lord of hosts, and He who sate upon him was called Faithful
He is the King of glory." ,o Also in the forty- and True ; and He judgeth justice and rightfourth Psalm : "My heart hath breathed forth a eousness, and maketh war. And His eyes were,
good discourse :" I tell my works to the king : as it were, a flame of fire, and upon His head
- z Ps. lx_tli. 8.
were many crowns ; and He bare a name writ• _aitt.viii.,_
ten that was known to none other than Himself:
John v. ,z, a3.
4 9 Cot. v. to.
s Zeck ix. _.
6 Ira. s-_r_, t¢..zT,
Y Mal. i. x4.
8 h. ii. 6.
9 Pt. xzii. _, _
to Pit. xxiv. 7-m.
n [t.e., _
"a good Word."

Bee p. $x6, *.H.,b.a_]

t_ Ps. xh,. t-4.
s_Ps v. *, 3.
x4 ps. xcvii, z.
Is Ps. xlv. g-st.
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and He was clothed with a garment sprinkled
THIRD_OOIC.
with blood, and His name is called the Word of
Cyprian to his son Quirinus,s greeting. Of
God. And the armies whish are in heaven fol- your faith and devotion which you manifest to
lowed Him on white horses, clothed in linen, the Lord God, beloved son, you asked me to
white and clean. And out of His mouth went gather out for your instruction from the Holy
forth a sword with two edges, that with it He Scriptures some heads bearing upon the religious
should smite the nations, which He shall shep- teaching of our school; s seeking for a succinct
herd _ with a rod of iron ; and He shall tread course of sacred reading, so that your mind,
the winepress of the wrath of God Almighty. surrendered to God, might not be wearied with
Also He has on His garment and on HIS thigh long or numerous volumes of books, but, inthe name written, King of kings, and Lord of istructed with a summary of heavenly precepts,
lords." 2 Likewise in the Gospel : "When the might have a wholesome and large compendium
Son of man shall come in His glory, and all the for nonrishing its memory. And because I owe
angels with Him, then He shall sit in the throne you a plentiful and loving obedience, I have
of His glory ; and ail nations shall be gathered done what you wished. I have laboured for
together before Him, and He shall separate once, that you might not always labour.6 Therethem one from another, even as a shepherd fore, as much as my small ability could embrace,
separates the sheep from the goats; and He I have collected certain precepts of the Lord,
shall place the sheep at His right hand, but the and divine teachings, which may be easy and
goats at His left hand. Then shall the King useful to the readers, in that a few things digested
say unto them who shall be at His right hand, into a short space are both quickly read through,
Come, ye blessed of my Father, receive the and are frequently repeated. I bid you, beloved
kingdom whicl_ is prepared for you from the son, ever heartily farewell.
beginning of the world : for I was hungry, and
ye gave me to eat: I was thirsty, and ye gave
aF.__S.7
me to drink : I was a stranger, and ye received
z. On the benefit of good works and mercy.
me: naked, and ye clothed me: sick, and ye
2. In works and alms, even if by smallness
visited me : I was in prison, and ye came unto of power less be done, that the will itself is
me. Then shall the righteous answer, and say enough.
unto Him, Lord, when saw we Thee hungry, and
3. That charity and brotherly love must be
fed Thee? thirsty, and gave Thee to drink? religiously and stedfastly practised.
And when saw we Thee a stranger, and receive_l
4- That we must boast in nothing, since nothThee ? naked, and clothed Thee ? And when ing is our own.
saw we Thee sick, and in prison, and came unto
5. That humility and quietness is to be m_inThee ? And the King, answering, shall say unto rained in all things.
them, Verily I say unto you, In as far as )re have
6. That all good and righteous men suffer
done it to the least of these my brethren, ye have more, but ought to endure because they are
done it unto me. Then shall He say unto them proved.
who shall be on His left hand, Depart from me,
7- That we must not grieve the Holy Spirit
ye cursed, into everlasting fire, which my Father whom we have received.
hath prepared 3 for the devil and his angels : for
8. That anger must be overcome, lest it conYhave been hungry, and ye gave me not to eat : strain us to sin.
I have been thirsty, and ye gave me not to
9. That brethren ought to sustain one another.
c_rink: I was a stranger, and ye received me
xo. That we must trust in God only, and in
not : naked, and ye clothed me not : sick, and Him we must glory.
in prison, and ye visited me not. Then shall
i t. That he who has attained to faith, having
they also answer and say, Lord, when saw we put off the former _
ought to regard only
Thee hungry, or thirsty, or a stranger, or naked, celestial and spiritual things, and to give no heed
or sick, or in prison, and have not mJnistered to the world which he has already renounced.
unto Thee ? And He shall answer unto them,
z2. Tlmt we must not swear.
Verily I say unto you, Inasmuch as )re have not
z3- That we are not to curse.
done it to one of the least of these, ye have not
14. That we must never murmur, but bless
done it unto me. And these shall go away into God concerning all things that happen.
everlasting burning, but the righteous into life
z5. That men are tried by God for this puteternal." 4
pose, that they may be proved.
x Thewo_rds",wh_hHesh_feed,'or'shepberd,"m_e_asu_nl;
tatheA_;
amt they are not fo;mdin mare/al_aoi_im,
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z6. Of the benefit of martyrdom.
x 7. That what we suffer in this world is of less
account than is the reward which is promised,
xS. That nothing must be preferred to the
love of God and of Christ.
x9. That we must not obey our own will, but
that of God.
so. That the foundation and strength of hope
and faith is fear.
2z. That we must not rashly judge of another.
_. That when we have received a wrong, we
must remit and forgive it.
23. That evil is not to be returned for evil.
24. That it is impossible to attain to the
Father but by Christ.
25. That unless a man have been baptized
and born again, he cannot attain to the kingdom
of God.
26. That it is of small account to be baptized
and to receive the Eucharist, unless one profits
by it both in deeds and works.
27. That even a baptized person loses the grace
which he has attained, unless he keep innocency.
28. That remission cannot in the Church be
granted unto him who has sinned against God.
29. That it was before predicted concerning
the hatred of the Name.
30. That what any one has vowed to God, he
must quickly pay.
3 t. That he who does not believe is judged
already,
32. Of the benefit of virginity and of continency,
33. That the Father judgeth nothing, but the
Son ; and the Father is not honoured by him by
whom the Son is not honoured.
34. That the believer ought not to live like
the Gentiles.
35- That God is patient for this end, that we
may repent of our sin and be reformed.
36. That a woman ought not to be adorned
in a worldly manner,
37- That the believer ought not to be punished for other offences but for the name he
bears only.
38. That the servant of God ought to be innocent, lest he fall into secular punishment.
39. That the example of living is given to us
in Christ.
40. That we must not labour boastfully or
noisily.
4t. That we must not speak foolishly and offensively,
42. That faith is of advantage altogether, and
that we can do as much as we believe,
43. That he who truly believes can immediately obtain,
44. That the believers who differ among themselves ought not to refer to a Gentile judge,
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45. That hope is of future things, and therefore that faith concerning
those things which
are promised ought to be patient.
46. That a woman ought to be silent in the
church.
47. That it arises from our fault and our desert that we suffer, and do not perceive God's
help in everything.
48. That we must not take usury.
49. That even our enemies are to be loved.
5° . That the sacrament of the faith must not
be profaned.
5 i. That no one should be uplifted in his
doing.
52. That the liberty of believing or of not
believing is placed in free choice.
53. That the secrets of God cannot be seen
through, and therefore that our faith ought to
be simple.
54- That none is without filth and without sin.
55. That we must not please men, but God.
56. That nothing that is done is hidden from
God.
57. That the believer is amended and reserved.
58. That no one should be made sad by
death, since in hying is labour and peril, in
dying peace and the certainty of resurrection.
59. Of the idols which the Gentiles think
gods.
60. That too great lust of food is not to be
desired.
6L That the lust of possessing, and money,
axe not to be desired.
62. That marriage is not to be contracted
with Gentiles.
63 . That the sin of fornication is grievous.
64 . What are those carnal things which beget
death, and what are the spiritual things wluch
lead to life.
65 . That all sins are put away in baptism.
66. That the discipline of God is to be ohserved in Church precepts.
67. That it was foretold that men would despise sound discipline.
68. That we must depart from him who lives
irregularly and contrary to discipline.
69. That the kingdom of God is not in the
wisdom of the world, nor in eloquence, but in
the faith of the cross and in virtue of conversation.
?o. That we must obey parents.
71. And that fathers ought not to be bitter
against their children.
72. That servants, when they believe, ought
the more to be obedient to their fleshly masters.
73- Likewise that masters ought to be more
gentle.
74. That every widow that is approved ought
to be honoured.
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75- That every person ought to have care
io 4. That we must not lie.
rather of his own people, and especially of
to 5. That they are frequently to be corrected
believers,
who do wrong in domestic servtce.
76. That one who is older must not rashly be
to6. That when a wrong is received, patience
accused,
is to be maintained, and that vengeance is to be
77- That the sinner is to be publicly reproved, left to God.
78. That we must not speak with heretics.
,o 7. T.hat we must not use detraction.
79. That innocency asks with confidence,
,o8. That we must not lay snares against our
and obtains,
neighbour.
8o. That the devil has no power against man
,o 9. That the sick are to be visited.
unless God have a/lowed it.
, xo. That tale-bearers are accursed.
8,. That wages be quickly pa/d to the hireling.
,i i. That the sacrifices of evil men are not
82. That divination must not be used.
acceptable.
83. That a tuft of hair' is not to be worn on
t, 2. That those are more severely judged
the head.
who in this world have more power.
84. That the beard must not be plucked.
*'3. That widows and orphans ought to be
85. That we must rise when a bishop or a protected.
presbyter comes.
*x4. That while one is in the flesh, he ought
86. That a schism must not be made, even to make confession.
although he who withdraws should remain in one
*'5. That flattery is pernicious.
faith and in the same tradition.
1,6. That God is more loved by him who
87 . That believers ought to be simple with has had many sins forgiven in baptism.
prudence,
t _7. That there is a strong conflict to be
88. That a brother must not be deceived,
waged against the devil, and that therefore we
89. That the end of the world comes sud- ought to stand bravely, that we may be able to
denly,
conquer.
90. That a wife must not depart from her
ii8. Of Antichrist, that he will come as a
husband; or if she departs, she must remain man.
unmarried.
,, 9. That the yoke of the law was heavy,
9x. That every one is tempted so much as he which is cast off by us ; and that the Lord's
is able to bear.
yoke is light, which is taken up by us.
92. That not everything is to be done which
,2o. That we are to be urgent in prayers.
is lawful.
93. That it was foretold that heresies would
arise.
TF_SnMON_ES.
94. ThattheEucharist
istobe received with
fear
and honour.
I.Of thebenefit
of goodworksandmercy.
95. That we are to live with the good, but to
In Isaiah : "Cry aloud," saith He, "and
avoid the evil.
spare not ; lift up thy'voice like a trumpet ; tell
96 . That we must labour with deeds, not with my people their sins, and the house of Jacob
words,
their wickednesses. They seek me from day to
97. That we must hasten to faith and to day, and desire to know my ways, as a people
attainment:
which did righteousness, and did not forsake
98. That the catechumen ought to sin no the judgment of God. They ask of me now a
more.
righteous judgment, and desire to approach to
99. That judgment will be in accordance with God, saying, What ! because we have fasted,
the terms, before the law, of equity; after and Thou hast not seen: we have humiliated
Moses, of the law.
our souls, and Thou hast not known. For in
too. That the grace of God ought to be gra- the days of fasting are found your own wills;
tuitous,
for either ye torment those who are subjected to
,ox. That the Holy Spirit has often appeared you, or ye fast for strifes and judgments, or ye
in fire.
strike your neighbours with fists. For what do
,02. That a/l good men ought willingly to i you fast unto me, that to-day your voice should
hear rebuke.
I be heard in clamour? This fast I have not
,o 3. That we must _tbsUdnfrom much speak- /chosen, save that a man should humble his soul:
ing.
IAnd ifthoushalt
bend thynecklike
a ring,
and
_]
spreadundertheesackcloth
and ashes,
neither
, "C.lm_i,c,pi_.m_ b,b_du,." "Cm_," m,,m", tutti thus shall
it be ca/led an acceptable fast. Not
_'[:
_r_ _ o: ,_,_.,k.. [%_,_m...c_7,_
,oL_. p.[such a fast have I chosen, saith the Lord ; but
mm %.mm_nc_
, on tn_ cnrmm), _or tr_ more prooal)m I_mning.l
, S,_. "_ _"
¢>,_d_
|loose every knot of unrighteousness, let go the
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chokings of impotent engagements.,
Send away in the same place : "As water extinguishesfire,
the harassed into rest, and scatter every un- so alms-giving extinguishes sin." '° In the same
righteous contract.
Break thy bread to the in Proverbs: "Say not, Go away, and return,
hungry, and bring the houseless poor into thy to-morrow I will give ; when you can do good
dwelling.
If thou seest the naked, clothe him ; immediately.
For thou knowest not what may
and despise not them of thy own seed in thy happen on the coming day.""
Also in the same
house. Then shall thy seasonable light break place : "He who stoppeth his ears that he may
forth, and thy garments shall quickly arise ; and not hear the weak, shall himself call upon God,
righteousness
shall go before thee : and the and there shall be none to hear him." _" Also in
glory of God shall surround thee.
Then thou the same place : "He who has his conversation
shalt cry out, and God shall hear thee; while without reproach in righteousness, leaves blessed
thou art yet speaking, Heshallsay,
HereIam. ''2 chitdren."_3
In the same in Ecclesiasticus:
Concerning this same thing in Job : "I have "My son, if thou hast, do good by thyself, and
preserved the needy from the hand of the present worthyofferings to God; remember that
mighty;
and I have helped the orphan, to death delayethnot."
,4 Also in the same place:
whom there was no helper.
The mouth of the "Shut up alms in the heart of the poor, and this
widow blessed me, since I was the eye of the will entreat for thee from all evil." ,s Concernblind; I was also the foot of the lame, and ing this thing in the thirty-sixth Psalm, that
the father of the weak." 3 Of this same matter mercy is beneficial also to one's posterity : "I
in Tobit : "And I said to Tobias, My son, go have been young, and I have also grown old ;
and bring whatever poor man thou shalt find and I have not seen the righteous forsaken, nor
out of our brethren, who still has God in mind his seed begging their bread. The whole day he
with l_is whole heart. Bring him hither, and he is merciful, and lendeth ; and his seed is in blessshall eat my dinner together with me. Behold, ing." ,6 Of this same thing in the fortieth Psalm :
I attend thee, my son, until thou come." 4 Also "Blessed is he who considereth over the poor
in the same place : "All the days of thy life, and needy : in the evil day God will deliver
my son, keep God in mind, and transgress not him." ,7 Also in the cxith Psalm: "He hath
His precepts.
Do justice all the days of thy distributed, he hath given to the poor; his
life, and do not walk in the way of unrighteous- righteousness shall remain from generation to
ness ; because if thou act truly, there will be generation." ,s Of this same thing in Hosea:
respect of thy works. Give alms of thy sub-" I desire mercy rather than sacrifice, and the
stance, and turn not try face from any poor [knowledge of God more than whole burnt-offerman. So shall it come to pass that the face of Iings." ,9 Of this same thing also in the Gospel
God shall not be turned away from thee.
Even according to Matthew : "Blessed are they who
as thou hast, my son, so do : ff thou hast abun- hunger and thirst after righteousness : for they
dant substance, give the more alms therefrom;
shall be satisfied." 2o Also in the same place:
if thou hast little, communicate
even of that "Blessed are the merciful : for they shall obtain
little. And do not fear when thou givest alms : mercy." 2_ Also in the same place : "Lay up
thou layest up for thyself a good reward against for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither
the day of need ; because alms delivereth from moth nor rust doth corrupt, and where thieves
death, and does not suffer to go into darkness, do not dig through and steal : for where your
Alms is a good office for all who do it in the treasure is, there will your heart be also." _*
sight of the most high God."s
On this same Also in the same place:
"The
kingdom of
subject in Solomon in Proverbs : "He that hath heaven is llke unto a merchant-man seeking
pity on the poor lendeth unto the Lord. ''6 goodly pearls:
and when he hath found a
Also in the same place : "He that giveth to the precious pearl, he went away and sold all that
poor shall never want ; but he who turns away he had, and bought it."'s
That even a small
his eye shall be in much penury." 7 Also in the work is of advantage, also in the same place :
same place : "Sins are purged away by alms- ] "And whoever shall give to drink to one of the
giving and faith." 8 Again, in the same place : [least of these a cup of cold water in the name
"If thine
"
"
" he[
enemy hunger, feed him;
and ff
thirst, give him to drink : for by doing this thou
,o _d_ _i.
shalt scatter live coals upon his head." 9 Again,
,, Prov.
Pw_.,i,.
L,
xxL _s.
z3.
I ,,
Imcotentium commerdorum."
I_t. |viiL x-9.
3 Job xxix. za, z3, xS, x6.
4 "lob. ii. a.
s Tob. iv. 5-n.
6 Prov. xix x7.
7 Prov. xxvilt, a7.
I Prov. xvL 6
9 l_v. xxv. ,x.

_3 Prov xx 7.
z4 Ecclus. air zx.
IS E_du_ xxix. xa.
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of a disciple, verily I say unto you, His reward go away into everlasting burning : but the rightshall not perish."'
That alms are to be denied eous into life eternal." s Concerning this same
to none, also in the same place : "Give to every matter in the Gospel according to Luke : "Sell
one that asketh thee ; and from him who would your possessions, and give alms." 6 Also in the
wish to borrow, be not turned away." 2 Also in same place : "He who made that which is
the same place : "If thou wilt enter into life, within, made that which is without also. But
keep the commandments.
He saith, Which ? give alms, and, behold, all things are pure unto
Jesus saith unto him, Thou shalt not kill, Thou you." 7 Also in the same place : ': Behold, the
shalt not commit adultery, Thou shalt not bear half of my substance I give to the poor ; and if
false witness, Honour thy father and mother : I have defrauded any one of anything, I restore
and, Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself, him fourfold.
And Jesus said unto him, that
The young man saith unto Him, All these things 'salvation has this day been wrought for this
have I observed: what lack I yet? Jesus saith house, since ,he also is a son of Abraham. ''8
unto him, If thou wilt be perfect, go and sell all Of this same thing also in the second Epistle to
that thou hast, and give to the poor, and thou the Corinthians : "Let your abundance supply
shalt have treasure in heaven ; and come, follow their want, that their abundance also may be the
me."3
Also in the same place:
"When the supplement of your want, that there may be
Son of man shall come in His majesty, and all equality : as it is written, He who had much
the angels with Him, then He shall sit on the Ihad not excess ; and he who had little had no
throne of His glory: and all nations shall be lack."9
Also in the same place: "He who
gathered together before Him; and He shall soweth sparingly shall reap also sparingly ; and
separate them one from another, even as a ihe who soweth in blessing shall reap also of
shepherd separates the sheep from the goats : Iblessing.
But let every one do as he has*proand He shall place the sheep on the right hand, posed in his heart : not as if sorrowfully, or of
but the goats on the left hand. Then shall the necessity:
for God loveth a cheerful giver." _°
King say unto them that are on His right hand, Also in the same place : "As it is written, He
Come, ye blessed of my Father, receive the hath dispersed abroad; he hath given to the
kingdom prepared for you from the beginning poor: his righteousness remaineth for ever." *,
of the world.
For I was hungry, and ye gave Likewise in the same pla_e: "Now he who
me to eat: I was thirsty, and ye gave me to ministereth seed to the sower, shall both supply
drink: I was a stranger, and ye took me in: bread to be eaten, and shall multiply your seed,
naked, and ye clothed me: I was sick, and ye and shall increase the growth of the fruits of
visited me : I was in prison, and ye came unto your righteousness : that in all things ye may be
me. Then shall the righteous answer Him, and made rich." ,2 Also in the same place : "The
say, Lord, when saw we Thee 4 a stranger, and took administration of this service has not only supThee in : naked, and clothed Thee ? And when plied that which is lacking to the saints, but has
saw we Thee sick, and in prison, and came to abounded by much giving of thanks unto God." _s
Thee ? And the King, answering, shall say unto Of this same matter in the Epistle of John :
them, Verily I say unto you, Inasmuch as ye "Whoso hath this world's substance, and seeth
did it to one of the least of these my brethren, his brother desiring, and shutteth up his bowels
ye did it unto me. Then shall He say unto from him, how dwelleth the love of God in
them who are on His left hand, Depart from me, him ?" _4 Of this same thing in the Gospel
ye cursed, into everlasting fire, which my Father according
to Luke : "When
thou makest a
hath prepared for the devil and his angels: for dinner or a supper, call not thy friends, nor
I was hungry, and ye gave me not to eat : I was brethren, nor neighbours, nor the rich ; lest haply
thirsty, and ye gave me not to drink: I was a they also invite thee again, and a recompense
stranger, and ye took me not in: I was naked, be made thee. But when thou makest a banand ye clothed me not : sick, and in prison, and quet, call the poor, the weak, the blind, and
ye visited me not. Then shall they also answer, lame : and thou shalt be blessed ; because they
and say, Lord, when saw we Thee hungry, or have not the means of rewarding thee: but thou
thirsty, or a stranger, or naked, or sick, or in shalt be recompensed in the resurrection of the
prison, and did not minister unto Thee?
And just." ,s
He shall answer them, Verily I say unto you,
Inasmuch as ye did it not to one of the least of
s u.tt. nv. 3_-_
6 Luke ºii. 33,
these, ye did it not unto me. And these shall
y L_ xi. 40,4_.
z Us_ z, 4s.
• Matt. v. 41,
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_. In works and alms, even if by smallness of
power less be done, that the will itself is
sufficient.
In the second Epistle of Paul to the Corinthiam : "If there be a ready will, it is acceptable
according to what a man hath, not according to
that which he hath not ; nor let there be to
others a mitigation, but to you a burdeningJ

in the Epistle of John : "In
this appear the
children of God and the children of the devil.
Whosoever is not righteous is not of God, and
he who loveth not his brother.
For he who
hateth his brother is a murderer; and ye know
that no murderer hath eternal life abiding in
him." xo Also in the same place : "If any one
shall say that he loves God, and hates his brother,
he is a liar: for he who loveth not his brother
3. That charity and brotherly affection are to whom he seeth, how can he love God whom he
be religiously and stedfastly practised,
seeth not? ....
Of this same thing in the Acts
of the Apostles: "But the multitude of them
in Malachi : "Hath not one God created us ? that had believed acted with one soul and"mind :
Is there not one Father of us all ? Why have ye nor was there among them any distinction, neither
-ertainly deserted every one his brother? "_ Of did they esteem as their own anything of the
ttlis same thing according to John: " Peace I possessions that they had ; but all things were
leave with you, my peace I give unto you." s common to them." '_ Of this same thing in the
Also in the same place : "This is my command- Gospel according to Matthew : If thou wouldest
ment, That ye love one another, even as I have offer thy gift at the altar, and there rememberest
loved you. Greater love than this has no man, that thy brother hath ought against thee ; leave
than that one should lay down his life for his thou thy gift before the altar, and go ; first be
friends." 4 Also in the same place : "Blessed
reconciled to thy brother, and then come and
are the peacemakers, for they shall be called the offer thy gift at the altar." x_ Also in the Epistle
sons of God." s Also in the same place: "Vetof John: "God is love; and he that dwelleth
fly I say unto you, That if two of you shall agree in love dwelleth in God, and God in him." ,4
on earth concerning everything, whatever you shall Also in the same place : "He who saith he is in
ask it shall be given you from my Father which is the light, and hateth his brother, is a llar, and
in heaven.
For wherever two or three are gath- walketh in darkness even until now." xs
ered together in my name, I am with them." 6
Of this same thing in the first Epistle to the
4- That we must boast in nothing, since nothCorinthians : "And I indeed, brethren, could
not speak unto you as to spiritual, hut as to carnal, as to babes in Christ. I have given you
milk for drink, not meat : for while ye were yet
little ye were not able to bear it, neither now are
ye able.
For ye are still carnal : for where there
are in you emulation, and strife, and dissensions,
are ye not carnal, and walk after man?" 7 Likewise in the same place : "And if I should have
all faith, so that I can remove mountains, but
have not charity, I am nothing.
And if I should
distribute all my goods for food, and if I should
deliver up my body to be burned, but have not
charity, I avail nothing.
Charity is great-souled
charity is kind; charity envieth not; charity
dealeth not falsely ; is not puffed up ; is not irritared ; thinketh not evil ; rejoiceth not in injusrice, but rejoiceth in the truth.
It loveth all
things, believeth all things, hopeth all things,
beareth all things.
Charity shall never fail." s
Of this same thing to the Galatians : "Thou
shalt love thy neighbour as thyself.
But if ye
bite and accuse one another, see that ye be not
consumed one of another." 9 Of this same thing

ing is our own.
In the Gospel according to John: "No one
can receive anything, except it were given him
from heaven." ,6 Also in the first Epistle of Paul
to the Corinthians : "For what hast thou that
thou hast not received ? But if thou hast received it, why boastest thou, as if thou hadst
not received it ?" ,7 Also in the first of Kings :
"Boast not, neither speak lofty things, and let
not great speeches proceed out of your mouth,
for the Lord is a God of knowledge." ,s Also in
the same place : "The bow of the mighty men
has been made weak, and the weak are girt
about with strength." ,s Of this same thing in
the Maccabees : "It is just to be subjected to
God, and that a mortal should not think things
equal to God." ,9 Also in the same place : "And
fear.not the words of a man that is a sinner,
because his glory shall be filth and worms. Today he shall be lifted up, and td-morrow he shall
not be found; because he is turned into his
earth, and his thought has perished." _
zox John_i. xo.zs.
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to be He will save the lowly in spirit." ,3 Also in
the same place : "Many are the afflictions of the
righteous,
but out of them all the Lord will
In Isaiah : "Thus saith the Lord God, The deliver them." ,4 Of this same matter in Job :
heaven is my throne, and the earth is the stool ,, Naked came I out of my mother's womb, naked
of my feet.
What seat will ye build for me, or also shall I go under the earth : the Lord gave,
what is the place for my rest ? For all those and the Lord hath taken away : as it hath pleased
things hath my hand made, and all those things the Lord, so it is done ; blessed be the name
are mine.
And upon whom else will I look, of the Lord.
In all these things which happened
except upon the lowly and quiet man, and him to him Job sinned in nothing with his lips in
that trembleth at my words ? ",
On this same the sight of the Lord." ,5 Concerning this same
thing in the Gospel according
to Matthew:
thing in the Gospel according
to Matthew:
"Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the ,, Blessed are they that mourn, for they shall be
earth." 2 Of tiffs same thing, too, according to comforted." ,6 Also according to John : "These
Luke : "He that shall be least among you all> things have I spoken unto you, that in me ye
the same shall be great." 3 Also in the same may have peace.
But in the world ye shall have
place : "Whosoever
exalteth himself shall be affliction ; but have confidence, for I have overmade low, and whosoever abaseth himself shall come the world." x7 Concerning this same thing
be exalted." 4 Of this same thing to the Ro- in the second Epistle to the Corinthians : "There
roans: "Be not high-minded,
but fear; for if
given to me a
God spared not the natural branches,
(take was
inthe I flesh,
messenger
of Satan to buffet thorn
me, that
should a not
be exheed) lest He also spare not thee." s Of this alted.
For which thing I thrice besought the
same thing in the thirty-third Psalm : "And He Lord, that it should depart from me. And He
shall save the lowly in spirit." 6 Also to the said unto me, My grace is sufficient for thee;
Romans : "Render
to all what is due : tribute
for strength is perfected in weakness." ,s Conto whom tribute is due, custom to whom custom, cerning this same thing to the Romans : "We
fear to whom fear, honour to whom honour;
glory in hope of the glory of God.
And not
owe no man anything, except to love another." 7 only so, but we also glory in afflictions : knowing
Also in the Gospel according to Matthew : "They
that affliction worketh patience ; and patience,
love the first place of reclining at feasts, and the experience ; and experience,
hope : and hope
chief seat in the synagogues, and salutations in does not confound ; because the love of God is
the market, and to be called of men Rabbi. infused in our hearts by the Holy Spirit, which
But call not ye Rabbi, for One is your Master." s
us." x9
Also in the Gospel according to John : "The is given unto
On this same subject, according to Matthew : " How broad and spacious
servant is not greater than his lord, nor the _is the way which leadeth unto death, and many
apostle greater than He that sent himself.
If there are who go in thereby: how straight and
ye know these things, blessed shall ye be if ye narrow is the way that leadeth to life, and few
shall do them." 9 Also in the eighty-first Psalm :
"Do justice to the poor and lowly." xo
there
that find are
it ! ....thy Of
this same thing
in
Tobiasare: "Where
righteousnesses
? behold what thou sufferest." 2, Also in the Wisdom
6. That all good and righteous men suffer of Solomon : "In the places of the wicked the
more, but ought to endure because they righteous groan ; but at their ruin the righteous
are proved,
will abound." 22
In Solomon: "The furnace proveth the yes7- That we must not grieve the Holy Spirit,
sels of the potter, and the trial of tribulation
whom we have received.
righteous men.""
Also in the fiftieth Psalm:
"The sacrifice to GOd is a contrite spirit ; a
Paul the apostle to the Ephesiaus:
"Grieve
contrite and humbled heart God will not de- not the Holy Spirit of God, in which ye were
spise." x2 Also in the thirty-third Psalm : "God
sealed in the day of redemption.
Let all bitteris nearest to them that are contrite in heart, and ness, and wrath, and indignation,
and clamour,
and blasphemy, be taken away from you." 2s
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king.
And if not, be it known unto thee that
we serve not thy gods, and we adore not the

in the Proverbs : "Better

is a golden image which thou hast set up.""
Likewise in Jeremiah : "Cursed is the man who hath
patient man than a strong man; for_he who re-hope
in man ; and blessed is the man who
strains his anger is better than he who taketh a
city." ' Also in the same place : "The impru- trusts in the Lord, and his hope shall be in
dent man declareth his anger on the same day, God." '_ Concerning this same thing in Deuteronomy:
"Thou
shalt worship the Lord thy
but the crafty man hideth away his dishonour." _ God, and Him only shalt thou serve." ,3 Of
Of this same thing to the Epheslans : "Be ye this same thing to the Romans : "And they
angry, and sin not.
Let not the sun set upon worshipped and served the creature, forsaking the
your wrath." 3 Also in the Gospel according to
Matthew : "Ye have heard that it was said by Creator.
Wherefore also God gave them up to
the ancients, Thou shalt not kill ; and whoever ignominious passions." " Of this thing also in
shall kill shall be guilty of the judgment.
But John
is He,s who is in you than he
who is: "Greater
in this world."
I say unto you, That every one who is angry
with his brother without cause shall be guilty of
the judgment." 4
z z. That he who has attained to trust, having
put off the former man, ought to re9. That brethren
other,

ought

to support

one an-

gard only celestial and spiritual things,
and to give no heed to the world which
he has already renounced.

To the Galatians : "Each one having others
in consideration, lest ye also should be tempted.
In Isaiah : "Seek ye the Lord ; and when ye
Bear ye one another's burdens, and so ye shall have found Him, call upon Him.
But when He
fulfil the law of Christ." s
hath come near unto you, let the wicked forsake
his ways, and the unrighteous man his thoughts :
xo. That we must trust in God only, and in and let him be turned unto the Lord, and he
Him we must glory,
shall obtain mercy, because He will plentifully
pardon your sins." ,6 Of this same thing in SoloIn Jeremiah:
"Let not the wise man glory mon: "I have seen all the works which are
in his wisdom, neither let the strong man glory in done under the sun ; and, 10, all are vanity." ,2
his strength, nor let the rich man glory in his Of this same thing in Exodus:
"But thus shall
riches; but let him that giorieth glory in this, ye eat it ; your loins girt, and your shoes on your
that he understands and knows that I am the feet, and your staves in your hands : and ye shall
Lord, who do mercy, and judgment, and right- eat it in haste, for it is the Lord's passover." ts
eousness upon the earth, because in them is my Of this same thing in the Gospel according to
pleasure, saith the Lord. ''6 Of the same thing Matthew: "Take no thought, saying, What shall
in the fifty-fourth Psalm : "In the Lord have I we eat ? or, What shall we drink ? or, Wherewith
hoped ; I will not fear what man can do unto shall we be clothed ? for these things the nations
me." 7 Also in the same place : "To none but seek after. But your Father knoweth that ye
God alone is my soul subjected." s Also in the have need of all these things.
Seek first the
cxvfith Psalm: "I will not fear what man can kingdom of God, and His righteousness;
and
do unto me ; the Lord is my helper." 9 Also in all these things shall be added unto you," ,9
the same place: "It is good to trust in the Likewise in the same place: "Think
not for
Lord rather than to trust in man ; it is good the morrow, for the morrow shall take thought
to hope in the Lord rather than to hope in ifo r itself. Sufficient unto the day is its own
princes." ,o
Of this same thing in Daniel
evil." 2o Likewise in the same place : "No one
"But Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego
an- looking back, and putting his hands to the
swered and said to king Nebuchadnezzar,
O plough, is fit for the kingdom of God." 2, AL_o
king, there is no need to answer thee concern- in the same place: "Behold the fowls of the
ing this word. For God, whom we serve, is heaven: for they sow not, nor reap, nor gather
able to deliver us from the furnace of burning into barns ; and your heavenly Father feedeth
fire ; and He will deliver us from thine hand, O
tt Dan.
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them. Are not ye of more value than they?" _ in the world, do ye follow vain things?" x1 Also
Concerning this Rarnething, according to Luke : concerning this same thing : "If ye have risen
"Let your loins be girded, and your lamps together with Christ, seek those things which are
lydrning; and ye like unto men that wait for above, where Christ is sitting on the right hand
their lord, when he cometh from the wedding; of God. Give heed to the things that are above,
that, when he cometh and knocketh, they may not to those things which are on the earth ; for
open to him. Blessed axe those servants, whom ye are dead, and your life is hidden with Christ
their lord, when he cometh, shall find watch- in God. But when Christ your tife shall appear,
ing." a Of this same thing in Matthew : "The then shall ye also appear with Him in glory." _*
foxes have holes, and the birds of the heaven Of this same thing to the Ephesians : "Put off
have nests ; but the Son of man hath not where the old man of the former conversation, who is
He may lay His head." 3 Also in the same corrupted, according to the lusts of deceit. But
place : "Whoso forsaketh not all that he hath, be ye renewed in the spirit of your mind, and
cannot be my disciple." 4 Of this same thing in put on the new man, him who according to God
the first to the Corinthians: "Ye are not your is ordained in righteousness, and holiness, and
own, for ye are bought with a great price, truth." _3 Of this same thing in the Epistle of
Glorify and bear God in your body." s Also in Peter : "As strangers and pilgrims, abstain from
the same place : "The time is limited. It re- fleshly lusts, which war against the soul; but
maineth, therefore, that both they who have having a good conversation among the Gentiles,
wives be as though they have them not, and they that while they detract from you as if from evilwho lament as they that lament not, and they that doers, yet, beholding your good works, they may
rejoice as they that rejoice not, and they who magnify God." ,4 Of this same thing in the
buy as they that buy not, and they who possess Epistle of John : "He who saith he abxdeth in
as they who possess not, and they who use this Christ, ought himself also to walk even as He
world as they that use it not ; for the fashion of walked." xs Also in the same place : "Love not
this world passeth away.''6 Also in the same the world, neither the things that are in the
place : "The first man is of the clay of the earth, world. If any man loveth the world, the love
the second man from heayen. As he is of the iof the Father is not in him. Because everything
clay, such also axe they who are of the clay ; which is in the world is lust of the flesh, and
and as is the heavenly, such also are the heavenly, lust of the eyes, and the ambition of this world,
Even as we have borne the image of him who which is not of the Father, but of the lust of this
is of the clay, let us bear His image also who is world. And the world shall pass away with its
from heaven." 7 Of this same matter to the lust. But he that doeth the wiUof God abideth
Philippiaus : "All seek their own, and not those for ever, even as God abideth for ever." 16 Also
things which are Christ's ; whose end is destruc- in the first Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians :
tion, whose god is their belly, and their glory is "Purge out the old leaven, that ye may be a new
to their confimion, who mind earthly things, dough, as ye are unleavened. For also Christ
For our conversation is in heaven, whence also our passover is sacrificed. Therefore let us celewe expect the Saviour, our Lord Jesus Christ, brate the feast, not in the old leaven, nor in the
who shall transform the body of our humiliation leaven of malice and wickedness, but in the unconformed to the body of His glory." s Of this leavened bread of sincerity and truth." 17
very matter to Galatians: " But be it far from
me to boast, except in the cross of our Lord
z_. That we must not swear.
Jesus Christ, by whom the world is crucified
In Solomon: "A man that sweareth much
unto me, and I unto the world." 9 Concerning shall be fired with iniquity, and the plague shall
this same thing to Timothy: "No man that not depart from his house ; and if he swear
warreth for God bindeth himself with worldly vainly, he shaU not be justified." is Of this same
annoyances, that he may pIease Him to whom matter, according to Matthew : "(Again, ye have
he hath approved himself. But and if a man heard that it was said to them of old, Thou sb.alt
should contend, he will not be crowned unless not swear falsely, but shalt perform unto the Lord
he fight lawful)y." m Of this same thing to the thine oaths.) I say unto you, Swear not at all :
Colossians : "If yv be dead with Christ from (neither by heaven, because it is God's throne ;
the elements of the world, why still, as if living nor by the earth, because it is His footstool ; nor
x Matt.
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by Jerusalem, because it is the city of the grest
King; neither shak thou swear by thy head,
because thou canst not make one hair white or
black.)
But let your discourse be,. Yea, yea ;
Nay, nay : (for whatever is fuller than these is
of evil.") ' Of this same thing in Exodus
"Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord thy
God in vain." 2

Psalm : "I will bless the Lord _t all times : His
praise shall ever be in my mouth." ,2 Of this
same thing in Numbers : "Let their murmuring
cease from me, and they shall not die." ,3 Of
this same thing in the Acts of the Apostles : "But
about the middle of the night Paul and $ilas
prayed and gave thanks to God, and the prisoners heard them." _4 Also in the Epistle of Paul
to the Philippians: "But doing all things for
x 3. That we must not curse,
love, without murraurings and revilings,'s that
In Exodus : "Thou shalt not curse nor speak ye may be without complaint, and spotless sons
ill of the ruler of thy people." 3 Also in the of God." ,6
thirty-third Psalm : "Who is the man who desires life, and loveth to see good days ? Kestrain
15. That men are tried by God for this purthy tongue from evil, and thy lips that they speak
pose, that they may be proved.
no guile." 4 Of this same thing in Leviticus:
In Genesis: "And God tempted Abraham,
"And the Lord spoke to Moses, saying, Bring and said to him, Take thy only son whom thou
forth him who hath cursed abroad outside the lovest, Isaac, and go into the high land, and
camp ; and all who heard him shall place their offer him there as a burnt-offering on one of the
hands upon his head, and all the assembly of the mountains of which I will tell thee." ,7 Of this
children of Israel shall stone him." s Of this same thing in Deuteronomy : "The Lord your
same thing in Paul's Epistle to the Ephesians : God proveth you, that He may know if ye love
"Let no evil discourse proceed
out of your the Lord your God with all your heart, and with
mouth, but that which is good for the edification
all your soul." zs Of this same thing in the Wisof faith, that it may give grace to the hearers." 6 dora of Solomon : "Although
in the sight of
Of this same thing to the Romans:
"Blessing,
men they suffered torments, their hope is full
and not cursing." 7 Of this same thing in the of immortality;
and having been in few things
Gospel according to Matthew : "He who shall distressed, yet in many things they shall be hapsay to his brother, Thou fool I shall be liable to pily ordered, because God tried them, and found
the Gehenna of fire." s Of this same matter,
them worthy of Himself.
As gold in the furnace
according to the same Matthew : "But I say He proved them, and as a burnt-offering He reunto you, That every idle word which men shal] ceived them.
And in their time there shall be
speak, they shall give account for it in the day respect of them ; they shall judge the nations,
of judgment.
For by thy words thou shalt be and shall rule over the people ; and their Lord
justified, and by thy words thou shalt be con- shall reign for ever." ,9 Of this same thing in the
deumed."9
Maccabees:
"Was not Abraham found faithful
in temptation, and it was accounted unto him for
I4. That we must never murmur, but bless righteousness?,,_o
God concerning all things that happen.
In Job: "Say some word against the Lord,
and die. But he, looking upon her, said, Thou
speakest as one of the foolish women.
If we
have received good things from the Lord's hand,
why shall we not endure evil things?
In all
these things which happened unto him, Job
sinned not with his lips in the sight of the Lord." '°
Also in the same place : "Hast thou regarded
my servant Job ? for there is none like unto him
in the earth : a man without complaint : a true
worshipper of God, restraining himself from all
evil.""
Of the same thing in the thirty-third
_t_
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x6. Of the benefits of martyrdom.
In the Proverbs of Solomon : "The
faithful
martyr delivers his soul from evils." 2_ Also in
the same place : "Then shall the righteous stand
in great boldness against them who have afflicted
them, and who took away their labours.
When
they see them, they shall be disturbed with a
horrible fear; and they shall wonder at the soddenness of their unhoped-for salvation, saying
among themselves, repenting and groaning with
distress of spirit, These are they whom some
time we had in derision, and in the likeness of
a proverb ; we fools counted their life madnessj
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and their end without honour. How are they times as much in this present time, but in the
reckoned among the children of God, and their world to come fife everlasting.""
Of this same
lot among the saints I Therefore we have wan- thing in the Apocalypse : "And when he had
dered from the way of truth, and the fight of opened the fifth seal, I saw under the altar of
righteousness has not shined upon us, and the God the souls of them that were slain on acsun has not risen upon us. We have been count of the word of God and His testimony.
wearied in the way of iniquity and of perdition, jAnd they cried with a loud voice, saying, How
and we have walked through difficult solitudes ; long, O Lord, holy and true, dost Thou not
but we have not known the way of the Lord. judge and avenge our blood on them that dwell
What hath pride profited us? or what hath the on the earth?
And unto every one of them
boasting of riches brought to us ? All these were given white robes ; and it was said to them,
things have passed away as a shadow." ' Of this that they should rest still for a short time, until
same thing in the cxvth Psalm : "Precious in the the number of their fellow-servants, and of their
sight of the Lord is the death of His saints." _ brethren, should be fulfilled, and they who shall
Also in the cxxvth Psalm : "They who sow in afterwards be slain, after their example." '_ Also
tears shall reap in joy. Walking they walked, in the same place : "After these things I saw a
and wept as they cast their seeds ; but coming great crowd, which no one among them could
they shall come in joy, raising up their laps." _ number, from every nation, and from every tribe,
Of this same thing in the Gospel according to and from every people and tongue, standing behn : " He who loveth his life shall lose it ; and fore the throne and before the Lamb ; and they
that hateth his life in this world shall find it were clothed with white robes, and palms were
to life eternal." 4 Also in the same place : "But in their hands. And they said with a loud voice,
when they shall deliver you up, take no thought Salvation to our God, that sitteth upon the throne,
what ye shall speak ; for it is not ye who speak, and to the Lamb. And one of the elders anbut the Spirit of your Father which speaketh in swered and said to me, What are these which
you." s Also in the same place : "The hour are clothed with white robes ? who are they, and
shall come, that every one that killeth you shall whence have they come ? And I said unto him,
think he doeth service to God ; but they shall My lord, thou knowest. And he said unto me,
do this also because they have not known the These are they who have come out of great
Father nor me." 6 Of this same matter, accord- tribulation, and have washed their robes, and
ing to Matthew : " Blessed are they which shall made them white in the blood of the Lamb.
suffer persecution for righteousness' sake ; for Therefore they are before the throne of God, and
theirs is the kingdom of heaven."7 Also in the serve Him day and night in His temple; and
same p'la_e : "Fear not them which kill the body, He who sitteth upon the throne shall dwell
but are not able to kill the soul; but rather fear among them. They shall fleither hunger nor
Him which is able to kill the soul and body in thirst ever; and neither shall the sun fall upon
Gehenna." s Also in the same place : "Whoso- them, nor shall they suffer any heat : for the
ever shall confess me before men, him also will Lamb who is in the midst of the throne shall proI confess before my Father which is in heaven ; tect them, and shall lead them to the fountainq
but he who shall deny me before men, him also of the waters of fife; and God shall wipe away
will I deny before my Father which is in heaven, every tear from their eyes." 'a Also in the same
And he that shall endure to the end, the same place : "He who shall overcome I will give him
shall be saved." 9 Of this same thing, according to eat of the tree of fife, which is in the paradise
to Luke : "Blessed shall ye be when men shall of my God." ,4 Also in the same place : "Be
hate you, and shall separate you (from their thou faithful even unto death, and I will give
company), and shall drive you out, and shall thee a crown of life. " ! S Also m the same place:
speak evil of your name, as wicked, for the Son "Blessed shall they be who shall watch, and
of man's sake. Rejoice in that day, and exult ; shall keep their garments, lest they walk naked,
for, Io, your reward is great in heaven." '° Also and they see their shame." ,6 Of this same thing,
in the same place : " Verily I say unto you, Paul in the second Epistle to Timothy : "I am
There is no man that leaveth house, or parents, now offered up, and the time of my assumption
or brethren, or wife, or children, for the sake of is at hand. I have fought a good fight, I have
the kingdom of God, and does not receive seven finished my course, I have kept the faith. There
now remains for me a crown of righteousness,
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me in that day ; and not only to me, but to all
also who love His appearing.",
Of this same
thing to the Romans : "We are the sons of God :
but if sons and heirs of God, we are .also jointheirs with Christ ; if we suffer together, that we
may also be magnified together." _ Of this same
thing in the cxviiith Psalm: "Blessed
are they
who are undefiled in the way, and walk in the
law of the Lord.
Blessed are they who search
into His testimonies." 3
x 7. That

v_hat we suffer in this world

is of

less account than is the reward which
is promised,
In the Epistle of Paul to the Romans : "The
sufferings of this present time are not worthy of
comparison with the glory that is to come after,
which shall be revealed in us." 4 Of this same
thing in the Maccabees : "O Lord, who hast
the holy knowledge, it is manifest that while I
might be delivered from death, I am suffering
most cruel pains of body, being beaten with
whips ; yet in spirit I suffer these things willingly,
because of the fear of thine own self." 5 Also
in the same place : "Thou indeed, being powerless, destroyest us out of this present life ; but
the King of the world shall raise us up who have
died for His laws into the eternal resurrection of
life." 6 Also in the same place : "It is better
that, given up to death by men, we should expect hope from God to be raised again by Him.
For there shall be no resurrection
to life for
thee." 7 Also in the same place : "Having power
among men, although thou art corruptible, thou
doest what thou wilt. But think not that our
race is forsaken of God.
Sustain, and see how
His great power will torment thee and thy seed." a
Also m the same place: "Do not err without
cause ; for we suffer these things on our own
accounts, as sinners against our God. But think
not thou that thou shalt be unpunished, having
undertaken to fight against God." 9
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cross and followeth me, is not my disciple.""
Also in the Epistle of Paul to the Romans:
"Who shall separate us from the love of Christ?
shall tribulation, or distress, or persecution, or
famine, or nakedness, or peril, or sword ? As it
is written, Because for thy sake we are killed all
the day long, we are counted as sheep for the
slaughter.
But in all these things we are more
than conquerors for His sake who loved us.""
19. That we are not to obey our own will, but
the will of God.
In the Gospel according to John : "I came
not down from heaven to do mine own will, but
the will of Him that sent me." _3 Of this same
matter, according to Matthew : "Father,
if it be
possible, let this cup pass from me ; nevertheless, not what I will, but what Thou wilt." ,4 Also
in the daily prayer : "Thy will be done, as in
heaven, so in earth." ,5 Also according to Matthew : "Not every one who saith unto me, Lord,
Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of heaven ;
but he who doeth the will of my Father which
is in heaven, he shall enter into the kingdom of
heaven." _6 Also according to Luke : "But that
servant which knoweth his Lord's will, and obeyed
not His will, shall be beaten with many stripes." xz
In the Epistle of John : "But he that doeth the
will of God abldeth for ever, even as He Himself also abideth for ever." ,s

2o. That the foundation and strength of hope
and faith is fear.
In the cxth Psalm : "The fear of the Lord is
the beginning of wisdom." ,9 Of the same thing
in the Wisdom of Solomon : "The beginning of
wisdom is to fear God." _° Also in the Proverbs
of the same: "Blessed
is the man who reverences all thmgs with fear." _' Of the same thing
in Isaiah : "And upon whom else will I look,
except upon him that is lowly and peaceful, and
that trembleth at my words ? ....
Of this same
thing in Genesis : "And the angel of the Lord
x8. That nothing is to be preferred to the caUed him from heaven, and said unto him,
love of God and Christ.
Abraham, Abraham:
and he said, Here am I.
In Deuteronomy : "Thou shalt love the Lord And he said, Lay not thine hand upon the lad,
thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, neither do anything unto him : for now I know
and with all thy might." xo Also in the Gospel that thou fearest thy God, and hast not spared
according t_oMatthew : "He that loveth father thy beloved son for my sake." _3 Also in the
or mother above me, is not worthy of me; and second Psalm:
"Serve the Lord in fear, and
he that loveth son or daughter above me, is not
worthy of me ; and he that taketh not up his
_ _iatt._.
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rejo!ce unto Him in trembling." ' Also in Deu- Also in the same place : "And I saw another
teronomy, the word of God to Moses: "Call angel flying through the midst of the heaven,
the people together to me, and let them hear having the everlasting Gospel to preach to those
my words, that they may learn to fear me all the who dwell upon the earth, and to all the nations,
days that they themselves shall live upon the land tribes, and tongues, and peoples, saying with
earth." 2 Also in Jeremiah : "Behold, the days a loud voice, Fear God, and give Him honour,
come, saith the Lord, that I will perfect upon because the hour of His judgment is come ; and
the house of Israel, and in the house of Judah, adore Him who made the heaven, and the earth,
a new covenant : not according to the covenant and the sea, and the fount_s of waters." s
that I had ordered with their fathers in the day !Also in the same place : "And I saw as it were
when I laid hold of their hand to bring them a sea of glass mingled with fire; and the beasts
out of the laud of Egypt ; because they have were feeding with His lambs ;6 and the number
not abode in my covenant, and I have been un- of HIS name a hundred and forty and four,
mindful of them, saith the Lord ; because this standing upon the sea of glass, having the harps
is the covenant which I will ordain for the house of God ; and they sing the song of Moses, the
of Israel; After those days, saith the Lord, I servant of God, and the song of the Lamb, mywill give my law, and will write it in their mind ; ing, Great and marvellous are Thy works, O Lord
and I will be to them for a God, and they shall God Almighty ; just and true are Thy ways,
be to me for a people. And they shall not teach Thou King of the nations. Who would not fear
every man his brother, saying, Know the Lord : Thee, and give honour to Thy name ? for Thou
because all shall know me, from the least even only art holy : and because all nations shall come
to the greatest of them : because I will be favour- and worship in Thy sight, because Thy rightable to their iniquities, and their sins I will not eousnesses have been made manifest." 7 Also in
remember any more. If the heaven should be Daniel : "There was a man dwelling in Babylon
lifted up on high, saith the Lord, and if the earth whose name was Joachim ; and he took a wife
should be made low from beneath, yet I will not by name Susanna, the daughter of Helchias, a
cast away the people of Israel, saith the Lord, very beautiful woman, and one that feared the
for all the things which they have done. Behold, Lord. And her parents were righteous, and
I will gather them together from every land in taught their daughter according to the law of
which I have scattered them in anger, and in my Moses." s Moreover, in Daniel : "And we are
fury, and in great indignation ; and I will grind lowly this day in all the earth because of our
them down into that place, and I will leave them sins, and there is not at this time any prince, or
in fear ; and they shall be to me for a people, prophet, or leader, or burnt-offering, or oblation,
and I will be to them for a God : and I will give or sacrifice, or incense, or place to sacrifice bethem another way, and another heart, that they fore Thee, and to find mercy from Thee. And
may fear me all their days in prosperity with yet in the soul and spirit of lowliness let us be
their children : and I will perfect for them an accepted as the burnt-offerings of rams and bulls,
everlasting covenant, which I will not turn away and as it were many thousands of lambs which
after them ; and I will put my fear into their are fattest. If our offering may be made in Thy
heart, that they may not depart from me : and I presence this day, their power shall be consumed,
will visit upon them to do them good, and to for they shall not be ashamed who put their trust
plant them in their land in faith, and with all the in Thee. And now we follow with our whole
heart, and with all the mind." 3 Also in the heart, and we fear and seek Thy face. Give us
Apocalypse : "And the four and twenty elders not over unto reproach, but do with us accordwhich sit on their thrones in the sight (of God), ing to Thy tranquillity, and according to the
fell upon their faces, and worshipped God, saying, multitude of Thy mercy deliver us." 9 Also in
We give Thee thanks, O Lord God omnipotent, the same place : "' And the king exceedingly rewhich art and which wast ; because Thou hast joiced, and commanded Daniel to be taken up
taken Thy great power, and hast reigned. And out of the den of lions ; and the lions had done
the nations were angry, and Thy wrath is come, him no hurt, because he trusted and had believed
and the time in which it should be judged con- in his God. And the king commanded, and
cerning the dead, and the reward should be they brought those men who had accused Daniel;
.
given to Thy servants the prophets, and the saints I and they cast them .m the den of hons,
and their
that fear Thy name, small and great ; and to wives and their children. And before they had
disperse those who have corrupted the earth."
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reached the pavement of the den they were them, and the people feared from the face of
seized by the lions, and they brake all their God." s Also in Malachi: "The covenant was
bones in pieces. Then Darius the kin_ wrote, [with life and peace ; and I gave to them the fear
To all peoples, tribes, and languages which are to fear me from the face of my name." 6 Also
in my kingdom, peace be unto you from my in the thirty-third Psalm:" Fear the Lord, all ye
face. I decree and ordain that all those who His saints : for there is no want to them that fear
are in my kingdom shall fear and tremble before Him." 7 Also in the eighteenth Psalm : "The
the most high God whom Daniel serves, because fear of the Lord is chaste, abiding for ever." s
He is the God who liveth and abideth for ever,
and His kingdom shall not pass away, and His
_L That we must not rashly judge of another.
dominion goeth on for ever ; and He alone
In the Gospel according to Lake: "Judge
doeth signs, and prodigies, and marvellous things not, that ye be not judged : condemn not, that
in the heaven and the earth, who snatched Daniel
ye be not condemned." 9 Of this same subject
from the den of lions."'
Also in Micah: to the Romans: "Who art thou that judgest
"Wherewith shall I approach the Lord, and lay another man's servant? to his own master he
hold upon Him? in sacrifices, in burnt-offerings, standeth or faUeth. But he shall stand; for
in calves of a year old? Does the Lord favour God is able to make him stand." *° And again :
and receive me with thousands of fat goats ? or , Wherefore thou art without excuse, O every
shall I give my first-fruits of unrighteousness, the man that judgest : for in that in which thou
fruit of my belly, the sin of my soul? It is told judgest another, thou condemnest thyself; for
thee, O man, what is good ; or what else the thou doest the same things which thou jodgest.
Lord doth require, save that thou shouldst do i But dost thou hope, who judgest those who do
judgment and justice, and love mercy, and be evil' and doest the same, that thou thyself shalt
ready to go with the Lord thy God. The voice escape the judgment of God? .... Also in the
of the Lord shall be invoked in the city, and He first Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians : "And
will save those who fear His name." a Also in let him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest
Micah : "Feed Thy people with Thy rod, the ihe fall." ,2 And again : "If any man thinketh
sheep of Thine inheritance ; and pluck up those that he knoweth anything, he knoweth not yet
who dwell separately in the midst of Carmel. in what manner he ought to know." ,3
They shaU prepare Bashan and Gilead according
to the days of the age ; and according to the
2z. That when we have received a wrong, we
claysof their going forth from the land of Egypt
must remit and forgive it.
I will show them wonderful things. The nations
shall see, and be confounded at all their might ;
In the Gospel, in the daily prayer : "Forgive
and they shall place their hand upon their mouth, us our debts, even as we forgive our debtors." ,4
Their ears shall be deafened, and they shall lick Also according to Mark : "And when ye stand
the dust as do serpents. Dragging the earth, for prayer, forgive, if ye have ought against any
they shall be disturbed, and they shall lick the °he ; that also your Father who is in heaven
dust: in their end they shall be afraid towards may forgive you your sins. But if ye do not
the Lord their GOd, and they shall fear because forgive, neither will your Father which is in
of Thee. Who is a God as Thou art, raising up heaven forgive you your sins." ,s Also in the
unrighteousness, and passing over impiety ?" 3 same place : "In what measure ye mete, in that
And in Nahum : "The mountains were moved shall it be measured to you again." ,6
at Him, and the hills trembled ; and the earth
was laid bare before His face, and all who dwell
23. That evil is not to be returned for evil.
therein. From the face of His anger who
i
In the Epistle of Paul to the Romans : "Renbear it, and who withstandeth in the fury of His dering to no man evil for evil." ,7 Also in the
soul? His rage causes the beginnings to flow, same place : "Not to be overcome of evil, but
and the rocks were melted by Him. The Lord overcome evil with good." ,s Of this same thing
is good to those who sustain Him in the day of in the Apocalypse : "And He said unto me_
affliction, and knoweth those who fear Him." 4
Also in Haggai: "And Zerubbabel the son of
s m_. i. :,.
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who persist in hurting, hurt : and let him who is
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2 7. That even a baptized person
grace that he has attained,
keep innocency.

loses the
unless he

filthy, be filthy still : but let the righteous do
still more righteousness : and in like manner, let
him that is holy do still more holiness.
Behold,
I come quickly ; and my reward is with me, to
render to every man according to his deeds." '

In the Gospel according to John : "Lo, thou
art made whole : sin no more, lest a worse thing
happen unto thee." i, Also in the first Epistle
of Paul to the Corinthians : "Know ye not that
ye are the temple of God, and the Spirit of God
abideth in you ? If any one violate the temple
24. That it is impossible to attain to the of God, him will God destroy." ,2 Of this same
Father but by His Son Jesus Christ.
thing in the Chronicles : "God is with you, while
In the Gospel according to John : " I am the ye are with Him : if ye forsake Him, He will
way, the truth, and the life: no man cometh forsake you." ,3
unto the Father, but by me. ''2 Also in the
same place: "I am the door:
by me if any
28. That remission cannot in the Church be
man enter in, he shall be saved." 3
granted
unto him who has sinned
against God (i.e., the Holy Ghost).
25. That unless a man have been baptized
and born again, he cannot attain unto
the kingdom of God.
In the Gospel according to John : "Except
a
man be born again of water and the Spirit, he
cannot enter into the kingdom of God.
For
that which is born of the flesh is flesh ; and that
which is born of the Spirit is spirit." 4 Also in
the same place : "Unless ye eat the flesh of the
Son of man, and drink His blood, ye shall not
have life in you." s
26. That it is of small account to be baptized
and to receive the Eucharist, unles_ one
profit by it both in deeds and works.

In the Gospel according to Matthew : "Whosoever shall say a word against the Son of man,
it shall be forgiven him; but whosoever shall
speak against the Holy Ghost, it shall not be
forgiven him, neither in this world nor in the
world to come." x, Also according to Mark:
"All sins shall be forgiven, and blasphemies, to
the sons of men ; but whoever shall blaspheme
against the Holy Ghost, it shall not be forgiven
him, but he shall be guilty of eternal sin." ,s Of
this same thing in the first book of Kings : "If
a man sin by offending against a man, they shall
pray the Lord for him ; but if a man sin against
God, who shall pray for him ?" _6

In the first Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians :
29. That it was before predicted, concerning
"Know ye not, that they which run in a race run
the hatred of the Name,
indeed all, although one receiveth the prize ? So J In the Gospel according to Luke : "And ye
run, that ye may obtain.
And those indeed that shall be hated of all men for my' name's sake." t7
they may receive a corruptible crown, but we an Also according to John : "If the world hate you,
incorruptible." 6 In the Gospel according
to know ye that it first hated me. If ye were of
Matthew : " Every tree that bringeth not forth the world, the world would love what would be
good fruit shall be cut down, and cast into the its own : but because ye are not of the world, and
fire." 7 Also in the same place : "Many shall I have chosen you out of the world, therefore the
say unto me in that day, Lord, Lord, have we world hateth you.
Remember the word which I
not prophesied in Thy name, and in Thy name said unto you, The servant is not greater than his
have cast out devils, and in Thy name have done lord.
If they have persecuted me, they will also
great works?
And then shall I say to them, I persecute you." ,s Also in Baruch:'9
"For the
never knew you ; depart from me, ye who work time shall come, and ye shall seek me, both ye
iniquity." s Also in the same place: "Let your and those who shall be after you, to hear the
light shine before men, that they may see your word of wisdom and of understanding;
and ye
good works, and glorify your Father which is in shall not find me. But the nations shall desire to
heaven."9
Also Paul to the Philippians : "Shine
as lights in the world." ,n
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see the wise man, and it shall not happen to them ; !rise up in judgment, nor sinners in the council
not because the wisdom of this world shall be of the righteous." 9
wanting, or shall fail to the earth ; but neither
shall the word of the h_v be wanting,to the world.
3 2. Of the benefit of virginity and of conFor wisdom shall be in a few who watch, and
tinency. '°
are silent and quiet, and who hold converse with
one another ; because some shall dread them,
and shall fear them as evil. But some do not
believe the word of the law of the Highest.
But
some who are amazed in their countenance will
not believe ; and they also who contradict will
believe, and will be contrary to and hindering
the spirit of truth.
Moreover, others will be wise
to the spirit of error, and declaring the edicts, as
if of the Highest and the Strong One.
Moreover, others are _ossessors of faith.,
Others are
mighty and strong in the faith of the Highest,
and hateful to the stranger."
3o. That what any one has vowed to God, he
must quickly repay,
In Solomon : "According as thou hast vowed
a_owtoGod,
delaynotto
pay ft.''2 Concerning this same thing in Deuteronomy : "But if
thou hast vowed a vow to the Lord thy God,
thou shalt not delay to pay it : because the Lord
thy God inquiring shall seek it of thee ; and it
shall be for a sin. Thou shalt observe those
things that shall go forth out of thy lips, and
shalt perform the gift which thou hast spoken
with thy mouth." 3 Of this same matter in the
forty-ninth Psalm: "Sacrifice to God the sacririce of praise, and pay thy vows to the Most
High.
Call upon me in the day of trouble, and
I will deliver thee, and thou shalt glorify me." 4
Of this same thing in the Acts of the Apostles :
"Why hath Satan filled thine heart, that thou
shouldst lie to the Holy Ghost, when thy estate
was in thine own power?
Thou hast not lied
unto men, but unto God." s Also in Jeremiah :
"Cursed
is he who doeth the work of God
negligently." 6
3 L That he who does not believe
already,

is judged

In Genesis : "Multiplying
I will multiply thy
sorrows and thy groanings, and in sorrow shalt
thou bring forth children;
and thy turning shall
be to thy husband, and he shall rule over thee.""
Of this same thing in the Gospel according to
Matthew : "All men do not receive the word,
but they to whom it is given: for there are
some eunuchs who were born so from their
mother's womb, and there are eunuchs who have
been constrained by men, and there are eunuchs
who have made themselves
eunuchs for the
kingdom of heaven's sake.
He who can receive it, let him receive it." ,_ Also according to
Luke : "The children of this world beget, and
are begotten.
But they who have been considered worthy of that world, and the resurrection
from the dead, do not marry, nor are married :
for neither shall they begin to die: for theyare
equal to the angels of God, since they are the
children of the resurrection.
But, that the dead
rise again, Moses intimates when he says in the
bush, The Lord, the God of Abraham, and the
God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob.
He is
not the God of the dead, but of the living : for
all live unto Him." ,a Also in the first Epistle
of Paul to the Corinthians : "It is good for a
man not to touch a woman.
But, on account
of fornication, let every man have his own wife,
and every woman have her own husband.
Let
the husband render what is due to the wife, and
similarly the wife to the husband.
The wife
hath not power over her own body, but the husband.
And in like manner, the husband hath
not power over his own body, but the wife.
Defraud not one the other, except by agreement
]for a time, that ye may have leisure for prayer;
and again return to the same point, lest Satan
tempt you on account of your incontinency.
This I say by way of allowance, not by way of
command.
But I wish that all men should be

In the Gospel according to John: "He that
believeth not is already judged, because he hath
not believed in the name of the only 7 Son of
God. And this is the judgment, that light has
come into the world, and men have loved dark-

even as I am. But every one has his proper
gift from God ; one in one way, but another in
another way." ,4 Also in the same place : "An
unmarried man thinks of those things which are
the Lord's, in what way he may please God ;
but he who has contracted marriage thinks of
hess rather than light." s Of this also in the those things that are of this world, in what way
first Psalm: "Therefore the ungodly shall not j he may please his wife. Thus also, both the
Iwoman and the unmarried virgin thinketh of
tO [Tl_,_-uoni_cme,_
"
"
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those things which are the Lord's, that she may lights,in so much is given unto her both torment
be holy both in body and in spirit ; but she that and grief. For in her heart she says, I am a
hath married thinks of those things which are of queen, and cannot be a widow, nor shall I see
this world, in what way she may please her hus- sorrow. Therefore in one hour her plagues shall
band." z Also in Exodus, when the Lord had come on her, death, griei_ and famine ; and she
commanded Moses thathe shouldsanctify
the shall
be burnedwithfire,
becausetheLord God
peopleforthethird
day,he sanctified
them,and isstrong
who shall
judgeher. And thekings
of
added: "Bc ye ready,
forthreedaysye shallthcearthshall
weep and lamentthemselves
for
not approachto women."" Also in the first
her,who have committedfornication
withher,
book of Kings: "And thepriest
answeredto and havebeen conversant
in hersins."
9 Also
David,andsaid,
Thereareno profane
loaves
in inIsaiah
: "Go forth
fromthemidstofthem,ye
my hand,exceptonesacredloaf.Iftheyoung who bearthevessels
of theLord."zo
men have beenkept back from Women, thcy
shalleat."
3 Alsoin theApocalypse:
"These
35.ThatGod ispatient
forthisend,thatwe
aretheywho havenot defiled
themselves
with
may repent
ofoursin,
and bc reformed
women, fortheyhavecontinued
virgins
; these In Solomon,in Ecclesiasticus:
"Say not,I
aretheywho follow
theLamb whithersoever
He havesinned,
andwhatsorrowhathhappenedto
shall
go."+
mc ? For theHighestisa patient
repaycr."
,,
AlsoPaulto theRomans: "Or despisest
thou
33.ThattheFatherjudgeth
nothing,
butthe therichesof His goodness,
and forbearanc
Son; and thattheFatherisnot gloriand patience,
notknowingthatthegoodnessof
fledby him by whom theSon isnot God Icadcth
thccto rcpcntancc
? But,accordglorified,
ingto thyhardness
and impenitent
heart,
thou
In the Gospelaccording
to John: "The treasurcst
up to thyself
wrath in the day of
Fatherjudgcth
nothing,
butbathgivenalljudg-wrathand of revelation
of thejustjudgment
ment untotheSon,thatallmay honourtheSon of God,who will
rendertoeveryman according
astheyhonourtheFather.Hc who honourethtohisdceds."
z_
nottheSon,honoureth
nottheFatherwho hath
sentHim."s Alsoin theseventy-first
Psalm: 36.Thata woman oughtnot to be adorned
"O GOd,givethekingThy judgment,
and Thy
ina worldly
fashion.
rightcousncss
to theking's
son,to judgeThy
In theApocalypse
: "And therecame one of
peoplein righteousness."
6 Also in Genesis:thesevenangelshavingvials,
and approached
"And theLordrained
upon Sodom andGomor- me,saying,
Come, I will
show theethecondemrah sulphur,
and firefrom heavenfrom thenation
ofthegreatwhore,
who sitteth
uponmany
Lord." 7
waters, with whom the kings of the earth have
committed fornication. And I saw a woman
34. That the believer ought not to live like who sate upon a beast. And that woman was
the Gentile.
clothed with a purple and scarlet robe ; and she
In Jeremiah : "Thus saith the Lord, Walk ye was adorned with gold, and precious stones, and
not according to the way of the Gentiles." s pearls, holding a golden cup in her hand full of
Of this same thing, that one ought to separate curses, and impurity, and fornication of the whole
himself from the Gentiles, lest he should be a earth." ,3 Also toT/mothy : "Let your women be
companion of their sin, and become a partaker such as adorn themselves with shamefacedness
of their penalty, in the Apocalypse : "And I and modesty, notwith twisted hair,norwith gold,
heard another voice from heaven, saying, Go nor with pearls, or precious garments, but as beforth from her, my people, lest thou be partaker cometh women professing chastity, with a good
of her crimes, and lest thou be stricken with her conversation." +4 Of this same thing in the Epistle
plagues; because her crimes have reached even of Peter to the people at Pontus : "Let there be
to heaven, and the Lord GOd hath remembered m a woman not the outward adorning of ornaher iniquities. Therefore He hath returned unto ment, or of gold, or of apparel, but the adorning
her double, and in the cup which Shehath mixed of the heart." ,s Also in Genesis: "Tb_-_r coydouble is mingled for her ; and in how much trod herself with a cloak, and adorned herself;
she hath glorified herself and possessed of dex _Cc_._7_3_t.
_ Ex.
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and when Judah beheld her, she appeared to him doeth, that thine alms may be in secret; and
tobea harlot.
''_
thyFather,
whichseethin secret,
shall
render
to thee.
''s Alsoin the same place:"When
37.That thebeliever
oughtnot to be pun- thoudoestan alms,do not sound a trumpet
ishedforotheroffences,
exceptforthebeforethee,
asthehypocrites
do in thestreets
name he bears,
and in thesynagogues,
thattheymay be gloriIn the Epistle
of Peterto them of Pontus: fledof men. Verily
I sayuntoyou,They have
"Nor letanyof yousuffer
asa thief,
ora tour-fulfilled
their
reward."
9
deter,
orasan evil-doer,
orasa minderofother
people's
business,'
butasa Christian.3
4x. That we must not speakfoolishly
and
offensively.
38.That the servant
of God ought to be In Paul's
Epistle
to theEphesian•
: "Foolish
innocent,
lesthe fall
intosecular
pun- speaking
andscurrility,
whicharenotfitting
for
ishment,
theoccasion,
let
them notbe evennamed among
IntheEpistle
of PaultotheRomans : "Wilt you."_o
thounotbeafraid
ofthepower? Do that
which
isgood,and thou•halt
havepraise
of it."
4
42.Thatfaith
isof advantage
altogether,
and
thatwe cando asmuch aswe believe.
39.Thatthereisgivento us an exampleof In Genesis
: "And Abraham believed
God,
living
inChrist.
anditwascounted
untohimforrighteousness."
_
In the Epistle
of Peterto them of Pontus• AlsoinIsaiah
:"And ifycdo notbelieve,
neither
"ForChrist
suffered
forus,leaving
you an cx- shall)reunderstand."
" Also in the Gospel
ample,
that)remay fonow His steps
; who did according
toMatthew: "O thouof little
faith,
no sin,
neitherwas
guilefoundin His mouth; wherefore
didstthoudoubt?"'3 Alsoin the
who,when He was reviled,
reviled
notagain
; same place: "If you havefaith
as a grainof
when He suffered,
threatened
not,but gave mustardseed,
ye shall
saytothis
mountain,
Pass
Himself
up tohim that
judgeth
unrighteously."
s overfrom hereto thatplace,
and itshall
pass
AlsoPaulto thePhilippians:
"Who, beingap- over; and nothingshallbe impossible
unto
pointed
in the figure
of God, thoughtit not you."_4 Alsoaccording
to Mark: "All things
robbery
thatHe wasequalwithGod ; butemp- whatsoever
ye prayand askfor,
believe
thatye
tied
Himself,
takingtheform of a servant,
He shall
receive
them,and theyshall
bc yours."
,s
wasmade inthelikeness
ofman,andwasfoundAlsointhesameplace:"Allthings
arepossible
in fashiofl
as a man. He humbled Himself,tohim thatbelieveth."
,6 In Habakkuk: "But
becomingobedienteven unto death,and the thc righteous
liveth
by my faith."
,z Alsoin
deathof thecross.ForwhichcausealsoGod Daniel: "Ananias,
Azarias,
and Misael,
trusting
hathexalted
Him, andhathgivenHim a name, inGod,weredelivered
fromthefiery
flame."
that it may be above every name, that in the
name of Jesus every knee should be bowed, of
43. That he who believes can immediately
things heavenly, and earthly, and infernal ; and
obtain (i.e., pardon and peace).
that every tongue should confess that the Lord
In the Acts of the Apostles: "Lo, here is
Jesus Christ is in glory of God the Father." 6 water ; what is there which hinders me from
Of this same thing in the Gospel according to being baptized ? Then said Philip, If thou beJohn : "If I have washed your feet, being your I hevest with _ll thine heart, thou mayest." ,s
Master and Lord, ye also ought to wash the feet
of others. For I have given you an example, [
That believers who differ among themthat as I have done, ye also should do to I 44.
selves ought not to refer to a Gentile
others." '
I
judge.'9
!
In thefirst
Epistle
ofPaultotheCorinthians
:
4o. Thatboastfully.We
must not labournoisily
norI_tDaresanyof you,havinga matteragainst
anIn theGospelaccordin_
to Matthew: "Let •_ffi_.
TL3.4.
notthylefthand know what thy righthand t_.t.
,i.
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other, to cliscuss it among the unrighteous, and
not among the saints ? Know ye not that the
saints shall judge this world?" z And again:
"Now indeed there is altogether a fault among
you, because ye have judgments one against another. Wherefore do ye not rather suffer injury ?
or wherefore axe )re not rather defrauded ? But
ye do wrong, and defraud, and this your brethren. Know )re not that the unrighteous shall
not obtain the kingdom of God ?" 2

But your sins separate between you and God ;
and on account of your iniquities He turns away
His face from you, lest He should pity. For
your hands are polluted with blood, and your
fingers with sins ; and your lips have spoken
wickedness, and your tongue devises unrighteousness. No one speaks true things, neither is
judgment true. They trust in vanity, and speak
emptiness, who conceive sorrow, and bring forth
wickedness." s Also in Zephaniah : "In failing,
let it fail from the face of the earth, saith the
45- That hope is of future things, and there- Lord. Let man fail, and cattle ; let the birds
fore that our faith concerning those of heaven fail, and the fishes of the sea ; and I
things which are promised ought to be will take away the unrighteous from the face of
patient,
the earth." 9

In the Epistle of Paul to the Romans : "We
48. That we must not take usury.
are saved by hope. But hope that is seen is not
hope ; for what a man seeth, why doth he hope
In the thirteenth Psalm : zo , He that hath not
for? But if we hope for what we see not, we given his money upon usury, and has not received
hope 3 for it in patience." 4
igifts concerning the innocent. He who doeth
these things shall not be moved for ever." _z Also
46. That a woman ought to be silent in the in Ezekiel: "But the man who will be righteous,
church,
shall not oppress a man, and shall return the
pledge of the debtor, and shall not commit
In the first Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians : rapine, and shall give his bread to the hungry,
"Let women be silent in the church. But if and shall cover the naked, and shall not give
any wish to learn anything, let them ask their his money for usury." '• Also in Deuteronomy :
husbands at home." s Also to Timothy : "Let ,, Thou shalt not lend to thy brother with usury
a woman learn with silence, in all subjection, of money, and with usury of victuals." ,3
But I permit not a woman to teach, nor to be
set over the man, but to be in silence. For
49. That even our enemies must be loved.
Adam was first formed, then Eve ; and Adam
In the Gospel according to Luke : "If ye love
was not seduced, but the woman was seduced." 6 those who love you, what thank have ye ? For
even sinners love those who love them." _4 Also
47- That it arises from our fault and our de-iaccording
to Matthew: "Love your enemies,
sert that we suffer, and do not perceive and pray for those who persecute you, that ye
God's help in everything,
may be the children of your Father who is in
In Hosea : "Hear ye the word of the Lord, heaven, who maketh His sun to rise upon the
ye children of Israel : because judgment is from Igood and the evil, and giveth rain upon the
the Lord against the inhabitants of the earth, righteous and the unrighteous." ,s
because there is neither mercy nor truth, nor
acknowledgment of GOd upon the earth ; but
5o. That the sacrament of faith must not be
cursing, and lying, and slaughter, and theft, and
profaned.
adultery is scattered abroad upon the earth : they
In Solomon, in the Proverbs : "Say not anymingle blood to blood. Therefore the land shall thing in the ears of a foolish man ; lest, when
mourn, with all its inbabitants, with the beasts he hears it, he may mock at thy w_seworos.
.....
6
of the field, with the creeping things of the earth Also in the Gospel according to Matthew : "Give
with the birds of heaven; and the fishes of the not that which is holy to dogs ; neither cast ye
sea shall fail : so that no man may judge, no your pearls before the swine, lest perchance they
man may refute." 7 Of this same thing in Isaiah : trample them down with their feet, and turn
"Is not the Lord's hand strong to save, or has again and crush you." _7
He weighed down His ear that He may not hear ?
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5L That no one should be uplifted in his
labour.*
In Solomon, in Ecclesiasticus : "Extol
not
thyself in doing thy work.",
Also in'the Gospel
according to Luke : "Which of you, having a
servant ploughing, or a shepherd, says to him
when he cometh from the field, Pass forward and
_ecline ? But he says to him, Make ready somewhat that I may sup, and gird thyself, and rainister to me, until I eat and drink ; and afterwards
thou shalt eat and drink?
Does he thank that
servant because he has done what was cornmanded him ? So also ye, when ye shall have
done that which is commanded
you, say, We
are unprofitable servants;
we have done what
we had to do." 3

Also in the Epistle of PaultotheRomans:
"Oh
the depth of the riches of the wisdom and knowledge of God I How incomprehensible
are His
judgments, and how unsearchable are His ways l
For who has known the mind of the Lord ? or
who has been His counsellor ? or who has first
given to Him, and it shall be recompensed to him
again?
Because from Him, and through Him,
and in Him, are all things : to Him be glory for
ever and ever." ,s Also to Timothy : "But foolish and unlearned questions avoid, knowing that
they generate strifes.
But the servant of God
ought not to strive, but to be gentle towards all
men." ,6

52- That the liberty of believing or of not believing is placed in free choice,
In Deuteronomy : "Lo, I have set before thy
face life and death, good and evil. Choose for
thyself life, that thou mayest live." 4 Also in
Isaiah : "And if ye be willing, and hear me, ye
shall eat the good of the land. But if ye be
tmwilling, and will not hear me, the sword shall
consume you.
For the mouth of the Lord hath

In Job : "For who is pure from filth? Not
one ; even if his life be of one day on the earth." ,7
Also in the fiftieth Psalm : "Behold, I was conceived in iniquities, and in sins hath my mother
concewed me." ,s Also in the Epistle of John :
" If we say that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in us." ,9

54- That no one is without
sin.

filth and without

55. That we must not please men, but God.

spoken these things." s Also in the Gospel acIn the fifty-second Psalm : "They that please
cording to Luke:
"The kingdom of God is men are confounded, because God hath made
within you." 6
them nothing." 2o Also in the Epistle of Paul to
the Galatians: "If I wished to please men, I
53. That he secrets of GOd cannot be seen should not be the servant of Christ. ''_,
through, and therefore that our faith
ought to be simpley
In the first Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians

:

"We see now through the glass in an enigma,
but then with face to face. Now I know partly ;
but then I shall know even as also I am known." s
Also in Solomon, in Wisdom : "And in simplicity of heart seek Him."9
Also in the same:
"He who walketh with simplicity, walketh trustfully." ,o Also in the same : "Seek not things
higher than thyself, and look not into things
stronger than thyself. .... Also in Solomon : "Be
not excessively righteous,
and do not reason
more than is required." TM Also in Isaiah : "Woe
unto them who are convicted in themselves." 13
Also in the Maccabees : "Daniel
in his simplicitywas delivered from the mouth of the lions." '+
t [rt_b.i. _6: v,. +,_,-__.]
•s Luke
_-_. xvd.
x. ,6.
7.-xo.
4 Deut. xiii. xg.
s Isa. i. x9.
6 Luke: avii. ax.
°'ri 7.[The aphoristic force of the_ "h_el*,'isoft_strik_lginthe
ginal; e.g.,"De.iarcaaapetspidaonpos_,ctidnofalemaosuam
mmph_an ease debere."]
a t Cot. ziiL
'_"6"rod.L
_. xa.
_ Prov. x. ,_.
sz Ec.cles. i_. a't.
sz Ecclus. vii. x7.
s_ ha amir. xs.

u x_.ii.&,.

56. That nothing
God.

that is done is hidden from

In the Wisdom of Solomon : "In every place
the eyes of God look upon the good and evil."**
Also in Jeremiah : "I am a GOd at hand, and
not a GOd afar off. If a man should be hidden
in the secret place, shall I not therefore see him?
Do not I fill heaven and earth ? saith the Lord." 2a
Also in the first of Kings : "Man looketh on the
face, but
God onallthetheheart."
_ Also
the Apocalypse
: "And
churches
shallin know
that
I am the searcher of the reins and heart ; and
I will give to every one of you according to his
works." 23 Also in the eighteenth Psalm : "Who
understands his faults ? Cleanse Thou me from
my secret sins, O Lord." 26 Also in the second
Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians : "We must
all be manifested before the tribunal of Christ,
ss Rom. xi. 33'-36.
s6 2 Tam ix. a3, _4.
trJ obxiv 4,5.
s8 Ps-li S.
z9 z John i. 8.
_ Ps
llli. xo.
5.
Gali.
** Prov. xv. 3.
_3 Je.r. xxfii. _3, _t4.
_ z Sam xvL _,.
*s Rev. il. a3.

*6ps.xlx.x,,.
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that every one may bear again the things which ing ; for his soul was pleasing to God." _o Also
belong to his own body, according to what he in the eighty-third Psalm: "How beloved "are
hath done, whether good or evil." '
thy dwellings, Thou Lord of hosts ? My soul
desires and hastes to the courts of God." ,3 And
57- That the believer
served.

is amended

and re- in the Epistle of Paul to the Thessaloniaus:
"But we would not that you should be ignorant,

In the cxviith Psalm: "The Lord amending
hath amended me, and hath not delivered me
to death." a Also in the eighty-eighth
Psalm :
"I will visit their transgressions with a rod, and
their sins with scourges.
But my mercy will I
not scatter away from them." 3 Also in Mal-

brethren, concerning those who sleep, that ye
sorrow not as others which have no hope.
For
if we believe that Jesus died and rose again, so
also them which have fallen asleep in Jesus will
God bring with Him." z3 Also in the first Epistle
to the Corinthians
: "Thou except
fool, thatit which
sowest
is not quickened
have thou
first

achi : "And He shall sit melting and purifying,
as it were, gold and silver ; and He shall purify
the sons of Levi." 4 Also in the Gospel : "Thou
shalt not go out thence until thou pay the utter-

died." z4 And again : "Star differeth

most farthing." s

in glory : so also the resurrection.
sown in corruption, it rises without
it is sown in ignominy, it rises again
is sown in weakness, it rises again

from star

The body
corruption
in glory;
in power ;

is
;
it
it

58. That no one should be made sad by death ; is sown an animal body, it rises again a spiritual
since in living is labour and peril, in body." z3 And again : "For this corruptible must
put on incorruption, and this mortat put on iradying peace and the certainty of resur- mortality.
But when this corruptible shall have
rection,
put on incorruption, and this mortal shall have
In Genesis : "Then said the Lord to Adam, put on immortality, then shall come to pass the
Because thou hast hearkened
to the voice of word that is written, Death is absorbed into
thy wife, and hast eaten of that tree of which striving.
Where, O death, is thy sting?
Where,
alone I commanded
thee that thou shouldest O death, is thy striving?" _6 Also in the Gospel
not eat, cursed shall be the ground in all thy according to John: "Father,
I will that those
works ; in sadness and groaning shalt thou eat whom Thou hast given me be with me where I
of it all the days of thy life : thorns and thistles shall be, and may see my glory which Thou hast
shall it cast forth to thee ; and thou shalt eat given me before the foundation of the world." x7
the herb of the field in the sweat of thy brow. Also according
to Luke : "Now lettest Thou
Thou shalt eat thy bread until thou return unto Thy servant depart in peace, O Lord, according
the earth from which also thou wast taken ; be- to the word ; for mine eyes have seen Thy salvacause earth thou art, and to earth thou shalt tion." _s Also according to John: "Ifye loved
go. ''6 Also in the same place: "And Enoch me, ye would rejoice because I go to the Father;
pleased God, and was not found afterwards ; for the Father is greater than I." x9
because God translated him." 7 And in Isaiah :
"All flesh is grass, and all the glory of it as
59. Of the idols which the Gentiles think to
the flower of grass. The grass withered, and the
be gods.
flower hath fallen away ; but the word of the Lord
In the Wisdom of Solomon : "All the idols
abideth for ever." s In Ezekiel : "They say, Our of the nations they counted gods, which neither
bones are become dry, our hope hath perished : have the use of their eyes for seeing, nor their
we have expired.
Therefore prophesy, and say,
Thus saith the Lord, Behold, I open your mon- nostrils to receive breath, nor their ears for hearuments, and I will bring you forth from your ing' nor the fingers on their hands for handling;
monuments, and I will bring you into the land but
alsoheare
to walk. his
For
man
madetheir
themfeet
; and
who slow
has borrowed
breath,
of Israel ; and I will put my Spirit upon you,
and ye shall live ; and I will place you into your
land : and ye shall know that I the Lord have
spoken, and will do it, saith the Lord." 9 Also in
the Wisdom of Solomon : "He was taken away,
lest wickedness should change his understand-

he fashioned them.

will be able to

fashion a god like to himself.
For since he is
mortal, heBut
fashioneth
a dead
thing with
hands.
he himself
is better
thanwicked
they
whom he worships,

' scot. v. zo.
s Ps. cxviil, zS.
_' Ps. lzxxlx. 31, 33.

xo
xx
_
g3

4s Mal.
Matt. ill.
v. _.
6 G¢_. ill ZT-.Zg.
Gea. v. _l.

uzs xz Cot.
Cc_'. xv.
zv. 4x-44.
36.
z6, Cot. xv. S_'SS,_'John. xvil. s4.

Ira,
6, 7- zz-x4,
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since he indeed
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they never."'
On this same matter : "Neither
have they who have regarded the works known
who was the artificer, but have thought that either
fire, or wind, or the rapid air, or the circle of
the stars, or the abundant water, or the sun and
moon, were the gods that rule over the world ;
and if, on account of the beauty of these, they
have thought thus, let them know how much more
beautiful than these is the Lord, or if they have
admiled their powers and operations, let them
perceive from these very things that He who has

and hast said, I will not serve, but I will go
upon every lofty mountain, and upon every high
hill, and upon every shady tree : there I will be
confounded with fornication.
To the wood and
to the stone they have said, Thou art my father ;
and to the stone, Thou hast begotten me : and
they turned to me their back, and not their
face." 7 In Isaiah : "The dragon hath fallen or
is dissolved ; their carved works have become as
beasts and cattle.
Labouring and hungry, and
without strength, ye shall bear them bound upon

established these mighty things is stronger than
they. '* Also in the cxxxivth Psahn:
"The"
idols of the nations are silver and gold, the work
of men's hands.
They have a mouth, and speak
not ; they have eyes, and see not ; they have
ears, and hear not ; and neither is there any
breath in their mouth.
Let them who make
them become hke unto them, and all those who
trust in them." 3 Also in the ninety-fifth Psalm :
"All the gods of the nations are demons, but
the Lord made the heavens." * Also in Exodus :
"Ye shall not make unto yourselves gods of silver
nor of gold." s And again: "Thou
shalt not
make to thyself an idol, nor the likeness of any
thing." 6 Also in Jeremiah : "Thus
saith the
Lord, Walk not according to the ways of the
heathen ; for they fear those things in their own
persons, because the lawful things of the heathen
are vain. Wood cut out from the forest is made
the work of the carpenter, and melted silver and
gold are beautifully arranged:
they strengthen
them with hammers and nails, and they shall not
be moved, for they are fixed. The silver is
brought from Tharsis, the gold comes from Moab.
All things are the works of the artificers ; they will
clothe it with blue and purple ; lifting them, they
will carry them, because they will not go forward,
Be not afraid of them, because they do no evil,
neither is there good in them.
Say thus, The
gods that have not made the heaven and the
earth perish from the earth, and from under this
heaven.
The heaven hath trembled at this, and
hath shuddered much more vehemently, saith the
Lord.
These evil things hath my people done.
They have forsaken the fountain of living water,
and have dug out for themselves worn-out wells,
which could not hold water.
Thy love hath
smitten thee, and thy wickedness shall accuse
thee. And know and see that it shall be a bitter
thing for thee that thou hast forsaken me, salth
the Lord thy God, and thou hast not hoped in
me, mith flay Lord.
Because of old time thou
hastresentecl myyoke, and hast broken thy bonds,
L

your neck as a heavy burden." s And again :
Gathered together, they shall not be able to
be saved from war ; but they themselves havo
been led captive with thee." 9 And again : "To
whom have ye likened me ? See and understand
that ye err in your heart, who lavish gold out of
the bag, and weigh silver in the balance, bringing
it up to the weight.
The workmen have made
with their hand the things made ; and, bowing
themselves, they have adored it, and have raised
it on their shoulders : and thus they walked.
But if they should place them down, they wiU
abide in their place, and will not be moved ;
iand they will not hear those who cry unto them :
they will not save them from evils." ,o Also in
Jeremiah:
"The Lord, who made heaven and
earth, in strength hath ordered the world, in His
wisdom hath stretched forth the heaven, and the
multitude of the waters in the heaven.
He hath
brought out the clouds from the end of the earth,
the lightnings in the clouds ; and He hath
brought
forth the winds from His treasures.
Every man is made foolish by his knowledge,
every artificer is confounded
by his graven
images ; because he hath molten a falsehood :
there is no breath in them.
The works shut up
in them are made vain; in the time of their
iconsideration they shall perish." " And in the
Apocalypse : "And the sixth angel sounded with
his trumpet.
And I heard one of the four corhers of the golden ark, which is in the presence
of God, saying to the sixth angel who had the
trumpet, Loose the four angels which are bound
upon the great river Euphrates.
And the four
angels were loosed, which were prepared for an
hour, and a day, and a month, and a year, to
slay the third part of men ; and the number of
the army of the horsemen
was two hundred
thousand of thousand : I hca_ the number of
them.
And then I saw the horses in the vision,
and those that sate upon them, havin_ breastplates of fire, and of hyacinth, and of sulphur :
and the heads of the horses (as the heads of
lions) ; and out of their month went fire, and

x
a
3
'
s
t.
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smoke, and sulphur.
By these three plagues
the third part of men was slain, bythefire,
andthe
smoke, and the sulphur which went forth from
their mouth, and is in their tails : for their tails
were like unto eels; for they had heads, and
with them they do mischief.
And the rest of
the men who were not slain by these plagues,
nor repented of the works of the deeds of their
hands, that they should not worship demons and
idols, that is, images of gold, and of silver, and
of brass, and of stone, and of wood, which can
neither see nor walk, repented not also of their
murders." z Also in the same place : "And the
third angel followed them, saying with a loud
voice, If any man worship the beast and his
image, and hath received his mark in his forehead or upon his hand, the same shall drink of
the wine of His wrath, and shall be punished
with fire and sulphur, under the eyes of the holy
angels, and under the eyes of the Lamb; and
the smoke of their torments
shall ascend up
for ever and ever." 2
6o. That too great
desired,

take away something from their neighbour.
Will
ye dwell alone upon the earth? ....
Also in
Zephaniah : "They shall build houses, and shall
not dwell in them ; and they shall appoint vineyards, and shall not drink the wine of them, because the day of the Lord is near." ,2 Also m
the Gospel according to Luke : "For what does
it profit a man to make a gain of the whole
world, but that he should lose himself?" z3 And
again : "But
the Lord said unto him, Thou
fool, this night thy soul is required
of thee.
Whose, then, shall those things be which thou
hast provided ?" ,4 And again. "Remember
that
thou hast received thy good things in this hfe,
and likewise Lazarus evil things.
But now he is
besought, and thou grievest." ,s And in the Acts
of the Apostles : "But Peter said unto him, Silver
and gold indeed I have not ; but what I have I
give unto you • In the name of Jesus Christ of
Nazareth, rise up and walk.
And, taking hold
of his right hand, he lifted him up." ,6 Also in
the first to Timothy : "We brought nothing into
ithis
world, but neither can we take anything
I
lust of food is not to be away. Therefore, having maintenance and clothing, let us with these be content.
But they who

In Isaiah : "Let us eat and drink, for to-morrow we shall die. This sin shall not be remitted
to you even until ye die." 3 Also in Exodus
"And the people sate down to eat and drink
and rose up to play." 4 Paul, in the first to th*
Corinthians:
"Meat
commendeth
us not to
God ; neither if we eat shall we abound, nor
if we eat not shall we want." 5. And again :
"When ye come together to eat, wait one for
another.
If any is hungry, let him eat at home,
that ye may not come together for judgment." 6
Also to the Romans : "The kingdom of God is
not meat and drink, but righteousness, and peace,
and joy in the Holy Ghost." 7 In the Gospel
according
to John : "I have meat which ye
know not of. My meat is, that I should do His
will who sent me, and should finish H;s work." s
6z. That the lust of possessing, and money,
are not to be sought for.
In Solomon,
in Ecclesiasticus:
" He that
loveth silver shall not be satisfied with silver." 9
Also in Proverbs : "He who holdeth
back the
corn is cursed among the people ; but blessing
is on the head of him that communicateth it." '°
Also in Isaiah: "Woeunto
them who join house
to house, and lay field to field, that they may
I Roy. ix. x, z3--_z.
m l_ev. xiv. 9--xz.
4s Ex.
8 x4.
Ira. xxxii.
xxlL x_,
s zCor viiL 8.
s x Cot. xl. 3_
_ Nmn. xlv. xT,
• _.
iv. 32, 34.
9 K,ccles, v. xo.
zo ]hvv. xi. g6,

will become rich fall into temptation and a snare,
and many and hurtful lusts, which drown man in
perdition and destruction.
For the root of all
evils is covetousness, which some coveting, have
made shipwreck from the faith, and have plunged
themselves in many sorrows."'7
6_. That marriage is not to be contracted with
Gentiles.
In Tobias : "Take
a wife from the seed of
thy parents, and take not a strange woman who
is not of the tribe of thy parents." xs Also in
Genesis, Abraham sends his servant to take from
his seed Rebecca, for his son Isaac. Also in Esdras, it was not sufficient for God when the Jews
were laid waste, unless they forsook their foreign
wives, with the children also whom they had
begotten of them.
Also in the first Epistle of
Paul to the Corinthians : "The woman is bound
so long as her husband liveth ; but if he die, she
is freed to marry whom she will, only in the
Lord.
But she will be happier if she abide
thus." ,9 And again : "Know ye not that your
bodies are the members of Christ ? Shall I take
the members of Christ, and make them the
members of an harlot?
Far be it from me.
Or know ye not that he who is joined together
with an harlot is one body? for two shall be in
xx Isa. v. 8.
Zcph. i. x3, x4.
"x_Luke ix. sS.
x4 Lui_x_
2o.
x_ Luke xvl. gS.
x6 Acts ill, 6.
x_ x T'gn. vi. _,--xo.
ss Tob. iv. x_.
z9 x Cot. viL 39, O.
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one flesh. But he who is joined to the Lord is
one spirit."' Also in the second to the Corinthians: "Be not joined together with unbelievers. For what participation is there between
righteousnessand unrighteousness? or what cornmuulcation hath light with darkness?" = Also
concerning Solomon in the third book of Kings :
"And foreign wives turned away his heart aider
their gods."3
68. That the sin of fornication is grievous,
In the first Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians :
"Every sin whatsoever a man doeth is outside
the body ; but he who committeth fornication
sinneth against his own body. Ye are not your
own, for ye are bought with a great price. Glorify and bear the Lord in your body." 4
64. What are those carnal things which beget
death, and what are the spiritual things
which lead to life.
Paul to the Galatians: "The flesh lusteth
against the Spirit, and the Spirit against the
flesh: for these are contrary the one to the
other, that ye cannot do even those things which
ye wish. But the deeds of the flesh are manifeat, which are: adulteries, fornications, impurifles, filthiness, idolatries, sorceries, murders,
hatreds, strifes, emulations, animosities, provocations, hatreds, dissensions, heresies, envyings,
drunkenness, revellings, and such like : with
respect to which I declare, that they who do
such things shall not possess the kingdom of
God. But the fruit of the Spirit is charity, joy,
peace, magnanimity, goodness, faith, gentleness,
continency, chastity. For they who are Christ's
have crucified their flesh, with its vices and
lusts." s
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shall feed the sheep, feeding them with discipline." 7 Also in Solomon, in the Proverbs:
"My son, neglect not the discipline of God, nor
fail when rebuked by Him. For whom God
loveth, He rebuketh.''s Also in the second
Psalm : "Keep discipline, lest perehance the
Lord should be angry, and ye perish from the
right way, when His anger shall burn up quickly
against you. Blessed a_e all they who trust in
Him." 9 Also in the forty-ninth Psalm: "But
to the sinner saith God, For what dost thou set
forth my judgments, and takest my covenant
into thy mouth ? But thou hatest discipline, and
hast cast my words behind thee." '° Also in the
Wisdom of Solomon: "He who casteth away
discipline is miserable.""
67. That it was foretold that men should despise sound discipline.
Paul, in the second to Timothy : "There
will be a time when they will not endure sound
doctrine ; but according to their own lusts will
heap to themselves teachers itching in hearing,
tickling their ears; and shall turn away their
hearing indeed from the truth, but they shall be
converted unto fables." x=
68. That we must depart from him who lives
irregularly and contrary to discipline.
Paul to the Thessalonians: "But we have
commanded you, in the name of Jesus Christ,
that ye depart from all brethren who walk disorderly, and not according to the tradition which
they have received from us."'3 Also in the fortyninth Psalm : "If thou sawest a thief, at once
thou rannest with him, and placedst thy portion
with the adulterers." ,4

69. That the kingdom of God is not in the
wisdom of the world, nor in eloquence,
but in the faith of the cross, and in virtue of couver_tion.
In the first Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians :
,, Christ sent me to preach, not in wisdom of
discourse, lest the cross of Christ should become of no effect. For the word of the cross
is foolishness to those who perish ; but to those
who are s&vedit is the power of God. For it is
written, I will destroy the wisdom of the wise,
and I will reprove the prudence of the prudent.
66. That the discipline of God is to be ob- Where is the wise? where is the scribe ? where
served in Church precepts,
is the disputer of this world? Hath not God
h In Jeremla_ : "And I will give to you shep7 Jet. ill I5.
erds according to my own heart; and they
I _v.
_ xx, XJ.
65 . That all sins are put away in baptism,
In the first Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians :
"Neither fornicators, nor those who serve idols,
nor adulterers, nor effeminate, nor the lusters
after mankind, nor thieves, nor cheaters, nor
drunkards,nor revilers, nor robbers, shall obtain
the kingdom of God. And these things indeed
ye were : but ye are washed, but ye are sanctifled in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, and
in the Spirit of our God." 6

z z Cot. yl xS-Z7.
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made foolish the wisdom of this world ? Since
indeed, in the wisdom of God, the world by wisdora knew not God, it pleased God by the foolishness of preaching to save them that believe.
Because the Jews desire signs, and the Greeks
seek for wisdom : but we preach Christ crucified,
to the Jews indeed a stumbLing-block, and to
the Gentiles foolishness ; but to them that are
called, Jews and Greeks, Christ the power of
God, and the wisdom of God."'
And again:
"Let no man deceive himself. If any man
think that he is wise among you, let him become
a fool to this world, that he may be wise. For
the wisdom of this world is foolishness with God.
For it is written, Thou shalt rebuke the wise in
their own craftiness." • And again : "The Lord
knoweth the thoughts of the wise, that they are
foolish."s
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the widow that is wanton, is dead while she
liveth. ''s And again : "But the younger widows
pass by : for when they shall be wanton in
Christ, they wish to marry ; having judgment,
because they have cast off their first faith."9
75. That every person ought to have care
rather of his own people, and especially
of believers.
The apostle in his first Epistle to Timothy:
,But if any take not care of his own, and especiaUy of those of his own household, he denies
the faith, and is worse than an infidel." '° Of this
same thing in Isaiah : "If thou shalt see the
naked, clothe him ; and despise not those who
are of the household of thine own seed.""
C"
which members of the household it is said in
the Gospel : "If they have caned the master of
the house Beelzebub, how much rather them
of his household !" '•

7o. That we must obey parents,
In the Epistle of Patti to the Ephesians:
"Children, be obedient to your parents : for this
76. That an elder must not be rashly accused.
is right.
Honour thy father and thy mother
(which is the first command with promise), that
In the first to Timothy: "Against an elder
it may be well with thee, and thou mayest be receive not an accusation." 's
long-lived on the earth." 4
77- That the sinner must be publicly reproved.

71. And that fathers also should not be harsh
In the first Epistle of Paul to Timothy : "Rein respect of their children,
buke them that sin in the presence of a11,that
Also in the same place : "And, ye fathers, others also may be afraid." ,4
drive not your children to wrath : but nourish
78. That we must not speak with heretics.
them in the discipline and rebuke of the Lord." s
To Titus: "A man that is an heretic, after
72. That servants, when they have believed, one rebuke avoid ; knowing that one of such
ought to serve their carnal masters the sort is perverted, and sinneth, and is by his own
better,
self condemned." ,s Of this same thing in the
In the Epistle of Paul to the Ephesians : Epistle of John : "They went out from among
"Servants, obey your fleshly masters with fear us, but they were not of us ; for if they had
and trembling, and in simplicity of your heart, been of us, they would doubtless have remained
as to Christ ; not serving for the eye, as if you with us." ,6 Also in the second to Timothy:
were pleasing men ; but as servants of God." 6 "Their word doth creep as a canker." ,7
73- Moreover, that masters should be the
more genre,
Also in the same place: "And, ye masters,
do the same things to them, forbearing anger :
knowing that both your Master and theirs is in
heaven ; and there is no choice of persons with
Him." 7

79- That innocency asks with confidence, and
obtains.
In the Epistle of John: "If our heart blame
us not, we have confidence towards God ; and
whatever we ask, we shall receive _m Him." ,s
Also in the Gospel according to Matthew :
" Blessed are they of a pure heart, for they shall
see GOd." ,9 Also in the twenty-third Psalm:
74. That all widows that are approved are to "Who shall ascend into the hill of the Lord?
be heldinhonour.

In the first Epistle of Paul to Timothy :
"Honour widows which are truly widows. But
z x C.or. L z?--a4,
• x Cot. ill sS-Jo,
$ PL xciiL zz.
]Eph.*L z--j.
J4 __h..i._.

6 Ei_h. _i. 5, &
,* gph. vL 9.

i z T'mLv.3_6.
9 x Tim
...... z•.
_ Isa.
x Tim.
v. 7.
$.
Ivili.
za Matt. x. sS_
zs z Tim. v. xg.
t4 z Tim. v. ao.
zs Tit. _ zo, zz.
_ _L°'hn
s z_m, _:'7.
n, zg.
za z John ii. az, _.
x9 Matt. v. 8.
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or who shall stand in His holy place ?
innocent in hands and of a pure heart. ''z

The dwell in unity 1"'3 Also in the Gospel accordi_
to Matthew: "He that is not with me is against
me; and he that gathereth not with me scatter°
8o. That the devil has no power against man eth." _4 Also in the first Epistle of Paul to the
unless God have allowed it.
Corinthians : "But I beseech you, brethren, by
In the Gospel according to John : "Jesus said, the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, that ye all
Thou couldest have no power against me, unless saYthe same thing, and that there be no schisms
it were given thee from above."" Also in the among you ; but that ye be all joined together
third of Kings: "And God stirred up Satan in the same mind and in the same opinion." ,s
against Solomon himself." 3 Also in Job, first Also in the sixty-seventh Psalm: "God, who
of all God permitted, and then it was allowed maketh men to dwellwith one mind in a house." _6
to the devil ; and in the Gospel, the Lord first
permitted, by saying to Judas, "What thou doest,
87. That believers ought to be simple, with
do quickly." 4 Also in Solomon, in the Proverbs :
prudence.
"The heart of the king is in God's hand." s
In the Gospel according to Matthew : "Be
ye prudent as serpents, and simple as doves." z7
8x. That wages be quickly paid to the hireling, iAnd again : "Ye are the salt of the earth. But
In Leviticus : "The wages of thy hireling shall if the salt have lost his savour, in what shall it
not sleep with thee until the morning.''6
be
It isand
good
but tofoot
be
cast salted?
out abroad,
to for
be nothing,
trodden under
82. That divination must not be used.
In Deuteronomy : "Do
auguries." 7

of men." zs

not use omens nor

88. That a brother must not be deceived.
In the first Epistle of Paul to the Thessalonians : "That a man do not deceive his brother
83. That a tuft of hai.ris not to be worn on in a matter, bemuse God is the avenger for all
the head.
these." ,9
In Leviticus : "Ye shall not make a tuft from
the hair of your head." s
89. That the end of the world comes suddenly.
The apostle says : "The day of the Lord shall
84. That the beard must not be plucked,
so come as a thief in the night. When they
"ge shall not deface the figure of your beard."9 shall say, Peace and security, then on them shall
come sudden destruction. ''_° Also in the Acts
85. That we must rise when a bishop or a of the Apostles : "No one can know the times
presbyter comes,
or the seasons which the Father has placed in
In Leviticus : "Thou shalt rise up before the
face of the elder, and shalt honour the person
of the presbyter." ,o
86. That a schism must not be made, even
although "he who withdraws should remain in one faith, and in the same tradition,
In Ecclesiasticus, in Solomon : "He that
cleaveth firewood shall be endangered by it if
the iron shall fall off." H Also in Exodus : "In
one house shall it be eaten: ye shall not cast
forth the flesh abroad out of the house." '" Also
in the cxxxi/d Psalm : "Behold how good and
how pleasant a thing it is that brethren should
z Ps.

xxlv.

His own power."

az

9o. That a wife must not depart from her
husband ; or ff she should depart, she
must remain unmarried.
In the first Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians :
,, But to them that are married I command, yet
not I, but the Lord, that the wife should not
be separated from her husband; but if she
should depart, that she remain unmarried or be
reconciled to her husband: and that the husband should not put away his wife." "_
9L That every one is tempted so much as
he is able to bear.
In the first Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians:" No temptation shall take you, except

3, 4+

• John xix. xx.
s z Kings xi. •3.
4 John _ _7.
s lh_nv,xxl..x.
s Lev. xix. z3+

zs Ps. c:zxx_ z.
t4 Matt. zii. 3o.
xs z Cot.i. _o.
z6 P_lzvlli. 6. [SoVuilp_and_Pmbw.]

' I_.x_,. _. [s_ p.s3o,s_,=, _ noram_l_.3
zo,,¢_*_
•_. _. [_
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a.,_'V. ZlLZ._._'o

x*Mau.v.x3.
_ xThm.lv.&
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such is human.
But God is faithful, who will tPaul to the Corinthians:
" Evil communicanot suffer you to be tempted above that ye are tions corrupt good dispositions." '_
able ; but will with the temptation also make a
way to escape, that ye may be able to bear it." '
96. That we must labour not with words, but
with deeds.
92. That not everything is to be done which
In Solomon,
in Ecclesiasticus : "Be not
is lawful,
hasty in thy tongue, and in thy deeds useless
Paul, in the first Epistle to the Corinthians : and remiss." ,s And Paul, in the first to the Cor"All thin_,s are lawful but all thin_,s are not i inthians : "The kingdom of God is not in word,
expedient ..t,all things _re lawful, butS'all things [ but in power." t6 Also to the Romans : "Not
"v
t ",
j the hearers of the law are righteous before God,
edify no.
but the doers of the law shall be justified." ,7
93. That it was foretold that heresies would I Also in the Gospel according to Matthew : "He
arise
who shall do and teach so, shall be called great"
.
Iest in the kingdom of heaven." _8 Also in the
In the....first epistle of Paul to the Corinthians" • _same place
•
: ........
r_very one wno nearem my worns,
" Heresies must needs be, m order that they land doeth them, I will liken him to a wise man
which are approved
may be made manifest twho built his house upon a rock. The rain deamong you." _
scended,
the floods came, the winds blew, and
beat upon that house, and it fell not : for it was
94. That the Eucharist is to be received with founded upon a rock.
And every one who
fear and honour.4
heareth my words, and doeth them not, I will
In Leviticus : "But whatever soul shall eat of liken him to the foolish man, who built his house
the flesh of the sacrifice of salvation, which is the upon the sand.
The rain descended, the floods
Lord's, and his uncleanness is still upon him, that came, the winds blew, and beat upon that house ;
soul shall perish from his people." 3 Also in the and it fell : and its ruin became great." ,9
first to the Corinthians : "Whosoever shall eat the
bread or drink the cup of the Lord unworthily,
97. That we must hasten to faith and to atshall be guilty of the body and blood of the
tainment.
Lord." 6
In Solomon, in Ecclesiasticus : "Delay not to
be converted to God, and do not put off from
95. That we are to live with the good, but to day to day ; for His anger cometh suddenly." 2o
avoid the evil.
In Solomon, in the Proverbs : "Bring not the
impious man into the habitation of the righteous." 7 Also in the same, in Ecclesiasticus :
"Let
righteous
men be thy guests." s And
again : "The faithful friend is a medicine of life
and of immortality." 9 Also in the same place :
"Be thou far from the man who has the power
to slay, and thou shalt not suspect fear." ,o Also
in the same place, : "Blessed is he who findeth
a true friend, and who speaketh righteousness to
the listening ear." " Also in the same place :
"Hedge
thine ears with thorns, and hear not
a wicked tongue." ,2 Also in the seventeenth
Psalm : "With the righteous Thou shalt be justified ; and with the innocent man Thou shalt
be innocent;
and with the froward man Thou
shalt be froward."

z_ Also in the first Epistle of

t t Cor. x. z3.
J x Cor. x. a3,
_' x Cor. xi. z9.
_t
$ _Note,
Lev. vii.notao.to be worshipped, but received.]
6
_
9
xo
tt
t_
t*

x C.or.xi. 27.
Prov.
iS.
Ecclus.axiv.
ix. to.
gcxaus, vi. t6.
Ecclus. ix. x3.
Ecctus. xzw. 9"
Ecclus. ztviii. _4Ps. xv_ aS, a6.

98. That the catechumen ought now no longer
to sin. 2'
In the Epistle of Paul to the Romans : "Let
us do evil until the good things come ; whose
condemnation
is just." 2,
99. That judgment will be according to the
times, either of equity before the law,
or of law after Moses.
Paul to the Romans : "As many as have
sinned without law, shall perish without law ;
and as many as have sinned in the law, shall be
judged also by the law." ,3
xoo. That the grace of God ought to be withoat price.
In the Acts of the Apostles : "Thy money
be in perdition with thyself, because thou hast
14 x Cot. rv. 33.
xs
iv.ao.
a9.
t6 Ecclus.
t C.or. iv.
tz Rom. ii. t 3.
xa
z9 Matt,
Matt. v.
vii.x9.
24-'_7.
_o Ecclus. v. 72t [Converts preparing for baptism, Apostolical Constitutions, and
Bunsen's Hi/_/_lytus, vol. fit. pp. 3--a4.]
z_ Nora. m. 8.
23 gore. iL xa.
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thought that the grace of God is possessed by
io 5 . That they are frequently to be corrected
money." * Also in the Gospel : "Freely
ye
who do wrong in domestic duty.
have received, freely give." 2 Also in the same]
place : "Ye have made my Father's house a I In Solomon : " He who spareth the rod, hathouse of merchandise ; and ye have made the ! eth his son." ,z And again : "Do not cease from
house of prayer a den of thieves." 3 Also in i c°rrecting the child." ,3
Isaiah : "Ye who thirst, go to the water, and as ]
many as have not money : go, and buy, and
io6. That when a wrong is received, patience
•
"4
drink without money.
Also in the Apoca-]
is to be maintained, and vengeance
lvpse : " I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning /
to be left to God.
and the end.
I will give to him that thirsteth
Say not, I will avenge me of mine enemy ; but
from the fountain of the water of life freely. He I wait for the Lord, that He may be thy help." ,4
who shall overcome shall possess these things, Also elsewhere:
"To me belongeth vengeance ;
and their inheritance;
and I will be his God, I will repay, saith the Lord." ,5 Also in Zephaand he shall be my son." 5
niah : "Wait on me, saith the Lord, in the day
of my rising again to witness ; because my judgioi. That the Holy Spirit has frequently ap- ment is to the congregations
of the Gentiles,
peared in fire.
that I may take kings, and pour out upon them
In Exodus : "And the whole of Mount Sinai my anger." ,6
smoked, because God had come down upon it
in fire." 6 Also in the Acts of the Apostles :
_o 7. That we must not use detraction.
"And suddenly there was made a sound from
heaven, as if a vehement blast were borne along,
and it filled the whole of that place in which
they were sitting.
And there appeared to them
cloven tongues as if of fire, which also settled
upon each of them ; and they were all filled
with the Holy Ghost." 7 Also in the sacrifices,
whatsoever
God accounted accepted,
fire descended from heaven, which consumed
what
was sacrificed.
In Exodus : "The angel of the
Lord appeared
in a flame of fire from the
bush." s
io2. That

all good men
hear rebuke.

In Solomon,
proveth
Rebuke

ought

the forty-ninth Psalm : "Thou sattest, and spakest
against the son of,s
thy against
mother thy
thoubrother
placedst; and
a stumbling-block."
Also in the Epistle of Paul to the Colossians : ,9
•
'_ 20
,, To speak ill of no man, nor to be litigious.

io8. That we must not lay snares against our
neighbour.
In Solomon, in the Proverbs : "He who diggeth a pit for his neighbour, himself shall fall
willingly to into it. ''**

in the Proverbs : "He

who re-

a wicked man shall be hated by him.
a wise man, and he will love you." 9

io 3. That we must abstain from much speaking.
In Solomon: "Out of much speaking thou
shalt not escape sin ; but sparing thy lips, thou
shalt be wise." '°

io 9. That the sick are to be visited. 22
In Solomon, in Ecclesiasticus : "Be not slack
to visit the sick man ; for from these things thou
shalt be strengthened
in love." 23 Also in the
Gospel : "I was sick, and ye visited me ; I was
in prison, and ye came unto me." 24
I _o. That tale-bearers

are accursed.

In Ecclesiasticus,
in Solomon : "The
talebearer and the double-tongued
is accursed ; for
he will disturb many who have peace." _s

io 4. That we must not lie.
"Lying

In Solomon, in the Proverbs : "Love not to
detract, lest thou be taken away." ,z Also in

lips are an abomination

to the Lord." H
tz Prov. xilk _4.

x Acts vlll. 2o.
2 Matt. x. 8.
3 Matt. xxi. x3.
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I 15- That

flattery

is pernicious.

acceptable.
In Isaiah : "They who call you blessed, lead
In the same: "The Highest approveth not you into error, and trouble the paths of your
the gifts of the unrighteous.",
feet." ,3
xx_. That those are more severely judged,
xx6. That God is more loved by him who has
who in this world have had more
had many sins forgiven in baptism.
power.
In the Gospel according to Luke : "To whom
In Solomon : "The hardest judgment shall be much is forgiven, he loveth much ; and to whom
made on those who govern. For to a mean man little is forgiven, the same loveth little." x4
mercy is granted ; but the powerful shall suffer
•
.
D_3
torments mlghtaly.
Also in the second Psalm
xx7- That there is a strong conflict to be
"And now, ye kings, understand ; be amended
waged against the devil, and that
ye who judge the earth." 3
therefore we ought to stand bravely,
that we may be able to conquer.
zx3. That the widow and orphans ought to be
In the Epistle of Paul to the Ephesiaus:
protected.
"Our wrestle is not against flesh and blood, but
In Solomon : "Be merciful to the orphans as against the powers and princes of this world, and
a father, and as a husband to their mother ; and of this darkness ; against the spiritualthings of
thou shalt be the son of the Highest if thou wickedness in the heavenly places. Because
shalt obey." 4 Also in Exodus : "Ye shall not of this, put on the whole armour of God, that ye
afflict any widow and orphan. But ff ye afflict may be able to resist in the most evil day ; that
them, and they cry out and call unto me, I will when ye have accomplished all, ye may stand,
hear their cryings, and will be angry in mind having your loins girt in the truth of the Gospel,
against you ; and I will destroy you with the putting on the breastplate of righteousness, and
sword, and your wives shall be widows, and your having your feet shod with the preparation of
children orphans." s Also in Isaiah : "Judge for the Gospel of peace ; in all things taking the
the fatherless, and justify the widow ; and come shield of faith, in which ye may extinguish all
let us reason, saith the Lord." 6 Also in Job : "I the fiery darts of the most wicked one ; and
have preserved the poor man from the hand of take the helmet of salvation, and the sword of
the mighty, and I have helped the fatherless, the Spirit, which is the word of God." ,s
who had no helper: the mouth of the widow
hath blessed me."7 Also in the sixty-seventh
xIS. Also of Antichrist, that he will come as
Psalm: "The Father of the orphans, and the
a man.
Judge of the widows." s
In Isaiah: "This is the man who arouseth
the earth, who disturbeth kings, who maketh the
xx4. That one ought to make confession while whole earth a desert." ,6
he is in the flesh.
In the fifth Psalm : "But in the grave who will
xx9. That the yoke, of the law was heavy,
confess unto Thee?"9 Also in the twenty-ninth
which is cast off by us, and that the
Psalm : "Shall the dust make confession to
Lord's yoke is easy, which is taken up
Thee ?" '° Also elsewhere that confession is to
by us.
be made : "I would rather have the repentance
In the second Psalm : "Wherefore have the
of the sinner than his death..... Also in Jeremlah : "Thus saith the Lord, Shall not he that heathen been in tumult, and the peoples meditated vain things ? The kings of the earth have
falleth
arise? or _s
shall not he that is turned away stood up, and their princes have been gathered
be
converted?"
together against the Lord, and against His Christ.
Let us break their bonds asunder, and cast away
_.
zr_ivxg.
from us their yoke." ,7 Also in the Gospel acst W'mdvl.
6.
s 1,,.it ,o.
cording to Matthew : "Come unto me, ye who
4s gcdua,
iv. zo.
labour and are burdened, and I will make you
gz. amigaa,-a4.
* I,. ; zT,xs.
to rest. Take my yoke upon you. and learn of
s'Jobzx:ix,xs,z3.
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me: forI am meekand lowly cfheart, z and ye
xao. That we are to be urgent in prayers.
shall find rest for your souls. For my yoke is
good, and my burden is light.''a Also in the
In the Epistle of Paul to the Colossians : "Be
Acts of the Apostles : "It seemed
in prayer,
4 Lord
Also
• good to the !instant
in the first
Psalm : and
"But watch
in the therein."
law of the
Holy Ghost, and to us, to impose upon you no
other burden than those things which are of is his will, and in His law will he meditate day
necessity, that you should abstain from idols- and night." s
tries, from shedding of blood, and from fornication. And whatsoever you would not to be
_ Ps.
CoL
iv.LTheOxfo_litton_a_iuues: '_I.a'kewi_inSolomm:
La.
doneuntoyou,do not to others." s
•_
uot_forthe_p._3
e_m_ ¢_th_Lord
_,er,ud ab_t_h
d_y not_mto
to
Nstlacd;
for_'" death
[Ina
_y whentheee were kw Bibles,andno printed books,no co.too_mces,aud no publld_ _
o_ t_sort, _etk'cto_ the vllue
ot"this treatise to a yomugbqdi_, and omthelabourot"his
in mo_ingit.]
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ELUCIDATIONS.
L
(On the unity of the Church, p. 4zl.)

Tern epistles have already been elucidated as the best exposition of this treatise. Little need
be added. But, to illustrate the bearings of this treatise upon the history of Christian unity, we
need only refer to the manner in which the subject was treated as soon as the papacy was created
by Nicholas I. Thus, he astounded the Greeks by his consummate audacity (a.v. 86o) in the
matter of the disputed succession in Constantinople.'
"It/_ o_r val," he says, '"that Ignatius
should appear before our envoys," etc. He dechres it the rule of the Fathers, that, "without the
consent of the Roman See and the Roman pontiff, nothing should be decided." Also, he _,
"The Creator of all things has established the Princedom of the Divine Power, which He granted
to His chosen apostles. He has firmly established it on the firm faith of the Prince of the
dipostles,-- that is to say, Peter, -- to whom he pre-eminently granted the first See," etc. He was
now speaking on the strength of the forged Decretals, to which he appeals, and which he succeeded
in making law for the West. He thus created the lasting schism with the Easterns, who had
never heard the like before his time.
Obviously, therefore, had Cyprian entertained such ideas, his treatise could never have been
written; for it is a masterly exposition of a curious point, viz., the fact that (z) the Apostle Peter
received the first grant alone, and yet (_) all the apostles received precisely the same; while (z)
Peter had thus a primacy of honour, but (2) in no respect any power or authority over his brethren. On these admitted facts he constructs his theory of unity, expounding by it the actual state
of the Church's constitution. Peter's memory he honours, but without any less reverence for
all the apostolic Sees, which over and over again he maintains to be of equal authority and sanctity.
That the Church was founded on Stephen any more than on the Bishop of Carthage, he never
imagines; for it is one thing to allow that a bishop has succeeded an apostle at the place of his
last labours, and quite another to assume that therefore such a bishop is virtually the apostle
himself. Yet this assumption is the ground of all Roman doctrine on this point.,
Had such been Cyprian's idea, his Trea_e o_ Unity must have proceeded thus: (z) "Our
Lord said to Peter only, I will give unto thee the keys; (s) to the mt of the apostles He gave
only an inferior and subject authority; (3) to the successor of Peter, therefore, at Rome, all other
z 1_ the L_.mmoum_ aide, ¢ommk t]_ H/_m'_ d¢ P_,
• "Whaum_badd

ia ¢¢mmmladoad $_ l_r/u_
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bishops and churches must be subject ; for (4) in this subjection the law of unity consists ; and
(5) if even all the other apostles were alive to this day, they would be subject to Stephen, as
Prince of the Apostles, or would be rebels against Christ."
Compare this treatise of Cyprian, then, with any authorized treatise on the subject proceeding
from modern Rome, and it will be seen that the two systems are irreconcilable. Thus, in few
words, says the Confession z of Pius IV. : "I acknowledge the Holy Catholic Apostolic Roman
Church for the mother and mistress of all churches ; and I promise true obedience to the Bishop
of Rome, successor to St. Peter, Prince of the Apostles, and Vicar of Jesus Christ." This is the
voice of Italy in the ninth century ; but Cyprian speaks for(Ecumenical Christendom in the third,
and the two systems are as contrary as darkness and light.
II.
(Falsifyingof the text,p. 4zz.)
Cyprian is often innocently quoted by Romanist controvertists against the very principles of
Cyprian himself, of his life and his writings. This is due to the fact that they have in their hands
vitiated and interpolated copies. Thus, take a famous passage as follows :
CYPRL4_.

INTEI_

x_OLATED.

Loquitur Dominus ad Petrum, Ego tibi dico
(_)Et iterum eidem, post resurrectionem suam
Tu es Petrus, etc.(')
dicit, Paste oves meas.
Super unum (b) _dificat ecclesiam.
(b)Super ilium unum . . . et illi pascendas
mandat oves suas.
Hoe erant utique et cmteri apostoli quod fuit
Petrus, qui consortio prmditi et honoris et potestatis, sed exordium ab unitate proficisitur,(c)
ut (a) Christi ecclesia (c) una monstretur.(0

{c)Et primatus Petro datur.
(d)Una.
(c)Et cathedra.
(0 Et pastores sunt omnes et grex unus ostenditur, qui ab apostolis omnibus, unanimi consensione pascatur, etc.
Qui Ecclesim resistitur et resistit,(g) in ecclesia
(g)Qui cathedram Petri, super quem fundata
se esse confidit?
est ecclesia deserit, etc.
This is but a specimen of the way in which Cyprian has been "doctored," in order to bring
him into a shape capable of being misinterpreted. But you will say where is the proof of such
interpolations?
The greatly celebrated Benedictine edition reads as the interpolated column
does, and who would not credit Baluzius? Now note, Baluzius rejected these interpolations and
others ; but, dying (A.D. XTx8) with his work unfinished, the completion of the task was assigned
to a nameless monk, who confesses that he corrupted the work of Baluzius, or rather glories in
the exploit.* "Nay, further," he says, "it was necessary to alter not a few things in the notes of
Baltmius ; and more would have been altered if it could have t_een done cdnvenien@." Yet the
edition came forth, and passes as the genuine work of the erudite Baluzius himself.
An edition of this treatise, with valuable annotations, appeared (A.D. x852) from the press of
Burlington, N.J., under the very creditable editorship of Professor Hyde, who was soon after
called to depart this life. It exhibits the interpolations, and gives a useful catalogue of codices
and of editions. Though its typographical execution is imperfect, I know not where so much
condensed information on the subject is to be had at so little cost.s I am grateful for the real
advantage I derived from it on its first appearance.
i Buzi_a,
./.,_,r.rjg.om
R_, p.4:_7.
era,,_mxwa_Cumaw
M.¥.K?I_M.A.,_r..,B_,
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III.
(If ye do not forgive, etc, p. 454-)

The Jewish liturgies contained the petitions of the Lord's Prayer essentially; but our divine
Lord framed this comprehensive and sublime compend, and gave it to His children for ever, with
His own seal upon it in the exceptional petition which imparts to it the impress of His own cross
and passion. In the Gospel of St. Matthew * we find our Master commenting on the fifth petition in a very striking manner, as if it were the essence of the whole prayer ; and, indeed, it is so,
regarded as its evangelical feature, i.e., something added to the law m the spirit of the Atonement.
As such, it surprised the apostles ; and He who knew thek thoughts instantly anticipated their
inquiries : "For if ye forgive men," etc.
From the criticism of a very able editorial hand, 2 I feel it a privilege to insert the following
valuable comments :
"The petitions of the Lord's Prayer, as is well known, are to be found for the most part in the Talmud
and Jewish liturgies.
In the latter we have frequently the phrases, ' our Father, our King,' ' our Father, Father
o( mercies,' and ' our Father that art in heaven.'
The third petition in the Shemont esre is, ' Let us hallow
the Name in the world as it is hallowed in the high heaven.
We will hallow Thee, and Thy praise, O God,
shall not leave our mouth for ever and ever ; since Thou, O God, art a great and holy King. Praised be Thou,
O Lord, thou holy God. Thou art holy, and Thy name is holy, and holy men praise Thee everlastingly every
day.' The ineffable name of God represented
all His attributes, and is consequently frequently substituted for
Him. The end of the first petition in the Kaddish prayer runs thus : ' May He extend His kingdom in your days,
and in those of the whole house of Israel very soon.' In Berakhoth (z 9 b) we have, ' What is a short prayer ?
Rabbi Eliezer said, "Thy will be done in heaven, and peace of heart be unto those who fear Thee on earth."'
The same tract gives another prayer : ' The needs of Thy people Israel are many, but its discernment is small.
Do Thou, O everlasting One, our God, give to each man what he needs for his support, and what his body wants;
but do what seemeth Thee good.'
In the Mekhllta we read that Rabbi Ellezer of Modin, near Jerusalem, said :
' Whosoever has enough for the day to eat, and says, What shall I eat to-morrow ? is of little faith.'
This passage seems to illustrate the meaning of the Greek _mo_o_ov. The third petition in the SAemone tart runs" "Forgive u_ O our Father, for we have sinned ; forgive us, O our King, for we have transgressed : since Thou art
He that forgiveth and pardoneth.'
In reference to this the Midrash Shemoth (par. 3I) states, 'There is no creature who does not owe thanks to the Lord; but He is pitiful and long-suffering, and remitteth old debts.'
The
daily morning prayer of the Jews contains this petition : ' Lead us not into the power of sin, of transgression and
crime, of temptation and shame. Let not passion have dominion over us, and keep us far from wicked men and
evil company.'
In one of the prayers composed in Aramaic for the rabbis and leading men of the Jewish community, the passage occurs, ' Defend and deliver them from all evil, and from all evil hap,' which may be compared with the petition, 'Deliver us from ewl.'
The Doxology at the end of the Lord's Prayer has equally
Jewish parallels.
Thus, one of the daily evening prayers concludes with the words, ' For Thine is the kingdom ; '
i.e., God alone is ruler of the world.
The words ' the power and the glory' seem to come from I Chron. xxix. xl,
which is quoted in the Talmud ; and the Mishna Berakhoth (ix. 5) states, ' In the temple all blessings did not end
with "Amen," but with the words "for ever and ever."'
When the heretics multiplied, however, there was only
one world ; so the concluding formula became ' from everlasting to everlasting.'"

IV.

(Lift up your hearts, p. 455.)

It is demonstrated by Sir William Palmer that the Sursu_ Carda is of a date to which _o
history runneth contrary, and is to be found in all the primitive liturgies of whatever family.
For a very early example of its use, I must refer to the Alexandrian liturgy cited by Bunsen; s
and, in short, I beg to refer the reader to all the resources of the fourth volume of his/-_)_o_.
Little as I can approve of the magisterial air with which Dr. Bunsen undertakes to decide all
z Cap. ,,i. z(.

• .,Y,_u=Y,.'k l.J.cg,r._,
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questions, and little as I sympathize with his abnormal religion, which seems to coincide with
that of no existing church or sect in the world, I feel grateful for his industry in collecting
materials, and am always interested in the ingenuity with which he works them into his theories.
Although he possesses some touchstone unknown to the rest of mankind, by which he reaches
and utters pontifical decisions as to what is genuine and what is corrupt, I must record my doubts
as to runny of his facts, and my dissent from most of his inferences. But, unwilling to refer to
Anglican authorities on points so much disputed, I cordially turn to the learned Chevalier, and
to the treasures he has collected. See the Greek forms on p. 335 of his fourth volume, followed
by the preface on p. 336, and the Tersanctas on p. 337 : °A7'o_,_7to_, _y_r,, _
_/_d_ r..vJU

V.
(To pray and give thanks, p. 457-)

Here comes into view that reference of the apostle ' to the usages of the primitive assemblies :
"How shall he that occupieth the room of the unlearned say Amen at thy giving of thanks."
Though Cyprian omits the final .4men from his express commentary, it is to be noted that our
Lord makes it virtually part of this prayer, by His precept (St. John xvi. 23, 24), to ask in His
name. Now, He makes this word 2,/men one of His own names" in the Apocalypse ; throwing
back a new character upon His frequent use of it, especially in St. John's Gospel, and giving it as
a sort of appropriation of z Cor. i. _o, when He calls Himself "The Amen, the faithful and true
Witness."He thusmakesitinfinitely
deartoChristians.3
As intheJewishusages/with
which
thedisciples
werefamiliar,
itwasa matterof course,
we may suppose
theyaddedA_
inrecitingthis
prayer,
butnotwiththeir
subsequent
knowledgethatitimplies
themerits,
andclaimsthe
mediation,
of theGreatIntercessor.
Rev.v.8,viii.
3,4 ; St.Johnxvii.
8.
Tertullian
srefers
totheresponsive
"Ilallelujah"
as"enriched
prayer,"
and theAmen ummlly
accompaniedthis
ejaculation.
VI.
(Its failing estate, p.458.)

Hippolytus 6 foresaw the democratic age into which the feudal era of iron should pass, corroding in the toes by contact with the m/ry clay of the despised_bs, "the seed of men." No
lasting strength was to be imparted to imperialism by the _/_Msci_ (Dan. ii. 43) ; and the prophet
might almost be supposed to have the epoch of dynami_ in his sight, as be speaks of the unwillingness of the people to cleave to the effete system of empire. Now, then, if "the fa_ing
estate" of the world was apparent in the days of Philip and Decius, how much more in our own 1
Sixteen human lives span the gulf of time between us and them, for we have many centenarians
among us ; and with the Lord "a thousand years are as one day." Compare z Pet. iti. 9- And,
putting such Scriptures together, is it not clear that "the last time" (i.e., the last of the seven
times of the Gentiles) is drawing to its close ? The three and a _a_ times of Daniel extend to
the convulsive epoch of Mohammed ; the second moiety (of the seven) to our own age. See
Faber, Sacred Calendar/vol. i. cap. iii. pp. 308, 3o9, etc.
,,m

z x C.or.zlv. z6.
s Rev.ill. t4.
s Note a strlki_ mmof it, ss a nat_ cffC_.i_ by Commodln, Ttl. iv. 43,p. sit.
4 Num. v._; lX..u_mrrll, xS; t Kiwi.#;
xCbroa.xvi. #; J_. n_il. 6_ intlm l_lu#tm_.
s VoLiiL ¢tp. mtvli._ 69o, thls_m.
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VII.
(Peter, upon whom, etc., p. 486.)
I.atunoi, the eminent Gallican, found but seventeen of the Fathers and Doctors

of the Church

(among whom he reckons "Fathers " down to the twelfth century) who understand SL Peter to
be "the rock," and he cites forty of the contrary opinion, z Yet of the "seventeen,"
most of
them speak only rhetorically, and with justifiable freedom.
I have often done the same myself,
on the principle which the same apostle applies to a// Christians : "Ye also as lively stones, ''z etc.
But it is quite noteworthy that the Council of Trent itself momentarily adopts the prevailing
patristic and therefore the Catholic interpretation, speaking of the Nicene Creed:s "In quo
omnes qui fidem Christi profitentur necessario conveniunt, ac j_ndamentum
firmum et unicum,
contra quod porta_ inferi nunquam prmvalebunt (Matt. xvi. x8)."
Thus, tkefaitA of Peter is confessed the only foundation, in a direct exposition of the text so often quoted with another intent.
In spite of all this, the Creed of Pins IV. was enjoined as soon as that council closed ; and every
member of the late Vatican Council was made to profess the same verbally before any other
business was undertaken.
Now, even this spurious creed forced them to swear concerning the
Holy Scriptures," I will never take and interpret them otherwise than according to the unanimous
consent of the Fathers."
Obviously, according to this rule, there is no Catholic doctrine on the
subject ; much less any Catholic teaching to the effect that the modern bishops of Rome are
"the rock," as really as St. Peter himself.
VIII.
(The Eucharist carried in it, p. 488.)
The modern usage of the Latin churches is for the priest to put the wafer into the communi:ant's mouth, an ordinance dating no farther back than A.D. 88o. A new doctrine having been
forged, and faith in the cot
presence of Christ being forced upon the conscience, a change
of ceremonial followed, which indicates the novelty of the idea. Contrast the teaching of St.
Cyril of Jerusalem/informing
his catechumens how they should receive, as follows :-"Approaching,
therefore, come not with thy wrists extended, or thy fingers open ; but make
thy left hand a sort of cushion for thy right, which is about to receive the King. And having
hollowed thy palm, receive the Body of Christ, saying after it, .dmen."
"Nat discerning the
Lord's body," etc., is the language of Scripture ; but, had the apostles taught transubstantiation,
this could not be said, for everybody can discern the host when it is uplifted. The Lord's Body
is therefore discerned by f_H,
and so taken and received.

IX.
(Which should be greatest, p. 493.)
How differently our Lord must have settled this inquiry had He given the supremacy to one
of the Apostles, or had He designed the supremacy of any single pastor to be perpetual in His
Church I "Who should be greatest?"
ask this question of any Romanist theologian, and he
answers, in the words of the Creed of Plus IV., "the Bishop of Rome, successor to St. Peter,
Prince of the Apostles, and Vicar of Christ." But why was no such answer given by our Lord?
And why does St. Peter know nothing of it when he says, "The elders who are among you I
s_
a_
4 A.D._

p. z43,ed.NewYo_,.
ps_i_ S._ae, wbereCetAask Oaeverywzfda_

tosllb_Ik'v¢_ F,d.T_,
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exhort, who am also an elder . . . feed the flock of God, taking the oversight . . . not as being
lords over God's heritage," etc. So also in the Council of Jerusalem, how humbly he sits under
the presidency of James,' and again how cheerfully he permits the apostles to send him forth, and
"give him mission" to Samaria ! _ St. Paul, moreover, who was "not a whir behind the chiefest
of the Apostles," 3 overrules him, and reforms his judgment.(
If I have forborne in these notes to refer frequently to the Treatise of Bishop Sage, who often
elucidates our author in a very learned manner, it is because he is almost wholly a controvertist,
and therefore not to my purpose in this work. For his Cy_rian,s however, I entertain a sincere
respect ; and, as it might seem otherwise should I omit all reference to that work, I place its title
in the footnote. Profoundly do I feel what another Scottish Doctor 6 has beautifully said, "It is a
loss, even to those that oppose errors and divisions, that they are forced to be busied that way."

X.

(From the slender twig, my son, thou hast ascended,

p. 5t3.J

The text of Cyprian7 is: "Catulus leonis Juda, de frun'c¢ fill mi ascendisti, recubans obdormisti velut leo, et velut eatulus leonis." Now, with this compare the comment of Calmer,
citing the Septuagint (_K _8_._o'ro_
= eKermine), and rendering by metaphrase, "e medio _lantarum, sive herbarum germinantium, ascendisti."
Here, then, we ha_,e the idea precisely equivalent to Jer. xlix. 19 : "Ecce fuasi leo ascendet
de superbia Jordanis." The lion is"recumbent among the sprouting twigs (fru_'ce, or foliage)
of the Jordan's banks in the springtime. The swelling of the river, which the melting of snows
from Lebanon causes to overflow, rouses the reposing creature ; and he goes up into the mountains. But Cyprian had in hand the old African,8 which seems to follow the LXX., and St.
Jerome's Vulgate did not; and this wordfrun'ce animates Cyprian's poetic genius. Its springtide imagery corresponding with Easter,9he reads into it allthe New Testament fulfilment: "Thou
layedst down and sleepedst as a lion, and as a lion's whelp_but, from the skaon'ng of the first
verdure in s/nng, tkau /_ast Kone u on Mgh _ thou hast ascended."
"Quis excitabit ilium"
is separated from this in the Paris text, and in the Septuagint, which the Old Latin followed,
and so I have pointed it, though the Edinburgh reads : "and as a lion's whelp ; who shall stir
him up?"
XI.
(Third Book . . . religious teaching of our school, p. 528.)

Quirinus, Cyprian's "son" in the Gospel, seems to me to have been a catechumen of the
eami_eten/class, i.e., preparing for baptism at Easter; or possibly of the higher sort, preparing for
the first communion. Many tokens lead me to surmise that he may have been of Jewish birth ;
and, if so, he was probably baptized QuiHnus after St. Luke it. 2, as St. Paul borrowed his Roman
name from Sergius Paulus.'° The use of the word see/a, here rendered "school," suggests to me
that the Vulgate got it (and so our English version) out of the old African Latin in Acts xxviii, u2.
t Acts xv. t3.
s Acts

viii.

x4.

s Set Barrow,

F,ear_,
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If Quirinus was a Hebrew, there is a playful irony in Cyprian's use of the word in expounding
the pure morality of "the sect" everywhere spoken against.
Origen's treatise Against Celsus shows how cunningly the adversaries of the Gospel could
assume a Jewish position agmnst it ;* and the first two books of that work are designed to establish
a perfect harmony between the Old Testament and the New, proving Christ to be the substance
and sum of both. Cyprian may have foreseen the perils menacing the Church from the school
of Plotinus, already rising, and which soon sent forth the venomous Porphyry. He was but a
presbyter when he wrote this excellent defence of the fatth; and his earnest pastoral care for his
pupil is shown by his addition of a third hook, entirely practical. The eatechetical system of
St. Luke's day _ had become a developed feature of the Church (St. Cyril's lectures in the succeeding century show how it was further expanded), and it also illustrates the purity of her moral
teaching. Our author harmonizes faith and works, and presents her simple scriptural precepts in
marked contrast with the putrid casuistry 3 which Pascal exposes, and which grew up in the West
with the enforcement of auricular confession by Innocent III., A.D.IzI 5. The theory of transubstantiation was also made a dogma at the same time, and operated, with the other, to the total
extinguishment of the primitive discipline and worship. The withholding of the chalice in the
Holy Communion followed, A.D. I415.
XII.
(Goodworksand mercy,p. 5z8.)
Clement was able to remind the heathen, half a century before/that Christ had "alread.T
made the universe an ocean of blessings." Here we have the moral canons of Christianity reflecting the Light of the World, and they show us how practically it operated. As I have noted, the
first Christian hospital was founded (A.D.35o) by Ephraem Syrus. His example was followed by
St. Basil, who also founded another for lepers. The founding of hostels as refuges for travellers
was an institution of the Nicene period. "In the time of Chrysostom," says one not too well
-disposed towards the Gospel/ "the church of Antioch supported three thousand widows and
virgins, besides strangers and sick. Legacies for the poor became common; and it was not infrequent for men and women who desired to live a life of especial sanctity, and especially for priests
who attained the episcopacy, as a first act, to bestow their properties in charity. A Christian, it
_ras maintained, should devote at least one-tenth of his profits to the poor. A priest named
Thalasius collected bhnd beggars in an asylum on the banks of the Euphrates. A merchant
named Apollinus founded on Mount Nitria a gratuitous dispensary."
So here our author's canons enforce (I) works of mercy ; (z) almsdeeds ; (3) brotherly love ;
(4) mutual support; (5) forgiveness of injuries; (6) the example of Christ's holy living; (7)
forbearance; (8) suppression of idle talk; (9) love of enemies; (io) abhorrence of usury, (ii)
and avarice, (tz) and carnal impurity: also, (t3) obedience to parents; (I4) parental love ;
(tS) consideration of servants; (I6) respect for the aged; (I7) moderation, even in use of
things lawful; (zS) control of the tongue; (i9) abstinence from detraction; (_o) to visit the
sick; (2i) care of widows and orphans; (z2) not to flatter; (z3) to bractise the Golden Rule;
and (24) to abstain from bloodshed. In short, we have here the outgrowth of the Sermon on
the Mount, and of St. Paul's epitome, "Whatsoever things are true," etc.6
t Vol.iv.p.46_.
2 Lukei.4. Greek.
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XIII.
(In the _rteenth Psalm,p. _)

The note says that the Oxford edition gives it as the fourleent_, while in our English Bibles
it is the fife, ate. As 1 find that some of the readers of these works are puzzled by such confusions, I note retrosf_ec_'oely,as well as for future reference, the origin of such apparent blunders.
t. Our English version follows the Hebrew numbering, which is reputed the most accurate.
By that a psalm is cited in the New Testament as if the numbering itself were important, and the
product of inspired wisdom.'
a. But the Greek Psalter differs from the Hebrew ; Psalms ix. and x. being made into one,
as confessedly their material suggests. The Seventy joined also PsAlm_CXiV.and cxv. But they
divided Psalm cxvi., and also Psalm cxlvii.
3- The Vulgate Latin foUows the LXX. ; and our Ante-Nicene Fathers usually quote the
Septuagint, or else the Old Latin, by which the Vulgate was probably governed. In the Vulgate,
also, the Hebrew prefaces are otten numbered as if they were verses, which is another source of
confusion.
4. By the fusion of Psalms ix. and x., our Psalm xv. becomes the xiv., and so the Vulgate gives
it ; and the Oxford translators follow that.
5. But our text says "Psalm xiii.," and for this it is not easy to account. The Oxford editors
regard it as a mere corruption of the text, and change it accordingly.
t Acre x_ 33.
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THE JUDGMENT OF EIGHTY-SEVEN BISHOPS sanctified by the baptism of the Church. MoreON THE BAPTISM OF HERETICS.
over, another letter of Jubaianus has also been
PROO_MIUM._WHEN STEPHEN,BISHOPOF ROME, read to you, wherein, replying, in accordance
HAD BY HIS LETTERSCONDEMNED.THE DE- with his sincere and religions devotion, to my
CREESOF THE AFRICANCOUNCILON THE RAP- letter, he not only acquiesced in what I had
OF HERm'[CS,C_PRLO_LOST NO TIME IN said, but, confessing that he had been instructed
HOLDING
ANOTHERCOUNCILAT CARTHAGE
WITH thereby, he returned thanks for it. It remains,
A GREATER NUMBER OF BISHOPS. HAVING thatupon thissame mattereach of us should
THEREFORE SUa_MONZD FZQWrV-SEVF__
BISHOPSbring forwardwhat wc think,judgingno man,
FROM aFRICA,NUma)La,AND _vRrrAma, WHO norrejecting
any one from therightof communASSEMB_D aT CARTHAOE IN THE _LENDS OF ion,ifhc shouldthinkdifferently
from us. For
SEFrF-.MBER,
A.D. 258, THIS THIRD COUNCILON neither
doesany ofus sethimselfup as a bishop
THE SAMEMATTEROF BAPTISM
WASTHENCELE-!Of bishops, s nor by tyrannical terror does any
SEATED; AT THE BF_n_m_G OF WHICH,aFTERIcompel his colleague to the necessity of obediTHE Lzrrm_s ON EITHERSInE HAD BEES READ, ence ; since every bishop, according to the allowcYpziAs, BY L_PUCATION,CO_U)Zm_STHE AS- ance of his liberty and power, has his own
_ON

OF STZPHV_.=

WHEN, in the kalends of September, a great
many bishops from the provinces of Africa, Numidia, and Mauritania, had met together at
Carthage, together with the presbyters and deacons, and a cousidemblc part of the congregafion who were also present ; and when the letter
of Jubaianus written to Cyprian had been read,
as also the reply of Cyprian to Jubaianus, about
baptizing heretics, and what the same Jubaianus
had subsequently rejoined to Cyp_an,_Cypfian
said : You have heard, my dearly beloved colleagues, what Jubaianus our co-bishop has written
to me, taking counsel of my poor intelligence
concerning the unlawful and profane baptism of
heretics, as well as what I wrote in answer to
him, decreeing, to wit, what we have once and
again and frequently determined, that heretics
who come to the Church must be baptized and

proper right
of judgment,
andhimself
can nocan
more
be
judged
by another
than he
judge
another?
But let us all wait for the judgment
of our Lord Jesus Christ, who is the only one
that has the power both of preferring us in the
government of His Church, and of judging us
in our conduct there.
C_ecilius of Bilta s said : I know only one haptism in the Church, and none out of the Church.
This one will be here, where there is the true
hope and the certain faith.
For thus it is
written : "One faith, one hope, one baptism ;" 0
not among heretics, where there is no hope, and
the faith is false, where all things are carried on
by lying; where a demoniac exorcises; where
one _ whose mouth and words send forth a canlee r puts the sacramental interrogation; s the
faithless gives faith ; the wicked bestows pardon
of sins ; and Antichrist baptizes in the name of
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Christ; he who is cursed of God blesses ; he and dry, and a land destined for thirst ; moreover,
who is dead promises life ; he who is unpeaceful he gathereth together fruitless things in his
gives peace ; the blasphemer calls upon God hands." 6 And again: "Abstain from strange
the profane person administers the office of the water, and from the fountain of another do not
priesthood ; the sacrilegious person establishes drink, that you may live a long time ; also that
an altar. In addition to all these things, there the years of life may be added to thee." 7 And
is also this evil, that the priests of the devil dare in the Gospel our Lord Jesus Christ spoke with
to celebrate the Euchamt ; or else let those who His divine voice, saying, "Except a man be
stand by them say that all these things concern- born again of water and the Spirit, he cannot
ing heretics are false. Behold to what'kind of enter the kingdom of God. ''s This is the Spirit
things the Church is compelled, to consent, and which from the beginning was borne over the
is constrained without baptism, without pardon waters ; for neither can the Spirit operate withof sins, to hold communion. And this thing, out the water, nor the water w_thout the Spirit.
brethren, we ought to flee from and avoid, and Certain people therefore interpret for themselves
to separate ourselves from so great a wickedness, ill, when they say that by imposition of the hand
and to hold one baptism, which is granted by the they receive the Holy Ghost, and are thus reLord to the Church alone,
ceived, when it is manifest that they ought to be
Primus of Misgirpa" said : I decide, that every ! born again in the Catholic Church by both sacman who comes to us from heresy must be tip- raments. Then indeed they will be able to be
tized. For in vain does he think that he has sons of God, as says the apostle : "Taking care
been baptized there, seeing that there is no lip- to keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond of
tism save the one and true baptism in the Church ; peace. There is one body, and one Spirit, as ye
because not only is God one, but the faith is one, have been called in one hope of your calling ;
and the Church is one, wherein stands the one one Lord, one faith, one baptism, one God."9
baptism, and holiness, and the rest. For what- All these things speaks the Catholic Church2 °
ever is done without, has no effect of salvation. And again, in the Gospel the Lord says : "That
Polycarp from Adrumetum _ said : They who which is born of the flesh is flesh, and that which
approve the baptism of heretics make void our is born of the Spirit is spirit ; because God is a
baptism.
Spirit, and he is born of God.""
Therefore,
Novatus of Thamugada 4 said : Although we whatsoever things all heretics and schismatics do
know that all the Scriptures give witness concern- are carnal, as the apostle says : "For the works
ing the saving baptism, still we ought to declare of the flesh are manifest, which are, fornications,
our faith, that heretics and schismatics who come uncleannesses, incest, idolatries, witchcrafts, hato the Church, and appear to have been falsely treds, contentions, jealousy, anger, divisions, herebaptized, ought to be baptized in the everlasting sies, and the like to these ; concerning which I
fountain ; and therefore, according to the tes- have told you before, as I also foretell you now,
timony of the Scriptures, and according to the that
whoever do such
things shall not inherit the
•
_, 12
decree of our colleagues, men of most holy jkmgdom of God.
And thus the apostle conmemory, that all schismatics and heretics who demns, with all the wicked, those also who cause
are converted to the Church must be baptized ; division, that is, schismatics and heretics. Unless
and moreover, that those who appeared to have therefore they receive saving baptism in the
been ordained must be received among lay Catholic Church, which is one, they cannot be
people,
saved, but will be condemned with the carnal in
Nemesianus of Thubun_e s said : That the lip- the judgment of the Lord Christ.
tism which heretics and sehismatics bestow is not
Januarius of Lambesis ,_ said : According to the
the true one, is everywhere declared in the Holy authority _ of the Holy Scriptures, I decree that
Scriptures, since their very leading men are false all heretics must be baptized, and so admitted
Christs and false prophets, as the Lord says by into the holy Church.
Solomon : "He who trusteth in that which is
Lucius of Castra Galbm's said : Since the Lord
false, he feedeth the winds; and the very same, in His Gospel said, "Ye are the salt of the earth :
moreover, followeth the flight of birds. For but if the salt should have lost its savour, wherehe forsaketh the ways of his own vineyard, he with shall it be salted? It is thenceforth good
has wandered from the paths of his own little
field. But he walketh through pathless places,
6 Prov.
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for nothing, but to be cast out of doors, and to
be trodden under foot of men. ''_ And again,
after His resurrection, sending His apostles, He
gave them charge, saying, "All power is given
unto me, in heaven and in earth. Go and teach
all nations, baptizing them in the name of the
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost. ''s
Since, therefore, it is manifest that heretics-that is, the enemies of Christ m have not the
sound confession of the sacrament ; moreover,
that schismatics cannot season others with spiritual wisdom, since they themselves, by departing
from the Church, which is one, having lost the
savour, have become contrary to it, m let it be
done as it is written, "The house of those that
are contrary to the law owes a cleansing." s And
it is a consequence that those who, having been
baptized by people who are contrary to the
Church, are polluted, must first be cleansed, and
then at length be baptized.
Crescens of Cirta 4 said : In such an assembly
of most holy fellow-priests, as the letters of our
most beloved Cyprian to Jubaianus and also to
Stephen have been read, containing in them so
much of the holy testimonies which descend
from the divinely made Scriptures, that with
reason we ought, all being made one by the
grace of God, to consent to them ; I judge that
all heretics and schismatics who wish to come
to the Catholic Church, shall not be allowed to
enter without they have first been exorcised and
baptized ; with the exception of those indeed
who may previously have been baptized in the
Catholic Church, and these in such a way that
they may be reconciled to the penitence of the
Church by the imposition of hands,
Nicomedes of Segerm_e s said : My opinion is
this, that heretics coming to the Church should
be baptized, for the reason that among sinners
without they can obtain no remission of sins.
Munnulus 6 of Girba 7 said : The truth of our
Mother s the Catholic Church, brethren, hath
always remained and still remains with us, and
even especially in the Trinity of baptism, as our
Lord says, "Go ye and baptize the nations, in
the name of the Father, of the Son, and of the
Holy Spirit." 9 Since, then, we manifestly know
that heretics have not either Father, or Son, or
Holy Spirit, they ought, when they come to the
Church our Mother, truly to be born again and
to be baptized ; that the cancer which they had,
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and the anger of damnation, and the witchery
of error, may be sanctified by the holy and
heavenly laver.
Secundinus of Cedias zo said : Since our I._rd
Christ says, "He who is not with me is against
me ; .... an_ John the apostle calls those who
depart from the Church Antichrists-undoubtedly enemies of Christ--any
such'as are called
Antichrists cannot minister the grace of saving
baptism.
And therefore I think that those who
flee from the snares of the heretics to the Church
must be baptized by us, who are called friends
of God, of His condescension.
Felix of Bagal u said: As, when the blind
leads the blind, they fall together into the ditch ;
so, when the heretic baptizes a heretic, they fall
together into death.
And therefore a heretic
must be baptized and made alive, lest we who
are alive should hold communion with the dead.
Polianus of Mileum u said : It is right that a
heretic be baptized in the holy Church.
Theogenes of Hippo Regius z4 said : According to the sacrament of God's heavenly grace
which we have received, we believe one baptism
which is in the holy Church.
Dativus of Badis ,s said : We, as far as in us
lies, do not hold communion with heretics, unless
they have been baptized in the Church, and have
received remission of their sins.
Successus of Abbir Germaniciana_6 said : Heretics can either do nothing, or they can do all.
If they can baptize, they can also bestow the
Holy Spirit. But if they cannot give the Holy
Spirit, because they have not the Holy Spirit,
neither can they spiritually baptize.
Therefore
we judge that heretics must be baptized.
Fortunatus of Tuccaboris x7 s_id : Jesus Christ
our Lord and God, Son of God the Father and
Creator, built His Church upon a rock,'Snot upon
heresy ; and gave the power of baptizing to
bishops, not to heretics.
Wherefore they who
are without the Church, and, standing in opposition to Christ, disperse His sheep and flock,
cannot baptize, being without.
Sedatus of Tuburbo ,9 said: In the degree in
which water sanctified in the Church by the
prayer of the priest, washes away sins ; in that
degree, if infected with heretical discourse as
with a cancer, it heaps up sins. Wherefore we
must endeavour with all peaceful powers, that
no one infected and stained with heretical error
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refuse to receive the single and true baptism of only by imposition of hands/since it is manifest
the Church, by which whosoever is not baptized, that heretics have not baptism.
shallbecome an alienfrom the kingdom of Victoricus
of Thabraca9
said:Ifheretics
are
heaven,
allowed to baptize and to give remission of sins,
Privatianus of Sufetula _ said : Let him who wherefore do we brand them with infamy and
says that heretics have the power of baptizing, call them heretics ?
say first who founded heresy. For if heresy is
Another Felix of Uthina '° said : Nobody
of Cod, it al_ may have the divine indulgence, doubts, most holy fellow-priests, that human
But ff it is not from God, how can it either have presumption is not able to do so much as the
the grace of God, or confer it upon any one ?
adorable and venerable majesty of our L_rd
Privatus of Sufes_ said : He who approves the Jesus Christ. Therefore, remembering the danbaptism of heretics, what else does he do than ger, we ought not only to observe this also, but
communicate with heretics ?
moreover to confirm it by the voice of all of us,
Horteusianus of Lares_ said: Let either these that all heretics who come to the bosom of
presumptuous ones/or those who favour here- Mother Church should be baptized, that thus
tics, consider how many baptisms there are, the heretical mind that has been polluted by a
We claim for the Church one baptism, which we long decay, purged by the sanctification of the
know not except in the Church. Or how can laver, may be reformed for the better.
they baptize any one in the name of Christ,
Quietus of Baruch,, said: We who live by
whom Christ Himself declares to be HIS adver- faith ought to obey with careful observance those
saries?
things which before have been foretold for our
Cassius of Macomadm s said : Since there instruction. For it is written in Solomon : "He
cannot be two baptisms, he who yields baptism that is baptized from the dead, (and again touchto the heretics takes it away from himself. I!eth the dead,'_) what availeth his washing?" '_
judge therefore that heretics, lamentable and which certainly speaks of those who are washed
corrupt, must be baptized when they begin to by heretics, and of those that wash them. For
come to the Church ; and that when washed by if those who are baptized among them obtain
the sacred and divine washing, and illuminated by remission of their sins life eternal, why do
by the light of life, they may be received into they come to the Church? But if from a de_l
the Church, not as enemies, but as made peace- person no salvation is received, and therefore,
fill ; not as foreigners, but as of the household acknowledging their previous error, they return
of the faith of the Lord ; not as children of to the truth with penitence, they ought to be
adultery, but as sons of God ; not of error, but sanctified with the one vital baptism which is in
of salvation; except those who once faithful the Catholic Church.
have been supplanted, and have passed over
Castus of Sicca _4 said: He who with confrom the Church to the darkness of heresy, but tempt of the truth presumes to follow custom,
that these must be restored by the imposition is either envious and malignant in respect of his
of hands,
brethren to whom the truth is revealed, or is unAnother Janua.dus of Vicus Cmsaris6 said : If grateful in respect of God, by whose inspiration
error does not obey truth, much more truth does His Church is instructed.
not consent to re'for; and therefore we stand by
Euchratius of Thenm's said: God and our
the Church in which we preside, that, claiming Lord Jesus Christ, teaching the apostles with
her baptism for herself alone, we should baptize His own mouth, has entirely completed our
those whom the Church has not baptized,
faith, and the grace of baptism, and the rule of
Another Secundinus of Carpi 7said : Are here- the ecclesiastical law, saying : "Go ye and
tics Christians or not ? If they are Christians, teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of
why are they not in the Church of God? If the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
they are not Christians, how come they to make Ghost." _6 Thus the false and wicked baptism
Christians ? Or whither will tend the Lord's of heretics must be rejected by us, and refuted
discourse, when He says, "He that is not with with all detestation, from whose mouth is exme is against me, and he who gathc_reth not pressed poison, not life, not celestial grace, but
with me scattereth ?" B Whence it appears plain blasphemy of the Trinity._7 And therefore it is
that upon strange children, and on the offspring
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manifest that heretics who come to the Church
Demetrius of Leptiminus s said : We maintain
ought to be baptized with the sound and Catho- one baptism, because we demand for the Church
lic baptism, in order that, being purified from Catholic alone her own property.
But they
the blasphemy of their presumption, they may who say that heretics truly and legitimately bapbe reformed by the grace of the Holy Spirit.
tize, are themselves the people who make not
Libosus of Vag_ t said: In the Gospel the one, but many baptisms.
For since heresies
Lord says, "I am the truth." _ He sa_d not, "I are many, according to their number will be
am the custom."
Therefore the truth being reckoned baptisms.
manifest, let custom yield to truth; so that,
Vincentius of Thibaris9 said: We know that
although for the past any one was not in the [heretics are worse than Gentiles.
If, therefore,
habit of baptizing heretics in the Church, let Ibeing converted, they should wish to come to
him now begin to baptize them.3
Ithe Lord, we have assuredly the rule of truth
Lucius of Thebeste_ said: I determine that Iwhich the Lord by His divine precept cornblasphemous and unrighteous heretics, who with [manded to His apostles, saying, "Go ye, lay on
various words tear asunder the holy and adora- hands in my name, expel demons." ,o And in
ble words of the Scriptures, are to be accursed
another place : "Go ye and teach the nations,
and therefore that they must be exorcised and baptizing them in the name of the Father, of
baptized,
the Son, and of the Holy Ghost." ,_ Therefore
Eugenius of Ammedera'
said : And I deter- first of all by imposition of hands in exorcism,
mine the same -- that heretics must be baptized. _secondly by the regeneration of baptism, they
Also another Felix of Amaccora* said : And may then come to the promise of Christ. OtherI myself, following the authority of the divine wise I think it ought not to be done.
Scriptures, S judge that heretics must be bap-i
Marcus of Mactaris _* said: It is not to be
tizcd ; and, moreover, those also who contend wondered at if heretics, enemies, and impugners
that they have been baptized among the schis- of the truth claim to themselves a matter in the
matics.
For if, according to Christ's warning, power and condescension
of others.
But it is
our font is private to us, let all the adversaries
to be wondered at, that some of us, prevaricators
of our Church understand that it cannot be for of the truth, support heretics and oppose themanother.
Nor can He who is the Shepherd of selves to Christians.
Therefore we decree that
the one flock give the saving water to two peoples, heretics must be baptized.
And therefore it is plain that neither heretics
Sattius of Sicilibba'3 said: If to heretics in
nor schismatics can receive anything heavenly, baptism their sins are remitted, they come to
seeing that they dare to receive from men who the Church without reason.
For since, in the
are sinners, and from those who are external to day of judgment, they are sins which are punthe Church.
When there is no place for the ished, there is nothing which the heretics can
giver, assuredly there is no profit for the re- fear from Christ's judgment, if they have already
ceiver,
obtained remission of their sins.
Also another Januarius of Muzzuli 6 said : I
Victor of Gor'4 said : Since sins are not ream surprised, since all confess that there is one mitted xs save in the baptism of the Church, he
baptism, that all do not perceive the unity of who admits a heretic to communion without bapthe same baptism.
For the Church and heresy tism does two things against reason : he does not
are two things, and different things.
If heretics cleanse the heretics, and he befouls the Christians.
have baptism, we have it not ; but if we have it,
Aurelius of Utica x6 said : Since the apostle
heretics cannot have it. But there is no doubt says that we are not to communicate with other
that the Church alone possesses the baptism of people's sins, what else does he do but cornChrist, since she alone possesses both the grace municate with other people's sins, who holds
and the truth of Christ.
communion with heretics without the Church's
Adelphius of Thasvalte 7 said : Certain persons baptism?
And therefore I judge that heretics
without reason impugn the truth by false and lmust be baptized, that they may receive forgiveenvious words, in saying that we rebaptize, when !ness of their sins ; and thus communion may be
the Church does not rebaptize heretics, but bap- had with them.
tizes them.
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Iambus of Germaniciana, said : They who ap- baptism common to heretics, betrays the spouse
prove of the baptism of heretics, disapprove of of Christ to adulterers.
ours, in denying that they who are, I will not say
Ahymnus of Ausvagamsaid : We have received
washed, but befouled, outside the Church, ought one baptism, and that same we maintain and
to be baptized in the Church.
practise. But he who says tha_,heretics also may
Lucianus of Rucuma • said : It is written, "And lawfully baptize, makes two baptisms.
God saw the light, that it was good, and divided
Saturninus of Victoriana 7 said : If heretics
between the light and the darkness." 3 If there may baptize, they who do unlawful things are
can be agreement between light and darkness, excused and defended ; nor do I see why either
there may be something in common between us Christ should have called them adversaries,
and heretics. Therefore I determine that here- or the apostle should have called them Antitics must be baptized,
christs.
Pelagianus of Luperciana 4 said : It is written,
Saturninus" of Thucca 6 said : The Gentiles,
"Either the Lord is God, or Baal is God." s although they worship idols, do yet know and
Therefore in the present case also, either the confess a supreme God '" as Father and Creator.
Church is the Church, or heresy is the Church. Against Him Marcion blasphemes, and some
On the other hand, if heresy is not the Church, persons do not blush to approve the baptism of
how can the Church's baptism be among here- Marcion. How do such priests either obse.-ve
tics ?
or vindicate God's priesthood, who do not bapJader of Midila 6 said : We know that there is tize God's enemies, and hold communion with
but one baptism in the Catholic Church, and them as they are l
therefore we ought not to receive a heretic unless
Marcellus of Zama ,s said : Since sins are not
he has been baptized among us ; lest he should remitted ,4 save in the baptism of the Church, he
think that he has been baptized out of the Catho- who does not baptize a heretic holds communion
lic Church.
with a sinner.
Also another Felix of Marazana _ said : There
Ireneeus of Ululi ,s said : If the Church does
is one faith, one baptism, but of the Catholic not baptize a heretic, for the reason that he is
Church, which alone has the right to baptize,
said to be already baptized, it is the greater
Paulus of Obba s said : It does not disturb me heresy.
if any man does not assert the faith and truth of
Donatus of Cibaliana'6 said : I know one
the Church, since the apostle says, "For what ff Church and her one baptism. If there is any
some of them have fallen away from the faith ? who says that the grace of baptism is with hereHas their unbelief made the faith of God of no tics, he must first show and prove that the
effect ? By no means. For God is true, but i Church is among them.
'
" 9
every man a har.
But if God is true, how can
Zosimus of Tharassa 6 said : When a revehthe truth of baptism be among the heretics, tion of the truth is made, let errorgive place to
among whom God is not ?
truth ; because Peter also, who previously cirPomponius of Dionysianaz said : It is evident cumcised, yielded to Paul when he preached
that heretics cannot baptize and give remission the truth.,7
of sins, seeing that they have not power to be
Julianus of Telepte ,s said : It is written, "No
able to loose or to bind anything on earth,
man can receive anything unless it have been
Venantius of Timisa • said : Ira husband, going given him from heaven." ,9 If heresy is from
into foreign parts, had commended his wife to heaven, it can also give baptism.
the guardianship of his friend, that friend would
Faustus of Timida Regia zosaid : Let not them
take care of her who was commended to him who are in favour of heretics flatter themselves.
with all possible diligence, that her chastity and He who interferes with the baptism of the Church
holiness should not be corrupted by any one. on behalf of heretics, makes them Christians,
Christ the Lord and our God, going to His and us heretics.
Father, has commended to us His bride. Shall [
.
.
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Geminius of Furni' said : Some of our col- a heretic cannot give what he has not ; much
leagues may prefer heretics to themselves, they more a schismatic, who has lost what he once
cannot to us : and therefore what we have once had.
determined we maintain-- that we baptize those
Pudentianus of Cuiculis ,s said : The novelty
who come to us from the heretics,
of my episcopal office,_6 beloved brethren, has
Rogatianus of Nova • said : Christ instituted caused me to await what my elders shouldjudge.
the Church; the devil, heresy. How can the For it is manifest that heresies have nothing, nor
synagogue of Satan have the baptism of Christ? can have any thing. And thus, if any one comes
Therapius of Butla3 said : He who concedes from them, it is most justly decreed that they
and betrays the Church's baptism to heretics, must be baptized.
what else has he been to the spouse of Christ
Peter of Hippo Diarrhytus'7said : Since t_ere
than a Judas?
is one baptism in the Catholic Church, it is
Also another Lucius of Membresa4 said: It manifest that one cannot be baptized outside
is written, "God heareth not a sinner." s How the Church. And therefore I judge that those
can a heretic who is a sinner be heard in hap-who have been dipped in heresy or in schism,
tism?
when they come to the Church, should be hapAlso another Felix of Bussacene 6 said: In tized.
the matter of receiving heretics without the bapAlso another Lucius of Ausafa ,s said : Actism of the Church, let no one prefer custom to cording to the direction of my mind, and of the
reason and truth, because reason and truth Holy Spirit, as there is one God and Father of
alwaysexclude custom.7
our Lord Jesus Christ, and one Christ, and one
Another Satuminus of Avitinl s said : If Anti- hope, and one Spirit,and one Church, there ought
christ can give to any one the grace of Christ, also to be one baptism. And therefore I say,
heretics also are able to baptize, for they are that if any thing had been set on foot or accomcalled antichrists,
plished by heretics, it ought to be rescinded, and
Quintus of Aggya : 9 He can give something that those who come thence must be baptized
who has something. But what can heretics give, in the Church.
who, it is plain, have nothing?
Also another Felix of Gurgites ,3 said : I judge.
Another Julianus of Marcelliana t° said: If a that, according to the precepts of the holy
man can serve two masters, God and mammon, Scriptures, he who is unlawfully baptized by
baptism also can serve two masters, the Chris- heretics outside the Church, when he wishes to
tian and the heretic,
take refuge in the Church, should obtain the
Tenax of Horrea C_eli_e" said : Baptism is grace of baptism where it is lawfully given.
one, but it is the Church's. Where the Church
Pusillus of Lamasba,9 said : I believe that
is not there, there can be no baptism,
there is no saving baptism except in the Catholic
Another Victor of Assuri' said : It is written, Church. Whatsoever is apart from the Catholic
that "God is one, and Christ is one, and the Church is a pretence.
Church is one, and baptism is one." _ How,
Salvianus of Gazaufala_° said: It is certain
therefore,can any one be baptized there, where that heretics have nothing, and therefore they
God, and Christ, and the one Church is not ?
come to us that they may receive what they
Donatulus of Capse u said : And I also have have not.
always thought this, that heretics, who can obHonoratus of Thucca 2, said : Since Christ is
rainnothing without the Church, when they are the Truth, we ought rather to follow truth than
converted to the Church, must be baptized,
custom ; so that we should sanctify heretics with
Verulus ,4 of Rusiccada ,s said : A man who is the Church's baptism, seeing that they come to
us for the reason that they could receive nothing
t AcityorZ_i,--Lwithout.
A clty of Mauritania C.._sm'iensis. Fell observes that in Nu* ]
_7;_
.,t c_,,_,.,,,, 22 _o_d• As ,,_,u,_elvo_
mldiaaremanycttiesofthenan_of"Nova"or"Noba"
B S A city Of Zeugintna. There Tmre two cuies of the name -_e_bly_e_gahm.aml
_.,
or Bulla Minor. The
, .4 _
,, Memos_," a city of Zeu_m,_a: It h also written
' Membro_."
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also know, I have not long been appointed a
Ibishop, and I therefore waited for the decision"
I
[

pt_'va_.; whether against truth or not, need not here he discussed.] / theyshould thmk.di_. _ntly from o t remrcn,
_s is suppo_
_o be "Auwnti," a c_/_" _.
I_ n_t 7 not
u¢ ot"Zeug_ma,
r_y£au_. _Y omer_
_ .....
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of my predecessors.
I therefore think this, that house, who are prohibited from being admitted
as many as come from heresy should undoubt- into our private dwelling ? Or how can we hold
ed_lybe baptized,
communion with them without the Church's bapClarus of Mascula ' said : The sentence of our tism, to whom, if we should only say Hail, we
Lord Jesus Christ is plain, when He sent His are partakers of their evil deeds ?
apostles, and accorded to them alone the power
Litteus 6 of Gemelli 7 said : If the blind lead
given to Him by His Father ; and to them we the blind, both fall into the ditch.
Since, then,
have succeeded, governing the Lord's Church it is manifest that heretics cannot give light to
with the same power, 2 and baptizing the faith of any, as being themselves blind, their baptism
believers.
And therefore heretics, who neither does not avail.
have power without, nor have the Church of
Natalis of O_a s said : As well I who am presChrist, axe able to baptize no one with His ent, as Pompey9 of Sabra,a, s as also Dioga of
baptism.
Leptis Magna'°--who,
absent indeed in body,
Secundianus of Thambei 3 said: We ought but present in spirit, have given me charge_
not to deceive heretics by our presumption ; so judge the same as our colleagues, that heretics
that they who have not been baptized in the icannot hold communion with us, unless they
Church of our Lord Jesus Christ, and have not I shall be baptized with ecclesiastical baptism.
obtained by this means
remissions of their sins, i Junins of Neapolis 8 said : From the judgment
•
when the day of judgment shall come, should j which we once determined on [ do not recede,
impute to us that through us they were not hap- that we should baptize heretics who come to
tized, and did not obtain the indulgence of the Church.
divine grace. On which account, since there is
Cyprian of Carthage said : The letter which
one Church and one baptism, when theyare con- i was written to our colleague Jubaianus very fully
vetted to us they should obtain, together with lexpresses my opinion, that, according to evananother
ChuUabi also.
4 said : John igelical
called adversaries
of Christ
and Antichrists,
theAlso
Church,
the Aurelius
Church'sof baptism
and apostolic
testimony,
heretics, whowhen
are
the apostle laid it down in his epistle, saying : they come to the Church, must be baptized with
"If any one come unto you, and have not the the one baptism of the Church, that they may be
doctrine of Christ, receive him not into your made of adversaries, friends, and of Antichrists
house, and say not to him, Hail.
For he that Christians."
saith to him, Hail, partakes with his evil deeds."s
How can such be rashly admitted into God's
,7 This
ismentioned
inEpcolony
Ixxvi. was
p. 4o2,Su_f'a.
A cityLitteus
of Numkh&
A Roman
planted there under
t A city of Numidia.
s [Thii is Cyprtan's theory of the origin of the episcopate.
_lucic]ation in fra.]
J X c,t_ of By_acena
4 This ,s otherwise called '*Cukdlj" a city of Blnmcena.
WIIJohn zo, it.

the Emperor Hadrian.
a A c_ty of Tripolis.
.9 Probably the same to whom Ep. Ixxfii. (p. 386, *upru) was
written.
,o A city of Trlpohe, thus distinguished from Leptis parva.
ix [Here Cyprian sums up, and gives the sentence of the cotmcil,
after the example of St. James, who pre_ded m the Council of Jet-u.
salem, Acts xv. x$, sg.]

ELUCIDATION.
(To them we ha_e succeeded, p. 572.)
Tm_ theory of Cyprian is thus recognised in full council, by his colleagues, with respect to the
unity of the Church Catholic.
They have never heard of any counter theory, and they state it
as a matter of course.
Fortunatus of "Tuceaboris"
had shortly before referred to the Church as
"built upon a rock," with evident reference to the faith, for he adds, "not upon keresy."
Of a
perpetuated cons/ruch'an, of which any one bishop was the perpetuatedfoundan'en,
nobody as yet
seems to have dreamed.
"Other faunda_'on
can no man lay than that is laid," says St. Paul;
viz., "Christ."
On Him, "the Stone, Elect, precious," St. Peter and all the apostles (the
prophets as well) are built as foundation-stones;
and we also, as "lively stones," are built upon
that foundation,, into a holy temple.
This Council of Carthage sustains Cyprian also in his judgment concerning the question of
baptism, and it is a mistake to say that it was ever overruled. Compare St. Basil, AdAmi_ilaeMuM
(.Epist. Canoniea 2#rima, p. i9, vol. iii., ed. Paris, x638), where he refers to Cyprian and Firmilian
(" our Firmi_
") as "ancient men," and treats the question as still an open one.
z ,_)_p.,,qm)ac.

_).,_(_.

_Ulthluiamlm_dmPdra.

aot"_."

TRANSLATOR'S INTRODUCTION
TO

TREATISESATTRIBUTEDTO CYPRIANON QUESTIONABLE
AUTHORITY.

THz treatises which follow are usually classed under the doubtful works of Cyprian.
Baluzius,
however, gives the two first, On the Pubh'c Shams, and On the Glory of 21far(yrdora, among the
genuine Opuscula, and says : "I have not thought it fit to prejudice any one amid the diversity
of opinions on the subject, but have refrained from separating the following from the genuine
works of the blessed martyr, especially since many have observed that there is no such difference
of style in these writings as to justify the denial of their authorship to Cyprian."
Of course the question is one almost entirely of criticism, and the translator leaves the discussion of it to abler hands.
He ventures, however, to record his impression, that the style of
the following writings throughout is more pretentious and laboured, and far more wordy and
involved, than that of Cyprian's undoubted works. With a more copious vocabulary, there is
manifested less skill in the use of words ; and if the text be not in some places most elaborately
and unintelligibly corrupt, the accumulation
of epithets, as well as their collocation, seems the
very wantonness of rhetoric.
The text, however, is undoubtedly far less to be depended
upon
than in the case of the genuine works.
The treatises On t_e Disc_ne
and Benefit of Ckas_
and the gxhorta_'on
to RelOentance
are generally placed under the O_Ouscula duma.
The former was first edited by Baluzius, with
the rifle "' Epistle of an Unknown Author."
Its Cyprianic authorship was maintained by Bellarmill, Pamelius, and others ; while Erasmus, TiUemont, and others have rejected it as spurious.
The second treatise was first published by Joannes Chrysostomns TrombeUius (in x75x), who
regarded it as a genuine work of Cyprian's.
And indeed, as far as internal e_'idence goes,
the treatise, consisting merely of a collection of quotations from Scripture, in the manner of
the Tesh'monies against tlte Jews, may probably be attributed to him with as much reason as the
Teaimodies.
It is, however, right to add, that Professor Blunt quotes from the Trea_'se on the Glory of
alfartyrdam as being Cyprian's, without referring to any doubts on the subject.*
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PUBLIC

SHOWS.'

dRauMENT.'--T_m
vnmxR FIRSTOFALLTREATS bitions might be sought after as being innocent,
AGAINSTTHOSE"WHOENDEAVOURED
TO DEFEND by way of a mental relaxation ; _ for thereby the
THE PUBLIC EXHIBITIONS
OF THE HEATHENS
BY vigour of ecclesiastical
discipline is so relaxed,
SCRIPTURAL
AUTHORITY; AND HE PROVESTHAT, and is so deteriorated by all the languor of vice
.ALTHOUGH
THEYARENEVERPROHIBITEDBY THE that it is no longer apology, but authority, that is
EXPRESSWORDSOF SCRIPTURE,YET THAT _
given for wickedness, n it seemed good in a
.ARE CONDEMNED
IN THE SCRIPTURAL
PROHIBIfew
words
not now to instruct you, but to adTION OF IDOLATRY', FROM THE FACT THAT THERE
monish you who are instructed, lest, because the
is No KINDOF PUBLICSHOWWHICHis NOTCON- wounds are badly bound up, they should break
SECRATED
TO IDOLS.
3
through the cicatrix of their closed soundness.
x. Cyprian to the congregation who stand
fast in the Gospel, sends greeting.
As it greatly
saddens me, and deeply afflicts my soul, when
no opportunity of writing to you is presented to
me, for it is my loss not to hold converse with
you; so nothing restores to me such joyfulness
and hilarity, as when that opportumty is once
more afforded me.
I think that I am with you
when I am speaking to you by letter.
Although,
therefore, I know that you are satisfied that
what I tell you is even as I say, and that you
have no doubt of the truth of my words, never-

theless
an
of the ---'er

For no mischief is put an end to with so much
difficulty but that its recurrence is easy, so long
as it is both maintained by the consent, and
caressed by the excuses5 of the multitude.
z. Believers, and men who claim for themselves the authority of the Christian name, are
not ashamed--are
not, I repeat, ashamed to
find a defence in the heavenly Scriptures for the
vain superstitions associated with the public e-xhibitions of the heathens, and thus to attribute
divine authority to idolatry.
For how is it, that
what is done by the heathens in honour..¢.;,t,_,t°f
any

proof alsoattest
there ty

resoq toin, .publicow

_'_,, m,, ofr_c,;,,,, /for vou_ is t_nnsttans, ana me neamen 1OOlaU'y
',rove,_ --,_,o- ._.onl.,,.] ......
,_rtunff,,
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rwriting)
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"vv"
"}
_
pled upon m.contem.pt" of G_i-_ief_nces-il_t_l_s
,_rl;_ ._ham_hmek'n
passed over. However certain I may
be, then, that you are no less respectable in the me to relate tl_elr pretex_ an ,
there such
conau,., _,r ...... _;r,._k.. ro;,_,f,,_ in re-nect of IbetmlL
wnere,
say mey,
are
yo_r_cr_ne_n_al
vow_4'_till,'sm"ce there°_re
not
W
"
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it would have been far better for them not to mother of all public amusements,4 whence these
know any writings at all, than thus to read the prodigies of vanity and lightness came.
For
Scriptures.'
For words and illustrations which what public exhibition is without an idol? what
are recorded by way of exhortation to evangel- amusement without a sacrifice? what contest is
ical virtue, are translated by them into pleas for not consecrated
to some dead person ? And
vice ; because those things are written of, not what does a faithful Christian do in the midst of
that they should be gazed upon, but that a such things as these ? If he avoids idolatry,
.greater eagerness might be aroused in our minds why does he 5 who is now sacred take pleasure
m respect of things that will benefit us, seeing in things which are worthy of reproach?
Why
that among the heathens there is manifest so does he approve of superstitions which axe opmuch eagerness in respect of things which will posed to God, and which he loves while he gazes
be of no advantage,
upon them ? Besides, let him be aware that all
3. These are therefore an argument to stimu- these things are the inventions of demons, not
late virtue, not a permission or a liberty to look of God.
He is shameless who in the church
upon heathen error, that by this consideration exorcises demons while he praises their delights
the mind may be more inflamed to Gospel virtue in public shows; and although, once for all
for the sake of the divine rewards, since through renouncing him, he has put away everything in
the suffering of all these labours and pains it is baptism, when he goes to the devil's exhibition
granted to attain to eternal benefits.
For that after (receiving) Christ, he renounces Christ as
Elias is the charioteer of Israel is no defence for much as (he had done) the devil. Idolatry, as
gazing upon the public games ; for he ran his I have already said, is the mother of all the pubrace in no circus.
And that David in the pres- lic amusements ; and this, in order that faithful
ence of God led the dances, is no sanction for Christians may come under its influence, entices
faithful Christians to occupy seats in the public them by the delight of the eyes and the ears.
theatre ; for David did not twist his limbs about Romulus was the first who consecrated
the
in obscene movements, to represent in his dan- games of the circus to Consns as the god of
cing the story of Grecian lust. Psalteries, horns, counsel, in reference to the rape of the Sabine
pipes, drums, harps, were used in the service of women.
But the rest of the scenic amusements
the Lord, and not of idols. Let it not on this were provided to distract the attention of the
account be objected that unlawful things may be people while famine invaded the city, and were
gazed upon ; for by the artifice of the devil these subsequently dedicated to Ceres and Bacchus,
are changed from things holy to things unlawful, and to the rest of the idols and dead men.
Then let shame demur to these things, even if Those Grecian contests, whether in poems, or
the Holy Scriptures cannot.
For there are cer- in instrumental music, or in words, or in pertain things wherein the Scripture is more careful sonal prowess, have as theft guardians various
in giving instruction.
Acquiescing in the claim demons ; and whatever else there is which either
of modesty, it has forbidden more where it has attracts the eyes or allures the ears of the specbeen silent. The truth, if it descended low tators, if it be investigated in reference to its
enough to deal with such things, would think i origin and institution, presents as its reason
very badly of its faithful votaries.
For very either an idol, or a demon, or a dead man.
often, in matters of precept, some things are Thus the devil, who is their original contriver,
advantageously said nothing about ; they often because he knew that naked idolatry would by
remind when they are expressly forbidden.
So itself excite repugnance, associated it with pubalso there is an implied silence even in the writ- lic exhibitions, that for the sake of their attracings of the Scripture ; and severity speaks in the tion it might be loved.
place of precepts ; and reason teaches where
5. What is the need of prosecuting the subScripture has held its peace.
Let every man ject further, or of describing the unnatural kinds
only take counsel with himself, and let him speak of sacrifices in the public shows, among which
consistently with the character of his profession, 21 sometimes even a man becomes the victim by
and then he will never do any of these things) the fraud of the priest, when the gore, yet hot
For that conscience will have more weight which from the throat, is received in the foaming cup
shall be indebted to none other than itself,
while it still steams, and, as if it were thrown
4. What has Scripture interdicted?
Certainly into the face of the thirsting idol, is brutally
it has forbidden gazing upon what it forbids to drunk in pledge to it ; and in the midst of the
be done.
It condemned, I say, all those kinds pleasures of the spectators the death of some is
of exhibitions when it abrogated idolatry-- the eagerly besought, so that by means of a bloody
exhibition men may learn fierceness, as ff a
z _ F__. _
_l_
- thewrings ¢ft_ S_jew_s. "]
s_
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man's own private frenzy were of little account to !these reprobates, yet every one flocks to the
him unless he should learn it also in public ? play. The general infamy is delightful to see or
For the punishment
of a man, a rabid wild to recognise ; it is a pleasure, nay, even to learn
beast is nourished with delicacies, timt he may!it.
People flock thither to the public disgrace
become the more cruelly ferocious under the of the brothel for the teaching of obscenity,
eyes of the spectators.
The sldlful trainer in- that nothing less may be done in secret than
structs the brute, which perhaps might have what is learnt in public ; and in the midst of
been more merciful had not its more brutal the laws themselves is taught everything that the
master taught it cruelty.
Then, to say nothing laws forbid.
What does a faithful Christian do
of whatever idolatry more generally recommends, among these things, since he may not even think
how idle axe the contests themselves ; strifes in upon wickedness ? Why does he find pleasure
colours, contentions
in races, acclamations in in the representations
of lust, so as among them
mere questions of honour ; rejoicing because a to lay aside his modesty and become more darhorse has been more fleet, grieving because it ing in crimes?
He is learning to do, while he
was more sluggish, reckoning up the years of is becoming accustomed to see. Nevertheless,
cattle, knowing the consuls under _]mm they those women whom their misfortune has introran, learning their age, tracing their breed, re- duced and degraded to this slavery, conceal
cording their very grandsires and great-grandtheir public wantonness, and find consolation
sires[
How unprofitable a matter is all this; for their disgrace in their concealment.
Even
nay, how disgraceful
and ignominious!
This they who have sold their modesty blush to apvery man, I say, who can compute by memory pear to have done so. But that public prodigy
the whole family of his equine race, and can is transacted in the sight of all, and the obscenity
relate it with great quickness without interfering of prostitutes is surpassed.
A method is sought
with the exhibition m were you to inquire of to commit adultery with the eyes. To this inthis man who were the parents of Christ, he famy an infamy fully worthy of it is superadded :
cannot tell, or he is the more unfortunate
if he a human being broken down in every limb, a
can. But if, again, I should ask him by what man melted to something beneath the effemiroad he has come to that exhibition, he will con- nacy of a woman, has found the art to supply
less (that he has come) by the naked bodies of language with his hands ; and on behalf of one
prostitutes and of profligate women, by (scenes m I know not what, but neither man nor woman
of) public lust, by public disgrace, by vulgar --the
whole city is in a state of commotion,
lasciviousness, by the common contempt of all that the fabulous debaucheries
of antiqni_ may
men. And, not to object to him what perchance
be represented
in a ballet.
Whatever is not
he has done, still he has seen what was not fit lawful is so beloved, that what had even been
to be done, and he has trained his eyes to the lost sight of by the lapse of time is brought
exhibition of idolatry by lust : he would have back again into the recollection of the eyes.
dared, had he been able, to take that which is
7" It is not sufficient for lust to make use of
holy into the brothel with him ; since, as he its present means of mischief, unless by the exhastens to the spectacle when dismissed from hibition it makes its own that in which a former
the Lord's _/e,
and still bearing within him, as age had also gone wrong.
It is not lawful, I say,
often occurs, the Eucharist, that unfaithful man for faithful Christians to be present ; it is not
has carried about the holy body of Christ among lawful, I say, at all, even for those whom for the
the filthy bodies of harlots, and has deserved a delight of their ears Greece sends everywhere to
deeper condemnation
for the way by _]_ieh he all who are instructed in her vain arts. ffi One
A_ gone /_i¢_er, than for the pleasure he has imitates the hoarse warlike clangours of the trumreceived from the exhibition,
pet ; another with his breath blowing into a pipe
6. But now to pass from this to the shame- regulates its mournful
sounds ; another with
less corruption of the stage.
I am ashamed to dances, and with the musical voice of a m_n,
tell what things are said ; I am even ashamed to strives with his breath, which by an effort he
denounce the things that are done _ the tricks had drawn from his bowels into the upper parts
of arguments, the cheatings of adulterers, the of his body, to play upon the stops of pipes ; now
immodesties of women, the scurrfle jokes, the letting forth the sound, and now closing it up
sordid parasites, even the toga'd fathers of fami- inside, and forcing it into the mr by certain
lies themselves,
sometimes
stupid, sometimes openings of the stops; now breaking the sound
obscene, but in all cases dull, in all cases ira- !in measure, he endeavours to speak with his finmodest.
And though no individual, or filmily, !gets, ungrateful to the Artificer who gave him a
or profession, is spared by the discourse,
of tongue.
Why should I speak of comic and use*
less efforts? Why of those great tragicvocal
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ravings ? Why of strings set vibrating with noise ? perfect harmony, expanded in the midst of all,
These things,
even iftheywere notdedicatedto and in concordant bonds animatingallthings
idols,
x ought not to be approached and gazed withitsdelicate
life,
now scattering
showersfrom
upon by faithful
Christians
;because,cvcnifthey the contracted
clouds,
now recalhngtheserenity
were not criminal,
they are characterized
by a of the skywithitsrefre.shed
punt),; and in all
worthlessness
which is extreme,and which is thesespherestheir
appropriatetenants--inthe
little
suitedtobelievers,
airthe birds,in the watersthe fishes,
on the
8. Now thatotherfolly
ofothersisan obvious earthman. Let these,I say,and otherdivine
sourceof advantagetoidlemen ; and the first
works,be the exhibitions
forfaithful
Christians.
victory
isforthebellyto be able to crave food What theatrebuiltby human hands could ever
beyond thehuman limit,-a flagitious
traffic
for be compared to suchworks as these? Although
theclaimto thecrown ofgluttony
:thewretched itmay be rearedwith immense pilesof stones,
face ishired out to bearwounding blows,that the mountain crestsare loftier
; and although
themore wretchedbellymay be gorged. How the frettedroofsglitter
with gold,theywillbe
disgusting,
besides,are those struggles
! Man surpassed
by the brightness
of the starryfirmalyingbelow man isenfoldedin abominableem- ment.4 Never willany one admire theworks of
bracesand twinings.In such a contest,
whether man, ifhc hasrecognisedhimselfas theson of
a man lookson or conquers,still
hismodesty is God. Hc degradeshimselffromtheheightofhis
conquered. Behold, one naked man bounds nobility,
who can admireanythingbuttheLord.
forthtowardsyou ;anotherwithstraining
powers
xo. Let the faithful
Christian,
I say,devote
tossesa brazen ballintothe air. Thls is not himselfto the sacredScriptures,
S and therehe
glory,but folly.In flnc,take away the spcc- shallfindworthyexhibitions
forhis faith.Hc
tator,and you willhave shown itsemptiness,willsecGod establishing
His world,and making
Such thingsastheseshouldbc avoidedby faith-not onlythe otheranimals,but thatmarvellous
fulChristians,
as I have frequently
saidalready;and betterfabnc of man. Hc willgaze upon
spectaclesso vain,so mischievous,so sacrilcthe world in itsdelightfulness,
righteousshipgious,from which both our eyes and our ears wrecks,therewards of the good, and the punshouldbe guarded. Wc quicklygetaccustomed ishmentsof the implous,seasdraineddry by a
to what we hear and what we scc. For since people,and againfrom therockseasspreadout
man's mind is'itself
drawn towardsvice,what by a people. He willbehold harvests
descendwillit do if it should have inducementsof a ing from heaven,not pressedin by the plough;
bodilynatureas well as a downward tendency rivers
wath theirhostsof watersbridledin,cxinitsslippery
will? What willitdo ifitshould hibiting
dry crossings.He willbeholdin some
be impelled from withoutP _ Therefore the mind cases faith struggling with the flame, wild beasts
must be called away from such things as these,
overcome
by devotion and soothed into gentle9. The Christian has nobler exhibitions, if he ness.
He will look also upon souls brought
wishes for them.
He has true and profitable back even from death.
Moreover, he will conpleasures, if he will recollect himself.
And to sider the marvellous souls brought back to the
say nothing of those which he cannot yet con- life of bodies which themselves were already
template, he has that beauty of the world to look consumed.
And in all these things he will see
upon and admire.S He may gaze upon the sun's a still greater exhibition-that devil who had
rising, and again on its setting, as it brings round triumphed over the whole world lying prostrate
in their mutual changes days and nights ; the under the feet of Christ.
How honourable is this
moon's orb, designating in its waxings and wan- exhibition, brethren ! howdelightful, how needful
ings the courses of the seasons ; the troops of ever to gaze upon one's hope, and to open our
shining stars, and those which glitter from on eyes to one's salvation ! This is a spectacle which
high with extreme mobility, -- their members is beheld even when sight is lost. This is an exhidivided through the changes of the entire year, bition which is given by neither praetor nor consul,
and the days themselves with the nights dis- but by Him who is alone and above all things, and
tributed into hourly periods ; the heavy mass of before all things, ),ca, and of whom are all things,
the earth balanced by the mountains, and the the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, to whom be
flowing rivers with their sources ; the expanse of glory and honour for ever and ever. I bid you,
seas, with their waves and shores; and mean- brethren, ever heartily farewell. Amen. 6
while, the air, subsisting equally everywhere in
4 [De _m_..,,he _ a O_em, _ _ hi, _
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OF MARTYRDOM.,
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-- mostbeautiful
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of salvation,
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dreadas tobe
IS,AND OF WHAT ADVAntAGErr Is. sY sv withheld
or renderedpowerless
; since,
ifany
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AND BY ARGUMEtcr
DZDUCWD FROM one shoulddesireto lookintothatof which
THE DAILYDEATHS,TaZ AtrrHOREXHORWSTO we areconsidering,
thehope of devotion
bcmg
A JOYOUSSUBMmSIONTO DEATH FOR CaP.raT'S
takenintoaccount,
and theverymagnitude
of
SAKE. 2
AMONG
THE
BENEFITS
OF MARTYRDOM
the thing being
weighed,
hcwouldrather
wonder
HE MAINTAINS
THAT WITHOUT EXPERIENCE
OF that
I couldhavedaredatall,
ina matter
wherein
THE UNIVERSAL
SUFFERING
THAT PREVAILS,
THE boththevastness
of thesubject
oppressed
me,
PROPITIATION
OF CHRISTCROWNS MARTYRSIN andtheearnestness
of its
own desire
drovemy
suchA WAY THAT HISSA_NG ABOUTTHZ VERY mind,confused
withits
joy,
into
mentaldifficulLASTFARTmNG m Nor APPLIC_t_TO THEM. ties.For who istherewhom sucha subject
I.Although,
beloved
brethren,
itisunfitting,
wouldnotalarm? who isthere
whom itwould
whilemy speakingto you receives
thisindul-notoverthrow
with
thefear
of its
wn wonder
!
z.Forthere
isindeed,
unless
Ioam
mistaken,
gence, to profess any trepidation, and it very
little becomes me to diminish the glory of so even in the very power of conscience, a marvelgreat a devotion by the confession of an incipi- lous fear which at once disturbs and inflames us ;
ent doubt; yet at the same time I say that my whose
power,
more sense
closelyof you
into,
the more
the the
dreadful
its look
obligation
mind is divided by that very deliberation, being is gathered from its very aspect of venerable
influenced
by the
desire
of describing
the glory, majesty. For assuredly you ought to consider
and restrained
from
speaking
by the magnitude
of the virtue (to be described) ; since it is either what glory there is in expiating any kind of denot becoming to be silent, or it is perilous to say filement of life, and the foulness of a polluted
too little, save that to one who is tossing in doubt body, and the contagions gathered from the long
this consideration alone is helpful, that it would putrefaction of vices, and the worldly guilt inappear easy for him to be pardoned who has not curred by so great a lapse of time, by the remefeared to dare. Wherefore, beloved brethren, dial agency of one stroke, whereby both reward
although my mental capacity is burdened by the may be increased, and guilt may be excluded.
importance of the subject in such a way, that in Whence every perfection and condition of life
proportion as it puts itself forth in declaring the is
included
martyrdom.
the foundation
of lifeinand
faith, this This
is theissafeguard
of
dignity of martyrdom, in that degree it is over- salvation, this is the bond of liberty and honour ;
whelmed by the very weight of the glory, and and although there are also other means whereby
by its estimation of all those things concerning
which, when it speaks most, it fails, by its ad- the light may be attained, yet we more easily
dress being weakened, and broken, and self- arrive at nearness to the promised reward, by
entangled, and does not with free and loosened help
of these punishments, which sustain us.
reins display the might of such gloryin the 3- For consider what glory it is to set aside
thelusts
ofthis
life,
and toopposea mind withliberal
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of discourse
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in that brutality of the executioners Christ Him- them." 4 For there is no doubt but that He
self is suffering, more in proportion to what he said this of all whose hardened mind and obstisuffers. For since, if he should deny the Lord, nate brutality of heart is always driven away and
he would incur guilt on His behalf for whom he repugnates from a vital devotion, folly leading
ought to have overcome, it is essential that He them, madness dragging them, in fine, every
should be seen to bear all things to whom the kind of ferocity enraging them, whereby they are
victory is due, even in the suffering,
instigated as well as carried away, so that in their
4. Therefore, since martyrdom is the chief case their own deeds would be su_cient for their
thing, there are three points arising out of it on punishment, their guilt would burden the very
which we have proposed to ourselves to speak : penalty of the persecution inflicted.
What it is, how great it is, and of what advantage
6. The whole of this tends to the praise of
it is. What, then, is martyrdom? It is the end martyrdom, the whole illuminates the glory of
of sins, the limit of dangers, the guide of salva- suffering wherein the hope of time future is betion, the teacher of patience, the home of hfe, held, wherein Christ Himself is engaged, of
on the journey to which those things moreover whom are given the examples that we seek, and
befall which in the coming crisis might be con- whose is the strength by which we resist. And
sidered torments. By this also testimony is that in this behalf something is supplied to us to
borne to the Name, and the majesty of the present, is surely a lofty and marvellous condeName is greatly enhanced : not that in itself sceusion, and such as we are able neither menthat majesty can be diminished, or its magni- tally to conceive nor fully to express in words.
tude detracted from, by the guilt of one who de- For what could He with His liberal affection
nies it ; but that it redounds to the increase of bestow upon us more, than that He should be
its glory, when the terror of the populace that the first to show forth in Himself what He
howls around is giving to suffering, fearless minds, would reward with a crown in others ? He beand by the threats of snarling hatred is adding came mortal that we might be immortal, and
to the title whereby Christ has desired to crown He underwent the issue of human destiny, by
the man, that in proportion as he has thought whom things human are governed ; and that
that he conquered, in that proportion his courage He might appear to have given to us the benefit
has grown in the struggle. It is then, therefore, of His having suffered, He gave us confession.
that all the vigour of faith is brought to bear, He suggested martyrdoms ; finally, He, by the
then facility of belief is approved, when you en- merits of His nativity, imputed all those things
counter the speeches and the reproaches of the whereby the light (of life) may be quenched, to
rabble/and when you strengthen yourself by a a saving remedy, by His excellent humility, by
religious mind against those madnesses of the His divine strength. Whoever have deserved to
people, m overcoming, that is, and repelling be worthy of this have been without death, have
whatever their blasphemous speech may have overcome all the foulest stains of the world,
uttered to wrong Christ in your person ; as when having subdued the condition of death.
the resisting breakwater repels the adverse sea,
7. For there is no doubt how much they obalthough the waves dash and the rolling water tain from the Lord, who have preferred God's
again and again beats upon it, yet its immoveable narne to their own safety, so that in that judgstrength abides firm, and does not yield even ment-day their blood-shedding would make
when covered over by the waves that foam them better, and the blood spilt would show
around, until its force is scattered over the rocks them to be spotless. Because death makes life
and loses itself, and the conquered billow lying more complete, death rather leads to glory.
upon the rocks retires forth into the open spaces Thus, whenever on the rejoicing wheat-stalks
of the shore,
the ears of corn distended by rains grow full,
5. For what is there in these s/eeches other the abundant harvests are forced s by the sumthan empty discourse, and senseless talk, and a mer ; thus, as often as the vine is pruned by the
depraved pleasure in meaningless words? As it knife from the tendrils that break forth upon it,
is written : "They have eyes, and they see not ; the bunch of grapes is more liberally clothed.
ears have they, and they hear not." s "Their For whatever is of advantage by its injury turns
foolish heart is made sluggish, lest at any time out for the increase of the time to come ; just as
they should be converted, and I should heal it has often been of avail to the fields to let
loose the flames, that by the heat of the wanderx lain _. s. _ _dpt, i, _-_'_ e _ _o_d,,'*w d_ ing conflagration the blind breathing-holes of
a _o Oh.
_,- thecoadescemlon!
_,_ Ch_t id_t_,
_
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higher, and a more abundant grain might flourish on the breeding stems. Therefore such also
is first of all the calamity, and by and by the
fruit of martyrdom, that it so contemn_ death,
that it may preserve life in death,
8. For what is so illustrious and sublime, as by
a robust devotion to preserve all the vigour of
faith in the midst of so many weapons of executioners? What so great and honourable, as in
the midst of so many swords of the surrounding
guards, again and again to profess in repeated
wo-drs the Lord of one's liberty and the author
of one's salvation ?-- and especially if you set
before your eyes that there is nothing more
detestable than dishonour, nothing baser than
slavery, that now you ought to seek nothing else,
to ask for nothing else, than that you should
be snatched from the slaughters of the world, be
delivered from the ills of the world, and be engaged only as an alien from the contagion of
earth,among the ruins of a globe that is speedily
to perish ? For what have you to do with this
light, if you have the promise of an eternal
light? What interest have you in this commerce
of life and nature, if the amplitude of heaven is
awaiting you ? Doubtless let that lust of life
keep hold, but let it be of those whom for unatoned sin the raging fire will torture with eternal
vengeance for their crimes. Let that lust of life
keep hold, but let it be of those to whom it is
both a punishment to die, and a torment to endure (after death). But to you both the world
itself is subjected, and the earth yields, if, when
all are dying, you are reserved for this fate of
being a martyr. Do we not behold daily dyings
We behold new kinds of death of the body long
worn out with raging diseases, the miserable results of some plague hitherto unexperienced ;
andwe behold the destruction of wasted cities,
and hence we may acknowledge how great is to
be considered the dignity of martyrdom, to the
attainment of the glory of which even the pestilence is beginning m compel us._
9- Moreover, beloved brethren, regard, I beseech you, this consideration more fully; for in
it both salvation is involved, and sublimity accounted of, although I am not unaware that you
abundantly know that we are supported by the
judgments of all who stand fast, and that you
are not ignorant that this is the teaching handed
down to us, that we should maintain the power
of so great a Name without any dread of the
warfare; because we whom once the desire of
an everlasting remembrance has withheld from
the longing for this light, and whom the antidpations of the future have wrenched away, and
whom the society of Christ so longed for has
- z [The_
,_a_ mi__,ti_ _ t_ "italy" _
Dm_,_e.
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kept aloof from all wickedness, shrink from
offering our soul to death except it be in the
way of yielding to a mischief, and that those
benefits of God must no longer be retained and
clung to by us, since beyond the burning up of
these things the reward is so great as that human
infirmity can hardly attain sufficiently to speak
of it. Heaven lies open to our blood ; the
dwelling-place of Gehenna gives way to our
blood ; and among all the attainments of glory,
the title of blood is sealed as the fairest, and its
crown is designated as most complete.
io. Thus, whenever the soldier returns from
the enemy laden with triumphant spoils, he rejoices in his wounds. Thus, whenever the sailor,
long harassed with tempests, arrives at safe
shores, he reckons his happiness by the dangers
that he has suffered. For, unless I am mistaken,
that is assuredly a joyous labour whereby safety
is found. Therefore all things must be suffered,
all things must be endured ; nor should we desire
the means of rejoicing for a brief period, and
being punished with a perpetual burning. For
_'ouought to remember that you are bound, as
it were, by a certain federal paction, out of
which arises the just condition either of obtaining salvation, or the merited fearfulness of punishment. You stand equally among adverse
things and prosperous, in the midst of arms and
darts ; and on the one hand, worldly ambition,
on the other heavenly greatness, incites you.
I i. If you fear to lose salvation, know that
you can die; and, moreover, death should be
contemned by you, for whom Christ was slain.
Let the examples of the Lord's passion, I
beseech you, pass before your eyes ; let the
offerings,and the rewards, and the distinctiom
prepared come together before you, and look
carefully at both events, how great a difficulty
they have between them. For you will not be
able to confess unless you know what a great
mischief you do if you deny. Martyrs rejoice
in heaven ; the fire will consume those who are
enemies of the truth. The paradise of God
blooms for the witnesses ; C-ehenna will enfold
the deniers, and eternal fire will bum them up.
And, to say nothing of other matters, this assuredly ought ratherto urge us, that the confession
of one word is maintained by the everlasting
confession of Christ ; as it is written, "Whosoever shall confess me on earth before men, him
dso will I confess before my Father, and before
HIS angels.
To this are added, by way of an
enhancement of glory, the adornments of virtue ;
for He says, "The righteous shall shine as sparks
that run to and fro among the stubble ; they
shall judge the nations, and shall have dominion
over the peoples." 3
s W'ml.iii. 7.
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t =. For it is a great glory, beloved brethren, even the uttermost farthing. But the martyrs
to adorn the life of eternal salvation with the alone are relieved of this obligation ; because
dignity of suffering: it is a great sublimity before they who trust to their desires for eternal salthe face of the Lord, and under the gaze of vation, and have overcome their longings for
Christ, to contemn without a shudder the tor- this life, have been made by the Lord's precepts
merits inflicted by human power. Thus Daniel, free from the universal suffering.' Therefore
by the constancy of his faith, overcame the from this especially, beloved brethren, we shall
threats of the king and the fury of raging lions, be able to set forth what great things the virtue
in that he believed that none else than God was of martyrdom is able to fulfil.
to be adored. Thus, when the young men were
I4. And, to pass over everything else, we
thrown into the furnace, the fire raged against ought to remember what a glory it is to come
itself, because, being righteous, they endured immaculate to Christ--to be a sharer in His
the flames, and guarded against those of Gehen- suffering, and to reign in a perpetual eternity
ha, by believing in God, whence also they re- with the Lord- to be free from the threatenceived things worthy of them: they were not ing destruction of the world, and not to be
delayed to a future time: they were not reserved mixed up with the bloody carnage of wasting
for the reward of eternal salvation. God saw diseases in a common lot with others ; and, not
their faith ; that what they had promised to to speak of the crown itself, if, being situated in
themselves to see after their death, they merited the midst of these critical evils of nature, you
to see in their body. For how great a reward had the promise of an escape from this life,
was given them in the present tribulation could would you not rejoice with all your heart? if,
not be estimated. If there was cruelty, it gave I say, while tossing amid the tempests of this
way ; if there was flame, it stood still. For there world, a near repose should invite you, would
was one mind to all of them, which neither ivou not consider death in the light of a remedy?
violence could break down nor wrath could sub- _I'hus,surrounded as you are with the knives of
vert ; nor could the fear of death restrain the. _ me executioners, and the instruments of testing
from the obedience of devotion. Whence by tb_ !tortures, stand sublime and strong, considering
Lord's grace it happened, that in this manr.er how great is the penalty of denying, in a time
the king himself appeared rather to be punished when you are unable to enjoy, the world for the
in those men (who were slain), whilst they es- sake of which you would deny, because indeed
cape whom he had thought to slay.
the Lord knew that cruel torments and misx3. And now, beloved brethren, I shall come chievous acts of punishment would be armed
to that point whence I shall very easily be able against us for our destruction, in order that He
to show you how highly the virtue of martyrdom might make us strong to endure them all. "My
is esteemed, which, although it is well known to son," says He, "if thou come to serve God,
all, and is to be desired on account of the in- stand fast in righteousness, and fear, and presignia of its inborn glory, yet in the desire of pare thy soul for temptation."* Moreover, also,
its enjoyment has received more enhancement the blessed Apostle Paul exclaimed, and said,
from the necessity of the times. Because if any "To me to live is Christ, and to die is gain." 3
one be crowned at that season in which he
_5- Wherefore, beloved brethren, with a firm
supposes himself to be crowned, if perchance faith, with a robust devotion, with a virtue ophe should die, he is greatly rewarded. There- posed to the fierce threatenings of the world,
fore, sublime and illustrious as martyrdom is, it and the savage murmurs of the attending crowds,
is the more needful now, when the world itself we must resist and not fear, seeing that ours is
is turned upside down, and, while the globe is the hope of eternity and heavenly life, and that
partially shattered, failing nature is giving evi- our ardour is inflamed with the longing for the
dence of the tokens of its final destruction, light, and our salvation rejoices in the promise
For the rain-cloud hangs over us in the sky, and of immortality. But the fact that our hands are
the very air stretches forth the mournful rain. bound with tightened bonds, and that heavy
(curtain) ; and as oi%enas the black tempest links fastened round our necks oppress us with
threatens the raging sea, the glittering lightning- their solid weight, or that our body strained on
flashes glow terribly in the midst of the opening the rack hisses on the red-hot plates, is not for
darkness of the clouds. Moreover, when the the sake of seeldng our blood, but for the sake
deep is lashed into immense billows, by degrees of trying us.* For in what manner should we
the wave is lifted up, and by degrees the foam
z The
whitens, until at length you behold it rush in ave_ _ ca_
_ ot th¢_atm
whomustbe
m _-__
w_medfromtheworld.
_ppo_atob__-Marsuch a manner, that on those rocks on which it t:tr_h*..v,m_tl_m_,_,zagoflad_tot_m_.]
is hurled, it throws its foam higher than the
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be able to recognise even the dignity of martyr- is kept back by sand from the refluent masses
dora, if we were not constrained to desire it, even of earth. Whence it is necessary to suffer all
at the price of the sacrifice of our body?
I things, that we may be free from all wickedness,
indeed have known it, and I am not. deceived as He has said by His prophet : "And though
in the truth of what I say, when the cruel hands in the sight of men they have suffered torments,
of the persecutors were wrenching asunder the yet is their hope full of immortality ; and being
martyr's limbs, and the furious torturer was vexed in a few things, they shall be well rewardploughing up his lacerated muscles, and still ed in many things, because God has tried them,
could not overcome him.
I have known it byand
has found them worthy of Himself, and
the words of those who stood around. I "This has received
them as a sacrifice of burntis a great matter.
Assuredly I know not what offering. ''4
it is--that he is not subdued by suffering, that
x 7- But if ambitious dignity deter you, and
he is not broken down by wearing torments." the amount of your money heaped up in your
Moreover, there were other words of those who stores influence youa cause which ever disspoke: "And yet I believe he has children: for tracts the intentions of a virtuous heart, and
he has a wife associated with him in his house ; assails the soul devoted to its Lord with a fearful
and yet he does not give way to the bond of his trembling -- I beg that you would again refer to
offspring, nor is he vnthdrawn by the claim of the heavenly words.
For it is the very voice of
his family affection from his stedfast purpose. Christ who speaks, and says, "Whosoever
shall
Ttus matter must be known, and this strength lose his life for my name's sake, shall receive in
must be investigated, even to the very heart ; this world a hundred fold, and in the world to
for that is no trifling confession, whatever it may come shall possess eternal life."_ And we ought
be, for which a man suffers, even so as to be able assuredly to reckon nothing greater, nothing
to die."
more advantageous, than this.
For although in
i6. Moreover, beloved brethren, so great is the nature of your costly garments the purple
the virtue of martyrdom, that by its means even dye flows into figures, and in the slackening
he who has wished to slay you is constrained to threads the gold strays into a pattern, and the
believe. It is written, and we read : "Endure
weighty metals to which you devote yourselves
in suffering, and in thy humiliation have patience, are not wanting in your excavated treasures ;
because gold and silver are tried by the fire." _ still, unless I am mistaken, those things will be
Since, therefore, the Lord proves us by earthly esteemed vain and purposeless, if, while all
temptations, and Christ the Judge weighs us by things else are added to you, salvation alone is
these worldlyills, we must congratulate ourselves, found to be wanting; even as the Holy Spirit
and rejoice that He does not reserve us for declares that we can give nothing in exchange
those eternal destructions, but rejoices over us for our soul. For He says, "If you should gain
as purged from all contagion.
But from those the whole world, and lose your own soul, what
whom He adopts as partners of His inheritance,
shall it profit you, or what exchange shall a man
and is willing to receive into the kingdom of give for his soul? ''6 For all those things which
heaven, what else indeed does He ask than a we behold are worthless, and such as resting on
walk in integrity ? He Himself has said that all weak foundations, are unable to sustain the
things are His, both those things which are dis-i weight of their own mass. For whatever is replayed upon the level plains, and which lift ceived from the world is made of no account by
themselves up into sloping hills ; and moreover, the antiquity of time. Whence, that nothing
whatever the greatness of heaven surrounds, and should be sweet or dear that mght be preferred
what the gliding water embraces in the circum- to the desires of eternal life, things which are of
fluent ocean.
But if all things are within His personal right and individual law are cut off .by
ken, and He does not require of us anything but the Lord's precepts ; so that in the undergoing
sincere actions, we ought, as He Himself has of tortures, for instance, the son should not
said, to be like to gold. Because, when you soften the suffering father, and private affection
behold in the glistening ore s the gold glittering _ould not change the heart that was previously
under the tremulous light, and melting into a )ledged to enduring strength, into another disliquid form by the roaring flames (for this also )osition.
Christ of HIS own right ordained that
• generally the care of the workmen), whenever zuth and salvation alone must be embraced in
is
from the panting furnaces is vomited forth the the midst of great sufferings, under which wife,
glowing fire, the rich flame is drawn away from and children, and grandchildren, under which
the access of the earth in a narrow channel, and all the offspring of one's bowels, must be for,j,,, saken, and the victory be claimed.
., : [To m_. the_ drmmLt_cnarral_M d what was go_.g tm among
tr_ _mvds t_t gm_d Upoa the _mqurcs of (_mfs w_u_s,
am
_ccm_ n. 4

J Or,"em_ -

!
_ Mau, x. 39.
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I8. For Abraham also thus pleased God, in so that the fear of the future may stimulate us
that he, when tried by God, spared not even his to this glorious title. Because those to whom
own son, in behalf of whom perhaps he might great things are promised, seem to have greater
have been pardoned
had he hesitated to slay things which they are bound to fear.
For the
him.
A religious devotion armed his hands;
soldier does not arouse himself to arms before
and his paternal love, at the command of the the enemy have brandished
their hostile weapLord who bade it, set aside all the feelings of ons ; nor does a man withdraw his ship in an
affection.
Neither did it shock him that he was anchorage,
unless the fear of the deep have
to shed the blood of his son, nor did he tremble checked
his courage.
Moreover
also, while
at the word; nevertheless
for him Christ had eager for his wealth, the considerate
husbandnot yet been slain.
For what is dearer than man does not stir up the earth with a fortunate
He who, that you might not sustain anything un- ploughshare,
before the crumbling glebe is looswillingly in the present day, first of all Himself ened into dust by the rain that it has received.
suffered that which He taught otAers ta suffer£ Thus this is the natural practice of every man, to
What is sweeter than He who, although He is be ignorant of what is of advantage, unless you
our God and Lord, nevertheless makes the man recognise what has been mischievous.
Whence
who suffers for His sake His fellow-heir in the also a reward is given to all the saints, in that
kingdom of heaven?
Oh grand--I
know not the punishment
of their deeds is inflicted on
what !--whether
that reason scarcely bears to the unrighteous.
Therefore what the Lord has
receive that consciousness,
although it always promised
to His people is doubtful to none,
marvels at the greatness of the rewards ; or that however ignorant he is ; but neither is there any
the majesty of God is so abundant, that to all doubt what punitive fires He threatens.
And
who trust in it, it even offers those things which, since my discourse has led me thus to argue
while we were considering what we have done, about both these classes of things in a few words,
it had been sin to desire.
Moreover, if only as I have already spoken of both, I will briefly
eternal salvation should be given, for that very explain them.
perpetuity of living we should be thankful.
But
20. A horrible place, of which the name is
now, when heaven and the power of judging Gehenna, with an awful murmuring
and groanconcerning
others is bestowed in the eternaJ ing of souls bewailing, and with flames belching
world, what is there wherein man's mediocrity
forth through the horrid darkness of thick night,
may not find itself equal to all these trials ? If is always breathing
out the raging fires of a
you are assailed with injuries, He was first so smoking furnace, za/_ile the confined
mass of
assailed.
If you are oppressed with reproaches,
flames is restrained
or relaxed for the various
you are imitating the experience ofGod.
Whencepurposes
of punishment.
Then there are very
also it is but a little matter whatever you undergo many degrees of its violence, as it gathers into
for Him, seeing that you can do nothing more, itself whatever tortures the consuming fire of
unless that in this consists the whole of salvation, the heat emitted can supply.
Those by whom
that He has promised the whole to martyrdom,
the voice of the Lord has been rejected, and
Finally, the apostle, to whom all things were[His
control contemned, it punishes with differalways dear, while he deeply marvelled at the ent dooms ; and in proportion
to the different
greatness
of the promised
benefits, said, "I degree of deserving of the forfeited salvation it
reckon that the sufferings of this present time applies its power, while a poruon assigns its due
are not worthy to be compared to the glory that distinction to crime.
And some, for example,
is to follow, which shall be revealed in us."'
are bowed down by an intolerable load, some
Because he was musing in his own mind how are hurried by a merciless force over the abrupt
great wouM be the reward, that to him to whom descent of a precipitous
path, and the heavy
it would be enough to be free from death, should weight of clanking chains bends over them its
be given not only the prerogative of salvation, bondage.
Some there are, also, whom a wheel
but also to ascend to heaven:
to heaven which is closely turning, and an unwearied dizziness
isnot constrained into darkness, even when light tormen_'ng;
and others whom, bound to one
is expelled from it, and the day does not unfold another with tenacious closeness, body clinging
into light by alternate changes ; but the serene to body compresses : so that both fire is devourtemperature
of the liquid air unfolds a pure ing, and the load of iron is weighing down, and
brightness through a clearness that reddens with the uproar of many is torturing.
a fiery glow.
2 i. But those by whom God has always been
t 9. It now remains, beloved brethren, that we sought or known, have never lost the position
ate bound to show what is the advmatage of mar- which Christ has given them, where grace is
tyrdom, and that we should teach that especially,
found, where in the verdant fields the luxuriant
earth clothes itself with tender grass, and is pas,_
_ is.
tured with the scent of flowers ; where the groves
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are carried up to the lofty hill-top, and where claim this illustrious name, that death might
the tree clothes with a thicker foliage whatever ennoble the obedience of their devotion. Morespot thecanopy, expanded byitscurv/ng branches, over, also, we have frequently beheld others
may have shaded.
There is no excess of cold or stand undismayed, that they might redeem their
of heat, nor is it needed that in autumn the fields sins committed, and be regarded as washed in
should rest, or, again in the young spring, that their gore by HL¢ blood ; and so being slain they
the fruitful earth should bring forth. All things might live again, who when alive were counted
axe of one season: fruits are borne of a con- slain. Death assuredly makes life more comtinued summer, since there neither does the plete, death finds the glory that was lost. For
moon serve the purpose of her months, nor does in this the hope once lost is regained, in this all
the sun run his course along the moments of salvation is restored. Thus, when the seed-times
the hours, nor does the banishment of the light shall fail on the withering plains, and the earth
make way for night. A joyous repose possesses shall be parched with its dying grass, the river
the people, a calm home shelters them, where a has delighted to spring forth from the sloping
gushing fountain in the midst issues from the hills, and to soothe the thirsty fields with its
bosom of a broken hollow, and flows in sinuous gushing streams, so that the vanquished poverty
mazes by a course deep-sounding, at intervals to of the land might be dissolved into fruitful wheatbe divided among the sources of rivers springing stems, and the corn-field might bristle up the
from it. Here there is the great praise of mar- thicker for the counterfeited showers of rain.
tyrs, here is the noble crown of the victors, who
24. What then, beloved brethren, shall I chiefly
have the promise of greater things than those relate, or what shall I say ? When all dignified
whose rewards are more abundant.
And that titles thus combine in one, the mind is confused,
either their body is thrown to wild beasts, or the perception is misled ; and in the very atthe threatening sword is not feared, is shown as tempt to speak with brilliancy, my unworthy
the reason of their dignity, is manifested as the discourse vanishes away. For what is there to
gra_na' of their election. Because it would have be said which can be sufficient, when, if you
been inconsistent, that he who had been judged should express the power of eternal salvation,
equal to such a duty, should be kept among its attending glories come in your way ; if you
earthly vices and corruptions,
would speak of its surroundings, its greatness
2_. For you deserve, O excellent martyrs, that prevents you?
The things at the same time are
nothing should be denied to you who are nour- both in agreement and in opposition, and there
ished with the hope of eternity and of light; is nothing which appears worthy to be uttered.
whose absolute devotion, and whose mind dedi- Thus the instances of martyrdom have held in
C
•
•
•
i
ated to the service of heaven, is evldently seen. , check the impulses of daring speech, as if enDeservedly, I say deservedly, nothing to you is tangled and ensnared by an opponent.
What
forbidden to wish for, since by your soul this voice, what lungs, what strength, can undertake
world is looked down upon, and the alienated to sustain the form of such a dignity ? At the
appearance of the time has made you to shudder, confession of one voice, adverse things give way,
as if it were a confused blindness of darkness ; joyous things appear, kingdoms are opened, erato whom this world is always regarded in the pires are prepared, suffering is overcome, death
light of a dungeon, its dwellings for restraints, in is subdued, life is preferred, and the resisting
a life which has always been esteemed by you as weapons of a mischievous enemy are broken up.
a period of delay on a journey.
Thus, indeed, If there is sin, it perishes ; if there is crime, it
in the triumph of victory he is snatched from is left behind.
Wherefore I beseech you, weigh
these evils, whom no vain ambition with pompous this in your minds, and from my address receive
step has subdued,
nor popular greatness has so much as you know that you can feel.
elated, but whom, burning with heavenly desire,
25. Let it present itself to your eyes, what a
Christ has added to His kingdom,
day that is, when, with the people looking on,
2 3. There is nothing, then, so great and yen- and all men watching, an undismayed devotion
erable as the deliverance from death, and the is struggling against earthly crosses and the
causing to live, and the giving to reign for ever. threats of the world ; how the minds in suspense,
This is fitting for the saints, needful for the and hearts anxious aboutthe tremblings of doubt,
wretched, pleasing to all, in which the good axe agitated by the dread of the timid fearfulness
rejoice, the abject are liRed up, the elect are of those who are congratulating them!
What
crowned.
Assuredly God, who cares for all, an anxietyis there,what a prayerful entreaty,
gave to life a certain medicine as it were in mar- what desires are recorded, when, with the victory
tyrdom, when to some He assigned it on account stir wavering, and the crown of conquest hangof their deserving, to others He gave it on ac- ing in doubt over the bead while the results are
count of His mercy. We have assuredly seen still uncertain, and when that pestilent and rayvery many distinguished by their faith, come to ing confe'_ion is inflamed by passion, is kindled
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by madness, and finally, is heated by the fury of away ought not to move us, see/rig that they are
the heart, and by gnashing threats ! For who always being pressed forward to their own overis ignorant how great a matter this is, that our, throw, not only by the law proposed to them,
as it were, despised frailty, and the unexpected but even by the very end of time. John exboldness of human strength, should not yield to claims, and says, "Now.is the axe hid to the
the pangs of wounds, nor to the blows of tot- root of the tree ; "* showing, to wit, and pointtures,--that a man should stand fast and not ing out that it is the last old age of all things.
be moved, should be tortured and still not be Moreover, also, the Lord Himself says, "Walk
overcome, but should rather be armed by the while ye have the light, lest the darkness lay
very suffering whereby he is tormented?
hold upon you." a But if He has foretold that
• 6. Consider what it is, beloved brethren: we must walk in that time, certainly He shows
set before your perceptions and your minds a// that we must at any rate wa/k.
the endurance of martyrdom. Behold, indeed,
z8. And to return to the praise of martyrdom,
in the passion of any one you will, they who are there is a word of the blessed Paul, who says :
called martyrs rejoice as being already sum- I" Know ye not that they who run in a race strive
moned out of the world ; they rejoice as being many, but one receiveth the prize? But do ye
messengers of all good men ; they rejoice in so run, that all of you may obtain." 4 Morelike manner as elected. Thus the Lord rejoices over also elsewhere, that he may exhort us to
in His soldier,' Christ rejoices in the witness to martyrdom, he has called us fellow-heirs with
HIS name. It is a small matter that I am speak- Christ ; nay, that he might omit nothing, he says,
ing of, beloved brethren ; it is a small matter " If ye are dead with Christ, why, as if living in
so great a subject in this kind of address, and so the world, doye make distinctions?" s Because,
marvellous a difficulty has been undertaken by dearest brethren, we who bear the rewards of
me ; but let the gravity of the issue, I beseech resurrection, who seek for the day of judgment,
you, not be wanting for my own purpose, know- who, in fine, are trusting that we shall reign with
lug that as much can be said of martyrdom as Christ, ought to be dead to the world. For you
could be appreciated. Whence also this alone can neither desire martyrdom tiU you have first
has been the reason of my describing its glory, hated the world, nor attain to God's reward unnot that I judged myself equal and fitted for its less you have loved Christ. And he who loves
praise, but that I saw that there was such a Christ does not love the world. For Christ was
virtue in it, that however little I might say about given up by the world, even as the world also
it, I should profess that I had said as much as was given up by Christ ; as it is written, "The
possible. For although the custody of faith may world is crucified unto me, and I unto the
be preferred to the benefit of righteousness, and world." 6 The world has been an object of
an immaculate virginity may recognise itself as iaffection to none whom the Lord has not prebetter than the praises of all ; yet it is necessary viously condemned ; nor could he enjoy eternal
that even it should give place to the claim of salvation who has gloried in the life of the world.
blood, and be made second to a gory death. That is the very voice of Christ, who says: "He
The former have chosen what is good, the latter that loveth his life in this world, shall lose it in
have imitated Christ.
the world to come ; but he that hateth his life
aT. But now, beloved brethren, lest any one in this world, shall find it in the world to come." 7
should think that I have placed all salvation in Moreover, also, the Apostle Paul says : "Be ye
no other condition than in martyrdom, let him imitators of me, as I also am of Christ." s And
fast of all look especially at this, that it is not I the same elsewhere says : " I wish that all of
who seem to speak, that am of so great impor- you, if it were possible, should be imitators of
tance, nor is the order of things so arranged that me." 9
the promised hope of immortality should depend
z9. He said tiffs who suffered, and who sufon the strength of a partial advocacy. But feted for this cause, that he might imitate the
since the Lord b.a.stestified with His own mouth, Lord ; and assuredly he wished us also to suffer
that in the Father's possession are many dwe/t- for this cause, that through him we might imitate
ings, I have believed that there is nothing greater Christ. If thou art righteous, and believest in
than that glory whereby those men are proved God, why fearest thou to shed thy blood for Him
who are unworthy of this worldly life. There- whom thou knowest to have so often suffered for
fore, beloved brethren, striving with a religious thee ? In Isaiah He was sawn asunder, in Abel
rivalry,as if stirred up with some incentive of
reward, let us submit to all the abundance and
*J John
M,_xli.
_. ,_
OSI_*_ II.]
3_5.
the endurance
of
strength. For things passing
_,Col.
co_.i,.
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He was slain,
in IsaacHe was offeredup,in kind of powers of eloquence,still
suchwillbe
JosephHe was soldintoslavery,
in man He was your benevolence,
suchwillbe your charity
and
cruclfied.And 1 saynothingof othermatters,love,as to be mindfulofme when theLord shall
suchas neithermy discourse
isable_o tellnor begin to glorify
martyrdom in yourexperience.
my mind tobear. My consciousness
isovercome That holyaltar
• enclosesyou withinitself,
that
by the example of His humility;and when it great dwelling-place
of the venerableName
considers
what thingsbefell
when He suffered,
enclosesyou withinitself,
asifin thefoldsof s
it marvels that He should suffer on whose behalf heart's embrace : the powers of the everlasting
all things quaked.
The day fled into the night ; age sustain you, and that by which you shall
the light.gave up all things into darkness ; and, ever reign and shall ever conquer.
O blessed
its mass being inclined backwards and forwards, ones ! and such as truly have your sins remitted,
the whole earth was jarred, and burst open ; the if, however, you who are Christ's peers ever have
dead x were disturbed,
the graves were laid sinned!3
O blessed ones! whom the blood
bare, and as the tombs gaped open into the of the Lord has dyed from the beginning of the
rent of the earth, bodies returning to the light world, and whom such a brightness of snowy
were restored ; the world trembled at the flow- iclothing has deservedly invested, and the whiteing of His blood ; and the veil which hung from ness of the enfolding robe has adorned ! Finalthe opening of the temple was rent, and all the ly, I myself seem to myself to behold already,
temple uttered a groan.
For which cause it is and, as far as is possible to the mind of man,
a great matter to imitate Him who, in dying, that divine and illustrious thing occurs to my
convicted the world.
Therefore when, after the eyes and view. I seem, I say to myself, already
example of the Lord's passion, and after all the to behold, that that truly noble army accompatestimony of Christ, you lay down your life, and nies the glory and the path of their Christ.
The
fear not to shed your blood, everything must blessed band of victors will go before His face ;
absolutely give way to martyrdom.
Inestimable [and as the crowds become denser, the whole
is the glory of martyrdom, infinite its measure, army, illuminated as it were by the rising of the
immaculate its victory, invaluable its title, im- sun, will ascribe to Him the power.
And would
mense its triumph ; because he who is presented
that it might be the lot of such a poor creature
to Him with the special glory of a confessor, is as myself to see that sight ! But the Lord can
adorned with the kindred blood of Christ.
do what He is believed not to deny to your
3o. Therefore,
beloved
brethren, although petitions.4
this is altogether of the Lord's promise and
gift,
and although it is given from on high, and
* [Rev. vl. 9; also vol. L p. 486, note zo, this _xies.]
,
•
3 [,, St tamen qui Christi companm ¢*us ahquando petams_;
is not received except by His will, and more- notve_L.happdytranslateai
'butextravagantatbest.j
over, can neither be expressed in words nor
., _Thlnk,I sar again,of thin h_
_
o¢ _ "¢a_
mal;', so marvtllously sostoin_, and we.td_l gain _-w vlm_ dr
described by speech, nor can be satisfied
by any Chrmt $ power to l_rfc_:t Hts own strength m human mkm_.
x Or, "Man_

hfe of these Chmttans was a conscious daily warfare _"
the
world, the flesh, and the devil, " and we must recofni_ this in all
judgments of thear disciplin¢ and their _
of tlmught.]

_
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DISCIPLINE

AND

r. I do not conceive that I have exceeded
any portions of my duty, in always striving as
much as possible, by daily discussions of the
Gospels, to afford to you from time to time the
means of growth, by the Lord's help, in faith
and knowledge.
For what else can be effected
in the Lord's Church with greater advantage,
what can be found more suitable to the office of
a bishop, than that, by the teaching of the divine
words, recommended
and commented
on by
Him, believers should be enabled to attain to the
promised kingdom of heaven?
This assuredly,
as the desired result day by day of my work as
--

ADVANTAGE

OF

CHASTITF. I

!well as of my office, I endeavour, notwlthstanding my absence, to accomplish ; and by my
letters I try to make myself present to you,
addressing you in faith, in my usual manner, by
the exhortations that I send you.
I cab upon
you, therefore, to be established in the power of
the Root 2 of the Gospel, and to stand always
armed against all the assaults of the devil
I
shaU not believe myself to be absent from you,
if I shall be sul_ of you.
Neverthel_
everything which is advantageously set forth, and
which either defines or promises the condition
of eternal life to those who are investigating it,
is then only profitable, if it be aided in atta;nln_
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the reward of the effort by the power of the Chastity is not careful whom it pleases but itself.
divine mercy. We not only set forth words Chastity is always modest, being-the mother of
which come from the sacred fountains of the innocency; chastity is ever adorned with modScriptures, but with these very words we associ- esty alone, then rightly conscious of its own
ate prayers to the Lord, and wishes, that, as beauty if it is displeasing to the wicked. Chaswell to us as to you, He would not only unfold tity seeks nothing in the way of adornments : it is
the treasures of His sacraments, but would be- its own glory. It is this which commends us to
stow strength for the carrying into act of what the Lord, unites us with Christ ; it is this which
we know. For the danger is all the greater it drives out from our members all the illicit conwe know the Lord's will, and loiter in the work filets of desire, instils peace into our bodies :
of the will of God.
blessed itself, and making those blessed, who,,. Although, therefore, I exhort you always, ever they are, in whom it condescends to dwell
as you are aware, to many things, and to the It is that which even they who possess it not can
precepts of the Lord's admonition-- for what never accuse ; it is even venerable to its enemies,
else can be desirable or more important to me, since they admire it much more because they
than that in all things you should stand perfect are unable to capture it. Moreover, as mature,
in the Lord ?-- yet I admonish you, that you it is both always excellent in men, and to be earshould before all things maintain the barriers of nesfly desired by women ; so its enemy, unchaschastity, as also you do : knowing that you are tity, is always detestable, making an obscene sport
the temple of the Lord, the members of Christ, for its servants, sparing neither bodies nor souls.
the habitation of the Holy Spirit, elected to For, their own proper character being overcome,
hope, consecrated to faith, destined to salvation, it sends the entire man under its yoke of lust,
sons of God, brethren of Christ, associates of the alluring at first, that it may do the more mischief
Holy Spirit, owing nothing any longer to the by its attraction,- the foe of continency, exflesh, as born again of water, that the chastity, hausting both means and modesty ; the perilous
over and above the will, which we should always madness of lust frequently attaining to the blood,
desire to be ours, may be afforded to us also, on the destruction of a good conscience, the mother
account of the redemption, that that which has iof impenitence, the ruin of a more virtuous age,
been consecrated by Christ might not be cor- the disgrace of one's race, driving away a/l conrupted. For if the apostle declares the Church fidence in blood and family, intruding one's own
to be the spouse of Christ, I beseech you con- children upon the affections of strangers, intersia_rwhat chastity is required, where the Church polating the offspring of an unknown and coris given in marriage as a betrothed virgin. And rupted stock into the testaments of others. And
I indeed, except that I have proposed to ad- this also, very frequently burning without refermonish you with brevity, think the most diffuse ence to sex, and not restraining itself within the
praises due, and could set forth abundant landa- permitted limits, thinks it little satisfaction to ittions of chastity ; but I have thought it super- self, unless even in the bodies of men it seeks, not
fluous to praise it at greater length among those a new pleasure, but goes in quest of extraorwho practise it. For you adorn it while you dinary and revolting extravagances, contrary to
exhibit it ; and in its exercise you set forth its nature itself, of men with men.
more abundant praises, being made its ornament,
4. But chastity maintains the first rank in virwhile it also is yours, each lending and borrow- gins, the second in those who are continent, the
ing honour from the other. It adds to you the third in the case of wedlock. Yet in all it is
discipline of good morals ; you confer upon it glorious, with all its degrees. For even to mainthe ministry of saintly works. For how much tain the marriage-faith is a matter of praise in
and what it can effect has on the one hand been the midst of so many bodily strifes ; and to have
manifest by your means, and on the other it has determined on a limit in marriage defined by
shown and taught what you are wishing for,- continency is more virtuous still, became herein
the two advantages of precepts and practice be- even lawful things are refused.' Assuredly to
ing combined into one, that nothing should have guarded one's purity from the womb, and
appear maimed, as would be the case if either to have kept oneself an infant even to old age
principles were wanting to service, or service to throughout the whole of life, is certainly the part
principles,
of an admirable virtue ; only that _never to have
3. Chastity is the dignity of the body, the or- known the body's seductive capacities is the
nament of morality, the sacredness of the sexes, greater blessedness, to have overcome them when
the bond of modesty, the source of purity, the once known is the greater virtue ; yet still in such
peacefulnessof home, the crown of concord., a sort that that virtue comes of God's gift, als ["So d_r to Heavmi, ,_.ly Om_, etc."-- 1_,
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though it manifests itself to men in their mere- and you cannot find cause for complaint con.
bers.
cerning these things, even though they are not
5. The precepts of chastity, brethren, are an- described. For the adulterer has not an excuse,
cient. Wherefore do I say ancient? Because nor could he have, because he might take a
they were ordained at the same time as men wife.
themselves. For both her own husband belongs
7. But as laws are prescribed to matrons, who
to the woman, for the reason that besides him are so bound that they cannot thence be sepashe may know no other ; and the woman is given rated, while virginity and continency are beyond
to the man for the purpose that, when that which all law, there is nothing in the laws of matrimony
had been his own had been yielded to him, he which pertains to virginity_ for by its loftiness
should seek for nothing belonging to another.' it transcends them all. If any evil undertakings
And in such wise it is said, "Two shall be in of men endeavour to transcend laws, virginity
one flesh," _that what had been made one should Iplaces itself on an equality with angels ; morereturntogether, that a separation without return over, if we investigate, it even excels them,
should not afford any occasion to a stranger, because struggling in the flesh it gains the vicThence also the apostle declares that the man is tory even against a nature which angels have not.
the head of the woman, that he might commend What else is virginity than the glorious preparachastity in the conjunction of the two. For as tion for the future life ? Virginity is of neither
the head cannot be suited to the limbs of another, sex. Virginity is the continuance of infancy.
so also one's limbs cannot be suited to the head Virginity is the triumph over pleasures. Virginof another: for one's head matches one's limbs, ity has no children; but what is more, it has
and one's limbs one's head ; and both of them contempt for offspring : it has not fruitfulness,
are associated by a natural link in mutual con- but neither has it bereavement ; blessed that it
cord, lest, by any discord arising from the sepa- is free from the pain of bringing forth, more
rationof the members, the compact of the divine blessed still that it is free from the calamity of
covenant should be broken. Yet he adds, and the death of children. What else is virginity
says : " Because he who loves his wife, loves him- than the freedom of liberty? It has no husband
self. For no one hates his own flesh ; but hour- for a master. Virginity is freed from all affecishesand cherishes it, even as Chr/st the Church." _ tions : it is not given up to marriage,nor to the
From this passage there is great authority for world, nor to children. It cannot dread percharitywith chastity, if wives are to be loved by secution, since it cannot provoke it from its
their husbands even as Christ loved the Church, security.
andwives ought so to love their husbands also as
8. But since the precepts of chastity have
the Church loves Christ.
thus briefly been set forth to us, let us now give
6. Christ gave this judgment when, being an instance of chastity. For it is more profitable
inquired of, He said that a wife must not be put when we come in the very presence of the thing;
away, save for the cause of adultery ; such hon- nor will there be any doubt about the virtue,
our did He put upon chastity. Hence arose when that which is prescribed is also designated
the decree : "Ye shall not sufferadulteresses to by illustrations. The example of chastity begins
live."4 Hence the apostle says: "This is the with Joseph. A Hebrew youth, noble by his
will of God,
that
ye abstain
the samefr°mnf°rn'_c'_'a_°n':S
ml" g :: - ln_t u_e iParentage'
by by
hishis
innocence,
on exposed
account
Hence
also he
says
of the envynobler
excited
revelations
members of Christ must not be joined with the for sale by his brethren to the Israelites, had
members of an harlot." 6 Hence the man is attained to the household of s man of Egypt.
delivered over unto Satan for the destruction By his obedience and his innocence, and by the
of the flesh, who, treading under foot the law of entire faithfulness of his service, he had aroused
chastity,practises the vices of the flesh. Hence in his favour the easy and kindly disposition of
with reason adultere_s do not attain the kingdom his master; and his appearance had commended
of heaven. Hence it is that every sin is without itself to all men, _like by his gracious speech as
the body, but that the adulterer alone sins against by his youthfulness. But that same nobility of
his own'body. Hence other authoritative utter- m_nner was received by his master's wife in anances of the instructor, all of which it is not other manner than was becoming _ in a secret
necessaryat this time to collect, especially among part of the house, and without wimesses,-- a
you, who for the most part know and do them ; place high up, and fitted for deeds of wicked-ne_, the unrestrained unchastity of the woman
o_wW-h thought that it could overcome the youth's
_ ii. m4_]H_ _o_, _
-- chastity, now by promises, now by threats. And
_wl muo_-a
F,v_ _M_,,_._h_
zi_ 8: Ck_
' _'_-_'-s.
4s I._.
__ xx.
,. _,zo._
,',xCc_.vi.
_
i,.zs.s.

jwhen he was restrained from &ttemp6og flight
by her holding his garments, shocked at the
audacity of such a crime, tearing his very gLr-
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ments, and able to appeal to the sincerity of his gestive licence to lasciviousness ; nor the comenaked body as a witness of his innocence, the liness of their bodies, and the beauty of their
rash woman did not shrink from adding calum- well-ordered limbs, although for the most part
ny to the crime of her unchastity. Dishevelled, this affords a hint, that being, as it were, the
and raging that her desire should be despised, short-lived flower of an age that rapidly passes
she complained both to others and to her hus- away, it should be fed with the offered opportuband that the Hebrew youth had attempted nity of pleasure ; nor the first years of a green
to use that force to her which she herself had but mature age, although the blood, still inexpestriven to exercise.' The husband's passion, rienced, grows hot, and stimulates the natural
unconscious of the truth, and terribly inflamed fires, and the blind flames that stir in the marby his wife's accusation, is aroused ; and the row, to seek a remedy, even if they should break
modest youth, because he did not defile his con- forth at the risk of modesty ; nor any opportunity
science with the crime, is thrust into the lowest afforded by secrecy, or by freedom from witdungeon of the prison. But chastity is not nesses, which to some seems to ensure safety,
alone in the dungeon ; for God is with Joseph, although this is the greatest temptation to the
and the guilty are given into his charge, because commission of crime, that there is no punishhe had been guiltless. Moreover, he dissolves ment for meditating it. Neither was a necessity
the obscurities of dreams, because his spirit was laid upon them by the authority of those who
watchful in temptations, and he is freed from bade them yield, and in the boldness of associachains by the master of the _rison.
He who tion and companionship, by which kind of temphad been an inferior in the house with peril, was rations also righteous determinations are often
made lord of the palace without risk ; restored overcome. Neither did the very rewards nor the
to his noble station, he received the reward of kindliness, nor did the accusations, nor threats,
chastity and innocence by the judgment of God, nor punishments, nor death, move them ; nothfrom whom he had deserved it.
ing was counted so cruel, so hard, so distressing,
9. But not less from a different direction arises as to have fallen from the lofty stand of chastity.
to us another similar instance of chastity from They were worthyof such a reward of the Divine
the continence of women. Susanna, as we read, Judge, that one of them should be glorified on
the daughter of Chelcias, the wife of Joachim, a throne almost regal ; that the other, endowed
was exceedingly beautiful--more beautiful still with her husband's sympathy, should be rescued
in character. Her outward appearance added by the death of her enemies. These, and such
no charm to her, for she was simple: chastity as these, are the examples ever to be placed
bad cultivated her ; and in addition to chastity, before our eyes, the like of them to be medlnature alone. With her, two of the elders had tated on day and night.
begun to be madly in love, mindful of nothing,
xi. Nothing so delights the faithful soul as
neither of the fear of God, nor even of their age, the healthy consciousness of an unstained roodalready withering with years. Thus the flame of esty? To have vanquished pleasure is the greatresuscitated lust recalled them into the glowing est pleasure ; nor is there any greater victory
heats of their bygone youth. Robbers of chas- than that which is gained over one's desires.
tity, they profess love, while they really hate. They He who has conquered an enemy has been
threaten her with calumnies when she resists ; stronger, but it was stronger than another; he
the adulterers in wish declare themselves the who has subdued lust has been stronger than
accusers of adultery. And between these rocks himself. He who has overthrown an enemy has
of lust she sought help of the Lord, because she beaten a foreign foe ; he who has cast down
was not equal to prevailing against them by desire has vanquished a domestic adversary.
bodily strength. And the Lord heard from Every evil is more easily conquered than pleasheaven chastity crying to Him ; and when she, ure ; because, whatever it is, the former is repuloverwhelmed with injustice, was being led to sire, the latter is attractive. Nothing is crushed
punishment, she was delivered, and saw her with such difficulty as that which is armed by it.
revenge upon her enemies. Twice victorious, He who gets rid of desires has got rid of fears
and in her peril so often and so fatally hedged also ; for from desires come fears. He who
in, she escaped both the lust and death. It will overcomes desires, triumphs over sin ; he who
be endless if I continue to produce more exam- overcomes desires, shows that the mischief of
pies : I am content with these two, especially as the human family lies prostrate under his feet ;
in these ca%_ chastity has been defended with he who has overcome desires, has given'to himtheir might,
self perpetual peace ; be who has overcome de_o. The memory of noble descent could not sires, restores to himself h'berty,--a most di_¢mer_te them, although to some this is a sug- cult matter even for noble natures. Therefore
s ,' _
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we should always meditate, brethren, as these
matters teach us, on chastity.
That it may be
the more easy, it is based upon no acquired
skill. For the right will that is therein carried
to perfection--which,
were it not checked, is
remote (sctl. from our consciousness)w
is still
our will ; so that it is not a will to be acquired,
but that which is our own is to be cherished.,
i2. For what is chastity but a virtuous mind
added to watchfulness over the body ; so that
modesty observed m respect of the sexual relations, attested
by strictness
(of demeanour),
should maintain honourable faith by an uncorrupted offspring ? Moreover, to chastity, brethren, are suited and are known first of all dlvine
modesty, and the sacred meditation of the divine
precepts, and a soul inclined to faith, and a mind
attuned to the sacredness of religion : then carefulness that nothing in itself should be elaborated
beyond measure, or extended beyond propriety ;
that nothing should be made a show of, nothing
artfully coloured ; that there should be nothing
to pander to the excitement or the renewal of
wiles. She ]s not a modest woman who strives
to stir up the fancy of another, even although
her bodily chastity be preserved.
Away with
such as do not adorn, but prostitute their beauty,
For anxiety about beauty is not only the wisdom
of an evil mind, but belongs to deformity.
Let
the bodily nature be free, nor let any sort of
force be intruded upon God's works. She is
always wretched who is not satisfied to be such
as she is. Wherefore is the colour of hair
changed?
Why are the edges of the eyes darkened ? Why is the face moulded by art into a
different form ? Finally, why is the looking-glass
consulted, unless from fear lest a woman should
be herself?
Moreover, the dress of a modest
woman should be modest ; a believer should not
be conscious of adultery even in the mixture of
colours. To wear gold in one's garments is as
if it were desirable to corrupt one's garments,
What do rigid metals do among the delicate
threads of the woven textures, except to press
upon the enervated shoulders, and unhappily to
show the extravagance of a boastful soul?
Why
are the necks oppressed and hidden by outlandish stones, the prices of which, without workmanship, exceed the entire fortune 2 of many a one ?
----__.
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It is not the woman that is adorned, but the
woman's vices that are manifested.
What, when
the fingers laden with so much gold can neither
close nor open, is there any advantage sought
for, or is it merely to show the empty parade of
one's estate?
It is a marvellous thing that
women, tender in all things else, in bearing the
burden of their vices are stronger than men.
13. Bat to return to what I began with : cFdtstity is ever to be cultivated by men and women ;
it is to be kept with all watchfulness within its
bounds.
The bodily nature is quickly endangered in the body, when the flesh, which is always falling, carries it away with itself. Because
under the pretext of a nature which is always
urging men to desires whereby the ruins of a
decayed race are restored, deceiving with the
enticement of pleasure, it does not lead its offspring to the continence
of legitimate intercourse, but hurls them into crime. Therefore,
in opposition to these fleshly snares, by which
the devil both obtrudes himself as a companion
and makes himself a leader, we must struggle
with every kind of strength.
Let the aid of
Christ be appropriated, according to the apostle,
and let the mind be withdrawn as much as possible from the association of the body ; let consent be withheld from the body ; let vices be
always chastised, that they may be hated ; let
that misshapen
and degraded
shame which
belongs to sin be kept before our eyes. Repentance itself, with all its struggles, is a discreditable testimony to sins committed.
Let
not curiosity be indulged
in scanning other
people's countenances.
Let one's speech be
brief, and one's laughter moderate, for laughter
is the sign of an easy and a negligent disposition ; and let all contact, even that which is
becoming, be avoided.3
Let no indulgence be
permitted to the body, when bodily vice is to be
avoided.
Let it be considered how honourable
it is to have conquered dishonour, how disgraceful to have been conquered by dishonour.
x4. It must be said, moreover, that adultery
is not pleasure, but mutual contempt ; nor can
it delight, because it kills both the soul and
modesty.
Let the soul restrain the provocations
of the flesh ; let it bridle the impulses of the
body.
For it has received this power, that the
limbs should be subservient to its command ;
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in opposition to disturbances and all vices, help an address. Look ye to the Scriptures ; seek
must be sought for from the divine camp ; for I out for yourselves from those precepts greater
God alone, who has condescended to make men, Iillustrations of this matterJ Beloved brethren,
is powerful also to afford sufficient help to men. ]farewell.
I have composed• a few words, because I did[__ s [Ev thing in an " uity bmthcs this spirit of '
"
notproposetowritea volume,
butto sendyou_Script_Comp_t_poL.
p.,,9,
not_
4,
_,-a.]
'_g th
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That allsinsmay be forgiven
him who has cloud.Be converted
tome,and I will
redeem
turned to God with his whole heart,
thee." '°
In the eighty-eighth Psalm : "If his children
Also in the same : "Have these things in
forsake my law, and walk not in my judgments, mind, and groan. Repent, ye that have been
and keep not my commandments, I will visit seduced; be converted in heart unto me, and
their iniquities with a rod, and their sins with have in mind the. former ages, because I am
stripes ; nevertheless my loving-kindness will I God."not scatter away from them." •
Also in the same : "For a very little season I
Also in Isaiah : "Thus saith the Lord, the have forsaken thee, and with great mercy I will
Holy One of Israel, When thou shalt turn and pity thee. In a very little wrath I turned away
mourn, then thou shalt be saved, and shalt know my face from thee ; in everlasting mercy I will
where thou wast." 3
pity thee." ,2
Also in the same place : "Woe unto you,
Also in the same : "Thus said the Most High,
children of desertion, saith the Lord! ye have who dwelleth on high, for ever Holy in the
made counsel not by me, and my covenant nol holies, His name is the Lord, the Most High,
by my Spirit, to add sin to sin." 4
resting in the holy places, and giving calmness
Also in Jeremiah : "Withdraw thy foot from of mind to the faint-hearted, and giving life to
a rough way, and thy face from thirst. But she those that are broken-hearted : I am not angry
said, I will be comforted, I am willing ; for she with you for ever, neither will I be avenged in
loved strangers, and went after them." s
all things on you: for my Spirit shall go forth
Also in Isaiah: "Be ye converted, because from me, and I have made all inspiration ; and
ye devise a deep and wicked counsel." 6
on account of a very little sin I have grieved
Also in the same place : "I am He, I am He him, and have turned away my face from him ;
that blotteth out thy iniquities, and will not re- and he has suffered the vile man, and has gone
member them; but do thou remember them, away sadly in his ways. I have seen his ways,
and let us be judged together; do thou first tell and have healed him, and I have comforted
thine unrighteousnesses." z
him, and I have given to him the true consolaAlso in the same : "Seek the Lord ; and when tion, and peace upon peace to those who are
ye shall have found Him, call upon Him. But afar off, and to those that are near. And the
when He has drawn near to you, let the wicked Lord said, I have healed them ; but the unrightforsake his ways, and the unnghteous man his eous, as a troubled sea, are thus tossed about
thoughts ; and let him be converted to the Lord, and cannot rest. There is no joy to the wicked,
and mercy shall be prepared for him, because saith the Lord." z3
Also in eremiah. "Shall a bride
He does not much s forgive your sins." 9
.
J
.
" forget her
Also in the same : "Remember these things, aaornment, or _4a virgin the girdle of her breast
0 Jacob and Israel, because thou art my servant. But my people has forgotten my days,,s whereof
I have called thee my servant ; and thou, Israel, there is no number." 'forget me not. Lo, I have washed away thy
Also in the same : "For a decree, I will speak
unrighteousness as . . . , and thy sins as a rain- upon the nation or upon the kingdom, or I will
take them away and destroy them. And if the
__..x)R_,,.._y_poCS_a_,_dffi,_]in,=y_e,
tonationshouldbe convertedfrom
itsevils,
Iwill
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repent of the ills which' I have thought to do
unto them.
And I will speak the decree upon
the nation or the people, that I should rebuild
it and plant it ; and they will do evit before me,
that they should not hearken to my voice, and I
will repent of the good things which I spoke of
doing to them." *
Also in the same : " Return to me, O dwelling
of Israel, saith the Lord, and I will not harden
my face upon you ; because I am merciful, saith
the Lord, and I will not be angry against you for
ever." s
Also in the same : "Be converted, ye children
that have departed, saith the Lord; because I
will rule over you, and will take you one of a
city, and two of a family, and I will bring you
into Sion : and I will give you shepherds after
my heart, and they shall feed you, feeding you
with discipline." 4
Also in the s_xne : "Be converted, ye children
who are turning, and I will heal your affliction."s
Also in the same : "Wash thine heart from
wickedness, O Jerusalem, that thou mayest be
healed : how long shall there be in thee thoughts
of thy sorrows ?" 6
Also in the same : "Thus saith the Lord,
Does not he that falleth arise ? or he that turns
away, shall he not be turned back ? Because
this people hath turned itself away by a shameless vision, and they have persisted in their presumption, and would not be converted." r
Also in the same: "There
is no man that
repenteth of his iniquity, saying, What have I
done ? The runner has failed from his course,
as the sweating horse in his neighing." s
Also in the same: "Therefore
let every one
of you turn from his evil way, and make your
desires better.
And they said, We will be cornforted, because we will go after your 9 inventions,
and every one of us will do the sins _vhich please
his own heart." '°
Also in the same : "Pour down as a torrent
tears, day and night give thyself no rest, let not
the pupil of thine eye be silent." "
Also in the same : "Let us search out our ways,
and be turned to the Lord.
Let us purge our
hearts with our hands, and let us look unto the
Lord who dwelleth in the heavens.
We have
sinned, and we have provoked Thee, and Thou
hast not been propitiated." '*
Also in the same : "And the Lord said to me
X Hem also th_ _
J
4
s
6
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in the days of Josias the king, Thou hast seen
what the dwelling of the house, Xs the house of
Israel, has done to me.
It has gone away upon
every lofty mountain, and has gone under every
shady'4 tree, and has committed fornication there;
and I said, after she had committed all these fornications, Return unto me, and she has not returned." ,s
Also in the same : "The Lord will not reject
for ever ; and when He has made low, He will
have pity according to the multitude of His
mercy. Because He will not bring low from His
whole heart, neither will He reject the children
of men." ,6
Also in Ezekiel:" And the righteous shall not
be able to be saved in the day of transgression.
When I shall say to the righteous, Thou shalt
surely live ; but ,7 he will trust to his own righteousness, and will do iniquity : all his righteousnesses shall not be remembered ; in his iniquity
which he has done, in that he shall die. And
when I shall say to the wicked, Thou shalt surely
Idie, and he turns himself from his sin, and doeth
righteousness
and judgment, and restoreth to
the debtor his pledge, and giveth back his robbery, and walketh in the precepts of life, that he
may do no iniquity, he shall surely live, and shall
not die; none of his sins which he hath sinned
shall be stirred up against him : because he hath
done justice and judgment, he shall lwe in
them." ,s
Also in the same: "I am the Lord, because
I bring low the high tree, and exalt the low tree,
i and dry up the green tree, and cause the dry
tree to flourish." ,9
Also in the same: "And thou, son of man,
say unto the house of Israel, Even as ye have
spoken, saying, Our errors and our iniquities are
in us, and we waste away in them, and how shall
we live ? Say unto them, I live, saith the Lord :
if I will the death of a sinner, only let him turn
from his way, and he shall live." 2o
Also in the same : "I the Lord have built up
the ruined places, and have planted the wasted
places." 2,
Also in the same : "And the wicked man, if
he turn himself from all his iniquities that he has
done, and keep all my commandments, and do
judgment, and justice, and mercy, shall surely
live, and shall not die. None of his sins which
he has committed shall be in remembrance ; in
his righteousness which he hath done he shall

is obviotmly
x3 There is evident confusion her% and no place can be found for
the word "voccm."
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live. Do I willingly desire the death of the unrighteous man, salth Adonai the Lord, rather
than that he should turn him from his evil way,
that he should live ?" '
Also in the same : "Be ye converted, and
turn you from all your wickedneses, and they
shall not be to you for a punishment.
Cast away
from you all your iniquities which ye have
wickedly committed against me, and make to
yourselves a new heart and a new spirit ; and
why will ve die, O house of Israel ? For I desire not tl_e death of hun that dieth, saith Adonal
the Lord." -_
Also in Daniel : "And after the end of the
days, I Nabuchodonosor
lifted up my eyes to
heaven, and my sense returned to me, and I
praxsed the Most High, and blessed the King of
heaven, and praised Him that hveth for ever ;
because His power is eternal, His kingdom is
for generations,S and all who inhabit the earth
are as nothing." 4
Also in Micah : "Alas for me, O my soul, because truth has perished from the earth, and
among all there is none that correcteth ; all
judge in blood.
Every one treadeth down his
neighbour with tribulation ; they prepare their
hands for evil." s
Also in the same : "Rejoice
not against me,
O mine enemy, because I have fallen, but I shall
arise ; because although I shall sit in darkness,
the Lord will give me light : I will bear the
Lord's anger, because I have sinned against[
Him, until He justify my cause." 6
Also in Zephaniah : "Come
ye together and
pray, O undisciplined people ; before ye be made
as a flower that passeth away, before the anger of

hate cursing, and know righteousness and God's
judgments, and stand in the lot of the propitiation of the Most High : and go into the portion
of life with the living, and those that make confession.
Delay not in the error of the wicked.
Confession perisheth from the dead man, ag if
it were nothing.
Living and sound, thou shalt
confess to the Lord, and thou shalt glory in His
mercies ; for great is the mercy of the Lord, and
His propitiation unto such as turn unto Him." ,o
Also in the same : "How good is it for a true
heart to show forth repentance ! For thus shalt
thou escape vohmtary sin.""
Also in the Acts of the Apostles : "But Peter
saith unto him, thy money perish with thee, because thou thinkest to be able to obtain the grace
of God by money.
Thou hast no part nor lot
in tl_s faith, for thy heart is not right with God.
Therefore repent of this thy wickedness, and
pray the Lord, if haply the thought of thy heart
may be forgiven thee.
For I see that thou art
in the bond of miquity, and in the bitterness of
gall." ,2
Also in the second Epistle of the blessed ,s
Paul to the Corinthians:
"For the sorrow which
is according to God worketh a stedfast repentance unto salvation, but the sorrow of the world
worketh death." ,4
Also in the same place of this very matter :
"But if ye have forgwen anything to any one, I
] also forgive him ; for I also forgave what I have
forgiven for your sakes in the person of Christ,
that we may not be circumvented
by Satan, for
we are not ignorant of his wiles." _s
I Also in the same : "But I fear lest perchance,
I when I come to you, God may again humble

the _Lo_rdcome upon you, before the day of the
Lord s fury come upon you, seek ye the Lord, all
ye humble ones of the earth ; do judgment and
seek justice, and seek for gentleness ; and answer
ye to Him that ye may be protected in the day
of the Lord's anger."_
Also in Zechariah : "Be ye converted
unto
me, and I will be turned unto you." s
Also in Hosea : "Be thou converted, O Israel,
to the Lord thy God, because thou art weakened
by thine imquities.
Take many with you, and
be converted
to the Lord your God ; worship
Him, and say, Thou art mighty to put away our
sins ; that ye may not receive iniquity, but that
ye may receive good things."9
Also in Ecclesiasticus : "Be thou turned to
the Lord, and forsake thy sins, and exceedingly

Ime among you, and I shall bewail many of those
i who have sinned before, and have not repented,
I for that they have committed
fornication and
I lasciwousness." ,6
I Also in the same: "I told you before, and
foretell you as I sit present;
and absent now
from those who before have sinned, and to all
others; as, ifI shall come again, lwill not spare." '_
Also in the second to Timothy : "But shun
!profane novelties of words, for they are of much
advantage to impiety.
And their word creeps
as a cancer : of whom is Hymen_us
and Philetns, who have departed from the truth, saying
that the resurrection
has already happened, and
have subverted the faith of certain ones.
But
the foundation of God standeth firm, having this
seal, God knoweth them that are His.
And,

I Ettek. _

ax, LXX.

-"-r_k._
_, LXX.
In _erauone."
3
s
s
6

Dan. zv 34
M_¢. _. T, _,3, LXX.
Mlc. vn. $ LXX.
Zcph. d. x_LXX.
8 Zech ,. 3.
9 Hos. x4v. a.
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ELUCIDATIONS.
Every one who nameth the name of the lord
shall depart from all iniquity. But in a great
house there are not only vessels of gold and
silver, but also of wood and of clay$ and some
indeed for honour, and some for contempt,
Therefore if any one shall amend x himself from
these things, he shall be a vessel sanctified for
honour, and useful for the lord, prepared for
every good work. Moreover, flee youthful lusts •
but follow after righteousness, faith, chanty,
peace, with them that call upon the Lord from
a pure heart. But avoid questions that are foolIShand without learning, knowing that they bei ,, Emendavent,"
probably a mistake
purge," as in the Vulg.,
sctl. _*:,_Oa#_.

for "emundaverlt,"
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get strifes. And the servant of the Lord ought
not to strive ; but to be gentle, docile to all meJh
patient with modesty, correcting those who resist, lest at any time God may give them repeatance to the acknowledgment of the truth, m_d
recover themselves from the snares of the devil,
by whom they are held captive at his will." _
Also in the Apocalypse: "Remember whence
thou hast fallen, and repent ; but if not, I will
come to thee quickly, and remove day candlestick out of its place." 3
2 _Tim.,;. _6. [O. truere.ite,_e_ _vlst_ -_,. P.
pnnclple which dictated the compilauon
of texts against the Jews;
•
_rez, zarlu_,
the author calls li,-- qlllldam
IvtlT_ ¢_
It i_
grsta, -- to be read with readiness,
an_ frequently
referred toni

"shall

ELUCIDATIONS.
I.

(Maintainedby consent,andcaressedby excuses,p.557.)
THE severer discipline of early Christianity must not be discarded by those who claim it for
the canon of Scripture ; for modes of baptism, confirmation, and other rites ; for Church polity,
in short ; and for the Christian year. Let us note that the whole spirit of antiquity is opposed to
worldliness. It reflects the precept, "Be not conformed to this world," and in nothing more
emphatically than in hostility to theatrical amusements, which in our days are re-asserting the
deadly influence over Christians which Cyprian and Tertullian and other Fathers so solemnly
denounced. If they were "maintained by consent, and caressed by excuses," even in the martyrage, no wonder that in our Laodicean period they baffle all exertions of faithful watchmen, who
enforce the baptismal vow against "_hompsand vanities," always understood of theatrical shows,
and hence part of that "world, the flesh, and the devil" which Christians have renounced.
IL
(Nowis the axe laid to the root,p. 586.)
Matt. iii. xo. "Securis ad radicem arboris _osita est," says Cyprian, quoting the Old Latin,
with which the Vulgate substantially agrees.' A very diligent biblical scholar directs attention
to the vulgar abuse of this saying,_ which turns upon a confusion of the active verb to lay, with the
neuter verb to lie.3 It is quoted as if it read, Lay the axe to l/ze raat, and is "interpreted, popularly, as of felling a tree, an incumbrance or a nuisance ....
Hence it often makes radical
reformers in Church and State, and becomes the motto of many a reckless leader whose way has
been to teach, not upward by elevating the ignoble, but downward by sinking the elevated ....
There is something similar in Latin : jacio to hurl ; and jaceo, to lie, recline, or remain at rest.
Beza follows the Vulgate (posita es0 ; but the original is clear, -- _(_-a*/ is laid, or k'e_ ....
It
i It has arborum,
i

TAe_,m,t_ta_,

s Note,

however,
by Samuel

an extraordinary

• Lexlcographe.n
#re ,_

instead
Hanson

instance,

of the singular.
Cox,

D.D.,

CAF&le Haroldp

=jaceo.

New York,
Caa_

tSO.

iv. It.
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means, The axe is ready; it lieth near the root, in mercy and in menace ....
The to_g-su2fen'sg
af God wai_t_ as in aw days af Noak . . . waiteth, i.e., for good f_uit."
Compare Luke xiii. 9 : "If it bear fruit, well : and ff not, then after that thou __baltcut it
down." Such is the argument of Cyprian, in view of the approaching "end of time."

III.
(GeneralNote.)
Let me here call attention to the mischievous use of words common among modem Latim,
even the best of them. Thus, Pellicia ' mentions Cyprian as referring his synodical judgment to
"_
_pmme chair of the Church of Rome." No need to say that his reference proves nothing
of the kind. "Supremacy," indeed l Consult Bossuet and the Gallicans on that point_ even
aRer Trent The case cited is evidence of the very reverse. Cyprian and his Carthaginian
colleagues wished, also, the conspicuous co-operation of their Italian brethren ; and so he writes
to "Cornelius, o_r coHea_e," who, "with very many comprovincial bishops, having held a council,
¢_rred
in the same opinion." It is an instance of.#a_mal
concurrenc_ on grounds of entire
equality; and Cyprian's courteous invitation to his "colleague" Cornelius and his comprovincials
to co-operate, is _ striking illustration of the maxim, "To_s apellandus sit orbis, ubi totum orbem
causa spectat." Compare St. Basil's letters to the Western bishops, in which he reminds them
that the Gospel came to them from the East. This is a sort of @rimacyrecognised by St. Paul
himself? as it was afterwards,when Jerusalem was recognised as "the mother of all the churches" 3
by a general council, writing to Damasus, bishop of Rome, himself.
t Pm_3', etc., p. 4a6 (tr_,._tlon). This valuable work, tra_,,-I_*,__
and edited by the Rev. J. C. _
M.A. (Lomkm, t883), i*
mmful_tomodlmv_mmps_
8ndu__
_tt tlml_m_leditor lmsnotlmm _prudent
in notlng bi_
a_hor's parpemal _s_-p_s
_"aa_tuiw.
s t Cot. _,. #,
a_
hal v. cap. ix_ A.n. #_. TIw lit_t_ ny "l,_t y_" (A.D. #_0, '_._
a tlm *Om_ in tms_m.

CAIUS.
[TRANSLATED

BY THE

REV. S. D. It. SALMOND, M.A.]

INTRODUCTORY NOTICE
"to

CAIUS.

PRESBYTER

OF ROME.

[X.D. t80--217.']
During the episcopate of Zephyrinus, Caius, one of his presbyters, acquired
much credit by his refutation of Proclus, a Montanist.
He became known as an eloquent and
erudite doctor, and to him has often been ascribed the HMlasa/humena
of Hippolytus, and also
The Labytqnth.
He wrote in Greek, and finally seems to have been promoted to an episcopal
See, possibly among the Eastems.'
To him also has been ascribed the celebrated "Muratorian
Canon," which is therefore given in this volume, with other fragments less dubiously associated
with his name.
He has been supposed by some to have been a pupil of Irenmus, but of this
there is no conclusive evidence.
If his reputation suffers somewhat from his supposed rejection
of the Apocalypse, it is apologized for by Wordsworth, in a paragraph that deserves to be quoted
entire : "Let it be remembered
that the church of Rome was not eminent for learning at that
time.
It was induced, by fear of erroneous consequences,
to surrender another canonical book,
the Epistle to the Hebrews.
The learning of the Church was then mainly in the East.
It
was by the influence of the East, in the West, that the church of Rome was enabled to recover
that epistle.
It was also the influence of the Apocalyptic churches of Asia that preserved the
Apocalypse as an inspired work of St. John to the church of Rome."
By the deference with
which the author of the Refuta_'an speaks of the Apocalypse, we are able, among other evidences,
to decide that it is not the work of Caius.
In an interesting chapter of his Hi_elytus,
Bishop Wordsworth considers the possibility of
the authorship of that work as his, and discusses it with ability and learning.
Nearly all ttmt is
known or conjectured concerning Caius is there condensed and elucidated.
But _er
devotes
a yet more learned chapter to him ; and to that the inquirer is referred, as a sufficient elucidation
of all that was known or conjectured about him before the present century.
He is quoted by
Eusebius ; 2 and the traveller is reminded, when he visits the gorgeous Church of St. Paul on the
Ostian Road, that so early an author as Caius may be cited as evidence that it probably stands
very near the spot where St. Paul fulfilled his prophecy, "I am now ready to be offered, and the
time of my departure is at hand."
We can only conjecture the time of his birth by the age he
must have attained in the time of Zephyrinus ; but of his death, the secret is with the Master in
whom he believed, as we may trust, until he fell asleep.
T:fere follows, from the Edinburgh series, the learned editor's INTRODUCTORYNOTICE:-EUSEBIUSstates that Caius lived in the time of Zephyrinus. s He speaks of him as a member
of the Catholic Church, 4 and as being most learned.
And he mentions that a dialogue of his
t The_
cmtjec_ure
of Wordsworth,
whosurmisesthat_d _v&v_r_r_-n_v,
inPhotlu,,shouldbe readx_ _*,e,s_v. H_#_/a,
hu, p. So. Another
etmj,_ture
is 'A/_a,_v. Fortheoriginals
oftheseFr_mentsandlearnednot_ seeRouth,Re_'_., ti.p. x_.
t _
_
himin several#acts (bookii.cap._v., hook ill.cal.. xx'viiiandxzxi.),andcite*himin im_ thatSt.Pet_
suffeml on the Vatican, and St. Pa_ _mthe Via Oalenak.
s H/at.._I.,
ii,_, vL _,

So_ _,

Cr_ld&, vol. _L pp. 394, ¢zo.
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was extant in his time, in which he argued with Produs, the leader of the Cataphrygian heresy ;
and that Caius in this dialogue spoke of only thirteen epistles of the Apostle Paul, "not counting
the Epistle to the Hebrews with the rest." '
Eusebius mentions no other work of Caius.
He makes extracts from a work against
heresy of Artemon in the fifth book of his Eccksias_'cal
History, but he states distinctly
the work was anonymous.
He evidently did not know who was the author.
Theodoret
Nicephorus affirm that the work from which Eusebins made these extracts bore the title of

the
that
and
The

Littk Labyrinth.
Photius has the following notice of Caius : "Read the work of Josephus on
the universe, bearing in some manuscripts
the inscription On/]_ Cause of tlw Universe, and in
others, On the Substance of the Universe ....
But I found that this treatise is not the work
of Josephus, but of one Gaius a presbyter, who lived in Rome,
Imbyrint/_ also, and whose dialogue with Proclus, the champion of
circulation ....
They say also that he composed another treatise
heresy of Artemon.",
Phofins here ascribes four works to Caius

who they say composed The
the Montanistic heresy, is in
specially directed against the
: 1. On the Universe; 2. The

Lakyrint_ ; 3. Tt_ Dialogue kePween himself and 2_roclus ; 4. The Trea_'se against the Heresy
of Arteman.
He does not say that he read any of them but the first. This treatise is now
assigned to Hippolytus.
The information of Photius in regard to the other three, derived as it is
from the statements of others, cannot be trusted.

NOTE

BY THE

AMERICAN

EDITOR.

IT is to be observed that the Fragment of zVuratari
proves that the A2Aocaly#se was received
in the church at Rome in the times of Pins, A.D. 16o.
It is quoted in Hermas freely. Also,
see the Epistle of Roman clergy to Cyprian (p. 3o3, note 5, su2#ra), about A.D. 25o.
But the
FraKment aforesaid is the earliest direct evidence on the subject.
Note, that its author says,
" We receive the Apocalypse," etc.
"Some amongst us will not have," etc. (see p. 6o2, infra).
Thus, the comprovincials
have a voice, as in the cases cited by Hippolytus.
See (pp. 157 , 159 ,
_l_ra) Elucidations VI. and XI. The Bishop of Rome seems, by this Frag_nent, to have received the ,4pecaly_se of Pe_r (Eusebius, H. E., book iii. cap. $5), but it was thrown out as
spurious by the Church nevertheless.
s //_t. _l.,

vi._.

I Cod.48.
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DIALOGUE OR DISPUTATION and that the truth of Gospel preaching was preo
AGAINST PROCLUS.x
served until the times of Victor, who was the
i.
thirteenth bishop in Rome from Peter, and that

from his successor Zephyrinus the truth was falsifted.
And perhaps what they allege might be
AND I can show the trophies of the apostles.* credible, did not the Holy Scriptures, in the first
For if you choose to go to the Vatican or to the place, contradict them. And then, besides, there
Ostian Road,s you will find the trophies of those are writings of certain brethren older than the
who founded this church,
times of Victor, which they wrote against the
heathen in defence of the truth, and against
n.
the heresies of their time : I mean Justin and Mr-"
(In the same,iii. _8.)
tiades, and Tatian and Clement, and many others,
But Cerinthus, too, through revelations writ- in all which divinity is ascribed to Christ.
For
ten, as he would have us believe, by a great who is ignorant of the books of Irenmus and
apostle, brings before us marvellous things, which Melito, and the rest, which declare Christ to be
he pretends were shown him by angels ; alleging God and man ? All the psalms, too, and hymns z
that after the resurrection the kingdom of Christ of brethren, which have been written from the
is to.be on earth, and that the flesh4 dwelling beginning by the faithful, celebrate Christ the
in Jerusalem is again to be subject to desires Word of God, ascribing divinity to Him.
Since
and pleasures.
And being an enemy to the the doctrine of the Church, then, has been proScriptures of God, wishing to deceive men, he claimed so many years ago, how is it possible
says that there is to be a space of a thousand that men have preached, up to the time of Vicyears for marriage festivals,
tor, in the manner asserted by these ? And how
are they not ashamed to utter these calumnies
nI.
against Victor, knowing well that Victor excom(Inthe same,ill. 31.)
municated Theodotus
the tanner, s the leader
(Preserved

in Eusebius'

And after this there

Ecdes.

Hist., ii. 25.)

were four prophetesses,

daughters of Philip, at Hierapolis in Asia. Their
tomb is there, and that, too, of their father.S
IL_AGAINST

THE

(In Eusehius'

HERESY
I.
Eccl. Hi_.,

OF

ARTEMON.

6

II.
v. 28.)

(In Eusebius,

For they say that all those of the first age, and
the apostles themselves, both received and taught
those things which these men now maintain;
t A defender of the sect o_ the Ca_q_hry_ans.
So Jerome, in the Epistle to MKt_eU_, says:
_%

B_,u,_,.

The rdere_ce

and
father of that
thisChrist
God-denying
first a_rmed
was a mereapostasy,
man ? who
For
if, as they allege, Victor entertained the very
opinions which their blasphemy teaches, how
should he have cast off Theodotus, the author
of this heresy?

is to flte Vaum

"The_e, too, m
L* the umdlu_oal

outhl_
oCPeter,
andtotheOstumRoadast_t ofPa.,t.
J_9"i.
pp.3s._-_ra,
,,6 ]
.......
xms extract m taken from the Dmputatton ot Lares, bu.t t_

wotd_ art them dPro_us, as is sho_ by the citation m Emebius.
_.6 Two fragm_ts of an artonymous work ascribed by tom to
Laura. Artema_ and his followers maintained that Christ was mere
(_,A6_) man.

as above.)

I shall, at any rate, remind m_ny of the brethren of an affair that took place in our own time,
m an affair which, had it taken place in Sodom,
might, I think, have been a warning even to
them.
There was a certain confessor, Natalins,9
7 [Elucidation t I.]

.....

* Ls_.cap._
p. zx4,_#__, _. E_b;_ ilL.tip._.j . _.
9
1_
,,,,s2t_.b,
theCtm.a.
_.._mm wao_
=t_
Octa_i_
of_mtmi_
Feller, as mamtmnro_ the tatmeof
_st
Octavius Jmmmlus, trod .becomi_ a cou_y_t to .t_
through the _s_.
Nu_., ume,. aria l_n
at _
[A lmmful ¢tmje_--tu_t.mad qutm g_. tmtm_. Serethe Oct.az,/_
x',n. note 6, p. xSx, vm. _v., mm tones.j
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who lived not in distant times, but in our own
day. He was deluded once by Asclepiodotus,
and another Theodotus, a banker. And these
were both disciples of Theodotus the tanner, the
first who was cut off from communion on account of this sentiment, or rather senselessness,
by Victor, as I said, the bishop of the time.,
Now Natalius was persuaded by them to let
himself be chosen _-bishop of this heresy, on the
understanding that he should receive from them
a salary of a hundred and fifty denan'i a month,
Connecting himself, therefore, with them, he was
on many occasions admonished
by the Lord in
visions.
For our merciful God and Lord Jesus
Christ was not willing that a witness of His
own sufferings should perish, being without the
Church.
But as. he gave little heed to the visions, being ensnared by the dignity of presiding
among them, and by that sordid lust of gain
which ruins very many, he was at last scourged
by holy angels, and seveiely beaten through a
whole night, so that he rose early in the morning, and threw himself, clothed with sackcloth
and covered with ashes, before Zephyrinus the
"bishop, with great haste and many tears, roiling
beneath the feet not only of the clergy, but even
of the laity, and moving the pity of the compassionate Church of the merciful Christ by his
weeping.
And after trying many a prayer, and
showing the weals left by the blows which he
had received, he was at length with difficulty
admitted to communion,

m.
(In Eusebi_, as above.)
The sacred Scriptures they have boldly falsifled, and the canons of the ancient faith _ they
have rejected, and Christ they have ignored, not
inquiring what the sacred Scriptures say, but
laboriously seeking to discover what form of syllogism might be contrived to establish their impiety.4 And should any one lay before them a
word of divine Scripture, they examine whether
it will make a connected
or disjoined form of
syllogism;S
and leaving the Holy Scriptures
of God, they study geometry, as men who are of
the earth, and speak of the earth, and are ignorant of Him wha cctmeCh fr_rn ml'w_vp
l_.t_rllcl
............................
s Lt_

'

_.6_ _nrt_throT? "the then blshap."

Text* e)e ._emf/t.]

CAIUS.

indeed, is l_boriously measured 6 by some of
them, and Aristotle and Theophrastus are adi mired ; and Galen,7 forsooth, is perhaps even
worshipped by some of them.
But as to those
men who abuse the arts of the unbelievers to
establish their own heretical doctrine, and by
the craft of the impious adulterate the simple
faith of the divine Scriptures, what need is there
to say that these are not near the faith ? For this
reason is it they have boldly laid their hands
upon the divine Scriptures, alleging that they
have corrected them.
And that I do not state
this against them falsely, any one who pleases
may ascertain.
For if any one should choose to
collect and compare all their copies together, he
would find many discrepancies
among them.
The copies of Ascleptades, s at any rate, will be
found at variance with those of Theodotus.
And
many such copies are to be had, because their
disciples were very zealous in inserting the corrections, as they call them, i.e., the corruptions
made by each of them.
And again, the copies
of Hermophilns
do not agree with these; and
as for those of Apollonius,9 they are not consistent even with themselves.
For one may cornpare those which were formerly prepared by
them ,o with those which have been afterwards
corrupted with a special objeet, and many discrepancies will be found.
And as to the great
audacity implied in this offence, it is not likely
that even they themselves can be ignorant of
that.
For either they do not believe that the
divine Scriptures were dictated
by the Holy
Spirit, and are thus infidels ; or they think themselves wiser than the Holy Spirit, and what are
they then but demoniacs?
Nor can they deny
that the crime is theirs, when the copies have
been written with their own hand ; nor'* did they
receive such copies of the Scriptures from those
by whom they were first instructed in the faith
and they cannot produce copies from which
these were transcribed.
And some of them did
not even think it worth while to corrupt them,
but simply denying the law and the prophets for
the sake of their lawless and impious doctrine,
under pretexts of grace, they sunk down to the
lowest abyss of perdition. '2
6 a_,, isa prayin_ o_i_d on _ wo_d_-,_a,_.
7 Galen compoeed treatises on the figures ¢ff syllogisms, and on
phtlolophy in general. This is alto a notable testimony, as proceedmg from a very ancient author, almost contemporary with Gal_.
himself. And from a 8teat umber of other writers, as well as thin
one, it ht evident that Gttlen was ranked as the equal of _,

ef _
(_a_.
0...
.
.
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all the wondrous facts concerning the Lord in
their order.
2. Moreover, the Acts of all the Apostles are

x....
those things at which he was pres- comprised by Luke in one book, and addressed
ent he placed thus?
The third book of the to the most excellent Theophilus, because these
Gospel, that according to Luke, the we[l-known different events took place when he was present
himself; and he shows this clearly _ i.e., that the
physician
Luke
wrote
in
his
own
name
3
in
order after the ascension of Christ, and when principle on which he wrote was, to give only
Paul had associated him with himself4 as one what fell under his own notice _ by the omission"
studious of right.s
Nor did he himself see the of the passion of Peter, and also of the journey
Lord in the flesh ; and he, according as he was of Paul, when he went from the city _ Rome m
able to accomplish it, began 6 his narrative with to Spain.
the nativity of John.
The fourth Gospel is that
3- As to the epistles 15of Paul, again, to those
of John, one of the disciples.
When his fellow- who will understand the matter, they indicate of
disciples and bishops entreated him, he said, themselves what they are, and from what place
"Fast ye now with me for the space of three or with what object they were directed.
He
days, and let us recount to each other whatever wrote first of all, and at considerable length, to
may be revealed to each of us."
On the same the Corinthians, to check the schism of heresy;
night it was revealed to Andrew, one of the and then to the Galatians, to forbid circumapostles, that John should narrate all things in cision ; and then to the Romans on the rule of
his own name as they called them to mind.z the Old 7"estaraen¢ Scriptures, and also to show
them that Christ is the first object x4 in these ; m
And hence, although different points s are taught
us in the several books of the Gospels, there is which it is needful for us to discuss severally,'5 as
no difference as regards the faith of believers, the blessed Apostle Paul, following the rule of his
inasmuch as in all of them all things are related predecessor John, wri[es to no more than seven
under one imperial Spirit,9 which concern the churches by name, in this order : the first to the
Corinthians, the second to the Ephesians, the
Lord's nativity, His passion, His resurrection,
His conversation with His disciples, and His third to the Philippians, the fourth to the Colostwofold advent, _ the first in the humiliation of sians, the fifth to the Galatians, the sixth to the
rejection, which is now past, and the second Thessalonians,
the seventh to the Romans.
in the glory of royal power, which is yet in Moreover, though he writes twice "to the Cotthe future. What marvel is it, then, that John inthians and Thessalonians for their correction,
it is yet shown--i.e.,
by thts sevenfold writing
brings forward these several things _° so con- that there is one Church spread abroad through
stantly in his epistles also, saying in his own
person, "What we have seen with our eyes, and the whole world.
And John too, indeed, in the
heard with our ears, and our hands have handled, Apocalypse, although he writes only to seven
that have we written." For thus he professes churches, yet addresses all. He wrote, besides
himself to be not only the eye-wituess, but also these, one to Philemon, and one to Titus, and
the hearer; and besides that, the historian of two
Timothy,but inyet
simple
affectionin and
love to
indeed;
these personal
are hallowed
the
esteem of the Catholic Church, and in the reguAll_phalous fragment
on thecanonof the sacredScriptures.lation of ecclesiastical
discipline.
There are also
ascribed by some to Caius. TMs very important.fragnmut [vol: u.
PP- 4 and 56, this series] w3__discovered
Muratort
m tbe Ambro.en
in circulation one to the Laodiceans, and another
t

Library at Milan, and puShshed by _tmbYm
_his A nh_uitaU_ I/alt_
! to the Alexandrians, forged under
the
name
of
m _74o. This manuscript belongs to the seventh or eighth centur,_r.
Muratort aacnbed it to Caius, Bunsen to Hegesippus, but there is Paul, and addressed against the heresy of Marno chie
to the
authorship.
Fromtointernal
the cion _ and
there are also several others which
writer
of wlmtever
the fragment
is believed
to helong
the latterevidence
half of the

s,co_ _e_t_ry. Thetr_ment_sb_,_ inch d_c_.

For_ f_l cannot be received into the Catholic Church, for
gall to be mingled with honey.

account of it see Westcott's General Su_ey of _lze Hi*tery of Llge
Canon of t'_e Are_ Testamegt,
2d ed. p. z84 ft., and Tregelles' it is not suitable
for
Car, O_ ifl'uratar'ia_tts;
[also Routh, Rd., i. pp. 394-4_4]The Epistle
a The text k', "quibus tamen interfuit et ita posuit.'
Westcott
4"

o_

e_e,,L"

of Jude, indeed, _6and two

be-

B_

p_opc_" ;#,, ,_ interr_i_"Th*_*_- longing to the above-named
John _ or bearing
trice39)
ptolmbly
is to the
statement
(Euseb.,
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m.
as to Mark's
Gospel
beingofaPapms
narrative
not ofHitUr.
what heEccles.,
h!mr._lf the name of John _ are reckoned
witn____butofwhatheheardfromPeter.
.
Catholic epistks.'7
And the book of Wisdom,

S The text gives "numine sun ex opi."..n_.concriset," for which
we read "nomine suo ex ordine conscripslt" with Westcott.
'_ R ea_ng "' secure "for "'secundum."
z* The text is, "semo_ passionem Petri," etc., for which W_ts The text $ives "quast m juris studlosum," for which "quasi
cott reads" semottL" [A notewo .rthy statement.] ..,
. • ,
etvirtutls studiosum,'="as
one devoted to vi_e," has beenprot3 Reading"re "pmtol._."aud"directm"mste_
o1" etastom aud
posed. B_
reads" i6nexis socitm_°' _ '*as his c_npamo_ m the "dn'ecte," and "v_entilms" for "voluntaubus.
Way."
"
l
_ Prln¢i_'um.
.
. .
.
"Incevlt"
for " in¢ip_"
_ The text is, "de qm'l,m _ngplis necesse est * nob**.d._tan
9
" _;
• Prt_,_,ladlng.
-_ ot
a.
n x J_'_'_.

.....

[Note this tbeory of msptratmn.]

tarl cur" _ u en which we need n°t dlscuss tt_e reas°n whY"
'_ S_.
t7 The text is "in c_tholiea," which may he "in the Cathohc
Chinch." B_,
Westcott, etc., read' m catholmis.
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written by the friends of Solomon in his honour. !the people, nor ?laced among the prophets, as
We receive also the Apocalypse of John and their number is complete, nor among the apostkat of Peter, though some amongst us will not ties to the end of time. Of _e _n'_ngs of Arsihave this latter read in the Church. The _Pastor, nous, called also Valentinus, or of Miltiades, we
moreover, did Hennas write very recently in our receive nothing at all. Those art rtjtc_d too
times in the city of Rome, while his brother who wrote the new Book of Psalms for Mareion,
bishop Pins sat in the chair of the Church of together with Basilides and the founder of the
Rome. And therefore it also ought to be read ; Asian Cataphrygians.*
hut it cannot be made public* in the Church to
SRmu_"tedlmbFuutri"for"seP

ubficase." [VoL iLP- 3-]

ft. _ S6,
[Fortim
nnnarksof
scnesd my own on the Msr_s,

Cawa, see voL

ELUCIDATIONS.
I.
(Psalms and hymns, p. 6ox.)

I subjoin as an elucidation, to which I have suffixed references of my own, a valuable note of
the Edinburgh editor,x which is found on p. x56 of voL ix. in that series : "From this it appears
that it was a very ancient custom in the Church to compose hymns and psalms in honour of
Christ. Pliny, in his letter to Trajan, also states that the Christians were accustomed to meet
together and sing hymns to Christ.* Hippolytos also may be understood to refer to these hymns
and psalms towards the close of his oration on the end of the world,s where he says: ' Your
mouth I made to give glory and praise, and to utter psalms and spiritual songs.' A hymn of
this kind in honour of Jesus Christ, composed by Clement of Alexandria, is extant at the end of
his books entitled P_dagogi."
II.
(The Dialogue

between himself and Proclus, p. 6oo.)

I have been unable to get a copy of the work of John de Soynes on lffon/anism, which possibly throws some fight upon the lh'alogue with Proclus, attributed to him by Photius. It is
praised by Adolf Hamack, and highly spoken of by English critics. It was a Hulsean prize
essay, published Cambridge, x878.
x The Rev. S. D. F. Sahnond,M.A.
s -Sot;fi es_mt C_rlstiani, stato die, ante lueem coevenire, cam,_r_qt_ ChFu_, quasi Deo, dict_ _¢um i_icem.
(Greek) Eph. v. x9 and CoL iii. *6. Iardn_s
_s
lct_cr¢n_, voL_ p. _.
s Sec. xlvLp. g54, :upra.
4 V_Lii. p, ,95, this sericL
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INTRODUCTORY

NOTICE

TO

NOVATIAN,

A ROMAN

PRESBYTER.

[A.D. 2IO--280.]
When we reflect upon the history of Solomon, and his marvellous contributions to the sacred canon of Scripture, we must not be surprised to find a Tatian, a Tertullian,
and a Novatian among the Fathers. We deplore the lapse of such characters, but after death
they are not subject to human judgment. Let us cherish the gratitude we owe to them for their
good works, and use their testimony so far as it was faithful ; covering their shame with the mantle
of charity, and praying for grace never to imitate their faults. "If any teacher have wandered
from the faith, it is permitted," says St. Vincent of Lerins,' "by Divine Providence/or our trial,
whether we love God or not, with all our heart and with all our soul."
We find Novatian apparently exercising jurisdiction, sede vacant, in Rome, with his co-presbyters, and as vicar-general (to use a later term) corresponding with Cyprian. This was about
A.D.250, after the death of Fabian. His marked abilities and real services had fitted him to
preside thus over the Roman presbytery, and to be their "secretary for foreign affairs." But he
laboured under the impediment of clinic baptism, and had not an unblemished record, if we
credit Eusebius/in his conduct during persecution.
He was not called, therefore, to the episcopate. Cornelius was made bishop June 4, A.D. 25t ;
and, apparently, disappointed ambition soon bore its thorny fruits. "Emulation of the episcopal
office is the mother of schisms," said Tertullian ; _ even in that period when to be a bishop was
so often to be a martyr. And we find Novatlan grasping a shadowy titular bishopric, which, wholly
irregular and universally disowned, could have been to such a man the source of nothing but
misery. I say, "to such a man," for, without keadng eke o_er side, I cannot accept what was
unquestionably supposed to be fact amid the excitements of the times. And Novatian was not a
common or a vulgar character. The arguments of Lardner 4 teach us at least to be Christians,to accept the facts, but "forbear to judge," seeing, as that writer observes, "we have not one
remaining line of his in self-defence or against his adversaries."
Now as to his orthodoxy, so far as his extant writings are concerned, I think any scholar, not
anxious to make out a case, will abide by the candid judgment of Bull, who defends his reputation against Petavius.5 "By no means," he says, "should we tolerate that injustice of the Jesuit
Petau towards the ancient writers, against their manifest mind and purpose ; twisting, as he everywhere does, their sound and Catholic sayings into a sense alien and heretical."
The work upon the Trinity, which is a most valuable contribution to anw-Nicene theology, is
said by Cave to have been written about A.D. _57; and that upOll the Jewish meats seems to
I In his C_,
* H. _..,t
s VoL ia. _

_p.

:y, p. _,

t_

tlt.

p. 57, ed. BtMmom, z_¢7. _
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during the Decian persecution.
His heresy, such as it was, turned upon
and was a sin against charity, which is greater than faith itself. It violated

the "seventy times seven" maxim of our Lord, and the comprehensive precept, "Forgive, and ye
shall be forgiven."
It wounded Christian unity at a perilous period, and when every breach in
the wall of the fold was sure to let in the wolves.
"He may have aspired to tke lba_al chair," says a contemporary writer' of no mean repute,
adding, "to which he had the best claim."
Then he says, "Novatian was elected an_-po;_e by
a minority, and consecrated by three Italian bishops."
Is this history?
What impression must
it give to the young student ? The learned writer whom I quote shows clearly enough that there
was no "papacy"
in primitive times, as that word is universally understood.
Why, then, put a
face upon Antiquity so utterly misleading ? Neither Novatian, nor his consecrators, nor Cornelius,
against whom he rebelled, ever dreamed of anything more than of an episcopal chair ; venerable,
indeed, for its succession of pastors from the times of SS. Peter and Paul, but as yet hardly felt in
the Christian brotherhood ; which for two centuries had produced many pious but few eminent
men, and in which Novatian himself was the earliest contributor to the "Latin Christianity,"
already founded and flourishing, not in Italy, but in Northern Africa.
The following is the INTRODUCTORYNOTICE of the Edinburgh translator, the Rev. Dr.
Wallis, who, I am glad to observe, is tender towards our author's memory :
Tn_ biography of Novatian belongs to the ecclesiastical history of the third century.
He
was, or is reputed to have been, the founder of a sect which claimed for itself the name of
"Puritan"2
(raO_p_).
For a long time he was in determined opposition to Cornelius, bishop
of Rome, in regard to the admission of the lapsed and penitent into the Church ; but the facts
of the controversy and much of our information in regard to Novatian are to be got only from
his enemies, the Roman bishop and his adherents.
Accordingly, some have believed all the
accusations that have been brought against him, while others have been inclined to doubt
them all.3
It is not known where Novatian was born.
Some have appealed to Philostorgius 4 in behalf
of the opinion that he was a Phrygian ; but others maintain that, supposing this to be a statement
of the historian, it is a mere conjecture of his, based on the character of Novatian's teaching.
It
is also stated by Cyprian, that he was a Stoic before he passed over to the Christian Church ; but
this also has been doubted.
While amongst the catechumens,
he was seized by a violent disease,
attributed to demoniac agency; and, being near death, he received baptism.
He was ordained
presbyter by Fabian, bishop of Rome, against the wishes of the rest of the clergy, who objected
thereto because he had received clinic baptism.S
The subsequent circumstances
of his schism
and his contest with Cornelius, axe stated at length with no friendly spirit in a letter to Antonianus
by Cyprian. 6 Socrates 7 states that he suffered martyrdom ; but his authority, amid the silence of
all others, is not sufficient to guarantee the fact.
Novatian composed many works.
The following axe extant :
I. De Trinitate, formerly attributed by some to Tertullian, by others to Cyprian j but now on
all hands allowed to be the work of Novatian, to whom Jerome expressly assigns it. s It was
written after the heresy of Sabellius, which appeared 256 A.D.
t Dr.Schaff,Ht's_vyo.fC,_-grt_ C/fwrc_,-¢oI.iLp. 85z.
• [Thisis _
puttinga falsefareuponAmlquiW.P_e_, rather;Le.,in morals.]
s SeetheImltpordon
ofSec_nSecond
of 1_h_nd_sC_mrc_H_e_y.
4 Hial.Eccl.,IJb.vfi£_. z._, ThemxtdV_t'_,_,_-h_O_a_pnotNovatusorNowtlaa.
6 Ep.lkp._7,,upra. [Howc_ddhl_truly_d_Dmmtl.i_mdly_
Tl_m_mlmdviola_l_,andbroke,_
_[smost
sa_redob_ tothe
_
_c_,ata_;mewhe_
theheathen
persecutions
madeall
suchw.aadals
]kfle
Jamthan
_y
_C_I_HIm._
_at_zviil,
7_lLu_xv_.z , We_w_o_:hdi.dplm,h..sun._Sc_pau_]
• H_t. 2_¢¢L,llb.iv.c. _.
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II. De CiMs fudaicis : at first also attribute_i by some to Ter01!!i_n or Cyprian ; but now
assigned to Novatian on the testimony of Jerome. It was written during the time of the Decian
persecution, about 250 A.D.
IIL Novatian was the author of" the letter ' addressed by the Roman clergy to Cyprian. So
Cyprian himself states. 2 Some have also attributed to him Ep. xxix. without any authority.
IV. Jerome attributes to him writings on Circumcision, on the Sabbath, on the Passover, on
the Priesthood, on Prayer, on Attalus, on the Present Crisis, and Letters.
The best editions of Novatian are by Welchman, Oxford, x7_4; and by Jackson, London,
I7_8.
z El). xxx. p. 308, sul_ra,

s Ep. IL 5, P. 3 aS,.ru,_"a.

[Also, seeEp. xli. a, p. 3ao, .rtr?_'a.]
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PREFACE.
with their fluent moisture, and has distributed
NOVATm_'S treatise concerning the Trinity is all these things, both adorned and supplied with
divided into thirty-one chapters.
He first of all, their appropriate and fitting instruments.
For
from chapter first to the eighth, considers those in the solid vault of heaven He has both awakwords of the Rule of Truth or Faith,' which bid ened the light-bringing Sunrisings ; He has filled
us believe on God the Father and Lord Almighty, up the white globe of the moon in its monthlys
the absolutely perfect Creator of all things, waxings as a solace for the night;He,
moreover,
Wherein among the other divine attributes he kindles the starry rays with the varied splendours
moreover ascribes to Him, partly from reason of glistening light ; and He has willed all these
and partly from the Holy Scriptures, immensity, things in their legitimate tracks to circle the eneternity, unity, goodness, immutability, immor-I tire compass of the world, so as to cause days,
tality, spirituality;
and adds that neither pas-[months,
years, signs, and seasons, and benefits
sions nor members can be attributed to God,[of
other kinds for the human race. On the
and that these things are only asserted of God in Iearth, moreover, He has lifted up the loftiest
Scripture anthropopathically.*
mountains to a peak, He has thrown down val!leys into the depths, He has smoothly levelled
CHAP.I..ARGU.M'EArT.--NOVATIAN',WTI_THEVlEW Ithe plains, He has ordained the animal herds
OF TREATINGOF THE TRINITY,SETSFORTH FROM usefully for the various services of men.
He has
THE RULE OF FAITHTHATWE SHOULDFmsr OF also established the oak trees of the woods for
ALL BELIEVEIN"GOD THE FATHERAND LORD the future benefit of human uses. He has develOMNIPOTENT,THE ABSOLUTEFOUNDEROF ALL Oped the harvests into food.
He has unlocked
THmOS. THE WORKSOF CREATIONARE BEAU- the mouths of the springs, and has poured them
TIFULLYDESCRIBED. MAN'S FREE-WILLIS AS- into the flowing rivers. And after these things,
SERTED; GOD'S MERCY m INFLICTINGPEI_ALTYlest He should not also provide for the very deou MAN IS SHOWer; THE CouDmou AFTER lights of the eyes, He has clothed all things with
DEATH OF THE SOULSOF TH_ mGXtrF.OUSAm) the various colour_ of the flowers for the pleasUNRIGHTEOUS
m DETERMmFa).
ure of the beholders.
Even in the sea itself;
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as the elements themselves observed them. And Ihave said, but might also be able to conceive of
after these things He also placed man at the head [them beneath beth the abysses and the depths
of the world, and man, too, made in the image/of the world itself. And thus considering the
of God, to whom He imparted mind, and reason, I greatness of the works, we should worthily admire
and foresight, that he might imitate God ; and Ithe Artificer of such a structure.
although the first elements of his body were
earthly, yet the substance was inspired by a _L_.n.
ARGUMENT.mGODISABOVEALLTHINGS,
heavenly and divine breathing. And when He
_
co,craNinG aLL TmsGs, L_LMF_SE
had given him all things for his service, He willed
ZTER_AL,Tg_'qSCESDmCTHE Mm-DOF MAN;
that he alone should be free. And lest, again,
mEXPLm._Lgnq DLqCOUgSE,
LO_mgRTHANALL
an unbounded freedom should fall into peril, He
SVaLimTv.
laid down a command, in which man was taught
And over all these things He Himself, containthat there was no evil in the fruit of the tree; ing all things, having nothing vacant beyond
but he was forewarned that evil would arise if Himself, has lef_ room for no superior God, such
perchance he should exercise his free will, in as some people conceive. Since, indeed, He
the contempt of the law that was given. For Himself has included all things in the bosom
on the one hand, it had behoved him to be free of perfect greatness and power, He is always
lest the image of God should unfittingly be in intent upon His own work, and pervading sll
bondage ; and on the other, the law was to be things, and moving all things, and quickening
added, so that an unbridled liberty might not all things, and beholding all things, and so linkbreak forth even to a contempt of the Giver. So ing together discordant materials into the conthat he might receive as a consequence both cord of all elements, that out of these unlike
worthy rewards and a deserved punishment, hay- principles one world is so established by a coning in his own power that which he might choose spiring union, that it can by no force be dissolved,
to do, by the tendency of his mind in either save when He alone who made it commands it
direction: whence, therefore, by envy, mortality to be dissolved, for the purpose of bestowing
comes back upon him ; seeing that, although he other and greater things upon us. For we read
might escape it by obedience, he rushes into it that He contains all things, and therefore that
by hurrying to be GOd under the influence of there could have been nothing beyond Himself.
perverse counsel. Still, nevertheless, God indul- Because, since He has not any beginning, so
gently tempered his punishment by cursing, not consequently He is not conscious of an ending;
so much himself, as his labours upon earth. And, unless perchance -- and far from us be the
moreover, what is required does not come with- thought m He at some time began to be, and is
out man's knowledge ; but He shows forth man's not above all things, but as He began to be after
hope of future discovery ' and salvation in Christ. something else, He would be beneath that which
And that he is prevented from touching of the was before Himself, and would so be found to
wood of the tree of life, is not caused by the be of less power, in that He is designated as
malignant poison of envy, but lest, living for ever subsequent even in time itself. For this reason,
without Christ's previous pardon of his sins, he therefore, He is always unbounded, because
should always bear about with him for his pun-nothing
is greater than He ; always eternal, beishment an immortality of guilt. Nevertheless cause nothing is more ancient than He. For
also, in higher regions ; that is, above even the that which is without beginning can be preceded
firmament itself, regions which are not now dis- by none, in that He has no time. He is on that
cernible by our eyes, He previously ordained account immortal, that He does not come to an
angels, he arranged spiritual powers, He put in end by any ending of His completeness. And
command thrones and powers, and founded many since everything that is without beginning is
other infinite spaces of heavens, and unbounded iwithout law, He excludes the mode of time by
works of His mysteries ; so that this world, im- feeling Himself debtor to none. Concerning
mense as it is, might almost appear rather as the Him, therefore, and concerning those things
latest, than the only work of corporeal things, which are of Himself, and are in Him, neither
And truly,_ what lies beneath the earth is not can the mind of man worthily conceive what
itself void of distributed and arranged powers, they are, how great they are, and what they are
For there is a place whither the souls of the just like ; nor does the eloquence of human disand the unjust are taken, conscious of the antici- course set forth a power that approaches the
pated dooms of future judgment; so that we level of HIS majesty. For to conceive and to
might behold the overflowing greatness of God's speak of His majesty, as well all eloquence is
works in all directions, not shut up within the with reason mute, as all mind poor. For He is
bosom of this world, however capacious as we greater than mind itself; nor can it be conceived
how great He is, seeing that, if He could be
z "Inv_tiou_,"
"Red_alXimi'isanm,
amable_
or_,"N_
g_ _. [vg
ia.p._.]
conceived, He would he smaller than the humaa
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mind wherein He could be conceived. He is nothing can be compared to Him. For He is
greater, moreover, than all discourse, nor can above all that can be said. For He is a certain
He be declared ; for if He could be declared, Mind generating and filling all things, which,
He would be less than human discourse, whereby iwithout any beginning or end of time, controls,
being declared, He can both be encompassed by the highest and most perfect reason, the
and contained. For whatever could be thought naturally linked causes of things, so as to result
concerning Him must be less than Himself; in benefit to all.
and whatever could be declared must be less
than He, when cbmpared in respect of Himself. CHAP.m. _4_aUMF_W'.--TrtATOODISTrig rotrs_
Moreover, we can in some degree be conscious
ER OF ALLTHINGS, THEIRLORDAND PARF_aN'Tj
of Him in silence, but we cannot in discourse
Is /'ROVEDfROMTag HOLYSCR_TtmZS.
unfold Him as He is. For should you call Him
Him, then, we acknowledge and know to be
ZigM, you would be speaking of His creature God, the Creator of all things- Lord on acrather than of Himself--you would not declare count of His power, Parent on account of His
Him; or should you call Him Strength, you discipline--Him,
I say, who "spake, and all
would rather be speaking of and bringing out things were made; "* He commanded, and all
His power than speaking of Himself; or should things went forth: of whom it is written, "Thou
you call Him _rajes_, you would rather be hast made all things in wisdom ; "s of whom
describing His honour than Himself. And why Moses said, "God in heaven above, and in the
should I make a long business of going through earth beneath ; "4 who, according to Isaiah,
His attributes one by one ? I will at once un- "hath meted out the heaven with a span, the
fold the whole. Whatever in any respect you earth with the hollow of His hand ; "s ,,who lookmight declare of Him, you would rather be eth on the earth, and maketh it tremble ; who
unfolding some condition and power of His than boundeth the circle of the earth, and those that
Himself. For what can you fittingly either say dwell in it like locusts ; who hath weighed the
or think concerning Him who is greater than all mountains in a balance, and the groves in scales, ''6
discourses and thoughts ? Except that in one that is, by the sure test of divine arrangement;
manner--and how can we do this ? how can we and lest its greatness, lying unequally, should
by possibility conceive how we may grasp these easily fatl into ruins if it were not balanced with
very things ?-- we shall mentally grasp what God equal weights, He has poised this burden of the
is, if we shall consider that He is that which earthly mass with equity. Who says by the
cannot be understood either in quality or quan- prophet, "I am God, and there is none beside
tity, nor, indeed, can come even into the thought me." 7 Who says by the same prophet, "Beitself. For if the keenness of ou_ eyes grows cause I will not give my majesty to another," s
dull on looking at the sun, so that the gaze, that He may exclude all heathens and heretics
overcome by the brightness of the rays that with their figments ; proving that that is not
meet it, cannot look upon the orb itself, the God who is made by the hand of the workman,
keenness of our mental perception suffers the nor that which is feigned by the intellect of a
same thing in all our thinking about God, and heretic. For he is not God for whose existence
in proportion as we give our endeavours more the workman must be asked. And He has added
directly to consider God, so much the more the hereto by the prophet, "The heaven is my throne,
mind itself is blinded by the light of its own and the earth is my footstool: what house will
thought. For _ to repeat once more _ what ye build me, and where is the place of my rest ?" 9
can you worthily say of Him, who is loftier than that He may show that He whom the world does
all sublimity, and higher than all height, and not contain is much less contained in a temple ;
deeper than all depth, and clearer than all light, and He says these things not for boastfulness of
and brighter than all brightness, more brilliant Himself, but for our knowledge. For He does
than all splendour, stronger than all strength, not desire from us the glory of His magnitude ;
mhanOre
powerful, than all power, and more mighty but He wishes to confer upon us, even as tt
all might, and greater than all majesty, and Ifather, a religious wisdom. And He, wishing
more potent than all potency, and richer than moreover to attract to gentleness our minds,
all riches, more wise than all wisdom, and more brutish, and swelling, and stubborn with cloddish
benignant than all kindness, better than all gobd- Iferocity, says, "And upon whom shall my Spirit
ness, juster than all justice, more merciful than rest, save upon him that is lowly, and quiet, and
all clemency? For all kinds of virtues must
needs be less than Himself, who is both God
__P_ ¢,t,_i.s.
cfil. _.
and Parent of all virtues, so that it may traly
, _-_. iv.
be said that God is that, which is such that
_ In.
_ _"
]tl. w_t_
3..ZJ.
Ira. xlv. _.
8 lmt. xhi. 8.

t V'nlti_.[SeeRobenH.enmtPr,
m_e_'/,,*,.l
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that trembleth at my words ?.... so that in some judge of every evil work ; because, moreover,
degree one may recognise how great God is, evil does not occur to man from any other cause
in learning to fear Him by the Spirit given to than by his 'departure from the good God.
him: Who, similarly wishing still more to come Moreover, this very thing is specified in man,
into our knowledge, and, by way of stirring up not because it was necessary, but because he
our minds to His worship, said, "I am the Lord, himself so willed it. Whence it manifestly apwho made the light and created the darkness ; "_ peared also what wasevil ; and lest there should
that we might deem not that some Nature, -- seem to be envy in God, it was evident whence
what I know not,--was
the artificer of those evil had arisen. He, then, is always like to
vicissitudes whereby nights and days are con- Himself; nor does He ever turn or change
trolled, but might rather, as is more true, rec- Himself into any forms, lest by change He
ognise God as their Creator. And since by should appear to be mortal. For the change
the gaze of our eyes we cannot see Him, we implied in turning from one thing to another is
rightly learn of Him from the greatness, and the comprehended as a portion of a certain death.
power, and the majesty of His works. "For Thus there is never in Him any accession or
the im4sible things of Him," says the Apostle increase of any part or honour, lest anything
Paul, "from the creation of the world, are clearly should appear to have ever been wanting to His
seen, being understood by those things which are perfection, nor is any loss sustained in Him, lest
made, even His eternal power and godhead ; "s a degree of mortality should appear to have been
so that the human mind, learning hidden things suffered by Him. But what He is, He always
from those that are manifest, from the greatness is ; and who He is, He is always Himself; and
of the works which it should behold, might with what character He has, He always hasY For
the eyes of the mind consider the greatness of increasing argues beginning, as well as losses
the Architect.
Of whom the same apostle, Iprove death and perishing. And therefore He
"Now unto the King eternal, immortal, invisi- says, "I am God, I change not; ,,s in that, what
ble, the only God, be honour and glory." 4 For is not born cannot suffer change, holding His
He has gone beyond the contemplation of the condition always. For whatever it be in Him
eyes who has surpassed the greatness of thought, which constitutes Divinity, must necessarily exist
"For," it is said, "of Him, and through Him, always, maintaining itself by its own powers, so
and in Him are all things." 5 For all things are that He should always be God. And thus He
by His command, because they are of Him; and says, "I am that I am." 9 For what He is has
are ordered by His word as being through Him; this name, because it always maintains the same
and all things return to His judgment ; as in quality of Himself. For change takes away the
Z-/ira expecting liberty when corruption shall be force of that.name "That I Am ; " forwhatever,
done away, they appear to be recalled to Him.
at any time, is changed, is shown to be mortal in
that very particular which is changed. For it
CHAP.IV. ARGUMEIVT.--MOREOVER,
HE IS GOOD ceases to be that which it had been, and conALWAYS
THESAME,IMMUTABLE,
ONEANDONLY sequently begins to be what it was not ; and
n_mTE ; A_D ms OWN N_
CANNEVERBE therefore, reasonably, there remains always fin
DECLARED,
ANDHE IS n_CORRtWIIBLE
ANDIM- God His position, in that without any loss arisMORTAL.
ing from change, He is always like and equal
Him alone the Lord rightly declares good, of to Himself. And what is not born cannot be
whose goodness the whole world is witness; changed: for only those things undergo change
which world He would not have ordained if He which are made, or which are begotten ; in that
had not been good. For if "everything was those things which had not been at one time,
very good," 6 consequently, and reasonably, both learn to be by coming into being, and therefore
those things which were ordained have proved to sufferchange by being born. Moreover, those
that He that ordained them is good, and those things which neither have nativity nor maker,
things which are the work of a good Ordainer have excluded from themselves the capacity of
cannot be other than good ; wherefore every change, not having a beginning wherein is cause
evil is a departure from GOd. For it cannot of change. And thus He is declared to be one,
happen that He should be the originator or having no equal. For whatever can be God,
architect of any evil work, who claims to Him- must as God be of necessity the Highest. But
self the name of" the Perfect," both Parent and whatever is the Highest, must certainly be the
Judge, especially when He is the avenger and Highest in such sense as to be without any equal.
And thus that must needs be alone and one on
t IL IzvLI.

* l,J.xlv.?. /Ale,eon
,oo,w
*a_l

J Rom. i _. ["So tim th_a_
• Tim.zl.LIgJ.
z7.
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which nothing can be conferred, having no peer ; in God. For man may be corrupted by these
because there cannot be two infinites, as the things, because he can be corrupted ; God may
very nature of things dictates. And that is infi- not be corrupted by them, because He cannot
nite which neither has any sort of beginning nor be corrupted. These things, forsooth, have their
end. For whatever has occupied the whole force which they may exercise, but only where a
excludes the beginning of another. Because if material capable of impression precedes them,
He does not contain all which is, whatever it is not where a substance that cannot be impressed
--seeing that what is found in that whereby it precedes them. For that God is angry, arises
is contained is found to be less than that whereby from no vice in Him. But He is so for our
it is contained -- He will cease to be God ; be- advantage ; for He is merciful even then when
ing reduced into the power of another, in whose He threatens, because by these threats men are
greatness He, being smaller, shall have beenrecalled
to rectitude. For fear is necessary for
included. And therefore what contained Him those who want the motive to a virtuous life, that
would then rather claim to be God. Whence it they who have forsaken reason may at least be
results that God's own name also cannot be moved by terror. And thus all those, either
declared, because He cannot be conceived, angers of God or hatreds, or whatever they are
For that is contained in a name which is, in any of this kind, being displayed for our medicine,way, comprehended from the condition of His as the case teaches,--have
arisen of wisdom,
nature. For the name is the signification of that not from vice, nor do they originate from frailty ;
thing which could be comprehended from a wherefore also they cannot avail for the cortupname. But when that which is treated of is tion of God. For the diversity in us of the
such that it cannot be worthily gathered into materials of which we consist, is accustomed to
one form by the very understanding itself, how arouse the discord of anger which corrupts us ;
shall it be set forth fittingly in the one word of[but this, whether of nature or of defect, cannot
an appellation, seeing that as it is beyond the subsist in God, seeing that He is known to be
intellect, it must also of necessity be above the constructed assuredly of no associations of bedsignificancy of the appellation? As with reason ily parts. For He is simple and without any cotwhen He applies and prefers from certain rea- poreal commixture, being wholly of that essence,
sons and occasions His name of God, we know !which, whatever it be, -- He alone knows,that it is not so much the legitimate propriety of constitutes His being, since He is called Spirit.
the appellation that is set forth, as a certain sig- And thus those things which in men are faulty and
nificancy determined for it, to which, while men corrupting, since they arise from the cormptibilbetake themselves, they seem to be able thereby ity of the body, and matter itself, in God cannot
to obtain God's mercy. He is therefore also exert the force of corruptibility, since, as we have
both immortal and incorruptible, neither con- said, they have come, not of vice, but of reason.
scious of any kind of loss nor ending. For
because He is incorruptible, He is therefore CHAP."a. ARGUMENT.--A.N'D TIt.AT,ALTHOUGH
immortal ; and because He is immortal, He is
SCRWTURE
orrv_a,_CH_Z_GZS
THEDn'INE_P_certainly also incorruptible,- each being inz._cE inTO A HUMANFORM,VETTHEM.W.StmE
volved by turns in the other, with itself and in
OFTHEDIVINE
MAJESTY"
IS NOTINCLUDED
WITHitself, by a mutual connection, and prolonged
IN THroE_.Mmem
OF OURBovmv N*_m_
by a vicarious concatenation to the condition of
And although the heavenlyScripture often turns
eternity ; immortality arising from incorruption, the divine appearance into a human form, -- as
as well as incorruption coming from immortality, when it says, "The eyes of the Lord are over
the righteons;"
or when it says, "The Lord
CHAP.V. ARGU'MgNT.--IF
WE _
THE God smelled the smeU of a good savour; ''z or
•L_G_, ANDINDmNATmN,
AND_wn_a OF GODwhen there are given to Moses the tables "written
DZSCgmF.D
IN rm_ SAC.gEVPAGES,
V,'EmrSa"RE- with the finger of God ; "_ or when the people
_sra
THAT
THEY_,gg Nor TO.aMtrgvZgSTOODof the children of Israel are set free from the
as SEARING
THEtm,gV,
AC'rER
OF _
VICES. land of Egypt "with a mighty hand and with
a stretched out arm ; "4 or when it says, "The
Moreover, if we read of His wrath, and con- mouth of the Lord hath spoken these things ; "5
sider certain descriptions of His indignation,
and learn that hatred is asserted of Him, yet[ °r
when the earth is set forth as "God's footwe are not to understand these to be asserted oft stool ; "6 or when it says, "Incline thine ear,
Him in the sense in which they are human vices.
,
For all these things, although they may corrupt
s _c,_
_i. s_.
,s. [_,
p._.]
Ex._iv.
axxi.
z$.
man, cannot at all corrupt the divine power.
I_. _,
_.
For such vassions as these will
rightly be said to
, I_. _ ,_
be in men, and will not tightly be judged to be th_aCa.l_
_" _ " [t:_pp.,,. mi ,i. _ _
at _u
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and hear,", Mwe who say that the law is spiritual foundation of all things ? He needs no ears who
do not include within these lineaments of our knows the wills that are even unexpressed ; or
bodily nature any mode or figure of the divine for what reason should He need a tongue whose
majesty, but difft_e that character of unbounded thought is a command ? These members assurmagnitude (so to speak) over its plains without edly were necessary to men, but not to God,
any limit. For it is written, "If I shall ascend because man's design would be ineffectual if the
into heaven, Thou art there ; if I shall descend body did not fulfil the thought. Moreover, they
into hell, Thou art there also ; and if I shall take are not needful to God, whose will the works
my wings, and go away across the sea, there Thy attend not so much without any effort, as that
hand shall lay hold of me, and Thy right hand the works themselves proceed simultaneously
shall hold me." * For we recognise the plan of with the will. Moreover, He Himself is all eye,
the divine Scripture according to the proportion because He all sees ; and all ear, because He
of its arrangement. For the prophet then was all hears ; and all hand, because He all works ;
still speaking about God in parables according and all foot, because He all is everywhere. For
to the period of the faith, not as God was, but He is the same, whatever it is. He is all equal,
as the people were able to receive Him. And and all everywhere. For He has not in Him
thus, that such things as these should be said any diversity in Himself, being simple. For
about God, must be imputed not to God, but those are the things which are reduced to diverrather to the people. Thus the people are per- sity of members, which arise from birth and go
mitred to erect a tabernacle, and yet God is not to dissolution. But things which are not concrete
contained within the enclosure of a tabernacle, cannot be conscious of these things.6 And what
Thus a temple is reared, and yet God is not at is immortal, whatever it is, that very thing is one
all bounded within the restraints of a temple, and simple, and for ever• And thus because it
It is not therefore God who is limited, but the is one it cannot be dissolved ; since whatever is
perception of the people is limited ; nor is God that very thing which is placed beyond the claim
straitened, but the understanding of the reason of dissolution, it is freed from the laws of death.
of the people is held to be straitened. Finally,
in the Gospel the Lord said, "The hour shall ]CHAP.VII..,4RGUMENT._MOREOVER,THATWHEN
come when neither in this mountain nor in Jeru- [ COD IS CALLEDA SPIRIT,BRIGHTNESS,
AND
.salem shall ye worship the Father ; "3 and gave [ LIGHT, COD IS NOT SUFFICIENTLY
EXPRESSED
the reasons, saying, "God is a Spirit ; and those i _v THOSEAPPF.,LI..ATIONS.
therefore who worship, must worship in sprat and t
•
""
But when the Lord says that God is a Spirit, I
m truth."4 Thus the divine agencies are thereS think that Christ spoke thus of the Father, as
exhibited by means of members ; it is not tht wishing that something still more should be unappearance of God nor the bodily lineaments derstood than merely that God is a Spirit. For
that are described. For when the eyes are spoken although, in His Gospel, He is reasoning for the
of, it is implied that He sees all things ; and purpose of giving to men an increase of intelliwhen the ear, it is set forth that He hears all gence, nevertheless He Himself speaks to men
things
andis when
a certain
energy concerning God, in such a way as they can as
of HIS;will
openedthe
upfinger,
; and when
the nostrils,
yet hear and receive ; although, as we have said,
His recognition of prayers is shown forth as of He is now endeavouring to give to His hearers
odours; and when the hand, it is proved that religious additions to their knowledge of God.
He is the author of every creature ; and when For we find it to be written that God is called
the arm, it is announced that no nature can with- Lave, and yet from this the substance of God is
stand the power of His arm ; and when the feet, not declared to be Lave; and that He is called
it is unfolded that He fills all things, and that Light, while in this is not the substance of God.
there is not any place where God is not. For But the whole that is thus said of God is as much
neither members nor the offices of members are as can be said, so that reasonably also, when He
nee_tful to Him to whose sole judgment, even is called a Spirit, it is not all that He is which is
unexpressed, all things serve and are present, so called ; but so that, while men's mind by unFor
why ?should
require
is Himself
the light
or whyHe
should
He eyes
ask who
for feet
who is derstanding makes progress even to the Spirit
itself, being already changed in spirit, it may
everywhere ? or why should He wish to go when conjecture God to be something even greater
there is nowhere where He can go beyond Him- through the Spirit. For that which is, accordself? or why should He seek for hands whose ing to what it is, can neither be declared by
will is, even when silent, the architect for the human discourse, nor received by human ears,
• • _.ix.
,6.
nor gathered by human perceptions. For if
t_ ,=_i..
"the things which God bath prepared for them
•• Jolmiv.
_t. 6,9,_
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that love Him, neither eye hath seen, nor ear
hath heard, nor the heart of man, nor even his
mind has perceived;"'
what and how great is
He Himself who promises these things, in understanding which both the mind and nature of man
have failed ! Finally, if you receive the Spirit
as the substance of God, you will make God a
creature. For every spirit is a creature. And
therefore, then, God will be made. In which
manner also, if, according to Moses, you should
receive God to be fire, in saying that He is a
creature, you will have declared what is ordained,
you will not have taught who is its ordainer,
But these things are rather used as figures than
as being so in fact. For as, in the Old Testament,2 God is for this reason called Fire, that
fear may be struck into the hearts of a sinful
people, by suggesting to them a Judge ; so in the
New Testament He is announced as Spirit, that,
as the Renewer and Creator of those who are
dead in their sins, He may be attested by this
goodness of mercy granted to those that believe,

He brought the offspring of our fathers into the
land of promise ; He instructed the prophets
by His Spirit, and by all of them He promised
His Son Christ ; and at the time at which He
had covenanted that He would give Him, He
sent Him, and through Him He desired to come
into our knowledge, and shed forth upon us the
liberal stores of His mercy, by conferring His
abundant Spirit on the poor and abject. And,
because He of His own free-will is both liberal
and kind, lest the whole of this globe, being
turned away from the streams of His grace,
should wither, He willed the apostles, as foundera of our family, to be sent by His Son into the
whole world, that the condition of the human
race might be conscious of its Founder; and, if
it should choose to follow Him, might have One
whom even in its supplications it might now call
Father instead of God) And His providence
has had or has its course among men, not only
individually, but also among cities themselves,
and states whose destructions have been announced by the words of prophets; yea, even
CHAP.VIIL ARGUMEN2:_ITISTI-IISGOD, THERE-through the whole world itself; whose end,
FORE,
THAT
THE
CHURCH
HAS KNOWN
AND whose miseries, and wastings, and sufferings on
ADORES;A_,_])TO Hm THE TF_r_ONY OF account of unbelief He has allotted. And lest
THINGS
AS WELLVISIBLE
AS tNVtSrSLE
]S O_'F2_,moreover any one should think that such an
BOTHAT ALL TIMESAND m ALL FORMS,BV indefatigable providence of God does not reach
THE NATUREWatCH Hm ]'ROW.VENCE
RULESto even the very least things, "One of two sparAN])GOWRNS.
rows," says the Lord, "shall not fall without the
This God, then, setting aside the fables and will
the are
Father
; but even the
very His
hairscare
of
yourofhead
all numbered."
4 And
figments of heretics, the Church knows and wor- and providence did not permit even the clothes
ships, to whom the universal and entire nature
of things as well visible as invisible gives wit-_ of
the shoes
Israelites
to be feet
worntoout,
even
the
vilest
on their
be nor
wasted
; nor,
ness; whom angels adore, stars wonder at, seas moreover, finally, the very garments of the capbless, lands revere, and all things under the rive young men to be burnt. And this is not
earth look up to ; whom the whole mind of man without reason ; for if He embraces all things,
is conscious of, even if it does not express itself; and contains all things, m and all things, and the
atwhose command all things are set in motion, whole, consist of individuals, --His
care will
springs gush forth, rivers flow, waves arise, all consequently extend even to every individual
creatures bring forth their young, winds are thing, since His providence reaches to the
compelled to blow, showers descend, seas are whole, whatever it is. Hence it is that He also
stirred up, all things everywhere diffuse their sitteth above the Cherubim ; that is, He presides
fruitfulness. Who ordained, peculiar to the
protoplasts of eternal life, a certain beautiful over
the variety
works,
thetheliving
creatures which
hold of
the His
control
over
rest being
paradise in the east; He planted the tree of subjected to HIS throne:S a crystal covering
life, and similarly placed near it another tree being thrown over all things ; that is, the heavof the knowledge of good and evil, gave a corn- en covering all things, which at the command
mand, and decreed a judgment against sin ; He of God had been consolidated into a firmapreserved the most righteous N6e from the merit 6 from the fluent material of the waters,
perils of the deluge, for the merit of HIS inno- that the strong hardness that divides the midst
cence and faith; He translated Enoch: He of the waters that covered the earth before,
elected Abraham into the society of his friendship ; He protected Isaac : He increased Jacob ] , [M_ de St_ hu b_,_._,d
_ t_ _
_He gave Moses for a leader unto the people I t_.r." _'_
.,r_-. 0,_ _
.... J
He delivered the groaning children of Isme t • x,_ z.,9. _. R t, •
from the yoke of slavery; He wrote the law 1 : [_'_.
,_"_n_
_o_a
_I_t_.
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might sustain as if on its back the weight of the the Founder of all things, as already has been
superincumbent
water, its strength being estab- expressed above.
For this Jesus Christ, I will
lished by the frost. And, moreover, wheels lie once more say, the Son of this God, we read of
belowthat is to say, the seasonswhereby as having been promised in the Old Testament,
all the members of the world are always being and we observe to be manifested in the New,
rolled onwards ; such feet being added by which fulfilling the shadows and figures of all the sacrathose things do not stand still for ever, but pass ments, with the presence of the truth embodied.
onward.
And, moreover, throughout all their For as well the ancient prophecies as the Coslimbs they are studded with eyes ; for the works pels testify Him to be the son of Abraham and
of God must be contemplated
with an ever the son of David.
Genems itself anticipates
watchful
inspection : in the heart of which Him, when it says : "To thee will I give it, and
things, a fire of embers is in the midst, either to thy seed." 7 He is spoken of when it shows
because this world of ours is hastening to the how a man wrestled with Jacob ; He too, when
fiery day of judgment ; or because all the works it says : "There shall not fail a prince from
of God are fiery, and are not darksome, but Judah, nor a leader from between his thighs,
flourish, x Or, moreover, lest, because
those until He shall come to whom it has been promthings had arisen from earthly beginnings, they ised ; and He shall be the expectation of the
should naturally be inactive, from the rigidity of nations." s He is spoken of by Moses when he
their origin, the hot nature of an interior spirit says :"Provideanotherwhomthoumayestscnd."9
was added to all things; and that this nature i He is again spoken of by the same, when he
concreted with the cold bodies might minister 2 testifies, saying : "A Prophet will God raise up
for the purpose of life equal measures for all.s to you from your brethren ; listen to Him as if
This, therefore, according to David, is God's to me." _o It is He, too, that he speaks of when
chariot.
"For the chariot of God," says he, he says: "¥e
shall see your life hanging in
"is multiplied ten thousand times ; "4 that is, it doubt night and day, and ye shall not believe
is innumerable, infinite, immense.
For, under Him.""
Him, too, Isaiah alludes to : "There
the yoke of the natural law given to all things, shall go forth a rod from the root of Jesse, and
some things are restrained, as if withheld by a flower shall grow up from his root." _2 The
reins ; others, as if stimulated, are urged on same also when he says : "Behold, a virgin shall
with relaxed reins. For the world,S which is that conceive, and bear a son." xs Him he refers to
chariot of God with all things, both the angels when he enumerates the healings that were to
themselves and the stars guide ; and their move- proceed from Him, saying : "Then
shall the
ments, although various, yet bound by certain eyes of the blind be opened, and the ears of the
laws, we watch them guiding by the bounds of a deaf shall hear : then shall the lame man leap as
time prescribed to themselves ; so that rightly an hart, and the tongue of the dumb shall be
we also are now disposed to exclaim with the eloquent." x4 Him also, when he sets forth the
apostle, as he admires both the Architect and virtue of patience, saying : "His voice shall not
His works : "Oh the depth of the riches of the be heard in the streets ; a bruised reed shall He
wisdom and knowledge of God[ how insoruta- not destroy, and the smoking flax shall He not
hie axe His judgments, and His ways past find- quench." ,s Him, too, when he described His
ing out I" And the rest. 6
Gospel : "And I will ordain for you an everlasting covenant, even the sure mercies of David." _6
CHAP.Ix. ARGr..,rMEiVT.--lrO_Tm_P., THAT THE Him, too, when he foretells that the nations
SAMERULE OF TRUTH _C_F_
US TO nEL_W_, should believe on Him : "Behold, I have given
AFTER
THE
FA_,
AI..._O IN" THE
SON
OF GOD,
Him for la Chief and a Commander
to the
J'ESU'$

CHRIST

OUR

LORD

GOD,

BEING
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SAME

nations.

"Nations

that

knew

not

Thee shall call

THAT WgS VgOmSED m THg OLD _gs-r_,_a_cr, upon Thee, and peoples that knew Thee not
__
m TUg _Zw.
shall flee unto Thee." ,7 It is the same that he
The same rule of truth teaches us to believe,
after the Father, also on the Son of God, Christ
Jesus, the Lord our God, but the Son of God _
of that God who is both one and alone, to wit
z ,,Vil_-

_ _m_,i_,, 1_

..

•
or _eimsmxt
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refers to when, concerning His passion, he exclaims, saying : "As a sheep He is led to the
slaughter; and as a lamb before his shearer is
dumb, so He opened not His mouth in His
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humility."'
Him, moreover, when he described thou to do with the Creator's world? What
the blows and stripes of His scourgings : "By hast thou to do with the Creator's man? What
His bruises we were healed."* Or His humilia- hast thou to do with the image of a body from
tion : "And we saw Him, and He had neither which thou takest away the hope of resurrection ?
form nor comeliness, a man in suffering, and who Why comest thou to another man's servant, and
knoweth how to bear infirmity." s Or that the desirest thou to solicit another man's son ? Why
people would not believe on Him : "All day dost thou strive to take me away from the Lord ?
long I have spread out my hands unto a people Why dost thou compel me to blaspheme, and to
that believeth not." 4 Or that He would rise be impious to my Father ? Or what shall I gain
again from the dead : "And in that day there from thee in the resurrection, if I do not receive
shall be a root of Jesse, and one who shall rise myself when I lose my body ? If thou wishest
to reign over the nations ; on Him shall the to save, thou shouldest have made a man to
nations hope, and His rest shall be honour." s whom to give salvation. If thou desirest to
Or when he speaks of the time of the resurrec- snatch from sin, thou shouldest have granted
tion : "We shall find Him, as it were, prepared to me previously that I should not fall into sin.
in the morning." 6 Or that He should sit at the But what approbation of law dost thou carry
right hand of the Father : "The Lord said unto about with thee ? What testimony of the promy Lord, Sit Thou at my right hand, until I shall phetic word hast thou ? Or what substantial
place Thine enemies as the stool of Thy feet." 7 good can I promise myself from thee, when I
Or when He is set forth as possessor of all see that thou hast come in a phantasm and not
things : "Ask of me, and I will give Thee the m a bodily substance ? What, then, hast thou to
heathen for Thine inheritance, and the bounda- do with the form of a body, if thou hatest a
nes of the earth for Thy possession." s Or when body ? Nay, thou wilt be refuted as to the
He is shown as Judge of all : "O God, give the hatred of bearing about the substance of a body,
King Thy judgment, and Thy righteousness to since thou hast been willing even to take up its
the King's Son."9 And I shall not in this place form. For thou oughtest to have hated the
pursue the subject further : the things which are imitation of a body, if thou hatedst the reality ;
announced of Christ are known to all heretics, because, if thou art something else, thou oughtest
but are even better known to those who hold to have come as something else, lest thoushouldest
the truth,
be called the Son of the Creator if thou hadst
even the hkeness of flesh and body. Assuredly,
CHAP. X.
A/?GUM'EArT.
_THAT
JESUS CHRIST IS if thou hatedst being born because thou hatedst
THE SON OF GOD AND TRULY MAN, AS OPPOSED
_ the Creator's marriage-union,' thou oughtest to
TO THE FANCIE..q
OF HERETICS,
WHODENYTHAT refuse even the likeness of a man who is born
HE TOOKUPONHIMTRUEFLESH.
by the ' marriage of the Creator.'"
But of this I remind .rag, that Christ was not
to be expected in the Gospel in any other wise
than as He was promised before by the Creator,
in the Scriptures of the Old Testament; especmlly as the things that were predicted of Him
were fulfilled, and those things that were fulfilled
had been -redicted
As with reason I mi-ht
"truly
" ann" Pconstantly
" "'" say ......
to tnat mncl fu"1--_ I
know,not what--of
those heretics who reject
the authority of the Old Testament, as to a

thatNeither'is
a Christtheref°re'of
thed°hereticsWe
acknowledgewho
was --asthatit
is
-- in
appearance
and did,
not he
in reality
for
of said
those
things
which he
could ;have
done nothing real, if he himself was a phantasm,
and not reality. Nor him who wore nothing of
our body ]n himself, seeing "he received nothing
'I from Mary ;" ,, neither"" did he "come to us, since"
t _oapdpearwedac_Saw_°n't_°_ '_v_ur _bs_nt C_o
....
6.
_ .

feigned
and
co,
outed
upfrom
oldwives'

fables: " Who art thou ? Whence art thou? By , .
P.
." .....
.
_ ._....
whom art thou sent? Wherefore hast thou now eSav_'at_°cn
° °'i°eU_hemsut_clt e tonf a_ r i_ly; u _o_
chosen to come? Why such as thou art? Or!.
. . gn ............
other
how hast thou been able to come? Or where- _i.s_°l_ '_a_ylOtuns_wdavO
o_a_ene_e_l°_-_ '. For
fore hast thou not gone to thine own, except that ........
_'
_. _
"Z_, ,___
thou hast proved that thou hast none of thine tt_'eSUCti_._l?sa_v_See da_ethc°_s_eof_Wel_r_Y "
own, b corm to those of another? What hast
Y
_,,
y
"rig
For John says" The Word was made fl_
, z_. _/il_.
and dwelt among us ; .... so that, reasonably, our
*I,,. I_. s.
body should be in Him, because /ndeed the
i,_ L_.
z_i.2L.
Word took on Him our flesh. And for this tea4s ls*.
s Is,. ,a. zo.
son blood flowed forth from His hands and feet,
_Hos vi. 3.
7 1_. oz. I, _l.
* P*. ii. 8.
9 1%.laa/i, z.

_o John i. :4.

[Of (ables and figments, _

cap. viii. p. 6x7.]
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and from His very side, so that He might be Christ and do not see another, shall there be
proved to be a sharer in our body by dying ac- taken away from us that which they do not see
cording to the laws of our dissolution.
And for the sake of that which they do.
For they
that He was raised again in the same bodily regard the weaknesses in Him as if they were a
substance in which He died, is proved by the man's weaknesses, but they do not count the
wounds of that very body, and thus He showed powers as if they were a God's powers.
They
the laws of our resurrection in His flesh, in that keep in mind the infirmities of the flesh, they
He restored the same body in His resurrection
exclude the powers of the divinity ; when if this
which He had from us. For a law of resurrecargument from the infirmities of Christ is of avail
tion is established, in that Christ is raised up in to the result of proving Him to be man from His
the substance of the body as an example for the infirmities, the argument
of divinity in Him
rest ; because, when it is written that "flesh and gathered
from His powers avails to the result
blood do not inherit the kingdom of God," _ also of asserting Him to be God from His works.
it is not the substance of the flesh that is con- For if His sufferings show in Him human frailty,
demned, which was built up by the divine hands why may not His works assert in Him divine
that it should not perish, but only the guilt of power?
For if this should not avail to assert
the flesh is rightly rebuked, which by the volun- Him to be God from His powers, neither can
tary daring of man rebelled against the claims His sufferings avail to show Him to be man also
of divine law. Because in baptism and in the from them.
For whatever principle be adopted
dissolution of death the flesh is raised up and on one or the other side, will be found to be
returns to salvation, by being recalled to the maintained.*
For there will be a risk that He
condition of innocency
when the mortality of should not be shown to be man from His sufferguilt is put away.
ings, if He could not also be approved as God
by His powers.
We must not then lean to one
CIIAP. XI. _AND INDEED THAT CHRIST WAS NOT side and evade the other side, because any one
ONLYMAN, Btrr cod ALSO; THAT EVEr_AS HE who should exclude one portion of the truth will
wAS TaE SOS Or MAN, SO ALSO nE WaS XaE never hold the perfect truth.
For Scripture as
sos oF coD.
much announces Christ as also God, as it anBut lest, from the fact of asserting that our nounces God Himself as man.
It has as much
Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of God, the Creator, described Jesus Christ to be man, as moreover
was manifested in the substance of the true body, it has also described Christ the Lord to be God.
we shoulfl seem either to have given assent to Because it does not set forth Him to be the Son
other heretics, who in this place maintain that of God only, but also the Son of man ; nor does
He is man only and alone, and therefore desire it only say, the Son of man, but it has also been
to prove that He was a man bare and solitary ; accustomed
to speak of Him as the SOn of
and lest we should seem to have afforded them God.
So that being of both, He is both, lest if
any ground for objecting, we do not so express He should be one only, He could not be the
doctrine concerning the substance of His body, other.
For as nature itself has prescribed that he
as to say that He is only and alone man, but so must be believed to be a man who is of man, so
as to maintain, by the association of the divinity the same nature prescribes also that He must
of the Word in that very materiality, that He was be believed to be God who is of God ; but if he
also God according to the Scriptures.
For there should not also be God when he is of God,
is a great risk of saying that the Saviour of the no more should he be man although he should
human race _as only man; that the Lord of all, be of man.
And thus both doctrines would be
and the Chief of the world, to whom all things endangered
in one and the other way, by one
were delivered, and" all things were granted by being convicted to have lost belief in the other.
His Father, by whom all things were ordained,
Let them, therefore, who read that Jesus Christ
all things were created, all things were arranged,
the SOn of man is man, read also that this same
the King of all ages and times, the Prince of all Jesus is called also God and the Son of God.
the angels, before whom there is none but the For in the manner that as man He is of Abrah&m,
Father, was only man, and denying to Him di- so also as God He is before Abraham himself.
vine authority in these things.
For this con- And in the same manner as He is as man the
tempt of the heretics will recoil also upon God "Son of David," 3 so as God He is proclaimed
the Father, if God the Father could not beget [ David's Lord.
And in the same manner as He
Cod the Son. But, moreover, no blindness of [ was made as man " under the law," 4 so as God
the heretics shall prescribe to the truth.
Nor, ] He is declared to be "Lord of the Sabbath." 5
because they maintain one thing in Christ and]
do not maintain another, they see one side of[
, sea. mi_._nti_.
-_'"_
x ,, C,at. _.

__
So. Ira.

ill p. _z, tim _i_.]
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And in thesame manner as He suffers,
as man, virgin
shall
conceiveand beara son,and ye shall
the condemnation,so as God He is found to callHis name Emmanuel, which is,interpreted,
have alljudgment ofthe quick and dead. And God with us;"* so ChristHimself says,"Lo,
inthesame manner as He isborn as man sub- I am withyou,even to theconsummation of the
sequenttotheworld,soas God He ismanifestedworld."s ThereforeHe is" God withus ;" yea,
tohave been beforetheworld. And inthesame and much rather,
He isin us. Christiswithus,
way as He was begottenas man of the seed of therefore
itisHe whose name is God with us,
David,so also the world is saidto have been becauseHe alsoiswithus; or is He not with
ordainedby Him as God. And in the same us? How thendoes He saythatHe iswithus?
way as He was as man after many, so as God He, then, is with us. But because He is with
He was before all. And in the same manner as us He was called Emmanuel, that is, God with
He was as man inferior to others, so as God He us. God, therefore, because He is with us, was
was greater than all. And in the same manner as called God with us
The same prophet says :
He ascended as man into heaven, so as God He "Be ye strengthened, ye relaxed hands, and ye
had first descended thence.
And in the same feeble knees ; be consoled, ye that are cowardly
manner as He goes as man to the Father, so as in heart ; be strong ; fear not. Lo, our God shall
the Son in obedience
to the Father He shall return judgment;
He Himself shall come, and
descend thence.
So if imperfections
in Him shall save you : then shall the eyes of the blind
prove human frailty, majesties in Him affirm be opened, and the ears of the deaf shall hear;
divine power.
For the risk is, in reading of then shall the lame man leap as an hart, and the
both, to believe not both, but one of the two. tongue of the dumb shall be eloquent." 4 Since
Wherefore as both are read of in Christ, let both the prophet says that at God's advent these should
be believed ; that so finally the faith may be true, be the signs which come to pass ; let men acbeing also complete.
For if of two principles knowledge either that Christ is the Son of God,
one gives way in the faith, and the other, and at whose advent and by whom these wonders of
that indeed which is of least importance,
be healings were performed ; or, overcome by the
taken up for belief, the rule of truth is thrown i truth of Christ's divinity, let them rush into the
into confusion ; and that boldness will not confer l other heresy, and refusing to confess Christ to
salvation, but instead of salvation will effect a be the Son of God, and God, let them declare
great risk of death from the overthrow of the Him to be the Father.
For, being bound by the
faith,
words of the prophets, they can no longer deny
Christ to be God.
What, then, do they reply
CHAP. XII.
,,IRGUMENT.
mTHAT
CHRIST IS GOD, i when those signs are said to be about to take
IS PROVED

BY THE

AUTHORITY

TAMF2CrSCRIPTURES.

OF THE

OLD

TES-

place on the advent of God, which were manifested on the advent of Christ ?

In what way do

Why, then, should we hesitate to say what they receive Christ as God?
Fornowthey
canScripture does not shrink from declaring?
Why not deny Him to be God.
As GOd the Father,
shall the truth of faith hesitate in that wherein or as God the Son ? If as the Son, why do they
the authority of Scripture has never hesitated ? !deny that the Son of God is God ? If as the
For, behold, Hosea the prophet says in the per- IFather, why do they not follow those who appear
son of the Father : " I will not now save them to maintain blasphemies of that kind ? unless beby bow, nor by horses, nor by horsemen ; but cause in this contest against them concerning the
I will save them by the Lord their GOd."'
If truth, this is in the meantime sufficient for us,
God says that He saves by GOd, still God does that, being convinced in any kind of way, they
not save except by Christ.
Why, then, should should confess Christ to be God, seeing they
man hesitate to call Christ God, when he observes have even wished to deny that He is God.
He
that He is declared to be God by the Father ac- !says by Habakkuk
the prophet : "God
shall
cording to the Scriptures?
Yea, if God the come from the south, and the Holy One from
Father does not save except by God, no one the dark and dense mountain." s Whom do
can be saved by God the Father unless he shall they wish to represent as coming from the south ?
have confessed Christ to be God, in whom and iIf they say that it is the Almighty God the
by whom the Father promises that He will give Father, then God the Father comes from a place,
him salvation : so that, reasonably, whoever ac- from which place, moreover, He is thus excluded,
and He is bounded within the straitnesses of
.knowledges Him to be God, may find salvation
m Christ God ; whoever does not acknowledge
some abode ; and thus by such as these, as we
tIim to be God, would lose salvation which he have said, the sacrilegious heresy of Sabellius is
could not find elsewhere than in Christ GOd.
For in the same way as Isaiah says, "Behold, a
_ I_.
,_. _.
Matt.,_.xxvlll.
t ltm. L_.

4 lsa,xxxv. 3,etc.

s Hab.lii. 3. [SeeEat#ishm_,_,mtdP__m,

Lp. SSL]
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embodied.
Since Christ is believed to be not
the Son, but the Father; since by them He is
asserted to be in strictness a bare man, in a new
manner, by those, again, Christ is proved to be
God the Father Almighty.
But if in Bethlehem,
the region of which local division looks towards
the southern portion of heaven, Christ is born,
who by the Scriptures is also said to be God,
this God is rightly described as coming from the
_outh, because He was foreseen as about to
come from Bethlehem.
Let them, then, choose
of the two alternatives, the one that they prefer,
that He who came from the south is the Son, or
the Father;
for God is said to be about to come
from the south.
If the Son, why do they shrink
from calling Him Christ and God?
For the
Scripture says that God shall come.
If the
Father, why do they shrink from being associated
with the boldness of Sabellius, who says that
Christ is the Father? unless because, whether
they call Him Father or SOn, from his heresy,
however unwillingly, they must needs withdraw
if they are accustomed
to say that Christ is
merely man ; when compelled by the facts themselves, they are on the eve of exalting Him as
God, whether in wishing to call Him Father or
in wishing to call Him Son.
.CHAP. XIIL ARGUM.ENT._THAT
IS PROVED

FROM

TILE _4.CRED

nativity, and because IIe was made flesh, is man;
and because He is the Word of God, who can
shrink from declaring without hesitation that He
is God, especially when he considers the evangelical Scripture, that it has associated both of
these substantial natures into one concord of the
nativity of Christ?
For He it is who "as a bridegroom goeth forth from his bride-chamber;
He
exulted as a giant to run his way. His going
forth is from the end of the heaven, and His return unto the ends of it. ''s
Because, even to
the highest, "' not any one hath ascended into
heaven save He who came down from heaven,
the Son of man who is in heaven." 9 Repeating
this same thing, He says : "Father, glorify me
with that glory wherewith I was with Thee before the world was. '''°
And if this Word came
down from heaven as a bridegroom to the flesh,
that by the assumption of flesh He might ascend
thither as the Son of man, whence the SOn of
God had descended
as the Word, reasonably,
while by the mutual connection both flesh wears
the Word of God, and the SOn of God assumes
the frailty of the flesh ; when the flesh being
espoused ascending
thither, whence without the
flesh it had descended, it at length receives that
glory which in being shown to have had before
the foundation of the world, it is most manifestly
THE SAMETROTH proved to be God. And, nevertheless, while the
world itself is said to have been founded after
WPdTIN(_
OF THE

.'_Ew cov_Azcr.

Him, it is found to have been created by Him ; by
that very divinity in Him whereby the world
And thus also John, describing the nativity of was made, both His glory and His authority are
Christ, says : "The Word was made flesh, and proved.
Moreover, if, whereas it is the property
dwelt among us, and we saw His glory, the glory of none but God to know the secrets of the heart,
as of the only begotten of the Father, full of Christ beholds the secrets of the heart ; and if,
grace and truth.",
For, moreover, " His name whereas it belongs to none but God to remit sins,
is called the Word of God, ''_ and not without the same Christ remits sins ; and if, whereas it
reason.
"My heart has emitted a goodword ;"_ is the portion of no man to come from heaven,
which word lie subsequently calls by the name He descended by coming from heaven ; and if,
of the King inferentially, "I will tell my works whereas this word can be true of no man, "I
to the King."*
For "by Him were made all the
works, and without Him was nothing made. 4
"Whether,"
says the apostle, "they be thrones,
or dominations,
or powers, or mights, visible
things and invisible, all things subsist by I-Iim."s
Moreover, this is that Word which "came unto
His own, and His own received Him not.
For
the world was made by Him, and the world
knew Him not." 6 Moreover, this Word "was
in the beginning with God, and God was the
Word."7
Who then can doubt, when in the last
elaine it is said, "The Word was made flesh,
and dwelt among us," that Christ, whose is the
t _ohnL.t¢. [For_._,_-,aetp.
* _. xt=.23.
s Ps.xh,.t.
* Jolm
s CoL
6 John
* Jo]l_

L 3.
i. z6.
L ;o, zz.
i.t.

taB,_.]

and the Father are one,"" Christ alone declared
this word out of the consciousness of His divinity ; and if, finally, the Apostle Thomas, instructed
in all the proofs and conditions of Christ's divinit),, says in reply to Christ, "My Lord and my
GOd ;" z2 and if; besides, the Apostle Paul says,
"Whose are the fathers, and of whom Christ
came according to the flesh, who is over all, God
blessed for evermore," ,3 writing in his epistles ;
and if the same apostle declares that he was
ordained "an apostle not by men, nor of man,
but by Jesus Christ ; ",4 and if the same contends that he learned the Gospel not from men
e l_.xix. 6,7.
•_
iii.x3.
,ojol_x_.5.
[l_tJi_lmtltim.]
tx Tolm x. _o.
x2 _olm xx. d.
t_Rom ix.$.
z4 C_.l.i. z mid ztL
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or by man, but received it from Jesus Christ, made by man, since they must needs have been
reasonably Christ is God. Therefore, in this re- prior to man? If Christ is only man, how is
spect, one of two things must needs be estab- !He present wherever He is called upon ; when
lished. For since it is evident that- all things it is not the nature of man, but of God, that it
were made by Christ, He is either before all can be present in every place ? If Christ is only
things, since all things were by Him, and so man, why is a man invoked m prayers as a MediHe is justly God ; or because He is man He ator, when the invocation of a man to afford salis subsequent to aU things, and justly nothing vat-ion is condemned as ineffectual? If Christ
was made by Him. But we cannot say that is only man, why is hope rested upon Him, when
nothing was made by Him, when we observe it hope in man is declared to be accursed ? If
written that all things were made by Him. He Christ is only man, why may not Christ be deis not therefore subsequent to all things ; that nied without destruction of the soul, when it is
is, He is not man only, who is subsequent to Isaid that a sin committed against man may be
all things, but God also, since God is prior to all forgiven? If Christ is only man, how comes
things. For He is before all things, because John the Baptist to testify and say, "He who
all things are by Him, while if He were only cometh after me has become before me, because
man, nothing would be by Him ; or if all things !He was prior to me ;" 2 when, if Christ were
were by Him, He would not be man only, be- only man, being born after John, He could not
cause if He were only man, all things would not be before John, unless because He preceded
be by Him ; nay, nothing would be by Him. him, in that He is God ? If Christ is only man,
What, then, do they repty? That nothing is by how is it that "what things the Father doeth,
Him, so that He is man only? How then are these also doeth the Son likewise," a when man
all things by Him ? Therefore He is not man cannot do works like to the heavenly operations
only, but God also, since all things are by Him ; of God ? If Christ is only man, how is it that
so that we reasonably ought to understand that "even as the Father hath life in Himself, so hath
Christ is not man only, who is subsequent to all He given to the Son to have life in Himself," *
things, but God also, since by Him all things when man cannot have life in him after the exwere made. For how can you say that He is ample of God the Father, because he is not
man only, when you see Him also in the flesh, glorious in eternity, but made with the materials
unless because when both aspects are considered, [of mortality ? If Christ is only man, how does
both truths are rightly believed ?
He say, "I am the bread of eternal life which
came down from heaven,"s when man can
c_. x.w. ARGUME.¥7"._ THZ AUTHORPROSE- neither be the bread of life, he himself being
ctrr_ THE SaMZAR_UMEtCr.
imortal, nor could he have come down from
And yet the heretic still shrinks from urging heaven, since no perishable material is estabthat Christ is God, whom he perceives to be fished in heaven? If Christ is only man, how
proved God by so many words as well as facts, does He say that "no man hath seen God at
If Christ is only man, how, when He came into any time, save He which is of God ; He hath
this world, did He come unto His own, since a seen God?" 6 Because if Christ is only man,
man could have made no world ? If Christ was He could not see God, because no man has
only man, how is the world said to have been seen God ; but if, being of God, He has seen
made by Him, when the world was not by man, God, He wishes it to be understood that He is
but man was ordained after the world?
If _aore than man, in that He has seen God. If
Christ was only man, how was it that Christ Christ is only man, why does He say, "What if
was not only of the seed of David ; but He was ye shall see the Son of man ascending thither
the Word made flesh and dwelt among us ? For where He was before ?" 7 But He ascended
although the Protoplast was not born of seed, into heaven, therefore He was there, in that He
yet neither was the Protoplast formed of the returned thither where He was before. But if
conjunction of the Word and the flesh. For He was sent from heaven by the Father, He cerHe is not the Word made flesh, nor dwelt in us. tainly is not man only ; for man, as we have
If Christ was only man, how does He "who said, could not come from heaven. Therefore
cometh from heaven testify what He hath seen as man He was not there before, but ascended
and heard,", when it is plain that man cannot thither where He was not. But the Word of
come from heaven, because he cannot be born God descended which was there, _ the Word
there? If Christ be only man, how are "visible of God, I say, and God by whom all things were
!hings and invisible, thrones, powers, and domin- i *job,g .s.
Ions," said to be created by Him and in Him ;
s John,. _.
when the heavenly powers could not have been
,s :/oh,,.
]olm w. _s.
Sz.
I Joha _t. 3z.

6 _[ohu va, 46.
_ ]oha vl. 6*.
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He has taken upon Him.
For man is joined
with God, and God is linked with man. But on
that account this Christ here laid more stress on
the one aspect of His sole divinity, because the
Jewish blindness contemplated in Christ the asCHAP.XV.' ARGUME2V2".m ACAn_H_ PROVESFROM pect alone of the flesh ; and thence in the present
THE GOSPELTHAT CHRISTIS GOD.
passage He passed over in silence the frailty
If Christ is only man, how is it that He says, of the body, which is of the world, and spoke of
"Though I bear record of myself, yet my record His divinity alone, which is not of the world : so
is true: because I know whence I came, and that in proportion
as they had inclined to bewhither I go ; ye know not whence I came, and lieve Him to be only man, in that proportion
whither I go.
Ye judge after the flesh?"*
Christ might draw them to consider His dwinity,
Behold, also He says, that He shall return so as to believe Him to be God, desirous to overthither whence He bears witness that He came come their incredulity concerning
His divinity
before, as being sent,--to
wit, from heaven, by omitting in the meantime
any mention of
He came down therefore from whence He came, His human condition, and by setting before
in the same manner as He goes thither from them His divinity alone.
If Christ is man only,
whence He descended.
Whence if Christ were how does He say, "I proceeded
forth and came
only man, He would not have come thence, and from God," 4 when it is evident that man was
therefore would not depart thither, because He made by God, and did not proceed forth from
would not have come thence.
Moreover, by Him?
But in the way in which as man He
coming thence, whence as man He could not proceeded not from GOd, thus the Word of God
have come, He shows Himself to have come as proceeded, of whom it is said, "My heart hath
God.
For the Jews, ignorant and untaught in uttered forth a good Word ;" s which, because
the matter of this very descent of His, made i_t is from GOd, is with reason also with God.
these heretics their successors, seeing that to And this, too, since it was not ilttered without
them it is said, "¥e know not whence I come, effect, reasonably
makes all things: "For
all
and whither I go: ye judge after the flesh." things were made by Him, and without Him
As much they as the Jews, holding that the car- was nothing made." 6 But this Word whereby
hal birth of Christ was the only one, believed all things were made (is God).
"And God," says
that Christ was nothing else than man; not con-he,
"was the Word." 7 Therefore God proceeded
sidering this point, that as man could not come from God, in that the Word which proceeded is
from heaven, so as that he might return thither, GOd, who proceeded forth from GOd. If Christ
He who descended thence must be God, seeing is only man, how does He say, "If any man
that man could not come thence.
If Christ is shah keep my word, he shall not see death for
only man, howdoes He say,"Ye
are from be- ever?"s
Not to see death for everl what is
low, I am from above; ye are of this world, I this but immortality?
But immortality
is the
am not of this world ? "s
But therefore ff every associate of divinity, because both the divinity is
man is of this world, and Christ is for that reason immortal, and immortality is the fruit of divinity.
in this world, is He only man ? God forbid ! For every man is mortal ; and immortality canBut consider what He says : "I am not of this not be from that which is mortal.
Therefore
world."
Does He then speak falsely when He from Christ, as a mortal man, immortality cansays "of this world," if He is only man?
Or if not arise. "But," says He, "whosoever
keepHe does not speak falsely, He is not of this eth my word, shall not see death for ever;"
world ; He is therefore not man only, because therefore the word of Christ affords immortality,
He is not of this world.
But that it should not and by immortality affords divinity.
But albe a secret who He was, He declared whence though it is not possible to maintain that one
He was : "I," said He, "am from above," that who is himself mortal can make another immoris, from heaven; whence man cannot come, for tal, yet this word of Christ not only sets forth,
he was not made in heaven.
He is God, there- but affords immortality : certainly He is not man
fore, who is from above, and therefore He is not only who gives immortality, which if He were
of this world ; although, moreover, in a certain only man He could not give ; but by giving
manner He is of this world : wherefore Christ is divinity by immortality, He proves Himself to
not God only, but man also.
As reasonably in be God by offering divinity, which if He w_e
the way in which He is not of this world accord- ] not God He.could not gave. If Chnst was only
ing to the divinity of the Word, so He is of this I man, how did He say, "Before
Abraham
world according to the frailty of the body that [ • John_ O.
-x According to Paa_llu_ ch. xxdL
• John viii. '4, x&
s John viii. *3-

|
]
I
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I Am?"'
For no man can be before Him from He was sent, and showed them that He had
whom he himself is ; nor can it be that any one manifested many good works from the Father;
should have been prior to him of whom he him- whence He desired that He should not be underself has taken his origin. And yet Christ, al- stood to be the Father, but the Son. And in
though He is born of Abraham, says that He is the latter portion of His defence He made
before Abraham. Either, therefore, He says mention of the Son, not the Father, when He
what is not true, and deceives, if He was not said, "¥e say, Thou blasphemest, because I said,
before Abraham, seeing that He was of Abra- I am the Son of God." Thus, as far as pertains
ham ; or He does not deceive, if He is also to the guilt of blasphemy, He calls Himself the
God, and was before Abraham. And if this Son, not the Father; but as pertaining to His
were not so, it follows that, being of Abraham, divinity, by saying, " I and the Father are one,"
He could not be before Abraham. If Chnst He proved that He was the Son of God. He is
was only man, how does He say, "And I know God, therefore, but God in such a manner as to
them, and my sheep follow me ; and I give unto be the Son, not the Father.
them eternal life, and they shall never perish ? "2
And yet, since every man is bound by the laws CHAP.XW.6 ARGUME,VT.-- AGAIN
FROMTHECOSof mortality, and therefore is unable to keep
PEL HE PROVES
CHRIST
TO BE GOD.
himself for ever, much more will he be unable
If Christ was only man, how is it that He
to keep another for ever. But Christ promises Himself says, "And every one that believeth in
to give salvation for ever, which if He does not me shall not die for evermore ? "7 And yet he
give, He is a deceiver ; if He gives, He is God. who believes in man by himself alone is called
But He does not deceive, for He gives what He accursed ; but he who believes on Christ is not
promises. Therefore He is God who proffers accursed, but is said not to die for evermore.
eternal salvation, which man, being unable to Whence, if on the one hand He is man only, as
keep himself for ever, cannot be able to give to the heretics will have it, how shall not anybody
another. If Christ is only man, what is that who believes in Him die eternally, since he who
which He says, "I and the LFather are one ?" 3 trusts in man is held to be accursed ? Or on the
For how can it be that "I and the Father are other, if he is not accursed, but rather, as it is
one," if He is not both God and the Son ?-- read, destined for the attainment of everlasting
who may therefore be called one, seeing that life, Christ is not man only, but God also, in
He is of Himself, being both His Son, and whom he who believes both lays aside all risk of
being born of Him, being declared to have pro- Icurse, and attains to the fruit of righteousness.
ceeded from Him, by which He is also God ; If Christ was only man, how does He say that
which when the Jews thought to be hateful, and the Paraclete "shall take of His, those things
believed to be blasphemous, for that He had which He shaU declare? ''s For neither does
shown Himself in these discourses to be God, the Paraclete receive anything from man, but the
and therefore rushed at once to stoning, and set Paraclete offers knowledge to man ; nor does
to work passionately to hurl stones, He strongly the Paraclete learn things future from man, but
refuted His adversaries by the example and wit- instructs man concerning futurity. Therefore
hess of the Scriptures. "If," said He, "He either the Paraclete has not received from Christ,
called them gods to whom the words of God ia s man, what He should declare, since man
were given, and the Scriptures cannot be broken, could give nothing to the Paraclete, seeing that
ye say of Him whom the Father sanctified, and from Him man himself ought to receive, and
sent into this world, Thou blasphemest, because Christ in the present instance is both mistaken
I said, I am the Son of God." * By which words and deceives, in saying that the Paraclete shall
He did not deny Himself to be God, but rather receive from Him, being a man, the things which
He confirmed the assertion that He was God. He may declare ; or He does not deceive us,
For because, undoubtedly, they are said to be as in fact He does not,- and the Paraclete has
gods unto whom the words of God were given, "eceivedfrom Christ what He may declare. But
much more is He God who is found to be supe- f He has received from Christ what He may deriot to all these. And nevertheless He refuted dare to us, Christ is greater than the Paraclete,
the calumny of blasphemy in a fitting manner because the Paraclete would not receive from
with lawful/act.s For He wishes that He should Christ unless He were less than Christ. But the
be thus understood to be God, as the Son of Paraclete being less than Christ, moreover, by
God, and He would not wish to be understood this very fact proves Christ to be God, from
to be the Father Himself. Thus He said that ,hom He has received what He declares: so
--that the testimony of Christ'sdivinity is immense,
z Johu viii. 58.
a _1_
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in the Paraclete being found to be in tMs econo- the world ; but Christ had n therefore He was
my less than Christ, and taking from Him what before the world. Therefore He was not man
He gives to others ; seeing that if Christ were: only, seeing that He was before the world.
He
only man, Christ would receive from the Para- is therefore God, because He was before the
clete what He should say, not the Paraclete re- world, and held His glory before the world.
ceive from Christ what He should declare.
If Neither let this be explained by predestination,
Christ was only man, wherefore did He lay down since this is not so expressed, or let them add
for us such a rule of believing as that in which this who think so, but woe is denounced to them
He said, "And this is life eternal, that they who add to, even as to those who take away
should know Thee, the only and true God, and from, that which is written.
Therefore that may
Jesus Christ, whom Thou hast sent?"'
Had He not be said, which may not be added.
And
not wished that He also should be understood to ithus, predestination being set aside, seeing it is
be God, why did He add, "And Jesus Christ, not so laid down, Christ was in substance before
whom Thou hast sent," except because
He the foundation of the world. For He is "the
wished to be received as God also ? Because if Word by which all things were made, and withHe had not wished to be understood to be God, out which nothing was made."
Because even
He would have added, "And the man Jesus if He is said to be glorious in predestination,
Christ, whom Thou hast sent ;" but, in fact, He and that this predestination was before the founneither added this, nor did Christ deliver Him- dation of the world, let order be maintained, and
self to us as man only, but associated
Himself before Him a considerable number of men was
with God, as He wished to be understood
by destined to glory.
For in respect of that destithis conjunction to be God also, as He is. We nation, Christ will be perceived to be less than
must therefore believe, according to the rule others if He is designated subsequent
to them.
prescribed, 2 on the Lord, the one true God, and For if this glory was in predestination,
Christ
consequently on Him whom He has sent, Jesus received that predestination to glory last of all ;
Christ, who by no means, as we have said, would for prior to Him Adam will be seen to have
have linked Himself to the Father had He not been predestinated,
and Abel, and Enoch, and
wished to be understood
to be God also: for Noah, and Abraham, and many others.
For
He would have separated Himself from Him since with God the order of all, both persons and
had He not wished to be understood to be God. things, is arranged, many viii be said to have
He would have placed Himself among men only, !been predestinated before this predestination
of
had He known Himself to be only man ; nor Christ to glory. And on these terms Christ is diswould He have linked Himself with God had He covered to be inferior to other men, although
not known Himself to be God also. But in this He is really found to be better and greater, and
case He is silent about His being man, because more ancient than the angels themselves.
Either,
no one doubts His being man, and with reason then, let all these things be set on one side, that
links Himself to God, that He might establish Christ's divinity may be destroyed ; or if these
the formula of His divinity 2 for those who should things cannot be set aside, let His proper divlnbelieve.
If Christ was only man, how does He ity be attributed to Christ by the heretics.
say, "And now glorify me with the glory which
I had with Thee before the world was ? "3
If, CHAP. XVlI.4 ARGUMENT. _ IT IS, MOREOVER,
before the world was, He had glory with God,
PROVEr mr MOSES m THE BEGmmNG OF THE
and maintained
His glory with the Father, He
HOLYSC_
existed before the world, for He would not have
What if Moses pursues this same rule of truth,
had the glory unless He Himself had existed and delivers to us in the beginning of his sacred
before, so as to be able to keep the glory.
For writings, this principle by which we may learn
no one could possess anything, unless he him- that all things were created and founded by the
serf should first be in existence to keep anything. Son of God, that is, by the Word of God ? For
But now Christ has the glory before the founda- He says the same that John and the rest say ;
tion of the world ; therefore He Himself was nay, both John and the others are perceived to
before the foundation of the world.
For unless have received from Him what they say. For if
He were before the foundation of the world, He John says, "All things were made by Him, and
could not have glory before the foundation of without Him was nothing made," s the prophet
the world, since He Himself was not in existence. Dav4d too says, "I tell my works to the King." _
But indeed man could not have glory before the Moses, moreover, introduces God commanding
foundation of the worM, seeing that he was after that there should be light at the first, that the
t Jo_ rn3._
i heaven should be established, that the waters
"LTMt_
_,, '_t_ p33_.
__'t_,_
rule."orour C_,_ic orthodoxyfleets iim f°tmala d°ur L°t'dstestmmttY°mCemtag
Htmself* Here
is a reference to ttuttmmay of the muly creeds and cauon._ ]
_'John zvil. $.
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should be gathered into one place, that the dry
land should appear, that the fruit should be
brought forth according to its seed, that the
animals should be produced, that lights should
be established in heaven, and stars. He shows
that none other was then present to God m by
whom these works were commanded that they
should be made mthan He by whom all things
were made, and without whom nothing was
made. And if He is the Word of God--"
for
my heart has uttered forth a good Word ....
He
shows that in the beginning the Word was, and
that this Word was with the Father, and besides
that the Word was God, and that all things were
made by Him.
Moreover, this "Word was made
flesh and dwelt among us,"2--to
wit, Christ the
Son of God; whom both on receiving subsequently as man according to the flesh, and seeing before the foundation of the world to be the
Word of GOd, and God, we reasonably, according to the instruction of the Old and New Testament, believe and hold to be as well God as
man, Christ Jesus.
What if the same Moses
introduces God saying, "Let us make man after
our image and likeness ; "3 and below, "And
God made man; in the image of God made
He hlm, male and female made He them? ''4
If, as we have already shown, it is the Son of
God by whom all things were made, certainly it
was the Son of God by whom also man was
ordained,
on whose account
all things were
made.
Moreover, when God commands
that
man should be made, He is said to be God who
makes man ; but the Son of God makes man,
that is to say, the Word of God, "by whom all
things were made, and without whom nothing
was made."
And this Word was made flesh,
and dwelt among us : therefore Christ is God ;
therefore man was made by Christ as by the Son
of God. But GOd made man in the image of
God ; He is therefore God who made man in the
image of God ; therefore Christ is GOd : so that
with reason neither does the testimony of the
Old Testament waver concerning the person of
Christ, being supported by the manifestation of
the New Testament;
nor is the power of the
New Testament detracted from, while its truth
is resting on the roots of the same Old Testament.
Whence they who presume Christ the
Son of God and man to be only man, and not
God also, do so in opposition to both Old and
New Testaments, in that they corrupt the authority and the truth both of the Old and New
Testaments.
What if the same Moses everywhere introduces

God

the Father

infinite

and
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without end, not as being enclosed in any place,
but as one who includes every place; nor as one
who is in a place, but rather one in whom every
place is, containing all things and embracing
all things, so that with reason He can neither
descend nor ascend, because He Himself both
contains and fills all things, and yet nevertheless
introduces God descending
to consider the
tower which the sons of men were building,
asking and saying, "Come ;" and then, "Let
us go down and there confound their tongues,
that each one may not understand the words of
his neighbour." s Whom do they pretend here
to have been the God who descended to that
tower, and asking to visit those men at that
time? God the Father?
Then thus He is enclosed in a place ; and how does He embrace
all things?
Or does He say that it is an angel
descending with angels, and saying, "Come ;"
and subsequently, "Let us go down and there
confound their tongues ?" And yet in Denteronomy we observe that God told these things,
and that God said, where it is written, "When
He scattered abroad the children of Adam, He
determined the bounds of the nations according
to the number of the angels of GOd. ''6 Neither,
therefore, did the Father descend, as the subject
itself indicates ; nor did an angel command these
things, as the fact shows. Then it remains that
He must have descended, of whom the Apostle
Paul says, "He who descended is the same who
ascended above all the heavens, that He might
fill all things," 7 that is, the Son of God, the
Word of God.
But the Word of God was made
flesh, and dwelt among us. This must be Christ.
Therefore Christ must be declared to be God.
CHAP. XVIII. s
ARGUMRNT.
-- MOREOVER
AL.¢_,
FROM THE FACTTHAT HE WHO WAS SEEN OF
aBRAHAMXSCALLEDCOD; WHICH C.ANNOTBE
UNDERSTOODOF T_XErATHER, WHOM NO
HAT_ SEES AT A_¢_'TIME; ntrr OF THE SON XN
THE LIKENESSOF AN ANGEL.
Behold, the same Moses tells us in another
plac e that "GOd was seen of Abraham." 9 And
yet the same Moses hears from GOd, that "no
man can see God and live." '° If God cannot
be seen, how was God seen?
Or if He was
seen, how is it that He cannot be seen?
For
John also says, "No man hath seen God at any
time ; .... and the Apostle Paul, "Whom no man
hath seen, nor can see." '2 But certainly the
Scripture does not lie ; therefore, truly, God was
_ c._ _i 7..
O_o_, Sept.l

_l.ZI_xlv.
z.[AsunderstoodbytheFather_ssi_.
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seen. Whence it may be understood that it was that was seen by Hagar or not ? For He is
not the Father who was seen, seeing that He declared to be God. But far be it from us to
never was seen ; but the Son, who has both been call God the Father an angel, lest He should be
accustomed to descend, and to be seen because subordinate to another whose angel He would
He has descended. For He is the image of be. But they will say that it was an angel.
the invisible God, as the imperfection and frailty How then shall He be God if He was an anof the human condition was accustomed some- gel ? Since this name is nowhere conceded to
times even then to see God the Father in the angels, except that on either side the truth cornimage of God, that is, in the Son of God. For pels us into this opinion, that we ought to undergradually and by progression human frailty was stand it to have been God the Son, who, because
to be strengthened by the image to that glory of He is of God, is rightly called God, because He
being able one day to see God the Father. For is the Son of God. But,because He is subjected3
the things that are great are dangerous if they to the Father, and the Announcer of the Father's
are sudden. For even the sudden light of the will, He is declared to be the Angel of Great
sun after darkness, with its too great splendour, Counsel.* Therefore, although this passage
will not make manifest the light of day to un- neither is suited to the person of the Father,
accustomed eyes, but will ratherstrike them with lest He should be called an angel, nor to the
blindness,
person of an angel, test he should be called
And lest this should occur to the injury of God; yet it is suited to the person of Christ
human eyes, the darkness is broken up and that He should be both God because He' is the
scattered by degrees ; and the rising of that lumi- Son of God, and should be an angel because He
nary, mounting by small and unperceived incre- is the Announcer of the Father's mind. And
ments, gently accustoms men's eyes to bear its the heretics ought to understand that they are
full orb by the gentle increase of its rays. Thus, setting themselves against the Scriptures, in that,
therefore, Christ also- that is, the image of while they say that they believe Christ to have
GOd, and the Son of God m is looked upon by been also an angel, they are unwilling to declare
men, inasmuch as He could be seen. And thus Him to have been also God, when they read in
the weakness and imperfection of the human the Old Testament that He often came to visit
destiny is nourished, led up, and educated by the human race. To this, moreover, Moses
Him ; so that, being accustomed to look upon added the instance of God seen of Abraham at
the SOn, it may one day be able to see GOd the the oak of Mamre, when he was sitting at the
Father Himself also as He is, that it may not be opening of his tent at noon-day. And neverstricken by His sudden and intolerable bright- theless, although he had beheld three men, no/t
ness, and be hindered from being able to see that he called one of them Lord ; and when he
God the Father, whom it has always desired., had washed their feet, he offers them bread
Wherefore it is the SOn who is seen; but the baked on the ashes, with butter and abundance
SOnof God is the Word of God : and the Word of milk itself, and urges them that, being deof God was made flesh, and dwelt among us; tained as guests, they should eat. And after
and this is Christ. What in the world is the this he hears also that he should be a father,
reason that we should hesitate to call Him God, and learns that Sarah his wife should bring forth
who in so many ways is acknowledged to be a son by him; and acknowledges concerning
proved God ? And if, moreover, the angel the destruction of the people of Sodom, what
meets with Hagar, Sarah's maid, driven from they deserve to suffer ; and learns that God had
her home as well as turned away, near the foun- come down on account of the cry of Sodom.
rain of water in the way to Shut ; asks and In which place, if they will have it that the
learns the reason of her flight, and after that Father was seen at that time to have been reoften her advice that she should humble herself; ceived with hospitality in company with two
and, moreover, gives her the hope of the name angels, the heretics have believed the Father to
of mother, and pledges and promises that from be visible. But if an angel, although of the
her womb there should be a numerous seed, and three angels one is called Lord, why, although
that she should have Ishmael to be born from it is not usual, is an angel called God? Unless
her ; and with other things unfolds the place of because, in order that His proper invisibility
his habitation, and describes his mode of life ; may be restored to the Father, and the proper
yet Scripture sets forth this angel as both Lord inferiority 3 be remitted to the angel, it was only
and God -- for He would not have promised the God the Son, who also is God, who was seen by
blessing of seed unless the angel had also been Abraham, and was believed to have been reGod. Let them ask what the heretics can make [
of this ....
" ......
Was ,hot ,h_. _',+r,o.I * [ha._.6, a_ord_toth¢_.
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ceived with" hospltahty.
....
For He anticipated h:m a great nation." s Why does this angel,, if
sacramentallywhat He was hereafter to become. ] angel only, claim to himself this right of saying,
He was made a guest of Abraham,being about I I will make of him a great nation, since assuredly
to be among the sons of Abraham: And his lthis kind of power belongs to God, and cannot
children's feet, by way of proving what He was, ] belong to an angel? Whence also He is conHe washed ; returning in the children the claim firmed to be God, since He is able to do this ;
of hospitality which formerly the Father had put because, by way of proving this very point, it is
out to interest to Him. Whence also, that there immediately added by the Scripture : "And
might be no doubt but that it was He who was God opened her eyes, and she saw a well of
the guest of Abraham on the destruction of the running water; and she went and filled the botpeople of Sodom, it is declared : "Then the tle from the well, and gave to the lad : and God
Lord rained upon Sodom and upon Gomorrha was with the lad." 6 If, then, this God was with
fire and brimstone from the Lord out of the Lord, who opened the eyes of Hagar that
heaven.''z For thus also said the prophet in she might see the well of running water, and
the person of God : "I have overthrown you, as might draw the water on account of the urgent
the Lord overturned Sodom and Gomorrha." * need of/he lad's thirst, and this God who calls
Therefore the Lord overturned Sodom, that is, her from heaven is called an angel when, in preGod overturned Sodom ; but in the overturning viously hearing the voice of the lad crying, He
of Sodom, the Lord rained fire from the Lord. was rather God ; is not understood to be other
And this Lord was the God seen by Abraham ; *hartangel, in like manner as He was God also.
and this God was the guest of Abraham, cer- And since this cannot be applicable or fitting to
tainly seen because He was also touched. But the Father, who is God only, but may be applialthough the Father, being invisible, was as- cable to Christ, who is declared to be not only
suredly not at that time seen, He who was God, but angel also,7 it manifestly appears that
accustomed to be touched and seen was seen it was not the Father who thus spoke to Hagar,
and received to hospitality. But this the Son of but rather Christ, since He is God ; and to Him
God, '"The Lord rained from the Lord upon also is applied the name of angel, since He beSodomand Gomorrha brimstone and fire." And came the "angel of great counsel." s And He
this is the Word of GOd. And the Word of God is the angel, in that He declares the bosom of
was made flesh, and dwelt among us; and this the Father, as John sets forth. For if John
is Christ. It was not the Father, then, who was himself says, that He Himself who sets forth the
a guest with Abraham, but Christ. Nor was it bosom' of the Father,.as the Word, became flesh
the Father who was seen then, but the Son ; and in order to declare the bosom of the Father,
Christ was seen. Rightly, therefore, Christ is assuredly Christ is not only man, but angel also ;
both Lord and GOd, who was not otherwise land not only angel, but He is shown by the
seen by Abraham, except that as God the Word IScriptures to be GOd also. And this is believed
He wasbegotten of God the Father before Abra-[to be the case by us ; so that, if we will not
ham himself. Moreover, says the Scripture, the Iconsent to apprehend that it was Christ who
same Angel and God v_sits and consoles the!then spoke to Hagar, we must either make an
same Hagar when driven with her son from ' angel God, or we must reckon God the Father
the dwelling of Abraham. For when in the Almighty among the angels.9
desert she had exposed the infant, because the
waterhad fallen
shortfrom thepitcher
; and CHAP.XIX. 'b ARGUMENT._THAT COD ALSOAPwhen theladhad criedout,andshehadlifted PEAREDTO JACOBAS AN _QEL ; N,'.MZLV,
THZ
up herweepingand lamentation,
"God heard," son OF COD.
saystheScripture,
"the voiceof theladfrom What ifin another
placealsowe readinlike
theplacewherehe was."
_ Havingtoldthatitmanner thatGod was described
as an angel?
wasGod who beardthevoiceof theinfant,
itForwhen,tohiswivesLeah and Rachel,
Jacob
adds: "And theangeloftheLordcalled
Hagar complained
of theinjustice
of their
father,
and
herself
out of heaven,"
sayingthatthat
was an when he toldthem thathe desired
now to go
angel
4 whom ithad calledGod,and pronoun-and return
intohisown land,
he moreoverintercingHim tobe Lordwhom ithad setforth
asan posedtheanthontyof hisdream; and at this
angel
; whichAngelandGod moreoverpromises
to Hagarherself
greater
consolations,
insaying,
_him
timehe
theangel
of GodAnd
hadsaid
to
in asaysthat
dream,"Jacob,
Jacob.
I said,"
"Fearnot; forI haveheardthevoiceof the
ladfrom theplacewhere he was. Arise,
take sc_.x=.,s.
up thelad,
and holdhim ; forI willmake of 6_ .....
t Gea. xlx. _

C, iv.xx_,.
en.Am°*
*s.,7,
etc.
4 [Seenote=,p,6=8,_.pra,]

;' [See voL :.p _84.]
s Isa. u¢. 6, L XX.
9 [Among the a_rltto__.am
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says he, "What is it ? Lift up thine eyes, said And he said, Jacob.
And He said to him, Thy
He, and see, the he-goats and the rams leaping name shall no longer be called Jacob, but Israel
upon the sheep, and the she-goats are black shall be thy name; because thou hast prevailed
and white, and many-coloured, and grizzled, and with God, and thou art powerful with men." 3
speckled:
for I have seen all that Laban hath And it adds, moreover: "And Jacob called the
done to thee. I am God, who appeared to thee name of that place the Vision of God : for I
in the place of God, where thou anomtedst for have seen the Lord face to face, and my soul
me there the standing stone, and there vowedst has been made safe. And the sun arose upon
a vow unto me : now therefore arise, and go him. Afterwards he crossed over the Vision of
forth from this land, and go unto the land of God, but he halted upon his thigh." 4 A man,
thy nativity, and I will be with thee. ''I
If the it says, wrestled with Jacob.
If this was a mere
Angel of God speaks thus to Jacob, and the man, who is he ? Whence is he ? Wherefore
Angel himself mentions and says, "I am God, does he contend and wrestle with Jacob?
What
who appeared unto thee in the house of God," had intervened?
What had happened?
What
we see without any hesitation that this i_ declared was the cause of so great a dispute as that, and
to be not only an angel, but God also; because so great a struggle ? Why, moreover, is Jacob,
He speaks of the vow directed to Himself by who is found to be strong enough to hold the
Jacob in the place of God, and He does not man with whom he is wrestling, and asks for a
say, in myjolact.
It is then the place of God, blessing from Him whom he is holding, asserted
and He also is God.
Moreover, it is written to have asked therefore, except because thls
simply in the place of God, for it is not said in struggle was prefigured as that which should be
the place of the angel and God, but only of between Christ and the sons of Jacob, which
God ; and He who promises those things is is said to be completed
in the Gospel ? For
manifested to be both God and Angel, so that against this man Jacob's people struggled, in
reasonably there must be a distinction between which struggle Jacob's people was found to be
Him who is called God only, and Him who is the more powerful, because against Christ it
declared to be not God simply, but Angel also. gained the victory of its iniquity : at which time,
Whence if so great an authority cannot here be on account of the crime that it committed, hesiregarded as belonging to any other angel, that taring and giving way, it began most sorely to
He should also avow Himself to be God, and halt in the walk of its own faith and salvation;
should bear witness that a vow was made to and although it was found the stronger, in respect
Him, except to Christ alone, to whom not as of the condemnation
of Christ, it stall needs His
angel only, but as to God, a vow can be vowed ; mercy, still needs His blessing.
But, moreover,
it is manifest that it is not to be received as the the man who wrestled with Jacob says, "MoreFather, but as the Son, God and Angel.* More- over, thy name shall no longer be called Jacob,
over, if this is Christ, as it is, he is in terrible but Israel shall be thy name ;" and if Israel is
risk who says that Christ is either man or angel the man who sees God, the Lord was beautifully
alone, withholding from Him the power of the showing that it was not only a man who was then
divine name, m an authority which He has con- wrestling with Jacob, but God also.
Certainly
stanfly received on the faith of the heavenly Jacob saw God, with whom he wrestled, although
Scriptures, which continually say that He is both he was holding the man in his own struggle.
Angel and God.
To all these things, moreover,
And in order that there might still be no hesitais added this, that in like manner as the divine tion, He Himself laid down the interpretation
Scripture has frequently declared
Him both by saying, "Because
thou hast prevailed with
Angel and God, so the same divine Scripture
God, and art powerful with men."
For which
declares Him also both man and God, express- reason the same Jacob, perceiving already the
ir_g thereby what He should be, and depicting
force of the Mystery, and apprehending
the
even then in figure what He was to be in the authonty
of Him with whom he had wrestled,
truth of His substance.
"For,"
it says, "Jacob
called the name of that place in which he had
remained alone ; and there wrestled with him a wrestled, the Vision of God.
He, moreover,
man even till daybreak.
And He saw that He superadded the reason for his interpretation
bedid not prevail against him ; and He touched
ing offered of the Vision of God : "For I have
the broad part of Jacob's thigh while He was seen," said he, "God face to face, and my soul
wrestling with him and he with Him, and said has been saved."
Moreover, he saw God, with
to him, Let me go, for the morning has dawned,
whom he wrestled as with a man; but still inAnd he said, I will not let Thee go, except Thou deed he held the man as a conqueror, though
bless me. And He said, What is thy name ?as an inferior he asked a blessing as £,'om God.
Thus he wrestled with God and with man ; and
t C,_. x.txl, xt-t_,
a [Ecck_.v. 6 Attnq_ttttxt_-ncomlm_twi_tht"At_l
_" the Covee_mt" (A_ot**
T**u*men._, V_g_),
MaL _a. t. l

i
t Gtm x.,txii _4""7. [Vol. iv.$9o, thistm'i_l
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thus truly was that struggle prefigured, and in
the Gospel was fulfilled, between Christ and the
people of Jacob, wherein, although the people
had the mastery, yet it proved to I_e'inferior by
being shown to be guilty.
Who will hesitate to
acknowledge that Christ, in whom this type of a
wrestling was fulfilled, was not man only, but
God also, since even that very type of a wrestling
seems to 'have proved Him man and God ? And
yet, even after this, the same divine Scripture
justly does not cease to call the Angel God, and
to pronounce
God the Angel.
For when this
very Jacob was about to bless Manasseh and
Ephraim, the sons of Joseph, with his hands
placed across on the heads of the lads, he said,
"The God which fed me from my youth even
unto this day, the Angel who delivered me from
all evils, bless these lads."'
Even to such a
point does he affirm the same Being to be an
Angel, whom he had called GOd, as in the end
of his discourse, to express the pqa-son of whom
he was speaking as one, when he said _ "bless
these lads."
For if he had meant the one to
be understood as GOd, and the other as an angel,
he would have comprised the two persons in the
plural number ; but now he defined the singular
number of one person in the blessing, whence
he meant it to be understood that the same person is God and Angel.
But yet He cannot be
received as God the Father;
but as God and
Angel, as Christ He can be received.
And Him,
as the author of this blessing, Jacob also signified
by placing his hands crossed upon the lads, as
if their father was Christ, and showing, from thus
placing his hands, the figure and future form of
the passion:
Let no one, therefore, who does
not shrink from speaking of Christ as an Angel,
thus shrink from pronouncing
Him God also,
when he perceives that He Himself was revoked
in the blessing of these lads, by the sacrament of
the passion, intimated in the type of the crossed
hands, as both God and Angel.

even the angels themselves, with all other ereatures, as many as are subjected to Christ, are
called gods,S rightly also Christ is God.
And if
any angel at all subjected to Christ can be called
God, and this, if it be said, is also professed
without blasphemy,
certainly much more can
this be fitting for Christ, Himself the Son of
God, for Him to be pronounced God.
For if
an angel who is subjected to Christ is exalted as
God, much more, and more consistently, shall
Christ, to whom all angels are subjected, be said
to be God.
For it is not suitable to nature, that
what is conceded to the lesser should be denied
to the greater.
Thus, if an angel be inferior to
Christ, and yet an angel is called god, rather by
consequence
is Christ said to be GOd, who is
discovered to be both greater and better, not
than one, but than all angels.
And if "God
standeth in the assembly of the gods, and in the
midst God dlstinguisheth between the gods, ''6
and Christ stood at various times in the synagogue, then Christ stood in the synagogue as
God, m judging, to wit, between the gods, to
whom He says, "How long do ye accept the
persons of men ?" That is to say, consequently,
charging the men of the synagogue with not
practising just judgments.
Further, if they who
are reproved and blamed seem even for any reason to attain this name without blasphemy, that
they should be called gods, assuredly much
more shall He be esteemed God, who not only
is said to have stood as God in the synagogue
of the gods, but moreover is revealed by the
same authority of the reading as distinguishing
and judging between gods. But even if they
who "fall like one of the princes" are still called
gods, much rather shall He be said to be God, who
not only does not fall like one of the princes,
but even overcomes both the author and prince
of wickedness himself.
And what in the world
is the reason, that although they say that this
name was given even to Moses, since it is said,
"I have made thee as a god to Pharaoh," _ it
CHAp.XX.4 .4RaUMENT.--rrrs
PROVXD FROM should be denied to Christ, who is declared to
TIlE SCRIPTURESTHAT CHRISTWAS CALLEDAN be ordained s not to Pharaoh only, but to every
ANGEL. mrr YET rr is SHOWNFROMOTUERPARTS creature, as both Lord and God ? And in the
o1_HOLYSCRIP_P._ THATI_ IS CODALSO.
former case indeed this name is given with reBut if some heretic, obstinately
struggling
against the truth, should persist in all these instances either in understanding
that Christ was
properly an angel, or should contend that He
must be so understood, he must in this respect
also be subdued by the force of truth. For if,
since all heavenly things, earthly things, and
things under the earth, are subjected to Christ,
z G_

in the former by
kind of measure :
giveth not to the
loveth
the without
Son. ''#
the latter

reference to time ; ,o for He received the power
of the divine name, both above all things and for
all time. But if he who has received the power
s[Ps.xcvi,.7; Johnx. #; I-Ii_d., p.xsS,_l_,w,]
t, Ps. lxxx/i, x, 2, etc.
7 Eot. vil. _.

xlvlh, z_, _,.

_._athe
Fatherswe_
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l
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serve, in the latter lavishly ;
measure, in the latter above all
"For," it is said, "the Father
Sonthe
by former
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D_E
MAJ_'rv IS AC4m_CONFIRMED_ cmUST
BY o'rHFa_ ScRwrURES.
And indeed I could set forth the treatment
of this subject by all heavenly Scriptures, and
set in motion, so to speak, a perfect forest of texts
concerning that manifestation
of the divinity of
Christ, except that I have not so much undertaken to speak against this special form of heresy,
as to expound the rule of truth concerning the
person of Christ. Although, however, I must
hasten to other matters, I do not think that I
must pass over this point, that in the Gospel the
Lord declared, by way of signifying His majesty,

of every creature, unless because according to
His divinity the Word proceeded from the Father
before every creature ? And unless the heretics
receive it thus, they will be constrained to show
that Christ the man was the first-born of every
_creature; which they will not be able to do.
Either, therefore, He is before every creature,
that He may be the tint-born of every creature,
and He is not man only, because man is after
every creature ; or He is man only, and He is
after every creature.
And how is He the firstborn of every creature, except because being that
Word which is before every creature ; and therefore, the first-born of every creature, He becomes
flesh and dwells in us, that is, assumes that man's
nature which is after every creature, and so
dwells with him and in him, in us, that neither
is humanity taken away from Christ, nor His
divinity denied ? For if He is only before every
creature, humanity is taken away from Him ;

saying,
"Destroy
this temple,Orand
in three
days
I will build
it up again.
when,
in another
passage, and on another subject, He declares, "I
have power to lay down my life, and again to
take it up ; for this commandment I have received of my Father."s
Now who is it who says
that He can lay down His life, or can Himself
recover His life again, because He has received
it of His Father ? Or who says that He can
again resuscitate and rebuild the destroyed ternpie of His body, except because He is the Word
who is from the Father, who is with the Father,
"by whom all things were made, and without
whom nothing was made ;" 4 the imitator s of His
Father's works and powers, "the image of the invisibleGod ;"6"whocamedownfromheaven;"7
who testified what things he had seen and heard ;
who "came not to do His own will, but rather to
do the will of the Father," s by whom He had
been sent for this very purpose, that being made
the "Messenger of Great Counsel," 9 He might
unfold to us the laws of the heavenly mysteries ;
and who as the Word made flesh dwelt among
us, of us this Christ is proved to be not man
only, because He was the son of man, but also
God, bemuse He is the Son of GOd ? And if
by the apostle Christ is called "the first-born of
every creature,"ohow
could Hebe the first-born
, ....
r
s John ii. xg.
3' ]_
Iohn x.
i. 3._s.
s.tjo_ v. _._ T_ i_ama_ ot_
,,_ _:h that_g

[ but
He is
only man,
the divinity
whichBoth
is before ifevery
creature
is interfered
with.
of
these, therefore, are leagued together in Christ,
and both are conjoined, and both are linked
with one another.
And rightly, as there is in
Him something which excels the creature, the
agreement of the divimty and the humanity
seems to be pledged in Him : for which reason
He who is declared as made the " Mediator between God and man "" is revealed to have associated in Himself God and man.
And if the
same apostle says of Christ, that "having put off
the flesh, He spored powers, they being openly
triumphed over in Himself, .... he certainly did
not without a meaning propound that the flesh
was put off, unless because he wished it to be
understood that it was again put on also at the
resurrection.
Who, therefore, is He that thus
put off and put on tl_e flesll _ Let the heretics
seek out.
For we know that the Word of God
was invested with the substance of flesh, and
that He again was divested of the same bodily
material, which again He took up in the resurrection and resumed as a garment.
And yet
Christ could neither have been divested of nor
invested with manhood, had He been only man :
for man is never either deprived of nor invested
with himself.
For that must be something else,
whatever it may be, which by any other is either
taken away or put on. Whence, reasonably, _twas
the
Word of GOd
.
. who p ut off the flesh , and a_ "n
m the resurrection put it on, since He put it o1_
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compacted
body.'
And therefore by conse- !imitator of all His Father's works, in that He
quence He was, as we have said, the Word of Himself worketh even as His Father.
He is
God, who is revealed to be at one time invested, as we have declared -- in the form of God the
at another time divested of the flesh. • For this, Father.
And He is reasonably affirmed to be
moreover, He before predicted
in blessings : in the form of God, in that He Himself, being
"He shall wash His garment in wine, and His above all things, and having the divine power
clothing in the blood of the grape." 2 If the over every creature, is also God after the examgarment in Christ be the flesh, and the clothing
31e of the Father.
Yet He obtained this from
itself be the body, let it be asked who is He His own Father, that He should be both God
whose body is clothing, and garment flesh ? For of all and should be Lord, and be begotten and
to us it is evident that the flesh is the garment, made known from Himself as God in the form
and the body the clothing of the Word ; and He of God the Father.
He then, although He was
washed His bodily substance, and purified the ira the form of God, thought it not robbery that
material of the flesh in blood, that is, in wine, by [ He should be equal with God.
For although
His passion, m the human character that He had / He remembered that He was God from God the
undertaken.
Whence, if indeed He is washed, ]Father, He never either compared or associated
He is man, because the garment which is washed I Himself with God the Father, mindful that He
is the flesh ; but He who washes is the Word of iwas from His Father, and that He possessed
God, who, in order that He might wash the gar- ithat very thing that He is, because the Father
ment, was made the taker-up of the garment, i had given it Hlm.s
Thence, finally, both before
Rightly, from that substance which is taken that / the assumption of the flesh, and moreover after
it might be washed, He is revealed as a man, the assumption of the body, besides, after the
even as from the authority of the Word who resurrection itself, He yielded all obedience to
washed it He is manifested to be God.
the Father, and still yields it as ever. Whence
it is proved that He thought that the claim of a
CHAP.XXII.3 ARGUMENI:--THAT
THE SAM_ DI- certain divinity would be robbery, to wit, that of
VL_E MAJ_TY IS IN CHRIST, HE ONCE MOR_ equalling Himself with God the Father ; but, on
ASSERTSBY OTHER SCRIPTURES.
]the other hand, obedient and subject to all His
But why, although we appear to hasten to rule and will, He even was contented to take on
another branch of the argument, should we pass Him the form of a servant _ that is, to become
over that passage in the apostle : "Who, al- man ; and the substance of flesh and body which,
though He was in the form of God, did not as it came to Him from the bondage of His
think it robbery that He should be equal with forefathers' sins according to His manhood, He
God ; but emptied Himself, taking up the form undertook
by being born, at which time moreof a servant, being made in the likeness of men ; over He emptied Himself, in that He did not
and found in fashion as a man, He humbled
refuse to take upon Him the frailty incident to
Himself, becoming obedient even unto death, humanity.
Because if He had been born man
even the death of the cross.
Wherefore also only, He would not have been emptied in reGod hath highly exalted Him, and hath given spect of this ; for man, being born, is increased,
Him a name which is above every name ; that not emptied.
For m beginning to be that which
in the name of Jesus every knee should be bent, He could not possess, so long as He did not
of things in heaven, and things in earth, and exist, as we have said, He is not emptied, but is
things under the earth ; and every tongue should rather increased and enriched.
But if Christ is
confess that Jesus is Lord, in the glory of God emptied in being born, in taking the form of a
the Father ?" 4 "Who, although He was in the servant, how is He man only ? Of whom it
form of God," he says.
If Christ had been could more truly have been said that He was
only man, He would have been spoken of as in enriched, not emptied, at the time that He was
"the image" of GOd, not "in the form" of born, except because the authority of the divine
God.
For we know that man was made after Word, reposing for awhile in taking upon itself
the linage or likeness, not after the form, of humanity, and not exercising itself with its real
God.
Who then is that angel who, as we have strength, casts itself down, and puts itself off
said, was made in the form of God ? But neither for the time, in bearing the humanity which it
do we read of the form of God in an,_els ex- has undertaken?
It empties itself in descendcept because this one is chief and roy_ al)ove ling. t° injuries and rep.roaches, in bearing abomiall _ the Son of GOd, the Word of God, the] natwns, m expenencmg
things unworthy;
and
fyet of this humility there is present at once an
I ]Perl_pstheemendaclonkomfn*.msteadofltomot*,righL
"He _eminent reward.
For He has "received aname
puts on and I)uts off humamty, as ff it were a kind o| tumc for a com- | whichis above eve-- name"
which assuredly we
Oen. xiLx. t_.
a According to Pamelius, ch. xvl_
'* Phil ii 6-ix.
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understandto be none otherthan the name of divinity
in Christwithsuch impetuosity
and effuGod. For sinceitbelongsto God alone to be sion--compelled to itby the manifestdivinity
above allthings,
itfollowsthatthe name which in Christ--that they thought that He whom
isthatGod's who is above allthings,
is above theyreadof as theSon,becausetheyperceived
every name ; which name by consequence is Him tobe God, must be the Father. Moreover,
certainly
His who, althoughHe was "in theform otherhereticshave so faxembraced the maniof God, thought itnot robberyfor Him to be fcstdivinity
of Christ,as to say thatHe was
equalwithGOd." For neither,
ifChristwere not without flesh,
and to withdraw from Him the
God, would everyknee bend itself
in His name, Iwhole humanity which He tookupon Him, lest,
"of things in heaven, and things in earth, and I by associating with Him a human nativity, as
things under the earth ; " nor would things vim- [ they conceived it, they should diminish in Him
ble and invisible, even every creature of all[ the power of the divine name s This, however
things, be subjected or be placed under man, we do not approve ; but we quote it as an argu"
when they might remember
that
they were ment to prove that Christ is God, to this extent,
before man.
Whence, since Christ is said to be that some, taking away the manhood,
have
in the form of GOd, and since it is shown that for thought Him God only, and some have thought
His nativity according to the flesh He emptied
Him God the Father Himself;
when reason and
Himself;
and since it is declared that He re- the proportion
of the heavenly Scriptures show
ceived from the Father that name which is above Christ to be God, but as the Son of God ; and
every name ; and since it is shown that in His the Son of man, having been taken up, morename "every knee of things in heaven, and over, by God, that He must be believed to be
things in earth, and things under the earth, bend man also. Because if He came to man, that He
and bow" themselves ; and this very thing is mtght be Mediator of God and men, it behoved
asserted to be a furtherance of the glory of God Him to be with man, and the Word to be m_tde
the Father;
consequently He is not man only, flesh, that in His own self He might link tofrom the fact that He became obedient to the gether the agreement of earthly things with heavFather, even to death, yea, the death of the enly things, by associating in Himself pledges of
cross ; but, moreover, from the proclamation
by both natures, and uniting God to man and man
these higher matters of the divinity of Christ, to God ; so that reasonably
the Son of God
Christ Jesus is shown to be Lord and GOd, might be made by the assumption of flesh the
which the heretics will not have.
Son of man, and the Son of man by the reception of the Word of God the Son of God.
This
CHAP. xxm. t ARGUMENT -- AND TInS rs so most profound and recondite mystery, destined
_L_.m_A_r,THATSOMe.HERETtCSHAVETHOUCWr[before the worlds for the salvation of the human
mM To BE COD THE FAX_ZR,OZ_.S _T
H_.
race,is found to be fulfilled
in the Lord Jesus
WAS ONLY COD WITHOUTTHE FLF_H.
Christ, both God and man, that the human race
In this place I may he permitted also to col- might be placed within the reach of the enjoylect arguments from the side of other heretics, ment of eternal salvation.
It is a substantial kind of proof which is gathered
even from an adversary, so as to prove the truth cHAP. xxxv. 4 MzPGUMENT. _ THATTHESEHAVE
even from the very enemies of truth. For it is
THEREFOREERRED, BY "rI-IINKING
THAT THERE
SO fax manifest that He is declaxed in the Scripwas _¢o Di$_-_mv2cCE B_
Tim so_ or
tures to be God, that many heretics, moved by
COD AND ThE SON OV U._ ; BYCAUSE_V
the mag_aitude and truth of this divinity, exaggerHAw ILL tm_E_Sla:X)D THE _.
ating His honours above measure, have dared
But the material of that heretical error has
to announce or to think Him not the Son, but arisen, as I judge, from this, that they think that
God the Father Himself.z
And this, although there is no distinction between the Son of GOd
it is contrary to the truth of the Scriptures, is and the Son of man ; because if a distinction
still a great and excellent argument for the divin- were made, Jesus Christ would easily be proved
ity of Christ, who is so fax God, except as Son to be both man and God.
For they will have
of God, born of God, that very many heretics _ it that the self-same that is man, the Son of man,
as we have said-- have so accepted Him as God, appears also as the Son of God ; that man and
as to think that He must be pronounced not the flesh and that same frail substance may be said
Son, but the Father.
Therefore
let it be con- to be also the Son of God Himself.
Whence,
sidered whether He is God or _t, since His since no distinction is discerned between the
authority has so affected some, that, as we have [SOn of man and the SOn of God, but the Son
already said above, they have thought Him God I of man Himself is asserted to be the Son of
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asserted to be man only ; by which they strive self, by His connection and mingling of associto exclude, "The Word was made flesh, and ation becomes responsible for and makes Him
dwelt among us." ' And ye shall call His name the Son of God, which by nature He was not,
Emmanuel ; which is, interpreted, God with so that the original cause s of that name Son of
us."_ For they propose and put forward what God is in the Spirit of the Lord, who descended
is told in the Gospel of Luke, whence they strive and came, and that there is only the continuto maintain not what is the truth, but only what ance of the name in the case of the Son of
they want it to be : "The Holy Spirit shall man ; 6 and by consequence He reasonably become upon thee, and the power of the Highest came the Son of GOd, although originally He
shall overshadow thee ; therefore also the Holy is not the Son of God. And therefore the angel,
Thing which is born of thee shall be called the seeing that arrangement, and providing for that
Son of GOd." 3 If, then, say they, the angel of order of the mystery, did not confuse every
God says to Mary, "that Holy Thing which is thing in such a way as to leave no trace of a
born of thee," the substance of flesh and body distinction, but established the distinction by
is of Mary ; but he has set forth that this sub- saying, "Therefore also that Holy Thing which
stance, that is, that Holy Thing which is born of shaU be born of thee shall be called the Son of
her, is the Son of God. Man, say they, him- God ;" lest, had he not arranged that distribuself, and that bodily flesh ; that which is called tion with his balances, but had left the matter all
holy, itself is the Son of God. That aho when mixed up in confusion, it had really afforded
the Scripture says that "Holy Thing," we should occasion to heretics to declare that the Son of
understand thereby Christ the man, the Son of man, in that He is man, is the same as the Son
man ; and when it places before us the Son of! of God and man. But now, explaining severally
God, we ought to perceive, not man, but God. the ordinance and the reason of so great a naysAnd yet the divine Scripture easily convicts tery, he evidently set forth in saying, "And that
and discloses the frauds and artifices of the Holy Thing which shall be born of thee shall
heretics. For if it were thus only, "The Spirit be called the Son of God ; " the proof that the
shall come upon thee, and the power of the SOn of God descended, and that He, in taking
Highest shall overshadow thee ; therefore that up into Himself the Son of man, consequently
Holy Thing which is born of thee shall be called made Him the Son of God, because the Son of
the Son of God," perchance we should have God associated and joined Him to Himself. So
had to strive against them in another sort, and that, while the Son of man cleaves in His nativto have sought for other arguments, and to have ity to the Son of God, by that very mingling
taken up other weapons, with which to over- He holds that as pledged and derived which of
come both their snares and their wiles; but His own nature He could not possess. And
since the Scripture itself, abounding in heavenly thus by the word of the angel the distinction is
fulness, divests itself of the calumnies of these made, against the desire of the heretics, between
heretics, we easily depend upon that that is the Son of God and man; yet with their assowritten, and overcome those errors without any elation, by pressing them to understand that
hesitation. For it said, not as wc have already Christ the Son of man is man, and also to
stated, " Therefore the Holy Thing which shall receive the SOn of God and man the Son of
be born of thee ;" but added the conjunction, God ; that is, the Word of God as it is written
for it says, "Therefore also that Holy Thing as God ; and thus to acknowledge that Christ
which shall ae born of thee," so as to make it Jesus the Lord, connected on both sides, so to
plain that that Holy Thing which is born of her speak, is on both sides woven in and grown tothat is, that substance of flesh and body-- gether, and associated in the same agreement of
is not the Son of God primarily, but conse- both substances, by the binding to one another
quently, and /n the secondary place ; 4 but pri- of a mutual alliance -- man and God by the truth
marily, that the Son of God is the Word of God, of the Scripture which declares this very thing.
incarnate by that Spirit of whom the angel says,
"The Spirit shall come upon thee, and the cn_. xxvy ,_,V_UM.e2Cr.--_'D THATrr DOES
power of the Highest shall overshadow thee."
Ncrr FOLLOWTn_'_C_, _aAT SECAVSS
For He is the legitimate Son of God who is of
Dmo rr MUSTALSOBE RECEIVED
THAT
God Himself; and He, while He assumes that
DroP; FOR sc-varruaz sgrs rog'ra THAT_grr
Holy Thing, and links to Himself the Son of
oto_.YWAScmus_ coD, atrr MANALSO.
man, and draws Him and transfers Him to HimTherefore, say they, if Christ is not man only,
' J_,. _4but God also_ and Scripture tells us that He

a Matt. k _3.
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bu 4""The m;facul°usgenetatloa
is here eelan_sem_ as tr'enamml'
_er_ no means as the only caaae forwh/ch He who had no human
to rectave
, roawas
Lug.-Ta. the name of God"s Son." -- Oos'r_%/n

s Principalitas.
6The edition of Pametius reads: ut sequda rg_mln;* in le/2io
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_byWckhmm,
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died for us, and was raised again-- then Scripture teaches us to believe that God died ; or if
God does not die, and Christ is said to have
died, then Christ will not be God, because God
cannot be admitted to have died. If they ever
could understand or had understood what they
read, they would never speak after such a perilous fashion. But the folly of error is always
hasty in its descent, and it is no new thing if
those who have forsaken the lawful faith descend
even to perilous results. For if Scripture were
to set forth that Christ is God only, and that
there was no association of human weakness
mingled in His nature, this intricate argument
of theirs might reasonably avail something. If
Christ is God, and Christ died, then God died.
But when Scripture determines, as we have frequently shown, that He is not only God, but
man also, it follows that what is immortal may
be held to have remained uncorrupted.
For
who cannot understand that the divimty is irapassible, although the human weakness is liable
to suffering? When, therefore, Christ is understood to be mingled and associated as well of
that which God is, as of that which man is
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slay the body, how much more certainly it will
not have power against Christ beyond in the
same way slaying the body!
So that, while
from these considerations it is gathered that
nothing but the human nature in Christ was put
to death, it appears that the Word in Him was
not drawn down into mortality. For if Abraham,
and Isaac, and Jacob, who, it is admitted, were
only men, are manifested to be alive--for all
they," says He, "live unto God ;" and death in
them does not destroy the soul, although it dissolves the bodies themselves : for it could exercise its power on the bodies, it did not avail to
exercise it on the souls: for the one' in them
was mortal, and therefore died; the other in
them was immortal, and therefore is understood
not to have been extinguished : for which reason
they are affirmed and said to live unto God,
much rather death in Christ could have power
against the material of His body alone, while
against the divinity of the Word it could not
bring itself to bear. For the power of death is
broken when the authority of immortality intervenes.

for "the Word was made flesh, and dwelt in us" CHAP.XXW.SARGUMEN'T.--MOREOVER,
AGAINST
--who cannot easily apprehend of himself, withTHr SABELLLCtCS
tie PROVES
THATTHErAWrX_R
OUt any teacher and interpreter, that it was not
is ONE,THE SON_OTHER.
that in Christ that died which is God, but that
in Him died which is man ? For what if the
But from this occasion of Christ being proved
divinity in Christ does not die, but the substance from the sacred authority of the divine writings
of the flesh only is destroyed, when in other men not man only, but God also, other heretics, breakalso, who are not flesh only, but flesh and soul, ing forth, contrive to impair the religious posithe flesh indeed alone suffers the inroads of tioninChrist ; by this very fact wishing to show
wasting and death, while the soul is seen to be that Christ is God the Father, in that He is asuncorrupted, and beyond the laws of destruction serted to be not man only, but also is declared
and death?
For this also our Lord Himself to be God. For thus say they, If it is asserted
said, exhorting us to martyrdom and to con- that God is one, and Christ is God, then say they,
tempt of all human power: "Fear not those who If the Father and Christ be one God, Christ will
slay the body, but cannot kill the soul."'
But be called the Father. Wherein they are proved
if the immortal soul cannot be killed or slain in to be in error, not knowing Christ, but following
any other, although the l_ody and flesh by itself the sound of a name ; for they are not willing
can be slain, how much rather assuredly could that He should be the second person after the
not the Word of God and God in Christ be put Father, but the Father Himself. And since
to death at all, although the flesh alone and the these things are easily answered, few words shall
body was slain! For if in any man whatever, be said. For who does not acknowledge that
the soul has this excellence of immortality that the person of the Son is second after the Father,
it cannot be slain, much more has the nobility when he reads that it was said by the Father,
of the Word of God this power of not being consequently to the Son, "Let us make man in
slain. For if the power of men fails to slay the our image and our likeness ; "4 and that after
sacred power of God, and if the cruelty of man this it was related, "And God made man, in the
fails to destroy the soul, much more ought it to image of God made He him?"
Or when he
fail to slay the Word of God. For as the soul holds in his hands : "The Lord rained upon
itself, which was made by the Word of. God, is Sodom and Gomorrha fire and brimstone from
not killed by men, certainly much rather will it ithe Lord from heaven?" s Or when he reads
be believed that the Word of God cannot be[ .........
destroyed.
And if the sanguinary cruelty of[ ^ , [Luke.=.3S. A _ohm..Omo,
ltio, i_foundi, _ _H_
men cannot do more against men than only to [ _,_,_,_._._i_h_._h,_
ushowmuch. o/atht
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(as having been said) to Christ : "Thou art my the passages ,s whatever on this side ; since the
Son, this day have I begotten Thee. Ask of me, divine Scripture, not so much of the Old as also
and I will give Thee the heathens for Thine in- of the New Testament, everywhere shows Him
heritance, and the ends of the e_th for Thy to be born of the Father, by whom all things were
possession ?" ' Or when also that beloved writer made, and without whom nothing was made,
says : "The Lord said unto my Lord, Sit Thou who always has obeyed and obeys the Father;
on my fight hand, until I shall make Thine that He always has power over all things, but
enemies the stool of Thy feet?"*
Or when, as delivered, as granted, as by the Father Himunfolding the prophecies of Isaiah, he finds it iself permitted to Him. And what can be so
written thus : "Thus saith the Lord to Christ my Ievident #roof that this is not the Father, but
Lord?" 3 Or when he reads : "I came not the Son ; as that He is set forth as being obedidown from heaven to do mine own will, but the ent to God the Father, unless, if He be believed
will of Him that sent me ? "4 Or when he finds to be the Father, Christ may be said to be subit written: "Because He who sent me is greater ected to another God the Father?
than I ?" s Or when he considers the passage :
"I go to my Father, and your Father; to my :HAP.XXVa.'6 ARGUMZN:r.--HE SZmVtn_LV
gzGod, and your God? ''6 Or when he finds it
PLIES TO A PASSAGE
WHICHTHE HERETICS
placed side by side with others : "Moreover, in
EMPLOYED
IN DEFENCEOF THEIROWNOPINyour law it is written that the witness of two is
IoN.
true. I bear witness of myself, and the Father
who sent me beareth witness of me?" 7 Or
But since they frequently urge upon us the
when the voice from heaven is : "I have both )assage
where it is said, "I and the Father are
,_ 17 •
lorified Him and I will lofif Him a ain ?" _' one,
in thin also we shall overcome them with
_r when b Peter it is answeg_ed_nd said g"Thou equal facility. For if, as the heretics think, Christ
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self, and it is said: "And this is life eternal,
that they should know Thee, the only and true
God, and Jesus Christ, whom Thou hast sent.
I have glorified Thee upon the earth, I have
finished the work which Thou gavest me ?"'3
Or when, moreover, by the same it is asserted
and said: "All things are delivered to me by
my Father?" ,4 Or when the session at the right
hand of the Father is proved both by apostles
and prophets? And I should have enO_gehto
do were I to endeavour to, gather toget e all
Ps.
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expression is not referred to the number, but it
is declared with reference to the association of
another. Finally, He adds, and says, "We are,"
not "I am," so as to show, by the fact of His
saying"
and the Father
are,"
that
theyhas
arerefertwo
persons. I Moreover,
that He
says
one,'9
ence to the agreement, and to the identity of
judgment, and to the loving association itself, as
reasonably the Father and Son are one in agreement, in love, and in affection; and because He
is of the Father, whatsoever He is, He is the
Son; the distinction however remaining, that
He is not the Father who is the SOn, because
He is not the Son who is the Father. For He
would not have added '_ We are," if He had
had it in mind that He, the only and sole Father,
had become the Son. In fine, the Apostle Patti

Matt. xvi. x6.
so Matt.
xvi.
z7.
•s John _
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also apprehended
this agreement of unity, with
the distinction of persons notwithstanding : for
in writing to the Corinthians he said, "I have
planted, Apotlos watered, but God gave the
increase.
Therefore neither is he that planteth
anything, ngr he that watereth, but God who
gives the increase.
Now he that planteth and
he that watereth are one." x And who does not
perceive that Apollos is one person and Paul
another, and that Apollos and Paul are not one
and the same person ?
Moreover,
also, the
offices menttoned of each one of them are different ; for one is he who plants, and another he
who waters.
The Apostle Paul, however, put
forward these two not as being one _ersan, but
as being" one ;" so that although Apollos indeed
is one, and Paul another, so far as respects the
distinction of persons, yet as far as respects their
agreement both are "one."
For when two persons have one judgment,
one truth, one faith,
one and the same religion, one fear of God also,
they are one even although they are two persons :
they are the same, in that they have the same
mind.
Since those whom the consideration
of
person divides from one another, these same
again are brought together as one by the consideratlon of religion.
And although they are
not actually the self-same people, yet in feeling
the same, they are the same ; and although they
are two, are still one, as having an association in
faith, even although they bear diversity in persons.
Besides, when at these words of the Lord
the Jewish ignorance had been aroused, so that
hastily they ran to take up stones, and said, "For
a good work we stone thee not, but for blasphemy ; and because thou, being a man, makest
thyself God," 2 the Lord established the distinct-/on, in giving them the principle on which He
had either said that He was God, or wished it
to be understood,
and says, "Say ye of Him,
whom the Father sanctified, and sent into this
world, Thou blasphemest;
because I said, I am
the Son of God?" 3 Even here also He said
that He had the Father.
He is therefore the
Son, not the Father:
for He would have confessed that He was the Father had He considered Himself to be the Father ; and He declares
that He was sanctified by HIS Father.
In receiving, then, sanctification from the Father, He
is inferior to the Father.
Now, consequently, He
who is inferior to the Father, is not the lather,
but the Son ; for had He been the Father, He
would have given, and not received, sanctification.
Now, however, by declaring that He has
received sanctification from the Father, by the
very fact of proving Himself to be less than the
Father, by receiving from Him sanctification,
.

t t Cot.iii.6, 7, 8 (*¢:Z_).
t Johnt. SSs John=._.
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He has sho_n that He is the Son, and not the
Father.
Besides, He says that He is sent: so
that by that obedience
wherewith the Lord
!Christ came, being sent, He might be proved to
be not the Father, but the Son, who assuredly
would have sent had He been the Father; but
being sent, He was not the Father, lest the
Father should be proved, in being sent, to be
subjected to another God. And still after this
He added what might dissolve all ambiguity,
and quench all the controversy of error : for He
says, m the last portion of His discourse, "Ye
say, Thou blasphemest, because I said I am the
Son of God."
Therefore if He plainly testifies
that He is the Son of God, and not the Father,
it is an instance of great temerity and excessive
madness to stir up a controversy of divinity and
religion, contrary to the testimony of the Lord
Christ Himself, and to say that Christ Jesus is
the Father, when it is observed that He has
proved Himself to be, not the Father, but the
Son.
CHAP.xxvm.
ARGUMEArT. w HE PROVES ALSO
THAT THE WORDS SPOKEN"TO PHILIP MAKE
NOTHINGFOR THE SABELLIANS.
Hereto also I win add that view wherein the
heretic, while he rejoices as if at the loss of some
power of seeing special truth and light, acknowledges the total blindness of his error. For again
and again, and frequently, he objects that it was
said, "Have I been so long time with you, and
do ye not know me, Philip ? He who hath seen
me, hath seen the Father also." 4 But let him
learn what he does not understand.
Philip is
reproved, and rightly, and deservedly
indeed,
because he has stud, "Lord, show us the Father,
and it sufficeth us." 5 For when had he either
heard from Christ, or learnt that Christ was the
Father?
although, on the other hand, he had
frequently heard, and had often learned, rather
that He was the Son, not that He was the Father.
For what the Lord said, "If
ye have
known me, ye have known my Father also : and
henceforth ye have known Him, and have seen
Him,,._ He said not as wishing to be understood
Himself to be the Father, but implying that he
who thoroughly, and fully, and with all faith aald
all religiousness, drew near to the Son of God,
by all means shall attain, through the Son Himself, in whom he thus believes, to the Father,
and shall see Him.
"For no one," says He,
,, can come to the Father, but by me." 7 And
therefore he shall not only come to God the
Father, and shall know the Father Himself; but,
moreover, he ought thus to hold, and so to pre4 Johnxiv.9.
s Johnxiv.8.
e Jo_.
7.
7Johnx_v._.
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sume in mind and heart, that he has henceforth
not only known, but seen the Father.
For often
the divine Scripture announces things that are
not yet done as being done, becaus_ thus they
shall be ; and things which by all means have
to happen, it does not predict as if they were
future, but narrates as if they were done. And
thus, although Christ had not been born as yet
in the times of Isaiah the prophet, he said, "For
unto us a child is born ;" ' and although Mary
had not yet been approached, he said, "And I
approached unto the prophetess ; and she conceived, and bare a son."* And when Christ had
not yet made known the mind of the Father,
zt is said, "And His name shall be called the
Angel of Great Counsel." 3 And when He had
not yet suffered, he declared, "He is as a sheep
led to the slaughter." 4 And although the cross
had never yet existed, He said, "All day long
have I stretched out my hands to an unbelieving
people." s And although not yet had He been
scornfully given to drink, the Scripture says, "In
mythirst they gave me vinegar to drink. ''6 And
although He had not yet been stripped, He said,
"Upon my vesture they did cast lots, and they
numbered my bones:
they pierced my hands
and my feet." z For the divine Scripture, foreseeing, speaks of things which it knows shall be
as being already done, and speaks of things as
perfected which it regards as future, but which
shall come to pass without any doubt. And thus
the Lord in the present passage said, "Henceforth ye have known and have seen Him."
Now He said that the Father should be seen by
whomsoever had followed the Son, not as if the
Son Himself .should be the Father seen, but that
whosoever was willing to follow Him, and be
His disciple, should obtain the reward of being
able to see the Father.
For He also is the
image of God the Father; so that it is added,
moreover, to these things, that "as the Father
worketh, so also the SOn worketh." s And the
Son is an imitator 9 of all the Father's works, so
that every one may regard it just as if he saw the
Father, when he sees Him who always imitates
the invisible Father in all His works.
But if
Christ is the Father Himself, in what manner
does He immediately add, and say, "Whosoever
believeth in me, the works that I do he shall do
also ; and greater works than these shall he do ;
because I go to my Father? ....
And He further
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give you another Comforter.""
After which also
He adds this : "If any one loveth me, he shall
keep my word : and my Father will love him ; and
we will come unto him, and will make our abode
with him." ,2 Moreover, also, He added this too :
"But the Advocate, that Holy Spirit whom the
Father will send, He will teach you, and bring
all things to your remembrance,
whatsoever I
have said unto you." ,3 He utters, further, that
passage when He shows Himself to be the Son,
and reasonably subjoins, and says, "If ye loved
me, ye would rejoice because I go unto the Father : for the Father is greater than I." ,4 But
what shall me say when He also continues in
these words : "I am the true- vine, and my Fao
ther is the husbandman.
Every branch in me
that beareth not fruit He taketh away ; and every
branch that beareth fruit He purgeth, that it
maybring forth more fruit?" *s Still He persists,
and adds : "As the Father hath loved me, so
also have I loved you : remain in my love.
If
ye.have kept my commandments, ye shall remain
in my love; even as I have kept the Father's
commandments,
and remain in His love." ,6
Further, He says in addition : "But I have called
you friends; for all things which I have heard
of my Father I have made known unto you." ,7
Moreover, He adds to all this : "But all these
things will they do unto you for my name's sake,
because they know not Him that sent me." ,s
These things then, after the former, evidently
attesting Him to be not the Father but the Son,
the Lordwould never have added, ifHehad
had
it in mind, either that He was the Father, or
wished Himself to be understood as the Father,
except that He might declare this, that every
man ought henceforth to consider, in seeing the
image of God the Father through the SOn, that
it was as if he saw the Father ; since every one
believing on the Son may be exercised in the
contemplation
of the likeness, so that, being
accustomed to seeing the divinity in likeness, he
may go forward, and grow even to the perfect
contemplation
of God the Father Almighty.
And since he who has imbibed this truth into
his mind and soul, and has believed of all things
that thus it shall be, he shall even now see, as it
!were, in some measure the Father whom he will
see hereafler;
and he may so regard it, as ff he
actually held, what he knows for certain that he
hall one day hold. But if Christ Himself had

subjoins, "If ye love me, keep my commandbeen the Father, why did He promise as future,
ments; and I _ll ask the Father, and He will a reward which He had already granted arid
-,
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e_'John
z?.Ps"
xxiL.
v. zS_ZT.
_JO_n InV. zm.

given ?
[See l_. 6_, 6_, _',_a.

l

For that He says, "Blessed

u John x_v.zS, x6.
z_ John xiv. s_.

z3Jo_e .=iv._6.

z4
x._J'ohnxn,..sS.
Ohnx'y...
s6 ]o°_hnzv. 9, zo.
zs ]olm xar.rex.

are they of
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a pure heart, for they shall see God,"' it is the Gospel, nor yet even newly given ; for it was
understood to promise the contemplation and He Himself who accused the people in the
vision of the Father ; therefore He had not given prophets, and in the apostles gave them the
this ; for why should He promise if He had al- appeal to the Gentiles. For the former deserved
ready given ? For He had given if He was the to be accused, because they had contemned the
Father : for He was seen, and He was touched, law ; and they of the Gentiles who believe deBut since, when Christ Himself is seen and serve to be aided by the defence of the Spirit,
touched, He still promises, and says that he who because they earnestly desire to attain to the
is of a pure heart shall see God, He proves by Gospel law. Assuredly in the Spirit there are
this very saying that He who was then present different kinds of offices, because in the times
was not the Father, seeing that He was seen, and there is a different order of occasions ; and yet,
yet promised that whoever should be of a pure on this account, He who discharges these offices
heart should see the Father. It was therefore is not different, nor is He another in so actmg,
not the Father, but the Son, who promised this, but He is one and the same, distributing His
because He who was the Son promised that offices according to the times, and the occasions
which had yet to be seen ; and His promise and impulses of things. Moreover, the Apostle
would have been superfluous unless He had been Paul says, "Having the same Spirit; as it is
the Son. For why did He promxse to the pure written, I believed, and therefore have I spoken ;
in heart that they should see the Father, if al- we also believe, and therefore speak." s He is
ready they who were then present saw Christ as therefore one and the same Sprat who was in
the Father? But because He was the Son, not the prophets and apostles, except that in the
the Father, rightly also He was then seen as the former He was occasional, in the latter always.
Son, because He was the image of God ; and But m the former not as being always in them,
the Father, because He is invisible, is promised in the latter as abiding always m them ; and in
and pointed out as to be seen by the pure inthe former distributed with reserve, in the latter
heart. Let it then be enough to have suggested all poured out ; in the former given sparingly,
even these points against that heretic ; a few!in the latter liberally bestowed; not yet maniwords about many things. For a field which is fested before the Lord's resurrection, but conindeed both wide and expansive would be laid ferred after the resurrection. For, said He, "I
open if we should desire to discuss that heretic will pray the Father, and He will give you another
more fully; seeing that bereaved, in these two Advocate, that He may be with you for ever,
particulars, as it were of his eyes plucked out, even the Spirit of truth." 6 And, "When He,
he is altogether overcome in the blindness of h_s the Advocate, shall come, whom I shall send
doctrine,
unto you from my Father, the Spirit of truth
who proceedeth from my Father." 7 And, "If
cH.e. xxrx. ,4Rav,_,EN'r. m HE _EXT TEACHrSI go not away, that Advocate shall not come to
us THATTrm AtrrHoRrrYor"THEFArr_ r_JOmS, you ; but if I go away, I will send Him to you." s
_vr_-R Trm rATUER_.tCDTrm SON,TO S_LmV_ And, "When the Spirit of truth shall come, He
ALSOON THF.HOLYSPIRIT,Vn_OSEOP_.RATXONS
will direct you into all the truth."9 And beHE F_2ffUMERATES
FROMSCRIPTURE.
cause the Lord was about to depart to the
Moreover, the order of reason, and the an- heavens, He gave the Paraclete out of necessity
thority of the faith in the disposition of the to the disciples ; so as not to leave them in any
words and in the Scriptures of the Lord, admon- degree orphans/° which was little desirable, and
ish us after these things to believe also on the forsake them without an advocate and some
Holy Spirit, once promised to the Church, and
in the appointed occasions of times given. For
He was promised by Joel the prophet, but given
by Christ. "In the last days," says the prophet,
"I will pour out of my Spirit upon my servants
and my handmaids." 2 And the Lord said,
"Receive ye the Holy Ghost: whose sins ye
remit, they shall be remitted ; and whose )re rerain, they sl_all be retained." 3 But this Holy
Spirit the Lord Christ calls at one time "the
Paraclete," at another pronounces to be the
"Spirit of truth."4 And He is not new in
t Matt. v. 8.
s Joel ii. =8; Acts il. x7,
S John rz. ha, 234 John xiv. x6, XT.

ikind of protector. For this is He who strengthened their hearts and minds, who marked out
the Gospel sacraments, who was in them the
enlightener of divine things ; and they being
strengthened, feared, for the sake of the Lord's
name, neither dungeons nor chains, nay, even
trod under foot the very powers of the word
and its tortures, since they were henceforth
armed and strengthened by the same Spirit, haying in themselves the gifts which this same Spirit
distributes, and appropriates to the Church, the
s
e
_
$
_
to

2 Cot. iv. x3.
John xiv. z_, z7.
John xv. _o.
John xvt. 7.
John rvi. t_b
],John my. iS, Gree_.]
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spouse of Christ, as her ornaments.
This is He
who places prophets
in the
Church, instructs
.st
teachers, directs tongues, gives powers and healings, does wonderful works, offers discrimination
of spirits, affords powers of government,
suggests counsels, and orders and arranges whatever other gifts there are of charismata;
and
thus make the Lord's Church everywhere, and
in all, perfected and completed.
This is He
who, after the manner of a dove, when our Lord
was baptized, came and abode upon Him, dwell-

IThis is He who restrains insatiable desires, controis immoderate
lusts, quenches unlawful fires,
conquers reckless impulses, repels drunkenness,
checks avarice, drives away luxurious revellings,
!links love, binds together affections, keeps down
sects, orders the rule of truth, overcomes heretics, turns out the wicked, guards the Gospel.
Of this says the same apostle : "We have not
received the spirit of the world, but the Spirit
which is of God." z Concerning
Him he exultingly says : "And I think also that I have the

ir_g in Christ full and entire, and not maimed in
any measure or portion ; but with His whole
overflow copiously distributed and sent forth, so
that from Him others might receive some enjoyment of His graces : the source of the entire
Holy Spirit remaining in Christ, so that from
Him might be drawn streams of gifts and works,
while the Holy Spirit dwelt affluently m Christ.
For truly Isaiah, prophesying this, said : "And
the Splnt of wisdom and understanding
shall
rest upon Him, the Sprat of counsel and might,
the Spirit of knowledge
and piety;
and the
Spirit of the fear of the Lord shall fill Him." _
This self-same thing also he said in the person
of the Lord Himself, in another place: "The
Spirit of the Lord is upon me ; because He has
anointed me, He has sent me to preach the Gospel to the poor." * Similarly David : "Wherefore God, even Thy God, hath anointed Thee
with the oil of gladness above thy fellows."3
Of
Him the Apostle Paul says: "For he who hath
not the Spirit of Christ is none of His." * "And
where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty." s
He it is who effects with water the second birth,
as a certain seed of divine generation,
and a
consecration of a heavenly nativity, the pledge
of a promised inheritance, and as it were a kind
of handwriting of eternal salvation;
who can
make us God's temple, and fit us for His house ;
who solicits the divine hearing for us with groanings that cannot be uttered ; filling the offices
of advocacy, and manifesting the duties of our
defence, _an
inhabitant given for our bodies
and an effector of their holiness.
Who, working in us for eternity, can also produce our
bodies at the resurrection of immortality, accustoming them to be associated in Himself with
heavenly power, and to be allied with the divine
eternity of the Holy Spirit.
For our bodies
are both trained in Him and by Him to advance
to immortality, by learning to govern themselves
with moderation according to His decrees.
For
this is He who "desireth
against the flesh,"
because ,, the flesh resisteth against the Spirit." 6

Spirit of God." s Of Him he says : "The Spirit
of the prophets is subject to the prophets." 9
Of Him also he tells : "Now the Spirit speaketh
plainly, that in the last times some shall depart
from the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits,
doctrines of demons, who speak lies in hypocrisy, having their conscience cauterized." ,o Estabhshed in this Spint," none ever calleth Jesus
anathema ; .... no one has ever denied Christ to
be the Son of God, or has rejected God the
Creator;
no one utters any words of his own
contrary to the Scriptures;
no one ordains other
and sacrilegious decrees ; no one draws up different laws. '2 Whosoever shall blaspheme against
Him, "hath not forgiveness, not only in this
world, but also not in the world to come." ,s This
is He who in the apostles gives testimony to
Christ ; in the martyrs shows forth the constant
faithfulness of their religion ; in virgins restrains
the admirable confinency of their sealed chastit-y; in others, guards the laws of the Lord's
doctrine incorrupt and uncontaminated
; destroys
heretics, corrects the perverse, condemns
infidels, makes known pretenders ; moreover, rebukes the wicked, keeps the Church uncorrupt
and inviolate, in the sanctity of a perpetual virginity and truth.

_'
Ps. xlv. 2.
4 Rom. rift 9.
_aGal.
Cot'.
v. ill.
XT.zT.

CHAP. XXX. ARGUMENT. _ IN FIRE, N_ST_CDr_O THE SAID HERETICSHAVE GATHERF._
THE ORmm OF THEIR ERRORFROMCO_Sm_TION OF WttKE IS WRITTEN:_4 ALTHOUGHWE
CALLCHRISTCOD, AND THF. FATHERCOD, S'nLL
SCR_VrtJREDOESSOT SETFORTHTWOCODS,
_ORE THAN TWO LORm OR TWO 7T.aCHE_RS.
And now, indeed, concerning the Father, and
the Son, and the Holy Spirit, let it be sufficient
to have briefly said thus much, and to have laid
down these points concisely, without carrying
them out in a lengthened argument.
For they
could be presented more diffusely and continued
m a more expanded disputation, since the whole
_ x co,. ii._,.

s _ C.or. vii. 4o.
9 , Cor. xiv. 3a.
Tim. iv.
Iz [To commit any o_e of these errors, he thinks, is _.ptov_. oae's
self" _ensual, having not the Spirit." Jude t9; Ram vm. 7,l
a3Matt
- "The_exu.i*3_.
o_e r,_._
_
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of the Old and New Testaments
might be ad- is no God who is as I." s And, "Who hath
duced in testimony
that thus the true faith meted out heaven with a span, and the earth
stands.
But because heretics, ever struggling with a handful?
Who has suspended the mounagainst the truth, are accustomed to prolong the rains in a balance, and the woods on scales ? "6
contrQversy of pure tradition and Catholic faith, And Hezekiah : "That all may know that Thou
being offended against Christ ; because He is, art God alone." 7 Moreover, the Lord Himself:
moreover, asserted to be God by the Scriptures "Why askest thou me concerning that which is
also, and this is believed to be so by us; we good?
God alone is good. ''8
Moreover, the
must rightly-that every heretical calumny may Apostle Paul says : "Who only hath immortality,
be removed from our faith u contend, concernand dwelleth in the light that no man can aping the fact that Christ is God also, in such a proach unto, whom no man hath seen, nor can
way as that it may not militate against the truth see." 9 And in another place : "But a mediator
of Scripture ; nor yet against our faith, how there is not a mediator of one, but God is one." ,o But
is declared to be one God by the Scriptures, and even as we hold, and read, and believe this, thus
how it is held and believed by us. For as well we ought to pass over no portion of the hearthey who say that Jesus Christ Himself is God enly Scriptures, since indeed also we ought by
the Father, as moreover they who would have no means to reject those marks of Christ s divinHim to be only man, have gathered thence I the lty which are laid down in the Scriptures, that
sources and reasons of their error and perversity ; we may not, by corrupting the authority of the
because when they perceived that it was written 2 Scriptures, be held to have corrupted the integthat "GOd is one," they thought that they could rity of our holy faith. And let us therefore benot otherwise hold such an opinion than by sup- ilieve thfs, since it is most faithful that Jesus
posing that it must be believed either that Christ Christ the Son of God is our Lord and God ;
was man only, or really GOd the Father.
And because "in the beginning was the Word, and
they were accustomed
in such a way to connect
the Word was with God, and God was the Word.
their sophistries as to endeavour to justify their! The same was in the beginning with God." ,,
own error.
And thus they who say that Jesus And, "The Word was made flesh, and dwelt in
Christ is the Father argue as follows : u If GOd us." '* And, "My Lord and my God." ,3 And,
is one, and Christ is God, Christ is the Father,
"Whose are the fathers, and of whom accordsince God is one.
If Christ be not the Father,
ing to the flesh Christ came, who is over all,
because Christ is God the Son, there appear to God blessed for evermore." ,4 What, then, shall
be two GOds introduced, contrary to the Scrip- we say? Does Scripture set before us two Gods?
tures. And they who contend
that Christ is How, then, does it say that " God is one ?"
Or
man only, conclude on the other hand thus:-is not Christ God also?
How, then, is it said
If the Father is one, and the Son another, but to Christ, "My Lord and my God ?"
Unless,
the Father is God and Christ is GOd, then there therefore, we hold all this with fitting veneration
is not one God, but two Gods are at once intro- and lawful argument,
we shall reasonably be
duced, the Father and the Son ; and if God is thought to have furnished a scandal to the hereone, by consequence
Christ must be a man, so tics, not assuredly by the fault of the heavenly
that rightly the Father may be one God.
Thus Scriptures,
which never deceive ; but by the
indeed the Lord is, as it were, crucified between presumption of human error, whereby they have
two thieves,S even as He was formerly placed ; chosen to be heretics.
And in the first place,
and thus from either side He receives the sacri- we must turn the attack against them who underlegious reproaches
of such heretics
as these, take to make against us the charge of saying that
But neither the Holy Scriptures nor we suggest there are two Gods.
It is written, and they canto them the reasons of their perdition and blind- not deny it, that "there
is one Lord." ,s What,
ness, if they either will not, or cannot, see what then, do they think of Christ?Nthat
He is
is e_dently
written in the midst of the divine Lord, or that He is not Lord at all?
But they
documents.
For we both know, and read, and do not doubt absolutely that He is Lord ; therebelieve, and maintain that God is one, who made fore, if their reasoning be true, here are already
the heaven as well as the earth, since we neither two Lords.
How, then, is it true according to
know any other, nor shall we at any time know _lthe Scriptures, there is one Lord ? And Christ
such, seeing that there is none.
"I," says He,
s_ Isa.
"am God, and there is none beside me, rightu,..Lxliv.6,
_. 7.
eous and a Saviour." 4 And in another place:
, Is,. _.
,_
It Matt. xlx, 17.
"I am the first and the last, and beside me there
,, Tin. _i.,6.
zoGal.ill. 2o.
x Srgt.from_:_ptm_e.
xzJohni.z,*.
* [Oa! iii.m, IX.at.vi._.].
z*JohnL_,t
s [_N_ _
pea_'t raterlatroae*
Chrlmw:allqtmalo_.
_3Johnzx. _.
"*T_J
C."q_.. ,.v=_/,.--_
c__r,_ao.j
,, I_mt.
sore.i_.
s.
l.m._ii.
zs
vL.,t.
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is called the "one Master." ' Nevertheless we
read that the Apostle Paul also is a master.*
Then, according to this, our Master is not one,
for from these things we conclude that there are
two masters.
How, then, according
to the
Scriptures, is "one our Master, even Christ ?"
In the Scriptures there is one "called good, even
God ;" but in the same Scriptures Christ is also
asserted to be good.
There is not, then, if they
rightly conclude, one good, but even two good.
How, then, according to the scriptural faith, is
there said to be only one good?
But if they
do not think that it can by any means interfere
with the truth that there is one Lord, that Christ
also is Lord, nor with the truth that one is our
Master, that Paul also is our master, or with the
truth that one is good, that Christ also is called
good ; on the same reasoning, let them understand that, from the fact that God is one, no
obstruction arises to the truth that Christ also is
declared to be God.

Because it is essential that He who knows no
beginning must go before Hfm who has a beginning;4 even as He is the less as knowing that
He is in Him, having an origin because He is
born, and of like nature with the Father in some
measure by His nativity, although He has a beginning in that He is born, inasmuch as He is
born of that Father who alone has no beginning.
He, then, when the Father willed it, proceeded
from the Father, and He who was in the Father
came forth from the Father ; and He who was
in the Father because He was of the Father,
was subsequently with the Father, because He
came forth from the Father,--that
is to say,
that divine substance whose name is the Word,
whereby all things were made, and without whom
nothing was made. For all things are after Him,
because they are by Him.
And reasonably, He
is before all things, but after the Father, since
all things were made by Him, and He proceeded
from Him of whose will all things were made.
:Assuredly God proceeding from God, causing a
THATGOD,THE [person
second to the Father as being the Son,
I

CHAP.XXXL ARGUMEN'T.--BUT
SON

OF

GOD,

BORN

OF

GOD

THE

FATHER

!but

FROM

not

taking

from

the Father

EWRLasTUCa, WHO WAS ALWAYSm THE FAT_iER, tic that He is one God.
IS
THE
SECOND
PERSON
TO
THE
FATHER,
WHO
born
_
compared with
DOES
AND

NOTHING
THAT

WITHOUT
HE

IS

LORD,

HIS
AND

FATHER'S
THE

DECREE
ANGEL

;
OF

equality
make two
an

being
unborn

manifested

beings,

that

characteris-

For if He had not been
Him who was unborn,
in
both--He
would
and thus would make

GOD'SGREAT COUNSEL,TO WHOMTHE FATHER'S tWO Gods.
If He had not been begotten m
GODH_.D lS GIVFZ_ BY COMMtmrrv or- sus- compared with Him who was not begotten, and
STANCE.
as being found equalthey not being begotten,
Thus God the Father, the Founder and Crea- would have reasonably gnven two Gods, and
tor of all things, who only knows no beginning,
thus Christ would have been the cause of two
invisible, infimte, immortal, eternal, is one God ; Gods.
Had He been formed without beginning
to whose greatness, or majesty, or power, I would as the Father, and He Himself the beginning of
not say nothing can be preferred, but nothing all things as is the Father, this would have made
can be compared ; of whom, when He willed it, two beginnings, and consequently would have
the Son, the Word, was born, who is not re- shown to us tWo Gods also. Or if He also were
ceived _ in the sound of the stricken air, or in not the Son, but the Father begetting from Himthe tone of voice forced from the lungs, but is self another Son, reasonably, as compared with
acknowledged in the substance of the power put the Father, and designated as great as He, He
forth by God, the mysteries of whose sacred and would have caused two Fathers, and thus also
divine nativity neither an apostle has learnt, nor He would have proved the existence of two
prophet has discovered,
nor angel has known, Gods.
Had He been invisible, as compared
nor creature
has apprehended.
To the Son with the Invisible, and declared equal, He would
alone they axe known, who has known the have shown forth two Invisibles, and thus also
secrets of the Father.
He then, since He was He would have proved them to be two Gods.
begotten of the Father, is always in the Father. If incomprehensible,5
if also whatever other attriAnd I thus say always, that I may show Him not butes belong to the Father, reasonably we say,
to be unborn, but born.
But He who is before He would have given rise to the allegation of
all time must be said to have been always in the two Gods, as these people feign.
But now,
Father;
for no time can be assigned to Him whatever He is, He is not of Himself, because
who is before all time.
And He is always in the He is not unborn ; but He is of the Father, beFather, unless the Father be not always Father, cause He is begotten, whether as being the
Word, whether as being the Power, or as being
only
that
the
Father
also
precedes
Him,
m
in
a
certain sense, _ since it is necessary--in
some the Wisdom, or as being the Light, or as being
degree_ that He should ke before He is Father. the Son ; and whatever of these He is, in that
He is not from any other source, as we have
t Matt,_
_.-zo.
* &t_htR_e_.
,*[" In a sense;"i.e, in logic,nottime.]
aAsC_Wordfo_
[Heexpouudsps.,,.I;v.(xl,v.),Sept,l
5 [C.omparetheA*h_nn*_:,,n_]
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already
saidbefore,
thanfromtheFather,
owing was destined
of theFatheras an AngeltoanHis origin
to HisFather,
He couldnotmake a nouncetheGreatCounselof God. And His
disagreement
in thedivinity
by thenumber of divinity
isthusdeclared,
thatitmay notappear
two Gods,sinceHe gathered
Hisbeginning
by by any dissonance
or inequality
of divinity
to
beingborn of Him who isoneGod. In which havecausedtwo Gods. For allthingsbeing
kind,beingboth aswellonly-begotten
as firstsubjected
to Him as the Son by the Father,
begottenof Him who hasno beginning,
He is whileHe Himself,
withthosethings
which are
theonlyone,ofallthings
bothSourceand Head. subjected
to Him, issubjected
to His Father,
And therefore
He declared
thatGod isone,in He isindeedprovedto be Son of His Father;
thatHe provedHim to be fromno sourcenor butHe isfoundtobe bothLord andGod ofall
beginning,
but rather
thebeginning
and sourceelse.Whence,whileallthingsputunderHim
of allthings.Moreover,
theSon doesnothingaredelivered
to Him who isGod, and allthings
of His own will,
nordoesanything
of Hisown aresubjected
toHim, theSon refers
allthatFie
determination
; nordoes He come from Him- has received
to theFather,
remitsagaintothe
self,
butobeysallHis Father's
commands and Fatherthewholeauthority
of Hisdivinity.
The
precepts
; so that,
although
birth
provesHim to trueand eternal
Fatherismanifested
as theone
be a Son, yet obedience even to death declares God, from whom alone this power of divinity is
Him the minister of the will of His Father, of sent forth, and also given and directed upon the
whom He is. Thus making Himself obedient Son, and is again returned by the communion of
to His Father in all things, although He also is substance to the Father. God indeed _s shown
God, yet He shows the one God the Father by as the SOn, to whom the divinity is beheld to be
His obedience, from whom also He drew His given and extended. And still, nevertheless, the
beginning. And thus He could not make two Father is proved to be one God ; while by deGods, because He did not make two beginnings, grees in reciprocal transfer that majesty and
seeing that from Him who has no beginning He divinity are again returned and reflected as sent
received the source of His nativity before ali by the SOn Himself to the Father, who had given
time.' For since that is the beginning to other them ; so that reasonably God the Father is God
creatures which is unborn, m which God the of all, and the source also of His SOn Himself
Father only is, being beyond a beginning of whom He begot as Lord. Moreover, the Son is
whom He is who was born,- while He who is God of all else, because God the Father put beborn of Him reasonably comes from Him who fore all Him whom He begot. Thus the Medihas no beginning, proving that to be the begin- tator of God and men, Christ Jesus, having the
n/ng from which He Himself is, even although power of every creature subjected to Him by
He is God who is born, yet He shows Him to His own Father, inasmuch as He is God ; with
be one God whom He who was born proved to every creature subdued to Him, found at one
be without a beginning. He therefore is God, with His Father God, has, by abiding in that
but begotten for this special result, thatHe/condition
that He moreover "was heard,""
should be God. He is also the Lord, but born _briefly proved GOd His Father to be one and
forthisverypurposeof theFather,
thatHe_unly andtrueGOd.
mightbe Lord. He isalsoan Angel,but He] __
: [Jut in the Ath_.....

TWO

[
2 Tt_rc i$ apl_rentl_ some indlstlnct
r_ere.n_ here to the
|in Heb. v. 7, "and was heard in that He feared"--e_,rb _
|_ta_.
[For the AnSel of Great Counsel, lee lP. 6=9, *_2tra.]
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NOTES
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EDITOR.

P.6o9. The author's
elucidation
ofthefigure,
anlhrOlbOlbathy,
isan enlargement
ofClcment's
casual remarks in the Stroma/a (cap. xvi. vol. ii. p. 363, this series). Consult O_ /he _i_id_rah'v¢
Lauguage afdCtoly Scripture, ]ones of Nayland, /4_rks, vol. iv. ed. x8ox.
P. 630, note 5. Compare Waterland, vol. ii. p. 2xo, ed. x823 ; also Life o/Bisho_ Bull, by
Robert Nelson, p. u6o. For the extraordinary history of Bull's work in France, see the said ZCe,
PP- 3u7-333. For Pemzius, Waterland, vol. ii. p. _77, and Bull's/a._, p. 243. Pe/avius seems
to have had a crafty design to sustain the Council of Trent by arguing that the Council of Nic_a
also made new dogmas. Bull proves that it only bore ,vitness to the old. To the honour of the
assembled bishops of the Gallican Church, they sustained Bull against the Jesuit.

ON

THE

JEWISH

MEATS.'

CHAP.I. ARGu._rEArT.--NOVATIAN,
A ROMAN
PRES- wickedness," s I address you ; and as you press
Bv'rER, DURING ms RgrlREME_Cr AT THE TIME " M1your course to the prize of your calling in
OF THE DECIAN PERSECUTION,BEING URGED Christ,"4 I urge you on,--that,
treading under
BY VARIOUS LETrERS
FROM HIS BRETHRE2_I, HAD foot and rejecting as well the sacrilegious calumWRITTENTWO EARLIEREPISTLES AGAINST THE nies of heretics as also the idle fables of Jews,
JEWS ON THE SUBJECTSOF CIRCUMCISIONAND yOU may hold the sole word s and teaching of
THE SABBATH,AND NOW W_PdTES
THE PRF__ENTChrist, so as worthily to claim for yourselves the
ONE ON THE JEWISH MEATS.
authority of His name.
But how perverse are
Although, most holy brethren, the day in which the Jews, and remote from the understanding
I receive your letters and writings is most ardent- Iof their law, I have fully shown, as I believe, in
ly longed for by me, and to be reckoned among two former letters, 6 wherein it was absolutely
the chief and happiest-for what else is there )roved that they are ignorant of what is the true
now to make me more joyous ? * m still I think circumcision, and what the true Sabbath ; and
that the day is to be deemed not less notable, their ever increasing blindness is confuted in
and among special days, wherein I return to you this present epistle, wherein I have briefly dissimilar communications,
with the affection of coursed concerning their meats, because that in
love that I owe you, and write you letters with them they consider that they only are holy, and
a corresponding
interest.
For nothing, most that all others are defiled3
holy brethren, holds me bound with such bonds,
nothing stirs and arouses me with such a stimu- CHAP.rL ARGUMENT. _ HE FIRSTOFALLASSERTS
lus of care and anxiety, as the fear lest you should
THAT THE LAWIS SPIRITUAL; AND THENCE,AS
think that any disadvantage is suffered by you
MAN'S FIRST FOOD WAS ONLY T_IE FRurr OF
by reason of my absence;
and this I strive to
TREES, AND THE USE OF FLESH WAS ADDED,
remedy, in labouring to show myself present
THATTHE LAWTHATFOLLOWED SUBSEQUENTLY $
with you by frequent lettem.
Although, therewas TO BE UNDEP_TOODSPIRITUALLY.
9
fore, the duty which I owe, and the charge I
Therefore, first of all, we must avail ourselves
have undertaken, and the very ministerial office of that passage, "that the law is spiritual; "'°
imposed upon me, require of me this necessity and if they deny it to be spiritual, they assuredly
of writing letters, yet you still further enhance blaspheme ; if, avoiding blasphemy, they confess
it, by stirring me up to write through means of it to be spiritual, let them read it spiritually.
your continual communications.
And inclined For divine things must be divinely received, and
although I am to those periodical expressions of must assuredly be maintained as holy. But a
love, you urge me the more by showing that you grave fault is branded on those who attach earthstand fast continually in the Gospel : whence it ly and human doctrine to sacred and spiritual
results, that by my letters I am not so much in- [words ; and this we must beware of doing.
.structing you who are already informed, as incitIng you who are already prepared.
For you, who
_ _]_ hi.
,a z4.
_,.
not only hold the Gospel pure and purged from
s T_tlo_.
MI stain of perverse doctrine, but also energeti- De 6_ir.
M lllustr.,
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Moreover, we may beware, if any'things enjoined
by God be so treated as if they were assumed
to diminish His authority, lest, in calling some
things impure and unclean, their institution should
dishonour their ordainer.
For in reprobating
what He has made, He will appear to have condemned His own works, which He had approved
as good ; and He will be designated as seeming
capricious in both cases, as the heretics indeed
would have it ; either in having blessed things
which were not clean, or in subsequently reprobating as not good, creatures which He had
blessed as both clean and good.
And of this
the enormity and contradiction
will remain for
ever if that Jewish doctrine is persisted in, which
must be got rid of with all our ability ; so that
whatever is irregularly delivered by them, may
be taken away by us, and a suitable arrangement
of His works, and an appropriate
and spiritual
application of the divine law, may be restored,
But to begin from the beginning of things, whence
it behoves me to begin ; the only food for the
first men was fruit and the produce of the trees,
For afterwards, man's sin transferred his need
from the fruit-trees to the produce of the earth,
when the very attitude of his body attested the
condition of his conscience.
For although innocency raised men up towards the heavens to
pluck their food from the trees so long as they
had a good conscience, yet sin, when committed,
bent men down to the earth and to the ground
to gather its grain.
Moreover, afterwards the
use of flesh was added, the divine favour supplying for human necessities the kinds of meats
generally fitting for suitable occasions.
For
while a more tender meat was needed to nourish
men who were both tender and unskilled, it was
still a food not prepared without toil, doubdess
for their advantage, lest they should again find
a pleasure in sinning, if the labour imposed upon
sin did not exhort innocence.
And since now
it was no more a paradise to be tended, but a
whole world to be cultivated, the more robust
food of flesh is offered to men, that for the advantage of culture something
more might be
added to the vigour of the human body.
All
these things, as I have said, were by grace and
by divine arrangement: so that either the most
vigorous food should not be given in too small
quantity for men's support, and they should be
enfeebled for labour; or that the more tender
meat should not be too abundant, so that, oppressed beyond the measure of their strength,
they should not be able to bear it.z But the law

MEATS.

and granted for use,3 as being clean ; some it
interdicted as not clean, and conveying pollution
to those that eat them.
Moreover, it gave this
character to those that were clean, that those
which chew the cud and divide the hoofs are
clean ; those are unclean which do neither one
nor other of these things.
So, in fishes also, the
law said that those indeed were clean which
were covered with scales and supplied with fins,
but that those which were otherwise were not
clean.
Moreover, it established
a distinction
among the fowls, and laid down what was to be
judged either an abomination, or clean.
Thus
the law ordained/he
exercise of very great subtlety in making a separation among those animals
which the andient appointment
had gathered together into one form of blessing.
What, then,
are we to say ? Are the animals therefore unclean?
But what else is it to say that they are
not clean, than that the law has separatedathem
from the uses of food?
And what, moreover, is
that that we have just now said ? Then God is
the ordainer of things which are not clean ; and
the blame attached to things which are made will
recoil upon their Maker, who did not produce
them clean ; to say which is certainly characteristic of extreme and excessive folly : it is to accuse God as having created unclean things, and
to charge upon the divine majesty the guilt of
having made things which are abomination,
especially when they were both pronounced "very
good," 4 and as being good have obtained the
blessing from God Himself "that they should
increase and multiply."
Moreover also theywere
reserved by the command
of the Creator in
Noah's ark for the sake of their offspring, that so
being kept they might be proved to be needful ;
and being needful, they might be proved to be
good, although even in that case also there is a
distinction appended.
But still, even then, the
creation of those very creatures that were not
clean might have been utterly abolished, if it had
needed to be abolished on account of its own
pollution.
CHAP. m. ARGUMENT. _ AND THUS UNCLEAN
ANIMALSARENOTTO BE REPROACHED,
LESTTHE
m_'ROACH BE THROWNUPON"THEIR AUTHOR;
]mr WHENAN IRRATIONALANIMALIS REJECTED
oN`ANYACCOUNT,
IT IS RATHERTHATTHATVERY
zmua SHOULV _E COND_D
IN MANWHO IS
_TIONAL ; Am) THgREFoRE THAT It¢
THE CHAP.ACrF_,THE Dome,s, _
THE WmLS
oF mm_ ARE XmPmTEV.

which followed subsequently ordained s the flesh
How far, then, must that law, which m as I
foods with distinction : for some animals it gave have shown by the authority of the apostle m is
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divine and sure idea of the law may be carried
out?
Firstly, we must believe that whatever
was ordained by God is clean and purified by
the very authority of His creation ; neither must
it be reproached, lest the reproach should be
thrown back upon its Author.
Then too that
the law was given to the children of Israel for
this purpose, that they might profit by it, and
return to those virtuous manners which, although
they had received them from their fathers, they
had corrupted in Egypt by reason of their intercourse with a barbarous people.
Finally, also,
those ten commandments
on the tables teach
nothing new, but remind them of what had been
obliterated--that
righteousness in them, which
had been put to sleep, might revive again as it
were by the afflatus of the law, after the manner
of a smodtered fire. But they could profit by
the perception that those vices were especially
to be avoided in men which the law had condemned even in beasts.'
For when an irrational
animal is rejected on any account, it is rather
that very thing which is condemned in the man,
who is rational.
And if in it anything which it
has by nature is characterized as a defilement,
that same thing is most to be blamed when it is
found in man opposed to his nature.
Therefore,
in order that men might be purified, the cattle
were censured-to wit, that men also who had
the same vices might be esteemed on a level
with the brutes.
Whence it results, that not
only were the animals not condemned by their
Creator because of His agency; _ but that men
might be instructed in the brutes to return to
the unspotted nature of their own creation.
For
we must consider how the Lord distinguishes
clean and not clean.
The creatures that are
clean, it says, both chew the cud and divide the
hoof; the unclean do neither, or only one of the
two. All these things were made by one Workman, and He who made them Himself blessed
them. Therefore I regard the creation of both
as clean, because both He who created them is
holy, and those things which were created are
not in fault in being that which they were made.
For It has never been customary for nature, but
for a perverted will, to bear the blame of guilt,
What, then. is the case ? In the animals it is the
characters, and doings, and wills of men that are

dency to slip of one part of the hoof being sustained by the firmness of the other, and so
retained in the substantial footstep.
Thus they
who do neither are unclean, whose walk is neither
firm in virtues; nor do they digest the food of
the divine precepts after the manner of that
chewing of the cud. And they, too, who do one
of these things are not themselves clean either,
inasmuch as they are maimed of the other, and
not perfect in both.
And these are they who
do both, as believers, and are clean ; or one of
the two, as Jews and heretics, and are blemished ;
or neither, as the Gentiles, and are consequently
unclean.
Thus in the animals, by the law, as it
were, a certain mirror of human life is established, wherein men may consider the images of
penalties ; so that everything which is vicious in
men, as committed against nature, may be the
more condemned, when even those things, although naturally ordained in brutes, are in them
blamed. 4 For that in fishes the roughness of
scales is regarded as constituting their cleanness ;
rough, and rugged, and unpolished, and substantial, and grave manners are approved in men ;
while those that are without scales are unclean ;
because trifling, and fickle, and faithless, and
effeminate manners are disapproved.
Moreover,
what does the law mean when it says, "Thou
shalt not eat the camel ?" s-- except that by the
example of that animal it condemns a life nerveless 6 and crooked with crimes.
Or when it
forbids the swine to be taken for food?
It
assuredly reproves a life filthy and dirty, and
delighting in the garbage of vice, placing its
supreme good not in generosity of mind, but in
the flesh alone.
Or when it forbids the hare?
It rebukes men deformed into women.
And
who would use the body of the weasel for food ?
But in this case it reproves theft. Who would
eat the lizard?
But it hates an aimless waywardness of life. Who the eft? But it execrates mental stains. Who would eat the hawk,
who the kite, who the eagle ? But it hates
plunderers and violent people who live by crime.
Who the vulture ? But it holds accursed those
who seek for booty by the death of others.
Or
who the raven? :But it holds accused crafty
wills. Moreover, when it forbids the sparrow, it
condemns intemperance ; when the owl, it hates

d_picted._
They
cleanin iftheir
they mouth
chew the
nat is, if they
everarehave
as cud
food;
the divine precepts.
They divide the hoof, ff
with the firm step of innocency they tread the
ways of righteousness, and of every virtue of life.
For of those creatures which divide the foot into
two hoofs the walk is always vigorous ; the ten-

those
fly from
thehigh
lightneck;
of truth
the
swan, who
the proud
with
when; when
the seamew, too talkative an intemperance_of
tongue;
when the bat, those who seek the darkness of
night as well as of error. These things, then,
and the like to these, the law holds accursed in
animals, which in them indeed are not blameworthy, because they are born in this condition;
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in man they are blamed, because they are sought
for contrary to his nature, not by his creation
but by his error,

Christ, the end of the law, has come, disclosing
all the obscurities of the law--all
those things
which antiquity had covered with the clouds of
sacraments.
For the illustrious Master, and the
CHAP.IV. ARGUMENT. --TO THESETHINGSALSO heavenly Teacher, and the ordainer of the perWASADDED ANOTHERREAsoN FOR PROHIBITINGfected truth, has come, under whom at length it
MANYKINDS OF MEATSTO THE JEWS; aX_WIT, is rightly said : "To the pure all things are pure ;
FOR"THE REgTRAINTOF "/'HEINTEMPERANCE
OF but unto them that are defiled and unbelieving
THE PEOPLE, AND THAT THEY MIGHT SERVE is nothing pure, but even their mind and conTHE OWE COD.
science is defiled." _ Moreover, in another place :
To these considerations,
then, thus enumer-"
For every creature of God is good, and nothing
ated, were added also other reasons for which to be refused which is received with thanksgivmany kinds of meats were withheld from the ing
; for 2it is
sanctified
by theplace
Word: "The
of GodSpirit
and
prayer."
Again,
in another
Jews ; and that this might be so, many things expressly says that in the last days some shall
were called unclean, not as being condemned in depart from the faith, giving heed to seducing
themselves, but that the Jews might be restrained
to the service of one God ; because frugality and spirits,
of demons,
speaking
hypocrisy,doctrines
having their
conscience
seared lies
with ina
moderation in appetite were becoming to those
who were chosen for this purpose.
And such
moderation is always found to be approximate
to religion, nay, so to speak, rather related and
akin to it ; for luxury is inimical to holiness,
For how shall religion be spared by it, when
modesty is not spared ? Luxury does not entertain the fear of God ; since while pleasures hurry
it on, it is carried forward to the sole daring of
its desires : for the reins being loosened, it increases in the application
of expense without
measure, as if it were its food, exceeding its
patrimony
with its modesty;
or as a torrent
rushing from the mountain-peaks
not only overleaps what is opposed to it, but carries with it
those very hindrances for the destruction of other
things.
Therefore these remedies were sought
for to restrain the intemperance
of the people,
that in proportion as luxury was diminished, virtuous manners might be increased.
For what
else did they deserve, than that they should be
restrained from using all the pleasures of divers
meats, who dared to prefer the vilest meats of
the Egyptians to the divine banquets of manna,
preferring the juicy meats of their enemies and

hot iron, forbidding to marry, and commanding
¢e abstain from meats which God hath created to
be received with thanksgiving
by them which
believe and those who know God." 3 Moreover,
in another passage : "Everything
that is sold in
the market-place
eat, asking nc_hing."4
From
these things it is plain that all those things are
returned to their arigina/blessedness
now that
the law is finished, and that we must not revert
to the special observances of meats, which observances were ordained for a certain reason, but
which evangelical liberty has now taken away,
their discharge being given.
The apostle cries
out : "The
kingdom of God is not meat and
drink, but righteousness, and peace, and joy." s
Also elsewhere : "Meats
for the belly, and the
belly for meats:
but God shall destroy both it
and them.
Now the body is not for fornication,
but for the Lord ; and the Lord for the body." _
God is not worshipped
by the belly nor by
meats, which the Lord says will perish, and are
"purged"
by natural law in the draught.7
For
he who worships the Lord by meats, is merely

as
oneI who
has his
Lord.
meat,
say, true,
and belly
holy, for
and hispure,
is a The
true
faith, an unspotted conscience, and an innocent
soul.
Whosoever
is thus fed, feeds also with
Christ.
Such a banqueter is God's guest : these
are the feasts that feed the angels, these are the
tables which the martyrs make.
Hence is that
CHAP.V. ARGUMENT.--BUT
THERE WASA LIMIT word of the law : "Man doth not live by bread
TO THE USE OF THESE SHADOWS
OR FIGURES ;[alone,
but by every word which proceedeth out
FOR AFTERWARDS,
WHEN
THE
END
OF THE! of the mouth of God." a Hence, too, that saying
LAw, CHRIS'T, CAME, ALL THINGS WERE SAID of Christ : "My meat is to do the will of Him
BY THE APOSTLE TO BE PURE TO THE PURE_ that sent me, and to finish His work."9
Hence,

masters
that the
pamper
ble and

AND

FAITH

to their liberty?
They were truly worthy
slavery which they had coveted should
them, if the food that was more desirafree was so ill pleasing to them.
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AND

TRUE
AN

AND

HOLY

UNSPOTTED

MEAT

WAS A RIGHT
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And thus there was a certain
ancient time,
wherein those shadows or figures were to be
used, that meats should be abstained from which
had indeed been commended by their creation, P.
but had been prohibited by the law. But now
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"Ye seek me not because ye saw the miracles, nounced even the poor blessed, and the hunbut because ye did eat of my loaves and were gering and thirsting happy, the rich miserable ;
filled. But labour not for the meat which perish- to whom, obeying the government of their belly
eth, but for the meat which endureth, to life eter- and their palate, the material of their lusts could
nal, which the Son of man will give you ; for never be wanting, so that their servitude could
Him hath the Father sealed."'
By righteous- not cease ; who think it an argument of their
hess, I say, and by continency, and by the rest happiness to desire as much as they can, except
of the virtues, God is worshipped.
For Zecharias that they are thus able to attain less than they
also tells us, saying: "If ye eat or drink, is ]t desire.
For, moreover, preferring Lazarus in
not ye that eat or drink ?" 2 __ declaring thereby his very hunger and in his sores themselves, and
that meat or drink attain not unto God, but unto with the rich man's dogs, He restrained the
man: for neither is God fleshly, so as to be destroyers of salvation, the belly and the palate,
pleased with flesh ; nor is He careful 3 for these by examples.
The apostle also, when he said,
pleasures, so as to rejoice in our food.4
God "Having
food and raiment, we are therewith
rejoices in our faith alone, in our innocency
content," 2 laid down the law of frugality and
alone, in our truth alone, in our virtues alone, continency ; and thinking that it would be of
And these dwell not in our belly, but in our soul ; httle advantage that he had written, he also gave
and these are acquired for us by divine awe and himself as an example of what he had written,
heavenly fear, and not by earthly food. And adding not without reason, that "avarice is the
such the apostle fifty rebuked, as "obeying the root of all evils; ''8 for it follows in the footsteps
superstitions of angels, puffed up by their fleshly of luxury.
Whatever the latter has wasted by
mind ; not holding Christ the head, from whom vice, the former restores by crime ; the circle
all the body, joined together by links, and in- of crimes being re-trodden, that luxury may
woven and grown together by mutual members again take away whatever avarice had heaped
in the bond of charity, increaseth to God;" s together.
Nor yet are there wanting, among
but observing those things: "Touch
not, taste such things, those who, although
they have
not, handle not; which indeed seem to have a claimed to themselves the sound of the Chrisform of religion, in that the body is nrt spared. ''6 tian name, afford instances and teachings of inYet there is no advantage at all of righteousness,
temperance ; whose vices have come even to that
while we are recalled by a voluntary slavery to!pitch,
that while fasting they drink in the early
those elements to which by baptism we have morning, not thinking it Christian to drink after
died.
meat, unless the wine poured into their empty
and unoccupied
veins should have gone down
directly after sleep : for they seem to have less
CHAP.VI. .,4RGUM'ENT. -- BUT, ON THE GROUNDt relish of what they drink if food be mingled with
THAT LIBERTY IN" MEATS IS GRANTEDTO US, Ithe wine. Thus you may see such in a new kind,
THERE IS NO PERMISSIONOF LUXURY,THERE Istill fasting and already drunk, not running to the
IS NO TAKINGAWAYOF CONTINENCEANDFAST- tavern, but carrying the tavern about with them ;
ING: FOR THESE THINGSGREATLYBECOMETHE and if any one of them offers a salute, he gives
FAITHb_0"L,-TO WIT, THAT THEY SHOULDPRAY not a kiss, but drinks a health.
What can they
TO GOD, AND GIVE HIM THAN'KS, NOT ONLY BY
do after meat, whom meat finds intoxicated?
DAY, BUT BY NIGHT.
Or in what kind of state does the sun at his
But from the fact that liberty of meats is setting leave them, whom at his rising he looks
granted to us, it does not of necessity follow upon as already stupid with wine?
But things
that luxury is allowed us ; nor because the Gos- which are detestable are not to be taken as our
pel has dealt with us very liberally, has it taken examples.
For those things only are to be taken
away contmency.
By this, I say, the belly is by which our soul may be made better ; and
not provided for, but the form of meats was although in the Gospel the use of meats is unishown : it was made manifest what was right, versally given to us, yet it is understood to be
not that we might go into the gulf of desire, ! given to us only with the law of frugality and
but to give a reason for the law. But nothing continence.
For these things are even greatly
has so restrained intemperance
as the Gospel;
becoming to the faithful, into
wit, those who
nor has any one given such strict laws against iare about to pray to God and to give Him
gluttony as Christ, who is said to have pro-thanks,
not only by day, but by night also ;
which cannot be if the mind, stupefied by meat
and wine, should not prevail to shake off heavy
t John vt. _6, 27.
' Zeeh.vti 6, LXX.
sleep and the load heaped upon the breast.
5 "Attonltus"
is _tsumed robe rightly read "attentus."
• ,I It Tim. iv. 4, vi. t 7. Against the Eneratites (voL L p. 353),
_ttt not _ptinst moderattoa (voL ii. p. a37, this s_'ies).]
s Col. iL aS, :t9.
e CoL ii. _t, aa.

_' x Ttm. vl. 8,
' z Tim. vi. to.
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it nourishes the person who so takes it for
demon, not for God, by making him a fellowTHis LICF_CEMAYBE C.AR___DTO SUCHAN guest with the idol, not with Christ, as rightly
EXTENT
ASTHATHE _O,VAPeROACH
TO TH_C,S do the Jews also.' And the meaning of these
OFF_ED TO IVOt.S.
meats being perceived, and the counsel of thg
But it must be very greatly guarded against in law being considered, and the kindness of the
the use of food, and we must be warned lest any Gospel grace being known, and the rigour of
should think that liberty is permitted to that temperance being observed, and the pollution
degree that even he may approach to what has of things offered to idols being rejected, we who
been offered to idols. For, as far as pertains keep the rule of truth throughout all things, ought
to God's creation, every creature is clean. But to give thanks to God through Jesus Christ, His
when it has been offered to demons, it is polluted Son, our Lord, to whom be praise, and honour,
so long as it is offered to the idols; and as soon and glory, for ever and ever. Amen.
as this is done, it belongs no longer to God, but
to the idol. And when this creature is taken for
, s_z _
[But,_, Co,.,U£4,c_.l
BE

CAREFUL THAT

NO

ONE SHOULD THINK THAT

food,
the

A letter written to Cyprian by Novatian the Roman presbyter, in the name of the Roman clergy,
will be found translated (Ep. xxx.) at p. 3o8, this volume.
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FAMOUS

BAPTISM

UNDER

FROM THE SYNODAL ROLL.

CONTRO-

OF HERETICS.

THE FIFTH CARTHAGINIAN COUNUIL UNDER C_
RIAN, THE FIRST ABOUT BAPTISM_ HELD ANNO
DOMINI 255 _ THE THIRD YEAR OF ST. STEPHEN'S
EPISCOPATE.

A DXVl_Eand sacred provincial synod, gathered together at Rome by Stephen, the blessed
This will be found translated at p. 375, Ep.
martyr andfa/ker' which excommunicated those lxix.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTICE"
TO AN

ANONYMOUS TREATISE

AGAINST THE HERETIC NOVATIAN.

Tt-m writer of the following treatise was undoubtedly a contemporary of Cyprian, and wrote
in the early part of the reign of Valerian (254-256), during an interval of peace to the Church.
This much may be collected from the fact that he names one, and only one, persecution after
that of Decius -- namely, that of Gallus and Volusianus- and speaks of those who had lapsed
under the former, as having been stedfast and victorious in the latter.* He is generally believed
to have been an African, and Tillemont is only withheld from attributing the work to Cyprian
himself by what he judges to be a difference of style. But although from the exordium it may be
concluded that the writer was a bishop, yet, from his manifest uncertainty as to the fitting way to
treat those who had lapsed, it is evident that Cyprian cannot have been .the author ; for that prelate, when the persecution of Galhs and Volusianus was just threatening, had already decided
upon receiving to communion the penitents who had yielded to temptation under Decius.a
Ceillier 4 says that this treatise was written about the year 255, while Novafian was still alive,5
and when the schism of Felicissimus was all but extinct.
Erasmus first published it among the known works of Cyprian in the year I52o.
z [By

Dr. Walhs,

a CIL (or sec.)

e&tor

of vol. x_i.,

6, p. 659, infra.

Edlnb.

series.]

a Eplxtles,
4 Hist.

hti. p. 336, sulfa.
Gdn.

des Auteurs,

tom. _

ch_ L arL 4, _e¢. 2, note 4,

S Ch. (m" sec.) z, p. 657, infra.

NOTE.
Ti_ American editor subjoins as follows : Cyprian, and Cornelius afterward, had decided, with
their councils, that the lapsed should be classed, and dealt with accordingly, as (i) Zibella_'a;
those who had compounded with the heathen, and bought afffrom offering sacrifice; and (2)
Sacriflta_, those who had actually offered sacrifice to idols. Different degrees of discipline were
awarded, but _ were admitted to pardon finally.
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THATTH_ HOPE OF PARDONsHoreD NOT BE DE- first sins of the people of Israel were designated.
NIED TO THE Igd_EI).
But the gold and silver vessels which were wrested
L WmLE I was meditating and impatiently
tossing in my mind what I ought to do concerning those pitiable brethren who, wounded, not of
their own will, but by the onset of a raging devil,
have lived until now, that is, through a long
course of time, in the endurance of their punishment; Io, there appeared opposed to me another
enemy, and the adversary of his own paternal
affection--the
heretic Novatian--who
not only,
as it is signified in the Gospel, passed by the
prostrate wounded man, as did the priest or the
Levite, but by an ingenious and novel cruelty
rather would slay the wounded man, by taking
away the hope of salvation, by denying the mercy
of his Father. by rejecting the repentance of his
brother.
Marvellous,
how bitter, how harsh,
how perverse are many things!
But one more
easily perceives the straw in another's eye than
the beam in one's own.
Let not the abrupt
madness of that perfidious heretic move or disturb us however, beloved brethren, who, although
he is placed in such great guilt of dissension and
schism, and is separated from the Church, with
sacrilegious temerity does not shrink from hurling back his charges upon us : for although he
is now by himself made unclean, defiled with the
filth of sacrilege, he contends that we are so.
And although it is written that the dogs should
remain without, and the apostle has taught that
these same dogs must be shunned, as we read,
for he says, "Beware
of dogs, beware of evil
workers," ' he does not cease stirring up his
frenzy with barkings, after the manner of wolves
seeking the gloomy darkness,
where with his
brutal cruelty he may easily rend in his dark
caves the sheep snatched
away from the Shepherd. Certainly he declares that he and his
friends whom he c511ects are gold.
Nor do we
doubt but that deserters of the Church who have
could now easily be converted
•become aposmt_
into gold,but itmust be thatgold inwhich the
f _

fi_ a.

from the Egyptians continue in the Lord's power,
that is, in Christ's Church ; in which house if
thou hadst continued, Novatian, thou hadst perchance been also a precious vessel ; but now
thou neither perceivest nor complainest that thou
art changed into chaff and straw.
_. Why, therefore, shouldst thou be lifted up
with vain things?
Thou wilt gain loss rather
than profit.
Why, from the very fact that thou
art become poorer, believest thou thyself rich?
Hear in the Apocalypse the Lord's voice rebuking thee with righteous reproaches:
"Thou sayest," says He, " I am rich, and increased with
goods, and have need of nothing ; and knowest
not that thou art wretched, and miserable, and
blind, and poor, and naked. ''2
Let him think
for certain that he possesses these riches of
poverty, whoever he may be, that, forsaking the
Church of Christ, with his darkened reason does
not shrink from being turned to those rash leaders of schisms and authors of dissension, whom
John calls antichrists,
whom the Evangelist
likens to chaff, whom the Lord Christ characterizes as thieves and robbers, as He Himself
declares in the Gospel, saying that "he who
entereth not by the door into the sheep-fold,
but goeth down by some other way, the same is
a thief and a robber." s Moreover, in the same
He robbers."
also says, 4"All
are desertthieves
and
Whowhoarehave
such come
but the
ers of the faith, and the transgressors of God's
Church, who strive against God's ordinance ; a
whom the Holy Spirit rightly rebukes by the
prophet, saying, "Ye have taken counsel, but
not
not
now
tian,

by me ; and ha_ made a confederacy, but
by my Spa-it, to add sin to sin." s What
can those most perverse friends of Novaeven now the most unhappy 6 few, reply to

* R,v. _.
x. x._7.
•$ john
_.s.z.
I._. _.
s John

Fe!'_,_mus, mmrma

to/_ Cyprfim's
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these things, who have broken forth to such a Lord, needfully and pertinently to conceive,
folly of madness as to have no reverence either say that that dove signifies to us of itself a
for God or man ? Among them, shamelessly, double type. Formerly, that is, from the beginand without any law of ordination, the episco- ning of the divine administration, it suggests its
pate is sought after; but among us in its own own figure, the first indeed and chief--that is,
Sees, and in those of the throne delivered to it the figure of the Spirit. And by its mouth the
by God, it is renounced.' There the Truth says, sacrament of baptism which is provided for
"They reject me, that they may sacrifice to me ; the salvation of the human race, and that by
nor do they offer the holy oblations of the chit- the heavenly plan it is celebrated in the Church
dren of Israel, nor do they approach to offer the onlyY Moreover, three times sent forth from the
holy of holies, but they shall receive their igno- ark, flying about through the air over the water,
miny in the error wherein they have erred." 2 it already signified the sacraments of our Church.
Let it be enough in a few words to have proved Whence also the Lord Christ charges upon
what they are. Hear, therefore, O Novatians, Peter, and moreover also upon the rest of His
among whom the heavenly Scriptures are read disciples, "Go ye and preach the Gospel to the
rather than understood; well, if they are not nations, baptizing them in the name of the
interpolated.3 For your ears are closed, and Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
your hearts darkened, seeing that ye admit no Ghost." s That is, that that same Trinity which
light from spiritual and saving warnings; as operated figuratively in Noah's days through the
Isaiah says,"The servants of God are blinded. ''4 dove, now operates in the Church spiritually
And deservedly blinded, because the desire of through the disciples.
schismatics is not in the law ; which law points
4. Let us now take the second character also
out to us the one and only Church in that ark, of the dove sent forth from the ark, that is to say,
to wit, which was fashioned, by the providence in the time of the deluge, when all the abysses
of God, under Noah before the deluge, in which broke forth ; when the cataracts of heaven were
to answer you quickly, 0 No_;atian -- we find opened upon the earth, on account of the wickthat there were shut up not only clean animals, edness of men which they daily practised before
but also unclean ; which ark was saved alone, the Lord ; as said Moses, "And the Lord God
with those who were in it, whereas the other saw that the wickednesses of men were overflowthings which were not found therein perished in ing upon the earth, and that all of them were
the deluge. From that ark there were loosed remembering for evil from the beginning of their
two birds, a raven and a dove ; and this raven days ; and He said, I will destroy man whom I
truly bore the figure or type of impure men, and have made from off the face of the earth, from
men who would be in perpetual darkness through man even unto cattle, and from the creeping
the world's broad road, and of apostates who thing even unto the fowls of the air." 9 Thereshould arise, feeding on unclean things, and not fore in the time of the flood the dove is sent
t_arning themselves eventually to the Church ; forth from the ark, when the waters were vioand as we read, we find that it was sent forth, lently rushing with all their force upon the earth.
and retu_ed no more. Whoever should be
5- That ark bore the figure of the Church, as
found to resemble this bird, then, that is, the we have said above, which was stricken hither
impure spirit, will no more be able to return and thither to such a degree by the tumultuous
to the Church, seeing that the Lord will forbid waters. Therefore that deluge which happened
them, even if they should wish it, as He corn- under Noah showed forth the figure of the permanded Moses, saying, "Everything leprous 5 secution which now lately was poured forth over
and impure, east abroad outside the camp." 6 the whole world. Moreover, by the waters, the
But the dove sent forth thgt returned, is signi- cataracts broken forth meeting together on all
fled by the man who does not delay, because he sides, and growing, were signified the peoples
would have no rest for his feet. And Noah re- which gPewup for the desolation of the Church ;
ceived it into the ark; and when it was sent as the Ap_.alypse teaches, saying, "The waters
forth again on th_ seventh day, received it, which thou sawest are peoples, and nations, and
bearing in its mouth an olive leaf.
kingdoms." ,o Moreover, the dove which could
_. And I, beloved brethren, m as I not heed- not find rest for its feet, bore the likeness of the
le_ly meditate these things, and not in harmony lapsed, who fell forgetful of the divine announcewith human wisdom, but as it is permitted to ments, either /gnoran_ /n simplicity, or feigfiing
our minds by the condescension of the heavenly in audacity. Of whom the Lord had intimated
the future destruction in the Gospel in these
z [Ep. xl. p 3z9, _,/,_s: _ _t'_i.]
a F__.k. _div. :o-: 3.
s Ira.
IS_ xHL
p. 6oa,
zg, m_ z_ .ra¢,_'_*.]
_ Vsrium.
6 ]$1um.v. L

_' This ;mssap is a_cotrupt
and urA_eilib_oLe; _me
ia um_/even
j Matt.xxvliL 1oz9.g_. [For
It Jmti__ J_.gc _-_tcmc_
of meaning.
_ Acts il. 35.]_
_ C,¢n. vi. _-,/.
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words, saying, "He who heareth my words and
doeth them not, I will liken him to a foolish
man, who built his house upon the. sand : the
tempests came and beat upon that house, and it
fell; and great was its destruction. ''x And lest
we should seem to have made the comparison
inconsiderately of that dove bearing the image
of the lapsed, the prophet rebukes the city as a
dove, that is, the character of the lapsed, saying,
"The dove hearkens not to the voice ; that is,
the illustrious and redeemed city receives not
teaching, and trusted not in the Lord." 2
6. Moreover, that that dove could not find
rest for her feet, as we have said above, this
signified the footsteps of those who deny ; that
is, those, wounded by the poison of the shining
serpent, who sacrifice, turned towards their fall ;
which could not any further step upon the asp
and the basilisk, and tread upon the dragon and
the lion.
For this power the Lord gave to His
disciples, as He says in the Gospel : " Lo, I
give unto you power to tread on all the power
of the enemy, and upon serpents and scorpions ;
and they shall not harm you." 3 When, therefore, these so many and such malignant spirits
are attacking and bestirring themselves for the
destruction of the lapsed, a way of salvation is
provided for the wounded, that with whatever
strength they have they may drag themselves
w_th their whole body, and betake themselves to
their camp, wherein being received, they may
heal their wounds with spiritual medicaments,
Thus the dove received, after the intervention
of a few days, is again sent forth from the ark ;
and returning, not only shows its firm footsteps,
but moreover the signs of its peace and victory,
in those olive leaves which it bore in its mouth.
Therefore that twofold sending forth shows to
us a twofold trial of persecution: the first, m
which they who have lapsed have fallen conquered ; the second, in which they who have
fallen have come out conquerors.
For to none
of us is it doubtful or uncertain, beloved brethten, that they who in the first struggle -- that is,
in the Decian persecution-were wounded ;
afterwards, that is in the second encounter, persevered so bravely, that, despising the edicts of
the princes of the world, 4 they maintained that
unconquered ; in that they did not fear, after
the example of the good Shepherd, to give up
their life, and to shed their blood, and not to
shrink from any barbarity of the raging tyrant,
7. Behold how glorious, how dear to the Lord,
are the people whom these schismatics do not
shrink from calling "wood, hay, stubble ; "s the
equals of whom, that is, those who are even still
t Matt. vii. t_6, *7.
ill. t t, a, 3, LXX.
a Lug" I¢.
4 ,,7¢dl Gal_s
trod V_US

s zCot.iii. x=.
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placed in the same guilt of their lapse, they
presume must not be admitted to repentance.
This ¢keyjudge from that utterance of the Lord,
where He says, "Whosoever
shall deny me
before men, him will I deny before my Father
which is in heaven." 6 Oh grief! why do they
strive against the Lord's precepts, that this offspring of Novatian, following the example of
his father the devil, should now endeavour to
put in force those things which Christ will do in
the time of His judgment ? that is, when Scripture says, "Vengeance is mine ; and I will repay,
saith the Lord."
8. We will answer them as to that utterance
of the Lord, which they ill understand, and ill
explain to themselves. For.that He says,"Whosoever shall deny me before men, him will I also
deny before my Father which is in heaven," its
meaning is assuredly with respect to future time
-- to the time at which the I-_rd shall begin to
judge the secrets of men -- to the time at which
we must all stand before the judgment-seat of
Christ--to
the time at which many shall begin to
say," Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in Thy
name, and in Thy name cast out devils, and in
Thy name done many wonderful works ?" s And
yet/hey shall hear the voice of the Lord saying,
"Depart
from me, all ye that have worked
iniquity: I know you not." 8 Then shall it be
fulfilled that He says, "I also will deny them."
But whom will the I_rd Christ ebieity deny, if
not all of you heretics, and scbismatics, and
strangers to His name ? For ye who were some
time Christians, but now are Novatians, no longer
Christians, have changed your first faith by a
subsequent perfidy in the calling of your name.
I should wish you to reply to your own proposition.
Read and teach: wlaom of those who
had failed or denied Hkn, while He was still
with them, did our Lore[ deny?
Yet aIs_ to the
others of the disciples who had remained with
Him He saith, "Will ye also go away? "* Even
Peter, whom He had previously foretold as about
to deny Him, when he had dc-nied Him, He
did not deny, but sustained ; and He Himself
soothed him when subsequently bitterly bewailing his denial.
9. What sort of folly is thine, Novatian, only
to read what tends to the destruction of salvation, and to pass by what tends to mercy, when
Scripture cries, and says, "Repent, ye who err;
be converted in heart ; .... awl when the same
prophet also exhorts, and says, "Be converted
unto me with all your heart, in fasting, and
weeping, and mourning ; and rend your hearts,
and not your garments ; be ye converted to the
Matt. x. 33.
_ Heb. x. 3o
S Matt vn =2_ 13.
* John vl. 67.

to _.z_. xvlli._#.
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Lord your God: for He is merciful, and one restoration is possible, because they would miswho pities
withgreatcompassion?"'
erablyperish,and because they would decline
to.Thus we have heard thatthe Lord is of from Christ.
greatcompassion. Let us hearwhat theHoly
xL Moreover,thisisproved in the Gospel,
Spirittestifies
by David : "If hischildrenfor-where is describedthatwoman who was a sinsake my law, and walk not in my command- ner,who came to thehouse of a certainPhariments; ifthey shouldprofanemy righteousness,
secwhitherthe Lord had been bidden withHis
and should not keep my precepts; I willvisitdisciples,
and shebroughta vesselof ointment,
theircrimes with a rod, and theirsinswith and stood at the Lord'sfeet,
and washcd His
stripes.But my mercy willI not utterlydis-feetwith her tears,and wiped them with her
perse from them."2 Words like to thesewe hair,and pressed kissesupon them ; so that
read that the Lord saidalsoby Ezekiel: "Son thatPhariseewas provoked,and said,"If this
of man, thehouse of Israel
has dwelton itsown man were a prophet,he would know who and
land,and they have defileditby theircrimes: what sortof a woman thisiswho toucheshim ;
theiruncleannesshasbecome likethatof a men- forshe isa sinner."
9 Whence immediatelythe
strnouswoman beforemy face. I have poured Lord, the remitterof sinsand the receiverof
out my anger upon them, and I have scatteredthe Penitent,
says,"Simon, I have somewhat to
them among thc nations; and I have judged sayunto thee. And hc answered,saying,
Masthem accordingtotheirsins,
becansctheyhave ter,sayon. And the Lord,There was a certain
defiledmy holy name ; and becauseitwas said creditor
which had two debtors; one who had '°
of them, This isthepeopleof the Lord,I have fivehundred pence,and theotherfiRy. When
spared them, because of my holy name, which thcyhad nothingto pay,hc forgaveboth. And
the house of Israeldespised among the na- Hc asked,Which of these loved most? And
tions."
3 And in conjunction
with thishe says,Simon answered,Assuredlyhc to whom hc for"Therefore say to the people of Israel,
Thus gave most. And Hc added, saying,
Sccst thou
saiththe Lord, I spare you not,O house of thatwoman?
I entered intothy house,thou
Israel
; but I willspare you on account of my gavcstmc no kiss; but she hath not ceased to
holy name, which ye have defiledamong the kissmy feet; thou washcdst not my feet,
but
nations: and )reshallknow thatI am the Lord, she haswashed thcm with hertears,
and wiped
when I shallbe sanctified
in you." Also the them with her hair; thou didstnot anointmy
Lord to the same : "Son of man, say untothe feetwith oil,but she hath anointed them.
people ofIsrael,
Whereforehave yc spoken,say- Wherefore I say unto thee, Simon, thather
ing,We arc piningaway in our sins,
and how sinsareforgivenher." Behold,theLord grants
shallwe be able to be saved? Say untothem, the debtwithHis liberal
kindncsstoboth dcbtI live,
saiththe Lord: forI do not desirethe ors; behold Him who pardons sins; behold
death ofthesinner; but I desirethatthesinnerthewoman who was a sinner,
penitent,
weeping,
should turn from his evilway,and live: there]praying,and receiving
remissionof hersins[
fore return ye from your evil way: whydo yegive I x2. And now blush if thou canst, Novatian;
yourselves over to death, O house of Israel?"+ [cease to deceive the unwary with thy impious
So, too, by Isaiah the prophet : " I will not be / arguments ; cease to frighten them with the
angry with you for ever, nor will I abstain from ] subtlety of one particular.
We read, and adore,
defending you always." s And because Jeremiah and do not pass over the heavenly judgment of
the prophet, in the person of the sinful people, the Lord, where he says that He will deny him
prays to the Lord, saying, "Amend us, O Lord, who denies Him.
But does this mean the penbut in judgment, and not in anger, lest Thou itent? And why should I be taking pains so
make us few; "6 Isaiah also added, and said, long to prove individual cases of mercies ? since
"For his sin I have slightly afflicted him ; and the mercy of God is not indeed denied to the
I have stricken him, and have turned away my Ninevites, although strangers, and placed apart
face from him : and he was afflicted, and went from the law of the Lord, when they beseech it
away sadly in his ways." 7 And because he on account of the overthrow announced to their
labours, he added and said, "I have seen his city. Nor to Pharaoh himself, resisting with sacways, and I have healed him ; and I have given rilegious boldness, when formerly he was stricken
him a true exhortation, peace upon peace ; "s with plagues from heaven, and, turning to Moses
that to those who repent, and pray, and labour, and to his brother, said, "Pray to the Lord for
me, for I have sinned.""
At once the anger of
_ _,, t3.
iGod was suspended from him.
And yet thou,
a* Jod
Ps. lxzx_x.
_ et seq.
F.atL=n,,i.
*r-_.
0
Novat/an,
judgest
and
dechrest
that the lapsed
+ ][.mk. xxxifi, zo, zz.
s Ira. Dii. z6.
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have no hope of peace and mercy, nor inclinest things which are built and standing, than in the
thine ear to the rebuke of the apostle, when he building up of those which are prostrate ; who
says," Who art thou, who judgest another man', has once more made heathens of many most
servant? To his own musterhe standeth or faU- wretched brethren of ours, terrified by his false
eth. Yea, he shall stand.
God is mighty to oppositions, by saying that the repentance of the
establish him."'
Whence pertinently and need- lapsed is vain, and cannot avail them for salfully the Holy Spirit, in the person of those same ration, although the Scripture cries aloud and
lapsed people, rebukes you when He says, says, "Remember whence thou hast fallen, and
"Rejoice not over me, O mine enemy : because repent, or else I will come to thee except thou
if I have fallen, I shall also rise again ; and if repent." ,o And indeed, writing to the seven
I shall walk in darkness, the Lord is my light. I churches, rebuking each one of them with its
will bear the indignation of the Lord, because own crimes and sins, it said, Repent.
To whom
I have sinned against Him, until He justify my but to them, doubtless, whom He had redeemed
cause, and execute judgment and justice, and bring at the great price of His blood ?
me forth to the light. I shall behold His rightx4. O impious and wicked as thou art, thou
eousness ; and she that is mine enemy shall see heretic Novatian ! who after so many and great
me, and shall cover herself with confusion." *
crimes which in past times thou hadst known to
13. I beseech thee, hast thou not read, "Boast be voluntarily committed in the Church, and benot, and speak not loftily, and let not arrogancy fore thou thyself wast an apostate in the family
proceed out of your mouth : for the Lord lifteth of God, hadst certainly taught that these might be
the poor from the earth; He raiseth up the abolished from memory if well-doing followed ;
beggar from the dunghill, and maketh him to sit according to the faith of the Scripture which
with the mighty ones of the people ?" s Hast says, "But if the wicked will turn from all his
thou not read, that "the Lord resisteth the sins which he hath committed, and will do rightproud, and giveth grace to the humble?" 4 Hast eousness, he shall live in eternal life, and shall
thou not read, "Whoso exalteth himself shall be not die in his wickedness." " For the sins which
humbled ?" s Hast thou not read, that "God he has committed shall be abolished from meredestroys the remembrance of the proud, and does ory by the good deeds which succeed.
Thou
not forsake the memory of the lowly?"
Hast reconsiderest now, whether the wounds of the
thou not read, that "with what judgment a man lapsed who have fallen, stripped bare by the devil,
shall judge he must be judged?-6
Hast thou ought to be cured; dashed down, as lhey are,
not read, that "he who hateth his brother is in by the "violence of the flood which the serpent
darkness, and walketh in darkness, and knoweth sent forth from his mouth after the woman." '*
not whither he goeth, because the darkness hath But "What shall I say ?" says the apostle.
"Do
blinded his eyes ?" 7 Whence, then, this Nova- I praise you ? In this I prmse you not ; that ye
tian has become both so wicked and so lost, so come together not for the better, but for the
mad with rage of discord, I cannot discover, since worse." '_ For where there are "rivalries and dishe always in one householdI
that is, the Church sensions among you, are ye not carnal, and walk
of Christ--would
have bewailed the sins of his Iaccording to man ?" ,4 Nor indeed ought we
neighbours as his own ; s would have borne the I to wonder why this Novatian should darenow to
burthens of his brethren, as the apostle exhorts ; / practise such wicked, such severe things against
would have strengthened
the faltering in the / the person of the lapsed, since we have previous
faith with heavenly counsel.
But now, from the [ examples of this kind of prevarication.
Saul, that
time when he began to practise that heresy of! once good'S man, besides other things, is subseCain which only delights in slaying, he does not quently overthrown by envy, and strives to do
even of late spare himself.
But if he had read, everything that is harsh and hostile against David.
that "the righteousness
of the righteous shall That Judas, who was chosen among the apostles,
not deliver him in the day on which he shall have who was always of one mind and faithful in the
erred, and the wickedness of the wicked shall not house of God, himself subsequently
betrayed
harm him from the dayin which he shall have been God. '6
converted," 9 he would long ago have repented in
And indeed the Lord had foretold that many
ashes, who is always opposed to penitents ; who should come as ravening wolves in the skins of
labours more readily in the destruction of those sheep.
Who are those ravening woh, es but such
-_ R_. zi_. 4.
as conspire with treacherous intent to waste the
•
s
"
J
6

Mic. vii. 8-to.
z Stun. is. 3-8.
Ju. iv. 6.
Matt. xx_. x_.
Matt vii. u.
i lohn ii. xz.
• _
refers m lqov_dn's letter in d_e name of Oa¢ Raam
101e. _Bee p. y_.
Compare p. 32o, no_ 6.]
9 _
xxsid, x_

1o Rev, _. S.
u E_k xvlll, m.
t* Rev. xn *$.
x5 x Cot. xi. x7.
s* z Ca_. id. 3p,_o_s t Sam. ix. =.
16 [A mlsconccpdon of Jud_, w_o _
from the fir,,. John vi. 64.J
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flock of Christ? As we read it written in Zechariah : " Lo, I raise up a shepherd in the land,
who shall not visit that which is turned away,
and will eat the flesh of the chosen, and tear
their claws in pieces." ' Similarly also in Ezekiel he rebukes shepherds of this kind, to wit,
robbers and butchers (I will speak as he had
thought*), saying, "O shepherds, wherefore do
ye drink the milk, and eat up the curdled milk,
and have brought that which is strong to nothing, and have not visited the weak, have not
healed the halting, and have not recalled the
wandering, and have permitted my people to
wander among thorns and briers? For these
things, says the Lord, lo, I will come against the
shepherds, and I will reqmre my sheep of their
hands ; and I will drive them away, that they
may not feed my sheep ; and my sheep shall no
more be for them to devour,and I will seek them
out as a shepherd his flock in the day in whmh
there shall be darkness and cloud. Thus I will
seek out my sheep, and I will seek them out in
every place wherever they are scattered ; and I
will seek out what had perished, and I will recall
what had wandered, and what had halted I will
heal, and what is weak I will watch over ; and I
will feed my sheep w_thjudgment." a
t5. Who is it taat says these thmgs ? Certainly He who, having left the ninety and nine
sheep, went to seek that one which had wandered from His flock; as Dawd says, "I have
gone astray like a sheep which was lost," 4 which
being found Christ brings back, bearing on His
shoulder the tender sinful one ; and He, rejoicrag and exulting, having called His friends and
domestics, says," Rejoice with me ; for my sheep
which was lost is found. I say," says He, "unto
you, that there will be such joy m heaven over
one sinner that repenteth." s And m continualion, He says : "Or what woman, hawng ten
dtnarfi, if she should lose one of the dena,'i,
does not light a lamp, and all the day long clean
out her house, seeking till she finds it ? And
when she has found it, she calls together her
friends and neighbours, saying, Rejoice with me ;
for I have found the denarius that I had lost.
I say unto you, that such joy shall be m the sight
ol the angels of God over one sinner that repenteth." s But, on the other hand, they who do
not repent of their wmkedness, let them know
from the answer of the Lord Himself what remaineth for them ; for we read in the Gospel,
that "certain men came from the Galileans
to the Lord, telling Him of those whose blood
Pilate mingled with their sacrifices; to whom
x gech, xi. 16.
t TIns pareathe_ is unintelligible. [i.e., not #_tp_erd#, but
•' butchers,"/n the inopl_s thought, who speaks as follows, etc.J
3 E_k xxxlv.
,I ]p_ C_x. z76.
• Luke xv. 6-m.
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the Lord answered, saying, Think ye that those
Galileans had been sinnersabove other Galileans,
because they suffered such things ? No ; for I
say unto you, unless ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish. Or those eighteen upon whom the
tower in Siloam fell, think ye that they were
debtors to death above all men who dwell in
Jerusalem ? No ; I say unto you," said He, "that
unless ye repent, ye shall all hkewise perish." 6
x6. Let us then arouse ourselves as much as
we can, beloved brethren ; and breaking away
from the slumber of indolence and security, let
us be watchful for the observance of the Lord's
precepts. Let us with all our hearts seek for
what we have lost, that we may be able to find ;
because "to him that seeketh," says the Scriptare, "it shall be given, and to him that knocketh it shall be opened." z Let us cleanse our
house with spiritual cleanliness, that every secret
and hidden place of our breast, truly enlightened
by the light of the Gospel, may say, "Against
Thee only have I sinned, and done this great
evil in Thy sight." s Because the death of sinners Is evil, and in hell there is no repentance.
Let us have in contemplation especially the day
of judgment and retribution, and what must be
believed by all of us, and firmly maintained, that
"there is no acceptance of persons with God ; -9
since He commanded m Deuteronomy, that the
person must not be accepted in judgment:
"Thou shalt not accept," says He, "the person,
neither shalt thou judge according to the least
nor according to the greatest." '° Like words to
these He also said by Ezekiel : "All souls," said
He, "are mine ; as the soul of the father, so is
the soul of the son : the soul that hath sinned, it
shall die." ,, It is then He who must be revered
by us ; He must be held fast ; He must be propltiated by our full and worthy confession, "who
has the power of sending soul and body to the
Gehenna of fire,'.... as it is written, "Behold,
He cometh with many thousands of His messengers, to execute judgment upon all, and to destroy all the w_cked, and to condemn all flesh,
for all the deeds of the wicked which they have
wickedly done, and for all the impious words
which stoners have spoken about God." ,3
17. Like things to these also says Daniel : "I
beheld a throne placed, and the Ancient of days
sat upon it, and His clothing was as it were
snow, and the hairs of His head as it were white
wool : His throne was a flame of fire, its wheels
were burning fire. A river of fire came forth
before Him : thousand thousands ministered to
6 Luke xili. s-5.
7 Luke xl. m.
_t Ps. li./t"
9 Rora iL zx.
zo Deut. i. r7.
- ,_.
xv//i. 4.
Xa Mall x. =8
" Jade ;_, _S-
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Him, and thousand thousands stood before
x8. Let us, then, with the whole strength of
Him : He sat to judgment, and the books were our faith, give praise to God ; let us give our full
opened."* And John still more plainly declares, confession, since the powers of heaven rejoice
both about the day of judgment ar/d the con- over our repentance, all the angels rejoice, and
summation of the world, saying, "And when," Christ also rejoices, who once again with full
said he, "He had opened the sixth seal, lo, and merciful moderation exhorts us, laden with
there was a great earthquake ; and the sun be- sins, overwhelmed with crimes, to cease from
came black as sackcloth of hair, and the whole wickedness, saying, "Turn ye, and return from
moon became as of blood ; and the stars fell to your impieties, and your iniquities shall not be
the earth, even as a fig-tree, shaken by a mighty to you for a punishment. Cast away from you
wind, casteth her unripe figs. And the heaven all your impieties which ye have committed
departed as a book when it is rolled up, and against me ; and make to yourselves a new heart
every mountain and island were moved from and a new spirit. And why do ye deliver yourtheir places. And the kings of the earth, and selves over to death, O house of Israel? For I
all the great men, and the tribunes, and the rich do not desire the death of the sinner." s "I am
men, and the strong men, and every slave, and He, I am He who blot out thy crimes, and I will
every free man, hid themselves in the caves and not remember them. But do thou have in mind,
in the caverns of the mountains ; saying to the and let us judge ; tell thou thy wickednesses first,
mountains and to the rocks, Fall upon us, and that thou mayest be justified." 6 While the way
hide us from the sight of the Father that sitteth of mercy, brethren, is open/let us entreat God
upon the throne, and from the wrath of the 'with full atonements ; let us humble ourselves,
Lamb : because the day of destruction eometh ; that we may be exalted ; let us acquiesce in the
and who shall be able to stand ?" 2 Also in the divine exhortation, whereby we may escape the
same Apocalypse John says that this too was day of the Lord and His anger. For thus He
revealed to him. "I saw," says he, "a great says: "Look, my son, upon the nations of men,
throne, and one in white who sat upon it, from and know who hath hoped in the Lord, and has
whose face the heaven and the eaxth fled away been confounded ; or has remained in His cornand their place was not found. And I saw the mandments, and has been forsaken; or has
dead, great and small, standing before the sight called upon Him, and He has despised him.
of the Lord's throne : and the books were For the Lord is loving and merciful, and forgivopened ; and another book was opened, which ing in time of tribulation their sins to all those
is (the book) of life : and every one was judged that seek after Him in truth." s Therefore He
according to those things that were written in the says, " First tell thou thy sins, that thou mayest
book, according to their own works." 3 More- be justified." Let there be first in your hand
over, too, the apostle, giving good advice, thus that prayer full of confession.9
exhorts us, saying, "Let no one deceive you with
vain words : for because of these things the I * _k. _. 3o-a*.
wrath of God cometh upon the children of dis67 Is.
xl_i25,_6.
[A virtual
refutation of the dogma of purgatory, and all the tnub
obedience. Be not partakers with them."4
[nglnM_whichttinvolves.
ThepmusHlrscher,
mI_ /t'/rdt_
lic_es Zust_ade dew Geg_neuart (Tdbm_en, x849; a translation of
s Dan.
s Rev.
s Rev.
Eph.

vii. 9, xo.
vt. x2--XT,
r.x. xx-x3,
v. 6, 7.

which, by the American e._htorof this series, was published, Oxford,
,85a ) , bewads the corrupting influences of this system, though he died
in the Papal commumon ]
s Ecclm. h. xo, xx,
9 [The Lord's prayer; p. 4_, note x, ss,_b-a.]

INTRODUCTORY NOTICE'
TO

ANONYMOUS TREATISE ON RE-BAPTISM.

THE follow/ng treatise on Re-baptism has been attributed by some authorities to the pen of
one Ursinus, I a monk, who is said to have written in the fourth century. But internal evidence
seems to point to a bishop as having been the writer, 2 and it seems very probable that it was
wmten wh,le the baptismal controversy was still agitating the Church, from the manner in which
he refers to it. Moreover, the bitter attack contained in the first chapter was probably levelled
agasnst Cyprian, as the leader of the party in favour of the re-baptism of heretics. And this
would hardly have been the case, at least the attack would not have been characterized by the
same rancour, if Cyprian had already suffered martyrdom, and the controversy had lost its acrimony and intensity.
Rigaltius, who first edited the treatise, among his notes to the works of Cyprian, judged that
it was written about the time of that Father. And Fell, Cave, Tillemont, and Galland, are of the
same opinion. The two latter, indeed, conjecture that it was actually antended against Cyprian.
The difficulty arising to the translator from a loose and rambhng style, and very involved argument, has been enhanced by a text singularly uncertain ; but he ventures to think that there are
points in the treatment of the subject which will not be without interest to fl_e theological student
of the present day, a/though its immediate purpose has passed away.
t [By Dr. Walhs,

as b_for_,

p. 655 l

2 Gennadxtm,

de ScriiM.

Ec¢&*.,

cap

x_vll.

3 _c.
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THAT THEY WHO HAVE ONCE faithful men, if it is judged to be against the
IN THE
NAME
OF THE
LORD ancient and memorable
and mo_t solemn observJESUS CHmS_r, OUGHT NOT TO BE _-BA-P-ance
of all those holy and faithful men who
TIZED.
have deserved well, ought assuredly to be conBEEN

_
WASHED

i. I OBSERVEthat it has been asked among
the brethren what course ought specially to be
adopted towards the persons of those who,
although baptized in heresy, have yet been baptized in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ,,
and subsequently
departing from their heresy,
and fleeing as supphcants to the Church of God
should repent with their whole hearts, and only
now perceiving the condemnation
of their error,
implore from the Church the help of salvation,
The point is whether, according to the most
ancient custom and ecclesiastical
tradition, it
would suffice, after that baptism which they
have received outside the Church indeed, but

demned ; since in a matter once arranged and
ordained, whatever that is which is brought forward against the quiet and peace of the Church,
will
result in nothing
but no
discords,
and can
strifes,
and schasms.
And in this
other fruit
be

be necessary for them, as ff they should receive
nothing if they had not obtained baptism afresh,
just as if they were never baptized in the name
of Jesus Christ.
And therefore
some things
were talked about as having been written and
replied on this new question, wherein both sides
endeavoured with the greatest eagerness to demohsh what had been written by their antagonists. In which kind of debate, as it appears
to me, no controversy or discussion could have

view, especially no one who is ordained

found but this alone ; that one man, whoever he
is, should be vaingloriously declared among cerltain fickle men to be of great prudence and
constancy : and, being gifted with the arrogance
of heretics, whose only consolation in destruction is the not appearing to sin alone, should be
renowned among those that are most similar and
agreeable to hamself, as having corrected
the
errors and vices of all the churches.
For this
is the desire and purpose of all heretics, to
still
the name
Lord,by that
only inhands
shouldof Jesus
be laidChrist
upon our
them
the _frame as many calumnies of this kind as possible
bishop for their reception
of the Holy Sprat, against our most holy mother the Church, and
and this imposition of hands would afford them to deem it a great glory to have discovered anythe renewed and perfected
seal of faith ; or thing that can be imputed to her as a crime, or
whether, indeed, a repetition of baptism would even
as aof folly.
it becomes
faith-a
ful man
sound And
mindsince
to dare
to holdnosuch

arisen at all if each one of us had been content
with the venerable authority of all the churches,*
and with becoming humility had desired to innovate nothing, as observing no kind of room
for contradiction.
For everything which is both
doubtful and ambiguous, and is established in
opinions differing among ttiose of prudent and

in any

clerical office at all, and much more in the episcopal order, it is like a prodigy for bishops themselves to devise such scandals, and not to fear to
unfold too irreverent)7
against the precept of
the law and of all the Scriptures, with their
own disgrace and risk, the disgrace of their
mother the Church-if they think that there is
[any disgrace in this matter ; although the Church
has no disgrace in this /nstance, save in the
error of such men as these themselves.
There-

fore it is the more grievous sin in men of this
kind, if that which is blamed by them in the
most ancient observance, as if it were not rightly
done, is manifestly and forcibly shown as well to
have been rightly observed by those who were
before us, as to be rightly observed also by us ;
M' t'* la the name," etc., implies as Jesus Christ commaad_,
St. SO that even if we should engage in the controxx*._,
tg.l
2 IT.ms
wasesstm_bytheWe_ms tobethe
_,ra tale,
versywith equal argumentson both sides,
yet,
w_a,t,,_so_y_a, s_a, na--z,_*/,-a.l
sincethatwhich was innovatedcould not be
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established without dissension among the breth- Ghost fell upon them as on us at the beginning ;
ren and mischief to the Church, assuredly it and I remembered
the word of the Lord, how
ought not, -- right or wrong, as they say, that is, that He said, John indeed baptized with water,
contrary to what is good and properrashly but ye shall be baptized with the Holy Ghost.
to be flung like a stain upon our mother the If, therefore, He gave them a like gift as to us,
Church ; and the ignominy of this audacity and who beheve on the Lord Jesus Christ, who was
impiety ought with reason to be attached
to I, that I could withstand the Lord?"s
And
those who should attempt this.
But since it is again : "Men and brethren, ye know how from
not in our power, according to the apostle's pre- ancient days God made choice among us, that
cept, " to speak the same thing, that there be the Gentries by my mouth should hear the word
not schisms among us ;" i yet, as far as we can, of the Gospel, and believe.
And God, who
we strive to demonstrate
the true condition or knoweth the hearts, bare them witness, giving
this argument, and to persuade turbulent men, them the Holy Spirit, even as He did unto us. ''6
even now, to mind their own business, as we And on this account we ought to consider what
shall even attain a great deal if they will at _s the force and power of th_s saying.
For the
length acquiesce in this sound advice. _ And Lord says to them who would have to be subsetherefore we shall, as is needful, collect into one quently baptized because they should believe,
mass whatever passages of the Holy Scriptures that they must be baptized not in like manner
are pertinent to this subject.
And we shall as by Him in water, unto repentance, but in the
manifestly harmonize, as far as possible, those Ho!y Ghost.
And of this announcement,
as
which seem to be differing or of various mean- assuredly none of us can doubt it, it is plain on
ing ; and we shall to the extent of our poor ability ! what principle men were baptized in the Holy
examine both the utihty and advantage of each Spirit.
For xt was peculiarly in the Holy Spirit
method, that we may recommend
to all the Himself alone that they who believed were hapbrethren, that the most wholesome
form and tlzed.
For John distinguished, and said that he
peaceful custom be adopted in the Church.
indeed bapttzed in water, but that one should
2. To such, then, as approach to a discussion come who would baptize in the Holy Ghost, by
of saving and modern, that is, of spiritual and the grace and power of God ; and they are so
evangehcal bapUsm, there occurs first of all the by the Spirit's bestowal and operation of hidden
announcement
universally well known, made and results.
Moreover, they are so no less in the
begun by John the Baptist, who, somewhat de- baptism of the Spirit and of water.
They are
parting from the law, that is, from the most an- so, besides, also in the baptism of every one in
cient baptism of Moses, and preparing the way his own proper blood/
Even as the Holy Scripof the new and true grace, both preoccupied the I tures declare to us, from which we shall adduce
ears of the Jews gradually by the baptism of] evident proofs throughout
each indwidual
inwater and of repentance which for the time he I stance of those things which we shall narrate.
practised, and took possession of them with the t 3- And to these things thou perchance, who
announcement
of a spiritual baptism that was ] art bringing in some novelty, mayest immediately
to come, exhorting them, and saying, "He that t and impatiently reply, as thou art wont, that the
eometh after me is mightier than I, whose shoe's I Lord said in the Gospel : "Except
a man be
latchet I am not worthy to unloose : He shall lb°rn again of water and of the Spirit, he cannot
baptize you with the Holy Ghost, and with!enter
into the kingdom of heaven. ''s
Whence
fire ; "_ and for this reason we also ought to it manifestly appears that that baptism alone is
make a beginning of this discourse from this profitable whereto also the Holy Spirit can dwell ;
point.
For in the Acts of the Apostles, the for that upon the Lord Himself, when He was
Lord after His resurrection, confirming this same baptized, the Holy Spirit descended,
and that
word of John, "commanded
them that they His deed and word are quite in harmony, mad
should not depart from Jerusalem, but wait for that such a mystery can consist with no other
that pronfise of the Father which, saith/-/e, ye principle.
To which reply none of us is found
have heard from me ; for John truly baptized either so senseless or so stubborn as to dare, conwith water, but ye shall be baptized with the trary to right or contrary to truth, to object, for
Holy Ghost not many days hence." 4 And Peter instance, so to the doing of things in their integalso related these same words of the Lord, when rity, and by all means in the Church, and the
he gave an account of himself to the apostles, observation of them according to the order of
saying: "And as I began to speak, the Holy discipline perpetually by us. But if, in the same
t x Co,.i. ,o.
New Testament, those things which in that mats [The bttterness vath which Vincent follo'_ up the assumption
that there was a general custom of all the churches, shows how
sadly this controversy became envenomed m the West,. Cap. vi_ _ a
blemish on his Commosi_ry.J
s Matt. ill xx.
,t Acts L,t, S.

s Acts xi xS-t 7.
6 Acts xv 7, 8.
_' There ts something needed to make the connection el" th_ _'_
sage complete.
s John ixi. 3.5.
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ter we come upon as associated, be sometimes mittest this, and believest it to be saving, and
found in some sort divided, and separated, and dost not gainsay the opinion of all the faithful,
arranged, and ordered just as if they were by thou must needs confess this, that even as this
themselves ; let us see whether t_ese solitary principle proceeds to be more largely discussed,
instances by themselves may not sometimes be that other also can be more broadly established ;
such as are not imperfect, but, as it were, entire that is, that by the imposition of hands alone of
and complete.
For when by imposition of the the bishop mbecause
baptism m the name of our
bishop's hands the Holy Spirit is given to every Lord Jesus Christ has gone before it-- may the
one that believes, as m the case of the Samaritans,
Holy Spirit also be given to another man who
after Philip's baptism, the apostles did to them repents and believes.
Because the Holy Scripby laying on of hands ; in this manner also they ture has affirmed that they who should believe
conferred on them the Holy Spirit.
And that in Christ, must needs be baptized m the Spirit ;
this might be the case, they themselves prayed so that these also may not seem to have anything
for them, for as yet the Holy Sprat had not less than those who are perfectly Christians;
lest
descended upon any of them, but they had only it should be needful to ask what sort of a thing
been baptized in the name of the Lord Jesus. was that baptism which they have attained in
Moreover, our Lord after His resurrection, when the name of Jesus Christ.
Unless, perchance,
He had breathed upon His apostles, and had m that former discussion also, about those who
said to them, "Receive
ye the Holy Ghost," ' should only have been baptized in the name of
thus and thus only bestowed upon them the Spirit. Jesus Christ, thou shouldst decide that they can
4. And this being found to be so, what think- be saved even without the Holy Spirit, or that
est thou, my brother ? If a man be not baptized the Holy Spirit is not accustomed to be bestowed
by a bishop, so as even at once to have the in this manner only, but by the imposition of the
imposition of hands, and should yet die before bishop's hands ; or even shouldst say that it is
having recewed
the Holy Sprat, should you not the bishop alone who can bestow the Holy
judge him to have received salvation or not? Spirit.
Because, indeed, both the apostles themselves
5. And if this be so, and the occurrence of
and the disciples, who also baptized others, and any of these things cannot deprive a man who
were themselves baptized by the Lord, did not beheves, of salvation, thou thyself also affirmest
at once receive the Holy Spirit, for He had not that the fact of the mystery of the faith being
as yet been gwen, because that Jesus had not as divided in a manner, and its not being, as thou
yet been glorified.
And after His resurrection
contendest, consummated, where necessity interno small interval of time elapsed before that took venes, cannot take away salvation from a belierplace,even as also the Samaritans, when they ing and penitent man.
Or if thou sayest that a
were baptized by Philip, dtd nat receive the gtft man of this kind cannot be saved, we deprive
until the apostles inwted from Jerusalem
to all bishops of salvation, whom thou thus engagest_
Samarla went down to them to lay hands upon I under risks as assured as possible, to be bound
them, and conferred on them the Holy Spirit themselves to afford help to all those who live
by the imposltion of hands.
Because in that under their care, and are in weak health, in their
interval of time any one of them who had not districts, scattered up and down, because other
attained the Holy Spirit, might have been cut men of less degree among the clerics who yenoff by death, and die defrauded of the grace of ture cannot confer the same benefit ; so that the
the Holy Sprat. And it cannot be doubted also, blood of those who shall appear to have departed
that in the present day this sort of thing is usual, from this life without the benefit would have, of
and happens frequently, that many after baptism necessity, to be required at the hands of the
depart from this life without imposition of the bishops.
And further, as you are not ignorant,
bishop's hands, and yet are esteemed perfected
the Holy Spirit is found to have been given to
believers.
Just as the Ethiopian eunuch, when men who believe, by the Lord without baptism
he was returning from Jerusalem and reading the of water, as is contained in the Acts of the
prophet Isaiah, and was in doubt, having at the Apostles after this manner: "While Peter was
Spirit's suggestion heard the truth from Phihp still speaking these words, the Holy Ghost fell
the deacon, believed and was baptized ; and upon all them who heard the word.
And they
when he had gone up out of the water, the who were of the circumcision
which believed
Spirit of the Lord took away Philip, and the were astonished, as many as came with Peter,
eunuch saw him no more.
For he went on his [because that on the Gentiles also was poured
way rejoicing, although, as thou observest, hands Iout the gift of the Holy Spirit.
For they heard
were not laid on him by the bishop, that he I them speak with their tongues, and they magnimight receive the Holy Spirit.
But ff thou ad- ] fled God.
Then answered Peter, Can any man
/forbid water, that these should not be baptized,
t jo_. _. ,_.
| who have received the Holy Ghost as well as we ?
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And he commanded them to be baptized in the Apostle Paul unfolds, showing that God hath exname of Jesus Christ.''x Even as Peter also alted our Lord Jesus, and "given Him a name,
subsequently most abundantly taught us about that it may be above every name, that in the
the same Gentiles, saying : "And He put no name of Jesus all should bow the knee, of things
difference between us and them, their hearts be- heavenly and earthly, and under the earth, and
ing purified by faith." 2 And there will be no every tongue should confess that Jesus is Lord
doubt that men may be baptized with the Holy m the glory of God the Father." And he on
Ghost without water,--as thou observest that whom, when he should be baptized, invocation
these were baptized before they were baptized should be made in the name of Jesus, although
with water ; that the announcements of both he might obtaan bapusm under some error, still
John and of our Lord Himself were satisfied, would not be hindered from knowing the truth
m forasmuch as they received the grace of the at some time or another, and correcting h_s error,
promise hoth w_thout the impositxon of the apos- and coming to the Church and to the bishop,
tle's hands and wxthout the laver, which they and sincerely confessing our Jesus before men ;
attained afterwards. And their hearts being puri- so that then, when hands were laid upon him by
fled, God bestowed upon them at the same time, the bashop, he might also recewe the Holy Spirit,
in virtue of their faith, remission of sins ; so that and he would not lose that former invocation of
the subsequent baptism conferred upon them this the name of Jesus. Which none of us may disbenefit alone, that they received also the invoca- allow, although this invocation, if it be standing
tion of the name of Jesus Christ, that nothing bare and by itself, could not suffice for affording
might appear to be wanting to the integrity of salvatton, lest on this principle we should believe
their service and faith.3
that even Gentries and heretics, who abuse the
6. And this also,- looking at it from the op- name of Jesus, could attain unto salvation withposite side of th_s d_scussion, m those disciples out the true and entire thing. Yet it is exof our Lord themselves attained, upon whom, tremely useful to beheve that this invocation of
being previously baptized, the Holy Sprat at the name ofJesus, together with the correction of
length came down on the day of Pentecost, de- errorand the acknowledgment of the belief of the
scending from heaven indeed by the will of God, truth, and with the putting away of all stain of
not of HLsown accord, but effused for this very past conversauon, if rightly performed with the
office, and moreover upon each one of them. mystery of God among men of this kind, obtains
Although these were already righteous, and, as a place which it would not have had, and finally,
we have said, had been baptized by the Lord's] in the true faith and for the maintenance of the
bapUsm even as the apostles themselves, who integrity of the s_gn, is no hindrance, when its
nevertheless are found on the night on which supplement which had been wanting is added ;
He was apprehended to have all deserted Him. and that it is consistent wath good reason, with
And even Peter himself, who boasted that he the authority of so many years, and so many
would persevere in his faith, and most obstinately churches and apostles and bishops ; even as it
resisted the prediction of the Lord Himself, yet is the very greatest disadvantage and damage to
at last demed Him, that by this means it might our most holy mother Church, now for the first
be shown to us, that whatewr sms they had con- time suddenly and without reason to rebel against
tracted in the meantime and in any manner, !former decisions after so long a series of so many
these same sins, by the faith in them subse- ages. For not for any other reason Peter--who
quently attested as sincere, were without doubt had already been baptized and had been asked
put away by the baptism of the Holy Spire. what he thought of the Lord by the Lord HimNor, as I think, was it for any other reason that self, and the truth of the revelation of the Father
the apostles had charged those whom they ad- in heaven being bestowed on him had confessed
dressed in the Holy Spirit, that they should be that Christ was not only our Lord, but was the
baptized in the name of Christ Jesus, except Son of the living God--was shown subsequently
that the power of the name of Jesus invoked to have withstood the same Christ when He made
upon any man by baptism might afford to him announcement of His passion, and therefore was
who should be baptized no slight advantage for set forth as being called Satan. For no other
the attainment of salvation, as Peter relates in reason except because it would come to pass that
the Acts of the Apostles, saying : "For there is some, although varying in their own judgment,
none other name under heaven given among and somewhat halting in faith and doctrine,
men whereby we must be saved."* As also the although they were baptized in the name of
Jesus, yet, if they had been able to rescind their
*_ x. 44-4s.
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cially when tl-.ey received the Holy Spirit, to be
baptized by Whom is the duty of every man, they
would have intended some such thing.
Even as
we do not apprehend that Peter in the Gospel
suffered this alone, but all the disciples, to whom,
though already baptized, the Lord afterwards
says, that "all ye shall be offended in me,"' all
of whom, as we observe, having amended their
faith, were baptized after the Lord's resurrection
with the Holy Spirit. So that not without reason
we also in the present day may believe that men,
amended from their former error, may be baptized in the Holy Spirit, who, although they were
baptized with water in the name of the Lord,
might have had a faith somewhat imperfect.
Because it is of great importance whether a man is
not baptized at all in the name of our Lord Jesus
Christ, or indeed whether in some respect he
halts when he is baptized with the baptism of
water, which is of less account provided that
afterwards a sincere faith in the truth is evident
in the baptism of the Spirit, which undoubtedly
is of greater account.
7. Neither must you esteem what our Lord
said as being contrary to this treatment:
" Go
ye, teach the nations ; baptize them in the name
of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost. ''2
Because, although this is true and
right, and to be observed by all means in the
Church, and moreover has been used to be observed, yet it behoves us to consider that invocation of the name of Jesus ought not to be
thought futile by us on account of the veneration
and power of that very name, in which name all
kinds of power are accustomed to be exercised,
and occasionally some even by men outside the
Church.
But to what effect are those words of
Christ, who said that He would deny, and not
know, those who should say to Him in the day
of judgment, "Lord, Lord, have we not prophesled in Thy name, and in Thy name cast out
demons, and in Thy name done many wonderful works," when He answered them, even with
emphasis, 3 "I never knew you ; depart from me,
ye who work iniquity," 4 unless that it should be
shown to us, that even by those who work iniquity might these good works also be done, by
the superfluous s energy of the name of Christ?
Therefore
ought this invocation
of the name
of Jesus to be received as a certain beginning of
the mystery of the Lord common to us and to
all others, which may afterwards be filled up
with the remaining things.
Otherwise such an
invocation would not avail if it should remain
alone, because after the death of a man in this
position there cannot be added to him anything
M_ =i.. _. tg.
2, Matt.xxTiii,
3 _*
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at all, nor supplemented, nor can, in anything,
avail him in the day of judgment, when they shall
begin to be reproached by our Lord with those
things which we have above mentioned, none of
whom notwithstanding in this present time may
by any man be so hardly and cruelly prohibited
from aiding themselves in those ways which we
have above shown.
8. But these things thou wilt, as thou art wont,
contradict, by objecting to us, that when they
were baptized, the disciples were baptized perfectly, and rightly, and not as these heretics ;
and this thou must needs assume from their
condition, and His who baptized them
And
therefore we reply to this proposition of thine,
not as accusers of the Lord's disciples, but as we
are constrained, because it is necessary that we
should investigate by reasons where and when,
and in what measure, salvation has been bestowed on each of us. For that our Lord was
born, and that He was the Christ, appeared by
many reasons to be believed, not unjustly, by
His disciples, because He had been born of the
tribe of Judah, of the family of David, and in
the city of Bethlehem ; and because He had
been announced to the shepherds by the angels
at the same moment that there was born to them
a Saviour; because His star being seen in the
east, He had been most anxiously sought for
and adored by the Magi, and honoured with
illusmous presents and distinguished offerings ;
because while still a youth, sitting in the temple
with the doctors of the law, He wisely, and with
the admiration of all, had disputed ; because
!when He was baptized He had been glorified, as
had happened to none others, by the descent of
the Holy Spirit from the opened heavens, and
[by its abode upon Him ; and moreover by the
testimony of His Father, and also of John the
Baptist ; because, beyond the infenor capacity
of man, He understood the hearts and thoughts
of all men ; because He cured and healed weaknesses, and vices, and diseases, with very great
power ; because He bestowed remissions of sins,
wath manifest attestation ; because He expelled
demons at His bidding;
because He purified
lepers with a word;
because, by converting
water into wine, He enlarged the nuptial festivity with marvellous joyfulness;
because He restored or granted sight to the blind ; because
He maintained
the doctrine of the Father with
all confidence;
because in a desert place He
satisfied five thousand men with five loaves ;
because the remains and the fragments filled
more than twelve baskets ; because He everywhere raised up the dead, according to His
mercy ; because He commanded the winds and
the sea to be still; became He walked with His
feet upon the sea;
formed all miracles.

because He absolutely per-
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9. By which things, and by many deeds of things which are of God, but those things which
this kind tending to His glory, it appeared to are of men."
Which rebuke against Peter befollow as a consequence, that in whatever man- came more and more apparent when the Lord
net the Jews think about Christ, and although was apprehended,
and, frightened by the damsel,
they do not believe concerning Jesus Christ our he said, "I know not what thou sayest, neither
Lord, that even they themselves thought that know I thee ; "s and again when, using an oath,
such and so great a one would without any death he said this same thing ; and for the third time,
endure to eternity, and would possess the king- !cursing and swearing, he affirmed that he knew
dom of Israel, and of the whole world for ever ; not the man, and not once, but frequently, deand that it should not be destroyed.
Whence, nied Him. 6 And this disposition, because it was
moreover, the Jews dared to seize Him by force, to continue to him even to the Lord's passion,
and anoint Him for the kingdom, which indeed was long before made manifest by the Lord, that
He was compelled to evade ; and therefore His we also might not be ignorant of it. Again, after
disciples thought that in no other way would the Lord's resurrection,
one of His disciples,
He bestow upon them eternal life, except He Cleopas, when he was, according to the error of
Himself had first continued this temporal life all his fellow-disciples, sorrowfully telling what
into that eternal one in His own experience,
had happened to the Lord Himself, as if to some
In fine, when they were passing through Galilee, unknown person, spoke thus, saying of Jesus the
Jesus said to them, "The Son of man is to be Nazarene, "who was a prophet mighty m deed
delivered into the hands of men, and they will and in word before God and all the people ;
kill Him; and after three days He shall rise how the chief priests and our rulers delivered
again." ' and they were greatly grieved, because, Him to be condemned
to death, and fastened
as we have said, they had formed a very different Him to the cross. But we trusted that it had been
notion previously in their minds and hearts. He which should have redeemed Israel."7
And
And again, this also was the speech of the Jews, in addition to these things, all the disciples also
in contradiction
against Him, when He taught judged the declaration
of the women who had
them of Himself, and announced
future things seen the Lord after the resurrection
to be idle
to them, and they said, "We have heard out of tales, and some of themselves, when they had
the law that Christ abideth for ever : and how seen Him, believed not, but doubted ; and they
sayest thou that the Son of man must be lifted who were not then present beheved not at all
up?-2
And so there was this same presumpuntil they had been subsequently by the Lord
tion concermug Christ in the mind of the dis- Himself in all ways rebuked and reproached;
ciples, even as Peter himself, the leader and because His death had so offended them that
chief of the apostles, broke forth into that ex- they thought that He had not risen again, who
pression of his own incredulity.
For when he, they had beheved ought not to have died, betogether with the others, had been asked by the cause contrary to their belief He had died once.
Lord what he thought about Him, that is, whom And thus, as far as concerns the disciples themhe thought Him to be, and had first of all con- selves, they are found to have had a faith neither
fessed the truth, saying that He was the Christ sound nor perfect in such matters as we have
the Son of the living God, and therefore was referred to; and what is much more serious,
judged blessed by Him because he had arrwed they moreover baptized othels, as it is written m
at this truth, not after the flesh, but by the reve- the Gospel according to John.
lation of the heavenly Father ; yet this same
io. Besides, what walt thou say of those who
Peter, when Jesus began to show His disciples l are in many cases baptized by bishops of very
that He must go to Jerusalem, and suffer many i bad character, who yet at length, when God so
things from the elders, and priests, and scribes, wills it, convicted of their crimes, are even deand be killed, and after the third day rise again prived of their office itself, or absolutely of comfrom the dead; novertheless that true confessor munion?
Or what wilt thou decide of those
of Christ, after a few days, taking Him aside, who may have been baptized by bishops, whose
began to rebuke Him, saying, "Be propitious to opinions are unsound, or who are very ignorant
Thyself:
this shall not be ; "3 so that on that --when
they may not have spoken clearly and
account he deserved to hear from the Lord, Ihonestly, or even have spoken otherwise than is
"Get thee behind
me, Satan ; 4 thou art an fit in the tradition of the sacrament, or at least
offence unto me, because he savoured not the may have asked anything, or asking, have heard
Ifrom
those who answered what ought by" no means
x Mark ix. 30.
J
• Jdm xit 34.
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to be so asked or answered ? And still this does sult will be that we may defraud him of the hapnot greaflyinjure that true faith of ours, although,
tism of the Spirit, whom we think we must not
moreover, these more slmple men may deliver defraud of the baptism of water.
the mystery of the falth without the elegance
i i. And what wilt thou determine against the
and order that thou wouldst use. And thou wilt person of him who hears the word,3 and haply
assuredly say, with that marvellous carefulness of taken up in the name of Christ, has at once
thine, that these too should be baptized again, confessed, and has been punished before it has
since this is especially the thing which is wanting been granted him to be baptized with water ?
to them, or hinders their being able to receive, Wilt thou declare him to have perished because
uncorrupted, that divine and mviolable mystery he has not been baptlzed with water ? Or, inof the faith.
And yet, O excellent man, let us deed, wilt thou think that there may be someattribute and allow to the heavenly agencies their thing from without that helps him to salvation,
power, and let us concede to the condescension
although he is not baptized with water ? Thy
of the divine majesty its appropriate operations ; thinking him to have perished will be opposed
and understanding
how great is the advantage
by the sentence of the Lord, who says, "Whotherein, let us gladly acquiesce in it. And thus, soever shall confess me before men, him will I
as our salvation is founded in the baptism of the also confess before my Father which is in
Spirit, which for the most part is assoclated with heaven ; "4 because it is no matter whether he
the baptism of water, if indeed baptism shall be who confesses for the Lord is a hearer of the
given by us, let it be conferred in its integrity and word or a believer, so long as he confesses that
with solemnity, and with all those means which same Christ whom he ought to confess ; beare written;
and let it be administered without
cause the Lord, by confessing him, in turn
any disconnection
of anything.
Or if, by the Himself graces His confessor before his Father
necesslty of the case, it should be administered
with the glory of his martyrdom, as He promby an inferior cleric, let us walt for the result, ised.
But thls assuredly ought not to be taken
that it may elther be supphed by usJ or reserved
too liberally, as if it could be stretched to such
to be supplied by the Lord.
If, however, it a point as that any heretic can confess the name
should have been administered
by strangers, let of Christ who notwithstanding
denies Christ
this matter be amended as it can and as It allows. Himself ; that he believes on another Christ,
Because outslde the Church there is no Holy:when
Christ avows that it cannot avail him at
Spirit, sound falth moreover cannot exist, not all ; forasmuch as the Lord said that He s must
alone among heretlcs, but even among those who needs be brought to confession by us be'fore
are estabhshed in sehlsm.
And for that reason, men, whlch cannot be done without Him, and
they who repent and are amended by the doc- without veneration of His name.
And theretrine of the truth, and by their own faith, which fore both 6 ought to stand by the confessor,
subsequently has been improved by the purifica- sound, and sincere, and uncontaminated,
and
tion of their heart, ought to be reded only by inviolated, without any choice being made of
spiritual baptism, that Is, by the imposition of the confessor himself, whether he is righteous or
the bishop's hands, and by the ministrat10n of a stoner, and a perfect Christian or an imperfect
the Holy Spirit.
Moreover,
the perfect seal one, who has not feared to confess the Lord at
of faith has been rightly accustomed to be given hls own greatest peril.
And thls is not contrary
in this manner and on this princlple m the Church.
to the former discussion, because there is left
So that the invocation of the name of Jesus, which thereto time for the correction of many things
cannot be done away, may not seem to be held in which are bad, and because certain things are
disesteem by us _ whlch assuredly.is not fitting ; conceded to the very name only of our Lord ;
although such an invocat10n, if none of those while martyrdom cannot be consummated except
things of which we have spoken should follow it, in the Lord and by the Lord Himself, and
may fail and be deprived of the effect of salva- therefore nobody can confess Christ without His
tion.
For when the apostle said that there was name, nor can the name of Christ avail any one
"one baptism," * it must needs have been by the for confession without Christ Himself.
continued effect of the invocation of the name
x2. Wherefore the whole of this discussion
of Jesus, because, once invoked, it cannot be must be considered, that it may be made clearer.
taken away by any man, even although we might For the invocation
of the name of Jesus can
venture, against the decision of the apostles, to only be an advantage if it shall be subsequently
repeat it by giving too much, yea, by the desire of! properly supplemented,
because both prophets
superadding baptism.
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and apostles have so declared. For James says though he may have been previously very faithin the Acts of the Apostles : "Men and breth- ful, or very righteous, or honoured wi_ some
ren, hearken : Simon hath declared how God at clerical office, or endowed with the dignity of
the first visited the Gentiles, to take out of them confession. For all those, by denying the true
a people for His name. And to this agree the Christ, and by introducing or following another
words of the prophets ; as it is written, After -- although there is no other at all--leave themthis I will return, and will build again the tab- selves no hope or salvation ; not otherwise than
ernacle of David, which has fallen down; and I they who have denied Christ before men, who
will build again the ruins thereof, and I will must needs be denied by Christ; no consideraraise it up anew ; that the residue of men may tion for them being made from their previous
seek the Lord, and all the Gentiles, upon whom conversation, or feeling, or dignity, equally as
my name is called upon them, saith the Lord they themselves have dared to do away with
who doeth these things." ' Therefore also the Christ, that is, their own salvation, they are conresidue of men, that is, some of the Jews and all demned by the short sentence of this kind,
the Gentiles upon whom the name of the Lord because it was manifestly said by the Lord,
is called, may and of necessity must seek the "Whosoever shall deny me before men, I also
Lord, because that very invocation of the name will deny him before my Father which is in
affords them the opportumty, or even imposes heaven." As this word "whosoever," also in
on them the necessity, of seeking the Lord. the sentence of confession, most fully shows us
And with these they prescribe the Holy Scrip- that no condition of the confessor himself can
tures -- whether all or only some of them- to stand in the way, although he may have been
discuss still more boldly concerning the truth before a demer, or a heretic, or a hearer, or one
than with the Gentiles upon whom the name of who is beginning to hear, who has not yet been
the Lord Jesus, the Son of the living God, has baptized or converted from heresy to the truth
not been revoked, as it likewise has not upon of the faith, or one who has departed from the
the Jews who only receive the Old Testament Church and has afterwards returned, and then
Scriptures. And thus men of both of these when he returned, before the bishop's hands
kinds, that is, Jews and Gentiles, fully beliewng could be laid upon him, being apprehended,
as they ought, are in like manner baptized. But should be compelled to confess Christ before
heretics who are already baptized in water in the men ; even as to one who again denies Christ,
name of Jesus Christ must only be baptized with no special ancient dignity can be effectual to him
the Holy Spirit ; and in Jesus, which is "the only for salvation.
name glven under heaven whereby we must be
x3. For any one of us will hold it necessary,
saved," death is reasonably despised, although, if that whatever is the last thing to be found in a
they continue as they are, they cannot be saved, man in this respect, is that whereby he must be
because they have not sought the Lord after the judged, all those things which he has previously
invocation of His name upon them,- even as done being wiped away and obliterated.4 And
those who, on account of false Christs, perchance therefore, although in martyrdom there is so
have refused to believe, of whom the Lord says, great a change of things m a moment of time,
"Take heed that no man lead you into error, that in a very rapid case all thmgs may be
For many shall come in my name, saying, I am changed ; let nobody flatter himself who has
Christ, and shall lead many into error. ''_ And lost the occasion of a glorious salvation, if by
again He says: "Then ff any man shall say chance he has excluded himself therefrom by
unto you, Lo here is Christ, or 10 there ; believe his own fault ; even as that wife of Lot/who in
it not. For there shall arise false Christs, and a similar manner in time of trouble only, confalse prophets, and shall show great signs and trary to the angel's command, looked behind
wonders ; so that, if it were possible, even the her, and she became a pillar of salt. On which
very elect shall be deceived." s And these mlr- principle also, that heretic who, by confessing
acles, without doubt, they shall then do under Christ's name, is put to death, can subsequently
the name of Christ ; in which name some even correct nothing, if he should have thought anynow appear to do certain miracles, and to proph- thing erroneously of God or of Christ, although
esy falsely. But it is certain that those, because by believing on another God or on another
they are themselves not of Christ, therefore do Christ he has deceived himself: he is not a
not belong to Christ, in like manner as if one confessor of Christ, but in the name only of
should depart from Christ, abiding only in His Christ ; since also the apostle goes on to say,
name, he would not be much advantaged ; nay, "And if I shall give up my body so that I may
rather, he is even burdened by that name, alxffiMatt.
Acts xv.
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be burnt up with fire, but have not love, I profit
nothing."'
Because by this deed he profits
nothing who has not the love of that God and
Christ who is announced by the iaw and the
prophets and in the Gospel in this manner:
"Thou shalt love the Lord thy God, with all
thy heart, and with all thy mind, and with all
thy thought ; and thou shalt love thy neighbour
as thyself. For on these two commandments
hang all the law and the prophets ;" 2__ even as
John the evangelist said, "And every one that
loveth is born of God, and knoweth God; for
God is love ; "3 even as God also says, "For
God so loved the world, that He gave His onlybegotten Son, that every one that believeth on
Him should not perish, but have everlasting
hfe," 4__ as it manifestly appears that he who
has not in him this love, of loving us and of
being loved by us, profits nothing by an empty
confession and passion, except that thereby it
appears and is plain that he is a heretic who
believes on another God, or receives another
Christ than Him whom the Scriptures of the Old
and New Testament manifestly declare, which
announce without any obscurity the Father orenipotent, Creator of all things, and His Son. For
it shall happen to them as to one who expects
salvation from another God. Then, finally, contrary to their notion, they are condemned to
eternal punishment by Christ, the Son of God
the Father omnipotent, the Creator whom they
have blasphemed, when GOd shall begin to
judge the hidden things of men according to
the Gospel by Christ Jesus, because they did
not believe in Him, although they were washed
in His name.
I4. And even to this point the whole of that
heretical baptism may be amended, after the
intervention of some space of time, ff a man
shouad survive and amend his faith, as our GOd,
in the Gospel according to Luke, spoke to His
disciples, saying, "But I have another baptism
to be baptized with." s Also.according to Mark
He said, with the same purpose, to the sons of
Zebedee : "Are ye able to d_k of the cup which
1 drink of, or to be baptized with the baptism
wherewith I am baptized?" 6 Because He knew
that those men bad to be baptized not only with
water, but also in their own blood ; so that, as
well baptized in this baptism only, they might
attain the sound faith and the simple love of
the laver, and, baptized in both ways, they might
in like manner to the same extent attain the
baptism of salvation and glory. For what was
said by the Lord, "I have another baptism to be
_co_._i_.3.
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baptized with," signifies in this place not a second baptism, as if there were two baptisms, but
demonstrates that there is moreover a baptism of
another kind given to us, concurring to the same
salvation. And it was fitting that both these
kinds should first of all be imtiated and sanctifled by our Lord Himself, so that either one of
the two or both kinds might afford to us this one
twofold saving and glorifying baptism ; and cerrain ways of the one baptism might so be laid
open to us, that at times some one of them
might be wanting without mischief, even as in
the case of martyrs that hear the word, the baptism of water is wanting without evil ; and yet
we are certain that these, if they had any indulgence, would also be used to be baptized with
water. And also to those who are made lawful
believers, the baptism of their own blood is
wanting without mischief, because, being baptized in the name of Christ, they have been redeemed with the most precious blood of the
Lord ; since both of these rivers of the baptism
of the Lord proceed out of one and the same
fountain, that every one who thirsts may come
and drink, as says the Scripture, "From his belly
flowed rivers of living water ;" 7 which rivers
were manifested firstof all in the Lord's passion,
when from His side, pierced by the soldier's
spear, flowed blood and water, so that the one
side of the same person emitted two rivers of a
different kind, that whosoever should believe and
drink of both rivers might be filled with the Holy
Spirit. For, speaking of these rivers, the Lord
set this forth, signifying the Holy Spirit whom
they should receive who should believe on Him :
"But the Spirit was not yet given, because Jesus
was not yet glorified." 8 And when He thus
said how baptism might be produced, which the
apostle declares to be one, it is assuredly manilest on that principle that there are different
kinds of one and the same baptism that flow
from one wound into water and blood ; since
there are there two baptisms of water of which
we have spoken, that is, of one and the same
kind,9 although the baptism of each kind ought
to be one, as we have more fuUy spoken.
_5. And since we seem to have divided all
spiritmd baptism in a threefold manner, let us
come also to the proof of the statement proposed, that we may not appear to have done
this of our own judgment, and with rashness.
For John says of our Lord in his epistle, teaching us : "This is He who came by water and
blood, Jesus Christ ; not by water only, but by
water and blood : and it is the Spint that beareth
witness, because the Spirit is truth. For three
bear witness, the Spirit, and the water, and the
_ John vii 38.
*9 John
39-ej_
Unlt_ vii.
atque

*j_tc_,t,
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blood : and these three are one ; "' -- that we
may gather from these words both that water
is wont to confer the S_pirit, and that men's own
blood is wont to confer the Spirit, and that the
Spirit Himself also is wont to confer the Spirit.
For since water is poured forth even as blood,
the Spirit also was poured out by the Lord upon
all who believed.
Assuredly both in water, and
none the less in their own blood, and then especially in the Holy Spirit, men may be baptized.
For Peter says : "But this is that which was
spoken by the prophet ; It shall come to pass
in the last days, salth the Lord, I will pour out
my Spirit upon all flesh: and their sons and
their daughters shall prophesy, and their young
men shall see visions, and their old men shall
dream dreams:
and upon my servants, and
upon my handmaidens,
will I pour out of my
Spirit; "*--which
Spirit we discover to have
been communicated
in the Old Testament, not
indeed everywhere nor at large, but with other
gifts ; or, moreover, to have sprung of His own
will into certain men, or to have invested them,
or to have been upon them, even as we observe
that it was said by the Lord to Moses, about the
seventy elders, "And I will take of the Spirit
which is upon thee, and will put it upon them." 3
For which reason also, according to His promise,
God put upon them from another of the Spirit
which had been upon Moses, and they prophesled in the camp.
And Moses, as a spiritual
man, rejoiced that this had so happened,
although he was unwillingly persuaded
by Jesus
the son of Nave to oppose this thing, and was
not thereby induced.
Further, also m the book
of Judges, and in the books of Kings too, we
observe that upon several, there either was the
Spirit of the Lord, or that He came unto them,
as upon Gothoniel, Gideon, Jephthah,
Samson,
Saul, David, and many others.
Which comes to
this result, that the Lord has taught us most
plainly by them the liberty and power of the
Holy Spirit, approaching
of His own will, saying, "The Spirit breathes where He will ; and
thou hearest His voice, and knowest not whence
He cometh or whither He goeth." 4 So that
the same Spirit is, moreover, sometimes found
to be upon those who are unworthy of Him ;
not certainly in vain or without reason, but for
the sake of some needful operation;
as He was
upon Saul, upon whom came the Spirit of God,
and he prophesied.
However, in later days,
after the Spirit of the Lord departed from
him, and after a malign spirit from the Lord
vexed him, because then he had come, after
the messengers whom he had previously sent
,, lob, v.6.

Acts il xT, z8.
_lNum. xt z?.
* John .i.s.
[Greek, tv(v_..

Syrqa* as here rendered.]
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before with care, with intent to kill David ; and
they therefore fell into the chorus of the prophets, and they prophesied, so that they neither
were able nor willing to do what they had been
bidden.
And we believe that the Spirit which
was upon them all effected this with an admirable wasdom, by the wall of God.
Which Spirit
also filled John the Baptist even from his mother's
womb ; and it fell upon those who were with
Cornehus the centurion before they were baptized with water.
Thus, cleaving to the baptism
of men, the Holy Spirit either goes before or
follows it ; or failing the baptism of water, it
falls upon those who believe.
We are counselled that either we ought duly to maintain the
integrity of baptism, or if by chance baptism is
given by any one in the name of Jesus Christ,
we ought to supplement
it, guarding the most
holy invocation of the name of Jesus Christ, as
we have most abundantly set forth ; guarding,
moreover, the custom and authority which so
much claim our veneration for so long a time
and for such great men.
I6. But since the first part of this argument
seems to be unfolded, we ought to touch on its
subsequent part, on account of the heretics ; because it is very necessary not to pass over that
discussion which once falls into our hands, lest
perchance
some heretic should dare, of his
subtlety, to assail those of our brethren who are
more simple.
For because John said that we
must be baptized in the Holy Ghost and in fire,
from the fact that he went on to say andflre,
some desperate men have dared to such an extent
to carry their depravity, and therefore very crafty
men seek how they can thus corrupt and vaolate, and even neutralize the baptism of holiness.
Who derive the origan of their notion from Simon
Magus, practising it with manifold perversity
through various errors ; to whom Simon Peter,
in the Acts of the Apostles, said, "Thy money
perish with thee, because thou hast thought that
the grace of God gould be possessed by money ;
thou hast neither part nor lot in this work ; for
thy heart is not right with God." s And such
men as these do all these things in the desire
to deceive those who are more simple or more
inquisitive.
And some of them try to argue that
they only administer a sound and perfect, not as
we, a mutilated and curtailed baptism, which
they are in such wise said to designate, that
immediately they have descended into the water,
fire at once appears upon the water. Which if
it can be effected by any trick, as several tricks
of this kind are affirmed to be m of Anaxilaus
--whether
it is anything natural, by means of
which this may happen, or whether they think
!that they behold this, or whether the work and
s Acts vai. _o, =t.
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magical poison of some malignant being can
force fire from the water ; stall they declare such a
deceit and artifice to be a perfect baptism, which
if i_tithful men have been forced to receive, there
will assuredly be no doubt but that they have
lost that which they had.
Just as, if a soldier
after taking an oath should desert his camp, and
in the very different camp of the enemy should
wish to take an oath of a far other kind,
"
" is
it
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burn up the whole world, save those who axe
hapuzed in the Holy Spirit and in fire.
x8. And the Spirit, indeed, continues to this
day invisible to men, as the Lord says, "The
Spirit breathes where He will; and thou knowest not whence He cometh, or whither He
goeth." 3 But in the beginning of the mystery
of the faith and of spiritual baptism, the same
' Spirit was manifestly seen to have sat upon the

plato
that in this way he is discharged from his disciples
as it opened,
had beento have
fire• descended
Moreover, upon
the
old oath•
heavens being
•
.
[
x7. Moreover, af a man of th_s sort should tthe Lord like a dove ; because many things, yea,
again return to thee, thou wilt assuredly hesitate ahnost all things which were to be, are manifest
whether he may have baptism or no ; and yet it !--which,
however, were only invisible neverthewill behove thee, in whatever way thou canst, to Iless,-- now also are shown to the eyes and to
aid even this man if he repent.
For of this the incredulity of men, either partially, or at
adulterous, yea, murderous baptism, if there is tames, or m figure, for the strengthening
and
any other author, it is then certainly a book de- confirming of our faith.
But neither should I
vised by these same hereucs on behalf of this omit that whmh the Gospel well announces.
For
same error, which is inscnbed
The t_reao_mg our Lord says to the paralytic man, "Be of good
of Paul,"
m which book, contrary to all Scrap- cheer, my son, thy sins are forgiven thee," 4 that
tures, thou wilt find both Christ confessing His He might show that hearts were purified by faith
own san--although
He alone dad no sin at all for the forgiveness of sins that should follow.
--and
almost compelled by His mother MarylAnd this remission of sins that woman also whmh
unwillingly to receive John's bapusm.
Also, that ] was a sinner an the city obtained, to whom the
when He was baptized, fire was seen to be upon Lord said, "Thy sins are forgiven thee." s And
the water, which is written in neither of the Gos- when they who were rechnlng around began to
pels. And that after such long time, Peter and Isay among themselves, "VVho is thus that forPaul, after the collation of the Gospel in Jerusa- ]giveth sans ? "6 __ because concerning the paralem, and the mutual consideration
and alterca-tlytac
the scribes and Pharisees had murmured
tlon and arrangement of things to be done finally, crossly-- the Lord says to the woman, "Thy
were known to one another, as ff then for thefaith
hath made thee whole; go in peace. ''6
first tame ; and certain other things devised of From all which things it is shown that hearts are
this kind disgracefully and absurdly ;-- all which purified by froth, but that souls are washed by
things thou walt find gathered together into that the Spirit ; further, also, that bodies are washed
book.
But they who are not ignorant of the by water, and moreover that by blood we may
nature of the Holy Sprat, understand that what more readily attain at once to the rewards of
is said of fire is said of the Spirit Hunself.
For salvation.
in the Acts of the Apostles, according to that
_9" I think that we have fully followed out
same promise of our Lord, on the very day of the announcement
of John the Baptist, whence
Pentecost, when the Holy Spirit had descended
we began our discourse, when he said to the
upon the disciples, that they might be baptized Jews, " I indeed baptize you with water unto
in Him, there were seen sitting upon each one irepentance ; but He who cometh after me is
tongues as if of fire, that it might be manifest igreater than I, whose shoe's latchet I am not
that they were bapuzed with the Holy Ghost and Iworthy to unloose : He shall baptize you w_th
with fire-- that as, with that Spirit whmh was, ]the Holy Ghost, and with fire." 7 Moreover, I
whether in
fire,theor bush
as fire,and
suchdid
as was
fire which
burned
not the
consume
the,
bush ; and such as is that fire which is the Spirit
of the Angel, as saith the Scripture, "Who maketh His angels spirits, and His ministers a burnmg fire ;" _ whom if thou shouldst resemble, or
be a companion or sharer with, thou shalt be
able to dread no fire, not even that which, going
before the Lord m the day of judgment, shall

think the
alsoteaching
that weof have
not unsmtably
in
order
the Apostle
John, whosetsays
that "three
bear witness, the Spirit, and the
water, and the blood ; and these three are one. ''8
And, unless I am mistaken, we have also explaaned what our Lord says : "John indeed bap_ Joh_ui
S
ix. 2.
s Luk.... 4S.
4 Matt

'_ Luke
7 Luke
t Rmaltius
says that Jerome mentions this document,
and regards
it as apocryphal.
"And Euseblus
refers to the IIe#_o6o_ IIerpov, which,
according
to the common
reading of Peter for Paul in the text, may
point to the same document.
[VoL m 34 I, note zo; and vol iv
p. 246. ]
a Ps. ely. 4-

vu 5o.
ilk x6

s z John v 8. lit is noteworthy that he quotes the Latin formula,
and not that (eL_ To _v e_aev) of the Greek
Now, the Latin, repeatmg (m verse 8) the formula (hz tre*" unum
aunt)
which belongs to
the dubious #ratasl*,
is so far ewdence
that such a verse existed In
the old Greek.
It is important that the Latin ts not conformed
to the
[ rcc.elved formula of tl_ a#do#i$,
"' the three agree
m one."]
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tized with water, but ye shall be baptized with
the Holy Ghost." x Moreover, I think that
we have given no weak reason as the cause of
the custom.
Let us have a care, although
-_
, Am _ s.

NOTE
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Iwe do that in a subsequent
place, that none
tmay think that we are stirring up the present
] debate on a single article ; although this custom
]even alone ought, among men who have the
[fear of God, and are lowly, to maLntian a chief
/place.

EDINBURGH

TRANSLATOR.

Letters of Cyprian to Quintus, to _ubaianus, to Pompey, on "the baptism of heretics ;" and to Magnus on "baptizing the Novataans, and those who obtain grace on a sick-bed," may be found translated in Ep. lxx. (p. 377,
supra), Ep. lxxii. (p. 379, supra), Ep. lxxiii. (p. 386, suj#ra), and Ep. lxxv. (p. 397, supra),
respectively; and
the Letter of Ftrmilmn to Cyprian against the Letter of Steflhen, at p. 39o, supra, Ep. lxxiv. All these letters
are repeated, _nextenso, in the gonumenta Veterum.
Eusebius says, by way of introduction
to the fragment of a letter written to Stephen by
Dionysius of Alexandria, as follows: "Dionysius
indited to Stephen the first of those letters
which were written on the subject of baptism, when no small controversy had arisen whether they
who are converted from any kind of heresy ought to be purged by baptism (because an ancient
custom had prevailed, that in receiving such there should only be hands laid upon them, with
prayers).
Cyprian, who then ruled the Church of Carthage, was the first who judged that they
must not be admitted to communion unless they were first purified from error by baptism.
But
Stephen, thinking that nothing should be innovated contrary to the tradition which had already
obtained in that matter from the beginning, was indignant at this. And as Dionysius had already
written many letters to him on this argument, he intimates to him finally, that all the churches
everywhere, now that the fury of persecution
was abated, detesting
the turbulent novelty of
Novatian, x had established
peace with one another. ''2
x EusebiuscallshunNovatus.

2 SeeH. g., bookviii.chaps,ii, lit.,andLv.; andvol.w., thissenes.
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69; his allegory of Herodotus' [
Bishop of Rome, t$4 (note).
[
reading of, 25z.
legend of Hercules, 69-73; sum-| Paradise, place of, 163.
] Secuudus, heretic, 9 I.
mary of his teatchia_ _45.
_ Paradox¢s, _37.
I S¢lah {s_ Z_Osadava), _ox.
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Sepulchre, Christ's body therein not
emptied of Divinity, I94,
Sethians,
heretics, 64; origin in
heathen philosophy, 66; sum of
their tenets, I4z.
Seventy, the. See Disci_#lts.
Sheol, 174.
Ship, symbol of the Church, 2x6.
Sibyl, the, 62.
Simon Magus, 74, x43; his triad, 76;
explanatmns
of Moses, 78; immoralities, 80; meets St. Peter,
8o; the statue at Rome, 8I ; his
last end, 9x.
Socrates, disciple of Archelans, I7 ;
represented by Plato, 17.
Sonship of Christ, zz%
Spurious pieces, _4 z.
Stars, astronomical theories of, 29;
influence on life, 43.
Stoics, theory of fate, zo; of soul
and body, 2o.
Suburbicarian Sees, I59.
Susannah, book of, interpreted, I9i194.
Synaxz_, term applied to Holy Communion, z57 , z59 (note).
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Targum, the, I97-x98.
philosophical
theories, 86-88 ;
Tartarus, scriptural use of the word,
suramary of his teachings, I44.
I53, 16I (note), I74.
Vestments, white, at Holy CommunTatian, disciple of Justin Martyr,
ion, z57-z58.
certain opinions of, xzz, x46.
Vision of Nebuchadnezzar, z78.
Tertullianists, I z3.
Thales, philosopher and astronomer,
Water, a symbol of Christ, z34.
xx.
Weaving, analogue of the IncarnaTharses.
See Beryl.
tion, 2o_.
Theodotus, heretic, It4, x47; another Wisdom, in_roverbs,interpreted,i7$.
of the name, II 5.
Witnesses, the two, zI3, z49.
Theophany, at the Baptism of Christ, Woman of the Apocalypse, symbol
z34, z36.
of the Church, 2I 7.
Theotokos, applied to the Blessed Word, the, eternal generation of,
]
Virgin, z4z, z59 (note).
z27 ; incarnate in Christ, zz9,
Times, signs of the last, z43-z44,
z31-232 ; truly man, 23o.
Titan, number of the Beast, zl 5.
Wordsworth, Bishop, notes of, etc.,
Trinity, the, doctrine of, zzS.
47, r3o, 16o ; criticism of Bunsen,
Truth, doctrine of, I5o-15z ; rewards
i6i.
of, 153; Hippolytus' defence of, Xenophanes, his philosophy and cos153 (note); preservation of, 16I
mogony, 17.
(note).
Zebulon, his blessing spiritualized,
_65.
Valentinus,disciple
of Simon Magus, Zephyrmus, bishop of Rome, fa8I ; plagiarist from Pythagoras,
vourer of heretics, xz5-i3o.
85, 88, and from Plato, 9o; his Zodiac, signs of, zT, 33, 59, 84.
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INDEXOF SUBJECTS.
Adultery, extreme sinfulness of, 332,
334.
Almsglving, exhortation to, 478-484;
extent of, in the primitive Church,
563 (note).
Amen, use of, 56o (note).
Anointing in baptism, 376.
Antichrist at hand, 346, 349.
Ark, the, type of the Church, 394.
Assembly (synod) composed of clergy
and laity, 31o.
Aurelius, confessor, 3II ; ordained
reader, 312.
Axe, at the root of the tree, 595
(note).

Celefinus, writer in behalf of lapsed I Cyprian, St., his theory of the eplssisters, 298; confessor, 3x2; orcopate primitive, not medizval,
dained reader, 313 .
]
263, 4I 5 (note) ; preserves equal
Chastity, discipline and advantage ]
rights to all orders, 263 ; his life,
of, 587; degrees of, 588; pre-]
264; dates and order of his
cepts of, 589, examples of Joseph [
Epistles, 265 ; Life by Pontius,
and Susanna, 589-590; condl- I
267-274; election andcharacter
tlons of, 59 t.
as bishop, 269; conduct in the
Children, the Three, faithand courage
plague, 270; exile, 27i ; vision
of, 348, 372, 4o7,446; martyrs, 503.
of martyrdom, 271 ; his passion
Chrism in baptism, 376.
and death, 274 ; does nothing
Christ, rejected by the Jews, reveals
without consent of his clergy
God to man, 468.
and people, 282; vision of ChrisChristians, exhorted to obedience,
tian duty, 286; withdrawal justi284, to humility, 283, to perseverfled by his clertjy , 304 ; excomance, 284, to purity, 285, to prayer,
mumcates Feliclssimus and folBaptmm, grace m, 276, 388 seqq.;
286, to temperance,
287; perselowers, 316; assembles a synod
infant, not to be delayed, 353cutions of, under Demetrianus,
of African bishops, 336; his
354; remission of sins in, 354;
461, how endured and divinely
anxiety to restoie the lapsed,
of water, 360; not repeated, 36o;
punished, 462-465; rewards of
344; redeems Numidiancaptives,
their
faith,
465;
must
expect
355; defence against Florentius,
none out of the Church, 37_5,
385, _65 s.eqq:; chrism in,37o;
suffering in this life, 472
372 ; controversy with Stephen
heretical, mvallct, 377, ann uoun- Church, unity of, in the episcopate,
on heretical baptism, 376-379,
cll of Carthage on, 565-572; of
318, 376, 422; necessity of com419 (note), 565-572; approach
the Samaritan converts, 381;
munlon with, 318; not to be
of mart)'rdom, 4o9; hiswrltmgs
clinic, valid, 4oo.
divided nor forsaken, 322, 423 ;
contradict the papal theory, 557
Bishops, succession of, the Church
no Christian apart from, 333;
(note);
interpolations
of his
founded on, 3o5; concurrence of,
has one baptism, 382; typified
Treatise on the Unity of the
in Roman and African councils,
by the Ark, 394, by the Sun, 423,
Church, 558; presides and pro328-329; mutual independence
by the Bride and coat of Christ,
nounces sentence in the Council
of, 332 ; ordained by God when
423, by Rahab and by the Passof Carthage, 572 ; treatises atduly chosen, 34o-34 _ ; appointed
over, 424.
tributed to him, 573by Christ, 366; to be ordained Collectionsforthepoorandprisoners,
by the bishops of the province,
282.
Deacons, humility required in, 365andmpubhc,371
; in the Church, Confessors, the Church's care and
366; appointed by the Apostles,
and the Church in the bishop,
honour for, 282, 295, 3o2, 315;
3°66.
374; each holds an undivided
character required in, 283, some Death, to be desired rather than
part in the one Episcopate, 423 ; I
in peril of heresy, 427.
feared by Christians, 469 .
no "bishop of bmhops," 565.
] Confirmation, supplement to baptism, Demoniac
possession, instance of,
Black (mourning) garments not suit376 , 378.
392-393 •
able for Chrmtians, 474.
[Continency, excellence of, 436.
Departed, no confession possible for,
Bread, spiritual and natural (in the [Cornelius, ordained bishop of Rome,
33h 335 ; offerings for, not
Lord's Prayer), 452.
_
319; evidence of his ordination
allowedin certain cases, 367.
received and approved by Cyp- Discipline, ancient, to be maintained,
Cmcilius, teacher of Cyprian, 268.
rian, 32o; restores certain schisespecially by martyrs, 399, and
Captives, Christian, redeemed by the
matics repenting, 323; his charvirgins, 431 ; value ot, 43o;
church of Carthage at great
acter, 329; how made bishop,
severity againstworldiness,
595price, 3 5.
329, 333'
Donatus, Epistle to, 275Carthage, 3c_urch of, Roman testi- Council of Carthage
on heretical Dress of virgins, treatise on, 429;
mony to, 3o8; numbers of, 418
baptism, 565-572.
God's order in, how corrupted,
(note); Council of, 565-572.
Councils, freedom of, 4it (note).
434.
Catechumens,
care for, m danger, Crementius, subdeacon and martyr,
293 ; martyrdom of, equivalent to
28i.
Episcopate, Church founded on, 3o5;
baptism, 385.
Custom not to be followed against
one, 3t8, 4I 3 (note), 423; reprcCelerina, martyr, 313.
truth, 382) .57I.
tmnts the priesthood, 34o; not
687
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developed from the presbyterate, !Laity, in primitive
councils, 4ii
41o (note}.
(note).
Eucharist, asafeguard in persecution, Lapsed, the, to be communicated in
337; how received, 35o; not to
sickness if penitent, 28i, 328,
be celebrated with water only,
but not otherwise, 29o, 3o4, 44I ;
359, nor with wine only, 362;
martyrs importuned for them,
types of, in Holy Scripture, 359zgl ; greatness of their sin, 292,
36o; loaf of, symbolizes the
44I; peace to be given to the
unity of Christians, 362, 398;
penitent and exiled, 297 ; their
morning celebration, memorial
case decided by council of clergy
of the Resurrection, 363; carried
and laity, 3IO, 327 ; merciful
to the sick, 488, 56I (note).
judgment of them required, 332;
Evaristus" schismatic, deposed and
decree of the African synod on,
excommunicated, 325.
336; worldliness a cause of their
Exorcism in baptism, power and consin" 438; instance of divine judgditions of, 4o2.
ment in Cyprian's time, 443-444;
exhortation to repentance, 446.
Fehcissimus
and his followers ex- Laws, abuse of, 278.
communicated,
3t6, his crimes, Lord's Prayer, the, common to Chris338;
author of schism, 415
tians only, 449-450; exposition
(note).
of, in detail, 449-455; illustraFortunatus" schismatic bishop, 342,
tions of, from Jewish liturgies,
4I 5 (note).
Gehenna, punlshmentsof,
584.
Gladiatorial
shows, wickedness
277, 576-577.

of,

Heretics, cannot give true baptism,
376-385, 425, 565-572, nor attain
true martyrdom, 384, 426; appoint bishops without ordination,
424; have not Christ's presence,
425; types of, in the Old Testament, 427; compared with the
lapsed, 427; why favoured by
certain confessors, 427.
Holy Ghost, why He came in the
form of a dove, 424.

Peace given to the lapsed by certain
martyrs, 299.
Persecutions, how endured, 461-465;
divine judgments for, 462-464;
reward of faith and patience
under, 46_.
Perseverance in faith better than attamment, 284.
Peter, St., Christ's charge to, refers
to the whote episcopate, 305 ; the
Church built on him answering
for all, 341, 374, 377, 382, 394,
422; does not claim supremacy,
377 ; meaning of "the Rock,"
_
$6I (note).
ronutt, the designation of a bishop,
270.
Poor, care of the Church for, 314.
Prayer, exhortation to, 286; for the
lapsed, 3io; reverence in, 448;
conditions of acceptable, 455456; examples, 456; hours of,

(559note).(n°te)'
use of Amen in, 56o _vresb_ters,456-457"some
claim all authority,
Lucian, martyr, gives peace to the
2_9; not to serve in secular
lapsed at Rome, 299; rebuked
things, 367 ; to be publicly chosen
by Cyprian, 3oo.
and ordained, 370.
Lucius, bishop of Rome and con- Psalms, sung at meals, 28o; varialessor, his banishment and restotions in numbering of, 546 (note),
ration, 352.
564 (note).

Maccabees, martyrs of, 349, 5o3- Regeneration, effect of, 279.
505.
Remission
of sins, only in the
Manna, types of grace, 4Ol.
Church, 378; first by St. Peter,
Mappahcus, martyr, 288--289.
then by all the Apostles, 38x;
Martyrdom, glory and blessing of,
to all bishops as successors of
303, 496, 579-587; exhortation
the Apostles,
394; from God
to, 347-35 o, 579-g87; supplies
only, 442; examples of denial to
the want of bapt'ism, 385; in
the impenitent
in Holy Scripwill, sufficient, 473; a baptism
ture, 443.
Idolatry, sin of, purged by repentof blood, 497; rewards of, 5o5- Repentance, tokens of, 293; a claim
ante, _34; really demon-wor5o6, 538, 579-_87.
I
for the Church's peace, 335; exship, 407 ; Scripture testimonies
Martyrs, their faith, courage, and J
hortation to, 592-595.
against, 528.
sufferings,
287-288 , 403 ; the j Riches, abuse of, 278.
Idols, vanity of, 415.
_lory of the Church, 289, 296 ; { Rock of the Church, how interpreted,
Innocents, the Holy, martyrdom of,
Importuned for the lapsed, 29x ; 1
56I (note).
349.
commemorated in oblations, 313, _Rome, See of, source of unit},, 344 ;
315; boys, 404, 407; letters of,_
not above the African bishops,
_ealousy, sin and evil of, 493-495.
I
405-406; Scripture examples of, /
344, 596; not always follows the
jews, Scripture testimonies against,/
5o3•
[
tradition of the Apostles, 39I;
of idolatry, 5o8 ; rejecting the LMortality, how made a blessing to I
succession from St. Peter, 394;
prophets, 5c6, and Christ, 5o9;]
Christians" 472-473.
[
its primacy, not supremacy, acnot
understanding
Scripture, ] Mourning (garments), unfit for Chris- ]
knowledged by Cyprian, 596.
_o9; rejected by God, 5Io, the]
tians, 474.
[
law and priesthood being abro- [
/ Sacrifice, to idols, guilt of, 33o; sacrigated, and the temple destroyed, _Nicostratus" deacon, crimes and dep- |
rice not acceptable wltl/out love,
5H, the Gentiles taking their]
osition of, 325.
_
454.
place, 512-513, and the Baptism [ Novatian" schismatically
ordained, /Scriptures, authority of, in councils,
and Cup of Christ
replacang[
rejected
by Cyprian, 3x9-321, ]
328.
their rites, 5x4; Christ the Wis- _
333.
| Seven, number, symbol of perfection,
dora and Word of God, 515-516, | Novatus, schismatic, character and |
5o3.
divine, 517, the Saviour, 518, _
crimes of, 325 .
/Sin, condition of forgiveness, 453incarnate, 5r9, born in Bethle-[Numidfanus,
confessor,
ordained IStephen, bishop of Rome, position
hem, 520, of low estate, 52o, the |
presbyter, 3t 4.
|
in regard to heretical baptism,
.Lamb
slain, 521, the
522, _| Offerings for the
- departed, 367.
||
376-_79;
breaks the unity-of the
tiae B nctegroom,
523,Stone,
crucified,
Church, 396.
524, risen and exalted, 525, re-|Orders, minor, origin of, 417 (note). ]Strangers,
the Church's
care for,
vealing the Father, 5z6, J udge[Ordination,
the term used of a l
314.
ano _mg, 527 ; the Jews neglectbishop, 4r 3 (note).
l ,Yursum Cords, verse and response
!rig mercy and charity, 530-533,
[
in St. Cyprian's time, 455, 559
nummty aria patience, 534, trust Paradise, recognition of friends in, I
(note).
in God, 535, fear of God, 539,
475.
| Synod, African, decree of, on giving
forgiveness, 541 ; exacting usury, Patience, advantage of, 484; exampte [
peace to the lapsed, 336.
540.
of Christ, 485, of the patriarchs, ]
Job, an example of offerings, 481.
486-489; sin and result of im-| Teaching presbyters, a distinct class,
Judah, Lion of, 5t3, 562 (note}.
patience, 489.
I
3oi.
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Theatres,
licentiousness
of,_77,576; Unity of God, acknowledged by
acting in, not allowed to Chrisheathen, 467.
tians, 356; their idolatry, 576,
cruelty, 577, folly, 578.
Virginity, blessing of, 589.
Tobias, example of, 48I, 503.
Virgins, abuses -among, 357, 435 ;
disciphne of, 358; glory of the
Church, 43x; modesty of dress
Unity of the Church, in the episc_
required in, 432, even if rich,
pate, 318; Cyprian's treatise on
433; not to frequent marriage
referred to, 327 ; necessary t_
feasts nor publicbaths, 435.
ordination, 3z 9, to teaching, 333
Vision given to a dying Christian, 473.
types in Holy Scripture, 398.
_)9; how beginning from St Water made wine, spiritual meaning
.)'eter, 4zz.
of, 36z.

689

Widows, examples in Holy Scriprare, 48o.
Will of God, how to be done, 45_.
Works of God, beauty of, 578.
Works of mercy, Christian extent of,
in the early Church, 5z8, 563
(note).
World, in the Church, 438; material,
deca__ of, 458, 475, 56o (note);
God s judgments on, 459.
Xistus, bisliop of Rome, martyrdom
of) 4o8.
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INDEX OF SUBJECTS.
Angel of the Covenant, the Son of
God, 627-63I.
Apocalypse, early received at Rome,
6oo.
Apostles Peter and Paul, remains of.
at Rome, 6OL
Ark, type of the Church, 658.
Baptism

of the Spirit, 669, 67x ; of

I
640, 642 ; of the Father, 643-644;
]
why acknowledged by the first
]
disciples, 67 I, but with imperfect
I
faith, 672.
_Creation, works of God in, 6x L 6t7.
_Cross, sign of, in Jacob's blessing,
[
63L

I

Deluge, the, symbol

of persecution,

water,fire,
676.67°; of blood, 676 ; of Dove658"of
Noah, type of baptism, 658.
Caius, presbyter, historical notice of,
and hm works, 599.
Cerinthus, heresies of, 6oL
Christ, divmtty of, a primitive doctrine, 6OI ; psalms and hymns
in honour of, 6or, 6o4 (note) ;
prophectes of, 618, 62t; truly
man, 6i9, and God, 620, proved
by Holy Scripture, 627; testxmony of Moses, 626 ; Christ seen
by Abraham, 627, by Hagar, and
Jacob, 629; equal with God,
633; His dtvinity acknowledged
bv heretics making Him the
Father, 634 ; Son of God distingmshed from Son of man, 634;
suffered
asmanoni_,,635;
Scripture
testimomes
ot the Son
of
God, 636; one with the Father
in substance, not in person, 637-

God, over all things, attributes of,
6x2; Creator of all, 6x3; perfeet, 614 ; without human passions or form, 615; ineffable,
6t6; Hm providence, 617.

ILaw of Jewish meats, to be underI
stood spiritually, 645.
ILaying on Of hands, complement of
]
baptism, 668 ; given by bishops
I
only, 669.
[
Martyrdom, not possible to deniers
of Christ, 673-674.
Meats, law of, sprat"
" ual, 645; animal,
giventinctionafterof
cleanthe
andFall'unclean646;
dlS-for
man's sake only, and spiritually
interpreted, 647, done away by
Christ, 648, but not to permit
luxury or intemperance, 649, nor
partakmg of idol-meats, 650.

Natalius_ heretic, account of, 6or.
Heretical baptism, acts and records Novatian, historical notice of, 6o7t
of, noted, 653; not to be reorthodoxy of his wratings, 6o8;
peated, 667, but completed by
extant works, 6o8; anonymorm
imposition of hands, 668, 673,
treatise against his heresy, 657but valid without such comple663.
ment, 669, 673; note from Eusebius on, 678.
Paraclete, the, receives from Christ
Holy Spirit, person and office of, 64 O.
what He reveals to man, 625:
His person and office, 64o.
Intemperance among Christians, 649.
Lapsed, not to be denied mercy, 659;
instances from Scrxpture, 66066x.

602; canon
of, in bythe heretics,
second
Scriptures,
perverted
century, 6o3.
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